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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 

BuREAU oF ETHNOLOGY, 

Washington, D. C., June 25, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit to you my report upon the Klamath 

Indians of Southwestern Oregon, the result of long and patient st.udy. It 
deals with their beliefs, legends, and traditions, their government and social 
life, their racial and somatic peculiarities, and, more extensively, with their 
language. rro this the reader is introduced by numerous ethno~aphic 
"Texts," suggested or dictated by the Indians themselves, and accompanied 
by an interlinear translation and by "Notes," a method which I regard as 
the 1nost efficient means of becoming acquainted with any language. In 
this report I have given prominence to the exposition of the language, 

because I consider language to be the most irnportant monument of the 
American Indian. Archreology and ethnography are more apt to acquaint 
us with facts concerning the aborigines, but language, when properly inves
tigated, gives us the ideas that were moving the Indian's mind, not only 
recently but long befor~ the historic period. 

R.epeated and prolonged visits to the people of the northern as well as 

of the southern chieftaincy have yielded s_uffi cient material to enable 1ne to 
classify the language of both united tribes as belonging to a distinct family. 
In their territorial seclusion from the nearer Indian tribe& they show anthro

pologic differences considerable enough to justify us in regarding them as 
a separate nationality. 

There is probably no language spoken in North America possessed 
of a non1inal inflection more developed than the Klamath, although in 
this particular, in the phonetic elements and in the syllabic reduplicati',)n 

pervading all parts of speech, it shows many analogies with the Sahap tin 
VII 
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dialects. The analytic character of the language and its synthetic character 
balance each other pretty evenly, much as they do in the two classic lan

guages of antiquity. 
Concerning the ethnography of both chieftaincies and the mythology 

of the Modoc Indians, I have gathered more material than could be utilized 
for the report, and I hope to publish it at a later day as a necessary sup
plement to what is now embodied in the two parts of the present volume. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
ALBERT s. GATSCHET. 

Ron. J. W. PowELL, 

Director of the U. S. Bureau of Ethnology. 
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THE KLAMATH INDIANS OF SOUTHWESTERN OREGON. 

BY ALBERT s. GATSCHET. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC SKETCH OF THE PEOPLE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Klamath people of North Atnerican Indians, the subject of this 
descriptive sketch, have inhabited from time immemorial a country upon 
the eastern slope of the Cascade Range, in the southwestern part of the 
territory now forn1ing the State of Oregon. That territory is surrounded 
by mountain ridges and by elevations of moderate height, and watered by 
streams, lakes, marshes, and pond-sources issuing from the volcanic sands 
covering the soil. rrhe secluded position of these Indians within their 
mountain fastnesses has at all times sheltered them against the inroads of 
alien tribes, but it has also withheld fron1 then1 sorne of the benefits which 
only a lively intercourse and trade with other tribes are able to confer. 
The climate of that upland country is rough and well known for its sudden 
changes of temperature, which in many places render it unfavorable to 
agriculture. But the soil is productive in edible roots, bulbs, berries, and 
timber, the limpid waters are full of fish and fowl, and game was plentiful 
before the white man's rifle made havoc with it. Thus the country was 
capable of supplying a considerable number of Indians with food, and they 
never manifested a desire to migrate or ''be removed to a better country." 

The topography of these highlands, which contain the headwaters of the 
Klamath River of California, , will be discussed at length after a mention of 
the scanty literature existing upon this comparatively little explored tract of 
land. 
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a Modoc Indian. 
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eruption, the series of the principal peaks, as the Three Sisters, ~fount 
J e.fferson, and Mount Hood, marking the general direction of the ridge. 

The formation consists of a dark and hard basaltic and andesitic lava, 
which also forms nun1erous extinct volcanic con~s and basins lying on the 
east side of the range (~fount Scott, Crater Lake, craters in Sprague River 
valley, etc.). This formation underlies the whole of the Klamath River 
headwaters, but stratified deposits cover it at many places, consisting of 
sandstone, infusorial marls, volcanic ashes, purnice-stone, etc. Prof. J. S. 
Newberry* describes this volcanic rock as "a dark vesicular trap". 

East of the basin of the Klamath 'Lakes ,rl south of the Columbia 
River water-shed lies an extensive territory extehutng to the east towards 
Owyhee River, and having its largest area in Nevada and Utah. It has 
been called th~ Great Basin of the Interior, and has an average altitude of 
5,000 feet. The numerous fault-fissures intersecting it from north to south 
form its principal geologic feature. In the Quaternary period long and 
narrow lakes rnarked those faults on the obverse side of their dip; and 
even now, when evaporation has left these depressions aln1ost dry, small 
bodies of water mark the ·site of the fissures even where erosion has oblit
erated most traces of a fracture of the earth's crust. The most conspicuous 
of · these fissures in the basaltic formations are in Oregon, northern Cali

fornia and NevaJa: the valley of Quinn River, Alvord Valley with Pueblo 
Valley, Gnano Valley, \Varner Lake with Long and Surprise Valley, Abert, 
Summer, and Silver Lake Valley. A geologic reconnaissance of the country 
west of this northwestern portion of the Great Basin, the central parts of 
which were once filled by the Quaternary Lake Lahontan, with its enormous 
drainage basin, would probably prove a similar origin for the two Klamath 
Lakes with Klan1ath Marsh, and for Goose Lake Valley. 

These two sPcondary basins lie nearest the base of the great mountain 
wall of the Cascade Range, and therefore receive a larger share of the 
rain precipitated upon it than the more distant ones. The supply of water 
receiYed during the year being thus larger th~n the annual evaporation, 
the excess flows off in the streams which drain the basin. There is much 
analogy between the basin of the ~lamath Lakes and that of Pit River; 

*Pacific Railroatl Hevurts, 18J4-'5J, vol. 6, part 2, pp. 34-:-19. 
ii 
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both form elongated troughs, and the waters escaping from thern reach .the 
lowlands through deep cuts in the resistant material. The difference lies 
only in this, that the drainage of the Klan1ath headwater basin has -been 

less complete than that of the Sacrarnento and upper Pit River; and large 
portions of its surface are still occupied by bodies of water. 

The lakes which show the location of lon-gitudinal faults are the more 

shallow the more distant they are from the Cascade Range, and those which 
possess no visible outlet necessarily contain brackish water, as the alkaline 
nraterials in them are not removed by evaporation. It is a noticeabl_e fact 
that those lakes which were nearest the seats and haunts of the Klarnath 
Indians are all disposed in one large circle: Klan1ath Marsh, Upper and 
Lower Klamath Lakes, Rhett or Tule Lake, Clear or Wright Lake, Goose 
Lake, Abert Lak~, Summer Lake, Silver Lake with Pauline Marsh. Be
sides this several other depressions now filled with marshes and alkali flats 

show the existence of forn1er water-basins. 

TOPOGRAPHIC NOTES. 

The most prominent object of nature visible fronr the level parts of the 
l{lamath Reservation is the Cascade Range with its lofty peaks. Seen from 

the east shore of Upper Klamath Lake, it occupies nearly one hundred and 
fifty degrees of the horizon. Though Shasta Butte, visible on the far south, 

does not properly belong to it, the ridge rises to high altitudes not very far 
fron1 there, reaching its maxin1um height in the regular pyramid forming 
Mount Pitt. This pyramid is wooded on its slopes, and hides several nlount
ain lakes-Lake of the Woods, Buck Lake, and Aspen Lake-on its south
eastern· base. Following in a northern direction are Union Peak, Mount 
Scott, and Mount Thielsen, with rnany elevations of rninor size. At the 
southwestern foot of Mount Scott lies a considerable lake basin about twenty 
miles in circunrference, and at sorne places two thousand feet below its rin1. 

The water being of the same· depth, this "Crater Lake" has been pointed 
out as probably the deepest lake basin in the world (1,996 feet by one sound
ing), and it also fills the largest volcanic crater known. At its southwestern 
end a conical island emerges from its brackish waters, which is formed of 

scorire-proof that it was once an eruption crater. The altitude of the 
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water's surface was found to be 6,30_0 feet; and this remarkable lake is but 
a short distance south of the forty-third degree of latitude. Capt. C. E. 

Dutton, of t~e U. S. Geological Survey, ha_s n1ade an examination of the 
lake and its surroundings, and gave a short sketch of it in the weekly 
"Science" of New York, February 26, 1886, frorr1 which an extract was 
published in the "Ausland" of Stuttgart, 1887, pp.174, 175. 

On the west side of Mount Scott and Crater Lake rise the headwaters 
of the North Fork of Rogue River, which run down the western slope, and 
a narrow trail crosses the ridge sou.th of the elevation. Northeast of it and 
west of Walker's Range , lies a vast level plain strewed with pulverized 

pumice-stone, and forming the water-shed between the affluents of the 
Klamath and those of Des Chutes River, a large tributary of the Colurnbia. 

Upper Klan1ath Lake, with its beautiful and varied Alpine scenery, 
verdant slopes, blue waters, and winding shores, is one of the most attractive 
sights upon the reservation. Its principal feeder is Williamson River, a 
water-course rising about thirty miles northeast of its mouth. After passing 
through Klan1ath Marsh it pursues its winding course south through a canon 
of precipitous hills, six miles in length; then reaches a wide, fertile valley, 
joins Sprague Rivm~ · coming from Yaneks and the east, and after a course 

of about sixty tniles empties its volume of water into Upper IClamath Lake 
near its northern end. The elevation of this lake was found to be about 
eighty feet higher than that of Little Klamath Lake, which is 4,175 feet. 
Wood River, with its affluent, Crooked River, is another noteworthy feeder 
of the lake, whose shores are partly 1narshy, partly bordered by prairies and 
1nountains. The lake is embellished by a number of pretty little islands, 
is twenty-five miles long in an air-line, and varies between three and ~even 
miles in width. On the eastern shores the waters are more shallow than on 

the western. 
The waters of the lake first empty themselves through · Link River 

(I-ulal6na), and after p., mile's course fall over a rocky ledge at the town of 
Linkville. From there onward the stream takes the name of Klamath 

River. Passing through a n1arsh, it receives the waters of Little Klamath 
Lake, then winds its circuitous way towards the Pacific Ocean through a 

hilly and wooded country , canons, and rapids, innavigable for craft of any 

, 
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considerable size.* Hot springs of sulphuric taste flow westward east of 
Linkville, one of them showing a temperature of 190°' Fahr. 

The Klamath Reservation is studded with a large number of isolated 
and short volcanic hill ridges, with a general direction from northwest to 
southeast. South of Klamath 1\farsh there are elevations culminating at 
5,650 and 6,000 feet, and in Fuego Mountain 7,020 feet are attained. 
Yamsi Peak, between Klamath Marsh and Sykan Marsh U>,170 feet) reaches 
an altitude of not less than 8,242 feet, thus rivaling many peaks of the 
Cascade Range. The Black Hills, south of Sykan (Saikeni) Marsh, rise to 
6,410 feet, but are surpassed by several elevations south of Sprague River, 
near the middle course of which the Yaneks Agency ( 4,450 feet) is situated. 
Sprague River (P'laikni k6ke ), the n1ost considerable tributary of William
son River, drains a valley rich in productive bottoms and in tirnber. 

The basaltic ridge, which forms a spur of the Cascade Range and passes 
east of Fort Klamath (I-ukak), slopes down very abruptly toward the Qua

ternary lake basin, now forming a low marshy prairie and watered by Wood 
River (E-ukalkshini k6ke ), which enters upper Klan1ath-Lake near Kohashti 

and by Seven Mile Creek, nearer the Cascade Range. This basaltic spur, 
called Yanalti by the Indians, represents the eastern side of a huge fault
fissure. Its altitude constantly decreases until it is crossed by a rivulet one
eighth of a mile long, called Beetle's Rest ('l'gulutcham Kshute'lsh), which 
issues fron1 a pond, drives a rnill, and then joins Crooked River (Yanalti 

k6ke, or Tutashtaliksini k6ke ). This beautiful spring and stream were 
selected by the Government as the site for the Klan1ath Agency buildings. 
The old agency at Kohashti (Guhuashkshi or ''Starting-place") on the 
lake, · three miles south, was abandoned, and a subagency established at 
Yaneks. The agency buildings are hidden in a grove of lofty pine trees. 
South of these the ridge rises again and culminates in an elevation, called 
Pitsua ( 4,680 feet). The junction of Sprague and Williamson River,s is 
marked by a rock called Ktai-Tupakshi, and described in Dictionary, page 
149, as of n1ythic fame. South of Sprague River the ledge rises again, 
and, approaching close to the lake shore, forms 1\tloJoc Point, a bold head-

* I have not been able to vi-;;it personally other parts of the Klamath highlands 
than the eastern shore of Upper Klamath Lake, from Fort Klamath to Link ville, 
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land, which culminates in an elevation east of it, n1easuring 6,650 feet, in 
Nilaks Mountain (Nilakshi, "Daybreak"), on the· lake shore, and in Swan 
Lake Point (7,200 feet), about eight miles frotn Klamath Lake. A deep 
depression south of this height is Swan Lake Valley ( 4,270 feet), and a 
high hill north of the two, near Sprague River, is called Saddle Mountain 
(6,976 feet). Yaneks Butte, with a summit of 7,277 feet, lies midway 
between the head waters of Sprague River and the Lost River Valley. A 
long and steep ridge, called the Plun.1 Hills, rises between Nilaks and the 
town of Linkville. 

We now arrive at what is called the "Old Modoc Country." The main 
seat of the Modoc people was the valley of Lost River, the shores of Tule 
and of Little Klamath Lake. Lost River follows a winding course about as 
long as that of Willian1son River, but lies in a more genial climate. The soil 

·is formed of sandstone interstratified with infusorial marls. N ushaltkaga is 
one of its northern sid~ valleys. At the Nat ural Bridge (Tilhuantko) these 
strata have been upheaved by a fault, so that Lost River passes underneath. 
rrhe sandstone is of volcanic origin, and contains pun1ice and black scoria 
in rounded masses, often of the size of an egg. The largest part of Tule 

Lake, also called Rhett Lake and Modoc Lake (M6atak, ~f6atokni e-ush ), 
lies within the boundaries of California. It is drained by evaporation only, 
has extinct craters on its shores, and the celebrated Lava Beds, long inhab
ited, by the K6mbatwash Indians, lie on its southern end. 

Clear Lake, also called \V right Lake (by the Modocs, Tchapsxo ), is a 

crater basin, with the water surface lying considerably below the surround
ing country. Its outlet is a tributary of Lost River, but is filled with water 
in the cooler season only. Little or Lower Klamath Lake (Aka-ushkni 
e-ush) is fed by Cottonwood Creek, and on its southern side had several 
Indian settlements, like Agawesh. It has an altitude of 4,175 feet, and 
belongs to the drainage basin of Klamath River. South of these lakes 
there are considerable volcanic formations, which, however, lie beyond the 
pale of our descriptive sketch. 

Peculiar to this volcanic tract is the frequent phenomenon of the pond 
sources ( welwash, nushaltkaga). These sources are volun1inous springs of 

. lin1pid water, which issue from the ground at the border of the ponds with 
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a strong bubbling motion, without any indication of other springs in the 
vicinity. They are met with in .soil formed of volcanic sands and detritus, 

have a rounded shape with steep borders, and form the principal feeders 
of the streams into which they empty. Ponds like these mainly occar in 
wooded spots. Some of them have a diameter of one hundred feet and 
more, and are populated by fish and amphibians of all kinds. 

The lake region east of the Reservation was often visited in the hunting 

and fishing season by th~ Klamath Lake, Modoc, and especially by the 
Snake Indians. Goose Lake was one of the principal resorts of the Snake 
and the Pit River Indians; and even now the nurnerous rivulets flowing 

into it make its shores desirable to American stockmen and settlers. Warner 
(or Christmas) Lake, fully thirty-five miles in length, was once enlivened 
by the troops camping at Fort Warner, on 1ts eastern side.* Chewaukan 
Marsh (Tchnaxe'ni) has its name from the tchua or "water potato", the 
fruit of Sagittaria, and is by its outlet connected .with Abert Lake. 

The Indians of the Reservation annually repair about the 1nonth of June 
to Klarnath Marsh (E-ukshi) to fish, hunt, and gather berries and w6kash 

or pond-lily seed, which is one of their staple foods. Its surface is sonle
what less than that of Upper Klamath Lake. Its shores are high on the 

southeastern, low and marshy on the northwestern side. Water appears at 
single places only, insufficient to warrant the marsh being called, as it often 

is, a lake. 
The Oregonian portions of the country described belong politically to 

Klamath and to Lake Counties, the county seats of which are Linkville 
and Lakeview, on the northern end of Goose Lake. The latter place also 

contains a United States land office. 

FLORA AND FAUNA. 

Vegetation usually gives a characteristic starnp to a country, but in 
arid districts, as those of the Klamath highlands, it is rather the geological 
features which leave an impress on our minds . The further we recede from 

• Goose and Warner Lakes are described in Lieutenant Wheeler's Report, Annual 
Report of Chief of Engineers, 1878 so. Appendix N N, pp. 113-120. Goose Lake, 
by Stephen Powers, in "A Pony Ride on Pit River," Overland Monthly of San Fran
cisco, October, 187 4, pp. 342-351. 
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the Cascade Range and its more humid atmosphere the less vegetation is 
developed. The lake shot~es and river banks, when not marshy, produce 

the cottonwood tree and several species of willows, and the hills are covered 

with the yellow or pitch pine and the less frequent western cedar. In the 
western parts of the Reservation large tracts are timbered with pitch pine, 

which seems to thrive exceedingly well upon the volcanic sands and de
tritus of the hilly region. These pines (ko1sh) are about one hundred feet 
in height, have a brownish-yellow, very coarse bark, and branch out into 
limbs at a considerable height above the ground. They stand at intervals 
of twenty to fifty feet frotn each other, and are free fron1 rnanzanita bushes 
and other undergrowth except at the border of the forest, leaving plenty of 

space for the passage of_ wagons almost everywhere. A smaller pine species, 
Pin·us contorta (kapka, in Modoc kuga ), which forms denser thiekets near the 
water, is peeled by the Indians to a height of twenty feet when the sap is 
ascending, in the spring of the y·ear, to use the fiber-bark for food. 'Up high 

in the Cascade Range, in the midst of yellow pines, grows a conifera ol taller 
dimensions, the sugar-pine (ktelean1 ko1sh). The hemlock or white pine 
( wa/ko ), the juniper (kta/lo ), and the 1nountain mahogany (yf1kmalam) are 

found in and south of Sprague River Valley. 

The lake shores and river banks produce more edible fruits and berries 
than the n1arshy tracts; and it is the shores of Klamath and Tule Lakes 
which mainly. supply the Indian with the tule reed and scirpus, from which 
the women manufacture mats, lodge-roofs, and basketry. The largest tule 
species ( ma-i) grows in the water to a height of ten feet and over, and . in 
the lower end of its cane furnishes a juicy and delicate bit of food. Woods, 
river sides, and such marshes as Klamath lVIarsh, are skirted by various 

kinds of bushes, supplying berries in large quantities. The edible bulbs, 
as camass, ko 11, l'ba, ipo, and others, are found in the prairies adjacent. 
Pond-lilies grow in profusion on lake shores and in the larger marshes, 
especially on the W 6kash Marsh west of Link ville, and on Klamath 1\-'Iarsh, 
as previously mentioned. The Lost River Valley is In.ore productive in 

n1any of these spontaneous growths than the tracts within the Reservation. 
It is claimed by the Klatnath Lake Indians that they employ no drugs 

of vegetal origin for the cure of diseaRes, because their country is too cold 
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to produce them. This is true to a certain extent; but as there are so many 

plants growing there that narcotize the fish, how is it that the country 

produces no medical plants for the cure of men's diseases~ Of the plant 
shle' dsb, at least, they prepare a drink as a soi·t of tea. 

The fauna of the Klamath uplands appears to be richdr in species than 
the vegetal growth. What first strikes the traveler's attention on the eastern 
shore of the Upper Lake is the prodigious nurnber of burrows along the 

sandy road, especially in the timber, varying in size from a few inches to a 

foot in <Jiameter. They are rnade by cbiprnunks of two species, and others 
are the dens of badgers, or of the blue and the more common brown squirrel. 
The coyote or prairie-wolf nutkes burrows also, but this animal has lately 
become scarce. No game is so frequent as the de~r. This is either the 
black-tail deer, (shua-i, Cervus columbianus), or the white-tail deer (mushmush, 
Cariacus virginian us macrurus ), or the mule-deer (pa1f6lesh, Cervus macrotis). 

Less frequent is the antelope ( tclH~-~' Antilocapra americana), and rnost other 
four-legged game rnust be sought for now upon distant heights or in the 
deeper canons, as the elk ( vun ), the bear in his three varieties (black, cin
na~non, and grizzly; wita'm, naka, ltl'k), the lynx (shl6a), the gray wolf 
(ka'-utchish), the silver or red fox (wan), the little gray fox (ketcbkatch), 

the cougar (taslatch), and the mountain sheep (k6-il). Beavers, otters, 
minks, and woodchuck::, are trapped by expert Indians on the rivers, ponds, 
and brooklets of the interior. 

The shores of the water-basins are enlivened by innumerable swarms 
of water-fowls, ( ma' makli), as ducks, geese, herons, and cranes. Some can 

be seen day by day swimming about gracefully or fishing at ~Iodoc Point 
(Nilakshi) and other promontories, while others venture up the river courses 
and fly over swarnpy trac.ts extending far inland. Arnong the ducks the 
more comrnon are the n1allard ( we'ks), the long-necked kilidshiks; anrong 
the geese, the brant (lalak) and the white goose (waiwash). Other water
birds are thA white swan (kush), the coot or mudhen (tuhush), the loon 
(taplal), the pelican (yan1al or kumal), and the pinguin (kuitsia). Fish
hawks and bald--headed eagles (yauxal) are circling about in the air to 
catch the fish which are approaching the water's surface unaware of danger. 
Marsh-hawks and other raptores infest the marshes and are lurking there 
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for sn1all game, as field-mice, or for sedge-hens and srnaller birds. The 
largest bird of the countr·y, the golden eagle, or Californian condor (p'lai
wash), .has become scarce. Blackbirds exist in large numbers, and are very · 
destructive to the crops throughout Oregon. Other birds existing in several 

species are the owl, lark, woodpecker, and the pigeon. Migratory birds, as 
the hununing-birds and mocking-birds, visit the Klamath uplands, especially 
the Lost River Valley, and stop there till winter. 

The species of fish found in the country are the mountain trout, the 
salnr0n, and several species of suckers. Of the snake family the tnore fre

quent species are the garter-snake (wishink.), the black-snake (wamenigsh), 
and the rattlesnake (!fe-ish, !fi' sh). Crickets and grasshoppers are roasted 
and eaten by the Indians, also the chrysalis or a lllOth (pulxuantch). 

THE ASPECTS OF THE COUNTRY. 

Elle est riante ainsi que l'Italie, 
Terrible ainsi que les rives du Nord. 

The Klamath plateau presents very different aspects and produces very 
different impressions, according to the observer's condition and the character 

of the localities he enters or beholds. Travelers coming over the monoto
nous rocky or alkaline plains extending between ~Ialheur Lake and the 
Reservation are gladdened at the-Sight of rivulets and springs, imparting a 
fresher verdure to the unproductive soil, and greet with welcome the pine
ries which they behold at a distance. Feelings of the same kind penetrate 
the hearts of those who enter the highlands from the Pit River country of 
California when they come to the well-watered plains of Lost River after 
crossing the desolate lava formations lying between. The scenery can be 
called grand only there, where the towering ridge of the Cascade Mountains 
and the shining mirrors of the lakes at their feet confront the visitor, sur
prised to see in both a reproduction of Alpine landscapes in the extretne 

, West of America.* The alternation of jagged and angular outlines with long 
level ridges on the horizon suggests, and the peculiar lava color retained by 

*Tile large pyramidal co·ne of Mount Pitt is a rather accurate duplicate of the 
celebrated Niesen Peak in the Bernese Oberland, Switzerland, as seen from its north· 
ern and eastern side. 
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the highest peaks confirm the erup,tive origin of these mountains. The pure 
azure sky and the perpetual silence of nature reigning in these uplands add 
·irnpressions of grandeur which it is irnpossible to describe. The sense of 
the beautiful has no .gratification in the austere forms of these 1nountains, 
but the blue and limpid waters of the lakes, their numerous islands, and 
the lovely green of the shores, delight it in the highest degree. 

The other eminences perceptible on the horizon lack the boldness of 
outline seen upon the main ridge, and with their dusky timbers deeply 
contrast with it. They seem monotonous and commonplace, and people 
easily impressed by colors will call thern somber. The open country, whether 
marshes, plains, clearings, meadows, or bare hills, presents an extremely 
bleak aspect, especially when under the influence of a hot surnmer sun. 
Its unvarying yellowish hue, produced by the faded condition of the coarse 
gt~asses, renders it monotonous. 

The solitude and serenity of these places exercise a quieting influence 
upon the visitor accustorned to the noisy scenes of our towns and cities. 
Noiselessly the brooks and streams pursue their way through the purifying 
volcanic sands; the murmur of the waves and the play of the water-birds, 
interrupted at tirnes by the cry of a solitary bi.rd, are the only noises to 
break the silence. Beyond the few settlements of the Indian and away 
from the post-road, scarcely any trace of the hand of man reminds us of the 
existence of hum~n beings. There Nature alone speaks to us, and those 
who are able to read history in the forn1ations disclosed before hin1 in the 
steeper ledges of this solitary corner of the globe will find ample satisfaction 
in their study .. 

The Klamath plateau, though productive in game, fish, and sundry 
kinds of vegetable food, could never become such a great central resort of 
Indian populations as the banks of Oolun1bia River. 'rhe causes for this 
lie in its secluded position and chiefly in its clin1ate, which is one of abrupt 
changes. The dryness of the atmosphere maintains a clear sky, which ren
ders the sun1mer days intensely hot; the sun's rays become intolerable in the 
middle of the day at places where they are reflected by a sandy, alkaline, 
or rocky soil and not moderated by passing breezes. Rains and hailstorms 
are of rare occurrence, and gathering thunder clouds often dissolve or ''blow 
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over," so that the running waters never swell, but show the same water level 
throughout the year. Nights are chilly and really cold, for the soil reflects 
against the clear sky all the heat received from the sun during the d·ay, and 

the dry night air pervading the highlands absorbs all the moisture it can. 
vVinters are severe; snow begins to fall early in November, and in the later 

n10nths it often covers the ground four feet high, so that the willow lodges 
(not the winter houses) completely disappear, and the inn1ates are thus shel
tered from the cold outside. The lakes never freeze over entirely, but ice 
forms to a great thickness. ~he cold nights produce frosts which are very 
destructive to crops in the vicinity of the Cascade Range, but are less harm
ful to gardening or cereals at places more distant; ~and in Lost River Valley, 

at Y {tneks-even at Link ville-melons, turnips, potatoes, and other vegeta

bles rarely fail. The mean annual ten1perature as observed some years ago 
at Fort Klamath was 40.4 7° Fahr. 

rrhere are several instances in America where highlands have become 
centers of an aboriginal culture. Such instances are the plateaus of Ana
huac, Guatemala, Bogota, and of -Titicaca Lake. They contained a dense 

population, more cultured than their barbaric neighbors, whom they sue-

~ ceeded in subjugating one after the other through a greater centralization 

and unity of power. The Klamath highlands can be con1pared to the pla
teaus above named in regard to their configuration, but they never nour

ished a population so ~ense that it could exercise any power analogous to 
that above mentioned. Moreover, there was no intellectual and centralizing 
element among these Indians that could render them superior to their neigh
bors, all of whom maintained about the same level of culture and intelligence 

TOPOGRAPHIC LIST OF CAMPING PLACES. 

To form a correct idea of th~ dissemination of Indians in this sparsely 
inhabited country, the following lists of camping places will furnish service
able data. The grounds selected by the Maklaks for camping places are 
of two kinds: either localities adapted for establishing a fishing or hunting 
camp of a few days' or weeks' duration or for a whole summer season, or 

they are places selected for p~rmanent settletnent. Winter lodges (lulda
malaksh) or slab houses are often built at the latter places; whereas the 
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transitory camps are marked by frail willow lodges (latchash, stina'sh) or 
other light structures. Indian camps are as a rule located near rivers, 
brooks, marshes, springs, or lakes. Hunters generally erect their lodges in 
convenient places to overlook a considerable extent of territory. 

In the lists below the order in which the localities are mentioned indi
cates the direction in which they follow each other. I obtained them from 
the two interpreters of the reservation, Dave Hill and Charles Preston; 
and as regards the old Modoc country, fron1 Jennie Lovwer, a Modoc girl 

living in the Indian Territory, who remembered these places from her youth. 
The grammatic analysis of the local names will in many instances be found 
in the Dictionary. 

CAMPING PLACES ON KLAMATH MARSH. 

The permanent dwellings upon this marsh have all been abandoned; 
but the Modocs and Klamath Lakes, together with some Snake Indians from 
Sprague River, resort there annually, when the pond-lily seed and the ber
ries ripen, for a period of about six weeks. Its shores were permanently 
in.habited in 1853, when visited by the United States exploration party under 
Lieutenants Williamson and Abbott, and even later. Dave Hill's list below 
follows the localities in their topographic order fron1 northeast to southwest 
and along the southeastern elevated shore of the marsh, which at some places 
can be crossed on foot. A few rocky elevations exist also on the northeast 
end of the marsh. 

Kata'gsi "stumpy bnshes." 
Taktaklishloslti ''recldi:sh spot." 
Yaukelam Las hi ~'eagle wing." 
Yasll=Lama/ds "projecting willow." 
Spuklish La wish "sweat lodge on promon-

tory." 
Mbakualsi ''at the withered tree." 
Kmutchuyaksi ''at the old man's rock;" 

a man-shaped rock formation near the 
open waters of the marsh and visible at 
some distance. 

Lalawasxe'ui "~laty rock." 
Taktxfsh "cricket noise." 
T~asam Pew as "skunk's dive." 
Ktaf:Wasi "rocky hollow." 

Sualsxeni "at the rock- pile." 
Lui pakat "chalk quarry." 
Kapga'ksi "dwarf-pine thicket." 
Waptasxani "water moving through ponds 

perceptibly." 
Tch6keam Psish "pumice-stone nose." 
~aksi "raven's nest." 
r wal ,, land's end." 
Luyansti "within the circle." 
Yaukelam SnOlash "eagle nest." 
Tchikas= \Valakish "bird-watch;" secreted 

spot where hunters watch their feathered 
game. 

Tuilkat." at the small rail pyramid." 
Awaluashxe'ni "at the island." 
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Txalarugiplis ''hack away from the west;" , Lgft'm=-A-ushi ''coal lake," with waters 
I 

probably referring to a turn of the shore- I looking as black as coal. 
line. 1 Sum de "at the mouth or outlet." 

Wak=Taliksi ''white pine on water-line." II Nusksi "skull-place;" a human skull was 
Wfshinkam Tinuash "drowned snake;" once found there. This is one ot'tllespots 

place where a garter snake was found wherethenativessubmergetb.eirdug-out 
drowned in the open waters of the canoes in the mud or sand at the bottom 
marsh. of tile lake for the wintry season. 

Some of the above .places near the outlet are also n1entioned in Pete's 
Text on~ the "Seasons of the Year," and the following additional Inay be 
inserted here fron1 it (7 4, 15-17): 

Lt:;me-isham Nute'ks ''impression of thun
derbolt." 

La.l'laks "steep little eminence." 

St6palsh=tama/ds "peeled pine standing 
alonP." 

Kak=Kshawaliaksh ''raven on the pole." -

CAMPS ALONG WILLIAMSON RIVER. 

In this list Dave Hill enumerated old camps and present locations of 
lodges (1877) on both sides of Williamson River, from the lower end of 
Klanmth Marsh ( 4, 54 7 feet) to Upper Klamath Lake. The river runs for 
six miles or more throug-h a ravine about two hundred feet deep, and the 
road follows it on the east side, leading over the hills. The wigwan1s are 
built in proximity to the river course. At its outlet Willian1son River forms 
a delta, projecting far out into the lake, and filled with bulrushes.* 

Kakago'si ''at the ford." Kultam Wa/sh "otter's home." 
Samka-ushxa/ni "cliffs in the river;" a Stflakgish "place to watch fish." 

fislling place. Ya aga "little willows." Here the road 
Y ale-alant "clear waters.'' from Linkville to Fort Klamath crosses 
Tanua=Lutilsh "fiat rocks under the water." 
Ka'Jf=Talfksh, or Ka'k=TaliHh "twin rocky 

pillars." 
A walokaksaksi ''at the little island." 
Mbushaksham Wa'sh "where obsidian is 

found." 
Txalmakstant (supply: Ktai-Tupaksi) ''on 

the west side of (Standing Rock)." 
Tcbpin6ksaksi ''at the graveyard;" ceme

tery and ancient cremation ground of 
the E-uk~hikni. 

Kta-iti ' 4 place of rocks." 
Tchikesi "at the submerged spot." 

Williamson River on a wooden bridge 
built by the. United States Government; 
here is also the center of the Indian set
tlements on Williamson River. 

Kuls=Tge-ush, or Kul.sam=Tge-us ~'badger 
standing in the water." . 

WiUi/mamtsi "where the black bear was." 
Kuyam=Ska-iks "crawfish trail." 
Slankoshksoksi, or ShJankoshkshu'kshi 

"where the bridge was." 
Kolfaksi "at the brooklet." 
Kuyaga, a former cremation place in th~ 

vicmit.v of y a aga . 

.. Compare Professor Newberry's description, pp. 38, 39, and Lieutenant Williamson's report (part I), p. 68. 
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CAMPING PLACES AND OTHER LOCALITIES AROUND UPPER KLAMATH LAKE. 

Places situated on the lake are as follows: 
Skohuash ki, commonly called Kohashti, 

Kuhuashti by Americans and Indians, 
"starting place of canoeR, boats." For
merly location of the United States 
Agency; now numbering four or five 
Indian lodges. 

Tulisb, fishing place near the outlet of 
Williamson River: ''spawning place." 

T6kua or T{Ikua, near the outlet of Will
iamson River. From this the neighbor
ing part of the lake is sometimes called 
Tukua Lake. 

Nilakshi: lit. ''dawn of day;" is now used 
to designate 1\-Iodoc Point also, though it 
properly refers to the Nilaks mountain 
ridge only. 

A-ushme, an island in the lake near Modoc 
Point. 

Shuyake'ksi or "jumping place." 
l-ulal6na, or Yulal6nan, Link River above 

the falls at Link ville; lit." rubbing, mov
ing to and fro." The name was after
wards transferred to the town of Link
ville, which is also called Tiwishxe'ni 
"where the cascade noise is." 

Ux6tuash, name of an island near Link
ville. 

Wakaksi Spuklish, a ceremonial sweat
lodge on west side of the lake. 

Kumbat "in therockb." Locality on west
ern side of lake, called Rocky Point. 

Lukuashti "at the hot water." Name for 
the hot sulphuric springs about half a 
mile east and northeast of the town of 
Linkville, and of some others west of 
that town. 

EMINENCES AROUND UPPER KLAMA'l'H LAKE. 

Of the majority of these names of hills and mountains I could not 
obtain the English name, the usual excuse being that they had only Indian 

names. 
In Cascade Range : 

Giwash, or Gewash, Mount Scott; Giwash 
e-ush, Crater Lake, in a depression west 
of Mount Scott. 

Kukume'kshi "at the caves or hollows;'' 
northwest of the Agency. 

Ke'sh yainatat, Mount Pitt, a high mount
ain lying southwest of the Agency. The 
Modocs call it Melaiksi "steepness;" the 
Klamath Lake term signifies "snow on 
the mountain,'; snow-capped peak. Only 
in the warmest month~ Mount Pitt is free 
of snow. 

Ka_kasam Yaina "mountain of the great Tilxo-it, an eminence south of Mount Pitt; 
blue heron;" northwest of Agency. lit. '"drip water." 

Mo'dshi Yaina or Long Pine; lit. "on the Wakakshi,Ka/kashti,Tchiutchiwasamtch, 
large mountain;" mo'dshi or mu'nptchi mountains bordering the southwestern 
is a compound of the adjective muni, portion of Upper Klamath Lake. 
great, large. On the east shore of the lake: 

Mba-ush Shnekash "bosom burnt through,'' Watanks, a hill on southeastern side of the 
legendary name of a mountain located lake. 
west ~outh west of the Agency; m ba-ush Kalalks, hill near Captain Ferree's house, 
here refers to a piece of buckskin serv -~ south of the Nilaks ridge. A ceremonial 
ing to co er the bosom. sweat-lodge stands in the vicinity. 
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Nilaksi, lit. "daybreak;" a point of the 
steep ridge of the same name extending 
from Modoc Point, on east side of lake, 
along the shore, and thence in the direc
tion of Lost River Valley. 

W alpj, Muyant, 'f6plameni, Laxit: other 
elevations of the Nilaksi hill ridge. 

Pitsua., hill ridge extending north of Will
iamson River. 

Yanalti or Yanaldi, a steep volcanic range 
stretching due north from the Agency to 
Fort Klamath and beyolld it. It is the 
continuation of the Pitsua ridge. 

E-ukalksfni Spu'klish is an ancient cere
monial sweat-lodge near Wood River, 
and not very distant from Fort Klamath 
(I-ukak). · 

CAMPING PLACES IN SPRAGUE RIVER VALLEY. 

Of this portion of the reservation I subn1it two separate lists of iocal 
nomenclature. The more extensive one I obtained from Charles Preston, 
who remembered more place names because he then was emp!oyed at the . 
Yaneks subagency, which lies near the center of the Sprague River settle
ments. Both lists follow the course of the river from east to west. Both 
Sprague River and the settlements above Yaneks are frequently called 

P'lai, "above". 

Charles Preston's list: Yainaga ''Little Butte," a hill at the sub-
Tsuithtkshi ''dog-rose patch," near head-

waters. 
Ulalkshi "cottonwood.'' 
Palan E -ush "dry lake;" a large :flat rock 

is near the river. 
Weh~kag-Knuklekshakshi "at the stoop

ing old woman," called so from a rock 
suggesting this name. 

Aish Tkaliks "column rock." 
Tsaxeak Tkawals ''standing boy," from a 

rock of a boy-like shape. 
Suits tis. 
Wuksi ''fire-place;" at same place as Suit

stis. 

agency. 
Yainakshi, Yaneks, "at the Little Butte;" 

location of subagency buildings, two 
miles from Sprague River, on left-hand 
side. 

Tatatmi, a butte or hillock in the vicinity. 
Lam kosh "willows;" name . of a creek, 

called by Americaus "Whiskey Creek." 
Skiiwashkshi, or Skii'wash, "projecting 

rocks ." 
Ka/tsi, name of a little water spring. 
Lti.lukuashti "at the warm spring." 
Tchakawetch. 
Kawa "eel spring;" inhabited by Modocs. 

Tcha/kele Tsiwish "running with blood;" Yetkash. 
a little spring with reddish water; a set
tlement of Snake Indians. 

Kos Tuets ''standing pine;" settled by 
Snake Indians. 

Kawamkshi'ksh ''eel fishery." 
Suawati ''ford, crossing-place." 
Luldam Tchi'ksh "winter village." 
Spawauksh, on bank of Sprague River. 

Uxashksh "in the coomb." 
Kaktsam kshi, name of a spring and creek 

at the subagency. 
Te-unolsh "spring running down from a 

hill.'' 
U xade ush "planting a willow." (~) 
Shlok6pashkshi "at the house cavity." 
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A wa16kat "at Little Island," in Sprague Staktaks "end of hill." 
River. Kemutcbam Latsaskshi ''at the old man's 

N e-ukish "confluence." 

Dave Hill's list: 

Hishtish Luelks "Little Sucker Fishery," 
on headwaters. 

Kailu=Talam, for Kta/lu Tkalamnish "ju-
niper tree standing on an eminence." 

H6pats "passage" to the timber. 
Luldam Tebi'kE'h "winter houses." 
Tsan6dan ksh "confltt.ence." 
Yainakshi "at the Small Butte." 

house," name of a hill; kemutcham is 
said to stand here for K'mukamtsam. 

Kawamxani "eel spring." 
K6!faxani, or K6kaksi "at the creek." 
Kuma'ksi '"at the cave." 
Katsuats ''rocks sloping into the river." 
Nak6sksiks "river dam, river barrage," 

established for the capture of fish. 
Ktai=Tnpaksi, or Kta·i=T~poks, "standing 

rock," situated near junction of Sprague 
with Williamson River. 

CAMPING PLACES OF THE MODOC COUNTRY. 

On Lost River, close to Tule Lake, were the following camping places: 
Wa-isha, where Lost River was crossed, three or four n1iles northwest of 
the lake, and near the hills which culminate in Laki Peak; Watchamsh
wash, a Yillage upon the river, close to the lake; N akoshxe' ni "at the 
dam," at the mouth of TuleLake. 

On Tule Lake, also called 1\;fodoc Lake, Rhett Lake: Pashxa, or Pasxa, 
natne of a creek and a little :Modoc village on the northwest shore, whose 
inhabitants were called Pashxanuash; Kalelk, camp near Pasxa, on ·north
ern shore; Le-ush, on northern shore; Welwashxe'ni "at the large spring," 
east side of the lake, where Miller's house is; W ukaxe'ni "at the coomb," 
one mile and a half east of Welwashxe'ni; Ke'sh-Laktchuish "where ipo 
grows (on rocks)," on the southeastern side of the lake; Kumbat "in the 
caves," on the rocky southern side of the lake, once inhabited by about 
one hundred Kumbatwash, who were ntainly Modocs, with admixture of 
Pit River, Shasti, and Klamath Lake Indians. 

On Little or Lower Klamath Lake: Agawesh, a permanent Modoc 
settlement upon what is now called ''Fairchild's farm," southwestern shore; 
Ke-utchishxe' ni "where the wolf-rock stands," upon Hot Creek; Sputuish
xe'ni "at the diving place," lying close to Ke-utchishxe .. ni, where young men 
were plunging in cold water for initiation; -Shapashxe'ni "where sun and 
moon live,:' camping place on the southeastern shore, where a crescent
shaped rock is standing; Stuikishxe'ni "at the canoe bay," on north side 
of the lake. 
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TRIBAL NAMES AND SUBDIVISIONS. 

· The two bodies of Indians forming the subject of the present report 
are people of the same stock and lineage through race, language, institutions, 
customs, and habitat. In language they radically differ fron1 the neighbor
ing peoples called Snake, Rogue River, Shasti, and Pit River Indians, as 

• 
well as from the other inhabitants of Oregon, California, and Nevada. 

For the Klamath people of Southwestern Oregon there exists no general 
tribal name comprehending the two principal bodies, except Ma_klaks, Ind-ian. 

This term when pronounced by themselves with a lingual k has a reflective 
meaning, and points to individuals speaking their language, :1\-Iodocs as well 
as Klamath Lake Indians; when pronounced with our con1mon kit means 
Indian of any tribe whatsoever, and man, person of any nationality. The 
derivation of ma_klaks will be found in the Dictionary. I have refrained 
from using it in the title and body of n1y work to designate these Oregon 
Indians because it would be invariably mispronounced as ma'klaks by th·e 
white peoplE!, and the peculiar sound of the k would be mispronounced also. 
To call them simply Klamath Indians or Klamaths 'vould lead to confusion, 
for the white people upon the Pacific coast call the Shasti, the 1\.arok or Ara, 
the Hupa, the Yurok or Alikwa Indians on Klatnath River of California, the 
Shasti upon the Siletz Reservation, Oregon, and our Ma_klaks all Klamaths. 
It was therefore necessary to select the compound appellation, ''the Klamath 
Indians of Southwestern Oregon." The Warm Spring and other Sahaptin 
Indians posse~s a generic name for all the In<iians living upon this reserva
tion and its vicinity: Aigspaluma, abbr. Aigspalo, Aikspalu, people of the 

chipmunks, from the innumerable rodents peopling that pine-covered dis
trict. rrhis term comprises Snake, Payute, and Modoc Indians, as well as 
the Klamath Lake people. The name of Klamath or Tlamat, Tlamet River, 
probably originated at its mouth, in the Alikwa language. 

The two main bodies forming the Klamath people are ( 1) the Klamath 
Lake Indians; (2) the Modoc Indians. 

iii 
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1'HE KLA::\'I.A1'H LAKE INDIANS. 

The Klamath Lake Indians number more than twice as many as the 
Modoc Indians. They speak the northern dialect and form the northern 
chieftaincy, the head chief residing now at Ya-aga, on Williamson River. 
Their dwellings are scattered along the eastern shore of Upper Klamath 
Lake CE-ush) and upon the lower course of Williamson (K6!fetat) and 
Sprague Rivers (P'lai). They call themselves E-ukshikni ma!flaks, abbre
viated into E-ukshikni, E-ukskni, A-uksni people at the lake. The Shasti 
near Yreka, Cal., call them Auksiwash, some western Shasti: Makaftserk;
by the Pit River Indians they are called Alammimakt ish, from Alammig, 
their nan1e for Upper Klamath Lake; by the Kalapuya Indians, Athla
meth; by the Snake Indians, Sa yi. 

According to locality the Klamath Lake people may be subdivided into 
the following groups: The people at the agency; the people at Kohashti, at 
Ya-aga, at 1\fodoc Point and upon Sprague River. Their settlements at 
I{lamath Marsh, at Nilaks and at Linkville are now abandoned; the last 
named (Y ulal6na) was held by them and the Modocs in common. 

THE MODOC INDIANS. 

The Modoc Indians speak the southern dialect, and before the war of 
1872-1873 formed the southern division or chieftaincy, extending over Lost 
River Valley (K6!fetat) and the shores of Little I(lamath and Tule Lake. 
Of their number one hundred and fifty or more live on middle course of 
Sprague River; some have taken up lands in their old homes, which they 
cultivate in their quality of American citizens, and the rest are exiles upon 
the Quapaw Reservation, Indian Territory. They call themselves M6atokni 
tna!flaks, abbreviated M6atokni, l\fo' dokni, Mo' dokish, living at JYioatak, this 
being the name of Modoc or Tule Lake: "in the extren1e south." A po.rtion 
of the Pit River Indians calls them Lutuami, "lake," by w~ich Tule Lake is 
meant; another, through a difference of dialect, Lutmawi. The Shasti 
Indians of Yreka call them Pxanai, the Sahaptins upon and near Colun1bia 
River call them M6watak, the Snake Indians, Saidoka. 

The more important local divisions of this people were the groups at· 
Little Klamath Lake (Agaweshkni), the K1lJnbatwash and the Pasxanna, h 
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at Tule Lake, the N ushaltxagakni or "Spring-people" near Bonanza, and 
the Plaikni or "Uplanders" on Sprague River, at and aboveYaneks. For
merly the Modocs ranged as far west as Butte Lake (Na-uki) and Butte 

Creek, in Siskiyou County, California, about . sixteen miles west of Little 

Klamath Lake, where they fished and dug the camass root. 

THE SNAKE INDIANS. 

A body of Snake Indians, numbering one hundred and forty-five indi
viduals in 1888, is the only important fraction of native population foreign 
to the Ma!flaks which now exists upon the reservation. They belong · to 
the extensive racial and linguistic f~mily of the Shoshoni, and in 1864, when 
the treaty was made, belonged to two chieftaincies, called, respectively, the 
Y ahooshkin and the W alpapi, intermingled with a few Payute Indians. 
They have been in some manner associated with the 1\-fa!flaks for ages~ though 
a real friendship never existed, and they are always referred to by these with 
n sort of contempt, and regarded as cruel, heartless, and filthy. This aver
sion probably results from the difference of language and the conflicting 
interests resulting fron1 both bodies having recourse to the same hunting 
grounds. (Of. Sa't, sha't, Sha'tptchi.) They are at present settled in the 

upper part of Sprague River Valley (P'lai) above Yaneks. They cultivate 

the ground, live in willow lodges or log houses, and are gradually abandon
ing their roarning proclivities. Before 1864 they were haunting the shores 
of Goose Lake (Ncwapkshi), Silver Lake (K:llpshi), Warner Lake, Lake 
IIarney, and temporarily stayed in Surprise Valley, on Ohewaukan and 
Saikan Marshes, and gathered w6kash on Klamath Marsh. They now 

intermarry with the Klamath Indians. As to their customs, they do not 
flatten their infants' heads,* do not pierce their noses; they wear the hair 
long, and prefer the use of English to that of Chinook jargon. Before 
settling on the reservation they did not subsist on roots and bulbs, but 
lived almost entirely from the products of the chase. 

·Among other allophylic Indians, once settled outside the present limits 
of the Klamath Reservation, were a few Pit River and Shasti Indians, 

• By the Modocs they are called conical-headed (wakwaklish ni1'sh gi'tko). 
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staying before the Modoc war an1ong the Kumbatwash-Modocs ( q. v.) in the 
lava beds south of Tule Lake. 

A few fan1ilies of hunting Mol ale Indians, congeners of the ''Old 
Kayuse" Indians near Yurnatilla River, were formerly settled at Flounce 
Rock, on the head waters of Rogue River, and farther north in the Cascade 
range. The Klamath Indians were filled with hatred against them; they 
were by them called Tchaka'nkni, inhabitants of Tchakxe'ni, or the "service 
berry tract," and ridiculed on account of their peculiar, incorrect use of the 
I\.lamath language. In former times Molale Indians held all the northeastern 

slopes of the Willamet Valley, claiming possession of the hunting grounds; 

the bottom lands they left in the ?a~s of the peaceably-disposed, autoch
thonic race of the Kalapuya tribes, whom they call M6kai or M6ke. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RACE. 

These are either bodily or mental. r_ro ascertain the former no n1eas

urements were made by me by n1eans of instruments when_ I was among 
the Klan1ath Lake Indians, and hence all that follows rests upon ocular 
inspection. For Modoc skulls some accurate data are on hand, published 
by the United States Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, D. C. 

The Mongolian features of prognathisrn and of high cheek bones are 
not very marked in this upland race, though n1ore among the Modocs than . 

in the northern branch. If it was not for a somewhat darker complexion 
and a strange expression of the eye, it would be almost impossible to dis
tinguish many of the E-ukshikni n1en from Americans. The forehead is 
compressed in the tender age of childhood and looks rather low, but does not 
recede so acutely as 1night be expected from this treatment. Prognathism, 
where it exists, does not seem to be a consequence of head flattening. The 
cheek bones are 1nore prominent than with us, but less than with the Central 
Californians. 'The fact that the head-man, Tatapkash, who was among the 

signers of the treaty of 1864, was called after this peculiarity shows that 
high cheek bones are rather uncommon. rrhe nasal ridge is not aquiline, 

but very strong and forms an almost continuous line with the forehead. 

Convergence of the eyes is perceptible in a few individuals only, and anat
on1ists have shown that it is no,vhere produced by the structure of the skull 
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itself, but it is the result of the mother's manipulation on the baby's eyes .. 
and causes them to look sleepy, the opening of the eyelids becorning nar
rower. (Of. Texts 91, 5-8.) 

These Indians have a piercing look and their eyeballs are of the deepest 
black, a circumstance which accounts for their great power of vision. In 
n1any Indians, nan1ely in children, the white of the eye shows a blue tinge, 
perhaps the result of head flattening. The mouth is sn1all and the teeth 
good; but with many Indians the thyroid cartilage, or Adatn's apple, is very 
prominent. The hair upon the head is straight and dark. I did not find 
it very coarse, but with many Modoc women it is said to be so arid to 
grow to an extreme length. On other portions of the body the hair is short 
and scarce, the natives doing their best to weed it out, the beard especially, 
with tnetallic pincers or tweezers (hushn1oklo'tkish), which they always 
carry with then1. As atnong most American aborigines, the beard is of 
scanty growth. The late chief Lelekash wore a beard, but I never saw any 
Indian wearing one exct-\pt Charles Preston, the Yaneks interpreter. The 
contents of the song 185; 44 should also be noticed in this connection. 
Baldness is rare, and in fact it appears that the dearth of hairy covering of 
the skin iR fully compensated in the Indian race by a more exuberant 
growth of hair upon the head, to protect them against excessive colds and 
the heat of the sun. 

Among the Lake people the complexion is decidedly lighter than among 
the cinnamon-hued 1\'Iodocs, and a difference between the sexes is hardly 
perceptible in this respect. Blushing is easily perceptible, though the 
change in color is not great. Those 1nost approaching a white complexion 
like ours are ntunerous, but their skin is always of a yellowish lurid white. 
Owing to their outdoor life in the free and healthy rnountain air, these 
Indians are well proportioned as to their bodily frame, and apparently 
robust; but their extremities, hands and feet, are rather small, as the 
extremities are of the majority of the North American Indians. 

The average of Modoc 1nen appear to be of a smaller stature than 
that of the Klamath Lake men, but in both tribes a notable difference 
exists between the length of body in the two sexes, most .men being lank, 
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tall, and wiry, while the women are short and often incline to embon
point. Nevertheless obesity is not n1ore frequent there than it is with us. 
No better illustration of their b,odily characteristics can be bad than a col
lection of their personal names. These sketch the Indian in a striking and 
often an unenviable light, because they generally depict the extremes ob
served on certain individuals. The sex can not, or in a few instances only, 
be inferred from the name of a person. We frequently meet with designa
tions like "Large Stomach " "Bio- Belly" "Round Belly " "Sharp Nose " 

' b ' ' ' 
"Grizzly's Nose," "Spare-Built," "Grease," "Crooked Neck," ''Conical 
Head," "Wide-1\Jouth," "Sn1all-Eyes," "Squinter," "Large Eyes," "Half
blind," or with names referring to gait, to the carriage of the body, to 
habitual acts performed with hands or feet, to dress, and other accidental 
matters. 

With all these deformities, and 1nany others n1ore difficult to detect, 
these Indians have bodies as well formed as those of the Anglo-American 
race, and in spite of their priv~tions and exposure they live about as long 
as we do, though no Indian knows his or her age with any degree of accu
racy. A very common defect is the blindness of one eye, produced by the 
smudge of the lodge-fire, around which they pass the long winter evenings. 
With the majority of the Indians the septum of the nose hangs down at 
adult age, for the nose of every Indian is pierced in early years, whether 
they afterwards wear the dentalium-shell in it or not. 

Stephen Powers, who had good opportunities for comparing the Modocs 
with the tribes of Northern California, says of them: 

They present a finer physique than the lowland tribes of the Sacramento, taller 
and less pudgy, partly, no doubt, bec&use they engage in the cha~e more than the 
latter. There is more rugged and stolid strength of feature than in the Shastika 
uow living; cheek bones prominent; lips generally thick and sensual; noses straight 
as th,e Grecian, but depressed at the root and thick-walled; a dullish, heavy cast of 
feature; eyes frequently yellow where they should be white. They are true Indians 
in their stern immobility of countenance.• 

Passing over to the psychic and mental qualities of these Oregonian 
natives, only a few characteristics can be pointed out by which they differ 
frorn the other Indians of North America. The Indian is more dependent 

• Contributions to North Amer. Ethnology, nr, 252, 253. By Shastika he means 
the Shasti Indians of middle Klamath River, California. 
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on nature, physically and rnentally, than we are. What distinguishes th3 

civilized man from the primitive man of our days and of prehistoric ages is 
his greater faculty of turning to account the patent and the hidden powers 
of nature, or the invention of handicrafts, arts, and sciences. In this the 
savage man lags far behind the man of culture, and although we often have 
to admire the ingenuity and shrewdness displayed by the American native 
in his hunting and fishing implements and practices, the art of agriculture, 
without which there can be no real human culture, has never been pursued 
to any considerable extent by the Indians living north of the thirtieth par
allel of latitude. 

rrhe climate of their home cornpels the Maklaks Indians to lead an 
active and laborious life. Except in the coldest days of winter they are 
almost always engaged in some outdoor work, either hunting, fishing, or 
cutting wood, gathering vegetal food, or traveling on horseback. Pursuits 
like these and the pure, bracing air of the highlands render their constitu
tions hardy and healthy, their n1inds active, wide awake, and intelligent. 

· They are quick-sighted and quick in their acts, but slow in expressing de
light, wonder, astonishment, or disgust at anything they see. Often they 
do not grasp the meaning of what they observe being done by the white 

people, and thus appear to us indifferent to n1any of the highest attainments 
of modern culture. Children and adults are prone to reject or slow to adopt 
the blessings of civilization, because many of these are of no practical use 
to a hunting and fishing people, and others are past their understanding. 

The first things they generally adopt fron1 the white people are the 
citizen's dress and handy articles of n1anufacture, as beads, tobacco, knives, 
guns, steel traps; also wagons and other vehicles; for when in possession 
of these last the horses, which they had obtained long before, can be put to 
better account. They are also quick in adopting English baptismal names, 
sometimes discarding but oftener retaining their descriptive or burlesque 
nomenclature from the Klamath language. Gradually they adopt also with 
the money of the white man the elements of arithmetic, and learl) to compute 
days and months according to his calendar. After another lapse of time 

they introduce son1e of the white ruan's laws, discard polygamy and slavery, 

. . 
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bury their dead instead of cremating them, and commence to acquire a 
smattering of English. Indian superstitions, conjurers' practices are not 
abandoned before the white rnan's ways have wrought a thorough change 
in their minds; and a regular school attendance by children can not be 
expected before this stage of progress has been reached. 

In his n1oral aspects the Klamath Indian is more coarse and outspoken 
than the white man, but in fact he is not better and not worse. He has 

·attacked and enslaved by annual raids the defenseless California Indian 
simply because he was more aggressive, strong, and cunning than his vic
tim; his fan1ily relations would be a disgrace to any cultured people, as 
would also be the method by which the chiefs rule the community. But 
the passions are not restrained among savages as they are or ought to be 
an1ong us, and the force of example exhibited by Indians of other tribes is 
too strong for then1 to resist. 

The character of men in the hunter stage depicts itself admirably well 
in the mythic and legendary stories of both chieftaincies. Low cunning 
and treacherous disposition manifest themselves side by side with a few 
traits of nutgnanimity hardly to be expected of a people formerly tuerged 
in a sort of zoolatric fetichism. There is, however, a conside~·able power 
of irnagination and invention exhibited in these sin1ple stories, and many of 
the ferocious beasts are sketched in a truly humorous vein. 

Man's morals are the product . of circumstances, and the white man who 
judges Indian morals fron1 the Christian standard knows nothing of hurnan 

nature or of ethnologic science. The moral ideas of every nation differ 
from those of neighboring peoples, and among us the moral system of every 
century differs from that of the preceding one. The fact that the Modocs 
showed themselves more aggressive and murderous towards the white ele
ment than the Klamath Lake Indians may thus be explained by the different 
position of their homes. The latter being more secluded have not n1olested 
Americans sensibly, whereas the annals of the Modocs, who lived in an open 
country, are filled with bloody deeds. They are of a more secretive and 
churlish disposition, and what Stephen Powers, who saw them shortly after 
the Modoc war, says of them is, in some respects, true: "On the whole, 
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they are rather a cloddish, indolent, ordinarily good-natured race, but 
treacherous at bottom, sullen when angered, notorious for keeping Punic 
faith. But their bravery nobody can_deny."* 

THE PREHISTORIC PERIOD. 

Before the middle of the nineteenth century the ~faklaks people was 
unknown to n1ankind except to the nearest neighbors in Oregon and Cali
fornia. We are therefore justified in beginning its period of docurnentary 
history at that time, and in relegating to the dornain of prehistories all that 
is known of their previous condition. The information upon these points 
is furnished by three factors: tradition, archreologic remains, and language. 

A. TRADITION BEARING UPON HIS1'0RY. 

Traditional folk-lore, when of the rnythic order, generally dates from 
an earlier epoch of fixation than historic traditions. The rernote origin of 
genuine n1ythic folk-lore is sufficiently evidenced by tf1e archaic terms em
bodied with it, by the repetition of the same phraseology for ages, and by 
the circun1stance that all nations tend to preserve their religious ideas in an 
unchanged fortn. I am laying peculiar stress upon the tern1 genuine, for 
Indians have often mixed recent ideas and fictions with archaic, original 
folk-lore and with ancient mythic ideas, the whole fonning now one inextri
cable conglomerate which has the appearance of aboriginal poetic prose. 

The Klmnath people possess no historic traditions going further back 
in time than a century, for the shnple reason that there was a strict law 
prohibiting the tnention of the person or acts of a deceased individual by 
using his name. This law was rigidly observed arnong the Californians no 
less than an1ong the Oregonians, and on its transgression the death penalty 
could be inflicted. This is certainly enough to suppress all historic knowl
edge within a people. How can history be written without names~ 

Many times I attmnpted to obtain a list of the former head chiefs of 
the two chieftaincies. I succeeded only in learning the names of two chiefs 
recently deceased, and no biographic details were obtainable. 

rrhis people belongs to the autochthonic nations of America, called so 
because they have lost all ren1embrances of earlier habitats or of migrations. 

• Contributions to Amer. Ethnology, III, p. 253. 
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As a result of their seclusion, all their geogonic and creation ~nyths are 
acting around the headwaters of Klamath River and in Lost River Val

ley, and the first rnan is said to have been created by their national deity, 
K'mukamtchiksh, at the base of the lofty Cascade Range, upon the prairie 
drained by Wood River. I have obtained no myth disclosing any knowl
edge of the ocean, which is scarcely one hundred and fifty miles distant in 
an air line fron1 their seats. They have no flood or inundation myths that 
are not imported frorn abroad; and what is of special irnportance here, their 
ternis for salt (a' dak, shc>'lt) are not their own, but are derived from foreign 

languages. 
There is an animal story embodied in the Texts, page 131, forming 

No. II of the "Spell of the Laughing Raven," containing the sentence: 
"Hereupon the Klan1ath Lake people began fighting the Northerners." I 
believed at first that this contained a historic ren1iniscence of some inter

tribal war, but now· arn rather doubtful about it. The song 192; 1 was 
supposed by some Indians to be a very old reminiscence, while others 
referred it to the presence of the Warm Spring scouts in the Modoc war. 

I conclude from the foregoing facts that historic traditions do not exist 
among these mountaineer Indians. If there are any, I was unable to obtain 
them. The racial qualities of the Modocs, and still more those of the 
E-ukshikni, indicate a closer resetnblance with Oregoni.ans and Colun1bia 
R.iver tribes than with Shoshonians and Californians. 

B. ARCH...EOLOGIC REMAINS. 

The Klamath people have not evinced any more propensity for erect
ing monurnents of any kind than they have for perpetuating the n1emory 
of their ancestors in song or tradition. In fact, structures the probable 
age of which exceeds one hundred years are very few. An1ong these 1nay 
be particularized the three ceren1onial sweat-lodges and perhaps some of 
the river-barrages, intended to facilitate the catch of fish, if they should 
turn out to be of artificial and not of natural origin. In the Lost River 
Valley js a well, claimed by Modocs to be Aishish's gift-probably one of 

the large natural springs or welwash which are seen bubbling up in so 
n1any places upon the reservation Stephen Powers reports that near the 
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shores of Goose Lake, chiefly at Davis Creek, a nun1ber of stone rnortars 
are found, fashioned with a sharp point to be iflserted into the ground, 
and that in former times Modoc, Payute, and Pit River Indians contended 
in many bloody battles for the possession of this thickly inhabited country, 

though none of thetn could obtain any permanent advantage.* Since the 
manufacture of this kind of mortars can not be ascribed with certainty to 
the Modocs, we are not entitled to consider them as antiquarian relics of 
tpis special people. The three sudatories and the river barrages are regarded 
as the gifts of Kmukamtch, a fact which testifies to their remote antiquity. 
Excavations (~ash) forming groups are found on many of the more level 

spots on the Reservation, near springs or brooks. They prove the existence 
of fornwr dug-out lodges and camps. 

C. LINGUISTIC AFFINITIES. 

Anthropologic researches upon the origin of a people do not always 
lead to decisive results as to the qualities of the primitive race of that 
people, for the rnajority of all known peoples are compounds from different 
races, and thus the characteristics of thern must be those of a medley race. 

As to antiquity, language is second to race only, and much more ancient 
than anything w~ know of a people's religion, laws, customs, dress, imple
nwnts, or style of art. Medley hinguages are not by any means so frequent 
as medley races, and less frequent still in America than in the eastern hemi
sphere; for in this western world the nations have remained longer in a state 
of isolation than in Asia and Europe, owing to the hunting and fishing pur
suits to which the natives were addicted-pursuits which favor isolation and 
are antagonistic to the formation of large communities and states. This 
explains why we possess in Arnerica a relatively larger number of linguistic 
farnilies than the Old World when cornpared to the areas of the respective 
continents. It also explains why races coincide here more closely with lin
guistic families than anywhere else on the surface of the globe. Instances 
when conquering races have prevailed upon other nations to abandon their 

*Contributions to North Amer. Ethnology,-III, p. 252. Davis Creek enters Goose 
Lake from the southeast. The U. S. Geological Survey map marks ''Old Indian Vil
lages" in latitude-410 a7' and longitude 1200 36', to the southwest of that basin. 
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own languages are scarcely heard of on this hemisphere, but the annals of 
the eastern parts of the globe make mention of such. 

Whenever it is shown that the language of some American people is 
akin to the language of another, so that both are dialects of a comn1on 
linguistic family, a n1ore cogent proof of their common genealogic origin 
is furnished than lies in a similarity of laws, customs, 1nyths, or relig·ion. 

To decide the question of affinity between two languages is generally an 
easy, but sometimes a very difficult task. When a relatively large number 
of roots and affixes having the same function coincide in both, this argues 
in favor of affinity. The coincidence of single terms in thern is never for
tuitous, but we have to find out . whether such terms are loan words or 
belong to the stock of words of the languages under process of investigation. 
Other terms show an external resen1blance which is not based on real iden
tity of their radicals, but only on a deceptive likeness of signification. 

From all this the reader will perceive that we can not expect to steer 
clear of shoals and breakers in determining by the aid of language the 

affinities of our Klarnath Indians. But the inquiries below, whether suc

cessful or not, will at least aid future somatologists in solving the problem 
whether linguistic areas coincide or not with racial areas upon the Pacific 
coast between the Columbia River and the Bay of San Francisco. In 
making these investigations we must constantly bear in n1ind that the track 
of the migrations was from north to south, parallel to the Pacific coast, 
which is sufficiently evidenced by the progress of some Selish, Tinne, 
Sahaptin, and Shoshoni tribes in a direction that deviates but inconsiderably 
from a meridional one. 

To establish a solid basis for these researches, a list of the Pacifi-c coast 
linguistic families is submitted, which will assist any reader to judge of the 
distances over which certain loan words have traveled to reach their present 
abodes. The country from which a loan word has spread over a number 

of other family areas is often difficult to determine, because these languages 

have not all been sufficiently explored. The families below are enumerated 
according to the latest results of investigation. Some of them may in the 
future be found to be dialects of other stocks. The Californian tribes have 
been mapped and described in Stephen Powers's "Tribes of California"; 
Contributions to North American Ethnology, Vol. III. 
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rrhe Shoshoni family extends through eastern Oregon, Nevada, southern 
Idaho, Utah, parts of Wyon1ing and California, and embodies the tribes of 
the Snake Indians, the Shoshoni, from whon1 the Comanches separated 
centuries ago, the Pavi6tso and Bannok (Panaiti), the Pai-uta, Uta, Moki, 
and the Kawuya branch of California. This family occupies an area almost 
as large as the Selish stock, but the population is very thinly scattered over 
the vast territory of the inland basin. 

Wasko Indians, near Carson, Nevada, inclosed on all sides except on 

the west by Shoshoni tribes. 
Selish Indians occupy Washington, portions of the Oregon coast and of 

Vancouver Island, northern Idaho (from which they extend into Montana), 
the Fraser River Valley, and the adjoining coast of British Columbia. Some 

.dialects of this family are retnarkable through a profusion of consonantic 
clusters. Chinook dialects show many Selish affinities. 

Sahaptin family, dwelling around n1iddle Columbia and Lower Snake 
River. An offshoot of it-the Warm Spring Indians-settled in Des Chutes 

Valley, Oregon. 
Wayiletpu is a Sahaptin name given to the Kayuse people on the 

Yumatilla Reservation, which has abandoned its forn1~r tongue, called the 

"Old I{ayuse," to adopt the Yurnatilla dialect of Sahaptin. Molale is 

related to old Kayuse; its former area was east of Oregon City. 
Tinne or Athapaskan tribes, wherever they appear near the Pacific coast, 

are intruders fron1 the northern plains around 1\fackenzie River and the head
waters of the upper Yukon. Those still existing on the Pacific coast are the 
Umpqua and Rogue River, the Hupa and Wailaki Indians, whereas the 
Tlatskanai and Kwalhioqua have disappeared. 

'l.,he following three families on and near the Oregon coast were explored 
by Rev. Owen J. Dorsey in 1884 (Amer. Antiquarian, 18H5, pp. 41, 42): 

Ydkwina, subdivided into Als!', Yakwina on the bay of the same name, 

Ku-itch on the Lower Umpqua River, and Sayusla. 
J(us, Coos Indians on Coos Bay and Mulluk on Lower Coquille 

River. 
Takilma or Takelma Indians, south of the Kus, on middle course of 

Rogue River. 
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The Kalapuya Indians once occupied the entire Wilhi1net River Valley 
save its southeastern portions. Its best studied dialect is Atfalati, also 
called Tualati and W apatu Lake. 

On the lower Klamath River, California, and in its vicinity, there are 
four ·tribes of s1nall areas speaking languages which require further inves
tigations to decide upon ·their affinities. At present their languages are 
regarded as representing distinct families, as follows: 

.. A.ra, Ara-ara or Karok, on both sides of Klarnath River. 
Alikwa or Yurok, at the mouth of Klamath River. 
Wishosk or Wiyot, on Hurnboldt Bay. 
Chirnariko or Chimalakwe, on 'rrinity River and environs. 
The Porno dialects are spoken along the California coast and along its 

water-courses from 39° 30' to 38° 15' latitude. 
Yuki dialects were spoken in the tnountains of the Californian Coast 

Range upon two distinct areas. 
Win,tun (from witu, wintu man, Indian) is spoken in many dialects upon 

a wide area west of Sacramento River from its mouth up to Shasta Butte. 
Noja, spoken near Round 1\fountain, Sacramento Valley. 
Maidu (from 1naidu man, Indian) dialects are heard upon the east side 

of Sacramento River fron1 Fort Redding to the 06sumnes River and up to 
the water-shed of the Sierra Nevada. 

Shasti dialects properly belong to the middle course of Klamath River 
and to the adjoining parts of Oregon; the language of Pit River or Acho
mawi, southeast of the Shasti area, is cognate with it. 

Mutsun dialects, north and south of San Francisco Bay, are cognate 
with the Miwok dialects, which are heard from the San Joaquin River up 
to the heights of the Sierra Nevada. The littoral family of the Esselen is 
inclosed upon all sides by the Mutsun dialects. We have vocabularies 
from the eighteenth century, but its existence as a separate family has been 
put in evidence but lately by H. W. Henshaw in American Anthropologist, 

1890, pp. 45-50. 
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RADICALS WHICH KLAMATH HOLDS IN COMMON WITH OTHER 
FAMILIES. 

A nun1ber of radical syllables occur in the same or in cognate signi

fications in several linguistic families of the Northwest, and some of them 
extend even to the stocks east of the Rocky ~fountains and of the Missis
sippi River. This fact is of great significance, as it proves certain early 
connections between these Indians, either loose or intin1ate. If the number 
of such . con1mon radices should be increased considerably by further re: 
search, the present attempt of classifying Pacific languages into stocks 

'vould become subject to serious doubts. From the quotations below I have 
carefully excluded all roots (and other terms) of onomatopoetic origin. I 

have made no distinction between pronominal and predicative roots, _for a 
radical syllable used predicatively in one stock n1ay have a pronominal 

function in another family 
-im, -em, -am, -m frequently occurs as a suffix for the possessive case 

in the Pacific coast languages. Thus in Klamath -am is the usual suffix of 

that case, -lam being found after some vowels only; cf. Grammar, pages 

317 et seq., and suffix -m, page 355; also p~ges 474-476. On page 475 I 

have called attention to the fact that -am occurs as marking the possessive 
case in the Pit River language; it6shexam yanim deer's foot-prints; -am, -im 
in Molale: pshkainshim, possessive of pshkainsh beard. The Sahaptin dia

lects use -nmi, -mi, etc., to designate this case. 
ka occurs in many languages as a demonstrative radix, though it often 

assumes an interrogative and relative signification and changes its vocaliza
tion. In Apaphe-Tinne dialects it is interrogative: xate who? in Navajo; 
in the Creek ka is the relative particle, a substitute for our relative pronoun 
who. In Yuki ka.u is this and there; in Y 6kat (California) ka- occurs in 
kahama this; kawio here, yokau there. East of Mississippi River we have it 
in Iroquois dialects: ke'n in ke'nt'ho he:e (t'ho place); in Tuskarora: kya' 
that or this one (pointing at it), kya' nan this one; t'ho i-kafi that one is.* In 
the Klanut.th of Oregon this root con1poses kank so rnuch, kani somebody, 

• My authority for quotations from Iroquois dial~cts is Mr. J. N. B. Hewitt, of the 
Tuskarora tribe. 
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kani' who? and kat who, pron. rei. As a suffix -ka, -ga is forming factitive 
verbs and is of great frequency ( cf. Part I, pp. 341, 342); ka-a, ka-a, ka 
is adverb: greatly, strongly, very. 

ka-i and similar forms are serving to deny statements and to forn1 
negative and privative compounds. In Shoshoni dialects g'ai, ka, kats, 
karu-u, etc., stand for no! in Zuni kwa is the real negative particle, like 
akai! no I in Tonka we. In K wakiutl no I is kets and Ide; in Panf kaki; it 
also occurs in some northern dialects of Algonkin as ka, kawine etc. In 
I{.la.math ka-i is no I and not; it co1nposes Jsiya to lie and such words as are 
mentioned in Grammar, p. 633; cf. also p. 644. In some of the Maskoki 
dialects -ko, -go, -ku is the privative particle in adjectives and verbs. 

mi is a pronominal demonstrative radix, like nu, ni, and also serves to 
express personal ~nd possessive pronouns. In Creek rna that points to dis
tant objects and also forn1s ista' mat who (interrogative). In n1any western 
fan1ilies it expresses the second person: in lVIutsun dialects 1nen is thou, in 
Miwok n1i; in Win tun mi, me is thou, met thine, thy; in Maidu 1ni is thou, 
n1itnen1 ye, tno'rn, m-L1-um that one)· in Yuki meh, mi is thou and in Porno rna 

\ 

is ye (me this); in Ara and Sahaptin mi is transposed into im, thou. Shasti 
has mayi and Pit River mih, mi for thou; Sahaptin itn, i1nk thou, ~rna, imak 
ye. In Klamath 1ni stands for thy, thine, mish for thee, to thee, but i for thou). 
-rna is a verbal suffix, q. v. rrhere are languages where mi, nla makes up 
the radix for the first person and not for the second, as Sioux and Hidatsa 
of the Dakotan family; while in the Shoshoni dialects thou is omi, umi, urn, 
em, etc., and in Yuma n1a-a, n1a. In the Nez Perce of Sahaptin rna is the 
interrogative pronoun who? and which? and also forn1s plurals when suf
fixed to nouns. 

naka, the Kl. term for cinnamon bem·, probably related to nakish sole, 
as the bears are Plantigradce, has many parallels in American Ianguagest 
The Yuma dialects have nag6a bear in Hualapai, nakatya, nogudia in Tonto; 
Y 6kat has noh6ho bear, Alikwa nikwix grizzly bear. If the yaka of Sahaptin 
is fron1 nyaka, it belongs here also. East of Mississippi River there is only 
one species of the bear, the black bear. The radix nak-, nok- occurs in the 
Tonica language n6kushi, and in the Maskoki dialects: n6k'husi in Creek, 
n6xusi in Hitchiti, but nikta in Alibamu .. 
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nkol, nku'l, nx6l in Klamath designates the gray white-tailed rabbit, and 
the same radix appears in ko'lta, k6lta fish otter and in kft'lsh badger. In the 
San Antonio language of Southern California the radix is represented by 
kol hare (rabbit is map), in Kasua (Sa. Barbara dialect) by ku'n, in Tonto 
by akola, kula, in Hualapai by gula. Even in the Inuit dialects we find 
for rabbit: ukalik (Hudson Bay), kwelluk (Kotzebue Sound). . 

nu or ni. A pronominal demonstrative radix n- followed by almost 
any vowel (na, nu, ni, etc.) is of great frequency in America as well as in 
the east~rn hemisphere, where it often becomes nasalized: nga, ngi, e~c . 

In American languages it forms personal possessive and demonstrative pro
nouns, prefixes and suffixes of nouns and verbs. In South America nu, nft 
designates the pronoun I or me so frequently that the explorer K. von der 
Steinen was prompted to call Nu-lan/}uages a large group of languages north 
and south of Amazon River, including Carib dialects. In America nu, ni 
designates more frequently the first person of the singular and plural (I, we) 

than the second thou, ye. It stands for the first person in Quichhua, Moxo, 
Tsoneka, in Nahuatl, the "Sono:r·a" and Shoshoni languages, in Otomi, 
Yuma, the Tehua and Kera (no in hi-no-me ,I) dialects of New Mexico; in 
Win tun, 1\'Iaidu, W ayiletpu, Sahaptin, and the numerous Algonkin dialects. 
For the second person it stands in Yakwina, Tonka we, Atakapa, and in 
Dakota and Tinne dialects. As a demonstrative pronoun we find it used in 
many languages, e. g., in the Onondaga of Iroquois, where na'ye' means that, 

that it is, and na'n (a long) this. In Klamath nft, ni is I, nutoks myself, 

nish me, to me; nat, na we, nalam ours; -na is case suffix and transitional , 
verbal suffix; n- prefix refers to objects level, flat, sheet- or string-like, or 
extending towards the horizon. 

shttm, su'm is the Klamath term for mouth of persons, of animals, 
and of rivers. Forms parallel to this are disserninated through many of the 
Pacific coast languages. In Kayuse it is sumxaksh, in Molale shfmilk, in 
Nishinam and other Maidu dialects sim, in Y okat sama, shemah. * Inti
Inately connected with mouth are the terms for beard: shu, sh6, s4w6 in 
Sahaptin dialects, shimken1ush in Kayuse, and for tooth: si, shi in the 

*It oc<;urs even in South America: 'simi in Kecbua is mouth and word; shum in 
the Patag6n of Brazil, lip; 1\lartius, Beitdtge, II, ~11. 

iv 
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Wintun dialects, siix in Yuki, sit, si-it in ~Iutsun (coast dialects), sa in 
Santa Barbara, tchawa in s01ne dialects of Maidu. It is justifiable to regard 
Kl. shum as an ancient possessive ca.se of the sf., sa tooth of Central Califor
nian languages; cf. what is said concerning the suffix -im. 

tnt tooth appears related to tuxt tooth of Sayusla, a dialect of Yakwina 
and also to tit of the Sahaptin dialects; ititi "his tooth" in W alawala. 

tchi -, tsi- is a radical often used on the Pacific coast referring to 
water or liquids, their motions, and the acts performed with or within the 
watery eleruent. While in Klamath it figures as a prefix only, q. v., other 
tongues make use of it as a radical. Tchi is water in Yakwina, in Takilma, 
and in the Yuchi of the Savannah River; in Zuni 'tchawe is water ('t alve
olar) in N 6ja tchudshe. The Sahaptin dialects show it in W ann Spring 
tchu' sh water, ata=tchash ocean; in Klikatat tcha was water, ata=tchis ocean, 
tchawat to drink; while in Nez-Perce tchii'sh changes to kush. Chinook 
h~s 'ltch-L1kwa water, Ch. J. salt-tchuk ocean, but the Selish languages employ 
a radix se-u'l, si-u'l, sha-u instead to designate any liquid. 

wa to exist, live, to be within, and to grow or generate is a radix to be 
traced in rnany of the Western tongues. In Klamath we refer to wa and 
its numerous derivatives, as wawapka. to -sit or be on the ground, wa-ish pro
ductive, wa-ishi, wewanuish, we'k arm and limb of tree, lit. "what is growing 
upon," we'ka offspring, wekala, wash hole to live in, wa'shla (a) to di,q a bur
row, (b) ground squirrel, and many others. In Kwakiutl wats, watsa is dog, 
but originally "living being, animal," and is represented in Klamath by 
wash prairie-wolf, watch horse, watchaga dog, lit. "little animal." the idea of 
"don1esticated'' or "belonging to man" to be supplied. In Chinook the 
suffix -uks (for. -waks) points to living beings also. The Sahaptin languages 
show this root in wash to be, exist, in Nez Perce waxosh alive, watash place, 
field, earth, i~ Yakima wakxash living, and in other terms. 

AFFINITIES IN WESTERN LANGUAGES. 

~any of the Western families exhibit but little or no affinity in their 
lexicon with the Klamath language, the reason being undoubtedly that they 
are but little explored. Thus in Mutsun a single term only was found to 
correspond: tchaya shallow basket in the dialect of Soledad; cf 'tchala and 
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tchak(jla, by which two kinds of root baskets are specified in Klamath. 
The Sayusla tseokwa leg answers to tchu'ks, Mod. tch6kash leg and to 
sho'ksh, Mod. tche-o'ksh crane, this bird being called after its long legs. 
The Shoshoni stock, with its extensive array of dialects, spoken in the closest 
vicinity of the Klamath people, is aln1ost devoid of any resemblances; cf. 
ka-i not, and napal egg, compared with nobave in Payute, nobavh Chetne
huevi, n6pavh Shoshoni. This probably rests on no real affinity. In the 
No}a language, spoken near Redding, California, putsi humming-bird corre
sponds to Kl. pi'shash, and tchashina, tchashi, a small skunk species, to -Kl. 
tchashish. For Wintun may be compared 1{1. pan to eat with ba, bah; kalo 
sky (from kalkali, round, globiforn1) with k'altse sky. 

From Selish safga field the Kl. safga, safka prairie, field, meadow was 
certainly borrowed, and t'taze grasshopper of Kalispehn reappears here in 
ta'hta-ash and in Mod. kamtata. Kaukawak yellow of Chinook is kauka-uli, 
kevkevli brown of Kl.; and tenas young, recent reappears in Kl. te-ini new, 

young, te-iniwa-ash young woman; cf. tenase -infant in Aht dialect of Van
couver Island. ThA long array of words which Klamath has borrowed frorn 
Chinook jargon are enumerated in Granunar, pages 220-222. 

Maidu.-An uncommon number of affinities are found to exis't between 
Klamath and the Mafdu dialects east of the Sacramento River. Of these 
tern1s some are not loan words, but appear to be derived from some common 

stock. 
hala slope of mountain; Kl. lala, hlala to slope downwards. 

ka1a hot-water basket; Mafdu, k6Ilo cup-basket. 

kawe eel; Mafdu, kow6. 

ngulu, kulu, kulo female animal; Maidu dialects: kii'le, kii'lle, kula, 
woman, wife, and female animal. This word also composes the terms father 

and child, and hence means "to generate." 

pan to eat: :Mafdu, d. pen, pap, pa, pepe to eat; pan to smoke in Maidu, 
corresponds to Kl. paka; pani, pan is tobacco in ~faidu. 

pen, pa' n again, a second time; Maid u, pene two. 

vulal, ulal cottonwood tree; Mafdu, wilili. 

From the Shasti language Modoc has borrowed . 1nore than Klamath 
Lake, and the terms as far as known are all mentioned in the Dictionary. 
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'rhey are ipo, ipshuna, etchmu'nna, a' dak, hapush ( cf. also hapa kangaroo 

rat and striped squirrel in Noja) and probably also kala hot-water basket, 

madna sunflower. 

Its southeastern or Pit River dialect shows ·a number of terms probably 
not loaned, but resting upon son1e indefinite common affinity. Thus edshash 
milk, breast, udder is in Pit River idshit female breast (cf. Ara: litchis milk), 

wan silver fox, dim. wanaga, in Pit River kwan silver fox and wan- in 
wanekpusha fox; kaila earth is in Pit River kela, taktakli red is taxtaxe, 
tidshi ,qood is tussi, tushi, ko'sh pine tree is kashu. 

The only families in which a considerable nutnber of tern1s possibly 
rests upon a real and not fancied kinshin are those of Wayiletpu and 
Sahaptin. 

W AYfLETPU DIALECTS. 

Wayiletpu, of which two dialects only are known or accessible to us, 
Kayuse and Molale, shows the following affinities: 

Kl. gi to be, to exist, Molale, gisht he is, gishlai he will be. Compare to 
this in Maidu: bishi alive and dwelling place; Wint*n: him to be (present 
tense). 

Kl. ke, kek this; Ka yuse, ka, "ke, ke, kai this, this one. 

Kl. gu, ku, kune that; Kayuse, ku, ka, ku yuwant that man, kappik 
they. 

Kl. ina, d. yana downward, yaina mountain; Molale, yangint elevation. 

Kl. lak forehead; Molale, lakun ui face. ' 

Kl. la'pi, lap two; Molale, lapka two, lapitka seven; Kayuse, lip11yi, 
liplint two; liplil twins. 

Kl. lukua to be hot, warm, 16kuash warm, hot, and heat, luluks fire; 

Kayuse lokoyai warm, hot. 

Kl. mukmukli cinnamon-complexioned (originally "downy"), tch'muka 
to be dark (as night); Molale, n16ka dark, 1nukimuki dark complexioned; 

n1ukirnuk'=wai "black n1an," negro. 

Kl. mpato, pato cheek, cf. patpatli; J\1olale, paktit cheek. 

Kl. na'dsh one; Kayuse, na one; Molale, nanga one, composes napitka 
six. 
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Kl. nanuk all, nanka some, a part of; Kayuse, nang, nangina-a all; 

Molale, nangkai all. 

Kl. napal egg; Kayuse, lupil, laupen egg. 

body. 

Kl. pan to eat; Kayuse, pitanga; Molale, pa-ast to eat. 
Kl. pawatch tongue; Kayuse, push; Molale, apa-us. 
Kl. pa' xtgi to dawn, the dawn; Molale, pakast morning. 

Kl. pila on one's body, on the bare skin; Kayuse, pi'li meat; Molale pi'l 

Kl. shuai black-tailed deer; 1\fo]a.le, suai deer and white-tailed deer. 

Kl. tun1i many, much; Molale, tam many. 

Kl. waita to pass a day and night, or a day, waitash day; Kay use, 
ewe-iu or uwaya, weya day, u-awish, huewish sun; Molale, wash day and 
sun, wasam pUmmer-time. 

Kl. wako white pine; Molale, wakant, wakint, wakunt log. 

Kl. wek limb of tree; Ka yuse, pasi wa'ku limb of tree. 

Kl. weketash green frog; Molale, wakatinsh frog. 

In the morphologic part we also detect a number of close analogies 
between the two families: 

hash-, hish-, is a prefix forming a sort of causative verbs by anathesis 
in Molale. like h-sh of Klamath; . e. g., ishi he said, hishashi he replied. 

-gala, -kala, a ~folale case-suffix to, toward, corresponds to -tala toward 

of Klamath. 
-im, -an1 forms the possessive case in Wayileptu; am in Klamath. 
p- is prefix in terms of relationship in both farnilies, and -p also occurs 

as suffix in these and other terms; cf. Sahaptin. 
Distributive forms are rnade by syllabic reduplication in Kayuse exactly 

in the san1e manner as in Klamath: yamua great, d. yiyitnu; lahayis old, 

d. lalhayis; luastu bad, d. laluastu; suayu good, d. sasuayu. 

S.A.H.A.PTIN DIALECTS. 

The Sahaptin dialects coincide with Klamath just as strikingly in some 
of the words and grarrnuatic forms as do those of W ayiletpu, and it is sin
gular that in a number of these all three mutually agree, as in lukua, muk
mukli, and two numerals. 
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Kl. ka-uka-uli, kevkevli, ke-uke-uli brown; Nez-Perce, ka-uxka-ux 
drab, light yellow, dark cream. 

Kl ke, kek this; Nez-Perce, ki, pl. kima this; adv. kina here, kimtam 
near. 

Kl. ki tchkani little, ad v. kitcha, ketcha; kuskus, Nez Perce, small, little; 

ikkes, Yakima; kiskis, W arn1 Spring. 
l{l. k ta-i rock, stone ; kta' t hard, Y aki rna. 
Kl. la/pi, lap two; lapit, leplt two, Nez Perce; napit, Walawala; na'pt, 

Warrn Spring. 
Kl. lukna to be warm, hot, l6kuash and lushlushli warm; lulnks fire; 

lu6xnts wann, Nez Perce; iluksha fire in Nez Perce and W alawala; ilksh, 
W arrr1 Spring; elusha to burn, 16kautch cinders, Yakima; laxuix, lahoix 
warm, Yakima; laxwai, Warm Spring. 

Kl. mukmukli, makmakli cinnamon-colored; maxsmaxs, Nez Perce, 
yellow; maxsh, Yakirna and Warm Spring (also as muksh blonde, auburn, 

W ann Spring). 
Kl. mu'lk worm, maggot, mank, fly; tnuxlimuxli fly, Warm Spring. 
Kl. mushmush cattle, cow, originally rneant "lowing like cattle," from 

the Sahaptin mu cattle; cf. 'rexts, Note to 13, 13. 

Kl. Ila' dsh one; na' xs, la' xs, y akirna; na' xsh, warm Spring. 
Kl. nanka some, a portion of; nanka some in several Sahaptin dialects. 
Kl. pawatch tongue; pawish, Nez· Perce. 
Kl. pe-ip daughter; pap, Nez Perce, Warm Spring, da·ughter (not one's 

own). 
Kl. pi he, she, p'na, m'na him, her; pin a seth oneself, himself, etc., Nez 

Perce;. pini he, this one, Warm Spring. 
Kl. taktakli level, even, flat; tikai flat, Yakima; cf. ta-i'h bottom land. 

Kl. tataksni children; (na)titait man, Yakima; tit6kan people, Nez 
Perce. 

- Kl. tchemuka, tsmuka to be dark, cf: mukmukli; tsem{txtsetnux dark 

brown (prieto ), of dark complexion, black, Nez Perce; shmuk, Yakima; tchmii'k, 
Warm Spring, dark; shmukakusha to blacken, Yakima. 

Kl. vu'nsh, u-unsh boat, canoe, dug-o·ut; wassas boat, Yakima, Warm 
Spring. 
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Of agreements in the morphologic part of grammar we notice consid· 
erable analogy in the inflection of the Sahaptin substantive with. its numer

ous case forms : 
Reduplication for inflectional purpo::;es is syllabic also, but not so gen

erally in use as in Klan1ath; Nez Perce biyits good, abbr. ta'hs; plur. tita'bs. 

Kl. -kni, ending of adj. "coming fron1 ;" -pkinih, su bst. case, from; 

init house, initpkinih from a house, in Nez Perce. 
p- prefix forms n1ost names of relationship: pika mother, piap elder 

brother, pet sister; ·p as suffix appears in Nez Perce asxap younger brother, 

asip sister (isip \Val~wala ). The prefix pi- forms reciprocal verbs; hak-, 
hah-, radix of verb to see, forn1s pihaksih to see each other. 

Kl. -na is transitional case-suffix; cf. Nez Perce kina here, -from pron. 
ki this. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The conclusions which can be drawn with some degree of safety from 
the above linguistic data and some rnythologic facts, concerning the pre

. historic condition of the people which occupies our attention, are not unim

portant, and n1ay be expressed as follows: 
Although it is often a difficult n1atter to distinguish the loan words in 

the above lists from the words resting upon ancient affinity, the table shows 
that the real loan-words of the Maklaks were borrowed from vicinal tribes 
only, as the Shasti, and that those which they hold in common with other 
tribes more probably rest on a stock of words cornrnon to both, as the pro
norninal roots. The affinity with ~faidu appears more considerable than 
that with other Californian tribes only because the Maidu dialects have 
been studied 1nore thoroughly. Scarcely any affinity is traceable with the 
coast dialects of Oregon and California, and none with the Tinne dialects, 
though the Urnpkwa and Rogue River Indians lived in settlements almost 
conterminous with those of the Maklaks. The latter were acquainted with 
the Pacific Ocean only by hearsay, for they have no original word for salt 

or tide, nor for any of the larger salt-water fish or matnmals; and their term 
for sea is a compound and not a simple word: muni e-ush "great water-sheet," 
just as the Peruvians of the rnountains call the ocean "mother-lake," mama= 
cocha. The scanty knowledge of the sea, which was scarcely one hundred 
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and fifty miles distant fron1 the mountain homes of the Klamath people, 

proves more than anything else their protracted isolation from other tribes 

and ctlso their absence from the sea-coast during their stay about the head

waters of the Klamath River. 
No connection is traceable between the languages of the Klamath and 

the Shoshoni Indians, both immediate neighbors, nor with the Kalapuya, 

Chinook, and Selish dialects north of them. They must have rmnained 

strangers to each other as far back as language can give any clue to pre

historic conditions. The Sahaptin and Wayiletpu families are the only 
ones with whom a distant kinship is not altogether out of the question. 

Some of the terms con1mon to these languages could have been acquired 

by the Maklaks through their frequent visits at the Dalles, the great ren
dezvous and rnarket-place of the Oregonian and of many Selish tribes. 

Friendly intercourse with the Warn1 Spring Indians (L6kuashtkni) existed 

long ago and exists now; friendly connections of this kind are frequently 

brought about by racial and linguistic affinity, just as inveterate enmity is 

often founded upon disparity of race and language.* 
The resemblances in the lexical part of the three fa1nilies are not uninl

portant, but in view of the small knowledge we have of either and of the 

large number of words in these languages showing neither affinity nor 

resemblance, we have to maintain the classjfication prevailing at present and 

to regard their dialects as pertaining to three linguistic fan1ilies. Sahaptin 

shows more likeness in phonetics and in n1orphology with Wayfletpu than 
with I{lamath. 

Now here is syllabic reduplication so well developed in Oregon and 
about . Columbia River as in the three fan1ilies above mentioned and in 
Selish, the distributive as well as the iterative. The latter exists in every 

language, but of the former no traces could be detected in the Kalapuya 

and Northern Californian languages, and but few in Shoshoni dialects, 

though in Mexico it is frequent. This point will prove very important in 

tracing ancient migrations. 

* We may compare the long-laRting friendly relations once existing between the 
Len ape and Shawano, the Shoshoni and Bannock ( Panaiti), the Cllicasa and the 
Kasi'hta (a Creek tribe), the Illinois and the Miami Indians. 

I 
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The numeration system of a people is a relic of a remote age, and 
therefore of importance for tracing the ancient connections of tribes. The 

quinary system is the most frequent counting ~ethod in America, and often 
combines with the vigesimal. The pure quinary system prevails in Ara, in 

the Ohimariko, Yuki, and in the Shasti-Pit River family, in Sahaptin and 
Wayiletpu, and it is also the system found in Klamath. Curiously enough, 
the Maidu Indians count by fifteens, and the decimal system forms the basis 
of the Win tun, Mutsun, and Selish dialects. The mystic or "sacred" 
number occurring hundreds of times in mythologic stories is five among all 

the Oregonian tribes. 
To sum up the result of the above linguistic inquiry, it may be stated 

that our prese.nt knowledge does not allow us to connect the Klamath lan
guage genealogically with any of the other languages compared, but that 

it stands as a linguistic family for itself. It has adopted elements from the 

tongues spoken in its neighborhood; and a co1nn1on elen1ent, chiefly pro
nominal, underlies several of these and the American languages in general. 

THE HISTORIC PERIOD. 

'Eu OS l'OV uai 7!Z6ra 1!arra ua1!iEA1!l'a ytyrera.t. 

On account of the superstition previously alluaed to, the traditional 
historic lore which forms so attractive a feature in the unwritten literature of 
the nations east of the Rocky Mountains and of Mexico is wanting entirely 
among the Ma]flaks, and we have to rely upon the meager reports of trav
elers and Government agents for accounts of the condition of the tribes in the 
earlier part of this century. Such notices of historic events are as follows: 

According to a tradition recorded by Stephen Powers, an epidemic of 
small-pox broke out among the Modoc Indians in 1847, by which one hun
dred and fifty individuals perished. 

The earliest historic conflict which can be ascertained with some chro
nological accuracy is the 1nassacre of eighteen imn1igrants to Oregon by 
individuals of the l\1odoc tribe, and Ben Wright's massacre, consequent upon 
that bloody deed. The massacre of the immigrants occurred at a place on 
rrnle or Rhett Lake, since called Bloody Point. Undoubtedly this was only 
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one in a series of similar butcheries. Apparently it occurred in 1852, and 
the particulars are all given in Texts, pages 13 and 14. 

One of the earliest reports upon these tribes made to the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs at Washington is that of Joel Palmer, Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs for Oregon, dated Dayton, Oregon, September 11, 1854. 
Palmer states that the lands of the Klamath Indians extend upon the east
ern base of the Cascade range for about thirty miles east, and . that east of 
them live the "1\fo-docks," who speak the same language as the Klamaths; 
and east of these again, extend .. ing farther south, are the '' J\ilo-e-twas" (Pit 
River Indians). These two last-nmned tribes have always evinced a deadly 
hostility to the whites, and the Modocs boasted of having within the last 
four years murdered thirty-six whites. Palrner entered into an agreetneut 
with the Klamath Indians to keep the peace with the white people, and also 
sent messengers to the l\fodocs and Pit Rivers, believing that henceforth 
the immigrants would be spared from their attacks. The Kla1nath Lakes 
were then enfeebled by wars with the surrounding tribes and by conflicts 
among themselves, and were said to nun1ber but four hundred and fifteen 
souls. He counted seven villages on Upper Klamath Lake, two on Pliock 
Creek (P'laikni or·Sprague River), three on Toqua Lake (Tukua), and one 
on Coasto (ICohashti) Lake.* The Indians had some guns, horses, camp 
equipage, and the aboriginal war-club and "elk-skin shield" (kakno'lsh). 
Little Klamath Lake he calls An-coose, a corruption of Agawesh. 

Neither Klamath Lake nor l\Iodoc Indians have taken any part in the 
great Oregon war of 1854-'56, although their sympathies were of course 
strongly in favor of the aboriginal cause. 

For the year 1854 Powers records a battle fought by Captain Judy 
against Modoc and Shasti Indians on the Klamath River, north of Yreka, 
in which son1e won1en of the Shasti were killed. 

The Report_ of 1859 speaks of continued hostilities on the side of the 
Modocs against passing immigrants and of the murdedng of a party of five 
white men in Jackson County, Oregon. Two of the 1nurderers belonged 
to the tribe of Chief Lelt~kash, and three of the perpetrators were seized and 
killed by the Klamath Indians (page 392). 

*This would make only six, not seven, villages. 
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Alexander S. Taylor has the following passage in his "California 
Farmer" of June 22, 1860: "Cumtukus, Lalacks, Schonches, and Tertup
kark are narnes of chiefs among Klamath Lake Indians of the Oukskenah 
tribe. The big Klarnath Lake is called 1...,oakwa." Except the first, the 
above head-n1en were all identified in the Dictionary with the well-known 
names of Lelekash, Sk6ntchish (a 1\tfodoc chief) and Tatapkaksh. Cum
tukni, who died about 1866, is mentioned by Stephen Powers as a great 
orator, prophet, and rain-maker.t 

'Vhether the two incursions n1ade upon the Klamath Lake people _ by 
the Rogue River Indians of Tinne lineage, across the Cascade range, of 
which detailed accounts were furnished ·in our Texts by Dave Hill, took 

place about 1855 or earlier I have not the n1eans of ascertaining. rrhe 
Lake tribe were not slow in inflicting vengeance upon the attacking party, 
for they crossed the mountain pass and fell upon the camps of their enemies, 
1naking sad havoc an1ong th 'jm. 

Frequent disputes and encounters occurred between the two chieftain
cies and the Shasti Indians around Yreka, California; but the warlike quali
ties of the latter were often too strong fot the aggressors, and the conflicts 
were not very bloody.t With the Pit River or M6atwash tribe the matter 
was rlifferent. They were not, like the Shasti, possessed of the warrior 
spirit, and therefore had to suffer terribly from the annual raids perpetrated 
upon then1. In April and l\fay the Klamath Lakes and Modocs would 
surround. the carnps, kill the men, and abduct the women and children to 
their homes, or sell them into slavery at the international bartering place 
at The Dalles. Some of these raids were provoked by horse-stealing, 
others by greed for gain and plunder, and the aggressors never suffered 
heavily thereby. \Vhen they began is not known, but the treaty of 1864 
put an end to thern. The recitals in the Texts, pages 19-27 and 54, 55, 

• Overland Monthly, 1873, June number, page 54:0. His appearance had some
thing fascinating for the Indians, and some are said to have traveled two hundred miles 
to consult him. His name appears to be Kumetakni=" coming from a cave," or "liv
ing in a cave.~' 

tOne of these fights took place between the Shasti, Modoc, and Trinity Rivt>r 
Inuians for the possession o . an obsidian quarry north of Shasta Butte, mentioned by 
B. B. Redding in American Naturalist, XIII, p. 668, et seq., and Archiv f. Anthropol
ogie, XIV, p. 425. 
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give us graphic sketches of these intertribal broils. Some of the eastern 

Pit Rivers seem to have lived on friendly tern1s with the J\Iodocs; but the 
bands farther south, especially the Hot Spring and Big Valley Indians, 
were the principal sufferers by these incursions. In a raid of 1857 :fifty-six 
of their women and children were enslaved and sold on the Columbia River 
for Cayuse ponies, one squaw being rated at five or six horses and a boy 
one horse.* 

The Pit River Indians were a predatory tribe also, and very dangerous 
to the immigrants passing through their country to northwestern Oregon. 
Their continued depredations made it a duty of the Government to inflict 
upon them a heavy chastisen1ent, and Maj. Gen. George Crook, command
ing the Colorado Department of the United States Army, was intrusted 
with its execution. This can1paign of 1867 is described by him as fol

lows :t 
I continued the campaign into the Pit River country with Company H, First 

Cavalry, Lieutenant Pa.rnelle; Company D, Twenty-third Infantry, Lieutenant Madi
gan, First Cavalry, commanding; and Archie Mcintosh, with his twenty E,ort Boise 
Indian scouts. We founti on Pit River a party of warriors in camp. They :fled. 
The next day we discovered a. large party of warriors in the bluffs on the river. We 
had a severe fight, lasting two days and nights. They effected their escape by means 
of holes and crevices in the ground. A great many were killed, among whom were 
some of note; how many could not be ascertained. Our loss was Lieutenant Madigan 
and three men killed, and eight soldiers and one citizen wounded. 

The more unruly portion of these Indians were subsequently ren1oved 
to the Round Valley Reservation, California, and about two hundred are 
still in their old homes. 

Between the Klamaths and the neighboring Snake tribes there was 
always .a sort of disaffection, based upon difference of race, language, and 
habits; but whether their earlier relations were always those of open hostility 
or not is past :finding out.t The wording of the treaty makes it probable that 
the hunting grounds north and east of t};leir present seats on Sprague River 

were shared in common by both, and that the Snake Indians frequently 

*Alex. S. Taylor, ''California Farmer," M~1,y, 1859. 

t Report of the Secretary of War, 1868--'69, Part I, p. 69, dated August 22, 1867. 
St'jphen Powers refers to this fight in Contributions III, p. 268. 

tOne of the Texts, p. 28, shows that the Snakes in one instance attacked and 
massacred in a very cowardly way some women near the outlet of Williamson River. 
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changed their settlements, as hunting nations are in the habit of doing. 
rrhus Pauline Marsh, near Silver Lake, and Pauline Lake, on one of the 
head springs of Des Chutes River, were both named after the Snake chief 
Panaina of our Texts. The bands established upon the Reservation since 
the treaty was concluded are called W alpapi and Y ahushkin. At first they 
ran off and committed depredations in the vicinity, whereupon the Gov
ernnlent was compelled to force them back. General Crook made several 
expeditions in the execution of the task. These can1paigns were short and 
decisive, and the Klamath Lake scouts engaged in them did good service, 
as evidenced ·by General Crook's reports * and Dave Hill's Text, pages 
28-33. Upon the defeat and killing of Panaina, the Walpapi chief, the 
tribe finally quieted down and remained neutral in the comrnotion caused 
by the Modoc war of 18 72-'7 3. 

No indications are at hand of the number of Indians formerly inhabit
ing the head waters of the Klamath River. Before the first census was 
taken estimates deserving no credence were made, varying from one thou
sand to two thousand Indians. In those tin1es the scourges of small-pox, 
syphilis, and whisky did not inflict such terrible ravages as they do now 
among the Indians; but instead o£ these the continual tribal quarrels, 
family vengeance, the ordeals of witchcraft, dearth of food, and the inhu
man treatinent of the fen1ales must have claimed many more victims than at 
present. Ernigration and intermarriages with other tribes were rather the 
exception than the rule, and are so even now. 

THE TREATY OF 1864. 

During the ten years following Wright's massacre the country began 
to assume a somewhat diff8rent aspect through the agricultural and stock
raising settlements of white people that sprung up in Lost River Valley, 
around Little Klamath Lake and in other places. The cession of lands to 
the "Oregon Central Military Road Company" fron1 Eugene City, in Wil
himet Valley, through the Cascade range, across the K.lan1ath Marsh, to 

*Contained in the Report of the Secretary of War, 1868-'69, Part I, pp 69, 70, 
dated September 2, 1867, and March 19, 1868. The troops killed twenty-tour Snake 
Indians in the expedition of 1867. See also Texts, Note to 28, 14. 
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'V &rner Lake, and thence to the boundary of Idaho: with its "six n1iles 
lin1it" grants on both sides, took place before the conclusion of the treaty. 

In order to subject the troublesome Snake and Modoc tribes to a 
stricter control, and to secure tnore protection to settlers and the immi
grants traveling through Oregon, Fort Klamath was established north of 
Upper Kl::unath Lake, in Lake County, and garrisoned with several conl
panies, who were of great service in preserving order in these sparsely 
inhabited tracts. The Klamath Lake Indians were n1ore inclined to keep 
up friendship with the white people than the other tribes, nevertheless 
some turbulent characters among them necessitated military r~straint. 

'rhe Superintendent of Indian Affairs of the Northern District of Cali
fornia, Judge E. Steele, adjusted some grave difficulties between the Shasti 
and the ~fa]flaks Indians, which threatened to break out into a terrible war 
of devastation against the Shasti and the white settlers alike. Some of the 
Ma]flaks "braves" had been killed upon the lands of white settlers, and'the , 

injured Indians had begun retaliation already. Colonel Drew, stationed at 
Fort Klamath (who fought marauding bands of Shoshoni and Bannocks 
during the sumn1er of 1H64 ), had arrested and executed "Captain" George, 
a Klan1ath Lake chief, for criminal .acts, and killed an Indian commonly 
known as Skukun1 John. The chiefs and son1e representative Indians of 

the contending tribes met Judge Steele near Yreka, California, on Febru
ary 14, 1864, and for some trifling consideration agreed to forego all further 
hostilities among thetnselves, to allow free passage to anybody traveling 
through their territories, and to maintain terms of friendship with all whites, 
negroes, and Chinese. The Modocs also made the special promise to 
harass no longer the Pit River Indians by annual raids. It also appears 
from Mr. Steele's allocution to the Indians that they had been selling to 
whites and others Indian children of their own and of other tribes, and also 
squaws, the latter mainly for the purpose of' prostitution.* 

The establishtnent of Fort l(lamath, the increase of white men's settle
lnents, the possibility of Indian outbreaks on account of the greater vicinity 
of the farms to the Indian villages, and the desire of the Indians thernselves 
to obtain rations, supplies, and annuities brought the opportunity of a 

'* Repol't of the Commissioner of Indian AffairR for 1864, pp. 84, 85 and 108-110. 
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treaty with these Indians more forcibly before the Government than ever 
before. In compliance with instructions from Indian Commissioner Will
iam P. Dole, Superintendent J. W. Perit Huntington, accon1panied by 
Agent Logan, went through the Des Chutes Valley to Fort Klamath, and 
foun::l there a large nurnber of Indians of both sexes assembled, seven hun
dred and ten of whom were Klamath Lake, three hundred and thirty-nine 
~fodoc people, and twenty-two of the Yahuskin band of Snake Indians. 
They unanimously concurred in the desire that Lindsey Applegate, a settler 
of Jackson Countyv Oregon, be appointed as their agent. The treaty was 
concluded on the 14th of October, 1864, and duly signed by the contract
ing parties, including twenty-six chiefs and principal men of the tribes. 
Huntington's esti~nate of funds necessary for fulfilling treaty stipulations 
and subsisting the Indians the first year a1nounted to a total of $69,400. 
The text of the treaty being too long for insertion entire, I restrict myself 
here to the contents of the principal paragraphs: 

Article 1 stipulates the cession of the territory described above (p. xvi), 
and sets apart as a reservation for the tribes referred to the tract included 
within the lirriits following: Beginning upon the Point of Rocks, about 
twelve n1iles south of the n1outh of Williamson River,* the boundary follows 
the eastern shore north to the tnouth of \Vood River; thence up Wood 
River to a point one mile north of the bridge at Fort Klan1ath; thenc·e du 3 

east to the summit of the ridge which divides the upper and middle J{lan1ath 
Lakes (now called Klamath Marsh and Upper Kla1nath Lake); thence 
along said ridge to a point due east of the north end of the upper lake; thence 
due east, passing the said north end of the upper lake to the summit of the 
mountains on the east side of the lake; thence along said n1ountain to the 
point where Sprague's River is intersected by the Ish-tish-ea-wax Ureek 
(probably Meryl Creek); then in a southerly direction to the sun1mit of the 
mountain, the extremity of which forms the Po.int of Rocks; thence along 
said mountain to · the place of beginning. The tribes will remove to this 
reservation im1nediately after the ratification .of the treaty and remain 
thereon. No whites, except employes and officers of the United States 
Government, are allowed to reside upon this tract, and the Indians have 

• At the foot of Ni1akshi Mountain. 
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the exclusive right of taking fish and gathering edible roots, seeds, and 
berries within the reservation. Provision is 1nade by which the right of 
way for public roads and railroads across said reservation is resei:ved to 
citizens of the United States. 

Article 2. As a payn1ent for the ceded lands the Indians shall receive 
$8,000 per annu1n for a period of five years, $5)000 per annun1 for the next 
five years, and the sum of $3,000 per annurn for the five years next suc

ceeding. 
Article 3 provides for the payment of $35,000 for removing the In

dians to the reservation, subsisting them during the first year, and provid
ing them with clothing, teams, tools, seeds, etc. 

ArtiCles 4 and 5 provide for the establislunent of a saw-mill, a flouring
lnill, a manual-labor scho.ol, and hospital buildings, all to be maintain.ed 
and s~pplied with working 1naterial at the expense of the United States for 
the period of twenty years. Employes for running these establishments 
shall be paid and housed by the Government also. 

Article 6 reserves_ the right to the Government to provide each Indian 
family with lands in severalty to the ex~ent of forty to one hundred and 
twenty acres, and to guarantee possession to them. Indians are not allowed 
to alienate these lands. 

Article 9. T~e Indians acknowledge their dependence upon the Gov
ernment of the United States, and pledge themselves to be friendly with 
all citizens thereof, to comn1it no depredations upon the persons or property 
of said citizens, and to refrain from carrying on any war upon other Indian 
tribes. 

Article 10 prohibits the sale and use of liquors upon the Reservation, 
and Article 11 permits the Government to locate other Indian tribes thereon, 
the parties to this treaty not losing any rights thereby. 

The treaty was proclaimed February 17, 1870. 

Like most of the treaties concluded between the United States Gov
ernment and the Indian tribes, this compact was made n1uch n1ore to the 
advantage of the white man than of his red brother. Not only were the 
stipulated annuities rather small for a body of Indians, which was then 

considered to number about two thousand people, but these annuities were 

.... 
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to be paid only after the ratification of the treaty by the President and the 
Senate, which did not take place till five years after the conclusion, viz, 
February l 7, 1870. Meanwhile the Indians were always subject to the 
possibility of being removed fron1 the homes of their ancestors by the stroke 

of a pen. The bungling cotnposition of the document appears from the fact 

ihat a grave mistake was committed by inserting the term "east" instead 
of west (italicized in our text above), and by not mentioning the land · 

grant made to the Oregon Central Military Wagon Road Company before 

1864, which, when insisted upon, would, with its twelve-mile limits, take 

away the best parts of the Reserve, the Sprague River Valley, for instance. 

At the titne when I visited the country, in the autumn of 1877, the Klamath 

Lake Indians showed much animosity against the settlers establishing them

selves within their domain. The company having left many portions of 

their projected wagon road unfinished, Congress, by act approved March 2, 
1889, directed the Attorney-General to cause suits to be brought within six 
monthR from that . date, in the name of the United States, in the United 

States Circuit Court for Oregon, to try the questions, among others, of the 

seasonable and proper completion of said road, and to obtain judgments, 

which the court was authorized to render, declaring forfeited to the United 

States all lands lying conter1ninous with those parts of the road which were 
not constructed in accordance with the requirements of the granting act. 

(Of. on this subject Ex. Doc. 131, House of Representatives, Forty-ninth 
Congress, first session·, and Ex. Doc. 124, Senate, Fiftieth Congress.) 

The first representative of the Governrnent, Subagent Lindsey Apple

gate, erected some buildirigs at the northwest point of Upper Klamath 

Lake, called Skohwishki (abbr. Kohashti); but as early as 1866 he called 

attention to the fact that the place had no suitable water-power, but that 

three miles above the little creek at Beetle's Rest was a most excellent 
motor for driving a saw-mill and a grist-mill, and, being on the edge of the 
pine woods, was a ·well-fitted and shady place for the agency buildings. 

This advice was followed in 1868, two years before the ratification of the 

treaty. In the sarne year the old· practice of cren1ating dead bodies was 

abandoned and inhun1ation introduced. The grave-yard wa.s established 

around the ash-pile of cren1ation, still visible in 1877, and in 1878 a second 
v 
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cemetery was inaugurated between the Williamson River and lVlodoc Point, 

one mile and a half south of the bridge. 
· President U. S. Grant's peace policy in regard to the Indians was 

inaugurated by act of Congress dated April 10, 1869. The supervision of 
the Indian agencies was placed in the hands of the authorities of religious 

denominations, a board of comrnissioners appointed,* and the spiritual in

terests of that reservation turned over to the Methodist Church. 

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCHES ON THESE INDIANS. 

The study of the ethnography of a tribe usually precedes that of its 
language; sornetin1es both are pursued simultaneously, and this is undoubt
ed! y the correct method. In the case of the Maklaks, Horatio Hale, t" the 
linguist of Oh. Wilkes's United States Exploring Expedition (1838-1842), 
and still holding forth as a pioneer in his lines of research, took down a 

vocabulary from a Klamath Lake Indian whon1 he met on the Columbia 

River in 1841. No ethnographic remarks upon the tribe accompany this 

vocabulary, probably because information obtained from interpreters, who 

speak the Chinook jargon only, is notoriously unreliable. 
Next in time follow the extensive explorations of John Charles Fremontt 

of the interior basin west of. the Rocky Mountains and of the Pacific coast 
from 1843 to 1844, and again from 1845 to 1846, during which the 

Klamath Lakes and Klarnath Marsh were visited and explored. His re

ports contain graphic sketches of all that was seen and observed by hi's 

parties; but scientific accuracy is often wanting, and many countries are 
described without giving the Indian local names, which are indispensable 
to identification. 

The acquisition of t~e Pacific coast by the United States (California 

in 1846, Oregon in 1848) naturally suggested projects of connecting the 

two oceans by a transcontinental railroad, starting fr?n1 the 1\-fississippi 
River and reaching to the Bay of San Francisco. The Central Govern-

* Of. Revised Statutes of the United States, second edition, 1878, p. 359. 
t Born in Newport, New Hamp8hire, in 1817. 
t Born at Savannah, Georgia, January 21, 1813; candidate for the Presidency of 

the United States in 1856; died in New York City, July 13, 1890. 
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ment sent out in different directions army officers and engineers to survey 
the proposed routes, and to publish the results in a series of volumes.* For 

this purpose the Thirty-second Congress appropriated, by an act passed 

~lay 3, 1S53, the sum of $150,000, which was by ·two later appropriations 

in 1854 increased to a total of $340,000. A branch of this railroad was to 

run up the Sacramento Valley to the Columbia River. In this portion the 

Klamath headwaters were principally concerned, and it is that which was 
surveyed by Lieut. Robert Stockton Williamson, t assisted by Lieut. Henry 

Larcom Abbot, both of the Corps of Topographical Engineers. Their joint 

report, together· with the reports of specialists on zoology, botany, geol-ogy, 

etc., is contained in Vol. VI (1855) t These reports are valuable and on a 

level with the condition of science as it was ifl those days; but the use of 

the volumes is inconvenient when reference has to be made to the bulky 

maps, all of which are contained in other volumes than the reports thenl

selves. Lieutenant Williarnson, assisted by Lieutenant Crook, when on the 

border of Klamath Marsh (August 22, 1855), obtained one hundred and 

two terms of the Klamath Lake dialect, which are published in Vol. VI, 

P.art I, pp. 71, 72. This vocabulary is brimful of mistakes, not through any 

want of attention of these officers, but because they questioned their inter

preter through tbe itnperfect n1ediums of gestures and the Chinook jargon. 
The vocabulary taken in 1864 by Dr. Williatn M. Gabb at Kohashti 

shows the same defects, and was obtained through the "jargon" also; 
other collections were made by Dr. Washington Matthews, W. 0. Clark, 

and L9wis F. Hadley. The words of Mod9c as quoted in the publications 

of A. B. Meacharn are misspelt almost without exception. From Stephen 

Powers we possess a short Modoc vocabulary, as yet unpublished. 

Whosoever inspects these word collections will see at once that the 
study of the Klamath language had never gone beyond the vocabulary 

*Reports 0f exploratinns and survt:-ys to ascer '1ain the most practicable and eco
nomical route for a railroad from t~e Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, made in 
1853 and years following. Washington, 1855-1~60. Quarto; illustr. with plateR and 
maps. Thirteen volumes. 

t Williamson was boru 1824 in New York, and dfed 1882 in San Francisco. 
A.bbot, a native of Beverly, Massachusetts, was born in 1831. 

t The first part of Vol. VI contains Abbot's report, awl is chiefly topographical. 
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stage before the publication of the present volume. Even the author expe

rienced considerable difficulties before he could pass beyond that limit. 
"\Vhen he reached the reservation agency he found not over three or four 
individuals ·who were able to speak a tolerable English, and the knowledge 
of this tongue is ahsolutely necessary to any one who aspires to the posi
tion of an interpreter of his own language in those parts. The Indians 
were nearly all pure bloods, and 1nost of them knew scarcely more than a 
dozen English terms. Many could converse in Ohincfok jargon, but the 
majority, especially the fen1ales, were not acq~ainted even with this preca
rious means of intercourse. Indeed, these people must be slow in acquir
ing an Aryan language like English, for it pre8ents so many character
istics entirely opposite to those of Klamath. English is not proyided with 
red~1plication, prefixes of fonn, nor with the 1nultiple suffixes of J(lamath ; 

it differs from it also by its more complex syntactic structure, its irnperfect 
nominal inflection, by its distinctive form for the non1inal plural, the grada
tion of the adjective and adverb effected by suffixation, its personal inflec

tion of the verb, and a long array of irregular and auxiliary verbs. 
Thns it will be easily perceived that the obtaining of correct and re,.li

able ethnographic and linguistic infonnation in such a tribe is fraught with 

many diffieulties. Sometimes it is practicable to get th~ tenus for visible 
objects by nuiking gesture signs or by pointing at the objects, but it just as 
often 111isleads; and if the investigator has to do with people who know no 

other language than their own, he must revise ~is notes with nutny of then1 
before he can place any trust in what he has written down fron1 dictation. 
The Indi~ns and mix~d bloods who have n1ade some progress in the acquisi
tion of English pronounce f asp, v as b, r as l-are modeling English after 
their own language, using he for our he, she, it, they, him, her, them; all this 
being hu'k, hu't, hu'nk for them. They do not know how to use our conjunc
tions, a defect which makes all the tales, myths, and other textual informa

tion unintelligible. The only n1eans of obtaining results is to pick out the 

best people from the crowd and to train them for awhile for the purpose 
wanted, until they are brought so far as to feel or understand the scope of 
the investigator. Women will be found more useful than n1en to inforn1 
him about myths, anin1al stories, the gathering of vegetable food, house-
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hold affairs, and terms referring to colors; 1nen more appropriate than 
wo1nen in instructing him about their . hunts, fishing, travels, their legal 
customs, wars and raids, house-building, and similar work. Omit asking 
thern about the deceased, for it makes them angry and sullen. They do not 

as a rule willfully lead the investigator into error when they see that he is 
in earnest. Errors often originate in preconceived notion& or theories and 
inappropriate questions of the investigator, ~ornetin1es also in the want of 

abstract terms in the interpreter's language. To insure correctness in an 
Indian myth, anirnal story, or any relation whatever, it should first be 
taken down in Indian, and of this a verbatim translation secured. 

Ethnographic sketches of both tribes, but chiefly of the Modocs, were 
published in the newspapers of the Pacific coast at the time of Ben 

Wright's massacre, but they were not accessible to rne; rnore circun1stantial 
were those written at the time of the Modoc war (1872-'73), and specimens 

of these may be seen in A. B. Meacham's publications, in the "Overland 
~fonthly" of San Francisco, and in Stephen Powers's "The Modok," in 
Contributions III, pp. 252-262. 

Ethnographic objects manufactured by and in actual use arnong both 
tribes were purchased at different periods by collectors. The National 

Museum in Washington owns several of them; but the n1ost complete col
lection is probably the one n1ade in 1882 by the Swiss naturalist, Alphons 
Forrer, a native of St. Gall, which was partly sold to the Ethnographic 
Museum of St. Gall, partly (eighty-five articles) to that of Berne, the capi
tal of Switzerland. Forrer lived several n1onths among the Klamaths, 
and thus was enabled to secure the best specinwns. There are two hanasish 

or ''magic arrows," an impletnent which has probably become very scarce 
now. The majority. of these objects are manufactured frorri wood, fur
skin, and basket material. There is no suitable clay found in the Klamath 

River Highlands, hence these Indians never n1ade any pottery. 
The report of Lieutenants Williamson and Abbot contains a large 

array of astronomic positions and of meteorologic observations made during 

the expedition, whic4 will prove useful to later observers. The zoologic, 
botanic, and geologic reports n1ade by different scientists were considered 

of high value at the time they were first published. It will be remen1bered 
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that these explorations were the starting-point of all further researches upon 

the Pacific coast, and as such they are creditable to the men with whom 

and the epoch a~ which they originated. 
The topographic map of the Klamath headwaters is now being pre

pared by the U. S. Geological Survey. It is laid out upon a scale of 1 to 
250,000, with contour intervals of 200 feet, the rivers and water -sheets in 

blue. The sheets are named as follows: Ashh,nd, Klamath,* Shasta, 

Modoc Lava Bed, Alturas-the last three belonging to California. The 

surveys were made fron1 1883 to 18S7 by Henry Gannett, chief geographer, 

A. H. Thompson, geographer in charge; triangulation by the G-eorge M. 

Wheeler survey, by Mark B. Kerr; and topography, by Eugene Ricksecker 

and partly by Mark B. Kerr. 

THE MODOC WAR OF 1872-1873. 

rrhe well-known maxim, "it is cheaper to feed the Indians than to 

fight them," has forced itself upon the governn1ents of all American coun

tries in such indelible characters that it has become a rule for then1 to con

clude treaties with the different " nations" to keep them at peace, feed them 
by rations or annuities, and confine thetn within the limits of certain terri

tories. The treaty of 1864 was not attended by all the favorable results 

expected. The Snake Indians ran off fro1n the Reservation during April, 

1866, the Modocs in 1~65. The latter tribe were not compelled to leave 

their old domain, now ceded to the United States, till 1869. Moreover, it 
always takes several years to gather straying Indians upon a reservation 

after a treaty has become an accon1plished fact. The Superintendent of 

Indian ~ffairs in Oregon, Mr. - Meacham, on December 30, 1869, after a 
lung and excited ''talk," succeeded in bringing two hundred and fifty-eight 

Modocs to Modoc Point, upon the reservation allotted to them. On April 

26, 1870, the supply of rations was exhausted, and the more obstinate half 

of the tribe left the Reservation again for the old don1ain upon Lost River 

and the lakes, where as the other half, under Sk6ntchish, went to Yaneks, 

on Sprague River, where the Superintendent located them. All ~Iodocs 

* The name for the sheet east of Klamath has not yet been determined. 

• 
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had become disgusted at the close neighborhood and secret e·nmity of the 
I{.lamath Lake Indians, their congeners . . 

The presence of the Modocs in their "old countrry," though contrary 

to the letter of the· treaty, w-as tolerated by the Government until the 

autumn of 1H72, when the complaints of the white settlers against the 
Indians became too frequent and serious to be further disregarded. A 

struggle ·to secure the enforcement of the treaty could no longer be post
poned. The Modocs' open defiance to the authorities could no longer be 

endured, and this brought on the Modoc war. 
Space does not pern1it n1e to give more than an outline sketch of this 

bloody contest of a small, sturdy people of mountaineers against the regu

lar arn1y and a large body of volunteers; but many references in detail 
have been n1ade to it in the Texts and Notes, to which the reader may 

refer. A monograph of the lVIodoc war doing full justice to the in1portance 
of this event and to its ethnographic features would alone fill a volume of 
considerable size. Here, as well as in all other Indian wars, the result was 
that the strong conquered the weak, which is always the case in the. end, 

especially when the former has the law on his side. 
According to the war chronicle obtained by n1e in the Modoc dialect 

from the Riddle fan1ily the war originated in a petition sent by the settlers 
to the President to have the Indians removed from their old homes to the 

Reservation, in fulfillment of the treaty stipulations. The President agreed 
to this, and sent an order to the comn1ander at Fort Klamath to have them 

removed-" peaceably if you can; forcibly if you must!" In the morn
ing of November 29, 1872, 1\fajor Jackson surrounded the Modoc can1p 
upon Lost River, near its mouth. vVhen he tried to disarm and capture the 
n1en they escaped to the hills. The soldiers and the settlers of the neigh

borhood then fired upon the unprotected w01nen and children of another 

:Nfodoc can1p farther north, for which brutal act the Modoc 1nen retaliated 
in the afternoon by killing fourteen settlers upon their farms. Hereupon 
the Modocs retr.~ated with their families to the Lava Beds, south of Tule 

Lake, the ho1ne of the Kumbatwash, and there they strengthened some 
select positions, already strong by nature, through the erection of stone 

walls and earth-works. Kintpuash or Captain Jack, who now was not the 
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chief only but also the 1nilitary leader of the Modocs, selected for his head

quarters the spacious cavern called Ben Wright's Cave, and there the tribe 

ren1ained, unattacked and unharmed, until the 17th. of January of the year 

ens Lung. 
The wintry season and the difficult condition of the roads, or rather 

trails, in these mountainous tracts delayed the concentration of the troops 

a!1d provisions to the Lava Beds for nearly two months. On the day 

above mentioned Colonel Frank Wheaton, then in conunand, resolved to 

attack from two sides the seventy* sturdy warriors in their stronghold. 

Many of the troopR were fresh fron1 Arizona, and had fought against 

Apaches armed with bows and lances only. The l\fodocs carried the old 

octagonal small-bore Kentucky rifle with the greased patch and small ball, 
which within its limited range had a very flat trajectory, and consequently 

a large dangerous space.t The fog was so thick that men could not see 
their right or left hand comrades, but in spite of this the commander ordered 
the attack Scarface Charley, a leader possessed of the best n1ilitary and 
engineering capacity in this war, clain1ed that he held his station, with three 
squaws to load, against a platoon of cavalry. rrhe troops counted in all 

. about four hundred men. One corps had to attack from the north, viz, 
the shore of Tule Lake, the other from the west, and without connecting 
both by a field ttlegraph the commander ordered then1 to unite upon the 
top of the hills after stonning the India? positions. The fog annihilated 
these plans entirely, and .the decimated troops were in the evening with
drawn to Van Bremer's farm, west of the Lava Beds. 

After this signal disconTfiture another officer, General Alvin C. Gillem, 
was assigned to the con1n1and, and the troops were reinforced by four com
panies .of the Fourth Artillery fron1 San Francisco. Instead of attacking 
the Modocs again on a clear day and bombarding their positions, it was 
deemed proper to negotiate with them for peace. There was a party of 
extremists for war in the l\fodoc camp and another inclined to listen to 
peace overtures, and upon the latter the body of the Peace Commissionerst 

*For the later period of" the war, beginning .April 16, Frank Riddle states the 
number of the Modoc warriors to have been fifty-one; 42, 20. 

tCaptain Fields, "The Modoc War." 
t Appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, C. Delano. The particulars in 

Texts; note to 38, 1, page 48. 
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principally relied. Several attempts at parleying were unsuccessful, but 
finally the parties were appointed to convene on April 11, 1873. The 

capture of Kintpuash's ponies by the troops, in spite of General Can by's 
promise of a total suspension of hostilities, had exasp~rated the chief to 
such a degree that he and his aids resolved upon murder by treachery. 

The dark deed was successfully perpetrated upon two members of the 
Peace Com1nission. The others fled, and henceforth, after the dastardly 
Innrder of General Canby, a new plan was adopted for a speedy termina
tion of the war. 

'\Vright's Cave and surroundings were bon1barded with heavy shells 
on April 16, 17, and 18, and attacks made by the troops simultaneously. 
By this time about ninety Indian scouts had joined the Army, two-:thirds of 

whon1 were Warm Spring, one-third Wasco Indians, all under the com
mand of Donald Mcl{ay. The Modocs vacated the cave on April 19, and 
were met by a detachn1ent of regulars and thirty scouts at Sand Hill, four 
n1iles from the cave, on April 26. This engagement was more disastrous 

to the troops than to the Modocs; but at the Dry Lake fight, May I 0, the 
latter were forced to retreat. This was the beginning of the dissolution of 
the lVIodoc forces; their· provisions conunenced to give out, and one portion 

of the warriors became dissatisfied with Kintpuash's leadership. This party 

surrendered May 25 to the commander-in-chie~, General Jefferson C. Davis, 
who had on May 2 relieved Colonel Gillem, the intermediate commander. 
Soon after this, on June 1, Kintpnash, with the few n1en who had remained 
true to him, gave himself up to a scouting party of cavalry, led to his hid
ing place by the treacherous Steamboat Frank,* who, it must be acknowl
edged notwithstanding, had been one of the most valiant defenders of the 

Modoc cause. 
The captured Modocs, nu1nbering with their won1en and children 

about one hundred and forty-five persons, were for awhile fed at the ex
pense of the Governn1ent, and then brought to the northeastern corner of 
the Indian Territory, where their remnants live at the present ti1ne. Before 
their departure a number of them, ·while being conveyed in a wagon to 

som~ place near Tule Lake, were fired upon and son1e females killed by 
the revengeful settlers. The murderers of General Canby and Dr. Thomas 

• Of. Texts 55; 14, 15, and Note. 
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could not remain unpunished. Brought before a jury at Fort Klan1ath, 
Kintpuash, Chief Sk6ntchish, Black or Htlka Jim, and Boston Charley 
were condemned to the gallows and hung at the Fort October 3, 1873, 
while two accessories to the deed-Bantcho and Slu'lks (now George 
Denny)-were conden1ned to incarceration at Fort Alcatraz, San Fran

cisco Bay.* 
Thus ended the long-contested struggle of the little Modoc band 

against the Oregon and California volunteers and the regular troops of the 

United States Army. Certainly the heroism and ingenuity displayed by 
the- Modocs would have been worthy of a better cause, and would. have 

passed down to posterity in the brightest colors of patriotism had not the 
1nurderous "entreacte" and Canby's death deprived the struggle of its 
heroic luster. The unworthy termination of this war is well typified J?y 
the fact that the skeleton of the Modoc captain is now dangling as an ana
tolnical specimen in the museum of the Surgeon-General's Office, at Wash

ington, District of Cvlumbia. 

STATISTICS. 

Fron1 the end of the Modoc war to the present year the condition uf 
affairs has not changed much in the Klan1ath Highlands. The reports of 

the United States agent repeat the san1e story of progress towards civiliza
tion every year; but in vie·w of the difficulty of bringing a hunter tribe 
into the high road of Christian culture and industrial progress we can not 
attach much credence to such reports so long as they are couched in gener

alities and do not contain special facts attesting mental in1p~ovement by 
schooling. 

In· agriculture success is possible only in the Sprague River Valley, 
but pasturing will succeed almost on every spot of the Reservation. The 

report of 1888, con1pared with that of 1880, shows a considerable improve
Inent in this direction. The 2,500 horses and mules counted in 1880 had 

increased to 4,532 in 1888; the 200 head of cattle to 2,201. In the latter 
year the number of swine figured 208, of domestic fowl, 1,000. Of the 

20,000 tillable acres of land 1,400 were cultivated by the Indians in 

* Slu'lks was rel~ased, and stays now at the )lodoc Reservation, Indian Territory, 
with Scarface Charley and some other warrior-s of that war. 
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1888 and 500 broken by them ; 10,000 acres were inclosed by fence~. 

The crops of 1888 amounted to 8,000 bushels of wheat, 4,000 of oats and 

barley, 1,000 bushels of vegetables, 3,000 tons of hay; and 500 pounds of 

butter were manufactured. Of lumber 100,000 feet were sawed. The 

Indians transported with their own teams 500 tons of freight, and thereby 

earned $1,500. The two boarding-schools, one at the Klamath Agency 

and the other at Yaneks, in the same year boarded 215 pupils at a cost to 

the Government of $18, 764-about $10.40 a month per capita. 

The number of acres contained within the K1amath Reservation is 

1,056,000, and of these only about 20,000 acres are considered to be tilla

ble land. The rest is occupied by woods, lllai'shes, rocks, and other bin

chances to cultivation. 

'rhe school and church interests are in the hands of the Methodist 

Episcopal · Church, which also has a vote in the appointment of the United 

States agent. 

'l'he statistics of populatio~ have furnished reliable data only from the 
time when annuities were first distributed among these Indians. This ne

cessitated an annual -count of each fan1ily, giving the ntunber of the indi

viduals belonging to each. One of these was made during n1y presence on 

the reserve on October 30, 1877, before the winter supplies were dealt out 

to the tribe. The surnmary is as follows: 

David Hill, chief, at Agency and on Williamsou R:iver ........................ 225 
P'hi, head chief, at the bridge, Williamson River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122 
Long John. chief. ............. _ ........................... . ....... . ......... 103 
Jack, chief .... . ...... . .............................. . .. . . ·.·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92 
Lilo, chief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 565 

The cen8us taken in the Sprague Ri,·er ·valley, Yaneks subagency, 

furnished the following figures, I\Jamath Lake Indians and Modocs being 

indiscriminately included: 

Littlejohn, chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Sk6ntcbish, chief............. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 18 
Modoc Johnson, head chief............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
Ben, chief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61 
Brown, chief.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

Total ................................................................ 194 
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The Snake Indians were not counted at that time, but were assumed 
- to have the same population as in 1876: 137. This gives a total of Indians 
· for the Reservation of 896. This count included about eight mixed bloods 

and seven Warm Spring Indians from the Des Chutes River. The board
ing-school at the Klamath Agency then had eighteen pupils of both sexes. 

The reports of the Indian Commissioner for 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 
and 1884 can not be fully relied on, since they give the san1e figures for 
each of these years with an unvarying total of 1,023 Indians-Klamaths, 
707; Modocs, 151; Snake Indians, 165. 

The report of 1888, Joseph Emery agent, gives 7B8 Klamath Lake and 
~1odoc Indians and 145 Snake Indians, a total of 933 individuals. 

Probably the most reliable data were furnished by the Indian census 
made in 1881 for the United States Census Bureau, from March to Augu~t: 

Klamaths. Modocs. Molale. Snakes. Totals. 

-

Total of tribes on Reservation ................. 676 122 55 165 1,018 
Number of males ............................. 286 58 30 80 454 
Number offemales ............................ 390 ~4 25 85 564 
Unmarried at fourteen years and upwards ..... 109 6 9 11 135 
Nnmber married ...................... ____ .... 286 55 14 65 420 
Number of full bloods ......................... 664 122 53 165 1,004 
Number of mixed bloods .......... ··~··· ...... 12 . -... - ..... --- ... 2 ... ............... 14 
Number below twenty-one years .............. 291 58 35 89 473 
Number above twenty-one years .... -----~ .... 385 64 20 76 G45 
!:;upported one -half or more by civilized indus-

tries ............. _ • • . . ......... ............... 36 6 7 . ... --- ........ 49 
Supported one-half or more by Government .... 38 3 .... -- ........ - 2 43 
Number wearin~ citizens' dress ............... 630 112 55 165 96~ 

Acres under cultivation ....................... 2,249 140 36 . -- ........ 2,425 
Number attending school ...•••......•••••.... 36 I 1 ··--·· ··-· 3 40 . 

This enumeration is remarkable on account of the large number of 
Molale Indians mentioned in it, an element of the population which is no

where else designated as such in the periodical reports made by the agents . 

• 

• 
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NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. 

In the manner of considering the transcendental world and in view
ing the problems of the supernatural we perceive enormous differences 
arnong the various races of rnankind. These differences mainly arise from 
the degree of anin1isn1 and anthropornorphisn1 applied to the deities sup
posed to represent the powers of nature and to rule the world. The primi- . 
tive man regards everything showing life or spontaneous n1otion as ani
mated ..... by a spirit and endowed_ with c•ertain human faculties; whereas 

atnong the more advanced nations these san1e gods and genii appear more 
fully anthropomorphized, and 'their moral and intellectual attributes n1ore 
accurately defined. In rnonotheism all the physical and rnoral powers sup
posed to rule the universe becon1e unified into one "Supreme Being." 

A people's ·religion always rests upon a basis laid down in remote 
ages, and faithfully depicts the intellectual and moral qualities of its spirit
ual leaders at that period. Were they ferocious and cruel, the gods whon1 
they imposed upon the people are barbaric also; were they kind and mild
mannered, then their deities show these same mental qualities. Deities act 
by miracles, and are tniracles themselves; for a miracle or act contraven

ing the laws of nature is the only causality which the mind of prin1iti ve 
man is able to imagine to solve t~e difficult problems of physics, meteorol
ogy and other processes of nature. As there is no connected system in 
any of the savage religions, it is by no means difficult to overthrow the 
beliefs of a primitive people and to substitute others for it, provided the 
new ones are resting upon the same fundamental principle of spirits, dei
ties and miracles. Dreams are to the savage man what the Bible is to us
the source ·of divine revelation, with the important difference that he can 
produce revelation through drean1s at will. The more thoughtful religions 
of Asia establish a thorough ·distinction between spirit and matter, and thus 
dualistically establish idealisn1 as opposite to materialism; but in An1erica 
no religion goes any further than to attempt such a distinction. The higher 
Asiatic religions establish priesthoods, idols, ceremonial worship, divine 
oracles, prayer and sacrifice, and attempt to elevate man's character by 
moral teachings; here in the western hemisphere ceremony is magic and 
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witchcraft only, religious feasts are orgies, divine revelation is human hal
lucination, and the moral element, when present in religion, is not urged 
upon the con1munity. While in the religions of the white man the gods 
originally representing nature's powers gradually become teaehers or 
examples of morality and mental improvetnent, those of the other races 
re1nain the stern and remorseless deities of the sky, the atmosphere, and 
the earth, whose good will has to be propitiated by sacrifice. 

As zoodemonisn1 is the most appropriate form of religion for man in 
the animistic stage, the majority of the mythie characters in American relig
ions are animals, especially quadrupeds; and even the fully anthropoinor

phized deities sometimes assume, in Oregon and elsewhere, the 1nasks of 
animals. The earlier Indians firmly believed that such animals as were 
the prototypes of their own species had human faculties, and talked and 
thought as men do; in whatever tribe there are totemic gentes or clans 
the men1bers of these are supposed to have descended from that prototype 
of a bear, deer, alligator, eagle, or whatever anitnal a gens is called after. 
Certain qualities of man, physical and intellectual, found their closest analo
gies in those of animals, and the anin1al world is much nearer akin to man 
in the mind of the Indian than in the white tnan's mind. Seurrilous and 
grotesque acts ascribed to so n1any Indian deities were not intended for 
derision, as with us, but for faithful portrayings of the habits of typical 
anin1als; and zoodemonism-not exactly zoolatry, as in Egypt-is the form 
of religion existing among the wild Indians of An1erica . 

• 
The large amount of mythologie and transcendental material obtained 

among the Indians requires subdivision into several chapters. I present it 
under . the following subdivisions: a. Elementary deities; b. Spirit deities; 
c. Animal deities. 

Of the mythologic data embodied in the present article the larger part 
were obtained by n1yself, but not all. The others were gathered by 
Messrs. Stephen Powers and Jeremiah Curtin, mainly by the latter, who 
obtained over one hundred Modoc myths in 1883 and 1884, now forming 
part of the unpublished colleetion of the Bureau of Ethnology. , 
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THE ELEMENTARY DEITIES. 

In the Klan1ath theology the deities of the elements have preserved 
aln1ost intact their character as representatives of the powers of nature. 
Imperfectly anthropomorphized as they are, they appear rather as spirits 
than as gods; all of then1, the Earth perhaps excepted, are of the n1ale sex. 
Like_ the animal genii they assume the adjectival suffix =amtchiksh, abbr. 
-a1ntch bygone, ancient, belonging to the past,* though less among the Modocs 
than in the northern chieftaincy. The splendor, power, and awe-inspiring 
qualities of these superhuman beings is not diminished in the least by the 
grotesque exterior and acts ascribed to son1e of them. The sky gods were 
more plastically defined by popular i1nagination than the subterranean 
deities, and hence we begin our sketch with the f<?rmer. 

K'MUKAM'l'CH. 
IJle mihi par esse deo videtur, 
Ille, si fas est, superare divos. 

The chief deity of the Klamath people, the creator of the world and 
of _mankind, is K'muka1ntch, or the "Old Man of the Ancients," the "Pri
nleval Old Man." The full form of the name is K'rnuk'=amtchiksh, and 

Mo~ocs frequently use the shorter form Kem{lsh, K'mush, an abb!eviation 
of k'mutcha, he has grown old, he is old, ~r of its participle k'mutchatko, 
old. He is also named P'tish=alntch nalam, our old father. He was also 
designated P'laitalkni, the one on high, though the tern1 is now used for the 
God of the Christians. In every way he is analogous to the ''old man 
above" or the "chief in the skies 1

' of the Indians of Central California. 
What the Indians say and think of their chief deity I have outlined 

in the. Dictionary, pages 138-140, and what follows here will substantiate 
the data given there. Though K'mukamtch is reputed to have created 
the earth, what is really meant is only the small portion of the globe 
known to and inhabited by this mountaineer tribe, and not the immense 
terrestrial globe, with its seas and continents. Neither have these Indians 
an idea of what the universe really is when they call him the creator and 

*In Nahuatl we may compare the rev~rential suffix -tzin, and in Shoshoni di:.tlects 
t.he parallel one of ·pitch, -bits; e. g., mubu owl in Bannock is rnu'mbits owl in the 
Shoshoni of Idaho. 
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rnaintainer of the un1verse. The Indians do not claim that he created 

the world with all in it by one single and simultaneous act, but when he i8 

creating, metan1orphosing, or destroying, his acts are always special, directed 

towards c~rtain objects only. After n1aking the earth, the lakes, islands, 
prairies, and mountains he gave a name to each locality (p. 142, 1 sqq.). 

Some of these names must be regarded as giving indications as to the ear

liest places inhabited by these Indians, especially when they designate fish
traps and cerernonial sudatories. Thus on Upper KJamath Lake we find 

Ku'mbat, Tt1kwa, Tulish, Kohashti 3t.S fishing places, Kta-i=Tupaksi and 

Yulal6na as fish-traps, the special gifts of the deity to the people. Other 
places of this kind are Shuyake'kish and Kta-i=Tupaksi. In the old Modoc 

country, on Lower I{lamath Lake, there is a rock shaped like a crescent 

and called Shapashxe' ni, because "sun and moon once li Yed there." On 
Sprague River there is a hill called "at K'mukamtch's Lodge"-K'mutcha1n 

Latsashkshi. Other legendary residences of the deity were at Yamsi, 

'' N orthwind's residence," a high mountain east of Klamath 1\-farsh; others 
on TuleLake, at Nilakshi Mountain; -and finally K'mukamtch was changed 

into the rock Kta-iti, which stands in the Williamson River (q. v.). 1-,he 

old people of both chieftaincies remember many localities alleged to have 

been the theater of his miraculous deeds. 
K'mukamtch creates the Indians from the purplish berry of the service

tree .or shad-bush (Amelanchier canadensis, in Kl. tchak), and the color of 

both has evidently suggested this idea. ~e also provides for man's suste

nance by supplying hin1 with gatne and fish and t~e _means to capture them; 
also with the necessary vegetal products. Objects noticeable thtough their 

peculiar shape are called after him, e. g., the thistle, the piercer of I{'m{l

kamtch, K'mukamtchan1 ka'k. A peculia~ haze sometimes perceptible in 
the west or northwest, shnuish, is regarded as his precursor or that of his 
son · Aishish. 

Although but a passing mention is rnade of a wife or wives of his, 

I('mtlkamtch has a family. The myths speak* of a father, of a daughter, 

and of Aishish, his son "by adoption/' as n1embers of it. The name of his . 

'"'Of. Texts, pg. 100, 2: s_kaki'sb p'tfs=lftlsham. Mention is made of one-eyed wives 
of Ske'l and of Tcbasbkai. 
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daughter is not given, but she represents the clouded or mottled evening 
sky. When she leads him to the under-world they meet there a vast crowd 
of spirits, who for five nights dance in a large circle around a fire, and on 
each of the intervening days are changed into dry bones. K'mukamtch 

takes with him son1e of these in a bag, and when reaching the horizon at 
daybreak throws the bones around the world in pairs and creates tribes 

from them, the Modoc tribe being the last of these. Then he travels in the 
path of the sun till he reaches the zenith, builds his lodge, and lives there 
now with his daughter. 

K'mukamtch also figures as the culture-hero of his people; but since 

he does so only in one of the myths which came to our knowledge, tl~is 
myth may be borrowed from sorne neighboring tribe. In that myth the 
primitive arts and practices, as hunting and bow-and-arrow rnaking, are 

taught by him to men, as was done also by Quetzalcoatl, by Botchika, and 
in Oregon py the Flint-Boy of the Kalapuyas, in whom the sun's rays were 
personified. , 

What the national myths relate of him is not of a nature to make 

him an object of divine veneration. He resembles men in every particular, 
is born and dies, acts like other Indians, travels about with companions, 

starts on gambling jaunts, is indigBnt and often in want, and experiences 
more misery throughout his eventful career than Zeus ever did on account 
of his illicit love-making. Like the chief gods of other Indian nations, he 
is the great deceiver and trickster for all those that have dealings with him, 
is attacked and drubbed repeatedly for his meanness and crimes; but after 
coming out "second best" or being killed over and over he recuperates 
and corrws to life again just as if nothing had occurred to disturb hin1. 

Compared with other fictions r.epresenting powers of nature, he is fully the 

equal of such characters as Nanabozho and Gluskap, or of the Kayowe 
I 

den1iurge Sinti, "the Deceiver." Some of the n1ost attractive fictions de-
scribe the various tricks and stratagmns by which K'mukamtch allures his 
son Aishish into perilous situations, from which rescue seems impossible. 

~r01npted by him to climb a tall pine-tree, he would have perished on it 
by hunger had not his charitable wives, the butterflies, succored him in 

time. The general c?nflagration by which the earth and its inhabitants 
vi 
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were consumed through a rain of burning pitch was also brought about 
by K'mukan1tch's hatred for his son. Aishish escapes from this inhuman 
persecution, and subsequently seeks to revenge himself upon his father. 
Afshish's son jerks off the glowing tobacco-pipe from his grandfather's neck 
and throws it into the fire; Aishish pushes it farther into the flan1es until 
burnt, and thereby K'mukamtch's death is brought about. 

It is singular that when he and. his son Afshish are expected to join 
social or gambling parties the other participants always experience some 
difficulty in recognizing the one from the other. The camp-fire which 
K'mukarntch n1ade on approaching the meeting-place was burning badly, 
the smoke seen1ing almost to stifle the flames; but that of his son, purple
blue in color, sent the smoke straight up, while the- fire of Silver Fox, the 
companion of K'mukamtch, was yellow. When shooting at the mark, Aish
ish's arrow hit it every tin1e, but the arrow of K'mukarntch struck the ground 
short of the mark. While gan1bling, Aishish b~came the winner of all his 
companion's stakes. 

Assuming the mask of the ~farten (Ske'l, Ske'lamtch ), K'mukamtch 
sends out his younger brother, Weasel-(Tchashkai), to look out for one
eyed women and to bring them ho1ne as wives (Texts, pp. 107-118). 
Both try to stop the N orthwind and the South wind at the very orifice 
whence they are blowing. Weasel loses his life in the attempt, but Marten 
kills both winds. After Weasel has come to life again, both proceed to the 
lodge of the five brothers, the Thunders. When in~ide of the lodge Marten 
puts on the head-cover of the dead N orthwind, and the Thunders feel his 
gigantic power. At night an internecine fight takes place between the 
brothers, and while their lodge is on fire their hearts explode in succession. 

From the almost infinite wealth of Klan1ath folklore many n1ore par
ticulars about this chief deity could be adduced, but what stands above is 
amply sufficient to indicate the powers of nature which he represents. 
The facts that Wan or W anaka, the sun-halo, is his constant companion* 
and that the seat in the sky which he constantly holds is that of the sun at 

*The sun-halo is an important factor in ~orne Indian myt4ologies. The Zuni 
Indians say that when a storm is brewing the sun retreats into his house, which lw 
hnilt for his saJety, and after the storm he leaves it again. Among th'' Zunis the snn 
1~ tile principal deity also. 
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noontime, would alone suffice to show that he represents the sun, the most 
potent, we may say unique factor in giving life, nourishrnent, and health 
to living organisms, the n1ost important of the sky-gods, and the great 
center of myth production an1ong all nations of the world. In one of the 

Modoc n1yths it is tated that "at the call of the morning star K'mush 

sprang from the ashes (of the fiery sky or aurora) as hale and a"s bright as 
ever, and so will he continue to live as long as the (solar) disk and the 
morning star shall last, for the n10rning star is the 'medicine' ( muluash ~) 
of the disk." In other myths he appears in the form of the golde_n or 

bright Disk, inhabiting the higher ~ountain ridges and becoming the suitor 
of females afterwards deified. Thus, like Hor, Ra, and Atun1, he appears 

sometimes as the n1orning sun, at other times as the noonday and evening 
sun, and in the myths referring to weather he is either the summer or the 

winter sun. The burning pipe which Aishish's son takes fron1 his grand

father and destroys in the camp-fire represents the sun setting in a glowing 
red evening sky. As the summer sun with his gigantic power he brings 
on a conflagration of the world and as a cloud-gatherer he causes an inun

dation. In the wann season he appears wrapt up in haze and fogs, which 
the myth in its imagery represents as "a sn1oky camp-fire," aln1ost impen

etrable to the sun-rays: "his arrows fall to the ground before they reach 
the 1nark."* To typify his sagacity and omniscience, K'n1f1kan1tch appears 
under the symbolic n1ask of a quadruped, the pine-marten or Ske'l,_ in Modoc 
Tchke'l, which changes its black winter fur to a brown coating in the hot 
n1onths of the year, and thereby becan1e a sort of portent to the Indian. 
Similar changes occur with all the fur animals, but with the marten the 
difference in the color appears to be greater than with others. Ske,.l sends 

his brother Tchashgai, or Weasel, to obtain one-eyed women for both, these 
being sun and moon, which the Eskin1os also represent as one-eyed, deified 
persons.t The North wind, which is blowing in alternation with the South 
wind, is attacked and killed by Ske'l. Here Ske'l represents the sun of the 
summer n1onths, for the summer's heat defeats the cold blasts of the wintry 

• Texts, pp. 99, 4 (shlayaks ak), and 5. 
t Of. the 1\'Iaidu myth of Kodo-Yarnpe in Stephen Powers's ",California Tribes;" 

Contributions to North American Ethnology, III, 293. 
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and equinoctial seasons; when he places theN orth wind's hat upon his head 
he puts an end to the noise of the Thunder brothers and then represents 
the wintry sun. 

The attitude which K'mt1kamtch observes toward his son Aishish will 
be spoken of under the next heading. It is necessary to add that the former's 
position is· by no means restricted to that of a solar deity; several of his 
attributes make him also a god of the sky, or at least of the clouds, for 
clouds and the weather's changes are due to the sun's agency. When the 
sun is environed by lamb-clouds, or a mottled sky, this is figuratively ex
pressed by: " K'mukamtch has taken the beaded garments of Aishish and 
dressed himself in them." A peculiar red smoke or haze appearing in the 
northwestern or western sky, shnuish, announces his arrival; he is also 
recognizable by his bulky posteriors, or, as the Modocs say of him: "K'mu
kamtch munish kutulish gitko." By this they evidently refer to the white 
and heavy, mountain-shaped su1nmer clouds. 

Greek mythology depicts the fecundation of the earth by rain showers 
and thunder storms as the illicit amours of the sky-god Zeus with the wives 
and daughters of mortal men. Exactly in the san1e manner K'mukamtch, 
as sky-god, seeks to approach illicitly the numerous wives of Aisnish, of 
who1n the rnajority refuse him, though he has by some stratagem previously 
removed their husband from the scene. 

In the aboriginal mind the creation of organisms: vegetal and animal, 
seems to be in connection with the fecundation of the earth, whereas the 
creation of the earth, world, or universe implies an act entirely different. 
All the names of Klatnath localities are said -to con1e from K'mukamtch. 
The 1nanner in which he created plants and animals was, as we are told in 
one Modoc myth, by thinking and by wishin,q, this probably in1plying that 
after forming an idea of some creature he made that idea a reality by the 
strong energy of his will. l\fany creatures, especially birds and quadru
peds-even men-the n1 yths tell us, were brought forth by hitn in this 
manner. The moral qualities ascribed to this deity are in keeping with 
what is known of his physical and intellectual powers. He provides for 
mankind, which he has created, but does not tolerate any contravention of 
his will; for he punishes bad characters by changing then1 into rocks or by 
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burning them. Our ideas of justice, equity, protection, or love towards n1en 
do not and can not enter into the spiritual range of a god whose prototype 
is ~onstituted of physical powers only . 

.A.fSHISH. 

fPairerai pot 11.fjros i'ooS eeoz:ozr. 

Aishish, or Ai~hishamtch, the second in iinportance among the Klamath 
deities, and certainly the most popular of all, is the son of the world-creator, 
K'mukamtch, and also his con1panion and rival. He is beautiful in appear

ance, beloved and admired by men, and is the husband of many wives, 
. selected by him among the birds, butterflies, and the sn1aller quadrupeds. 
Rio name signifies the one secreted or concealed, and was given him at the 
time of his birth; and since "The Birth of Aishish" myth explains the 

nature and position of this deity better than any other n1yth, I translate it 
in full from the Indian text obtained from a Modoc wo1nan at the Modoc 
Reservation, Indian Territory.* The name of Aishish's rnythic mother, as 

other natives informed me, is Le=tkakawash. This is an Oregonian bird of 
the size of the tcho'kshash, or blackbird, with a brilliant red or yellow 

plumage, colors rarely found in birds of that western State. Ornithologists 
• 

identify it with the Louisiana tanager: Pyranga ludoviciana. Thus the bird 

is an appropriate symbol of the bright sky at moonrise or sunrise, which 
phenomenon Aishish's mother is representing. The myth runs as follows: 

In order to cremate the body of an old sorceress, Le=tkakawash gat4-
ered wood while carrying her baby son on the back, piled up the wood and 
set up the ceremonial n1ourning wail. Proposing to leap into the fire her

self, she was uncertain wh~t to do with her son. She fastened him tightly 

to her back, and when she had applied the fire K'rnukamtch perceived that 
she was in tears and ready to leap into the burning pile. "What on earth 
is this pretty woman going to do~" said he to himself; and when he saw 
her retreat more than once before accomplishing the dangerous leap he ap

proached, intending to reach her in tin1e to restrain her; but she rushed 

• The myth of Aishish's birth forms a portion of a long cyclus of related myths, 
with the title: Aishisham shapkaJa.'.ash wiulamnulashti. I obtained them from Lucy 
Faithful, wife of Stutilatko, or "Faithful William;" cf. Dictionary, p. 412. 
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into the fire, and K'rnuka1ntch, regretting to have arrived too late, man
aged, however, to withdraw from her back the baby, and to rescue it. He 
wept as he carried the child off in his arms. But where should he place it~ 
If he placed it on his forehead it would look quite ugly, thought he; there
fore he placed it on his knee and went home. He complained that he had 
an ulcer upon his knee, and asked his daughter to open it, for it pained him 
excruciatingly. She spread a sheet under the knee and another over it, to 
squeeze the ulcer open. He exclaimed: "It hurts me terribly! Go easy! 

Be careful!" Then she replied: ''What is the rnatter with you~ Borne
thing like hair comes out in a bunch from the core. Why does it look like 
hair~" And when the baby appeared on the surface and began to cry she 
said: "What have you been doing~ I have suspected you for quite a · 
while before!" And the babe cried and cried, until the "father" proposed to 
give a name to him. None was found to answer, for the child cried on and 

on. Then he proposed to call it Aishilam'nash ("the one secreted about the 
body"). '"rhis stopped its cries somewhat, but not entirely; so he proposed 
the name Aishish, and then it became restful and quiet. So the child grew 
up with this name, then lived in the con1pany of K'mukamtch, became an 
expert in making shirts, and when gambling won all the stakes, even from 
his father, who becan1e jealous on account of his superiority.* 

This is the extent of the myth so far as needed for our purpose. The 
jealousy of the grim and demoniac K'mukmntch against his more popular 
son forn1s the subject of a considerable number of Aishish myths, which 
are highly imaginative and interesting. By various stratagems based on 
low cunning he brings his son into perilous positions, from which he is res
cued only with the utmost difficulty by others, or is perishing in the attempt 
to save himself. Meantime he is robbed of his garments by his "father." 
These constant persecutions finally force Afshish to revenge hin1self upon 

his father, who is killed by him repeatedly, but not by any means so often 
as he is killed himself. 

*The connection of the mythic pyre of self-sacrifice with the dawn is not only 
based on similarity of nature, but also on etymological grounds; for the verb n'i'lka, 
it dawns, with slight vocalic change turns into nel!~a, nelxa, to be on fire. Of. the 
Latin aurora, which is a derivative of urere, to burn, and Appendix VI to Grammar, 
pp. 706. 707. 
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Aishish's camp fire is of a clear, bright purplish-blue color (yamnash
ptchi); he makes his shirts with his own hands and ornaments these and 
his leggings with all sorts of beads As a marksman he excels all his 
companions, whose arrows do not even strike the target (Texts, pag. 99, 
4-6). According to the Modoc story his wives are ~fole, Badger, Porcu
pine, Bitch, Crane, Mallard, two Maidiktak-birds, Wren, Tchektiti=bird, 
Yauliliks or Snowbird, Butterfly, and a host of others; the Klamath Lake 
n1yth (Texts, p. 99, 9. 1 0) names five: Coot, Long-tailed Squirrel, Crane, 
Mallard, Chaffinch. Tchashkai or Weasel, the younger brother of Ske'l, 
sctnetimes plays the part of Aishish, but he is not found in this quality so 
constantly as his brother Ske'l is in that of K'nnikamtch. 

The various attributes ascribed to this deity by the myths show Aishish 
to be in many respects similar to Quetzalcoatl of Nahuatl mythology, who 
has been made alternately the genius of the morning star, of the calendar 
and of the atmospheric changes. As to Aishish and the personal beauty 
invariably ascribed to him, it may appear doubtful, in view of so many 
other 'complex attributes, which idea was the starting-point that created this 
1nythic figure, and subsequently gathered other but less material att.ributes 
about this son of the sun. He could represent originally the Inorning star, 
or the rainbow or the n1oon, but after mature reflection upon his cotnplex 
attitudes I now believe hin1 to be a lunar deity. The splendor of the full 
moon is of a yellow hue, like Aishish's camp fire (kaka'kli) and the ~hadow 
of the fatnished Aishish, as seen from below through the pine-trees of the 
forest, is the narrow crescent of the waxing moon following its disappear
ance at the new moon period. At the new or "dead" moon Aishish is fanl
ished or dead, to revive again on the days following, and this, like other 
phases of the moon, which result from her changeable position in regard to 
the sun, are represented to be the result of the jealousy and enn1ity of 
K'mukatntch against Aishish-and whenever Aishish succeeds in killing his 
father, this implies the decrease of sun-heat during the winter season. No 
myth shows a more striking analogy to the ''Birth of Aishish" than that of 
the birth of Bacchus fron1 the thigh of Zeus after the destruction of his 
1nother Semele by a thunder-stroke caused by Zeus, the Sky-god. 

The moon is the originator of the months, and the progress of the 
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months brings on the seasons with the new life seen sprouting up every
where during spring and summer. So the quadrupeds and birds which are 
the first to appear after the long winter months are considered as the wives 
of Aishish, and the flowers of summer vegetation are the beads of his gar
ments. He enjoys more popularity than his father, for the n1oon's light is 

mild, not burning nor offensive, nor does it dry up vegetation and make 
men and beasts drowsy like the rays of the mjdday sun. 1\iany nations 
also believe that the changes of weather are partly due to the phases of the 
moon. Although the "Birth of Aishish" myth obtained by me represents 
Aishish rather as the adopted than as the real son of K'mukamtch, other 

1nyths ·state him to be his son resulting from the union of the . sun-disk to 
the red sky of the morning or evening, symbolized by the won1an Le=tka
kawash. We must recall to n1ind that the tern1 for father, p'tishap, in 
Modoc t'shishap, is really the nourisher, feeder, and not the progenitor, for 
it is a derivative frorn t'shin to grow.* Most other mythologies consider the 

relation of sun to moon as that of man to wif~, or of wife to man ( cf. Deus 
Lunus), but here the thing is different. There are no fen1ale characters of 
in1portance in I{lamath mythology, nor does the language distinguish 
gran1maticall y between the sexes. 

The difficulty which we experience to distinguish solar r.nd lunar dei

ties from each other in some of the American religions is caused by the 
circumstance that in many languages of this western hemisphere the term 
for sun and for moon is the same. In such languages both orbs are distin

guished frorn each other by being called day-luminary, or night-sun, night
luminary, and with some tribes the belief has been· found, that both are 
actually the sarne celestial body, one being n1erely the image or shadow of 
the other. In the Maskoki languages hasi answers for both, but the moon 
is con1monly called ni'li hasi or "night sun." . In the Tonica language tax
tchiksh, abbrev. taxtchi stands for sun, moon, and star, bnt the moon is 

usually named la-u taxtchi "night luminary," the stars taxtchi tipula, 
while the sun is either axshukun taxtchi, "day lurninary" or simply tax
tchi. Of the Tinne languages many have tsa., sa, of the Algonkin languages 
kisis or parallel forms for both celestial bodies, separate distinctions being 

* Uf. the Grammar, in Appendix VI, p. 710. 
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added for ''day" and "night." In the Tsimsian and in some of the Selish 
dialects the terms for · both also agree, but in the Shoshonian and Pueblo 

languages they differ entirely. In Utah and other Shoshonian dialects the 

term for moon shows the archaic or reverential suffix -pits, -puts previously 
noticed (ma-atawa-pas in Utah), which closely corresponds to 7rtx.A.a{cparo~ 

as used in the Homeric poems. 
While the sun divides time into days, seasons, and years, our sections 

of time called weeks (quarters of the moon) and months (lunations, moons) 
are due to the revolutions of the moon. This is what caused the Klamath 
Indians to call both orbs by the same name : shapash the one who tells, 
which signifies: "which tells the time," or "time measurer." For ~the n1oon 
a parallel forrn exists in the Timucua, once spoken in Florida: acu=hiba star 
which tells, viz: "star measuring the time" and in the name of the Egyptian 
moon-god Tehuti, called Thoth by the Greeks,* also in our Germanic man, 
English: moon, Germ. Mond, "the measurer." 

Here as elsewhere the moon appears under different nan1es, for in 
Klamath she is also called ukauxosh "the one broken to pieces." This 
ter;n never applies to the stin, but only to the moon in the four phases, as a 

changeable body.t Originally this was only an epithet of the n1oon, but in 

course of time it gave origin to a separate deity, for Ukauxosh distinctly 
appears as moon-god in a myth, which relates his marriage to "\V eketash, a 
frog-wornan living with ten beautiful sisters on the -vest side of Upper Kla
math Lake. Ukauxosh now carries her, t~1e frog, in his heart, and this is 
what we are wont to call "the man in the moon." Should only a little bit 
be left of hin1 when in the bear's rnouth (referring to eclipse), she would be 
able to bring him to life again. 

L~ME-ISH OR THUNDER. 

All elementary deities in the Klamath religion, except K'mukamtch 
and Aishish, are n1ysterious, shadowy beings, not sufficiently anthropon1or-

*Various functions are assigned to Telmti; his symbol is the ibis-crane, whose 
long, pacing steps evidently suggested to the mytll-makers ot Egypt the idea, that 
be was measuring the earth. Tile name Tehuti is derived from the Egyptian verb 
texu to be full, for the measuring of liquids, grains, etc., is effected by filling vases 
possessed of certain cubic dimensions. 

t Derived from rrka-u]&ua to knock to pieces. 
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phized and too dimly defined to deserve the name "gods." Those among 
them that are most frequently 1nentioned in myths and popular stories are 
the genii of the Thunder and of the Winds. 

The genius of the Thunder, Leme-ish, is sometimes mentioned as a 
single person, or abstract mythic being, but more frequently as a company 
of five brothers, the Thunders or Leme!eme-ish. At times they make them
selves formidable, for their terrible weapon is the lightning or thunderbolt; • they cleave the mountains, rocks, and trees, kill, roast, and devour human 
beings, in which character they are called maklaks=papish. The interior 
of their lodge is dark, for a sky obscured by a thunderstorm is lacking the 
full daylight. K'mukamtch entering the lodge, disguised as the ''strong 
nutn" under the mask of Ske'l or pine-marten, annihilates them, for the 
winter sky with its cold blasts is antagonistic to the display of celestial elec
tricity. The eldest of the Thunders is rnarried to Skftle, the meadow lark, 
who is the sister of pine-marten. After having made themselves thoroughly 
odious upon the earth, they were, as the myth tells us, relegated to the far
off skies, where they can frighten the people by their noise only and do no 
further harn1. 

The parents of the Thunders are supposed to live in a small hut or 
kayata, and in their stead two dogs are often mentioned as accompanying 
the Thunders. Of these there are five, because the thunder rolling along 
the mountains is heard in repeated peals, and these peals are in the myths 
likened to repeated explosions of the Thunders' hearts. The shooting up 

of lightnings from the earth to the skies gave rise to the idea that their 
home is underground, and that the lightnings coming down from the skies 
are simply the Thunders returning to their hon1es. As the spirit of the 
Thunder Yayaya-ash is mentioned in a mythic tale. 

The Thunder-bird, which plays so prominent a part in the myths of the 
Eastern and North western tribes, does not appear here under this name, 
but is represented in some stories by the Raven or Kak.* 

• The belief in the Thunder-bird is found more frequently among Northern than 
among Southern Indians. Cf. ''The Thunder-bird amongst the Algonkins," by A. 
F. Chamberlain, Amer. Anthropologist, Jan., 1890, pp. 51-54; and my H Migration 
Legend of the CFeek Indians," vol. 2, 49. 
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YAM ASH AND MU ASH. 

North wind (Yamash) and South wind (Muash) are more important to 
the inhabitants of the Klamath highlands than any of the other winds, and 
therefore are mentioned more frequently. Winds always appear in con
nection with K'n1ukamtch or his representative among the anirnals, Ske'l. 

Thus when Ske'l visits his sister, Meadow Lark, who is 1narried to the 

oldest of the Thunders, he is accompanied by Kak (the Raven, or storm
bird), Yamash, Tchakinksh, Yewash, Muash, Tkalamash, and Gu'pashtish. 
The Thunder receives and feeds them with the blood of the people slain by 
hin1. 

The conflict between Ske'l and Tchashkai on one side and the Winds 
on the other is related on page 111 of the Texts and is pure! y nleteorolog

ical. The South Wind obscures by clouds the face of the moon, and thus 
kills him temporarily; but when the summer sun appears in the form of 
Ske'l both winds disappear at once to make room to an unclouded sky. 
The hat of the dead Yamash afterwards serves to frighten the 'Thunders, as 

related on the same page. Which was the southern home of Muash is not 
pointed out in the myths, but that of Yarnash was Yamsi Mountain, which 

is called after hin1. Yan1ash corresponds to some extent to the Kabibo

nokka or N orthwind of the Ojibwe Indians, and is as much an object of 
folklore as he is. In other mythologies of America the winds are the 
blasts of monsters or big beasts; for the animisrn prevailing in all the 
ancient myths requires them to be the manifestation of sorne living being. 

KAfLA OR THE EARTH. 

The Earth is regarded by ~hese Indians as a mysterious, shadowy 
power of incalculable energies and influences, rather mischievous and 
wicked than beneficial to mankind. The Indians ascribe anger and other 
passions to it, but never personify it in clearer outlines than the ancients 
did their ''Epa and Tellus j and it never appears as an active deity in the 
nu1nerous mythic tales gathered by Mr. Curtin for the collection of the 
Bureau of Ethnology. I know of it only through the song-lines gathered 

by myself from individuals of both tribes. 
Among· all nations of the world we find the idea, which is real as well 
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as poetical, that the Earth is our common rnother. "She is dealing out her 
bountiful gifts to her children, the hun1an beings, without envy or restraint, 
in the shape of corn, fruits, and esculent roots. Her eyes are the lakes and 

ponds disseminated over the green surface of the plains, her breasts are the 
hills and hillocks; and the rivulets and brooks irrigating the valleys are the 

milk flowing from he.r breasts." This is the poetical imagery in use among 
the Eastern Indians when the Earth is mentioned to them.* The idea that 
earthquakes and unaccountable tremors or noises within the body of the 
earth, also the n1alarial fevers, are the utterances of threat or displeasure 
at the misdoings of mankind, is as general among Indians as among other 

nations, and a consequence of the animistic tendency of primitive nations. 
The Indian prophet Sm1ixale at Priest Rapids, on ~!iddle Columbia River, 
and his nun1erous followers, called the "Dreamers," from the implicit faith 

these Sahaptin sectarians place in dreams, dissuade their adherents from 
tilling the ground, as the white man does; ''for it is a sin to wound or cut, 
tear up or scratch our common mother by agricultural pursuits; she will 
revenge herself on the whites and on the Indians following their example 
by opening her bosom and engulfing such malefactors for their misdeeds." 
This advice was probably caused by the common observation that ground 

recently broken up exhales miasmas deleterious to all people dwelling near. 
That the Earth was regarded as an anirnate if not personified being is 

shown by the forrn kailash of the objective case (125, 1), this case being 

formed in -ash only in terms applied to man and quadrupeds. Their n1yth 
of the earth's creation of course does not refer to the whole globe, but only 
to the small part of North America known to these Indians. The earth's 
interior is also the home of the Thunders, because lightnings are often 
obser.ved to shoot up fron1 the earth into the skies. 

Special songs referring to the Earth are contained in 17 5; 16: kaila 
nil shuin:Ula; 176; 3 kaila ai nil wa1ta; 158; 48 kailanti nil shilshila-

*After Tecumseh had delivered a speech to Governor Harrison at Vincennes, in 
1811, he was offered a chair by the interpreter, who said to him: "Your father 
requests you to take a chair." To this Tecumseh matle, with great dignity of expres
sion, an answer which has since become classical: " The sun is my father, and the 
earth is my mother j and on he't· bosom will I repose," and immediately seated himself, 
in the Indian manner, upon the ground. 
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the two latter alluding to rumblings below the earth's surface. In the song 
192; 3 the term ham6la should be changed to t'ham6la, tem6la, was covered 
with haze or mist, a phenomenon often producing malarial and other fevers, 
and therefore regarded by these Indians as of bad augury. Other passages 
1nentioning the Earth, personified or not, are quoted in Dictionary, p. 123; 
in one of these, K'muka1ntch is threatening to "whirl the earth around" in 

a dance, and probably this song forn1s part of some mythic story. (Texts, 

pg. 192; 9.) 

MUNATALKNI. 

Besides the Earth there is another chthonic deity known to the Kla
math people, ~1unata1kni or the Genius of the Underworld. I have n1et his 
name in one story only, whieh is that of the creation and first sojourn 
of the people around Wood River, between Fort Klamath and the Upper 
Klamath Lake. English-speaking Indians readily identify him with our 

devil; but no wicked or immoral qualities are ascribed to him, as morals 
enter into the religious ideas of the hunter tribes but sporadically. There 
is something of the aboriginal in hiln, and he is also called Len1unakni, the 
signification of both names being analog·ous. 

He appears in the following tale: 'Vhen K'mukamtch created this 
world, he made one n1an, and one woman intended to be the man's sister. 
The creator placed them in a garden (hashuash) studded with trees produc
ing sweet fruits and built a house for them. The adjoining stable con
tained domestic anitnals for their use. All this was upon the prairie 
\vatered by Wood River. lVIan and woman we:J;'e both blind, and had to 
remain so until the fruits would be ripe. K'rnukamtch told them he would 
visit them on a Sunday and would knock at the top of their house. Should 
anybody knock at the door, the knocks would be those of Munatalkni and 
they n1ust not open. 1\{unatalkni came and knocked at the door, informing 

then1 that the fruits were ripe and that he brought then1 all kinds of berries. 
The woman said to the man: "Open the door, K'n1t1ka1ntch is here!" but 
the man said: "Don't open; it is not K'n1f1kamtch who stands at the door!" 
The woman opened; Munatalkni pnt one sweet berry in her mouth and she 
tasted it. He was wearing a long head-dress of feathers tied to the top of 

his hair, his emblen1 as conjurer, and this striug of feathers was so long as 
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to touch the ground. He then stole all the fruits in the garden and went 
with them to his underground abode. 

Then K'mukamtch, who had observed all this from a distance, arrived 
and knocked at the top of the house. This tirne it was the n1an who opened. 
When asked what had become of the fruits he excused himself by stating 
that Munata1kni had taken all of thern. This put K'n1ukamtch into such a 
rage that he threw the woman out of the house and whipped her to death. 
Then he cut open the eyelids of both, which previously had been fastened 
together, and the man said! "I can see the sun." K'mukan1tch then 
instructed the man how to make his livelihood by using the bow and arrow, 
and how to manufacture sinew-strings and obsidian arrow-heads. Upon 
this he brought the man's sister into life again and both went into· the 
mountains to hunt, for they had nothing to· eat. Ever after this K'mu
kamtch remained angry with them. 

This is but the commencement of a long tale designed to show the 
miraculous growth of the family which sprang from the first man and 
woman, and their progress in the life-sustaining arts and n1anufactures. 
There is no doubt that the above i~ a singular distortion of the Bible tale 
concerning Adan1 and Eve in paradise. The question which remains to be 
solved is this, whether or not Munatalkni himself is borrowed also from the 
Jewish story. If he is, then in connection with him we may recall Afshish, 
who, according to some Modocs, is nobody else but Jesus Christ, who two 
thousand years ago passed through Lost River Valley and dug a deep well 
there which he presented to the Modocs-all this on account of a phonetic 
similarity between the names Afshish and Jesus. 

The ren1ainder of the story is exactly like what other Oregonian myths 
relate c-oncerning the origin of mankind and is incontestably of Indian 
or1g1n. No further mention is made in it of Munatalkni. 

SHU1KA.SH OR WHIRL WIND. 

Another of the numerous elementary deities 1s the Whirlwind or 
Shii'kash. An interesting mythic tale about it, which I have obtained 
among the ~fodocs in the Indian Territory, makes -of the Shii'kash an 
engine brought into play from time to time with tremendous effect by the 
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genius presiding over it. This genius is called Tchitchatsxa' -ash or "Big 
Belly;" he is represented to be an old man whose vigor of life is on the 
decreas~. When he leaves his lodge, his appearance embodies the rain
laden, dark-hued, thick nimbus clouds overhanging the earth. When his 
engine* comes into action, he attracts by it all the objects within reach, he 
oppresses the earth with his weight, and forces wayfarers to walk in other 
paths than they intended to travel lest they may incur danger to life. 
When he has spent his force by this wanton display, he is rent by a stroke 
of lightning or a strong gust of wind; he is dissolved into atoms, and the 
bones filiing his big paunch, which had produced the rattling noise attend
ing the course of whirlwinds, fall down to the ground. Tsaskai, the Wea
sel, the brother of Marten, wrestling with the old man and conquering him 
after a hard struggle, is the mythic agent who brings about his final dis

comfiture. 

SPIRIT DEITIES. 

No people has ever been discovered that did not believe in the return 
of human souls after death to their former homes in the form of ghosts. 
Ghosts or spirits hovering through space are invisible and may inflict dam
age to anybody without danger of being recognized; therefore they usually 
inspire awe and terror, and wherever the existence of these fanciful beings is 
recognized imagination fills the earth, the atmosphere, and the waters with 
such spooks. Not all of these are necessarily supposed . to be the souls of 
the deceased, but they may also represent the souls of animals, the spirits 
of n1ountains, winds, the celestial bodies, and so forth, for animism has its 
widest sway in this sort of superstition. Very different qualities are 
ascribed to each of these hobgoblins or spooks. They are either gigantic 
or dwarfish in size, powerful or weak in body, attractive or repulsive, of 
beneficial or wicked influence. They chiefly appear at night or in stormy 
weather; some are seen single, others in crowds, and a few of their number 

* Shu'kash is the substantive of sh'hu'ka to whirl about, this being the medial 
distributive form of huka to run about: sh'huh6ka, sh'hu-oka, sh'hu'ka "to run about 
by itself in various directions." 
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can be perceived only by the trained eye of such as are initiated into the 

conjurer's profession. 
The classes of specters mentioned n1ore frequently than others in 

mythology are the spirits of the dead, and ·giants, dwarfs, and fairies. 

The Sko'ks, or spirits of the deceased, occupy an itnportant place in the 
psychologic marvels of the Klamath Indian, and are objects of dread and 

abornination, feelings which are increased by a belief in their omnipresence 
and invisibility. The popular idea of a ghost is suggested in all climates 

and historic epochs by that of a shadow of somebody's former self, and in 

several Indian languages the same word is used for shadow, soul, and ghost.* 
The proper signification of sko'ks, shkii'ksh is "what con1es out of;" like 
sk6'hs, sk6 spring of the year; it is derived from sk6a to come out of, to 

emerge from, sprout up. 
In the mind of the Indian the appearance of a sko'ks comes pretty near 

the popular idea of a witch or spook as held by the uneducated classes of 

our population. The soul of . a man becon1es a skuks as soon as the corpse 
has been buried or consumed by fire. It hoven; in the air around its former 

home or the wigwams of the neighbors and at night-time only. Its legs 
hang down and produce a rattling noise, and the whole appears in a white 

or a black shade of color. Usually nobody sees them, they do not harm 
anybody, nor do they produce any dreams; they appear to the senses and 

sight of the living only when they come to presage death to them. They 
undergo no metempsychosis into animals or plants; after hovering awhile 
around their forn1er homes they retire to the spirit-land in the sky, "some
where near K'mt'1kamtch." Their arrival there is afterwards revealed by 
dreams. to the surviving relatives, who express in songs what they have 

seen during their slumbers. 

*In the Tonika or Tuui.zka language of Louisiana telia or telia'htch signify 
shadow, soul, and reflection in the water; in the Cha'hta, State of Mississippi, shih1mbish 
is shadow and soul, while a ghost is sbilup. The Egyptian ka and the Greek stawJ.ov, 
the soul after death, really sigui(y image, and to this we may compare the use made of 
the Latin imago. The Cherokees, as Mr. James Mooney informs me, distinguish 
between adanta soul in the living being, undali' secondary soul of an animal killed once 
before, and asgina an ordinary specter, ghost of malevolent disposition, which last term 
served the missionaries for transcribing the word "devil.'' 
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. The common belief of the Oregonians is that after death the soul 
travels the path traveled by the sun, which is the westward path; there it 
joins in the spirit-land (e'ni) the innumerable souls which have gone the 

sarne way before.* If the deceased was a chief, commander, or n1an of 

note, his ''heart" can be seen going west in the forn1 of a shooting star. 
The Egyptian belief was that the soul of the dead was following Atum, 
the sinking sun, to the west; and since then innumerable nations and tribes 

ba ve adhered to the sarne belief. 
Frotn the Texts obtained frorn Dave Hill, pp. 129, 130, we learn- that 

other abodes of dead men's spirits are the bodies of living fish. Perhaps 
Hill learned of this belief among the maritime and river Indians with whom 

he lived on the Colun1bia River, where the idea of fish eating corpses could 

s~ggest itself more readily than upon the lakes of the J{lamath highlands. 
The Notes which I added to these curious texts give all the explanations which 

· it is at present possible to give. It appears from them that such spirits can 
enter the bodies of ''spirit-fish,'' that one skuks can see another, and that 
Indians, not white men, sornetimes see the skuks, but at the peril of their 
lives. A distinction is also n1ade between good and bad skuks, the latter 

being probably those who render the Indian's sleep uncon1fortable by 
unpleasant dreams. 

Sorne natural phenon1ena often appear to these Indians in the form of 
specters or hobgoblins, as clouds, water-spouts, snow-storn1s, colurnns of 
dust, etc. Noisily and rapidly they pursue their lonely path, and their 
gigantic, terrific fratnes reach up to the skies; whoever meets thern una
wares is knocked down senseless or killed outright, or n1ust exchange his 

body for another. Son1e of these specters look dark on one side and light 
on the other. 

In northern latitudes, where polar ·lights are frequently visible, they 
are supposed by the Indians to represent the dance of the dead, and when
ever Christianity is introduced among them they identify this beautiful 
spectacle with the last judgment, when the spirits of the deceased move 
about in the expectation of the coming Christ. 

*Of. Dictionary, sub voce e'ni and Grammar, Appendix VI, p. 702. The Warm 
Spring Indians call the spirit-land: asayani. See also Texts, p. 174; 11. 

vii 
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From a Klamath myth we gather the information that there is a 
guardian over the spirits wafting through the sky, called Wash k'rnush, or 
the gray fox. This name is evidently borrowed from the coloring of the 
sky, as it appears before or during a polar light, ancl must be cornpared with 
another beast name, the wan or wanaka, the red fox, 'which is the symbol 

of the sun-halo. 
Another class of spirits en1bodies the spirits of those animals which 

have to be consulted by the lduks or conjurer when he is called to treat a 
case of disease. Such persons only who have been trained during five 
years for the profession of conjurers can see these spirits, but by them they 
are seen as clearly as we see the objects around us. To see them they have 
to go to the h01ne of a deceased conjurer, and at night only. He is then 
led by a spirit called Yayaya-ash appearing in the form of a one-legged man 

towards the spot where the anin1al-spirits live; this specter presides .over 
then1; there the conjurer notices that each appears different fron1 the other, 

and is at liberty to consult then1 about the patient's case. Yayaya-ash 
means "the frightener," and by the myth-tellers is regarded as the Thunder 
or its spirit. 

Giants.-The imagination of every primitive people has been busy in 
producing n1onsters of all qualities and shapes, human and animal, even 
walking mountains and trees. What we call giants are generally personifi

cations of irresistible powers of nature, which are supposed to perforn1 feats 
impossible for man's utmost strength; by dwarfs are syn1bolized powers of 

nature which achieve great and wonderful things by steady and gradual 
work unnoticed by the generality of human beings. 

Giants are often the originators of geological revolutions of the earth's 

crust. · Thus the giant Lewa represents the circular, lofty island lying 
within the waters of Crater Lake or Giwash. He went by an underground 
passage (fissure~) fron1 his seat over to Yamsi Mountain to wrestle with 
Ske'l, the all-powerful pine-n1arten, whose ho1ne is at Yan1si. After con

quering hirn, he carried hirn through the same passage· again to Crater Lake 
for the purpose of feeding him to his children, and his daughter, Lewan1 
pe-ip, struck him with a heavy flint-stone. 

Like the walls of that lake and the whole Cascade range, the island in 
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question is of volcanic origin. The natives avoid going near the lake or 
even ascending the surrounding heights.* Earthquakes are often ascribed 
by foreign nations to giants stretched out below, who are shifting their 

underground position. Giants often appear also as ravishers, ogres, and 
n1an-eaters, like the Scandinavian Yattur, and two giant-wornen of the 
Elip tilikum or "Primeval People," were changed into two colurr1ns of 
sandstone, near the Yakima country, on Middle Columbia River, for having 

preyed upon the human race.t 
Dwarfs.-A n1iraculous dwarf 'is n1entioned under the name of na'hnias, 

whose foot-prints, as small as those of a child, are sometimes seen upon the 
snow-clad slopes of the Cascade Range by the natives. But the dwarfish 
creatures who make thmn can be seen only by those initiated into the mys

teries of witchcraft, who by such spirit-like beings are inspired with a 
superior kind of knowledge, especially in their treatment of disease. The 
nan1e is derived either from nena to swing the body from one to the other side, 

or from nainaya to shiver, trernble 

Another dwarf genius, about four feet high, Gwinwin, lived on Will
iamson River, where he habitually sat on the top of his winter lodge and 
killed many people with his black flint hat. He is now a bird. 

'rhe l{lalnaths appear to know about certain spirits having bodies of a 

diminutive size, but the characteristics of such are not distinct enough to 
pern1it identification witl:! the fairies, Erdn1annchen or Kabeiroi of Euro

pean n1ythologies. 

ANIMAL DEITIES. 

The deification of animals in the primitive forms of religion is highly 

instructive, and instances are so numerous that it would take a series of 
volun1es to comprehend its details. Animal stories and shamanisn1 are 

• Among the summits of the San Juan Mountains, New Mexico, there is to-day a 
lake bounded by precipitous walls, and there is a little island in the center of the lake 
with a hole in it, and something sticks out of the hole that looks like the top of a 
ladder, and "this is the place through which our ancestors emerged from the fourth 
into the fifth or present world." The Na,ajos never approach near to it, but they 
stan<l on high summits around, anrl view from afar theL: nat.al waters. (From Navajo 
Creation Myth, Am. Antiquarian, V, lt;H3, p. 213.) 

t G. Gibbs in Pacific Railroad Reports, I, 411 • 

• 
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chapters of ethnology which afford us the deepest insight into the thoughts 
which guide the untutored reasoning of the so-called savages. 

Wherever we find deities in the stage of imperfect anthropomorphism 
we are likely to find also deified animals in the stage of zoodemonism and 
not in: that of zootheism or zoolatry. Where gods and goddesses have 
reached a fully anthropomorphic shape, which occurred in a few American 
nations only, there we also find priests, temples, ceremonies, oracles, sacri
fices, and prayers; but where deities re.main in the undeveloped condition 
of spiri~s and den1ons, propitious or malevolent to 1nankind, we may expect 
to see the natives deifying quadrupeds, birds, or snakes, instead of giving 
their gods the human form, which is the most perfect fonn of this world's 
creatures. For in 1nany physical qualities animals surpass the hun1an being. 
This excites the admiration of n1an in his ruder stages; he wonders at their 
cunning and shrewdness, and thinks them his equals in more than one 
respect. Why should he not express &uch feelings as these by reverencing 
them and including thetn in his unpolished and naive, but pictorial and 

candid folklore stories~ 
It would be a rnistake to assume that the animals which the folklore 

of the Indian in the hunter stage chiefly celebrates are game animals or 
such as are of n1aterial ad vantage to him. Folklore selects for its purpose 
such beasts which the hunting and fishing Indian, with his great practical 
knowledge of animate ereation, admires above others for such qualities as 
their surprising sagacity, their wonderful agility, the love for their offspring, 
the help afforded by them by discovering the hidden causes of disease, the 
beauty of their skin or other covering, and the change in the coloring of 
their fur-skins wrought by the alternation of the seasons-or such animals 
as he dreads on account of their ferocity, their nightly habits, their power 
of bringing about storms, thunder, or rain-fall, and last, but not least, for 
their den1oniac power of presaging future events, especially war, disease, 
and death. rrhe great scarcity of certain animals is also a sufficient cause 
for introducing them into the popular stories. 

The animals which forn1 the subject of mythic storie~ and beast tales 
are pretty n1uch the san1e as those n1entioned in the n1agic songs of the 
1nedica.l practitioners, of which I have brought together a considerable col
lection in Texts, pp. 153-181. The birds get an unusually large share in 
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these curious song lines; the loon ( taplal) is noticed there for being the 
best diving bird of these upland waters; the yellow-hamn1er, or tche-ush, a 
woodpecker, for its beautiful red phunage; the kiliwash, another woodpecker, 

for its precious scalp. The ducks are well ren1embered in these songs on 
account of their ubiquity, their numerous species, the elegance of their 
exterior. Birds renowned for their influence upon the weather are the 
wihuash and the tsiutsiwash, who can produce snow-fall; the ka'ls or 

kaJxalsh, who possesses the powet of making fogs (166; 22. 23). 
The amphibians, insects and the organisms standing below these in the 

zoogenetic scale, are also reputed to possess magic powers; the songs of the 
toad and of the spider are supposed to be especially effective. That the 
plants did not irnpress the mental capacity of these Indians to such a point 
as to make then1 objects of reverence can not be w-ondered at, as the mind of 
the Indian in cold clirnates is not turned in this direction. Plants in which 
the I{lamaths were interested are all mentioned, p. 180; 19, and the pond-lily, 
with its seeds, stands at the head of them. Even among the totem nar_1es 

of Eastern tribes only a few plant names are repr~s~nted, maize being the 
most frequent among these; but in tropical countries, with their luxuriant 
vegetal growth, many trees, bushes, and stalks become objects of worship, 

like the copal and the ce1ba tree of Central A1nerica. 
The deified animals of Klamath mythology are all capable of assum

ing the predicate amtchiksh, abbr. -amtch, -amts primeval, of which lllention 
has been made previously, and rnany also appear colleeti vely, as five (or ten) 

brothers or five sisters, sometimes with thei1~ old parents (titchka-aga). 
This is the case only with gregarious animals, and also applies to the Thun-. 

ders. Many of the larger quadrupeds appear constantly with two young 

only. 
The personified animals which receive the most frequent attention in 

Klamath Lake and Modoc myths are the marten, the weasel and the prairie
wolf or coyote. 

Marten or Ske'l, Ske'lamtch always appears in connection with Weasel 

or Tchashkai. Weasel is reputed to be the younger bi·other ( tapiap) 
of Ske'l and acts as his servant and errand-boy. In the exeeution of the 

dangerous errands he is intrusted ·with, 'V easel is often killed, and Ske;l 
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sotnetimes also, but they 1nanage to revive again and to revenge themselves 
on their enemies. What brought these two beasts into n1ntual connection 
in the popular mind has been already pointed out: both change their furs, 
more than other anitnals, from a darker hue in summer to a lighter one 
in winter, when the weasel's fur becomes white. rrhey are both supposed 
to live at Yan1si, ''North wind's Horne,'' a high peak east of l{lamath l\1arsh. 
To act like Ske'lamtch is to do something not meaning to do it apparently. 
Ske'l is a great wrestler, and like K'n1frkamtch has the faculty of changing 

himself into a bird, beast, dog, old ~on1an, etc., at will. To a certain 
extent he is the counterpart of K'mftkamtch and perforn1s the same deeds 
as he does, it appearing as if K'nnikamtch acted under the n1ask of ~Iarten 
and Tclutskai under that of Aishish, in whon1 we recognize a lunar deity. 
But there are other acts by which the two pairs differ considerably, and 
where Marten and his brother appear to represent the wintry season only 

and the rough weather attending it. 
Another deity of the same type, and far-fan1ed over all the Pacific 

coast, is the prairie-wolf, little wolf, or coyote. This quadruped belongs 
rather to the genus jackal than to the wolves, looks as sn1art as a fox, carries 
a beautiful fur, and does not attack people unless united in packs of a dozen 
or more. His habit of living in earth holes, and his doleful, human-like, 
whining ululation, heard especially during moonlit nights were probably 
what set him up in the esteem of certain Indians, like the Eastern Selish 
and the Central Californians, so high as to make of him the creator of the 

· world and of man. In l\Iodoc stories he appears more frequently than in 
l{lamath Lake folklore, and at present there are but few of these animals 
left on the headwaters of l{lamath River. 'V ash, or Washan1tch as the 
l{lamaths call him, always appears in sun and moon stories, and is, like 

Ske'l and Tchashgai, a substitute for the sun-and-n1oon deities. When he 

ran a race with the clouds he thought at first that there were two of hin1, 
for he always saw another person, his shadow, going by his side. When 
he stayed in the lodge of the Firedrill brothers he took the fire-sticks of 
these in his hands and they all blazed up. In the lodge of the ten Hot

W ~ter Basket brothers he was burnt terribly by the inn1ates, and when 
repairing to the Ants' lodge the inmates punished him fearfully by their 
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savage bites. Once when caught in the act of "stealing" a woman, he was 

captured by the two husbands of the same, who skinned him and hung up 

the skin to dry, after which the woman was abducted by the five Bear 

brothers. The female prairie-wolf also appears in folklo_re with her progeny, 

e. g., in the tale of the "Creation of the l\1oons," page 105, which exists in 

several variations. Such stories and others represent the coyote- wolf as a 

being which has many points of contact with K'nnikamtch, but is distinct 

from him. Both are regarded simultaneously as sky-gods and as funny 
clowns. As traits distinguishing the one from the other, we notice that the 

wolf's body is believed to harbor wicked spirits (Texts, page 128, 4) and 

that his lugubrious voice is the presager of war, rnisfortune, and death (133, 

1. 2). A distinction has to be rnade throughout between the coyote as an 

animal and the coyote as represeating powers of nature in a deified, abstract 

form. 

Of the three varieties of the bear species, the grizzly bear is the most 

popular, but also more dreaded than the others on account of his enormous 

physical force. What makes him popular is a peculiar bonhon1ie which he 
exhibits in his behavior, and which forms a peculiar contrast to his bodily 

strength. In the myths he, or rather the female bear, is called Lu!f, L{tk
amtch, Shashapamtch, Shashapsh, and her two young Shashapka, the 

latter nan1e probably referring to the fact that this beast was at . one time 

more than other quadrupeds made the subject of mythic and folk-lore tales 

( shapkea, shapke-ia, shashapkalea to narrate a . story, shapkaleash, distr. 
shashapkeleash legend, tale). The tale of the ''Bear and the Antelope;' is 

perhaps the most attractive of our collection of Texts. Generally the bear 

is the aggressive party in these stories, and he also gets generally worsted 

whenever a fight occurs or a stratagem is played on him. Sometimes there 

are five bear brothers acting in unison. In the "old yarn," narrated p. 131, 

this bear is killed by Gray Wolf near l\!Iodoc Point, and in his magic song 

(157; 46) he is n1ade to say that he has five springs which are all dried up. 
He is often mentioned in the song-lines, but always under the name Luk, 
not as Shashapamtch. 

Gray Wo~f or K:e-utchish, Ke-utchiamtch is another of the carnivores 

which sometimes appear prominently in folklore stories. Gray Wo~f is 
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reputed to be a relative (sha-amoksh) of Marten, and consequently of 
l{'mukamtch; he stayed at the lodge of the five Thunders at the time when 

it ·was burnt down, pp. 112. 113. One of his residences is at lVIount Shasta. 

Other quadrupeds frequently mentioned in thes~ stories are the skunk 
(tcluishash), the three different kinds of deer, the antelope (tche-u), the elk 
(vu'n), the mole (mu'nk, Mod. mu-ue). Men or Indians appear but inci

dentally in beast stories, as pshe-utiwash, a plural noun, and are engaged 

only as a passive element in every occurrence where they are n1entioned. 

Among the birds the rnost prominent part is assigned to the raven (ICa;k, 

Ka;kamtch), for he is Fate personified, and his office is to punish by death 

- all those who act antagonistically to his or his allies' interests. This is done 

by changing them into rocks. In all nations the croaking, doleful cries 

of the raven leave a deep i1npression on .the human mind, and hence in 

n1ythology the raven fulfills the function of a soothsayer and messenger of 
woe. In British Columbia and farther to the northwest he is (as Yehl) 

considered the creator of all organisms, and almost all the folklore centers 

around him as the main figure. · 
The golden eagle or the one "floating in the skies" (P'laiwash) is in the 

Klan1ath lore tnentioned as often as the raven, either alone or as a family 

of five brothers, but does not cornmand so tnuch respect as the raven does. 

The water birds, as cranes, ducks, geese, coots. form the light infantry 
of the mythologic make-up, and n1ostly figure in crowds of five or ten, 

the coot representing the Ojibwe Shingibis so well known through Long
fellow's Hiawatha. Some of the lower organisms rise· to an unexpected 

dignity, like the woodtick or shlfo'ks, which becomes the wife of the tricky 
Marte~, and a caterpillar of beautiful colors, whose exterior makes him the 

rival or "master of the sun" (shapsam ptchiwip). Aishish counts among 

his plural wives two butterflies of the gayest colors. 

PRINCIPLES OF MYTHIFICATION. 

The idea that every pheno1nenon and every change observed in nature 

. and n1ind is caused by some spirit, ghost, genius, god, or other mysterious, 

generally invisible agent, embodies what we call animism, and forms the 

foundation of all religions of the world, however abstract they may havo 
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become in course of time. The working of animistn can best be traced in 
polytheism and polydemonism, in the sl1an1anistic ideas as well as in the 
religious . . The principles traceable in the rnyth-n1aking of the Klamath 
Indians, which differs in some points from those of other Indians, may be 
summed up as follows: 

The sky-gods, as sun, moon, winds, thunder, etc., here as elsewhere 
surpass in importance and strength the other deified powers of nature, for 
"theology is meteorology." S01ne of these chief gods assume the mask 
of animate beings and inanimate things when they appear among m~n. 

Creation myths do not generally mention the material from which or 
the mode by which objects were created, but simply state that K'mukamtch 
produced them by his thinking and will power. 

The spirit, life, or heart of a deity is made distinct from the deity itself 
and can live at a distance from it. Of. the pipe of K'mukamtch burnt in 
the fire, which in another myth figures as a small ball (ke-iks) and is his 
spirit or life. 

The burlesque element, which the religions of Asia and Europe have 
banished almost entirely, appears here as an almost integral attribute of a 
god or genius. This appears to form an offset for the dire cruelties ascribed 
to the same demons, and is also characteristic of the religions studied east 
of Mississippi River. 

The element of obscenity is only incidental to the burlesque element, 
but is sometimes very pronounced, especially in the beast stories. It was 
added to cause merriment only, and not for such immoral purposes as we 
see it applied to in the Decameron of Boccaccio and other products of a 
corrupt age. 

The deified beings of a lower order, as animals, etc., appear some~imes 
as one person, but just as often in the mystic number of five, if not of ten. 
Fire, wa~ers, springs, and plants are not deified, but lakes are sometimes. 
Clouds do not appear here deified as witches, as they do among the Eastern 
Indians. 

Certain miracles are here achieved by bodily contact and symbolic 
acts; so dead anin1als are brought to life again by jumping three or five 
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times over them or by blowing at them, an act which is supposed to impart 
life. 

CONCLUDING WORDS. 

The limited space allowed for this ethnographic sketch forces me to 
suppress the larger part of the matter for the present and to relegate it to a 
future volume. A few points characteristic of the two tribes may, however, 

be added on the last page of this Report. 
The Klamath Indians are absolutely ignorant of the gentile or clan 

system as prevalent among the Haida, Tlingit, and the Eastern Indians of 
North America. Matriarchate is also unknown among them; every one is 
free to marry within or without the tribe, and the children inherit from the 
father. Although polygamy is now abolished, the marriage tie is a rather 
loose one. This tribe is the southernmost one of those that flatten their 
infants' skulls, this practice continuing about one year only after birth. 

Cremation of the dead has been abolished since 1868, though during 
the Modoc war these Indians burned several of their dead. The custom of 
suppressing the personal names of the dead is rigidly kept up at the present 
time. Art never had any encouragement or votaries among the Klamaths, 
and the only objects seen that could be regarded as art products were a 

few rock paintings and a head-board on a grave near the Agency build
ings, which was painted in the Haida style and represented a human face 
flattened out to the right and left. Some baskets are artistically formed. 

As there is no. clay to be found on or near the reservation, pottery could 
never become an art among these Indians. Their songs and poetry are also 
artless, but nevertheless instructive, and several songs have beautiful tunes 
that should be preserved. The musical and sonorous character of the lan
guage fits it well for poetic con1position; but a national poetry, to be of 
success, would not have to adopt the rhyme as a metrical factor. Allitera
tion, assonanc~, or the prosody of the ancients would be more suitable to 

this upland language, with its arsis and thesis, than the artificial schemes 
which poets are devising for the modern European tongues. Who will be 
the first to teach the Muses the Klamath language' 
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THE KLAMATH INDIANS OF OREGON. 

BY .ALBERT s. G.ATSCHET. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTS. 

The most important and valuable n1onument of itself which a people 

can transmit to posterity is a national literature. But to answer the require

ments fully, the literature of a people must possess a certain degree of 
completeness in portraying the national peculiarities. It should embrace 
not only sketches of contemporaneous history, of national habits, customR, 
and laws laid down in the native idiom, but we expect from it also a truth

ful rendering of the spiritua~ side of .national life, of its physical and meta

physical speculations as we find them embodied in its myths, beliefs, 

superstitions and conjurers' practices, and of speeches and discourses of 
its representative men held on solemn occasions. The 1nost fragrant flow

ers in any national literature are certainly the poetic productions, if a. 

full account of their origin and purport is added to make them easily 
comprehensible. 

While cultured nations are constantly engaged in perpetuating the 
memory of their thoughts and achievements by means of some alphabetic 
or syllabic systmn of writing, the uncivilized hunting or fishing tribes pos
sess none, or only the most imperfect nwans of recording their affairs. 
All of them possess mythic tales, traditional history, and songs for various 
incidents of life; not a few are even originators of didactic folklore, of 
proverbs, and of versified rhythmic poetry. Many of these mental pro

ductions are remarkable for artistic beauty, others for a most interesting 

variety of detail; but all of them will, if collected with accuracy and sound 
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judgment, throw a profusion of light upon the physical and mental charac· 
teristics of the natives and on their past and present condition. 

The task and care of fixing the unwritten mental productions of un
cultured races and tribes thus devolves upon the white man. It is by no 
means an easy undertaking, and success can be attained only when the 

investigator is favored by circumstances. Ethnologic text~ taken from an 
uncivilized people are of much intrinsic value only when the scientific 

collector is lucky enough to secure the services of intelligent and well
informed individuals whose veracity is above suspicion, and who have 

constantly resided among their own people. 
Considerations of this nature guided n1e when I endeavored to commit 

to writing the strange mythology of Oregonian tribes, replete with the most 
fantastic stories of their elementary deities and tricksy animal daimons; 
and when the weird and unearthly strains of their war-whoops and dance
yells first struck my ear, I considered even these worthy of notation. I 

have not hesitated to assign the first and foremost place in this linguistic 
volun1e on the Klamath language to the "Texts" obtained from trustworthy 
Indians of the I{]an1ath Lake and J\;fodoc tribes, for I know that they faith
fully portray the characteristic features and idiosyncrasies of these dusky 
denizens of a secluded upland region.. These literary specimens are the 

foundation and basis upon which I have rested rny investigations. 

The language of these specimens, as the organ of transmission of the 
national ideas, had to be carefully sifted and overhauled before it could 

becon1e the basis of linguistic and ethnologic investigation. Numerous 

revisals and comparisons were needed to eliminate involuntary mistakes of 

Indian inforn1ants, who never elevate themselves above a purely empiric 
mastery of their native idiom. That an accurate grammar can be composed 
upon the solid foundation of faultless texts only, nobody will contest. Nei

ther will it be doubted that the more copious the specimens are the safer 
the conclusions of the linguist will be concerning the principles governing 
the forms of speech. 

Literary productions enlarging upon national and ethnologic matters 
are of much greater importance for the scientific study of the language in 
which they may be composed than any other texts. How poor and frag-
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mentary would our knowledge of Latin and Greek be, if the poets, orators, 
and historians who wrote their compositions in these sonorous idioms were 
lost, and if nothing in them had come down to our age but versions of 
foreign books and reproductions of foreign speculations and ideas! A 
writer or informant is most · capable of acquainting us with matters concern
ing his own people, country, and epoch, because he feels more interested in 
these topics than in any others, and he will select from the national stock 

of words the proper term for each object or idea he desires to express. 
Investigators will therefore, when they address themselves to intelligent 
natives for national, tangible and concrete topics of every-day life, gener
ally obtain correct and trustworthy information on their objects of research, 
but will meet with disappointment when inquiring for equivalents of terms 
or ideas totally foreign to the simple understanding of the native pop
ulation. 

An experience of short duration will convince any linguistic investi
gator that a multitude of characteristic, quaint, and unfrequent expressions, 
idioms, phrases, and inflectional forms can never be obtained by mere ques
tioning. The natives n1ust be allowed to speak out their own free minds, 
without bias or trammelling; after a short acquaintance they can easily be 
induced to recount popular stories, myths, incidents of history, or intertribal 
wars, to reproduce speeches and national songs fron1 their own reminis
cences, and thus they will spontaneously use peculiar forms of language 
which often yield a deeper insight into the genius of their vernacular idiom 

than pages of information gathered after the usual method of the scholarly 
lexicographer or the pedantic verbal translator. 

Legends, myths, and lyric productions, when obtained in their original 
shape from unsophisticated relators, furnish us with the best material for 
inquiries into a far remote antiquity, even when the historic horizon of the 

informant's tribe does not exceed the limit of two generations. If facts and 
dates do not, words and radical syllables will tell us a tale, and may enable us 
to trace ancient migrations or intertribal connections, teach us the origin of 

· certain customs, habits, or national ideas, and inform us of the shaping, the 
material, or uses of old implements. In some instances they will guide us 
iu.to remoter periods than prehistoric archreology can, and supply us with 
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n1or useful dates and facts. Such results as these may be confidently 
looked for ·when several dialects of one linguistic family can be compared; 
and a careful comparison of one language with others spoken in the 

vicinity, belonging to the same or a different family, will always be at
tended with beneficial results for the increase of ou·r scientific knowledge. 

'J:'he aboriginal literary monuments printed below are authentic national 
records of a brave and industrious mountain tribe of Indians. Ethnologic 
notices have at a comparatively early period been gathered concerning the 

Modocs and Klamath Lake Indians, but most of them were of doubtful 
scientific value, because the information was gathered from then1 in the 
English language, which they understood but very imperfectly. Even now, 
the dates and facts recounted by them, as well as by Indians of many other 
tribes, in English, are so extremely confused, that only texts written in 
their own language can give us a clear insight into their traditions, n1yths, 
and mode of thinking. 

No Indian tribe possesses a history of itself reaching back further than 
two or three generations, unl~ss it has been recorded by whites at an early 

date, and what goes beyond this limit is tradition, on which we must be 
careful not to place any implicit reliance. But mythology records in a 

certain sense the intellectual history as well as the metaphysical ideas of a 

people, and thus by the gathering of the numerous mythic tales and legends 
of the Maklaks a start at least is made for the investigation of their intellec

tual developn1ent. A very n1oderate estimate puts at several hundred the 

more generally circulated myths of the Klamath Lake or E-ukshikni alone, 
and the number of their popular song-lines, so interesting and unique in 
many respects, Inay be called infinite, for their number is increased every 
day by new ones. The bulk of their mythic folklore is of great poetic 
beauty, freshness, and originality, and, like that of other tribes, full of 
childlike "naivete." This latter characteristic forms one of their greatest 
attractions, and the animal myths of every uncultured people will prove 
attractive, because they were invented for religious or poetic and not for 
didactic purposes. 'ro some of the n1ythR given below we 1nay confi
llently ascribe an antiquity of oYer three eentnries, for their archaic terms 
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and locutions, repeated from generation to generation, are not alway8 under

stood at the present day by the young people, who most attentively listen to 
the aged rhapsodists, when they expound these miraculous stories in the lurid 
glare of the nocturnal campfire. Nothing in them indicates a migration of 

these upland tribes from any part of th~ country into their present homes, 
and hence the Maklaks must have had undisturbed possession of the head

waters of Klamath River for f;Ome centuries prior to the advent of the 

white population. 
The various texts obtained clearly exhibit the character of ·the lan

guage actually spoken and the difference existing between the two dia
lects, but they do not all possess the san1e linguistic value. The texts of 
Dave Hill and others are worded in the conversational language of the 

tribe, which in many particulars differs from the more elaborate and cir
cun1stantial mode of speech which appears in the n1ythic tales given by 
~Iinnie Fro ben. The "Modoc War" and some of the shorter pieces could be 
obtained only by putting down the English first and then getting sentence 

for sentence in the dialect, whereas the best worded stories and specimens 
were written in continuous dictation. All texts obtained were carefully 

revised first with the informants, then with other natives, and all the neces

sary explanations added at the time. 
From a purely linguistic view the popular songs or song-lines are the 

most valuable contributions. The melodies of son1e of their number deserve 
to be called pretty, according to our n1usical taste. To the natives all of 
them appear harmonious; but when the Western Indian calls some melody 

"pretty," guided by his musical principles, f1e very frequently does so In 
opposition to what our ear tells us to call by this predicate. 

The Klamath Lake dialect was spoken by the majority of the con-. 

tributors to my linguistic anthology. I obtained these specimens, with the 

exclusion of the Modoc texts, in the autumn of 1877, at the Klamath 
Reservation, Lake County, Oregon. Though many of these natives speak 
the Chinook jargon more fluently than English, I never availed 1nyself, for 

obtaining any information whatever, of that imperfect and hybrid mediu1n, 

through which the Indians of the Northwest carry on so much of their 

intercourse. 
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The following is a list of the most important contributors : 

1. The Riddle family, consisting of Frank 'fazewell Riddle, a native of 

Kentucky, born about 1836; his wife Toby, a pure-blood Modoc woman, 
who was, as stated in her biographic notice, born in 1842, and their son 
Jeff. C. Davis Riddle, born about 1862. Among several texts of linguistic 

importance I obtained frorr1 them a circumstantial chronistic account of the 

Modoc war of 1873, in which Mr. and Mrs. Riddle had served as interpre

ters of the Peace Commission. Having been introduced to them in Decem

ber, 1875, in New York City, by Mr. A. B. Meacham, late Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs in Oregon, when they travelled with him in the eastern States 

in connection with the Meacham Lecturing Company, I took down the 
contents first in English from l\Jr. Frank Riddle, then added the transla

tion from the other members of the family. Mr. Riddle bad no intention 

of giving a full and autkentic account of that desperate struggle, but merely 

wished to render his own impressions, and to relate in the plainest words 

the events witnessed by himself. Here we have the opportunity of hearing 

also the Modoc side of the contest. 

The wording of the other l\.fodoc texts was the almost exclusive work of 

the boy Riddle, who speaks the language perfectly well, and only in the more 

difficult portions was he assisted by his mother. Fron1 the Riddles I obtained 

also several hundred sentences, over sixty songs, and about two thousand 

three hundred vocables, which were twice revised with their assistance in 

New York City, and twice again with the efficient help of such natives at the 

Klamath Lake Agency as were conversant with the Modoc dialect. 
2. Dave Hill, a dusky, pure-blood Indian, subchief of the Klamath Lake 

tribe and interpreter, born about 1840. Having been a prorninent war

rior of his tribe up to the treaty of 1864 and a scout in subsequent expedi

tions against hostile Indians, he has also seen 1nuch of the white man's ways 
by staying for years inN orthwestern Oregon and by traveling East with Mr. 

A. B. Meacham on his lecturing tour in 1875. How he was then kidnapped 

in New York City, confined in a cellar, restored to liberty, and how he 

worked his way home, is related with full particulars in ::Meacham's Winema, 
pages 95-102. In the Modoc war (1872-73) he was put in command of 

the auxiliary forces of his chieftaincy, which ·were detailed to observe the 
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belligerent Modocs .and to check any dangerous movements which they 
n1ight have undertaken against the settlers or the Indian Reservation. 

Ifill's father, Skaititko, or the "Left-Handed", was for son1e tin1e a guide 

to General Fremont on one of his expeditions through Oregon, Nevada, 

and California. 
Readers of H.ill's texts will notice that his diction is very concise, preg

nant and to the point, and so is the speech of these Indians generally. 

But since that conversational language, or popular jargon, as we may not 
in1properly call it, moves along in contractions, elisions, metatheses and 
ellipses, I have had to revise his texts many times with him and other Indians 

before I could make them practically available. In the myths, Dave Hill 

is not so pictorial and graphic as Minnie Froben, but in narrating his feats 

of war he readily furnished all the points that could be expected. Con

cerning the conjurers' practices and national beliefs, he was more cominuni

cative than the majority of the Klamath Indians, whom superstitious awe 
still deters from revealing aU that the investigator desires to know. Hill's 

list of topographic names is a very important addition to aboriginal topog

raphy, since he has added the correct etymology to the n1ajority of these 

local designations. 
3. Minnie Froben, born about 1860, the daughter of a pure-blood !{]a

math woman, who lives on the Williamson River, and of a (deceased) French 

settler Fro ben or Frobine, was, at the time of my visit, the assistant of Mrs. 

Nickerson, the matron of the boarding-school for native children at the 
Agency. She and the subchief Hill were the most important contributors 

to my mythic and other ethnologic anthology, and the pieces dictated by 

her excel all the others in completeness and perspicuity. Moreover, I 

olJtained from her a multitude of popular songs, the names and uses of 
esculent. roots and plants, the Klan1ath degrees of relationship, a large num

ber of words and sentences, a good deal of grammatic information, and 

revised, with her assistance, the whole of the Modoc contributions, as well 

as the majority of Klamath Lake texts. 

If any further books should be composed in or about the Klamath Lake 

dialect, her assistance would perhaps be preferable to any other native help 

to be found at present in the tribe; for during her stay with white people 
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she has succeeded in acquiring more mental training than Indians usually 
acquire on reservations. 

4. Charles Preston, a pure-blood Klamath Lake Indian, born about 1840, 
is now stationed as interpreter at the subagency of Yafneks. Preston had 
previously sojourned five years at Oregon City on the Willamet River and 
vicinity, and there he learned to converse in English quite fluently, acquir
ing also the idiom of the Wasco Indians, of which he has furnished me over 
three hundred of the most usual terms. During a stay of three weeks 
·which he made at the Klamath Lake Agency, I obtained from him valuable 
grammatic and lexical inforn1ation, texts, popular songs, and proper names, 
and revised with him the Modoc dictionary. 

5. Sergeant Morgan, a pure-blood Indian, living at I(ohashti, born about 
1830, and jocosely called "Sergeant" on account of his wearing an old 
sergeant's uniform which he had obtained fron1 soldiers at Fort Klamath. 
From this good-natured, intelligent old Indian I obtained a few short texts 
and some ethnologic information especially relating to mythologic and 
shamanic subjects. 

6. "The Captain" or "Captain Ji1n", a pure-blood Indian, living at the 
junction of Sprague and Williamson Rivers, about five miles from the Agency 
buildings. When I saw him he was about fifty years old, and as he spoke 
but I\Jamath and Chinook jargon, all the mythology which he remembered 
was obtained through Minnie Froben. He received his nickname "Cap
tain" from having bee.n a help on a steamboat plying on the Willamet 
River, Oregon. 

7-11. Other informants of whose assistance I have availed myself are 
mentioned at the head of the texts. They were Johnson, the head chief of 
the Modocs at Y afneks; the conjurer Krfk_ash or Doctor John; and several 
young Indians then scarcely over twenty-five years of age: Pete, Frank, 
and Long John's Ben. All of them are pure-blood Indians. 

To facilitate the study of the Klamath language, and to increase the 

popular interest in the acquisition of Indian languages in general, I have 
inserted with the texts an interlinear translation, and subjoined to them a 
variety of commenting notes of linguistic, ethnographic, and historic im
port. 'rhe large majority of the Indian words could be rendered in their 

literal meaning; but in some instances, where literal translation was nearly 
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impossible, the sense of the word or phrase was reproduced as faithfully as 
could be done within the narrow space allotted. Words in brackets were 
inserted only to render the sentence complete. 

But to the student striving after a thorough understanding of the texts 
all these helps will prove of partial assistance only. A thorough study of 
the Grammar ought in fact to precede their perusal, and reference to all 
the three portions of the work will frequently be necessary. 

The material portion of a language can be faithfully conveyed to our 
understanding only by the correct pronunciation of its words, sentences 
or texts. Hence all that is said of Klamath phonetics must be studied first, 
and more especially the alternating processes, the proclisis and enclisis, the 
sounds not occurring in English (as the linguals, the aspirate x, the vowel 
u), and first of all the pronouncing list of alphabetic sounds, which is sub
joined. To initiate readers into the distinction, empirically obtained frorn 
the mouths of the natives, betw9en the clear vowels a, e, i, u, and the 
dumb or deep-sounding a, e, £, u, the earlier pages of the texts contain 
more indications than are given in the later. In certain terms long vowels 

can turn into short, and short into long ones. Special attention must be 
paid also to the study of elisions, apocopes, n1etatheses, etc. 

In the morphologic part of the Grammar, the verbal and nominal 
paradigms are particularly recommended to the student's attention, and a 
previous knowledge of the mode of forming the distributive reduplication 
from the absolute fonu is indispensable to the reader of my Texts, not only 
for their full comprehension, but even for the use of the Dictionary. The 
suffix of the future tense is written -uapka, to distinguish it from a homony

mous form -wapka, of different signification. The apocopes occurring in the 
conversational style of language will soon be recognized as such by the 
reader ; for example, -tk for -tko, -ks for -kshi, dropping of -a, -ash, etc. 

To make the study of the Texts too easy by a flood of notes would be 
as obnoxious to the true interests of science, as to present unsolved too 
heavy grammatic difficulties to intellects yet untrained in the modes of 
Indian speech. Scholars may decide to what degree I have succeeded in 
a voiding both extremes . 

.. ' 
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LIST OF SOUNDS OCCURRING IN THE KLAMATH LANGUAGE. 

a as in alarm, wash; German, Mann, hat; French, pas, gras, jlanc. 

a longer sound of a, as in far, father, smart, tart; German, schaden, 

lahm, Fahne. 

a as in law, all, fall, tall, taught. 

a as in hat, man, fat, ass, slash. 

b as in blab, bold; German, beben; French, barbe. 

d as in dread, did; German, das, durfen; French, de, darder. 

dsh as in judge, julep, George, dudgeon. 

e as in then, swell, met; German, schwebt; French, belle, selle. 

~ as in last syllable of preacher, butler, tippler; German, Bucher; 

Fre~ch, le, je, me. 

e as in they, fade, jade, shade; German, stehlen; French, chaire, maire. 

g as in gig, gull; German, gross; French, gros, grand, orgueil. 

g lingual guttural produced by bending the tip of the tongue back-
ward, resting it against the palate, and when in this position 
trying to pronounce g in gag, gamble, again. 

h as in hag, haul, hoot; German, haben, Hals. 

1 as in marine; German, richten; French, ici, patrie. 

i longer sound of i, as in bee, glee, reef; German, spiegeln, Stiefel. 

i as in still, rim, whim, split; German, finster, schlimm, Wille; when 
long, it is i in German ihn, schielen. 

y as in year, yolk; German, Jahr; French, yeux; not used as a vowel. 
k as in kick, kernel; German, J(amm, J(ork; French, soc, coque, quand; 

Spanish, quedar, quiza. 

k lingual guttural produced like g by bending the tip of the tongue 
backward, holding it against the palate, and then trying to 
pronounce k, c, in kindness, killing, cool, craft. The tongue must 
be placed more firmly against the fore portion of the palate 
than in the g, in order to allow less breath to escape. 

the aspirate guttural in lachen, trachten, Rachen, Bache, as pronounced 
in Southern Germany; not occurring in English, French, or 
Italian; Spanish, mujer, dejar; s~otch, loch. It has nothing in 
common with the English x. 



.ALPHABETIC NOTATION. ' 11 

1 as in luU, loon, lot; German, Lilie; French, lance. 

m as in madam, mill, mimic, mum; German, Memme. 

m b as in ramble, gamble, nimble. 

mp as in sample, thumping. 

n as in nun, net, noose; German, nein; French, nuire. 

ng as -in ring, bang, singing; German, singen, hangen. 

nk as in prank, rink, spunk; German, Schwank; French, cinquante. 

nk a combination of n with k. 
nx a combination of n with X· 

o as in home, lonely, most; German, Molken; French, softe. 

o longer sound of o, as in note, rope; German, Floh, Boot, roth; 

French, sauter. 

o as in bird, burn, surd; German, blode, Romer; French, deuil, cmur. 

p as in pipe, papa; German, Puppe; French, pied. 

s as in sad, sale, soul, smell; German, Seele, Sichel; French, sauce, 
seul. 

sh as in shaft, shingle; German, Schale, schon; French, chercher. 

t as in trot, tell, tiptop; German, Tafel; French, tour. 

tch as in church, chaff, choke; German, hatscheln; Italian, cicerone; 

Spanish, chaparral, chicha. 

u as in smooth, truth; German, Fuss; French, loup, poutre, outrage. 

ii longer sound of u, as in cr·ude, flume, fool; German, Stuhl, Ruhr, 

Blume; French, lourd, sourd. 

u as in full, pull; Gern1an, Flucht, I(luft, Russ land; Italian, lungo. 

ii not in English; German, kuhl, Gefuhl; French, lune, puce. 

v as in valve, veer, vestige; German, Wolke, Wasser, weben; French, 
vautour, veut. 

w the 11 before vowels; water, waste, wolf, wish, wayward; in Gennan 
it corresponds nearest to short u, not to w; nearly as French 
ou in oui, ouate. 

z as in zeal, zone, frozen; German, Hase; French, zele, rose. 

The English x is rendered by gs or ks, the German z by ds or ts, all 
being compound articulations. The two points on a, o, u (a, ii, u) are 
not signs of direresis; they mark softened vowels. 



12 INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTS. 

'rhe pronunciation of the diphthongs n1ay be easily inferred from their 
component vowels; it is as follows: 

au 
ei 

as in life, mine, sly, die, dye. 

as in mouse, loud, arouse. 

a combination of e and i resembling the v_owel sounds In 

yu or iu 
01 

the word greyish, united into a diphthong. 
as in pure, few, union. 
as in loin, groin, alloy. 

wa or ua as in watch, wash; French, loi, roi. 

wi or ui as in squid, win, switch. . 

AU the diphthongs being of an adulterine character, they can generally 
be separated into two vowels, and then are hyphenized, as in i-u, o-i, a-i, a-u. 

GRAPHIC SIGNS . 

.! arrested sound : sk6lhs, spring time; tchulka, to swim up stream. 

apostrophe marking elision of a vowel, of e or any other sound: 

heshtuimp'li for heshuampeli, to recover one's health. 

hiatus, separating two vowels as belonging to two different 
syllables: pala-ash, flour; leme-isb, thunder; or two consonants: 
tsials-ha'mi, at salmon-time. 

separates the parts of compound tern1s: skuks=kia'm, spirit-fish or 
letiferous fish. 

acute; the only accent used for marking emphasized syllables. 
vowel pronounced long: mu'ni, large, great. 

vowel pronounced short, except e, to which a distinct sound is 
given: yumaltka, to return from berry-harvest. 



EARLY '"rRADITIONAL HISTORY OF MODOCS AND UAPTAIN 
WRIGHT'S MASSACRE. 

GIVJ<~N IN THE MODOC DIALECT BY TOBY RIDDLE. 

E-ukshikni Modoki' shash sheggatxa lapgshaptankni taunap illo'la at; 
The Klamath Lakes from the Modocs separated seven times ten years now; 

tanktchikni ka-i pen nadsha' shak tchfa. 
(they) since then not again together lived. 

Gumpatuash E-ukshikni' shash 
The K6m batuash from the Klamatbs 

sheggatxa vunepni taunap illo'la at. 
separated forty years now. 

Ka-iu maklakshash shellua.lsht, tft'tni B6shtin Ya'matala medshantko 
Before the (Modoc) people bad fought, a number of Americans to Oregon emigrating 

k6-idsha welekapkash Modokfshash shnuka, y6wish ktektaknan tuntish 
an ugly old woman :Modoc· caught, (both) heels having cut through a rope 

3 

shtunka, topita.n wag'n shlitchta., shpuku' gatchnan shiuka, Shatash B6shti- 6 
passed behind a wagon tied (her), by dragging killed (her), Snakes Ameri-

nash shuenksht pallo'tan hil'nkelam B6shtinam sha-amakshash. B6shtin 
cans having murdered (and) robbed of this of Americans party. Americans 

binkt lupidana hun weleksam tchekeli kftitchna. 
at that firstly of this old woman the blood spilled. 
time 

Shala.n1 1852, nash B6shtin Capt'n ·Wright sheshatko shil'ldshash 9 
(In the) fall (of) 1852 one .American, Captain Wright named, soldiers 

i-amna.tko Mo'doka kafla gatpa, maklakshash shana-uli6ka shish6kash. 
having with him (to the) Modoc country came to the( Modoc) people because be desired to make war. 

I{a-i maklaksha.sh 
Not (any) Modocs 

shlea. 
he saw, 
found. 

Modokishash 
A :Modoc 

snawedshash lutatkatki pish 
woman going to interpret for him 

sha'tela; sha'tela hunk snawedshash: ma!flaks gatpantki, shu-utanktgi pi'sh 12 
he hired; he instructed this woman Ito say): that the should come to meet in council with 

:Modocs him 

giuga ma!flaks; shapiya, ma!flakshash nash mil'nish wushmush shiukiestka. 
the Modocs; be announced (for) the Modocs one large ox be would kill. 

Ma!flakshash shapiyulan Ta-uni shpautish shniaktcha. At tu'm Mo' dokni 
The Modocs having notified, to Yreka poison he sent for. Then many Mouocs 

t{)Wn 

gatpa; at tchek hunk wushmush shiukulan shpautish ita. Na'sh tche'k 15 
arrived; then forthwith the ox having butchered the poison he put on. One then 

hunk Yamakni B6shtinash tchawfnatko 
Warm Spring Indian the Americans having lived among 

Mo' dokishash 
the:Modocs 

shapfya ka-i 
notified not 

tchil'leksh patki, shpautish ita1npkash gi' sht. At tankt ka-i tidsh hem-
(any) meat they should poison put on it ba ving been. Now at that not well it was 

time eat, 

k{tnka, Mo'dokni at ga'mpele. 
tnlk~>ol, the Modocs then left for home. 

13 

18 
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Pen snawedshash hu'nk shguyue: "at nu k'lewi shishu'kash, shtl'-
..Again woman this be sent: "now I quit fighting, meet 

utanksh shana-uli p'laiki'sham palpalish shil k'-hi'ulexan." Vunepni taunap 
in conncil I <lesire God's white flag raising. Forty 

3 pen nadshgshapta maklaks shu-utanktpa. Laki p'na hunk shtl'ldshash 
and six Indians met (him) in council. The com- his soldiers 

mander 

hihashualxan shu'ldshash shapiya: "stalalashtak a ntlsb paksh, ma;klak-
placing in ambush, to the soldiers ~mid: "having filled when I the pipe, the Mo-

shash tashuitak!" Ma;klaks hunk nanuk wawapkan shtl-tltanko'tkish= 
docs you attilck!" The Modt cs all seated of general council: 

6 pa;ksh pa;ka, shlishlulu'lan i-alxa nanuk nte' sh. 
the pipe smoked having unstrung bad laid all bows. 

down 

B6sh tin lakf pa;kshtga 
The com- with (his) pipe 

American mander 

lakpeks shuyega; pa;kshtga shuyeg6tan shikenitki'shtka shuldsbash yute-
asbes lifted np; with thn pipe whilt> litting up with ph, to Is the soldiers com-

tampka, at nanuk ma;klaks nge'sha. B6shtin nanuk ma!flakshash shuenka; 
menced to then · all Modocs (they) were The Americans all Modocs killed; 

fire, wounded. 

9 tunep toks kshi' ta. 
five however escaped. 

NOTES. 

13, 1. There is no pretense that the number of years given here is accurate, and 
the slight difference existing between the two dialects proves that the separation of 
the tribes is of recent date. The separation never was a thorough one, for even the 
latest raids made on the Pit River Indians were made by Modocs joined to Klamath 
Lake Indians under the same war-chief. The Kumbatuash lived on southeastern end 
of Tule (or Rhett) Lake, California. 

13,1 and 3. For ill6la at, "years elapsed now", Klamath Lakes would say: illolOla, 
or illol6latko. 

13, 4. Ka-iu m. shellualsht refers not only to a period anterior to the Modoc war of 
1873, but to the massacre of a party of eighteen white settlers, emigrants to Northwest
ern Oregon, by Modoc warriors, who had watched them, lying in ambush, on the eastern 
beach of Rhett Lake. This terrible wholesale butchery of defenceless whites was the 
immediate cause of Captain Wright's massacre in the ensuing year. 

13, 6. Shatash, etc. The informant intends to say: Americans, immigrating to the 
Rogue R~ver or Willamet River Valley, dragged to death an old Modoc squaw behind 
their wagon, thinking her to be a Snake squaw; they did so in retaliation for a robbery 
committed by Snake Indians on their party, and for murders perpetrated on immigrants . 
by the same Indian tribe. 

13, 9. An article in the" Overland Jfonthly" of San Francisco, July, 1873, page 21, 
signed Wm. M. Turner, gives the following particulars concerning Wright's massacre: 

In 1852 a train of eighteen emigrants attempted to reach Oregon by the Rhett 
Lake route. They had encamped for dinner at the eastern shore of Rhett Lake, under 
a bluff since called "Bloody Point". Suddenly the sage-brush around them stood in 
a blaze of fire; they started up in terror, and were at once surrounded by swarthy 
and painted savages, who greatly outnumbered them, and dealt out tlte deadly blows, 
which destroyed their whole numbers in inconceivably short time. One man alouo 
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escaped 011 horseback to Yreka, which is over eighty miles distant, to tell of the dis
aster. The general indignation aroused by his recital prompted Capt. Ben. Wright to 
organize a force of fifty-one volunteers at Yreka into an independent company in the 
ensuing spring, and to make the tribe atone for the bloody deed. The spot selected 
by Wright for the council was on the north bank of Lost River, a few hundred yards 
from the Natural Bridge (Tilhuantko ), and this was also the scene of the massacre. 

Concerning the time of Wright's massacre, Turner differs from our informant 
about one year.* 

13, 13. For the Modoc wushmush, u'shmush, the Klamath Lake dialect has -the 
original Sahaptin term, mushmush, the primary signification of which is, "lowing lik"' 
cattle." The Lower Chinook has emusmus, the Kalapuya, amusmus. The Nez Perc\' 
dialect of Sahaptin has mu for ox, cow, cattle. 

13, 13. shiukiestka is the verbal desiderative of shiukfa, to kill for somebody~ to 
lmtcher for somebody's benefit. 

13, 14. tu'm Mo'dokni instead of: tf11mi Mo'dokni. This language favors elisions 
of short and single vowels standing between two consonants pronounced with the same 
vocal organ. 

13, 16. Yamakni is "Northern Oregonian, Northern man", in general. But this 
informant was, in fact, a Warm Spring Indian from Des Chutes River. 

13, 17 and 18. tidsh hemkanka means : to discuss an arrangement resulting in 
good to both parties; this is, in most cases, equivalent to "conclude peace". 

14, 4. shtalalashtak is a contraction of shtahllasht tak, both particles tak being 
correlative to each other, and referring here to the future.-shtalalasht is verbal con
ditional of stalala, to fill, derived from stani, full, through assimilation of consonants: 
shtalala for stanala. 

14, 6. i-alxa, distributive form of the verb ilxa, elxa: every one had unstrung and 
laid down his own bow. 

14, 7. The lifting-up of ashes from the council-fire by Wright was the signal for 
the soldiers to fire at the forty-six Modocs. Forty-one were killed on the spot. 

14, 9. ksbita not in use among the Klamath Lakes. 

*Captain Wright was shortly afterward killed by the bullet of an Indian, who saw him standing 
un1er the door of his house, near the outlet of Rogue River, Oregon. 
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E-UKSHKNI SHELLUAL w ALAMSKi' SHASH. 

FIGHTS BETWEEN KLAMATH LAKE AND ROGUE RIVER 
INDIANS. 

GIVEN BY WAWALIKS, OR DAVE HILL, SUBCIDEF, IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Lap'ni' sha shellual Walamski' sas E-ushkni. Tina sha luluagsla 
'l'wice they fought the Rogue Rivers the Lake tribe. One time they enslaved 

tu'm, tfnatoks a ka-i luluagsla, puedsa'mpeli sa hil'nk. 
many, but th~ Rec'ond not they made slaves, put to flight they. 

time 

3 Titna E-ukskni ktakli'sh gena Walamsi; tsui slaa tu'ma tchi'pksh. 
The first time the Lake tribe arrayed for war went to Rogue River and found many encamped. 

Valley 

Tsui gakiatnna tchi' sh ( ni' shtak gakiamna ), tsui ni'lka, tsui W alamskni 
Then they surrounded the lodges (the same night they surrounded) then it dawned, and the Rogue Rivers 

papatkal shushu' dshapelish. Tchui E-ukskni shui'lpka, tsui ti'ntkal sa, 
rose from sleep (and) built their fires again. Then the Lake men laid themselves then started up they 

on ti.Je ground, 

6 yo'ta sha, tchui nga'-isa tu'm Walamski'sbash, la;kiash a si'uga; "Taktaldi" 
Rhot they, and wounded many Rogue River Indians (and) the killed "'.rhe Red ,., 

chief 

tchi'huk sa' satk w alamskni laki. 
so was c.alled the Rogue River chi;;'f. 

Tsui sa neli'na lakias hu'nk, nanxatch 
Then they scalped chief the some others 

sha neli'na; tu'n1 tankt hushtch6;ka sa, luluagsla tu'm wewanuish ndend-
they scalped a good many killed they, made slaves of many women chil-

9 gan's tchi'sh. Tsui gepgap'l E-ukskni, tsui gatpampeli sa; tsui suku'lki 
dren .!lso. Tht·n withdrew the Lake men anll home went they, after- they assam-

wards bled 

yakanuapkuk lak hu'nk, tsui sa ya'lui, tsui sa walas tsi's tawa lak ipma'-
for dancing over the and they sang and and they a pol.e also set up the sticking on 

scalps danced scalps 

tsank, tatxelam talaag tu' shtoks gaki' nla sa-atchuk. 
its top, in the midst jnst of tlw phce where they moved scalp-dancing. 

in a circle 

T{lnepni 
Five (nights) 

sa-atsa 
scalp

danced 

12 sa ni'shta, ga'tak hil'nk sa lu'luags wa'k shnu' shnexank shnikshu'lxa 
they all night finally them they slaves by the seizing forced to dance 

arms 

16loks wiggata 
fire close by. 

Titna lu'ks t'shi'n spu'ntpisbam; tsuyuk guikaka ga'mpele. 
Some a slave grew up in the power of his then escaped · (and) returned. 

(other) time abductors, 

Ts{Iyuk 
Then he 

15 sapiya gatpampalank, ts{li sas hu'k a'pka sayuaktant hu'k kaila giug. 
made dis- after getting home, and (his that man brought well acquainted this with being. 
closures tribe) country 

Tsui gatpa tumi' ma;klaks Mbu'saks=sawals tsials-ha'mi, ts1ii gakua l(6ke, 
And arrived many Rogne Rivers to the "Obsiflian-Place" at salmon-time and they crossecl Will' am-

• t;< u River, 

ts{li gakiamna Uttchas. 
and smronnded tho lodgeR. 

l(a' gi hfhassuaks tankt; gena ~a n{tnuk A'-uksi 
·.rhere warriors (there) l1ad gone nll of them to Klamat!J 

were no that time .Mun .. b 
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geledanktsuk y amakisas. 'Tapi' ta sha gatpa W alan1skni tchi' shtat. Tsui 
to bid welcome to Des Chutes 

River Indians. 
Afterwards (they) came the Ro~ue Rivers to the camps. Then 

ne'lka: tsui sa gu'lki, at sa sen6tank. 'Tankt hushts6ka; tu'nipni hak 
it dawned, then they attacked, now they fought. That time they killed (some); five only 

m{th;leka Ni'lakskni tankt, tsui hu'k sa sen6tank kpu'tsampeli sas kiklo's 3 
wero encamped men from Nilakshi that time, and these they fought, put to flight them in their 

war-fury 

hu'k tu'nepni~ Ka-i hu'nk vu' sa tuma mah;laks kakakn6latk gfug. 
these five men. Not they feared many Indian (foes) elkskin-cuirassed being. 

'Ts{li gatpampeli nanuk E-ukskni' huk, at sa haftsna Walamski'sas. 
After this returned the whole Lake tribe, now they pursued the Rogue Rivers. 

'Tsui sa slaa hu'nk tu'nipnis hfhassuaksas, tsui sa wu'la hu'nkiast tu'nipans, 6 
And they met those five men, and they asked those five men, 

kat bftk tankt Inak'lexa : "tatatuk maklaks gatpa ~" Tsui huk sa' gsa nu 
who there that time bad encamped · whereto the Rogue bad gone1 

· Rivers 
And replied I: 

"ka-i ni vu'ssa; shawfgank gaka ni mu'msh tumi'." Tchui ni na-ash gi sa-
"not I am afraid; · in my fury start out I (even against) a large 

number." 
Then I so spoke to 

walina: ash ge-u: '' gakan a na' t! u' tch na'lsh hushtcho'ktgi! gekuanapka 9 . 
fellow-fighters mine: "will start out we! never us they may kill. I will proceed 

mind! 

kani!" A na't ga'ka, at na'lsh sha nge-isha, tsui nat shawi'ga ka-a, 
outside And we proceeded, now us they wounded, and we became furious very, 

(our camp)." 

tsui nat kpu-' dsa hu' nkiash w alamskf' shash. 
and we urove back those Rogue Rivers. 

Tsui vussa na'lsh, koka'tat gewa sa, udodamkua sa; tsui sa sa'ksa 12 
There- they took at us, into the river leaped they, swam over they; and they reported 
upon fright 

na-ast hu'ksa tu' nepni. Tsui E-ukskni na-asht gi: "haitsnat sas pa' n, 
thur (to us) these five men. Then the Lake men thus said : '' pursue ye them once more, 

hushtch6ktat haitsnank." 
kill ye (the~) pursuing." 

Tsui . sa peno' dsa, tsui nanka gaggiaha peno'-
And they pursued, and some hid themf'lelves before the 

dsasam, tia'rnishtka tsui nanka hatkak ts6ka, nanka toks ga'mpele. Ngeisatk 15 
pursuers, by starvation then some right there perished, some however returned home. Wounded 

hu'nk sa shleshla ts6kapks tcha. 
(ones) they found dead ones also. 

Tchfssa W alan1skish sellual titna a. Ka-i sa tua siuka E-ukski'sas, 
In this man- the Rogue Rivers mafle war- at one 

ner (they) fare time. 
Not they any killed Lake men, 

tankakak siuka wewala'ksas k'mutchapka.s tehi'sh. At ga'tak ni sayuakta, 18 
only a few (they} old women old men too. That is all I know 

killed 

hu'masht sa'llual A'-ukskni W alan1ski' shash; ka-i tata lu'luagsla A' -ukski'-
how fought the Lake tribe against the Rogue Rivers ; never they made slaves of the Lako 

shash wuini' xiank sell6lok nanukash=kailakni, E-ukskni pi'la lu'luagsla 
tribe conquering by war those from tribes all-around; the Lake men alone enslaved 

nanukash=ki'sas ga'nta 
all snrrounding Indians in this 

kailatat, ka-i tata 
country, n"ver 

yu yalks=sitk 
sorry=alike 

su' ta maklaks 21 
rendered the fudians 

A-ukski' sas. 
the Lake tribe. 

2 
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Sa-adas tRi' s Moatuasas tsi' s uduyua, Sastiash 
The Sniikes too, the Pit Rivers too (they) whipped the ShaRtis 

tsis W a1amski' sh tsis 
too, the Rogue Rivers too, 

M6keash tsi's ftduyua A'-ukskni. Waitangi'sham 
the Kalapuyas ~o whipped the Lake tribe. From tt~8m Spring 

3 wats It-ushkni. 

tsi' s ti' tatna ten1eska 
also at various took away 

timea 

horses the Lake men. 

NOTES. 

16. Dave Hill took part himself in one of these skirmishes. His historical accounts 
are all given in the conversational style, which almost throughout substitutes the 
simple s for sh. I have not been able to determine the exact dates of these Rogue 
River raids ; but they must have occurred before the end of 1855, when the Oregon war 
broke out, tor after its termination most of the Rogue River Indians were removed from 
their old homes to the coast reservations of Northwestern Oregon. The raids occurred 
in the early youth of Dave Hill, who was born about 1840; so they may be placed be
tween the years 1848 and 1855. 

16, 2. tinatoks forms antithesis to tina of the preceding clause. . The literal 
meaning of both is : "one time ..... the other time." 

16, 3. Walamsi. The suffix -i, -i, is· the adverbial particle b.f, and forms a locative 
case, mainly found in local and topographical terms, as in Yamsi, Kaka.gosi, Ktaiwashi; 
also in a few generic nouns designating localities, encampments, mountains, etc. 

16, 5. shf1shft'dshapt'Hlsh. The suffixed -sh is the pronoun sha, they, and in this 
suffixed form also appears as -tch, -s. Thts verb stands in the distributive form; 
sh6.dshapeli, to rebuild a fire, being the absolute form. 

16, 7. nanzateh, for nanxa tch1sh, "others also". 
16, 10. yakanuapkuk, verbal causative of the future of yakna. The forms ya/kna, 

yii/ka, yekna, yeka, are preferable to yakna, yaka. 
16, 11. sa.-atsa. It is a common custom among western, and some eastern, wild 

tribes to force their captives to dance in honor of the victory gained over their own 
tribe. This is done especially during the scalp-dances. 

16, 14. Titna lft'ks, etc. Here begins the account of a raid made by the Rogue 
River Indians upon the Klamath Lake settlements. It may have occurTed one year 
after the raid previously narrated. 

16, 15. sapiya, etc. After escaping, he informed his own countrymen of all the 
local conditions of the Klamath Lake people and their country, and used all his topo
graphic.al knowledge in guiding their warriors to the attack. 

17, 1 and 2. TsiH ne'lka. Indians and uncivilized races in all portions of the world 
begin their raids upon the enemy before dawn, or at the earliest appearance of daylight. 

17, 9. gakan and gekuanapka, inflectional metathesis for gakna and gekanuapka. 
17, 14. hushtcho'ktat for hushtcho'kat at, at (ye) being repeated twice. 
17, 16. ts6kapks tcha is a contraction from tsokapkasb tchi'sh a. 
17, 17. Tchfssa, for tchi sha: ~bus they. 
17, 20. sell6lok: synizesis of the longer form shellualuk, shellualuga: through 

fighting. 
17, 21. yuyalks=sitk, abbreviated from yuyalkish = shitko, looking like persons 

mourning over their lost companions, or mad~ sorrowful by bondage to Indians of a 
foreign tribe. 
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£-uKSKNI SELLUAL )foATuisHASH. 

PIT RIVER INDIANS RAIDED BY KLAMATH LAKE WAitRIORS. 

GIVEN BY DAVE HILL IN THE 'KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

E-ukskni titatna sellual Sastias; tsussak toks sellual, tu'm hu'shtchox 
The Lake men not often warred against the continually how- fought, (and) killed 

Shasti; ever many 

A'-ukskni lu1luagslats 
The Lake men en slav, d also 

nanuk skc{~hs. 
every spring-time. 

Ka-i hu1k 
Not they 

M6atuashash. 
Pit River men. 

tft'm 
many 

(are) 

ki'llitk, ka-a wo'ses shHio'tak A-ukski'sas ti'nsna, ka-itat sa nelli'nat 3 
bellicose, very despondent at the mere sight of Lake men they ran away, never they scalped 

hu'stchok-huya hak sa; tft'm tat sa husts6ka M6atuash. Ka-itata si'ukat 
killed only they; many then they killed- Pit River men. -Never massacred 

A-ukskisas l\f6atuash. 
the Lake men the Pit Rivers. 

WA.w.A.Lm:s LUPi' SHELLUA.L MoA.Tu.A.sH.ASH. 

DAVE HILL'S FIRST FIGHT WITH THE PIT RIVER INDIANS. 

Kitchkanin tankt nu gena sikenitgi'k pi'la uyan1natk. Tsui nad G 
Being a boy I that time I went a small piotol only carrying. And we 

E-ukskni gelo'la pa-uk Kokaksakshi, na1sh na'ds B6shtin tu1la. Tsui 
Lake men dismounted !or repast at Little River, one with ns American (coming). Then 

hishtchakta hatakt; wats mha-uta na-a'nam; sawfka hishuaksh hunkanti 
they had a contest there; (one man's) was by another became angry the man thereat 

horse wounded (man) ; 

watch m'na mba-utisht, tsui husht6pakta sha l6loksgish:. tchi sha hatokt 9 
horse his having been shot, and pulled out they (their) guns: so they there 

gelo'lank shewatxastka. Tsui gena, tu' pe'n maklexa sha, tsui sa mbu'-
dismounted about noon-time. Then traveled, far again camped they, then they in the 

sant gena pa'n, tsui sa mak'lexa Wu1ksalks, tsui sa pa'n gena mbu'sant, 
morn- trav- again, and they camped at Wokas-Place, then they again went on nf'xt morning, 
ing elled 

tsui pa'n sa mak'lexa Tiuno'lsh ; gitaks p'laikishtka sappash. '1-.,s{li sa 12 
and again they encamped at Tiunolsh; then lWas) near culmination the sun. And they 

kakta, tsui sa mu'lua 
held t<icsta, then they made ready 

tuklaktsnank. 
stopping at intervals. 

li'txi, 
in the 

evening, 

tsui 
and 

point 

sa psin gena, 
they at night travelled, 

ni'shta 
all night 

sha gena 
they wanton 

Tsui mbft'sant shlaa M6atuashash tchi'pksh, tsui gft'lki nad, tchui 15 
And next morning we saw tho Ph Rivers encamped, and attacked we, and 

ti'nsna J\f6atuash, vusso'k sas tilli'ndsa wewanuish; tsui sa lu'luagsla. 
ran away the Pit River8, frightened them they abandoned (their) womon; then they (them) made 

Ilana. 
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Na'sh 
Ouc 

ni lu' gsla snaw~i' ds. 
I captured female. 

Shl~i'popkan h{ttakt shan6tanksht ndftnni 
Noticed I there engaged in fighting three 

hihassuaksh M6atuash; E-ukskni toks Japik. Tsui wigabani shen6tank-
men Ptt Rivers; Lake men bnt two were. .And a short while skirmished 

3 huya shash, tsui ka,'ktsna sha, ts{ti ho'pelitsnank ambutat gena; ku-idsi 
with them, then fled they, and dodging missiles into the water went; impracti-

cable 

ampu hatakt hiuhiuatk. 
the water there giving way. 

Tsui nish ka-a ka' dshika, tsui ni kaki' dsapele, at 
.And me greatly it fatigued, and I went by turns, 

tchui kelewi ; til' gena M6atuash k'lawisham at. 
then I made halt ; away went the Pit Rivers when (shooting) 

had ceased. 

Tsui E-ukskni ga'pgapeli 
Then the Lake men returned 

6 kahhiank tehipkash wewanuish, tsui sa shlaa yastat li'ukaipksh. Tsui sa 

9 

looking out for the aAsem- women, and they found (them) in crowded. .And they 
bled the willows 

shnu'shnxa, nu'ts nash shnu'ka, tsui gepgapeli E-ukskni ka-i shash tua 
seized them, I also one took, then withdrew the Lake men and of them none 

shlit, M6atuashash pi'la sa siuga tankak. 
was shot Pit Rivers only they killed a few. 

Nash se' gsa tankt E-ukskni suko'lkipaluk. 
.All of ordered then the Lake men to reassemble. 

Tsf1i Tiuno'leshtat maJr'lak-
Then at Tiunolsh theycamped 

ns 

pele, tsui sa pa'n 
they also 

shniksho'lxa lu'luags hatakt maklaksksaksi. Tsui 
again, and made dance each slave there before the Indians. .And 

gepgapeli sha mbusant, tsui sha M6atak maklakpele, tsui hatokt maklaks-
weut away they next day, and they at Modoc encamped, and just there Indians 

Lake 

12 ksaksi guki'kak lf1luags. l{a-i sa hu'nk haitchant; unak ta'ds mu'luapele 
Not they them pursued; early however got readv ag!lin. (away from) ran away captives. 

Ts-l1i sa guhuashktcha, tsui sa gelo'la Koka'ksaks; tsui sa sakatpampele-
.And they started ont, and they dismounted at Little River; _then they wanted to perform 

astka gi: '' Kalam n1alan1 tidsi' wats gi, hu'k at lupi' gatpampeli-uapk! 
a race: "To whom of ye fleet horses are, those ye first shall return home I 

15 ksi'utakiank at genuapk! ,, 
faster (than we) ye tra'vel! " 

Tsui sa gena, tsui luelualx nanka watch, 
Then they went and gave out some horses, 

ahead, 

nanxatoks gatpampele 
some others returned 

E-uksi li'txi. Tsui sa tchia gatpampelank, tsui ge-u g-l1ikak hft'k 1ft' gs 
to Klamath at night- Then they stayed after return, then by me ran away the sl:\ve 

Marsh fall (there} 

18 spuni'sh; na-ens hissuaksas spuni'n hu'nk. Tsuyukhunkelamskni guikak, 
the transferred to another man I had given her. .And she from his lodge ran away, 

one; 

nanxatoks sa ena Ampxa'ni sesatui tchu'k watchat; tsui sa i'tpa tu'm 
but others they brought to the Dalles, traded there for horses; and they brought many 

(them} 

watch hu'nk lu' gs sesatui'tkuk. 
horses those slaves having sold. 

21 Tsin sayuakta ti'na Moatnashash sellualst E-ukskni. 
Thus I know (how) once with the Pit Rivers fought 1.he Lake men. 
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WAWALIKS TAPi' ·SHELLU.ALSH.A MOATUASH.A.SH. 

DAVE HILL'S SECOND .. FIGHT WITH THE PIT RIVER INDIANS. 

N a-antka sko' shtka nu gena ; tankt nte-ish ni i' -amnatk gena l6loks-
Next spring-time I set out; then bow and I carrying started a ri-

arrows 

gish tchish. Tu' nad maklexa; tsui nad hatokt 1nu' shmush luela, B6shtin 
Far off we camped; and we there an OX butchered, an .Ameri-tie also. 

can 

tpa-6k na'lsh hishtchaktnuk Moatuashash. Tsui nat shenotankakska hatak. 3 
mviting us, for he had become angry at the Pit Rivers. Then we almost fought there. 

N anka tchilluk N ilshaltxagaki' shash kakno'ls temeshka ; nat hunkanti 
Some men siding with the Headwater-Modocs cuirasses abstracted; we thereat 

sa wikank I a.' p nat kakno'lsh shletxa. Tsui nat ka-i hu'nk sle-ipele 
getting angry two we cuirasses took away. And we not them returned 

ne-uxalp'lish gi'ntak lakiam E-ukski' sham; tsui nat ma'ns=gitk sla'-ipele. 6 
the repeated orders in spite of of the chief of the Lake men; but we n.t last returned them. 

I-Iu'masht nat hatokt m4klexank; tchui nat gena mbil'sant, tchui nat 
Thus (did, acted) we there while camping; then we traveled next day, and we 

til' ma!fleka Mu'atak. Tsui nat mbu'sant gena, tsui nat til' ma!flek' 
over camped on Modoc Lake. And we in the morning started out, and we over camped 
the1·e there 

Tiuno'lsh. M6atokni nanka sa-ulantchna, tsui sa ksi'ulex ki'uks suawinuk 9 
at Tiuno]sh. Modocs some went with (us), and they danced a conjurer when examined 

sas kants sliuapkst: "ha sliuapkst, tcha ma'lsh ngatuapk na'hlis"; tsui 
them who might be shot: ' ' if ye will be shot, then to you will snap the I.JowMtring"; and 

la'p ngata na'hlis. Tsui nat n1bu'sant gena, tu' nat ati' gena lupi' na1am 
two snapped bowstrings. Then wo next morning started far we off travelled first our 

out, 

hil'nk sellaluish guni'ta. 
war-expedition further. 

Tsui nat waita yainatat telhapkank kmakok 12 
Then we passed from a mountain overlooking to spy 

the day 

Moatuashash; tchl'1i nat shlaa tchi'pksh; kf1itsant tchia ktayat. 
the Pit Rivers; and we saw encamped; inaccessible they in rocks. · 

(them) stayed 

Tsui nad pa'ktgist gakiamna, tsui gil'lki; tsui na'ts shlaa M6atuash, 
.And we at dawn surrounded, then attacked and us discovered the Pit Rivers, 

(them); 

tsui weto'li la.li'shtat; kokalam huk palkuish muna tu. Hatokt gakayapguk 15 
and slid down the slope; of a river there tho dry bed deep:down. .At that place entering the woods 

(was) 

nanxa M6atuash li'wank i-o'ta; tu'm shash nga'-isha Moatoki'shash, Lank= 
some Pit River men gathering shot (at us) ; many (them) they wounded Modoc men, Long= 

Tsanash 
John 

tchish sli'ksga 
also they came near 

wounding 

nxak-ksaksi' na ; 
on head-top right there; 

nga'-ish 
bul1et 

hu'k 
that 

ngak-ksaksh 
on the head-top 

nti'kshtcha. Na-ends tchish nu'sh shlin M6atokish. 'rsui nat le wak ka-a: 18 
grazed. .Another too in the was shot (a) Modoc man . 

head 

li'wa hu'k til mil'na sha lemewaliekshtat i-utila; nanuk wewansni hatokt 
were those down-below they driftwood-heap undor; all women and all there 

orowdell 
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li' -upka tu' mu'na. 
were lumped deep below. 

together 

Tchui ni tu' hatokt p'lentant tchi' wishksaksi gi; tchui 
Then I just there above their camping· place wa~; and 

luitokt ni'sh agishi': "La' a nat wak ka-a; la' nat wak galdsawia-a!" tsf sa, 
there I w bile stayed: ''Not we know what to not we (know) to approach closely I" so the~ 

do, how (said), 

3 hatokt ni' sh gi' shi. Tsui ni hu'txi, tsui h'tp nish nte-isalta hu'txipsh. Tsui 
there I while was. There- I leaped then two at shot arrows as I leaped. 

upon down, men me 
Then 

ni hu'tsna tu', tsui ni hu'tpa hfhassuaksas hatokt li-uka-isi hatakt tchuyunk 
I ran over and I reached the (Lake) men there collected there then 

there, running 

sen6tankash. Tsui ni'sh sa lawa'-ula hu'kuapksht kli'kalam palkui'sham; 
fighting. But me they not allowed to run across the river's dry bottom; 

6 hatakt guni' gshtant nanka :E-ukskni le-uptcha; sen6tank ktayat li'uptsank. 
that spot opposite some Lake men had ~athered they were fight- rocks hiding behind. 

behind; ing 

Tsui nish nanka: "ka-i gi; ka-i hu'tsa, shliuapka m'sh!" tsf n's sa 
And to me a few: "Don't do it; don't run, they wiU shoot you!" so to me they 

hataktk. Tsui ni: "hu'tchanuapk" tchf ni ki', "wika an' galdsuish sana-
there said. ' '!'hen I: "I shall rush over" so I said, "closely I to approach I 

9 holi" tchfn hataktk. "Ka-i ki'lank pi'la i-U'ta, tu'm at nga'-isha; il'ts 
• want" thus I there said. "Not in quick they shoot, many are wounded; neTer 

succession 

gint, shli'tki nush!" tsfn at gi. A ni ho'tsnan at, tsui nish kaki'ha, tsui 
mind, let them me!" so I now said. Then I ran towards (them), and me they missed, and 

shoot 

hutapeno'lshi n's nayens M6atokni shli'n pa'n nush; tsui kahaha shli'sham 
after I bad reached another Modoc was shot also in the and he ached throu~h his 

there running head; wounding. 

12 Tsui nat lewak na'-uleka, tsui ni na-astg: "haggi! i'sh ktiyuiaki'atf') 
Then we were at a for arranging, and I so spoke: ''look here I me lift. up there ye I" 

loss 

tsi' ni gi. 
so I ~:~aid. 

rrsui ni' sh sha ktiwi' xi, tsui ni ktsi' tsa, tchui ni gita Moatuashash 
And me they placed on top, and I crept forward, then I there the Pit Rivers 

n:i telshapka wika li'wapksh; nanuk ni tids shla'popka shash. Tsui ni 
I perceiwd close by crowded in one all I perfectly saw (of) them. And I 

body; well 

15 ktch:igi' dsa pell tu' stildsampel6k sas; 
to them; 

tsui ni: "ktiwalxat na-entch 

18 

crept back over 
yonder 

to report and I: "post ye up another man 

tchkash" tchi' ni gi. Ktchi'tpampalank shapfya sas, tchui sa: "wak 
besides" 80 I said. Having crept back I reported to them, and they: "how 

haitch i gi ¥" tchi n'sh sa gi. Tchui "ni nanukash shla' shki" tchi' ni gi ; 
there is itf" 80 to me they said. Upon this "I all of them can see" so I said; 

shapiya shash, tsui sa ktiwi'xi na-a'nds tchkash. Tsui nat la'p k'le'ka, tsui 
I told them, and they lifted up another (man) too. Then we two were there, and 

nat ktsi'ktsa, tsui nat sas tu' shla'popk, a ni na-asht gi: "hagga shla'k!" 
we crept along, and we them down perceived, and I so said: "let me shoot I" 

there 

Tsui hu'k na-as hatokt, tu'shtuk M6atuash li'wa, nanuk sa hu'nk nga'-is 
And to one man there, where the Pit Rivers were all (others) to him (their) 

gathered, arrows 

21 sawana, na-adsiak hu'nk i-u'ta satslxamitk lu'paks. 
handed, none but he was !ICratch-painted witli chalk. 

Tsui tchin a nt 
And thus I now I 

11hooting 

f 
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shlewal 16loksgish, tsui ni shlin hft'nk, kat hftk yii'ta, tsui ndewanga; tsi 
cocked (my) gun, and I shot him, the one who was shoot- and hu fell; thus 

. ing, 

tankt at nat sfuga hil'nkst. 
at last we killed that fellow. 

At hft'ksa Hwatk tu'm waltka tankt. Tsui Muatokni nanxa tu'menatk 3 
:Now they, crowded much talked then. 

together, 
And Modocs some understood 

M6atuasam hemkanks; tsui hu'k tft'mena at M6atuasam waltoks. Hu'k 
of the Pit Rivers the language; and they understood of the Pit Rivers the discourse. They 

shapf ya na' tch : 
notified us: 

"atenen gakayoluapka, nen sa skuyokayo'la wewani-
" presently they will get away, they send uut of the buRh the fc. 

shash ; na-asht 
males; so 

nen waltka." Tsui gakayuluk E-ukskni shishat.xa 6 
they say." Then leaving the woods the Lake men picked out 

wewanuish, tsui hu'k ki'nualk sa; nanxa huhashtlina !faftua shni.l'kuk. 
women, then wentuY the they; some quarrelled none having obtainAd. 

rrsui lllltS hamexe: "shnft'kshtkanna'sh siwak hft'nk ati'nsh hftk lak gitk!"; 
And I too said: "want to get I one girl this long hair wearing 1"; 

tsui ni'sh sha !fa-i wa'-ula. Tsui ni !fa-i sam wa'walsh shlin, tsui hftk 9 
but to me they not allowed (her). Then I not they conceding shot, and she 

nde-ukua'lap'l; hu'nk n'unk shlin siwaga. 
rolled down (the hillJ ; that I killed girl. 

T~n1i tankt at hfhassuaks at tinkayula, tsui ni shlin pa'n nas hatakt, 
'rherenpon the (Pit River) ran out of the and I shot another (man) there, 

meu bush, 

tsui at nanxa tini'xi. Shta tok sa E-ukskni hashan1pka; tsui sas gawi'na 12 
when some went up Compactly they the Lake men encircled (them); then them 1'\',ioined 

bill. 

hu'ksa, kak at tini' xi tsa, ndanni hfhassuaks, na' sh gitsganits hissuakga. 
those, who just had gone (viz:) three men, one young also boy. 

up the hill, 

Tsuyunk vu'ssa E-ukskni, tsui hu'k M6atuash ti'nxansha; ttl' ati yainatat 
Then were fright- the Lake men, as the Pit Rivers ran out of the cir- O\·er-yon- to the moun-

ened cle ; der tains 

tftshtampkank a-6ho=uatchna, tsui shnftshnata. 
coming near they halloed while run- and built fires. 

ing, 

Tchui ni nu hu'lipeli, tsui 15 
Thereupon I I entered again and 

(the canon), 

And at me they 
ni hopelansa, tsui ni hupaklexa hip2a hfhassuaksas. 
I followed up (the and I encountered two men. 

Tsui ni' sh hft'k 
dry creek), 

lapukantka shlatampk, tsui na's tewi, kahhia n's; wigga n's hu'nk !faihha, 
both at a time drew the bow, and one shot, (but) missed me; by a hair- me he missed, 

breadth 

na-ans 
the other 

tsi'n shHn nepni'ni 
then I hit, about the hand 

nguldsh6tan, nte-ish tchish nxa'wa. 
I struck (him), the bow also broke. 

Tsui 18 
And 

man 

gutalxa hftk nga'-ish t6kstala; tsui nde-ulx. Nashtoks hukayapk, tsui 
entered the bullet in the navel; and he fell. The other rushed into the and 

. th~~ 

ti'ntpa sa E-ukskni tankt, tsui sa hu'nk sfuga kandan hu'nk shlfn. Tsui 
arrived (they) the Lake men at last, and . they him killed whom I had shot. Then 

hO.'k na's hukayapk ma'ns hu'k tcha.kavank i-u'ta; tsui sa shHn tu'kni 21 
t.he one who wenwt !~1~ tlle for some (he) sitting down was shoot- then they shot (him) from 

~ tun& iDii 
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p'la'ntankni kfnshakpkank. 
the hill-top pointing guns downward. 

Tsni' pal sa shHn ; na-ans shHn, hu'k tchaka-
rn the they shot (him); another he had he who sitting in 

shoulder (Lake) man shot, was the 

yan, wa'k E-ukski' shas. 
woods, in the a Lake man. 

arm 

3 Tsui nat at ga'tak, a nat suku'lkip'l' tu'shtok spuka shli'tk E-ukskni. 
After this we ceased (fighting), and we reassembled where lay a wounded Lake man. 

Natak hu'nk hi'shlan M6atuashash ksapok; laki ngu'mshka nga/-ish hu'k. 
Ourselves him we shot at a Pit River man thinking (him (his) had fractured bullet the. 

each other, to be) ; forehead 

Tsui nat watsat shuta'la ma-i sku'lhash pet; tst1i nat ksa'lapk hu'nk shlipks; 
Then we upon a prepared a tule-mat ambnlance-bed; and we lifted into (it) that wounded 

horoe man; 

6 kayuds huk kHi'kat. Tsui nat guhashktcha shewatxu'lsi; tsui nat ga' -una 
not yet he had died. And we started out in the afternoon; and we slowly 

gena hu'nk nga' -isapksh a'nok ndanna: nas nu'sh shli' tk M6atokni 
went on those wounded carrying three (men) : one in the head wounded a Modoc 

nga'-ishtka, nashtoks wa/k shli'tk hu'mtsantkak, nashtoks hu'k luluksga'-
l>y an arrow, another in the shot in the same manner another one tLis with a 

arm was, 

9 ishtka, kanda nat hu'nk watsat shuta'lank a'na. Tchui nat mak'lakp'l' 
gun, whom we upon a horse imbedding brought. And we camped on our 

return t,rip 

hi'uhiush txalamta. 
of the marsh westward. 

rrsuyuk pa,'ktgish lu'pia wenga; tchui nat mbu' sant at ksi'utakiank 
Then they daylight before died; and we in the early now fast-going 

hours 

12 gepga:pele, lap'ni hak gatpampele E-uksi. Na' sh nat hataktak k6kelam 
One we right there - -of 1 iver returned, in two from we returned to Klamath 

days there Marsh. 

ntu'ldsanuish wigata gawal hissuaks; tsu'tskam snu'lash sakalalo'nank 
the dry bottom close by found a man; squirrel's a hole having covered up 

kshu' sha talualxan. Kabatx<Yle sa., tchui wetta hfssuaks kabatxo'lsham; 
he lay inside lying on back. Uncovered they then laughed the man while they unearthed 

(him), him; 

15 tsui sa shpi' tkal, tsui sa spu'nshna wikahak; tsui sa nanka A' -ukskni 
and they raised (him) and they took (him) to a short dis- then some Lake men 

up, tance; 

lugsalshtkak, nanxa siukstkak (la'witchta sha mu'ns lu' gsalsh ), nanxa 
make a slave wanted, some wanted to kill (not wanted they an adult to enslave), a few (were) 

man 

n1a'sa nat stainas hishla-uk. Tchi nanxa gi'ank siukshtka; tchui sa siuka, 
!lorrowful (of) at heart to have shot at Thus some saying wanted to kill and they killed, 

us companions. (him); 

18 at kleka huk. Wak tchihuk pa'tch gitk! stikshui=shitk hu'k tuti'la stakelins-

21 

and died he. How so (curious) he feet had! boot= like they projected aL the 

ksaksi. 
heel. 

Tsissa hu'nk hatokt tankte nat hu'nk tatatenat suko'lkip'l spu'ks-
Thus they at that when we that time we formed a crowd where the 

place 

ksaksi, tankt sa hu'nk gawal kikaskankatk. 
man lay, then they that (Pit River man) while walking about. 

Tsi 
Thus 

ni 
I 

found 

tameno' tka tina 
was out there once 

tapi' 
for the 

last time, 

a ni 
I 

tchui tankskni ka-itata ge'nt 
from that time • never went 
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sell uaJsh uk. N dannitaksni tameno'tka; tina nat kayak shen6tankatk, 
fighting. Three till).es I was there; once we not at all were fighting, 

kinkak I nat luluagsla. Tchfn at nat at ga'tak ndani tamenotk . . 
few only there we enslaved. So I, when we quit (fighting), three times bad been there. 

NOTES. 

19. The long and fertile valley of the Pit River, an eastern affluent of the Sacra
mento River, is inhabitecl by several tribes of Indians who speak dialects of the same 
language family. Of the peculiarities of these tribes, Stephen Powers has given the 
first comprehensiye sketch in the o,Terland Monthly, 1874, pp. 412-416, and in Contribu
tions to North American Ethnology, vol. III, pp. 267-274. The various tribes greatly 
differ in their physical and mental qualities. The Pacamallies, on Hat Creek, at the 
lower end of the valley, were mneh dreaded by peaceable travellers on account of their 
sudden attacks fi·om an ambush. The Indians in Big Valley are a fleshy, stout, and 
physically well-made people, while the Hot Spring Valley people has become deterio
rated through prolonged national misfortune. Against both of these the slaving raids 
of the Klamatbs and Modocs were mainly directed. 

19, 2. The raids were undertaken by the Klamaths and Modocs just before w6kash
time; that is, in April and May. They had no other purpose than to make slaves 0f 
the females and children of the unwarlike, poor, and suffering Pit River Indians, and 
to keep them either at their homes or sell them for ponies, provisions, beads, etc., at the 
Dalles to the Columbia River tribes. Adult men were not enslaYed, but killed outright 
if captured. Similar instances of suppression of weaker tribes of the West by war
like Indians who were their neighbors are those of the Kaynses on Middle Columbia 
River, of the Yuki between Sacramento River and the Pacific Ocean, of the Hupa on 
Triuity River, Cal., all of whom were, at the advent of the whites, the terror of the 
districts surrounding their liomes. 

19, 3. shla6tak for shla6ta ak; the Pit Rivers ran away at the mere sight of the 
Klamath men; ka-i tata siukat, the Pit Rivers never killed any Klamath men. Both 
statements are exaggerations; Hill's own account and Toby Riddle's biographic notice 
tend to prove the contrary. 

19, 3. nellinat, or neli'nat. When they had killed an enemy, they did not follow 
the custom of the Oregonians of taking the scalp. This custom is not found among 
any of the Central Californian tribes. 

19, 4. hu'stchok-huya; by the ~mffix -huya, -uya, the action of the verb is shown to 
take place at intervals, or in a small degree. "They did only little rlamage by killing 
or massacring." Of. shen6tank-huya, 20, 2, and -uya in the ''List of Suffixes". 

19, 4. tCt'm tat sa. Change of the subjects introduced by the pronoun sha, sa, in 
consecutive sentences, is sometimes observed, as here and in 19, 16; 20, 3. Hill often 
uses sha when speaking of the Klamath Lake men, where nat, we, would be more 
appropriate. 

1.9, G. Kitchkanin nt1 for kitchkani nt1 (or ni) nu. Pronouns and particles are 
repeated quite frequently. 

19, 11. Wuksalks is a camping-place distant about six miles from Linkville. It 
was not possible for me to obtain definite information about the trail followed most 
generaUy in those rai<l.s, bnt Dave Hill said that from there they went due south. He 
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was born about the year 1840, and since he was a boy then, carrying- only a J)istol, this 
raid may have taken place about the year 1858. His second raid, which was under
taken the year afterward, was made when he was nearly twenty years old. After this 
he stayed five years in Oregon City, on the Lower Willamet River. 

19, 1u, and 20, 1. What is said here up to the word snawa/ds is evidently an anti
cipation of what follows in 20, 6. 7. 

19, 16. sas tillindsa, or shash tilindsba: shash is apposition to wewanuish, which 
stands here, as frequently, for wewannishash; 23, 5, we find: wewanishasb. 

20, 2. lapik for lapi gi: " two are, two were." 
20, 9. Tiuno'leshtat. The distance between Klamath Marsh and the Pit River 

country was estimated at three days' lndian travel; but it often took four days to reach 
there on horseback. 

20, 10 and 11. mak.laksksaksi refers to the encampment and immediate surround
ings of the Indian captors, the Klamath Iiake meu and the 1\fodocs, who had gone with 
ili~. • 

20, 13. guhuashktcha. They seem to have returned home over the same trail 
which they had followed in going south. They passed between Little Klamath and 
Rhett Lake, which latter is also called 'rule and Modoc Lake. 

20, 17. tsui ge-u, etc. This sentence has to be construed as follows: tsui guikaka 
hf1'k lft'gs spunish ge-u: ''hereupon that slave, transferred by me, ran away." 

21, 2 and 3. B6shtin tpa-6k. This man was an American settler on Lost River, 
who, with other settlers, had previously attacked one of the Pit River tribes, in punish
ment for depredations committed. In the fight which took place, some whites were 
killed by the Pit Rivers, and tllis prompted the abovementioned sett1er to slaughter an 
ox for the Lake men, in order to raise their spirits for deadly revenge on the common 
enemy. The beef was slaughtered and eaten at his farm. 

21, 5. Tsui nat, etc. This incident was explained to me by Dave Hill, as follows : 
The famous Captain George was at that time war-chief both of the Klarnaths and the 
l\'Iodocs. He had ordered Kiukamtch, the llead-man of the Nnshaltktl.ga=Modocs> to 
join the expedition against the Pit Rivers. His refusal to go prompted Dave Hill 
and others to deprive him of llis elk-skin cuirasHes; but finally, to secure success to 
the expedition, the parfleshes were returned to their owners. 

21, 7. Humasht nat. A verb like gi or shuta has to be supplied. 
21, 12. sellaluish, translated here by "war-expedition", still retains its verbal 

nature; for it is connected with two temporal adverbs : lupi' and hunk. More circum
stantially the sentence can be rendered : "we rode far beyond the terminal point of 
our previous raiding campaign." · 

21, 18. lewak, a verb composed of two particles. Getak and kanktak, formed 
almost in the same manner, are also used as verbs. Below, Iewak is separated into 
its two components by a pronoun: la nat wak ka-a; la' nat wak ga1dsawia-a. 

21, 19. wewansni. The terminal -ni turns the wewanuish into a kind of adjectival 
phrase. See the peculiar use made of this ending in the Dictionary and in the Grammar. 

22, 8. hataktk. The final k is the verb gi, ki, "said"; tchin hataktk is: tchi nft 
hatakt gi. 

22, 21. shatchlzarnia is one of the various modes of painting face and body in use 
among the western Indians. White paint was put on in this manner (see Dictionary) 
only when the Indians were on the war-path. From the same verbal base is derived 
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shatcho'lgi, to contract the half-opened hand or fingers. Compare also: shatza/dsha, 
shatua;ca, shat~lakish. 

23, 6. gakay(iluk refers to the women, not to the Klamath men. These latter 
retired with the captured females to the top of a hill, to secure themselves better against 
further hostile attacks.- shishat;ca, distributive form of shiatza. 

23, 11. tinkayula. The Pit River men ran out of the timber to flee from further 
attacks, and some ran up the steep bank from the dry ri·v-er-bed. While they did so, the 
Lake men surrounded them and completely closed the circle (shta hashampka). Never
theless, some of them managed to break through the intervals; this frightened the 
Klamath men, and then the other Pit Rivers also escaped towards the hills. 

23, 12-14. The three men and the boy who went up the hill belonged to the Pit 
Rivers. The Klamath Lake warriors were so surprised at their sudden return to their 
surrounded companions, that the Pit Rivers had an opportunity to escape during the 
confusion. 

24, 4. Natak. The sentence has to be construed: natak hishlan hft'nk, Moatua
shash ht1'nk ksapok. "None others but ourselves shot at him; though he was one of 
our men, we thought him to be a Pit River man". 

24, 4. laki. He had been shot in the eye-bone. 
24, 6. kla'kat stands for kla'ka at; cf. 28, 12. gatpant for gatpna at. 
24, 6. shewatzfl'lsi: for shewatzo'lash i, or shewatzo'lish i; the i appearing here 

not as a local, but as a temporal case-suffix. shew~1t;ca, noon; lit.: the day divides 
itself in two; shewatzo'la, afternoon, the day has divided itself in two a wh·ile a.go. 

24, 8. luluksga'-ish, uncommon form for hiluksgish, l6loksgish, rifle, gun, lit. "fire
maker". 

24, 17. siukshtka stands for the full form siukshtka gi. 
24, 18. tuti'la. By inadvertence the distributive form is used here instead of the 

absolute form tuila, for the Pit River man spoken of had an abnormal fleshy excres
cence on one foot only. 

25, 1. shellualsbuk: he means fighting with the Pit River Indians. 
25, 1. ndannitaksui, incomplete grammatic form for ndannitankshni. 
25, 2. kinka-ak i, only a few; meaning females of the Pit River tribes. 
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E-UKSNI SELLUAL S.A.TAS. 

HOW THE LAKE MEN FOUGH1, THE SNAKE INDIANS. 

Sa't 
Snake 
Indians 

GIVEN BY DAVE HILL IN THE KLAMA'l'II LAKE DIALECT. 

LuPi SELLUAL. TilE FIRST FIGHT. 

gatpa tina 
went once 

til E-uksi; l{6ketat slaa wewanuish E-ukskt'sas 
over to Klamath on William- they saw females of the Lake tribe 

Marsh; son River 

v-Lt'nshatk gepkapsh. 'l'chui sakatlank gepka wewanuishash mak'lakuapkst; 
in canoes approaching. Then going alo_ng they came (waiting till) the bad gone to their camp; 

the trail U}) women 

3 tsui mak'leka wewanuish, tsui hatakt gatpa Sa't, tsui nga'-isa wewalaks 
then went to camp the women, and noar (them) came the and wounded the old women 

Snakes, 

pi'la. 
only. 

'l'ankt A' -ukskni, h-Ltktoks hfssuaks gepka, k'lewidshapka luela giug 
That time the Lake tribe, (when) these (hostile) men arrived, bad gone away for killing 

kia'm. 
fish. 

6 Tsui at hushts6x hu'nk wewaHi'ksas Sa't, tchui gampele; tanktak 
.And massacred those aged females the Snake then retumed; pretty soon 

men, 

tchui A'-ukskni hfhassuaks gasaktsna. Tsui mak'lex hilk Sa' t laki N xitsar 
after this the Lake the men pursued. And encamped that Snake chief Dried-

'l'sft'ks (na'sht hil'k sesatk Sa't laki kilu's); tsui E-ukskni slaa mak'lexapks. 
Leg (so he was Snake (the) chief-hero); then the Lake wen espied him to be enc3mped. 

called 

9 Tsui gu'lgi sha, tsf1i ti'ns:r:ta Sa't, tsui siuka hil'nk Nxitsa-Tsil'ksas Sa'tas 
Then charged they, and ran away the and thPy killed him Dried-Leg the Sn11.ke 

Snakes, 

lakias. 
Ieruler. 

Tchui nanka Sa't gampele, nanxatoks hu'shtchok. 
Upon this some Snake went home, but others were killed. 

men 

Tchi sellual titna Sha' tash. Kpudsan1peli sha hil'nk Sa'tas, tchui 
Thus they fought one time the Snakes. Drove back they those Snakes, and 

12 ka-itata gatpant Sha't; at vusha E-ukski'shash. 
never again came the Snakes; (for) they the Lake tribe. 

fear·ed 

LfJ'LDATKiSH B6SHTINASH 1'ir1LA. SHEN61.'ANKA. SHATASH. 

DAVE IIILL FIGHTS THE SNAKE INDIANS ON THE SIDE OF THE 
AMERICANS. 

Shiulka na'lsh ka-ag Mr. Huntington; Sa-atas i'tpa Moadoki"sh tchish 
Collected ns long ago Mr. Huntington ; the Snakes he the Modocs alMo, 

brought, 

na'lsh tchi'sh i'tpa gi'ta, tchui tchia nat na'dsag. Tchui ti'na ill6lolatk 
us likewise he bore, then lived we in one spot. 

brought 
Then one year-elapsed 
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Sha't guikak. Hu'k lapi lahiki: Sa't wi-as Tchatchaktchaksh na-asht 
the went away. There two chiefs : Snake one Tchatchaktchaksh 110 

Snakes (were) man 

sesatk, na' sh tchig: Panaina tchi' sesatk. Tchui so'ldshas shawiga, tsui 
named, one (man) besides: Panaina so named. Upon this the military was aroused, and 

gena; ttl' Spa-ish Valley gatpa sho'lsash hu'k, tsui sakemawank hatokt 3 
set out ; far off to Surprise Valley marched the soldiers, and rendez-vousing there 

llTlt'lua; la'p mepoks gena shii'ldshash; na'sh Lieutenant Oatman wi-asht 
got. rea~y; two companies went (of) soldiers; one Lieut. Oatman thus 

sheshatk laki shu'ldshash, na'sh tchik Lieutenant Small na-asht sheshatk 
named (was) chief of soldiers, one besides Lieut. Small thus named (wail) 

lald shu'ldshash. 
cb~f of soldiers. 

Tu' nat talaak~ yamtital gena. 
(From) we straight northwards proceeded. 

6 
there 

rrsf1i nat e-ushtat geluandsa, tsui nats shHi'pka Sha't; ki'lilks shlaa; 
Then ~-e a lake went around, and us noticed the f'nakes; the dust they per-

ceived; 

tchui yainatal ka.k6lakpka, nanxa e-ushtat ga/ -npkapk (Warner Lake, tchi 
then W:uner Ridge we climbed, some through the waded (Warner Lake, so 

lake 

huk na'sh hu'k sesatk e-us). Tch{li Camp Warner m~k'lek tina nat waita; 9 
that one named lake). Then at Camp Warner camped one we day and 
one (was) night; 

tsf1i nat guhashktcha talaat txalanJ.ti' tal. Tchui nat telo'li "Tchewa1n 
tb!'n we started out directly towards west. .And we looked down ".Antilope's 

Stu'", tchihuk sesatk kaila; ts{li nat htpi guli'nd~a (skuyu'i natch hu'k 
Trail", so this named (is) locality; then two of us went down (dehchod us the 

(into it) (two) 

lalaki), tsui shna'-uldsha nat. Tchui nat talo'li; galo'la nat k'makuapkuk 12 
command- and galloped off wf\. And we scouted; dismounted we to reconnoitre 

ers) , 

S{ttas maklaksas, tsui nat wawapk k'makka nat, tsui ma'ntsag gi'tk la'pi 
the Snake Indians, and we sat down (and) spied we, then shortly afterwards two 

Sa't tu'kni gepgapele: kokagtalkni gepgap'l'. 
Snake from a returned : over a rivulet they came back. 
ru en distance 

Tsui tilo' dshipk nat, tsui 
And saw them coming we, then 

t{tlaak guti'lapkap'li nats; tsui nat wal'hha kawalia'kuapk sa'-ug. Tch{li 15 
towards they descended while us; and we watched they would ascend believing. But 

(us) roun~ing a hill (them) 

ka-i gawalia' ga, hi'tok tu' gatpampele tchi' -ishtat m'na; nat ma'nts=gi'tk 
not they came up, but from away they returned to camp theirs; we after a while 

there 

ga/la pgapele sh tilsharn peli-ua pkuk. 
rode back to report again. 

Tsui nat ga'mpeli, tsui na'ts gaya-
when we came back, (in front) had 

of us 

itsampk shii'ldshash huk, lupiak nats galxalgi'pka. 
advanced the military, before we bad folly descended 

from the hilL 

Tsui til' =hak nats a gepksi at shla' pka, tsui tassuipk, tsui ktaital 
Then a long way when we came down they saw (tbe and chl!rged (them), and to the rocka 

behind (the Snakes) , 
soldiers) 

ti'nshampk Sa-at huk. San6tanksi nat sash gatpa, tsui tu' shlikshgan's 
scampered off the Snakes. .At the moment of we them reached, and nearly shot me 

:fighting (the soldiers) 

18 

a Sa't. Tu'taks huk sho'ldshash nanuk ga-6leka kpii'lxuk Sa'tas; li-mi'l= 21 
the Far up the soldiers all climbed up to dislodge tbe Snakes ; the packer 

Snakes. 

; . 
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man pi'la yana shlaka watch hti'nk. Tsui sa sen6tank; watch na'sh h:hakt 
of army alone below guarded horses (theirs). Now they fought; horse a single over there 
baggage . 

tkaJamna, tsui na'sh E-ukskni shnuktsastkak hu'nk watch. Ts{ti ni 
stood on a hill, when one Lake man started to catch that horse. .And I 

3 le,.l.,.e-ula: "shli-uapkam'sh sha, liukayank a i-ti'ta !" tchin gi; "huiya!" 
tried to dissuade "will shoot you they, lying in ambush they are so I said; "don't go I" 

(him): firing I" 

na'st ni hemkank: "huiya!" Tsui gena Ifi'llikankank, tsui Sa't htik tewi 
so I spoke: "don't go!" .And he went speeding off, and the at him fired 

Snakes 

gatpank;:,hkshi hu'nk wats. 
when he had almost the l10rse. 

reached 

Tsui Ifadsuksaksina Hi'kshktsa ga'-ish hti'k. 
And right on the cl1in took (his) skin off bullet that. 

6 Tsui nat ka-i hu'nk snu'kat watch hunk; tsui huk Sa't ti'nsna kat hu'k 
.And we not caught horse that; and the Snakes ran away who him 

shli'kshga. Tsui nat kpu'laktsa tu' ati ga-u'lxa; nanuk huk Sa't gaktsui 
had almol't shot. Tl1en we pursued (them hi,~rh up we ascended ; all the SnakeR went into 

and) (in the hills) 

wali'shtat, ku'mets hatakt gull' tu'mi hihassuaks.· 'rsfti hatokt gi'ank 
tl.Je rock-clifl's, the caves also there enterPd many men. .And in there staying 

9 sawi'ka bilk Sa't, suashu{tla sa hu'nk kta-i, tsui vu'ssa shu'ldshash. At 
became the Snakes, (and) piled up tl.Jey rock s, and became the troops. Then 
angry afraid 

yana ti'lxa shappash, tsui nat gempele. 
down. inclined the sun, and we returned 
wards (to camp). 

l{ayaktsna shuldshash wewanuish; u-i'tsn_a sha, tsui nu shlaa 
Pursued the soldiers women; they marched in front file, then I perceived 

ka'lo hatakt tf1ya; hunkant tsfg 
juniper-tree there stood below; against it then 

12 hissuakshas . ktayat 
a man the rocks 

l\1ft'ni 
A t all 

tsuti'la. 
underneath. 

ts'halamnank layipk lu'luksgishtka. 
sitting close be pointed with his gun. 

rrstli nde-ulxan shla-ank hu'nkt layi-
A ml I let me fall seeing him point-

(at me) 

pakst, tsui ni si'ktsaslan wika; tsui ni 
ing, and I crawled aside a little ; and I 

shli'wal nanuyank txa'lxa; tchui 
cocked making ready (and) stood up; and 

15 ni'sh les'ma ge'tal ta'ds, layipk tft'shtal lupi' shla-o'lan's. 
me he did not at that Jw where at first he had seen me. 

~e ~~ ~n~ 

Tsui ni shli' n ; 
Then I fired; 

pat6 n shli'n, tsui ndewanka; tsui ni ho'txe, tsui ni pa'n shlin nu'sh 
in the I hit (him), and he fell; then I sprang to- and I again shot (him) in the 
cheelr wards (him), head 

sikeni' tkstka. 
with a pistol. 

Tsui so'ldshash ti'ntpa, tsui neli'na nu, tsui kuixan Sa'ta~ 
Then the soldiers arrived, and scalped I and recognized Snake 

(him), I m an 

18 hf1'nk, 
that, 

kandan hu'nk shi' uga. 
whom I had killed. 

Gitakni hu'k 
Hailing he 

P'laikni; E-ukskishash 
from Sprague to a Klamath Lake 

River; · (woman) 

mbushealtk; na-asht hu'k shesatk Lapa=Kiu=gi'tk; tchihuk shesatk. At 
he was married; so he (was) Two-Rumps-having; thus he (was) Now 

caMed named. 

nat neli'nulank at gempele mak'laktstik, at ti'nnaga. 
we having done scalp- returned for encamping, and (the su?) was 

ing (him) settmg. 

1.-,sui nat mak'lex; 
Then we camped; 

21 k6kag hatakt tti'nsna, saigataks hatokt ki; hu'nkant tchi'k hu'k kokag 
a brook there waa running a prairie right there was; through Jt iben thn.t stream 

by, 
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tft'nsxantsa. yashaltk. 
was running studded with 

willows. 

Tchui kissa'mi shft'dsha Sa't; tu' wali'sh i-utfla 
Then at nightfall made a fire thfi there the cliffs below 

Snakes; _ 

tu'shtuk ku'mme. ~ffi 1 ska tankt sHi'wi; tsf1i ' gatpa Sa't t.;U.ta. psn1 
there (was> a cave. · Very c~d that time (the wind) and in the came the (and) fired. 

blew' ; night Snakes 

rrsui shuldshash A/ tsui nat mu'lna, a nat guhuashktsa, psinak 3 vu ssa, 
And the soldiers took fright, and we got ready, and we marched, the same 

night 

rnu' atan nat gena ; nishta nat gena. 
southwards we went; the whole we marched. 

Tfi' nat yainatat pa'ktgi, tsu'i nat 
Far we on the moun· were at then we 

nt'lka. 
night away tains dawn, 

stopped there 
in the early hours. 

Lu'luagslash tankt lapksapt wewanuish; ana nat hu'nk, tsui nat ·pan 6 
They enslaved that time seven women; brought we those, then we again 

mak'lex Na'wapksh yan1akstan ga'dsa txaiamna. Tsui ko!fag hatakt 
encamped from Goose Lalre rorth side of a little to the west. And a brook there 

tu'nsna; 
is running; 

tsf1i psin gatpa Sa't, tsui !fa-i nat kaktant; 
and at night came the and not we EOlept; 

Snakes, 

ni' shta nat !fa-i 
· all night we not 

kaktant. 
slept. 

Tsf1i n1busant pan gatpa Sa't; yaina-ag kuita nats huk tu'pka, 9 
And next morning again came the a hillock back of us s1ood, 

Snakes; 

tsui hatakt li' wal Sa' t, tsui kaki''hha sho'ldshash ; 
and there gathered the and missed (them) the soldiers; 

Snakes, 

ati hu'nk kaki''hha. 
by a them -they missed. 

long way 

Tsf1i nat watsatka taluak-huya; tsui gaya-a na'ts hu'k Sa't. Mbusant 
Then we on horseback rode after them; ana were hiding before us the Snakes. In the morn;ng 

nat gepgap'li; at ga'tak Sa.tas slaa, tsui nat gatpampele. Tsui shu'ldshash 12 
we returned; no longer any found and we went back home. And the military 

Snakes we, 

hu'k shawana wewan'sh na'ls hu'nk, Sa'tas wats tchish la'p. 
,!!'ave women to us those, of the Snake horses also two. 

A nat gat-
Then we re-

tribe 

pampele gi'ta E-ukak; hu'ktoks Lieutenant Small tu' shipi'tk Na'wapksh 
turned here to :Fort. Kla· but he Lieut. Small over separated Goose Lake 

m~; ili~ 

gunr gstant gempaluk Spa-ish Valleyta1a. 
opposite for returning to Surprise Valley. 

La'p Satas wewanuish a'na. 
Two Snake females he took 

with him. 

NOTES. 

28. The various bands of Snake Indians inhabiting Oregon east of the Cascade 
Mountains are gaining their sustenance chiefly by the chase. This accounts for their 
constant wanderings and ubiquitous presence sometim~ at Camp Harney, or the 
Owyhee and Snake River, at other times near Warner Lake, or the Klamath Marsh. 

The date of this raid could not be determined; it may have preceded the fight 
related below by ten or twenty years. 

28, 1. E=uksi, "to Klamath .lVIarsh"; on Williamson River (K6ke), which forms 
the outlet of the Marsh, tile Snakes saw women of the Lake tribe crossing or passing 
dowu the river in their dug-out canof>s, which they use for gathering w6kash (the seed 
of the pond-lily) on the Marsh. 

15 
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28, 2. gepkap~::;h, formed by l:iyllabic cliHion from gepkapkash; cf. 29, 19. 
28, 2. Sakatla, to COme up, to arriYe by the trail. I 

28, 3 and 4. wewaHLkt{ pi'la, the old. women only; the ymwger ones, on whom prin-
cipally devohres the work of w6kash-gathering, found time to escape in their canoes 
from the raiders. 

28, 4. k'lewidshapka. The men had gone fishing to distant places, leayiug their 
females in the camp, not apprchcnsi\e of any hostile attack. 

28, 8. kilo's, or kili1's, is the epithet given to ~'Dry-Leg", the Sm~ke chief; it means 
a bold fighter, leader of a fighting band; literally: "irate, wrathful", and may be here 
taken as an equivalent to "war-chief" (sessal6lish laki). 

28, 13. 1\foadoki'sh, apocopated for 1\foadokishash; also 28, 1: ·,Yewanuish (we
wau'sh) for ·wewannishash (shlii{t geplmpsh). Na/lRh tehi'sl1, 'US also; that iH, we of the 
Klamath Lake tribe, were gathered by Mr. Perit llunt.ington into one district, the newly 
established Klamath Reservation. A large number of the Lake People were then Hcat
tcred about Klamath Marsh, which is Yisited by them now in summer only for fishing, 
gatbering w6kash and berries, and for hunting. 

28, 14. Dave llill, now interpreter (hUdatkish) at the Klamath Lake .Agency, took 
a part in this short but interesting expedition, in the capacity of an Indian scout. He 
fixes himself the date of it by the words "tina illololatko", or a full year after the 
Indians had been gathered on the Re erYation by J\<Ir. Pel'it Huntington. The treaty 
was concluded on October 1~1, 1864, and the campaign was undertaken in U166 by a small 
body of ..American troops for the purpose of bringing back to the Reservation a baud 
of Suake Indians who had run away from it. This unruly tribe, jealous of Hs iormer 
iudependence, has left the Reservation even since then, and could only after much 
('xertion be induced to return. The fights took place west of Warner Lake, and north 
of the border-line between California and Nevada, within the former haunts of these 
western Shoshonis. 

The Report of the Acting Commissioner of Indian .Affairs for 1867, page UD sq., 
mentions thi~ expedition in the following laconic terms: ''October 27, 18GG, troopR 
consisting of 21 men, Ftrst Oregon infantry, and. five Indian Klamath scouts, under 
Lieutenant Oatman, and 27 men, First Oregon cavalry, under Lieutenant Small, had a. 
tight with a band of hostile Snake Indians near Lake Aubott [should read: Abert], in 
tho Klamath country, Southern Oregon. The Indians had so chosen their positiou 
that the troops were obliged to dismouut to attack them. The fight lasted one and a 
half hour, and 14 Indians were killed and many wounded." 

On page 100 of the same Report, another :fight against Snake Indians is spoken of: 
"Late in November, 1866, in a conflict between the troops and Snake Indians near 
Fort Klamath, 10 Snake Indians were killed by the troops, and three more by the 
friendly Klamath and Moadocs who accompanied them." This may have been the same 
fight as the one above, reported with much less accuracy of detail. 

29, 3. Spa-ish Valley, name corrupted from Survrise Valley. This valleyi~::; situated 
in the northeastern angle of California, and on the shore of its two alkali lakes several 
American settlements have spnmg up. A few Snake Indians live peaceably around. 
Fort Bidwell, whieh is located at the uorthern extl~emity of the valley. 

29, 10. tftht<lt txalamt1'tal, consonantic assimilation for tMaak txalamti'tal, duo we:st. 
29, 17 alHl 19. nfi/tH, nateh, for n:Vls, llfV1Rll, ll~VIa~o;Jt, us; Jl{tJ.s a gepln:;l, for nfVlash 

a gepkash L 
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29, 17 and 18. gaya-itsampk. The advance of the troops was ordered in conse
quence of Hill's report that Snake Indians had been seen by him and his fellow-scout. 

29, 19. tu'=hak; hak means: on this side of something or somebody, referring to an 
object located between the speaker and something more distant. 

29, 19 and 20. shla/pka (for shHi/apka) and tassuipk (for tassui-apk) "they saw and 
attacked them in Hill's absence"; t:inshampk "they scampered off unseen by Hill". If 
the simplex verbal forms shlli/a, ta.ssui (or tashui), th;tshna were used, they would imply 
that Hill then saw the Snake Indians himself, that he was among the troops charging 
them, and that he had seen them in person scampering off. 

30, 3. lewe-ula really means: not to permit, not to allow, to forbid. 
30, 3. tch:in gi, short for tch:i ni gi : '' so I said. " 
30, 5. In8tead of gatpanksbksbi could also stand in the text: gatpanmtpkshi; ~he 

final -i being used in a temporal sense in both terms. 
30, 8. kfl'mets, contr. from kft'mme tchish, or from ku'metat tchish. 
30, 9. suashmlla, etc. They piled up rocks to serve them as barricades to shoot 

from behind. 
30, 11. u-i'tsna, distributive form of 6-itchna; see Dictionary. 
31, 7. Na/wapksh, etc. Transcribed into the fuller and more explicit grammatic 

forms, this phrase would read: Na/wapkash yamak:ishtana ketcha txalamna, "to the 
northwest of Goose Lake." For Na/wapksh, Ne-uapksh, see Dictionary. 

31, 13. This campaign terminated in a decided victory over the runaway Snake 
warriors, but failed to accomplish its real pUfl)OSe of bringing them back to the 
Reserve. N eve:r:theless, these Indians had been severely chastised by losing quite 
a number of men killed and wounded, and seven women of their tribe captured by the 
military. 

Mo' noKNr M.A.KLAKs sH:ELLUAL. 

THE lVIODOC WAR. 

OBTAINED FROM THE RIDDLE FAMILY IN THE MODOC DIALECT. 

Sha1am 1H69 A. B. Meacham shuashula1iampkish nanuk m3,klakshash 
In the au- of 1869 A. B. Meacham the superintendent over all Indians 

tumn 

shualaliampka Txalamtala; Modoki'shash hushUtnka ne-ulakshgishi K6ke-
kopt watch in Oregon ; the Modocs he met at the council-ground on Lost 

tat wigatan tchussni'nish slankosh; nush snawedshash ge-u tula sha,tela 3 
River near the Natural · Bridge; me wife mine together he hired 

lutatkatki. 
to be interpreters. 

At na nanuk ne-ulakgishxe'ni gatpa; nanuk ma;klaksh wawapka, 
Then we all to council-ground went; the whole tdbe was sitting there, 

vuni'pni hundred pen nda'ni ta-unep pen vunip pe-ula hihashuatchxash, 6 
four htmtlred ue<rides three tens besides four men, 

3 
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we-uh3kash tata'ksni tchi'sh. Meacham shapi'ya tua gatpamn6ka: "at 
old wo~en children also. Meacham told (them) what he had come for: "now 

rna/lash nu shiulkishxeni itchanuapka E-ukshitala." 
ye • I to the reservation I shall remove to Klamath Lake." 

3 Oapt'n Jack, ma;klaksam la;kf, hemexe: "Ka-i nu tata ge-u kafla 
Captain Jack, of the Indians the chief, _ said: 11 Not I ever my country 

shesha'tui; hemkanka nu Boshtinash, ha shana-uli medshapkash, tchfa. 
did sell; have said I to .Americans, if wished to emigrate (there), they could 

live (there). 

l{a-itoks nu gen tata kafla shesha'tui, hu'toks Sk6ntchish shesha'tui." 
Not I this ever country did sell, but he Sk6ntchish sold (it)." 

6 Meacham kai hu pipa itpa shu'-utanksh hameniuga, heshl'a hu pena 
(Then) Meacham himself the pa· brought an arrangement wishing, showed (that) his own 

per he 

she'shash shumaluash; pen nanukash tu shawi-uli itchampelish. shiu'lkish= 
name had written on it; again all people over he wanted to take back to the reserva.

there 

kaila. Kf-uks ka-i shana-uli gempelish; hu ge-u lewitchta tpewash. At 
tion. The conjurer not wanted to go back; he (to) mine objected talk. Then 

9 ~akiak~:; lewitchta ke-ish shiu'lkish=ka:Ha. Meacham ;killetana nalash gentge; 
the tribe refused to go to the reservation. Meacham forcibly told us to go ; 

cans 

To by hotamsxa 
Toby Rid- rushed be-

die tween 

at tinea' ga ma;kloks i-amnan l6loksgish. 
then sprang up the Indians seizing (their) guns. 

B6shtin tchi' sh. 
The Amari- also. 

hemkanka kfe: "Hi-it6kat! ke-u hemkanksh matchatkat, ;ka-i a hun pi-
<and> spoke thus: "Yo be quiet! to my speech listen ye, not ye this on 

thing 

12 pelangshta samtchatka. Meacham ma'lam hil shi'tchlip, hemkanka tidsh, 
toth sides understand well. Meacham yours he is the friend, be spoke to your 

benefit, 

1nal tidsh tchitki g·iuga. J{anktak gi'n wawaJ;kan Inatchatkat; ka-i ;kfluat, 
ye comfort- to live for the Quietly here sitting down listen (to him) ; not be wmth-

ably purpose. ful, 

B6shtin, at nu talaak shu'ta! 
ye Americans, then I straight will make 

(it) I 

N anuk wawalxan i'Jkat ma'lam l6loksgislt! 
All (ofye) sitting down lay ye your guns·! 

down 

15 at toks ma'l pe'n shana-uli ma;klaks hassasuakish." 
11ow with ye again desire the Indians M debate." 

(whites) 

Kedsha pen hemkankatko tino'li; at nanuk hemkanka, mbu'shan 
Fol' sQme time again after talking tho sun then all agreed, next day 

went down; 

genuapkuga shiulkishxeni=kaila. 
to remove to the reservation. 

18 Mbil'shan nanuk shiulkishxeni gena Mo'dokni; Meacham tula gena. 
Next morning all to the reservation went the Modocs; Meacham with traveled. 

(them) 

Shiulkishxeni "Mo'dok Point" sheshash gishi gatpa; at Meacham Mo'doki-
Within the reserva- to ":Modoc Point" (its) name they went ; then Meacham to the 

tion 

shash shulo'dsh nanukenash shewana shapiya, tidsh p'nalash shualaliatnpa-
Modoos the clothing to every one distributed (and) said, well for t.hom he would 

21 kuapgasht. At Mo' dokni E·nkshikishash tu'la wawaltka; at hatak hish-
:vrovide. Then tbe Modoca the Klamath Lakoij together conferred; now here lb!>y 
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talta at kayak hishtchaktnan nadsha'shak tchi-uapkuga, B6shtinash shiich-
promised at no getting incensed in a common home they would live, (and) to the Amari- they won 11! 

time cans · 

laluapkuga. 
keep friendship. 

At lapi lalaki . shatashi hishtaltnuga. 
Then the chiefn shook hands for promise. 

two 

Meacham Oapt'n Knap-
Meacham to Captain Knapp 

pash shenuidsha maklakshash shualaliampatki giuga. 
turned over the Indians to be their agent. 

3 

At Mo'dokni ktcWnksh ntchayetampka shtishtnao'tan; 
Upon the Modocs rails to split-commenced to build houses; 
this 

ndankshap~ 
eight 

tankni tousand ktcWnksh shushata. · At humashtgiulan E-ukshikni k6-i 
times thousand rails they made. Now after achieving this t be Klamath Lakes Wick-

edly 

ne-ulxa, nanuk ktchinksh Mo'dokishash temeshka, hemkank6ta: "kaila 6. 
acted, all the rails from the Modocs they took away, declaring: "the land 

p'nalam", kshapa; "Modokishash l6loaksh", kshapa; "B6shtin kleksht", 
to them (be- so they aald; "the Modocs (are) bondsmen", 110 they said; •· white people they will be-

longs)", come", 

kshapa. Mo' dokni lakf ka-i yamtkin ~Ieachalam hemkanksh, B6shtinash 
so they said. The Modoc chief not forgetful of Meacham's word, (that) the Ameri-

(was) can government 

(hunk hu Meacha shapiya ), tidsh shlepakuapkasht Modokishash, B6shtin 9 
(that he Meacham said), well would protect the Modoos, the Ameri-
thing can 

lakiash shlea shapiya, E-ukshikisham ktchinksh temeshkash ka-i Mo'-
agent visited (and) told the Klamll.th Lakes the rails had taken away (and) to the 

(him), not 

dokishash shewanapelish shana-uli. E-ukshikni hetnkank: "na'lam a hun 
Modocs (them) to return wanted. The Klamath Lakes said: "our ye 

kailati ktchinksh vulo' dsha." B6shtin lakf ka-i tpewa E-ukshikishash Mo- 12 
from the 

land 
the rails (ye) have cut " The Amari- ngent not ordered the Klamath Lakes to the 

can 

dokishash ktchinksh shewanapelitki, ka-i E-ukshikishash tpewa tala gin 
Modocs the rails to return, not the Klama~h Lakes ordered money 

(he) 

Modokishash shewanatki. Pen B6shtin laki Modokishash wenni shiashla ; 
to the Mvdocs to vay (for them). Again the Ameri- agent the Modocs · elsewhere removed; 

can 

pen Mo' dokni ktchinksh tunepni tousand shu'ta, pen E-uk;;:hikni gatpam- 15 
again tho Modocs rails five thoue.and made, once the Klamath Lakes coming to 

more their lodges 

nan Modoldshash nanuk ktchinksh papalla. 
tho Modocs of all rails robbed. 

Mo' dokni laki pen gena Agency luldam, pen heshegsha E-ukshikisham 
The Modoc chief again went to the agency in winter, once complained the Klamath Lakes 

more 

ktcWnksh pen pallash, ka-i shana-uli E-ukshiki'shash pelpeliash hunashak; 18 
the rails again to have not (did ho) want for the Klamath Lakes to work gratuitously; 

stolen, 

shana-uli kitchakelan pi' sh ktchinksh shnu'ktgi. 
he w::tnted to be paid to himself rails for having taken. 

At agent pen nadshash 
Then the agent again in one batch 

shiashla 1\fodoki' shash, at Mo' dokni nda'nash pen pel peltampka. Pen 
removed the Modoos, now the Modoca at a. third place again to work-commenced. Once 

more 

E-ukshikni ktchinksh 
the Khmatll Lake:; the mils 

Mo' dokishash nanuk 
from the Modoee all 

papalla, Capt'n Jack pen 21 
11tole, (and) Oaptain J aok a pin 
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B6shtin lakiash shapiya E-ukshikishash pi'sh tala shewanatki ktchfnkshtat. 
tbn .Ameri- agent told the Klamath Lakes to him money should pay for (his) rails. 

can 

Bosh tin laki at kfl.!huan henH~xe: '' Ha i lin pen gepktak, tchu'i mish ntt 
Tbe .Ameri- agent now gettin_g en- spoke: "If you again come here, then you I 

can raged 

3 lin tush shpuhtktak !fa-i n1ish E-ukshiki' shash shnun1atchkatgi." 
there will lock up (where) you the Klamath Lakes will bother (any longer)." 

At Mo'-
not 

Here- the 
upon 

dokni lakf gempelan p'na shne-ipakshtat, nannk p'na mltkloksh shiu'lagian, 
Modoc chief returning to his hearth, all his peoplo (he) collected, 

K6ketat amtch tchishtat gen1pele lap:Kshaptankni taunepni n1iles m6at. At 
to Lost River, (to the) old settlement he returned seventy miles south. Then 

6 txalampa:nki rruikloks sheggatxan lakiash tchu'i lupitala medsha Yainakshi 
the half tribe separating from the subse- eastward migrated to Yaneks 

chief quently 

sheshapkash gaptchetka txalampani 1870, h:Haktok 
so-called in May the middle 1870, a.t that place 

tchia Modokishash 
stayed the Modoc11 

shellualsht. 
while fongbt. 

9 Capt'n 
Captain 

Al'pa 
Applegate 

Y afnakshi=gishi' 
at Yaneks 

Modokishash 
theModou 

ma1dakshash 
Indians 

K6ketat 
on LoSt River 

shledsha itch:hnpelish shana-uliuga. Mo' dokni lakf hen1exe : "Ha nish un 
visited to tBke (them) back wishing. The Modoc chief said : " If me 

B6shtin lakf tfdsh shualalian1paktak, gentak nu lin Agency ; ba tchish lin 
the Ameri- agent well will protect, would go I to the agency ; if also 

can · -

12 Tchmu'tch lakf gftak." 
Frank Riddle agent would be." 

Shayuakta hu'nk, Tchmu'tcham talaak shlepa-
He knew, (that) Frank Riddle with justice would ad-

kuapkash. 
minister. 

B6shtin -Iak:l lewitchta humashtgish, Mo' dokni laki lewitchta 
The American ag®t refused to assent, the Modoc chief declined 

ge'sh, ndani B6shtin lakiam kiyan ne-ulkfash; shana-uli kanash dalaak 
to go, three the .Amari- Government deceiv- having compacted; he w~tnted somebody rightly 

times can . ingly 

15 push shlepaktgi; hu shavuakta Tchmu'tcham da1aak shlepakuapkash. 
for him to care ; be knew Frank Riddle rightly woul<l protect him. 

P'natak kaflatat tchi:'sh ha1nene sh11ldshash pi'sh shiukatki; !fa-i pu'sh 
His own in countr.r to stay be preferred the military him in order to kill; not him 

shpu'nshnan shiulkishxeni, hashtawan ·shiukatki pi'sh. 
taking forcibly away to the reservation, by starvation in order to kill him. 

18 Kaftua shu'ta tchi'sh pani shalam 1872. B6shtin hatak=tchi'tko 
Nothing was done further till autumn 1872. The white settlers 

shanahuli maklaksham kafla, maklakshash shana-uli kafla tpulinash tu'm 
desired the Indians' land, the Indians they wanted from the to dri'\"e off wide 

land 

kshunalpash kafla 
pasture-lands 

shan a-uli6ga. 
coveting. 

Maklaksarn wewanishash k6-i shu'ta 
Of Indians the frmales had outraged 

21 B6shtin. K6ketat=tch1tko B6shtin pipa shum{JJuan mu'ni htkiash shnig6ta, 
the whites. On Lost River-settled .Americans a peti · setti11g up Lo tl1e President sent (by mail) , 

tlon 

-
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ka-i shana-uli6ga maklakshash hi tchi'tki. Mu'ni laki walxa: '' Idsha 
not wanting the Indians there to remain. The President replied: "Remove 

maldakshash Agency kayak hishtchaktnan; Jia-i ge-isht, tpudshantak." 
the Indians to the agency not boisterously; not _(they) going, drive tthem there)." 

V unepni taunep shu'ldshash, Oapt'n Jackson laki, hipeni taunep B6shtin 3 
Forty soldiers, Captain Jackson com- twenty white 

man ding, 

hatak==tchftchish tula una'k gakiamna. 
settlers with early surrounded (the 

(them) camp). 

B6shtin laki hemexe: "i lakf gepki!" 
The Amari- com- cried: "you, chief, come here!" 

can mander 

Scarface Charley geknan hemexe: ''Jack Jia-iu patkal!" B6shtin laid Bar-
scarface Charley coming out ~aid: "Jack not yet has got up!" Lieutenant- Bar-

tell hemexe : "i pushpushli watchagalam weash, l6loksgish mi hun elk!" 6 
tell Raid: "you black of a bitch the son, rifle yours this lary 

dowu!" 

Scarface Charley hemexe: "nu'toks ka-i watchaga gi; hishuakshash=shitko 
Scarface Charley said: ''I not a dog am; to a man-alike 

ish hemkank!" Bartell hemexe: "i pushpushli watchakalam weash, 16-
to me speak!" Bartell said : "you black of a bitch the son, ri-

lokshgish nli elx ! " 
fie yours lay 

down!" 

Jackson hemexe: "16loksgish hunkish u'txi." 
Jackson said: "the gun Jrom him take away." 

Lapok 9 
Both 

nadshashak shikenitkish shushpashkan shetui; lapok shaki'ha. Tank hun 
at the same mo- revolver drawing firell; both missed. Hence 

ment 

shellualtaq1pka. 
the war commenced. 

Tanktak B6shtin til' gshta K6ke yutetampka; at nanuk shellualtampka. 12 
Just tlhen the whites on opposite of Lost to shoot-commen(led; then all to fight-commenced. 

shore River 

Tankt lapi taunep maJilaks tchia, tunepni taunep shil'ldshash B6shtin tchi'sh 
That time twenty Modoc war- stayed fifty soldiers American settlers 

riors (in camp), 

shukaltko. Lapgshapta shu'ldshash luela, kanktak nge' she-uiya. Maklak-
rnixed with. Seven soldiers were as many were wounded. Of the In-

killed, 

sam wewanuish tatoksni na'sh taunep kshilda shuenka nge'she-uiya. Ki- 15 
dian women (and) children eleven were killed (and) wounded. Of the 

uksam maklaksh K6Jie gunigshta yamat tamenuo'ta hatakt=tchitchishash 
conjurer the band Lost River across northwards while running the settlers there 

shuenka, ka-i na'sh gin snawedshash tabikiash ka-i luela. 
massacred, (but) not one there woman chilllren not they killed. 

Maklaks laki 
Theldodoc chi~' 

ktayalshtala gena, pen nanka gapt6ga gena t{lla; hataktok tchia 17th Jan- 18 
to the lava-beds went, then others joined (him and) went with there they January 

(him) ; stayed 

nary 1873 tche'k. 
17th 1873 until. 

Tankt vunepni hundred pen vunip shu'ldshash, B6shtin shukaltko, 
That day four hundred and four so!diers, with settlers mixed, 

gutampka. W aita shellual, kelianta ke-ishtat, tinolo'lish tchek kelewi; 21 
attacked (them). All day they fought, without snow (on the at sundown finally they ceased; 

ground), 

shu'ldshash 
the military 

gempelin 
retreating, 

at 
then 

vuni' pni taunep stewa 
forty they missed 

luel6tan ·ngesh6tan 
(in) killed wounded 
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tchish. 
also. 

Tunep 
Five 

tulina !feshgftga idshi'sh kayak wenggapkash; 
they left being unable to take not yet dead ; 
behind, (them) 

tankt 
after 

shft'ldsham genuish ma!flaks shuenka hft'nk. 
the soldiers' retreat the Indian!! killed them. 

3 At Inft'ni laki ne-ulxa: Modokishash shutankuapkuga, A. B. Meacham-
Then the President published a with the Modocs to conclude peace, A. B. Meachr.m 

decree: 

ash tpewa ma!flakshash shutanktgi; General Edward Canby tula shushu-
he ap- with the tribe to confer; General Edw. R. S. Canby along the Peace 
pointed witll 

tanki'shash gena, tula Meachash Toby, Tchmu'tcharr1 snawedshash, In-
commissioners went, with Meacham Toby Riddle, Frank Riddle'>i wife, m · 

6 t.atka. Shushutankish nanuk John Fairchildamkshi gatpa V ulalkshi 
ter·preted. The Peace Commissioners all (to) .John Fairchilda' farm came at C·Jttonwoo(l 

gishi', na'lam kailatat, Febr. 20, 1873. At maklaks B6shtinash hemkank-
Creek, in our country, on Febr. 20, 1873. Then the fudians to the Americans . to talk-com· 

tampka, Tchmu'tch Toby tchi' sh lutaJka. 
menced, Frank Toby Rid· also interpreted. 

dle 

B6shtin ma!flakshash ne-ulxia, 
The Amari- with the Modocs con•ened, 

cans 

9 ka-i B6shtin shellualuapkuga ma!flakshash shu'-utanksh ne-ula!fsh pani'. 
110t the whites should make war with the Modocs the peace-contract was being made while. 

Ma!flaksam laki shewe-ula hemkank6ta B6shtinash ne-ulxia !fa-i pi lupi 
The Modoc chief agreed (and) declare I, (while) the Ameri- were making not he first 

cans peace 

16loksgish tewiuapkuga. 
a gun would fire off. 

At nanka maklaks gatpa Fairchildamkshi; at 
Then some Indians arrived at Fairchilds' farm ; then 

12 hassasuakitampka. 
negotiations began. 

Tankt Skua' Stil, Atwell, nu tchish Toby tchish gena ~fo' dokisham 
Then Squire Steele, Wm. Atwell, I also Toby also went of the Modoc 

la!fiam tchi'shtat shushotanki'shanl ne-ulaksh shtiltchnu'ka; makl'xa tchui. 
chief to the camp, of the Peace Commissioners a message to carry ; (we) passed then. 

the night 

15 Ma!flaksh nal tidshewan ti16tpa, hemkanka: "palpal=tcholeks=gitko lupi !fu'-i 
The Indians us friendly received, (and) said: "the palefaces at first outrage 

shushata, B6shtin tchushak gi' yan ma!flakshash shti'lshga, shu'ldshash hunk 
committed, the whites continually lying on the Indians reported, troops 

nui!flakshash hunashak gfttalnpka, ma!flaksh !fa-i k6pa tu' sh p'nalam kft' -i 
the Indians · for no reason (had) attacked, the Indians (did) not think over there their folks wrongly 

18 giwish; B6shtin ma!flakshash ktayat tpuli' yutetampka ktayat gipkash." 
had l\Cted; The Ameri- the Indians into the drove (and) firing-com- in the them staying." 

cans rocks menced at rocks 

Ma!flaksh hemkanka: "ha a tidsh ~hutankuapka na/lash, k'lewiuapka na 
'l'he Indians declared: " if ye will negotiate peace with us, stop will we 

shellualsh; ha pen na shellualuapka, B6shtin h1pi shellualtampkuapka; 
fighting; if again we should fight, the Ameri- first war-start-would; 

cans 

21 ma!flaks ka-i lupi' tewiuapka." 
the Indians not at first will fire." 

Stil at hemexe: "Ma'lam nenap B6shtinam tchekeli nB,nukash ginta-
steete then said: "Your han.ds of the whites' blood all over sUlined 
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natk6 gi Canby n1a'lash lfilletanuapka gekish tchek k'lewiuapka; Canby 
Canby on ye . will insist to him until ye will give it up; Canby are. 

ma'lash tchui tidshantala kaila idshanuapka gen weli'tan, til'sh mal lfil'-
ye then to a good land will remove from distant, where ye the 

here 

idsha Y amaki' shash ka-i shuenktgi. 
wicked Oregonians not will murder. 

Ha a gita tchiuapka, shuenktak mal 3 
H ye here would remain, they would kill ye 

iln nanuka'nash."-
every one." 

Mo' dokni lakf hemexe: "Ka-i nil shana-uli ge-u kafla kelewfdshash, 
The Modoc Ill! chief said: 77N"ot .I want my country to leave, 

ka-i kiln pen· kaila shayuaktnil'ga tchi'sh. Ge-u tlshi'shap, pgfshap, 6 
not any besides country as I do know to live in. My father, mother, 

txe-unap tchish gfta vilmi', shanahuli p'natak kailatat tchfan keleksh. -
brother also here are buried, I desire in my own country living to die. 

Nil'toks kaftua k6-i gita shil'ta, ka-i tchfk lish kani' tat shpilnshanuapka; 
Myself nothing wrong here have done, not so that any one h?nce should take away (me}; 

getak mish nil vft'la wakaktoks hil nanuk tchia." 9 
this only of you I request, in the same manner as all to live." 

Hemkankftl6tak Capt. J. Biddle nanuk watch Modokisham hikiam palla. 
Just after that talk Captain James Biddle _ all horses of the Modoc chief captured. 

Nad Cambiamgshi gena shana-ulift' ga watch Modokfsham shewanapelitki 
We to General Canby went (and} requested the horses Modoc to return 

lakiam tubakshash. 
the chief~' to the sister. 

Canby lewitchta shewanapelish hemkank6ta: "tidsh 12 
Canby refused to return (them) declaring: "very 

toks nft ftn hun watch shualaliampaktak, shft-fttankft'lash tchek Modoki-
wen I those horses will care for, (and} after making peace then to tbe Mo-

shash watch shewanap'lishtka gi." 
docs the horses (I) intend to return." 

At Meacham hemexe: ''tpe-u i she-
Here- Meacham said: "gi'\'e to re-
upon orders 

wanap'litki shash maklaksam watch! ni'a i hemkanka kaitua k6-i ne-ul- 15 
turn to them of tbe Indians the horses! just you promised nothing outra- to 

now (to them) geous 

kuapkuga, kaitua k6-i shilte-uapkuga." 
order, nothing outra- to perform." 

geons 

Canby shiashna shft'.ldshash tf1nepni hundred tinolishxeni, tinexish-
Gen. Can by move<l soldiers five hundred on west side, on east 

xeni pen tunepni hundred lap miles pipelangshta Modokfshash lakiash; 18 
side again five hundred two miles on both aides of the Modoc chief; • 

gita pen hemkankta~pka. 
there again negotiating-commenced. 

Toby lakiash shtiltchna, tumena til shushutanki'shash shuenkuapkasht; 
(While) to the chief reported, she learned there the Peace Commissioners were to be assassinated · 
T~~~ ' 

tchui lakiash sbapiya: "ha i ftn shft'tanktak, ti'dsh mish iln shualaliampak- 21 
then to the chief said: "if you make peace, well of yon will take·care 

·tak Canby." Lakf hemexe p'nana p'na: "tat ge-u maklaksh~m !£6xpash 
· Canby." The chief said to cousin his: "where of my people the freart 
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genuapka, nu tula genuapka." At makloks ne-ulxa ; nda'n pe-ula shu'-
goes, I with it shall go." Then the tribe took a vote; thirteen to make 

tanksh hamene, nda'ni taunep shellualsh hamene. Lakf hemexe hu'nkish: 
peace wished, thirty warfare wished. The chi f said to her: 

3 "Shapi mi lakiash: Gita nish shle-uapka ktayat, kaftoks ni'sh tu'-una 
"Tell your general: Here me he will find in the rocks, (and) not for me around 

Lernaikshfna kayaktgi, ka-i Yainakshfna kayaktgi. Gita hak ni'sh ftn 
Shasta Butte he must hunt, not about Yanflks he must hunt. Here only me 

shletak ; ndiulaksht ni' sh lin tft' mi shu'ldshash ginti'ltak." 
he will find i after having I many soldiers under (mu) will 

fallen lie." 

6 At shushotankishamgshi gatpamp~lan shapfya maklaksham hemkank-
Then to the Peace Commission having returned she related of the Indians the utter-

uish. Toby pen hemexe: "tua nu mitSh nen shapfyash hamen,e." Meacham 
ttnces. Toby then said: " some- I to you to tell wish." Meacham 

thing 

hemexe: "nu iln ka-i kanash shapftak", Dya tchish ne-asht gi ka-i kanash 
said: "I not toanybody willdivulgo", Dyar also agreed, not toanybody 

9 shapi-uapkuga. Doctor Thomas hemexe: "mil'ni lakiash, na'lam t!shfsha 
to divulge (it) Doctor Thomas said: "the great Ruler, our Father 

shana-uli nil neasht gi; na'lam t2shfsha nil hushtankuapka; ka-i nil un 
desire I to agree with; our Father I have to meet; not I 

kanash shapitak tua mi shapiyash." At Toby tumenash p'na shapiya shash. 
to anybody will relate the you will tell (me now)." Then Toby, what she had heard, told them. 

thing 

12. Ka-itua shil'tan mbil'shan tchek. Bogus Charley shuldshamkshi 
Nothing was done next morning until. Bogus Charley to the soldiers' camp 

gatpa; Doctor Thomas vilni'pni taunepni yards hushtankan hemkanka: 
came; Doctor Thomas forty yards (away) meeting (him) said: 

"W ak lish a nal shushotanldshash shuenksh harnene ~ Na'lam mu'ni 
"Why ye us Peace Commissioners to kill want1 Our 

15 t'shishap nal shguyuen mal shutanktgi tidshantala kaila tna'lash idshantki, 
President us sent with ye to makt peace (and) to a good country ye to bring, 

B6shtinash shitko mal tchi'tki. Gatpa na tchekeli vudshoxalkitki ma'lam 
to the white;; alike ye to live (in). Come we the blood to wash out on your 

neptat gintanapkash, Oreginkni B6shtinash mal ka-i shuenktgi." Bogus 
bands sticking, (and) the Orego- settlers ye no to kill." BogUI~ 

nian (morel 

18 Charley vu'la: "kani' shapiya, ma'lash na'lam shuenkuapkash ~,, Thomas 
Ch,•rley asked: "who says, ye (that.) we are going to murder1" Thomas 

hemkanka: "Toby, Riddlam snawedshash, shapiya.'' Bogus Charley 
said: "Toby, of Riddle the wife, say;; (s?)·" Bogus Charley 

hemkanka: "hil lish snawedshash kiya." Kemutchatko kf-uks hemkanka: 
said : "this woman lies." '!'he old doctor said : 

21 '"ki' shewa nu hu'nkesh." 
"t;-tell thought I her." 

lies 

. At B6gush pelak maklakshamkshi ga'mpele, pelakag pan makloks 
Then Bogus quickly to the Indian camp returned, in a short again an fudian 

while 

shtiltpa shftldshamkshi, Tobiash shana-Ulit1ga maklakshamkshi gatpantki: 
brought a into the soldiers' camp, Toby bidding to the Indian camp to come : • 
m.aasa"~ 
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"kan~m, mi hu'nk shapfyash lala;kiash, shapfya~" At gatpisht vula: ''kani' 
"who, you w bat (you) reported to the officers, told i" Then after arrival they asked "who 

(her): 

mish shapfya~" Toby hemexe: "Ka-i nu un ma,'lash shapftak!" At 
toyou told(ofthis)1" Toby said: "Not I toye willtelll" Then 

gakiamna shlishlol6lan: "he i nal U.n. ;ka-i shapi'tak, shiuktak mish na 3 
they surrounded cocking guns: "if you to us not will tell, will kill you we I" 

(her) 

un!" Toby vula: "Nil tchish Mo' dokni gi;. I, nu shapiya shushot~nkf-
Toby replied: "I also a Modoc am ; yes, I told (it) to the Peace Commis-

shash; ;ka-i nu iln mal tata shapi'tak. Shli'sh hameniuga, i'sh shla't!" 
sioners; not I to :ye whence will tell. To shoot if you want, me shoot ye I" 

La;ki ;ka-i shana-uli ki-ukshash snawedshash shiukatgi: "snawedshash hil'-il 6 
The not wanted (that) the conjurer (this) woman ;~bould kill: "a woman ~:~he 
~bief 

gi, ;kaitua shayuaksh." 
is, nothing she knows." 

At Iitxi gempele, shuldshamkshi gatpampeli; pan lalakjash shapiya, 
Then in the she r eturned, to the soldiers' camp she came back; again the Commis- she told, 

evening sioners 

ka-i ma;klakshash hushtanktgi. 9 
not the Indians to meet in council. 

Mbil'shan ~Ieachash ;kelianta ma;klaksh gatpa. 
0~ the next day Meacham being ab~::~ent some Modocs came. 

Doctor Thomas Canby 
Dr. Thomas (and) Gen. Canby 

Dla;klakshash sheno'lxa lnbii' shan hushtankuapkuga. Tunepni ma;klaks 
with the Indians arranged the next day to meet. Five Indians 

hushtankuapka m bu' shan, nanuk ;keliak 16loksgish. Pshin hil at gatpam- 12 
were to meet the next day, all without rifles. That even- when bad re-

ing 

pele Meacham, Doctor Thomas shapiya p'na shen6la;kuish. Meacham 
turned Meacham, Doctor Thomas mentioned his promise. Meacham 

hemexe: "Doctor, ha i iln nen hak ne-ulaktak, ;ka-i i iln pen tata ne..: 
said: "Doctor, if you (ever) this compact-keep, not you again ever will 

ulaktak. T6biash nu 16la, ma;klaksh nal shuenkuapka; ;ka-i kani mish iln 15 
compact-keep. Toby I believe, the Indians us intend to kill; nobody to you ever 

shapitak, T6biash ki'-isht." Doctor Thomas hamexe: "hu mish maldaks 
will tell, Toby to have told Doctor Thomas said: "this you Jll7Jian 

lies." 

snawedshash hushpatchta; ka-i i p'laikfshash l6la tidsh." 
woman has frightened; not you in God trust enough." 

Mbu'shan la'pi ma;klaksh shilshotankishamkshi gatpa vula: "tamu' lish 18 
Next morning two Indians to the Peace Commissioners' tent came (and) in- "(are) 

qui red: 

a mulo'la ma;klakshash hilshtankuapkuga~" Hu'dsha hen1e'xe: "i-i." Na-
ye ready the Indians to meet in council~" They replied: "yes." All 

nuk lalaxi shugu'laggi at, Tch1nil'tch hamexe: "shana-uli nu nen shapiyash 
the Peace Com- gathered then, Frank Riddle said: "want I to tell 

missioners 

mal, ka-i genat, shuenktak mal iln ma;klaks, ka-i nu shanahuli nush sha- 21 
ye, do not go, will kill ye the Modocs, not I wish me to have 

akakta,n tgi." 
a blame cast upon." Doctor Thomas said: 

''nil' toks p'laiki'-ishash lolatko O'i" · 
b ' "as for me, in God I am trusting" ; 

Doctor Thomas vula: 

guhuashktcha. 
he sta.rtell. 
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At na'lash gatpisht nda'nkshaptani n1aklaks wawapka. 
When we had come, eight Indians were sitting 

· there. 

Meacham lupi 
Meacham first 

hemkanka: "Mu'na gen shu'tanksh hen1kankelgi'." 
spoke: "Important this peace-treaty we will talk over." 

Laid at hemkanka : 
Capt?'n then gaid: 
Jack -

3 "at nu kedshika hemkanksh; nu'shtoks ma'lash nu t.fdsh shlepaktgi waka.k-
11 now I (am) tired of talking; myself ye I well to care for same 

toks .. a hun nanukenash B6shtinash; shana-uli nu Canby shkuyuepelitki 
as ye these all Americans; want I Gen. Canby to move away 

shu'ldshash, . tankt nu lin shutanksh hemkanktak." Gen. Canby hemexe: 
t.he troops, after- I the peace-treaty will talk over." Gen. Canby said: 

wards 

6 '' keshga n u hun humasht kish." 
"cannot I to this assent." 

Makloks lakf hen1exe: "ka-i nu shanahuli pen hemkanksh!" tgo-ulxan 
The Indian chief said: ''not I want further to talk I'' rising up 

at Canbyash shlin; sketish lu'lp shlin. Tankt nanuk huhiegan maklaksh 
then at Can by he fired; on the left eye he shot Simulta- all · springing np Modoc~:~ 

(him). neously 

9 yutetampka. Canby wiga hu'tchna, pen nush tapi'tan shlin; nde-ulxap-

12 

to fire-commenced. Canby not far ran, then · in head back-side was shot ; after he 

kash idshi' pa shulo' tish laktcha. Boston Charley sketigshta vnsh6 Dr. 
fell they stripped coat (and) cut his 

throat. 
Boston Charley in the left breast Dr. 

Thmnasash shlin ; hu' tchna wiga, 1naklaks shnukan vuto'lxa, hernkanka: 
Thomas shot; he ran a short the Indians seizing {him) threw (him) (and) said: 

distance, down, 

"k6-idshi ue i Sunday ki-uks gi!" Sk6ntchish Meachash lupi kaiha; 
;<not good ' now you a Sunday doctor are!" Sk6ntchish Meacham at first missed; 

r:Foby hutamsxan shash kteleshkapka Meachash Sk6ntchish, hishtchish 
Toby rushing between them, pushed away from Meacham Sk6ntcltish, t~ save 

hameniuga Meachash. 
intending Meacham. 

Pen lapantka Meachash yuta, lapkshaptankni shlin. 
Again twice at Meacham they shot, at seven places -h!l was 

shot. 

15 Meachash ndi-ulexapkash maklaks shana-uli nelinash, Toby toks hu'tchnan 
Meacham when fallen the Indians attempted to scalp, Toby but running 

nkena: "Shu'ldshash gepka!" At maklaks hu'tchna. Tchmu'tch Dya 
halloed: "The soldiers are coming I" Upon the Indians ran away. Frank Riddle (and) Dyar. 

this 

shuashualiampkish kshita nki'llan huho' tchna. 
the agent escaped quick-mov- ran away. 

ing 

18 Shuktampkan ndani waita shellual; pipelantan lakiam tchi'sh shu'ld-
To fight-commenCing for three days they battled; on both sides of the chiefs' quarters the 

They tried to surround 
shash wiwalxa, pipelantan k:u'mme lalaushaltko. 
ttoops took position, on both sides .of the cave rocky. 

Shana-uli kakiamnash 

tunepni taunepanta nash kshiklapkash, amputala kayahia. w ewanuish ta-
the fifty one, the water-from cutting off. The women (and) the 

21 ta/ksni ku'metat tchfa; huk wewanuish tata'ksni ku'meti kektchanuapka. 
&bildren in the eave were: the women (and) children from the will be withdrawn. 

cave 
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Mo'dokni nda'ni walta shellua1tko la'p hashxe'gi hishuatchx~sh; mil'ne 
Modoo for three days waging war two were killed . men; R big 

shawalsh mbawan shuenka. 
shell bursting killed (them), 

Ke'kga mbii'shan kfl'metat; ke'ktgal tl'nash, wiga ktaftala gena, wiga 3 
They went next morning from the cave; vacated (it) early they, not far into the lava they not far 

out beds went, 

gin pen tchfa. 
from again they 
there stayed. 

Pen tankni waito'lan lapi lalaki maklaksash ka yaktcha 
.Again (in) a few days two officers the Indians hunted 

nadshaptankni taunap shft'ldshash i-amnatko. 
sixty soldiers having with them. 

Nda'ni taunap Yamakni 
Thirty Warm Spring 

Indians 

shft'ldshash tula gena. B6shtin Y amakni ModoJiishash shlea wigatan 6 
the troops. with went. The Ameri- (and) the Warm the Modocs found a short dis-

cans Springs tance 

· kft'inetat. Scarface Charley lapeni taunep pan la'p pe-ula Modokfshash 
from the cave. Scarface Charley twenty and two Modocs 

iyamnatko, taktaklanta hushtanka Wrightash shenotanka. Mantch sheno-
having under him, in an open field encountered Lieut. Th. F. (and) fought. Long time they 

Wright 

tanka. 
fought. 

Charley na'sh maklaks stanodshna; nanka B6shtinash luela, nanka 9 
Charley one man lost; some .Americans they- some 

killed, 

nge-ishe-uya; lapeni taf1nep pen nda'n pe-ula shuldshash nashkshaptani 
they wounded; twenty and three soldiers six 

Ia1aki tchish ka-i shuenka. Maklaks walhh'kan yaina-aga=gishi B6shtinash 
officers also not were killed. The Modocs standing on a little mountain near the Americans 

watch 

wawapkapkash gu'l~i. 
seated on ground eharged. 

Gita hft shellual K'laushalpkash Y aina-aga=gishi. 
Here they fought Sand-covered Hill at. 

12 

Lapeni sunde kaftua shft'ta. Capt'n Hasbrouck maklakshash haftchna. 
For two weeks nothing was done. Captain Hasbrouck (then) the Indians followed. 

Shlea maklakshash Pahapkash E-ush=gi'shi. Hadokt shen6tanka, B6sh-
He found the Indians Dried-up Lake at. There they fought, ..A.meri-

tinash lapkshapta maklaks shiuka, nda'n Yamaki'shash; tunep pe-ula 15 
cans seven the Modocs killed, three Warm Springs; fifteen 

ngeshe-uya. Modokfshash hfttchampkash nash stan6tchna. 
they wounded. The Modocs on their flight of one they deprived. 

At ~fo' dokni sheggatka tankt. Lapeni ·wait6lan Pahatko E-ush 
The .Modocs separated then. Two days after Dried-up Lake 

shellftlo'lash, Capt'n Hasbrouck taunepanta tunep .pe-ulapkash Modokishash 18 
fight, . Captain Hasbrouck fifteen Modocs . 

shlea wigatan Fairchildam (Padshayam) shtina'sh; ma'ntch shisho'ka tak-
found near Fairchilds' farm-house; a long time fought on 

taklanta kailatat la'p'ni taunepni taunep shu'ldshash pen nadshksaptankni 
level ground two hundred soldierR and SIX· 

taunep Yamaknt Ka-i kanash na'sh snawedshash shiuka, Yamakni neli'na. 21 
ty Warm Springs. Not anybody (but) one woman they killed, the Warm scalped 

Springs (her). 

Hft enawedshash stfltchna shft'tanksh hamenisht Modokfshash. 
That woman had reported, to surrender that desired the llodooa. 
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Lapeni wait6lan naclshgshapta taunep pe-ula 1\Io' dokni Gen. Davis 
Two days after sixteen Modocs to Gen. J eff. C. Davis 

gawfna; h1inkiash tunepa'nash sha't'la kayaktcha maklaksam lakf. At tina 
surrendered; of them :five he hired to hunt of the Modocs the chief. Ono 

3 sunde kfulan shnu'ka Nushaltkaga p'la-itan; 
week over they caught the head (of Willow above; 

(him) Creek) 

shishuka ka-i mish kshaggayuapka." 
you :fight, not you they will hang." 

shnepa' mpema : 
they entrapped (him) : 

''ha ka-i 
"if ""'iiot 

(longer) 

Nanuk maklaks at Fort Klamath fdsha. At hashuatko lakia.m shti-
All Indians then to Fort Klamath were 

brought. 
A talk was held judge's in 

6 na' sh; hu lah1ki hemlutnk tcheks, nadshksaptanni: lakf, Sk6ntchish, Black 
house; tho judges declared after a while, six: Captain Sk6ntchisb, Black 

Jack, 

Jim, Boshtinaga, Slu'lks, Ba'ntcho ma;klaks kshaggaya. 
Jim, Boston Charley, Slfllks, Bantcho Indians . to hang. 

La' p ishka a tf 
Two they took in a 

distant 

ka.ila illiuapkuga tchushni; vuni'pa at Fort Kla1nath Ya1natala iggaya. 
land to imprison for ever; four then at Fort Klamath in Oregon they hung. 

9 At ati !faila nanka ena n1aklaks tu ~faklaksam l{aila, Quapaw mak-
Then to a land • a portion they of Modocs far off to the Indian Territory, (to) Quapaw In· 

distant brought there 

laksam shiu'lkishgishi; nanka Yaneks Yamak tchia wigatan ma'ntchnish 
dians' reservation; some at Yaneks in Ore~on live close by the former 

Modokfsham kaila. Kank she' sha nanuk maklaksham shellualsh vunepni 
Modoc co-untry. So much did cost the whole Modoc war four 

12 millions tala. 
millions of dollars. 

NOTES. 

33, 1. Sh:Uam, etc. The return of the Modocs to the Klamath Reserve was not 
accomplished by Meacham before winter (luldam) ; but he had located about 300 Snake 
Indians on Sprague River in the latter part of November, 186!.l. Ind. Aft'. Rep. 1870, 
p. 68. 

33, 2. sbualaliampka means, in official paTlance, to administer or superintend a 
district; to be agent for. 

33, 2. K6ketat. This appears to be the same locality where Ben Wright had me~ 
the Modocs in council (1852) and where his volunteers, placed in ambush, massacred 
over forty of their number. The Natural Bridge, or, as the Modoc has it, the "Perpet
ual Bridge", is a low and flat :q.atural arch overflowed during a part of the year by the 
swelling waters of Lost River. Mr. A. B. 1\feacham, then superintendent of the Indian 
reservations of Oregon, met the Modocs on that spot to induce them to settle again 
within the limits of the Klamath Reservation, a large tract of land assigned to the 
tribes of this section by treaty of October 14, 1864. They had left the reservation in 
1865, and in April1866 the Walpapi band of Snake Indians, under their chief Paulini, 
followed their example. 

34, 4. The treaty of October 14, 1864 shows the names of twenty Klamath chiefs 
and headmen, of four Modoc, and of two Snake chiefs and subchiefs as signers. The 
Modoc names are: Schonchin, Stq,kitut, lCeintpoos, Cbucke-i-ox. Keintpoos is Captain 
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Jack, aml the orig·inal forms of the other three names are Sk6ntcltish, Shlakeitatko, 
Ndsakiaks. (See Dictionary.) Captain Jack denied having put his name to the treaty 
of sale, his refusal being from repugnance to quitting the ancient home of J1is tribe on 
Lost RiYer and on the lakes, where the remains of so many of his ancestors had been 
buried. Moreover, the Modocs abhorred the vicinity of the Klamath Indians at Modoc 
Point. That Jack should have himself signed his name to the treaty is simply an hu
possibility, for none of the Modocs was able to write. The treaty preserYed in the 
agent'~ office at Klamath Agency does not even show crosses, other marks, or totemie 
signs, a~ substitutes for signatt~res ; but the proper names are written by the same 
clerical hand which engrossed the text of the treaty. 

34, 6. The words kai ht}, itpa and hu pe'na would in the Klamath l.;ake dialect be 
substituted by: a hu't, epka, hu'k p'na. 

34, 8. The conjurer (ki-nks), who objected to the presence of Riddle (ge-n) in the 
capacity of an interpreter, was Sk6ntchish, called John Schoncl'lin by the whites. He 
was the brother of the present Modoc subchief at Yaneks, seems to have exercised 
more influence over his tribe than Jack himself~ and through his unrelenting fanaticism 
was considered the leader of the faction of extremists in the Modoc camp. 

34, 9. gentge stands for the more commonly used gentki. 
34, 10. i-amna, iyamna, to seize, grasp, refers to a plurality of objects of long 

shape, as guns, poles; speaking of one long-shaped object, uyamna is used. 
34, 11. kie, so, thus, stands for kek or ke' of the Klamath Lake dialect. 
34, 16. kedsha, kitcha, the ad-verb of kitchkani, little, small, refers to hemkank-

atko, and not to tino'li. . 
34, 18. Mbf1'shan, etc. The return of the Modocs is referred to in Agent Knapp's 

report in the following terms (Ind. Aff. Rep. 1870, p. 68) : "On Dec. 18, 1869, the super
intendent (Mr. Meacham) and myself, accompanied by Dr. JYfcKay, J. D. Applegate 
and others, visited the Modocs off the reservation at their camp on Lost River, for the 
Jmrpose of inducing them to return to the reserve. After talking for ten days they 
consented to return, and on Dec. 30 we returned to the reserve with :358 Indians. 
Blankets, &c., were issued to them, the same as to tbe other Indians, on Dec. 31. They 
remained quietly on the reserve until April26, when I stopped issuing rations; then 
they left without cause or provocation; since that time they have been roaming around 
the country between Lost River and Yreka . . . . . The old l\'lo(loc chief, Schowschow 
[should read: Sk6ntchish], is still on the reserve, and has succeeded in getting 67 of 
his people to return and I have located them at Camp Yia-nax . . . . . The Kla
maths have made a large number of rails for their own nse, also 5,000 for fences re
quired at agency." The old Modoc chief alluded to is the brother of John Sk6ntchish. 

34, 19. The locality assigned as the permanent home of the JVfodocs was near the 
base of a steep promontory on the eastern shore of Upper Klamath Lake, since called 
after them "Modoc Point". It is an excellent spot for hunting water-fowls and for 
fishing in the lake, but the compulsor;r presence of the rival Klamath tribe made it 
hateful to the J\1_?docs. Many excavations made for the Modoc lodges are visible there 
at present. Here they lived first in the lodges of the Klamath Indians, after Meacham 
moved them to this spot in 1860. .After the first complaint made by Kintpuash or Capt. 
~Tack, Agent Knapp removed t.hem about 400 yards from there, away fi·om the lake; 
and the third locality assigned to them w~s about one mile ftrrther north. Then, aftm· 
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Jack's band had run off, the remainder went to Yaneks, over thirty miles inland, to 
settle there. 

34, 19. sheshash is here placed between Mo'dok Point and the adessive case-post
position -gish'i, which corresponds to -ksaksi in the northern dialect. We have here 
an instance of incorporation of a whole word into a phrase, and the whole stands for: 
McYdok Point=gishi sheshapkash gatpa. 

34, 20. shulO'tish. Articles of clothing, blankets, etc., form a portion of the an
nuities distributed to treaty Indians before the commencement of the cold season. 

35, 2. lapi instead of lapeni, lap'ni; also 41, 18. 
35, 3. shenuidsha, etc. Oaptain 0. 0. Knapp, U. S. .A.., had assumed charge of the 

Klamath Agency, under the title of subagent, on Oct. 1, 1869, relieving Mr. Lindsay 
Applegate. 

35, 5. ktchinksh. The timber-land lies north of Modoc Point on Williamson River, 
and hence was regard~d by the Lake -People or Klamath Lake Indians as their ex
clusive domain. This served them as an excuse or justification for taking to them
selves the rails which the Modocs had split. In addition to this, they taunted them 
with the remark that they were in the power of the Americans as their bondsmen, and 
would soon adopt all the customs of the white population. 

35, 8. •Mo'dokni laki. My Modoc informants constantly avoided giving the name 
of Captain Jack by which his tribe called him. Western Indians regard it as a crime 
to mention a dead person's name before a certain number of years has elapsed. The 
Kalapuya Indians, who never cremated their dead, are allowed to speak out their names 
:fifteen years after their decease, for then "the flesh has rotted away from the bones", as 
they say. The real name of Captain Jack was Kintpuash, which is interpreted as "one 
who has the waterbrash "· 

35, 15. gatpamnan, coming to their camps, stands for the Klamath gatpenank. 
35, 18. pelpeli (:first syllable short) means: to work; pe'lpeli (:first syllable long): 

to work in somebody's interest. 
35, 19. kitcbakla, to pay a sum owed, to repay a debt, cf. s;cu'kta, to pay cash.

pi'sh : to himself, as the chief of the 1\iodoc tribe. 
35, 21. papalla. The subchief Dave Hill positively denies that such an amount of 

rails was ever abstracted by his people from the Modocs, and declares it to be a gross 
exaggeration. 

36, 4. shne-ipaksh and shne-ilaksh are two terms for" :fire-place, hearth", difiering 
only little in their meaning. 

36, 5. amtch, forrner, previous, is not often placed in this manner before the substan-
tive which it qualifies. · 

36, 5. g~mpele, etc. The former Modoc encampments on the lower course of Lost 
River were distant from Modoc Point about 25 to 30 miles, those on its headwaters 
about 50 miles, and those on Modoc Lake and Little Klamath Lake about the same 
distance. 

36, 6. t;ca1ampanki, or -kni, Modoc for tat;calampani in Klamath. • 
36, 9. Yainakshi=gishi' implies that Applegate was living at Yaneks at that time; 

the Klamath Lakes would say instead : Yainaksaksi, or Yainakshi, Yainaksh. Super
intendent Meacham had then temporarily divided the reservation, leaving the Klamath 
Lakes under the control of the acting agent at, Klamath Agency, Captain 0. C. Knapp, 
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and placing the Modocs and Walpapi under the management of Commissary J. D. 
Applegate at Y~meks. This was done to prevent further broils and stampedes of the 
tribes. On account of his tall stature, which exceeds six feet, the Modocs called Ap
plegate "Grey Eagle" (p'laiwash), this being the largest bird in the country. 

36, 11. gentak nft ftn Agency; Capt. Jack meant to say : "I would go on the re
servation again with all my Modocs to settle there, if I had the certainty of being pro-
tected." · 

36, 14. A verb like shayuaktan, "knowing", has to be inserted between ge'sh and 
ndani, from which ne-ulkiash is made to depend: "h~ declined to go, knowing that the 
government had compacted with the Modocs deceivingly", etc. 

36, 15. shlepaktgi could be connected here with pi'sh just as well as with pft'sh. 
36, 17. Subject of shpf1'nshnan and of shiukatki is shuldshash. 
36,19 and 20. tft'm kshunalpash kaila, ''land producing plenty of grasses (kshlin)" 

for the cattle. -The Lost River country contains the best grazing lands in all Lake 
County ; this explains the unrelenting efforts of the American settlers to get rid of the 
roaming and sometimes turbulent band of Captain Jack. Could also read : kaila tft.'m 
kshunalpkash gi'sht shana-uliuga. 

36, 20. wewanishash syncopated for wewanuishash. 
37, 1. hi implies the idea of vicinity to their settlements; "on this ground here". 
37, 2. kayak h. : not through arousing their anger. 
37, 3. Major John Green, First Cavalry, was then commander of the troops garri

soned at Fort Klamath, which consisted of Company B, First Cavalry, and Company 
F, Twenty-first Infantry; aggregate present, 4 commissioned officers, 99 enlisted men. 
Major Jackson, of Company B, left Fort Klamath on Nov. 28 for the Modoc camps, 
near mouth of Lost River. In the attack on the Modocs, Lieutenant Boutelle, who 
tried to disarm Scarface Charley, had b is coat-sleeves pierced by four balls. 

37, 7. The Klamath Lake form hishm1kshash=shitko is here used instead of the 
Modoc form hishuatchxash= shitko. 

37, 10. All the verbs in this line are reflective verbs. shakiha for Klamath shash
}fihan; tank for Klamath tankt. 

37, 12. tft'gshta K6ke. The Modocs had a camp on each side of Lost River, one 
of them quite a distance below the other. On Nov. 29, the soldiers and settlers fired 
across the river at the unprotected lodges of the northern Modoc camp, thus killing 
about 15 squaws and children, while· the Modoc men first retreated to the hills, but 
returned in the afternoon and recommenced the fight. The "doctor's" band (37, 16), 
also called Black Jim's band, visited the farms of the vicinity and killed 14 settlers, 
but did not molest women and children. On the Tule Lake settlement three men were 
killed. 

37, 15. Eleven may be expressed also by nash kshikla taunepant~. 
37, 17. luela can only be used when a plurality of objects is spoken of, and therefore 

in a better wording this sentence would run thus: ka-i na/sh gin snawedshash shiuga 
sha, tatakiash ka-i luela. 

37, 18. ktayalshtaJa. Captain Jack with his warriors and their families retreated 
to the lava beds. They quartered themselves in the spacious subterranean retreat 
called Ben Wright's cave, or, since Hte war, "Capt. Jack's cave", and began to fortify 
their stronghold. · 

0 
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37, 21. guta means: came near (them); hence gutampka: attacked (them). 
37, ~1. shellual. The battle of Jan. 17, 1873 was the result of a com"Qined attack 

of the troops on the lava beds from two sides. Owing to a thick fog, which prevailed 
through the whole day, the troops had to retreat with heavy losses and without gain
ing any advantages. 

38, 1. tankt, although adverb, has here the force of a pre- or postposition in con
nection with genuish. 

38, 4. shutanktgi. The Peace Commission, as appointed by the Secretary of the 
Interior, Hon. C. Djjlano, consisted of A. B. Meacham, Superintendent of Indian Affairs 
in Oregon; of Jesse Applegate and Samuel Case. They met in Linkville on Feb. 15, 
and were rejoined there by Brigadier-Gen. Edward R. S. Canby, commanding the De
partment of the Columbia, as the. representative of the army in this commission. 0. 
P. Applegate was appointed clerk of the commission. 

38, 6. Vulalkshi. The Klamath Lake Indians call that rivulet .Kawe-utchaltko 
kokaga, or: Eel Creek. . 

38, 7. na/lam kailatat: on Californian territory; the place being a few miles south 
of the Oregon State border. 

38, 12. hassasuakitampka. This interview had not the desired result, and no other 
authority mentions the conclusion of an armistice. From the second peace-meeting 
Steele, Fairchild, and the Riddles returned on March 1; they had been in Jack's head
quarters in the cave and fom1d the chief sick. No result could be obtained then nor 
by any of the subsequent negotiations. 

38, 13. Squire, or Judge Elijah Steele, a pioneer, and citizen of Yreka, Siskiyou Co., 
CaL, in 1864 Superintending Indian Agent for the Northern District of California, a 
steady protector of the interests of the Indians, and therefore most popular among the 
Klamath Lakes, Modocs, Pit Rivers, Shastis and Wintoons.-Mr. William Atwell, of 
Sacramento, CaL, correspondent of the" Sacramento Record" at the time of the Modoc 
war. 

38, 15. The term palpal=tcholcks=gitko is very little in use among the Klamath 
Lakes and Modocs, for the Americans are most generally named by them B6shtin, 
B6shtin maklaks. 

38, 17. !f6pa for the Klamath Lake term hushkanka. 
38, 18. Other forms for ktayat are: kta-itat, distributive: ktaktiyat, ktaktiyatat; 

in the Klamath Lake dialect: ktaiksaksi, distributive: ktaktiksaksi. 
39, 1. gekish or gekiash k'lewimipka : until you will yield to his entreaties; until 

you will give yourself up to him. 
39, 3. Y amakisbash : " The wicked Oregonians" are the white settlers on Lost 

River. 40, 17, they are called Oreglnkni B6shtin. Yamakishash, being the subject of 
shuenktgi, has to stand in the objective case. r 

39, 10. paJla. The location of the possessive case after the g·overning substantive 
(here: w{ttch, horses) is rather unfrequent. The horses, 34 in number, were captured 
during a raid or reconnaissance, which Capt. Biddle, of Can;tp Halleck (Nevada), made 
with fifty men of Troop K, First Cavalry, on March 13, 1873. His men met four Indians 
herding the horses. While bringing the horses to Van Bremer's ranch, on Willow 
Creek, the troops were not attacked. 

39, 11. shcwauap~lltki. The langnage likes to form inverted sentences like this, 
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where a more regular position of the words would be: shewanapelitki watch Modoki
sham lakiam tubakshn,sh. 

39, 15. nfa : quitA recently,. a short while ago. 
39, 15. shash refers to tpe-u and is at the same time the grammatic subject of 

shewanap'litki, though standing in the objective case: "give orders to them (viz. to 
your soldiers), that they return the horses of the :Modocs!" 

39, 17. shiashna. The troops located on west side were only half a mile distant 
from Jack's camp. The army took up these positions on .April 1st and 2d, 1873 
(Meacham, Winema, p. 45). 

39, 17 and 18. The numbers of men stated here are not quite correct, since there 
were at no time more than 600 soldiers on duty around the lava beds in the Modoc 
war, exclusive of the Warm Spring scouts. 

39, 22. p'nana p'na, to his cousin. Toby was the cousin of Captain Jack, as both 
descended from brothers. 

40, 1. nda/n pe-ula. ta-unep is sometimes through neglect omitted in numbers run
ning from eleven to nineteen, pe-ula, or any other of the ''classifiers", supplying its place. 

40, 3 and 4. Notice the local suffix -na in these names and in tu-una. 
40, 4. kayaktgi is not -qere verbal intentional, but exhortative form of ka-ika, ka-iha, 

kaiha, to bunt, pursue. 
40, 5. ni'sh ought to stand after ginti'ltak also: "will lie under me." 
40, 6 . .A new Peace Commission had been formed, composed of the following gen

tlemen: .A. B. Meacham; Rev. Elder Eleazar Thomas, D. D., of Petaluma, Sonoma 
Co., California; Leroy Sunderland Dyar, acting Indian Agent at Klamath Agency 
(assumed charge of agency May 1, 1872); and Gen. Edw. R. S. Canby. 

40, 6. h~mkankuish, the spoken words; -u- infixed gives the form of the preterit. 
40, 8 and 11. shapitak stands for shapiya tak. 
40, 9, 10. ne-asbtgi for the Klamath na-asht gi, na/sht gi, ''to agree with"; na/lam 

tZshisha shanahuli nu ne-asht gi : I desire to go with God, to act in harmony with his 
will, to agree with him. 

40, 12. The participle shu'tan answers to our English: "Nothing doing that day", 
since both stand for the passive form. 

40, 12 etc. To bring on the desired opportunity for the murder of the Peace Com
missioners, Bogus Charley was shrewd enough to avail himself of Meacham's absence, 
for he knew him to be opposed to a meeting with Indians when unarmed and unattended 
by troops. He succeeded in capturing the mind of the good" Sunday-Doctor" or min
ister, who was unacquainted with the wily and astute character of the savage, by de
claring that: " God had come into the Modoc heart and put a new fire into it; they 
are ashamed for having attempted intrigue, were ready to surrender, and only wanted 
assurance of good faith." (Meacham, Winema, pp. 52, 53.) Upon this, Dr. Thomas 
promised that another council of peace should be held, and thus, unconsciously, signed 
his and General Canby's death-warrant. 

40, 13. 19. 20 etc. A quotation of spoken words in oratio recta is more correctly 
introduced by hemexe than by hemkanka, as it is don~ here. 

40, 15. idsha, idshna, is in Modoc used only when many objects are spoken of. 
40, 20. kiya, ki'a, gia. This verb is pronounced in many ways widely differing 

from each other; cf. ki, 40, 21. · 
4 
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41, 3. shliwala: to cock a gun; shliwa16lan, after having cocked his gun; distr. 
shlishloal6lan, contracted: shlishlol6lan, each man after having cocked his gun. 
Shliul6la means to .take the string off the bow; to uncock the gun. 

41, 4. 5. According to Meacham (Winema, p. 50), Toby delivered these plucky 
words, pistol in hand, from the top of a rock, which raised her above the heads of the 
angry mob. 

41, 5. tata, "whence, from whom", is composed of tata~ where~ and the interro
gative particle ha. The sentence is incomplete, though intelligible to the Indians; the 
full wording would be : taM. nft tft'mena, or: tat ha nft tumenatko gi: "from whom I 
have heard it". 

41, 7. kaitua shayuaksh: "she has not the ability or intellectual disposition to do 
us any harm." 

41, 14. hak, short for hftk; although rendered here by "this", it has to be taken in 
an adverbial sense: "this time". The adverb corresponding to the hak of the incident 
clause is the tata in the principal one. 

41, 18. tamft' lish etc. : "have ye made yourselves ready Y" 
41, 20. shugulaggi. See Dictionary, s. v. shriku'lki. 
41, 21. After nush kanash may be supplied: "I do not want that anybody cast a 

blame upon me." 
42, 1 etc. The party, on arriving, were greeted by the Indians with extreme cor

diality, and General Canby gaye to each a cigar. Eight men were there, instea~ of 
the five unarmed leaders, as promised by Boston Charley. The parts for the bloody 
work had been allotted as follows: Sk6ntchish hacl to kill Meacham; Boston Charley, 
Dr. Thomas; Black Jim, the agent Dyar; Bantcbo, Riddle; and if Gen. Gillem had 
been preHent, H(tka Jim would have fired on him. Chief Jack had undertaken the 
assassination of Gen. Canby. The two other l\iodocs present, completing the number 
eight, were Shacknasty Jim and Ellen's man. Scarface Charley also appeared on the 
scene, but not with hostile intentions. The date of the assassination of the Peace Com
missioners is the 11th day of April. 

See full account of the massacre in Meacham's Wigwam and Warpath, and (much 
shorter) in his Winema, pp. 57-62. 

42, 2. hemkankelgi' is probably: hemkanko'la gi: "has to be talked over to the 
end." 

42, 3. After shlepaktgi there is ellipse of shanahuli, "I desired", or "desire". 
The rights alluded to were such as would be equivalent to American citizenship. The 
sentence has to be construed as follows: nft shana-uli rna/lash tidsh nush(-toks) 
shlepaktgi, wakaktoks, etc. 

42, 4. shkuyuepelitki. Capt. Jack's condition fo-r further peace-negotiations was 
the removal of the troops from the l\Iodoc country by General Canby. 

42, 7. Modoc tgo-uJxa for Klamath tgel,ra. 
42, 9. When Gen. Canby had been killed and stripped of his uniform, he was 

turned with his face downwards and his scalp taken. The scalp was raised on a pole 
in the lava beds and dances performed around it, which lasted several days. 

42, 11. Dr. Thomas was killed by a second bullet, which passed through his head ; 
he was stripped of his garments and turned upon his face, after his murderers had 
taunted him With not believing Toby's statement. 
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42, 12. A "Sunday ki-nks", or Sunday Doctor, stands for preacher, and the mean
ing of the sentence is a mockery, contrasting Dr. Thomas' vocation of preacher and 
mediator between the two contending powers with his ignoble death brought on by 
cowardly murderers. 

42, 12-16. Sk6ntchish's bullet passed through Meacham's coat- and vest-collar; he 
retreated forty yards, whHe walking backwards; Toby in the mean time tried to save 
him by grasping the arms · of his pursuers. He fell from exhaustion on a rock, and 
there was shot between the eyes by Sk6ntchish and over the right ear by Shacknasty 
Jim.* This Indian despoiled the unconscious man of his garments, and pre~ented an
other from shooting him in the head, declaring that he was a corpse. These two left, and 
Toby stayed alone with him. Then Boston Charley came up, holding up a knife to 
scalp him. Toby prevented him by force from doing so, and in the struggle which. ensued 
she received a heavy blow on the head from the end of his pistol. Boston Charley had 
completed one-half of the scalping operation, when Toby, though stunned by the blow, 
shouted "Sh(lldshash gepka!" Though no soldiers were in sight, this caused the de:-;
perado to take to his heels immediately and Meacham's life was saved. Riddle escaped 
the Indian bullets, being covered by Scarface Charley's rifle, and agent Dyar was res
cued by running fast, though hotly pursued by Huka Jim. 

42, 18. After the massacre of the Peace Commissioners, the services of the Riddles 
as interpreters were no longer required. From this date, the report given by them 
becomes meagre in details, because they withdrew from the immediate vicinity of the 
battle-fields. 

42, 18. One of the two divisions was commanded by Colonel Mason, the other by 
General Green, and the three days' fight took place on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of . 
April. .A heavy bombardment of Capt. Jack's headquarters in the cave (kf.t.'mme 
lalaushaltko) went on at the same time. 

42, 19. ku'mme lalaushaltko, the rocky cave, forms epexegesis to Utkiam tchi'sh, 
42, 18 : the refuge, or stopping place of the Modoc chief. 

42, 20. amputala. The troops cut the Modocs ofi' from the waters of Tule Lake, the 
only water they could obtain to quench their thirst. 

42, ~0 and 21. Wewanuish, etc. The meaning which the author wanted to convey 
by this sentence is: ''the women and children remained in Ben Wright's cave, though 
a portion of them were to be moved out from it." See ka/ktsna (in Dictionary). 

43, 1. Mo'dokni is here an adjective, quali:(ying the substantive hishm1tch;cash, and 
shellmlltko is participial phrase determining the verb temporally : "t.wo Modoc men, 

· after the fight had lasted three days, were killed." 
43, 1. hash;ce'gi is a "plural" verb used only in the Modoc dialect; Klamath: hush

tch6;ca. To kill one, the singular form, is shiuga in both dialects. The two Indians 
killed by the explosion were boys, who were playing with an unexploded shell which 
tllCy had discovered on the_ ground. One of them was named W atchnatati. 

43, 3. ke'ktgal, etc. The Modocs vacated their cave in the lava beds on .April19 
on account of the terrible losses experienced by the three days' bombardment, and 
retreated, unseen by the troops, to the vicinity of Sand Hill, about four miles SSE. 
of Ben Wright's cave. The two officers who followed them with about 75 regulars and 
30 Warm Spring scouts were Capt. Evan Thomas, Battery .A, Fourth .Artillery, and 

- --- - - -- --
*This is indicated in the text by the instrumental case of lap'ni : lapantka, by two shots, which 

were tired by two men. The five other wounds he had received before. 
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First Lieut. Thomas F. Wright, Twelfth Infantry. The Sand Hill fight took place on 
April26, and lasted about three hours; the troops were surrounded by the enemy and 
lost 21 men killed, 18 wounded, and 6 missing. The Modoc loss amounted to four 
men, as supposed. 

43, 3. wiga gin for wika gen: not far from there they made another stand. 
43, 4. tankni wait6lan can also mean : "the next day" in the Klamath dialect. 
43, 5. Yamakni. The Warm Spring Indians occupy, in common with Wasco In

dians, a reservation on Lower Des Chutes River, Oregon, and are congeners of the Nez 
Perces, both being of Sahaptin race. Being the inveterate enemies of the Shosh9ni or 
Snake Indians, the U. S. Government formed a corps of scouts from able-bodied men 
of that tribe, which did good service in the numerous hard-contested fights with the 
Snake Indians. At the outbreak of the Modoc war, these useful allies naturally sug
gested themselves as the best auxiliaries against the revolted tribe. Donald McKay 
organized a corps of 72 scouts and rejoined with them Col. Mason's camp April10, 1873. 
A few later accessions carried them up to an effective force of about ninety men. 

43, 8. To taktaklanta supply kailatat. 
43, 10. lapeni taunep, etc. Instead of giving the numbers of killed and wounded, 

our informant simply gives the number of the survivors. The Warm Spring scouts 
are not included. 

43, 13. Capt. Hasbrouck, of the Fourth Artillery, was then in command of a 
mounted, battery, and accompanied by Capt. Jackson, in command of B troop, First 
Cavalry, and by sixty Warm Spring scouts. 

43, 14. The fight at Dry Lake or Grass Lake occurred on May 10. Thirty-four 
Modocs attacked the troops at dawn, but were forced to retreat. The troops sustained 
a comparatively trifling loss. 

43, 15. tunep pe-ula stands for taunep{mta tunep pe-ula: fifteen. Cf. 40, 1 and 
Note. 

43, 16. Changes of grammatic subjects, and even their omission, are not unheard 
of in incoherent Indian speech. Thus B6shtin has to be supplied here between nash 
and stanotchna, and the meaning is: "the troops killed one of the retreating Modoc 
wa,rriors." 

43, 17. Pahatko E-ush stands for the more explicit form Pahapkash E-ush::gi'shi; 
cf. 43, 13. 

43, 22. shu tanka properly means: "to negotiate", but stands here euphemistically 
for "to surrender". The same is true of gawina, 44, 2, the proper signification of 
which is "to meet again". 

44, 1. General J efierson C. Davis was the officer whom the President had, after 
Gen. Canby's assassination, entrusted wi~h the conduct of the Modoc war. He assumed 
command on May 2, relieving the intermediate commander, Col. Alvin C. Gillem, of 
Benicia Barracks, California. 

44, 2. shat'la kayaktcha stands for shatela kayaktchtki and was preferred to this 
form to avoid accumulation of consonants. 

44, 2. laki for lakiash. When speaking fast, Klamaths and Modocs sometimes sub
stitute the subjective for the objective case in substantives which are in frequent use, 
as maklaks for maklaksash, 44, 9. 55, 4. ; wewanuish for wewanuishash, etc. 

44, 3. sunde:giulan, over a week; lit. "a week elapsed". On June 1, 1873 Oapt. 
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Jack and his last warriors surrendered to a scouting party of cavalry, not to the :five 
Modocs sent after him. · 

44, 5. Fort Klamath idsha, or better : Fort Klamathxe'ni idsha. The national 
name for this locality is I-ukaka, I-ukak, E-ukak. 

44, 5. hashuatko, uncommon Modoc form, contracted from hashashuakitko, by 
elision of two syllables. 

44, 6. stina/sh for shtina/shtat. Generic nouns of places, dwellings, etc., easily 
drop their locative case-suffixes and case-postpositions ; cf. kaila for kailatat, 44, 8 and 
9. Yamak, 44, 10, is an abbreviation of Yamatkshi or Y amat=gishi. 

44, 7. kshaggaya is incorrectly used here instead of iggaya, which is said when a 
pluralit.y of long-shaped objects (including persons) is referred to. 

44, 8. iggaya. The execution of the four malefactors took place at Fort Klamath 
on the 3d of October, 1873, under an immense concourse of Indians and whites living 
in the vicinity. It is estimated that the whole Klamath Lake tribe was present, men, 
women, and children. The gibbet constructed for this purpose, of enormous magnitude, 
stands there at the present day. Bantcho and Slulks were sentenced to imprisonment 
for life. Bantcho died some time in 1875 in the fortress and prison of Alcatraz Island 
in the harbor of San Francisco, California, and Slulks is serving his term there at the 
present time. 

44, 9. ati kaila. The approximate number of Modocs brought to the Indian Ter
ritory for having participated in the revolt, was 145, women and children included; 
they were :first placed on the Eastern Shawnee reserve, and afterwards removed to 
that of the Quapaw Indians. Owing to the moist and sultry southern climate of their 
new home, many of their children died during the first years after their arrival, and 
the Report of the Indian Commissioner for 1878 states 103 as the whole number of 
the Modocs remaining in the Territory. 

To facilitate a prompt reference to the historical events describ~d in this long 
article, I present the following division of its contents : 

33, 1. Negotiations terminating in the return of Capt. Jack's Modocs to the Kla
math Reservation. 

34, 18. Difficulties causing a split in the Modoc tribe. Capt. Jack returns to the 
Lost River country with one half of the Modocs. 

36, 9. The Government of the United States called to the rescue by the Lost River 
settlers. 

37, 3. The massacre on Lost River, and the attack on the lava beds. 
38, 3. President Grant appoints a Peace Commission. Negotiations progressing. 
39, 10. The capture of Modoc horses makes further negotiations impossible. 
39, ~0. Toby Riddle reveals her terrible secret. 
40, 12. .A Doctor of Divinity among the Modocs. 
40, 22. Toby Riddle tried by her countrymen. Last warnings given to the Peace 

Commissioners. 
42, 1. Assassination of the Peace Commissioners. 
42, 18. Bombardment of the lava beds and the Sand Hill :fight; the fights at Dry 

Lake and near Fairchild's farm. 
44, 1. The closing scenes of the tragedy. 
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.BIOGRAPHIC NOTICES OF ~fODOO CHARACTERS. 

GIVEN BY J. C. D. RIDDLE IN THE MODOC DIALECT. 

I. TOBY RIDDLE. 

Toby ketchkane maklaksh gatpa Ya-aga k6ke Yamatkni'sham kaila 
Toby a little Indian became on William- River of the Oregonians in conn-

son try 

pa' dshit sko' 1842. Hunkelam t'shi'shap T.!shikka; hunkelam p'ki'shap 
just then in spring 1842. Her father (is) T!shikka; her mother 

3 k'leka hu nda'ne ill6latko. Hu p'na t'shisha te-unapni ill6lash tula tchia, 
died sbe three years-old. She (with) father ten years together lived, 

(being) her 

at tft genan Ta-uni wigatan p'xadsha p'na tula tchia. 
then far going Yreka close by cou&in her own with she lived. 

off 

Ndankshaptankni te-unip M6atuash maklaks Modoldshash watch 1857 
Eighty Pit River Indians from the Modocs tbe horses 1857 

6 illo'lash palla. Mo'dokni watch haftchna, at pshi'n makleka; mbu'shan 
in the year stole. The Modoes the horses pursued, and at night they camped out; next day 

pa'ktgisht M6atuash gu'lki. 1\fo' dokni tchamptakian huhatchna; Toby 
in the dawn the Pit Rivers attacked The Modocs frightened started to flight; Toby 

(them). 

hemkanka: "ka-i huhatchantgi ", nda'ni te-unepni Mo'dokni shellual-
cried: "not they must run ", (and) thirty Modocs to fight-

9 tampka. 
recoru ruenced. 

Ma'ntchtoksh shisho'ka, at l\l6atuash tpudsha, lu'luagshla vu'nipni 
For a long time they fought, then the Pit Rivers they repulsed, (and) captured for 

te-unep Moatuashash i'pkan lu'luagshlan. Pan pshi'n M6atuash gft'lki, 
ty Pit Rivers keeping (and) enslaving (them). Again at night the Pit Rivers attacked, 

tu' mi tchui M6atuash. E-ukshikni at Modokishash shidshla, pen vuixe 
many (more) Pit Rivers. Khmath Lakes then the Modocs helped, again they con-

quered 

Lapeni 
Twen-

12 yimeshgapalan p'nalam watch, M6atuasham tchi'sh watch idsha. 
taking back their own horses, of the Pit Rivers also the horses they drove 

away. 

te-unep pan tunep M6atuash shuenka, tu'm- ka-i shlea; lap Modokishash 
ty and five Pit Rivers were killed, many not found; two Modocs 

shuenka, ndan shHuiya, tunep E-ukshikishash nge'she-uiya. At maklaks 
they killed, three they wounded, five Klamath Lakes they wounded. Then the Indians 

15 T6biash sheshaloli'shash shayuakta. 
Toby a fighter knew her to be. 

Shalam ill6lash 18 !1 9 at hu hishuatchkashla Tchmu'tchash. Ill6lash 
In the autumn in year 1859 then she married Frank Riddle. In the' year 

1862 at sha'hmii'lgi Shashtiash E-ukshikishas Modoki'shash tchi'sh, at 
1862 she called together the Shastis the Klamath Lakes the Modocs also, when 

18 lapeni waito'lan .hemkanka nanuk maklaks: "at nanuk tchekeli vfuni' 
aftur two days declared all the tribes : " now all blood ie buried 



p'nalam shelhuHuish". 
of their hostilities ". 

Stil na'lam lakf. 
Steele our manager 

(being). 
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At shtl-utanka Ta-uni Skua' Sti'lamgshi, Skua' 
Then they made the treaty at Yreka in Squire Steele's oifice, Squire 

Ta-uni htlnk hushtankan maklaksh Oregon Dick sheshatko htl'tnan 3 
Near Yreka encountering anlndinn Oregon Dick by name attacking 

shish6ka palpal=tchtl'leks=gitkash J. Hendricks sheshapksh; htl maklaks 
fought a white-skinned (man) . Hendricks by name; he the Indian 

vuto'lxa. Maklaksam snawedshash shikeni'tkish uyamnatko htltchfpke 
threw down. The Indian's wife a pistol holding ran towards 

Hendricks shliuapkuga. Toby shnuka shikenitkish tl'txa, htlnk kuata 6 
Hendricks to shoot (him). Toby · seized the pistol (and) wrenched her firmly 

(it from her), 

shnukpapka maglakshash shiuk6lasht, tchek tashka. 
she held the Indian until was killed then let (her) go. 

(or beaten), 

II. STEAMBOAT FRANK. 

Tchima'ntko shellualshe'mi lapeni ta-unepanta lap pe-ula illo'latko gi. 
Steamboat Frank at the time of the war twenty two .Years-old was. 

Htl'nkelam tlshfshap Shashti maklaks gi, hunkelam p'gi'shap Mo'dokni gi. 9 
His father a Shasti Indian was, his mother a Modoc was. 

Mulftchlitch shish6ka shellualshe'mi; huk nda1ni kek6-uya shiu'lkishxeni 
Very bravely be fought during the war; he thrice tried into the reservation 

geshtga giu' ga Fairchildan1 kaila gi8hi'kni, ta-unepanta tunep kshiklapkash 
to en_ter Fairchild's from farm (coming), ten (and) five 

maklaksh hishuatchxash i'-amnatko; tcbtl'i hunk tpugidshapelitamna. 12 
Indian men having with him ; (but) him they drove back every time. 

Ka-i htlk lalakiash shuenksh hameni, shellualsh tads hi shana-uli. At 
Not he the C~mis- to kill wanted, to make war however be wanted. Then 

sioners 

hft'kshjn shayuakta hunk lalakiam shtiltish ka-i kshaggayuapkash hftk 
surrendering he was informed of this of the officers' promise not they would by hanging him 

shiu' ga, Mo' dokni lakiash kaigiuga shu'ldshash. Kailiaktoks hu tupaks 15 
execnte, the Modoc chief if he hun terl for the soldiers. Without bl3 sister 

gi t'xaunap tchish, weweshaltko pi'la; lapeni btl snawedshala. Lupi'ni 
is brother also, having children only; twice he married. First 

hunkelam snawedshash sheshatko Steamboat, mu'=sttltxampkash gisht. 
his wife was called Steamboat, of strong voice possessed heing. 

Lupi' htlnk kuihegshash shftko shpunkanka, tchtl'i lakiala. 
Firstly him orphan-alike she kept, afterwards married (him). 

18 

III. SCARFACE CHARLEY. 

Tch:lgtchiggam=Lupatkuelatko Modoki'shash shishukshe'mi lap'ni ta 
"Wagon-Scarfaced" Modoc at the war-time (was) twen-

unepanta lap pe-ula ill6latko. Hunkelam p'gi'sbap t'shi'shap ketchkani-
ty and two years-old. His mother (and) father in-

enash o' gisht wengga. Hu'nkelam t'shi'sha B6shtin kshaggaya. Ketch- 21 
fant he being died. His father the Amari· bun~. When a 

can• 
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ganienash o wag'n lupatkuela. Shellua1she'mi huk kaa shellual; hukt 
small boy he a wagon passed over the face. In the war he bravdy fought; he 

(was) 

nanukenash lalakiash wi'niaxian shellual. l\fodoki'shash shuenksht lal{t-
an the chid"s surpassing he fought. (When) the Modocs murdered the Peace 

3 kiash Tchjgtchi' ggam=Lupatkuelatko ka-i shana-nli tftla shuenksh. Hu 
qommis- - "W agon-Scarfaced. " not wanted along to assa11sinate. He 
s1oners (witb them) 

la'p B6shtin lalakiash vu'ixin Kela-ushalpkash=Yainakishi, lapeni ta-unep 
two American officers defeaLed Sand-covered Hill-at, twenty 

pan la'p pe-ula maklaks f-amnatko; lapuk B6shtin lalakiash shuenka. Pen 
and two Indians havinlo{ with him ; both American command..-rs be killed. Again 

6 na' dshash shellualshgishi p~na maklakshash hi'ushga ka-i nanuk shu'ld-
(on) one (of the) battle-fields his Indian men he ordered not all the sol-

shash na'sh waftak shuenktgi. 
diers on one day to kill. 

NOTES. 

54, 1. ketchkane or kitchkani m. g. is a queer way of expression for the more 
common giul;ca: " was born". 

54, 1. Ya-aga k6ke is the present name of the locality on Williamson River where 
the Government bridge was built since her infancy, about one mile from the mouth of 
the river. vYilliamson River is simply called K6ke, "river", and on its lower course 
resides the largest portion of the E-ukshikni or Lake People. 

54, 1. Yamatkni'sham, E-ukshiknisham, etc., are forms often met with, though 
ungrammatic; the correct forms are Yamatkisham, E-ukshikisham, Modokisham, etc. 

54, 2. T'shikka means simply "old man"· · He was still living in 1876. 
54, 5 etc. The event described in these lines took place on one of the raids which the 

Klamaths and Modocs undertook every year before the gathering of the pond-lily seed 
against the California tribes on Pit River, for the purpose of making Glaves of their 
temales. If the numbers of Indians enslaved, wounded, and killed are correct, the raid 
of 1857 must have been of unusual magnitude, as will be seen by comparing the state
ments of Dave Hill in another portion of our texts. Among the horses stolen was a 
fine saddle-horse belonging to Toby, and this theft may have stirred lwr personal feel
ings of revenge to the utmost degree. After her successful charge at the head of her 
braves, she did not allow the fallen Pit River Indians to be scalped. 

54, 9. tpudsha. The accent rests on the last syllable because the particle ha has 
coalesced with the terminal -a: tpu'dsha ha. Ha is equivalent to "with their own 
hands"; ha luyamna, I hold in my hand. Many other verbs are occasionally accented 
in the same manner, as ita, shnuka, lakiala. 

54, 12. yimeshgapalan ; through a difference in the prefix, the Klamath Lake 
dialect would say t'meshgapalank. 

54, 13. See Meacham, Winema, p. 32 sq., who speaks of three dead enemies only. 
55, 1. 2. Mr. Elijah Steele, Superintending Agent of Indian Afl'airs for the Northern 

District of California, met in council the Klamath Lakes, the Modocs, and three tribes 
of Shasti Indians, with their chiefs, near Yreka, on April t4, 1864 (not 1862), and to his 
mediation was due the peace-treaty between these tribes, including also the Pit River 
Indians (who had not sent any deputies), published in Ind. A:ff. Report for 1864, pp. 
109, 110. Toby does not figure among the interpreters at this council; but there are 
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two other names of ''interpreter for the Modocs": H. K. White and T. S. Ball. The 
raids on the Shast.i Indians were mainly undertaken for horse-stealing, and the hostile 
feeling between them and the Klamaths and Modocs was never very intense, since 
frequent intermarriages took place. Cf. Steamboat Frank's biographic notice: 55, 9. 

55, 1 and 3. Ta.-uni. Every town is termed so, as Linkville, ..Ashland, Yreka; San 
Francisco or Portland would be mu'ni b1-uni. In this _connection, Yreka, Siskiyou Co., 
Oalitornia, is meant. Of. also 54, 4. Ta-uni has the inessive postposition -i suffixed, 
and means in a town, near a town, or : the country around a town. 

55, 4. ::gitkash is an ungrammatic form standing for =gipkash. 
55., 3-7. Meacham, Winema, p. 34, speaks of an affray in which Toby interfered in 

a perfectly similar manner, though the names of the combatants di:fl'er, and the end of 
the fight was not extermination, but personal friendship. 

55, 8. Tchima/ntko means" widower". 
55, 10. Had Steamboat Frank, with his fifteen warriors, succeeded in entering from 

the south across Lost River into Klamath reservation, near Yaneks, and in surrender
ing there, this would ~ave saved him from further prosecution, as he thought. 

55, ~2. For uyamnatko and iyamnatko, see Notes to Modoc war, 34, 10. 
55, 13. The sentence shellualsh tads etc., refers to the vote taken by the tribe a 

few days before the ominous eleventh day of .April. Thirty warriors voted for continu
ation of the war, thirteen voted for peace; cf. 40, 1. 2. 

55, 13. hi means in the interest of the tribe and its independence. See Notes to 
Modoc war, 37, 1. 

55, 14. He went with the American troops in the quality of a scout. Nothing illus
trates the real character of some Indian wars as well as this instance: an Indian who 
has fought wit.h the most decided bravery against the enemy of his tribe, is ready, as 
soon as the chances of war run against his chief, to sell himself for a few coins to the 
enemy, body and soul, and then to commit upon his own chief the blackest kind of 
treason. Cf. Modoc war, 44, 2. . 

55, 14 etc. From the verbal stiltish depends the sentence: kaA kshaggayuapkash 
hftk shiu'ga (or: shiugatki), and from }faA shiu'ga depends kaigiuga. This is the 
verbal causative of kaihia, to hunt for or in the interest of somebody, and the indirect 
object of it is shu'ldshash: "for the troops". Huk in hftk shiu'ga refers to Steamboat 
Frank, not to Captain Jack; were it so, hf1nk would be the conect form, pointing to 
somebody distant. 

55, 17. stut;cam:pkash, to be derived from stu, st6: way, road, passage; meaning 
passage-way of the voice through the throat. 

55, 21. 56, 1. The pronoun hft', he, appears here under the form of o'. 
56, 1. Scarface Charley was rtm over by a mail-stage, and obtained his name fi.·om 

the scar resulting from that casualty. For shellualshe'mi there is a form shelluashe'mi 
just as common. 

56, 1. 2. Scarface Charley surpassed all the other Thiodoc chiefs in skill, strategy 
and boldness; he was the engineer and strategist of the Modoc warriors, and furnished 
the brains to the leaders of the long-contested struggle. 

56, 3 etc. Hu la/p etc. The two commanders referred to were Capt. Thomas and 
!Jieut. Wright. Of. Modoc war, 43, 7-12 and Notes. 

56, 7. na/sh waftak for: n~i/sh waita ak: on one day onl!y, on a single day. 
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E-UKSHIKiSHAM MA;KLAKSAM NE-ULAKS. 

LEGAL CUSTOMS OF THE KLAMATH LAKE PEOPLE. 

GIVEN BY SUBCHIEF DAVE HILL IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

I. 

E-ukskni na'd tchi tchia gita: P'lu laki tutasxenini, nu'ds Dave 
Lake-people we thus live here: Blow is chief general, and I Dave 

Hill laki P'luash tapi'tan, Lank=Tchan Davish tapi'tan, tche'k tchish Link 
Hill am chief to Blow second, Long John Dave after, then too · Link 

3 River Jack Lank=Tchanash tapi'tan, Lflu ts. 
River Jack Long John after, and Lilu. 

Pit River Charley ~f6atuasham laki E-ukshi'. 
Pit River Charley of Pit River people is the at the Lake. 

chief 

Ben Littlejohn lalaki, Sk6ntchiesh laki Yainakskisham maklaksam. 
Ben (and) Littlejohn are the Sk6ntchish is (sub-) of the Yaneks people. 

chiefs, chief 

6 Johnson laki Moadoknisham Y ainakshi. 
Johnson is chlef of Modocs at Yaneks. 

George Kuati'lak ts M6dokni 
George Knatilak also is Modoc 

laki tapi'tan J6hnsonash. 
chief after Johnson. 

Tchaktot Satam laki. 
TcMktot of Snake is chlef. 

Indians 

II. 

9 N anuk lalaki A'-uksi na' dsant shiu'lgishtat tsi sa hemkank: 
All the chiefs on Klamath on one and reservation thus they speak: 

Lake same 

Ka-i i shlf-uapk shash: ksaggayuapka· m's ni; ka-i i palluapk sas 
Not you shall shoot each other : would hang you I; not you seduce each 

other's 

snawedsh: spulhi-uapka m's ni, ha' i sas palluapk. Ka-i i watsam tchi'k-
wi ves: would imprison you I, if you them serluce. Not you a horse shall 

12 luapk wanniki'sham; ha'doks i tchikluapk, spulhi-uapka m's ni. Ka-i i 
ride · of another man ; but if you should ride, would imprison yon I. Not yon 

palluapk sas nanuktua, ha' doks i palluapk sas spulhi-uapka m's ni. 
shall steal from anything, for if you should steal from would imprison you I. 

each other each other 

(Nanuktua ka-i i palluapk; ha'doks i yeka'-uapk na'-ulaks, hunkanti' 
(Nothing you must steal; for if you should break the laws, thereat 

15 n1's ni shetchaktanuapk.) Ha' doks i snawa' dsh B6shtinash sha'tolakuapk, 
at you I would get angry.) If you, as a female, with a white man should sleep, 

kt6tchkuapka m's ni. Ha' doks i ha' sxalp'luapk nanuktua sheshatuish m'na, 
will eut oft' hnJ.r to yon I. If you should have returned the whole marriaie fee hJs, 

· to yourself 
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sx6ktnank i hasxalp'luapk, hunkantcha' mish ni !fa-i ne-ulakuapk: wake-
paying you should reobtain it, on account of that yon I not shall try; per-

anhua spu'lhi-uapk. Ha i hishuaksh palluapk snawa' dshash, ha' doks 
hap<> (I) will imprison. If you, as a married mn.n, seduce a married woman, if 

i na-ant snawa' dshash sheto'lakuapk, na-ulakuapka m's ni. Ha i !fi'- 3. 
you another with wife cohabit, shall punish you L If you should 

uapka ts, na' -ulakuapka m's ni. 
lie also, would punil'h you I. 

Ha'toks i na's luluksaluapk k'Hi'kapksh, mu' mish ni na'-ulakuapk. 
And if you a per- should cremate, who is dead, heavily you I shall punish. 

son 

Ha' i kiuks tsis tawi-uapk, mu' mish ni na'-ulakuapk. 
If you as a should bewitch, bard you I shall chastise. 

conjurer 

Ha i shish6kuapk 6 
If you have a fight 

illi-uapka m's nanukans; ha i snawa' dsh mi siss6kuapk, ilhi'-uapka m's 
I will lock up all of ye; if you (and) wife your l'hould fight, will lock up yo11 

ni h1puk sumsealemamks. Ha i shuhank=sitk siss6kuapk, lapuk mish ni 
I both married folks. If you evenly whip each other, both of ye I 

na'-ulakuapk; ha'toks sna'wedsh i mi ud6pkuapk, tchui mish ka-i sekak- 9 
will punish ; but if wife you your beat, and to you not returns 

tsuapk huk snawadsh, ka-i ni na'-ulakuapk snawa' dshash, mi' sh ni hissuak-
blows the wife, not I will punish the wife, you I, the hus-

shash spu'lhi-uapk. Ha i tuanksi wudshayuapk hu'nkst, mi'sh ni mu'ak 
band, will imprison. If you anywhere bruise her, you I more 

heavily 

na'-ulakuapk; ha'toks lakf u'dopkuapk snawa'dsh m'na, snakeluapka ni. 12 
shall punish ; but if a chief bruises wife his, shall remove (him) I. 

I-Ia'toks i hi'hashuaksh shish6kuapk, lapuk mish ni ilhi-uapk. Ha'toks 
If yon with men should fight, both of ye I will lock np. If 

i shna'lxuapk latchash mu' mish ni na'-ulakuapk. 
you set on fire a lodge hard you I will chastise. 

Ha la!fi shish6kuapk humashtak ni shnakelui-uapka; ha' tchik lald 15 
If a chief starts a fight, in the same man- I shaH remo>e (him) ; if a cbfef 

ner 

huntsak a ma!flaksas shish6kuapk, lapeni, ndanni, tankni shish6kuapk, 
for no reason people should beat, twice, thrice, m:my times should beat, 

tankt ni sna'kelui-uapka ni. Ha' tchik i'-alhish tchish kui gi'uapk, shna-
then I shall remo'e (him) I. If a guardian wrong does, shall 

kelui-uapka ni; ha nanuktua kui gi'uapka, tankt ni shnakelui-uapkan 18 
remove (him) I; if in everything wrong does (be), then I will remove (I) 

i'-alhishash; ha'toks i'alhish tids, nanuktuanta tidsh gi'uapk, ka·-i ni shna-
the watchman; but if watchman well, all through well shall act, not I will 

kelui-uapk. Lakiash tchish tidsh gisht ka-i ni shnakelui-uapk; ha B6shtin 
remove (him) . .A. chief also doing his duty not I will remove; if white-man-

yalank na'-ulapkuapk, ti' dsh hunk gi'uapk, ka-i ni hunk wut6dshanuapk. 21 
alike he rleals, right he shall net, not I him will cast away. 

Ka-i i hussi'nuapk; ha'toks i hussi'nuapk nu hu'nk i'-amnuapk i'xaks 
'Sot you must run horse- but if you run horse-races I the will take away gaiu 

races; 

mi. Tchi lakf na'-ulxa. 
So the orders. 

chief 
your. 
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Ha' i ka'liak hfshuaksh na-ands sat6lakuapk, hu'k tchish hfssuaks 
If you, "iot having a husband, with another should cohabit, this also man 

ka'liak snawadsh, spft'lhi-uapka nu ka'lish snawedsh. Ha hu'ksa hesht6-
(is> without a wife, shall imprison I the unmaiTied (man). If they should live 

3 lakuapk, hft'nk ni tumenuk ria'-ulakuapk spulhi-uapka nu hishuaks hft'nk. 
in concubi- of it I hearing will punish (and) will imprison I man that. 

6 

nage, 

Tchi' A'-ukskni lalaki na'-uleka tchi' hu~ kaflatat m'nalam; tsui ki'llitk 
So the Klamath chief;- order so they in district their; and severe (is) 

Lake 

na'-ulaks lalakiam. 
the law of the chiefs. 

Ha'toks 
And if 

i sft' msealstka 
you on the point of mar

riage 

gfuapk si-i'huapk i 
should be and should agree you 

lapuk, snawa' dshash 
both, female 

hissuaksh tchi'sh, tsui i gepkuapk lalfiamksi; tsui mi'sh lakf snft'mpsa-
male also, then you must come to chief's house; and you the will unite in 

chief 

aluapk, tu'nep i n's tala sku'ktanuapk hu'nk pil mu'yans pi'la lalfiash; 
wedlock, five you to me dollars shall pay only to the principal only chief; 

9 ha't~ks i yualks, tsi hu'k i ndan tala, wakianhua la'p tala sku'ktanuapk. 
but 1f you (are) poor, then you three dollars, may be two dollars have to pay. 

Ha i yualks tsi giuapk sun1sa-aluapk, ga't i n's sku'ktanuapk. Hats i 
If you poor should be (and) intend to marry, that you to have to pay. And if you 

much me 

sku'ktish hameniuk tu'ma watch gitk, tunip i sku'ktanuapk snawa'dshash; 
to pay want of many horses pos- five you can give in payment for the wife; 

sesll6d, (horses) 

12 ha' toks yualks tsi i hi pi 
and if poor you two 

watch sku'ktanuapk, wakianhua ndan watch, 
horses can pay, or perhaps three horses, 

tu'ma=kans watch gi'tkiug. 
many horses when having. 

Ha' tchi 
And if 

m's snawa' dsh 
you (your) wife 

gu' skuapk, ka-i i watch 
should leave, not you the horses 

shnft'kp'li-uapk 
can take back 

15 ka-i tch snawa'dsh huk watch spuni'-uapka m'sh; i pi'l i hissuaksh pil 
and not (your) wife a horse need transfer to you; you alone, you husband only 

sha'wanuapk snawa'dshash gu'shkank. 
must give (them) (your) wife when leaving. 

Ka-i i lap snawa'dsaluapk; na'sak i snawa'dslank giuapk; ha'toks i 
Not · you two wives shall marry; one only you marrying must live; bnt if you 

18 hip snawa' dsaluapk, na'-ulakuapka m'sh. Ha' tchik wewanuish la'pi gfug 
two wives marry, shall punish (I) you. If the wives double for being 

hishtchaktanuapk, tankt mi'sh ni skuyu'shkuapk snawadsh na'sh; tsushni' 
should quarrel, then from you I shall divorce wife one; forever 

m'sh ni skuyu'shkuapk, ka-i i tata mbushaalp'luapk. Ha'toks i mbuseal-
from you I .shall sever her, not you ever can marry her a~ain. And if you associate a~aiu 

21 p'luapk spulhi-uapka m'sh ni. Hats na'dsiak n1i snawa'ds tsft'ssak i 
(with her) shall imprison you I. And if monogamic your with wife conbtantly you 

hishtchaktanuapk, tankt mish ni skuvu'shkuapk, ampkaak i hishft'kat; 
lhould quarrel, finally from y<~u , I ahah separa.t.e (her), or else ye may kill each 

other; 
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hu'masht mish ni giug skuyil'shkuapk. Ha ni skuyu'shkuapka m'sh, 
therefore ye I will separate. If I should separate (her) from you, 

tsil'shni m'sh ni skuyil'shkuapk. 
forever from yon I shall divorce (her). 

Ka-i mish ni hu'nk ki'tgik; nanuktuanta kaktak pila m's n hu'nk hem- 3 
Not you I that to tell lies about everything to tell the alone to you I that to 

told; truth 

kanktgik; na'-ulakt gi'tki i snawa' dshash tchi'sh kaktak pil. 
tell said; to observe the laws you wife also to tell the only. 

truth 

hu'nk gi'tkik m's pila, hihashuakshash tchish nanukansh. 
this to do tell to you only, (but) to men too all (others.) 

III. 

Ka-i n 
Not I 

Snawedsh tchik shu'ldshash shet6lxa, tsui nat kt6ktatska; at hunk 6 
..A. female (if) wit.h a soldier copulates, then we cut her hair off; she 

yaka'wa na'-ulaks, ka-i hu'nk tu'mena shunu'kanksh nalam lalakiam. 
broke the law, -;ot she listens to the behests of our chi;fs. 

Tchui tchik. titatna heshsxalpeli sesatuish m'nalam, tsui sxo'ktnank tcha'k 
Also sometimes she reobtains the price paid to them, and by paying 

through barter (for her) 

h eshsxal peli. 
she reobtains it. 

Tsui snawa' dsh tchish nash hishuaksh wut6dshish m'na pa' n 9 
And wife one husband who repudiated his again 

hu'nk snukp'la, tsui na'-ulekan titatnan hu'masht=gisht shnu'kp'lisht la'p 
her takes up, then chastise I (him) sometimes I because be took her back for two 

~happash spu'lhi, titatnat6ks ni ndan shappash, titatna tchin nash shappash 
months imprison, but sometimes I for three months, at times and I for one month 

spu'lhi. Tsui tch' hishtchakta hu'k kat lalapa wa'wans gitk; tsui tsin na'- 12 
imprison 

(him). 
And quarrel · they who two wives have; a.nd thus I or-

ulka sku yu' shkan. 
der (and) separate (them) I. 

Ka-i ni na' -ulexa, sguyushkuya ni; ga'tak. 
No more I try (them) in separate just I; that's the 

court, end of it. 

Titatna 
Sometimes 

tch palla shash na-ants hihassuaksas snawadsh, tchui ni na' -ulkan ndan 
also seduces (them) other married men a female, then I try (heM I (and) for 

three 

sappash spu'lhi. 15 
months imprison. 

Tchui shish6ka tftatna, tchui nayans wudsaya; hu'nkst ni nash su'nde 
And they fight sometimes, and others they injure; him I one week 

spil'lhi, kat sas hil'k wudshaya. Titatna tch shish6ka shipapelankstant hak, 
imprison, who them has whipped. At times also they have among each other only, 

fights 

ka-i shu'tka, sissukuya hak; tsui ni ne-uleka hu'nkiasht kakat bilk siss6ka. 18 
not injure, but scuflle merely; then I try those who had the row. 

Lap su'ndin lapukayans ilhi'. Titatna udii'pka hissuaksh snawa'dsh m'na; 
Fortwo weeks I both parties lock up. Sometimes wbip!l a husband wife his; 

hu'nks ni hissuaksas spu'lhi ndan su'nde; ha kaa ud6pkpakuapk snawedsh 
that I husband look up for three weeks; if roughly he should whip wife 

m'na, hu'masht n'unk gfug ndan sunde spu'lhi. Titatna tch snawadsh 21 
bls, on that account I him for t.breo •· weeks imprison. Sometimes also a wife 

(otber1) 

/ 
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hishuaksh m'na wud6pka, tsui ni snawa'dshash hu'nk na'-ulx, ka-i hu'nk 
husband hers whips, then I wife that punish, not the 

hishuakshasb, ·lap sunde. 
husband, for two weeks. 

3 Tsui tchik kiuks tchi'sh titatna tawi shash, tsui huk k'leka tawi'sh. 
Then a con- . also at times bewitches them, and dies the bewitched 

jurer one. 

Tsui ni na' -ulxa, tsui til' nip shappash spu'lhi siukst; tsui tchik watch nish 
Then I try (him), and for five months imprison for man- and (if) horses to me 

slaughter; 

sx6kta tu'nip, tsui ni Jfa-i spu'lhit sxokti' sht nish. Tsui tch laki ts ktu'pka. 
be pays five, then I not may imprison he having paid me. .And (if) a chief beats 

(him), 

6 m'na snawadsh, tsui ni sna'kelua; ga'tak laki gi -huk. 
his wife, then I remove (him); no longer chief re· be. 

mains 

NOTES. 

58-62. The legal practices, regulations, and ordinances given here by a subchief of 
the Klamath Lake tribe are observed by all the chiefs, and are apparently fashioned 
after American models. The principle which seems to guide most of the judicial de
cisions of the chiefs, is given in one (59, 20. 21) of these regulations: "If a chief makes 
law like white people, that will be right.'~* This article is composed of three parts: 

Pa~rt I. List of the chiefs acting as judges on the reservation in 1877. 
Part II. Legal customs governing the Klamath Lake people. 
Part III. Instances of application of these legal customs ; amount of .fines, terms 

of imprisonment, etc. These are the "novellre" of Klamath legislation. 
58, 1-3. P'lu, Lilu, and some other headmen mentioned here have signed the treaty 

of Oct. 14, 1864. 
58, 4. M6atuash. · There are only two Pit River families living on the whole 

reservation. 
58, 8. Tchaktot belongs to the Y ah(lSkin tribe of Snake Indians. Of. Ind. Aff. 

Report 1873, p. 324. 
58, 10 etc. The future tense employed in these behests, regulations and defenses 

recalls the French future used in an impressive manner instead of the imperative: tu 
ne t~teras point, tu ne derobera.s point. 

58, 10. shli-uapk shash. The pronoun shash has here almost the force of a reci
procal pronoun, for the meaning of the sentence is: "do not shoot at people of your own 
tribe." The same is true of sas in pallmipk sas, 58, 10; 58, 13 (twice); palla shash, 
61, 14. 

58, 10. ksaggayuapkamsni is pronounced as one word, as the removal of the acceu t 
from the syllable -uapk demonstrates; and so in many of the following verbs standing 
in the future tense. For the sake of clearness, I have preferred to resolve these forms 
graphically into their component elements. 

58, 11. watsam, etc. The possessive watsam stands here instead of the instru
mental case watsatka through attraction from wannikisham. Tchikla here means to 
ride away on another's horse, the horse being missed by his owner. 

*Dave Hill introduces himself in the first person as chief; but many of these decisions can be 
given by the headcbief only, not by any of the subchiefs, to whose number Dave Hill belonged. The 
Modocs at Y aneks claim to observe these regulations; the Snake Indio.ns do not. 
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58, 15. shetcbaktanuapk stands for the more common form : sbitchaktanuapk. 
58, 16. nanuktua sheshatuish m'na: "all what your husband has transferred to 

your parents to obtain your hand"; m'na stands for bishuaksham. Cf. 61, 8. 
59, 7. mish, you, to you, is often used in this article for malash, malsh, ye, to ye~ in 

allocutions to two or more persons. . This is a way of expressing what may be called the 
"inclusive plural of the second person". This mode of speaking is ouserved in m's 
Uipuk, 59, 7; lapuk mish, 59, 7. In the same manner i stands for at, 59, 8: i siss6k
uapk, if ye whip each other; also 60, 22. 

59, 9. i mi stands for mish mi. 
. 59, 17. ha kui gi'uapk: if he should fail to do his duty; 59, 19. ha tidsh gi'uapk: 
if he does his duty well; nanuktuanta: in every respect. 

59, 22. i'zaks mi: what you may win by betting on the horses engaged in the race. 
60, 2. ka'lish is the objective case of ka'liak, keliak, ''not having", the simple 

form of which, without -ak, would be ka'li or ka'liu (ka/li hu). 
60, 11. tUma watch gitk. The horses have, of course, to be transferred to the 

parents of the bride and not to any of the chiefs. · 
60, 12. watch. The horses owned by the Klamath Lake and Modoc people are 

valued from 20 to 25 dollars each; they descend from the hardy, enduring r~ce of 
Cayuse ponies, and were originally obtained by bartering commodities with the Colum
bia River Indians at the Dalles, Oregon. 

60, 15. watch spuni'-uapka; watch refers to one horse only, for the verb spuni', to 
transfer, is used of one (living) object only; shawana is: to give many objects. ''Not 
even one horse your wife has to give to you, if she leaves you; but if you leave her, 
-you must give her several." 

60, 17. lap snawa'dshla. Polygamy was abolished by the headmen of the tribe 
shortly after the establishment of the reservation, and this ruling was one of the great
est benefits ever conferred upon that tribe by the progress of civilization. But those 
who had several wives then were not compelled to dismiss all but one, and so in 1877 
two or three men were still polygamists. The irascible and excitable disposition of tlw 
Modoc and Klamath females must have produced many chin-music intermezzos with 
their husbands at the time when polygamy was predominant. 

61, 3. Ka-i mi'sh etc. In this paragraph, in: ki'tgik, kaktak, hemkanktgik, gitkik, 
the terminal k contains the abbreviated gi, which joined to the foregoing nt'l, n means 
1 said. The construction runs as follows: Hu'nk ni gi !fa-i mish ki'tgi; nanuktuanta 
kaktak gi pila m's n hu'nk hemkanktki gi; na'-ulakt gi'tki i snawa'dshash tchi'sh 
kaktak gi pil. Ka-i etc. 

61, 6. tchik. This particle does not mean if, but cannot be rendered here (and 
below) with a more appropriate word. It is identical with tchek, then. A subordinate 
clause is here expressed by a co-ordinate one. Of. 61, 9. 10. 12. 62, 4. 

61, 6. kt6ktatska: "we clip their hair in every instance", is the distributive form 
of kt6tchka, kt6tska, occurring-in 58, 16. 

61, 9. 'lisui etc. This inverted sentence has to be construed as follows : Tsui tchisL 
nash hfshuaksh wut6dshish snawa'dsh m'na pa/n hu'nk snukp'la, tsui na'-uH3kan etc. 
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DOCTOR JOHN TRIED BY THE CHIEFS. 

OBTAINED IN THE KLAMATH LAirE DIALECT. 

I. ACCOUNT OF D.A VE HILL, SUBCHIEF. 

Shillalsh hu' t gu' ta. Tchui sa tchu' ta nanka kukiaks, Taten1atchi' sh 
A disease him invaded. Then they treated several conjurers, (and) Aunt Susie 

(him) 

tchuta; tchui samtsalxa Doctor John a gen tawi; tu' tawipk, tata Doctor 
treated then (she) discovered (that) Dr. John him bewitched; o'\""er he bewitched when Doctor 
fbim) ; there (him), 

3 Johnam snawedsh shi'la. Tankt tawi'pk; tchi hunk semtsalx Tetematsis, 
John's wife was sick. That time he bad be- so it found out Aunt Susie, 

witched (him) ; 

na-ast semtsalx. Tsui Doctor John: "ki-i-a a nen Tetematsis ", na-ast 
thus she discoverecl And Doctor John (said): "this lies Aunt Susie", so 

(it to be). 

Doctor John hemkank. Sakamka: "hu'nk ka-i mat pi'sh siukat; ki'ya 
Dr. John spoke. He denied it: "that man not him I killed; lies 

6 mat hu' nk Tetematsis!" na-ashtak Doctor John hemkank. 
this Aunt Susie!" so again Dr. John said. 

Tsui sa spu'lhi hip'ni ill6lash ; nanuk hu' nk maklaks l6la Tetematsf-
Then they locked (him) for two years; about all the Indians believed Aunt 

up 

shash. Tsui vula lalaki, tsui hemkank Doctor John, tu' m hemkank na-asht: 
Susie. . Then inquired the chiefs, and said Dr. John, at length he spoke thus: 

of(bim) 

9 "Tua ni wak giug shiukuapk o~ r:i"'idshi a hu't hishuaksh, ka-itualash shish-
.. I wherefore should have killed Honest '<ler- that man (was), with nobody quar-

(hlm) 7 tainly 

tchakt'nish; wak Hsh i'k l6li a nen Tetematchishash ~ At lalaki hu'ntsak 
relling; how is it ye all believe Aunt Susie~ Now (ye) chiefs without rea-

i nen 16la, kelamtsank si'tk lu'dshna; ka-i nu hu'nk siugat. 
ye believe, closing your eyes-alike walk along; not I him killed. 

sons 

Katak ni nen 
With vera- I 

city 

12 hen1kank, p'laitalkni nu'sh shla'popk ha'mkankst. Tua ni shuta'-uapk 
speak, the Most High me sees, as I speak. What I would have profited 

shiugok~ nu ya ka-i ni a kukamtchish gi'-uapk shiugok; tua ni tala i'shka~ 
by mnrdering I cer- never I an old man would become, had I killed what I money made1 

(him) 1 tainly (him); 

tua ni a tala ya i'shka shiugok ~ Tidsa'wank tchfa, ka-i ni kants shfuksh 
what I money ever made by killing (him) 7 I am glad to be liv- not I anybody to kill 

ing, 

15 sanaho'li ; ba' ni kla'kuapk, hunlashtak i ts6kuapk klakui' sh gint nu' sh. 
desire; if I shall perish, equally ye will perish ns I have died. 

Ka-i na' d tchussni'ni maklaks nanuk kaila,.;nakant. Htl'ndsak tchi fnsh 
Not we (are) immortal men all world all over. For no Muse thus me 
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spu'lhi: ka-i tchin wak o'skank. 
(yP) im- not I about it am angry. 

Undsa' ni ne-ulakuapk; la'nwak na'-
prison; 

some time I shall arraign (lwr) ; not I know to have 
hence how 

ulexa Tetmatchishash wak hu' nk nen semtsalka; la ni wak na' -ulaktanuapk 
trwd Aunt Susie for the manner by she found out; not I know how to proceed against 

which (her) 

sheshamtsalxishash hu'nk. Tankt malsh ni sha' gsuapk malash lalakiash. 3 
for discovering all about i~. That time to ye I will spe<~>k out my to ye chiefs. 

mind 

Ka-i nu shayuaktant Tetematsi'sas; hu'nk p'laitelkni shayuakta 'retemat-
.N ot I know about Susie; it the Most High knows, Aunt Su-

sfsas wak gisht sa' mstsalkst, wak ta nu' sh tchish katak sha' gshasht 
sie in which wanner discovered (it), (but) how me also the ti'Uth to have told 

sla'popka n'sh hu'nk. Sakamkst pi tsi n'sh hu'nk ne-ulakuapk, ha_ ni 6 
has seen me (he) . For having she thus me must punish, if I 

deuh-d it 

siki' tnank sa' gsuapk. 
fal~:~ely rep01·ting should speak. 

Katok ni ge-u sagsa'wa; tchi ni hu'skank." 
Truth . I my thmk I say; thus I think." 

'l'etemadshish hu'nk na-asht k'lekuish at gi: "Katak am'sh ni semt-
.A.unt Susie so after the death had said: "Truly you I have 

(of Puki~:~h) 

salxa, suis mi' sh ge-u slaa; i' hun siuga, na'nsak toks i nen sakamka. 9 
foumiuut, tnruauu- you my bas seen; you that mur<.lered, in vain you give a denial. 

a~;h soug man ' 

Na-asht kukiaks tsu'ssak siukuk; kiya hu'nk na-asht giug; tids taks mi'sh 
Thus co jurers always after killing; lie when so saying; pretty well you 

(say) (they) 

ni kuixa m's ni. Gahak hu'k na'-ulaks K'tnukamtsan1: na-asht hu'nk 
I know you I. Long years this (was) the law of K 'mukamtch: in this manner 

since 

ha'nlkanktgi siukuk maklaksas. Humasht tchi nen hemkanka i', Doctor 12 
to spAak after mur- a person. 

der·ing 
That way so talk you, Dr. 

John!" Tsi ha' rnkank Tetematsis shapuk. 
John!" So spoke Susie when snea.k-

ing (about it). 

Tsui lalaki waltka. "Siuga i'", tchi nanka waltk lalaki; nanxa ts 
- Then the chiefs deliberated. "Killed you", so some uttered chiefs; others 

(him) 

"ka-i shiuk i'" sa'wa; tsui tchi'k sa waltakuapk. 15 
"not killed you" thought ; and afterward they were to deliberate 

(him) again. 

II. ACCOUNT OF MINNIE FROBEN. 

Tetemadshish hu'nk shiunu'tnuk shemtchalxa tawi'sht Doctor Johnash 
Aunt SuHie by singing tam·auuash- discovered that had bo- Dr. Jobu 

songs witched 

E-ush guni'gshta maklakshash tchi'pksh. Tekmal gena Doctor J6hnarnksh 
Upn .. r Kla- on opposite an Indian living. Tekmal had gone to Dr. John'slo<.lge 
math Lake shore 

shuakidshuk tchu'tantki giug hu'nk shillalpksh, kant sha 
calling (him) to treat that (man) who fell sick, whom they 

Doctor J 6hn- 18 
Dr. John 

ash tawiank shi'uks gishapa. Tcht1i hu'nk Doctor John 
to have be- (and) killed said. And him Dr. John 

tchutanhuva; 
t.rea.ted a while; 

wi1ched 

kayak tidsh wempelank k'leka, tchui sa shuina k'Iekuish tuti'ks m'nalam. 
never recovering he died, the-n they sang after his death dreams their. 

5 
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Tsui Tetemadshish hu'nk shemtchalxa tawi'sht Doctor Jobna::;h k'lekap-
Thcn Aunt Snsit> discovered that bad be- Dr. John t.be de-

witched 

kalSh; tsui n1 bu' shant wait6lank na-ent waitashtka i'lktcha; Doctor J ohnash 
cease. I; and next day being over on other day buried (him); Dr. John 

3 tchi' sh sha shpunshna, at klewiank sha Doctor J ohnash shpunshampelank 
also they conveyed, now after their return Dr. Juhn taking along 

shpulhi, tchui sha ka-ishnank skukum-house mpampatkia tchikeminatka. 
imp•·isoned, and th ... y locking the strong-house nailed (it) down with (iron-) nails. 

'rchikeskni Shkelaksh tu'la shpulhi Doctor J ohnash. Tchui tchi wi' xa 
TchikeRkni Skelag with imprisoned Dr. John. And he sat in 

6 hatokt, tchui hu'ksha ga/mpele spulhi'tkuk. Pan nda'ni tchek wait6lank 
therein, and these men went home aiter imprisonment. Again three at last days past 

Shxelag gatpa ktu'tp'nuk pa'sh; tchui Sxelag ga'mpele kayak hassasuakiank 
Sk6lag carne to bring (him) food; and Skelag returned not at all having spoken 

Doctor J ohnash. Pan gena Sxelag ndani wait6lank pash anfyuk ; shu'lip-
t" Dr. John. Again ~ent Skelag three days elapsed victuals to bring; hand-

9 kank p'lafkni hak shewana Doctor J ohnash, P'lf1 toks lapeni shew ana 
ing from above there he gave (them) to l>r. John, Blow however twice gave 

nayant waftashtat. 
another on day. 

Hu'kt pil na'dshek; hu'ksha toks, nanka ka-i hu'masht 
This one (was) the only one; those (men) (did), other (men) not like (him) 

'shewanat shl'ukshtka gfug Doctor J ohnash. Tchushak lapi sha shfkenitksh 
gave (any food) kill in order Dr. John. Constantly two they a pi8tol 

to (men) 

12 shishi' tilatk shliutuapkug hu' nk. Agency tchui gepksht tapi' ti' ta shash, 
were carrying in to fire on him. To the Agency (they) had afLer a while they, 
ili~~~ ~e 

ktiugfulank ka-ishtish, tchui watch 
he kicked open the door-cover, and a. horse 

hatokt tku'tkapksh shlaank ge'hlap-
there standing finding (he) mounted 

tchapka, m'na unakam gatpen6tash. 
it, . his son having come (with 

the horse). 

Tchui gi'ta hush6tpa agency, tchui 
Then here be rode up to the agency, and 

15 ya-uks=menamksh gatpenank guli'. Tchui agenci'nish hikiash hashashu-
in the physician's bouse corning entered. A11d to the agent heap· 

akia, Mfnn1ash shahamuyank shnu'ntatka lakiash hashashuakitki gfug. 
pl ed, for Minnie sending to interpret the agrnt for conversing witb. 

NOTES. 

64, 1. In September 1877 Pukish, an elderly Indian, died after a very short illness 
on the western side of Upper Klamath Lake. The rumor that he had been bewitched 
and thereby feloniously killed by Kakash, one of the conjurers who treated him, soon 
gained credence, and the excitement in the tribe ran high. The first account of the 
occurrence was obtained by one of the subchiefs, who, with his colleagues, passed 
sentence over the unfortunate Ka,kash. 

64, 1. hu't, ''this one", forms one of the substitutes for names of deceased persons, 
which no Indian dares to pronounce. Hu't refers to a person standing visibly before 
the speaker, and it is remarkable that the dead are referred to by this pronoun, and not 
by a pronoun marking distance out of sight, like hukt, h11'kta etc. Of. btVt bishuaksh, 
64, 9., gen, 64, 2., hu'nk pi'sh, 64, 5., 68, 11. etc. The subject nanlm kuldaks does not 
exclude the use of the suQject pronoun sha, they, the acconnt. being worded in the con· 
versational Rtyle. 
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64, 1. Tet~madshish or Aunt Susie is one of the numerous female'' doctors", who 
eke out a scanty living from some patients of the Klamath Lake tribe. She received 
the above name for having been a washerwoman to the soldiers stationed at Fort Kla
math, and the nickname Wuya-ak was bestowed on her on account of her predilection 
for small sucker fish. 

64, ~. · samtsalza. The means employed by her to discover that Dr. John had 
cast upon the patient a spell of a deadly character, were the singing or recital of taman
nash songs, and the drearns which she had on that subject. Her tamanuash songs had 
seen those of the accused conjurer. See 65, 9. The great majority of the tribe still 
believes in the posRibility of witchcraft. 

64,. 7. The two sentences contained . in this line anticipate the result of the whole 
trial, and the popular verdict. The proper place for them would be after 65, 15. 

64, 9. Tua ni etc. The defense made by Dr. John in his own case is not an unable 
· one, nor is it devoid of oratorical powers. But if the arguments were delivered in the 
order as given by Dave Hill, they ought to have followed each other in a more logical 
order to attain their full effect. 

64, 10. wak lish etc. The logical connection existing between this sentence and 
the foregoing has to be supplied by: " why should he have been my personal enemy f" 

64, 10, 11, 15 etc. i, ik stands here for at (ye); because, when the headchief is ad
dressed in council, all the others are addressed also. L6li stands for lOla i. The trial 
took place on Williamson River. 

64, 13. kukamtchish. The distributive form is used here instead of the absolute 
verbal k'mu'tchish, because old age comes on gradually, by degrees. 

64, 16. tchi insh instead of tchi nish; the language likes juxtaposition of two short 
equal vowels, even when a metathesis is required. 

65, 8. Katak etc. Aunt Susie's opinion, given just after Pukish's death aml some 
time before the trial, did not fail to have a striking effect on the superstitious judges 
and tribe, for her arguments perfectly agree with the national ideas. But to us the 
arguments seem so weak, that no conviction seems justified, if not based on other 
evidence. 

65, 9. na'nsak etc. "Your defense does not disprove any of the points advanced 
against you." 

65, 11. K'In:ukamtsam na'-ulaks : "the old customs of the people." 
65, 16. The second account of tliis tamanuash-case was obtained a few weeks after 

the trial; Dr. John was present at the agency buildings at the time of the clictatiori, 
furnishing the facts to my informant. · 

66, 4. ka-ishnank etc. • This underground jail was in such an unhealthy condition 
that Dr. John could not have lived in it through the tenth part of his long term of 
imprisonment. 

66, 5. Tchikeskni and Skelag, names of two watchmen (i-alhish); the chiefs appoint 
watchmen from time to time. Skelag is "the young weasel" and Tchikeskni ''man 
living at Tchikesi camping-place". They were armed with pistols to foil any attempt 
at escape. 

66, 10. na/dshekforna'dshak: ''theonlyone". Comparenadshiak,60,21; waitak, 
56, 7. and Notes. 

66, 12. shishi'tilatk. The past participle often stands for forms of periphrastic 
conjugation: shishitilatko gi, they wm·e carrying in their dress. Of. ill61atko, 55, 20. 

'• 
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66, 13. ge'hlaptchapka. The verb gelapka means to step on, to mount, ascend; 
with 'h infixed, to mount upon something by using one's hands; ge'hlaptcha is to per
form this while on the way, while going or travelling; ge'hlaptchapka, to perform this 
at a distance from other people and unseen by them. Doctor John escaped, aided by 
his son, in the midnight hour. 

66, 14. m'na unakam gatpen6tash. Gatpen6ta is a derivative of ~atp'na with a 
durativ-e signification, the suffix -6ta pointing to an action performed while another is 
going on. "His son having arrh;ed close by, while he was imprisoned." 

66, 16. shnu'ntatka, verba.I intentional of shnft'nta, the suffix -tka being sometimes 
substituted for the usual -tki, -tki giug. 

PUNISHMENT OF MANSLAUGHTEit THROUGH WITCHCRAFT. 

OBTAINED l<'ROM "SERGEANT" MORGAN IN THE KLAi\IATH LAKE DIALECT, 

Tina maklaks ma'ntch=gi'tk na-asht gi: "tft salxi'ta snawedsh ge-u 
Once man long ago thus spoke: "over is bewitched wife my 

there 

shillalsht! 
havin!! fallen 

sick; 

i a-i tawi!" 
bewitched 

(her)!" 

'rsui tchikash skuyui suakitsatki gfug; tsui gena 
Then an old man he sent out to call a conjurer; and he you 

started 

3 tchika suakitsuk, tsui shuakiuk ndena, tsuyuk tutnena shuishuk, k:iuksam 
the old to fetch the con- and to call him out halloed, and he heard the magic songs, conjurers' 
man jurer, 

ya:inatat shui'sh; ati ha shuishuk. Tsui gena kiuks tsutansuk, tu'shtaks a 
on the moun- songs; far (are) songs 

tain away these. 
Then goes the con- to trea,t (her), to the spot 

jurer where 

salxita. 
she lies 

bewitched. 

At shu'ta hft'nk, tchui hantsna. 
Now he works on her, and sucks. 

Getpa mu'ns summatka., shui'shuk 
Comes out a big thing through (his) to sing 

mouth, 

6 tpewa, summatka hantsantkiug. Tsui hantchipka, tsui puta, tsui husatchip-
he orders with (his) mouth while be would suck 
(those present), on. 

Then he sucks out, and feels and throws up 
choked, 

gapele hanshish m'na; sxft'dxa lutatkish. 
again sucked.out his; swallows (it) (his) expounder. 

article 

At hft'k sx6tka, ku-i huki' tsutfsh 
Now he has swal- worse that bdng 

(after) lowt.d (it), (patient) treated 

gi'ntak, ku-i gi, wiga telsampka k'Hi'ksh. 
in spite of, worse is, almost she looks towards the 

(she) sp1rit land. 

Kinks hft'k tche-ulxa shft'kpal-
conjurer the starts to leave wanting to 

9 takiug ku-i gi'sht ka-i gi'Ixisht pash; tchui hft'k na-asht gi kalamtak 
retire wors" because (and) passing through the food; hereupon he thus speaks whose own 

she turned not (bowels) 

snewedsh shi'la shalxi'tnuk, k:iukshash: "i a-i tawi hunksh." Tchuyuk 
wife is sick for being b~witohed, to the conjurer: "you have her." Bnt 

bewitched 

sakamka kiuks: ''ka-i a nft tawit! shi'laka ·hut!" k:iuks tchui na'sht 
opposes deniaJ th11 con- "not I· did bewitch bad be('ome she! " conjurer then so 

jurer: (her) ! sick (before) 

.12 hemkank. At k'leka snawedsh. 
said. Now dies the woman. 
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Wudoka hushts6xa sha kiuksas salxitnuk kleksht h{Ink snawedshash. 
Struck (and) killed they the conjurer for ueing be- having died this Woman. 

witched (and) 

Tsui sa luluksla snawedsh kiuksam sinks; hu'nk sa kiuksas a'mpele 
Aud cremated the woman by the conjurer killed; him they the conjurer brought back 

tchi' shtal, tsui sa luluksla maklaks. 
to (bill) lodge, and crem<twd the people. 

(him) 

NOTES. 

68, 1 etc. This is a pretty good illustration of the method of doctoring by suction 
adopted in similar ta.m{muash cases. Persons sent out to call for the conjurer do not 
enter his cabin, hut loudly halloo outside till he appears; in this instance he is sup
posed to sing his medicine songs amidst the solitary wilds of the mountain slopes. 

68, 1. ma/ntch=gi'tk. This temporal adverb p~aces the mode of punishment de
scribed by the informant among the a,ncient customs of the people. Compared to what 
is stated here, the trial of Doctor John shows a material modification in the dealings 
with suspected conjurers, attributable to the influence of the white population. 

68, 1. 10. sal;cita is always used in a passive signification, "to be afflicted with the 
tamanuash spell or bewitching power", which conjurers can send out at will. 

68, 1. 2. The words inclosed in quotation marks anticipate all that follows up to 
68, 10. 

68, 2. 8. a-i. This particle has the signification: "undeniably, evidently". 
68, 5. shu'ta hft'nk. The "working" of a conjurer on a patient's body consists in 

rubbing, pressing, magnetizing, in blowing on it, and in pouring water over the face or 
other parts. Sucking out the object which caused the disease is of course the principal 
operation called for to effect a cure. 

68, 5. mu'ns; it is not stated whether this luinshish was a frog, a worm, a small 
stick, or any such thing; this is immaterial, for the Indian strictly believes that the 
article was removed from the patient's body and that it caused the disease. 

68, 6. luintsantkiug and 68, 8: shukpaltakiug stand for hantchantki giug and 
shukpaHtki giug; cf. shu'kpeli. 

68, 6. hantchipka properly means: "he sucks towards himself"; husatchipgapele 
"he throws up again to himself"; viz. into his mouth, so as to be able to take it out 
with his hands. 

68, 7. lutatkish is the conjurer's assistant. His office is to repeat his tunes or 
speeches before those present in the lodge, to expound or explain his sayings, to start 
svngs and tunes in his stead, and to perform such manipulations as mentioned here. 

68, 8. k'Hi/ksh, contracted from k'Hikapkash, the dead, the deceased ; k'lekapkash 
telshampka, to be on the point of death. 

68, 8. tche-ul;ca: he rises from his seat on the ground, or on a blanket near the 
patient's couch, for the purpose of leaving. 

69, 1. hushts6;ca. The killing of a doctor or doctress by the relatives of the pa
tient who died under his or her treatment was nothing unusual in the Columbia Basin 
until quite recently. In some tribes the third failure in curing brought certain death 
on the conjurer, especially when he harl received his reward in advance. 

3 
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SHAMANIC DANCE-DIRECTIONS. 

GIVEN BY D.& VB HILL IN THE KLAM:ATH LAKE DIALECT. 

"w alok mat tft'nepni wait6lat nat genuapka kshiulaktsuapkuk we-
.. For sweating during tlve days we shall go to have a dance the 

-waHi.'ksh tchish. At gentak i'lksat pan a. W ft' sa ni luskuapkug. Kflank 
old women also. Ye shall go on a feast to eat. I fear I may get too warm. -Loud 

(men) 

3 at tsufnuapk; tunepni at nfttfsh tsui'nuapk. At tchish hfhashuaksh ksiu-
:re must sing; at tlve ye tires ye have to sing. Ye too (women and) fellows begin 

laktampka Htstakiank; untsa'g na'tnag pa-uapk tft'm mbu'shant. "Sflalsh 
to dance with exertion; by and by then ye shall eat plenty to-morrow. "Dist·ase 

mat na'bakuapk" kfuks na-asht shapa, yayaya-as mat na-asht sapa; "ku't-
will come on" the shn· thus says, some tnru4nnash- (to him) "it is so" says; "of small-

man medicine 

6 kaks mat sfssalaluapk" yayaya-as mat na-ast shapa. 
pox it says will suffer (the peo- the tamanoaah ju11t so says. 

Suassuaktch mak-
.A.re weeping peo-

ple)" 

laks nanuk wuss6ga ku'txaks. 
ple all afraid of smallpox. 

N a-ast kfuks walok sapa: "Tanni flksh 
So the sba- before speaks: "How many food-

man sweating buckets 

Lapni ta-unepanta pa'n tunep pe-ula; 
Twice ten and tlve; 

sha' tu at' tank~ni at i'lksh ~ 
do ye count~ how many already buckets f 

9 kank a ni sa'tft." 
so many I count." 

NOTES. 

70, 1 etc. This is a fair specimen of the careless, jargon-like conversational style 
in vogue among the E-ukshikni, and without commentaries and glosses it would be 
impossible to get at the true meaning. 

These directions are intended to gather the people at the communal dance
house for a dance lasting five nights. The dance is performed around the fires with 
almost ~uperhuman exertions, in order to produce profuse perspiration and to prevent 
thereby any infection by disease. The conjurer or shaman is charged with the inaugu
ration of all dances, most of which are of a religious character. This kind of sweat.ing 
is called "wala", while sweating ina temazcalli or sweat-house is "spukli". The kfuks 
is introduced as speaking all these words. The particle mat indicates that the words 
given are those of another than of the narrator. 

70, 1. wait6lat; in common parlance: tunepni waitash gi'ulank, or: tunepni gfu. 
lank, or in Modoc tunepni wait6lan. 

70, 1. kshiulaktcha di1ferent from ksful~xa; see Grammar (List of suffixes). These 
dances take place in winter time and are held from two to four times every season. 

70, 2. wewaUi/ksh. This is one of the festivities from which old women are not 
exclnrled; they often take part in the dan?e themselves. 
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70, 2. i'lks (from ~l.za, il.la, to lay. down) is the full dish, basket, or bucket (kala), on 
which the victuals are brought in; but it means also the food itself, and the dance-feast 
on which they are eaten. Locative case: i'lksat. · 

70, 3. shuina is often incorrectly pronounced tsuina. 
70, 3. nuti'sh; verbally: while burning fivefold; while five fires are blazing. 
70, 3. At tchi'sh: the young men, who strip themselves naked down to the hips 

during the performance, begin their dance after the women have had one turn. 
70, 5. na/bakuapk: see nepka, in Dictionary. 
70, 5. yayaya-as means a certain tamanuasb witchcraft which inspires the conjurer: 

the conjurer tells the people just what (na-ast) the yayaya-as said to him. 
70, 6. 7. s, _sh is here in thrPe words doubled to 88 : shishalaluapka, shuashuaktcha, • 

and wus6ga; ku't.zaks forms the indirect object of the first of these verbs. 
70, 7. walok sapa. The kinks gets the inspiration from the yayaya-as only' after 

sweating; then he can tell (sapa) the people, when the disease will come. 
70, 8. tankeni: after tankeni at i'lksh supply ftpa ~ (did ye bring in~). 
70, 8. 9. sha/tu, sa/tu for the more usual form sha/tua; pa/n after b1-unepanta is 

incorrect and unnecessary; this conjunction should stand there only after ta-unepni or 
ta-unep. 

DETAILS OF -A CONJURER'S PRACTICE. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY MINNIE FROBEN. 

Maklaks shuakiuk kiuksa.sh ka-i gu'l'hi hunkelam hl,dshashtat, ndena 
Indians in calling the conjurer not enter his into lodge, they 

halloo 

sha'hm6knok; kfuksh toks wan kiukayank mu'luash m'na kanita pi'sh. 
to call (him) out; the conjurer red fox hanging out on a as 11ign his outside "of him". 

pole. 

Kuldaks tchu'tanish gatp'nank wigata tchelxa ma'shipksh. Lutatkish 3 
Conjurers when treating approaching clo:::.e by sit down the patient. The expounder 

wigata kfukshesh tcha'hlanshna. Shuyega kfuks, wewanuish tchik win6ta 
close to the conjurer sits down. Starts choruses the con- females then join in 

jurer, singing 

liukiamnank nadsha' shak tchutchtnfshash. Hanshna ma'shi:sh hu'nk 
crowding around him simultaneously while he treats (the flick). He sucks diseased that 

hishuakshash, tatktish i' shkuk, hantchfpka tchi'k kukuaga, wishinkaga, 6 
man, the disease to extract, he sucks out then a small frog, small snake, 

mu'lkaga, kako gi'ntak, kahaktok nanuktua nshendshkane. Ts'u'ks toks 
small insect, bone afterwards, whatsoever anything small. A leg 

ke-usht tchekele ftkal; lulp toks ma'shisht tchekelitat lgu'm shu'kelank 
being frac- the (bad) he ex- eyes but being sore into blood coal mixing 

tared blood tracts ; 

ki'tua 
be pours 

lu'lpat, 
into the eyes, 

ltuixaktgi giug. 
for eat.ina out. 

ku'tash 
a louse 

tchish kshewa 
too - introduces 

lulpat 
into the 

eye 

pu'klash 
the white of 

eye 

tuixampgatk 9 
protruding 
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NOTES. 

71, 1. shuakia does not mean "to call on somebody" generally, but only '~to call on 
the conjurer or medicine man". 

71, 2. wan stands for wanam ni'l : the fur or skin of a red or silver fox; kanita 
pi'sh stands for kanitana latchash m'nalam: "outside of his lodge or cabin". The 
meaning of the sentence is: they raise their voices to call him out. Conjurers arc in the 
habit of fastening a fox-skin outside of their lodges, as a business sign, and to let it 
dangle from a rod stuck out in an oblique direction. 

71, 3. tchelxa. During the treatment of a patient who stays in a winter-house, the 
lodge is often shut up at the top, and the people sit in a circle inside in utter darkness. 

71, 5. liuldamnank. The women and all who take a part in the chor~s usually sit 
in a circle around the conjurer an<l his assistant; the suffix -mna indicates close 
proximity. Nadsha/shak qualities the verb win6ta. 

71, 5. tchfttchtnishash. The distributive form of tchft't'na refers to each of the 
va.rious manipulations performed by the conjurer on the patient. 

71, 5. rna/shish, shortened from mashipkash, ma'shipksb, like k'la/ksh from k'lak
apkash, 68, 8. 

71, 6. 7. There is a stylistic incongruity in using the distributive form only in 
kukuaga (kue, frog), kahaktok, and in nshendshkane (nsheln\ni, ndshekani, tsekani, 
tchekeni, small), while i11serting the absolute form in wishinkaga (wishink, garter-snake) 
and in _kako; mft'lkaga is more of a generic term and its distributive form is therefore 
not in use. 

71, 7. kahaktok for ka-akt ak; ka-akt being the transposed distributive form kakat, 
of kat, which, what (pron. relat.). 

71, 8. lgu'm. The application of remedial drugs is very unfrequent in this tribe; 
and this is one of the reasons why the term "conjurer" or "shaman" will prove to be 
a better name for the medicine man than that of "Indian doctor". 

71, 9. kC1'tash etc. The conjurer introduces a louse into the eye to make it eat up 
the protruding white portion of the sore eye. 

KALAK. 

THE RELAPSE. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY DAVE HILL. 

Ha nayans hissuaksas ma'shitk kalak, tsui kinks na'-ulakta tchutan-
wben another man fell sick as a relapse, then the conjurer concludes to treat 

uapkuk. 'rchui tchuta; tchui ya-uks huk shlaa kalak a gek. Tchi huk 
(him). .And he treats; and remedy this finds out (• hat) relapsed he. Thus the 

3 shui'sh sapa. Tsui na'sh shui'sh sayuaks hu'mtcha kalak, tchui nanuk huk 
song-rem· indicates, And one son~-rem- having found (that) of the kind of re- then all those 

edy edy out lapsed (he iH), 

shui'sh tpa'wa hu'nksht kaltchitchikshash heshuampelitki giug. Tchui 
remedit'S mdicnte (that) him the spider (-remedy) would cure. Then 
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hft'k ka1 tchitchiks ya-uka; uba-us hftk kaltchitchiksan1 tchuteno' tkish. 
the spider treats him; a piece of of the spider (is) the curing-tool. 

deer-skin 

Tsui hunkantka uba-ustka tchuta; tataktak huk kalak rna'sha, ga'tak 
Then by means of that deer-skin he treats just thfl size that relaptle is infected, so much 

(him); of the spot 

uba-ush ktft'shka ta'tak huk ma'sha. Tsui hftk kaltchitchiks siun6ta 3 
of deer-skin he cuts out as where he is suffering. Then the '' !!pider" song is started 

na'dskank hft'nk uba-ush. Tchft'yuk p'laita netatka skutash, tsui sha hft'nk 
while applying that skin-piece. And he O'\"er it be stretches a blanket, and they it 

udft'pka hana'shishtka, tsui hu'k guta'ga tsula'kshtat; ga'tsa lupi kiatega, 
strike with conjurer's arrows, then it enter11 into the body; a particle finltly enters, 

tsui tsule'ks k'Hika, tchf1i at pushpushuk shle' sh huk u ba-ush. Tsf1i rna' ns 6 
then (it) body becJmes, and now dark it to look at that skin-piece. Then after a 

while 

tankeni ak waitash hu'k pftshpushli at rna' ns=gitk tsuHi'ks=sitk shla' sh. Tsi 
after so and days that black (thing) at last (is) tiesb-like to look at. Thus 

so many 

ni sa yuakta ; 
I am iuformed ; 

tun1i hu'nk shayuakta hu'masht=gisht tchuti'sht; 
many men know, (that) in this manner were effected 

tsuyuk 
and be then 

cures; 

tsushni wa'mpele. 
always was well again. 

NOTES. 

72, 1. nayans hissuaksas: another man than the conjurers of the tribe. The ob
jective case shows that ma/shitk has to be regarded here as the participle of an imper
sonal verb: ma/sha nush, and ma/sha nu, it ails me, I am sick. 

72, 1. kaJak, relapse. Relapse is not substantive, but adjective in the sense of a 
person having fallen back into the same disease by which he was afflicted before; 1 
ka1kela, to fall sick. 

72, 2. ya-uks is remedy in general, spiritual as well as material. Here a taman
nash song is meant by it, which, "When sung by t.he conjurer, will furnish him the cer
tainty if his patient is a relapse or not. 'l'here are several of these medicine-songs, but 
all of them (nanuk hft.'k shui'sh) when consulted point out t.he spider-medicine as the 
one to apply in this case. The spider's etuing-In~trument is that small piece of buck
skin (uba-ush) which has t.o be inserted under the patient's skin. It is ca.lled the 
spider's medicine because the spider-song is sung during its application. A spider
song in use among the Modocs is given below. 

73, 5. ha/nashish appears as the subject of an incantation song in the song-list of 
Sergeant Morgan. 

73, 5. guta'ga. The whole operation is concealed from the eyes of spectators by a 
skin or blanket stretched over the patient and the hands of the operator. 

73, 5. kiatega. The buckskin piece has an oblong or longitudinal shape in most 
instances, and it is passed under the skin sideways and very gradually. 

73, 7. taukeni ak waitash. Dave Hill gave as an approximate limit five days' 
time. 
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THE MONTHS OF THE YEAR. 

OBTAINED FROM ''PETE" IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Gaptsatka E-ukshikni maklaks paha udsaks; luela kapto Ya-ag; 
In the month of the Lake Indians dt y the large kill gudgeons at thEI 
the small finger sucker; Bndge; 

Ktaf=Tupakshi tkalmakstant oti'lks luela ho'ank. At sa k6-ixaktchuapka, 
of Standmg-Rock to tho westward fish-dam kill when jump- Now they will leave home (soon), 

ing. 

3 at ka.mals paba; k6-ixaga, ka' shla sa, kolalsuapk mat sa, tawiksalsuapk 
and dry fish thPy pre- they leave, go after ipos they, will gather kol they, will gather tawiks 

pare; 

mat s at, po'ksalsuapk mat sa, at sa p6pakuapk satnalhuapka sa, suaftlal-
they, will dig camas;; they, they will bake (it), roast it (3 days) they, roast it 

uapk; saka a po'ks. 
(1 day); eat raw camass. 

6 Tx6powatka paba at po'ks iwfdshat, at E-uksi genuapka woksalsuap-
In the thumb-month dried then cam ass they put un- now for Kla- they will start to gather 

der ground, math Marsh 

katki giug; kayudsh nu'ka w6kash. At nu'ka w6kash, w6ksalsba at tunepni 
lily-seed; not yet is ripe pond-lily seed. Now has lily-seed, they gather (it) for five 

ripened 

waftash, kanktak w6kslat Eukshikni. Snfkanua nadshgshaptankni waftash; 
days, so long may gather the Lake people. '.rhey let it ripen during six duys; 

(it) 

9 nadsbgshaptankni waftash w6kasb shuta' shlat, awo'lat, peksat, shiulina, 
during six days the nuphar- they grind, cook, rub fine, winnow, 

seed 

lulfna. Na' sh willishik palasham=waxoksh lap tala, lxalxamnishti lulinash 
ruake flour. One sack of the flour-bags two dollars, in a long, heavy sack th~k:~~hd·up 

tunep tala. Nu'xatk w6kash iwixi'e ka-itua nu kaila. " Tank a iwfxa i ~ 
five dollars. Roasted lily-seed filled in none in the 

sacks country. 
''How many did fill you 1 

12 lapkshapta kan iwi'xa willfshik~'' "nu te-unip willi'shik iwi'xa!" We-
seven who dioflll sacks1" "I ten • sacks havefilled Wo-

up!" 

wan'sh pi'la wo'kshla, hi'hassuaks gankanka paxo'les, tcha'-u. At sa hewi-
men only gather w6kash, the men hunt mulc-deers, antelopes. Now they will haul 

uapk, skuya w6kash. At a sha i hi'wi-uapk; awalues skena, maktsina 
(it) home, crush lily-seed. Just they home will brinj:t it; to the island they row, camp there 

15 Nu'shkshi, wo'ns i'lktsat Leme-isham Nute'ks, Vushi'nkam Tinuash, Lal'laks, 
at Skull-place, canoes they put. away at Thunderbolt, at" Snake-Drowned", at '·Slope-

in lake bottom steps" 

Lko'm A'-ush; kakokish l6loksgish ktelxa, St6palsh=Tama'dsh, 'r6-ilkat 
at Black Lake; at the ford the rifle drop, at Peeled-Pine, at Rail-Pyra-

mid 

pi'la wi'hla; 

18 Walakgishtat. 
Lookout. 

tchfa nanuk 
stops every one 

Kak=Ksha waliaksh; 
at Raven's Plaoe; 

nanka tchia Tchfkass= 
some (will) stop atBh·d's 
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Speluishtka at hewi, iwi-idsha w6kash. Nat a genanuapk! nanuk 
In the index-month they haul, take home the lily-seed. We will go there! all 

nat enaf natoks waftuapk, wewalha watch, hft'masht nat gi wafta wewal-
of us carry it I but we will wait one are sore (our) horses, therefore we wait one because 

day, day 

hasht watch ka'mat. N ad gita pienuapk p6lokuantch, ktalowalshuapka 3 
are sore horses on back. We there will scrape up moth-chrysalids, gather pine-nuts 

nad. Tchatchapelu, h6llaksh, tuhinksham, hahashkem6lsham, lol6loisam, 
we. Sweet resin, winged pine- blackberry, black cherry, wild gooseberry, 

nuts, 

tsinexatn, Ida-ads, washlalam iwam na' d sta-ila. K6-idse, shtealtk kta'lo. 
sort of wokash, prunes, squirrels' buckle- we gather. Of bad taste, full of resin pine-nuts. 

berries (are) 

Tx6powatka i-umami watch lala-a; gepgapele maklaks kela'wiank, 6 
In the t.bumb-month at berry·time mares foal; return the Iudians having' done 

(gatbet in g), 

at wewanuish o-olal6na, at sa i'-umaltka. 
the females dry berT ies by they return from berry-

the fire, gath, ring. 

Bu'nuapka tcha'kele i'wam, 
They will d1'ink red juice of huckle-

berries, 

tchilalat hun i' wan1. .Anshat anika shash i' warn ; wi' dsika nanka i' warn. 
boil the berries. You may go and ask them for hnckJe. retentive some (are) of berries. 

berries; 

T{1peluish ani'k telu'ks, tchakela n's skai tak; tsakelatka n's skaitki sta. 9 
To next lodge I send tule-basket, willow-basket to me to gi l"e in; in the basket to me to give it filled. 

Pahapk tchish iwam luitki n's lewitchta a. Ka-i sheshatui'shtka. 
Dried too buckle· to give to me they did not want. Not I intend to sell them. 

berries 

Speluishtka spu'klishtat kshiwalxa, papi::i'na luldamalakstat. At hu'k 
In the index-month in the sweat-house they dance, inaugurate by the winter-house. Now such a 

fea~St man 

kshii'n hiwidshuapk, at hu't hi'wi; tunepni na'd sh6pelakuapk. "Tu'sh 12 
hay will haul home, and that hauls (it) in five (stacks) • we will stack (it) up. "Where 

man in; 

nO. sh6pelakuapk"~ "lapash i'lxat, ati'sh shui'nshnank i'lxat; i' tchkash i 
I shall stack it'' 1 "in two heap it in a long- - (stack) stacking heap it you also you 

stacks ye, stretching ye I 

nu'sh shatuayuapk mbusant. Unipni waitash i n's shatuayuapka." 
me must help to-morrow. Four days you me must help." 

Tatxelam hehatxe tapak. 
In the midfinger· fall the leaves. 

month 

Gaptchelan1 shinaktishtka ka'na. 
In the ring-finger month it is snow-

ing. 

Gaptsatka mu ka'na. 
In the month of heavily it snows. 
the small finger 

Tx6powatka wetko e-ush; kena. 
In the thumb-month is frozen the lake; it is snow· 

in g. 

Speluishtka kto'tsa n1u; wala kshiulgishtat. 
In the index-month it rains much; they in the dance· house. 

dance 

Tatxelam tsuam luela Nilaksi Tsuyake'ksni. 
In the m flfinger. large kill at Nilaks the Linkville Indians. 

month suckers 

Gaptselam shinaktishtka udsaksalsha K6ketat, ka' shla sa. 
In the t·ing·tlnier month they take large in Lost Rivt>r, (ttnd) get tpos. 

snoken 

15 

18 

21 
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NOTES. 

This text intends to give a sketch of the various occupations of the northern tribe 
or E-ukshikni in every month of the year, and is partially worded in a form which 
may be cal1ed dramatic. These statements are not always arranged in logical order, 
but a profusion of ethnologic details gives intrinsic value to them. 

The months of the Maklaks year do not coincide with the months of our calendar, 
for they extend from one new moon to the next one, and therefore should be more 
properly called rnoons or lunations. Twelve and a half of them make up the year, and 
they are counted on the fingers of both bands. The first moon of their year begins 
on the first new moon after their return from the w6kash-harvest at Klamath Marsh, 
which is the time when all the provisions and needful articles have been gathered in 
for the winter. Work is then stopped and the communal dances begin, the doctor
dances as well as those conducted by the chiefs, and everybody participates in them 
except those who are out hunting in the mountains during the latter part of the year. 
This mode of counting the moons on the digits was once popular, but on account of its 
imperfections it is now forgotten by the majority of the tribe. Instead of it they reckon 
time by the seasons in which natural products are harvested, as: udsaksa/mi, ' 4 in the 
big sucker time''; i-uma/mi, "in the berry season", or they use our calendar months. 

The first moon mentioned in our text, gaptche, answers generally to our May. 
The two next moons are counted on the thumb and forefinger of the hand not used 
immediately before; with this last moon their year bas come to an end. The next 
five moons are counted again on the digits of the first hand, and so forth. The half 
moon making up their full year is not accounted for in this text. 

74, 2. Ktai=Tupakshi is a locality of renown in the folklore of the Klamath trioe. 
It lies near the confluence of Sprague and Williamson Rivers, on the property of an 
Indian named Tchelozins. The otilks is the fish-dam (from utila), where the Indians 
wade in the water with their dip-nets and catch the fish while it ascends the river in 
spring-time in enormous quantities. This fish-dam does not reach the water's surface. 

74, 2. The direct object of luela is kapto, its subject maklaks ho'ank. 
74, 3. kamalsh paha means: they dry the fish which they have just caught by 

exposing it to the sun on limbs of trees, and then make kamalsh by pounding it. 
Kamalsh is a derivative from g{tma, to pound. 

74, 3. k6-izaga is identical with guikaka; derived from kui, "away, far off"; gui
zatchka is: to start out annually to the prairies where roots etc. are harvested. 

74, 5. saka a po'ks: they eat sometimes the camass raw, but only at the time when 
digging it. ·Bulbs, roots, pods, chrysalidl'l and berries are gathered by women only. 

74, 6. paha at p.; this is equivalent to pahatko po'ks iwidshat/ They bake the 
camass and put it in their caches at the place where they intend to stay next winter. 

74, 8. shnikanua. During the time when a pause is made in the gathering-process, 
the coujurer carefully watches the ripening of the pods not yet harvested and arranges 
puhlie dances. When tb e sun has done its work, he solemnly announces it to tl1e 
women, and tuey go to work again in their canoes. 

74, D. shiulina. From the preceding we should expect sbiulinat, lulinat. 
74, 10. willishik is the generic term tor larger kinds of provision-sacks; it me.ans 

here a sack of fifty pounds seed or grain, while the wazoks holds hundred pounds. In 
palasbam::wazoksh, however, the latter word is taken in its generic sense of sack, bag. 
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All these different kinds of sacks or bags were originally made of bulrush-stalks (tule) 
and the tayash was made of straw. 

74, 11. _kaitua nu ka/ila. The sense is incomplete. Probably shayuakta is left out: 
"I do not know of any in the whole country", kaila often standing for ·kailatat. 

74, 14. awalues. There are several islands in the shallow waters of the vast 
extent of Klamath Marsh, but only one is meant here. 

74, 15. wo'ns ilktsat. They submerge their dug-outs at several places on the beach, 
where they are certain to find them in the next w6kash-season. 

74, 17. pi'la wi'hla (or pHa willash) contains perhaps a proper name of a locality, 
or stands in connection with T6ilkat, "at the Rail-Pyramid"; wilhaslash means top, 
apex . . The stations from the" Ford" to "Bird's Lookout" are passed by the tribe when 
they return home with the lily-seed harvest-crop. "They drop the rifle'' is: th~y take 
a rest. All these localities 34e either on the open waters of Klamath Marsh or on 
Williamson River, which forms its outlet. · 

75, 1. iwi-idsha w6kash. T~1e distance between Klamath Marsh and the William
sou River is from 20 to 25 miles, and horses carrying w6kash can make it in one day. 
The next day they return to carry another load. 

75, 2. mitoks waituapk: we will lie over one day to let oul' horses rest, or recover 
from the swellings on their backs. N atoks stands for mit toks. 

75, 5. kla-ads is probably a kind of wild prunes. See Dictionary: kelatch. 
75, 8. widsika iwam. "Some are economical with their own berries, and prefer not 

to scatter them in the hands of others"; iwam, huckleberry, has become the generic 
term for all berries, and i-uma'mi is ''berry-season". 

75, 11. spi"l'klish here means the large communal sweat-house; it is used frequently 
for dances and kshiuwal;cishtat, contr. kshiii.'l;cishtat might stand instead of sp(lklishtat. 

75, 11. papia'na, vocalic dissimilation for papa-ena; derived from pan, to eat. 
75, 13. ati'sh etc. "Heap ye up that hay in two stacks, which must have a lengthy, 

long-stretching, and not a high, cone-shaped form!" For heaping up long stacks 
one verb is here used, and another for making the high, round ones. 

Pu'LAM SHUMSHE-ELSHTAT SHASHAPKELEASH. 

A SKETCH OF BALL'S MARRIED LIFE. 

GIVEN BY DAVE HILL, 8UBCHIEF1 IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

P6luk ka'liak snawads t'shin. Tsui snawa'dshla Pampiam pa'~ia lupi'; 
Ball he -without a wife grew up. Then he married Pam pi's danght.er at first; 

tsui wa'kala, tsui tata mantsak mbusa'lan gi. Tsui ka'tsa, tsui mbusa'-
and she had a babe, and then quhe a while he lived with (her). Then be left (her), and l .veu with 

alpeli pan, tsui pan ketsa sissu'kuk tsu' ssak. Nash wa'ka sham kHika, na' sh 3 
(her) again, and again left (her) quarreling coutinually. Oue babe to them died, another 

tchfa; at sa sipi'txa, ts{Ii na's shna.wa'dshla pan Latsam pa'-ia; wats sawana 
lived; still they separated, then one he married after Llttchatth's daughter ; horses be gave 

(woman) (this) 
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sas tankak. 
to them not many. 

Tsui wiggatak tchia, tsui wa/kala, ts{li bilk mukak !f'la1nl. 
Then together they lived, and she bPcame and the babe died. 

mother, 

Tsui hu'nk p~n wnt6dsna, tsui pan mbuse-alpele. K{l-idshi hu'k snaweds; 
Then her again be gave up, and again lived with (her). . Mischievous (is) that woman; 

3 tsu'ssak su'la sha, hissuaks hu'k wu'lantana: ''tam mi'sh setu'lxa kani"~ 
constantly ha!lgled they, husband the . used to a10k (her): "(did) with yon consort a11ybo!ly¥ 

sa'gs' ish, !fa-i sa-i'shiank." Tsi sa hu'n ki nanuk spuna'ks; tsui si'ssuka 
tell ml', not concealing." So they said every night; then they fc.u ht 

na-asht giug. Tsui sa !fu-i su'ta pipelangshtan stainas, tsui sa !fu-i tchiu.. 
for saying so. And they embitt~red mutually hearts, and they wretch- lived. 

edly 

6 Hu'masht=giug tu'meni lahi!fi na'-ulxa, tumeni huskiu't::tnkpele. Tina 
On this subject often the chiefs ruled, many times made them li\e together Once 

again. 

snawads huk palla hishuaks m'na shu'ldsisas shato'Ix ; vu'nsatka hunk 
woman that deceived husband her (and) with a soldier copulated; in canoe (sho) 

s!fa'na pallank sas suldsamkshi. Tsi huk shu'ta titna huk snawa/ds; tsui 
rowed abstracting from to the troops. Thus acted at a time that woman; and 
away (it) them 

9 lalaki na'-u1xa hu'nksht Pu'lam snawa'dsas; ktu'tsga sa huk lala!fi sat6-
the chiefs tried that Ball's wife; cut hair off they the chiefs for hav-

Jakst su'ldsisas. Tchui pan ked sa Pa{ll; W aitangi' shash tsi' s seto'lx tankt. 
ing slept with soldier. Then again left (her) Ball; with a Warm 8pring man too he lodged then. 

Tsui pan mbuse-alpla, tsui sas wats s!f6kta pan, tsui sha pan ak sisso'ka; 
And again he lived with (her), and to horses he paid once and they again quarreled; 

them over more, 

12 at sa !fu-i hak tsfa tsussak, tsui lala!fi panak hu'skiutka. Tsui pan 
they wretchedly lived always, and the chiefs once more made them live And again 

together. 

mbu' se-alp'l, tu' sh spungatgapele E-ustat tchi'pkshi hunk snawa' dsas. Pu'l 
he lived with (her), over he brought back on Lake shore home the wife. Ball 

there 

toks hi'wi hirnboks tankt, tchui hi'-i lelktcha tchi'ktchik spu'nktchapaluk. 
hauled logs then, and there abandoned the wagon to bring (her) back. 

15 rrsui spu'ntpampele, tsui na'-ulxa sha pa'n, spu'lhi sa Pu'lash, tsui sa 
And be brought (her) back, and tried they again, imprisoned they Ball, and he and 

sx6kta sas pa'n ·watch, tsui sa spunkampele pan, tsui 
• paid them once horses, and they set (him) free again, and 

more 

sumsa' -alank tsia. 
marrying lived. 

18 . Wakak tsik sa tchfa, ka-i ni tu' menat. 
How since they have not I learnt. 

hved, 

NOTES. 

she 

sa pan hft'nk 
they again 

1\fatrimonial reverses like the one given in this narrative are by no means un
common among the Klamaths of the present day. They are one of the unavoidablA 
consequences of the gradual emancipation of the females from the former rule of their 
brutal husbands through the advent of the whites, and also of the obnoxious and 
corrupting neighborhood of the soldiers at Fort Klamath. 



• 
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77, 1. The name Pftl is pronounced in Yery different ways, and most people think 
it is the English name Ball; P6luk is PcJ'l hu'k; tchia, "lived", would be preferable to 
t'shin in this connection. 

7?, 2. 3. ka/tsa, ketsa properly means to cast away; here: to abandon, leave; 
almost identical with wut6dsna occurring below, 78, 2. 

77, 4. sawana sas: he did not give many horses for her to her parents. 
78, 8. pallank sas. This shash properly refers to Pampi and his family, for Pftl's 

wife took the dug-out canoe of Pampi and rowed with it to the soldiers. This was in 
the northeastern part of Upper Klamath Lake, and occurred in the winter of 1876-'77. 

78, 13. E-ustat is the location of the old agency buildings at Kohashti, in northeast 
corner of Upper Klamath Lake. 

78, 14. hi'-i. On that occasion Ball left his wagon in the midst of the woods; hi, 
hi-i means "on the ground". · 

78, 15. na/ulxa sha pa'n . .. About the middle of September 1877 a strong escort of 
Indians brought Ball and his wife to the "law-house" at the Klamath agency to be 
tried by the chiefs. A delay of several days occurred before he was confronted with 
the judges, and during the time he was imprisoned at the" skukum-house", a strong log 
cabin at the agency serving as jail. He is still a very young man, and on being 

- brought there he was allowed to ride on horseback with a rifle on his shoulders. His 
father is an Indian from the Spokane tribe, and Spukan is his name . 

78, 16. sx6kta, to pay a fine; to be fined (by the chiefs). See: "Legal Customs", 
62, 5. 

GAl\fES OF THE KLA1\1A TH LAKE PEOPLE. 

0BTAIN1W IN THE KLAMATH LAI{E DIALECT FROM MINNIE FRO BEN. 

I. 

E-ukshikni shakeluk 
The Lake people in gambling 

shi-i'xaga yamnash, watch, 
win from each beads, horses, 

other 

sk:Utash · tchish. 
blankets also. 

Vft'nip shulsheshlank; lap mu'meni, sxu'tash tchish lapi ndshekane. 
With four they play the stick-game; (thPre thick (sticks), skin-covered also two slender. 

(sticks) are) two sticks 

N dshekansh sha sxetchashtka shlfn, mu' menish toksh a yft' shakenank 3 
At the Rlender they with indt>x and mid- guess, at the thick (ones) however (they) with index finger 

(sticks) dle finger 

shlin; vu'ish Rha klatchnank shlin, txopowatka tch lenank shlfn. Wu'ishtka 
guess; at the they moving ha·1d side- guess, with the thumb also making a. they guess By the vtiish 

vttish 't ways a.de move at. 

toks sha na'shak kshe'sh wf-uka; sxetchashtka sha h1p wf-uka kshe'sh, 
they only one counting. (can) win; with indf'x and mid- they two win counting-

stick dle finger ' sticks, 

yu'shxish spelshisht. Tchui sa k(jlewi uduiwisham i'xaguk nanuk. 6 
the index having puffor- Then they stop, from the losers when they all (stakes) . 

ward. have won 
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II. 

E-ukshikni wewanuish sku'sha pu'mam tutatka lematchat ke'ltanutnk. 
The KI.,math Lake females lllay a ~~:arne beavers' with teeth, on a rubLing IettinJ;tt(them} 

stoLe drop. 

Sh1tshmalua=kipksh p'laitala tut nanuk ni'kualksht la'p ksbe'sh yankua. 
Where they are marked upside teeth all having f<tllen, two checks they win. 

3 Kukaluak taksh 
Both femalll (teeth) (if) 

only 

takani'lkuk 
falling right side 

up 

gelxa, tsui 
cume down, then 

sha 
thoy 

na'sh 
one 

kshe'sh wi uxa. 
check win. 

Lala!fiak tchish takani'lxuk gelxa, hu'nkant tchish a na'sh wi-uka kshe'sh. 
Buth male (if) falling right side come on that account also one (they) g:tin check. 

(teeth} only up down, • 

Kshawinasht tuksh kaitua wi-uxant; tchui sha nanuk heshkush shi-i'xaguk 
Falling unequ..~lly however nothing they win; and they all the stakes haviug wou ft·om 

each other 

6 kelewi. w ewanuish pila sku' sha, hihashuaksh pil shakalsh. 
quit. Women only pl:l.y (this men only play the stick-

game), game. 

III. 

E-ukskni wewanuish tchi'mma-uk tinkanka nannk shuekush sheshan1-
The Klamath 

Luke 
women in pla:vh{r tcbim- run forth aud every one (willow-) polt'~ 

rna-ash back, 
bold· 

in g. 
Pipelangshtant yu' ashlank tatxelam shalxuetgish tewa anku, tchautk. 

On either side fot· fixing b<\ses in the middle of the starting-places (th~:v> sticks, 

9 tch1ii sha· wutu'walxa shueko' shtka tchimma-ash. 
then they throw up with (their) poles the game-string. 

plant 

Kawu'tank sha vu
Having caught (it) they throw 

tu' dshna, tchui sha tinsbna hatoktala, shu' dshnuk tchimma-ash -shutualsha. 
(it to others), tl;len they run over there, while chasing each the game·string they throw. 

other 

Tukni wa'hlkish wtltu-ipele shiwakuash m'na; tchui sha kiudshna lena, 
One party tbe poles thl'ow back to the girls (on) their and they run off run 

(side) ; aside, 

12 shu' dshna yu' ash tala sha tchui. 
chase eacb other to the bases they then. 

NOTES. 

I. The game described in this paragraph is played with four shulshesh-sticks. From 
this term is formed a denominative verb, shulsheshla: to 1,lay the stick-game. It is a 
guessing game, and the guesses are made known by putting fingers forward, a gesture 
which is called spelshna. Hence spelshna, sometimes corrupted into speldshna, is used 
as a term equivalent to shulsheshla, to play the stick-game; and a third verb for this pas
time is sltakalslla. More minute descriptions of the three games will follow elsewhere. 

79, 1. shi-i';caga is the reciprocal form of i'zaga to win, gain, occurring below. 
These terms mamly rP-fer to gains made in gambling. 

79, 2. shulshe:shlank stands here for the periphrastic shulsheshlank gi, or the 
simple sllulslH~sllla. Derived from shulshesh, and this from shula, to hand oyer, to pass 
to another. 

79, 2. s;cft'tash, not to be confounded with skutash, blanket, forms apposition to 
lapi ndshekane. The two slender game-sticks are wrapped in narrow strips of buck
skin leather (skuta, to wrap in). 

• 

• 
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79, 3. szetcha, to extend two fingers, viz. the index and the middle finger; the instru
mental case of the verbal substantive, sxetchashtka: by extending these two fingers. 

79, 3. shlin, to shoot, to shoot forward, to hit; figuratively used for the rapid 
motion of the baud in guessing at the location of the sticks lying under the tray or 
pa'hla. yu'shakna, yushk~na, or yu'sxa, to put forward, to use the index finger. In 
this game that finger is called yft'shzish, and not by its usual name, speluish. 

79, 4. vu'ish is the location of the thicker sticks coupled on one side, and of the 
thinner ones on the other; the gesture for guessing at it is to make a side motion with 
the hand, thumb included. In the text, the sehse would become clearer by wording 
it thus : vu'ish sha nepatka txopowatka tch Ienank shlin, "they guess at the vuish, 
whirling around with the hand, thumb included." Lena is to perform a circular 
motion; klatehna, a side motion. 

79, 5. szetchashtka sha Uip wi-uka. Sxetchashtka collides here apparently with 
yu'sllxish spelshisht; it seems to stand for: "they win two checks, if they have guessed 
right at tlle slender sticks". 

79, 5. wi-uka. They win one (na/shak) of the six checks or counting-sticks, if the 
party opposite did not guess correctly. 

II. To play at dropping beavers' teeth (shku'sha) is the subject of thls paragraph; 
the game itself is skusllash. The four teeth of the beaver are marked for this game 
by the incision of parallel lines or crosses on one side, and a small piece of woolen or 
other cloth is inserted into the hollow to prevent breaks in falling. The two longer or 
upper teeth of the beaver are called the male (laki), the pair of lower and shorter the fe
male teeth (gulo, kulu; distributive form: kukalu). The teeth are dropped on a bard, 
level substance, as a metate or grinding ston~, to make them lie fiat. The marked 
side of the teeth wins, if it is turned up after dropping. The teeth of the woodchuck 
(m(l-i, m6i) serve for the same purpose. 

80, 2. Shushmalua=kipksh stands for shushmaluash=gipshtka or =gipkashtka, the 
instrumental' case of the participle gitko, possessed of: "(if they fall down) on that 
side, where each is possessed of marks" (shumaluash). 

80, 2-4. kshe'sh. In this game of beavers' teeth (pumam tut), or woodchucks' teeth 
(m(tyam tut) they use twelve check-sticks to count their gains with. The game is 
pl:.t3·ed by two persons, or by two partners on each side. 

80, 5. Kshawinasht tuksh. Kshawina means several teeth to fall down, but, as the 
prefix ksh- indicates, only one tooth with the marked or winning side up. 

III. The tehimma-ash game is played almost exclusively by females. The tchim
ma-ash is a string about 2-3 feet long, to the ends of which sticks or pieces of cloth are 
tied; it i~ taken up and thrown forward by two flexible willow rods (shuekush, wa'hl
kislJ) to playmates, who divide themselves into two parties. Before the commence
ment of the game, two limits (yuash) are meted out on the ground, which serve as 
bases. Both of them are located between the lines of starting (shalxuetgish). 

80, 7. shuekftsh : two poles; players hold one of them in each hand. 
80, 9. _Kawu'tank refers to the playmates of the opposite party, who are bound to 

catch the flying tcllimma-ash. 
80, 11. shiwakuash seems to be a dissimilation of shiwaka-ash. 
80, 11. kiudshna lena, or better : kiudshnank lena. 

6 

t 
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SWEAT-LODGES. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY MINNIE FROBEN. 

~-ukshkni h1pa spu'klish gitko. KU.kiuk Jfelekapkash spu'klishla ye-
The Lake people two sweat-lodges have. To weep over the deceased they build sweat· dig-

(kinds of) lodges 

pank kaila ; stutilantko spu'klish, kaila waltchatko. Spu'klish a sha shu' ta 
ging up the ground; are roofed (these) sweat- with covered. (Another) sweat· they build 

lodges, earth lodge 

3 kue-utch, kitchikan'sh stinaga=shitko; sku'tash a waldsha spu'klishtat tata-
of willows, a little cabin looking like; blankets they spread over the sweating. when 

lodge 

tak se spuklia. 
In it the.v sweat. 

Tatataks a hu' nk weas lftla, tatataks a hishuaksh tchimena, 
Whenever children died, or when a husband became wid-

ower, 

snawedsh wenuitk, ku'Jfi Jfelekatko, spu'klitcha tumi shashamoks=l6latko; 
(or) the wife (is) widowed, they for cause of death, go sweating many relatives who ha>o 

weep lost; 

6 tunepni waitash tchfk sa hu' nk spu'klia. Shiulakiank a sha ktai huyuka 
five · days then they sweat. Gathering they stones, (they) heat 

(them) 

skoilakuapkuk; hutoks ktai Jfa-i tata spukliu't'hursh. Spuklish lupra 
to heap them up (after 

use); 
those stones never having been used for Sweat-lodge in front 

sweating. of 

huyuka; Jfelpka a at, ilhiat atui, Jfidshna ai i ambu, kliulala. Spu'kli a 
they heat beate·d (being) when, they bring at once, pour on water, sprinkle. Sweat then 

(them); (them) inside them 

9 sha tumeni "hours"; Jfelpkuk geka shualk6ltchuk peniak Jfo'ks pepe-udshak 
they several hours; being quite they (antl) to cool t.bem- without dress only to go bathing 

warmed up leave selves off 

ewagatat, k6ketat, e-ush wigata. 
in a spring, river, lake close by. 

Spuldi-uapka ma'ntch. 
'£hey will sweat for long hours. 

Shp6tuok 
To make them
selves t>trong 

i-akewa kapka, sku'tawia sha wewakag knu'kstga. N dshietchatka knu'ks 
they bend young pine- (they) tie together they small brush· with ropes . 

down trees, wood 
Of (willow-)bark the ropes 

12 a sha -shushata. Gatpampelank shkoshki'lxa ktaktiag hu' shkankok Jfele-
on going home they heap up :nto small stones in remembrance of tho they make. 

cairns · 

kapkash, kta-i shushuankaptcha i'hiank. 
deal, stones of equal size selecting. 

NOTES. 

No Klamath or Modoc sweat-lodge can be Jlroperly called a sweat-house, as is the 
custom throughout the West. One kind of these lodges, intended for the use of mourn
ers only, are solid structures, almost underground; three of them are now in existence, 
all believed to be the gift of the principal national deity. Sudatories of tbe oth(~ t· 

kind are found near ev-ery Indian lodge, .and consist of a few willow-rods stuck iuto 
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the ground, both ends being bent over. The process gone through while sweating is 
the same in both kinds of lodg·es, with the only difference as t.o time. The ceremonies 
mentioned 82, 4-13., all refer to sweating in the mou~ners' sweat-lodges. The suda
tories of the Oregonians have no analogy with the estujas of the Pueblo Indians of 
New l\1exico, as far as their construction is concerned. Cf. Notes to 70, 1. 75, 11. 

82, 1. hipa spf1'klish, two sweat-lodges, stands for two kinds of sweat-lodges. 
82, 5. shashamoks=l6latko forms one compound word: one who, or: those who 

have lost relatives by death; cf. ptish=lfllsh, pgish=lulsh; hishuakga ptish:l(uatk, male 
orphan whose father has died. In the same manner, kelekatko stands here as a par
ticiple referring simultaneously to hishuaksh and to snawedsb wenuitk, and can be 
rendered by "bereaved". Shashamoks, distr. form of sha-amoks, is often pronounced 
sheshamaks. Tumi etc. means, that many others accompany to the sweat-lodge, into 
which about six persons can crowd themselves, bereaved husbands, wives or parent~, 
because the deceased were related to them. Cf. le'pk'lexa, le'pk'lekatko. 

82, 6. Shiulakiank etc. ~ For developing steam the natives collect only such stones 
for heating as are neither too large nor too small; a medium size seeming most appro
priate for concentrating the largest amount of heat. The old sweat-lodges are sur
rounded with large accumulations of stones which, to judge from their blackened 
exterior, have served the purpose of generating steam; they weigh not over 3 to 5 
pounds in the average, and in the vicinity travelers discover many small cairns, not 
over four feet high, and others lying in ruins. The shrubbery around the sudatory 
is in many localities tied up with willow wisps and ropes. 

82, 10. Spukli-uapka ma/ntch means that the sweating-process is repeated many 
times during the five days of observance; they sweat at least twice a day. 

LUATPISHLA SNEWEDSH M'NA. 

LAMENT OVER A WIFE'S LOSS. 

OBTAINED FROM DAVE HILL IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Snaweds k'leka. 
A wife dies. 

Tsui tsik shp6tt1 hissuaksuk, pa'wa tsui, pa'ne 
Upon this st1blJ~~ifns (her) husband alone, plnnges then, again 

makual, sta-6tank kaftua pat; tsill tuti'x yainatat tu'tshna. Tsui shlaa 
camps out, famished nothing eats; then (he) dreams, on the mount- he dozes. Then he sees 

(and) 1 ains 

maklaks, tftti' X hunk na-asht; tsui ga'mpele ladsashtat, tsui psfn hushti'k- 3 
ptlovle, dreams (he) thus; then he returns to (his) lodge, and &t night be frequently 

tamna, tsui shHi'popk, tsui at shla'popk siunoti'sh tchkash. Tsui at shui'sh 
dreams, and has v1sions, and then he has halluci- of (female) also. And magic l:longs 

nations choruses 

hft'k na' sht ki : " tcha'keli gekanuapka, sumat tsuk at geka tchakele"! tsui 
these thus say : "blood will come np, to tho in time comes np blood" 1 t.beu 

throat 

, 
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huk tchekel' a gepka. 
the blood comes up. 

Tsui wewan'sh guli' wino' tnish; shashuaki' sh tchi' sh, 
'l'ben women enter who form chorus: people who call the too, 

conjurer 

lutatki' sh tchish, shuashuaktchish matchatgi' sh tchish ·guli' latchashtat 
the song-repeater too,. bewailers, listeners also enter lodge 

3 m'na. 
his. 

NOTES. 

The ascetic performances and ceremonies here described are going into disuse at 
the present t.ime. When they were fully observed, the bereaved husband wandered 
alone through the woods and wilds (sp6tu) for five days, but to the widow these ob
servances extended over a shorter time. For this purpose both sexes wore warm 
clothing, but took to worn-out blankets or old articles of raiment, and used wisps of 
the serviceberry-bush as belts. 

83, 1. shp6tt1: strong and unusual bodily exercise, running up hill, plunging etc. 
was and is still considered beneficial to the body, and is much in favor with the 
Indians. Of. 82, 10. 11. 

83, 1. hissm1ksftk for hishuaksh ak; the husband alone, not in company of othert;; 
pa/ne for pa/n a, pen a, cf. atenen for at a uen; and se for sha, they, 82, 4. 

83, 2. ka-itua pat or p'at: he eats nothing at the time while wandering; pauk, 
p'ank might stand here instead of pat; tft'tshna : for dozing they did not lie down, but 
tried to catch a little sleep while walking and wandering. 

83, 2. shlaa, and tchakele 83, 5, forms sometimes used in conversation instead of 
shlaa, shlea; tcha/kele, tchekeli. Of. yaka for ya/ka, yeka: Note to 16, 10. 

83, 3. hftshti'ktamna; the suffix -tamna shows that pshin stands for uanuk pshi'n 
gi'sh: "nightly, every night." · 

83, 4. ~;;iuno'tish and shui'sh are both tamanuash-songs, but of a different character. 
See Dictionary. ShUi/popka: he sees in his dreams what he has heard mentioned in 
the songs. To sing or repeat songs started by the conjurer devolves almost exclusively 
on the women present at the ceremony. 

83, 5. s1imat: into the mouth; their blood, disturbed by the constant excitement 
produced by the night rambles, ascends to the throat, and is sometimes spit out by 
them. 

84, 2. shuashuaktchish. By their loud and noisy lamentations (shm1ktcha, to cry, 
to weep) they expect to avert from the bereaved husband the effects of the tamanuash
spell (shui'sh) which he has seen in his dreams. 

84, 2. matchatgish: those listening to t.he words uttered by the conjurer and his 
repeater or expounder; they are of both sexes and also act as bewailers. 



CREMATION OF THE DEAD. 

CREMATION OF THE DEAD. 

• 

OBTAINED FROM J. C. D. RIDDLE IN THE MODOC DIALECT. 

E-ukshikni Mo'dokni tutenepni wait6lan keleksht vumi'. 
The Klamath (and) Modocs on the fifth day after decease bury. 

Lakes 

85 

At ids hi' sht 
When brin!'ing out 

(the bodies) 

la/pi gena tidsh shutedshn6ka. At gatpamnan kaflatat wawalxa wawaiha 
Then having arrived on the ground they sit down (and) wait two go (ahead), well to make (all) ready. 

(men) 

kelekapkash itpano'pkasbt. Skentanapkash at itpano'pkaslit ksbet'laxip- 3 
the d ead person to be brought. Sewed up for transportation (and) tied trans-

kash watchtat at tcbpinu'tat itpa. Hekshatlekftko k'lexapkash lupi' 'vatch 
nrsely on a horse to the burying. they Carrying transversely tho deceased ahead the horse 

ground bring. 

gena; k'lexapkam nanuk sha-amoksh tapi' galanlpaga. 
marches; of the deceased all relations behind follow in a file. 

Tankni maklaks kshelxa k'lekapkasb, watch shiuka, kshawal at hunk 6 
The ancient Indians lai•l down the corpse, the horse they killed, deposited then the 

k'lekapkash anko 
deceased of wood 

kedshhikstat, watch 
on a pile, the hor6e 

hunk tchui ktedega, watcham 
then cut up, the horse's 

tchu'leks nanukash k'lekapkash i' dshxa. 
flesh all over the corpse strewed. 

Lakiam tpewash vuni'pi hihas-
Chief's by orders four 

suatchxash l6loksh shnuitampka. Pipelantan luelual6yan shnuit~mpka 9 
men the fire were keeping up. On both sides standing by they kept (it) up 

tchu' shak pitchash tchek, tchui sha k'lewi. Lu'luksh shpitcht tchui tx::Uam 
constantly, it went out until, then they quit. The fire being out then in the midst 

lukshikshtat hibena, lukslaksh newisht tchi'sh sheke'lke, kaila ke'la-unan 
of the ashes (a hole I they the ashes, the remains also they raked into earth throwing over 

dug, · (it), 

tchui kta-i lkappa. 
then stones (they) piled 

up. 

Vumi-u'lan nanuk tchi'shtala kikantchampele. 
After burial all towards home they marched back single 

file. 

Ge- 12 
Hav-

luipgap'lin p'na'lam tchi'-ishtat k'lekapkam tchi'sh shnelxan tchui nanuk 
ing returned to their settlement, of deceJ sed the lodge burning down then all 

n1aklaks shemasbla. 
Indians removed elsewhere. 

K'lekapkam tchiwishtat ktai lelktcha ;· k'lexapkam 
Of deceased on the late dwell- stones they left; of deceased 

inp;-place 

sba-amoksh hadaktna geno' ga kta-i hadakt nutola'ktcha. 15 
(any) relative by this spot passing a stone on it threw. 

Ha kani tu' rna weweshaltko k'lexa, pen hU.I,1kelan1 we-ash k'Jeka 
If somebody much offspring.having died, again his children after death 

hat6ktok hunk vtlmi' ; nanka ati' fdshnan hata'ktok pen vumi'. 
right there them they buried; some from bringing at this very again they burled. 

afar (them) KPQt 

.. 
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NOTES. 

Cremating the dead is a practice which was abolished by the chiefs on the terri
tory of the reservation in or about 1868. At the Indian graveyard north of the Wil
liamson River a hill of 12 feet altitude, where the corpses of Indians of the Klamath 
Lake (not Modoc1 chieftaincy were burnt, is still visible and untouched since then. 
With the exception of the sentence from Skentaw1pkash to ftpa, the first paragraph 
refers to the present as well as to the former mode of funeral, while the second describes 
the ancient mode of cremation. Cremation prevailed also among the Snake and Pai-Uta 
Indians, living in the vicinity of the Maklaks; cf. Dr. W. T. Hoffman, Pahute Crema
tion; Cremation among the Digger Indians, in Proceedings of the Am. Philosophical 
Soc., Philadelphia; vol. XIV, p. 297 sq., 414 sq., (187G). According to Stephen Powers, 
cremation prevailed among the Pomos of Northern California, west of the Sacramento 
River, and the Erio, a tribe living at the mouth of Russian River, believe that all 
deceased Indians will become grizzly bears if not disposed of in this manner. The 
Indians inhabiting the shores of :Middle and Lower Oolum bia River placed their dead 
on platforms erected on hills, or into the canoes of which they bad been the owners; the 
Kalapuyas on both sides of the Willa met River buried their dead by inhumatipn. 

Our notice makes no mention of the mourning ceremony among the Modocs, by 
which widows had their long hair cut oft' at the funeral of their husbands, then dripped 
the resin from the pyre, liquefied by the heat, upon their bared heads, vowing not to 
marry again before this ghastly head-cover bad worn off b;y length of time. The 
Modocs cremated their dead on a.ny day from the first to the fifth day after decease, 
according to choice. 

85, 1. tutenepni. Here we have again the sacred number five occurring so often 
in the traditions, myths and customs of the Oregonian tribes. Cf. 70, 1. 3. 82, 6. 88, 4. 

85, 1. Instead of idsha may be used Klamath Lake fl;ca ( m· ena) lulukshaJdshuk, 
to bring out for cremation. The northern dialect uses vumi only in the sense of putting 
dried provisions into the ground. A funeral is ilktcha in the Modoc dialect. 

85, 2. shutedshna: they remove obstacles upon the road or trail, such as fallen 
trees or logs; they clear the passage. kailatat means here the same as tchpinu'tat, 
85, 4. 

85, 2. wawaiha. Another form of the verb wafha is said to exist in the Modoc 
ilialect: wawaiha; its distributive form: wawawaiba. 

85, 3. itpano'pkasht is the synizesis of itpanw1pkasht. 
85, 6. Tankni; the term ma/ntcbni is often used instead. 
85, 7 . . {mko for ankuam kedshlakstat. 
85, 10. pitchash for Klamath Lake pitchkasb, "until it has gone out". 
85, 11. Modoc hibena or ipena for the Klamath Lake yepa, ;yepona: to dig a hole. 
85, 11. newisbt. Of this term the original meaning seems to be " thrown by hand 

into the air", a manipulation resorted to by some Indians, though not here, with the 
burnt ashes of the deceased. 

85, 12. ll~appa. These piles of stones evidently were, as well as the piles erected 
on the spot of the burnt lodge, intended as monuments of the deceased. These cairns 
are of considerable size, and can be seen in the old Modoc country at the present time. 

85, 16. pen hunkelam etc. Pen introduces the verb vftmi', and k'Ieka is a verb co· 
ordinate to vumi': "his children die, right there again they bury tllem." 
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PRESENT MODE OF INHUMATION. 

GIVEN BY MINNIE FROBEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Hishuakshash snawedshash gintak k'le'ksht tcht1i sha hu'nk b6xtka 
Male or female upon having died then they (him or her) in a coffin 

fsha hunkantka waftashtka ampka waitolank tchish. Papkashti shu'tank 
bury on the same · day or one day past also. Of lumber they are mak-

ing 

box, shnutchlu'ktagiank kayak tadsh talakank B6shtinam=shitko. Pu- 3 
a coffin, planing (it), not however they are paint- in the American shape. Small 

ing (it) 

pakuak gi'ntak a sha nanuktua ilxota, shul6tish gintak, kina' tchi'sh, 
drinking-cups thereupon they of every kind bury with clothing hereupon, skull-caps too, 

(him), 

yamnash tchish, talatoks kari. Ha' nen wa'g'n ka'git, watchatka sha hu'nk 
heads too, but money not. If a wagon is not on on horses they them 

hand, 

enank i'lxtcha. Tu'mi shasha'moks ilksxe'ni shash, tumi wewanuish 6 
carrying bury. Many relatives to the grave them, many women 

out 

tchi'sh, hihassuaksh tchi'sh, ka-i tataksni, gashaktsina shash 
too, men also, (but) no children, follow them 

ilksxe'ni. 
to grave. 

1Iksgish yepontk tu'nep nadshgshapt pe'tch ati gintegatk. 
The graves are dug five (or) s ix feet deep into the ground 

going. 

Wa'g'n a lu'pi gena ilksxeni, shashamoks tchi'k ki'nshaksna; hu'd- 9 
The wagon first goes to the grave, relatives hereupon walk in fil e ; tho11e 

shatoks atikni gatpa, watchatka gatpa. Ilkshxe'ni a sha shnuka ne'p 
who from afa.r come, on horses come. At the grave they seize by the 

band 

k'lakapkash, a tchiks hu'nk unegank kelua kaila· Hxuk, tanktak tchiksh 
the deceased, then him lowering fill up the earth to bury simultaneously n1so 

(him) , 

a hu'nk luatpishluk shuina. Gakiamnank tu'k sha txalamtana gu''hliank 12 
over him for mourning they sing. Forming a circle from it they through the middle passing 

shnu'ka stelapksh ne' p, lupi' tal tchik sha gekampele; telishtoks wuda1natko 
shake (his) right h:tnd, to the first then they return; (his) face is covered 

place 

handkerchipatka: "Tcha shekug 1ni'sh nu shnuka ne'p; tcha at tchi' m'sh 
by a handkerchief: " Now to bid good to you I shake (seize) hand; now thue to you 

bye 

nil she;ka gen waitash ; gena mi at huki' sh ! " 15 
I bid fare- this day; gone is your spirit! " 

well 

Titatnatoks flags maklaks ki'utchna ilksxeni wa' ginat; shashamoksh 
Sometimes flags an Indian sticks up at the grave on the wagon; the relat.ives 

lap ki'mbaks gashaktchna, wewanuish nash ki'mbaks, hihashuaksh tchi'sh 
in two files follow, the women in one file, the m.ales too 
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. 
nash tunshish. Na'sh kaflatoks nadshashak tchpi'nualank, nanuk titads-
in one row. On o~e ~round all together the, are burying, every provided 

x~tko pil ilktch spushpaktchampka, shushtedshxa.tko washash wuwatuap-
With boards ~rave they make mound-shaped, - fenced in pr11irie-wolves to ket-p 

3 kasht ke-utchishash tchi'sh. Ka-i ma'ntch gitko sha hu'nk spu'klitcha 
off grey wolves also. :.t-.ot long after tbis they go to sweat 

tutenapni waitash. 
for five days. 

Watch a luluagsh tchi'sh ka-i tata ma'ntch gfnkanka 
Horses s aves al&o no longer tbPy bring 

th· re 

luelkish, m'natoks sha watch sheshatui shktltashtat i'lxutchluk. 
to kill, but his own they horses trade off for blankets to bury him in. 

NOTES. 

This short notice describes a funeral (isba) of the Klamath Lake tribe in the mode 
as adopted from the Americans not long after the treaty of 1864, when cremation of 
bodies was abolished. Whatsoever of the ancient customs in disposing of the dead is 
still observed, the reader will easily gather from the present sketch. 

87, 3. Mlaka means to go forth and back with the hand; hence to rub with the 
palm of the hand, to rub paint on, to paint. 

87, 5. Ha/ nen wa/ g'n. In this connec~ion they can also say: ha/ nem wa/ g'n; and 
for watchatka: watchetka. 

87, 11. tanktak, in this connection, is a compound of tankt and ak, not of tank a11d 
tak: "just at that time." 

87, 11: lap kimbahs gashaktchna: they follow the coTpse, which is placed on the 
wagon, in two files on horseback; kimbaks is apposition to shashamoks. 

88, 1. Na/sh etc. The appearance of their graveyard (tchpinu) near the William
son River does not diller much from that of our cemeteries; it lies in the midst of the 
woods. For titads;catko see Dictionary. 

FUNERAL OF WARRIORS. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY "SERGEANT" MORGAN, AN INDIAN FROM KOH.ASHTI. 

6 Ni'shta ha'ma mu'kash txu'txuk: "maklaks k'la'k!" Tsui gatpa 
All night screeches the big owl presaging: "poople -die I-;;- Then come 

long 

maklaks ktakli'sh, tsui shneshnalxo'ta hushts6xok. Na's wipka hu ambotat, 
men parflesh- and while burning down murder they. One escaped into the water, 

cuirassed, lodges (man) 

tsui shti'ldshna tft' sa-amoksamkshi m'na ; gena shti'ldshnuk. Tsui gepka 
and reporte<1 over at relatrive's house his; b11 went to announce. Then came 

there (there) 

9 tumi' ma;klaks wa-u'htakiug; tsui shen6tank ge'kshta tunip hushts6x shen6-
many people to disperse (them); and while fighting on one side five were killed in 

tankok. Ge'kshta tchkash hushts6xa tum, nanka gena ka'ktsnuk vt1' shuk ; 
bllttle. On otht>r side also were killed many, some started to run away from fear: 
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tsui sha shiu'lgip'l ts6xapksh, tsui sa ankuala tu'm, tsui sa kshu'iwal lu'-
then they collected the f ... llen, and they cut limbs many, and they laid on the pyre to 

. (of trees) 

lukshaluapkug. Tsui sa nuta hu'k, nanuktua nuta; pualala sha hu'nkelam 
creruate (him). Then they fired it, the whole they cast into they his 

fired; 

tu'kanksh. Stutxishla sha yutatkug ; k'leksht shtutxishla. At hu'k nanuk 3 
quiver. SmTowfully wept they in mourning; at his death they wept. Now that whole 

natspka tchuHi'ks, at sa nanuk ga'mbele 16lokshaltkuk. Gatpampele 
was bnrnt up body, then they all returned from cremating. They came back 

tchi'shtat shiRhashka sha lak hu'k snawedsh hu'nkelam wen6ya; hissuaksh 
to homes (and) cut off they hair to wife his, who was husband 

widowed; 

m'na k'leksht wen6va. 
her having dit>d she beca'me 

Shtie shupel6ka n-LL'ss wen6yuk, tsui spu~litch. 6 
Resin Rhe laid on (her) because widowed, tht>n went swt>ating. 

bead widow. 

Tf1nipni spf1keli, k'la'wi at; at ga'mbele, kia'm pan. 
Fh·e (days) ~he sweated, stopped then; and returned home, (and) fish a.te. 

At ga'tak. 
That's the end. 

NOTES. 

The style of this little piece is far from what we would call accomplished, and of 
incongruencies and unnecessary repetitions there are a score. The fight in which the 
five warriors were killed is imputed to the presaging, night-long cry ofan ear-owl, and 
in ancient times Indians seem to haYe been justified by universal custom in attacking 
and killing their neighbors if an owl or raven was vociferating at night in close prox
imity to the lodge Ol' lodges of these unfortunate people. 

88, 7. hushts6;cok for hushts6xa huk. 
~8, 9. 10. hushts67.a is used here in an active sense, but is better translated by the 

passive form. 
89, 1. kshuiwala has for direct object ts6;capksh, the dead body. For the same 

operation the verb kshawala, kshawal is also frequently used : 85, 6. From here the 
informant begins to speak of one body only, as if only one warrior, not many, had been 
killed in this battle. Cf. Note to 80, 5. 

89, 2. hunkelam stands in this line for hunkelamsham or p'm1lam: "their, theirs": 
89, 5. lak. After their return they cut off the hair of the widow -and then she 

put pitch or resin on the he::td. In most tribes they did it. at tlze time of cremation, 
while they witnessed the action of the flames upon the body. 

89, 5. huk snawedsh: one widowed wife only is mentioned here instead of many: 
"pat·s pro toto"-construction. This sentence, if built. regularly, would run as follows: 
shisbashka sha lak hit'nkelam snawedshash, kat hftk wen6ya; bissuHksbash m'na 
k'Ieksht wen6ya. . 

89, 7. spu'keli, to sweat in the sweat-lodge, viz. in one of the three sweat-lodge~ 
given by K'miikamtch to the Klamath Lake people: spu'klitcha, spu'klidsha, to start 
out for sweating there. Cf. lumk6ka and waJa. To eat fish only, and no meat, means 
to fast on fish. 
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VARIOUS ETHNOGRAPHIC NOTICES. 

I. 
E-ukshikni vunepni lalaki gitko. rrina hundred ndankshaptankni 
The Lake people four chiefS have. Once hundred (and) eight times 

te-unip hihashuatchxash pe-ulatko E-ushtat, tunep~i ta-unep maklaks 
ten men (are) at the Lake, five times ten persons 

3 E-ukshikni Y ainakshi. Tina hundred pen lap pe-ula latchash. Tumantka. 
oftheLakepeople at Yaneks. Once hundred and two (are) lodges. By the crowd 

shute-uapka laki. 
will be elected a chief. 

E-ukshikni hushmo'kla hushmoklo'tkishtka; kinkan' smo'k gi' tk, 
The Lake men remove the beard with hair-pincers; spare beard they 

have, 

6 atinsh lak gi'tko. Shiashgatko lak; snawedshash kailish pan lak gitk. Ha 
long hair having. Is cut (t heir) n. woman belt down hair wears. If 

hair; to 

snawedshash hishuatchxash mbu'shni, hunk ktu'tchka; hishuakshash watch 
a female with a man consorts, they crop (ter) hair; the man for horses 

sx6kta: tu'm watch wux6-we. 
they fine: many horses he has to give up. 

9 Shu'dsha 16loks slikuishtka; tsussak n1'naJamtana latchash shu'dsha. 
They kindle the fire by fire drill ; constantly close to their lodges they have a 

fire. 

Laki kshiulakgishxeni gena nanuka'nash ndena: "tids ul wewal-
A. chief to the dance-bouse goes (and) to all ones out: " strai~tht stand 

xat! tcha'lxet nanuk! wawalxat! shuinat! hfshuaksh pil shuinat! Nu 
up I sit down ye all! stand up! sing! the men only must sing! My

Sf'lf 

12 tchuinuapk! i tchui'n! tula shuin ! Tia'nutntk shui'sh. ..Atenish ewa 
I will sing I you sing! with (me) sing! (I am) hungry for songs. Now I have 

enough 

~hui'sh; ateni !felewi shui'sh."-" Slan1uapk I nanuk! shuaktchuapk I nanuk! 
of songs; now I q nit singing." " Stop singing ye all! cry and weep ye every one I 

Ka-i i shlamuapk, shuinuapk i nanuk. N anuk tids wawalxat! shla-uapkat 
Not ye cease to sing, but sing all of ye. All straight stand up I (and) look at 

15 k'lekapksh r" 
the corpse!" 

II. 

Ka-iu B6shtinash gatpish, Mo' dokni mba-ush shulo'tantko, pupuit-
Before the .Americans arrived, the Modocs in buckskins (were) dressed, with 

lantchampkash 
fringes on 

ka-ilalapsh=kitko, 
in leggings dressed, 

vlinam 
(of) elk's 

mba-ush tchutchi-eshaltko. 
skin dressed in caps. 

18 Shel6luka shtetn1ashtka nge'shtka shen6tanka; 
(When) fighting with poisoned arrows they fought; 

tchiktchikashtka sua-
for hatchets a WO· 

wedshash shkea. Ha' tchilloyaga lo'k shiuka 
man they bought. If a young man a killed 

grizzly 

amka taslatch, at huk 
or a cougar, then 

8heshal6lesh kelexa. 
a warrior he became. 
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Nka'kgiuga t'shi'shap p'ki'shap taunapni waita ka-i tchfi'leks pan, 
After a childbirth the father (and) the mother ten days no meat eat, 

shap~Je Inaklaksam tchi' sh pash pan; tunepni waita lomk6ka, nadshksap-
bread, the Iudians also food eat; five days they sweat, sixth 

tankni at wait6lan shul6tish p'nalam nanuk puedsha. 3 
then day over, garments t.beir own all cast away. 

Tishiwapkash wa'k gitko shuentcluiga p'gi'shap hu'nkelam wa'k tkuya; 
Crooked limbs having a babe mother its the rubs; 

limbs 

ha lish kaa kalkalish lu'lp gitko hil'nkelam p'gi' shap lu'lp tkuya nepatka, 
if too rounded eyes having its mother the eyes rubs with hand, 

kikannega lu'lput nepatka, tchui shishatchelo'tka; at tidsh tchek shutu'lan 6 
applies to the eyes the hands, then spreads (them) apart; then well finally after arranging 

kelewi. 
-;;-he 8t.ops. 

Hun1asht taks hil Mo' dokni giuga ktaktanapatko shitko shle-ish 
Therefore the Modocs sleepy- alike to look at 

nanuki. Ha lish k6-idshi wawakish gi suentcham, p'ki'shap taks tidsh 
all are. If mist~haTJed the ears are of the babe, t.he mother aright 

shu'ta, patadsha suentcham wawakash, nenpaga, peptchaga. Naishlashlak- 9 
shapes she stretches the babe's both ears, lit.t.le hands, little feet. Toads-
(tbem), 

gish=gitko ktchayash tchi' sh 'v-ektat ita ni' ~h tchi' ~h. 
horn.ed beetles with fangs also on the she on the also. 

arms lays, neck 

NOTES. 

With the exception of the first, these ethnographic notices concern the people com
posing the southern chieftaincy as much as those of the northern. 

I. The four items of section I are worded in the Klamath Lake dialect, and were 
obtained from Frank, a young Indian settled at Kuya.mska/-iksi, "the Crab's River
Trail," on the Williamson River. 

90, 1 etc. The census figures given in the first paragraph refer to one of the latest 
counts made of the indiYiduals in the tribe, probably to that of 187(). 

90, 1. vunepni lahiki gitko. Correctly worded, this phrase would read vunepa/nash 
lalakiash, or vunepnish, or at least vunepni lala-kiash gitko. 

90, 2. pe:ulatko ought to be used only when units are mentioned after the decads 
of figures. If the relator wanted to say, 180 men were counted, the verb sha/tni, 
shetui would be the proper term. Of. Note to 70, 8. 9. 

90, 3. Tumantka, "by the many", by the crowd: by the majority of the men in 
the tribe . . 

90, 7. hishuatchxash is a form for the word man, male, common to Klamath Lakes 
and Modocs, but more frequently used among the latter. The reverse is true of the 
form hishuaksh. 

90, 10-13. Part first of the fourth notice refers to dances at the communal dance
lodge, organized and directed by chiefs. The chief starts the songs; sometimes the 
men, sorp.etimes the women sing in chorus ; or a song may be sung by all present. 
When the chief sees one, who does not sing, he cries out: "i tchuin; tula shuin i!" 
All dances are a-ccompanied by songs or other music. 

90, 10 ~11 probably stands for un, ft'n, ft'na, a conjunction more frequently used in 
thi Modoc than in the Klamath Lake dialect. 
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90, 11. tcha/lxet for tcha'lxat ! sit ye down ! 
90, 11. 14. wewalxat, wawalxat. Walxa means: to look out for, to be expectant; the 

dancers are commanded to make ready for the next song, which implies that they have 
to rise upon their feet. 

90, 12. tchuinuapk. See Note to 70, 3. 
90, 13-15. The words from Slamuapk to k'lekapksh are commands of the chiefs or 

sub(~hiefs heard at the solemn ceremonies held in or around the lodge of a deceased 
person tbe day before the funeral. Chiefs are entrusted with the leader~hip of choruses 
sung by those who mourn over the defunct, and in presence of the corpse. 

90, 13. 14. shlamuapk for shlami-uapkat, or shlami-uapk' i! See Dictionary. 
II. The items contained in section II were obtained from J. C. D. Riddle, and are 

worded in the ~Iodc.c dialect. 
90, 17. The Klamath Lakes wore a kind of elk-skin hat, wide brimmed, high and · 

painted in colors, which they called pukalsh tchuyesh. Leggings were called kaila
lapsh, because they reached to the ground (k~iila). 

90, 18. 19. Shel6luka and sheshal6lish; both derived from the verb shellual, to 
make war, to fight. . 

90, 18. shtetmashtka. All Indian tribes of the border region between California 
and Oregon are reported to have fought with poisoned arrows in early times. 

91, 1. Nka/kgiuga, literally: on account of a childbirth. That the father denies 
to himself the use of meat during ten days is a cnstom not unlike the world-renowned 
couvade; the sweating has the effect of keeping him at borne in such a time when his 
family stands most in need of his protection. 

91, 2. shapele is flour of any kind of grains and the bread made from such; mak
laksam pash, Indian food : edible roots, berries, w6kash etc.; lomk6ka for the Kla
math Lake: spukli: to sweat in a sweat-house. Of. Note to 89, 7. 

91, 3. p'nalam shul6tish, the dress which they wore at the time of the childbirth. 
91, 4. Tishiwapkash. The Modoc tishiwatko, crooked, stands for Klamath Lake 

tisbilatko, to which compare tikiwatko and tfsxantko. 
91, 5. kalk_alisb. This adjective is variously pronounced k{tlkali and k6l_koli. 
91, 6. In its signification lulpf1t approaches very near to lulpat, as the Klamaths 

would say; lulput, however, involves the idea: she 'raises her band up to the eyes. 
This manipulation probably contributes to some extent to the oblique convergency of 
both eyes towards the nose or mouth and approaches the Oregonians to the Mongolian 
type of mankind. A.ll the manipulations described are frequently repeated by mothers 
and other females inhabiting a lodge, and they often do it without any necessity. 

91, 8. nanuk1 stands for m1nuk gi. suentcham: in the Modoc dialect suentch 
means a baby, infant, while carried on the baby-board; the Klamath Lakes, however, 
use this word in its original sense of baby-board, cradle-board, to which the infant is 
strapped or tied. 

91, 10. ktchayash. The application of insects etc., is certainly done for the pur
pose of rendering children fearless ag~inst danger and unmoved by sudden fright in 
after-life. 
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AMPXANKNI MA~L.A.KS. 

AN OPINION ABOUT THE WASCO INDIANS. 

OBTAINED IN THE KLAlHATH LAKE DIALECT l~ROM CHAl~LES PRESTON. 

Ampxankni gatpa mu shanaholiuk snawedsh, ka-i spuni vushuk; 
One Wasco came very desiring a w1fe, (butl not gave from fear; 

much 

An1pxankni 
the \Vascoes 

shawigatk; 
are irritable; 

kfya 
liars are 

Ampxankni. 
the Wascoes. 

Genuapk tutni 
Would go many 

E-ukskni 
Lake men 

Arnpxani sheshatuikuapk lft'ksh ma'ntch=gitko; skutash shanaholiuk 3 
{they) wanted to the Dalles, would trade off slaves formerly; blankets 

pa'niak, skutash i'ktsa Ampxani yamnash tchish. Nash sapash gepgape-
being un- blankets they at the Dalles beads also. rn one month they would 
clothed, fetched · 

liuapk, tsialsh epkuapk, kawi tchish epkuapk. Tanni sha gena? te-unipni 
return, salmon they would lamproy- too bring. How many of did go7 ten men 

them bring, eels 

a-i sha gena, snawedsh tchish gena, ka-i sha i-a vft'sha An1pxanknishash. 6 
they went, (a) woman also went, not they of feared the Wascoes. 

course 

Ampxankni ak sas hushts6xuapk; 
The Wascoes them might kill; 

sassagank i gi! 
imperilled ye are! 

I\.a-i nft shtinta 
Not I like 

An1pxanknishash, ka-i tfdshi, ka-i tidsh hft'shkank. 
the Wasco people, not good (they not well intentioned. 

Ha' tidshi gitk 
U good-hearted were 

IIJ'e), 

ma!flaks Ampxankni, tankt ni ge'nt, sassaguk ka-i gena. Tidshi ha'k 9 
people the Wascoes, then I may go being in peril I will not go. Good if' to be 

there, 

tumenank genuapka nft. 
I bear (them) shall go I 
· (there). 

NOTES. 

The Wasco Indians form a portion of the Upper Chinook Indians of Columbht 
River. Their ancient homes were around and at the Dalles, and a few of them still 
live there, while others now inhabit a section of the Warm Spring Indian reservation 
on Des Chutes River, Oregon. The Dalles formerly were, and are still to a certain 
extent, the locality, where all the tribes of the Columbia River Basin sold and bartered 
their products and commodities. The Warm Spring Indians call the Wascoes: Was
kopam, "men of the grass region"; the Kh\kamas-Chinooks call them Guithlasko. The 
Klamath Lake and Modoc Indians also were among the frequenters of the intertribal 
market, exchanging there the slaves caught on their raids for ponies, provisions etc., 
when they went down to the Dalles on their annual trips. My Indian informant, 
Charles Preston, had lived long at the Dalles, and also gave me a list of Wasco 
worrls and sentences. 
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93, 1. ka-i spfmi vushuk: the subject of spuni, :f)-ukskni ma]daks, is left out by 
inadvertence. Some Wascoes wanted to marry into another tribe; for "one Wasco 
man" stands here for "some men of the Wasco people." 

93, 3. 4. Arnp;ca/ni, contraction of ambu;ce'ni "thither, where the water is", where 
the waters rush down in a cataract, or in rapids. The rapids of the Columbia River at 
the Dalles impede navigation. 

93, 7. sassagank i gi! ye are iu peril, when going to the Dalles aud being Indians, 
therefore take care of yourselves! i stands for at; cf. 64, 10 and Note; 90, 13. 14. 

93, 7. 9. Instead of Jfa-i nit shtinta may be said also, in this connection, Jfa,-i nft 
shanahole; instead of Umkt ni gent: ge'nteni, ge'nt ani; instead of Tidshi ha/k: 
tidshak, tidshi ha gi. 

K'MUKAMTCHAM AisHISHAM TCHISH SHASHAPKELEASH. 

K'MUKAMTCH AT'rEMPTS THE DESTRUCTION OF HIS SON 
AtSHISH. 

OBTAINED IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT FROM MINNIE FROBEN. 

Lupi na'lsh hunk K'mukamtch shutayega; na-asht na'lsh hunk ga-ag 
At first us K'mukamtch began to create; so to us long ago 

kemutchatk shashapkeli-i'a genta kailatat. 
an old man told the myth lihis world about. 

Tchfa hu'k Hi/pi sha-ungaltk 
LivetJ. the two related as son and 

f'ather, 

3 Afshish K'mu'kamtchish; ne-ulxa hunk ge'n, nanuktua ka-akt hu'k gag, 
Aishish (and) K'mukamtch; resolved this one, (that) all things, whichever (are) here, (and) 

nanuktua kHi'm ambutat wa, gitki gfug. Tchuyunk pa'n I-ulal6nan 
all kinds of fish, in the water (which) should come into Then again at the outlet nt 

live, existence. Linkville 

tchkash ne-ulxa paplishash gi'tki gfug, mu' gint nki'llipsh ti'wish ndu'l-
also he caused a dam to come into exist- very there rapidly the rushing running 

· ence, waters 

6 shampksh paltki, mu'ash shle-uvuk, tchuy.unk maklaksash kia'm i'tklank 
down to leave the south when bfows, and hereupon the Indians the fish scooping up 

dry, wind 

palshtat patki gt 
on the bottom sbould feed 

left dry upon. 

Tchui pan humasht giulank K'mukamtch unaka tchkash 
Hereupon having performed this K'mdkamtch son then 

m'na Aishi-
his Aishish 

9 shash shtilta p'laiwasham shnu'lash, shleank kenawatat shkulelanl weweka 
sent after an eagle's eyrie, perceiving up on a kl!nl!.wat- of a lark the young 

stalk ones 

hft'nk shu'kayank, ~hnepe'mpemuk vunaka 1n'na. 
hangtng (ou it), in order to entrap tlon hill. 

Snawedsh spu'ntxashtkH 
A. wife to abduct (fi•om. h.iru) 
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giug tchuyunk K'Inu'kamtch spu'nshna. K'rnu'kamtch hemexe shi' ash-
then K'mukamtoh took (him) along. K'mukamtch told (him) to take 

kank hu'n tchulfsh, ;kailish tchish shukatonolo'tch. Tchui Aishish gu'ka 
off (his) sllirt, oelt ::tlso (and) bair-rilJbon. Then Ai~hish climbed 

kapkagatat; tchuyunk ku' ga, ati kedsha. Aishish shataldi'ldan1na gilke- 3 
on the low tree; and (while) be climbed, high it grew. Aishish steadily looked down while 

nu'ta, ati at kedshisht; at hu'nk tchui shlaa tchitchili'leka pa' -ulapk811 
climbing, high until it had grown; and then he saw little birds lying 

shnu'lashtat shku'lelan1. rrchui Aishish ge'hlapka shnu'lashtat ka' shgug 
in the nest of the lark. Then Aishish went into the nest being unable 

gu'tgapelish; hi'-itak tchui tchi1 -uapk. 
to climb back; there then he was going to 

6 
stay. 

IC'mu'kamtch toksh hu'nk nanuk Aishisham shul6tish shnuka; shu'-
K'mu.kamtch however the whole of Aishish's clothing took away; dressing 

luatchnank ga/mbele k'lewidshnank m'na t'1naka. 
himself in it be returned relinquishing his son. 

Snewedsh paldshapeluk 
(His) wife to abduct 

hatokt gatpampele 
over there he went back 

Aishisham tchi'shtat; 
of Aishish to the dwelling; 

tchui Aishisham --w-ewanuish 9 
then Aishish's 

kaixerna K'mukamtchish; "ka-i a hu'k geg nalam hishuaksh" tchi' hunk 
suspected K'mukamtch; "not (is) this here our husband" t.hus 

hu'ksha gi. Na' dshak huk hishuakshlank K'mukamtchash, nanka toks 
they said One only consorted with K'mukamtch, but the otherij 

ka-i shanaho'li. 12 
not wanted (him). 

At toks huk Aishish shu'isha, nanuk kako pil k'leka tia'muk kaitua 
But now Aishish became lean, all over bones nothing he became for starving -(and)' 

but nothing 

pa-uk. Tchui lapi wa'kwak=wewanuish gepkatk shlea Aishishash shnu'-
eating. Then two butterfly-females soaring by saw A1shish in tb& 

lash tat kshi'klapksh. N a-iti n1'nala.m sha skaya.mtch pash am butch 15 
nest lying. In basket their they carried on back food water also 

i'kugank, tchf1i sha Aishishash shewana pash, ambu tchi'sh sha tchfya. 
putting into, hereupon they to A1shish gave food, water also they gave. 

Ku'shga tcha, p'lu' i'tchuank shul6tish sha pa'n le'vuta. Aishish hemexe: 
They combed oil putting on him in clothes they again dressed (him). Aishish inquired: 

'(him) 

"wak haitch at nush gi'-uapk a~" tchui hu'ksha na-asht gi: "genta a-i 18 
"what ye withme intendtodo1" then they thus said: "intothis 

mi'sh na'd hishtchaxu'gank skatxipeli-uapka." Aishish t6ksh shash hu'nk 
you we placing into (we) shall carry down." A1shish but to them 

nanuk she' gsha: "pi' nu'sh gen gentch ne-ulakta p'ti'shap ge-u K'mukam-
an about it explained: "he me in this manner treated badly father my K'mnk· 

tchiksh! " hu' nk na-a' sht gi Aishish. 21 
amtch! '' thus sald Aishish. 

Tchui yapalpuleash n1u'lua skatxipeli-uapkuk Aishishash kailant; 
Hereupon the butterflies got ready to take down again A1sbish to the ground; 

wewanuish toks hft'k Afshisham meya la'pi1 KJetiamtch tchi'sh Tchi'ggaRh 
(~~d) wives of Atsbiah dqg roots two, (galled) old al6o Tchlkl\ 

_Kl4'tle)l 
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Child-having this was. 
Tchui Aishish gena me-ishxeni, tapi'tankni 

Then A1shish went to the d_i~ging- keeping behind 
tu'la. 
withal. 

Wa'kaltk hu'kt ki. 
prairie, 

galdshu! Tchikash; 
he walked up to Tchika; 

Tcbfkalam wa/ka sblea mahiash Aishisham, tchui 
of Tchika the child perceived the shadow of Aishish, and 

3 p'ti'shalpka. Ktu'pka Tchi'ka m'na weka shhimiuk; tchui Aishish hamexe: 
cried: " father! " Slapped Tchika her child in wrath; whereupon Aishish said: 

"wak i' lin giug' ktu' pka ~" Shatalkiamna Tchi'ka, shlaa Aishisbash 
" why you (it) slap 1" Looked around Tchika, saw she Aishish 

huyegank, hu'tan ku-ishewank shla'pele; tchui Aishish spunshampele 
11itting down, ran she rt>joioing to meet (him) again; then Aishish took home again 

6 Tchi'kash stiya pi'l nu'sh ·gi'pksh Kletishash pe'n galdshuyank sbatma-
Tchtka pitch on her head having. Kletisb also approaching he called (her) 

pele; tchui sbash lapok a'mpele tchi'shtal' m'na. 'Tchui shash tchi'shxeni 
home; then them both he brought towards home his. to them to his home 

i'tpampelank yamnash shewana, tchelish hu'nk luelank yamnashla; ndan-
having brought back neck-wear he gave, porcupines killing be made necklaces; to 

9 ne'ntch bu'nk wewanshish yamnash shewana. 
three (of his) wives neck-wear he gave. 

Tch{Iyuk K'mu'kamtch tumena m'na unaka tchi' sht, mu'lua genuapkug 
Upon thia K'mukamtch heard (that) his son was (still) (and) pre- to proceed 

alive, pared 

hataktala. rrchUi Afshish unakaka m'na shtuli pa'ks nutolalolatkiuk lu'-
there. A1shish to little son his enjoined the pipe to swing off into 

12 lukshtat K'n1ukamtcharn. Tchui K'mftkamtch gatpanank tchelxa; Aishisham 
the fire of K 'mukamtch. Then K'mukamtch arriving sat down ; Aisbish's 

hu'k weka ku-ishe-uk hulladshuitamna p'luksha m'na. 
son rejoicing ran forth to and back from his graJJdfather. 

Tchui hu'nk pa'ksh 
Then the pipe 

pakak6leshtka K'mukamtchan1; pen hftlladshui K'mukamtchash. Hft'nk-
he tried to jerk off of K'mukamtch; again he ran up to K 'mukamtcb. Fox· 

15 anti K'muka1ntch ka-ashtamena: "tchftchiks a hft't gi." Pa'n hft'kta.g 
that K'mukamtch reprimanded: "stop that matter l" Again that child 

hu'llatchuyank pakak6lank pa'ksh nutolala lu'lukshtat; 
running up to him jerking off the pipe threw it into the fire; 

tchui Afshish 
then Aishish 

ke-ulalapka nadshpaksht, tche'k kelewi. 
puahed (it) fu 1 ther until burnt, then -he quit. 

K'mukan1tchash sbi' uga tchui 
K'mukamtch he killed 

18 hu'masht- gink, tchui medsha. 
by so doing, then he moved away. 

Ma'ntch=gitk pen K'mu'kamtch wempele; pi' tchkash ne-ulakta m'na 
Long after again K'mukamtch became alive; be then proceeded against his 

unaka. Gen hunk nanuk shti'ya pitli' ga ;kaJuat; tchui shnatgalka ;kalo 
son. There (he) all over pitch daubed on the sky; then he set on fire the sky 

21 hu'masht giulank. Hu'nkanti Aishish tfa kiuyaga; hamexe: "ka-i nu'sb 
so after doing. For this reason Aisbish a tray held extended; he said: "not me 

shiugat tata,'' wewanuish m'na shi'namshtisht Sti'ya a'-usheltkal hu'k 
he may kill ever," , wives his being afraid. The pitch turned into a lake 

nanukash kaila, Aisbishamksh pi'l paha. Tchui Tft'bush talpatk6la, sti'va 
nll over the world, .A111hieh's home · only remained Then :Mnd Hen put ite head out,, the pftcili 

· dry. 
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tcbik hu' nk nxi'-uliga h1ki; kat hlik hu' t tchui lali' ga Tuhu' shash. H u' n 
then to it dripped on fore- which thing since stuck on lf.ud Hen. This one 

bead; 

getak hu' nk shkaJk~la. 
only was hurt. 

NOTES. 

This is one of the most popular myths current among the ~-ukisbikni, and we 
shall find it partially repeated in another myth, recounted by Dave Hill. Aishish and 
his father K'mukamtchiksh represent powers of nature engaged in everlasting strife 
for mutual extermination. In this myth K'mukamtch resorts to the following trick to 
destroy his offspring. Seeing young larks in a nest on the top of a sorrel-stalk, he 
informs him, that if he climbs up there, he can obtain a nest of eagles with all its 
inmates. Gladdened with the prospect of this capture, Aishish climbs up, but the 
insidious father causes the plant to grow miraculously fast under him, so that descent 
bec~ ~mes impossible, and Aishish comes near perishing by hunger and exposure. 

In the recollection and wording of some portions of the myth my informant was 
assisted by "Captain Jim." 

94, 1-7. The short fragment of a creation myth preceding the Aishish tale stands 
in no causal connection with it, and could as well be inserted elsewhere. Myths enter
ing upon the details of the creation of the world by K'mukamtchiksh do not, as far as 
ascertained, exist among this people, but in their stead we have many myths for 
special creations (of man, animals, islands, mountains etc.).. A grammatic analysis of 
the terms occurring· in this fragment (from Lftpi nil/Ish to patki gi) was inserted by 
me in the A 'm,erican Antiquarian, Vol. I, No. 3, pages 161-166, under the heading: 
"Mythologic Text in the Klamath Language of Southern Oregon." 

94, 1. Lftpi shutayega is not to be considered as a repetition, for it means: when 
K'mukamtch began to create the world he made us before he made the fish, other 
animals, and the dam at Linkville. This is, of course, only a small fragment of all the 
creation myths of this people. 

94, 2. shashapkelia: to tell or count stories, myths or fables in the interest or for 
the })Ieasure of somebody; the i is here doubled to obtain a rhetorical eftect. 

94, 3. K'mft'kamtchish is a contraction of K'mu'kamtch tchish; Aishish, K'muk
amtcb also. The longer form of the name of the deity occurs 95, 20. 

94, 3. ka-akt, metathetically for kakat; kat is pron. relat. which, what, the thing 
which. n{umktua ka-akt gag comprehends all animate and inanimate creation. 

94, 4. wa, ua., to stay, exist, live in; is always connected with an indirect object 
indicating; the place, spot, locality or medium where the subject lives or exists. 

94, 4-G. The construction of the sentence runs as follows: Tchuyunk (K'mukamtch) 
ne-ul;ca gi'tki giug paplishash I-ulal6nan, paltki ti'wish gint ndftlshampkash mft' n,kil
lipkash, mft'ash shle-uyuk; "when a south wind blows, it will stop the waters from 
rushing down rapidly over the cataract.~' The outlet of Upper Klamath Lake, called 
Link River, runs from north to south, over the falls at Linkville; hence a powerful 
south wind will stem the current of Link River above the falls, leave its bottom dry or 
almost dry, and enable the Iudians to catch the fish swimming in the shallow water 
or wriggling in the mud. The rocky ledge under the cataract is supposed to be the 
¢t of K'mUkamtch. 

7 
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94, 4. I-ulal6nan or Yulal6na is the Indian name of the cascade of Link River 
above the town of Linkville, and for that town itself. The origin of this name is ex
plained in 94, 5. 6, for the verb i-ulal6na means to move forth and back, referring here 
to the waters of the river receding under the pressure of the south wind. 

94, 6. itklank, partie. pres. of itkal, means· here: obtaining by basketfuls. 
94, 9. The kem1wat is a plant growing high in the warm climate of Northern Cali

fornia, especially in the aneient habitat of the Shasti Iudians, and in this myth it sug
gested itself to the Indians ou account of its property of growing very fast. 

95, 5. ge'hlapka.: l1 e swung himself into the nest by climbing over the rim. Cf. 
Note to 66, 13. 

95, 10. kaixema K'mukcl.mtchish for tbe regular form K'mukamtchash. Cf. 91, 8. 
95, 15. skayamtch etc. More plainly expressed this sentence runs as follows: slm 

sk{tyamna pash tchish {unbu tchish; the first tchish being placed before pash and 
appended to the apocopate<l skayamna. 

95, 16. shewana hen• w.;ed differently from tchiya, which applies to liquids only. 
95, 17. p'lf:t' itchuank Heems to be a quite modern interpolation, for it smells of 

JJOmade and hair-oil; but it is as ancient as the myth itself. · 
95, 23. 96, 2. 3. 4. Tchika. I have rendered this bird-name elsewhere by "Chaf

finch," and Kletish by" Sandhill Crane". 
96, 3. shh1mia, to feel insulted. She resented it as an insult that the child called 

her deceased husband by name; for it was a capital crime among the ancestors of tbe 
present Klamaths to call a dead person's name for many years after his demise. 

96, 5. hu'tna is changed to ht}'tan on account of being followed by a word com
mencing with k. 

96, 6. stiya. The custom of widows to put pitch or resin on their heads at the 
death of their husbands was abolished only at the time when cremation became a thing 
of the past. 

96, 6. galdsha-uyank is a more explicit form of the participle; the verb galdshui 
being the contracted form of galdshawi. 

96, 8. yamnashla. He used the bristles of porcupines to make necklaces of. 
96, 11. unakaka m'na was the son of Aishish and of the above mentioned Tchika. 
96, 11. 12. K'mukamtcham qualifies pa/ks, not lulukshtat. 
96, 14. pakak6leshtka, verbal desiderative of pakak6la, to jerk away from. The 

suffix -6la indicates that K'mukamtch wore his tobacco-pipe tied to his body; he wore 
it on his neck. 

96,.15. tchitchiks is used when speaking to children. It signifies so, so! and 
means: be quiet, shut up, stop! 

96, 17. tche'k ;kelewl. In similar connections this phrase very frequently ends a 
whole narrative in Modoc and Klamath. Here it means that Aishish ceased to poke 
the pipe into the fire. Of. 85, 10. 89, 7. 

96, 18. medsha: he remoYed from that spot with all his wives and children. An-
cient customs forbid the offspring to stay where the father had breathed his last. 

96, 20. Gen hunk nanuk etc. This portion of the myth describes the destruction 
of all the living organisms on earth by a general conflagration caused by K'mukamtch. 
Myths of this kind are suggested by intense heat experienced in summer. 'Ibis mode 
of destroying life on eartb is less frequently met with in myths than the drowning in a 
general flood. 
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96, 21. kiuyaga. Aishish held the tray over himself, his whole family~ and his 
lodge. The same prefix ki- reappears in a nasalized form in n;ci'-uliga: 97, 1. It is 
nasalized there on account of the preceding-kin hft'nk. 

96, 23. kaila. Where I have rendered this term by "world", as here and elsewhere 
in creation myths and myths of a similar character, it does not signify the whole sur
face of the earth as known to us, but only that section of country which is known to 
that tribe of Indians. Thus ancient creation myths only describe the creation of that 
part of country where these myths originated; the creation myths of coast t,ribes will 
include the ocean in their term for "world". 

96, 23. Tuhush talpatk6la. Mud Hen, one of Aishish's five wives, looked out from 
under thP- roof of .Aishish's lodge or shed to see what was going on. This fiction ex
plains the round dark spot visible on the mud-hen's head; its round form is indicated 
by the prefix la- in laliga. · 

AisHISHAlY.£ SHASHAPKELEASH. 

A MYTHIC TALE ABOUT AfSHISH. 

GIVEN BY DAVE HILL IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Shashapkele-uapkan Aishishash: 
I am going to tell a story about Aishish: 

Aishish mat s:ikla tft'ma maklaks fyamnatko; shuedshnuk n1at sha 
Aishish, they say, gambled many people having with him; when gambling on so they they 

thmr way, say, 

shnena lu'loks. Yamnashptchi mat lu'loks Aishisham, W anakalan1 kaka'kli 3 
built fires. Purple-blue (was), as re- the fire of Ait~hish, of Silver Fox yellow 

p~.-rted, 

lu'loks, l('m{ll\:anlteham shlayaksak. 
the fire of K ml'tkamtch {it wa~) smoke only. 
(was), 

r_rsui sa slo'kla; Aishish shlin talaak, 
Then they shot at the Aishish hit (it) straight, 

mark; 

'van aka vu' tlansna. 
Littl" Silver missed the mark. 

K'mukamts tu' hak yft'l'ka, winka toks tu' hak a-ati 
K'mukamtch this side of struck, the others but far th's side of 

Fox mark the mark 

hak yu'l'ka ; tni sa hun1asht gfulank s{tkalHiga. 
struck; J'ight they after so doing commf'nced gam-

Tum sa heshkft, tsui sas 6 
M:my they bet on, then over 

then bling. things them 

Aishish i'kak ; sewatkashtka nanuk. watchpka, 
Aishish won; about noon - all men had lost all they 

had, 

tsui sa ga'mpele. At tft' 
then they went home. Ever 

tsussak i'xak nanuk sas. 
since he won them all. 

Tu'nipnish wewan's gitk Aishish: Tfthft'sh nash snaweds Afshisham, 9 
Fh·e wives had Aishish: Mud Hen (was) one wife of Aishish, 

St6kua nash snawedsh, Kli'tish nash, \Va'ks nash, Tsi'ka nash snawedsh. 
Long-tail one wife, Sand-hill one, Mt~ollard one, Chaffinch one wife, 
Squirrel Crane · 
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Tsui K'mukamts na'-ulakta; at unak na'-ulakta Aisisas. Tsui 
Then K'mtikamtch plotted secretly ; aft6r day- he plotted against Atshish. 

break 
Then 

K'mukamts suaktsa, skaki' sh m'na hu' shuk p'laiwash p'ti' S=lulsham m'na 
K'mukamtch wept, inherited his remembering eagles dead fathPr his 

place 

3 luelks. At sapi'ya Afshishash K'mukamts: "at tu' luelkish p'laiwash 

6 

wher·e had 
killed. 

yayakia 
afraid of 

Now declared to Atshish K'mukamtch: "far away the killing- of (young) 
place eagles 

nu'; ka-i luela yayakiuk", snawedsas ku'ktakiuk K'mukamts 
I (am); not I killed bemg afraid", a wife coveting K'mukamtch 

(them) 

A.fsisam, Stokua'ks hu'nk. At gena lapuk : Afsis K'mukamts tchish gena. 
of Aishish, Little Squirrel. Then set out both: Aishish K'mukamtch also went 

(there). 

Tchui slaa p'laiwash, tsui alahia K'mukamts kokantki giug; tsui 
Then saw the eagles, and pointe<! out K'mukamtch (the pine) to climb up; then 

p'laiwash hunkaya kapkatat. Aisis kokantsa tu' ; tsui kedsa htlk; atu 
the eagles flew on the pine. Aishish climbed up; then grew it; far up 

kal6 kapata at kapka. Tsui hunk gtl'knank slaa tchililiks sku'lelam, 
the sky touched now the pine. And (it) having climbed he saw the young ones of a lark, 

9 shnulas toks hu'k p'laiwasham. .Attlnk at suaktcha Aishish shnulasta.t 
the eyrio though it (was) of the eagle. There now wept Aishish in the eyrio 

tchi'ldank; K'mu'kamts ga'mpele at, sulu'tantsa A.ishish=shitk sla's. Gat-
sitting; K'mukamtch went away, dressed himself to Aishish alike to appear. He 

pampele ttl' tchi'shtat; tcht1i shp6nak, tchui sha'tupk Stu'kuaksh; tchui 
came hack far to dwelling; then it was late, and be slept with Little Squirrel; then 

12 kaikema Stukuag. Tsui na.nuk wewan's ka-ikema, tsui sa k6-ika. 
suspected (him) Little Squirrel. There- all tho wives became suspicious, and they found out. 

upon 

"K'mukamts a ho't ki!" tsf sa htl'n ki hu'ksa Afsisam wewanuish. 
"K'mukamts this one is!" thus they said those Aishish's wives. 

Tst1i shash at shua'tsna mbu'sant, tsui sa nanuk gena tula, kat 
Then from them departed for next morning, and they nil went with those 

gambling (bim) who 

15 Aisbish tula shuetsantamena. At sha shnena lu'loks suetsnuk sas. Tsui 
with Aishish were in the habit of 

gambling. 
And they built fires while on their And 

gambling tour. 

IC'mukamtsam slayaksak lu'yaga, at sa kayek'ma, at sa: "ka-i a ke'k 
to K'muknmtch smoke only curled up, now they suspected, and c!~~: unot (is) thi~ 

Aisis!" hu'ksa na-ast sa-ulankankatk. "K'mt1kamts a ke'k gi! "; na' sht sa 
Aishish!" those (in the thus <hiM) followers. '' K'mukamtch this is!''; so they 

distance) {said) 

18 hu'ksa tu'kni; "ka-i a A.isis ga'pkat, ka-i hu't lu'loks Aishisham nu'ta". 
(said) those far off; "not Aishish came, • not (here) the fire of A ish ish . is burning" 

Hu'ksa tu' na'shtk tali'tankpkuk: "a't gen sl6kalsht hi shla'papakuapk; 
Those afar thus said seeing him coming: "ye this after be has Rbot at wilt find out then ; 

man the mark 

Aishish toks shli' tam'na talaak!" 
.A.ishish however always hits straight! " 

At gatpa at shlo'kla, tu' hak yu'l'ka 
Then they ar- and they shot, (but) far this side struck 

rived 

21 K'mukamts; Wanak tads yu'tlansna. 
K'mlikrunt-eh; liilver Fo;x: missed a little. 

Tsui sha sakalUig, tst1i sa K'mukam-
Tben they commenced anrl they OTer K'mt't

gnming, 
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tsa.s i'kak ; waitash a ttl' m i'kak, tsui sa ga' in bele, tsui sa gatpampele 
kamtch won ; all day long . many they won, then they returned, and they went back 

stakes 

hitsastat. 
to the lodges. 

At sa tsui ga'tak sakla salakiuk Aisisas. 
Then they quit gambling, fo~ they Aishish. 

miSSed 

Tsui Aisisam wewanuish suasuaktsa tstl' ssak, k'lewidsha m'nalam 3 
And Atshisb's wives wept constantly, (and) left their 

latchash sta-ildshuk. 
lodges to dig roots. 

Shti' a sa nu'shtat shi' dsho wenepi wewanuish; nash 
Pitch they on heads put four wives; one 

toks Wa'-aks ka-i hli'la Afsisas. 
but Mallard "Dot mourned Aishish. 

Tsui luatpislals Kliti' sam Afsis til'mena, 
Then the weeping cries of Sandhill Ah>hish _ heard, 

Crane 

tsui Afshish shuaktsa ttl' menank. 
and Atshish 

At Afsis tu' ;kalo wika't, at k'leknapk 6 
wept hearing (them). Now Aishish (was) sky close to, then he was mori· 

far away buml 

kak6 bela ; at shi' tsa hi pi wekwak tu' kalo wikata ; at shlaa Afsisas. Tsui 
bones nothing then soared up two butterflies far the sky close to; and (thfly) Aishish. Then 

but; · up saw 

shitshatxepele shla-6lank, tsui gatpampelissa, tsui sapa, p'tisa tn'na sapfya: 
they flew back having seen (him), and retumed home they, and told, to father their · saying: 

''tfdsi k'la'kuapk hi'ssuaks; tu' ni kal6 wigata shlaa hil'nk hissuaksas !fak6 9 
"a good will (soon) perish man ; far off I sky close to saw that man bones 

belat; ti' dsi hu'k k'la'kuapk!" _ Tchfssa shapfya p'tfsa m'nalam. 
nothing p:ood this will perish I" So they said to father their. 

but; (man) 

Hu'k p'tfssap sam shkuyui shash mbu'sant at ilnak ga-ulakuapk yaki 
The father their ordered them on next morning early to soar up a basket 

shleyamenank. Tsui sha gena saptalaltk, tsui sa til' gatpa pas a i'yamnatk 12 
strung around (them). And went the sisters, and they up arrived food carrying 

ambilts i'yanlnatk. 
water also carrying. 

there 

Tsui Afsisas liwatkal shnu'lashtat hil'nkant, tsui wu'la 
Then Ai01hish they raised · in eyrie t.hat, then inquired 

up 

hu'ksa wekwak : "wak i gen gftk ~" na-asht sha wu'la. Tchui Afsis 
these butterflies: "what are here doing 1" so they inquired. Then Aishish 

you 

hamexe: "K'mukamts an'sh p'lafwash shti'lta; tsui ni k6ka kapka-agatat, 15 
said: "K'mukamtch me after the eagles sent; and I climbed on the small pine, 

tsf1i !fedsnu'tan's; !fedsha kapka koki'sh ge-u. Tsui nu hu'nk shlaa 
then it grew up under me; grew up the pine during climb- my. Then I (those) saw 

ing 

p'laf wash, sku'lalam ta' ds n'il' nk shlaa tsi'liliks." 
eagles, of the lark only I found the young." 

Tsfhunk Afsis ha' mkank 
So Aishish said, 

sa' gsuk hil' nkies. 18 
giving ex- to them. 
plant\tions 

At sa htl'nk slankok shl6a tchakelatat ksekoga sha Afshishas shewan6-
Now they spreading a wild- in the willow- placed into they Aishish after giving 

eat's skin basket 

lank pa's ambuts, tsui sa skatxidsa, kailatat at gatpampele. 
(him) food water also, then they took him down on the ground be returned. 

in the basket 

Tsui i'pka 
And bell\y 

sick 

ma'nts, at wa'mpele. 
a. long time, then he recovered. 

21 
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NOTES. 

Portions of the same myth, though differently connected, will be found in the 
mythic tale: K'mukamtch attempts the destruction of his son Aishish. Both narra
tives are complementary to each other in some important details. 

99, 3. shnena. It is the custom of gamblers to build fires at eYery place where 
they stop on their road or trail. Any party of traYelling Indians will do so when stop
ping on their way. Cf. 23, 15. 

99, 3. Yamnashptchi. Several adjectives designating colors are taken from arti
cles of dress iu both dialects: tolaluptchi, green; tch;ce-utch;ce-ushptchi, a sbade of 
blue; and spalptchi, light-yellow, is called after a face-paint made of a kind of clay. 

99, 3. Wanakalam lu'loks. The fire of Young SilYer Fox was yellow or ~-ellowish, 
not only because the fur of this fox-species turns from silvery white into yellowh;b by 
the change of seasons, but also, because this animal represent:s in m~·thic stories the 
halo around the Hun. Of. shakatchalish in Dictionary. Wanaka always figures as 
the companion of the principal national deity, K'mukamtch. · 

99, 7. watchpka: to stake everything in one's possession and then lose it all; 
wi-uka, to win all the stakes lost by the others. 

99, 10. 100, 5. St6kua or Stukuaga was, according to another of my informants, a 
fish of this name, and not a squirrel. The other wives of Aishish all have names of 
birds. 

100, 3. luelks: K'mukamtch had inberited a locality where his father was in the 
habit of hunting and killing the giant-eagle (p'laiwash). Thinking of this place, 
K'mukamtch went there with his son Aishish, after scheming a stratagem to let him 
perish there. To kill the eagles, it was necessary to climb a pine-tree; this K'mu
kamtch "\\- UJS afraid of doing, and wanted to send up there his son instead. 

100, 9. shnUlas toks etc. The lark had her young in the nest of an eagle. 
100, 10. sulft'tantsa. He dressed himself in Aishish's garments, as appears from 

the foregoing mythic tale. 
100, 15. sas. Dave Hill often uses shash, sas in an almost reciprocal sense: while 

(or: for) going to gamble among themselves. This pronoun does not depend here on 
shnena, as we might assume. Of. Note to 58, 10. It refers to lihe playmates of Aishish, 
who set out with K'mukamtch, whom they thought to be their beloved Aishish on ac
count of the dress he had abstracted from him. In 100, 14 shash was explained to me 
by "from them", viz. from the wives of Aishish, in whose lodge K'mukamtch had 
passed the night. 

100, 18. ga/pkat for gepka at: did not come now, or: has not come yet. 
101, 2. ga/tak. This adverb gives to understand, that they were loth or too tired 

to play any longer for stakes, because their beloved Aishish was not present. "To cease 
or stop gambling" simply, would be expressed by sakl6la. 

101, 4. shti'a etc. Of. Notes to 89, 5; 96, 6; and general Note, on page 86. 
101, 4. shi'dsho wenepi, rather unusual forms for shi'dsha hu vunepni. Hu, "up, 

above, on head," has coalesced with shi'dsha into one word. _ 
101, 5. Kliti'sam. Aishish heard the cries of Kietish only, because of all the birds 

which are believed to be his wives, the long-necked sandhill crane is the loudest and 
noisiest. 

lOi, 8. ga.tpampelfssa for gatpamp~li sha, as tchissa for tchf sa. 
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101, 8. p'tisa m'na for p'tisha m'nalam. 
101, 10. !fak6 belat for: !fak6 pil at. 
101, 11. p'tissap sam. Sham, sam "their", is found standing instead of m'milam, 

p'nalam, or hunkelamsham in the conversational form of language. Of. 107, 13. 108, 4. 
101, 13. liwatkal. They lifted up the famished Aishish, almost reduced to a 

skeleton, and seated him upright in the nest; they imparted new strength and life 
to him by feediu g him. 

101, 16. k_edsha, to grow, forms k_edshna, .kedshnuta; n's is: nft'sh, to me, with me, 
under me ; a sort of dativus commodi. 

ORIGIN OF HUMAN RACES. DURATION OF liUMAN LIFE. 

GIVEN BY " CAPTAIN JIM" IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

K'mu'kamtch hu'nk at ne-ulxa na-asht gen: Hu'nk E-ukshikfshash 
K'mukamtch ruled as follows: 'l'he Klamath Lake 

tchak maklaks shu'ta; tchui pen Ka'kakilsh tchagsh maklaks shu'ta; 
from a service- poople he made ; hereupon the Kakakilsh from skunks people made; 

berry bush 

yamatala genuta shushtedshna. E-ukshkfshash ktchalxishtat i'lxa, B6sh- 3 
northwards "bile he he created (them) on The Klamath Lakes in the sun-heat h e laid the white 

had gone his way. down, 

tinash toks shftt6lank mahieshtat i'lxa; humasht gfug na' d maklaks mft'-
people however after crPating in the shade laid down; therefore we Indians (are) 

(them) 

makmftkli, B6shtin toksh papalpali. 
dark, the white race but light-com-

plexioned. 

E-ush guni' gshta kailali' a. 
The sea beyond be made a 

world for them. 

At sha pa'n ne-ulakiega, K'mukamtch mu'nk tchi'sh shkishki'sh tchish 6 
Then they began to legislate, K'mukarntch, mole also, fly-bug also, 

wishi'nk tchish. Mft'nk hamexe: "Nu a gu'ggamtchishash maklakshash 
garter-snalte also. Mole said: "I of old age the human beings 

gi'tki gi!" Hunkanti 
to become want!" On that subject 

wfshink na-asht hamexe: 
garter-snake thus spoke : 

"nft'toks gemptcha 
"and I thus-made 

maklakshash gi' tki gi!" 
the men to become order! " 

Tchfhunk wi' shink shkintchishxag6ta: "ga-ash 9 
Thus garter-snake while shedding its skin: "this way 

nu hft'nk maklakshash k'lektgi: ti'dshok netnak git k'mft'tchatk gintak 
I the men to become having grown then to be of old age though 

(want): 

tchiltgipeletam'nuk.~' 
always to grow young again." 

Hunkanti mft'nk na-asht hemexe: "nu a gemptcha 
On that subject mole thus said: "but I thus-made 

pshe-utiwashash gi'tki gi: gft' ggamtchishash!" 
the human beings to become want : decrepit by age!" 

Pi muimu'yuk: "ga-asht 12 
(.And) it shivering (said): ''thus 

• nft pse-utiwashash gi'tki gi!'' 
I the human beings t{) become want I" 

Ski' shkish tchish na-asht tok na'-ulxa 
Fly-bug also thus vote~ 
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n1il'nkash tulak. Pi ski'shkish na-asht: "kui tadsh ak hti'k tumi pshe-
mole along with. It the fly-bug thus (!'aid): •:Very cruelly many human 

uthvash gfug ki'shtchkank hi<~talt nush". 
beings actmg, when stepping (will) crush me". 

(on me) 

Tchi'hunk pa't hashtaltal ne-ulxug. Tchui sha palpeliega; mu'nk 
Thus they mutually disputed for action. Then they began working; the mole 

yafn~ shuteyega; shtil'va yafnaluk. At pi'pil hunta ne-ulxa K'mukam-
mountams began to make; it macfe to throw up Now alone thus (it) made after K'mukamtch 

tcham shut6lash. 
gang·waya mountains. 

had finished creating. 

NOTES. 

103, 3. tchak. There is evidently ajeu de mots intended between tchak and tchaksh. 
vVhich northern tribe the Kakakilsh were, my informant and other Indians were unable 
to say; it is a nickname, derived from ka'k, of some Oregonian tribe held in contempt 
by the M{t.klaks, and any reference to it causes great merriment to the Klamath Lake 
Indians. Ma_klaks is in both places separated from the tribal name by inversion; 
tchaJc and tchagsh form apposition to these tribal names and to maklaks, and for 
tchagsh we would expect tchashish, which is the usual form of the word. 

103, 5. E-ush. The sea or ocean, which is meant here, is muni e-ush, while e-ush 
means a lake, lagoon or large pond. 

103, 6. ne-ulakiega. Three of the lower animals are here brought together to confer 
with K'mukamtch to determine the duration of man's life, and every one voted according 
to its own experience. Stephen Powers mentions a mythic story comparable to this, 
heard by him among the Pit River Indians (Contrib. to North .Amer. Ethnology, vol. 
III, p. 273): "The coyote and the fox participated in the creation cf men and animals, 
the first being an e"\til spirit, the other good. They quarreled as to whether they should 
let men live always or not. The coyote said: "if they want to die, let them die"; but 
the fox said: "if they want to come back, let them come back." But nobody ever 
came back, for the coyote prevailed." 

103, 9. 10. After shkintchishzag6ta. supply hemexe, and after k'l<~ktgi: gi. 
103, 10. ti' dsok, or tit'shok, distributive form of t'sh6k, of· the verb t'shin to grow. 

Cf. tit'sha, 107, 12. 
103, 12. pshe-utiwash, abbreviated pshe-utuash, an archaic word used only in the 

collective sense of people, human beings. It occurs only in mythic stories. Of. 105, 8. 
104, 4. shtft'ya. This :fiction was suggested by the manner in which moles throw 

up mole-hills and shows that the ancient myth-makers were not without a humoristic 
vein. 

104, 4. pi'pil. Every mountain was thrown up by the mole alone, each one sepa
rately. The special creation of K'mukamtch was man, and whatsoever stands in direct 
connection with his existence, welfare and customs, as fishing-places, islands, funereal 
sweat-lodges etc. 

104, 4. hlln.ta, abbreviation of hlln.tala: by proceeding in this manner, in the same 
manner. 



OREATION OF THE MOONS. 

Hft'MASHT SHAPASH LiJ
1
PI SHUTEYEGATK. 

CREATION OF 'fHE MOONS. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY MINNIE FROBEN. 

Wash hunk h1peni te-unepant wft'nip pe-ula shapash shu'ta. 
The (female) twentv- four moons made. 

coyote " 

105 

Lalap 
Two at 1\ 

time 

ge-upkatki giug sha shipatxukank; tchui at vu'nank igga-idshnank gekan-
when coming np they covered each otl1er; then finishing suspending (them) she went 

sha. K'mu'kamtch gu'hli' ka/liant was hash, wewega pil tchi' shi; vu'la 3 
K'mul!.amtch entered, · being absent the coyote, (her) children only in the lodge; he asked out. 

shas: "tat' ne gempka~" "Ge't a genu'la!~' l{'mu'kamtch hemexe: "tu'sh 
them: "where did she go to~" "There she went! " K'mukamtch said: ''where 

haitch maJam p'gi'shap tchia~" "Rita tchia!" Tchui K'mu'kamtch hatakt 
(does) your mother sit~" " Here she sits!" Then K'mukamtch there 

tchelxank shu'shamka: "ha ha! ha ha~" wakash tetalxok haha'tamna. 6 
sitting down hummed: " ha ha! ba l1li.~" bone-awls sticking (into he went on grunting. 

the ground) 

Pa'n shash vu'la: "wakaitch hu'n giug na' g tu'm haktch shapesh shushata ~ 
Aj!;ain of them be inquired: "why then the absent too maLy altogether moons did make 1 

(mother) 

wakak hunk pse-utiwash tchi-ua.pk lu'ldam~ tch6kat ak huk lu'ldarn hak; 
how then the people could live in winter 1 they would in such (a long) winter; 

ati huk lu'lda.m gi't tu'mi shapash giug." 
too long this winter would too many moons existing." 

be, 

''wakai lahip a hun shneku'pkashtkak i~" 
"why not t.wo at a time shining np there do you need~" . 

peri~:~h 

w asha=weka txa' wag hamexe: 9 
Coyote-child the oldest said : 

'rchui K'mukamtch hemexe: 
Hereupon K'mukamtch sairl: 

''ka-i nu shanaho'le tu'ma shapash gi'tki giug." 
"not I want toomany moons toexist." 

Tgelxa i'txe tatxelampani shapash, tchui pekewa K'mukamtchiksh, 12 
Started up, took down one-half (of the) moons, then smashed (them) K'mukamtch, 

to pieces 

tchui gembele. Ma'ntch=gitk "Nash gatpampele; txa'wag shapiya p'gi'sha 
then left again. Long after this the (mother-) returned home; the oldest told mother 

coyote (child) 

m'na: "K'n1u'kamtch a ga.tpanu'la gi'ta." Wash vu'la: "tu'sh haitch 
itt<: " K 'mukam·ch hasbeen here." Thecoyote asked: "where (didhe) 

tcha'lxa. ~" "HI't a tcha'1xa", shapiya m'na p'gi'sha. Tchui hatokt tchel- 15 
sit down 7" "Here he sat down", said (it) to its mother. Then right there sittin~ 

xank ti'lankanka talke-ug K'mukamtchiksh. Kiti'ta pitak nkash. 
down she rolled forth and joking about K'mulmmtch. (Then) bnrst her own bowels . 

back 
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NOTES. 

In preference to any other beast, the prairie-wolf, small wolf, or coyote (as he is 
called in the West after an Aztec term meaning "digger, burrower") became con
nected in the mind of the Indian with the creation of the moon and the origin of the 
months or moons, because in moonlit nights he is heard howling from nightfall to 
dawn; sometimes alone, sometimes in packs of several dozen at a time. His querulous, 
whining howl is likened by the Indians with a "speaking to the moon". Our tale 
above is based upon the double sense of moon and month, in which the term shapash (the 
"indicator," from shapa to tell, indicate) is used. The idea of the creation of twice 
twelve moons originated in the delusion that in every period called new moon, moons 
were really made or manufactured new by the creator. The number twenty-four was 
perhaps ~uggested by the observation of lunar eclipses, or mock moons appearing in 
hazy weather. The coyote as -the creator of the moons (and the creator of the universe 
among· the Central Californians) naturally desired to have as many moons as possible, 
whHe K'mukamtch, as the wolf's antagonist, thought it better for the benefit of his own 
creation, the human beings, not to make the year 'too long. If the winter had to last 
twelve months instead of six, how could they collect roots, bulbs, seed, fish, and game 
enough to live through such a lengtt1 of time~ 

105, 2. shipatxftkanka. Two moons being on the sky simultaneously would neces
sarily often cover and thereby eclipse or hurt each other. 

105, 2. igga-idshnank. The mother-coyote had hung up the twenty-four moons 
made by herself around the walls and ceiling of her winter-lodge, which in this myth 
signifies the sky. The suffix -idshna points to her walking from one spot of the 
lodge to another while busy in suspending the moons. 

105, 3. gft'hli'. A great deal of shrewdness is ascribed to the principal deity of 
the Klamath Lake people as well as to those of other hunting tribes. He manifests 
his astuteness in entering the coyote's lodge in her absence only, and to prepare a trick 
for her there. 

105, 4. tat' ne for tata nen. 
105, 5. Rita tchia! is pronounced as if it was one word only: hitatchia. 
106, 6. shu'shamka, distributive form of sh'u'mka, to hum, grunt, to make ha ha. 

He grunted every time he planted another awl, sometimes in an interrogative tone 
of voice, and did it to disguise their secret planting into the ground. 

105, 7. wakaitch COmposed ofwak haitch; washa::weka COmposed of Washam Weaga; 
t7.ewag or t7.ewaga, diminutive of txe-u firsb, first in order, eldest; cf. hf1'ktag. 

105, 7. tu'm haktch. This language has a term corresponding to our too much 
(tu'm tch{ttchui), but none which renders our too with accuracy. Adjectives or ad verbs 
qualified by too are therefore pronounced with a higher pitch of voice and the quantity 
of their main Yowel is increased when the Indian intends to express this adverb. 

105, 10. wakai, "why· not," a combination of wak and k.a-i. 
105, 14. gatpanu'la gi'ta: he has come here and has left again. 
105, 16. Kiti'ta. The coyote-wolf, while rolling forth and back on the ground, as 

these animals are in the habit of doing, ran her belly into the bone-awls insidiously 
planted there by K'mukamtch, so that the entrails shed their contents on the lodge
floor. 
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SKELAMTCHAM TcHASHGAYAKALAM SHASUAPKELEASH. 

MYTH OF THE 1\tiARTEN AND THE WEASLET 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY DAVE HILL. 

K'tnukamtch y anlSi tchia. 
K'mukamtch in th"e North lived. 

m't"n 

Satapealtk Tchashgayaks; lapiak tchia 
His younger brother Weaslet; only two they 

(was) lived 

ldiiliak wa' wans. 
-without wives. 

Tsui sa saikan gena wewansh i'ktcha; til'mi saikan tchia 
And they to the went wives to bring in; many on the field were 

prairie 

maldaks tankt. 
Indians then. 

Tchui sguyue Ska'lamts Tsasgayaks i'ktchatki snaweds: 3 
And dispatched old Marten Little Weasel to fetch a woman: 

"ka-i i labeo::lil'lpo::gipksh shpil'nshipk, shtchokapsh i a'pka!" Tsui gena 
"not you a two-eyed one I> ring along, a one-eyed one yon bring! " Then went he 

nadshiak i'ktchuk wewans, tsui tu' me-ipks g:l1dsui. Saigatat til'n1i 
alone to fetch women, and far off digging (roots) hemet (them). On the prairie many 

wewanuish meya; 
females were digging; 

shta saika; 
full the prairie 
was (of them); 

hihashuaksh ka' gi, gankanka sha. 
the men were away, hunted they. 

At 6 
No\v 

wewanuish ikayula ti'tatsa pi'la, ka-i hil'shkank K'mukamtsarn stil'leols: 
women be picked out pretty ones only, not minding of K'mukamtcb the order: 

shtchil' shtsxapksh K'mil'kamts epkatki gi'ulatki; at i'tpa til ladsastat 
one-eyed ones to K'mukamtch to bring enjoining; then brought over to the lodge 

(them) 

Tsaskai: "gen m's ni spilnshipkia." At hamexe K'n1ukamts: "kani na-asht~ 9 
Weasel: "this one for you I brought." And said K'ml'tkamtcb: "who (said) so 1 

kani na-asht tidsa a'pkatki~ shtchil'shtskapksh mi'sh nil a'pkolatkik; kaitoks 
who so (said) pretty to bring~ one-eyed (ones) you I to bring told; and not 

ones 

mi' sh ni ti' dsa a' pkatki gi!" 
you I pretty ones to bring told!" 

Tchf1i at wa'wanslank shash, tsui palakak nxakgi lapuk; tchui tit'sha 12 
And took as wives them, and pretty soon became both; and grew up 

mothers 

weweas, at mat sa waslala. Tchui si' ssok hu'k weweas sham; tsui stuli' 
the children, and, it is they bunted 

said, chipmunks. 
And quarreled boys their; and advised 

Tsasgayak: "shli't i hil'nks!" taltsiagatat sa-il1i'a. At sHi'popk hil'nitak 
Weaslet: "shoot you him!" (and)ontltelittle heputstone 

arrows beads. 
And was aware by himself, 

K'mukamts stilli'sht pi'ts. K'mukamts stilli' wa'ka m'na: "shli' sht rn'nalsh U:> 
K'mtikamtch that bad ad- him. K'mtikamtch ordered son 

vised 
his: "in case be 

shoots, 
him 

i shlin!" At.la1 -udsha hil'k tataksni, tsui shli'n Tsasgayakalam vil'nakag; 
you shoot I" Then went to play the ohildren, and shot Little Weasel's !ittle son; 
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shli'n K'mukamtsam hu'nk unakag; tchui sa hfshlan. Tsaskayakalam 
shot of K'mukamtch the little son; then they shot at each other. Little Weasel's 

vunak hunk shlin lu'pi K'mukamtcham vunaka; tchui hu'nk hu'tkalpalank 
boy shot first at K'mukamtch 's son; then (that one) jumping up again 

3 shlfn Tchashgayam unaka, tcht1i ts6Jsa lapuk. 
Bhot Weasel's son, then perished both. 

At saleki ptissisap sham. Tsashgai at kayaktsa, K'mukamts Jsa-i 
Then mis~ed fathers their. Weasel went searching, (but) K'mukamtch not 

(them) 

kayaktcha, sku'lxa ta' dsh 
searched (for them), laid himself but, 

on bed 

sa-utamank; .sHi'bopk hu'nitak tu' sas hisho'kst. 
wrapped up; he knew by himself, out them to have killed 

there each other. 

NOTES. 

Compare with this myth the first part of the "Mythic Tale of Old Marten" 
(Skelamtcham shashapkeleash), which contains the same subject-matter. 

107, 1. Ya.msi, contraction of Yamashi. This is the name given at present to a 
mountain North of Klamath Marsh; from this direction the cold winds (yamash) blow 
over the highlands on Upper Klamath Lake. 

107, 1. 3. 9. Tcbashgai sometimes occurs in the diminutive form Tchashgayak, 
because the Weasel is regarded as the younger brother of the Marten. 

107, 2. saildin, a contraction of saigazi'Yni: they went to the prairie, where the 
women were digging the edible roots. 

107, 3. Ska/lamts. I have given this myth elsewhere in a longer relation, where 
the part played here by K'mukamtch is played by Skelamtch. Even in Dave Hill's 
relation the Marten is called, but once only, by its real name Skelamtch; K'mukamtch 
and Skelamtch are mentioned here as identical. The term ske'l, when not employed 
in its mythologic sense, means a long piece or strip of tanned otter or marten skin, 
used for tying the hair, or for other purposes. 

107, 3. 4. i'ktchatki snaweds etc. One woman only is mentioned here, instead of 
the two, whom Weaslet was ordered to bring home' as wives for his brother K'mu
kamtch and himself. 

107, 5. wewans a very common elision for wewanuish. 
107, 9. kani na-asht~ ellipse for kani m1-asht gU 
107, 10. nu a/pkolatkik. Instead of this may be said also, a/pkatki giula nu: "I 

strictly told (you) to bring in." 
107, 13. sa waslala. The two boys went together hunting chipmunks. 
107, 14. shawala to adjust stone-heads; shawalia, sa-ulia to adjust stone-heads for 

or in the interest of somebody. Flint-, obsidian- or iron heads are placed only on war
arrows or on arrows used in killing large game (nge-ish, nga/-ish); but the taldshi or 
lighter arrow, used in hunting birds, and the taldsbiaga, arrow used as boy's play1 bing, 
are usually provided with wooden points only. 

107, 15. K'mukamts stull sht pi·ts stands for K'mukamtchash stuli'sht pi'sh, the 
pronoun referring to the little son of K'mukamtch. 

107, 15. shli'sht. In this sentence m'nalsh is the subject of shli'sht, and the direct 
object of shlin is not expressed. 

107, 16. Ia -udsha: they went out to play, from Mwa, Ui/wa to play . 
• 
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SKELAMTCHAM SHASHAPKELEASH. 

MYTHIC TALE OF OLD MARTEN. 

OBTAINED IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT FROM MINNIE PROBEN. 

w ewanuish mat ttl' mi meya ka' sh shaigatat yaki shka' shkatgaltk. 
Women, they say, many were dig- ipo on prairie, baskets carrying on back. 

p;ing 

• 
Shkij,'lamtch mat tchfa shetxe-unaltx Tchashgayaks. 

Old Marten, so they lived ali the older brother of Little Weasel. 
say, 

Shka'lamteh shtuli 
Old Marten sent 

ta/pia m'na Tchasgayaks i'ktchatki giug kma' shtchu' shtchxapkam. 'fchui 3 
younger his Weaslet to obtain the skull- of the one-eyed ones. And 
brother caps 

Tchashgayag gena; gatpnank i'txa shash nanuk kma' ;ka-i shtchu'shtch-
weaslet went; coming there, he took from them all skull-caps. (but) of the one-

away not 

xapksham tchi'sh, ftpampeli Tchashgayak, shewana Skelamtchash kma'. 
eyed (women) also, brought Little Weasel (and) gave to Old Marten the caps. 

Skelamtch hamexe: "tata mi' sh nu tpewa ka-i shtchushxapkam epkatki 6 
Old Marten said: '' when you I ordered not of the one-eyed to bring~ 

giug~ lapuk mish nu epkatki gi'ula shtchu' shtchxapkam pi'l." w ewanuish 
of both you I to bring had told of the one-eyed only." Females 

nanuk gatpa Skelamtchamkshi shkashkatkaltk ka' sh. Skelan1tch shewana-
an came to Old Marten's homo carrying on back ipo. Old Marten l'e-

pele kn1a' wewan'shash, puakampele ladsheshtat, ha'meta Tchashgavaksh: 9 
turned the caps to the women, threw (them) back out of his lodge, (and) said to WeaSlet: 

,, tata mish nu tpa'wa tum kma' a'pkatki giug ~ lapok alnsh ni a'pkatki!" 
"w ben you I ordere(l many caps to bring 7 of both you I to bring (told) ! " 

(only) • 

W ewanuish tchfk tchui gempele, }apuk shtchu' Rhtchxatk tch!' dsha. 
The women after this returned, (hut) both one-eyed ones remained. 

Tchui huk shtchu'shtchxatk wewanuish wewa'kala. Shu'hank=shitk 12 
Then the one-eyed women bore children. At the same time when 

mu'mkak gi'ulxa Skelamtch nteyakaliya, m'na ii'nakag mu'ak t'sh!'sht. 
the infants were born Old Marten made a little bow, for his little son, taller when be would 

grow. 

Tchashgayak tchi'8h nteyakali'ya m'natak unakag. Tchui tchatchakiag 
Litle Weasel also made a little bow for his own little boy. And the little boys 

le-utcha; hi'shla nte-ishtka tataldshiak. Lewatkuk tatakshni gatpampeli; 15 
went to play; they shot with their bows little arrows. From the play the boys rtltnrned; 

at the mark 

Tchashkayagalan1 unakag hemexe: "hut an'sh tu' shli'kshga.'' Tchash-
Little Weasel's boy remarked: "be me out well nigh shot." Little 

there 

"tant hai tchi' m'sh hu'nk layank tewi ~ 1' 

''really thus at you taking aim he sboM" 
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Tchakiak hemexe: "hilshiltankapksh pil'sh nilsh hil'n gi" (mshashaltchatk 
The boy said: "approaching on the sly me it was" (squirreling were 

sha hu'nk, shleank mshash hishlakshka). 
they, discovering a squirrel they almost shot 

each other). 

'"rchui Tchashga yak shtuli' 
'£hen Little Weasel advh;ed 

3 unakag m'na shli'tki Shkelamtcham unakag, "ha hil't mish pan shli'shtka 
little son his to shoot of Old Marten the son, "if he at you again shooting 

gi'uapk." Shkelamtch shayuakta hunk nanuk 'rchashgayakalam hem-
should be." Old Marten became aware (of the) whole of Little ·weasel's dis-

kanksh; tch{li pi' tchish shtuli' m'na il'nakag shlitki giug Tchashgayaru 
course; and be aho ordered his little son to shoot W easd's 

6 unaka: "ha' mish shli-uapk, kla' xatk gi'ntak i hu'tkalpalank shli-uapk 
son; "if you he kills, dead though, you !"ising up again must kill 

hu'nksh." 
him." 

'rchui mbu'shan pa'n gena washlaltchuk; shlaa sha washla, ganta sha 
Then next day again they to hunt ch1pmunks; saw they a chipmunk, crept they 

went (at it) 

9 at. Skelam unakag tewi, ka'hhian washla; wiggata i-ulxa Tchashgayam 
then. Marten's little son shot, missing the chip· close to he strnck Weasel's 

munk; the ground 

il'naka. Tchashgayan1 unak han1exe: "wak ta i giug shli'kshga nilsh ~" 
to the son. Weasel's little son said: "wherefore you almost shot me~" 

Skelam unak hemtchna: "shni'ulatchgankan hil'n gi." Guhashktcha pen 
Marten's child replied: "glancing off it was." They startecl (an~l) 

a gam 

Lapuk pi'pelantana ganta shawaltankank 
Both from opposite sides crept up moving along the ground 

12 gena sha, shlaa sha washla. 
t,ravelled they, saw they a chipmunk. 

Ui/ wi; Skelam unak shli'kshga Tchashga yam unaka. Tchashga yam vunak 
shot; Marten's littleson almost hit ·weasel's little son. Weasel's little son 

shlink shiuga Shkelam v{lnaka; tch{li shp6ka n1antchak Tchasligayam 
(then) killed Marten's child; then lay on ground for some time Weasel's 

shootiug 

15 unakag. Tgi'tsxank shlepapka, !fe!fahnash wewatknela lil'lp, k'maka tgu't-
little son. Standing near he looked (at tears flowed from (his) be looked while 

him), eyes, around 

gank hatkok. Skelam u'nak hu'tkal, shlin at Tchashgayam vunaka 
standing there. Mt\rten's &on jumped up, shot then Weasel's child 

il' shu tal ; lapnk tchui k'leklxatk i' pka. 
in tho bn•nst; both then dead lay there. 

18 'rchashgai hem'ta Skelash: "wak ta rna' nshaktch tataksni !fa' gi waita ~ 
Weasel said to Marten: "Why for so long the children are ab- the whole 

sent day~ 

til' sh ak nen hu'k wak ka'la ~" Skelamtch !fa-i kektchank hu'nksh, shko'l-
wherb (are) they some- -doing~" 

what 
oid Marten not answering him, recum-

pkank ktana. 
bent slept. 

Tchashgai gena kayaktchuk tatakiash, !fa-i shleank gatpam-
weasel weut • to look out for the children, (and) finding returned 

not 

21 pele. 
home. 

Mantch=gitk Skelamtch guhashktcha tu gawalpeli. 
After a while Old Marten started out far to find (them). 

Tch6xapksh 
Murdei"ed 

out 

tatakiash gawalpalank itpampel~ ; sh.uashua.ktch6ta lu'lukshalshok mft'lna, 
the children discovering he carried them with mourning cries to cremate (them) they got 

home; ready, 

• 
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tunip wuillishik i' -amnash Ske'l ena, Tchashgai tchi' sh tunepanti wuilishik 
five bags ofneckwear Marten took, Weasel too five bags 

i-an1nash ena. Tch{li sha lu'luksla, tu'tenipni' sha lapuk iwalpeJe. Ska'lam 
of beads brought. .And they burnt (them), each five (bags) they both emptied on To Marten 

them. 

tchi'k i'amnash wewilina. Tehui sha gempele tchishxe'ni k'lewiank. 3 
finally beads were left over. Then they returned to their lodge after perform-

ance. 

Skelamtch hem'ta 'rchashgayash gentki giug Mu'shamkshi, pi ge-
Oid Marten said to Weasel, be should go to the South 'Wind's him- pro-

house, self 

nuapkug Yam'shamkshi. 
posing to go to the North Wind's 

Tchashgai ka-i shana-ul' Yan1shamkshi ge-ishtka 
Weasel not liked to North Wind's lodge to travel. 

home. 

giug. Ske'l hmnexe: "ka-i i genuapk Yamshamkshi, nu'tak g·esh shana- 6 
Marten · said: "not you shall go to _the North Wind, myself to go ·want 

uli Yamsha1nksh'; mi' sh nu gentki Mushamkshi." 
to the North Wind; yon I (want) to go to South Wind's 

house.'' 

'' Ka-i an M u' shamksht 
"Sot I to South Wind 

ge'sh shana-ul' ", at pi hem'ta na-asht. Tchui gena Tchashgai Yam-
to go desire", now he said so. .And went Weasel to the 

shamksh; gatpa hatokt eixa Muash; eixishtok MU.'shash k'leka Tchash- 9 
North Wind's be came there, put the the South while had put the South Wind, died Little 

lor!ge; ' (when) bead out Wind; the head out 

gayak. 
Weasel. 

Tchui Skelamtch Mu'sham nu'sh lalkadsha; pa'n Yamshan1kshi 
And ·Old Marten of the South the head cut off; again, to theN orth Wind's 

· Wind lodge 

gena Skelamtch, lalkadsha Yan1shamtcham nu' sh. 
went Old Marten, (and) cut off the North W"ind's bead. 

K'lewiank 
Hereupon 

guhuashktcha 
he set out 

Len1e-ishash 
the Thunders 

geluiptchuk 'rchashgayaksh 12 
to visit, Little Weasel 

hakshaktchuitk. Leme-ish hushtanka Skelamtchash, snewedsh tu'tash 
carrying in his dress. One Thunder fell in with Old Marten, a woman long shell; 

hahashtamuipksh shu'litanka. 
having as ear-ornaments he pursued. 

Snawedsh hem'ta Skelamtchish: ''wak ish 
The woman cried to Old Marten: "somehow me 

shu' ta, ge-u sha-amoksh! " Tchui Skelan1tch hemexe: "wak hai tchi' m's 15 
protect., my friend ! " A11d Old Marten replied: ''how then you 

llU shute-uapk 0?" pniudaktan tcha katchannat, tch{Ii guhuashktcha. Tapitak 
I shall protect 1" blew (her) iuetantly into a pitch-pine and continued his way. 

log, 

Leme-ish petegank hi'mboks kshatg~tnu'lank shiuga snawedsh. 
the Thnnder teMing up the log (and) extl'acting (her) killed the woman. 

Right after 
(him) 

Skelamtch tu' at gatpa Leme-isham ladshashtat. Lapi titsga-ak Leme- 18 
Old Marten then arrived of the Thunders at lodge. Two decrepit old Thun-

ish tchia shuki'kash hu'nkimsham. Skelamtch wa'shi guli' tchuyetk Yam-
ders lived the parents of them. Old Marten into the stepped having as hat of North 

(therej, room on 

sham nush; wayalpa nanuk wa' shin, wakish tchish lakelaka. Ka' -utchish 
Wind the head; froze to icicles everything in the lodge the inside too became slippery Gray Wolf 

room, ladder with ice. 

gankanktka, Ska'lam sha-amoksh, wawa/kalam pi'l htl'k tchi'sh ka-i wetk. 21 
returned from the Marten's kinsman, of his children alone the place in not froze up. 

hunt., the lodge 

Leme-ish gatpampele, maklaks tu'm i'tpa. Titska-ak Leme-ish sti'llidanka 
Tbe Thunders returned home, Indians many they The Old Thunders reported 

brought. 
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sha.piya m'na wanunga: "wennini a tua gatpa wa'shi ati' nalsh wfnixitk!" 
(and) said to their sons: "stranger some has come into the largely to us · superior I" 

room, 

Txe-u Leme-ish hemexe: "ga tuata shkafnihaktch gatpa, nu' ak ya hun 
The oldest Thunder said: "whosoever stronger (man) bas come, I (can) cer-

tainly, 

3 shkayent gi'ntak gu'hli'plit." 
strong though enter (where he 

Gekansha at, ga-ulapgapele patcho'le na'shak 

wakish, 
of inside 
ladder, 

(he is), is)." 
He went out then, climbed up, stepped on one step only 

ki' shtchnank hui' xipele. "Tututu!" htltchampeluta Leme-ish 
stepping on he hurried out 

again. 
(Crying:) ·' tututu l" after running homewards (this) Thunder 

na-asht giuta, pen na'sh hemexe: ''tuatal shkainiaks tchex6ga" Gekan-
so reporterl , and another said: '• some kind stronger one is sitting inside." Going 

one ofa 

6 shanank ttl' ga-ulapgapele pa'patchle lapok waki'sh; petchtnank huixipele. 
out over he went on • op (of put, his feet on two of inside ladder; stepping on he ran out again. 

there winter lodge), steps only 

"'IY1tutu "! huixipeluta, gulipelank shash katni shapiya: "wennini tua 
"1Xttutu" I he skipped away, entering again, those being in he told: "stranger 8ome 

the kayata 

gatpa." 'fatxelamni' tchkash hemexe : "ka tuak shkaineaksh tchiwfxa ~" 
has come." The one intermediate too said: "what sort of a ~:~tronger (man) is inside 7" 

~~ . 
9 gekanshenft'nk ttl' ga-ulapgapele pepatchle; tatxelam=pani gft'txitkt lu'lula 

(and) running out he went on lodge-top 1 and stepped down; halt~ ways having climbed he rattled 
· down up 

Sti'lhipeli shash katni ; na' sh tchkash gekansha tu', 
He reported to those in the (another) also went out out 

kayata; one there, 

htl'kantchampelok. 
to run out again. 

ga-ulapgapeli, guli'pele, gelxalgitk htl'kanshampele tututu-tl'ta. "Ya ·! ati' 
mounted up the ladder, went in, having climbed he hurried out again while tututu-crying. "To be by far 

down sure! 

'12 a na'lsh winni' xitk tua' ki." Tapi'ni tchkash gekansha: "ka tuata 
than we stronger (• ·ne) some it is.'' '£he last one also rushed out: "what kind of 

shkafniaktch ~" gtllhi' pelank shahiashtala m'na tche'lkpele hu' tkalshnank 
a stronger one1" entering (the lodge) on couch his he sat down, (then) starting up 

htl'kampele. 
ran out again. 

15 Tchui ma'ntch=gitk tche'k Ke-udshiamtch gatpampele; li'lhankshti 

i'tpa. 
he 

brought. 

Then some time after finally Old Wolf came home; some venison 

Leme-ish hem'ta Ka-utchishash: "ati' a na'lsh tua winni'xitk gatpa". 
TheThunderd said toGrayWolf: " byfar thanwe some stronger(one) hascome". 

Ka' -udshiamtch ga-ulapgapele, tchui ha'mele Skelamtchish: "shanatch-
ord Wolf climbed the lodge, then shouted to Old Marten: ..- "take 

18 vu'li tchuyesh!" 
off (YO •ll') hat!" 

Tchui Skelamtch shanatchvu'lank nelxa m'na tchuyesh; 
And Olcl Marten, unhatting; himself, laid down his hat; 

nanuk hu'k wayalapsh ka'gipele. Ka'-udshiamtch gulhfpele tchui, Leme-
~~.n the icicles disappeared Old Wolf entered (the ur10n this, Thun-

agaiu. lodge) 

ish tchish hu'k nanuk gulhi'bele, tchui sha shu' tchapelank pashota. 
ders too they all enter~d again, and they rebuilding a fire had a meal. 

21 Hu'yuka sha hu'nk kta-i at, tchui sha maklaks puelhi', mu'nish sha kala 
Heated they stones now, and tb~y p;;"ple threw in, a large they Jlat 

buclte\ 
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shhUtpa taluodsh maklaks. 
gave for use, to stew the people. 

T.chui sha ktai kelpokshtak i'kagank i'wa 
And they the stones as soon as heated took out (and) dipped 

(them) 

kalati ambo tchi' pgank ; 
into a kala water containing; 

i'wa sha tchui 
put in they then. 

N okshtak sha ktai i' xakpele, 
As soon as stewed they the stones took out again, 

Leme-ish hashpa shash Skelamtchash, gaptchatka Leme-ish tchi'lxia Ske- 3 
the Thunders ha11ded them to Old Marten, with the small the Thunders placed on the for 

as food finger floor (the kala) 

lash. Skelamtch gaptchatka shitchalshue maklaks kalati. Tclnli Skelan1tch 
Marten . Old Marten with the little moved (more) Indians towards Then Old Marten 

finger the kala. 

pata1npka; Tchashgayag tchligatchktcha Skelamtchash shako'tkug mak-
began to eat; Weaslet pinched Old Marten insisting for human 

laksti tchu.leksh. TchtH Shkelamtch ka-i shewana; "kuidsha gisht", leklek- 6 
flesh. (But) Old Marten not gav~ (any); "it being bad", he 

tchampka Tchatchgayash; "undshe'k n1ish ni tchule'ksh li'lhankshti tche'k 
whispered to Little Weasel; " by and by to you I meat of venison at last 

shewanuapk." Tchui nanuk wu'ta kayak hu'nksllt shewanank. Shle-ipele 
will give." Then a.U he ate up not any to him giving. Returned 

shash kala, Ke-udshiamtchkash nukaltampka tchule'ks. Tchui nu'kst 9 
to them the bucket, Old Wolf also began roasting meat. When it was done, 

ti' a tat i'kelank shew ana Skelamtchash, tchui pi hu'nkanti tche'k shewana 
on a pad· putting it he gave (it\ . to Old Marten, and he of it then gave 

ole 

tchule'ksh Tchashga -y· aksh. 
· meat to Little Weasel. 

Tchui sha lu'lalxa pa-ulank; Skelamtch ktan-
And they went to bed having done eat- Old Marten fell 

ing; 

shan nanui shxolxotak. 12 
asleep as soon as lymg down. 

Leme-ish sheshnu'lxa shhikuapkuk Skelamtchash; ka-uloktantk-
The (5) Thunders plotted (bow) to kill Old Marten; walking up and down 

\ 

tam'na sha. Tchekag pi'l telshan1pka Leme-ishash kayak ktanshna. Pen 
continued tlley. Blackbird only looked towards the Thunders (and) not was asleep. And 

Leme-ish g{tkua shle' dshuk Skelamtchash, tamu' dsh ktanshisht, shi'uguap- 15 
the Thunders approached to look at Old Marten, whether he was asleep, proposing to 

kng hu'nk. Tchekaksh LenH~-ish mbu'shaksh yi'yuxoga lu'lpat; tchui 
kill him. To Blackbird the Thunders arrow-heads pushed into the eyes; then 

hu' nk ka-i ktanuapkng ktampsh=shitk shleash gi'-uapk. Pshin tatxelam 
he not going to sleep, asleep-alike appearing would be. At midnight 

Leme-ish kaktansha ; · Skelamtch skishksho'lank pi' tchkash kako' dsha 18 
thl:l Thunders went to sleep; Old Marten awakening he then went over 

Leme-ishamksh, hihashlutchtanka lak Leme-isham, te'kish shash huhashli'-
to Thunder~:~' place, tied together the hair of the Thunders, swords to them handed over 

amna; heshamkanko'ta: "Skelam tapia gen luelat". 
to each; they ordered each other: •' Marten's younger him kill ye ". 

brother, 

Tchui Skelamtch 
Then Old Marten 

gekantgi l{a-utchi'shash tpa'wa; tchui Ka'-utchish geka, weweka m'na 21 
to go out Gray Wolf ordered; and Wolf went out, children his 

i'ka. Skelan1tch shnelxa Leme-isham latchash, tga-ulank walxa hu'ken-
took out. Old Marten set on fire of the Thund~rs the lodge, (and) st.anding on he waited to rosb 

its top 
8 



.. 
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uksht Leme-ishash; shteyakelakpa tgati'dnank; mil tcha'k niltfsht sxi'sh-
out the Thunders; be hearkened standing outside ; strongly at last when (the awoke 

fire) blazed, 

kshola Leme-ish. Huhashtapka teki'shtka; '' Skelam t6pia gen luelat"! 
They s::!ed each wi~~:Sl1ong "Marten's b~~th~~~ him kill ye" I the Thunders. 

3 patak huhashtapkuak. 
they stabbed each other only. 

'rchui nanuk nu'natarik tchu'ka; mbawa Htefnash nu' dshnuk. Ske-
Then all by blazing up perished; exploded (one) heart while flying off. Old 

lamtch wa'hlxank wi-ulalapele stefnash lu'lukshtat; pa'n na'sh mbawa. 
Marten looking on struck (one) heart in the fire; agam one exploded. 

6 Ska'lamtch wi-ulalapele; pa'n na'sh mbawa, pa'n wi-ulalapele Skelamtch. 
Old Marten struck again; and another burst, again (when) struck Old Marten. 

one 

Tchashgayak hamexe: ''Skelamtch! nu' tchkash na'sh wf-ulalek!" tchui 
Little Weasel said: "Old Marten I I also one will strike!" then 

pa'n mbawa na'sh. Tchui 'rchashgayak ka'hhian, tchui stefnash hil'k nu-
n.gaflh burst one. (But) • Weaslet missed, and heart that went 

9 walxa; Wekweks shu'waltktcha Tcha'kaksh tu'la, shlu'shlakshga shualx6ta. 
to the sky; Magpie flew after it Blackbird with, and picked (it) to pieces, while it flew. 

Shkelamtch hamexe: "ka-i i tua shayuaksh kiuapka, hu'nshak i pshe-
olu Marten said: "nothing you good for will be, in vain yon the 

utuashash shnulu'kuapkak." 
people will frighten only." 

12 Tchui Skelamtch shnelxa Leme-ish titska-aksh. 
Then Old Marten burnt Thunders the Old. 

NOTES. 

This relation of the myths is more circumstantial than the corresponding one 
obtained from Dave Hill, which omits some of their characteristic features. We have 
here an interesting and probably the most popular part of the whole cycle of marten
myths known to the Klamath Lake people; the above is not a single myth, but a series 
of myths, some of them thrown together in a rather loose connection. What connects 
them all is the fact that W easlet is the constant companion of his older and more saga
cious brother Old Marten, who combines the qualities of Reineke Fox with that of an 
elementary power of irresistible force (shkaini). The Skelamtch myths present them
selves in the following order: 

1. Selection of the one-eyed females as wives. 
2. The children of the two brothers destroy each other. 
3. The fathers cremate their children's bodies. 
4. The Winds are exterminated by Skelamtch. 
5. Skelamtch hides a woman before one of the five Thunders. 
6. Skelamtch enters the lodge of the Thunders; the hat on his head acts as a spell 

·and prevents them from entering it. 
7. Old Gray Wolf, Marten, Weasel and the five Thunders are feasting. on human 

flesh in the lodge of the Thunders. 
8. Skelamtch sets the lodges of the five Thunders and of the two Old Thunders 

on ftre and kills the inmates. 
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109, 1. shka/shgatkaltk. A verbal adjective of shkatkela, to carry on back ; ka, 
ka is the radical syllable, found also in ka'mat, back. This distributive form is appar
ently due to vocalic dissimilation. Women carry conical baskets (yaki) on their backs 
when digging roots or bulbs, and throw them over their shoulders into these recep
tacles. 

109, 2. 6. 8. Skelamtch. See Dave Hill's relation of the same myth; Note to 107, 3. 
In speaking of somebody who acts on the sly, and differently from what he professes 
and means to do, the Klamath Lake people will say: "He acts like Skelamtch." This 
is one of the few proverbial locutions, or at least figurative modes of speech that can 
be traced in this tribe. 

109, 3. kma/ is the rounded light cap usually worn by females, fitting tight to the 
skull. It is made of the stalks of aquatic plants, several species of them entering into 
the manufacture of each cap. The taking away of the skull-caps was intended as a 
signal for the women to go to their new homes. 

109, 6. tata. The words of reprehension addressed by Old Marten to W easlet are: 
"Did I ever order you to bring the caps of any other than of both the one-eyed womeb. 1 
I told you to get the caps of both one-eyed women only." Lapuk belongs to shtchush
;capkam, though separated from it by the inversion of the sentence; kma/ is left out. 

109, 6. shtchftsh;capkam. The distributive form of shtchu';ca is so difficult to 
articulate, that abbrm·iations of it like the above and others, have resulted. Shtchu;ca 
is evidently the medial form of tch6;ca, and its meaning is therefore "to suffer destruc
tion on oneself." · Of. shtchuyampka. 

109, 10. ni a'pkatki. After a'pkatki supply gi: "said, told." 
109, 11. The text forgets to mention the calling in of the two one-eyed women. 
109, 12. Shu'hank=shitk. In many mythic stories the newly-born children are 

made to grow miraculously fast, so that when a few days old they handle bow and 
arrows, and after a month or two they are adult people. 

109, 13. nteyala, to make a bow or bows (nte-ish), nteyakala, to make little bows 
(nteyaga), nteyakalia or nteyakaliya, to make little bows for somebody. 

109, 13. unak, son, is variously pronounced u'nak, vtinaka, wlinak; and so is its 
diminutive unakag, unakaga, vunakak, little son, "sonny". 

109, 15. hishla has two meanings, both reciprocal : to shoot at each other, and to 
shoot at the mark, r'lvalling to outdo each other in markmanship. Of. 24, 17. 

109, 15. Lewatku.k for Iewatko hftk: they, after having played; participle of lewa 
~~~ . 

110, 1. hftshiUankapksh etc. "This was an approaching himself on the sly towards 
me" is the literal rendering of this sentence, in which the first term is a nomen 
actionis, a verbal indefinite. Tl!e two pronouns are governed by it. 

110, 3. mish shli'shtka gi'uapk, if he should want to shoot you; if he should shoot 
at you purposely. 

110, 4. Shayuakta, "he knew." Omniscience and prescience are among the cha
racteristic features of Old Marten, who is the personification of K'mukamtch. Cf. 107, 
1. 3. 14. 108, 5. and Note to 107, 3. 

110, 6. hutkalpeli, to rise up suddenly, to jump up again (though killed before
hand). Cf. 108, 2. 

110, 11. "shni'ulatchgankan hu'n gi." Marten's son said, that his arrow, when 
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dispatched after a chipmunk, struck a log or tree, glanced off from it and came very 
near killing Weasel's little son. 

110, 11. 21. guhashktcha instead of guhuasltktcha, cf. Dictiouary. 
110, 17. vu'sho, breast, chest, is also pronounced wu'shu, tl'shu; u'shutala, in the 

chest. k'leklzatko is the distributive plural of k'lekatko; k'leka, to die. 
110, 18. ma/nshaktch, so long; stands for ma/ntcq.ak tclli. The terminal -ak has 

to be taken here and in 110, 14. in the sense of the diminutive suffix: "a little long". 
110, 19. ka/la to do ill' act in the Rense of amusing oneself, playing, gesticulatiug, 

or acting in a loud, noisy, or grotesque manner. 
111, 1. tunepanti. The partitive case in -ti, if it stands for tunepanta, is used 

here, because the bags of neckwear brought by Skelamtch were counted on the digits 
of one hand, while those of 'Teasel were counted on the fingers of the other. 

111, 3. wewilina. Beads were left over to Old Marten, because he had brought 
more than five sacks full to the tchpinu or family bnr3·ing ground, emptying only five 
Backs on the child's pyre. This was a fabuloul:!ly extravagant expenditure, the beads 
standing high iu price and the sacks or willishik being rated at more than one bushel 
each. 

111, 4. Mu'sh and Yamsh, syncopated from 1\lu'ash and Yamasl1. 
111, 9. eizishtok Mu'shash. The South Wind had put his head out; that is, a 

south wind had been blowiug when Little Weasel died and hence was supposed to be 
the real cause of his death. 

111, 12. Leme-ishash. From the following it appears, that the five 'l,hunders re
present more the flash of the lightning (luepalsh) than the roll of the thunder. There 
are many of them, because the thunder, when rolling over mountains and valle;ys, often 
increases again in loudness after having almost died out, and five is the often recur
ring "sacred'' number of the Oregonian and other Northwestern Indians. The radix 
of leme-ish is larn, which indicates a circular, whirling motion. 'l'he five Thunders are 
brothers, living in a winter-lodge or earth-house: Leme-isham tch'i'sh, thought to be 
a dark cave; their parents, the two Old Thunders, live in a k£tyata or low, small hut 
covered with bulrush mats. The short episode 111, 12-17 does not refer to all the 
five Thunders, but only to one of their number. 

111, 13. tu'tash is the long white marine shell, known as entalium; it is one of 
the most common Indian body-ornaments. The white resin flowing out of pine-trees 
seems to be symbolized in this myth by the dentalium-shell. 

111, 14. wak ish shu'Hi, for wak shuta i nish: "somehow do (something) for me." 
111, 20. In wa/shin are combined two locative particles: i and n (for na). 
111, 22. maklaks tu'm (for tu'ma). The Thunders brought home as food many 

human beings struck by lightning. 
112, 1. wanunga, the distributive plural of u'nak; explained in tile Dictionary. 
112, 1. wennini a tua gatpa etc. Here and throughout this paragraph tua means 

''some kind of." 
112, 2. 3. shkaini combines the meaning of strong with that of bad or mischievous, 

and answers to our demon,iac; shkainiak or shkainihak stands for our comparath~e: 
stronger. The -tch, -s, -sh appended is an abbreviation of tcha, now, and shk{tyent 
stands for Rhkaini at. 

112, 3. Gekansha. Old 1\Iarteu had entered the solid ·'earth-house" of the Thun· 
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ders, while the Thunders stopped in the small kayata which was the abode of their 
parents. To enter such an earth-lodge a high ladder called ga-ululkish must be climbed 
on the outside, and another ladder, as long ·or longer than the other (wakish) leads into 
the interior Pat,cho'le na/shak, pepatchle (for pepatchole) h1pok wakish: "he had 
stepped once", "twice" down on the inside ladder; that is, he had made one step, 
two steps on it commencing from the top. Each one of the Thunders, when trying to 
penetrate into their own lodge, gets a little further down than the previous one, but 
aU are driven out by the chilling, powerful spell of Skelamtch's headdress. 

112, 7. gulipelank. The second of the Thunders, frightened at the ill-success of 
his experiment, retired again to the 'low hut or kayata, where the other Thunders were 
and where thP-ir parents dwelt. This word has two accents on account of shash being 
enclitic; cf. 111, 2. 112, 13. 113, 9. 

112, 8. Tat;ce1amni refers in this connection to the relative age of the brothers: 
''the third in age of the five Thunders." 

112, 9. gekanshenft'nk: for gekanshna hu'nk. Cf. 113, 12. ktanshan minui s;col
;c6tak, for: ktanshna minui sh;col;c6ta ak. 

112, 9. gft't;citkt, a contraction of gft tkitko at. 
112, 11. 12. "Ya! ati' a na/1sh winni';citk tua/ki." This was said by all the five 

Thunders simultaneously and ~tnisono. In tua/ ki, a is altered into a/, almost 6. The 
inserted particle hu, tl "in the distance, ont there, over there" seems to have pro
duced this change. 

112, 15. li'lhankshti i'tpa "he brought some venison," a phrase corresponding 
exactly to the French: "il apporta du gibier"j both nouns standing in the partitive 
case. These partitives are governed by another noun in 113, 6 (ma_klak8tl) and 113, 7. 

112, 21. pftelhi': they threw the dead Indians down into the lodge from its roof. 
The suffix -1- indicates a downward direction, like -ila, -kuela etc., and occurs also in 
112, 17, ha'mele, to speak in a downward direction, to shout to somebody standing 
below. The suffix -hi means .down to the ground, or on the ground, earth, soil, 
and since the lodge-floor is the soil itself, it also means "into, or in the lodge or 
"igwam". 

113, 2. iwa sha tchui. They put into the bucket the bodies of the dead Indians to 
stew or boil them up. 

113, 2. N6kshtak etc. The gray wolf, the marten and the weasel all being carni
vores, there is nothing extraordinary in the fact that mythic fiction lets them partici
pate in a meal consisting of human flesh. 

113, 3. hashpa shash. Shash stands for maklaksash, the dead Indians. 
113, 8. nanuk wu'ta. Marten ate up all the human flesh which he had taken out 

of the k{tla. 
113, 8. shewanank. The verb shewana refers to a plurality of objects, the objects 

being sometimes expressed by a collective noun, as here (tchuH~'ksh). 
113, 9. Ke-udshiamtchkash stands for Ke-udshiamtch tchkash; nu'kla is to roast 

on coals; tchule'ks is here venison meat. 
113, 13. ka-uloktantktam'na. The verbal suffix -tam'na, which marks an action 

often repeated, or continued for a long time, is not here, as usually, appended to the 
simple form of the verb, but to its derivative in -tka. 

113, 14. Tchekag. The blackbird has yellow eyes shining bright in the darkness, 
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and on that account the m;yth makes it watchful at night. This is another bird
species than the .Merula, known in Great Britain as blackbird. 

114, 3. huhashtapkuak. They suspected each other of the trick, by which they 
had been tied together by the hair when in danger of being consumed by the raging 
flames, and in revenge stabbed each other. Huhashtapkuak is vocalic dissimilation for 
huhashtapka ak; cf. shiwakuash, 80, 11. 

114, 8. ga,'hhian. W easlet missed the heart in the fire when striking at it. 
114, 10. shayuaksh: "You will not be able, or not be powerful enough, to do mis

chief." The last heart that flew up is a meteor going through the skies, while the four 
other hearts indicate successive thunder-claps. When a meteor is seen flying west, 
the tribes of the Columbia River will say: "That's a deceased big man's heart going 
to the Great Sea." Of. Note to 41, 7. 

SH.ASHAPAMTCHAM TCHEWAMTCHAM TCHISH SHASHAP~ELEASH. 

THE 1\IYTH OF THE BEAR AND THE ANTELOPE. 

GIVEN BY MINNIE FROBEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Shashapamtch Tchewamtch tu'la tchfa. 
Old Grizzly Old Antelope with lived. 

Shashapamtch lapa weweash 
Old She-Grizzly two children 

gitko, Tchewamtch tchish lap a weweash gftko. Mbu' shant unak sha gena 
had, She-Antelope also two children had. One morning early they Wtnt 

3 me-idshuk !fa' sh, !flewidshnank m'nalam weweash tchi'shxeni. Tchui Tche-
to dig ipo-roots, leaving their children at home. And Old 

wamtch shtagi m'na ya'ki lu'piak Shashapamtchash kayutch tua !fa'sh 
Anwlope filled her seed-ba~;~ket sooner than She-Grizzly (not) yet any ipo · 

me-isht. Shashapamtch hu'nk shpe-ukitchna; tchui sha ge'mbele tchi'shtal. 
had dug. Old Grizzly (them) kept on eating up; then they returned homewards. 

6 Pa'n sha mbu'shant gena me-idshuk !fa'sh; tchui pa'n lu'piak Tche-
Again they next day went out to dig ipo; and again sooner Old 

wamtch ·ya'ki shtagi, Lu'!famtch gi'nka meya; pa'n sha ga'mpele. Gat-
Antelope (her) basket filled, Old Grizzly · little dug; again they returned (home). After 

pampelank sha !fa' sh sheshnan' a m'nalam weweka. Tchui sha lu'lalxank 
return they the ipo each gave to their children. And they when going to 

bed 

9 shtuli' m'nalam weweka; Shashapamtch na-asht shtuli' m'na weweka: "ka-i 
left orders to their children; Old Grizzly thus enjoined to her cubs: "not 

a't shuhu'lule-uapk latchashtat: stefnash ma'lsh ndi'-ushkuapk! ka-i a't 
ye shall skip down from the lodge: the hearts to ye would get loose! not ye 

shampatiaxie-uapk: hu'walakuapk 
shall jump over the logs: would run against 

a't ankutat; 
ye (some) sticks; 

!fa-i a't shi!fi'!fiuapk 
not ye shall dive 

12 ambutat: pu'tank a't k'la'kuapk." 
under the smothering ye mliht die." 

water: 
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Tchui pa'n Shashapamtch mbu'shant Tchewamtchash tu'la gena me-
Then again Old Grizzly next morning Old Antelope with went to 

idshuk. Tchewamtch lu'piak shtagi, Shashapaintchash gi'nk me-ishi ka'sh; 
dig roots. Old Antelope sooner filled Old Grizzly a little having dug ipo·roots; 

(the basket), 

tchui Shashapamtch galdshui Tchewash. 
then Old Grizzly went to meet Antelope. 

v u'la: "gu' tash nu' sh ku' pga 3 
She begged: "lice me bite 

nil' sh; kuatchaki we ish!" Tchewamtch hemexe: "untchek nu mi'sh 
on the bite in the hair for me! " 

, bead; awhile 
Old Antelope said: "a while from I you 

now 

gu'tchaluapk tchi'shxen tche'k gatpampelank." 
will bite, homeward when (we) have returned." 

Pen Shashapamtch shatela: 
Again Old Grizzly declared: 

"kfllank i'sh gu'tash kuatchaki!" Tchui mantch=gitk Tchewamtch kua- 6 
"veryhard me thelice biteinthehairl" And afterawh1le OldAntelope bitinto 

tebaga Shashapan1tchash. Pa'n pi tchkash kuatchagash hameni Tche-
the fur Old She-Grizzly. Then · she also to bite the hair wanted to Old 

wamtchash. Tchewamtch hemexe: ''ka'gi nush gutash." rrch:Ui Shashap-
Antelope. Old Antelope said: "none are to me lice." And Old Grizzly 

amtch !fa' sh tchakiank kuatchaguk pu'kpuka, tchui kowaktcha ni' sh, 'rche- 9 
ipo-roots putting in mouth biting cracked, then bit through (her) neck, the 

wash shiuga humasht=gi'nk, tchui ktetega nanuk. Tchui hunk nanuk 
Antelope killed in this manner, then cut (her) up wholly. .tlnd ttll the 

!fa'sh Tchewamtcham i'kuga m'natant ya'kitat, tchuleksh p'le'ntant ipene'xi. 
ipos of Old Antelope placed into her basket, the meat on the top she placed. 

Hu'nk toksh nanuk igga-idsha, tchu'leksh gi'lit tchi'sh lagga-idsha, kinkag 12 
Those but all she stuck on a pole, the meat the anus too l!be hung on a stick, a. small 

portion 

tchu'leks empele tchl'shtal, tchuyunk m'na wewekash shewana. Tchewam 
of the meat she took home, and it to her children gave. Antelope's 

tchish wewekash tchileya tchu'leks. Tapfnkani hemexe: ''pgi'sham=shitko 
also to the children she gave meat. The yotmger said: ''to mother alike 

toksh nalam ma'sha"; txewag huk ktf-udshna: "tchi'tchiks! ka-i na-asht 15 
but our it tastes"; the elder (it) pushed: "be silent! not so 

gil" Tchila'lxa sha tchuleks mbu'shant tche'k pa-uapkuk. Shashapamtch 
say I" Saved they the meat next day until to eat. Old Grizzly 

hamexe: "tu'hak toks neg maklexa, tu'm ne'gsh p'gi'sha ll1alam tna!flaks 
said: "where (she) passed the night, much absent to mother yours the Indians 

tchu'leks shewana, nu'sh toks sha gi'nkak shewana. Mbu'shant pe'n nu 18 
meat gave, to me but they a little only gave. To-morrow again I 

genuapk ne'gsh malam p'gi'sha haitchnuk." Hu'nk tchi'sh shash shapiya 
shall go absent for your mother to look out." Also to them she said 

na-asht: "hu't malam p'gi'shap nia!flexuk shu'dsha, killi't hunk laggayapksh, 
thus: "there your mother for passing the built a fire, the anus suspending, 

night 

shu'dshash ht1nkiamsham, p'gi'sha;" gishapa, pan ft'nak guhuashktcha 21 
while had a oamp- these (Indians), mother;" said so, (and) again early abe started out 

fire 

i'ktchuk tchu'leks. 
to fetch the meat. 

TchUi wiwalag vlt'la shashashapkash: "shuhululena natf" Shasha-
Now the young asked the l¢zzly-cubs: "shall skip down from we?" Tbe bear. 

antelope• the bonae 
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shapka hemexe: "p'gi'shap naJam ka-i shanahule nalsh shuhululeatki giug, 
cubs said: "mother our not wants us to go and t>kip down, 

pala nalsh tchishkuapsht." 
the liver us to have hurt." 

Wilag pe'n vula shash: "haggat nat shampa-
.. A. young again asked them: "look here! we will jump 
antdope 

3 tiaxiena!" Shashashapka hemexe: "nalau• p'gi'shap ka-i shanah6le na1sh 
over logs!" The cubs said: "our mother not wants us 

shampatiaxieatgi, hualakuapksht naJsh ankutat." Pe'n wil'ag vu'la: "hag-
to jump over logs, to run against us tree-limlHI." Again a young asked: "look 

antelope 

gat nat shi_ki' xiena.! ,, 
here! us let dh'e!" 

Lu'kag hamexe: 
Acub said: 

"wilam p'gishap ka-i shanaho'le 
"our mother not wants 

6 nalsh shikixieatki ambutat; pu'tank nalsh k'lekuapksht." 
ns to plunge in the water; smothel'ing us to expire." 

Wil'hag vu'la 

9 

The yonng asked 
auttlopes 

pe'nak: "haggat nad lepleputa'na." Lukag hemexe: "nen n:Uam p'gishap 
only once "look here! us let play "smoke out." The cub said: "our mother 

more: 

ka-i nalsh shapiva; tcha-u hatak nad la'una hu'masht!" 
not us told presently hero we will play thua! " 

(about this); 

Tch{li wiwalag 
And the young 

antelopes 

shapka vutatchkia. 
cubs put the cover on. 

mu'lu wetli latchashtat, tsui lft'pi gull', tchtli shasha-
rotten threw into the lodgE', and first went into, and the bear-
wood 

Wiwalag na-asht gi: "palakag a't hutatchkiuluapk!" 
The young so said: "pretty soon you must open again!" 
antelopes 

"1'", a lu'lxag; tchui wiwalag "lepleputea, lepleputea, lepleputea ...... . 
"yes," (said) the cubs; then the young cried: ·• two smoke in, two smoke out, two smoke in . • . . . . • 

antelopes 

12 puta', puta', a', a'." 'rchui lft'lxag kaishn6la, wiwalag tu'shkampele; pen 
smother, smother, o, o!'' Then thecubs openedup, theyoung wentout; then 

antelopes 

lft'lxag tchkash gftli': "palakag a't kaishnu'luapk." 
the cubs also went. down: "prot.ty soou ye mnAt uncover." 

Tchui lu'lxag "lep-
An·t the cubs cried: 

leputea: pudsha, puta'-a." Pen wiwalag vu'Ieliank: "leplepute leplepiite 
"smoke in: smother, smother." Again the young went into: "two smoke out, two smoke in 

antelopes 

15 ...... puta', puta'a'"; lulxag kaishn6la, tchui wiwalagtu'shkampele, lu1xag 
. . . . . . smoke, smoke"; the cubs uncovered, aud the antelopes came out, the cul>s 

tchkash vu'le'li: "leplepute, leplepute _ . __ . puta', puta'." Wi wa'hlag ka-i 
also ran into: "two smoke in, two smoke iu . . . . . bmother, smother." The young ante- not 

lopes 

kaishnftli' at lu'lxagsh; tchuxasht tche'k kaishnft'la. Tchui i'kam pelank 
wouldnnco,·er for tho cubs; after their death then they uncovered. Then taldng oui 

18 lulkagsh k'Hi'pki i'pxa telishtat; txewaksh ankutka shu'm takuank shnat-
the cubs red pair;.t they linrd in (their) faces; to tho elner with a gag the snout gagging they raised 

kual latchashtat, tapinikayentch tchish ankutka takuank shu'm ga-ulu'l-
(it) up on the lodge-top, the younger too with a prop ga~?ging tbe mouth on lodge-

kishtala shnatkual. Tch{ti sha shne-ilakshtala gutektcha, nanuktualash 
ladder they fastened. And they to the firo-pl· ce went in, to every article 

21 sha shtuli' dsha ka-i shaptki giug Lukash gatpampelisht; wakash pi'l sha 
they ()njoined not to report (to) the Grizzly l1aving retnrned; the bone-awl alone they 

yamtki aggaipksh. 
forgot as it stuck in thl'l 

ceiling. 
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Tchui ma'ntch=g1tk Shashapan1tch gatpampelank shataliaya.pkuga; 
Then • after a while Old Grizzly returned, looking ahead of herself; 

shawigank k'lepgi' kekewelaksht shash hemexe: "hun ak sha ge-u k'lepgi 
angried red paint at their having wast.e<l she said: ' 'they my red paint. 

kekewelxa, pshe-utiwashash ge-n anuli'pkutch"! Tchui wikatant galtcha- 3 
have wasted, from the Indians I which filched"! Then nearer approach-

wiank shlea lil'lxag tchil'kapksh Iegguta hamexe: "at ni'sh bitaksni Tche-
ing she saw the cubs to be uead (and I sobbing she snid: "now me the children of Old 

wam.teha1n ne-ulaktampka!" Tchui ·wiw{ll'aaksh ham6asha: "tat · a't 
Antelope have punished!. , And the young antelopes she called: ' · where ye 

tatakshni gi~" tsui tataksni vualxa Shashapa1ntchash: "gi'n at a nad 6 
children are 1" and the children replied to Old Grizzly: " right here we 

wawatawa ktchalxishtat." Shashapamtch hokansha til'sh hai at tataksni 
are sitting in tho sunshine. " , Old Grizzly . ran out to where now the children 

wawatawa. Pan tatakshni washital hamexe vualxuk Shashapamtchash; 
were sitting. Again the children towards the spoke in reply t{) cfl:u Grizzly; 

mud-house 

pa'n Shashapamteh hulhi'pele: ''tatatataksni!" Pen wi·walag kani giank 9 
again Ole! Grizzly ran into it: "children! " .Again the young out doors being 

antelopes 

walxa Shashapa.n1tchash: 
replied to Olil Grizzly: 

,, gi'n at a nat katni lewa; Ieshma ai i' na1sh." 
"here we out-doors play; not find you us." 

Pen Sh{lshapamtch h6kansha. 
Again Old Grizzly ran out (of the 

house). 

Tchui hft.'k rnantch=gitk In'natak shakta shapiya: "genil'l a hil'k una 12 
Then some time aft r r her bone-awl ~;~aid: "wont away long 

ago 

tatakshni, kuJdash li' sh i ka-iga." 
the children, whom you look out for. " 

rr.,chui Shashapamtch vil'la: "til'shtal 
And Old Grizzly asked: ' ' which way 

haitch sha gena~" Tchui sh{tkta shapiya Shashapamtchash: '' gi'tal a 
then they tra veiled 'I ' ' .And the awl told Old Grizzly: " through hero 

sha gutektcha~ gen lgil'm sha shalgidsha guteku!'shtala. Tchui Shasha- 15 
they crawled, here coals they placed opening against. Then Old 

parntch hataktal kuteguk tchuktxakanka; keshguk guteksh. 
Grizzly through it to crawl in attempted; could not she crawl in . 

Tchui gute-
Finauy getting 

gank gena ann1adsha: "llTu'}ft mft'}ft te-utewa, lllU'}ft mft'}ft te-utewa," 
in she went crying on her way: ''rotten wood rotten wood breaks easy, rotten wood rotten wood breaks through," 

gent1ta shuaktcha na-asht hft'k Shashapamtch; pen hemexe: "tush gint 18 
walking wept so Old Grizzly; then she said: "where 

malash nil gentak shleta tatakiash ~" hemkankatchna genuk. 
ye I am going to find the children~" she said repeatedly w.hile walking. 

Tchui wiwalaksh pinil' dsha maklexapksh kil'metat; mil' sht1dshank 
Then the young antelopes sbe overtook while they camped in a cave; building a large fire 

skil'lxa. 
she lay down. 

At ttttaksni shemtchalxa Shashapamtchash pinodshasht m'na1sh; 21 
Now the children l1ecame aware, (that) Old Grizzly had overtaken them; 

txewag tapi'nkayentch wil'hagsh skishil'la; "at a na'lsh hil'ktakag pinii'dsha; 
thti elder the younger antelope woke up; "now us 'she' caught up with; 

skisht1li!" hemta 
wake up! " it said 

1n'na tapia. 
to its younger. 

rrchui sxishilla hil'ktag. 
.And woke up this little one. 

Shashapamtch 
Old Grizzly 
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ktana ksheluyank lu'lukshtat. "Mbu' shant tchek malsh nu tatakiash shak{:;-
went to lying near the fire. 

sleep 
"To.morrow at last with ye I children will play 

miyuapk pshepsha lu'lpatka tchek"; tchui na-asht gfulank sku'lxank 
a game in day.time, seeing sharp then"; and so speaking (:md) lying down 

3 ktandsha. 
she got asleep. 

Tchui wi' wal'hag ktanhuish shutuyakiea ankutka; tamu' dsh 
Then the young antelopes the sleeping one bombarded with sticks; whether 

ktandshi shewuk shutuyakiea. Tchf1i sha ka-i shi'ktgisht tu'shkansha 
she was asleep trying, they threw (them). .And they not she moving about ran out of 

ku'metat, tu'shtchna sh:1 palakma1ank; vu'shuk Shashapamtchash nl'n{tlsh 
the cave, ran away they at a quick pace; afraid (that) Old Grizzly them 

6 pin6dshuapksht Shu'kamtchash sha hamekupka, ku'tagsh stu'kapksh galali-
might overtake Old Crane they hallooed at, rninnow.fisb gigging skirting the 

n6ta: '' nki'llank nalsh, kukui, sko' tki, hu'ktakag na1sh kpu' d8hapka pi' nod-
water: "very fast us, uncle, cross over, 'she' us is chasing (and) will 

shuapk nalsh at " Tchui Shu'kamtch sku'txa shash; wfwalag ha.shegsha 
overt..'tke us now." .And Old Crane crossed over them; the young explained 

antelopes 

9 Shu'kshash. Tchf1i Shu'kamtch pniutakta shash shl6lushtat, ka-ukawa 
to Old. Crane. Then Old Crane blew t.hem into a whistle stick, (and) rattled 

sha latchashtat aggayank shi'namshtnuk. 
they in the lodge being hung up for fear. 

Wiulagalam shapiyash Tche-
or the young ante- upon the message (that) Old 

lopes 

washash shiugsht Shashapamtchash, Shu'kan1tch ndshenshkani tchish 
Antelope was killed by 01<1 Grizzly, Old Crane the young ones too 

12 shuashuaktcha. Shu'kamtch shuaktcha: "e-ush tchiwa, e-ush tchiwa!" 
wept. Old Crane wept (crying): "lake water, lake water I" 

Ndshenshlu1ni tchish shuashuaktch: "e-ush tchi'tchu tchi'tchu.'' 
The young (cranes) also wept: "lake wa- wa- wa-ter." 

At hu'k tcht1i Shashapamtch mantch=gitk sxishu'lank te'lhi ku'metat: 
Now then Old Grizzly aftPr a time awakening looked in the cave: 

15 "ga tua nink tatakiash shakemiyuapk pshepsha lu'lpatka; u'nagin shash 
"rather hard myself with the children I shall play a game in tht~ day-time when able to see; long ago, after they 

genuish tu'toks hu'ksha gatpa Shu'kamtchamksh." Tchui pen guhua-
left (the cave), out there they reached to Old Crane's hom fl." Then started 

shktcha Shashapamtch haitchnuk wiwalagsh; kueish sham haitchna. 
out Old Grizzly to follow the young antelopes; the tracks of them she followtld. 

18 Gatxa.pshank k6keta t vu'la Shu'kamtchash: 
Reaching to the river she asked Old Crane: 

Shu'kamtch hamexe: "ka-i nu shlaa tatakiash." 
Old Crane said: "not I saw the children." 

"tam tatakiash shle'sht~" 
"if the children be had seen f" 

Ge a kuentxapsha tatakiam 
Here (were) the out-~roing of the rhildren 

tracks 

gatxapshuish; ha'mtchna na-asht Shashapamtch: "aishing ta' dsh i shash 
having reached (there); hallooed so Old.Grlzzly: "to conceal then you them 

21 nen; ;ki'llank ish sxu'tki!" Shu'kamtch hamexe: "kagi ge-u vu'nsh"; pan 
(want); quickly me set over!" Old Crane said: "None is to me canoe"; again 

Shashapamtch: ''killank sku'tgi ish! kfllank i'sh sku'tki!" Tchui mantch=gitk 
(said) Old Grizzly: "quickly cross me I fast me set over I" .And after a whlle 

Sht1'kamtch ~ptl'kua m'na t~htl'ksh, maksha neklank (ka'liak hu'nk vti'nsh 
Old Crane spread out his lei(a, a sknll·('\ap carrying (on leg) (without (be) cEUloe 
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giug) tchu'kshtka shxu' tka. 
being) on the leg he crossed (her). 

Shashapamtch gelapka tchft'kshtat; tatxe-
old Grizzly stepped on the leg; to the 

lan1pani gaggutk ampu pu'nua. makshatka. Tchui wudu'pka makshatka 
midRt (ofri'"er) coming water she drank from the skull.cap. Anrl she struck with the Rkull-cap 

Shu'ksham tchu'ksh punu'lank u'hlitchug. Shu'kamtch sha wiguk Shasha- 3 
Crane's leg after drinking, to shake out (the Old Crane angried Old 

water). 

pamtchash shnindu'wa ambutat; tchui nte-ish i'ktchapeli Shu'kamtch, 
Grizzly doused into the water; then a bow fetched at home Old Crane, 

nge-ishan Shasbapamtchash. Wiwalaga tchuk geknank shlu'lushtat, Sho'k-
shot Old Grizzly, The young then came out of the whistle, Crane'R 

antelopes 

sham wewekalam sha hu' nk taldshhko nge-is han Shashapamtchash; tchui 6 
of the children they armed with the shot Old Grizzly; then 

arrows, 

sha shiuga. · 
they killed (her). 

NOTES. 

The myth of the Bear and the Antelope is one of the most attractive and best 
s~ylicized of this collection. It forms a whole mythic story by itself, and not a series 
of myths like the preceding article. The Grizzly Bear's figure is drawn in very 
natural and characteristic outlines, and the same may be said of the other animals of 
the story. Some archaic words seem to prove that the myth has been handed down 
for many centuries to the present generation, which repeats it to the offspring with the 
same expressions as used by the parents. The archaic terms alluded to are Shashap
amtch, psepsha, pslte-utiwash, kukui, tchitchu; probably also lepleputea. 

118, 1. 7. Shashapamtch alternates in this tale with Lil'kamtch, the "Grizzly Bear 
of the Ancients," and so does lu'kaga with shashapka. -amtch, -amtchiksh is the 
usual attribute "old" appended to mythologic characters. In the mythologic stories of 
the Indians bear-cubs always appear two in number, the older and the younger one. 
The same may be said of the majority of the other quadrupeds; cf. the two young of 
O!d Antelope, in this story, and txewag, 105, 9, as well as of many of the personified 
powers of nature. Of. the term lepleputea. 

118, 7. 119, 2. gi'nk or kinka: a little, not much; me-ishi contains the particle i or 
hi: "on the ground". 

1l9, 9. pu'kpuka: she cracked hard ipo-roots, feigning to crack lice which she pre
tended to have found on the antelope's body. Picking lice from each others' heads 
(glitash kshikla) and eating them is a disgusting practice which travellers have 
observed among all Indians of North and South America. 

119, 10. m1nuk: the whole of her body. · 
119, 11. ipene'xi: to place something into a basket or receptacle which is already 

filled to the brim. 
119,20. 21. hut malam \jte. Th\j eon~tl'uetion i~ 4(\,~ follow~·. '' m~lam J)'gl'~hal\ h\t't 

maklexuk shu'dsha, p'gi'sha laggayaplmsh hu'nk killi't, hftnkiamsham shu'dshash": 
your mother made a fire out there because she must have passed the night there, and 
because she hung up this a.nus on a stick, while the Indians (who iave meat to both 
of us) had a camp-fire. 
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120, 2. tchishkuapsht instead of tchishku{tplutsht. 
120, 10. vntatchkia is also pronounced ntatchkia, hutatchkia. Earth-lodges which 

open on the top can be closed by means of a large cover placed over the smoke-hole. 
120, 11. lepleputea or properly: leplep=putea, "to play the smoke out game with 

two on each side," is a compound of lapeni two in the shorter form hl.p, and puta to be 
smothering. Lap has changed its vowel into a shorter vowel, e, on account of removal 
of accent, and is here redoubled by iterative, not by distributive reduplication. Cf. 
lepzleks from lap and k'leka. A series of poiiJts after lepleputea indicates that the 
animals repeated this word an indefinite number of times, while the otl1ers were inside 
the lodge, and while pronouncing puta/, they opened again to let them out. 

120, 17. tchuzasht tche'k kaishnu'la. Literally rendered, this means: having 
perished finally, they uncovered. The sul~ject ·of tch(tzasht, lu'lzagsh, has to be sup
plied from what precedes. The smoke of the burning rotten wood killed the cubs. 

120, 10. ga-ulu'lkish, from ga-ul6la to go out, is the outside ladder of the In
dian" mud-house" or winter-lodge, averaging in length from 10 to 15 fePt; the inRide 
ladder, wakish, is somewhat longer to reach tlle excavated floor. 

120, 21. The complete wording of this sentence, in whieh shaptki stands for 
shapatki, would be: ka-i sh{Jptld giug Lit}fasll, gatpampclisht hu'nksh (hf1'nkiash). 

120, 22. aggaipksh, contraction of aggayapkash: agg{tya to be hung up, or to be 
stuck into; sa~id of long-shaped articles only. 

121, 3. anulfpka to take away something from another's lodge or house without 
asking for it; the suffix -ipka expressing the idea of ''towards oneself." Anulipkuish, 
"what was once abstracted from others" appears here in the contracted form anull'p
kutch; ge-u "by me, through me." 

121, 9. tatatataksni shows repetition of the two first syllahleR of tataksni children, 
but at the same time me:::tns "where are the children~" 

121, 15. shalgidslla; the antelopes placed the coals there to secnro their flight from 
the Bear; bad the coals been put there by somebody else, lakidsba would be used. · 

121, 2~. 122, 7. lriV'ktakag: familiar diminutive name giYen to the Grizzly Bear; 
hf1'ktag, 121, 23., stands for one of the young antelopes. 

122, 1. 2. l\ibushant tche'k etc. The sense of this exclamatory sentence is as follows: 
"To-morrow at last I will play a sharp game with ye children, when in the day-time 
I can use my eyes to advantage." Lulpatka is: lt\lpatko a; "possessing eyes" is the 
primary signification of lulpatko, but here it means" enabled to make use of the eyes". 
Of. m(lkasham nu lu1patko: I see as sharp as a horned owl. The distributive form 
pshepsba, of pshe, "during day-time" means "any time when the sun shines bright." 
Of. psheksh, noon-time. 

122, 9. This blowing of personified objects of nature into sticks etc., is a :fiction of 
which we have anotper instance in 111, 16. 

122, 11. ndshenshkani. See Note to 71, 6. 7. 
122, 12. 13. tchiwa, tchi'tchu: tchi is a syllable found in many words referring to 

water and liquids, as tchiya to give water; tchiega to overflow. This radical is no 
doubt an obsolete Klamath word for water and recalls the term tchft'k "water" in 
Chinook jargon: tltsuk in Lower Chinook, tl'tchuku in Olatsop; tcha(tk in Nutka. 
It also occurs under various forms in the Sahaptin dialects. By this lake undoubtedly 
Upper Klamath Lake is meant. Of. tchiwa in Dictionary. 
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122, 15. ga tua nink for ka-a tua ni giank; ka-a means here "vehemently, cruelly, 
sharply", tua: "in some way or other". 

122, 16. sbash genuish: after they had left the c~ve. 
122, 20. "aishing ta'<lsh i shash nen". Here nen stands for some finite verb; 

either sham1-uli i: you \Yant to eonceal them; or for n{t-asht i shapiya: "you speak so, 
in order to conceal them"· 

122, :?3. spf1'kua. Tlle spread-out legs of tlle Crane had to serve as a bridge to 
the Grizzly Bear, for there was no dug-out canoe at their disposal to cross .the river. 

122, 23. maksha neklank. Old Crane carried on his leg a vase or skull-cap that 
belonged to a dug-out canoe, but did not possess a canoe himself. 

123, 3. u'hlitcha. Grizzly shook out the 1·emaindm· of the water to let the skull-cap 
become dry. Skull-caps are u::;ed throughout as drinking vases. 

123, 6. taldshitko. This sentence has to be construed: wi walag, sho'ksham wew{t
kalam t{tldshitko, nge-i::;ban, and taidshitko stands for trtldshi gitko: "the young 
antelopes, armed with the arrows of the Crane'~ children, shot" etc. 

K'MUKAMTCHIKSHAM SHASHAPKELEASH. 

THE MYTH OF K'MUKAMTCI-I, '1'1-IE FIVE LYNXES AND THE 
ANTELOPE. 

OBTAINED l!'ROM J. c. D. RIDDLl<.: lN THE MODOC DIALECT. 

l('mukamtchiktch hunk gentko ldiilatat, kailash sl1ut6lan, t1inep shlea 
K'mukamtcb walking e::trth upon, the world having created, five he saw 

shloa ankotat wawakayapkash. 
lynxes on trees · sitting. 

l(ailio skutatko K'muk61ntchigsh shpakaga 
Iu a rabbit-blankut clad K 'm(lkamtch tore to pieces 

p'na kailioo-=sk{ltash, hernexen: ''ti shi' lin ge-u sku'tash gitak shlu'a lue- 3 
his rabbit-skin robe, (and) saill: "a good to me robe will be the l_vnxes when 

l6ka." Kta.i pe-uyegan shl6a ;kai'hho'ta; nash shloa hutxidshnan hudshna. 
I kill." Stones picking up the be missed; one lynx jumping down ran away. 

lynxes 

HenH~xen: "e, ka-i tidshi skutash gi-uapka!" Pen kai'hho'ta ktayatka, 
He said: "oh! not a good mantle it will become!" .Again he missed with a st,one, 

pe'n nash shl6a hutxidshnan hu' dshna. K'mnk6mtchigsh hen1exen: "pe'n 6 
another lynx jumping down ran off. K'mukamtch said: "again 

nash hutxidsha; at ge-u ketchgane skutash gi-u{tpka.'' 
one skipperl away; now my small mantle will become." 

Ndani shl6a wawag-
The three lynxes sitting on 

gayan K'mukamtchash shushaluakta; pen ktayatka shl6a ;kai'hha. Na'sh 
(trees) at K'mukamtch scoffed; again with a stone the he missed. Another 

lynxes 

pen hutxidshna hudshna. 
one jumped down (and) rao away. 

I<'muk6mtchiksh hamexe: "kemat pi'la nish 9 
K'mt.kamtoh said: ''the back only to me 
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un waldshtak." Pen ktai luyegan shl6a Jfai'hha, lapuk huhatxfdshnan 
it will cover." (Another) stone picking up the I,v·nxes he missed, both skrpping down 

huhatchna. K'muk6mtchiksh shuaktchtampka: 
ran away. K'mukamtch crying-commenced: 

3 "16-i 16yan l6yak, 16-i l6yan 16yak," 

pen kailio ndandkalkankan hahashtatchmayan 
again (of his) gathering the pieces he pinned together 

blanket · 

ankutka kaflio p'na, pen 
with splinters blanket his, then 

sku' tan kuhashgdsha. 
putting it started off. 

around himself 

6 Wiga hak genan tche-u kimadsham patko kladshat gshi'kla. Kailio 
Not far having au antelope tooth-aching on a clearing lay. Mantle 

walked, 

p'na tche-u waldshan tchewash hunk idu'pka tchekeli tilktgi. Mbushaksh 
his over the spreading, the antelope he kicked to make it bloodshot. For a stone-knife 

antelope 

kayaktan1pka nashgiu'tna; tche-u tapitanna hu' dshna; le'ltki hunk tchui 
be began to search to skin titl with; the antelope behind (him) ran off ; looking at it fort-h · 

with 

~ hemexen: "ge-u tchi'sh humtchi ki." Tche-u K'mu'kamtchash huya-
he said: ''mine also like this is." The antelope of K'mukamtch ran in 

edsha. K'muk6mtchiksh kailio tchewat shleklapkash shlea, hemexe: "tgelx, 
front. K'mukamtch (his) on the ante- lying perceived, (and) said: "stop, 

blanket lope 

tgelx! Pshe-utiwash mish un shushaluaktantak, k6-idsha mish kailiu 
stop I The people you will deride, the miserable you rabbit 

12 amptchiksh ge-u skutash skutapkash." 
old my garment wrapped in." 

NOTES. 

125, 1. kailash is one of the few instances where inanimate nouns assume the 
ending -sh in the object~e case. This is, however, no instance of personification. Cf. 
paplishash 94, 5. Concerning the signification of kaila, cf. Note to 96, 23. 

125, 2. kaflio, kailiu, rabbit skins sewed together to form a garment, mantle or 
blanket. .As the name indicates, it was originally made from the fur of the kai-rabbit. 
Skutash may be rendered here by different terms, since many Indians 'used their skin 
robes, in which they slept at night, as garments or cloaks during the day. 

125, 3. luelOka. The plurality of the lynxes is indicated by the verb luela, which 
can be used only when many are killed; its singular form is shiuga. .A similar remark 
applies to pe-uyegan and to wawaggaya. Lynxes are usually spoken of in the West 
a.s wild cats. 

126, 3. 16-i l6yan 16yak is _probably an interjectional and satiric variation of the 
verb lualuixa: ''they make fun of me'', the distributive form of luaiza. 

126, 6. Wiga hak: only a little way. Subject of genan is K'mukamtchiksh. 
126, 11, 12. Pshe-utiwash etc. This sentence shows the following structure: The 

human beings will laugh at you-, dressed (as you are) in my miserable, good-for-nothing 
rabbit-fur robe. amtchiksh here means worn out, old, good for nothing. This word is 
phonetically transposed from amtch gish: "old being", "long existing". .As such it 
appears also in K'mUkamtchiksh, a Modoc form for K'mUkamtch. 
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KTcHinsHuAM, TcH.A.sHAM, GusHuAM, W.AsHAM sHASHAP,K:EL:EAsn. 

THE STORIES OF THE BAT, THE SKUNK, THE HOG AND THE 
PRAIRIE-WOLF. 

0BTAINBD FHOl\I J. 0. D. RIDDLE IN THE MoDOC DIALECT. 

I. 

Ktchi' dsho unak skalaps shulti'latko tchawal ktayat. Mo-6-we hunk 
A bat early a hat holding under its sat on a rock. A mole 

arm 

he~exe: ''hagga mi skalaps shle-i-ek"· 
said: "well, your hat let see". 

hutapenan ; mo-6we hunk 
ran past; the mole (to it) 

Ktchi'dsho vula: "ka-i nu shana-uli sxalaps shle-etki."-'' Hagga ta 3 
The bat replied: "not I want the hat to show (you)." "Well, 

sble-ek". Ktcbfdsho hemexe: "ka-i tche nu misb nen."-Mo-6we ktchf-
fhow it". The bat said: "not I you as you The mole on the 

say." 

dshuash bu'tnan skalapsh lu'txa; lu'txan kawakaga, tchui wa'shtat hu'lhe. 
bat leaping the hat took away; having ripped (it) with then into a den ran. 

taken (it) its teeth, 

Ktcbi'dsho hunk anko tum sbiu'lagian, tchui wa'shtat yankapshtian wi-uka. 6 
Tho bat wood much gathered, thereupon the den pntting (it) before blew on the 

smoke. 

Mu'-ue pu'tan hukansha, pen nayanta wa'shtat hu'lhe. 
The mole smothering . ran out, and another into a hole ran. 

Ktchi' dsho tchui 
The bat then 

kesbga bushakisb. 
could not drive it out. 

II. 

'Tchashash tu'ma watchaltko na'sh waita nanuk watch ktchfnkshtat 9 
A sknnk many horses.owning one day all horses into an inclosure 

ni-ule. Nash tcha'shash tch6kash nkewatko gatpa. Tchashash=laki nanuk 
drove. Another skunk (with) a leg cut off arrived. The skunk.owner- all 

p'na watch ni'-uknan shtutka nf-udshna kuke yulalina, kuketat tchui nfwa. 
his own horses driving out on the road drove (them) a river alongside, into the river then drove 

(them). 

N anuk watch tchla'lxa, pitakmanf. 
All horses were drowned, itselftoo. 

12 

III. 

E-ukshilrni Mo' dokni 16la k6-idsha sku'ksh gu' shu tat washtat tchish 
The Kwmath (and) Modocs believe -a wicked spirit in the hog, in the coyote . also 

Lakes 

'Tatataks gu'shu nanuk mu'ni e-ushtat ge-upgan weng-ga, 
That time, when hogs all into the sen. running perxabed, 
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na'shak 
one only 

pushpu'shli gu'shu kshi'ta, tanktchik hunk gft'shuash ko-idshi 
black hog escaped, tb$lt time into bogs a wicked 

shku'ksh 
spirit 

gatkta. Ka-i tadshitoksh hu ma!flaksh pupashpu' shlish gu' shu 
entered. Not therefore the Indians black hogs 

3 luela. 
kill. 

IV. 

Tina maklaks w{tsh shlean shiukash shanahuli, shkii'ks washash yu-
once a ModOc man a coyote finding to kill (it) wanted, a demon the coyote in-

. hiena gi'sht lolan; w<1sh padshayan1at gakayapkan ka'kin. 
side to be thinking; the co~ ote into a manzanita- ent(lring disappeared. 

t.bicket 

Pelakag mu'ni 
Suddenly a large 

6 witan1 ktchikayu'la. l(eshga kani hunk wita'm shitikash, shtu'ishtat gat-
brown bear came out of it. coulrtuot anybody (this) brown bear kill, a (~opher's) den en-

pan11utn at ka'kin N anka gakank{tnkish shish ala. . 
tl'ring be dis~~oppeared. Sever,tl hnnters became sick. 

rrin{t maklaksh tu'ma w{tsh shlea kshiulxapkash wigatan tchish; tch~1-
0nce au Indian many coyotes saw dancing near (his) camp; hu be-

9 wika 1na'ntch shle-tlga. Tanktchi'kni k/t-i w{tsh luelsh hameni. 
came for some time for seeing Since then not coyotes to kill they tried. 
immne (them). 

Hu'k 
These 

/ w{tsh Ina!flakS=Shftko shlesh gi, tapi'tni tchu'kash nush pa'ni. 
coyotes men·alike to look at are, from behind the hip the head up to. 

:NOTES. 

I. In mythology the bat is ~omctimes regarded as a symbol of watchfulne · at 
night, and this is expressed here by the adYerb unak. 

127, 2. 3. 4. shle-i-ek for: ~hlea i gi~ ":yon cause to see;" t:)hle-etki for shleatki in a 
passive signification : " to be seen, in order to be seen"; shle-ek for shlea gi: " make 
it to be seen, Jet it. see." 

127, 2. s,k.a1aps, a Modoc term for a. hat of some kiud. 'rhe verb lutza, used in 
connection with it, indicates its rounded shape. 

127, 4. ka-i tche nu mish nen. Tche is abbreviated from tchek, particle pointiug 
to the future, or to the termination of an action or state; t.he verb gi to do or sblea to 
see or to be seen is omitted: •' I will not at all show (it), as you say." 

127, 6. yankapshtia, to place into the entrance in order to impede or prevent 
egress. The radical in this term is tkap, stalk, straw, little stick; yana, "down, down 
into", serves as a prefix. 

II. This story of the skunk is manifestly a mere fragment of a longer one, forth~ 
omission of motives renders it as silly as can be. I have inserted it here to show the 
various verbs formed from niwa, "to drive into the water, or upon a level ground"· 
This is a verb applying to many objects only; speaking of one object, shuwa is in use. 
For all the derivathres of both verbs,. see Dictionary. 

127, 12. pitakmani stands for pi tak m'ua hi'. 
III. Tbis hog story· is evidently the result of the consolidation of aboriginal super

stit-ions with the evangelh;t'::; relation of the Gergeseue swine throwing themselves into 
the Lake or Galilee from the headlands of Gadara. In Chapter XVII of his" Winema", 
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:1\fea.cham has given several of these concretionary products of the uncultivated Modoc 
mind. In making a study of aboriginal mythology and folklore such fictions must be 
disregarded, though they may be of interest to psychologists. 

IV. Races in an undeveloped, primitive state of mind are prone to regard living 
animals as the abodes of spirits, and most frequently the wild and carnivorous quad
rupeds are believed to harbor wicked spirits. These are either elementary spirits, or 
the g-hosts of deceased persons. To see a spirit means death, and in their terrified 
state they often behold, as here, the spirit in a half human, half beastly appearance, 
when coyote-wolves, gray wolves, bears, cougars etc. come in sight. Su.,ch a sight can 
cause the instant death of the hunter, or deprive him of his reason, or make him sick 
for months. In Greek and Roman mythology, Pan, the Satyrs and the Fauns retain 
something of these primitive notions (in the panic terror etc.), though these genii were 
largely idealized in the later periods of national development. In every nation a rela
tively large amount of superstitions refers to hunting and the chase of wild beasts. 

128, 9. Tanktchi'kni is in fact an adjective, not an adverb; literally, it means "those 
who existed, or hunted since that time", and is composed of tank, a while or time ago, 
tchek, finally, and the suffix -ni. Of. 13, 2. 128, 1. 

SKU
1
KS=KIA

1
M. 

HU.l\1AN SOULS l\1ETEMPSYCHOSED INTO FISH. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY DAVE HILL. 

I. 

Ka-i hu'nk shla'· at kanf kia'mat sku'kshash. H u'k pil link shla' t 
Not can see anybody in a fish .~dead man's spirit. De::td men only can see 

shku'ks; pil maklaks hu'k shla't sku'ks. Hushti'xak tsa'taks ni'sh, si'uks 
l!lpirits; only dead Indians can see spirits. He makes dream but if me, to kill 

only (about deceased) (me) 

tche'k sanaho'li huk, wakianua shuisha1tki tcha bants' giug nush. Ha'toks 3 
then he wants, or perhaps to keep the song- because he wants me. If 

medicine 

ni' shlaat k'Hikatak ni; ha n' u' nk shlaat sku'ks=kiam, ha n' u'nk shlaat 
I should see might die I; if I it sbonld see, · the spirit-fish, if I him should see 

(the dead), 

maklaks hft'nk sko'ks tchi'sh, k'lakat n' u'nk shla-6k; "\Vakianua hissunuk 
the dead person the spirit also, may die I, him for having seen; or perhaps if song-medicine 

is applied, 

tchatch ni' sh ka-i sift' gat. 
then me not he may kill. 

Hu'masht hu'nkash shla-ukit na' d maklaks, 6 
Therefore him if should see we Indians, 

hu'k tchish kia'm, kat gek wa; ka-i hu'nk shlaat hu'nkesh kia'mat 
the dead also (would appear which there lives; not I can see it in the deb 

as) a fish, 

sk6kshash. 
the dead man'a 

spirit. 

9 
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II. 

KUi'm k'leka tchu'shni; tsuyunk hu'ksa ts6xatk pfl kia'm, nanuktua 
Fish remain forever; therefore those dead (exist) as fish, as all kinds of 

dead (people) only 

kia'm, nanuktua maklaksni ts6!fatk. Ha' n' hu'nk hu'nkiash shlaat sku'k-
:flsh, all kinds of Indians dead. If I (of a deceased) should behold the 

3 shash, k'lakat ni hu'nk sla6k; ha'toks ni shufshaltk, tchek gfug !fa-i 
spirit, would die I it through but if I recur to magic then not 

seeing; songs, 

NOTES. 

My efforts towards obtaining exhaustive texts from the natives concerning their 
belief in the transmigration of human souls were not crowned with entire success. 
Of the two items obtained, No. II is intended as a commentary of No. I, both treating 
of the presence of human souls in fish. The cause why so many Indian tribes shun 
the flesh of certain fish lies in the fact that these species were seen feeding upon the 
bodies of drowned men and swimming around them. This induced the belief that 
man's soul will pass into the organisms of these finny inhabitants of t.he wave, even 
when death has resulted from other causes than from drowning. According to Hill, 
the Maklaks believe that the souls or spirits of the deceased pass into the bodies of 
living fish; they become inseparably connected with the fish's body and therefore 
cannot be perceived by Indians under usual circumstances. But in o?W status only 
they become visible to them; when Indians are bewitched by the inesistible, magic 
spell of a conjurer or of a wicked genius. Then they enter into a tamanuash-dream, 
and when they see a dead person's spirit in such a dream, they are almost certain to 
die from it. Only the intervention of the conjurer and of his song-medicine can save 
them from peril:)hing; rigorous fasting and ascetic performances cannot be then dis
pensed with, and with all that no certitude of his final rescue is to be had. 

Here as elsewhere the pronouns hftk, hunkiash etc., are inserted instead of the 
unpronounceable name of the deceased, and mean: dead person, spirit. 

129, 2. pil makl.aks; only dead Indians, not dead white men, because during 
their life-time these did not believe in the skft'ks; this belief is a privilege of the 
Indians. 

129, 2. Hushti'xak etc. This sentence runs as follows: Tche'ktoks hushti'xa ak 
nish, hftk tche'k nish siuksh shanaho'li, wakianhua tchek p'nash (or pft'sh) nft'sh shui
shaltki giug shanaho'li: "if he (the bad genius) makes me only dream in that manner, 
then he intends either to kill me, or perhaps he wants me to keep the song-medicine 
for myself." To keep the song-medicine, shuishla, is to undergo fasts and ascetic per
formances under the supervision of some conjurer for an almost unlimited time, five 
years at least. 

129, 3. 4. Ha'toks ui' shlaat etc.: if I should see (the dead) while I am awake. 
129, 4. Skfi'kS=kiam, a compound word, may be rendered by spirit-fish, letiferou~ 

fi,,h. 
130, 1. Kili'm k'leka etc. The rather obscure sense of this statement ma.y be mad~ 

comprehensible by the following: "When fish are dead, they are dead fore vel'; benet! 
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the souls of all dead Indians continue to exist in the living fish, in all kinds of living 
fish only." 

130, 2. ts6latk. This refers to Indians who have perished by a violent death, as 
well as to those who died in the natural way. 

THE SPELL OF THE LAUGHING RAVEN. 

GIVEN BY "CAPTAIN JIM" IN THE .KI...uiATB LAKE DI.ALBCT. 

I. 

Shuyuxalkshi tchuyunk E-ukshikni maklaks hatokt shuyuxela, tumi 
At "dance· place" when the Klamath Lake people there pilpil-danced, many 

huk batokt maklaks gi. 
there people were. 

K'1nUkamtch batokt a gena. 
K'mukamtch there went. 

Tchui Ka-akamtch 
Then - OldRaven 

shash hatokt wetanta shuyuxalpksh, tchui hu kta-i k'Ui'ka nanuk maklaks 3 
at them there laughed when they danced, and rocks became all people 

shuyukaltk hatokt. 
dancing there. 

II. 

Yamakni hu'k Kayutcbish gatpa Ki'uti kuitit; tchuyunk i'-uag 
From the North Gray Wolf arrived -Kiuti above; then he stopped 

shku'lxa kayak tchi'sh gatpenunk, nanuk shulu'tamantk hatkok yamnash 6 
(and) h~y down not yet home having reached, in full dress at that spot beads 

(to sleep), 

wawakshnatk tchish; tula tchish hu'k gakatpantk i'uag sha hu'nk tu'kelxa. 
with moccasins on too; together with (him) those coming stopt1ed . they (and) rested. 

Tchui Shashapamtch hu'nk galdsha-uyank Ke-utchiamtchash sku'lpkank 
Then Old Grizzly approached Old Gray Wolf lying (and) 

ktampsh. Tchui Shashapamtch palla Ke-utchishash wakshna yamnash 9 
asleep. And Old Gr;izzly stole from Gray Wolf the moccasins beads 

tchish shulu' dshnank wu'kshxen genuapkug. Tchui Ke-utchia1ntch 
also, (and) put them on, to the fishing-place for going. Upon this Old Gray Wolf 

sxishu'lank kti'ukuela Shashapamtchash; vud'hitakuela ktayat pallapksh 
wakin~ up threw down hill the Old Grizzly; he rolled (him) down over the for having 

rocks robbed 

p~ish wakshna yamnash tchish. Tchui hu'nk shiuga pi Shashapamtchash, 12 
him of moccasins neckwear also. Then kdlecl he the Old Grizzly, 

tchui E-ukshikni maklaks shellualtampka Yamakishash, Shashapamtchash 
where- the Klamath Lake people commenced fighting the Northernerl!, (because) Old Grizzly 
upon 

hunk Ka' -utchishash shiugsht. 
by Gray Wolf had been killed. 

Tchui Ka-akamtch wetanta shash shel-
Then Old Raven laughed atthem when 

lualpksh, kta-i sha k'leka. 
:tlillWl!S1 and rooks they became. 

15 
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III. 

K'mukamtch hu'nk nakosh hu'nk 
K'mnkamtch adam 

taplalash ne-ulxa shnc-uyalatki 
the loon ordered to destroy 

taplalash shnewi'tki giug, pi ka-i 
the loon to destroy (it), (but) no 

sbasb. 
to them. 

K'mukamtch hu'nk pi tpa/wa 
K'mukamtch he ordered 

3 tua kHi'm lueluak. Hu'ksha hu'nk nakushkshaksbni ku-idsha kHi'm 
fish to k.ill. Those who dwelt at the dam rotten fish 

nutuyakia nakosh ga/tant, K'mukamtchish sbiuguk, ku-idsha kHi'm patki 
threw over the dam to the other (for) K'mukamtch to kill, rotten fish (he) go-

side of, 

gfug. Tchui K'mukamtch shawiguk k-6.-i sham nakush shu'ta; tchui 
ing to eat. Then K'mlikamtch in wrath their dam spoiled; upon this 

6 nakushxenkni shlamiuk shti'ya shishi' dsha shu'ktaldshank lak. Tchui 
the dam-neighbors in mourning pitch put on head, cutting off (their) hair. Then 

Ka-ag wetanta shash, kta-i sha k'leka. 
the Raven laughed at them, rock~ they became. 

Tchuyunk K'mukamtch lupaksh 
Hereupon K'mlikamtoh chalk 

sbna-uhimna taplalash. 
spit over the loon. 

NOTES. 

I. This myth intends to explain the existence of the large number of rocks found 
at the locality called Shuyuzalkshi. 

131, 2. Ka-a!famtch. The adjectives -amtch, -amtchiksh appended to animal 
names designate mythologic characters. Adjectives of an equal meaning occur in all 
the western languag~s7 as far as these have been studied. Of. Note to 126, 11. 12. 

II. In this myth, as well as in other grizzly bear stories recorded in this volume, 
this bear is· always killed, conquered or cheated by his quicker and more cunning 
adversaries. Nevertheless his clumsy form and narrow, ferocious intellect are very 
popular among the tribes, who have invented and still invent numerous stories to 
illustrate his habits and disposition. 

131, 5. Kiuti is the name of an Indian camping-place situated a short distance 
north of Modoc Point, on eastern shore of Upper Klamath Lake. 

131, 6. hatkok qualifies shkft'lxa and yamnash is the indirect object of shftlft'tam
antk. Shkft'lxa, nanuk yamnash shftlft'tamantko, wawakshnatko tchish: ''he lay 
down to sleep, keeping all his neckwear on himself, and not taking off his moccasins." 
Shftlil'tamna can in other connections refer to the clothing, but here it has special 
reference to the beads. 

131, 11. kti'ukuela. Tradition reports, that Old Grizzly was pushed over some of 
the high rocks at Modoc Point. 

131, 13. Yamakishash etc. In these words may be recorded the reminiscence of an 
ancient fight between the Klamath people and some Northern tribe which had come 
South on a hunting expedition. A Klamath song-line given in this volume also recalls 
an ancient inroad made by the "Northerners"· The grizzly bear represented the 
Klamath tribe, the wolf the Northern Oregonians, perhaps as ancient totem signs; the 
bear having been killed by an intruder, the Klamaths had to take revenge for the insult. 

III. The object of this myth is to explain, among other things, the origin of the 
white spots on the head and back of the loon (taplal). But the myth as given in the 
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text is far from being complete. It refers to a locality above the confluence of Sprague 
and Williamson Rivers, called Ktaitini, or "Standing Rock". A high rock stands 
there at the edge of a steep hill, and, according to the legend, the Indians who put 
pitch on their head were changed into that rock. Near by, a lumber-dam looking 
like a beaver-dam, across the Williamson River, partly resting on rocks projecting 
from the bottom of the river. K'mukamtch longed for the destruction of this dam, 
muddied the water to prevent the Indians from fishing and hired the loon to destroy 
the objectionable structure. The loon dived into the waters and forced its way through 
the dam by main strength. The Indians dwelling on the shore depended for their 
living on the fisheries, and seeing their existence at stake tried to gig the loon, but 
succeeded only in hitting its tail-feathers. When the loon had accomplished his task 
K'mukamtch offered to reward him in any manner wished for. The loon then wished 
to have white spots on its back, and K'mukamtch satisfied the request by spitting 
ehalk upon the downy surface of its body. 

132, 3. lueluak; formed by vocalic dissimilation; cf. Note to 114, 3. 

BELIEFS AND SUPERSTITIONS. 

I. 

wash txil'txatkish; tsui sa lil'la washam txil'txash. 
Prairie-wolf is soothsayer; and they believe in wolf's prophecy.· 

Maklaks hil'nk lil'la washam pakluipkash k'lekuapksht tche'k; txu'-
rndians believe, prairie-wolf when howls, they will die after a while; pre-

txuk pakluipka. 
saging he howls. 

Maklaks hil'nk lil'la pushish ha'masht i-unegshtka, txil'txuk hema; 
Indians believe, the cat when cries just after sunset, for prPsaging it mews; 

death 

tchiki'n tchish ha'masht i-unegshtka gil'lu, txil'txuk tchek ha'ma. 
tho chicken also when crows just after sunset the female, for presaging then it crows. 

death 

Watchag 
The dog 

tchi'sh wawa-a i-unegshtka, ku-i tchamlilk. 
also (when) whines right after sunset, the signs are bad. 

w atsag tchi' shtat tx6txa i-una' gshtka; tsui gatpa maklaks, gil'lki nge-
A dog at a lodge howls just after sunset; then (JOmes an Indian, attacks, wounds. 

prophetically 

isha at hustso' xa. Sa-amoks hatokt tchia til' sht hushtcho' xa, ka-i hunk 
and kills (the owner). A relative, (who) there lived right where the murder was, did not him 

3 

6 

shiuga; tsui til'tilk spil'nshna lil' gshla vil'nsh sxena witsii'ls ena til'tuk 9 
kill; then seizing (him) they arrest, . enslave him, the canoe row away, fishing-net wi~':?em taking 

Furious he quits and 
ktsi'k, snawedsh spil'nshna hissuaks shiukaluk. 

oo.rs, his wife they abduct, (her) husband being the murderer. 
Kilil' sh at ketak a 

tsa'wik. 
is demented 

• 
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Kak txft'txatkish; tsui sa luluk sa kakam txft'txatkash, tsui sa 
A raven is a soothsayer; and they believing the raven's repeated prophecy, they 

shen6tanka; pits hft'nk pan kak maklak.s. 
fight eaoh other; it also eats, the (dead) men. 

raven, 

3 Tutiksh maklaks shuina tchft' xapkam m'nalam 
Dreams th£> natives sing about dead their 

humasht shahunk giug kiukayunk flags. 
for this same reason they stick out tlags. 

Tmelhak gitko shaklo'tkish tidsh tinxa; tu'm ixaga. 
A tm61hak- having, the gambler well succeeds; much he wins. 

squirrel · 

6 shayuaks; shakalshtat laki, tids sualaliampkatko. 
of much account; in the game (it is) well managing (it). 

chief, 

shashamoksham; 
relatives, 

Tm elhak ta' dsh 
The tm6lhak (is) 

certainly 

Tchashash mu'na lushantsnank mbawa ski's; tsui maklaks nanuk 
The skunk deep down while scratching a hole emitted a blast; upon this people all 

hushts6ga tsashash=kiuks. Snawedsh shanah6liuk spu'nshna p'laiwasham 
killed the skunk.conjurer. A wife seeking he carried off . the eagle's 

9 tu'paks ktanapkash. Shleank tchawika p'laiwash, wi-udsna ankutka 
sister when asleep. Seeing (this) became furious eagle, beat with a club· 

tchases, wi-udsish k'Hika, tsui k6-i pilui. N dop6g ktso'l hametsipka: 
the skunk, the beaten one died, then badly stunk. Smelling (it) the stars said: 

"patkal!" at p'laiwash patkalp'le, st6patchka, tsui gempele tupakshash 
''get up I" and eagle rose up again, washed the face, then went home sister 

12 m'na enank. 
his takingwith 

him. 

II. 

Ha shaklo'tkish pi'sham shnu'lash ntaggal, shaklo'tkish tidsh vumi', 
If a gambler of humming- the nest fiuds, (and) the gambler well hides (it) 

bird away, 

kaitoks kani vuini'xi. Ha k6-e shlea pahapkash, pe'tcb ktakta ska'tish 
not any one conquers (him). If a frog be finds dried-up, the leg be cuts off left 

15 tapi'dshnish vumi'; humashtak shu'ta shaklo'tkish, kaitoks kani vuini'xi. 
hind (leg), hides away; (if)thus acts the gambler, (th£>n) not any one beats (him). 

Ha kanf tchatchlaiptcha shla' -a (kinkani tut wa), tidsh ti'nxa. Ha kani 
It any one a kind of fire-bug finds · (scarce there they are), good luck it If any one 

brings. 

ma'ntchnish maklaksam 
old-fashioned Indian 

shtap 
arrow-head 

shualka, pahapkash 
saves, dried-up 

kaila=shushati' shash 
a. mole 

18 tchi'sh, hft'kt humashtak tidsh ti'nxa tchi'sh. 
also, be in the same way well succeeds also. 

E-ukshikni Mo'dokni 16la p'laiki'shash la!iash, shtinta tchish wengap-
The Klamath Lakes (and) Modocs believe in the heavenly ruler, revere also of the de-

kam shko'kshash. 
ceased the spirits. 

21 Mo'dokni shtupuyUka tunapni waita tunapni pshin gshiulaka kayak 
The Modocs at first menstruation five days ·(and) five nights dance never 

ktakt'nan; wewanuish ta-una'pni waita ka-i tchu'leks pan. 
sleeping1 the females for ten days no meat eat. 
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Ha' i shma2htchaktak yainatat, ka-i i un kesh shle-etak; ha' -atoks 
If yon let your shadow fall on the bill, not you lpo will ftnd; but if 

t ka-i shma2htchaktak, tu' m i un kesh shle-etak. 
yon not let your shadow fall, much you ipo will find. 

~I6atuash, k'le-ugtkiuapkasht tchlalash M6atuasham k6ketat, ka-i mhu' 3 
The Pit River (lest) would cease to come the salmon up the Pit River, not grouses 

Indians, 

luela sk6 ; Mo' dokni tchi' sh 16la shuatash kiam tchuka shatma, humasht= 
they kill in spring the Modocs also a-ssume, sage·hens the fish to swim up invite, there-

time; stream 

aisht ka-i IU.ela. 
fure not they klll 

(them). 

NOTES. 

I. What is contained in these short items refers equally to the Klamath Lake and 
to the Modoc people, although those contained under I. were obtained from various 
informants belonging to the former chieftaincy. 

133, 2. paka to howl, bark; pak'la to howl repeatedly, to howl for a while; pak
luipka to howl for a while in the distance towards somebody. 

133, 4. 5. The cat and the chicken being but recently introduced among these tribes, 
this superstition must have been transferred to them from other animals. By inver
sion, the words tchikin gu'lu, the hen, appear here widely separated from each other. 

133, 6. Ku-i tchamluk has to be resolved into: ku-i tche mal (for malash) hu'k: 
''bad then for you this is!" Cruel fights will follow. 

133, 7-11. This story is not clearly worded, but we are taught by it how these 
Indians are conversing among each other with laconic breviloquence. An Indian living 
in the vicinity has heard the whining of the dog which means death to his owner. He 
goes there, shoots the man and takes to his heels. A relative of the murdered man 
comes up and is mistaken by others for the murderer. They deprive him of his wife, 
his property and his liberty; he becomes a madman on account of the injustice done 
to him. r 

134, 1. 2. The raven OPik) is supposed to be a bird of fatal augury, because he was 
seen devouring the flesh of dead Indians. Compare: General Note on page 130. 

134, 4. ldukayunk. They adjust a rag or piece of skin to a pole and stick out 
that improvised flag on the top of the lodge to notify neighbors that they had a dream 
last night and desire an interpreter for it. 

134, 5. One of the legs of a dead black tmelhak-squirrel is cut off and laid under 
the gaming-disk or the pa'hla to insure luck to the player. 

134, 7-12. Tchashash etc. This is a fragmentary extract of a scurrilous skunk
myth, which I have not been able to obtain in full from my informant, the Modoc chief 
Johnson, who speaks the Klamath dialect. This myth is well known through the 
whole of Oregon, for parts of it are embodied in a popular and melodious song of the 
M6lale tribe, whose ancient home is the country east and southeast of Oregon City 
and Portland. 

134, 7. 8. makJ.aks nanuk is the direct object of hushts6ga; the skunk killed them 
by his stench. 

134, 9. tti'paks stands for tu'pakshash; tupakship, abbreviated tUpaksh, is pro
perly the younger sister, as called by or with reference to an elder brother, while pa-anip 
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is the elder sister, called so by or with reference to a younger brother. Two other 
terms exist for the relative age of sisters among themselves. 

134, 11. patkalp'le. The myth adds, that the eagle got up again at dinner-time and 
that after washing the face he took a nap before taking his sister home. 

II. These items were all obtained in the Modoc dialect from J. C. D. Riddle. 
Many of the articles mentioued as gamblers' amulets are supposed to bring good 
luck to the gambler on account of their scarcity, which must have made them more 
interesting to the aboriginal mind than other objects of a brighter exterior. 

134, 13. ntagga1, ndakal: to find accidentally; shlea: to find, generaiJy, after a 
search. vumi' is to hide away either on one's own person or in the ground. 

134, 16. 18. tidsh tin.r.a is to succeed, to be lucky; without tidsh in: hutoks tin
.r.antko .gi, that man is lucky. 

134, 17. shtap is a black arrow-head made of obsidian, a volcanic rock found in 
se\eral places in these highlands. 

135, 1. ha/ -atoks is formed from ha toks with intercalation of the declarative 
particle a. 

135, 3 . .k'le-ugtki-uapkasbt is a periphrastic conjugational form composed of gi
uapkasht, of the verb gi, and of k'Ie-utka, the usitative of k'h3wi, to cease, stop, termi
nate; -utka has turned into -ugt- by metathesis. Literall~: ·"would habitually cease 
to be in the Pit River." mhu', the grouse, is called by the Klamath Lakes tmfl'. 

REFLECTIONS OF EVERY-DAY LIFE 

MONOLOGUES IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY JOHNSON, CHIEF OF THE MODOCS 

Ka-i rnish nil 6-it nil tidsa'wa nte-ish, shliutuk ma'makla pa-uk shlfnk 
Not yon I to let I like (my) bow, for shooting ducks to eat killing 

have (them) 

ndekti'shtka. Tidsa'wa ka-i mish iiya, tu gennapka 11yan1nank nte-ish 
with arrows. I like noli to you to give over I will go taking along bow and 

3 ge-u, hishlatsanuapka. 
my, (and) will amuse my11elf 

· by shooting. 

yo-ishin, rna' ns ka-ika. 
they are lost, for !" long I !learched. 

time 

(it), there arrows 

Y 6-ishi! tatala ka' gi, ka-i shlaa tat:ikni yu'lx; 
Are lost! right they are ~ot 1 found where they went 

(ahead) not, (them) down; 

Unds mbusant pen kayakuapk. 
Some- to-morrow again I will look out (for 
time them). 

Shikutchipk tchika kemutsatk; undse'ks sewanuapk patki giuga 
Walks on stick an old decrepit (man) ; some time I will give (bim) to eat 

6 mehiess; yuyalks tsi pa-uk hun tche'k tfdsh ki'-uapk. Ki' shtchipk huk 
trout; being poor thus through of it then at ease he will feel. Comes to me this 

eating 

snewedsh; oni'sh ldam shewant i; tu'm nu'sh shewantamnuapka sawalktko 
woman; to her fish you may give; plenty to me she will continue to give having rf'CPived 

presrnts. · 

Kamp'kuk keliak pash tia'ma. Undse't katchkal pa-uapk ge-utala stefnash. 
The indigent without food is hungry. By and by tobacco I will chew to my heart's content. 
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Sanahole katchkal titchewank; u'nds pen mbusant pa-uapk katchgal 
I like tobacco well enough; by and by again to-morrow I will chew tobacco 

patkelank. Kani shle-uapka u'ns stoyuapka; t6la paku:apka u'ntch; pen 
while getting up. Ou1dnor should I see, then l'lleut off with (me) he will ~>moke then; again 

(anybody) (some for him); (it) 

wutuapka kinkani katchgal; kinkani, Jfa-i turni, tche'k pen tumi pakuapka, 3 
I shall "pend a little tobacco; (but) little, not much, afterwards again much I will smoke, 

pak6lank sx6lakuapka. 
(an<l) after smok- go to bed. 

ing 
NOTES. 

Of the two paragraphs of ''Reflections" submitted, the first refers to the loss of 
some hunter's arrows, which had been loaned to somebody together with the bow. 
The second speaks in a rather egotistical sense of the pleasure which is afforded by 
succoring helpless and indigent people. 

136, 3. ka/gi. This refers to some arrows, which cannot be found at the spot, to 
which they seemed to fly. 

136, 4. 5. Untchek, abbreviated undse, u'ntch, unds, fins, points to some undeter
mined epoch in the future: by and by, after a lapse of time, some time from now; 
undse't, 136, 8., through apocope and synizesis, stands for untse'k at; undse'ks for 
untchek tchish. 

136, 5. Shikutchipk tchika kemutsatk, grammatically incomplete forms standing 
for skikutchipka t'shika kemutsatko. The word stick is not expressed in the text, but 
the suffix -ipka, united to shikutcha, expresses the idea of "walking while leaning 
oneself upon something or somebody". Of. layipka, to point the gun at the one 
speaking; tilo'dshipka, to see somebody coming towards oneself. 

136, 6. ki'shtchipka, to step towards the one speaking; cf. Note to 136, 5. 
136, 7. oni'sh for hfmish, cf. o'skank for hft'shkanka, 65, 1. H(lnish is the objective 

case of hfi'n; but this pronoun is not regularly used when speaking· of animate beings; 
hft'nkiash would be grammatically correct. · 

136, 7. shewant i. The words oni'sh kiam shewant i are supposed to be directed 
to one belonging to the speaker's household. 

136, 8. The term katchkal, tobacco, expresses the idea of an intermixture of several 
kinds of weeds or leaves for the purpose of smoking them. 

136, 8. pa-uapk. A more appropriate term than this for masticating tobacco is: 
lnitchkal kpfi'yumna. 

137, 1. titchewank. This is in fact the participle of a verb: "I like tobacco, being 
fond of it." 

137, 2. stoyuapka: I shall cut off a piece from a stick of pressed tobacco and give 
it to him. Of. stuyakishka, to clip the hair. 

137, 3. kinkani katchgal. If this and the following were not worded in the con
veTsational slang, it would read: kinkanish katchgal; kinkanish, ka-i tUm.a, tche'k pen 
tuma (or tfi'm) etc. 

137, 3. _)fa-i tumi. Indians are not often seen to smoke continuomdy as we do; those 
inhabiting the Klamath Reserve take a few whiffs from their smali, often home-made 
pipe, then pass it to the neighbor and emit the smoke through the nose. Sometimes 
tbey swallow the smoke for the purpose of intoxication, and the elder women smoke just 
Jike the men. Cigars offered to them are cut small and serve to fill up their tobacco-pipe. 
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WAILINGS AT THE APPROACH OF THE. FATAL HOUR. 

GIVEN BY DOCTOR JOHN, OR :K.A.KASH, IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

"Nga'-ish ani ta'lxapksh, ge-u ta'lak, shlfn antsa; shkek antsa ntl'sh, 
"An arrow me striking, my arrow, shot they; they broke (my) bead, 

shHn nish. Kan ish shlin~ Tsuya'sh ni shHn, gen ish tsuya'sh mpata, 
they shot me. Who me shot~ Through the cap I was struck, this me cap kills, 

3 masha n'sh, shHn ish nu'sh, ka-a n's ma'sh', guhua nish, a nish ka-a ma'shaf 
it pains me, they shot me in the intensely me it pains, am swollen I, now me hard it pains! 

head, 

Pash ish slH~wan i; k'lekuapkan panuk; palak shewan i, a nish ka-a rna' sha, 
Food me p;ive you; I will die after eating; quickly give you, me ver.v it pain!', 

hard 

tia'matk ka-a, palak sha'wan i." At shewana nu, at pan; shnuk' at mi'dsu. 
(!am) hungry very, quickly give you." And give (him) I, and be eats; he takes now tho Rpoon. 

6 "At k'leka, {tteni k'leka; tsia at, k'leka taks nil; shlin nish nu'shtat. 
"Now I expire, now I die; I live yet, dying but (am) I; they shot me in the head. 

A ni k'leka, a'teni k'lekala." At k'leka. Shu' dsha luluksla sa lu'lokshtat 
:Now I die, now I -am sinking Then be dies. Kindle a fire (and) cremate they in the fire 

fast." 

hu' nk k'lekapksh. 
tho deceased man. 

NOTES. 

This short incident of war is full of the most dramatic interest, and gives some 
idea of the oratorial powers of the average Indian. It was obtained from a man who 
undoubtedly had witnessed more than one similar scene during the numerous raiding 
expeditions made by bis tribe before the conclusion of the treaty in 1864. 

138, 1. nga/-ish ani ta/lzapksh shlin antsa, forms of the conversational language 
standing for nga/-ish a nish talzapkash shlin a sha. ge-u ta/lak "my arrow," a poetic 
symbolism for the arrow that causes my death. 

138, 1. sh.kck antsa for shkeka a sha, but nasalized like shlin a,ntsa. Shkeka 
properly means to pierce, but is used in a medial sense. 

138, 2. mpata properly means to dry up by heat. The cap or hat is said here to 
kill the man by exciting an intolerable fever heat withi~ him. 

138, 3. ma/sha n'sh. Some impersonal verbs can also assume the personal form of 
intransitive verbs: ma/sha nu and ma/sha nish: "it pains me"; kedshika nuand nish: 
"I feel tired". The Modoc dialect prefers the personal form. 

138, 6. 7. ateni for at ani. Of. se, 82, 4. tcha'lxet 90, 11. atenish, ateni 90, 12. 
13. ge'nteni, Note to 93, 7. 9. 

• 
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THE LORD'S PRAYER. 

I. 

NaJam p'tfshap, kat p'lai tchfa: Nanuk na'd hu'nk mi sheshash katak 
Our father, which on high lives: All of us thy name truly 

shti'nta. Mi hushkanksh gu'ta na'lsh. 1 hu'nk vu'nhuapk genta kailatat, 
worship. Thy mind come to us. Thou wilt achieve on this earth, 

wakaktak p'laftalkni gi. She wan i nalsh ge' n waftash nalam p4la-ash 3 
equally as (thou) on high dost. Give thou us this day our bread 

nanuk waftashtat. 
every on day. 

Ha nalsh tua k6-idshi gintanuapk, ka-i hun, p'laitalkni, 
If on us any- wicked should stick on, not it, thou on high , 

thing 

hu'shkank i! humashtak na'd ka-i hu'shkankuapk, ha kani nalsh kfl-i 
mind thou! just as we not would mind it, if somebody us wrong 

gi'uapk. Ka-i nalsh i tua shutetki ku-idsha, i inuhuashkpak hak nalsh 6 
should do. Not to us thou any- let do wicked, (but) keep away only from ns 

iliing • ili~ 

tua ku-idsha. Humasht giug· mi ne-ulaks, nki'llitk tchi'sh, ktchalshkash 
any- wicked. For thine (is) the rule, force also, glory 
thing 

tchish tchushniak. Hf1mashtak an hun gitk gi I 
also forever. Thus I it to be 11ay! 

II. 

Nalam t'shi'shap, p'lai tchia: Mi sheshash nanuk stfnta; mi k6xpash 9 
Our fath(lr, on high (who) Thy name all revere ; thy mtncl 

livest: 

galtchui nanuka'nash na'l. 
come to every one (of) us. 

Gita tchi' sh kafla humashtak gi, wakaktoksh 
Here too on earth in the same be just as 

manner done, 

p'lai ki. N alash gen waitash shapele shewan i. Ka-i nalash k6-i shu'ta, 
on high is 

done. 
To us tbis day bread give thou. Not us wicked render 

thou , 

humasht nalam maJdaks=shitko stinta. 
equally as our -;;en-kindred (we) love. 

I huashgi nalamtant k6-idsha 12 
Thou keep off from our bad 

steinashtat k6xpash ; tidsh nalam steinash shuta. Mi tala litchlitchli, 1ni 
(from) heart thoughts; good our heart make thou. Thine alone (is the) power, t hy 

steinash litchlitchli tchussak, mil' ni lakiam steinash. Humasht toks tidsh. 
heart ~:~t.rong (i8) perpetually, gr eat of the Lord tbe heart. Thus (it will well . 

be) 

NOTES. . 
These versions of the Lord's Prayer are good instances of what can be attained, 

without using too many circumlocutions, in rendering religious, moral and other 
abstract ideas in a language deficient in many of them. 

For reign and kingdom no· words exist, and they had to be rendered by hft'sh
kanksh, or in Modoc k6xpash, "mind", ne-ulaks, "rule, law"; sin and forgive were 
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rendered by "something wicked" and "not to mind"; for "thy will be done" stands 
"achieve thou". Power and glory become "force, impetuosity" and "radiance'', and 
daily bread: "flour on every · day". In the Modoc version, the wording of which is 
inferior to that of version I, the use of similar expedients will be observed. 

I. In the Klamath Lake dialect; by Minnie Fro ben. 
139, 6. inuhuashkpak, phonetic inversion for inuhuashkapk' i; see Dictionary. 
139, 7. ktchalshkash, from the word ktchal;ca, to shine, to be radiant, resplendent. 
139, 8. gitk, in an hun gitk gi, is the verbal intentional gitki. 
II. In the Modoc dialect; by the Riddle family. 
139, 10. Gita kaila is equivalent to ge'nta kailatat; in humashtak gi the verb gi has 

to be taken in the passive sense. 
139, 11. k6-i shft'ta: "do not render us wicked." For shuta compare 111, 15. and 

Note. 
139, 12. humasht naJam. Between these words and the preceding ones there is a 

lacune in the text. maklaks=shitko, ''our kindred": those who look like ourselves. 
139, 13. 14. In mi tala litchlitchli the adjective strong stands for "strength, 

power", while in mi steinash litchlitchli it is used in its adjective signification. In this 
language abstract ideas are sometimes rendered by adjectives and by verbal adjectives 
in -tko. 

DIALOGUES. 

I. 

TsEMATK. Tata lish sha ksiulakuapk~ 
When they will dance~ 

SKA1LAG. Pa-ak ka-i an shayuakta r una a sha na-asht she-edshtat mat 
Not I know! once they so (said), on Saturday 

3 sha nanuk shuku'lki-uapk kshi'ulxish. 
they all will assemble for the danco. 

KAPUAK. Tatai tcill'k sha kshiulakuapk ~ Ple'nkamkshi a~ tam hak 
Where after all they are going to dancef At Frank's house 1 perhaps 

haitch i hu'nk shlaatk ~ kui a sha nen hunk 1nashish gish shapa. 
(did) you him see 1 seriously they him diseased to be say. 

6 SKA1LAG. Kayak an hatokt gatpantk, na-asht ta'dsh toks nu tu'mena gen 
Not I there was going, thus however I heard this 

mbu'shant pil, mat pa-ula: gat t6ks nu watch kayaktguk, kuinag 
morning only, (that) he was eating: out I of my while r~:~turning awny frow 

there horses from the search, any hou11e 

gepgapele. 
I rtlturned. 

9 KAPUAK. Tam haitch i na'gsh shfwaksh shlaa guni, gempktch Kuy-
(Did) you absent the girl see over there, who went to 

from homtl 

amtsxeksh, Ellen Debidam mu'kag shetaltchapksh rna' shisht' 
Kn am ·Skiihkshi, of Allen David a baby to visit having fallen si1:k 7 

8KA1LAG. Ka-i an tu'sh shlea push. K.APuAIC l 
Not I anywhere sa.w ber. Is8~~at 
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Ska/lag guhuashktcha; Kaptinamkshi tchkash sha vftlankia: "Tat i 
Sk6lak )eft; at the Captain's lodge also they inquired "where you 

(of him): 

tamnft'tka ~" 
co.me from 1" 

8KA1LAG. Ge't an watch kayaktka, ksfulakshxen genft'tuapkuk. 
Through I of (my) returned from towards the dance- while intending to go. 

tilere norse the searcil, house 

CAP'l'AIN. Tata haf tchi'k sha kshi'ulaktchuapk~ 
Where finally they are going to dance¥ 

SK.A.'LAG. Mbft'shant a sha she-edshtat kshfulaktchuapk Mbft'shak=Shi-
To-morrow they on Saturday will dance the dwellers at Mblt· 

3 

washkni, ak tchish nanuk gepkuapk. 6 
shak-Shiwash, prob- too all will come. 

ably 

Tchui guhuashktcha gembaluk. 
Then he started off to go home. 

II. 
HLEKOSH. Tat lish mi ft' nak' 

Where (is) your son 7 

PEPAKLI. Le-utch6lan kani' 
, 

gekno'la; una 
For playing outdoors a while he went out; 

le-utch6lan 
for playing 

tun epa' nish 9 
fivft 

tatakiash tula. 
ago 

children with. 

HLEKOSH. Wakaitch ge-uga kaf gepgaple~ 
Why not returns he f 

P.EPAKLI. Tutaks atf lewa; h6taks tataksni wafta lewapka; Htki gat- 12 
Away far they play ; those children the whole will play; in the they 

day evening 

pampeli-uapka. 
will return home. 

NOTES. 

I. Dialogue about a dance to be held on the Williamson River; in the Klamath 
Lake dialect, by Minnie Froben. 

140, 2. Pa-ak ga-i an shayuakta! is interpreted by "what do I know!" 
140, 9. na'gsh shiwaksh gempktch stands for negsh shiwakash genapkash. It is 

very rare that diminutive nouns, like shiwak, shiwaga, assume the ending -ash in the 
objective case; cf. 23, 10. But; shiwak means not only a little girl; it means an adult 
girl also, and is therefore inflected like snawedsh. 

140, 9. Kuyamtszeksh. For this local name cf. Page 91, first Note. Frank and 
Allen David live both at that place, close to the steep western bank of the Williamson 
River, while the communal dance-house, a spacious, solid earth-lodge, lies further to 
the northeast. 

141, 5. Mbu'shak=Shiwashkni, term corrupted from Mbu'shaks=Shawalshkni: "the 
one who lives, or those who-live at the locality of the obsidian arrowheads." Mbu'
shaks=Shawalsh lies on the eastern shore of the Williamson River. Of. Note to 134, 17. 

II. Dialogue in the 11odoc dialect; by Toby Riddle. 
141, 9. Lewa, to ph~y, forms the derivates 18-utcha to go to play; 18-utchna to 

play while going, to play on the way, cf. shuedshna 99, 2.; le-utcb.6la to go to play in 
the distance. -
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141, 11. ge-uga for the more common giuga, giug. 
141, 12. Iewapka to play in the distance, out of sight, or unseen by us; but here 

this term is more probably a synizesis of lewuapka, the future tense of Iewa. 

NAMES BESTOWED ON UPPER KLAMATH LAKE LOCALITIES. 

GIVEN BY DAVE HILL IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

K'mukamtch mat kaila shu'ta. 
K'mukamtch, so they the 

say, country 
made. 

Tsuyunks a'-alk kafla shut6lan: 
The following names gave the after creating: 

he, country 

Tuli'sh kaila E-ukski'shash shuta K'mukamts kiam=luelksli'a; Tuli'sh tsi-
,' Tul1sh" place for the Lake people made K'mukamtcb to be their :fish-killing Tulisb, 

place; 

3 hunk a'lxa. 
thus he n:tmed 

it. 

"At hu'nk kaila git ktaiksi Shf1yakeksh tchfn a'lxa; giti 
"And that spot there where the "Jumping-Rocks" eo I name; here 

rocks are, 

shuyeakeks gi-uapka". E-ukskisas K'mukan1tS ne-ulxank henu~xe: 
a leaping place shall be". To the Lake people K'mukamtch ordering said: 

"rru'kua na-asni ka'la na'sni elxa gi'ta 'ru'kua; Gu'mbat na'sni git e1xa; 
"Tukua. so I a spot, so I name here TU.kua; Kumbat so I there give 

name; 

6 gita Ka'lalksi na'sni elxa gi'ta. Wakaksi spu'klishtat gi't i spft'kle-uapk; 
there Dirt-hauling so I give there. 

place, name 
At Waka in the sweat-bouse there you shall sweat; 

ha' nle weash k'la'kuapk gi't i spu'kle-uapk, ha' mi snawedsh kelakuapk 
if your child should die, there you shall sweat, if your wife should die, 

git i spu'kle-uapk tunepni gita; tunepni spu'kle-uapk snawedsh, ha' mi 
there you shall sweat :five (days) there; :five (days) shall sweat (you) wife, if youl' • 

9 hishuaktch kela'kuapk. TU.nepni spft'kle-uapk, tsui killitk tsula'ks gi'-
husband should die. Five (days) you shall sweat, then strong (your) body will 

uapk, ka-i palak i kemutchuapk." 
become, not fast you will become old." 

"Nasht ni ne-u'lxa .A-usmi sheshuapk; na'sni elxa gen kaila. 
'' Thlls· I ordain .1-ushmi to be called; thus I give to this spot. 

name 

12 Kohashti na-ast ni elka gi' ta. 
•' Set out" thus I call that 

place. 

E-ukalkshi na'sni elxa gi'ta; gi'tats spu'kle-
E-ukalkshi so I 11ame this here also you shall 

place; · 

uapk, tuni'pni i spukle-uapka weas k'lekaluk, tu'nipni snawedshesh kele-
sweat, :five (days) you shall sweat a child after losing, :five (days) a wife after 

kaluk hishuaksh tchish; ka-itoks mi. sa-amoks kel~kst ka-i i spu'kle-uapk, 
losing, a. husband also; but not, your rel)C\tives having died, not you shall sweat, 

(then) 

15 ha' mi sa-amoks nanuktua ts6kuapk. Ka-i i gita spu'kle-uapk ndannantak: 
if your kinsmen of all degrees shall have died. Not you there will sweat but for thre..: 

snawedshtat, hishuakshtat, weashtat." 
for wife, for hushanll, for child." 
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"N ak6tk Wi' tlas koketat hi tchi' sh luelks=kiam gi' -uapk; na-ast she-
" By (ita) dam W1tlash in William- there also a fish-killing place shall be; thus 

aon River 

shash elxa ni: Kta-i=Tupaksi. Mbu'saks na'st sheshatk maklaks gi'-uapk; 
name give I: Rocks-where-stand. "Obsidian" so called a people shall exist; 

Sma/k na'st sesatk gi'-uapk n1aklaks gi'ta. Ka'katils na'st s~satk gi-uapk 3 
"Hairy" so named shall exist a people there. "Armpit-hairy" so called shall exist 

gi' ta maklaks." 
there a people." 

NOTES . 

.All Maklaks admit that K'mukamtch created their country, the earth and the 
universe, but as to the special process by which he created them they seem to have no 
definite idea, though they possess a multitude of myths for special creations. · 

:Most of the places mentioned in this item are situated around Upper Klamath 
Lake. That they are localities inhabited for centuries past, and identified with the 
history of the tribe is proved by the fact tllat their naming is ascribed to K'mukamteh. 
The most noticeable of them are no doubt the three sweat-houses, all of which are of 
remote antiquity, and were put to use only when families were mourning the loss of one 
of their members. Two of them are quoted here: Wakaksi or Kailalkshini spuklish 
on west side of Lake and &ukalksi, a short distance south of Fort Klamath. The 
third lies about three miles south of Modoc Point; it is called Ka-ashkshi spuklish. 

142, 1. kaila. About the meaning of this term in creation myths, cf. Note 96, 23. 
In other connections, in the present text, kaila or ka'la means spot, locality. 

142, 2. 3. Tulisb. To enable the Indians to catch fish at that place, K?mukamtcb 
built for them, as tradition bas it, an obstruction resembling a beaver-dam. Cf. 
nak6tk, 143, 1.; giti for gita hi. 

142, 3. 5. Tukua and Kohashti are camping- and fishing-places on the eastern shore 
of the Lake. At Shuyake'kisb the Indians leap over rocks for amusement. 

142, 5. na-asni, na/sni stands for na-asht ni: "thus I". 
142, 5. 11. Gumbat is called Rocky Point by the white population, and lies on the 

western shore of Upper Klamath Lake. A-usmi is an island of the Lake. 
142, 6. Wakaksi or Waka is named after the tmikish-fowl whose cry is waka waka. 
142, 6-10. 12-16. These mourning customs are gradually disappearing at the pre

sent time. One reason for this is the progressive assimilation of the tribes to American 
customs, another . is the circumstance, that all of the three ancient sweat-houses are 
situated outside of the reservation limits. 

142, 15. ndannantak is composed, of ndannanti or ndannantat ak: "only for three 
(kinds of relatives) ". · 

143, 1. Nakotk is the instrumental case of ml,kosh, lumber-dam: "on account of 
its dam Witlas will be a fish-killing localit.y." A loon destroyed that dam by forciug
jts way under it; one of our texts gives this mJ7th. Cf: 132, 1-8 and Note to 74, 2. 

143, 2. 3. Mbft'saks, Sma/k and Ka'katils are names given iu contempt or derision 
of the respective tribes; the latter to Indians living at the Dalles of Col urn bia River, 
Sma/k to a tribe living south of that locality. Cf. 103, 2. 3. Mbft'saks is a name for 
the Snake Indians. 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOrfES ON ANIMALS. 

GIVEN BY JOHNSON, CHIEF A'l' YANEKS, IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

N!'l weksa pu'l'hka maklaks 
Tho of mallard- pull out the Indians 

shu'lhashluk sx<'>'lhok; ktanuapkuk 
down duck 

to make pillows to lie on ; for sleeping 

sxo'lhank n!'l ikugank willishi'kat. 
(and) re111ting t-he they are put- pillow-cases. 

down ting into 

3 Mbu'shant nilaksht · wisxak ha'ma. 
In the morning at dawn the wisxak- sings. 

bird 

W atsak wawa a guHndshisham ; le genug wawa. 
Dogs howl because left behind; for not going they howl. 

(with them) 

Ya-ukal tchaggaya ankutat a' -unank ; untsa' g a-un6lank hundshan-
Bald eagle sits on tree replete with after a while after depl~ting he will 

food; himself 

6 uapk, t6-ugshtant hundsanuapk A'-ushtat. 
~~ fu~~~~ ~~~ ~~M~ 

shore math Lake. 

'rche-u gankankatchuapk; ti'tnak maklakuapk, wakianua lapeni; 
Antelopes (people) are going to hunt; once only they will camp out, or perhaps twice; 

shliuk gepgapluapka palak. Undsh mbushant pa'-uapk sx6lakok. 
after shoot- they will return at once. Some time next day they will take to induce sleep. 
ing (antelopes) a cold bath 

9 I{6-i shu'ta wash, palla n'sh wash; k6-idshi wash. 
W1ekedly acts prairie- steal11 from prairie- mischievous prairie-

wolf, me wolf; (is) wolf. 

~fuatch kpe'l 
A long tail 

gi'tko, tidsa ne'l gitko wash. Kinkani wash E-ushtat. 
(he) ha111, delicate fur bas prairie- Scarce prairie- at Upper Kla· 

wolf. (are) wolves math Lake. 

Kai-udshish nish k6pka; kilos ke-udsis; shla-a nish tslatskagantko 
Gray wolf me bites; impetuou111 i8 gray wolf; {when) me, jumps on my throat 

12 ke-udshish. 
see a 

gray wolf. 

NOTES. 

144, 1. ni'l weksa stands for ni'l weksam; pu'l'hka for pulza or pul_ka: -'b-, "by 
hand." 

144, 9. 10. These characteristics of the prairie- or coyote-wolf, which is so highly 
reverenced by the California tribes, place him between the wolf and the fox. Ne'l 
stands for ni'l and muatch for munish. Ticlsa is tidsha a. 

144, 11. tslatskagautko; the verbal adjective of tchlakaga stands here in the dis
tributive form: "each time when he sees me, he jumps on my throat." 1.'he l of the 
second sy liable is suppressed. 
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CLASSES OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS. 

GIVEN IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT BY DAVE HILL. 

Quadrupeds: hohankankatk Hlhanks; nanuktua hohankankatk; wun:ipa 
tso'ks gi' tk kaflatat tchfa nanuktua lflhanks wfkts nakant.i. 

Birds: lasaltk nanuktua. 3 
Forest birds of small size: tchfkass. 
]i'orest birds of smallest size: tchfliliks, tchflilika. 
Ducks and geese: rna' makli. 
Night birds: ps:in huntchna. 
Water biras: nanuktua huhankankatk e-ushtat, ambutat tch:ia. 

6 

Swimming animals: nanuktua ududamkanksh sayuaks; nanuktua ud6- 9 
damkankatk. 

Fish: kia' m. 
Jumping amphibians, toads and frogs: skaskatkankatk. 
Snakes: wfshink; wamenigsh. 

Lizards; lit. ''walking straight out": uli-ulatchkankatk. 
Reptiles and worms: skiskankankatk. 
Flying insects: mank. 
Creeping insects, snails, some mollusks etc.: mu'lk, mu'lkaga. 
Grass, seed-grass: kshun. 
Berries: iwam. 
Edible roots, b·ulbs and seeds: maklaksam pash; lut:ish. 
Trees: anku; ko'sh. 

NOTES. 

These generic terms are quite characteristic, but by no means systematic. These 
Indians classify animals otherwise than we do, for they regard the mode of loco
motion as a criterion for their subdivisions of the animal kingdom, thus sometimes 
placiug in the same cbtss animals which widely difler in their bodily structure. The 
Indian mind likes to specifY and is averse to generalizations; there are a few Indian 
languages only that contain comprehensive generic terms for "animal," "carnivore," 

10 

12 

15 

18 

21 
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"reptile,"" amphibian" or "plant." Even the English language had to borrow these 
terms from Latin. The Klamath Lakes often use ko'sh (pine) generically for "tree," 
and wishink, "garter snake" for "snake," the Modocs wamenigsh (black snake) for the 
same order of reptiles, these species being the most frequent of their kind in their 
respective countries. Birds are hohankankatk as well as quadrupeds, because they 
fly "in a straight line". 

ALIMEN'rARY SUBSTANCES. 

LIST OBTAINED IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT FROM "SERGEANT" MORGAN Al\TD Mll\'NIE FROBEN. 

Yantch kaJkali, tx6po=patpan, paki'sh; kak tan: 
cylindric, thumbsolargeas, eatable; so long: 

18"; 
18"; 

kaflatat lft'sha, 
on ground it lies, 

ktaiyatat lusha. 
on l'ocks it lies. 

Shlaps pushpushli, la' pi shlapsh. 
The flowers (are) dark, two flowers (to it). 

3 Kapiunksam !fedsha saigatat; lft'k pupashpush=tkani, luixitk tchi'psbash. 
grows in the pra'rie; ""the seeds (are) blackish, larger than tchipash. 

6 

9 

W ewanuish hunk shta'ila wekank yakitka pata=giulshemi. Pek-
The women gather (it) by beating (itl into seed- at sumn::er's end. By 

baskets 

shank sha hu'nk gapiunks shuta; tchilala sha titatna. Wu'kash= 
grinding they kapiunks prepare; boil (it) they sometimes. W6kash-

shitk rnashetk kapiunks . . 
like tastes kapiunks. 

Kashma !fedsa waHdsat, kailatat usha; palpal shlapsh, tsmo'k pi'luitk. 
grows on rock cliffs, on the ground lies; white (is) flower, after fish smelling. 

J(elatch !fedsha wi-ukayant keh1dshamat; 
grows on the low keladsh·bushes; 

keladsh ntchekani mamatch-
keladsh-berry small blue 

rna' tchli lalka ya. w ewanuish keladshla waksl6lank; shpaha sha 
grow on 
bushes. 

The females collect (it) after w6kash- dry (it) 
season; they 

tchui ishku'lan.k, i'lxa sha shpahank i'lkshluk luldam, tchila1ank 
then after gathe£ing, keep they (it) by drying to preserve (it) for winter, boiling (it) 

tchek sha pan. 
then they eat (it). 

12 Kenawat !fedsha saigatat, tselas ka tanni 1', paki'sh; p'lai shlaps pushpushli, 
grows on prairie, stalk so long 1', eatable; on top the flower is dark, 

tidsh piluitko. 
good smelling. 

Klana palpalish shlapshaltk prlai, Jfedsha k61fetat, pakish, tids masitk; rna-
a white flower having on top, grows in rivers, is eatable, well tasting; _ the 

15 )flaks pan. 
Indians oo.t (it). 

• 
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Klapa kalkali, paki'sh; ka tanni 3"; taktakli pu' dshak, tapax kitchkani. 
is cylindric, eatable; so long: throe inches: red (is) the pudshak· (its) leaves small. 

graes, 

Klu' kalkali luti'sh; kedsha ~I6atok; pakish. 
ill a rounded root; grows in Modoc country; (it is) eatable. 

Ktu'ks w6kash=shitko, kedsha taletat; ktu'ksam shlapsh pu'pash, palpali, 3 
nuphar-alike, grows on straight stalk; of the ktuks the bud (is) (its) top, is white, 

paki'sh. 
is eatable. 

Ku'ktu u'sha kailatat, paki'sh; gemtchi tselas: 0. 
lies on the ground, eatable ; so shaped (its) stalk: 

Ka'ls kalkali, paki'sh; mu'na lu'sha an1butat; kitchkani shlapsh witch- 6 
globular, t~atable; deep down it lies in the water; small is (the) flower of the 

payam. 
witchpai. 

Kii/s we-uxalks tselash gi'tk, shlapsh gitk; paki'sh. 
a forked stem having, flower having; palatable. 

Ko'l. Taktakli tchelash gu'lam nu'kuk. f-ukak maklaks hu' mtcha gtl'l 9 
Red (it!) the 11talk of the kol when ripe. Around Fort the Indians 

Klamath 
this kind of kol 

shta'-ila tum, gitatoks ka-i tua kol. 
gather in qunn· but here not tb~re is kol. 

tity, (at agency) any 

.Amtatka sha meya pu'kgu-
With a stick they rli~t (it) to their 

ishamtat shiu'lagiank, tchui sha pu'ka; i'kagank pa'n shtapka 
roat~ting-place bringing it, then t.bey roast (it); taking it out again they pound 

(it) 

ktayatka. K6-i pi'luitk, tidshi tadsh pa'sh; ha kani ko'l e'nt, 12 
with stones. Badly flavored, good however a food; if anybody -kol carries 

on him, 

lu'k hft'nksh shti'kok vu' shat. 
a ~rizzly him 

bear 
11melling willtlee. 

L'ba. Lupi' sha'hlmalxo'tchtat shapashtat l'ba n6ka; wewanuish sta'-·ila 
At the first autumn-commencement in (that) month l'ba ripens; the females gather (it) 

yakitka wekank tiatka. 
in baskets, beating (it) with a 

padule. 

Ts{li sha itpampa]ank shpaha, shuteshluk 15 
And they bringing it hume dry (it.) for oookin~ 

sha gama; skatka gama ga'mkishtat. Willishikat sha iku'ga 
they pound (it); with a pestle (they) in a mortar. Into sacks they fill (it) in 

pound 

pa' sht, tchui sa vftmi vumi' shtat wfllishikat ikugank. 
aftt'r drying, aud t.hey bury (it) in caches, in sacks aft .. r putting it. 

Lehiash kedsha ~I6atok; gi'tatoks E-ukshi ka-i leyash kedshant. Tanapsh= 18 
grows in Modoc land; but right here in Lake not leyat>h is growing. Turnip 

(at agency) country 

shftko shle'sh Ieyash; wi-uka le'ntk leyash; tchelash toks le-isham 
alike to look at (is) 16yash; not ~ery lies 16yash; stalk of 16yaRh 

deep 

na'sh petch ad taktakli shlapsh 
(is) one foot tall, roo flower 

gi'tk. 
ha~ing. 

M6atokni shnitchi' xa 
The Modoce fry (it) 

lepuinatk pal ash shu' tank lehiash. 
in fryina pans int.o bread making 16yMh. 

Ku-i ma'shetk. 
Badly tasting (it is). 

21 
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Ma-i. E-ukshikni mavalshuk vii'nshatka sxena shleank e-ushtat. Tche-
The Lake people for tile-gathering in canoes row out finding (it) in lakes. The 

lash sha shnu'kank ishka, yanansh pil p2ank puedsha. y anakanin 
stalks they seizing pull up, their lower only eating throw away Each at the lower 

ends (the rest). end 

3 palpali gi nep pananL Sta-ila sha kshune'mi, !fa-i ma'nsh i'pka 
white is hand-long. Gather (it) they at grass-time, not long (can) lie 

ma-i; pa'shtak sha pliedsha !fu-i !fleksht. 
tule; as soon as dried they cast (it) bad having be-

away, come. 

Nu'tak kedsha ntchekayant kshu'nat shaigatat; lu'k tchfpashptchi gi. 
grows on small grass-stalks in prairies; seeds tch1pash-a.like are. 

6 Kapiunks=shitko sta/ -ila nu'tak wewanuish wekank yakitka. 
K:l.piunks just like gather mitak the women, by beating; (it) into baskets. 

Pawash a kedsha aitxamenash ko'l, ka-i ku-i pi'luitk kft'lam=shitk, luiluyatk 
grows smaller than kol. not stinking k61-like, sweet 

toks kpapshash. Yafnakshi pil sha tun1 shlea. Tchelash pa-ushan1 
but to taste. At Yaneks only they much find. Stalk of pawash 

(of it) 

9 wf-ukani, mft'kmukapsh palpalsh shlapsh gi'tk. Pft'ka sha hu'nk 

1~ 

15 

18 

21 

is low, feathered (and) white flowers having. Bake they 

pawash, tchui sha ga.ma, shpa~ank sha i'lxa lu'ldam pashluk. 
pawash, then they pound (it), after drying (it) they preserve for winter gathering in. 

J>u'ks nanukash=kaila ]fedsha tu'm, titatna ka-i tft'mi. Pu'ks kedsha 
. everywhere grows in quanti- sometimes not in profu- Camass grows 

ties, sion. 

6regon saigatat, tchekenish metsmetslish lele-usam gi'tk tchelash; 
on Orego- pr:Vries, minute · blue flowers having (its) stalk; 

nian 

pu'ks tchek'ni 6nions=shitko shleash palpali shankitk giug, pukatk 
camass small onions-similarly looking, is whitish raw being, when baked 

tchek luiluyatk ma'sha n6xuk. Pahatko n1a'ntch gi'ntak i'pakt 
then ~:~weetly tastes when it is When dried, a long time afterwards it may 

done. remain, 

tumeni ill6lash ka-i k6-i k'lekant. 
for many years '"Dot s'Poiled ;:_"'Y become. 

Shlaps tsmo'k piluitk. 
The flower fish-stink smells after. 

Pu'lxuantch. Piena maklaks pu'lxuantchluk pienu'tkishtka; pu'ka a sha 
Scrape up the Indians for gathering the chry- wit,h a paddle; roast (them) they 

the ground salids 

.ktayatat kelpokshtat kshil'n puetilank, waldsha tchik sha kshun, 
with stones heated, grass putting under, lay on top then they grass, 

kne-udshi lokaptchxa, tchui sha kaila ka'lua pu'kftg pulxuantch. 
rough bark pile up on top, then they with fill np for roasting the chrysalids. 

earth 

St6palsh. Maklaks kiama' mi guixaksha' rnigshta st6palsha pukshami' tch. Ka-
The people in fishing-season , at home-leaving time peel trees, in camass-seasou nl so. 

kowatka sha kiulo'la st6palsh; kapka sha st6pela. Luiluyatk st6p-
with bones they peel off tbe inner bark ; small pin fl. they peel. Of sweet taste (is.l 

trees 

alsh; shanks hak sha pan. Kant i hun shlaa shtopalhui'sh kii'sh 
the bark; just raw they eat it. So many you (of them) find peeled off pine-trees 

i tamenug. Ka-i kii'sh nanuk tchu'ka st6paluish; nanka tchuka. 
you when tl'aveling. Not pine-trees ail perish which were peeled; some dry U}> . 
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Taksish kalkali, paki'sh; hiwal ka tanian slapshtat; ka'ilatat lt1'sha, !fa-i 
cylind~io, palatable; is wide that much at the bud; on the grouml it lies, not 

pi'luitko. 
has smell. 

T6k pa'lpali kshii'n, kedsha e-ushtat. 3 
is a whitish grass, . grows in Lake. 

Tstkal atini kshii'n, kedsha e-ushtat. 
(is a) high grass, grows in Lake. 

Tchfpsam !fedsha kshii' n=ptchi pata tchi'k n6ka Tchui ma;klaks tchipash 
grows grass-like (and) in summer-time ripens. Then Indians tchipash 

shta'ila, wewanuish weka ula' xuga yakitat. Lulukshtka tii'ksh a 6 
gather, the women beat (it) haul (it) in seed-baskets. In the bot coals in a fire 

into 

tchipash shnii' xa, tchui tchi'k sha hu1nashtgiulank peksha iem-
the tchipash they parch, and after they having thus done grind (it) on the 

atchatka shilaklgi' shtka yi-ulal6nank; a tchi'ksh hu'nk peksh6lank 
metate with the ruobing-stone rubbing; now then having done 

grinding 

pan ewa palatka ambu kituinank, tchui sha humasht=gi'ulank 9 
again they upon a water pouring into (it), tl1en they after thus doing 

empty (it) matted dish 

patampka wawalxank nepatka hl6pa. Gi'ta tchipash ka-i tu'm 
begin to eat (it) ~itting around with hands sop it up. Right here tchipa~h -;;ot in quan-

tities 

kedshant, M6atok pi'la toksh tu'm wawawish gi. 
(is) growing, the Modoc only however much productive is 

country (of it) 

Tchua kalkali: txop6=shitko, get pi tchua; kedsha ambutat; ntchendshkani 12 
cylindric: thumb-like, so it (is) wapatu; grows in waters; rather small 

tchua, tchuyunk maklaks ishka tchui tchilalank pan; kukanka sha 
lis) wapatu, and it the Indians polling and boiling eat; masticate they 

out · 

tutatka. Takta'kli tchua1am shlapsh ; kinkani tchua. 
with (tbeir) Purple (is) of wild-potato the flower; scarce wapatu 

teeth (is) (here). 

Tsuak kailatat lu'sha, paki'sh; ka tanni tselas: lap pe'tch; kakalkalish shhips 15 
on ground. extends, (is) eatable ; so long is the two feet; round flowers 

stalk: 

p'lai gi' tko. 
on top having. 

T::;unt'ka kedsha kailant, e-ushtat, wali'dshat; paki'sh. Shlapsh 2" lawa-
grows on ground, on Lake, on cliffs ; eatable. 'rhe flowers 2" nre 

latk, tfdsh piluitko, mu lbu'ka gitk; ka'latat lu'sha. 18 
wide, nicely smelling, a large bulb having; on ground it lies. 

Watksam mu'na u'sha ka'latat, paki'sh; kedsa walidsat, pa'lpali shh1psh. 
. deep lies in ground, eatable; grows among cliffs, white (is) flower. 

W~' w~ atini, kedsha taletat ; paki' sh shlapsh ; ketsa paJpali. 
is tall, grows on straight eatable (is) the bud; grows white. 

stalks; 

To THE ABOVE ARE ADDED A FEW NON-ALIMENTARY SUBSTANCES: 

Ku'lxamsh tu'sh a tft'pka kailatat, ka-i paki'sh, ptchi'nk: kia'nl=luelo'tksh 21 
upwards stands from ground, not eatable, thus looking: as a. fish-killing-article 

wits6lslank vft'nsat tamadsank tewas; kitchkani shlaps. 
while net-fishing, in tht> canoe they fasten (it) the forked' small (is) the flower. 

on bow net; 
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Skawanks pushpu'shlish shlapsha1tko, kHi'kots, kedsha ta1etat; ku-idshi, ka-i 
has a dark fiower, (is) a poisoner, grows on Ptra~11:ht (tastes) bad, - not 

stalk; 

pakish. Pfi'shxam kapkalam sxawanks k6-idse k'Hi'kotk'sh. 
eatable. The limbs of the young (and) wiln pars- (are) bad poisoners. 

pine nips 

3 Sle' ds ka-i paki'sh, mukn1ukli shlaps, kUi'm=luelo'tksh; wits61slank e-ushtat 
not eatable, downy fiowers, a fish-killing-article; · while net-fishing in L~k.e 

shti'Ixa. 
they put it 

into (the net). 

T1/Uhash k'lutsuo'tch=anku vu'nshtat shtakla. 
as a "swimming-sucker"· 

wood 
on canoe they stick up. 

6 Wakinsh a kedsha pantlt. 1\Iaklaks fshka pantlt lultampkash shuteloma-

9 

grows on the pan- Tbe Indians pick it on pan-tree sticking to smear themselves 
tree. 

shluk, lushnank sha shne'lakshtat. Tchui tchfk sha nuksht Wa-
with, roast (it) they on fire-place. Then they after baking with 

(it), 

titka vukutank shushatel6ma telish, p'na'sh ktchalxishtka shkuk-
knives scraping (it), smear it on faces, themselves from sun-burns to pre-

luapkasht; p'lu' .tak sha iwinank shtewa. 
serve; grease they putting into mix up. 

NOTES. 

Several plants in this list appear, according to grammatic rule, in the possessive 
case -am, while their fruits or edible portion are introduced in tpe subjective case. To 
the former the substantive anku or tselash has to be supplied. Small grasses are 
alimentary plants on account of their seeds only, while the larger aquatic grasses con
tain nutritive matter in their stalks. Of these notices the shortest and most laconic 
were obtained from Morgan, who did not enter into particulars ccncerning ·the prepa
ration of aliments. By this list the articles on which these Indians feed are by no means 
exhausted; they eat almost everything found in nature which is not positively obnox
ious to health and which contains a particle of nutritive matter, and hence a full list of 
their kitchen repertoire would be at least three times as long as the one obtained. 

146, 1. kak tan for ka ak tanni "so long only"; the length being shown by gesture 
of hand. · Also expressed by ka taniani, 149, 1. and Note. The yantch-p1ant grows to 
a length of 18 to 20 inches, the height of the camass- or pit'ks-plant. 

146, 3. Kapiunksam. The kapiunks-seed grows on a prairie-grass, like the tchi
pash- and nu'tak-seed. 

146, 7. 14. palpal stands for palpali (originally palpal-li), having lost its terminal 
-i by apocope; palpalish shlapshaltko incorporates the adjective white into the verbal 
adjective "having flowers". This phrase may be circumscribed by pal palish &hhipsh 
gitko. Of. 123, 6. and Note, and 150, 1. 

146, 8. wi-ukayant keladshamat. Here the adjective in its locative case, used 
attributively, is united with the partitive case of the substantive, the original form of 
both being wi-uka.yantat keladshamti; the subjective case: wi-ukani keladsham. 

146, 12. K(IDawat or horse sorrel is mentioned in an Aishish-myth and does not 
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grow so tall in the cold Klamath highlands as in the Californian and Oregonian valleys 
adjoining them to the southwest and west, where its height attains sometimes three 
feet. Of. Note to 94, 9. 

146, 14. Kiana, an aquatic or tule-grass, of which they eat a portion of the young 
stalk. The term "tule," from .Aztec tolin, serves in the West to designate all kinds of 
rushes, stalks, and grass-like plants growing in the water and wet grounds. By 
g6ketat are meant the Williamson and the Sprague Rivers. 

147, 1. Klapa is the name of the eatable bulb or root growing on the pudshak
plant. The pudshak-grass becomes red in the autumn, when dry. 

147, 3. Ktu'ks is the eatable root of a 'species of the cat-tail plant; t31etat, loca
tive case of talish (or talesh ~), straight stem, from taltali "forming a straight, unbroken 
line." The ktu'ks grows in the water, like the wild parsnip (skawanks); the natives 
dry the tender roots of the ktu'ks and bake them into a sort of bread. Tbe epithet: 
"like w6kash" probably refers to the taste of this kind of food. 

147, 5. Ku'ktu. This plant attains a length of about 6 inches. 
147, 6. 7. Kals is the globular bulb of the wftchpai water-plant. 
147, 8. Ka/s, ka'sh. This plant produces a hard, whitish, farinaceous bulb, which 

is commonly spoken of as ipo, a Shasti term, and is one of the most important food
articles of the Oregonian Indians. To dig or collect ga'sh: ka'shala, Jfa'shla. 

147, 9-13. Ko'l, also pronounced kii'l, gu'l, gul, is a kind of Aralia. The root is eaten 
only when roasted, and is then very nutritious, though spreading an abominable smell. 
This odor is so penetrating that, as alleged, the grizzly bear will attack nobody who 
smells after roasted kol; to this we may add the restriction: "if he is not very hungry." 
John D. Hunter mentions in his "Manners and Customs of Indians," etc. (Phila. 1823, 
page 370) that the Osages ascribe to the plant washoba-pesha the power of scaring 
away the black bear. This plant is an annual growth possessing sudorific and cathartic 
properties. Washobe is the black bear, mitch(l the grizzly bear in that Southern 
Dakota dialect. 

147. 9. hft'mtcha gu'l: "the kol in this condition," viz: in the ripe state. The 
kol-plant is ripe when the stalk becomes red or reddish. 

147, 10. meya. Speaking of m.any women digging bulbs or roots, sta-ila, sta'-ila is 
the regular form; its proper signification is: "to fill up" "to fill" (the conical root
basket worn on back, yaki). 

147, 10. 11. pu'kguishamtat: "to their old roasting place"; pukuishamat might 
stand instead. The locative suffix -tat, -at is here appended to a verbal substantive 
of puka, to roast, standing in the possessive case -am, and -u- is the infix marking past 
tense. The guttural k has become distended into kg. 

147, 12. e'nt or e'nd for enat, conditional of ena. Instead of e'nt, idshant (for 
idshnat) may stand in the Klamath Lake dialect. 

147, 14. Lupi' etc. The import of this sentence is: '' L'ba ripens in the month 
when autumn begins." 

148, 1. Ma-i is the common reed or tule-grass growing sometimes to the height of 
8 to 10 feet. The shallow borders of the lakes in the headlands of Klamath River are 
full of this growth, which is one of the most important economical plants for the 
Indian. Women manufacture from it mats, dishes, baskets, lodge covers, nets, sacks, 
bais, and the young stalk yields in its lower part a palatable marrow. 
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148, 2-4. Yanakanin for yanakanfni; cf. suffix -ni, -nini in Dictionary. ma/nsh for 
mii/ntch. pa/shtak for pahasht ak, cf. pa/sht, 147, 17. for pahasht. 

148, 5. N u'tak. This grass belongs to the genus Glycerium, as identified by Dr. 
E. Foreman, and produces a tiny, grayish bright seed of tchipash size. The flowers 
are of a light red color. The grass is found around the agency buildings and grows 
about one toot high. 

148, 7. Pawash properly means tong'ue. 
148, 11. Pf1'ks or cama..';s. Its bulb is one of the principal food-articles of all the 

northwestern Indians, but does not grow in profusion in the warmer portions of Cali
fornia. It is of the magnitude of the walnut, very saccharine and nutritions, ripens 
in 1\iay and June, and by the roasting or baking process described in the text becomes 
as hard as stone. The Maklaks call it after pu'ka to roast, the Shasti name is s6k, the 
Pit River name ahuale, while the name kamas, "sweet," is of Nutka origin. The 
botanists call the plant Scilla or Camassia esculenta. Cf. Note to 146, 1. 

148, 14. ipakt, metathesis of ipkat, tne conditional of ipka to lie there, to remain. 
148, 16. pulzuantch. The gathering of this pupa or chrysalid and of its caterpillar, 

the s;ceshi'sh, is chiefly done by the women of 1he tribes, who find them imbeddeu at 
no great dept,h in the sandy ground around pine trees. Another chrysalid, the ldlli'gs, 
is collected and roasted by them in the same way and tastes like eggs. kshu'n pueti
lank: putting grass under the chrysalids, not under the heated stones. The st-ones are 
replaced by other heated ones, as soon as they have cooled off; the larva assumes a 
black color after roasting and tastes like eggs. See pulzuantch in Dictionary. 

148, 19. guizaksha/migshta. The season of the year, when the exodus of the whole 
tribe to Klamath Marsh takes place, where pond-lily seed is collected for the winter, 

·is about the middle of June. The ending -ta is an abbreviation of the case suffix -tat. 
Three seasons are stated in the text, when the peeling of the inner or fibre bark of 
small pine trees is performed; of these the camass-season precedes the exodus to 
Klamath ~Iarsh by a few weeks only, and the fishing season lasts from February to 
the end of the summer. Of course, the peeling of the kapka-pine coincides with the 
season when the sap ascends through the young tree. The bark is removed from 
about five feet to fifteen or twenty feet above the ground, and most of the beautiful 
pines treated in this manner are doomed to premature decay, though many survive 
the operation. The aspect of a forest with some of the pine trees peeled is rather 
singular. 

148, 21. shanks hak, contraction of shankish hak or ale 
149, 1.· ka tanian for ka taniani "so much in width or extent." The bud of the 

taksish has a width of about half an inch. Cf. Note to 146, 1. 
149, 3. 4. t6k. This aquatic grass grows about two feet high; by e-ushtat is meant, 

here and in tsi'kal: Upper Klamath Lake. 
149, 3. pa/lpali, vocalic dissimilation of palpali or r)a/lpali; cf. takta'kli 149, 14. 
149, 5. Tchi'psam h~ a prairie grass on which the brown tchipash-seed grows. 

This seed is e~tremely small, and it takes a long time before a sufficient quantity of it is 
gathered to afford a meal for a family. Still smaUer is the nutak-seed, and both are 
striking instances of the persistence of the Indians in keeping up their old mode of 
living, when by agriculture an<l stock-raising they could procure provisions with 
infinitely less trouble and in much Rbort.er time. 
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149, 6. tii'ksh is probably the adessive case of t6ke (o) fire-place, hearth: t6k-kshi. 
149, 12. Tchua is the long., cylindric root of the Sagittaria sagittifolia, an aquatic 

plant common in the West and East of the United States. In Oregon the term potato 
or· wapatu (Chinook jargon) is most commonly heard for it. The name of Chewaukan 
Marsh, a sink and low ground situated east of Upper Klamath Lake, is a corruption 
of Tchna.re'ni: "where the arrow-leaf is found." The flower of the wapatu varies 
between red, reddish and w hi tis h. 

149, 17. Tsuni'ka. The flower .has a diameter from two to three inches. 
149, 21. Ku'l;camsh is pnton strings by the women and thus serves to attract the fish. 
149, 21. ptchi'nk: after this word ought to be seen the picture of a tiny vegetal 

cylinder, about one inch long and slightly curved. 
150, 1. Skawanks or wild parsnip, a poisonous plant growing in wet places to the 

height of three feet. 
150, 8. p'na/sh, contracted from p'm'tlash, is the direct object (reflective) of shkuk

luapkasht: to guard themselves against becoming chapped by sun-burns. The wakinsh 
seems to be a kind of resin and furnishes a red paint, as does also the k'Iepki. 

E-UKSHIKISHAM KIUKSHAM SHUI
1
SH SHUIN0

1
TKISH TCHISH. 

INCANTATION SONGS OF THE KLAMATH LAKE PEOPLE. 

1. Introductory song: 

Ya'ka ni, ya'ka ni, ya'ka ni etc. .... .... _!_ I ~ ~ _!_ I ~ -- _!_ 

I sing, I sing, I sing (in chorus). 

2. Song, reference unknown: 

Wiwiwa! ni shawalsh witnank! -- _!_ 1---- .... _!_ I _!_-

Blown off! the plume-crest has disappeared from me I 

3. Song of the wind: 
Kanitala m'sh t1 shlewitaknu'la ~ .... -.!..1- -- _!_I~ _!_I ~ ..!.. -
nepaksh a-i ni' sh shlewitaknu'la. - _!_ 1- -I~_!_ I~_!_ .... 

Who, I wonder, is blowing out of my mouth 7 
The disease is emanating from my mouth. 

4. The conjurer's song: 

Tua ki nu shatashtaknu'la ~ 'oJ _!_ I - - I .... _!_ I .... _!_ I .... 
na' paks nu shatashtaknu'Ia. _!_ 1 - - I - _!_ I .... _!_ I --

tua ki' nu shatashtatxi' sh ~ - _!_ I ~-I .... _!_ I - _!_ 

na'paks nu shatashtatxi'sh. _!_I --I - _!_ 1-- !. 

What do I remove from my mouth 1 
The disease I extract from my mouth. 
What is the thing I take out f 
It is the disease I am taking out. 
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5. Song of the woodchuck: 

Kalla ntl guti'la nt1 _!_ ~ l ~ ~ I _!_ ~ I --
I am descending into the g1·ound. 

6. Little girl's song: 

Shmashma yalti, shmashma yalti - ~ _!_ ~ I - -- ..!.. --

In quill-fringed buckskin dressed, 
In porcupine-fr:inged buckskin dressed. 

7. Song of the washpalaks-fox: 

A'kala'kela nu, a'kala'kela nu _!_ ~ 1- --I_!_ ~ II _,_ --I- --I.!..-
Long and slim I am, long and slim I am. 

8. Song of the fire-mantle: 

Lil'luksash ntl shkutfya ..!. ~ -- - I ..!. -- I ~ 
In fire-flames I am enveloped. 

9. Song of the tuakish-crane: 

Ntl shntl'lashtat nu tgeli'wa ~~_!_I~- ..!.-1-- _!_ ~ 
I stand upon the rim of my nest. 

10. Song of the blind medicine-girl: 

rrchatchelushkanka nu tchiutchitlsh shnexi'tko 

-- -- ..!./-- '""' --- _!_ 1-- -- _!_I--

I search t:Q.e ground with my hands, find there the feathers of the yellow 
hammer and devour them. 

11. Another song of the same: 

Palak! ish htlltllpalpaliati --_!_I----..!../----.!../-
Quick! make ye eyes for me! 

12. Bird's song: 

Nil' sh pi'lan tilaluansha I I I I I -- .._.,_ ----
As a head only, I roll around. 

13. Song, reference unknown: 

Tua pash ntl ~ tua pash a nil~ -- ~I ~ ..!.- II -- ~ 1-- -- ,!.. 

What am H what am H 

14. Song, reference unknown: 

Ha luyam'na, nil luyam'na -- _!_ 1------ ..!.-I-!.---
This round thing I hold in my hand. 

15. Song of the long-tailed black marten: 

A walxatchaka nil gataml'xa .!.. --I_!_- -1..:.. --1.!.. -
I tho black marten, I travel around thi1 land. 
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16. Bong of the skunk: 
Yamashtka nu tuituigfdsha I I' ,, I' _ ........................ _._. _ ....... 

In the north wind I dance around, tail spread, festive and gay. 

17. Chorus song: 

Tua ki nu k6ga~ -1~- -1-'-
na'paks ai nu k6ga. ~ .... - .... I~ .... 

What do I suck out f The disease I am sucking out. 

18. Song of the boards: 
Papkash hualta I I' _ ................ --

Lumber-boards are rattling. 

19. Song of the lizard: 
Ki! ki'ya nu aikana I ,, I' _ ........ _ ........ _ ........ _ 

Lo! thus I the lizard stick my head out. 

20. Song, reference unknown: 
Y amash ai nu' sh wilamnapka ...!. -I~ -I~ -- 1,!. ...., 

The north wind has followed me. 

21. Song of the black mouse: 
Tua ki nu tashul6la ~ 
na'poks ai nu tashulu'la. 

-~1-~1--~1-
,_...!.1-~1--~1-

Through what do I pass with my paws! 
My paws glide over the hair of the disease. 

22. Song of the washpalaks-fox: 

L'ekish, l'ekish gena ~-I..!. -I-~ 
Crazed I am wandering. 

23. Song of the weasel: 
Sha'ka nu, sheka nu ~ .... --1..!. ........ 

I am squealing, I am squalling. 

24. Song of the dog: 
w atchag ai nu nu'kanka, 
yamashtka nu nu'kanka. 

I I' ,, _ ........................ _ ............... 

I I' I' _.._. -- _._. ....... 

I the dog am straying, 
In the north wind I am straying. 

25. Song, reference un~nown: · 
Shla'wish a-i nish wilhua I I' I' _ ...... ---- __ .._.. 

The storm gust dashes right on me. 
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26. Song, reference unknown: 

Mu'meni _ge-u stft'kish gi _!._- -1..!.. --I_!._-!..!,-
Heavy hailstones I possess. 

2 7. Song, reference unknown: 

N aina ya! ni' sh shlewish witnank! ..... ~ _!._ j - _!._ 1- _!_ 

I am shivering I the wind blows down on me! 

28. Song of the bug: 

Shaixish a-i ni k6ga _!_-I_!._- -I_!._-
I the bug, I bite and suck. 

29. Song of the mink: 

Mu'ashtka nu udumulfpka ..!. -I-...!.. -I_!._ -I_!._
I am swimming out while the south win<l blows. 

30. Song of the young silver-fox: 

\V anan1 weash nu wilamnapka _!_ -I...!.. ~ - ! _!._ -I- -
The young red fox I follow up. 

31. The incantation sings: 

Shui' sh hatak nu gena nu 
I the song I am walking here. 

32. Fox's song: 

Lalalashtala wika nu - ..!, 1- - - -I..!.. --
I am blowing air from my flanks. 

33. Song of the tudkish-crane: 

Tuanxi, tuanxi, tuanxi, tuanxi ..... nu. _!._ -I.!.. -I_!._ -I.!.. -
34. Son,qs, forming refrains to song No. 33. 

a-ahahiya, a-aha-a-ahiya _!._--I_!._ -I_!._-- -I-_!._-
a nu he-e-i, a nil he-e-i - -.!-'_!._'"'_11--.!-1_!._--

35. Song of the disease: 

Tua nil shlewilam'na ~ ---- ..!.. I - -- _!._ I - -
nepaks an shlewilam'na. ..!..I - - - _!._ r- -

What thing do I blow around V 
The disease I am blowing around in the air. 

36. Song of the grizzly bear's cub: 

Y ainatat nil eitaktn{lla, :..!._ ----I_!_ -1...!.. -
Iu'kam nu weash gt .!.. - -I_!._ - -

On the mountain top I am peeping out, 
Of the grizzly bear I am the child. 
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3 7. Song of the female wolf· · 

Ka' -utchish gil'lft h'Hlantana ' I · I , I · ----- --- --
I, the she-wolf, am rolling against (a tree1) 

38. Spoken by the conjurer while manipulating: 

Neta, neta ........ hahayf-ia 
Nen11', nenu' ....... hahayf-ia 

~9. Song of the tchiwititikaga-bird: 

Ku-i witila, kf1-i witila ~~-I~~ II~~ -I~~ 
Fearfully the wind blo;ws underneath here. 

40. Song of the blind girl: 

Luashtka nft lft'tchipka, 
kaila nakant ni luyapka. 

, I , __ ..._._ ---
---1~-- ~ 1~-----

In the fog I am straying blind, 
AH over the earth I am wandering. 

41. Song of the water-bug: 

. Adshi adshi tchaya, adshi adshi tchaya ~--I~ --1..:- -II..:. -I..!. --1~-
42. Song of the grizzly bear: 

Kalla nft hil shlu'tila ~ ..... ---I~~ ..... 
I am scratching up the ground. 

43. Song of the little gray tchikass-bird: 

Y ainash a-i nil shlul6la ~ --1..!. .......... -1..:.. --
I am wafted off \!·om the mountain. 

44. Song of the sko' ks or spirit: 

Kak6 pila nu la-ulawa 
Reduced to mere bones, I rattle through the air. 

45. Sung by the disease, found to live in water: 

Shlewishash nu tilutaknu'la 
Dreath I am emitting. 

46. Song of the grizzly bear: 

Tunepni ge-u welwash gi, 
paltko ge-u wei wash gi. 

--..!..1 ~~1-- ~1~~ 

~1~..:..1 ..... ~1--..!.. 
I have five water springs and (all) my springs are dry. 

4 7. Song of the black snake: 

'vV amnaksh ai i' nil tunulula ..... -I ~..:..I - ..... ..!.I~--
I the black-spotted snake am hanging hem. 
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48. Oon}urer's own song: 
Kaflanti nil shi'lshlla .!.. ---I..!...--

I, the earth, am res01.mding like the roll of thunder. 

49. Bird' s song: 
N ena nu, nena nu I I I '-""-- .._, __ 

I flutter along the ground (while walking). 

50. Song of the grizzly bear: 
Y ainalam shul6yualsh ..!... ~ ~ -I .!... ~ -

51. Woman's song: 
Shutpashuitk gun snewedshash gi, 
shutpashuitk a ni snewedshash gi. 

Painted I am on the body, 

..!...~~1..!...~1.!...~1..!...~ 

..!...~-1..!...~1..!...~1..!...~ 

I, a woman, am painted black. 

52. Song of the weasel: 
Gaikash, gafkash nnyamna ..!...~1..!...-1..!...-

Fooling, fooling I run around. 

53. Song of t'he gray fox: 
Nanuktua nu papi'sh gi -...!...1--..!...1-...!.-

Everything I can devour. 

54. The con}urer speaks as follows: 
IIU.'masht hftk gek lupi' kalkela, hut hunk tchi'ka-ag tutix6latk 

Therefore this (patient) first was hurt, that (his) mother after dreaming 

unak papka. At tchik hunk ke'k k'lekshashtala telshampka. 
early ate. Then this (patient) to the spirit-land turned his face. 

55. Oon}urer speaks: 
Kagga waktala i nushxe'ni nia hemkanksh washi liwatchamp-

what (and) why then you towards me a while were spe~tking indoors to hold np (the 

kish ~ 
patient) 1 

56. Oon}urer's song: 
Tuatala nish hu Ixetknula' 
gu'pal a-f nish Ixetknula. 

ago 

-..!...1-~..!...1--...!.1-
..!...1--.!...l-.!...l...!.-

What is coming out of my mouth~ 
Black substance is hanging down from my mouth. 

57. Song, reference unknown: 
Luash ai ntl'sh a lu'lamnapka I l I I' -- ~ -- _....,.. ...... ....... 

Fog followed (lrifting after me. 
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58. Song of the turtle: 

Tua ld nish le-ula ~ -..!.I .............. ~ I'"' 
Which game did you play with me? 

NOTES. 

This long series of shamanic songs in use on the Williamson River was obtained 
from Mary, a young pupil of the boarding school of Indian children at the Klamath 
agency. When living among the Indians on the Williamson River she had heard all 
these songs very frequently, and in an interesting e-vening entertainment she faithfully 
reproduced the manipulations of the male and female conjurers upon a little rag baby 
lying on the floor on a bed made up of old blankets, the figure representing some poor 
suffering Indian patient. The other Indian girls of the school joined in a lively chorus 
every time when she had fairly started any of these incantations, and given the signal 
by clapping hands. 

On the day fo1Iowing these incantations were dictated, translated and explained 
to me by Minnie Froben, assisted by Mary, and thotlgh both persisted in the statement 
t.hat the order in which the songs are sung was quite immaterial, I present them here 
in the order in which I obtained them. 

Each of these song-lines is sung many times by the conjurer, then repeated by the 
chorus a dozen times or more. The chorus varies the melody somewhat each time, but 
this musical variation is so slight and insignificant that the general impression of 
monotony is not dispelled by it. Quite a number of these songs have very pretty 
melodies, but by long repetition even these must of course produce tediousness and 
disgust; other songs haYe weird and strange tunes, other-s are quaint, but almost 
repulsive by their shrill accents; these may be said to form the transition to the mere 
howls and imitations of animal voices, which are frequent also in doctoring ceremonies, 
but more frequent in t.he war-shouts and funereal cries and wailings. 

The animal or object of nature to which the conjurer attributes each of the song
lines was not remembered in every instance. Where this reference was obtained, it 
was added at the bead of the song or song-line. The animals mentioned in these songs 
are all supposed to have been sent out hy the conjurer to look out for the whereabouts 
of the personified disease, from which the patient is suffering, and whatever the con
jurer sings about the animals refers to what he sees them doing while on their errand. 
On the distinction made between shul'sh and sbuino'tkish cf. Note to song 9. 

Ki(Iksam shui'sb is not merely a conjurer's song, but a mysterious agency con
nected with a spell of preternatural power. This spell is not exclusively attached to 
a song sung by a conjurer, but it may be borne also by a dream, disease, by some 
drug, or by that kind of witchcraft which is called elsewhere the evil eye. Kiuksam 
shui'sh is therefore a beneficial or destruct.i\"'"e tamanuash agency, which when applied 
to a patient can cure him or make him worse; when appearing under the shape of a 
dream, it is a dream of good or one of bad augury. , 

The conjurer sometimes diversifies his song~, all of which are sung in the minor 
keys, by inserting spoken words relating to the condition of the patient and the effects 
of his treatments; specimens of this are given in 38. 54. 55. Parts of them are also 
repeat,ecl by the chon1s. 
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Many Indians do not understand all these songs, which contain many archaic forms 
and words, and the conjurers themselves are generally loth to give their meaning, even 
if they should understand them. Some songs are of a stereotypi.c application in the 
treatment of all or the majority of the maladies. A. close familiarity with the habits 
of animals of the forest manifests itself throughout, as well as in the mythic tales. 

The translations added by me are not literal; they render the meaning of the 
songs in a free and parapnrastic manner. In the metrics the accentuated syllables 
designate a higher pitch of the singing voice. 

153; 2. Literally: ''I blew off the feather-crest." 
153; 3. To read: shlewi wit;cnu'lank, seems preferable in this connection. Of. 35. 
154; 6. On grand occasions young women were in the habit of dressing in buck-

skin roLes, fringed with porcupine quills (shmayalsh). Iri a myth the bull-frog was 
reported to wear constantly this kind of dress, and hence originated a sort of pro
verbial locution: k6-e shmashmayalti: ''the bull-frog in the shmayalsh-dress." Of. 
shmayam. Zoologists call this frog: Rana pipiens. 

154; 7. This is called washpah1ksam shu~'sh, the medicine-song of the washpalaks
fox species, Vulpes velox. The exterior of this fox may be sketched by the words: 
a'keUi/kela watchag hft'tchnuk, a long-bodied dog is running or trotting. Of. song 22. 

154; 9. This is called the tua.ksham shuino'tkish or incantation sung by the crane 
itself through the mouth of the conjurer. Nobody could hear the bird's voice if the 
conjurer did not sing its song. A song, which the conjurer sings for himself and by 
which he does not interpret any animal or other object of nature, is called lduksam 
shui'sh and is endowed with magic powers. In the West of the United States the 
tuakish is popularly known as shitepoke, in the East as fly-up-tl1e-creek. 

154; 10. The feathers of the yellow hammer are worn on neck as an ornament .. 
154; 1~. This refers to a certain large bird not specified, which contracts its body, 

so that the head seems to be its largest part. When walking, the bird seems to roll 
around on the prairie. Pilan for pila nft. 

154; 14. The object to which song 14 refers is not known. 
154; 15. Wal;catchaga is very probably, though not certainly, a kind of marten. 

Mantles were made of its fur. This rimed incantation is called wal;catchkalam 
shuino'tkish. 

155; 16. Called: tchashisham shuino'tkish; melody very pretty. The diphthong 
ui is pronounced here as one syllable. Skunks, while running around, are in the habit 
of holding straight up their bushy tails, which are almost as long as their bodies. 

155; 11: This pretty song is chanted by the choristers while the kiuks feigns to 
suck out of the body the tiny object which is supposed to have caused the disease, 
and before he gets it out. k6ga, k6ka means originally to bite; bite first, then suck 
the disease out. 

155; 18. Papkash is pronounced almost like pavkash; 144, 11. g6p}fa like k6vka. 
155; 19. Alludes to a peculiar nodding observed in lizards when running out of 

their holes and stoppjng at the issue. 
155; 20. The animal to which this song refers is not known. Compare No. 1G. 24. 

The literal meaning is: "The north wind blows around me from the distance." 
155; 21. This song, with a beautiful melody, is the shuino'tkish of a mouse species 

with pig-like proboscis. 
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155; 22. l'eksh, Ieksh, distr. Jelaksh crazy, maddened, intoxicated. This song is 
sung also: lt;-e'ksh, U~-e'ksh gena: ~ ...!...I ~ ...!...1- ..!.- Of. 154; 7. 

155; 23. The weasel is squealing, because hunters have caught or trapped it. 
156; 26. Probably refers to one of those birds to whom the power is attributed to 

bring about storms, fog, snow, or any change of the weather. 
156; 27. Compare songs 2 and 3. 
156 ; 28. This bug, perhaps a scarabee, bites the skin to suck out the disease from 

the wound. 
156; 30. Tbis is probably a song of the wind, not of the young silver-fox (as I was 

tol1l), and I have translated it as such. The song No. 20 is analogous to it in every 
respect; the winds, which the Indians constantly compare 'rith the spread of -the 
disease, are frequently mentioned in these songs. as blowing upon some animal or other 
object sent out b~· tile conjurer to discover the whereabouts of the disease. Of. No. 16. 
20. !!4. ~5. :W. 39. 43. and 57. 

156; 3~. This song is said to allude to the circumstance that one fox's howl seems 
to sound like the cries of many foxes howling together. Lalalash are both sides of one 
aJHl the same beast. 

15G; 33. Witb these monotonous Hounds the tm1kash or tm1kish calls itself by its 
OWll cry: tnak, wak, tuak. Tuanzi is: tuak lll gi "tuak I am crying." Of. 154; 9. 
Two rcfraius to tbis line are formed by the two lines of No. 34. 

156; 3i). Tbe personified disease spreads the germs of siekness through the atmos-
1 1tH•re. This song is '~oruparable to songs 3 and 45. 

157; 37. The Hignification of h'lilantana could not be disclosed, but it seems to be 
siwilar to that of tilantana. 

157; 39. This 8mall bird is dark, and has a red or yellow neck. 
157; 43. Speaks of a fog drifting away from the mountains and turning into a 

cloml, wbicb is drifting also. 
157 ; 44. Tlw bones of a dead person's skeleton are supposed to rattle against each 

otht>r, the spirit being here identified with the skeleton. 
157; 46. Often sung welwashi gi; epenthctic syllables are frequent in these songs, 

e. U· walzatchika in song 15. 
157 ; 4 7. The wamenigsh or wamn'aks, a species of Pityophis, has large black spots 

aml frequently occurs in the Klamath country. Tunulula meam~ to hang down over 
s9metlling as oyer a rock. 

150; 48. Tbis is sung when water is poured over the patient. A more literal 
tran:slatiou would be: "I am resounding within the ground." 

153; 50. Yainalam shul(lyualsh means round, cylindric or globiform objects stand
iug iu a row on a mountain. The den of the grizzly bear is supposed to be in the 
mountains or on a mountain top. Of. song 36. :My informants did not know what the 
objects were which stood in a series, but if any religious notions were connected with 
them, we may compare the three sacred rocks standing on a mountain top in Peruvian 
mythology. 'These rocks were fetishes indicative of stone worship, representing a 
motber with two sons. Another myth mentions four of them, representing Catequil 
(the god of thunder), Viracocha, a sun god and a fire god. The song No. 50 is sung by 
the chorus while the kiuks is dancing. 

11 
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USB; 51. The paint was put on expressly for the dance and smeared across her 
breast or anywhere on body; gftn for ke nil, ge nu, vowel ft inverted. 

158; 54. These spoken words are also repeated by the choristers. The repetition 
is very long and noisy and winds up in a howling. tutix6latko, after having ceased to 
dream. This would imply, that after dreams fasting must be observed as a religious 
custom. k'Iekshashtala for the correct form k'lekapkashtala. This phrase occurs in 
68, 8., and is explained in Note. 

158; 55. The meaning is rather obscure, probably owing to omissions. 

· KruKsHAM sHui' sH. 

CONJURER'S INCAN'I'A TIONS. 

0BTAII>.TED FROM CHIEF JOHNSON AND SUB-CHIEF DAVE HILL. 

1. Bong of the disease: 

Na'pakshtka hinui nu; kaluashtat nu 
By sickness I am prostrate; I am (now) up in the clear sky. 

2. Song ofthe woodpecker: 

K6shash ka-a nu piupiutanna ..!.. .... j..!.. ~ --1..!.. -1..!.. -
I am picking hard at the bark of a pine tree. 

3. Song of the tuktukuash-hawk: 

Kuata nu tchilika nu .... ..!..I ._. ..!..I ._. ._. .!..I ._. 
I am pinching hard. 

4. Song of the white-headed eagle: 

Kaluashtat nu tchutchua '""..!..J .... ..!..1-- -- ..!.. -

I am croaking high up in tho skies. 

5. Song of the weasel: 

Kaflash nu shufna ani yana ._..!..I'-' ..!..1-- ._. ..!..1-..!.. 
:i4rom under the ground I am singing. 

6. Song of the mink: 

Atfn tcheHi'wash gena --- ..!..1- ..!..1- .... ..!.. 
Ripples in the water-sheet I am spreading far and wide. 

7. Song of the skunk: 

Te-i, te-i, ksiulxa ..!.. ""' I.!.. -- I - ..!.. -

With shortened steps I am d:tncing. 
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8. Song of the quiver: 

Yahiash nft tadsi tadsi ..!. .... -I..!. -I- -I..!. 
9. Song by a companion of the old frog: 

Ku-e welekash nu welwash tchalekfya -..!./-..!.1----..!.f .... ..!. ......... 
.An old frog-woman I sit down at the spring. 

1 0. Song of the gawi-bird: 

Sha walish hai nu shlatani ya ..!. .... -/..!. .... - -I..!. .... 
A flint-headed arrow I am ready to dispatch. 

11. Song of the eagle-feather: 

Mu'kash a gi nu, gena nil, ho ..!. --1- .... ..!.I .... .!.I-...!. 
I am the eagle-feather, I am going down, ho! 

12. Song, reference unknown: 
Ku-i hai nen ksiul'ka 

I feel too bad for dancing. 

13. Song of the (!war/: 

Na'hnfas nani nani nani-a a a nanfa ...... nani, nani-i-a 

14. Song, reference unknown: 
Kaila nu spi' amna 2. .... --/..!. ~ ...., 

I am dragging out dirt. 

15. Song, reference unknown: 

Shappashti nulaki gi 
I am the lord of the sun. 

16. Song of the shaixish-bird: 

Shaizi' sh guluaga lulamn6la -..-.!.I- ~ ..!.. I ~ ..Lj...., .!.I-
I the little black female bird am lost and str~yed. 

NOTES. 

162; 1. By others this song was given as follows: Na/paks kinufna kalowat nft: 
''I the disease am meandering through the skies." This variant is evidently prefer
able to the one above. 

162; 2. In the Sahaptin language of the Yakima, Washington Territory, a certain 
bird is called piupiu; the Klamath Lakes call a spotted kind of woodpecker shpiu'bpush. 
Both terms are derived from an onomatopoetic radix pin, imitating the picking at tho 
bark by the woodpecker. 

162; 3. The tuktukuash or fish-hawk, Pandion carolinensis, occurs in large num
bers on the lakes of the Klamath highlands. Like that of many other birds, its Indian 
name is derived onomatopoetically from.. its cry. 
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162; 4. Of the yau,ral, white-headed or bald eagle, Ha1iaetus leucocephalus, another 
conjurer's song was obtained. Cf. 165 ; 5. 

162; 5. The wording of this song could not be obtained with certainty. 
162; 6. Stands for: ati tcbela/wasb nf1 gena. 
162; 7. te-i, te-i bas no meaning, but simply serves to beat the measure when 

dancing with short steps. 
163; 8. This song is said to be that of the quiver (t6kanksh) and its purport the 

!-!arne a~ that of No.7. Yabiash is a kind of aqnatie bird. 
163; 9. A similarly worded song is in the :Modoc eollection, given by Toby Riddle. 
163; 10. Shawalsh i~ here lengthened into sbawallsh for metrical reasons. 
163; 11. This is a favorite song of a kinks on the Williamson lliver, called Skukum 

Doctor (stout doctor). Given by Dave Hill, also 12 and 13. 
163; 13. Foot-prints not larger than those of a baby are sometimes discovered in 

the higher mountains of the Cascade Range. The Indians refer them to a <l warf called 
na'hnias, whose body can be seen by the conjurers of the tribe only. The dwarf gives 
them his advice for curing the sicknesses of others and inspires them with a superior 
kind of know ledge. 

163; 14-16 were dictated by an Indian whom I found at Linkville. 
163; 15. The name of the animal, probably a bird, to which this conjurer's song 

refers was not obtained. Cf. shapsam ptcbiwip in Dictionary. 

E-UKSHIKISHAM KIUKSAM SHUi' SH. 

INCANTArriONS OF THE KLAMATH LAKE CONJURERS. 

OBTAINED .!!'ROM "SERGEANT" MORGAN. 

1. Song of the Lake: 

Ktsalui ge-u e-ush 
My lake is glittering in azure coloN. 

2. Song of the rain-storrn: 

Ge-u a-i nepaks nepka, 
gulkash ge-u hu shuish. 

The disease produced by me has arrived, 
I am the storm and wind and this is my song. 

3. Song ·of the conjurer's arrow: 

Ge-u a hu' t hana/ sish 
This hm·o is my long magic anow. 

4. Song of the North wind: 

Yamsam ge-u ge'-ish kapa I I 
~, - ~-~ 

I :1-ru the North wind, and in my -pat.h I a.m irresistibl e. 
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5. Song of the yaukal-eagle: 

P'laina nu kshaki' dsha .!. ...... 1.!. ~ I _!_ -

High up in the skies I describe my magic circles. 

6. Song of the little sucker: 

Y enash ai nish slewish wita .!. - 1 _!_ - 1 _!_ - I _!_ -

Now the wind-gust sings about me, the yen-fish. 

7. Words sung by the East wind: 

Y ewa, yewa, yewa, yewa _!_ --I..!._ - I _!_ ~ I _ _,_ -
Easter, easter, eastern, eastern. 

8. Song of a black snake: 

Kamtilagam ge-u genhuish :..!.. --I_!_ --I_!_ -I.!.-
This is mine, the black snake's, gait. 

9. Gon}urer's kat'hiawash-incantation: 

Ge-u hut ke-ish kat'hiawasam 
Thus I walk when I tie up the hair. 

10. Song of the black ground-mouse or kelayua: 

Munana nu shuina 
Down in the dark ground I am singing my strain: 

11. Conjurer's song of the rope: 

KenUks a-i nu stu'nxi-uapk -- .!.I-_!_ 1-- _!_ 1- ..... -
I will pull a rope from my entrails. 

12. Gray wolf's song: 

Ke-utchish ai nu shui' sh gi _!_ -- -- I _!_ -- - -I _!_ --

I am the gray wolf magic song. 

13. Song of the female lizard, kt' a !J..ulu: 

Sku'lala ge-u ka'la kialam ke-ish 
The land on which I, the female lizard, am treading, belongs to the la.t·k. 

14. Song of the male lizard, kt a lak.i: 

Ktsalui ki'alam ge-u ke-ish 
When I the lizard am walking, my body is resplendent with colors. 

15. Song of the kilidshiksh-duck: 

Tselewa ge-u e-us -- _!_ 1-- _!_ 1-- _!_--

In my lake ripples I am spreading. 

16. Song qf the yellow }acket or k~' nsh: 

N ll' ai nen nutu' yamna 
Here I am buzzing around. 

' 
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17. Song of the young deers claws: 

Kodsi'ngs a ge-u wa1ta 
My deer-claws are rattling. 

18. Song of the ksht'kshnish-hawk: 

w eash a-i nu kshtlkatkal I I I I I 
"'-"..._.._ .._.. ___ ...... 

I carry my offspring with me. 

19. Song of the pelican or kumal: 

Ha wishtkak nu nuyamna - __, .!..j ..... ..!. .... ..., 
Noisily I am blowing around. 

20. Song of the swan: 

Ku'sham ge-u witchtaks 
By me, by the swan, this storm has been produced. . 

21. Woman's song: 

Kutchi'ngshka btl.' mu'luesh 
The feet of a young deer are my medicine-tools. 

2t. Song of the male !s_dls or !ialxalsh-bird: 

Kii'lsam ge-u lumalaks 
This is my song, the kalsh-bird's, who made the fog. 

23. Song of the female !idls-bird: 

Ka1sam ku'lo ge-u lu'malaks 
Like my consort, the kalsh-bird, I produce fog at will. 

24. Song of the otter or k6lta: 

Conjurer: Gutkaks ge-u nepk 
The small-pox brought by me, the otter, is upon ye. 

Chorus: Killi'lga k6ltam genuish 
The otter's tread has whirled up the dust. 

25. ·conjurers song: 

K6-idsi ai nu shui'sh gi 
I am a conjurer's fatal song. 

26. Funeral song: 

Lu'luksam nil sku'tclialtko 
I am now wrapped in the garments of fire-1lame. 

2 7. Song of the mdmaktsu-duck: 

Gutitgulash ge-u nepka - ..!.I'""' .!..1-- -- ~ 1-
Belly-ache is t.he disease which I CaiTY along with me. 
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28. Song of mpampaktish-duck: 
Guti'tkuls ge-u na.'paks 

Belly-ache is the disease I am bringing on. 

29. Song of the South wind: 
Mu'ash ainu' shui'sh gi, 
kaila nu wikansha. 

_!_._. ---1_!_-1_!_
_!_ - -1-_!_--

I am the South wind's magic song and sweep over the earth. 

30. Song of the con}urer's implements: 
Tchl hu tche-us mu'luash; 
k6ltam ge-u hu mu'luash, 
sxi'l ge-u hu mu'luash. 

So looks the medicine-tool taken from the yellow hammer; 
This is my curing-tool, that of the otter; 
This is my curing-tool, that of the otter-skin belt. 

31. Song ofthe black nata-duck: 
N u ai nata shui' sh 

The nl:tta-duck is now singing about itself. 

32. Song of the nu' sh=tilansneash-bird: 
Lft'paksh ge-u mu'luash ..!.. -I _!_ '-' I_!_ ..... -

White chalk is my medicine-tool. 

33. Song of the pipe: 
Katchkalam mft'luash, 
pa'ks ge-u mu'luash. 

The smoking pipe is my medicine-tool, the implement for. the toba.eeo. 

34. Song ofthe scoop: 
E-usam mu'luash, 
pala hu ge-u mft'lu~sh hft. 

This scooping-paddle is my curing-instrument, that tool used on the lake. 

35. Song of the p6p-tchikas bird: 
P6p=tsikas nu' shui' sh gi • I I' I' __ ..._. _._.. _.._. 

I am the incantation of the little p6p-tsikas bird. 

36. Song of the shkii/ -bird: 
N ft ai nen nu shui' sh gi, · _!_ - I_!_ -- --I_!_ --
p'laina nu kaki' dsa. ..!.. --I.J.--1 _!_ '-' 

I am a magic song and oirole high above the earth. 
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3 7. Song of Old IJ:farten or Skelamtch: 

Nu' ai nen aggi'dsha ..!.. --1..!.. -1...!..-
I go up and stick fa~t to the tree. 

38. Song of spirits' walking-stick, or sku'ksam hii'kskish: 
Sku'ks ai nu si'kam ba i 

Leaning on a. staff, I the dead man's spirit am traveling. 

39. Song of the large black woodpecker: 

Sku'kashak nu na'pka 
I the young woodpecker have brought on sickness. 

40. Smg of the strap made of otter skin ( sxi'l) : 
/ Sti'l ai nu nru'luash, ..!.. ..... --1...!.. -- ..... 

sxi'l ai nu shui' sh gi. ...!.. ..... --1-- ..!.. --

I the skin-strap am a conjurer's tool, I am a magic song. 

41. Son,q of the sxi'b-bird: 

Sxi'pa nu shui'sh 
Of the s;rib-bird I am the song. 

Or, in other words: 
I the s;rib-bird am singing about myself. 

42. Song of the storm-blast: 

Slewish ai nu wu ya.mna 
I the storm-wind I wind around. 

43. Song of the lark: 

Nanukash ge-u na/paksh, 
Sk6lala.m ge-u na'paksh. 

The disease brought on by me, the lark, spreads everywhere. 

44. Song of the spu/ m or female shkii' -bird: 

Kailash ntl shnol6ka 
I am snapping at the ground. 

45. -Song of the sweat-lodge ~tick-hole: 

Stsausawalks ge- u shui' sh gi ..!.. ..... -1..!.. ..... --1..!.. .... 
This is my song, that of the stick-hole. · 

46. Song of the loon or tdplal: 

Tselewash nish shia1amnt1 taplaJas 
I am the loon and my waves follow me. 

4 7. Song of the bodily pains: 

Tatkti' sh ai nu na' pka. 
I the painfulness have come upon ye. 
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48. Song of famine or hunger: 

THi.' mish ai ge-u na' pka 
The pangs of hunger I carry about. 

49. Song of the West wind: 

Txalamta1kni !fu-idsi nu 
sh~wish hu widsapka. 

I the West wind, high above the earth I blow as a pernicious wind-gust. 

50. Song of the tuktukuash fish-hawk: 

P'lafna nu kshakedsha, 
kal6 ni kshekansha. 

High up in the skies I soar and turn my circles. 
'l'hrough the clear skies I am carrying my prey. 

51. Song of tl(Je tsdkenush, an aquatic bird: 

Ka'lash ak nu wuya tsakenush 
I the tsakenush would like to fly over the country. 

52. Song of a gray aquatic fowl, called tchdkiuks: 

Shaikish ai nu yu'ta ~~I~~ I~~ 
I the shaikish I walk with ponderous steps. 

53. The little boy's song: 

Tsakiag a-inu shui'sh gi, 

leme-ish a-i nu shui' sh gi. 
This is my own, the little boy's, song; 
About the thunder I am singing now. 

54. Song of the tsantsan-hawk or kingfisher: 

Tsala-esh nu !f6ka tsantsan - ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ -
I the tsantsan-bird am eating up the salmon. 

55. Song of the weasel or tsdsgai: 

Ktsalui nu genhuish 
While walking I shine in my multiple colors. 

56. Weasel's magic song: 

Tsaskayam ge-u ka'la, 
gu yuma ke-u ka'la. 

Mine is this ground, the weasel's, 
Muddy is my ground, the weasel's. 

57. Song of the tchawash-fish: 

Tsawas ainu shui'sh gi 
I the tsawas-fish am singing my own song. 

I 
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58. Song of the tsf ktu-hawk: 

Yamash a ntl shui'sh; 

yamash a ge-u shui' sh. 
About the north wind I am singing, 
About the cold winds I am singing. 

59. Tsisxixi-bird's song: 

Nil ai nen nil shui'sh gi 
I am singing about myself. 

60. Song of the tsiutsiwiish-bird: 

Tsiutsiwa' sam ke' sh mulua 
The snow made by me, the tsiutsfwash-bird, is ready to arrive. 

61. Song of the blue jay, or tsxa-utsxii' -ush: 

Sankawaltk ainu shui'sh 
High-crested I sing my song. 

62. Song of the large black vulture: 

Tchuafsh ai nil naggi'dsa 
I the vulture describe my circles in the air. 

63. Song of the wakash-crane: 

w akas ni tcheklela 
I the wakash-crane crouch on the water's edge. 

64. Song of the young wakash-crane: 

w akashak nil na' pka 
The disease brought on comes from me, the young wakash-bird. 

65. Woodpecker's song: 

w akwakins wfnta walashtat 
I, the woodpecker, am holding fast the tree-stem. 

66. Song of the wa'hlas-tree: 

Walash ai nft wawikanka ~..!..I-..-_!_ I'"' -'- I~~ 
I the pole-tree am shaking my crown. 

6 7. Song of the wa-u' htuash-duck: 

W a-u'htft' ssam ge-u na' pka ~ ~ _!_ I ~ ~ -'- I -'- ~ 
A sickness has come, and I the wa-u'htnash-duck have produced it. 

68. Song of the mallard-duck: 

Wa' -aks ai ni tchewa -'- ~ I -'- ~ I _!_ ~ 
I the mallard float on the water's bosom. 

69. Song of the weiwash-goose: 

Ge-u ai hft't wftchtaks 
This tempest is my work. 
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70. Song ofthe little wipeU!washforest-bird: 

Wip~li' wash nu shui' sh gi, · 
wuiplew~sh nu shui' sh. 

My own song I sing, I the wipeliwash-bird. 
I the wuiplewash a.m singing about myself. 

71. Song of the witkatkish-hawk: 

Ge-u af hu ttl' sa wals, 
witkatkfsam ge-u sawals. 

--!.~j--!.~~l__!_-

__!_,_,__!_'-'1__!_-1__!_--
My head.:crest this is, it is that of tho witkatkish-hawk. 

NOTES. 

The incantations obtained from Morgan are mostly of the kind called shuino'tkish, 
an•l a large number of them are attributed to birds. Some of them probably exist in 
a more explicit form, which was not remembered, and the rhythmic or musical form 
was obtained of a part of them only. A literal translation of these song-lines is an 
impossibility in most instances, if their sense has to be rendered in full; I have there
fore furnished only paraphrastic interpretations. The list is alphabetic, and was 
arranged after the names of the animals, or other personified objects, to which the 
incantations are attributed. Many of these songs are referred to in the "Subject List 
of Incantations" given by }forgan. 

164 ; 1. Ktsalui, to be resplendent with colors, is mainly said of objects showing a 
blue or purple tinge: pft'ksam shlaps ktsaluitko, the camass-plant has a bluish color. 
This verb is also used when speaking of the rainbow; of the lizard: 165 ; 14., also of 
the weasel's fur-skin : 169 ; 55. 

164; 3. The use of these conjurer's arrows is mentioned 73, 5. 
164; 4. Yamsam for Yamasham; cf. Note to 111, 4. Of the personified North 

wind the Indians say "he lives up in the mountains". On the north side the basin of 
the Williamson River is closed up by high mountains. Ge-ish and genuish, genhuish 
means the action of going and that of having gone, or the present and the past going; 
both were translated by ''gait", "tread", a term which does not differ much from the 
real meaning. Both terms also occur in the songs obtained from "Doctor" John, and 
are mainly used of quadrupeds, amphibians, a;nd reptiles. 

164; 4. kapa probably for gatpa (nu), "I have come". 
165; 6. The ye'n sucker-fish is quite abundant iu the lakes of the Klamath bigh

ands and has been identified by Prof. E. D. Cope as the Catostomus labiatus. 
165; 7. yewa. In Morgan's series of incantations there are song-lines on wind

gusts, tempests, rain-storms and on the winds blowing from each of the four cardinal 
points of the compass. These latter are not positively stated to be producers of dis
ease, though the:v are dreaded on account of their force and violence. The East wind 
(yewash) blowing over the alkaline or volcanic, arid lands of Southern Oregon sings: 
yewa, yewa (nft) which does not only signify "I blow from the East", but also ''I am 
howling". 

165 ; 11. Feigning to draw a rope or string from their own posteriors is a trick 
sometimes resorted to by doctoring practitioners to make a disease disappear. 
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165 ; 13. It, is by no means certain whether the above is the full wording of this 
song or not. 
' 165; 16. nen involves the idea: ''you hear it yourselves." Of. 167; 36. 170; 59. 

166; 17. k6dsinksh was in this connection explained by lilhanksam ste'ksh. Con-
jurers' rattles are made of deer's claws. 

166; 18. This hawk is a kind of sparrow-hawk, Falco sparverius. 
166; 20. Compare the song of the weiwash-goose: 170; 69. 
166; 21. This song of a female conjurer or "doctress" is quite analogous to 

the song 166; 17. 
166 ; ~2. The kals flies arOtmd in cold nights followed often by foggy mornings, 

hence the belief that it makes the fog. 
166; 25. Compare the gray wolf's song, 165; 12., which forms alliteration to this. 
166; 26. Refers very probably to the cremation of the dead. 
167; 30. In line 2 the same object is alluded to as in line 3, k6ltam szi'l. This is 

a broad strip of dressed otter skin, ornamented in various ways with shells, feathers, 
bird-scalps, etc. To all these objects a magic power is attributed severally, and as they 
are now all united on one strip of skin, this strip must unite the magic powers of them 
all. The conjurer suspends the szi'l on his neck and lets it dangle over his chest or 
back, according to the manipulations in which he is engaged at the time. It is con
sidered as one of the most powerful of all the curi"ag tools or muluash. 

167; 32. Alludes to the grayish-white color of this bird, w hieh burrows underground. 
This bird is also mentioned in 154; 12. and Note; cf. also 132, 7. 8. 

168; 41. Szi'pa is the abbreviated form of the possessive case in -am, as in washa 
weka 105, 9. and Note to 105, 7.; in: ni'l weksa, 144, 1. cf. 165; 13. 

168; 44. Interpreted by others: "I am scolding and threatening the earth". 
169; 50. Another tuktukuash-song is contained in 162; 3. cf. J..~ote. 
169; 52. Shaikish is another name given to the tchakiuks. 
169; 54. The kingfisher or Ceryle alcyon is called in Klamath Lake tchantchan, 

tsantsan, tehanshan after its cry: tchatchatcha, and chiefly feeds on salmon. 
169; 56. The second line was referred by "Sergeant" Morgan to the otter. Of. 

177; 13. 
170; 58. This alludes to the name of the bird, which imitates its twittering. 
170 ; 62. This bird circles in the air to discover fish on the lake's surface and to 

pounce upon them. The tchuaish is the red headed vulture or black buzzard: Cathartes 
aura. The Indian name is an imitation of the bird's cry. 

170; 63. 64. The wakash-crane is identical with the tmikish, the name being derived 
from its cry. These birds creep along the edge of the water in search of small fish. 
Compare the tmikish-songs 154; 9. 156; 33. 34. 

170; 65. This song is much better expressed in the series of Modoc incantations: 
174; 13. Here as well as there alliteration is perceptible. 

170; 67. After ge-u, the subject of the sentence, na/paks or the disease, is omitted. 
In the name of the duck the final -s, -sh is geminated here in the possessive case, to 
Atand for wa-u'htu'asam. 

170 ; 68. In the onomatopoetic word wa/ks the dissimilation of the vowel into 
wa/-aks is frequently observed. Also pronounced wekash. 

170; 69. The wei wash- or waiwash-goose is a long-necked white bird, commonly 
known a.s snow-goose: Anser hyperboreus. 
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MonoKfsHAM KiUKSAM sHu!' sH. 

INCANTA'I'IONS OF MODOC CONJURERS. 

0.B'l'AINED l!'RO:l\I TOBY RIDDLE IN THE MODOC DIALECT. 

1. Shko' ks o·r spirit's incantation: 

P'laitalantnish nu shuina I l I I I --- -- .......,_.._ 

I am singing to the heavens above. 

2. A not her of the same: 

N ulidsha nulidsha nulidsha I I I I ' _.._.,_ --- ....._, __ 
!fo-idshantala kailatala !failpakshtala,-tchia. 

~~..!.1~~-..!.1-~-2.1----.!.. 
I am sliding, slipping, sliding, 
Towards that wretched land, towards that burning region, to remain there. 

3. Another of the same: 

Tua hak tala~ tua hak tala~ 
hu'-utak tala, hu'-utak tala! 

What was it'i what was it. It was he, it was himself! 

4. Song of the dry water-spring: 

w el wash kai nish palalla ..!. -- 1 2. -- I ..!. -- I .!.. -

Indeed my spring has dried up. 

5. Song ofthe oldfrog: 

Ko-e wela'kash nu tchalekiya, 
welwashtat nil tchalika. 

I I I I ' ....__ ........ _ -- .._,.....,_._.. 

I, the decrepit she-frog, sit down here by the water spring. 

6. Song of the wind: 

Shlewish nu vuyamna, 
nanukash nil vuyamna, 
p'lafna nu vuy<:lmna. 

..!. ~ 1..!. ~ !..!. --
1 I I I' --- -- --

..!.. ~ 1..!. ~ 1..!.--
I the wind am blowing, 
J~verywhere I am blowing, 
In the skies I [~m blowing. 
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7. Song of the five female elks: 

Wati lelfwa, lelfwa; wati leliwa, leliwa 

I I' I' II I I ' I' --- _ ....... .._. _.._. _ .............. - ...... ~ --
The knife lying at the end of the knife range. 

8. Song of the fisher, a species of otter: 

Tuatala nish i shudshi'pka ~ ninia, ninia _ 
~~_!_1~----_!_1--11 ~---.!.1--_!_ 

tuatala nish i shudshi' pk i ~ neineya, nenea 
~-..!..1---.;_!_1'-'-11~~_!_1-~..!. 

Why then do you pursue me so f You :flutter and beat your wings. 

9. Young otter's song: 

10. 

11. 

K6ltalam nu weash gena amputka; 
at ke-u guixish kaila niliwa, 
at kai lemlema kaila. 

The otter's offspring, I plunged into the water, 
When I emerged from it, the 6round blazed up, 
The earth was shaken to its foundations. 

·weasel's song: 
I I I 
__ ......, _.._.. 

_!_~----1_!_

..!..~ - ~1_!_-
\ 

I the weasel am starting; 

Tchashgai nu gena, 
kaila nu ga!fala, 
tchashgai nu ga!fala . 

On the soil I draw my circles; 
I the weasel I travel in circles. 

Song of the weasel: . 

E-eni ntl witka shko'ksam steinash _!_ - ..... -I..!. -1..!.. ..... I .!. -

In the spirit-land I blew out from me the heart of the sko'ksh. 

12. Mink's song: 

Kli'pa ntl genalla ..!.. -I..!.. -I_!_-
I the mink am starting off. 

13. Song of the woodpecker: 

Wakwakinsh nu winta, _!_-I_!_ -I..!..-
p'lai telshnan wapalatat; ..!.. ~ I ..!... - I ..!... - I -

wakwakinsh nu winta, ..!.. .., 1 ..!... ~ 1..!... -

nu. yana telshnan winta. ..!.. .... 1 ..!... - 1..!... -1-
The woodpecker, I am sticking fast, 

Upwards looking I stick to the tree-stump; 
The woodpecker, I am sticking fast, 

Downwards I look, and hold myeelf. 
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14. Horned owl's song: 

Mft'kisham nu lft'lpatko, 
ude-udalkatko ke-u waki'sh gi. 

-'-~-~!.!.~~ 

-'- -.:_ ~ j -'- - ~ !-'- ~ ~ 1-'- ..... 
I possess the horned owl'~; sharp vision; my roof-ladder is of speckled wood. 

15. Spider's incantation: 

Ka1tchitchiks nft luyamna, -'- ~ - 1 -'-~1-'--
p'laina nu luyamna. , I' I' -- _.._. _....., 

I the spider am going up; upwards I travel. 

16. Patient's song: 

Kafla nft shujnalla -'--I-~-'- ~ 
I am singing my Earth song. 

17. Another ofthe same: 

At ge-u steinash wakfdsha! 
Now my heart has returned. 

18. Another ofthe same: 

A tutu huggi' dsha! 
Now it has turned I 

19. Another of the same: 

Ge-u hft gepkash kafla shuaktcha 
After I had arrived (in the spirit land) the Earth wept and cried. 

NOTES. 

175 

The Modoc series of conjurer's songs obtained from Mrs. Riddle is one of the most 
valuable of the collection of songs, because it gives them all in their full length and 
original shape. The majority are in use among the Klamath Lake conjurers also. 

The songs 3. 9. 17. 18. 19. are delivered rather in a speaking than in a singing 
modulation of the voice. 

173; 1. Sung by a "doctress" who has sent out into the air a deceased person's 
spirit to search after the disease of her patient. 

173; 2. Rime, alliteration and assonance are combined in this interesting song, 
which is said to be sung by female conjurers. A spirit is sent underground to prospect 
for the disease. A tripartite division of the song-line is found in none of the other 
incantations obtained. Kailpakshtala is a dialectic form for }felpokshtala; after this 
word a short pause is made in singing. . 

173; 3. The conjurm· asks the returning spirit: '' what did you find to be the cause 
of the disease, when going below the ground~" The answer is: "he was the cause of 
it"; he is some subterranean deity, or genius, probably Munatalkni. 

173; 4. Probably attributed to a grizzly bear; cf. 157; 46. 
173; 5. The frog is prospecting for the disease around and within the water. 0£ 

163; D. 
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173; 6. The wind, while entrusted with the search for the disease, is blowiug 
through the skies and sweeping over the earth. 

174; 7. The mythic elks who sang this were said to be endowed with human 
faculties. Allusions not traceable. 

174; 8. This is an incantation which would seem to proceed rather from a duck or 
goose beating its wings while chasing another, than from a :fisher. First line Modoc, 
second, Klamath Lake. 

174; 9. The animal had found the disease in the water and chased it out to the 
shore; when there it set the shore on :fire and the ground was shaken up under its 
destructive, ravaging steps. 

174; 11. The weasel, returning from its errand, reports to the conjurer, that having 
found the cause of the patient's disease to be a wicked sku'ks's heart, this was brought 
by the weasel to the spirit land and breathed out, to be left there. This is the most 
probable interpretation of all those suggested, for song 11. is saiu to form a sequel to 
the weasel's song 10. 

174; 13. The kinks had sent the red headed woodpecker to prospect for his 
patient's disease in the atmosphere. Alliteration and assonance in profusion. 

175; 14. Meaning: My eyes are well :fitted for the discovery of the patient's disease, 
hovering in the air, for they are acute, being those of the owl; I am just stepping up 
my lodge-ladder, the speckled bark of a tree, on the search for the disease. Allitera
tion is a prominent feature in this incantation. Cf. Note to 122, 1. 2. 

175; 15. Sent by the conjurer, the spider goes up in the web to prospect for the 
disease. The verb shows the prefix 1-, because the body of the spider is round-shaped. 

175; 16. On falling sick, a spirit orders the patient to sing and repeat this Earth
song line for hours. 

175; 17. ''I have recovered the use of my senses." 

K.A.~ASIJAM KIUKSAM SHUISH. 

INCANTATIONS. 

GIVEN BY ,KA,KASH OR "DOCTOR JOHN" IN THE KLAMATH LAKE DIALECT. 

Kalo. Kalo nft na sha'shatk, sla'wish nft na sha'shatk, nil ;!a1o p'lai nu 
witsa. 

3 Kaila. Kaila ainu shui'sh gi; kafla ai ni walta, kaila nil ai shawa1ta. 
LU'k. Shashapsh na sha'shatk; shashapsham genuish, ge-u genhuish nil 

gena. 
6 Wita'm. Nu ai wita'm gt, nu ai shuina wita'm; nu ai na sha'shatk an, at an 

gena: gena an atf, gemp~le an. 
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Wita'm l}_ltlo. Wita'm ai ni gena; nu a ku'luak, ku'luak ai n gena. 
Witamaga. Nu a wi'tamak, h6tchna n wi'tamak; witamak an; lapi ai nu 

wita'mak. 3 

Watsag. Nu ai hu watsag; shui'~hank, nu ai shuina u watsag. 
Wi'hlag. Nu ai wil'hag, h6tchna n wi'l'hag; gena an wi'l'hag, ati' ni gena 

nu; na-asht sha' shatk wilhaga n. 6 

Walxatchka. N 11 ai walxatchka, walxatchka n gena; kaila ni gena, nu wal
katchka. 

J{u'lta. Nu a ku'lt gi; ku'lta i ni gena, ku'ltam at huk genuish. 9 

Pe'p. Pa'p a nu gi; pa'p an a nu sheshatk; nu a gatpa pa'p, ati ni hu' dshria, 
nu a hu' dshna. 

Tchashgai. Tchashgai nu ka-ika, tchashgai nu gena. 12 

KU'pa. KHpa nu ai shui'sh; koy6ma kli'pam genuish. 
Gi' wash. N u ai gl' )'Vash, p'laina nu ai ho' tsna; la' pi ai ni gl.' wash, sheshatk 

" ' h nu g1was . 
KalJ.. Nu ai ka'k gi; sawals ge-u ya-uya. 
Wekwekash. W e'kwekash ai ni shahualtampk; 

waltchnish slu'ka wekwekash. 
nu wekwekash slu'ka, sha-

Tsantsan Nu ai tsantsan shui'sh gi; nu na sha'shatk tsantsana-ag, nti ai 
tsantsan sha'wa n . 

15 

1~ 

. Shke. Nu ai shge gi, hu'ntsna a nu, tia'muk a hu'ntsna, nu a hu'ntsna, rna' - 21 

makla nu shnu'kuapk, huntsampeluapk a nu; nu a kela'wi, 
tchaggaya nu. 

Nan2'lash. Kalowat shidshi'yamna nanilash. 24 

Pi' shash Nu ai pi'shash, pishash na-asht sha'shatk; hut na'sht sha'shatk 
pi' shash; gu yantsa pi' shash, nu gu yantsa. 

Shne-ish. Shne-ish an na'sht sha'shatk. 27 
Taplal. Nu a-i taphil gi, nu'sh a-i shHiwi'ta, ka'mat a-i shlawita. 

li!Ipampaktish. Mpampaktish an shiun6ta nu, k'lekatk an shnaya/na. 
J(awiaga. Nu a-i kawiag, ski'ntsn an kawiag. 30 
Tsialsh. Tsialsh nu a hu'tsna; ge-u nu ka1uish. 

Tseleyash. Nu a tseleyash shui'sh gi; tsela'yash mish k6ka. 

1chu'pksh. Na-asht tchkash tsu'pkish, nu ana sha'shatk, nu ai mu'ni kia'n1 gi. 33 
.Nxaka. Nu kitchkan nu an nxaka gena. 

12 
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Ku'tcha-aga. Winua nil a ku'tsag, sheshatk ku'tsag; pakish wak kil'tsag. 
Weketash. Nil ai weketash gi; weketa nil shahualtampka, nu shahualtampka, 

3 nu weketash shewa. 
Man!s:aga. N a-asht sha.' shatk, mankag sha' shatk. 
Kakn6lsh. Ga' a ge-u kaknulsh, ge-u hut kaknulsh; nil shHi-ipl3le kaknulsh, 

6 p'laiwash kaknulsh. 
Pdpkash. Papkash walta ge-u age-ish; walta ge-u ge-ish papkshan1 hl'lp; 

ka'gi ge-u pap~ash ge-ish. 
9 Spu' klish. N u ai spil'klish, na-asht sha' shatk. 

Shliik6tkish. Ge-u a shHiko'tksh, ga/ ki hu shlako'tkish; wudsi'tsi anku, tum 
udsi'tsi; tum i'lxi, tumi anku, tumi ge-u anku gi. 

12 Pa/ksh. Shui'sham ge-u pa'ksh; katchgal ge-u. shui'sh. 
Welekag. Nu ai wela'kag; nu a tchfa weHi'xatkank; ge'k a lu'lp, ge'k a mu

muatch. 
NOTES. 

The majority of these songs are destitute of any interesting and characteristic 
features, and being of easy interpretation I gave them without translation, adding, 
however, the necessary remarks in the Dictionary. These phrases are common-place 
repetitions of some shamanic ideas current in the tribe, and are given in a low jargon 
or technical slang redundant in elisions and contractions. Only a few of their number 
are rhythmical. The pronoun nil, · I, is often l~epeated three times in one sentence, in 
the form of ni, nf1, an (a nft), auk (a nft g1), na (nft a). 

Of the thirty-seven objects which have given origin to these songs sixteen do not 
occur in the shamanic songs given by other informants and two are given here under 
other headings: the sky, paishash (under kalo), and the marten, Skelamtch (under pe'p). 
I have arranged all the songs in categories of natural objects. 

Ka;!ash also furnished a series of limbs and organs of certain animals which were 
supposed to exercise supernatural powers, and therefore were made the subject of a 
shui'sh, shuin6tkish, or incantation. They are as follows: of the black bear, the head, 
snout, p~ws, fur and heart; of the dog, the head, hair, fur, earR, tail and paws; of the 
weasel (tchashgai), the head, eyes, snout, nose, chin, long hair, paws and tail; of the 
mink, the paws, snout, fur, tail and heart; of the shne-ish-du~ck, the head and legs; of 
the salmon, the head and fins; of the fly, the wings (las, black or white) and legs . 
.About the young antelope and old woman's spirit (wil'hag and welekaga) see bel9w. 

176; 2. witsa. When the clear sky is said to blow with a shrill sound (wits a), and 
thus'' to sing its own song", this means that the winds are blowing fiercely through 
the air, high above the ground. 

176; 3. This song on the grumbling or rattling earth (walta, hualta) was made by 
Doctor John on the subject of his own imprisonment, the cause of which I have related 
elsewhere. 

176; 4. Shashapsh, Shashapamtch is the mythologic name of the grizzly bear: 118, 1. 
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177; 2. "There are two of us black bear cubs" refers to the circumstance that in 
mythologic tales two cubs only are founu to belong to one. bear family. Compare what 
is saiu of the giwash, 177; 14. and Note to 118, 1. 7. 

177; 5. The name of the young antelope is very differently pronounced. Its ears 
(mnmft'atch wil'hagam) form tbe subject of a shui'sh. . 

177; 13. Koy6ma. The same idea is met with in 169; 56. 166; 24. 
177; 14. giwash (the i pronounced :::;hort) is the long, gray-colored squirrel. 
178; 7. fapkash. This song of the lumber-boards was more completely remem

bered than the one quoted 155; 18. 
179; 12. Pa/ksh. A similar tobacco-pipe song is to be found 167; 33. 
178; 13. welekag. Here as well as in all other portions of the globe the idea of 

sorcery and witchery is associated with that of old women (welekash, old woman; 
welekaga old woman's spirit). Wela'zatka, to travel around or appear as an old 
woman's spirit. 

N ANUKTUA KllJKSAM snui' sH. 

SUBJECT LIST· OF VARIOUS KINDS OF INCANTATIONS IN 
USE Al\IONG THE KLAMATH LAKE PEOPLE. 

OBTAINED FROM "SERGEANT" MORGAN. 

Yamash 
North wind 

kiuksam shui' sh, 
has an incantation-song, 

mu'ash, 
south wind, 

txalamash, 
west wind, 

yewash, 
east wind, 

sla'wish, 
gust of wlnd, 

pafshash, leme-ish, h1epalsh, kt6dshash, gullrash. 
cloud, thunder, lightning, rain, rain mixed with 

snow. 

Sappas kiuksam shufsh, shap'sam stuti'sh; yaina, walidsh, kta-i su'- 3 
Sun has a taml\nuash-song, mock-sun; mouiJtain, rock-cliff, rooks 

smaluatk, ha'nuash, yati'sh, samxa-ush, e-ush, welwash, kawam, waya-
llpotted, upright rocks, upright rocks, rocks in river, lake, water-spring, eel-spring, floating 

smaller, 

lapsh. 
ice. 

Snawedsh kiuksam shui'sh, welekag, tsakiag, tsakiaga tsu'xatxant; 6 
Woman has a taml\noash-song, old woman's little boy, little boy restless; 

spirit, 

k'mutcha'witk: k6-idshi shui'sh genti ka'ilati. 
t,he old man: (is) an unto- song in this country. 

ward 

Gu'tkaks kiUksa1n shui'sh, gudftguls, shi1lals, tatktish, lululish, til6-
sman-pox is an incantation, belly-ache, olm:ntc pain, cramps, cause 

sickness, 

takna, tia' mish. 9 
of sickness, hunger. 

l\funana tatamnish kiuksam shui'sh, k~layua, mukukag, washlaag, 
llole hae a tamdnu&sh-song, ground-wouee, fld 1-mouae, chipmunk, 
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gi'wash, tsasgai, tsaskaya weash, k6lta weas, Skelamtch, walxatska, kutch-
squirrel, weasel, weasel's young, otter's young, Old Marten, black marten, deer's 

ingsh, wan, ke-utchish, wita,' m, lu'k. 
claw, silver· gray wolf, black bear, grizzly. 

fox, 

3 y aukal kiuksam shui' sh, tchuaish, tsasxibs, sk6los, p'lai wash. 
Bald eagle bas a medicine-song, black vulture, a black night- turkey- gray eagle. 

bird, buzzard, 

N duki' sh kiUksan1 shui' sh, wftkatkish, tsiktu, tsantsan, tuktukuash, 
Pigeon hawk has an incan tat ion, small hawk mice-hawk, little fishing- fish hawk. 

hawk, 

f:lhldt', spu'm. 
gmy hawk species. 

6 w akwakinsh kiuksam shui' sh, shpiu'hpusb, skaukush. 
Red-headed wood- has an incantation, spotted woodpecker, large black 

peeker woodpecker. 

Kakan kiuksau1 shui'sh, ts6ks, tchiutchiwash, na'-ulinsh, shua/t. 
Crow is a medicine-song, blackbird, ''snow-producer," black forest bird, sedge-cock. 

Wihuash ka' -ishalsh shayuaksh kiuksam shui' sh, ka'kak=tkanf tsikka, 
Snowbird in snow making expert is a conjurer's medicine, yellowish bird , 

9 kalxals o~als ), tchfkass kshfkshnish, wuiple-ush, skula, tsisxixi, tcha' -ush, 
a spotted night-bird, a mountain fore11t bird, little torest bird, ' lark, t8isxixi, yellow-hammer, 

nush=tilansneash, tsxa-utsxa' -ush, p6p=tsikas. 
'' rollhead ", blue jay, pop-tsikas. 

Ku'lla kiUksam shui' sh, weaks, nata, mpampaktish, tsaolaks, mamak-
Red·headed has an incantation, mallard, little small duck, red-eyed duck, black and 

duck black duck, 

12 tsu, ldlidshiksh, wa-u'htush, tuiti, muHHak, p6p=waks. 
white large <luck, long legged duck, young shoveler-duck, pop-waks. 
duck, duck, 

W eiwash kiUksam shuish, ku' sh, kumal, tsakenush, tchakiuks, Utplal. 
White goose is a doctor's medicine, swan, pelican, tsakenusb, a gray fowl, loon. 

Mehias kiuksatn shui'sh, ya'n, tsuam, tsft'lpas, tchawash, ku'tagsh, 
Trout is a conjurer's medicine- small large sucker, tsUlpash- a little sucker, minnow-fiab, 

song sucker, fish, 

· 15 tsala yash. 
salmon. 

w amenags kiuksam shui' sh, kamtilag, wissink, ke-ish. 
Black snake is a Rong-mediciue, a black snake, garter snake, rattlesnake. 

La=a-ambotkish kiuksam shuish, wa'katas, k6a, kia, 
' 'Never-Thirsty" is a conjurer's song, green frog, toad, lizard, 

18 shufsham k6-a. Kfnsh kit1ksan1 shuish, a1npuam lAk. 
(is) of songs toad. Yellow· is a conjurer's medicine, horse-hair. 

jacket 

skft'tiD'S · 
0 ' lizard; 

lald 
chief 

w u'kash kiuksam shui' sh, wassuass, ktseamu, sa/1, waktti'lash, wa'hlas. 
Pond-lily seed is a medicine-song, lacustrine grass, aquatic grass, arrow shaft-wood, pole-tree. 

reed, 

Wu'ns kiuksam shui'sh, ktsik, sakuas, ki'sh; sxi'l, k'nft'ks, ndu'ks, 
Dug-out is an incantation, oar, fish-spear, harpoon; 

canoe 
otter-skin rope, pestle , 
strings, 

21 pala, katchgal, sawals. 
scoop, Indian tobacco, arrow-head. 

T{tnt waki' sh kiuksam shui' sh, shashtanft'lols, wash, shanhish, papkas~ 
Of sweat- inside ladder is n conjurer's song, outeide ladder of sweat- excavation, rafter, lumber, 

house floor house, 

stsa-usa walks, lu'loks, slu'kops, slu'mdamd=wash. 
stick-hole, fire, cavity, remains of old ijweat-hou&e, 
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Lt1'baks, kh~pki kiuksam shui'sh, tse-usam skt1'tatk, tse-usam tsuyatk, 
White chalk, red paint are doctors' songs, tch6-ush-dres~ed, tch6-ush-head-covered. 

tse-usam la' sh, witkakfsham la' s. 
tch6-ush-feather, hawk's feather. 

Kat'sitsutsueas kiuksam shufsh, kat'hiawash, lt1'luks=skt1' tchaltk, 3 
Snow-flake witchcraft is a doctor's song, hair-tying, in fire-robed, 

skt1'ksam ha'kskish, ha' nasish. 
spirit's walking-staff, conjurer's arrow. 

NOTES. 

All these subjects of tamanuash songs were obtained pell-mell and jotted down in 
a confusion. A clear insight into the quality of the songs known to this Indian could 
be attained only by classifying them into categories, as those of natural agencies, 
the winds, rocks, genera of animals, plants, tools and articles of native dress. lYiorgan 
bad heard all these songs sung in former years, bht when I met him he could remember 
the texts of those 71 songs only, which are to be found from page 164 to page 171. 
Many songs of this subject list are sung by the Modoc conjurers also. 

Certain names of uncommon species of animals could not be rendered in English 
for want of information; to others the Dictionary will afford the best clue. 

179; 4. kawam or kawam is a possessive case, requiring as its complement ampft 
or k6ke, kokeaga. To bathe in eel-springs is deemed to be of great influence on 
character and personal courage, for the constant peril of being bitten by crabs, snakes ' 
and other reptiles must necessarily make the bathers scornful against sudden pains. 

179; 6. tsft'xatxant, or in its full form: tsftxatxantko, has to be connected attribu
tively with the foregoing word: tsakiag· tsft'xatxantko "a restless boy, a little boy 
unable to keep quiet on his seat." 

180; 1. tsaskaya weash, k6lta weas show the apocopated form of the possessive 
before a vocalic sound. This is another example of the rule that Klamath seeks rather 
than avoids hiatus. Of stsa-usa=walks 168; 45; 180; 23, and Note to 168; 41. 

180; 5. spf1'm; said to be the female of the fat shka'-bird. There exist conjurers' 
songs about both, which I have given in this volume, page 167; 36. 168; 44. 

180; 10. p6p::tchikash seems to mean the "drinking or sipping bird" (cf. p6po-i). 
180; 17. La=a-ambotkish, "the one which refuses to drink" seems to be a newt, 

Amblystoma, according to the description given of it by the Indians. 
180; 17. k6a. The toad or bull-frog tanu1nuash song is reputed to be the most 

efficient of all these incantations. 
180; 18. Ampuam lak is a film-like organism moving rapidly in spirals or meanders 

through the water, and supposed by rustics to originate from the long hair of horses. 
The primary signification of ambutka, to be thirsty, is "to return to the water", ancl 
the distributive form a-ambutka here indicates repetition. 

180; 19. The list of plants is very small when compared to that of the animals, and 
embodies economical plants only. 

180; 22. wash means place of residence in general; but since all the objects in this 
category refer to the sweat-house, it may be referred to a removal of earth in the floor 
of this structure; luloks is the fire burning in the centre of it. 

181; 1. tse-usam skft'tatk : " dressed with feathers of the yellow hammer or red 
shafted flicker." 
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COOING AND WOOING. 

I. 

1. Yuyulinne, yuyulinne, yuyulinne 
I have passed into womanhood. 

2. 1-uneksxe'ni a yulfna ..!. ---I..!. --1..!. --1..!. ~ 
After sunset I get unwell. 

3. Ga' lish kanf hudsh6tchipka ~ .... ..!.I -- ..!.I ~ ..!.I ~ -
Who comes there riding towards me f 

4. Genu f git', o-6lka, kinhia'na! --~_!_I"' ..!.I- ..!.I~..!.
My little pigeon, fly right into the dovecot! 

5. Ginala h6lakank; a tutu pa' xtgi ~ ..!..1- ..:_ I '-./ -I- ..!.1-- ..!. -
This way follow me, before it is full daylight! 

6. At mish mbusha'aluapka la;kiam weashash gi'sht 
.... ..!., ..... ..!., ........ ..!. .... ,..!.-- -1.!.~--

I want to wed you, for you are the chief's son. 

7. Ka-a mfsh nu ka-a ni mbushealuapka, 
ht1mamasht tuma tua gi'tkuapka. 

Very much I covet you for a husband, 

---..!.1--~..!.1~--..!.1-- ..... ..!.
.... ..!., ........ ..!.J----.!..1-----

For in times to come you will live in affiuence. 

8. She: Tata i n'sh tua wox6we, wox6we, wox6wet 
He: E-ukik pi'la ewank, ewank, ewank! 

.... ..!.,.___,..!., .... ..!. .... , ..... ..!. ..... , .... _!._ 

..!. .... _,_!.._.,._!._,,.!._,._!._ 

She: And when will you pay for me a wedding giftT 
He: A canoe I'll give for you half filled with water. 

9. w ewanuish kahiewuk tala kekekanka I I I I , I , ___ .._. --- _.._...._.. _..._,.._.. 

He spends much money on women thinking to obtain them easily. 

10. MU.shmush shu'dshipka ;kawantk tchilloyaga ..!._1..!.----1..!.-1----..!.--
The poor youngster, he is driving one cow only. 

11. Gentala ka-i gafkanka pushpushlish hishuakshash! 
..!.1..!.---1..!.-- -1..!.---1--.!..--

n is not that black fellow that I am striving to secure! 
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12. 1-u nenak yan'wan :t, 
f-u nenak 16lalx' t. 

-.!.~1-.!.--1-.!.--
_.!__.,_!.._.,_.!_ , __ 

They say, that you are abandoned, 
They say, that you are homeless. 

13. N anuk kali'napka wewan'sh, na'dshek 'mutchewatk tut'hiena 
All women are dead; only an old man is tottering n.bout. 

14. Ka-a tfdshi snawedshash ni' sh shu' -uashipk! 
......... ..!.,._,._._.!_,._. .... _.!_,._.._..!. 

That is a pretty female that follows me up! 

15. w ak i nush gftk vulalat inotfla ~ ..... -- ..!.1-- .... ..!.I...; ..... _.!_ 1-- .... 
Why do you send me to sleep under the shadow of the cottonwood-tree f 

16. Nu'sh ak gi'ntak i wftchnoka 
lulula wftchnoka 

· I , I · -'-'" --- -""-J'-

' I I 
-----~-----

That 's because you love me that you rattle around the lodge. 

17. Tchaki mish guni'ta, 
tchaki mish guni' ta, 

huwaliega lulu-uash skutatk, 
lulu-uash skutatk huwaliega. 

_.!_ .......... ,_.!_ .......... 

' I I --- ---
..i ~ __ ,_.!_ ..... ,_.!_._._.,_.!__ 

-.!.----1--!.--1-.!.----1--
A youngster beyond your home, a young man beyond your lodge 
Ran up the hill, wrapped in fogs, ran up the mount while robed in mists. 

183 

18. l{ayata hu'lhe, hu'lhekanka tchaki, (bis) 
kayata lu'li, lu'likanka tchaki. (bis) 

._, ~ _._.!_, .... _.!_,._.._._._!., ..... 

-- ..... ---.!.1--~1-----..!.1--
Into many of the little houses ran the boy, 
Roughly he touched many of the little houses, the boy. 

19 Ge-u lakf wayo'sham stu'txantk hu't 
My husband has the voice of the white goose. 

20. Ge-u lakf y6kikam shkutantki 
My husband is dressed in the feathers of the jay-bird. 

21. Yukikam stu'txantk ge-u lakf .1. ..... --I_.!_ --1..!. ..... --- 1..!. 
_ My husband has the voice of the mocking-bird. 

22. Palpali watsatka hush6lalxa 
He is bouncing around on a white horse. 

23. Tatsa'lka wats snukatkank -- .1.j ..... _.!_I-~ ..... 
He pet~ the horse before he grasps him. 

24. Taplal w6-a ht1'nuank mu stu'txantko 
Loudly cries the spotted loon while skimming the waters. 

25. Wf-uka huli'lxank skt1'le hu~tchfpka --- --1--..!. -I..!.-- --1..!.--
The lark fiies towards :me grazing the ground and 1toppin" every littl• while. 

.· 
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26. Wak i nush giug wetu', wetu', 
i-a-uka hu'lhiank wetu', wett1'. 

I I I I I ---- ........ ___ ........ _ 
I I I I I --- ._.._ ........ _ .....,_ 

Why did you become estranged, estranged. -
By running in neighbors' houses estranged, estranged Y 

27. Wak wenniluta nush gi'tk~ 
wak i nush gi' tk wennilota' 

Why have you become so estranged to me 7 

28. K6-idsi maklaks ho'lalk tchawi'k sanaholiug 
A wicked man approaches fast, desirous of a fight. 

29. Shenuyatko ni wati luya'nitki 
I flee before the man who tramps around in the lodge, knife in hand. 

30. K6-idshi watsag shkanakapka k6kuapkug, 
ka-i ni shanahual nu k6ktkinshkiuk. ~ ~..!.. I ~ .!..I--..!..-- --I.!..-- .... -

--~~1~..!..--1~ _!__, __ _ 
That vicious dog assails me and will bite, 
But I prefer not to scold him for it. 

31. Ka'-udshish topinkan wokanka, ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ --I.!.. -- --
yamat teluitgank w6kanka. ..!.. ~I_!_-- -I.!..----

The younger brother of the gray wolf is howling, 
After having gone North he is howling. 

32. Wash a leka gi'tk gu' n'sh huyaha .!..--1-.!---1.!..--1.!..--1-!-
The prairie-wolf full of anger runs away from me. 

33. Wash leka gitk wash6lalx tcWkelank watsat 
---~1-- --~1-~ 1-- --.!..1--

The maddened prairie-wolf gets away riding on his horse. 

34. wash leggatx ni' sh huyaha, 
wash i h~ggatk' ku nish huyaha! hu-i-yaha! 

Crazy-minded the prairie-wolf flees me; 
Maddened in his senses he runs away to a _far-off distance. 

35. K6-idshi watch genuala, 
hai y6shinko, y6-osink! 

A vicious steed has gone out ; he is lost, he is strayed f 

36. Tata mish kani lapukni genalla' 
Who has touched you at both places f 

37 . .A nu toks shiwaga shewa, 
kayutch mish patchnam palaleant. 

I I' I' _._.._..._......,~-'-"' 

.!..-1~-t~----1-.!--
I hold you to be an innocent girl, though I have not lived with you yet. 
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_!__1..!.~1..!.~--38. Tamudsh pash nu tumena., 
watchagala:tn weash sha' walsh tfunena. 1 I i I' I' ---- _,._. _.._.. _......,....., 

Over and over they tell me, 
That this scoundrel has insulted me. 

39. Getala stu' newalxa! 
tuatala tseyalalx' i ~ 

--!.~~1--!.~1..!.~ 

--..!.~~1--!.~1--!.~ 

Right ahead I follow the uphill path! 
Why then do you swing the body around f 

40. Waiwash gandila shiwakshash, 
shiwamptchash waiwash gandila. 

White geese saw a woman hiding, 
Saw an old maid hiding in the grass . 

41. Tuhush o willaslina, 
wilhaslasna, willaslina. 

tuhush o willasla, 
wilhaslasna, willasla. 

. ..!. -~ !..!.~-~ 

..!.~-~i..!.~--

..!.--~1..!.--

..!.~-~1..!.---
The mud-ben sprawls on the top; 
On the top it rests, it slides from the top. 

42. Wi-ilti nu shotelo'la, ..!. --I_!_ --I_!_ --I_!_--
ptlmam nu u-ash goyena . ..!.--1..!.-- 1 ..!.-l~--

I am rolling up the wi'l, and shall walk around in the beavers' den. 

43. Ku'lsh kule6tank ki' nak en gi', 
mune kule6tank ki' nak en gi'. 

_!_ -- --I-!.--!..!. ---- 
.!.~----1..!.--1..!.-----

The badger entering his den makes nak, nak, nak, 
The fat (badger) entering makes nak, nak, nak. 

44. Ka-i ~eli'sht i mish shmakalpsh gi'sh shapa; 
wewanuish gintak shewal, shewal. 

Just now you affirmed that hairless you were, 
But the women say, that hairy you are. 

45. N a pal ai na' d shunt6wa-udsha 'I I I I I' -- -- -- __ ......,. 

We are throwing eggs at each other. 

46. E antleya mayas a 

II 

4 7. Yuyuline'pka, yuyuline'pka ..!.. --1-- --!- --11..!..-- I--..!.. .... 
48. Yunigshxe'ni yulfna 

185 
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49. w enni tafna, w~nni teina, ~ ~ ..!.. --I ~ ~ ..!.. --
wenni taina ...... ihi'-u- i- 1- i-ii! 

A different young woman I am now; ihl-u r 

50. Tat i waktch huk a telak shayantildsha' ..... .!..I- .!..I-..:... l- .!.I-..!.-
Whence have you carried off that (man's) waistcoat? 

51. Una mish sha luel6la tchaggagatat netilapkash 
-..!..1~..!..1~ ~-1---..!..1-..!..-1--..!..-

Long ago they killed you when you lay under the serviceberry bush. 

52. Tchitchaluish kintaJa, .!_ -- ~I_!_ -I.!.. -
wewanuish ka-ig6ga. ..!.. ---- ~ 1 _!_ - -I.!.. --

Young chaps tramp around; 
They are on the lookout for women. 

53. Hinawala! hinawala! ---..!..-II----.!.--
watchagam weash, watchagam weash, .!_-- --1..!. -- 11..!.. -- --1-'- -
mu' at geno' ga, mu' at geno' ga. _!_ ~ --1..!.. -II_!_ -- --1-'- -

shake your head l you son of a bitch, ancl go So nth. 

54. Girls to boys: 

Ka-i mish nft witchta tchilluyagash 
hft'kank kaileak skutash; 
ka-i nft shanahuli hft'mtcha hishuatchxash. 

Boys to girls: 

Ka-i nu shanahuli k6-eptcha snawedshash, 
k6kuapka.sh lft'lp gipkash. 

Gi1·ls: Young man, I will not love you, for you run around with no blanket on; 
I do not desire such a husband. 

Boys: And I do not like a frog-shaped woman with swollen eyes. 

55. Kani laki! giuga shl6a shlaniya! --..!.. 1- ..!..!-- - .!..I-- .!..I-- .!..I ~ 
You say you are rich! and you don't even spread a wild-cat's skin! 

56. Ko'pe bunft'tchatko stft'pat wintila; 
nu'sh shana-ulitko nft'toks mish ka-i shana-uli. 

Lying near the stove you are going to drink coffee; although you wanted me for 
a wife, I do not want you for a husband. · 

57. Shinuitko huyaha, 
wenuitko huyaha. 

_!_'--I.!_ -I.!_ --1-
_!__1_!_--1_!_~1-

After c- she went to hide; the widow: she bid herself. 

58. Mu'ni wenuitko gelash shipalkanka ..!..--1..!..---1..!..--l..!.. ...... j..~..--
The .tout widow is stalking around intent upon the business. 
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NOTES~ 

I. Erotic songs obtained from Chief Johnson, Minnie Froben, and others, in the 
Klamath Lake dialect. The twelve songs obtained from Minnie Froben are among the 
prettiest and most melodious, as for instance 9. 16.17. 18. 25. 26., and the eighteen songs 
dictated by Johnson are of importance for the study of manners and customs, viz: 6. 
7. 8. 10. 11. 19. 20. 28. 29. 41. 42. 43 etc. 

With the Indians all of these and many other erotic songs pass under the name of 
pilpil or puberty songs. They include lines on signs of womanhood, courting, love 
sentiments, disappointments in love, marriage fees paid to parents, on marrying and on 
conjugal life. Some love songs have quite pretty melodies. A few songs of the .present 
interesting series of song-lines seem to treat of commonplace subjects only, as 22. to 24.; 
28. to 31., while others apparently contain nothing but heartless mockeries and satiric 
strictures, like 9. 28. 40. 44. But they all refer in fact to love-making and kindred 
sentiments, the satiric lines. confirming the proverbial inclination of lovers to fight 
among themselves. I have deemed appropriate to gather all these songs under a 
heading which unmistakably expresses their real purport. 

182; 1. The accent is laid sometimes on first, sometimes on second syllable. This 
word is abbreviated from yuyuline'pka, as it occurs in the Modoc pilpil song. The 
event mentioned here is followed by a dance-feast; cf. shuyuzalsb, and 134, 21. 

182; 4. ginbiena "inside" means into a secluded spot, lodge or enclosure. 0-6lka, 
o'laka is the diminutive of o'lsh, the grayish pigeon with the plaintive voice. 

182; 7. gitkuapka, a contraction of gitko gi-uapka i. 
182; 8. Pay a wedding gift is equivalent to purchasing a girl from her parents for' 

a handsome consideration. 
182; 11. Sung by women. The original as given to me does not contain the 

negative particle: Gentala nft haikanka pushpushlish hishuakshash. 
183; 12. yan'wan i stands for yanbuani i. . 
183; 13. kali'napka: they are not only "dead but out of sight", as the suffix -apka 

indicates. This being an erotic song-line, kalinapka simply means that the females 
looked for are either asleep or absent, and not deceased, as kalina would seem . to 
indicate. 'mutchewatk for kemutchewatko; cf. 136, 5. · 

183; 14. 15. These two songs follow a purely anaprestic metre, No. 15 adding two 
acatalectic syllables to its three anaprests. Compare also the first line of 182; 7. with 
one supernumerary syllable. .As for the contents of 183; 15. compare the analogous 
Modoc song 186 ; 51. 

183; 17. Melody very engaging. In luluash the second ~tis redoubled for metrical 
reasons. Dactylic rhythm prevails here, in 16, and in 182; 11. 

183; 18. That is,_ while he was seeking young girls inside the kayatas. Melody 
very beautiful. 

183; 19. way6sham, possessive case of wai wash, q. v. 
183; 20. shkutantki stands for skutatko gi or shkutanatko gi: "be is wrapped in." 
183; 21. The much more so, because he is in his festive garb, the pa.tash and las 

stuck on his headdress . 
. 184; 26. MeJ.ody very pretty. A young woman addre~ses these words to a lover. 
184; 27. Sung by young women who have fallen out with their beaux. 
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184; 28. Said to be an erotic song. 
184; 29. lnya/nitki contracted from luya/nitko gi. Of. Note to 183; 20. 
184; 30. k6ktkinshkiuk. The proper meaning of this verb is "to set upon like a 

dragon-fly"· Shanahual is an uncommon form for shanahcYli, the long o beh1g resolved 
into its component sounds. Of. m1wal, and 184; 35.: genuala for geno'la. 

184; 31. Why did the wolf howl~ The reason given is that he could not meet any
body. This wolf is a loving young man who was looking out for women. 

184; 32. Sung by one woman and repeated by a female chorus. This song-line 
treats of the abandonment of a female by her husband or lover for some reason. 

184; 33. Pretty melody. The song refers to a lover disappointed in his affections. 
184; 33. tchikla wat~atka is preferable to and more frequent than watsat, watch tat, 

cf. 183; 22. Alliteratiol}-iS perceptible in this song-line. 
184; 34. The wash is the lover of the girl who sings this song; the lovm· is com

pared to a prairie-wolf on account of his importuuity and lack of moderation. Com
parisons of l<1vers with quadrupeus and birds are frequently met with. 

184; 35. y6shinko tor J-6-islliank o, y6-ishilik hu: .lle i~ 1·unning astray. 
184; 37. shiwaga. In the objectiYe case sometimes inflected like snawedsh woman 

80, 11. sometimes as a diminutive noun, as here, and 33, 10. In 185; 40. shiwakshash 
stands incorrectly for shiwagash, through phonetic amtlog~· wit.lt shiwamptchash in the 
same song. 

185 j 39 to 44, perhaps including 45, have a literal anu uirect meaning, and besides 
this are intended to convey an indirect meaning, which is of an obscene character. 
The same may be said of songs 15 and 51. 

185; 41. This melodious song alludes to tbe habit of mud-hens to rest and sprawl 
on the top of the waves; wilhaslasna depicts their motions while on the wave-top, 
willaslina the sprawling observeu while they sail down from it. With sligllt phonetie 
variations, this same melody is also sung as follows: T6hosh o willaslin; willaslasna, 
willaslina ; willasli in. 

185; 42. wi'l seems connected with the diminutive word wil'haga, young deer. 
185 ; 43. l<i' nak en gi', stands for gi' nak, nen gi : "he cries nak, so he cries"; 

assuming that en i~:; abbreviated from nen. 
185 ; 45. This is a "dream" song. 
185 ; 4G. Pilpil song worded in another tllan the Maklaks language. 
II. Erotic songs obtained from Toby Hiddle and J. C. D. Hiddle in the Modoc 

dialect. The Modoc pilpil songs obtained are an of a satiric character. 
185 ~ 4 7. See Klamath Lake pilpil song-s 182 ; 1. 
185; 48. See Klamath Lake collection of pilpil songs 182 ; 2. 
186; 49. Pilpil tune sung by girls. Taina is equivalent to t'eua, teiniwa-ash etc. 
186; 50. A song repeated for hours by young Modocs; it is of tbe true pilpil kind. 
186; 51. Originally a pilpil song, but sung now uy children playing bide and seek. 
186; 52. This is a very popular and prettily tuned :Modoc song. 
186; 53. Sung by Modoc girls who feel themselves importuned by their lovers. 

Often the boys join them by singing it in chorus. This well-meant advice of sending 
the boys to the South, no doubt to the Pit River country, is to keep them at a distance, 
for the song refers to the appearance of the first signs of puberty.._ Watchagalam is 
full form of watchagam, for which watcham is sometimes incorrectly substituted. 
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186; o4. 'rhis satiric carmen ammbwum is one of the longest piece~ in the collec
tion and contains words of reprobation addressed by disappointed girls to their ad
mirers. Sung in chorus by both sexes, with frequent dacapos after different tunes. 
The suffix -ash repeats itself at the end of every line and in k6kuapkash. 

186; 55. This little iambic improvisation is very aphoristically and indistinctly 
worded, but is endowed with. perhaps the prettiest tune of all songs in this collection. 
It is an apostrophe of a newly married wife to her husband, seeing herself deprived 
even of the most common comfort, a small tanned fur-skiu, to repose on and to avoiu 
the dampness of the bare soil. 

186; 56. A lover is taunted on account of his predilection for the white mau's 
habits. The Modocs say this is a song of the Klamath Lakes. 

186; 58. Admits of no literal translation. 

I -------------------------------

SONGS OF SATIRE. 

I. 

1. Katchkal 11' yank amniyamna ..!... ~ I..!... --1..!... ~ !..!... --
He goes around giving away sticks of tobacco, and is very noisy about it. 

2. Get genoila tsialash patso'k Y amaki1 shamkshi 
---..!...1--·~~i~ ~..!... ) --~..!...1----

This man has started out to feed on salmon among the northern Indians. 

3. Tu'sh hu wika nenu shesha waiwash tchilamnu ~ 
..!...--~1..!...~--1..!...-1..!...~~1..!...~ 

Where is it, that close by on a hill waiwash-geese are crowding together~ 

4. Ge-u kani vu'lkashti watch hush6tchipka ~ ~ ~ _!__ 1- ~ ..!...1-- _!_I --_!_ 1-- -
Who rides up to me on my horse, borrowed of me ? 

5. 'ridsha k6katk i shewa, hashuatan' i! ---.!...I ~ ~ _!_ 1- -- _:__ 1-- --
You think you are finely dressed; thru mind your own dress! 

6. Vfi'lxashti kili'wash shkutatk u'hlutuina 
He dresses in a borrowed woodpecker-blankPt and trails it along on the ground. 

7. Ka tal hu'k mu shetaluatk ~ I • I ' I' ---- -- - --
Ke' lish tok walxatchkatko guli ..!...- )..!...-)-'· --1~..!. 

Who is he, the alleged wealthy man ? 
She has entered the house of a poorly dressed husband. 

8. Lelah6witko w{l,tch wuxoyi _!_ - I _:__~ -I..!... -I ..!...~ 
Slow-running horses he paid for his wife. 
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9. Ameta tewank vu'ya tefniwash ~ ~ ~ ! ~- I~ -1..!..-- ...... 
The young girl shakes her body when planting tho camass-stick into the ground. 

1 o. Am eta ya'kuank vuyamna ~ ~ --I~~ -I~ ~ ~ 
Shaking her body she broke the camass-spade. 

11. Lakiam pe-ia mat sha kaila kiwalapata 
~~---1~~1~--1~-1~~--1..!.--

The·chief's daughter, they say, was dragged along the ground. 

12. t haktchampesh wenni tchik6lalxa, 
klitisham weash wenni tchikolalx' i. 

__:_ ~ J__:_~ I ~~ ~ I__:_ -~ 

~ J__:_~I ~~i~~ ~l~~~ 
You always strangely stride on on your long legR. 
The crane's progeny, you walk strangely long-legged. 

13. E-ukshiwash tenuyaga ha'la-a hala ~---I _!_ ~ ~ 1 ~~I~~~ 1- ...... 
A young woman from Klamath Marsh is swallowing, swallowing. 

14. Wika=telantko tcha'lish pawa hft -:-- ~ 1 ...... ~I ~_!_ I~~ I --- ~ 
Short-faced uke a porcupine that fellow is eating. 

15. Luelat hft1nksh hi't; yanta, yanta __:.~~1~-1~~1~~ 
Kill ye that fellow on the spot! down with him, down, down ! 

16. Ka'utchish gu'lo samenaki; w<Yn lakf ~._~I'-'~~ I ..... ._.~_!_ 1-- ...... 
When the female wolf has devoured the elk-buck she cries for more. 

17. Shunuf-uya shuaktcha ...... ---..!..I~ ............ __:_ J ...... 

I feel unwell and hence am sobbing. 

II. 

18. Ledshantak wiwakni'ka; gafgaikanka ...... ..!..1 ...... ~1..!..--1~--..!..1 ...... -
They whipped a telltale; he is now sobbing. 

19. Bl'nash n1ut hu hlf vash tilankansha! ..!.. -1..!.. --I~ ...... --1..!.. ............ 
The root-basket, they say, is swinging to and fro on Bi'ns back. 

20. L6-i l6yan l6yak, 16-i l6yan 16yak 
21. E-ukshikni tenuyaash hala, hala-a I I - I I I I I ---- ---- -- ---

A maiden ~f the Klamath Lakes is swallowing, dc\-olll'ing. 

22. N fgga heue he yo, nr gga he yo he we 
tumi nigga, tumi nfgga 

NOTES. 

_ ...... ,~ ...... -~ 11---1..!..--~ 

~ ...... J - ~11..!..-1---

The feelings which dictated these sarcastic song-lines are those of derision, satire 
and criticism. The majority are of a drastic, some even of a crnde and very offensive 
cha.racte1', scourging mercilea~ly the infirmities observed on fellow-men. Many of them 
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also pass as puberty songs, but I have preferred to class these unum· the heading of 
songs of sath·e. Some are sung with melodies, others are spoken and recited only. 

I. Satiric songs obtained in the Klamath Lake dialect from Chief Johnson, Minnie 
Froben and others. 

189; 1. f11yank. In this term the prefix u- g~ves the shape in whieh the tobacco 
was given away. 

189; 2. Refers to somebody going to the Dalles or other place along the Columbia 
River. Of. page 93, Note. 

189; 3. In this verse there are four particles pointing either to distance or to eleva
tion (altitude): tfi'sb, hu, the -u suffixed to nen (nen hu) and to tchilamna. This song 
is sung by a woman, who hears (nen) for the first time of this assembling of geese; 
shesha waiwash stands for sheshash waiwash, or sheshatko waiwash: birds called 
wai wash=geese. 

189; 5. A young woman is the object of this song-line. 
189; 6. Woodpecker-scalps of shining colors are still in use for ornamenting vari

ous articles of dress, implements, &c. u'hlutuina: he flaunts it and parades in it. 
189; 7. Ka tan who then~ who after all~ abbreviated from kani tala. Dresses 

made of walxatchka-skins passed for the poorest and meanest of all garments. 
190; 9. This is sung by men only. 
190; 13. A satire on feminine voracity. Sung by Klamath women from Klamath 

Marsh. Cf. below, 190; 21. 
190; 12. haktchampesh; -pesh is the suffix ptchi phonetically altered, the word 

introducing a comparison of the "striding one" with the young klitish=crane in the 
same song. A sarcasm on a long-legged person with swinging gait. 

190; 16. Regularly worded, this proverb-like verse would read as follows: Ka/
utchish gfi'lu wo'n=la}.&iash shamenakia. 

II. Satiric songs obtained in the Modoc dialect from Toby Riddle and J. C. D. 
Riddle. 

190; 18. A tatler has received the deserved bodily punishment for his gossip-tales. 
Of the first word no grammatic analysis could be obtained in either tribe. 

190; 19. '11he business of gathering edible roots devolves exclusively on women, 
but here a~ old man, Bin, who stHllives among the Modoc at Yaneks, is indulging in 
this useful pastime. That 's where the point of the satire lies. Hlivash i8 a word 
unknown to the Klamath Lake people in the signification of "basket". 

190; 20. Sung by the national deity when foiled in the attempt of killing five 
lynxes by throwing stones at them; repeated from the shashapkeleash, page 126, 3. 
Of. Note. 

190; 21. To be found in another version among the Klamath Lake songs; there it 
refers to a female living on Klamath Marsh, not on Klamath Lake. 

190; 22. This tune was with many similar ones improvised by the Modocs, who 
visited the East a short time after the Modoc war, on seeing crowds of blacks filling 
the streets. All Indians feel at first a peculiar very strong aversion against the Ethio
pian race, though subsequently they often become friends and intermarry. 

• 
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MISCELLANEOUS SONGS 

OBTAINED IN THE KLAMATH LAKE AND MODOC DIALECTS, 

1. K6-i aka na'pka Yamatkni gatpam'n6ka 
~~..!.1~..!.~1..!.~-1 - ~ ..!1~ 

Disastrous times we had when the Northern Indians arrived. 

2. Na'nu wika=shitko mukash ha'ma ~~-~I~~-~ l .!.._ ~ 
I hear the owPs cry and very near it seems to be . 

3. · Mbu' shant kaila hamo'la, 
shitchakta na' ts ka:Ha, 
shiukuapkUka na'ts ka'la. 

..!.~!..!.~!..!.~~ 

~..!.-!..!. ~ 

--..!.1~-..!.j~ 
In the morning the Earth resounded, 
Incensed at us was the Earth, 
For to kill us wantecl the Earth. 

4. w akaptch nen hi'tksh E-ukshi ne'pka, 
nu' kam hi' tksh telu'lit. 

To see how Klamath Marsh appears from there, 
I wish to look down on it from that height . 

. 5. Ku-idshi nu ki'pash nu lulina 
Dressed in poor garments I stray arouml. 

6. Tutixash nu luHna ~_!_I~ _!_I~ .!..I~ 
I am going astray while dreaming. 

7. · Kapkablandaks! o'kst a tkah~ga ndewa I I I I I I I -- - -- - - - ..._...._..__.. 

Be silent ! her body arises from the dead to scream! 

8. Mu'ni nu laki gi, ka-i kanam shh~kish; 
k6-idsha ne-ulx6ga kaila tilangedsha. 

.!.._ ~ 1.!.._~ ! __:_~ 11 ..!.~ 1 ..!.~ 1~ ~ 

__:_~~j__:_ ~ j.-:_~11..!.~1..!.~1..!-

I am a potent chief, nobody controlr:; me; 
The mischief-doing world I upset . 

9. "Kafla nu shulemoke'dsha", 
ke'nta kaflatat tgi'kelan shufna. 

..!. ~~j.-:_~~ 1..!.~ 
___ ..!_, ____ ..!_,_._..!._, .... 

"I take the Earth up in my arms and with it whirl around in a dance"; 
On this soil I am standing and singing [the above words]. 
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10.· Aishish ka1 nu sha-ulo'la, - ..!_-I.!..--.:.'..!_ .... 
yuhaneash ka£ nu sha-ulo'la. - .... ,..!. -I.!.. .... - _,..!_-

I Aishish I shall brandish, I shall brandish my huge sword • 

11. Aishishash hun ga1dshui, ..!..--1--..!.-
hu' mish hu' shnekshituapka. .!_._. .... ,_ ........ ..!_,_ 

Go to meet Aishish; he will save you. 

12. Tidsh hun liulekan tchialash shakatch6ala! 
Halloo! let us form a circle and screen the salmon against sun-heat! 

13. Kilidshi' ga shepolamna ..!.. - - --1.!.. -- - ~ 
They carry long-necked ducks on their backs. 

14. Kaukatsi Yaina wo'n a shu-u' dshant i! ..!. .... -1..!.. -1..!.. --1..!. --I.!..
Follow up the elk and ch::tse him upon Kauk~tsi Mountain t 

NOTES. 

193 

The first eight songs are worded in the Klamath Lake dialect, the third is of a 
mythic character. Songs 7-12 are worded in Modoc; 8 and 9 are K'mukamtchiksh 
songs. A few songs or fragments of such, which would come nearest to what we 
can nursery or Mother Goose's songs, will be found in the Myth of the Bear and the 
Antelope: 120, 11. 12. 13. 121, 9. 17. 122, 12. 13. 

192; 1. This song is sung by women only, and seems to point to an ancient inva
sion of the country by tribes from the North or from Columbia River. 

192; 2. The owl's cry is of fatal augury. 
192; 3. Girls' song. When at sunrise a haze or fog extends over the country, this 

is suppm~ed to be a sign of the Earth's wrath against men. 
192; 5. ki'pash is no word at all, but seems to stand for gitko=ptchi. 
192; 7. The Indians were reticent about the meaning of this song, and hence I 

presumed that o'k was intended to mean some deceased person, since these are spoken 
of as hft'k, he, she. Then the sense would be: "Be silent! that dead squaw is arising 
to sing a loud song." One Indian informed me that o'ksta meant a squaw. and pro
nounced it o'ksht (hunkisht ~). Of. Note to 35, 8 and page 130, second Note. 

192; ~. These trochaic verses are called the K'mukamtchiksh-song, and a v::.u·iaut, 
tualam, exists for kanam. The alliteration of the k's and n's is very conspicuous. 
The meaning was given as follows: "I the omnipotent and unseen ruler of the uni
verse will chastise and turn it over for the manifold crimes committed in it by Indians 
and men of other races." . 

192; 9. This is another K'mukamtch-song, in whfch he menaces to destroy the 
world for its misdoings. I have put the first line in quotation marks, because it forms 
the words or text of the song. The first line is sting about a dozen times before the 
second is sung once. 

193; 10. Christian song, referring to the day of last judgment. Aishish, who is 
a deity representing the powers of nature with animal attributes, has been in the 
mind of some Modocs identified with Jesus. 

13 
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193; 11. Song of Christian origin, in which Aisbish is also identified with Jesus 
for no other reason than a fancied similarity of names. 

193; 12. When of a party of fishing girls one catches a salmon or other large fish, 
all the others quit their lines, arrive on the spot, roast the fish while singing these 
words and eat it up. 

193; 13. This song is common to Modocs and Klamath Lakes and is descriptive 
of children amusing themselves with ducks. Pretty melody. 

TUNES AND SONGS WITHOUT WORDS. 

WAR WHOOPS. 

weaha wea weyaha, kawe'ha kaweiha, kawe'ha 

ka' ka' ka/' weha wea weyaha 

3 n6ke n6ke n6ke ..... . 
howiena' howienat, tchalam tcha1am wiena wiena 

howiena' howiena', tchalam etc. 
6 hi ellova hi ellova hi ellova 

nkefha nxeiha nxeiya, nkeiya ...... nxe-u. 
a'-oho a'-oho e-oh6 ...... f-ihi, i-ihi-i, . f-uhu 

HUMMING TUNES. 

9 diainaini diananana, diatainia diatanana 
tananani nannanani, taninananf tanni naninanani 
tainanni taninanna, tainafna taninaini, tananana 

12 tani ta yanani tani na' nenani 
nanate teannana nanate nanateana nateana 
kanenatena nenankanena tenanenate 

15 nianainan kianainan, kianainia nainan nainian 

kalena tena, kalena tena, kalena tena 

nawetana nawetiya, nawetana nawetia 

18 lfggaiha Hggaiha, ha'hai liggaiha, 
e bi tch1iima, Hggaiha Hggaiha. 

widshiggaya hi' a, widshiggaya hi' a 
21 ha' ho widshiggaya ho; ha' ho ha' ho, widshiggaya ho. 

yuhili' yuhali' gaya, yuhili' yuhali' gaya 
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ta' -inannan na' -innannan, ta' -innannan na' -innannan 
ta nanianai naniana, ta nanianai naniana 
walwilega palpilega, walwilega palpilega 
palpilega palpilega, palpilega etc. 

DANCING TUNES. 

A. Tunes heard d'uring Puberty-Dances . 

ho'-win a we' na tchalam tchalam wen a 

uha u -ai hai hai he velali, 
hahai u -ai hehai hevelali. 

witcha kenna, witcha kena keno', witcha kenna ken6 
nft keno keno keno, n'o keno n'o keno keno 

B. Tunes adopted from Shasti Indians. 

hui'no ho hotino h-u-11 huino hu'tnino ku'ino ho-o 
wfnna hadina hawina, ha-ina a-a, hawina na-ina 
t6yo wfnno hoyo wfnna n6, weyawinna n6, heyowinna 
ho owinno heya'nlia kina ho-owfnna heya'nlia ken~ 
he-annowinna, innata lowinna, he-eanno wfnna 
hewa' iwinnana o wi'nna 6ho hana wfnna 6ho 
hannanawiya na,-uya nayua hannana-uya o-uya 
hewa enna he-au wennea he-aunne heyawenne 
ha wenno hahiy6 wenn6 wenn6 ha wenna, awen6 hewo 
h6 ninu henu hen6 inu' ho-inu h6nino-u henu' 

C. Dance and war tunes adopted from Snake Indians. 

hawinna hau-inna no', l'nna hawfnna hawinna no' 
he-a 'venne, a hea, heahe, hea wenne 
hawea' wenna, hau-a, hawenna e'nna, hawa 

D. Dancing tune heard from Warm Spring Indians. 

kanf luya . 1 •••• uya tasf wene nasi 

195 
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12 
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18 
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. E. Modoc cla·ncing tunes. 

heo hco heo heo, heo heo heo heo 
haudidusa haudidusa haudidusa ha.l1didusa 

3 stan stan stani assi stani assi 
hoy6-inna hoy6-inna, 

hoy6 winna hoy6 winna, hoy6 winna' -a'. 
6 hawenen-i' hawennenaha, hawennenaha h~iwenen-i' 

iwop tcharle k6mtuho' 

TUNES HEARD AT FUNERAJJS. 

kelakennu kelakennu kelakennu kelakenu .. . kelava-a 
" 

9 ltthaha lahaha lahaha lahaha ...... · 
hihihi ...... yuyaya yuyaya ..... . hihihi . 
heya heua heya heua heya heua 

NOTES. 

194; 1-8. These whoops and tunes were sung by Modoc warriors when on the 
war-path, or after their return in remembrance of their exploits. The whoops were 
chanted and howled while going round in a circle for one to two hours; even now 
they ace heard on solemn occasions. This uniform performance was, however, inter
rupted sometimes by feigned attack~ Oil a supposed hostile force lying in ambush or 
marching past. A scalp-dance tune, beginnirig with nkeiha, is added, also battle cries. 

194; 2. ~rLe ka/ ldi/ kiV refrain serves as an incidental interruption of the weaha
and other whoops. They pronounce it almost voicelessly by tapping their hands upon 
the blown-up mouth or cheeks in a quick measure. 

194; 3. The n6ke n6ke is sung either as an introduction to the howiena/-whoop, or 
as a conclusion to it. It is pronounced in a similar manner as the ka' ldi', and often 
accentuated hoke'. 

194; 7. This scalp-dance tune is one of the many heard at these dances during the 
earlier Modoc wars. A peeled tree, sometimes twenty feet high, was planted into the 
ground, otter and rabbit skins fastened on or near the top, and below them the scalps 
of the e.nemies killed in battle. Forming a wide ring around this pole (walash) the 
tribe danced, stood or sat on the ground, looking sometimes at solitary dancers, moving 
and yelling (y~i/ka) around the pole, or at others, who tried to shake it, or at fleet 
horses introduced to run inside of the ring. Circular dances are of course performed 

· - by joining hands. 
194; 8. These are the war-whoops alluded to in 23, 15. Ct ii-oho=ft'tchna .in 

Dictionary. 
194; 9 ete. I inyluqc ,under the h~~1ding "humming tunes" 1ively tunes of short, 

ever returning periods of words whose signification is generalis obliterated. Some 
of them may inelude archaic words ancl forms n.o lcn1g.er 'L\UderRtood by the present 

• 
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generation, while otbers contain words of the language actually in use but ground down 
or defaced in such a manner as to make them unintelligible. The variations in which 
these songs are sung are infinite in number, since they are fancifully produced at the will 
of the singer. I thought it sufficient to giYe a few of these variations only, and took 
care to mark the higher pitch of the voice, a sort of musical arsis, by the accentuation. 
The majority of them form an accompaniment to the motions made while gambling. 

194; 9-17 were obtained from a young Indian, Frank, living on the Williamson 
River. Cf. page 91, second Note. 

194; 16. kalena ten a is rendered by : " ye are all dead at once"; which means: all 
of you have lost in the game. 

194; 18-195 ; 4. Playing tunes sung by Modoc and Klamath Lake Indians when 
sitting at a spelshna or other game, also while musing, travelling or working; given by 
J eft'. C. D. Riddle. The person who deals the sticks in the spelshna-game is the one 
who sings the tune. 

194 ; 18 and 19. 20 and 21. 22. Melodious tunes sung by Modocs and recently 
introduced among these Indians. 

195; 2. 3. These are among the most frequent tunes hummerl while playing the 
spelshna-game. Like 3 and 4, 1 and 2 are often sung alternately. 

195; 3. 4. These words are made up from the terms by which butterflies are called: · 
walwilegash, yapalpuleash. 

A. These dance- tunes, 195 ; 5-9, are in use among the Klamath Lake people and 
were obtained from Minnie Fro ben. The first of them sounds almost like 194; 4. 5. 
Little bells are often rung while dances are performed and dance-tunes are sung. 
Women and girls of the Modoc tribe end their songs with a protracted 1-fL, while the 
men habitually conclude them with a loud u-o'hu. 

B and D. Obtained from Dave Hill; sung among the Klamath Lak6 people. 
C. Given by Long John's Ben. They begin with the sound h-, like the majority 

of the Shasti tunes. 
E. All obtained from Jeff. 0. D. Riddle. 
196; 1. Repeated indefinitely, as soon as dancing assumes a quicker measure. 

Compare with it the song of the skunk 162; 7, that of the quiver, 163; 8, and Notes. 
196; 3. stani,full, seems to allude to the formation of a ring for dancing. Of. sUt 

hashampka 23, 12. and what is said of 196; 7. 
196; 4. 5. The last group in this tune, hoy6 winna/-a/, serves sometimes as a refrain, 

sometimes as a stop. 
196; 7. Of foreign introduction, as shown by the sound r. Sung in alternation 

with stan, stan 196; 3 and said to come from Warm Spring Indians. 196; 2 sounds 
very much like: ''how do you do, sir~" 

196; 8. Probably contains the words: k'leka a hu, "he, she is dead"; ke1aya-a 
serves as a refrain, sometimes as a stop. 

196; 9. The day before the funeral of Pukish, mentioned in Doctor John'strial, I 
heard his aged mother sing this tune. Other mourners in the funeral tent sang what 
is contained in 196 ; 8. 10. 

196; 10. Funeral tune heard from Snake Indians at Yaneks, on Klamath reserva
tion. They join hands and sing this melancholy tune for hours; the higher the deceased 
atood. in his tribe, the longer lasts the wailing. 

• 
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INTRODUCTION. 

A few remarks on the structure of American languages, and on the 

difficulties encountered in their study, will, I presun1e, be acceptable to the 
studious at a time when the first gratninar of the Klamath language ever 

composed is presented to then1 . 
. Students entering into the vast dotnain of An1erican languages find 

themselves puzzled and bewildered by many facts and peculiarities which 
never occurred to them during their study of the classic tongues in which 
Demosthenes and Cicero delivered their orations. Like other illiterate 

languages, those of Arr1erica bear within themselves phenomena which 
appear to us as strange peculiarities and n1ysterious fancies, but also pre
sent a grand and fascinating aspect like any product of nature undefiled 
and unaltered by the artifice of man. 

Superficial minds are easily repelled by the oddities of Indian sounds, 
some of which are croaking or strongly nasalizing, partly faucal or other
wise unpronounceable, and disagreeing in their phonetic rules and pecu
liarities from all t.heir former notions of language. But the educated, who 
at onr.e p~rceive that they have to deal with a problem of natural science, 
readily comprehend that these freaks of human speech are worth a pene
trating study. The phonetic side of an Indian language, in fact of any 
language whatever, can be but very imperfectly acquired from books, and 
what I offer below under "Pronunciation", "Mode of utterance", in the 
phonologic section of the Gratnmar, should be considered as only an 

attempt to . do justice to the real utterance of this upland language. 
201 
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~fore diversity may be discovered in the morphologic structure than 
in the phonetics of the languages of America. This variety is so bewilder
ing, so disagreeing with our old-time notions of language, that the classify
ing tendency of our age has endeavored to simplify this apparent chaos by 
imagining a general category under which all American languages could 
be classed. Fr. Lieber styled them holophrastic; Du Ponceau called them 
incorporating, but applied this characteristic only to those languages of 
America the verbal inflection of which he was able to investigate. The 
truth is, that no general characteristic can be applied to them that would 
clearly distinguish them from many other tongues spoken in both hemi
spheres; like these, they are all agglutinative, many of them polysynthetic, 
though in very different degrees; their transitive verb is governed by its 
object, the intransitive by its subject; the distinction between noun and 
verb is morphologically but an imperfect one, though this imperfect dis
tinction varies in degrees between the various linguistic families. Many 
American tongues do not possess any forn1 for the plural in nouns, while 
others have one regular plural ending or a variety of such, or a distributive 
form answering to some extent to a plural. Some languages have no ad
jectives, strictly considered, but use participial forms instead; others possess 
real adjectives, and to form their plural reduplicate the latter part of the 
tern1. Synthesis is carried to an extrem.e wherever the verbal inflection 
is no longer the vehicle of purely relational categories, but associates with 
them material ideas as those of beginning, continuation, distance and prox
imity of the object spoken of, negation, desire, approximation, and others 
which do not properly belong to the sphere of verbal inflection. The verb 
with its incorporated subject- and object-pronoun then becomes a whole 
sentence, and its derivational affixes often accumulate in a degree which is 
quite perplexing. Other languages run exactly in the opposite direction, 
that of analytic development. They separate the pronouns from the verb 
governing them, possess only two tenses, but very few l!lOdes and voices, 
express by separate terms what other languages indicate by derivation, and 
reject the apparent luxury of nominal cases, of the dual and of the various 
forms for the plural. , 

The diversity of American languages shows itself in their syntax not 
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less than in their morphology. Generally the structure of a sentence is 
simple, being based only on the coordinative and adversative principle. But 
where there is a lack of the relative pronoun, or an inadequate supply of 
conjunctions, as in the dialects of the Mask6ki family, verbals are necessary 
to supplant them. This produces encapsulated sentences, which, by the 
frequent repetition of the verbal, soon become tiresome through n1onotony, 
and din1inish the perspicuity and comprehensibility of the spoken word. 

A continued study of the Klamath language has convinced me that it 
occupies a middle position between the extremes of synthetic and analytic 
structure just referred to, but that, nevertheless, it shows very plainly all 
the characteristics of agglutinative tongues. The distinction between the 
noun and the verb is made pretty clear, although most substantives can be 
considered as nomina verbalia; the verb is not overloaded with forms point
ing to material ideas, neither with tenses, modes, nor voices, and possesses no 
real · personal conjugation. As to derivation, Klamath is undoubtedly poly
synthetic in its affixes, the suffixes preponderating largely over the prefixes, 
and differing from thmn in their functions. Outside of Klan1ath and the 
dialects of the Dakota stock, but few languages have been discovered in 
which the prefix indicates the exterior form of the verbal subject or object, 

or even the quality of the verbal action. Reduplication for inflectional 
purposes is as well developed here as it is in Pima and Selish and forms 
one of the characteristic features of the language. As to its syntax, Kla
math may be called analytic; a profusion of conjunctions relieve it of the 
too frequent use of participial and similar constructions, as does also the 
relative pronoun kat, and the use of the substantive verb . g~ simplifies the 

verbal inflection to a great ext~nt. 
These and other characteristics impart to the language of the Ma

klaks a well-defined type, and approach it to some of the tongues of 
modern Europe, in which analysis has not preponderated over synthesis. 
An attentive study of the numerous texts obtained from the Indians, paired • 
with constant comparison of Klan1ath structure with the structure of many 
foreign and American languages, could alone furnish a solid basis for 
establishing the grammatic rules of this upland tongue. The rhythmic, 
stately, and energetic tenor of its periods, especially those of the larger 
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mythologic pieces, will please every student who has ever lent his attentive 

ear to the well-poised periods of Roman historians, and will even evoke 
comparison with them, not as to their contents, but as to the flo'Y of the 
well-constructed sentences, which appear in these narratives. 

Oral language is formed of voiced and audible units of thought, called 
words, which consist of sounds grouped together and possess definite and 

conventional meanings. To be understood by the tribe, people, or race 
which converses in it, a language must necessarily follow certain laws, 
which are partly of a logical, partly of a conventional nature. . 

rrhe scope of a scientific grammar therefore consists in presenting these 

laws: (1) as they manifest themselves in the present status, or some given 
historic stage of the language, in a systematic form; (2) to deduce these 
laws fron1 the previous historic status of that language, and from its cog

nate dialects, as well as fro1n the comparative study of other tongues, viz., 
from the science of linguistics. 

Not only does every language possess a stock of words and idioms 

peculiar to itself, but also a peculiar character in its phonetic rules, pro
nunciation, and mode of thought, which impresses itself upon the senses 
and memory even of persons who have never beeome familiar with the 
language, and pron1pts them to distinguish it readily from other tongues. 
rrhe causes to which every language owes its peculiar stamp are the om-

. nipotent climatic influences of the country which the forefathers of the 

people have inhabited, and also, wherever migrations have occurred, of 
the country presently occupied by it. 

Gra1nn1ars are usually made up of a large number of laws or rules, 
restrained by an equally large array of exceptions. Many of the latter 
are only apparent and not real exceptions; when they are real, they gen
erally show that conflicting phonetic laws have been at work, or that .the 

principle of grammatic analogy or some other conventional elen1ent has 
prevailed over the logical formative principle of language. Had all lan
guages been evolved through the logical principle alone, gra1nmar would 
contain rules only and no exceptions. More real and perspicuous re.gn-
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larity can however be claimed for the large majority of American languages 
than for those of the Indo-European family, for the simple reason that the 
former are of the agglutinative type, while the latter are built up after the 

principles of the inflective t?ngues. This distinction is founded upon the 
difference in degree, by which the fusion of the affixes to the radix has 

taken place in the earlier stages of linguistic evolution; a fusion which has 
been much less energetic in agglutinative languages, as the name itself of 
these latter purports. 

A "Grammar of the Klarnath or Maklaks language of Southwestern 
Oregon" must hence be defined as a scientific or systematic exposition of 
the natural laws which have been active in forn1ing and evolving the above 
Western American language, in its whole as well as in its two dialects, that 
of the Klamath Lake and that of the ~fodoc people. 

The subject-matter I divide as follows: 

The first and fundamental part treats of the Phonology; it enumerates 
the sounds composing its phonetic n1aterial and expounds the laws presiding 
over the composition and alteration of the sounds. 

The second part treats of the Morphology; it enters into a statement of 
the laws, logical and conventional, observed in the inflection and dm·iva- · 

tion of words, and of the application of the phonetic laws to these elmnents 
of speech. 

The third part deals with the Syntax; it defines the laws according to 
which words are arrayed into sentences or units of speech; it also explains 
the relations of words among themselves and to the sentence, and of one 
sentence to another. 

The abbreviations of the Gratnmar are those indicated on the first 

pages of both dictionaries. 
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PHONOLOGY. 

rrhe sounds or phonetic elements of language are either vowels or 
consonants or clicks. The former two ar-e uttered by expiration of air 
through the vocal tube. The vowels or voiced breaths are either simple or 
compound. Compound vowels may either combine by passing into diph

thongs or triphthongs, or when coalescing into one vocalic sound, become 
softened vowels, "U mlaute." Consonants are sounds uttered without voice; 
they are either checks, momentaneous sounds, or· breaths, sounds of dura
tion. · Clicks, or sounds produced by inspiration of air, do not occur in the 
Klanutth language as parts of words, though they are occasionally intro
duced in the form of interjections. Of. o, o' in Dictionary and Note to • 

194; 2. 

VOWELS. 

The five simple vowels of the Klamath language given in the order as 

they increase in pitch of Yoice, are: u, o, a, e, i; each of then1 can be pro
nounced short and long, and this makes up in all ten vowels. Only three 
of them, however, are primary vowels when pronounced short: the guttural 

vowel a, the palatal vowel i, and the labial vowel u. They are called 

primary vowels because the large majority of the radical syllables in l(la
math contain one of them, which may also be said of ~ large nun1ber of 
affixes. When pronounced long, the five simple vowels are often the 
product of synizesis or other sort of vocalic coalescence. In pitch, o 
stands between a and u, e between a and i; a rapid pronunciation of au 
and ai has produced o and e, as we observe it also in French. 

The softened vowels or "Umlaute" are ii, o, a. as in German, and can 

be pronounced short and long. They originated through a coalescence of 
different vocalic con1ponents into one sound, as can be shown in many, 

though not in all, instances. Only one of them, a, is of frequent occur
l'ence, and is observed to alternate constantly with e, both being a product 
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of a+i: a-i, ai, a or e. Concerning the occurrence of o and ii, cf. below: 
Frequency ·of Sounds. 

Nasalizing of the vowels, as in the French an, in, un, is unknown in 

pure Klamath speech, although consonants are frequently nasalized. At 
times it occurs, however, in the conversational form of Klamath speech. 
Where words from other Indian languages are quoted for comparison in 
this volume, the nasal utterance of their vowels is indicated by _n superior, 
as: un iin on on an an en in. 

The deep, obscure, hollow pronunciation of the simple and softened 
vowels should be sharply distinguished in this and in other languag-es from 

the clear, high-pitched, or ringing utterance of the satne sounds. It is pro
duced by opening the glottis to a wider passage of the voice than for the 
clear pronunciation, and is as common in Klamath as. it is in English unac
cented syllables, or in syllables closing in consonants; c01npare: a in father 

(clear pron.) and in water (deep), i in marine and in jill, u in shoe and in 
' lung. To call these deep vowels short will do for English only, where 

these sounds usually are met with in syllables brief in quantity. But it 
would be a misnomer in the terminology of other languages, for they can 

be protracted to any length as well as the clear-sounded vowel8. With a 
and o this distinction cannot be made; a deep utterance of the other vowels 
was marked in this volume by circumflexing them. The vowel ft (in fall, 

tall) coincides with o, and o was hence o1nitted. The spontaneous or primi
tive vowel, "Urvocal", was given the letter e instead of e (the deep e). 
Thus I use the circumflex only on a, i, u (a, i, u); it n1ay be used also 
on the softened vowel ii. Examples: 

tapfni second to, subsequent. 

shti'lta to announce, report. 

bu'nua, pu'nua to drink. 

To obtain a full insight into the phonetic character of Indian lan
guages, the difference between the clear and the deep pronunciation must 
ltever be lost sight of; i and u are generally sounded deep in final syl
lables followed by one or more consonants. Of. Alternation of Sounds, 
Quantity, and Introduction to Texts, p. 9. 
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The genesis and mutual relations of the vowels are set forth in the 
following table: 

aa 11 uu 
a a i i u11 

~-~ ~ /' ---...,..,-1 
ui==ii 

~------~---------J 
0 0 

oi==o 

DIPHTHONGS. 

The vowels i and u placed before or after a vowel and pronounced in 
one and the same effort of the vocal organs, form diphthongs. In a true 
diphthong the position of the organ necessarily changes when passing from 
one component to the other, and when it stands at the comn1encement or 
in the midst of a word, the i- and n- con1ponent assumes the consonantic 
nature of y and w. The word-accent may rest either on the first or second 
vocalic component, and when the two are pronounced separately the com
bination changes from a true to an adulterine diphthong. 

Thus, Klamath possesses a series of diphthongs which can be uttered 
in two different ways: 

(a) as dissyllables or adulterine diphthongs, with hiatus intervening. 

This pronunciation bears an archaic type and can be best observed in the 
Spanish language. Ex.: spa-utish poison 

(b) as monosyllables or true diphthongs. Ex.: spautish. · 
In a limited number of terms diphthongs always remain adulterine, 

and sometimes insert even an h between the two components: kne-udshi 
outside bark of tree; sharui-uli, shana-6li, and shanaholi to desire; muimuya 
and muhin1uya to shiver. A few other terms are constantly pronounced 
with the genuine or true diphthong, as stafnaksh heel, while the large 
majority Inay be pronounced in both ways: kta-i, ktai stone, ku-idshi, 
kuidshi 1r~ischievous. The si1nple hyphen, e-i, a-u, etc., was used instead of 
the usual mark of direresis ( e1, aii) to 1nark the hiatus ·in adulterine diph

thongs. In some grammatic forms of the language the two parts of a diph
thong become separated fron1 each other, a fact which will be observed 
oRpecially in the study of dh~tribntive rednplication. 
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The series of diphthongs is as follows: 

ui, oi, ai, ei; in writing they often appear as uy, oy, ay, ey. 

iu, io, ia, ie; appear more frequently as yu, yo, ya, ye. 
au or aw, eu or ew; ou coincides with au, aw. 

uo, ui, ua, ue; appear more frequently as wo, wi, wa, we. 
ai (in stii.ila, sta' -ila to collect). 

iii (in tchiiitchuili sorrel). 

209 

Triphthongs are not frequent, since Klarnath has a greater tendency to 
accun1nlate consonants than vowels. Ex.: shuiuxa to drive out of, shue· ush 

angling line, weweshaltko having offspring, gewa, txewaga, tch1iyunk, aggaya, 

tchuaish, waita, etc. Some of these terms contain adulterine groups which 

cannot properly be called triphthongs. 

CONSONANTS. 

Consor~ants are divided in two classes: checks, or rnute, explosive 

consonants; and breaths, semivowels or fricative consonants. 

MU'fE CONSONANTS. 

Their full list is as follows: 

Gutturals: k, g, X 

Palatals: tch, dsh 

Linguals: k, g 

Dentals: t, d 

Labials: p, b 

Here the surd sounds are placed first; follow the sonant checks or 

''media/' n1utes, then the aspirate class, represented by one sound only (x). 
The surd checks or "tenues" are equal in nun1 ber, though more used than 

the sonant checks. As for the series of the aspirates, the two dental aspi

rates of English (Anglo-Saxon p and d) and the labial aspirate f are want
ing here, and are rather scarce also in the other An1erican languages.* 

The two lingual sounds are k and g. The former is produced by 

resting the tip of the tongue against the middle or fore palate, by bending 
it either back or forward when in that position and then trying to pronounce 

k; g is brought forth in the same manner, though the tongue has to be placed 

less firmly against the palate in order to let pass more breath. Both sounds 

* Th Bll1'd occurs in Shawano, in some western dialects of Yuma (Mohave, etc.), and in Tehua 
dialects, New Mexico. 

14. 
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are uttered with difficulty, the latter especially, by strangers, and when first 
heard, seem to proceed from the lower throat. A short stop of the voice 

always follows them, and they usually stand before vowels or the "Urvo
cal" e. Modocs use then1 1nore frequently and pronounce them, like the 
Warm Spring Indians on Des Chutes River, n1ore forcibly than Kla1nath 
Lake Indians. These sounds may be called just as well palatalized gut
turals. 

Nasalized mutes; see Semivowels. 

Of mute palatals there are two only, tch (.Eng. and Span. ch) and its 
sonant, dsh (Eng. j). They alternate in every instance with ts and ds. In 
some terms they have origi_nated from s, sh, and at times alternate with 
these spirant sounds. 

SEMIVOWELS. 

The semivowels, breaths, or consonants of duration are, but for a few 
exceptions, identical to those found in English. While the trills are repre
sented by one sound only, the nasal series is fully rleveloped. 

Spirants. 

Gutturals ..... ...... ~.... . . . . . . h 
Palatals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y 
Linguals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sh 
Dentals ................. -...... s, z 
Labials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . v, w 

Nasals and nasalized 
mutes. 

ng, nk, nx 
ndsh, ntch 

nk 
n, nd, nt 

m, mb, mp 

Trills. 

Among the spirants the laryngeal class is represented by h, which IS 

often· pronounced with great emphasis, like hh. Rcientific alphabets, like 
the one used by nw, employ no silent letters, and hence I have placed an 
apostrophe before each h, when closing a syllable, to remind readers that 
it has to be sounded. V often passes by alternation into the consonantic 

w (in wire) and the more vocalic w (in water, wall); it sounds like our v, 
but has evidently a different origin, for Klamath Indians pronounce David 

as Debid, and v is found only in the cornbination vu. Y is used by me 
as a consonant only; zh, the sonant of sh, does not occur. Ts and ds, 
whieh are compound sounds, may be classified with the dentals. 
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Nasals. In many of the nasalized mutes n1entioned in the table above, 
the nasalization is often scarcely audible; cf. Alternation of Sounds. The 

ny or Spanish fi is so seldom heard, and only resulting from alternation 

with other sounds, that I have preferred not to burden the alphabet with a 

separate type fi. With initial mutes nasalizing is observed extensively, but 

in certain words only; puka to roast 1nay be pronounced mbuka, tulshna to 

run through, ntulshna, tchetch bark, ndshedsh; pata cheek is also pronounced 

mpata, but pata summer is always pronounced in the same manner, and 
ndani three is never pronounced dani, tanni. Vu- and the vowel u- can be 

supplanted in a few terms by a nasal, if standing before a rnute: uba-ush 

skin: mba-ush; uduyua, vuduyua to beat, nduyua. 
An instance of a medial n1ute becoming nasalized is sanka-a for saka-a 

to be raw. 

PHONETIC TABLE. 

The following classification of the vocalic and consonantic sounds 

occurring in Klamath, tabulated after the quality of their tone and the 
organs producing them, will largely facilitate the comprehension of the 

numerous phonetic figures, contractions, and alternating processes to be 

described hereafter. For the classification of the vocalic sounds, see:· 

Vowels and Diphthongs. 

CONSONANTS. 

Momentaneous or mute sounds. Breaths or sounds of duration. 

VOWELS. 

Not aspirated. Aspirated. Spirants. Nasals. Trills. 

Surd. Sonant. Surd. Sonant. Surd. Sonant. Sonant. Sonant. 

----
Guttm·als - - k g X ·----· ........ . . ---. h ng, nk, .nx . -.. --. -...... a 

:T~ 
a 

Palatals .. -- tch dsh .. --- .... . -... --- -- ... - . ----- y ntch, ndsh . ----. -........ i 

Linguals __ . k g . ----. ·-------·- sh .. -..... -... --- nk l 0 0 

Dentals . __ . t d . -- .. -. ---------- s z n, nd, nt ·---------
Labials _ ... p b .. . --. ·----· .... v w m,mb,mp .. . -- . -- ...... iiu 
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PRONUNCIATION OF THE SOUNDS. 

My scientific alphabet is based on the original pronunciation of the 

letters, which is still in use in son1e countries of the European continent. 

The English pronunciation of .the letters is entirely nnfitted for transcrib

ing unwritten languages, and readers of this volume ·will have to discard it 

and adopt the value of the alphabetic signs as given below. The conso

nant y had to be placed after the vowel i, its usual position in the conti

nental alphabets. 

a as in alar·m, wash; German Schwari~m, Tatze; French jlanc, sang. 

a longer sound of a, as in smart, tart; German J(rahn, Schwan; 

French sape. 

a as in fall, tall, taught. 

a as in chat, fat, slash; French pin, saint. 

b as in blab, b~tlk; German bald; French beau. 

d as in did, do ; German dass; French dieu. 

dsh as. in ,jealous, ,junk, George. 

e as in met, sell, tell; German erst, es; French selle. 

e as in last syllable of lodger, bungler; of German dieser, ll!lanner; 

French ce, que. 

e longer sound of e, as in fade, main, trail; German Speer, Weh1·; 

French frele, maire. 

g as in gig, gore; German gelb; French gras; ·never has the palatal 

sound of dsh. 

g pronunciation given on p. 209. 

h as in house, h1~tt; German hoffen; never used as a silent letter. 

1 as in marine; French abri, ici; Italian lido; Spanish gridar. 

1 longer sound of e, as in fee, stream, sleep). Gerrnan kriechen, siech. 

i deep, as in fit, grit, rnitten; Ger1nan rinnen, Sinn; when long, it is 

i in German ihn, Siegel. 

y as in yoke, beyond). German Jcth r, ,iur;ken ). ·French yeux; Spanish 

ayudar, yerno. lJ sed as a C011sonant only. 
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as 1n kick, kettle, core; German kennen, Koter; French coque, soc; 

Spanish cavar, quedar, querir. 

pronunciation given on p. 209. 

not occurring in English, French, or Italian; Gern1an ch after a, 

in Dach, lachen, .fiach, N acht; _Scotch loch; Spanish brujo, dejar. 

This sound has nothing in comrr1on with the English x. 
same in all languages. 

same in all languages 
as in nimble, stumble; German Stammbaum. 

as in imp, th~tmping; German Rumpf; Italian stampa. 

same in all languages . 

as in stand, asunder, squander; German Runde; French amende. 

the palatal dsh nasalized. 

as in cling, rang, singing, not as ng in finger; Gern1an hangen, 

spring en. 

as in prank, spunk; Gennan tranken; French cinquante. 

the lingual k nasalized. 

the aspirated guttural nasalized. 

as in rent, want; German drunten, Lunte; French crainte, ereinter. 

short and clear, as in oracle, proxy; German Hopfen, Stoppel; French 
folle, sotte; Spanish pelota, rodilla. 

longer sound of o, as in ·note, roast, rope; Gern1an Koth, Moor, roth; 

French eau, oter, sa~tter. 

o as in bird, burn, s~trd; Gern1an losen, stromen; French fleur, seul. 

p same in all languages. 

p' explosive p, described on p. 216. 

s as in seek, sore; German Sack; French salle. 

sh as in shell, shingle; Gennan schic_ken, Schutz; French chercher, echoir. 

t same in all languages. 

t' alveolar and explosive t; explained on p. 216. 

tch as in charred, chicken, catch; Gennan hiitscheln, Klatsch ; I tali an 
cicerone, cielo ; Spanish hacha. 

u as in forsooth, truth; German Gruss, muss; French loup, sous, ecrmt; 

Spanish luna, uno. 
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ii longer sound of u, as in nude, bloom, loom; German l/hr; French 
cour, sour d. 

u deep, as in pun, ruff; slum; German krumm, Schujt, Stunde; Italian 
lungo. 

ii not in English, Spanish, or Italian; German D'une, suhnen; French 
lune, nu, sucre. 

v as in velvet, vivid; Gern1an W esen, wirken; French veau, vont. 

w is the u before the vowel a, as in water, walk, watch; in German it 
corresponds to short u before vowels; nearly ou in French oui, 

ouate. 

z as in zinc, frozen; German Hase; French zero, zigzag. 

The English x is rendered by gs or ks, the German z by ds or ts; 
according to the nature of their coinponents 

More exan1ples for the pronunciation of the above sounds will be found 
in Dictionary, pp. 6-8. 

For the pronunciation of diphthongs see the statements m~de on p. 208, 
and the examples given in Dictionary, p. 8. The difference between a1 

and ei can be shown to best advantage by quoting German words: 

a1 as in Kaiser, Rain, Haiduck. 

e1 as in keiser, leise, reiten, schleichen. 

The pronunciation of the other diphthongs not mentioned in Diction

ary, p. 8, can be easily inferred fron1 that of the vowels which compose 
them. Adulterine diphthongs are hyphenized, as in a-i, 1-a, i-a, i-u, u-i. 

GRAPHIC SIGNS. 

!. arrested sound, a pause brought about by the altered position of the 

vocal organs; t-Zepa species of fish, Jf2lew:ldsha to quit, depart. 

apostrophe nutrking elision of a vowel, of e, or any other sound: 

k'Iewi to cease, for kelewi; 'mpetlal6na to float down stream, for 
ampetlal6na; n1et'tamsxa to excavate between or near, etc. The 
apostrophe also stands before h, when not beginning a syllable. 

hiatus, separating two vowels as belonging to two different sylla-
bles: me-utkish digging tool, sha-apa-a to provoke. 
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;: separates corn pound words into their components: wika=telantko 
short-featured, 16loks=wa' genam=stu railroad, lit. ''fire-wagon's 

road." 
acute accent; the only sign used for emphasizing syllables: telish 

face, tila and tila, to roll, to flood. 

vowel pronounced long: ta' xtki to blush, tchla'lxa w be drowned, 

wo'ksla, etc. 
vowel pronounced short : rna' sh species of plant, sa.lkak1sh necktie. 

LARYNGEAL MODE OF UTTERANCE. 

The phonetics of the majority of American languages cannot be fully 
understood without taking in consideration their 1node of pronunciation 

from the throat. It may be defined as an utterance produced by a power
ful gush of breath emitted from the lungs and forming its sounds, through 
the glottis widely opened, in the rear portion of the rnouth rather than in its 
fore parts. The war-whoops and dance-songs of the Dakota and other 
J\.fississippian tribes are but a series of vocal strains due alone to the action 
of the lungs and windpipe, and ejected through the open glottis. This gives 
a peculiar, weird character to their vocal music. Of the Oayap6 Indians, 

who inhabit the Brazilian province of Goyaz, travelers report that their 
language sounds "as coming from the upper throat, and that they speak 
with the mouth closed.''* The real cause of these peculiarities has to be 
sought for in the Indian mode of living, and may also in part be attributed 
to assumed habits of pronunciation. 

The pectoral or laryngeal pronunciation of the Klamath Indian is 

attendeJ by the following phonologic. consequences: 

1. Guttural and laryngeal (h, arrested sound) sounds preponderate in 
frequency over dentals and labials, being fonned in the rear part of the 

vocal tube. The palatal and alveolar sounds, which by the lifting of the 
tongue to the roof of the n1outh tend to confine the sound to the rear, are 
not unfrequent , in this and other languages, while in most of them f, th, 

r, and others, which are produced in its fore parts only, do not exist. The 

*Dr. Phil. von Ma.rtius, "Beitraae zur Ethnographie .A.merikae"; Vol. II, p. 134. 
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Shasti, Snake, and Modoc tunes printed in Texts, pp. 1 ~5. 196, are fair 

specimens of a thoroughly laryngeal substratum to Indian song-n1usic. 
2. Interchangeability or alternation of the sounds pronounced with the 

same vocal organ is naturally favored by the pectoral-laryngeal pronunci

ation, and is observed as well among vowels as among consonants. Cf. 

Alternation of Sounds. 
H. Direresis of vocalic sounds into two vowels forming or being p•uts 

of different syllables; the frequent insertion of the laryngeHl h, and of the 

"arrested sound,'' between these tV\' 0 vowels, and between a consonant 

and a vowel;* the prothetic h- figuring as initial in cer t::1 in terms: the 

existence of the "explosive" 1nute consonants, as p', t'. A curious parallel 

to this inserted h is found in Pit River and K orthern California generally ; 
the natives often interrupt their speech by inserting, often in the midst of 

words, a sigh or melancholic-sounding breathing, seemingly produced hy 

inspiration of air. In Tuscarora I heard th~ inserted h distinrtly accom

panied by the same noise. Examples from RJamath: yainaga and yaina
aga; Sa't and Sha-at; gua, g{I-ua, guhua; shaJam, sha'hlam; sko'sh, sko''hsh; 

kla1a, klaJha; leyash, lehiash; walta, hualta; la-a, hUt-a; ibena, hipena. 

4. The arrested sound, or '' sound-catehing," consists in a sudden inter
ruption of the voice while speaking, and leaves the impression of a mo

mentaneous deficiency in breath. It is heard in the commencement, 
n1idst, and end of words, and after mute consonants only. It is always 

beard after the linguals (which in the 1\-fodoc dialect sometimes disappear 

before it), and frequently after t and p; it always follows the explosive 

t' and p', well known through gramrnars of Central American languages. 

Dr. Wash. Matthews describes in his 1nanuscript Modoc vocabulary his 

"marlred t" as being uttered like English t with an extra pressure of the 

tip of the tongue against the gums or teeth, and mentions the following 

terms in which he distinguished it after the initial t: tapak, t6lalui, tulish, 

t'sin, tsuleks. This tis therefore an alveolar sound. T'he Indians of many 

western tribes often apply the arrested sound when vocabularies are taken, 

and Aztec grammars describe it as the saltillo accent, marking the syllables, 

where it is heard, with the gravis accent: ::::-. This curious peculiarity 

"T!Jis epenthetic use made of h should not be confounded with the affix 'h by hamd. Of. below. 
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has been noticed by travelers a1nong the rude and hunting tribes of other 
parts of the globe; it seems to have a physiological cause, and not to be 

intended for rhetorical effect. 

FREQUENCY OF SOUNDS. 

The frequency of each alphabetic sound or ciass of sounds in a given 

language largely depends on their mutual phonetic relations with neigh

boring sounds within the body of the word, and will be treated of elsewhere . 

. A few hints on this subject are as follows: 

The three primary vowels, short u, a, i, are the n1ost frequent of all 

vocalic sounds; then follow a and e (both interchangeable), e, o; the 

softened vowels o and ii are rather scarce: to' dshitodshi, and Modoc po' sh, 

stel6pgosh; utli.ssusa.-ash, tii.'ksha. 

Of all vowels, u commences most words, and a terminates a much 
larger nun1ber of them; it is the most frequent of all vocalic sounds in this 

upland tongue. Of the diphthongs ai, au, ua (wa), ui (wi), ia (ya) occur 

much oftener than ei 7 yi, yu, or wo, and oi n1ay be called a rarity. 
The most ubiquitous of all consonants is probably s, sh · then follow the 

gutturals, g, k, k, x, the laryngeal h, the palatals tch, dsh, y, the surd mutes 

p, t, the nasals n1, n, and the trilling sound l. Unfrequent are g, b, d, z; 
also v in the midst of words. None of the Klan1ath words end in g, y, ng, 

n!f, v, 1nb, mp, z, and a very restricted number in b, d, 'h; cf. sxi'b, e'nd 
(for enat), nad (or nat). Every sound of the alphabet can begin words, 

but initial dsh, x, and z are rather exceptional. Over one fourth of the 

terms in our Dictionary begin with s, sh. 

On the phonetic structure of the syllable, see below. 

GROUPING OF SOUNDS. 

We are-prompted to call a language hartnonious when the quality and 

intonation of the sounds strikes our ear agreeably, and, when the grouping 
of the several sounds in the word-unit appears to be even, rhythmical, and 

musical. In due time high-pitched vowels have to follow those of a lower 

pitch, consonants produced with o~e voeal organ should vary at short 
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intervals with consona:uts pronounced with another. We also expect that 

consonants do not crowd upon each other in dense clusters, but that they 

be supported, upheld, and separated by the true vocal element of the 

human voice, the simple and compound vowels, and we deprecate the 

presence of croaking, clicking, or whirring sounds or sound-clusters. 

An1ericans may be prejudiced in calling such vocalic languages as 

Italian, Odshibwe, Tarascv, Arawak harmonious in preference to conso

na~tic ones. For if a tongue replete with consonantic clusters groups its 

component sounds in such a manner as not to offend the ear by too abrupt 

transitions and freaks, and subordinates them closely to the vowels or diph

thongs as is done in Ru~sian, Creek, Aztec, Kechhua, and in numerous 

other languages, we have no palpable reason to deny to these the predi

cate harmonious. A large portion of the Indian languages spoken within 

the -united States answers to this description, and one of their number is 

the Klamath of Southwestern Oregon. 

Oonsidering all the various elisions, direreses, syncopes, and apocopes 

subsequently occurring, the syllables of this language were originally built 

up on the following fundamental types: 

1. Vocalic sound only (vowel or diphthong). 

2. Vocalic sound preceded by one or several consonants. 

3. Vocalic sound preceded or not preceded by one or several conso

nants, but followed by one consonant only. 

These items typify only the present state of the language, and refer 

in no manner to the structure of its radical syllables. Phonetic processes 

have altered the primitive aspect of this and all other tongues considerably, 

and many sound-groups now make up one syllable which previously formed 

two or three of them. In some words vowels largely preponderate, as in 

lewe-u61a, le-u-e-u-6la to cease to prohibit, yayaya-as bewitching power; 
while in 1nost others consonants exceed in number the vocalic elements, 

excessive groups occurring in ldiglxa to kneel down, shh~shltcha to go visiting, 
shtchushtchxapksh, d. obj. case of shtchu'katko one-eyed. 

Gemination of simple vocalic or consonantic sounds frequently occurs, 

and with vowels it is produced through a sort of emphasis or the distributive 

reduplication (a.nku tree, d. a-anku), ~ith consonants through the prece-
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dence of a short vowel, as in gena'lla to start, kma'kka to look about, udl'tta 
to whip. More about this under: Phonetic Figures. 

The collision of sounds of a different character, produced by two 
different parts of the vocal tube, is a fruitful source of phonetic alterations, 
whenevet the natives find it difficult or impossible to pronounce them in 
succession. No language, we n1ay safely say, is exempt from phonetic 
changes produced by im1nediate collisions of this kind. Thus the Klamath 

suffixes -tka, -tld will frequently appear as -tga, -tgi, but never as -dga, -dgi 
or -dka, -dki. 

In the following table I have disposed various clusters of sounds after 
their initial sounds, without taking notice of the fact whethm· the components 
belonged to one or more syllables; y and w being counted as vowels. Many 
of these clusters form parts of distributive reduplicated forms. 

CLUSTERS COMPOSED OF VOWEL SOUNDS. 

u clusters: wawakogsb, wawawaiha, tcbuaish, luelual6ya, wu-utchewa, 
shue-usham, waita, wewaleks, vuivui. 

0 clusters: kuloya'na, oya, o-6akgi. 
a clusters: uxai-ixitko, skawanksh, kawantko, ka-uka-uli. 

a clusters: a-aalxa. 
e clusters: wewilina, shewana, leyash. 
i clusters: yukiaka, shitiaika, tsliuyag6tkish. 

CLUSTERS COMPOSED OF CONSONANTS. 

k clusters: shlepaktgi (or shlepaktki), shaktaktxa, kma/kka, kpakpa, 
tsa'ktsika, ktchidshil, tchligaktchktcbka, ktchaktchak, 
ntikshktcha, boxtka (for b6kstka ), pnfuksla, utchiklxa, 
shektlalona, hishtchaktna. 

x clusters: mpetlaxsh. 
g clusters : pipelangshta, 1ft' gshla. 
t clusters: t16xo, tx6po, tkap, tgakiamna, Tm6kila, tatktish, Ieshuatxsh. 
tch and dsh clusters: litchlitchli, vulakatchktcha, tchvil'ntka, kititchna, 

tslats[l]kagantko 144, 11, tsxe-utsxe-ush; ndsh6ndshxa, 
shudshna, vuggidshlin. 

p clusters: k'Iekapksh, gepktak, tapsxoya, lapkshapta, nshiptchpa. 
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s and sh cluHters: bumc'tshtgi, Htikashtka, ga-ishtnf1la, shtchiaxixa, shtchi

shtchak'lxa, slmft' shnxa, shushpashka, tgasha' shgish. 
h clusters: sha'hm6ka, hlahla, tsu'hltsll'hli. 

n clustert:;: shutanktgi, nH~dshantko, nd'hultxaga, ntentiag, ndshfndshalo, 

nxfnxtcha. 
m clusters: shnnmpscla, w{tmla, hntanlsxa, udumtchna, amtchiksh. 

I clusters: sxulpka, tmelhak, t{tlsxa, yashaltko, nd11Itxaga, l!fappa, lshiklxa, 
ltchama' shka. 

The inspection of this list, which is by no means exhaustive, shows 

the great adaptability of sounds in this language, and the limit for the 

clustering of consonants is a very wide one. Some of the terms are real 

"jawbreakers", but none of the group is unpronounceable for us, for they 
are all subordinatf~d to one vowel or diphthong and are not discordant among 

themselves, so as to offend our enr. Some sounds appear n1ore apt to 

begin clusters as initials, while others prefer to stand second or third in 
order The language shuns initial clusters of more than two consonants, 

three being a rarity; but it favors their clustering after the vowel to any 

pronounceable extent. 

FOREIGN TERMS AND THEIR PRONUNCIATION. 

The pronunciation of words by the natives, frotn the investigator's 

own tongue, or fr01n other foreign languages, gives a Yaluable clue to the 

physiology of their sounds. J\Iany 1\]atnath Lake and Modoc individuals 

converse with tolerable fluency in English, and a difference may be per

ceived between the English pronunciation of the pure-blood and that of 

the n1ixed-blood Indians. 
The J\,faklaks learned a few French and English terms through the 

Chinook Jargon, a medley speech from the Northwest, in which these 
Indians are far better versed than in English They obtained tbe know

ledge of this jargon from the Indian population on the Lower Cohnnbia 
~lnd Willamet Rivers antl on the Pacific coast, where it had been in vogue 

for the last hnndred years. According to G. Gibbs, who wrote a rnono

graph of it*, two-fifths of its vocabulary was taken by the Indians from 

'-G. Gibbs; a Dict.ionary of the Chinook Jnrgon, or TrarlP. Lnngnnge of Oregon. ~ew York, 1 63. 
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Lower Chinook, one-fifth from English, less than one-fifth frotn the Cana

dian traders' French and the Missouri patois, and the rest from Chehali, 

I(alapuya, and other tongues. The sounds x and the palatalized 1 in 

Lower Chinook terms were .the only ones materially altered by the l(la

llla.ths. In every section of territory where Chinook Jargon is spoken 

dialectic differences ean be distinguished. Thus the French sauvage b8-

cmne sauvash ou Columbia River, but changed to saivash in the southern 

parts of Oregon. 

Distinction 1nust be made between the European tern1s introduced at 

an earlier date into l(lanlath, through the use of · the Chinook Jargon, and 

the nlOl'e recently (chiefly since 1864) adopted .English tern1s, for they differ 

slightly in their phonetics. Of English and French words the language 

forms inflections, derivatives, and reduplications almost as easily as from 

its own words, as will be seen from the lists following: 

FRENCH TERMS OBTAINED THROUGH CHINOOK .JARGON. 

kapo coat, dress; F. capot overcoat; kapopele to dress oneself, and other 

derivatives. 

Hlapai ribbon; F. le ruban; Ch. J. lilobe (G. Gibbs). 

limi'l mule; F. le mulet or la n1ule; limi'hnan mule-driver, packer. 

mitash, mitas legging, d. n1imdash; F. mitasse. 

shuggai s~tJar; F. le sucre; Ch. J. lis{tk, sh{tga, sh{lk wa. 

ENGLISH TERMS OBTAINED THROUGH CHINOOK JARGON. 

Bosh tin (d. Bob6shtin, rarely used) American, white person; E. Boston. Of. 
Dictionary, p. 26. 

l{ing Dshudsh, Mod. Sking Dshudsh, Englishman; E. King George. 

k6pe, E. coffee. 
pot boat, vessel, ship). E. boat. 

shi'l cloth, especially cotton cloth, calico). G. Gibbs derives it from sail. 

so'It., sho'lt, shiil, E. salt. 

stick stick, wood, pole, tree; E. stiek; stlckshui boot, st:fckmiin carpe~ter. 

stinde week; Sunday). E. Sunday. 

tR.la dnl1a1', r;ash, coin; E. dollar~ tAlaltko havin,q money, rich, 'Wealthy 
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ENGLISH TERM~ OB'f AI NED DIRECTLY FROM AMERICANS. 

a'plesh, a'puls, poss. a'pulsham apple. hi bee, hi' sam wax beeswax. 

box, instr. b6xtka box, coffin. Debid, E. David. Do'tchman, Mod. Dotch
mal, German; from vulgar E. "Dutchman". Dshiep, nom. pr., Jefferson; 

E. Jeff. ha'nkertchip, instr. hankerchipatka 87, 14., handkerchief; cf. kitch
kam. huit wheat, grain, cereals; E. wheat. yauksman physician; a hybrid 
term. kapa cup, teacup, sa·ucer, dim. kapaga; E. cup. kitti domestic cat; E. 
kitten, kitty; Mod. for pushish Kl. kuata quarter of a dollaT, 25 cents; E. 
quarter. hikish in laldsh=shushatish locksmith may be as well the E. lock as 
the Kl. lakish knob on door-doubtful. lipin, E. ribbon; lilapai is also used. 
Lanktchan, nom. pr., Long John. our hour (of the day). pi'nsh, E. beans 

pipa tobacco-pipe; from E. pipe, not from Ch. J. lapip. ple'k, pla' g flag, 

- banner; E. flag. Plenk, nom. pr., Frank. Pot Klamat, nom. pr., Fort 

J(lamath; for Kl. f-ukak. ptlshish domestic cat, Kl; E. puss, not from Ch. 
J. pusspuss. shawel, E. shovel. shilba, E. silver. sho'p, sop, E. soap. 

Spanio'lkni Mexican, obtained probably from California. steginsh, E. 
stocking; steginshala to knit stockings. shup, instr. shupatka, E. soup 

shuldshash, poss. shuldsham, E. soldier. shushap, E. ;'ewsharp. tanapsh, 
E. turnip. t{t-uni, E. town. tausen, E. thousand. tebul, loc. tebullat, E. 
table; not fron1 Ch. J. lata'b. tu=pitch quarter of a dollar; E. "two bits". 

tchiken, obj. tchikinash, E. chicken. 

It appears from this list that Klamath drops the final r of foreign 
words, converts f into p, v into b, r into I, and sonant mutes generally into 
surd mutes. 

ALTERNATING OF SOUNDS. 

Permutation of sounds of the same phonetic class has been observed 
to exist in the two classic languages, which belong to the same linguistic 
fan1ily, several centuries ago. It was plainly seen that a connection ex
isted, with mutation of certain sounds, between ovm and duo, TETTape~ and 
quatuor, iv::J-'Ij~ and vestis, ixvpo~ and socer, and sorr1e suspected even affinity 
with the corresponding terms in the Germanic and Slavic languages. After 
J. Grimm had formulated his law of sound-shunting, the process of permu
tation became a n1atter of evidence for the Germanic and Indo-European 

I 
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languages, but only as far as the transition of words from one dialect to 
another is concerned. But in illiterate languages the same interchange, often 

a more extensive one, takes place within one and the same dialect. 

So 1nuch did this fact contradict the time-honored, ancient ideas of 

grammar lodged in the heads of 1nissionaries and school-teachers, and so 

little did it conform to Latin, Greek, and HelH·e,v n1odels, that the puzzled 

granunatical writers on American, African, or Oceanic languages bluntly 
denied the existence of certain sounds which they knew to be in the lan
guage, but found to alternate with others for no apparent causes. This 
relieved the1n from the necessity of aecou11ting for this puzzling phonetic 
fact. The existence of the sonant n1utes ·was flatly denied to many Amer

ican Indian tongues, and the Mohawk-Iroquois* alphabet was proclain1ed 

to possess sixteen sounds (or "letters", as they were called) only, while in 

reality it has over twenty"-four, all of :which are easily expressed by the 

Roman alphabet. 
I have observed alternation of sounds iu all the North American 

languages which I have studied personally with the aid of natives, and 
have also hinted at one of its hidden causes. viz. the laryngeal or pectoral 

pronunciation of the red man. Even those Indians whose languages have 

been reduced to writing for fifty or one hundred years back, and in whose 

books all traces of this interchangeability were suppressed by the mission
aries, etc., as the Creeks, Cha'hta, and Iroquois, per1nute their consonants and 

vowels with the same liberty as if .. these books had never appeared in print. 
It would be exactly so with us if our ancestors had not had a literary 

training foc the last thousand years at least. 

I have recorded the alternations observed by n1e in the Kayo we (or 

Kiowa) language in a monograph published in the American Antiquarian, 

IV, pp. 280-285, under the title: "Phonetics of the Kayowe Language", 
the results obtained there being almost identical to those to be given below. 

This permutabHity of cognate sounds forms one of the prominent pho
netic features of Klarnath, and occurs in initial as well as in medial or final 

sounds. Still there are words in which certain sounds do not interchange 

with other.s. This is especially observed in homonyms, where permutation 
--· ~-- ---·------------ ---- ------- -- - -- -

"This dialect of Iroquois lacks b, p, and f. 
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would eauso confusion; shkoks ghost is never pronounced shk6ks, which 

lUeans tick J. giwash is kept distinct fr0111 gfwasb, usha fr0n1 VUSba, shi
kantela frotn shikantila. 0£ Homonymy. 

Vowels alternating: 

u with wu, vu, hu: udumtchna, vudtlmtchna; u-un, vun, wun; ut:hchkia, 
vutatchkia, hutatchkia. 

u with 0: luk, l6k; lapuk, lapok; hutchna, ho'dshna; pulxuantch, p6loku

antch; luloks, l6loks; tanH3nu, tam'no, but not hu.rexa ,ivith 
h6yexa. 

u with a: putptltli, patpatli; ku'lkuli, kalkali. 

U with a: m{tkash, 1na'kasb i cf. nat, nut. 

u with ii: nduyua, udii'yua (by dissimilation); s.huyuxalsh, sii'yiixalsh. 
ua with o, u: genuala, geno'la, genu'la. 

a with o: maklaks, ma]floks (Modoc); kalkali, k61koli and ku'lkuli; skan

shna, sk6ntchna; hishplamna, hishpl6mna; suffix -uapka, 
-u6pka. 

a. with a: taktakli, takta'kli, and in many other adjectives of color (by dis

silnilation); yaka for yti.'ka, is considered vulgar slang; cf. 
shlaank for shleank 66, 13. 

e ·With a: nep, nap; pen, pe'na, pa'n; tchelxa, tsa'lxa; hemexe, hamexe; 
shlayaks, shla-ika, shla'yaksh, shla'-ika. 

e with i and a: elxa, ilxa, a'lxa; ketcha, .lddsha, ga.'dsa; shetch{tkta, shi

tcbakta; A-ushme, A-ushmi. Of. also: n1ukasham, mukisham 
175; 14. 

e with j: ne'l, n1'l; e-e, 1-1. 

i with iy, y before vowels: shlania, shlaniya; f-amnash, yamnash. 

The circumstance that many of these alternations occur in accented syl

lables proves that they constitute a fundamental law of Indian articulation. 

In diphthongs very few, if any, changes of this kind are noticed, neither do 

long vowels alternate often. T'he most frequent alternating processes are 

observed . b8hveen a and o, e and a, u and wu, vu, u, and o. In rnany 
words vowels can be attenuated into ~. 
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Consonants alternating : 
k with g, gg: ke-u, ge-u; kitehluiui, kitchgani, gitchgani; wakaya, waggaya; 

lutatkatki, lutatgatki; ke'k, ge' g. 

k with k: kaitua, kaitua; ma1daks, makloks. This permutation is usually 

attended with a change in signification. Cf. Pronouns. 

k with X: hushkalka, hushkalxa; hishkalulxa, hishxelulxa. 
k with x: kcmkenl, xemxem, cJ. Dictionary, p. 176; lkan, lxan. Initial k, 

omitted by aphreresis, is replaced in Modoc by the arrested 

sound: k6ke, !6ke. A similar process is observed in some 
Polynesian languages when k is elided. 

k, g with h, hh: gaikanka, haikanka; takUt-ash, ta'hta-ash. 

k with g: ko'l, gu'l; kulu, gulu. 
k, k with nk, nk, nx and other nasals: kila, nkila, nkila, nxilla; kewa, 

nkewa, nxa'wa; kata, ng{tta. 
tch with dsh, when not initial, and with ts, ds : titchi, tidshi, tidsi; tcha

shish, tsasis; nutch (for llU tch{Ii), nuts. n{tds; ge}uantcha, 

geluandsha, geluandsa. 

tch, dsh with sh: ntultchna, ntuldshna with ntulshna; tfidshui, tashui; 
na' dsh, na'sh; willatsHna, willashlina. W alidsh for walish, 

and pawatch for pawash are considered vulgarisms. Ta

pinikayentch for tapinikayenash 120, 19. 121, 22. ; kushga 

tcha for kushga sha 9\ 17. Changes from one dialect to the 
other: ska, Mod. tchga; shgurr1la, Mod. tchgumla; sho'ksh, 

Mod. tseo'ksh; spal, l\iod. tchpal. 

tch with ntch, ndsh: tchekani, ndshekani; tchetch, ndshe'dsh; tchishlxa, 

ntchishlxa, ndshishlka. 

ts with ds, in every instance except when beginning words: ketsa, kedsa. 
t w'ith t', d: telish, t'elish, delish; e'nt (for enat), e'nd; shataltiltan1na, sha

taldildamna; tankatch, dankatch. 

t with nt, nd: tunshna, ntunshna; nte-ish from tewi; tega, cf. ndega, but 
not ndewa and tewa; nd6pa, cf. tupesh. 

p with p', b: pahalka, p'ahhalka, bahaJka; pupanuish, bubanuish. 
p with n1p, mb: pakuish, mpakuish, rnbakuish. · 

15 
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p with 111: suffix -ptchi, -Intchi, -tcln; suffix -pena, -rnna; pronouns p'na, 

p'naJam, Kl. m'na, In'nalarn 
p with w: paklkish, w{tklkish. 

s ·with sh, in every instance: steinas, shtainash; ste'ks, shte'ksb; na/s, na'sh. 
s 'vith z, chiefly initial: saiga, zaiga. 
s, sh with ss: shashaplan1tch, sassaplatntch; shish6ka, siss6ka. 

m with u, before Iabials: mba-ush, uba-ush. 

n with u, before a dental or palatal: ndi1pka, udupka; nduka, vuduka, 
uduka; ntchaya, utchaya. -

ndsh with ntch: ndsh6ka, ntch6ka. 

n with t: natnapenapsh for nan'napenapsh; netnolxish for nen'n6lxish. 
1 with n: nti1lshna, t{tnshna; kildshna, kintcbna, ldnshna, l\fod. kilslma; 

ltchama'shka, ntcharna'shka; hesheli6ta, sheni{Lta; tslipal, 

tchnipal; tchiken1Hn, 1\1od. tchikemal; pniukshla, pniuksna; 
but not tiun6la and tiul6la. 

1 with hl: Ut-a., hla-a; laklakli, l~lakhlaldi. 

, A few n1ore of these alternating processes will be found n1entioned, 
with examples, in the Dictionary, pp. 9-11. 

As to their frequency, consonantic alternations differ very largely. S 

interchanges with sh in every instance, and the permutation of k with other 

gutturals, especially g, gg, x, and of tch with ts, ds, dsh is extremely fre
quent. The substitution of k, g for other gutturah, thongh frequent, is not 

exactly the rule, for these sounds are linguals w bile the rest of the k-series 
are pure gutturals. A bout the difference in signification produced by this 

change, cf. Pronouns. H becon1es frequently disconnected phonetically 
from vowels or consonants preceding it, by the arrested sound .r, and when 

pronounced with emphasis, undergoes _gen1ination: 2-hh; cf. hlilantana, 
sha2htn6ka, kaiha and kai'hha. S and ts are heard much oftener than sh, 

tch in the conversational form of language, and before x the assibilated sh 

scarcely ever occurs: sxena to row, hutamsxa to rush between. Words with 

initi~l t and p that can pass into d and b, n1ay also change these initials 

into explosive sounds: p~, t.!. r:ehe whole series of consonants through 

wlnch a term m; tch{damua can pass is: tch, ts, t'sh; a word like pat{tdsha 
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may also be pronounced patatcha, patatsa, patadsa, but padatcha or b~
datsa is scarcely ever heard from natives. Some terms, as pfpa paper, 
ndani three, undergo no vocalic or other changes whatever, while others 

cannot assume certain alternations without a change of signification. Cf. 

I-Ion1onymy. 

All these conversions of cognate sounds often in1part to certain words 

a quite different appearance, which renders them unrecognizable to the 

unexperieneed. Still the interchange of sounds is more extensively devel

oped in some dialects of the Carib or Galibi, as well as in Kayowe,. Hi
datsa, and other languages spoken on the ~1ississippi plains. 

Like nil phAnomena in nature, this interchangeability is not produced 

by the fancy or option of the natives, but is based on natural laws, and as 

language is one of the effects of nature, we rnust look to physiology and 

not to pRychology to discover its latent c.a.uses. One of these is the tend

ency of rendering pronunciation easier; this we perceive, e. g., in the 
dropping of the laryngeal sound h in: mi-ut for mi hut, ~itunk for at hunk, 

n'unk for ni (or nu) hunk, and also in axut for a hu't. It will be remem

bered that h can be dropped even when belonging to the body of the word. 

In 97, 1, h-L1nk lduliga has probably been nasalized into hunk nxiuliga to 

avoid the collision of two identical sounds. Another cause of these permu
tations is the laryngeal utterance of the Indians, which I have discussed 
under that heading (pp. 215-21 7); it also accounts for the circumstance that 
permutation an1ong sounds originating in the rear mouth are much n1ore 

fi·eqnent than those produeed by the action of the lips and the fore part of 

the vocal tube. 

PHONETIC FIGURES. 

Besides the phonetic changes spoken of in the foregoing section, there 

are other alterations in the sounds of words which generally affect the 

body of the words more thoroughly, and occur in all the languages ex
plored. 'I'hese alterations are produced by various causes, as the shifting 
of the accent fron1 one syllable or word to another, the attenuation or 

increase in quantity, the habit of fast speaking, etc., and chief of all, the 

desire of saving vocal exertion. 'l:'he tendency for retrenchment is more 
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en·ergetic in this upland langu~ge than that fur tho increase of ~ounds, and 

thus the chapters on elisions and contractions will be n1ore extended than 

that on phonetic additions. 

I have classed the phonetic figures into tho following distinct groups: 

A.-Addition of phonetic elements other than affixes, to the word. 

1. Prothesis, or the addition of vowels or consonants at the eommencetnent 

of the word: v in vuhnpiega, vuduka., etc., for u-upiega, uduka; 

Sking Dshii' d~h, Mod. for King Dshu' dsh. Yikashla for ikashla 
may be considered simply as alternation of sound. 

2. Epithesis, or the addition of vowels or consonants at the end of the term: 
ta,-·uni, from English town. 

3. Epenthesis, or the insertion of Yowels or consonauts in tl10 midst of a 

word. Some of the inflectional affixes are epenthetic, and will be 

considered under the heading of affixes. The insertion of n in 
twinkshi for tuakshi, kaiUtntala for kaiUttala, tiii'mantko (a verb 

tHi'mna does not exist) for tia'Inatko had better be considered 

a nasalizing than an epenthetic process. Epenthetic v is ob
served in lev1ita for le-·tita, l'{tta. Epenthetic h has to be care

fully distinguished fron1 the -h- of the verbal suffix -Ita, as in 

skulha to lie on something, compared to sk{dxa to lie, to sleep, 

and fr0m the 'h which indicates a11 ilct done by hand (see below). 
We find tho epentbetic h in: 

tsials'ha/ mi in the salmon season, for tsialsa' n1i, tsialse' mi. 

gahipa to catch air wdh a gr·unt, for ga-ipa. 

shawalhina' a to accompany somebody, for shawalina' a. 

muhi1n11ya to shiver, trenttble, for muinruya. 

4. Nasalizing or nasal pronunciation takes place in regard to certain con
sonants only, when initial or medial. Nasalization of vowels in 

the n1anner as observed in French and Dakota does not belong 

to the features of the Klamath language. The deep pron uncia
tion of a, i, u has nothing to do with nasalizing. The gutturals 

g, k, k, x are thereby transformed into ng, nk, nk, nx; the dentals 
d, t into nd, nt; the palatals dsh, tch into ndsh, ntch; the Iabials 
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b, pinto mb, mp. This process was uiscussed under the heading: 
''Alternation of Sounds,'' and examples fron1 the Dictionary will 
be found there to illustrate it more fully. In.stances where no 

alternation takes place are shen1peta to ar,que, for shepeta; shikamba 

to walk on a stick, for shikfipa (radix: kap in tkap ). 

B.-Dropping of phonetic elements from the word. 

All the causes that are. productive of decay will also operate in favor 
of sound-rernovals, ns: fast and indistinct pronunciation, shifting of the 

accent, etc. Elisions of all sorts are especially frequent. 

Elision, or removal of a phonetic element within the word, is frequent 

in all languages. In l{larnath 1t is chiefly brought about by the tendency 

to bring vowels into close contact with vowels, even identical ones, and 
consonants with consonants, whether identical or not; a tendency which 
causes elimination of intervening sounds. Of. Assimilation. The various 
kinds of elision make a subdivision desirable into syncope, ekthlipsis, and • 
elision of a whole syllable. 

5. Syncope, or elision of a vowel before a consonant. Ex.: 

itkla to collect, gather up, for itkala. 

lulpaltko provided with eyes, for lulpalatko. 

hunsak, IH~nsak to no purpose, for hunashak, nenashak. 
telshna to look out, for telishna. 
tchkash also, too, for tche'kash. 

k'lekapksh dead, for k'lekapkash; k'le'ksht for k'Iekasht. 
E-ukshkni J(lamath Lake Indian, for E-ukshikni. 

tatamnish traveler, for tatamnuish. 

6. EkthMpsis, or dropping of a consonant from the 1nidst of a word. 
(a) When standing before one or more consonants. Ex.: 

shelluashe'mi in the war time, for shellualshe'mi, cf. 56, 1 and Note. 
I 

pnekampele to throw out again, for puelxan1pele. 
ktchak avlone shell, for ktchalk; basis, ktchalxa. 

shlatpam peli to ,return, bring back, for shhUtpamp~li. 

shtchushx(Lpkam; cf. Note to 109, 6. 
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(b) Before vowels consonants are elided in the following terms: 
nte~ish bow with arrows, for ntewish. 

husht1tanka to approach on the sly, for hush'hutanka. 

samenalda to wish for oneself, for sh'hamenakia. 
sakuash fish-gig, spear, for shtchakuash. 

muatch large, tall ( obj. case), for munish. 

7. Elision of a syllable, accented or unaccented. Ex.: 
pa'patchle to step downfrom, 112, 6. 9, for pepatch6le. 
kshulo'tch mowing scythe, for kshul6tkish. 

shalallish Pan's flute, jews harp, for shalalaJish. 

hunkirnsham theirs, abbr. from hunkelamsham. 

wewanshash, wewansh wornen, for wewanuishash. 

messam in the season of trout, for mehiasha' mi. 
nakanti everywhere, for nanukanti. 

vulJsashti borrowed 189; 4, for vulxapkashti or -tat. 

Of. also puksla, wo'ksla with tl1eir longer forms, and stelapksh 87, 13, 
for stelapkishash. 

8. Aphaeresis, or the retrenchn1ent of an initial sound. Ex.: 
kap, Mod. for tkap stalk of plant; dim. kapka, Kl. for tkapaga. 
mh{I, Mod. for trnu Kl., grouse. 

'n1utchaga little old man, 'mutchewatko old, for k'mutchaga, k'mutche
watko. 

'mbute'xe, for hin1bute'xe to jump over something . 

.?.6Jfe, 16lkoli, lo'sh, Mod. forms for k6ke river, k6lkoli round, ko'sh pine

tree This aphreresis before the lingual Js, which substitutes .z., is 
heard in the Modoc dialect only. 

ilk, link, pron. that, and adv., for hftk, hunk; cf. hii'ksht and o'ksht. 

9. Apocope of sounds.-N othing is more frequent than the retrenchment of 

single sounds at the end of words; the quality of the initial syl- · 

lab I~ of the word following is son1etimes the cause of this, though 

more frequently it is brought about by the location of the accent 
upon a distant syllable: 

shitk, sitk alike to, for shitko, sitko. 

tchi' shtal towards home, for tchi' shtala. 
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rui-ash, nash, thus, so, for wi-asht, na' sht. 

na we; a ye, l\Iod. for na' t, na' d; at. 

kalo clear $ky, for ka1o-u,- as seen by the inflection. 
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Cf. im fori n1i, 59, 9; tun1 before consonants, 13, 14. 19, 1. 20, 19. 

10. Apocope of syllables.-In the conversational form of language these 

apocopes are frequent and often very puzzling, as lxalxanl luH

nash instead of lxalxamnishti lulinash in 7 4, 1 0. Ex.: 

nakant coming from everywhere, for nakantkni. 

gunigshta on opposite side of, for gunigshtana, with many other . pre-

and postpositions, as wiga't, etc. 

paha, nxitsa dried, partie. pass. for pahatko, nxitsatko. 

ma!flaks la!fi tr_ibal chief, for ma!flaksam la!fi. 

yuyalks=shitk wretched-looking, for yuyalkishash=shitko. 

C.-Contraction and dilatation of phonetic elements. 

Here, as well as in other tongues, contraction is chiefly limited to vo

calic sounds, and although l(lamath seeks rather than avoids hiatus, there 

are instances enough of two vowels becon1ing contracted into one. A special 

sort of vocalic contraction is the weakening of a vowel into the primitive 

vowel e, generally when unaccented. Instal}ces of consonantic synreresis 

are :NI6atokisb for l\f6atok=gish, tatatli for tat-tatli, ka/ldikli for kak-ka'kli, 

shnluaktcha for shuluakt-tcha, ete. 

Dilatation or expansion of the vowels of a word is called direresis; that 

of consonants is usually gen1ination or redoubling. 

11. Synaeresis, or "gathering up," as the-nan1e has it, is a figure drawing to

gether vowels into one sound (eventually into a diphthong) to avoid 

hiatus. This coalescence of distinct vocalic sounds is quite fre

quent and usually produces long vowels, whether accented or not. 

ga'shtish door of lodge, for ka-ishtish. 

talak, d. tatalak straight out, for talaak etc. 

ke'sh rattlesnake, for ke-ish, xe-ish. 

nge' sh arrow, shenge' sha to shoot at oneself, for nge-ish, shenge-isha. 

shen6tatko confluence, for shenu<:hatko, shenewatatko. 

pan6pka to desire to eat, for panuapka. 
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mikosh stoppage of waters, for nakuash. 
shii' dshna to chase each other, for shu-udshna, shuhudshna. 

we-ulta to permit, for wewalta. 

gaggiitko., 123, 2, crossed over, for gakuatko. 
liuki{unna to gather around, for liwakiamna. 

12. I(rasis or ''intermixture" is the union of vowels forming part of differ

ent syllables into one vowel sound (or diphthong) to avoid hiatus. 

The sound h is easily dropped if it stands between the vowels. 
shea they of course, for sha i-a, sha ya, 93, 6. 
tfdshak good if to be, for tidshi ak, tidshi ha gi, 93, 9. and Note. 

miut yours that, for mi hut. 

13. Vocalic attenuation or shortening, weakening of unaccented syllables 
into the primitive vowel e forms the transitory stage to the figure 

called syncope. We find it in: 
skatkela to carry on back, for skatkala. 
· shulemokedsha to swing around, for shulamokedsha. 

shukpeli to withdraw, for shukpali, cf. 68, 8 and Dictionary. 

Weakening of an accented syllable: te'kish sword, for tekish. 
Attenuation taking place between words is observed in: ge'nteni I 

would fain go, for ge'nt a ni; atenen for at a nen; tatatenat wherever we, for 
tatat a nat; tatatakse spuklia when they sweat in it, ~2, 3. 4., for tatatak sha 

spuklia. To this may be added the weak pronunciation of -arn, -lam, the 

suffix of the possessive case, especially frequent in the Modoc dialect, and 

almost equivalent to -em: maklaksam, suentcham, etc. 

14. Diaeresis or vocalic diremption takes place when a vowel, which is gener
ally a long one, is redoubled or even tripled, and when a diphthong 
·is pronounced with hiatus, that is, as an adulterine diphthong. 

a. Diaeresis of a vowel: 
ki-intch wasp, for ki'ntch, ki'nsh. 

lll0-6we woodch-uck, for m6we, muwe. 
na-as one, a single one, for na' s, na' dsh. 

shle-eta to discover, find, for shleta. 

ki-i-fa to tell lies, for !fia, kfya 64, 4. 
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These examples involve sin1ply rhetorical emphasis, but there are 

instances in1plying a change of signification as a consequence of the 

direresis: sha-apa-a to dare, provoke, from shapa to tell, count; i-iulina, yi

ulina to send over the edge, compared to yulina to menstruate. 
b. Diphthongic diaer·esis, as in i-uta for yuta, ne-i for neya, 

E-ukshi for Euksi, has been fully discussed in the article 

on Diphthongs, p. 208. 

15. Gemination or doubling of consonants occurs only after vowels short 

in quantity : 

sessal61ish warrior, for shesha16lish; vussa to fear, for vusha; genalla 

to start, for gen~Ua; nellina to scalp, for nelina; wetta to laugh, for 

. weta, cf. wetanta; uditta to whip, for udita; limlimn1a to be dark, 
for limlima; tchimma-ash string-game, for tchima-ash; ku'mme 

cave, for kft'me; Sl1mn1atka with the mouth, bill, for shumatka; 

tchaggaya to sit upon, for tchakaya. 

D.-Phonetic changes through contiguity. 

These changes mainly occur in unaccented syllables, and are produced 
by the infiuence of sounds either preceding or following inunediately, or 
forming a part of the syllable preceding or following. It is generally the 
subsequent sound which tries to weaken and then to assimilate or dissimi
late its predecessor. ·The altered position of th~ accent sometimes produces 
a similar result. In Latin we find similar changes accomplished in 1neridies 
for med,idies, medius jidius for me Dius filius, occupare for obcapare, occiput for 
obcaput, exultare for exsaltare, appono for adpono, doceor, audior for doceo-se, 
arudio-se. 

16 . .Assimilation-Vowels and consonants of the same vocal class, either 
standing b~side each other or belonging to adjoining syllables, 
assimilate more closely or become identical. This process forms 
just the opposite of the dissimilation to be described below, both 
of them being the result of pronounced tendencies of the language. 

waya1apsh icicle, piece of ice, for wealapsh. 
WaiHi'ngish Warm Spring Indian, for W aita'ngish. 
yiyuxoga to shove into, for iyuxoga, f-uxoga. 
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shukatonol6tkish skin-strap tied into the hair, for shukatanol6tkish. 

ta1aat txalan1titala due west, 2~, 10, fur talaak etc. 

tsuitsan1 Utwish urine-bladder, for shuidsham lawalsh. 

tillindsha to abandon, for tinlindsha. 

ntulshampkash flowing down ( obj. case), for ntulshantkash, ntulshan

pkash; cf. ge1nptchi for gen=ptchi. 

ha ne1n (for nen) wU/ g'n k~i' git, 8 7, 5. and Note. 

17. Dissimilation.-This phonetic law, which is directly opposite to that of 

assimilation, consists in avoiding the repetition of a vowel or con

sonant standing in contiguous syllables, and converts one of the 

two, generally the first one, into a cognate sound pronounced 

' with the san1e organ of the vocal tube. Dissimilation is more 

frequent than assin1ilation, but applies only when the sounds 

referred to do not stand in the same syllable. It operates also from 

one word to the next one, as in: 

huhashtapkuak they stabbed each other only, for huhashtapka ak, 114, 3. 

Vocalic dissimilation is fl'equently observed In terms formed 

by iterative reduplication: 

lamlemsh dizziness, inebriation, for lamlamsh. 
heihai red fox, silver fox, Mod. for heihei. 
ketchkatch littte gray fox, derived from ketchJy?.tchli rough-furred. 

ka'lkali round, for kalkali, k6lkoli. 
ka'kaldi, kaka'kli yellow,· for ldika'kli, and all other adjectives of color, 

in the absolute as well as in the distributive form. 
Instances of vocalic dissimilation in distributive reduplication: 

wewa'kala, for wewekala, d. of wekala to give birth. 

pepuelxa, for pupuelxa, d. of puelxa to throw down. 
shka' shkatkala, for shkashkatkala, d. of skatkala to carry on back. 

kakaka'ldi yellow, for kakaka'kli, d. of kaka'kli; also all the other adjec-
tives of color, and many of those descriptive of surface-quality. 

Other instances, where vowels becon1e dissimilated, are as 
follows: 

wa' -aks, we-aks mallard duck, for we-eks; cf. wekash. 
yanakanfni being at the lower end, for yanakanfni, 148, 2. 
kiama/mi in the fishing season, for kiama'mi. 
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shiwakuash to the girls, fur shiwaga-ash, 80, 11. 
udii'yua to beat, whip, for uduyua. 

235. 

Consonantic dissimilation is observed in the following terms 

formed by iterative reduplication: 
kedshamkedshalkea to wheel around on one's feet. 
palalnnalank with rapid gait, for palakpalak; cf. palak. 
tchfptchima, Mod. to drizzle down, for tchimtchima or tchfptchipma. 

18. Metathes,is is an inversion or transposition by which a vowel or conso
nant mutually exchange the position which they normally o?cupy 
in the word. This may take place in one and the same, or in con
tiguous syllables, and is a figure of euphony, since it renders the 
pronunciation easier in that conneetion where the word is applied. 
Vowels can exchange their location with other vowels or with 

consonants, and consonants with consonants. 
shiun6ta to sing in chorus, for sliuin6ta. 
shuila, shuilla to shake oneself, for shiula. 
fnsh, insh rne, to me, for me, for nish, nfsh. 
shnewadshka little girl, for shna wedshka. 

km6kumka to growl (dogs), for kn16kmuka, d. of ktnuka. 
samtchakta to comprehend, for sa1ntchatka. 

wal'hka to look out for, for wa'hlka. 
amtchiksh old, former, foi· anltch=gish, this probably for ma'ntch=gish. 
shuipf1klash small cushion, for shuipkulash ~1od. 
shakptaksha to cluck with the tongue, for shakapshtaka; from kapata. 
txu' txa to presage death or mischief, for til'ktxa, from tuka to frighten. 
leshuatxash fun, sport, Joking, for lewashtxash. 
ne-uxalpeli to order again, for ne-ulxapeli. 
lushgapeli to go and take off, for luktchapeli. 

There is another form of phonetic inversions taking place through the 
agency of verbal or nominal inflection and derivation; examples of it are 
as follows: 

ka-akt for kakat, d. of kat who, which, pron. relat. 
shayuaksh for shayukash knowing, shrewd. 
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waltaksh promiscuous talking, for waltkash Mod. 

hashtaksh perforation of earlobe, for luishtkash. 

ipakt it may stay, remain, for ipkat, 148, 14. 

wiulalek r strike it! for wiulalx' i! 
hutan, nge-ishan they ran, they shot, for hf1tna, nge-ishna. 

shulutamantk being dressed in, for shulutarnnatko. 

These inverted forms may be explained by n1etathesis, but it is prob

ably more ·correct to derive them from supposed forms as ka-a.kat, shayua

kash or -kish, waltakash, hashtakash, ipakat, 'viulalak i! h{ltana, nge-ishana, 

etc., which, under the weight of the receding accentuation or other influ

ences, lost their· second vowel (a). 'rhis explanation is sustained by forms 

like nc-ulakuapka, fut. of ne-ulxa to order, which, compared to genuapka, 

fut. of gena to go, pekshuapka, fut. of peksha to grind, shows that the end

ing -a of the "infinitive" does not appear in the future, but that the first -a

in ne-ulakuapka existed there previously, and induces us to presuppose an 

ancient form ne-ulaka, ne-uHtxa. 

19. Anathes'tS is a new grammatic term, by which I call a sort of vocalic 

metathesis, almost entirely confined to derivative verbs and inflec

tional verbal forms with their derivatives. Numerous instances of 

it are found among the verbs beginning with the prefixes sh- and 

h-sh-. This subject will be developed in full in Morphology, 
Section: Radical Syllable. 

ACCENTUATION. 

I.-LOCATION OF THE ACCENT. 

The accented syllable of a word is uttered with a stronger effort of the 

vo~ce, and frequently with a higher pitch than the syllables surrounding it. 

Long words have a principal accent and a secondary accent. The 

only sign used in this volume for accenting syllables is the acute accent, ', 

as in ibena, tupka. 

A curious difference is observed in American languages as we proceed 

from the South to the North. For in many parts of South America, espe

cially the eastern and northern, the accent is placed towards the end of the 
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word and accentuation of the penult and final .syllable must be considered 
as the rule. In Central An1erica the emphasized syllable begins to shift 
towards the radix, and in most North An1erican languages, which are rather 

suffix- than prefix-languages, the accent has a tendency to rest on the root 

or at least on the first syllables of the word. 
In Kla1nath the emphasizing of the radix is the natural and funda

mental law of accentuation, but it is so often interfered with by other 

agencies that it seems rather to be the exception Many short particles 

have no accent of their own, and in terms formed -by iterative reduplication 

each of the doubled radicals has an equal right to. the accent; so the accent

uation is here decided by rhetoric convenience. · 

To obtain an insight into the mutual conflict of the accenting princi-

ples and the variability of accentuation, distinction must be made between: 

(1) accenting the radical syllable. 

(2) accenting by means of the secondary accent. 

(3) accenting through quantity. 
( 4) accenting through syntactic emphasis. 

In polysyllabic term8 the ro.ot or radical syllable alone is invested 

with an intrinsic notative signification, while the other syllables or sounds 

of the word, verb or noun, express only its relations to other parts of the 

sentence. Hence the root is the most .appropriate place for the word

accent; nevertheless we find it constantly shifting in American and other 
illiterate languages under the guidance of certain phonetic, logical, and 

rhetoric considerations. This establishes a great contrast with the accent
uation of English, Gern1an, and the classic languages, but in French we 

see the accent shift to and fro with almost the san1e liberty as here Thus 

we find in Klamath, e. g. : tula, tula, in company of; Utwipka, tawipka to 

bewitch; shnuka, shnuka to grasp j vunepni, VUlH~pni four times j hemkanka, 

hemkanka to speak; itpampeli, itpampeli to cwrry home; ktayalshtala, kta
y:Ushtala, ktayalshtala into the rocks; shevdtnap'litki, shewanap'litki in order 

to restore. In the readings placed first, the accent rests on the radix, and 
in the second readings shifts toward one of the formative syllables of rela

tion. Very often a prefix is invested with the accent, as in hfshnaksh 
kusband, d. hihashuaksh. 
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In words of four syllables or more, our ear is not satisfied by the subordi

nating of so many unaccented syllables under one syllable, but seeks relief 

by accentuating another of their ntnnber by what is called the secondary 
accent. In the san1e way as the spoken sentence hurries towards its end, 

the main accent of long wo.td.s will also follow this forward rush; thus the 
secondary accent increases in strength and tends to bring down the n1ain 

accent to the level of the other unaccented parts, unless its quantity offers 

resistance to this leveling process . Thus shliutuapkuga in order to shoot 

with, with the secondary accent on -ug-, rnay under the influence of the 

following words becon1e shliutuapkuga, the vowel i of the radix being short. 
The san1e holds good of terms like shniulatchganka to glance off from, 

lulukshaluapkuga for the purpose of cremating. Shifting of the acceHt can 
also take place when proclitic and enclitic words crowd around accentu

ated words, especially verbs. 
Long vowels are not always accented; that is, quantity exercises no 

decisive influence on accentuation. Of. vukshxeni toward the angling place, 

where -u- is a contraction of -uya-; but in saigaxeni to the prairie, the suffix 
has the accent. Nishtak during the same night (from nishta ak) is just as 

possible as nishta'k. 
The syntactie accent, as determined by the sense of the clause or sen

tence, constantly interferes with the other principles of accentuation and 

i1nposes its own laws. There are two sorts of syntactic accentuation; one 

lays the stress of the voice on that term of the sentence which seems of 
paramount weight to the speaker, while the other lets it fall on certain syl

lables of one, two, or several words of one sentence. This latter accent is 

the one to be studied n1ore carefully, the other needing no commentary. 
In using the tern1s friendly, plurality, selfishness we think of them as 

whole words only, and do not concern ourselves about the real meaning of 

their roots or suffixes. Indeed, very few of us know, that in friendly the 

radix fri- means to love, cherish, that -end- represents the old Saxon forn1 of 

the present participle, and that -ly is our like, alike to, originally lie body, 

flesh, form. But in Klamath this is different, for these and many other 

Indians possess an intuitive if not a real knowledge of the functions of their 

affixes. A verb like gntilapkapeli to make turns while descending suggests at 
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once n1any ideas to the native. Gu- recalls the radix ga-, ge- to go, -tila a 
motion downward, -apka an occurrence taking place in the distance, -peli return, 
repetitio'rt, redoubling. Shnahualpakta to cause echo is con1posed of the me

dial sh- "for so1nebody, or for oneself, or by itself", -n- in shn- forms 

causatives, -a- is a vowel repeated frorn the syllable following, -hual- is the 
radical syllable to sound, resound, be noisy (hualta, walta to sound, Tattle) -pka, 
the simplex of -pakta, is a suffix of verbs indicating repetition, iteration. 

Still. better is the Indian acquainted with the n1eanings of inflectional 
endings, and though unable to give abstract names to the gram_n1atic 

categories as w·e do, the correct use of innumerable sin1ple and cornpound 
prefixes and suffixes is constantly present to his mind and guides him 

through this labyrinth of forms which can be joined to every radical Ryl
lable of his agglutinative language. Now he has it in his power to accent
uate every syllable or affix, which, as he thinks, exceeds in importance the 
other con1ponents of the word .for expressing his idea. If in the first ex
ample given he lays stress on the distance fron~ himself, then he accent
uates· gutilapkapeii; if descent is n1ore important to him, gutilapkapeli; in 

the second exan1ple shwlhnalpakta would express stTength of the effort to 

cause echo. Of. heshsxalpeli Gl, 8 with heshsxalpeli 61, 9; lduya-ga 96, 21 

with lduyega; skuyu'i 29, 11 with the usual skuyui. 

Even monosyllabic particles can be lengthened into two syllfl;bles by 
direresis, and either of thmn may receive the accent with a shade of differ-

l 
0 h /, h, l , 0 h" A/ A 

0 
, A/ A ence on t 1e meaning: a-a, a-a; n-1, 1-1 ; or pronouns: 1, 1-1, 1-1. 

This feature adds largely to the natural expressiveness of the tongue, 
and saves many circumlocutions _which the less pliant languages of modern 

. Europe would have to specify by words. It is the idea of actuality, of being 

done right then and there, that distinguishes shlea, shla-a, and shla-a to see, 
find, gewa and gewa to go into water, guka and guka to climb up, gi1hua, guha, 
guha to swell up, etc. Verbs in which the last syllable usually bears the 
accent ' are: shi6 io bet, stuli to report, vumi to buTy, vula to inquiTe; guli to 
.go into, is always oxytonized, but its d. form kilhi is not. 

In tern1s where no syntactic or rhetoric influences affect the location 
of the word-en1phasis, a shifting of the accent is often caused by the in
cremw of the ·wo"rd through inflectional or derivative affixe~. In short 
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words the aecent 1nay then settle upon a prefix; when the term becomes 

lengthened by suffixation, the accent may shift towards its final syllables. 
Examples: 

heshla to show itself, from shlea to see. 

hishlan. to shoot at each other, from shlin to shoot. 

lakiamkshi at the chief's house, frorn laki chief. 

shuktan1pka to begin fighting, from shuka to fight. 

yamatala eastward, fron1 y<hnat east. 

tataksniptchi childlike, from tataksni children. 

skukluapkasht from possible chapping, fron1 skukla to be chapped. 

In the four last examples the secondary accent has entirely eclipsed 
the accent originally laid on the radieal syllable. 

Oxytonized terms, as gnli and others given above, will not shift their 
accent unless increased by two or morA syllables. 

When a word of more than one syllable is increased by distributive 

reduplication, the accent will usually shift away from the initial syllable 
by the length of this increase: 

hiklxa to shatter, split, d. hihaklxa. 
ngumshka to ureak, fracture, d. ngumgamshka. 

lemewilxa to drift away, d. len1elemewilxa. 
ulaksha to lap, lick, d. ula-ulaksha. 

Instances where the accent gravitates ·back upon the beginning of the 

word, respectively upon the radical syllable through apocope, contraction, 
or elision: 

n1es~am in the trout-season, for mehiasha' n1i. 
pallapksh the stolen one, for pallapkash. 
k'la'ksh telshampka to be moribund, for k'lekapkashtala telshampka. 

The appending of enclitic pronouns and particles, which form a pho
netic whole with the tern1 governing them, son1etimes effects a shifting of the 
accent, but at other ti1nes has no effect whatever. Examples of shifting: 

na-ulapkuapk{t In's ni I shall punish you, 59, 3. 

:-:;tildsampel6k Ba::; in order to announce to them, 22, 15. 

• 
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txop6=shitko, txop6=sitk like a thumb, 149, 12. 

shliuapka m'sh sha they will shoot you, 30, 3. 

gepgapelissa they returned home, for gepgapeli sha. 

Of. ki-1iks gi, 42, 12; !fa!f6 bela, 101, 7; humtchi ki, 126, 9; siunotish 
tchkash, ~3, 4. 

Instances where enclitic terms have not affected the position of the 
accent are as follows: 

shna'-uldsha nat we galloped off, 29, 12. 

tchi'-ishtat m'na to their camp, 2:), 16. 

tsu' shni m'sh ni I forever from you, 61, 2; but: tsushni m'sh ni, 69, 20. 

In ha ni skuyu'shkuapka m'sh if I should separate (her) from you, 61, 1, 

the proclitic ha ni may have retained the verbal accent in its usual place. 

11.-PROCLISIS AND ENCLISIS. 

A number of particles, mostly conjunctions, some pronouns and adjec

tives, or rather adjectival suffixes, are liable to lose their accent if placed in 

certain positions, while others among them always appear unaccented. 

These are 1nonosyllabic; those con1posed of two syllables are capable at 

any time of reassuming accentuation, and hence can be classed here ·only 
under restrictions. 

These unaccented terms may be said to lean either forward on the 

coming accented word-to be proclitic; or to lean backward on the accented 

word just spoken-to be enclitic. Their influence on the accentuation of the 

main word is only a casual one; c£: Accentuation, pp .. 23 7, 240. 

PROCLISIS is less frequent than enclisis; all proclitic words are capable 

of assuming the accent. A list of them reads as follows : 

at now, then; mu, mil greatly, largely (not when apocopated from muni 

large); ha if, when; tan1, interrogative particle; wak ~ how? how so ? A few 

personal pronouns in their subjective cases, as nil, ni, i, pi, huk, hu, etc., 
and the possessive pronoun mi thy, thine. 

ENCLISIS is frequently observed and generally appears when a personal 

object-pronoun is connected with a transitive verb. Two enclitic monosyl-
16 
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lables can be placed after an accented word, and one of thmn frequently 

elides its vowel. Enclitic terms may be classed as follows: 

Suffixed adjectives are unaccented terms of an adjectival function quali
fying a noun attributively, not predieati vely; two of them, gitko and shitko, 
possess a non-enclitic distributive form and are inflected through all cases. 

amtchiksh ancient, old, used up, in its abbreviation: -amtch. 

=gitko, =gitk, d. =giggatko possessed of 

=kani some one, any one; of. GO, 13, and the Dictionary. 

-ptchi, -mtchi, -tchi, -tch alike to, appearing like. 

~shitko, =sitk, d. =shishatko alike to, resembling. 

=tkani a little, somewhat. 

More will be found concerning these for;;,g under "Adjective," below . 

. Pronou.ns All the lllOnosyllabic v~ : :'Onal pronouns, subjective and 

objective, are appended enclitically to the verb which they govet;n or upon 
which they depend. Subjective personal pronouns: ni, nu I; i, ik thou; 

huk, hun, hu, pi he, she, it; nad, nat, na we; at, a ye; sha, pat they. Ob

jective personal pronouns: nish, nush, n'sh, n's me, to me; nlish, m'sh, rn's 

thee, to thee; hun, hu, pish, push him, her, it; to him, to her, to it; nalash in 
the form nash, nats, n's us, to us; malash in the form malsh ye, to ye; shash, 

sas them, to them; sham, sam of them. Enclitic possessive pronouns are n1i 

thine, thy; p'na, Kl. m'na his, hers, its; sham, san1 theirs. Dernonstrative 

and relative pronouns generally preserve their accent, but among the in

definite pronouns, tua some kind of, loses it in eompounding words: nanuktua 

every kind of; cf. =kani any one. 

Particles, when n1onosyllabic, are enclitic unless 80nle particular enl
phasis is laid on them in connection with the whole sentence. The more 

frequent of them are: a; aka, ak, ka; at; ha; hak; ya, yu; -la, -le; lish; 

n1at; nen; pil; tak, tok, taksh, toks; tcha, tche, tsi; tchish, abbr. -tch, -ts; 

tchka.sh; un, lin. Their signification and use will be indicated below. 

The verb gi, to be, do, say, has several monosyllabic inflected forms which 

may becorne enclitic, as gi, gink, gish, gisht, and the participle gitko, which 
will then usually cast off the ending -o. The simple gi often abbreviates 

into -k, -g: na'stg so he said; E-uksni toks lapik but of the Klamath Lake 

men there were two. 
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Instances of enclisis of various descriptions are as follows: 
shnekeluapka m'sh ni I will remove you from your position. 

tumi huk hatokt maklaks gi many persons are there. 

unaka tchkash m'na shtilta he also informed his son. 

pallank mish robbing thee:' vussok ·Sas afraid of them. 

wewega pil tchishi the children only were in the lodge. 

ka'ktsnash; luluagslash they fled; they enslaved ( -sh for sha they). 

pi tchish he also; nanxatch some also, 16, 7. 
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K'muk-nmtch the Old Man of the .Ancients;. Shu'k-amtch Old Crane~ 

ka'kak=tkani a little yellow, yellowish: 

A term may become accent~d on two syllables, as in Greek, by en
clisis; the first being the natural accent, the second the accent thrown upon 
the word by the existence of the enolitic term: tu'tenipni' sha, 111, 2; 
shahiashtala m'na, 112, 13. 

QUANTITY. 

The language clearly distinguishes between long and short syllables or 
vowels. Two stages n1ay be distinguished in short syllables: very short and 
short; two also in long ones: long and very long. The usual sign of 

brevity, ....,, and of length, -, was added to the vowels only when they were 

uttered very short or very long Thus n1onosyllabic nouns ending in a 
vowel pronounce this vowel very short in Kl.: kn1a.' skullcap, tn1i1', tnhii' 

grouse, lba' seed species, kpe'l tail, kpa' poker, ska.' pestle, ska.' to blow cold or 
strong; and also in ya'ki seed-basket, ku'itsia duck species, ndshe' dsh shell, 

pod, ga't sage brush. J\.fany of these are pronounced longer by Modocs. 
The vowel is still short, though longer than in the terms above, in lxash 
billow, shlin to shoot, nush head. As to long syllables, a difference n1ay 
be observed between mantch long ago, muni great, large (radix long in both 
tern1s ), and their emphatic pronunciation: 1na'ntch qttite long ago, mii'ni, 
rnii-uni very large, enormous. A difference exists also between tank, tankni; 
and ta'nk, ta.'nkni, and between washla and wa'shla. Cf. Hon1onymy. The 
quantity of words is often added in parenthesis: yuteta.mpka (- ..... ~ ..... ), 
tchrnuksh ( ..... ), ka'mat ( .L .... ). 

Almost any short syllable may be made long when a strong rhetoric 
emphasis is laid upon it: pa's and pa'shfood, cf. 101, 20; ga'rn.a and ga'ma 
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to crush with a stone. Words with long vowels are n1'l, ne'l fur, feathers, 

n1'lka to dawn, rna' sha to be sick, na' dsh, na' dsha.k one, at one time. 

For the quantity of eaclt word the Dictionary may be consulted. 
The character of the language prompts the Indian to distinguish be

tween long and short syllables, and no other phonetic figure is so produc
tive of long vowels than vocalic contraction (synreresis, etc.). In nak6sh dam, 

the synreresis of ua into 6 is remernbered, and though the accent rests on 
the first syllable, the second is pronounced long. Many syllables with e, 
6, and other long vowels are not pronounced short, because the people use 
the uncontracted form besides the contracted one: gen6'la and gent1ala, 
hlek6sh and hlekuish, n6'kla (from n6kala), shukatonol6'tch, tch1'sh and 

tchi-ish. 
A vowel does not, as a general rule, alter its quantity through position, 

viz., through a cluster of consonants gathering after it. The short a in 
ktupka remains short even in ktupkantko and in ktupkapksh. But before 
-dsh a vowel generally sounds longer than before -tch: tama' dsha and 

tamatcha, laka' dsha and lakatcha. 
Nor does a vowel, generally speaking, alter its quantity through he

coming emphasized by accentuation: in hemkanka to speak, e is pronounced 
as short as in hemkanka, i in hita as short as in hita at this spot; but becomes 

long through apocope: hi' d, h1't. 

Syntactic or rhetoric emphasis sometimes n1odifies syllabic quantity: 
gen him, 114,2; na-a'sht gi so said, 95, 21; sa/gs' ish! tell mel (a long), '"i8, 4; 
lala'ki chiefs, 65, 14. 

Neither quantity nor emphasis by accent. is necessarily associated with 
a higher pitch of the voice. 

HOMONYMY. 

Homonyn1s are terms sounding exactly alike, but ?aving a different 
signification; paronyms are terms which seen1 to sound alike to inexpe
rienced ears, but in reality differ in accentuation, quantity, or pitch of 
voice when uttered by natives, and also differ in their meaning. 

I 
,/ 

Son1e Klan1ath homonyms are the following : 
kish fish-spear, kish sundown. 

na'sh, na's species of bulrush, also: one, single; also: thus, so. 
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ska' pestle, ska' to blow cold or strong. 

tchi' sh settlement, lodge, tchi' sh inhabitant. 

wash prairie-wolf, wash hole, den, excavation. 

wika near, wika to blow. 

liuna to stand, crowd inside, liuna to produce a noise. 

Paronyms differing in quantity only: 
kish fish-spear, ki' sh, ki' sh a lie. 

shuina to run a race, shui'na to sing. 

tchish also, too, tchi' sh lodge, inhabitant. 

ni, ni I, myself, ni' snowshoe. 

Paronyn1s differing in one or more sounds of the alphabet: 
giwash blu,ish squirrel, Giwash, nom. pr., Crater Mountain. 

lakf chief, laki to be stolen, gone, laki forehead. 

lu'k seed, kernel, lt1k, l6k grizzly bea,r. 

p 'hushka to tear off by hand, pushka to cut. 
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shikantela to pile upon each other, shikantfla to show so1nething on feet. 

y ulina to menstruate, yi ulina to send over the edge. 

skutash mantle, sJfutash, sxutash bunch, string. 

shulxa to tie together, shulexa to r·oar, growl. 

shko'ks ghost, spirit, shJf6ks sheep-tick. 

Jfa' sh ipo-root, Jfe' sh rattlesnake, ka' sh excrement. 

Jf6Jfa, Jf6ke river, stream, Jf6ka to bite. 

newa to extend, v. intr., newa to drive into the water. 

gena to go away, walk, kena it is snowing. 

vuduka to strike with a stick, vut6ka to swing around, v. trans. 

Some of the above terms (yul:ina etc., skutash etc.) are etymologically 
identical, but, because differentiated in their n1eanings, they now differ in 
their pronunciation. rrhis we observe also in English: to pat and to pet, 

secure and sure, loyal and legal, leal; disk, dish, desk; warrantee and guarantee; 

as well as in the French: naif and natif, Noel and natal, entier and integre. 
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MORPHOLOGY. 

Morphology is a part of gran1n1ar which gives a systematic account of 

the changes experienced by its tnaterial units or words through becoming 
parts of a sentence. Morphology in its descriptive portion has to present 
the word in its fonns altered by inflection, as they occur in the language; 
in its systematic part it has to explain the origin and function of these forms. 
The phonetic changes considered under "Phonology" are largely brought 
about by the changes which the words are undergoing through being placed · 
into mutual relations to each other in forming parts of a sentence. Deri

vation, a process analogous to inflection in many respects, is another import
ant part of linguistics to be dealt with systematically by morphology. 

Languages greatly differ an1ong themselves in the degree of the energy 
· which unites or binds together its ~lementary parts. Where the parts do 

not unite, the position of the words in the sentence alone points out their 
mutual relation, and few or no phonetic changes occur. These are the 
monosyllabic languages. In the agglutinative tongues, certain syllables 

w.hich indicate relation cluster around other syllables which retain the 

accent. After gathering up the other syllables to be their affixes, and 

uniting them into one body, the accented syllables gradually become 
radical syllables, and phonetic laws begin to manifest themselves in the 
alteration of colliding sounds, in the abbreviation of the affixes, etc. Here 
the original function of the relational or affix-syllables is still recognizable 
in the majority of instances, but in languages reaching a third stage, the 

inflective languages, the affixes become so intimately fused with the radix, 
that they serve as mere relational signs and may be considered as integral 

parts of the whole word. Through this accretion, or by other causes, the 
root itself becomes modified, chiefly ·in its vocalic part, for inflectional 
purposes. 
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The structure of Klamath is decidedly agglutinative; nevertheless, in 

s01ne particulars, to be considered later, it approaches the tongues of the 

inflectional order. An important characteristic of it, syllabic duplication, 

is observed in the prefix- and radical syllables. Two other features per

vading every part of Klamath speech are the pronominal syllables used as 

radicals and as affixes, and the figure called anathesis. ( iompound words 

are in fact the result of a . syntactic process and will be discussed in the 
Syntax. 

In subdividing the affixes into prefixes and suffixes according to their 
location before or after the radix, and into inflectional and derivational 

affixes according to their functions, we obtain the following general scheme 

for our morphology : 

I.-Radical syllable. 
1. Its structure. 2. Its origin and classification. 

ations. 4. Its increase by the reduplicative process. 

!I.-Radical syllable connected with affixes. 

3. Its phonetic alter-

5. Anathesis. 

1. Inflectional 'affixes; suffixation. 2. Derivational affixes: A. Prefix

ation; B. Suffixation. 3. List of prefixes. 4. List of infixes. 5. List of 

suffixes. 

III.-Injlection and derivation. 

1. Verbal inflection; verbal derivation. 2. -Nominal inflection; nomi

nal derivation: a, of substantives; b, of adjectives and participles; c, of 
numerals; d, of pronouns; e, of postpositions. 

lV.-Particles or words without inflection. 

I.-THE RADICAL SYLLABLE. 

A root, radix, or radical syllable is a sound or group of sounds pos

sessed of an inherent signification. By the processes of inflection and 

derivation affixes cluster around the radix, which n1ay undergo phonetic 

changes; the meaning of the radix then · remains either unchanged or passes 

into another signification cognate and closely related to the original mean

mg. Languages have been studied in which the radix is composed of two 
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syllables; 1n Klamath monosyllabisn1 is the only form in which radicals 

exist, just as in the literary languages of Europe, although some Klamath 

terms seemingly attest a dissyllabic origin. 
With a few onon1atopoetic exceptions, the roots are no longer trace

able to their origin; hence we do not know why such or such sound-groups 
have been conventionally assigned certain functions in the different lan
guages of the world. Grammatic affixes are roots also, whether they be 
still recognizable as such or be ground down from syllables to single sounds, 
mostly consonantic, and mere fragments of what they had been once. 
When used as signs of relation, they belong to the class of pronominal 
roots and are recognized as such with less difficulty in agglutinative than 
in inflectional languages. 

The roots are the microcosmic cells from which the macrocosn1os of 
language is built up; for it results from the above that all elements in lan

guage are either radical syllables or fragn1ents of such. Forn1ation and 

quality of sounds are no secrets to us, but how and why they came to be 
selected for their present functions in each linguistic fan1ily is beyond our 
conception. The cause why linguistic fa1nilies differ among themselves in 
grammar and dictionary is the disagreeing of their pronominal and notative 
roots. 

Root-inflection or regular alteration of the root-vowel to indicate change 
of relation is most prominent in the Semitic languages and also in the 
Germanic branch of the Indo-European family. In America only traces 
of this "Ablaut" are discovered in a few languages, and what could be 
considered analogous to, or resembling it, will be discussed under "Phonetic 
alteration of the root." See pp. 253 et sqq. 

1. PHONETIC STRUCTURE OF THE ROOT. 

Three fundamental forms are traceable in the elementary composition 
of the Klamath radix; it consists-

Of one vowel: 

a in ana to carry off 

i in ika to extract, ita to put on, 1' wa to be full. 

u in llya to give, wa to be seated, we'k arm, limb, utish long-shaped fruit 
( cf. Jutish round-shaped fruit). 
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Of a single or aouble consonant followed by a vowel: 

ha-, he- in ha' rna to emit voice; ka- in kata, ngata to break, v. intr.; ku
in k•ika to bite; kta- in kta-i stone, rock; mu- in mf1ni great, nn1na 
deep down. A diphthong appears in tchuitchuili sorrel, kaukauli 
brown. 

Of a vowel preceded by a consonant and followed by a consonant: 

kal- in kalo sky, kalkali round; tak- in taktakli red, scarlet, ta' xtgi to 

blush; tip- in tiptipli dark-colored; yal- in yalyali limpid. 

It is appropriate to call this third category of roots ending in conso
nants thematic roots. The terminal consonants bear great analogy to some 
nominal and verbal affixes, and a number of words formed in a similar 

manner can be actually reduced to roots of the second class: vowel pre

ceded by consonant, as laklakli slippery, ~ not to lak-, but to la- in lala to be 

steep, to slope downwards, cf. hla-a to foal, leledshi brood; lushlushli warm, hot, 

not to lush-, but to lu- in luloks fire, lukua to be warm, hot; pushpf1shli black, 

not to push-, but to pu-, po-, in po'ksh mud In the terminal consonant of 
pal- in palla to steal, ila to lay down, the analogy with the suffix -la, -ala is 
obvious. It is therefore highly probable that all these roots of the third 
class are formed by accretion, and those containing diphthongs seem to 

have been formed by a similar process. 
Son1e radical syllables commencing with n1ute consonants are nasalized 

occasionally, as kata: ngata to break, patash: n1patash milt, spleen. 

There are radicals found in certain letters of the alphabet, as k, t, u, 
which reduplicate the two initial syllables when placed in their distributive 

form, and thus n1ay be suspected of being originally dissyllabic. But 
neither of the two kinds of reduplication proves anything for the condition 
of the radix, for all the prefixes invariably reduplicate with the root, al
though they do in no manner belong. to it. Compf!.re, for instance: 

Prefix k- in kmelxa to lay down, d. kekmelxa and kmekmalxa, rad. e-. 
Prefix 1- in lawala to ptace upon, d. lalawala. 
Prefix sh- in ska to blow strongly, d. shkaska, rad. ka. 
Prefix u- in ulagsha to lap up, d. ul~-ulagsha. / 

Some radical syllables, chiefly pronon1inal, are found to figure in two 
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capacities: as roots of predicative signification, and as roots of relation 
forming affixes. This is true, for instance, of i, hi on the ground, in ita to 

put on, ilxa to lay down into; of u, hu he, she, it and above, far, in hf1ta to 

run at, huwa to jump up in the water, uya to give a long object. 

2. ORIGIN AND CLASSIFICATION OF ROOTS. 

Although we are precluded fron1 unraveling the origin of the majority 
of radices it is preposterous in our present state of linguistic knowledge 
to derive all the radicals of a language from onomatopoetic attempts to 
imitate the sounds and noises heard in outdoor life, like the note of birds, 
the rustling or blowing of the wind, or the roll o~ thunder. To ascribe a 
pronon1inal origin to all the roots whieh do not represent, or do not seem 
to represent, natural sounds has been a favorite theory of some scientiRts 
who have studied languages of the so-called savages. As to the Klamath 

language, the most appropriate classification of roots will distinguish four 
sources for their possible origin: onomatopoetic, interjectional, pronon1inal, 
predicati_ve. 

RADICES OF ONOMATOPOETIC ORIGIN. 

They have formed a large number of bird names, a few names of 

other animals and objects of nature. They also occur in verbs denoting 
sounds and disturbances. 

Birds: aha-ash, kak, tuktukuash, tuakash or wakash, o'lash, takaga, 
udekash. 

Other objects: heihai, mbaubawash, ban1bam, tin tan, cf. udintena. 

Verbs: ka-ukawa, kushkusha, tushtusha, todshitO'dshi, udintena. 

RADICES OF INTERJECTIONAL ORIGIN. 

a'-oho, i-uhu, a-ohutchna, i-uh~ash; ha', ha'ma; kapkablantaks, 
kemkem, kapkapagink i! 

RADICES OF PRONOMINAL ORIGIN. 

Pronominal roots originally indicate location in space, proximity, dis
tance or motion in space and subsequently i:q tin1e, then relative location, 
and, finally, relation in general. They appear, therefore, as well in pre-
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fixes and suffixes, pronouns and pronominal particles, as in predicative 
significations, which have gradually evolved from the pronominal ones and 

make up a large portion of the vocabulary. These roots, which are in fact 

demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adverbs, have in the present 

stage of the language become devoid of any special significations, and this 
quality eminently fits them for expressing relations between the different 
parts of speech. vVhenever they form derivatives, the meaning of these 
radices becomes more specialized; thus hu- forms a large number of verbs 
with the signification of running, t·u-, ti- verbs and nouns referring to mo
tions of liquids, water, as spreading, dripping, soaking, ti-, tin- to motions 
performed by a plurality of subjects. .AH roots consisting of one vowel 
only belong here, and a number of lengthy words are entirely composed 
of pronominal roots. 

On account of the importance of this class of radicals, I subjoin speci
mens of them and their-derivatives, but do not claim any con1pleteness for 
the list: 

a, ha, ha appears in particles a, at, atui; in suffix -ha; in ana, ·ansha. 
h- connected with all the vowels forn1s reciprocal, reflective, causative 

verbs and their derivatives. 
hu, hu, u, o in prefix n-, suffixes -u, -ui (-uya),_ -wa, -uish; in pron. and 

adv. hu, hut, hun, hunk, in pron. hunksht, hukag; in wa, 
we'k, utish or otish; una, una'k, huta, hudshna, huntchna, 
huwa. 

i, hi, hi in suffixes -i, -ia; in iwa, iwixa, ita, idsha, i-a (ya), yana, yaina, 
i-u (yu), yuta. 

k- appears in three forms: ka, ke, ku; ke being originally ki. 
ka, ga in suffixes -ka, -ga, -lxa, -tampka, etc., in demonst.-relat. 

pron. kat who; in terr. kani who? in gat, ka-a, ka-ag, shka, 
katak, gayue. 

ke, ge, ge, yonder, reduplicated in kek, geg, keku, forms prefix ki-, 
k-, and the verb gi; gena to go away, and its numerous deriv
atives, as gekansha, gen1pele, seem to point to the radix ga, 
for some of thmn begin with ga-, ka-: gayaha, gake'mi, ga
ula, ka-ul6ktana; in keka, tkeka. 

ku, gu in ku and kui far off, kuinag, k6-i, k-6-idshi, skuyui. 
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la, l- in suffixes -le, -lam, -la, -ala, -lxa, -lamna. 
ma in_prefix m-, suffix -rna. 

na, ·n- in the locative suffix -na; in nu, ni, nat. 
p- appears in several forn1s: p, pa, pi, etc. 

pa, in prefix p- and suffixes -p, .-pa, -ap; pron. pash; particles pa, 
pash, pani, -peli, shepalua, p'lai, hishplamna, pana, pe'ntch, 
p'nana. 

pi, demonstr. and reflect. pron.; in the prefixes pe-, p'-, sp-; in the 
suffixes -pen a, -tpna; in p'na, KI. m'na. 

sha, sh-, s- in pron. sha they; also of reflective function; in medial pre

fix sh- ( sha-, she-, etc.); in suffixes -sha, -asha, -ansha, etc., 
-sh, -ash, -tch; in shapa. 

t- appears in three forms: ta, ti, tu. 

ta in prefix ta-, t-; in suffixes -ta, -tala, -tan a; in tawi, stawa, sta, 
stani; stu, stena, sta-ila, tapka, t{tpa . 

ti in prefixes ti-, te-, t'- and suffix -ti; in tina, tila, tilaluansha, tilxa, 
shtilta. 

tu in prefixes tu-, tush-, suffix -tu; in particles tu, tula; in ntultpa. 

RADICES OF PREDICATIVE SIGNIFICATION. 

This class comprehends all roots which cannot, from our present knowl

edge of the language, be referred to one of the three categorie~ preceding. 
Their signification is more concrete and specific than that of the pronom
inal roots, and points to some action or quality. We include here, also, 
the thematic or secondary roots, as lak in lakhikli, etc. Cf. p. 249. 

Instances of predicative roots are as follows: 
pat in patpatli, mpata. kta in kta-i. 

shu in shum. le in shlea, Ieltki, etc. 
litch in litchlitchli, litchtakia. mets in metsmetsli. 

The adjectives formed by iterative reduplication and by the suffix -li 

probably all contain thematic roots, ultimately reducible to shorter forms; 
cf. "Phonetic structure", pp. 248 sqq., "Phonetic alteration of the root", 
pp. 253 sqq. 
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A remark upon the alleged priority of the verbal over the non1inal 

roots may be appropriately inserted here. In many languages, especially 
the monosyllabic, noun and verb do not distinguish themselves fron1 each 
other in their exterior form, and even in Klamath we find words like p~Ha, 

petila, ndshfshlxa, which are verbs and nouns at the same tin1e, and verbal 

suffixes whieh are non1inal suffixes also. In 1nany other languages the dis

tinction between the two categories is at least an in1perfect one, and must 
have beeu n1ore so in their earlier stages of development. When the sen
tence had reached a stage in which the predicative idea in the verb began 

to distinguish clearly between subject, object, and verb, noun and verb 
commenced to assume distinctive affixes, and the position of these parts in 

the sentence became more free. Noun and verb therefore originated simul

taneously, not successively. 

A single instance taken from the present status of the Klan1ath lan
guage may give us an idea how in its earlier stages the two categories 
could have differed. KtchaJxa means to shine and to emit heat, ktchak (for 
ktchalka) mother-of-pearl shell, ktchalui to be resplendent and to be hot, 

ktchalta to reverberate, ktchalua to shine and to reflect sunrays, ktchaJxish 

sunshine and heat of sunrays, sunburn, kte.haJshkash radiance, ktcho'l star, 

etc. Evidently the root, either simple or thematic, is ktchal (a short), and 

the idea of heat is secondary to that of light, radiance; but nobody is able 
to decide whether its original meaning was the norninal one of ray, radiance, 

or the verbal one of to radiate, or of both at the same ti1ne, for both the 

derivatives are equally long or short in their affixes. If in the minds of 

the earliest p8ople who formed this language a distinction has existed be

tween the two as a vague feeling, we can no longer follow its traces. Even 

nouns, to be considered as having been substantives from a very early 

epoch, as sun, moon, water, fire, were in some languages shown to be deriva

tives of radicals, but not of radicals of a distinct nominal or verbal signifi

cation. 

3. PHONETIC ALTERATION OF THE ROOT. 

Of some languages it has been said that their consonants were com

parable to the skeleton and bones of the animal organisn1, while their 
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vowels, as the fluid and variable element, were likened to its soul. This 

furnishes a graphic picture of the structure observed in the Semitic family 
of languages, and in a less degree applies also to the languages of the Indo

European fan1ily. The permutability of consonants ~nd vo,vels among 
themselves in unwritten languages has been described above (''Alternating 

of Sounds"), and does not, generally speaking, alter the signification of the 
terms in which it is observed. But the case is different with the radical 

vowels of Klamath under certain conditions, for here we observe something 

analagous to Semitic vocalization, when vocalic changes occur. 

A few similar instances from other American languages are as follows: 

In the Nipissing-Algonkin, I love him is rendered by ni sakiha; in four 

"modes" of the verb the long vowel a changes into -aya-, -aia-: sayaki

hak I who love him, sayahakiban I who did love him, sayakibak the one loved 

by me, sayakihakin when I }ust happen to love him. In the same 1nanner 
verbs with the radical vowels a., e, 1, 1 will alter them respectively into e, 

aye, e, a. In Oha/hta we meet with vocalic changes in radical syllables 

like the following: tcheto to be large, tchito to be quite large, tchieto to be de

cidedly large. In other instances of the kind the vowel beco1nes nasalized. 
In Ore~k some verbs lengthen their radical vowels almost imperceptibly 

to form a preterit from the present tense. 

The stud:y of alterations observed in the Klamath roots is highly 

important for illustrating the formation of the language, and also throws 

light upon the radical changes occurring in the inflectional languages of the 

eastern hen1isphere. rrhe vocalic changes are of greater importance than 
the consonantic, and are brought about in various ways. 

VOCALIC ALTERATION 01<' THE RADIX. 

Vocalic changes occur only in certain words of the language and with

out any apparent regularity. They are produced either by the intrusion of 

another sound into the radix, or by an independent, as it were spontaneous 

change. Some of these changes appear only from one dialect to the other, 
while the 1najority occurs in words belonging to the same dialect, and then 

they are always attended by a change in the signification of the term. 
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1. Change by substitution. 

The prin1itive vowels a, i, u are sometimes substituted to each other to 
indicate a change in the local or temporal relation of the words of wh_ich 
they form a con1ponent part. They represent the prono1ninalroots: 

a, ha here, on hand, by hand; temporally: now, just now. 

i, hi on the ground, at home, for sonw body ; tempo rail y: at the time of. 

u, hu up, above, far off, on the pm·son, in the water; temporally: in the 

past, previously. 

Thus the personal pronouns ni, nish, pash change to nft, nush, pish, 
push and in particles and suffixes the change through all the three vowels 
is sometimes observed: 

-ksa.ksi, -kshakshi, a locat~ve nominal suffix of the northern dialect, is 

akered to -ksiksi in Nak6sksiks(i), nom. pr., "right where the pile

dam is"; to -ksu'ksi in Slankoshksu'ksi, nom. pr., "where the old 

bridge once was." 

tcha now, presently, tch1'k (or tche'k) at last, finally, until; tchuk at last 

out there. 

We may also compare the changes observed in the pronominal roots 

ka, ki (ke), ku; ta, ti, tu. 
Vocalic changes in predicative and pronominal roots are the following: 
kpadsha to extinguish by hand, kpitchtchna, Mod. to spit, kputcba Kl. 

to squirt from the mouth. 

spateha to tear asunder, spitcba to pu.U to the ground, extinguish the fire, 

sputchta to cause somebody to part or lift the legs-: to frighten. Cf. 

padsha, pitcha, puedsha. 
spatadsha to stretch out, spitadsba to stretch o~ut a part of the body. Cf. 

put6ga, put6ya, sputuya. 
paha to be and to make dry; p uka to roast, bake. 

sma'k hair on belly, smo'k hair of beard, mukash down, downy feather. 

Htki evening, viz. "decline;" lutxi to come down to the ground. 

ska cold, ad v., sgu' mla hoar frost forms; ef. skukla. 
tchak- in tchaktchakli sharp, pointed; tchixtchixa to tickle; cf. tchakela, 

shtcbiyakeka, shtchi'ktxish. 
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wa1xa to be sitting, wilxa to squat down. 

tatkta to feel pain, tika to cause pain; cf. tekteka. 

ika to remove, trans.; eixa (for e-ika) to put out the head, spuka to put out 

the feet; shnuka to · take away. Of. nika. 
kidsha to dive, kidshash fin, kf1dsha g·udgeon. 

shlin to shoot, shlo'kla to shoot at the mark. 

kalkali round, kilxa to become humpbacked. 

Of. also lila with lula, ptchaklxa with Kl. ptchiklxa, shlatchka with 

shlitchka. Of vocalic changes observed in suffixes the following n1ay be 
added for con1parison: 

hinua to fall on, upon, hinui to fall to the ground. 

tcha1amna to sit on, or against, tcha1amnu to sit high up, above, or at a 
distance. 

tf1tash stump of tree; tutish stump of tail or limb. -
sha kiukayank they are sticking out, sha kiukayunk they are sticking o·ut 

above, 134, 4. 

2. Change through addition of a vowel. 

When the vowel of the radical sy liable is joined by another vowel 
suffixed to it, the result of the combination n1ay be either ( 1) vocalic synrere

sis or lengthening of the vowel, when both are coalescing; or (2) a softened 
vowel, Umlaut. 

The intruding vowels, which become suffixed to the radical vowel, 
seerr1 to be no other but a, i, u rnentioned in the preceding article; i added 
to a produces e. 

Vocalic synreresis : 
hitcha to build a lodge, viz., ''to intertwine", Ietcha to knit. 

ana to abstract, ena to bring, carry; cf. ansha, anulipka. 
lama to be dizzy, lemlema to whirl about. 

shatma to call to oneself; Mod. shetma 
na wal and newal to lie upon. 

Lengthenin_g of the vowel: 
pelpela to work, pe'Ipela to work for (oneself or another). 
kteleshka to push away, kteleshkapka to push away forcibly. 
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Softening of the vowel : 
ya-a to howl, ya'ka, yeka to howl while dancin,q. 

sta to be full, stani full, sta'-ila to fill down into, to gather (roots, etc.). 

3. Change through accretion. 

Accretion takes place when the radix or basic syllable is increased by 
prefixes, suffixes, through syllabic reduplication or through the formation 
of a compound word. The usual consequence of accretion is the removal 
of the emphasis from the radix to another syllable, the secondary ~ccent 
becon1ing often preponderant over the primary one; another consequence is 
the weakening or shortening of the radical vowel. The frequent change of 
u (o) to a in the radical syllable has to be ascribed to this cause. 

shnuka to seize, shnakptiga to seize with pincers. 

tchuka to expire, tchaklexa to lose children by death. 

k6ka to bite, ;ka-uldsha to erode, gnaw. 

nuta to burn, trans. and intr.; ~hnuitampka to keep up the fire, niHwa to 

blaze up, natkolua, Mod, to burn in the distance, shnatkalka to set on 

fire, natspka to be charred, shneka to burn, to shine. 

nuka, n6ka to be, become ripe, shnikanua to let ripen. 

shlin to shoot, shlatanfya to make ready for shooting. 

tchia to remain, sit, tehelxa to sit, tcheklela to sit on the side of, tchawal, 
tchaggaya to be seated ~tpon, tchawaya (from tchia and waiha), to 
wait, expect. 

hema, ha'ma to emit voice, han16asha to call to oneself 

tedsha to wash, shatashpapkia to make the gesture of washing (the face). 
pelpela to work, lulpalpalia to make eyes for somebody. 

This shortening or weakening also occurs in prefixes; cf. sha1akla, Mod. 
shelakla ; shnapen1pema, lVlod. shnepempema ; and in suffixes : yutetampka 
for yutatampka. 

4. Elision of the radical vowel 

Is brought about by the same causes as the change through accretion, 
and hence is but another form of No. 3 : 

nuka to roast, bake, nxuta, nxutagia to burn at the bottom of the cooking 
utensil (for nukuta, nukutagia). 

17· 
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lama to reel, viz, "to move in a drcular line" ; lemena, l'mena, ln1ena 

it thunders, lematch, lmatch mealing stone, the n1otion made on it 

being circular. 
ha' rna to emit voice, sha'hnnllgi to call together. 

Jfal- in JfalJfali round, hishxelulxa, hishklulxa ''to measure all around," 

to make of the same length, width. Cf. skilulx6tkish. 

5. The change of a radical vowel into a cognate vowel has been fully 
treated in the chapter on "Alternation of Sounds," and requires no further 

discussion. Exan1ples :, yeka, ya'ka; e-una, a'-una; o'lash, il'lsh; steinash, 
stain as. 

CONSONANTIC ALTERATION OF THE RADIX. 

Changes occurring in the consonantic components of the radix are 
caused by the interchangeability of cognate consonants, cf. "Alternation of 
Sounds," and do not usually imply any change in the signification of the 
radix. Examples: bunua and pi1nua, delish and telish. 

Instances of a radical consonant becoming nasalized are pata, mpata; 

saka-a, sanka-a. 
A change in the signification is, however, produced by the changing 

of a guttural k, g into k: kilxantko humpbacked person, Jfilxantko h-umpbacked 

person, when imitated by children, etc. (radix Jfa.l- in Jfalk;ali round). 

4. REDUPLICATION. 

The repetition of syllables in immediate succession within . one and the 
same word is technically called reduplication, and forms one of the most 
effective n1eans for en1phasizing or otherwise individualizing ideas expressed 
in words, in the salne manner as the orator repeats twice or three tinws in 
suecession certain words to be emphasized above all others. Reduplication 
has been recognized as an efficient grammatic figure from the earliest times; 
in rude and illiterate tongues we see it more frequently applied than in the 

• refined speech of cultured nations, and in the earlier periods of European 
languages much n1ore than in their present stages of development-facts 
which point with certainty to a high antiquity of this special n1ode of gram
matic synthesis. If we except the rnonosyllabic languages, reduplication is 
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a feature _0ommon to all languages of the globe, although they may greatly 

differ in the n1ode of applying it. 
Thus, in the English tern1s gewgaw, riffraff, tiptop, syllables were doubled 

for some augmentative purpose; the Sahaptin family reduplicates for form

ing diminutives, as n1uxlimuxli fly, kussikussi dog. English and German 

show traces of syllabic duplication to designate a preterit tense, a feature 
once common to all the dialects of the Indo-European family: fell, held, 

slept, are forn1s of an imperfect tense which are the rernnants of ancient forms 
parallel to the Gothic faifal, haihald, saislep. 

Some languages reduplicate their radical syllables for the purpose of 
forming onomatopoetic, iterative, frequentative, or usitative verbs and nouns, 
indicating gradation in the adjective and adverb, or of forming certain 

derivatives; other tongues, again, indicate in this manner the ideas of sev
eralty, plurality, totality, or collectivity, and purposely modify the redupli
cated terms phonetically for each of the several n1orphologic functions to 
which they may be applied. 

Syllabic duplication has exercised a thorough-going influence on the 
development of the Klan1ath language of Oregon, giving origin to delicate 
and ingenious gra1nmatic and lexical distinctions. Its workings can be 
studied to more advantage in a few languages only, although linguistic 
development has taken a similar turn in the Malay-Polynesian fan1ily and 
in the forms of speech disseminated along the western coast of North Amer
ica, especially in the Nahuatl and Selish stocks of languages. 

The reduplicative process has originated in the idea of repetition or 
iteration, applied to space, surface, intensity, tin1e, and other categories. 
The stage immediately preceding syllabic reduplication was that of repeat
ing the entire word, as we see it in the Hebrew t6b t6b, ".(}!..-;jd good," for 
'Very good, and in Mohave, where the adverb accompanying the adjective 
is repeated to indicate gradation: va1taye great, large; vaJtai tahana larger; 

valtai tahan tahan tahana the largest one. Although the latter is a triplica
tion, a twofold mention of the adverb is just as frtquent in Mohave, where 
the elements have not yet coalesced into a single word. All the different 
and most varied shapes of reduplication of the radix can be brought in two 
classes: iterative reduplication, when used for the derivation of words; dis

tributive reduplication, when used for inflectional purposes. 
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A.-ITERATIVE REDUPLICATION. 

In Klamath iterative reduplication redoubles the entir·e radical syllable 

without any consonantic alterations, and serves in forming fron1 simple or 

thematic roots various sorts of derivative tern1R, as onomatopoetic, iterative, 

and frequentative verbs and ·substantives, also adjectives descriptive of exte

rior form, surface-quality, color, intensity. 

This sort of reduplication differs fron1 the distributive (a) by being 

derivational and not inflectional; (b) by duplicating the radix in its totality 

and not partially; (c) by duplicating always the radix and not the first 

syllable. only, although the r~dix may become reduplicated with its prefix, 

when this prefix consists of a vowel or single consonant only. No word 

reduplicates more than two of its initial syllables; words which do so 

usually begin with the initials k, I, n, t, and u (or vu, w ), and some contain 

an adulterine diphthong: te-ukte-uksh, kaukauli. 

Western languages offer sundry parallels to this sort of reduplication. 

It prevails in the adjectives of color in Porno, Cal., in Olamentke and Ch{l

meto, dialects of Mutsun, Cal., in Cayuse and several Oregonian languages. 

When applied to color, surface-quality, exterior shape, etc, this mode of 

synthesis is evidently equivalent to: ''red here and red there," ''prickly 

here and prickly there, and prickly all over." 

Examples of derivatives formed in this n1anner could be gathered in 

large numbers and fron1 every language spoken by the Indians of the Union. 

We confine ourselves to the mention of a few terms of the Tonto dialect, 

Yun1a family (Arizona), most of which show a dissyllabic radix or base: 

toltol guitar, toltolia flute tibitivi pregnant 
solsoli to scratch n1idimidi straightways 
ogi-ogi to yawn dubbidubbi button 
topitope .circle, circuit 
wili wili va pulse 

yudiyudi blanket 
yudiediedui checkered 

In Klamath several tern1s are met with which are compounded from 

two words, word-stems, or roots, and of which only the second is undergoing 

iterative reduplication. The first component is very freqt:ently a prefix, as 

-sh-, u-, etc., and vocalic dissin1ilation is often observed here. This class of 
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terms will be more properly spoken of under "Composition of Words"; it 
embraces terms like yapalpuleash, kaltchitchiks, uhiplpa, etc. 

Words formed by iterative reduplication possess, just like other terms, 
a distributive form to n1ark severalty; they form it by undergoing another 
kind of r.eduplication to be described below. Thus, kaJkali round, becomes 
kakaJkali, tiptipli dusky: titaptipli. 
· Many terms formed by this means of synthesis have the power of dis
similating the vowel of one from that of the other syllable, as ka/kakli ,green, 
yellow, which may be also pronounced ka'kakli and kakakli, while the dis
tributive form would be kaka'kaldi or kakakakli. The change from the 
normal vowel, which is a in this exatnple, is n1ore frequently heard in the 
second part than in the first: taktakli red: takta'kli; ketchkatch little gray 

fox, from ketchketchli rough. Dis~imilation is a figure which was spoken of 
at length on pages 234 and 235. 

The following list of terms is classified after categories of origin, and 
exhibits all the various forms of iterative reduplication : 
1. Onomatopoetic terms produced by imitating peculiar noises perceived on ob

jects of nature, or the cry of some bird or other animal: kafkaya 
to sob, snore, IaJak brant, tuktukuash fish-hawk, wawa-ush little bell, 

wekwekash magpie, yauyawa to be noisy. 

·2. Iterative, frequentative, usitati1;e terms, mostly verbs: 
lemlen1a to reel,. to be dizzy, drunk; dissimilated in la'mlemsh. 
muimuya, muhimuya to tremble, shiver. 

pelpela to work, to busy oneself at. 

p6po-i to drink, said of babies. 
shiakshiaga to shake up, v. trans. 
tuektueka to stare at, from tueka to pierce. 

tushtushla to shiver from cold; cf. Lat. titubare. 
utk'utka and wankwanka to nod. 

wftwita to writhe, struggle. 

Dissyllabic reduplication occurs in: 
kokalkoka1tko weak in the joints. 
lotel6tash greenish excretion of snakes. 

nidshonfdshua to make faces, to grimace. 

ulagshulagsha to lap up, as water. 
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3. Adjectives of color. The original color adjectives terminating in -li are, 

for the largest part, formed by the reduplication of a radix termi
nating in a consonant (an exception is ka-uka-uli, l\fod. ke-uke-uli 

brown). Thus we have kaka'ldi (for kak-ka'kli) green, yellow, 

pusbpushli black, metsmetsli sky-blue, purple. 

4. Adjectives descriptive of surface-quality, with their adverbs: 

JfitchJfitchli ro·ugh to the touch, from ketcha a little. 

laklakli, hhikhlakli smooth, polished, e,ven. 

putputli of level but coarse surface; adv. putput. 

tatatli (for tat-tatli) flat, level, planed off. 

5. Adjectives describin,q external shape, form: 

!alkali spherical, circular, cylindric. 

mukmukli downy; cf. mi1kash down, plume. 

wakwakli conical, high-pointed; cf. wa,kal wakalsh, wekwak 
witch witchli rigid, stiff. 

B.-DISTRIBUTIVE REDUPLICATION. 

Characteristics and function. 

The phonetic characteristics of the distributive reduplication are the 
following: 

It redoubles the first or the two first syllables of a ·term. The vowel 

and all the sounds preceding it become reduplicated, but the reduplication 

does not extend beyond the vowel. In monosyllabic distributive redupli
cation the initial syllable only is redoubled, whether it represents or includes 

a prefix · or not. In regular monosyllabic duplication the vowel of the sec

ond syllable is a, if the vowel of the initial syllable is a short one. 

This gram1natic fonn pervades all parts of the language, for it exists 

not in nouns and verbs only, but also in a large number of particles. Sub

stantives not possessing this form are either collective terms or are prevented 

by phonetic laws from duplicating. This feature, so characteristic of the 

language of which we treat, expresses the idea of severalty or distribution, 

and not prin1arily that of plurality or collectivity; this accounts for its exist
ence in all the abstract nouns. Wherever this form is indicating plurality 
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it does so only because the idea of severalty happens to coincide with that 

of plurality in the peculiar instances which will be specialized below. 
Thus nep means hands as well as hand, the hand, a hand, but its distrib

utive form nenap 1neans each of the two hands or the hands of each person 

when considered as ~separate individual. Ktcho'l signifies star, the star, a 

star, the stars, constellation or constellations, but d. ktch6ktchol n1eans each 

star or every star or constellation considered separately. Shen6lakuish is 
engagement, compact, or c01npacts in general, d. sheshn6lakuish the compacts 

made with each party. Ktekna means to cut a hole into one obJect and tQ cut 

holes into many articles by one cut or t~trn of the instrument; d. ktektakna -points 

to cutting holes into different or separate obJects by cuts repeated at difj'erent times 

or for every ob.fect separately. Padsha i: you became blind of one eye; d. pap:i

dsha i: you are totally blind, you lost the use of each of your eyes. Lut{ttka 

means to interpret one sentence or to serve as interpreter at one council or sitting; 

but d. lultatka to interpret repeatedly at councils or interviews, to seTve as a 

regular interpreter. This also applies to the nomen ve-rbale: lutatkish, d. lulta

tkish. A regular interpreter, lultfttkish, can be spoken of as lutatkish ~lso, 

when he is referred to as having interpreted just at a certain day, or some 

special meeting. The sentence: kanf ge-u watch palla ~ n1eans either who 

stole my horse? or who stole my ho-rses? and when used in the latter accepta

tion would imply that they were all stolen at once by one person; but kani 

ge-u watch papalla ~ implies that son1e person stole my horses severally or 
that thefts had been committed on single horses at different tin1es, or that 

the on'e and single horse which I possess was repeatedly abstracted. She

ktakta is to cut in two, d. sheshaktakta to cut the two pieces in two again, or 

into smaller portions. 

Inflectional reduplication. 

In order to give a full illustration of that kind of reduplication which 
serves for inflectional and not for derivational purposes we mention a few 

instances from other Atnerican languages. Phonetically they are parallel 
to the distributive form observed in ·Klamath, for t~e radical does not re

double beyond its vowel, but the grammars of these languages declare this 

form to be a plural and not a distributive forn1, as we have it here. 
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In the extensive Nahua family, which embraces Aztec, Tarahumara, 
Tepeguana, Cora, Cahita, Opata, Eudeve, and Pima, we can trace it through 
the nominal and verbal portions of every language, although other plural 
forms occur there also. When we n1eet Aztec vocables like the following, 
we remark that the idea of severalty is the ruling idea in at least some of the 
Aztec reduplicated verbs: 

intchan oyake they went into their house (all having_ one house only); 

intchatchan oyayake they went irtto their several houses (every n1an entering 
his own). 

kotona to cut, kokotona to cut in many ·pieces, ko'-kotona to cut many 

articles in pieces.* 

The dialect of Pima spoken on the Yaqui River, State of Sonora 
(Pima bajo ), red~pl}cates in the san1e manne'i-, as does also the Pin1a alto 
spoken on the Gila River, Arizona. The N evome, a dialect of the Pima 
bajo, inflects, e. g, maina: man1aina palmleaf mat, bava: bavpa cliff, high 

rock, tucurhu: tutcurhu owl, stoa: stostoa white.t 

Plurals of nouns and verbs are formed by duplication of the radix in 
some, perhaps in all, the dialects of the Shoshoni or N uma family. 

This holds good also for the dialects of the Santa Barbara family, whose 
tribes reside on the coast of the southern part of California. On Santa Cruz, 
e. g., substantives were forn1ing their plurals as follows: pu: pupu arm, hand, 

alapami: alalapami body, tupa.u: tutupau bow. Duplication of the consonant 
after the vowel also occurs: ulam: ululam river, wutchu: wutchwutcho dog. t 

In one of the dialects of the wide-stretching Selish family, that of the 
Flatheads of Idaho and Montana, we find that the reduplicated verb indicates 
severalty and not plurality. If our know ledge of the other numerous Selish 
dialects was more thorough, we would probably discover there the sarne 
fact. Rev. Gregory Mengarini gives the following instances in his '' Granl
matica Lingure Selicre: " 

ieskom I receive many things at once, ieskmkom I receive many things at 

different times. 

* Quoted from H. Steinthal, Characteristik, page 212. 
t Arte del idioma Pima 6 Nevome, in Shea's Linguistic Series. 
~Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. iii, pp. 560-566. 
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ies' a azgam I look at all (of them) at once, ies' az'azgam I look at each 

(of them) separately. 

That Selish dialect is able to reduplicate its nouns and verbs in two 

different ways, thereby conveying different meanings.* 
Similar forms appear in dialects of the Dakota family. In On1aha 

sabe is black, said of an object near by and seen distinctly, shabe of a dis
tant object; sasabe, shashabe when the black objects differ an1ong thems~lves 
in size or other qualities; so also dshide: dshidshide red, dshinga: dshindshifiga 

small, little, g¢eze striped, g¢ezaza striped here and there or all over, g¢ezhe 

spotted, g¢ehaha spotted all over. 

rrhere are examples of another sort of reduplication observed 1n the 

languages of North America, that of duplicating the last syllable of the 

word or its basis, either in part or in its whole length. In this manner are 
made distributive forms of the adjectives in the various dialects of the S~hap
tin and Maskoki families. As this feature does not occur in the Klan1ath 

language, a simple mention of it will suffice. 
Judging from the facts enumerated, it becomes quite probable that 

inflectional radical reduplication is in many other languages of the West a 

mark to indicate distribution or severalty, not plurality. Closer investiga

tion alone can give an ultimate decision concerning this obscure point in 
Indian linguistics. 

Ter·ms with twofold reduplication. 

A closer study of the reduplicative process in Klamath reveals the fact 
that several terms, especially verbs, _ can reduplicate in a twofold manner. 
They have to be divided in two classes; the first embracing the terms of 

which the reduplicated forn1s are identical in their origin, and phonetically 
reducible upon each other; the second class embodying the terms of which 
the reduplicated forn1s differ in their function and point to a different pho
netic origin. 

* Mengarini, Gramm. p. 84 : Unica res pluribus pertinens, reduplicatur tantum vocalis substantivi, 
non aliter ac in tertia persona plurali verbornm dictum est. Vel agitur de rebus pluribus ad singulos 
pertinentibus, tunc tantum radix etiam nominis duplicabitur juxta natnram substantivorum in plnmli. 
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Of the first class we give the following· instances: 
kmaka to look out, d. kak'n1ka and kn1ak'mka. 

kmelxa to lay down, d. kekmelxa and kmekmalxa. 
ktana to sleep, d. kakta and ktakta. 
puedsha to throw away, d. pepudsha and puepudsha. 
tmeshka to abstract, d. tetmashka and tmetma.shka. 
tchlika to pinch with nails, d. tchitchlxa, KI., and tchitchlaka, Mod. 
wa-ish productive, d. wawa-ish, Kl., and wawawish, :1\'lod. 

No difference in signification is stated between the two reduplicated 
forms of the terms above given, except for kn:1aka and kmelxa; here kak'n1ka 
and kekmelxa refers to a few objects only, fron1 two to four, but the second, 
more complete forms refer to many objects. The same is stated of the verbs: 

laktcha to cut, sever, d. laJaktcha and lalk:itcha. 
tekua to break, d. tetakua and tetkewa. 
Here the second forrn is evidently derived from lakatcha and tekewa, 

verbs which through the shifting of the accent gradually became laktcha, · 
tekua. Hence the difference in the functions of the two reduplicated fonns 
is a purely conventional one and not founded on etymology. Kekmelxa 
has originated fron1 kmekmelxa, kmekmalxa by the ekthlipsis of the sound 
m from the first syllable. 

Other verbal forms are as follows: 
kawakaga to rip up with the teeth, d. kakaukaga and kawakaukaga. 
ulagsha to lap, d. ula-ulaksha and ulakshulaksha. 
utchayft to split (as wood, etc.), d. u-utchaya and utcha-utchaya. 
With these and others formed in the same manner it is evident that· 

the first form alone is a distributive and the second an iterative verb, and 
therefore a derivative of the radix or stem and not an inflectional form of it. 
Numerous terms beginning with u-, vu-, exhibit both modes of duplication. 

The second class of terms showing· a twofold reduplication are those 
which possess two distributive forms, of which the second is formed from 
the first one. 

shiUkish fighter, d. shish6kish, ::d d. shish'sh6kish. 
shalgia to put or place against, d. shashalgia, 2d d. shash'shalgia to quarrel, 

viz., to lay to the charge of. 
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hhi.; d. hlahla, lala to slope downwards, 2d d.lala'la. The original mean
ing of hla · (see Dictionary) must have been that of putting or 
placing on the flank of, to the side of, or intr. to be on the slope, flank. 
Of. hla-a, lal'laks. 

tina once, d. titna some iime, 2d d. titatna a few times. 
shetalkash one who stands on his head, d. sheshtalkash; 2d d. sheshashtal-

kash funny fellow, wag. 

elxa to lay down, e-alxa, a' -alxa to read, d. a-a' -alxa. 
upiega to sweep, vuhupiega to. stir up, said of winds; d. vuhuhapiega 
shina, d. shishna to enter the flesh, 2d d. shishashna. 

The difference between the two distributive forms as to signification 
follows from the nature itself of these forms; shiukish is one who is or has 
been a fighter on one occasion, shish6kish, on several occasions, or a habitual 
fighter, shish'sh6kish one who fought rnany times or habitually on many occa
sions. Instances like these show that the language has the power of form
ing two (or perhaps more) distributive forms, one from the other, for every 
term in the language, as it is done in Flathead-Selish. But experience 

shows that the second form occurs but in a few instances in the spoken 

lan·guage, and that wherever it could be formed it often becomes phoneti
cally unwieldy, and is therefore replaced by son1e adjective, numeral, or 
pronoun; cf. shesha.lkosh spectacles, pl. tunli sheshalkosh. rrhis is not a dis
tributive but simp1y a plural form . Of also shushatish, shushutankish. 

There is a limited number of terms which reduplicate distributively 
.only after the prefix, and therefore ha~e to be considered as compound 
terms: 

hiapatxoksh stocking, d. hiapaipatxoksh. 
humasht thus, so, d. humamasht, Kl. 
naishlakgish beetle-species, d. naishlashlakgish. 

shekaktcha to retwrn blows; a term which is a d. form by itself, and 
assumed the above forrn instead of sheshkatcha to a void being 
confounded with sheshkatcha, d. of shekatcha to become divorced. 

u'hlutua to let reach the /eet, d. u'hlulatua. 
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Diff'erent modes of reduplication. 

Of all words of the language not debarred from distributive reduplica
tion through phonetic or other causes perhaps not one-third shows this fea
ture in its regular form. Phonologic causes will account for the fact that 
so many tern1s have deviated fro1n the regular standard form through 
elision, contraction, accent-shifting, and the like. As to the accent, it 
usually remains in the distributive form as many syllables rernote from the 
word's end as it was in the absolute form. 

There are but a limited number of terms in which the two dialects of 
Klamath differ as to their distributive forn1. But many terms of both dia

lects, owing to the fluctuating phonetics of the language, use an uncontracted 

and a contracted or apocopated forn1 for it simultaneously and without any 
difference in their meaning or functions. Examples : 

guka to climb, d. gu'kaka and gug'ka. 
kfdsha to dive, crawl, d. kikadsha and kfktcha. 

neta to fix on, d. neneta and nenta. 
shul6tish garment, d. shushal6tish and shushl6tish. 
t'shfn to grow, d. t'shft'shan and tit'shan, tit'sha. -

tu there, yonder, d. tuta and tu't. 

Compare also atini long, tall, d. a-atfni and a-itfni, and its abbreviated 
forn1 ati (in Dictionary). 

It will be seen that many of these are formed from terms which even 

in their absolute forms are not always pronou~ced in the same manner. In 
the examples given below we will 1ake it a rule to mention only the n1ost 
frequently used distributive forms. 

There are many terms of which the distributive form is bu_t rarely used, 
being generally replaced by the absolute, accompanied by some tern1 indi
cating plurality. Instances are the distributive fonns of gena, lalago, 
maklaks, nanka, tkap, etc. 

Two different modes of reduplication have to be distinguished through
out, the monosyllabic and the dissyllabic. rrhe latter is less frequent than 
the former 

Monosyllabic reduplication, on account of the intricate phonology 
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manifested by its forms, necessitates a careful and minute classification into 
several categories. Terms with prefixes almost invariably belong to the 
classes No. 1 and No. 2 below. 

MONOSYLLABIC DISTRIBUTIVE REDUPLICATION. 

1. Redupli~ation in a. 

· The regular and most frequent form of n1onosyllabic distributive dupli
cation takes place when the vowel of the first syllable is short (or was so 

originally), and is marked by a short in the second syllable of the redupli
cated form. The vowel of the first syllable, provided it is short, is of no 
influent ~; the accent usually ren1ains on the same syllable. In case the 

vowel is a diphthong, cf. Diphthongic reduplication. 

hashtxa to pierce the nose, d. hahashtxa. 
heshla to appear, d. hehashla. 

ilxa to lay down, d. i-a1xa, yalxa. 
kp6k gooseberry, d. kp6kpak. 
kupkash torchlight, d. kukapkash. 
ldiglxa to kneel down, d. ldildaglxa. 
nep, ne'p hand, d. nenap. 

punua to drink, d. pupanua. 
tiptipli dusky, d titaptipli. 
tchunua to vomit, d. tchutchanua. 

2. Reduplication with syncope of a. 

When the short a of the duplicated or second syllable, as described 
under No. 1 above, remains unaccented, and is left standing between two 
consonants, it becomes easily elided. No syllabic increase taking place, 
the accent keeps the place it occupied in the absolute fonn. 

hef;hemesh jews harp, d. heh'shemesh, instead of hehashen1esh. 
h6yeka to leap, d. h6hiexa, instead of h6hayexa. 
katak truly, d. kaktak, instead of kakatak. 

lahigo pine-gum, d. lal'lago, instead of lalalago. 

mbu'ka f{) raise dust, d. mbu'mbxa, instead of mbu'mbaxa. 
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nfto to suppose, d. nfnto, instead of nfnato. 
shnik6a to hurl, d. shnishnk6a, instead of shnishnak6a. 
stawa to starve, d. shtashtua, instead of shtashtawa. 
to'ke fire-place, d. to'txe, instead of to'taxe. 

Shlea to see, find, forn1s shleshla and not shleshla-a, because the suffix 
-a, as a particle, does not really form a part of the verb. In shleshla the -a 
is therefore the product of the reduplicating process and not the final -a of 
shlea. It must be observed, however, that many verbs in a-a keep this 
suffix in their distributive forms, it being secured there by the accent rest

ing on it. 
3. Reduplication without vocalic change. 

The vowel of the first syllable is long through synizesis or other causes, 
though it is not pronounced long in every instance. The vowel of the sec
ond or reduplicated syllable becomes long also, for it is the repetition of the 
preceding v~wel. 1\fany terms beginning with a vowel reduplicate in this 
tnanner, and I know of no instance of this sort of reduplication in which 
the first syllable is not the radical syllable. 

iHna to take down, d. i-ilfna. 
fta to put on (long obj.), d. f-ita. 
kedshna to sprinkle (for ke-idshna), d. kekedshna. 
klfpa mink, d. kliklipa. 
ktl'shka (for ku-ishka) to brush, d. kuku'shka. 
kfwash whippoorwill, d. kikfwash. 
l6kanka to go astray, d. lolo'kanka. 
lii'sh (for luash, cf. lushl{lshli) wild goose, d. lulosh. 
mhu', Kl. tmu' grouse, d. mhu'mhu, Kl. tmu'tmu. 
ni' sh (from nf wa) neck, d. nfnish. 
no'kla to roast on coals, d. n6niikla. 
sho'dshna (for shu-idshna) to carry in hand, d. shosho'dshna. 
shu' dsha to build a fire, d. shushu' dsha. 
shutanka (for sh'hutanka) to come together, d. shushutanka. 
t'epa sunfish, d. t'etepa. 
tudshna to carry on head (for t{l-idshna), d. tutudshna. 
w6a, vu-ua to howl, as wolves, d. wow6a, vu-u-ua. 

I 
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4. Reduplication of diphthongic syllables. 

Several n1odes are observed in the reduplication of diphthongs which , 
are very instructive for the study of the real nature and origin of diphthongs 
in this language. Diphthongs do not occur in prefixes, but when redupli

cated they are so only because they stand in radical syllables. 
a. The whole diphthong reappears in the second syllable, but the sec-

ond component undergoes a change into a, as follows: 
luel6ya to stand around, d. luelual6ya. 
shuipkulish head-flattening cushion, d. shuishuapkulish. 
Compare: kuanka to limp, d. kuakuanka. 
b. The whole diphthong reappears in the second syllable, but in an 

unchanged form: 
hiuhiwa to be elastic, d. hiuhiuhiwa, abbr. hibiuhiwa 

tuektueka to stare at, d. tuetuektueka. 
Cf. shui to give in a cup, d. shushui for sht1ishui. 
c. The whole diphthong reappears in the second syllable, but in a con-

tracted form: 
shuikina to drive away from water, d. shuishukina. 
tuagga to evaporate, d. tuatuga, instead of tuatuaga. 
tueka to perforate, d. tuetoxa, instead of tuetuaxa. 
d. In the distributive form the diphthong of the absolute form is sepa

rated into its two component parts, of which the first stands in the initial, 

the second in the following syllable: 
ya{tyawa to be noisy, d. yay6yawa, yayt1yawa. 
ka-i, kai white rabbit, d. kaki. 
kt:fukish latch, bolt, d. ktiktukish. 
nH~Wa to miaul, d. mernuwa. 
p'laiwash gray ea,qle, d. p'lap'liwash. 
p'tewip niece, aunt, d. p'tep'tuip. 
te-ini, teini Tecent, d. tetini. 
tchttyesh hat, cap, d. tch6tchiesh. 
tchu y6mash idler, d tchutchi-6mash. 
wai wash snow-goose, d. wa wi wash (and wa wei wash)~ 
wiulala to stTike, d. wiwulala. 
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e. A similar process is observed also in some distributive forms, in 

which a diphthong beginning with a semi-vowel (y, w) is reduplicated: 
yahi beads, d. yayahi, contr. into ya-ihi. 
yaki seed-basket, d. yayaki, contr. into ya-iki. 
wakish inside ladder, d. wawakish, contr. into wa-ukish. 
wikani short, d. wiwakani, contr. into wi-ukani. 

This sort of reduplication pro peri y belongs to No. 2 above. 

5. Reduplication with vowel inverted. 

This mode of reduplication is not frequent; it n1ainly occurs in terms 
containing a combination of vowels which are not real diphthongs. 

kuatchaki to bite, itch, d. kakutchaki; cf. kuatcha 

mbute'xe to jump ovM·, d. mbambute'xe, for n1bun1bate'xe. 
puedsha to cast away, d. pepudsha and puepudsha. 
puelxa to throw -down, d. pepuelxa, for pueptH~lxa. 

shewokaga to wag, d. shashewokaga, for sheshawokaga. 
tia'n1a to be hungry, q. tetHi'ma, for tiatia'ma. 

tchuafsh b~tzzard, d tchatchuish, for tchutcha-ish. 
Of. shashuakfsh, 84, 1, and Dictionary. 

It will be seen that this class is made up of several different modes of 

forn1ing the distributive, and that puedsha, puelxa, tia'ma properly belong 

to No.4 b. 

6. Reduplication with elision of consonant. 

T-erms reduplicating in this manner do not change the position of their 

accent from the absolute to the distributive form; it remains at the ·sarne 

distance from the end of the word. They drop in the first syllable their 
second initial consonant; in several of them the first consonant does not 
belong to the radix of the word, but is a prefix after which a vowel ore 
has once been standing. 

I have found this sort of reduplication only in terms beginning with 
k-, p-, t-, and tch- (ts-), followed by consonants like g, 1, m. Many terms 
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beginning with the san1e groups of consonants reduplicate in other ways. 
Cf. List of Prefixes. 

kn1utchatko old, decrepit, d. kuk'mtchatko. 
ktana to sleep, d. kakta and ktakta. 

p'Ientant on the top of, d. peplentant. 

tl6xo, tel6xo brain, d. t6tlxo. 
tmoyega to begin, d. tot.'myega. 
tm6kil green lizard, d. t6t'mkil. 

tm6lo, ten16lo, tom6lo wild plum, d. t6t'mlo. 

tchgu' mla, shgu' n1la to form hoarfrost, d. tchutchgamla, shgushgamla.. 
tchm6ya to taste sour, d. tchotchm6ya. 

tchl6xatko smooth, . d. tchutchl6xatko. 

7. Reduplication with apocope of suffix. 

In a limited number of terms the suffixes -na and -a after vowels are 
dropped in their distributive forms. The cause of this is the tendency of 
pronouncing words as short as possible and hence of dropping unaccented 
final vowels and syllables. 

a. Verbs in -na, when this suffix is not abbreviated from -ena, -ina, as 

in gasaktchna to follow, usually drop the -na; the suffixes -n1na, -pna, being 
contractions from -n1ena, -pena, do not lose the -na in the duplicating 
process. 

gena to go away, d. gaka, for geka, gegga. 
kshena to carry on the arms, d. ksheksha, for kshekshana. 

ktana to sleep, d. ktakta and kakta. 

lena to move in a circle, d. lela. 

pana to clive, plunge, d. papa. 

To these may be added the verbs in -n, which drop the -n (originally 

-na) even in the absolute form: pan to eat, pat, patko; shlfn to shoot, shla't, 
shl1tko, etc. Cf. Verbal inflection. 

b. Verb~ in -a preceded by a vowel. 

nlewa to camp out, d. memu, n1e'mu; cf. mewa to mew, d. memuwa. 
neya, IH~-i fo hand OVer, d. neni. 
shlea tu see, find, ·d. shleshla. 

18 . 
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DISSYLLABIC DISTRIBUTIVE REDUPLICATION. 

rrhe terms which duplicate two initial syllables to form a distributive 

are composed with prefixes, as i- (yi-), and chiefly with u- (vu-). 'l'hese 
prefixes have coalesced with the radix so firmly as to become inseparable, 
and are now reduplicated with it without any alteration in sound. 

There are as many phonetic modes of reduplicating dissyllabically as 
there are of monosyllabic reduplication; to be brief, we will treat of them 
as belonging to two classes only, as follows: 

1. Reduplication in a. 

Instances of it are : 
udelgatko checkered, d. ude-uda1gatko. 
udfta to chastise, d. udi-udata. 
udshfklxa to fall while stumbling, d udshi-udshaklxa. 
udupka, vudupka to whip, beat, udiidapka. 
udumtchna to swim on surface, udiidamtchna. 
ulal, vulal cottonwood tree, d. ula-ulal. 
ulaplpa to flicker about, d. ula-ulaplpa. 

utchfn to fish with net, d. utchi-utchan. 

2. All other nwdes of reduplication. 

Gathered under one head, this list contains instances of the phoneti
cally altered modes of distributive reduplication described under "Mono

sy llabi_c distributive reduplication." 

Reduplication with syncope of a: 

udama to cover a vase, d. uda-udma. 

udox6tkish whip, d. udo-udx6tkish. 

Reduplication without vocalic change: 
hiludshna, yil6dshna to push away, d. hilu-hil{Idshna. 
yin1e'shka to abstract, d. yime-ime'shka. 

uyoxatko striped, streaked, d. nyo-uyoxatko. 
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Reduplication of diphthongic syllab]es: 
uh1yue to scatter, d. ula-ulfwe. 
ulawa to spear thro·ugh a hole, d. ula-ulhua. 

utawa to shake off, d. uta-utua. 

Reduplication with apocope of suffix: 
ibena to dig, d. ibepa, hipepa (for ibe-ipa). 

Distributive forms in -is hap. 

275 

Contrary to the linguistic principle of reduplicating the initial syllable, 
or part of it, to indicate severalty, a class of nouns comprehending terrns of 
relationship by consanguinity or marriage appends the tern1inal -ishap. 
These forms, which in many instances seem to have also the function of 
plurals, are formed in this manner: To the terminals -ap, -ip, of the absolute 

form is substituted the uniform end{ng -ishap. There are even a few terms in 
-sh, which through the law of analogy have adopted the above ending in 
the distributive, simply because they belong to the tern1s of relationship, as 
pa'ktish brother's child, d. pa'ktishap. 

The suffix -shap is evidently a compound of the nominal ending -sh and 
the suffix -p; the intervening vowel -a- seems duplicated from -i- in -ishap 
and altered to -a- by dissimilation. The suffix -p points to intransferable 
ownership; cf. List of Suffixes. 

Instances of these forms are: 
mulgap brother- and sister-in-law, d. mulgishap. 
pa-anip elder brother or sister, d. pa-anishap. 
p'kfshap mother, d. p'kishishap. 
pkulip grandmother etc, d. pkulishap. 
plugship grandfather and grandchild, d. plugshishap. 
pshaship stepmother, stepchild, d. pshashishap. 
txe-unap elder brother, d. txe-unishap. 

Other terms possess two distributive forms; one In -ishap, the other 
being formed in the regular manner: 

makokap aunt, niece etc., d. makokishap, mamkokap. 
ptewip grandmother etc., d. ptewishap, pteptewip. 
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ptishap father, d. pti'shishap, ptiptashap . 

ptchft'kap .brother-in-law etc., d. ptchoptchashap, ptchuptchkap, and 

others, like ptutap, etc. Ptchoptchashap is the result of a combi

nation of both forms of reduplication. 

rrhe ending -ni is another instance where the language reduplicates the 

end and n9t the initial parts of a term to form distributive reduplication, as 
in nepnini, yanakanini. Cf. Suffix -ni. 

Nomina verbalia formed by distributive reduplication. 

By appending --ish to the stem or basis of a verb generally of the tran
sitive voice, verbal nouns are formed indicative of animate beings, persons, 

anitnals, or personified things perforining the action enunciated in the verb. 

When -uish is appended, the substantive noun thus. formed indicates that 

the subject in question has been performing the action in time past. The 

forn1s in -ish and in -uish may undergo .the proeess of distributive redupli
cation, like the verb itself, and then indicate an anitnate being that is or 

was performing the action at different times or occasions repeatedly, habit
ually, or gradually. A few intransitive verbs like tamenn form similar 

derivatives, but with transitive verbs this feature is much n1ore common. 

Examples: "' 
lutatkish one who interprets or expounds. 

lutatknish former interpreter, one who was expounding. 

lultatkish habitual interpreter or expounder. 

lultatkuish former habitual interpreter or one who employed himself. regu

larly in expounding. 

tamnu.ish one traveling (here -u- belongs to the verb itself). 

tatan1nuish constant, habitual traveler; tramp; kaila=tatan1nuish ~nole, lit. 

"walker in the ground." 

Many nouns of this elass, called nom,ina agentis, or "performer's nouns," 

are found to occur in the absolute form, as shnantatchlxish trapper; but 
they are used more frequently in th~ distributive form, and then should be 
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called nomina acto·ris. Indeed, the larger portion occurs only in the redu-

plicated shape; thus we have: 

Ia1dsish house-builder, architect, from hitcha to build. 

papish devourer, from pan to eat; cf. ma!flaks=papish. 
papatalish parasite, cf. patadsha to stretch the hand out. 

papalish thief, from palla to steal. 

pepuadshnish prodigal, spendthrift, from puedsha to throw away. 

shashapkele-ish rhapsodist, narrator, frotn shapa to narrate. 

shushatish (and sh{ltesh) worker, maker, frorn shuta to make. 

tetadshish launderer, laundress, fro1n tedsha to wash. 

tetemashkish pilferer, from te1neshka to abstract. 

Exactly in the same manner are forn1ed a number of substantives desig
nating inanimate objects (or abstractions), which are the result of reiterated 
acts and appear in the distributive form. They are formed by means of the 
suffix -ash, and are nomina acti: 

papkash lumber, club, from paka to break. 

!f6xpash mind, frorn !f6pa to think (Mod.). 
shashapkeleash narrative, story, from shapa to narrate. 

The form of the preterit in -uish also occurs: 
• 

shutedshanuish plow's furrow; from shutedshna to perform on one's way. 

Like this word, the largest nurnber of the nomina acti do not show the 
reduplicated form of the first syllable. 

Distributive reduplication ~ also occurs In the absolute forn1 of a few 
verbs, which are suggestive of collectivity, severalty, or distribution. Some 
of then1 show phonetic irregularity in. their formation. 

a' -alxa, d. aa' -alxa to read, from elxa to lay down. 

leliwa to stand at the end of, from lawa to profect. 

papia'na to have a picnic, from pan to eat. 

sheshxe'la to act extravagantly, from !fa'la to disport oneself. 

sheshatui to barter, sell, frotn shetua to count. 
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ANA THESIS. 

Another change affecting the vocalic element of the radix in verbs and 
their non1inal derivations occurs when the verbs pass over into their reflect
ive and reciprocal forms, and it may be sometimes observed also in their 
causative and medial derivatives. These forms are produced by prefixing 
either s-, sh-, shn-, the medial prefix, or h-s-, h-sh-, h-shn-, which is the 
medial prefix increased by the pronominal demonstrative particle hu abbre
viated to h-, and pointing to an object in close vicinity or contiguity. 

rrhe process of vocalic anathesis consists in the following: Whenever 
a verb forms derivatives by means of the above con1pound prefix h-_sh-, these 
derivatives are vocalized like the distributive form of that verb; the first 
Ryllable assumes the vocalic sound of the radix (diphthongs have their own 
rules), the radical sy liable assumes the vocalic sound of the second sy Hable 
of the verb's distributive form. Many derivatives formed simply by the 
medial prefix s-, sh-, shn- do not show this anathesis, but merely exhibit 
the vocalization of the simple verb, as shalgia fron1 hikia, spitcha from 
pftcha, shtaJaka from talaka, shtchuxatko from tchuka. 

I.-Anathesis in terms formed by the medial prefix s-, sh-, shn-: 

k~lewi to stop, d. kekelui, caus. shnekelui to remove from position. 

kilua to be angry, d. kfkalua, caus. shnfkalua to irritate . • 
kshiulxa to dance, d. kshikshulxa, caus. shnikshulxa to make dance. 

kelpka to be hot, d. kekalpka, caus. shnekalpka to heat. 

k6ka to bite, d. kok6ka, refl. shuk6ka to bite oneself. 

ndshama-a to look on, d. ndshandshama-a, cans. shnandsh( a )rna-a to 

amuse by tricks, lit.: "to cause to look on." 
nge' sha to shoot arrows, d. ngenge' sha, refl. shenge' sha. 
pni wa to blow, d. pnfpnu, refl. shfpnu to be full of air, cf. shfpnush. 
ptchikap sister-in-law, d. ptchik'shap, refl. shiptchxalaltko related as 

brother-in-law or sister-in-law. 

tedsha to wash, d. tetadsha, refl. shetatcha to wash one's head. 

tupakship younger sister, d. tutpakship, refl. shutpaksaltko related as 

brother and sister. 
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Il.-Anathesis in terms formed by the compound prefix h-s-,-h-sh-, h-shn-: 

hfnui to fall down, d. hihanui, cans. hishanui to fell. 

k.fntchna to travel in file, d. kikantchna, recipr. hishkantchna. 
nuta to burn, d. nunata, nunta, refl. hushnata to burn oneself. 

shfuga to kill, d. shishuka, recipr. and refl. hishu'ka.. 
shlin to shoot, hit, d. shlishlan, reci pr. and refl. hfshlan. 

shmo'k beard, refl. hushmo'kla to shave oneself, from an obsolete shmo'kla. 
shnuka to seize, d. shnushnxa, recipr. hushnxa to shake hands. 

spuH to look up, d. spushpali, refl. hushpali to lock oneself in. 

stfnta to- love, cherish, d. stistanta, recipr. and refl. hishtanta. 

!I.-RADICAL SYLLABLE CONNECTED WITH AFFIXES. 

In polysyllabic languages we do not often meet with radical syllables 
in their original and nude shape, and forming words for themselves. When 

the process of word-formation increases in energy and extent, the radix is 
beset and preyed upon more and n1ore by its affixes through shifting of 
accent, vocalic and consonantic alterations, elision of sounds, and other 
necessary concomitants of advanced agglutination. In languages where 

the phonetic laws have great sway it often becomes difficult, as to certain 
terms, to recognize the elements belonging to the radical syllable. 

Affixes are the links of relation eonnecting the radical syllables of the 
words which compose a sentence. They are real or altered radicals them
selves, and when they no longer appear as roots it is because they were 
phonetically disintegrated into [ragments by the continual wear and tear of 
the process of word-formation. Their function is to point out the various 
relations of the radix to the words it is brought in contact with; thus being 

exponents of relation they derive, for the largest part at least, their origin 
from pronon1inal roots or roots of relational signification. In Klamath so1ne 
of them exist also as independent radicals, and figure as pronouns, pronom

inal particles or conjunctions (hi, hu, ka, ka-a, etc.). 
Affixes do not always express pure and simple relation, or strictly 

formal connection between the various parts of the sentence, as, e. g., the 

idea of possession, of subject and object, of person, number, and tense; but 
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many of them, in American languages especially, express categories, as that 
of exterior shape, dimension, and proportion of the object or subject spoken 

of, of its distance from the speaker, or of the special mode by which an act 
is perforn1ed. Such particular notions qualifying the function of the radix 

are of a material or concrete itnport, and frequently result in polysynthesis 
or triple, quadruple, etc., compounding of the affixes. These combinations 
of several affixes may contain only relational affixes of a purely gramtnatic 
character, but in l(l,unath tnore frequently contain affixes of both classes
the relational and the material. A few examples will illustrate this. 

A word composed of a radical and of purely forn1al or relational affixes 
only is, e. g., shilalsht when having fallen sick. Here i- in ila to lay down 

represents the radix, sh- is the tnedial prefix which makes out of ila: shfla 
to lay oneself down, though used only in the sense of to be (chronically) sick. 

The suffix-al-, -ala, implies the "becoming", "falling into a state or con
dition", and is here of an inchoative signification; -sh is a suffix forming 

nouns and verbals, -t the suffix of the conditional mode. 
Terms composed of a radix and of material and relational affixes are as 

follows: 
Lupatkuela may be translated by to produce a scar, but the term has 

its special use. The radix pat appears in mpita to beat, strike upon with a 
tool, upata to wound, u'hlopatana, patpatli, etc., and the prefix lu- shows that 
the blow is inflicted with a round article. The suffj.x -ka (here -k-) is that 

of factitive verbs, -uela adds the idea of dJ ~v :~hill, d:Jwnward to verb3 of 
tnotion, and thus the full .itnport of th~ above verb is that of producing a 

wound, or tnore frequently a scar, being forqed downward or to the ground by 

a round article, as a wheel. 
Ne-upka to empty into is said only- of the influx of a watercourse into an 

extended sheet of water, as a lake, not of the confluence of two rivers un
less very wide. The radix of IH~-upka or newapka is ewa to be full, as of 

water, the prefix n- is indicative of something spread out, level, or extend

ing to the horizon, and the suffix -pka usually refers to distance. 
Shlelxtchan6latko left behind while walking. The radical is here A, of 

pronon1inal origin, which. we al~o find in ila ( ela), d. i-ala to lay down. With 

the suffix -lxa, which generally points to a down ward motion, e- forms elxa 
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to deposit, to lay down. The compound prefix shl-, sl- referring to garments 
or other flexible articles for personal use, and the derivation-suffix -tchna 
(here inverted as tchan ) pointing to an act performed while marching, 
moving, are joined to shlelxa and make shlelxtchna of it. To this is added 
-ola, the completive suffix, which can be fitly rendered here by "altogether", 

and the participial suffix of the passive -tko, so that the whole tenn, for 
accurate rendering, necessitates a circumscriptive phrase like the following: 
dropped and left behind altogether something gannent-like while walking. 

Talualxank lying on ground face turned upward. Radix ta-, thernatic root 
tal-, occurring with change of vowel in telish face, telshna (for telishna) to 

behold; basis ta1u-, u · meaning upward; -alxa, corn pound word-formative 
suffix of a factitive nature ( -ka); -ank, inflectional tennination of the parti

ci pie, usually referring to the present tense. 
In the examples given the affixes pointing to round articles, sheet-like 

objects, distance, and downwanl direction are of the material order; all 
others I call relational affixes. The perusal of the words in the Dictionary 
afforJs the best method of distinguishing the two. 

An affix is called a prefix when placed before the radical syllable, an 
infix when inserted iuto it, and a suffix when appended to it. Affixes fulfill 

two purposes of gran1mar: that of inflection, nominal and verbal; that of 
Jeri vation or formation of derivative words. Not always can a strict line 
be drawn between these two processes of forming the units of speech, anJ 
in IClatnath there are uffixes which are in use in both categories. Son1e 
pronotninal roots figure at times as prefixes, at other times as suffixes, m; 

hi (i), hu (u), rna, p, and others, while nominal affixes like -tana are verbal 

affixes also, a fact which is partly due to the imperfect distinction between 
verb and noun. 

But a thorough distinction between the prefixes and the suffixes of this 
language lies in the circumstance tl1at the former are used for derivation 
only, while the suffixes possess either derivational or inflectional functions, 
or both simultaneously. I therefore present the affixes of Klamath in two · 
alphabetic lists, that of the prefixes and that of the suffixes. More facts con
cerning them will be considered under the captwn of "Verbal Inflection." 
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LIST OF PREFIXES. 

'1-.,he function of Klamath prefixes is to form derivatives, not inflectional 

forms, from radicals. Prefixes are not so numerous as suffixes, nor do they 
combine into compound prefixes so extensively as suffixes. There is no safe 
instance on hand where a combination of n1ore than three prefixes occurs. 
A triple-compound is, e. g., ktchiutchatchka to trample upon, said of one sub
ject; it stands for kshiutchatchka (ksh-, ya-, u-), c£ yushtchka to put the 

foot on something. Another is shu-ishtchaktchka to turn the head for a bite, 

from hishtchakta to be angry. The prefix ino-, inu- may be considered as 
triple also; but such combinations are rare. Suffixes, however, are found 

to combine into groups of four or five. 
The remarkable fact is presented by the vocalic prefixes, preceded or 

not by a consonant, that they often become the radical syllable of the word 
(verb or noun). Thus in luta to be suspended, said of a round subject only, 
lu-is as well the prefix (not 1- only) as the root. This may be observed 
in words beginning with a-, e-, i-, ksh-, t-, and with other prefixes. 

A large nu1nber of intransitive verbs change their initial syllable or syl

lables to indicate a change in the number of the subject, as hudshna to hurry, 

run, speaking of one; tushtchna, speaking of two o~ three, tinshna of many 

subjects. The syllables undergoing the change should rather be considered 
as radical syllables than as prefixes, as may be shown by the analogy of 
many transitive verbs which undergo similar or still more thorough changes 
when passing from one number to another. 

All the prefixes will be found classified below under the caption '' Re- · 
capitulation of the Prefixes.'' .The function of each prefix found in verbs 
extends. also to the nomina verbalia formed from these verbs. The catego
ries of gramn1ar which are chiefly indicated by prefixation · are the gen·us 

verbi; numbt3r, form or shape, attitude and 1node of motion of the verbal subject 

or object.1 

a-, verbal and no1ninal prefix referring to long and tall articles (as 
poles, sticks), also to persons when considered as objects of elongated shape 

1A short stay in the Indian Territory, Modoc Reservation, has supplied me with a new stock of 
Modoc terms. Many of these have been inserted as examples in the Grammarfrom this page o-tward, and, 
though obtained from Modocs, the majority of them form part of the Klamath I..ake dialect as well. 
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Like u-, the prefix a- originally referred to one object only, plurality of 
objects being expressed by i-; but this now holds good for a few terms only. 
It differs from tg-, tk-, now occurring only as part of a radical syllable des

ignating immobility of one subject standing upright, by pointing to long 
things which need not necessarily be in an erect position. 

aggaya to. be suspended and to hang up, pl. of long obj. iggaya; cf. its 

derivatives agga-idsha etc. 
aggedsha to describe a circle, as the hand of a watch. 
akatchga to-break, as sticks, poles. 

amniamna, an1nadsha to speak, cry aloud on one's way. 
alahia to show, point out, as a tree. 
atpa, pl. of obj. itpa to carry away. 
atchiga to wring out, twist. 

Prefix a- occurs in the following substantives: 
anlda digging-tool, from mea, meya to dig. 
adshag6tkish violin, fiddle. 
awalesh thigh of a quadntped's hind leg. 

rrhe prefix a- also appears in ai- or ei-, a-i-, e-i-, the initial syllable of 

verbs referring to a n1otion performed with the head. In ai-, ei-, the vowels 
a-, e-, point by themselves to a long or tall object. 

aika, eixa, and aikana to stick the head out, from ika. 
aitxamna to be or ,qrow smaller than, said of plants only, the tops of which 

are considered as heads; from itxamna. 
eilaka to lay the head down upon; from ila, cf. ilxa. 

eitakta to hide the head under, to place it between two things, as blankets etc. 

e-, prefix. pointing to long-shaped objects, sometimes when single, but 
more frequently when in quantities. Of. also ei-, ai-, under prefix a-. 

elktcha to leave behind, as a rope. 
elxa to lay down, deposit, as a rifle. 
etntchna to carry, as an infant tied to its board. 
epka to fetch, to bring, as arrows. • 
etle' xi to lay. crosswise, as logs; pl. of obj. itle' xi, Mod. 
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There is difference in signification between edsha to suck and fdsha to 
cause to go, epka to bring and fpka to lie upon, to keep, ewa and i wa etc. 

Substantives with prefix e- are: elhuish backbone, epat a tall grass 

h- is a prothetic sound found in many words beginning in vowels and 
consonants, which is tl,eciduous and without any distinct gramrnatic functions, 

except that of emphasizing. Of. hla-a and la-a, hiw:ldsha and iwidsha, 
hutatchkia and utatchkia. rrherefore h- cannot be considered as a prefix, 
unless connected with the n1edial prefix sh- in the forn1 of h-sh, q. v. Of. 

-h-, under ''Infixes." 

h-sh-, h-s-, h-shn-, compound prefix serving for the derivation of 
reflective, reciprocal, and causative verbs and their norninal derivatives. 
The intransitive verbs forn1ed by means of this prefix are but few in number. 

The derivation is perforn1ed by means of the vocalic anathesis described, pp. 
278, 279. As stated there, the prefix h-sh- is con1posed of the demonstrative 
radix h in hu, pointing to contiguity, and of the medial prefix sh-, q. v. 
The vowel standing after h- is that of the radical syllable, and no instance 

occurs where a diphthong occupies this place. In the n1ajority of instances 
the medial form in sh , from which the other originated, is still preserved in 
the language; but there are a few where the stem without prefix has sur
vived alone. These few verbs are all of a causative signification: 

hashpa to feed, hashpkish fodder, der. pan to eat. Of. sp~lala. 

heshtcha to suckle, der. edsha to suck. 
heshuampeli to restore to health, der. wempeli to recover. 
hishanui to fell, cut down, der. h:lnui to fall. 
hushpanua to give to drink, der. punua to drink. 

The following verbs and nouns, classified according to the genus verbi to 

which they belong, form an addition to the examples given above, p. 278 sq.: 

CAUSATIVE VERBS: 

hashla-ixa to smoke (n1eat), der. shla-ika it smokes. 
hashJ ka to perforate the nose, ear, der. stuka to stab, pierce . .. 
hashpankua to ·ford a river on horseback, der. pa:1kua to wade through. 
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heshla to show, exhibit, der. shlea to see. 
heshe' gsha to complain, der. she' gsha to report. 
hishtadsha to bring ·up, educate, der. t'shin to grow 
hishunua to apply song-medicine, der. shuina to sing 

hushn6xa to bake, cook, der. shnuxa to parch, dry. · 
hushpatchta to scare, frighten, der. sputchta to scare. 
hushtixa to make dream, der. tuixa to (lream. 
hushaka to drive out of a den etc., der. sh11ka to drive out. 

RECIPROCAL VERBS: 

heshku to make mutual bet:-;, der. shi6 to bet. 
heshto'lxa to live as man and wife, der. sheto'lxa to cohabit. 
hishatnkanka tv tell each other, der. hemkanka to speak. 
hushtch6ka to kill each other, der. tch6ka to perish. 
hushtiwa to prick each other, der. tewa to drive into. 
hushpantchna to walk arm in arm. der. sounshna to take along. 

REFLECTIVE VERBS: 
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hakshgaya to hang oneself, der. kshaggaya to hang tt~p; presupposes a 
longer forrn hashkshga ya. 

hushkaknega to besmear oneself, der. kaknega to soil. 
hu' shtka to stab oneself, der. stuka to stab; cf. ha.shtka. 
hushtapka to prick oneself, . der. stupka to prick, puncture. 
hushpali to lock oneself up or in, der. spuli to lock up. 

i-, iy-, y- (No. 1), prefix of transitive verbs and their derivatives, re
ferring to an act performed with or upon a plurality of persons .or elon·· 
gated objects, or on objects referred to collectively, when not in a stand
ing, irnmovably erect position; when the object stands in the singular, the 
prefixes corresponding to i- are a-, e-, ksh-, u-, q. v. In the distributive 
form this prefix often appears as i-i-, ipstead of showing the regular forrn 
i-a-, as in i-iggaya, i-idshna. 

idsha to make go, carry off; one obj., ena. 
itpa to carry, convey, take along with; one obj., atpa. 
iggaya to suspend, hang up; one obj., agg{tya, kshaggaya. 

I I 
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iduka, idupka to strike, as with a club; one obj., uduka, udupka. 

iyamna, i-amna to take along with; one obj., uyarnna. 

i-ani, yani to give long articles; one obj., uya, 6-i . .. 
itle' xi to lay crosswise; one obj., etle' xi (~1od.). 

Terms in which this prefix relates indiscriminately to one or many per

sons or long articles are the derivatives of ika and itpa; cf. the Dictionary. 

i-, y- (No. 2), locative prefix referring to the ground, soil, is identical 

with the locative adverb i, hi, and the suffix -i. It composes the suffixes 

yan-, yu-, and appears as i-, y-, only in a limited number of terms as the 

radical syllable. 

ibena, Kl. yepa to dig in the ground, to mine. 

ina, d. yana downward, down; yaina, etc. 

This prefix refers to the individual or "self" in iha to hide, secrete, con

ceal, and to the lodge or home in iwi, hiwi, iwidsha to fetch, bring hmne. 

iilO-, inu-, triple prefix con1posed of the adverb ina (f on the ground, 

-na den1onstrativ·e particle) and the prefix u-, which in one of the two terms 

below points to singular number, in the other to distance. Cf. the prefixes 

i-- and yan-, which latter is the distributive forn1 of ina-. 

inotila to put or send below, underneath; cf. utila. 

inuhuashka to keep off, prevent; cf. huashka. 

yan-, ya-, compound prefix indicating an act performed with the feet, 

or upon the ground, underground or underneath, below some object. This 

prefix is nothing else but the adverb yana downward, down below, which 

represents the distributive forn1 of ina, q. v., composed of i on the ground, 

and the demonstrative radix and case-suffix -na. Etyn1ologically related 

to ina, yana are: yaina mountain (frorn yayana), yepa to dig, scratch up, 

ye-ush den of burrowing animal. The prefix yan-, ya-, often becomes the 

radical syllable of the verb. 

yadshapka to mash, mangle; cf. ndshapka, tatchapka. 

yatashlxa to press down; cf. yetsxaka. 
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yana to hand or bring from below. 

yanhua to be quite sick, lit. "to be down": yana, wcl.. 
yankapshti to bar an entrance, den. 

yantana to put down into; from yana, itana, or itna. 
yaka' sha to press dow;n with the foot. 

yashtchka to step on sotnething. 
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The prefix ya-, y-, con1bines also with initial e-, i-, into one diphthong, 
as in yewa to burrow, yitchixua to squeeze down from with the foot, as sotne 
fatty matter. 

yu-, a prefix analogous in its functions to yan-, ya-, pointing to an act 
performed in a downward direction, or upon the ground, or Lelow some 

object upon or by means of a long article, as the foot. It is a combination of 

i-, y-, with the prefix u-, q. v. The prefix yu- generally becomes the rad
cal syllable. 

yua (for yu wa) to strike the ground or water. 

yudshlaktkal to slip with the feet. 

yulalina to fall over an edge, rim. 

i-unega, yunega to be below the horizon, as sun etc. 
yumadsha to be at the lower end. 

i-uta, yuta to be heavy, ponderous. 

yutalpeli to twist, as paper, cloth. 
yushtchka to put the foot on. 

yuwet'huta to kick with both feet. 

k-, gi-, prefix formed from the adverb ke, ki, 1\tlod. kie thus, so, in this 

manner. 

kishewa, gishewa to think so, to be of the opinion, der. shewa, hewa to 

believe. 

ksha.pa, gishapa to say so, to state, to suppose, der. shapa to declare. 

ki-, ke-, ge-, abbreviated k-·, g-, is a prefix occurring in transitive and in

transitive verbs and their derivatives~ pointing to an act performed obliquely, 
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laterally, or a motion directed sidewise toward an object. Fortns several 
con1pound suffixes; not to be confounded with ki- appearing in radical syl

lables as gi-, gin-, kin-, etc. 

kiapka to recline sidewise; cf. fpka to lie. 
kiuliga, . nasalized nxiuliga to fall down upon sidewise, to drizzle; cf. 

laliga. 
kiatega to go in laterally. 
kiu yega to raise, hoist up obliquely, sidewise, to lift above oneself. 
kiukaya to hang out sidewise; kiuks conjurer, cf. Dictionary, p. 135. 
kintchna to hold up while moving, traveling. 
kiakuga, kianega to move, rub laterally. 
kidsha to creep, crawl, swim~; cf. idsha, k:fdshash. 
kim a' dsh ant, viz., "tnoving, traveling laterally." 
ldatcha, gelatsa to move the hand ~idewise. 
knewa to put out obliquely the fish-line; der. newa. 
kpel tail, tail-fin; der. p'lai. < 

klena, glena to hop, walk on one leg. 
knanilash small bat species; viz., ''fluttering down obliquely." 

km-, a prefix resulting from the combination of the prefix k- (abbre
viated from ki-) and rna- (abbreviated m-), the latter indicating a curvi
lillear motion or object; km- therefore refers to a lateral and curvilinear 
motion or to the winding shape of an object, such as a rope, thread, 
wrinkle, etc. 

kn1apat'hienatko wrinkled, furrowed. 
kn1elxa to lay clown, said of thread, ropes, etc. 
kmu yulatko shaggy. 
kmuk6ltgi to become wrinkled by wetting. 
kmultkaga and kmutcho' sha to bubble up in water. 

ksh-, ks-· is the verbal gish, kish of the verb gi to be, in the significa
tion of bein.'l there, and as a suffix it appears, augmented with -i, as the loca
tive suffix -gishi, Kl. -kshi, redupl. -ksaksi. The prefix kshi- is found only 
in tertns conveying the idea of placing, laying upon) holding, or giving, 
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also in a few intransitive verbs of a locative irnport. Originally it referred 
to one animate being only, and still does in the rnajority of terms, though 
kshena, kshawina, and others apply to inanimate objects of long shape also. 
The vowel following the prefix generally points to the exterior form of 
the object or subject referred to, although in nutny cases it is no longer a 
prefix, but has become a radical vowel, and undergoes a change whenever 
plurality of the verbal object or subjecthas to be indicated. Many of the 
transitive verbs refer to one or a collective object carried upon the arm or 
arn1s. Not to be confounded with kish-, which forms verbs of "going" In 
the singular number. 

kshaggaya to hang somebody; cf. aggaya, iggaya, shuggaya. 
ksha wala to fix, tie, or deposit above; cf. i wala. 
kshelktcha to leave behind, quit; cf. lelktcha, shlelktcha. 
kshelxa to lay down; cf. elxa, lelka, nelxa, etc. 
kshfkla to lay down and to lie on, in; der. fkla. 

kshfulexa to dance; der. yulxa. 
kshuya to give, transfer; cf. uya, luya, neya, shui. 
kshutila to lie below; cf. utila, i-utila, gintila. 

kt-, prefix con1bining k- ( cf. supra) with t-, which is indicative of 
length or tallness, upright attitude, and usually refers to one person or ob
ject only. The cotnbination kt- therefore refers to a lateral motion observed 
on one standing, long subject or object, but in some instances is so intimately 
fused with the verbal radix that it beco1nes difficult to distinguish it from this. 

ktashlxa to press down by hand. 
ktawal to strike upon the head laterally. 
ktelxa to let down, drop a long object, der. elxa . . 
ktfudshna to push aside, der. h udshna or yudshna. 
ktiuyega to push open, der. uyega; cf. luyega, shuyega. 
ktfulexa to make descend, der, yulxa. 
ktiwala, ktfwalxa to lift or to post upon, der. fwala. 
ktuka, ktuyua to hit with the hand. 

ktii-, gui-, ku-, gu!, prefix representing the adverb kui away from, far, 
distant, on the other side, ku-, gu-, being its apocopated forms. It is prefixed 

19 
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to the verbs of traveling, leaving, departing, and sometimes becomes the 

radical syllable. The terms derived from gena to go present themselves for 
. con1 pariSon. 

guhuashka and guhuashktcha to depart, to set out from; cf. inuhuashka. 
guikaka to leave home, to run off. 
guikinsha to start out from. 
guixi, guikidsha to cross over, to pass. 
kuyantcha to fly at a great distance. 
kushka, gu' shka to leave, abandon; der. fshka. 

1-, prefix occurring in verbs and nouns descriptive of or referring to 
a round or rounded (globular, cylindric, disk- or bulb-shaped, annular) or 
bulky exterior of an object, to an act perfonned with such an object, and 
to circular, sen1icircular, or swinging motions of the person, arn1s, hands, or 
other parts of the body. Thus this prefix is found to refer to the clouds, 
the celestial bodies, rounded declivities (especially of the earth's surface), 
to fruits, berries, and bulbs, stones and dwellings (these being mostly of a 

round shape); also to multitudes of animals, rings, and crowds of. people, 
for a crowd generally assumes a round shape. It originaJly referred to 
one object or subject only, and does so still in n1any instances; it occurs in 
transitive as well as in intransitive verbs with their derivatives, often fonns 

part of the radical syllable and composes other prefixes, as lxa-, lu-, shl-. 
The manifold applications of this prefix necessitate subdivision. 

(a) l-, when referring to one round object '-tnd fortning part of a trans
Itive verb, frequently occurs accompanied by the vowel u- (referring to long 

- articles) in the form lu-, lo-. When a plurality of round objects is spoken 
of, pe- often takes the place of lu-: 

ludshfpa to take off from; udshipa a long object; cf. idshipa, shulshipa. 
luyega to lift or pick up; pe-uyega many round objects. 
luyamna to hold in hand; cf. pe-ukanka. 

luya to give; to pay in coin; cf. pewi, uya, neya. 
luslul,ntchna to scratch a round hole. 

lutxa to take away, to wrench from; u'txa a lonJ object; cf. lutkish. 
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(b) l- occurs in intransitive verbs and their nominal derivatives, and 
then points to several, but more frequently to one subject of rounded or 

bulky shape. 

laggaya to be hung up, to stand on the sky; cf. aggaya, iggaya. 
lawala to be on, to spread over the top of; cf. lawalash, nawa1ash, iwal. 
lbena to dig a round hole; lba seed or grain. 

lbuka bulb or round fruit growing on the ground. 
ldukala to pick up a round object; cf. ndakal, itkal. 

lena to move in a round line, to ride on wheels; cf. ena. 
lua it is foggy, misty; luash fog; luldam season of fogs. 

ludshna to drift, as clouds, fog; from hudshna to speed off. 

luta to stick or hang on; lutish round fruit; utish ear-shaped fruit. 

lutila to be underneath, to stand below; cf. utila, i-utila. 

(c) l- sometimes refers to slopes, declivities of the ground, or n1otions 
observed, acts performed along such. The original form of the prefix ap
pears to be in this case la-; it is the uneven or rounded irregular configura

tion of th~ slope which is indicated by 1-. 

lawa to project, as a cape, promontory; lalawash slate-rock. 

lala to slope downward; la1ash flank of animal. 
hlaa to foal, breed, viz., ''to con1e down the flank"; cf. lala-ish. 
lapka to protrude, as cheekbones. 
lemuna bottom, depth in the earth or water; cf. mu'na. 

(d) lu-, lui-, lue-, le-, li-. Terms beginning with these syllables form 
a distinct class of intransitive verbs. They refer to a crowding together into 
a bulk, ring, crowd, or multitude, all of which when viewed from a distance 
look like a circular or round 'body, a form which is pointed at by the prefix 
1-. The above syllah.Les embody the radicals of the terms in question as 
well as the prefix. The verbs thus formed will be n1entioned below as in
volving the idea of plurality, the singular being formed in various ways. 

To them belong luilamna, lukantatka, liutita, lit1pka, lolua, le-uptcha; only 
one of these has a transitive signification, luela to kill, massacre. 
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(e) Ixa-, lxe-, l~e- is a radix with the prefixed 1- occurring in words 
which indicate wave motion or articles of a wavy, striped, undulating ex
terior. The radix xa-, xe-, ke- is a reflective forrn ' of ka-, ga-, ke-, ge- oc

curring in gakua, ganta, gena, gewa; it points to a moving, proceeding, going 

of the subject. In this connection the function of the prefix 1- approaches 

closely to that of (c) above tuentioned. 

lxan to undulate; lxash billow, wave. 

lkakiniitko striped horizontally; lkelkatkitko striped vertically. 

lxalxarr1nish long bag or sack, grain-ba,q. 

lxet'knula to hang down from mouth in wavy lines. 
lxawaltko provided with antlers. 

lkapata to form surf; from lxan, q. v. 
u-lexatko flexible and long, pliant. 

le-. Le is the · putative negative particle not, and answers to Latin 

haud.and Greek J.lr/, e. g. in the compound word J.1~7roTc "lest at any tin1e." 
Thus it forms not only privative nouns, but also prohibitive verbs. Under 
the heading "Particles" will be given examples where le is used as a sepa:ate 
word for itself, and in son1e of the terms below it could be written separate 
also .. 

lewe ula to forbid, not to allow. 

leh6witko slow-,qoing; i.e. ''not racing." 
leshma not to discover or find, to miss. 

letalani stupid, foolish; i. e. "not straight." 
letelfna to annoy, meddle with. 

Iet1imena to be excited, half-crazed. 

m-, prefix referring to a motion going on in curvilinear form or zigzag 
lines along the ground. It appears chiefly before a- and e- in radical sylla

bles of intransitive verbs and their derivatives, whidh refer to the unsteady, 

varying directions followed by travelers, root-diggers, tp the roan1ings of 
Indian tribes on the prairie etc. Of. Suffix -rna. 

rr1aktchna to encamp while traveling. 

nu1k'lexa to encamp, to pass the night; cf. rnaklaks. 
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makuala to encamp in or upon the mountains. 

makuna to encamp at the foot of a mountain. · 

m~dsba to remove, to migrate; cf. idsha. 
mewa to encamp away from home, to live on the prairie. 
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n1eya to dig edible roots etc., said of one person; cf. rne-ish digging .oround, 

me-idsha etc. 

n-, prefix frequently occurring in transitive and intransitive verbs and 
their non1inal derivatives, and referring to sheet-like, thin, smooth, pliant, 
and thread-like articles, or to objects having a level, horizontal surface, or 

4 

to acts and motions referring to the above or to some distant spot on the 
line of the horizon. It cotnposes the prefixes nu- and shn-, the latter hav
ing causative functions. 

In its various uses this prefix may be classified as follows: 

(a) It is prefixed to terms descriptive of or relating to thin, sheet-like, 
string-like articles, as cloth, mats, hats, ropes, handkerchiefs, paper, paper 
money, soles, skins, and especially the wings and flight of birds. 

nakia to patch, mend, as garments. 
ni'l, ne'l fur-skin; tiny feather of bird; from ne'l: nelina to scalp. 

neya, ne-i to give, hand over, pay in paper rnoney. 

nep palm of hand, hand; wipenapsh temple-bone. 

ne' dsxa to lay on top a thin article; cf. netatka. 
nelxa to lay down, deposit; cf. Ielka, elxa, shlelktcha. 
ni long snow-shoe; buckskin sole. 

ndshakweta to hang, drop down, as curtains. 
na,'hlish bowstring. 

nena, ninia, naina ya to flap, move the wings, to fl;Mtter. 

naggidsha to float,. circle in the air; cf. aggedsha. 
neta to fix, paste, or put on. 

(b) n- occurs in t~rms referring to places of wide and level extent, as 
prairies, water-sheets; to phenon1ena observed above the ground, as weather, 
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or invisible, as sickness wafted through the air; to words, songs, and noises 
traveling through the air. 

na' g, Kl. ne' g, pl. ne' gsha who is absent, departed. 

nen, particle referring to spoken words, sounds, noises. 
ne'pka ku-i it is bad weather; ne'pka (shiialsh) to bring sickness. 

ndshakweta to hang, drop down, as curtains. 
ne-upka to run into a lake, said of rivers. 
newa to form an extension, sheet. 

nfwa to drive on level ground or into water. 

(c) nu- is prefixed to terms relating to motion in sky or air, as the flight" 
of meteors, the throwing of stones, the swinging of round and bulky objects, 
the humming noise made by bulky insects. 

nuyamna to hum, to make noise all about. 

nulakiula to cut out a hole in the ice to spear fish. 
n ulidsha to be wafted downward. 

nut6dshna to hurl, throw away. 

nutuyamna to fly around. 

nuwa1xa to take an aerial flight. 

p-, proprietary prefix indicating inalienable, intransferable ownership 
of an object. In the same function, but 1nore frequently, p occurs as a 
suffix, q. v, and is identical with the p in the personal pronoun of the third 

person: pi, pfsh, pash, push, p'na, pat, etc. The prefix p- is found, accom

panied with the suffix -p, chiefly in terms of relationship derived from con- ' 
sanguinity as well as from marriage, and occurs as such also in Sahaptin 
and W ayiletpu dialects. In Klamath there are but few terms of relation
ship which do not exhibit this prefix: n1akokap, tupakship, t'shishap (Mod.), 
vunak. 

ptfshap father, Kl., from t'shfn to grow up. 

pgishap mother, from gi in the sense of to make, produce. 

pe-ip daughter; ptutap daughter-in-law.· 

pa-alami p husband's sister and brother's wife. 

pshaship step-mother; step-children. 

pkatchip female cousin and her daughter. 
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There are also a few terms designa~ing classes of human beings who 
are not relations: 

pshe-uti wash, archaic term for people. 

ptchiwip master, mistress of slave. 

A prefix p- of a similar import, referring to the personality of the sub
ject, is ernbodied in the following terms: 

Nouns. 

pshish nose, snout; pish bile; pitiu dew-claw. 

pe' tch foot; pilhap sinew. 

Verbs. 

pew a to bathe, plunge, wash oneself; cf. ewa, tchewa, pana, pankua. 
piena to scrape sidewise; from ena. 

putoya to remove sod; cf. vutoya to dig with a spade. 

ptchiklxa, Mod. ptcha'hlka to stroke, pat; cf. shata1aka. 
pni wa to blow, to jill with air; cf. p'ni, shipnu. 
puedsha to reject, scatter, expend; cf. idsha. 

Of. the compound prefix sp-, shp-. 

pe-, a prefix occurring only in transitive verbs with plural or collective 

object, which is either of a round, rounded, or of a heavy, bulky form; 
sometimes the prefix also refers _to sheet-like objects and to animate beings. 

pe-ula to lay down, deposit; one obj., Hkla. 
pewi, pa'wi to give, hand over, pay; one obj., luya, lui. 
pe-uyega to lift, gather up; one obj., luyega. 
pe-ukanka to hold in hand; one obj., l{1yamna 

petega to tear to pieces, as cloth; from ndega. 
pekewa to break to pieces, smash up; from kewa. 

sh-, s-. This prefix, the n1ost frequent of all, is used in forming medial 

verbs, as they may be appropriately tern1ed after their correlatives in the 
Greek language. The n1edial prefix sh-, s- is the ren1nant of a personal 

pronoun of the third person, now extant only in its plural form: sha they, 
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shash them, to them, sham of them. Its original meaning seems to have been 
reflective, oneself, lilre that of Latin sui, sibi, se, because sh-, s-, places the 
verb into relation with its logical or grammatical subject; the idea expressed 
by the verb n1ay be said to revert or to be turned upon the subject of the 
verb and centering in it. This medial function will appear more clearly 
in the following examples, made up of transitive as well as of intransitive 
verbs: 

sharishi to keep as a secret; from afshi to hide. 

sxena to row a boat; from gena to proceed. 

sheka to squeal, whine; from yeka to howl, cry. 

skfntchna to crawl, creep; from kfntchna to walk in single file. 

shufna to sing solo; from wfna to sing. 

ska' to blow strong, said of winds; fron1 ka-a strongly. 

spftcha to go out (fire); from pftcha to extinguish. 

shipapelankshtant against each other; from pipelangsta--an two side8. 

Some of the medial verbs now extant make us presuppose a vm:L&l 
base fron1 which they are derived, b~t which exists no longer in. the lan
guage as a verb; cf. ska'. Others have changed their prefix t~h-, s- into 
tch-, ts-, especially in the Modoc dialect. 

In the n1ajority of n1edial verbs the mode of derivation observed is that 
of vocalic anathesis, a phonetic process spoken of previomlily. 

The n1edial function does not always retnain such in all the verbs 
forn1ed by the medial prefix, but easily turns into (a) a reflective one when 
the subject of the verb is also its object: she-alxa to name, vall oneself; or 
(b) when the object is a person or other animate being, a reciprocal verb 
rnay result: samtchatka to understand each other; or (c) the medial verb 
turns into a causative verb when the verbal act passes over .entirely to the 
verbal object: shkalkela to hurt, injure, viz., ''to n1ake fall sick." A few of 
these verbs are reciprocal and reflective simultaneously: shakual (from 
radix gawal) to find oneself and to find each other. 

1\fore exan1ples are given under "Anathesis", pp. 278, ~79, from which 
becomes apparent also the general conformity of the uses of this prefix with 
that of its compound h-sh. Other prefixes compounded with sh- are shl-, 
shn-, sp-, st-, shu-, q. v. -
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shl-, sl-, composed of the 1nedial prefix sh- and the prefix 1-, refers in 
nouns as well as in verbs (which are almost exclusively tran~itive) to objects 
of a thin, flexible, or sheet-like form, as cloth, blankets, hats, and other gar
ments or other articles serving to wrap oneself in; also to objects which 
can be spread out flat, and to baskets, because flexible. Sometirnes the 
lVlodoc dialect changes shl- into tchl-. 

shlelxa to leave behind, deposit; from elxa. 
shlempeli to take home; from e' mpeli. 
shlekla to lay down, to dress in; from ikla. 
shlaniya to spread out for, as a skin; shh1-ish mat. 
shlankua to spread over, across; shlankosh bridge. 
shlauki to close the door ; the door of the lodge being a flap. 
shlitchka to pass through a sieve; cf. latcha. 
shletana to be loose, not tight-fitting; from ita. 
shlapa to open out, to blossom; shlapsh bud. 
tchh~yan1na to hold in hand something soft, flexible, Mod. 
tchlekna to take out of, Mod. ; from ikna. 
tchlewixa to place into a basket etc., Mod.; from iwixa. 

shn-, sn-, a compound prefix forn1ed of sh- and n-, which forms a 
class of causative verbs and their derivatives. Cf. prefix n-, nu- There 
are, however, several terms not belonging here, in which the n- of the initial 
shn- forms a part of the radix: shnikanua from n6ka, shnayena from nena, 
shnapka fro in ne' pka. Shn- is causative in: 

shnambua to make explode; frotn n1bawa to explode. 
shnahualta to make sound, to ring; fron1 walta to resound. 
shnekelui to remove from pos-ition; from kelewi to cease. 
shnikshulxa to force to dance; from. kshiulexa to dance. 
shnumpsheala to unite in marriage; from mbushela to consort. 
shnuntchx6la to curl; from the verb of ndshok6latko curly. 
shnawedsh wife, viz., "one made to bear offspring"; from waishi to 

generate. 
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sp-, shp-, a combination of the two prefixes sh-, s-, and p-, pointing to 
an act or motion, especially of drawing or pulling, performed upon an ani1nel:te 
or inanirnate object' of long form. The original function of this prefix is 
causative, but sorne intransitive verbs also show it. I do not refer here to 

such verbs as are forn1ed by prefixing sh- to verbs beginning with p-, as 
shpaha to dry something, from paha to be dry. 

spelaktchna to cut, said of sharp blades of grass; fron1 laktcha. 
spepka to pull the bowstring; fronl epka. 
spidsha to drag behind; fron1 idsha. 

spiega to assist in getting up; cf. ktiuyega. 
spika to draw, pull out, as a rope; from ika. 

spikanash, Kl. spekan6tkish sewing needle; from spika. 
spitkala to raise, make stand up; from itkal. 
spulhi to place inside, to lock up; cf. ilhi. 
spunka to let out of, to let go; lit.: "to cause to move the legs." 

spul6ka to rub son1ething glutinous upon oneself; cf. ul6ka to rub together 

long objects. 

st-, sht-, compound prefix made up of the medial sh-, s-, and ta-, ab
breviated t-, and hence referring to one object (son1etimes several) placed 
in an upright or stiff, immovable position upon or within something. The 
medial sh- suggests that the act is done by or for the logical or grammatic 
subject of the sentence, or in its own or somebody else's interest, the verbs 
showing this prefix being almost exclusively transitive. 

stewa to mix with, mash up; from ewa to put upon. 

stitxa to cheat, defraud of; from itxa to take away from. 

stiwini to stir up, as dough; from iwina to place inside. 

stiwix6tkish baby-board; from i wixa to place on, within. 

st6pela to peel the fiber-bark; from upa1a to dry up above. 

stutila to cover with a roof on pillars; fron1 utila to place 1tnderneath. 

shu-, su-, represents the medial prefix sh-, s- united to the prefix u-, 
and is found in transitive and reciprocal verbs and their nominal derivatives 
as referring to an act performed on the body of persons or animals, and in 
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a few intranHitive verbs; cf. the simple prefix u-, vu-, wu-. Some of the 
terms are directly derived from verbs having the u- prefixed, as shui to 

transfer, froin uya, u-i, 6-i; shutila to hold under the arm, fron1 utila; shuy6ka 
to shave etc. In many other words with initial shu-, u- belongs to the radix; 
in others, as in shuyuxala, shuktakla, u- is the result of vocalic anathesis. 

shuitela to gird, as a horse ; from :ita. 
shul6ta to dress oneself; shul6tish garment; from I' uta. 
shuena to carry upon a board etc.; shuentch baby-board; from en a. 
shuk6ka to bite oneself; from k6ka. 
shu-u'ta to throw at each other; from vuta. 
shu'pka to lie in a heap; from ipka. 
shuklixiea to compete in hopping; from klena. · 

• 

t-, ta-, ~-, prefix referring to long objects standing erect, as trees, posts, 
and to standing pe·rsons. When occurring in transitive verbs, this prefix 
points to acts performed with elongated objects not included under the uses 
of the prefixes a-, i-, u-; for instance, to what is performed with the anns or 
han'ds oUtstretched or put forward, with a knife, etc. In intransitive verbs 

t- refers to one person or animate being in an upright position, and when 
combined with the radix -ka-, -ga- points to one person, etc., standing or 
moving. T-is abbreviated from ta-, te-, te-, the pronominal particle and 
radix ta. 

taki' rna to stand out as a circle, rim; cf. gaki' rna. 
tan1adsha to stand at the end of a row etc.; cf. lamadsha. 
temeshka to abstract, take away; cf. yin1eshka. 

tkap tall grass, reed, or stalk. 

tkana to stuff, as an animal; cf. shnatkuala. 
tkeka to make a hole with knife or clasped hand; cf. keka. 
tka-ukua to knock with the hand, fist; cf. uka-ukua. 
tga-ulexa to arise, get up; from ga-u'lxa. 
tgakaya to stand, remain on, upon; from gakaya. 
tkewa to break a long article in two. 
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tu-. This prefix is either (1) the preposition tu out there, out at a dis
tance, in which case it expresses horizontal and vertical distance or remote
ness of the verbal act frorn home or fron1 the one speaking, or iu- is (2) a 
compound of t-, the prefix spoken of above pointing to what is erect, and 
u-, a prefix indicative of long arti,cles or articles placed above, on the top 
of (see below), on one's back. This compound prefix is in some respect 
comparable to shu-, q. v. 

Examples of (1): 
tukelxa to halt, stop on the way. 
tuklaktchna to stop at times on one's way. 
tuitchewa to hollow out by pressure. 
tu yamna to move abo~ut with knees bent. 

Exan1ples of (2): 

tudsho'sha to smear on, line upon; cf. ludsho'sha, shudsho'sha. 
tuila to converge at the top; to stand out. 
tudshna to carry on the back; from tu=idshna. 
tuitchxash choke-cherry; c£ yetsxaka to choke. 
tuinega to cave in; cf. ina, d. yana downward. 
tuixa to swell up, protrude; from ika to extract. 
tulamna to carry across one's back. 
tuluga to smear on, line upon. 

tch-, ts-, prefix occurring in tenns which refer exclusively to the mo
tions observed in water and other liquids, the moving or floating of objects 
on or in the water, and the flow or motion of the liquids themselves. In 
sound it presents some analQgy with _the suffixes -tcha, -dsha, -tchna, which 
refer to motion in general. It should not be confounded with tc,h-, ts-, when 
this is merely an alternation of the medial prefix sh-, as in tchga' for ska', 
q. v. Words like tchuk occur in several northwestern languages in the sense 
of water; cf. Chin. Jargon salt tchuk salt water. 

tchewa to float,_ said of water-birds etc.; from ewa. 
tchiwa to form a body of water; fron1 iwa. 
tchla'lxa to sink to the ground; frorn elxa. 
tchipka to contain a liquid; frorn ipka. 
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tch6kpa, tch6tcha to drip down from; cf. tchetchapkatko. 
tchiya to give, present a liquid; cf neya, liya, luya, shui. 
tchilala to boil water or in the water; from ilala. 
tchikamna to have the water-brash; from ika. 
tchuyamna to swim below the water's surface. 

tchl- ; see shl-. 
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u-, vu-, wu-, prefix originating from the pronominal particle hu, u, 
marking extent and distance, horizontal as well as vertical, and forming 
transitive as well as intransitive verbs, with their derivatives. 

The terms in which this frequent suffix is found may be subdivided into 
two ~asses, as follows: 

(a) Prefix u- pointing to horizontal distance, re1noval, separation from. 
These terrns generally undergo dissyllabic reduplication when assuming the 
distributive forn1. 

unega to lower, let down; cf. ina downward. 
uhaktchna to gallop off; cf. hudshna, huka. 
ulayue to scatter, disperse; cf. gayue. 
ulak'kanka to skate over a surface; cf. laklakli. 
ut'hawa to shake off, as dust. 
utila to place, be, or lie underneath; from ita. 
utewa to shoot up perpendicularly; from tewi. 

(b) Prefix u- referring to one or many animate and inanimate objects 
of length or tallness, as poles, pieces of wood, implements, parts of the 
anin1al body, etc., and to acts performed by or with them; also to persons, 
because considered as objects of tallness. They reduplicate distributively 
in u-u-, or as above, by means of the dissyllabic reduplication. So.me of 
the transitive verbs with prefix u-, vu-, refer to one object only, and take the 
prefix i-, -iy-, when a plurality of objects is alluded to. Identical with u
are wa-, we-, wi-, q. v. 

udupka, vudupka to wttip, beat with a stick; pl. of obj. idupka. 
udshipa to strip, pull out; pl. of o bj. idshipa; cf. ludshipa. 
uyamna to hold in hand; pl. of obj. iyamna. 
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utxa to wrench off from; pl. of obj. itxa; cf. lutxa. 

uyega to lift a log, beam, etc.; cf. luyega, shuyega. 
uhtplpa to flicker about; to shake the ears, as dogs. 

uka-ukua to knock with a stick; cf. tka-ukua. 

upatn6tkish hammer, mallet; cf. mpata. 

ulexuga to gather into a long basket; from ikuga. 
udi'ntena to beat, as with a drumstick; from tin tan. 

ulexatko flexible and long, pliant 

wa-, we-, wi-. These prefixes are reducible to the prefix u-, and pro
duced by it through assimilation (1) to the vowel of the syllable following 

in the terms given below: 

wapalash dead tree, for upalash dried on the top; cf. upala, st6pela, 

st6palsh. 
wekishtchna to totter, reel; for ukishtchna. 
wishibam a reed with woolly substance; from udshipa. 

widshiklxa to stumble and fall; other form of udshiklxa. 

(2) In other words wa- is the result of the reduplication of the prefix 

u-, hu-: 

washolalxa for huhashohilxa; cf. hush6lalxa. 

wa1xa for VUV{tlxa, vualxa; cf. Vtllxa. 
walixish slanderer, 1\tlod. for u'lkish; d. u-u'lkish, uwalkish. 

RECAPITULATION OF THE PREFIXES. 

The following synoptic table endeavors to give a lucid classification of 

the various functions in which prefixes are employed in verbs and nouns. 

The 1najority of them are found tabulated under more than one heading; 

only a few occur in one function only. 

A.-Prefixes referring to the genus verbi-

Medial verbs: sh- and h-sh-; the prefixes composed with sh-, as shl-, . 

shn-, sp-, st-, shu-. 

Reflective verbs: sh-, h-sh-, shu-. 

Recipr~cal verbs: sh-, h-sh-. 
Causative verbs: sh-, h-sh-, shn-
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Verbs that are transitive only: i- (No.1), kt-, 1-., (No. a), pe-, shn-, shu-; 
the object usually an animate being: i-, pe-, shu-, u-. 

Verbs that are intransitive only: 1- (No. b). 

Proprietary verbs: p-. 

B.-Prefixes referring to number-
Singular number of the verbal object or subject: a-, e-, ksh-, 1-, t-, u-. 
Plural number of the same: e-, i- (No. 1 ), pe-. 

C.-Prefixes referring to form or shape of the verbal object or subject
Round, rounded, or bulky forms: 1-, nu-, pe-. 
Thin, flat, level, pliant, thread-like forms: n-, pe-. 
In the shape of sheets, garments enveloping the body: shl-. 
Long, elongated, tall forn1s: a-, e-, i-, u-. 

D.-Prefixes referring to attitude, position-
. Upright, erect, or immovable attitude: kt-, st-, t-, tu-. 

E.-Prefixes referring to motion-
Motion through the air: n-, nu-, u-. 
Motion downward: yan-, yu-, 1- (No. c). 
Motion of, in, or upon the water or liquids: tch-. 
Motion perfonned obliquely, laterally: ki-, krn-, kt-. 
Motion performed in zigzag upon the ground: n1-. 

Motion perforn1ed in wave form: lxa-. 
Motion performed with the head: a- (in ai-, ei-). 
Motion perforrned with arn1s, hands: shu-, t- (tk-). 
Motion performed with the back: tu-; with the feet: yan-, yu-. 

F.-Prefixes mn bodying relations expressed by adverbs-
Locative prefixes: i- (No. 2), i~o-, yan-, yu-, kui-, 1- (No. c), tu-, u

(No. a). 
Modal prefixes: k- thus; le- not (some being negative verbs). 

INFIXES. 

Infixation of sounds into the radical syllable, producing a change in 
the signification of words, is not so frequent in American as in some Cau
casian and other Asiatic languages; although inflection of the radix may 

• 
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have been effected by infixes, all traces of this fact have afterward dis

appeared. In the preterit of Creek verbs an infixed 'h produces a shorten
ing of the radical vowel preceding it. 

Of infixes of the l{.lanlath language we cannot speak as a class of 

affixes, as we can of its prefixes and suffixes. Thus the -u- appearing in the 

dual and the -i- of the plural form in the verbs for running, e. g. hudshna 

to run (one subject), tushtchna (two to four), tinshna (many subjects), which 

forn1 the radical vowel, are rather the result of a substitution for each other 

than of infixation, and may find parallels in the chapter on "Vocalic Alter

ation of the Root," pp. 254-257, and "Epenthesis," p. 228. The only sound 
which could be regarded at times as an infix in the radix, though it is 

mostly a prefix or a suffix, is 'h, when it stands for ha by hand, with hands 
or extremities. 

'h, an affix which emphatically refers to the use of one's hands, and 

gives a peculiar stress to the verbs in which it occurs We find it in: 

ge'hlapka to _step on, ascend by using hands; gelapka to tread upon, 
mount. 

gu'hli to help oneself into; guli to enter, go into. 
p'hushka to tear off by hand; pushka to cut off with a sharp tool. 

pul'hka to tear out by hand, and shupa'hlka to tear out from one's body; 
pulka to tear, pluck out. 

wa'htakia to disperse, put to flight by using weapons etc.; watakia to 
scare off, scatter. 

We may also compare k'hiulexa with kiulexa, l'hutkala with lo'tkala, 

and rnany other verbs. In muhinniya to shiver, h stands infixed in the radix, 

though not referring to the use of hands. Cf. "Direresis," p. 216, and "Epen

thesis," p. 228. 

LIST OF SUFFIXES. 

In the language of the Maklaks we observe a large numenc prepon

derance of suffixes over prefixes. Not only is the whole systmn of verbal 

and nominal inflection carried on by suffixation, but also in derivation this _ 
element is more powerful than prefixation. A corr1bination of more than 
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two prefixes is rarely seen, but one of four suffixes is not uncommon, and 

the 1nanifold ways in which they combine hito novel functions are quite 

surpns1ng. The list of suffixes, simple and compound, which we give 

below, is already more than triple the full list of simple and compound 

prefixes, although the suffixes of the language are not fully enumerated 

in the list, for the good reason that they are practically inexhaustible in 
their combinations. Thus in regard to suffixation this upland language can 

be called polysynthetic in an eminent degree. 
Suffixation prevails in the large majority of all the languages explored 

and some languages are known to possess ~o prefixes at all. On the other 

side, the Ba'ntu languages of South Africa inflect by prefixes only. The 
same cause hns prompted the dark races of the Ba'ntu to prefix their pro
nominal roots to the radical syllables, which has pro1npted most Europeans 

to place the articles the and a before and not after the noun. The power 
of largely n1ultiplying pronominal roots under the form of suffixes, which 
appears in many Asiatic and American tongues and also in the Basque 

(Pyrenees), seems extraordinary to us, because we are accustomed to the 
analytic process in thought and speech. The Klamath Indian has no special 

words corresponding to our about, concerning. to, on, at, in, upon, through, but 

expresses all these relations just as clearly as we do by means of case suffixes 

or case-postpositions; he has not our conjunctions while, because, but, as, than, 

when, that, since, until, before, after, 1 but all the relational ideas suggested by 

these are expressed by hirn just as distinctly by conjugational suffixes. 

The Klamath Indian employs derivation-suffixes to express the fol

lowing material ideas, which English can express by separate words only: 

comrnendng, continuing, quitting, returning fr01n, doing habitually, fre
quently, or repeatedly, changing into, tnoving at a long or short distance, 
n1oving in a zigzag or in a straight direction, going upward, along the 
ground or downward, circling in the air, coming toward or going away from, 
seen or unseen, moving within or outside of the lodge, on or below the 
water's surface; also an infinity of other circumstantial facts, some of which 
we would not observe or express at all, but which strike the mind of the 
Indian more powerfully than ours. 

1 Bejo1·e, luplt.ana., and after, taplta.na., are known to him only as prepositions or rather postposi
tions, not as conjunctions. 

20 
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For the study of the mechanical part of suffixation the following rules 
will prove useful: · 

There are two classes of suffixes, inflectional and derivational. Most 

suffixes belong either to one or the other of th~ two classes, but a few be

long to both: -uga, -6ta. 
Inflectional suffixes always stand after the suffixes of derivation, in the 

absolute as well as in the distributive form. The former are identical in 

both dialects with very few exceptions (Kl. -ank, ~fod. -an), but among the 
latter small dialectic differences are perceptible. 

There are pronon1inal roots which figure as prefixes as well as inflectional 

and derivational suffixes; while others occur only as suffixes or component 

syllables of such, or belong to one class of suffixes only. Son1e verbal suffixes 

also figure as nominal suffixes: -aga, -tan~, -tka, etc. 
A few suffixes show a wide range in their signification and use, for their 

n1eaning varies according to the basis to which they are appended; cf. -ala, 
-tka, -{lga. In this respect compound suffixes vary less than simple ones. 

The purport of such compound suffixes as we observe in hulladshuihimna 

to run contin·ually back and forth can be inquired into by looking up severally 

in the list below all the suffixes following the radix hu-: -ala (-la ), -tcha, -ui, 
-tamna, and then combining their significations into a whole. 

Most suffixes originally were of a locative import, and the few temporal 

suffixes in the language trace their origin to sorne locative affix. The con

crete categories of location, position, and distance are of. such paramount 

importance to the conception of rude nations as are to us those of time and 

causality. 
The accumulation of suffixes in one word is sometimes considerable, 

but never exceeds the li1nits of considerate measure (five suffixes), so that 

the mind always remains capable of grasping the totality of some polysyn
thetic form. Of. in the Dictionary such vocables as: h6pelitchna, ka

uloktantktamna, klutsu6tkish, shuntoyakea-6tkisb, spungatgapele, sputi

dshanuish, tpugidshapelitamna, tchi'ltgipele. The best ruethod of studying 

the workings of suffixation is to con1pare with one another the derivatives of 

such roots as are most productive in derivational forms by transcribing them 

from the pages of the Dictionary . 
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There are some suffixes which in fact are verbs of the language closely 
agglutinated to the basis of the preceding term, and thus form a transition 
between suffixes, auxiliary verbs, and verbs forming compound verbs: 
-kakua, -kakiamna, -kedsha, -t{unna, -wapka. In southern languages, as 
Atakapa, Kayowe, etc., this sort of gra1nmatic combination is much more 
frequent than in I(lamath. 

There are a large number of other compound suffixes which were not 

mentioned in the following list on account of the small number of terms 
known in which they occur. Such are -ini, -kieni, -mla, -tchla, etc.; but 
the n1ajority of these 1nay be understood by analyzing thmn into their com
ponents and con1paring them with suffixes formed in a similar way, as -ina, 

, -xiea, -m'na, ·-tchna. 

-a,, the n1ost frequent of all suffixes, is appended to consonantal as well 
as to vocalic stetns or bases, occurs in almost every part of speech, and forms 
compound suffixes. The different uses made of this ubiquitous suffix neces
sitate subdivision. 

1. Verbs in -a. A large n1ajority of verbs shows this suffix or a ~uffix 
composed with -a. It is in fact the partiele a of the declarative n1ode, which 
sometimes appears as a word for itself. Being usually unaccented when 
appended to the word, it becomes so closely connected with it as to turn 
into a true suffix, and in inflectional forms is often replaced by other end
ings. With other vocalic suffixes it forms a contrast of a locative import: 
hinua to fall on something; hinni to fall on the ground; tch:Uamna to sit on, 

against something; tchalamn u to sit on an eminence or at a distance. The 
great frequency of the suffix -a is accounted for by its general, wide, and 
indistinct signification. vVe find it in transitive and intransitive verbs, and 
among the latter in impersonal and attributive verbs. In most of the verbal 
suffixes it occurs as the final sound, alternate~ at times with the suffix -ha, as 
in tela, telha to look ~tpon, to resemble; sometin1es assumes the accent (guka, 
etc.), and in the verb hla' seen1s even to form a part of th~ radix. This is 
done, however, to distinguish it frorn hla-a, q. v. Free fron1 all connection 
with other suffixes, -a does not occur frequently except in verbs with itera
tive reduplication. We find it in: 

kHa to be in a hurry, to be excited. 

It6ka to make a round dot; subst. lt6k. 
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muka to menstruate; cf. muksh babe. 

peta. pet' a to disrupt something; cf. lepeta to indent. 

skia to fizzle; cf. kiu anus. 

sk6a it is springtime; also subst. 
tila to make a noise, as by stamping with the feet; cf. tiltila. 

Examples of verbs formed by iterative reduplication: 

hiuhi wa to be elastic, soft. 

yalyala to be limpid, clear. 

ka-ukawa to rattle. 

mulmula to lower the eyebrows. 

pukpuka to crack with the teeth. 

shiakshiaga to balance on the arms. 

shukshuka to shake one's head. 

tiltila to make a noise, as by rapping. 

2. Nouns in -a. Substantive nouns in -a exist in con~iderable nun1bers. 
Some of them are abbreviations frotn -ap, -ash, q. v., while others, and the 
larger part of them, have been verbs in -a or are still so, having without 
any phonetic change assumed the function of a noun, the distinction be
tween verb and noun being less marked in most Indian languages than in 
our own. The examples below contain substantives partly f~rmed with 
compound suffixes: 

kia lizard, and kudsha field-rat; cf. kidsha to creep, crawl. 

naka cinnamon bear. 

pala, pa'hla wicker plate or paddle, from pala to dry. 

pata summer season; cf. paha to be dry. 

klipa mink; kela yua, species of long-tailed mouse. 

pa'ka grandfather's brother, for pa'kap. 
sk6a and sk6 spring season. 

shtia pitch, resin, and tia seed-paddle. 

saiga grassy plain, prairie. 

kaptcha fifth finger, and to go or hide behind. 

nkika dust, atoms, and to be full of dust. 

wipka overshoe made of straw. 
weketa and weketash green frog. 

ktushka slice, clipping, and to cut off, slice o.ff. 

mbuka and mbukash earth crumbling into dust. 
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Also a large number of botanic terms, especially food-plants, as: 
kashma, kiana, klapa, l'ba, tchua, tsunika, etc. 

3. Participles with -a oxytonized (-a') are abbreviations from -atko, -atko. 
Examples to be found in the Texts and Dictionary are nxitsa( tko) atrophied, 
paha dried up, kewa broken, fractured. 

4. A number of adverbs also end in -a, most of which are or have been 
formerly verbs: 

ka-a very, very much; cf. ska. 
ke-una (and ke-uni) slowly, loosely, lightly. 
;kuata tightly; also adj. hard, tight. 
nfshta all night through. 
ska, shka coldly; strongly, and to blow cold, strong. 
sta, shta to repletion; entirely, and to be full. 
waita all day long, and to pass one day. 

Of postpositions ending in -ta the majority are abbreviations from -tana 
or -tala. 

An inflectional suffix -a occurs in the oblique cases of nouns in -a, as 

p'gishap mother, p'gfsha ( obj. case). Of. "Nominal Inflection." 

-a', see -a No. 3, -tko. 

-a'-a, a suffix which is the cornbination of the last vowel of the base 
with the suffix -a preceding, analogous to -ea, -fa, -ua. The accent always 
rests on the pen ultima, a rule frorn which the verb ndshama-a and its medial 
forni shnandshma-a form perhaps the only exceptions. Sha-apa-a to dare, 
provoke, is formed by vocalic direresis fron1 shapa to speak, tell. The word 
shukeka-ash parents, in Kl. shukikash, presupposes an obsolete verb shuke~ 
ka-a. Examples: 

hla-a to lay eggs, to bear young. 

kupkupa-a to knock at son1ething hollow; cf. kupkupli concave. 
ya-a to scream, vociferate; 1\fod. kay a-a to cry aloud. 
shalkia-a to put on airs, to swagger. 
shapkua-a, Kl. shapkua to strut about. 
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stina-a to build a house, or willow-lodge. 
saka-a to be raw; to eat raw. 

-aga, -ak, -ga, -ag, -ka, -k. This nominal suffix is formed by the par
ticle ak "only, y'ust only, but,'' and in the form -aga by the particles ak a, 
of the same signification. Words showing this suffix are dimin,utives, and, 

although the majority are substantives, a few adjectives and pronouns form 
din1inutives by means of the same suffix. 

1. Substantives in -aga. Substantives forn1 their din1inutives either by 
appending-again full or by syncope of the short a of -aga into: -ga, -ka, -g, 
-k. Nouns corn posed of two or more syllables and ending in -sh in the 
subjective case, drop that terminal to assume -aga instead, which then under
goes all the phonetic changes produced by the collision of vocalic and con
sonantal sounds. The dirninutive function results from the signification 

"y'ust only" of the particle ak: pe'tch foot, .petchaga "y'ust afoot only", little 
foot. The language forms no augmentative nouns like Italian, only dinlin
utives. In many languages the din1inutives assume the signification ot 
endearment or praise, especially in the tern1s of relationship; in Klamath 
nothing of the kind is perceptible, except in the pronouns mentioned below 
and perhaps in the terms with double diminutive ending. 

ankuaga little stick or tree, fronl ankn stick, tree. 
lulpaga, lulpag little eye, fron1 lulp eye. 
kapka small pine tree, from tkap stalk. 
ndshiluaga young female (animal), frorn ndshilo. 
taldshiag little reed-arrow, fi·on1 taldshi reed-arrow. 
nteyaga little bow, from nte-ish, nte' sh bow. 
we-aga, we'ka little child, froln weash offspring. 
awal6ka little island, from awaluash island. 
sha.plka small seed-paddle, fron1 shaplash paddle. 
nutak glyceria grass seed, from nut (verb: nuta to crack in the fire). 
kilidshiga little d·uck, from kilidshi wash long-necked duck. 
shikenitgika little pistol, from shikenitgish pistol. 
spukliga little sweat-lodge, from spuklish sudatory. 

/ 
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kftchka, kftchga small fin, from kfdshash fin. 

shnpluga little play-ball, from shupluash ball. 
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A few diminutives accentuate the penultin1a, though they may enlpha-

size one of the syllables preceding it as well: 

leledshiaga and leledshiak very young cub, puppy. 

nepaga and nepaga, nepag little hand, paw. 

nushaltkaga and nushaltkaga headwaters of river, from nushaltko spring

ing from. 

The diminutiye Shastiaga, Shastfka, Sastiak, signifies a little person 
of the Shasti tribe or a half-Shasti, one of the parents being a non-Shasti. 

Diminutives in which the ending -aga occurs twice are the pronouns 

huktakaga (from huktak) and vunakaga, unakak little son or offspring, fi·orn 

vl'1nak. 

2. Among the pronouns and pronominal adJectives susceptible of this 
ending we mention: 

huktag and huktakaga this little one. 

nekag the little absent one, fronl neg absent. 

tankak a few only, fron1 tank so many, so much. 

tumiaga/ew, not many, from tumi many. 

Adverbs often assu1ne this· syllable, but then ak is no longer to be con
sidered as a suffix, except perhaps in ma'ntchaga a while ago; it is the par
ticle ak, ak a, Just only, and the transitory stage from this signification to 

that of a diminutive i~ often plainly perceptible. Examples: kfutak, lapiak, 
nenak, panak, nishta'k, palak (Mod. pelak), palakak, psinak, tina'k, tchussak, 
wiga-ak. · 

The adjectives keliak deprived of, peniak undressed, also contain this 
suffixed particle. 

-aga. The verbal suffixes -aga and -aga, although of sirnilar origin, 
have to be distinguished fron1 each other. The first contains the factitive 

suffix -ka, -ga appended to verbal stems ending in short, unaccented -a, 
while in the latter suffix, -aga, this san1e factitive terminal is appended to 
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verbal stems accented upon the ultima. The signification of both suffixes 
is factitive; cf. -ka, -ga. In the same manner we observe verbs formed by 
the suffixes -ala and -ala, -iga and -iga, -uga and -uga. 

The verbs in -aga are intransitives, those in -aga transitives, as will 
appear from the lists below. Sr -~ 1 e of thmn show the compound suffix 

-txaga, -tkaga, the -tx- of which rnarks repetition or return; and -aga seems 

to occur only as the final p~rt of compound suffixes. 

galampaga to walk behind, to follow in a file. 

kmultxaga to bubble up in water. 

ketxaga to begin to grow again; cf. !£edsha. 
ntultxaga to run down from its spring. 

ntuptchmaga to form bubbles in water. 

-a'ga. For the origin of this verbal factitive suffix, see -aga. It occurs 
in transitive verbs only and always forms a cotnpound with other suffixes, 

as -tch-, -tx-, etc. Alternates at times with -aka; cf. -iga, -ka, -liga.. 

hakshkaga to carry about an infant on the breast; cf.hakshaktchui, kshena. 
kuatchaga and kuatchaka to bite into; from kwitcha. 

shxuluaga to punch with a pole, to run a stick into. 

shkintchishxaga to shed the skin, said of amphibians. 

shma'htchaga to project one's shadow while moving. 
shvuyushaga to remember, study at. 

tchuktxaga to try, attempt repeatedly. 

-a'i, see a ya. 

-a'ya, -ai, verbal suffix composed of the particle i (hi) on the ground, 

joined to -a (emphasized), which here stands in the sense of on, upon some
thing. From this combination results the function of -aya as that of doing 

or being upon, on son1ething, and the secondary function of doing or being • 
in the woods, thickets, recesses, in the timber, or in marshes, upon cliffs. The 
locality is generally added to the verb in the locative case in -tat, -at: 

tchikass ankutat tchaggaya the bird sits upon the tree. The majority of the 
verbs in -aya are intransitive and the few transitives seem to have originated 

frorn intransitives. When the terminal -aya becomes abbreviated into -ai 
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the accent sometirnes recedes upon a preceding syllable, as in gelkaya, 
gelkai, gelkai to erect a platform upon a scaffold. Substantives like tchatchlai 
fire-fly, tclul,shkai weasel, seem to embody the san1e suffix, -aya. Examples: 

kshaggaya, iggaya, laggaya to hang down from son1ething, and to hang 
up, suspend on something. 

ktchika ya to climb, creep, crawl on, upon, ann to creep upon a tree, or 
through the tilnber. 

hukaya, gakaya to run, to go into the woods. 
tgakaya, liukaya to stand or remain on; to stay in the woods. 
shuah'tya to be idle; cf. walxa 6o sit waiting. 

-ak, see -aga. 

-akia, see -gien, -tki. 

-akie' a, see -xi ea. 

-akla, see -kla. 

-akta, see -ta. 

-axia, see -xiea. 

-axie'a, see -xiea. 

-al, see -ala. 

-ala, verbal suffix related to -ala and composed of the same elen1ents, 
but differing from it by the location of the en1phasized syllable. The verbs 
con1posed with both terminals are ahnost exclusively of a transitive nature, . 
and the verbs in -ala and in -ala are in part verba denominativa, but n1ore 
generally derivatives of other verbs. The suffix -ala composes many other 
suffixes, as -alxa, -alsha, -alsbna, -alsh, etc. The origin of this suffix seems 
to have been the same as that of the prefix l- No. 2, pointing to a dow~nward 

nwtion along something, which is also em bodied in the words lash, hla', hlala, 
q. v., the roots of whieh are made up by the sound l. Son1e of their num
ber can geminate the l of the suffix, and they do so e~pecially in song lines: 
sh uinalla, genalla. Of. -altkD, -ela, -ila. 

Derivatives from other verbs: 

spalala to feed ·the young; for span ala; cf. pan to eat. 
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stalaJa to fill, fill up; for stana1a; cf. stani full. 
shuina1a to accompany in singing; cf. shuina to sing. 
ndokaJa to be kinky, curly. 
genal a to start off and to approach). frorn gena to walk. 

washlala (and washlala) to hunt ground-squirrels, from subst. washla. 
yauxalala (and yauxalala) to hunt bald eagles, from subst. yauxal. 
shne-u ya1a to destroy almost. 
shleala to perceive, look at_: from shlea to see. 

-ala, -ela, -al, -la. This verbal suffix is of great frequency and various 
import. It also forms quite a nun1ber of corr1pound suffixes. The similarity 
of origin with -:Ua and other analogies were pointed out when speaking of 
that suffix. The circumstance that the accent rests upon the base of the 
word, and not on the suffix, causes a weakening and falling off of vocalic 
parts of the suffix; thus -ala changes into -ela, -'la, -al, and into -la, which 
is more frequent than the other forrns. Many of these are denominative 

verbs. It will be best to divide these verbs into intransitives and transitives 

and to subdivide the latter into verbs forn1ed (a) fron1 substantives in -sh, 

(b) from substantives having other endings, (c) from verbs. 

1. Intransitive verbs in -ala etc., formed fron1 other verbs apparently. 

shakatla to come up the road or trail. 

tchikla to si' on, upon, within. 
skutchala to dress in a mantle, blanket. 
pakla to bark at. 
muluala to rot, to become rotten. 
spune'kla it is getting late at night. 

2. Transitive verbs in -ala etc. 

(a) Forn1ed from substantives having the. usual suffix of substantives, 
-sh (-ash, -ish, etc.); therefore these verbs all end in -shla or -shala. They 

indicate that the object represented in the noun, of which they are deriva
tives, is collected, manufactured, made into son1ething or turned to account. 
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A special class of these is formed by the verbs referring to the harvesting 
of food-articles and crops. 

itishla to use for embroi~ering; from itish, ita. 
lu' gshla to capture in war, to enslave; from lugsh. 
shilksh1a to d~q a well; wa' shla to dig a hole. 
spuklishla to erect a sweat-lodge; frorn spuklish. 
lulden1ashla to build a winter-lodge; cf. luldamalaksh. 
shlankoshla to construct a bridge, hrid,qes; from shlankosh. 
witchtilashla to make a w-itch6lash-net. 

tchulishla to make a shirt, and to wear one. 
w6kashla, wo'ksla to collect pond-lily seed; from w6kash 
keladshla to collect the keladsh-berry crop. 

(b) Fortned from substantives ending in another suffix than -sh; some 
of their number are diminutives in -aga, -ale 

unakala and unakakala to give birth to a son; from vunak, unakak. 
peyala to give birth to a daughter; from pe-ip. 
we'kala to bear offspring; from weka, dim. of weash. 
nteyakala to make a little bow; fron1 nteyaga. 
na-lla for na iala to make a nai-basket. 
hi!fiala to take as a husband; fron1 la!fi. 
shnawedshala, snawedshla to take as a wife; from shnawedsh. 

(c) Forn1ed from verbs or verbal bases. 

shellual to make war, to fight. 

ndakal, itkal to pick up, find something long; cf. ldukala. 
patkal to rise from sleep. 

shewala to aver, state; cf. shew a to be of opinion. 
shukela to mix into, said of liquids. 
shalakla to cut or slash oneself; cf. laktcha. 
shaktakla to wound by a single cut. 
wepla to tie with straps· etc. 

pakla to eat upon, on something; frorr1 paka to feed on. 

-a'lamna, see -lamna. 
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-alpka, the combinatiou of the suffixes -ala and the iterative -pka. 
This suffix appears in connection with the terms of relationship, and then 
signifies to call somebody father, sister, etc., or to call the father, sister, etc., by 

his or her name: p'tishal'pka, tupakshalpka. Usually -al- in -alpka is not 
emphasized, and the verbs are all transitives. 

p'tishalpka, Mod. t'shishalpka, to call somebody father. 

peyalpka to call somebody daughter; cf. peyala to bear a daughter. 

psheyalpka to call somebody uncle. 

pshakalpka to call a person maternal aunt. 

pkumalpka to call a person paternal grandmother. 

vunakalpka to call somebody son, child; cf. vunakala to bear a son. 

-alpkash, see -altko. 

-alsha, -altcha, verbal suffix produced by combination of the suffixes 
-ala, -sh and -a, q. v. Like the verbs in -sha the large majority of the 
verbs in -alsha are transitive; they are fonned from the verbal in -sh, which 
I call the verbal indefinite, by the addition of the declarative and verbifying 
suffix -a. The derivation is as follows: w6kash pond-- lily seed; w6ksala to 

gather pond-lily seed; w6kashalsh, contr. w6k~:mlsh, the act of gathering pond

lily seed; w6ksalsha to be in the act of gathering pond-lily seed, to gather that 
seed for a time. The verbal in -sh represents the act or state expressed by 
its verb as a lasting one, and therefore easily assumes the function of a sub
stantive. Several of the verbs in -alsha possess another form in -altcha, 
which I regard as a phonetic corruption. The verbs in -alsha have the 
accent upon the word-stem or at least before the ending, and many of thetn 
refer to the hunts of game or to the annual gathering of crops, without 
being real usitative verbs for all that. Ilutkalsha to rise up suddenly, is an 
example of an intransitive verb having this suffix; another is: tchala'lsha 
(for tchiala-alsha) to stay at home .. 

shutualsha to throw at each repeatedly; from shu-uta. 
shakalsha to play the four-stick game; fron1 shak'la. 
plaiwashalsha and plafwashaltcha to be on a bald-eagle hunt. 

washlalsha to be on a chipmunk hunt; from washlala. 
st6palsha to peel off the fiber-bark or st6palsli. 
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ktel ualsha to gather pine-n·uts for a time. • 
k6lalsha to be in the act of gathering the ~o'l-bulb. 
mayalsha to gather tule-stalks in seascn; cf. ma-i, lllayala. 
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-alshna. This suffix, not of frequent occurrence, is -alsha increased 
by the suffix· -na, q. v. 

hutkalshna to get up precipitately. 

-alta, see -ta. 

-altko, in the oblique cases -alpkash, -alpkam, etc., is the form of the 
past participle of verbs in -ala, transitive as well as intransitive. When 
derived frorn transitive verbs, the form in -altko, which in the northern dialP-ct 

is rarely accentuated on the penult in the subjective case, has as we1l an 
active as a passive function, though of these two generally one prevails. 

No special rnention would be made of these participles as regular 
inflectional forms if they did not at times pass into the condition of verbal 
adjectives. This is the case when the parent verb is no longer in use or 
when the signification of the form in -altko shows an alteration fron1 the 

form of the verb. Many of the "comprehensive" terms of relationship 
through blood and marriage belong here. . Of. -tko, -antko. 

shetxe-unaltko related as brothers; cf. txe-unap elder brother. 
shaptalaltko related as sisters or female cousins; cf. p'talip. 

lulpaltko provided with eyes; frorn a supposed lulpala to obtain eyes. 
shunuishaltko possessed of; cf. shunuish property. 
o'lshaltko gray-haired; from olshala to resemble the 6lash-dove. 
petchakaltko having little feet; fron1 a supposed petchakala. 
shm6kaltko wearing a beard; from a supposed shm6kala. 
tchuyeshaltko wearing a hat, cap; cf. tchuyesh hat, cap. 

-altcha, see -alsha. 

-am, -lam, the suffix of the possessive ~ase in the absolute and distrib
utive form; -lam is placed after the vowels -a and -e of the nominal base, 
-am after consonants and the vowels -i, -o, -u, which in that case _are con

sidered as consonants (y, w). Both suffixes are pronounced very short, 
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almost like -em, -'m, -lem, -I'm. The origin of this suffix will be shown 
under the heading of "Substantive." 

This possessive case form becomes in many nouns a subjective case, 
undergoing an inflection similar to that of the real subjective case. We 
subdivide these as follows: 

I.-Names of plants, especially fruit-bearing trees, shrubs, or herbs. The 
possessive suffix composes the majority of vegetals furnishing berries, nuts, 
and soft fruits to the list of Indian provisions, and a few only, like the serv
iceberry ~ush, tchakaga, have other endings. The pine-tree, ko'sh, fur
nishes only the resinous, ill-tasting pine-nut, and does not show the possessive 

form, hut some of the seed-grasses, as tchipshmn, exhibit it. 1\tfany of the 
plant names in -am exist in the distributive form. Besides the forn1 in -an1 
exists the other form in the subjective case, to designate the fruit, nut, or 
berry of the plant. The plant-name is the fruit-name placed in the pos · 
sessi ve case, and the terrn ankn tree, stern, or tclu~lash stalk, ltas to be supplied: 
kpok gooseben~y, kp6kam ( an)<:n) gooseberry bush. Bulb plants, weeds, and 
low stalks with flowers often have the sanw name as their fruits, standing in 
the subjective case, like ko'l, w6kash, lehiash, though even in 1noss-names 
the possessive case occurs, presumably through the law of linguistic analogy. 
The generic terms iwam berry, le-usham, d lele-usham flower, and some terrns 
referring to animal food: kawam eel spring, nuksam dried fish, also take this 
suffix. 

hutchnam white-oak tree; hudsha acorn. 
aplsam apple tree j a' pulsh, a' pul apple. 
luluiluisham gooseberry bush; luiluish, species of gooseberry. 
tuitchxsam choke-cherry tree; tuitchxash choke-cherry. 
ipshunalam swamp dogberry bush; ipshuna blue swamp dogberry. 
pu' shxatn bough of conifera3; pu' shak little whorl. 
kapiunkshan1 the grass producing the kapiunks-seed. 
Add to these padshayam, panam (and pan), patchnam, skawanksham, 

shleshlaptcham, shue-usham, tutanksham. 

II.-A few nouns indicating seasons of the year and phenomena of nature 
also show the terminal -am, -lam. Txalarn west wind is an abbreviation of 
txftlamni (shlewish) and does not belong here. 
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luldan1 winter-time; cf. luash fog, mist. 
sha'hlan1, shalam autumn. 
yaJxan1 tempest, storm. 
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III-Of manufactured articles showing this suffix I have r net the fol
lowing: 

kitchkam handkerchief, tchil'ksham or tchil'kshilm coffee-pot, lam=pttnu
isham glass bottle. 

-amna, -dmna. This verbal suffix, the final portion of which, -m'na, 
is a phonetic alteration of -mana, -amana, which is composed of -a, the com

nlon ending of verbs, -rna and -na, two suffixes n1arking direction and dis
tance, q v. 'fhe idea conveyed by -amna, -an1'na is that of 6'eing or coming 
around, upon, on or above, near so1nebody or something, and that of surround
ing, of covering. It forms transitiv~ and intransitive verbs fron1 other verbs, 

not from nouns, and has to be kept distinct fron1 the suffix -larnna, -alamna. 
Of. the suffixes -rna and -na. 

tchflamna to be crowded together, around; cf. tchilla. 
gatpan1na to approach near, to come to the lodge. 
tchuyamna to swim about. 

ti1yamna to swim around below the water's surface. 
nutuyamna to hum, buzz, whirl around buzzing. 
nuyanlna to whirl around, to skip about. 
skayarnna to hold, carry about oneself in a basket. 
liukiamna to go around, to surround; cf. liuka-a to collect. 
stunkiamna to go around, v. intr; · to encompass, v. trans. 

shleyan1na, luyamna to hold, carry in the anns, hands. 

Of also i-an1na, kshuyamna, shiamna, tchiamna, uymnna. In the verbs 
ending in -ki:ilnna the syllable -ki- belongs to the stem of the word: shnha
kiamna to. dodge around (stern: huka or hi1kia), shatalkiamua to look around 
( cf. tela, telish); compare also shashknakian1nish mitten, ~fod. 

-ampka is the suffix -pka appended to verbs of motion terminating 
in -na, -ana, -ena, by the same phonetic assimilation as observed in gempele, 
as formed from genapele, gen'pele. The forms in -{tnlpka imply remoteness 
from the one who speaks or is supposed to &peak or relate, and they often 
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combine therewith the idea of being unseen by him. They are transitive 
as well as intransitive verbs. Not to be confounded with the suffix -tan1pka. 
Cf. -apka. 

hutan1pka (for hutanapka) to run into distance; der. huta to rush upon. 
ne-ulaktampka to punish without being present; ne-ulakta to p~tnish. 
tinsluimpka to 'run away unseen by the speaker; tinshna to run away. 
gaya-idshampka to pass in front of into distance. 
shualaliampka to administer, provide for. 
steyak'kampka to listen outside of a lodge, building. 
shnuitampka to keep up a fire away from people; cf. nut~l to burn. 

-anka, -dnka is a frequent suffix, composed of -ank, the ending of the 
present participle, and the -a of the declarative n)ode. Thus it ver.bifies the 

act or state expressed by the participle, and expresses its duration. This 
may best appear fron1 the following instances: 

k6kanka to masticate; der. k6ka to bite. 
hushkanka to reflect, think over; hushka to think. 
shnikanuanka to make pa1~rses in gathering crops; shnikanua to let ripen. 
ndewanka to fall when sitting or standing; ndewa to topple over. 
still{tanka to report, bring news; stilta to announce. 
shakpat'tanka to-compress or pin together. 
shulitanka to move an object clown and up. 
spukanka to move the feet quickly; spuka to put out the feet. 
spunkanka to take as one's companion; spunka to let go. 

-ansha. Like the verbs in -alsha, -ampka, -anka, -antko, etc., those 
in -ansha are the result of a verbifying process to which an inflectional form 
is subjected._ Here the verbal indefinite in -sh of verbs ending in -na, -ana, 
-ena becomes verbified by the apposition of -a, and -ansha conveys the idea 
of locomotion away from son1ebody or so1nething, of starting out into distance, 
and sometimes that of passing through or m~t of. The word-accent sometirnes 

passes upon the suffix itself (-a.nsha), and -ansha is preferable to the form 

-antcha, -andsha, which is sometimes used instead of it. Ge~ansha to start 
from is therefore derived from geknash the act of starting from, this from 
gekna. Geknash, by becotning lengthened into geknasha, inverts n and a 
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and becomes gekansha. The majority of these verbs are intransitive. Of. 
-insha. -ansha re-enforced by -na occurs in yutlanshna to hit, or shoot aside 

of the mark. 

ht1kansha, tushkansha, tinkansha to run out of. 

huixansha to run along a river, along its current. 

gatpansha to come near some place. 
kokansha, k6kantcha to climb up to a distance. 

;kiluansha to hurry 0way. 

hukietansha to pass quickly by somebody. 

kshekansha to fly or soar up. 

ktchikansha to crawl through a hole. 
shletansha to go to see, to visit somebody. 
nik'kansha to put the arm out of or through an orifice. 
tilankansha to roll something away. 

-ansh11a, see -ansha. 

-antko, -antko forms rrarticiples and verbal adjectives from verbs in 
-na, -ana, -ena in the same manner as -altko from verbs in -ala, -la. Analogous 
in derivation with these two participial fonns are the adjective suffixes -li 

and -ni. The suffix -antko forn1s its oblique cases: -ampkash, -ampkam, etc.; 
it conveys a passive and sometimes a medial signification. In some of the 
examples below, the original verb in -na exists no longer, and in others like 
kawantko the -n- seems to be the product of a nasalizing process only. 

kintchantko passable, pervious; kintchna to march in a file. 

kilkantko humpback; cf. kilxa to become humpbacked. 

shulutantko dressed, clad; shulotana to dress oneself. 

tilhuantko submerged; tilhua to overflow. 

kawantko poor, indigent; kawa to be poor. 

-ap, see-p. 

-a'.pka, -apka. The suffix -pka forms verbs in -apka from verbs in -a in 
the same manner as it forms derivatives in -ii'pka, -o'pka from verbs in -wa, 
-ua, or derivatives in -ampka frotn verbs in -na, -ena. Verbs in -apka de
scribe an action performed or state undergone at a distance fr01n the person 
speaking or supposed to speak or relate, and are intransitive as well as trans-

21 

• 
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itive; other verbs in -apka are usitatives or iteratives. Frotn the verbs in 
-pka they differ only by the presence of the basal -a. 

I.-Verbs expressing distance from the one speaking: 

(a) Distant, when lying on the ground or within reach. 

ilapka to charge, load by placing· the load on the bottom. (of boat). 
kfapka to recline sidewise. 
shnukpapka to hold down on the ground. 
tchiapka, wa wa.pka to sit on the ground. 

(b) At a distance from the one speaking, but still visible: 

gelapka to climb into, step upon at a distance. 
telhapka to survey, overlook, as a country. 
tinolenapka to set, said of celestial bodies. 

(c) Reh1oved out of the usual position, or at a distance sufficient to 

prevent contact: 

kHimtcha.pka to keep the eyelids closed. 
shatashtxapka to seize an obJ~ct with the hand so that the fingers do not 

touch the thumb in grasping. 
slnnuktchapka to pout the lips. 

(d) At a distance out of sight: 

k'lewidshapka to leave behind in the lodge. 
kpudshapka to pursue an object out of sight. 

II.-Iterative verbs are as folio ws: 
shkanakapka to assail repeatedly. 
shuktapka to strike oneself repeatedly. 
vutikapka to draw the tongue in and out. 

-as, see -ash. 

-ash, -as, '-sh. The most frequently occurring nominal suffixes are 
-ash, -ish, -ush, all formed by the connection of the vocalic stem-endings of . 
verbs with the noun-making suffix -sh, -s. All of then1 differ in their func

tions, and it is therefore preferable to treat of them in separate articles. The 
suffix -ash is pre-en1inently a suffix for names of inanimate objects, while -ish 

• 
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is the suffix forming names of animate beings chiefly. The difference is best 

shown by exan1ples: 

shashapkeleash story, narrative, myth. 

shashapkele-ish narrator, story-teller. 

shlelaluash upper Pyelid, or "cover" moving by itself. 
shlelaluish cream of milk, or "cover" to be removed by hand; the real 

rneaning of shlelaluish being cover. 

tchl'sh (from tchiash) settlement; tchi'sh (from tchi-ish) settler. 

The vowel -a- in -ash is often elided by syncope, especially when pre
ceded by a consonant, or suffers contraction, as -a-ash into -ash. 

As an inflectional terminal, -ash form8 the o~jective case in the adjective, 
and also in the majority of names of animate beings in the absolute as well as 
in the distributive form. In the numerals, -ash has the function of a locative 
suffix; cf. "Numerals." 

It also forms the verbal indefinite of the verbs in -a: shiyuta to exchange, 

barier-tua i shana-uli shiyt1tash ~for what will you barter this? The verbal 

significa_tion is still perceptible in the notl'ns [6-i piluyeash onion, viz., "bad 
smeller", and in k6-i tumenash noise, viz, ''disagreeable hearing" . 

.1. Denominative nouns in -ash. I mention a few instances in which thd 
primitive term is still in use at the sarne time with the derivative, so that 
there cannot be any reasonable doubt of a derivation having occurred: 

kaila earth, ground; kailash mud, dirt, semen. 

lo'k kernel, seed; lukash fish-roe. 

muksh down; mukash owl, ,, downy bird." 

n1ulu, so1nething rotten; m6lash phlegm. 

shi'l cloth, tissue; shilash tent. 

t6ke horn, prong; t6ksh navel; fish-bladder. 

2. To the above may be added a few nouns formed through onomato-
pceia: 

tuktuk (cry of hawk), tuktukwash fish-hawk. 

wa'k (note of duck), wa'kash, a duck species. 
wekat (cry of frog), weketash green frog 

• 
3. Nomina verbalia concreta or substantives in -ash, formed from transi-
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tive or intransitive verbs in -a and designating inanimate things of a concrete 

signification, an1ong which are included all animals of a lower order. By 
syncope or elision -ash n1ay dwindle down to -'sh, -'s, or may be pronounced 
-ish incorrectly. In many instances the verb from which the nouns in -ash 
are derived has become obsolete, as in yapalpuleash whitish butterfly. Some 
of these nouns in -ash are of an active or instrumental, like shapash, others, 
as tutash, of a passive signification. This is easily explained by the fact that 
the transitive verbs of this upland tongue undergo no change in their form 

when passing from the active to the passive voice. 

hashuash vegetable, maize; frorn hashua to plant, sow. 

kt6dshash rain; from kt6dsha it rains. 

lalash side of ani mal; from lala to slope down. 

Iewash play-ball, globe; from Iewa to play. 

shapash sun, moon, clock; frorn shapa to indicate. 

shetaluash glass, mirror; from shetalua to reflect. 

shlitchixash comb; from shlitch'ka to sift. 

tinuash drowning-place _; frow, tinua to fall into water. 

tutash trunk of tree; fron1 tuta to remove. 

Some of the nouns rnent.ioned under -a have lost their -sh: sk6a for 

sk6'hs, nkika for nkikash, mhtika for mbt1kash, weketa for weketash, both 
forn1s now existing sin1ultaneously; probably also pata summer heat, pa'hla 
tray, dish, paJa liver. 

4. Nomina verbalia abstracta, or substantives in -ash, formed from verbs 
in -a ( n1ainly transitives) and designating abstractions. Their signification 

approaches very nearly that of a verbal indefinite in -ash. 

hushkanksh thought, mind; fr01n hushkanka to think. 

kpapshash sense of taste; fron1 kpapsha to taste. 

k6xpasli (Mod.) thought, mind; fron1 k6xpa, d of k6pa to think. 

sha-ishash a secret; from sha-ishi (here from sha-isha) to h-ush up.1 

shes hash name, price; frorn shesha to name, call. 

1 There are a few nomina actoris and other nouns in -ash (short a) which I presume have all origi
nated from -a-ish, and formerly had their a long (-ash): ka-ikash one who acts strangely, from ka-ika; 
Rhesbxeila-ash noisy fellow, from shesbxela; utiissnsa-ash clown, }ester j p6pamkash hairy on body, absoi. 
form p6mkash not beiug iu use. 
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-ash. This norninal suffix is the result ctf a contraction either of -a-ash 
or of a-ish: 

(a) Contracted from -a-ash, and therefore pointing to some object of 
the inanin1ate class; cf. -ash: 

stina' sh willow-lodge; Mod. lodge, from stina-a. 
palash, palaash flour; from pala. 

(b) Contracted from -a-ish, and therefore pointing to a nomen actoris: 

sheshtalkash wag, funny fellow. 
ulaktchnash one whose head is not flattened. 

_ -atcll, a nominal suffix which is a corruption of -6tkish, the instru
mental suffix, as in-

shurnaluatch, fron1 shumalu6tkish implement for writing, painting or 
drawing; fron1 sht1malua. 

len1atch mea ling-stone, pro b. for lam6tkish. 

-a, see -e. 

-aga see -ega. 

-aixi, see -xiea. 

-am, see -m. · 

-bli, see -peli. 

-dsh, see -tch. 

-dsha, see -tcha. 

-dshna, see -tchna. 

-e. The tern1inal -e occurring in verbs is but a part of a suffix, as -txe, 
-ue, and in every instance alternates with -i; therefore it does not require to 
be treated separately. Verbs belonging here are h{llhe, gayue, gutxe, skuyne. 

Of the substantives in -e some are derived from verbs. In a few the · 
ending also alternates with i, as in tchekele blood, t6ke horn, Htke evening, 
kne-udshe coarse bark of tree. In others -e alternates with -e and -a: 

kawe eel, lamprey-eel; poss. case, kawam. 
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k6ye, k6-i lobster, crab. 
kumme, kumn1e cave, cavern. 
shkule, skula, Mod tsxule lark; poss. skulalam. 
tale, tale little lake, pond. 

-e, see -e. 

-e'a, verbal suffix related to -fa. It refers to acts performed with or on 
one's own body or that of another person, and g·enerally is found with in

transitive verbs only. It sornetimes alternates with -fa, iya, which is a more 
frequent s~ffix; but when -ia is the original form it does not frequently al
ternate with -ea. Thus, Kl. and Mod., shashapkelia to recount stories to some
body is in Modoc shapke-ia and shapkea. 

kedsharnkedshalkea to wheel around on one's feet. 
palalea to pull out by the roots. 
shakatpampelea to have a horse or foot race. 
shetalxea and shutapkea to stand on one's head. 
tilampudshea to roll oneself about. 
tilanshnea to contort, turn about one's limbs. 
tchikualxulea to turn somersaults. 

-e'ga, -a'ga, -iega, a suffix forming 1nchoative or inceptive verbs, and 
identical in its function with -tampka, but nwre frequently occurring in 
Klamath Lake than in Modoc, where -tan1pka preponderates. There are 
verbs which assun1e both endings indiscriminately, as-

ktudshiega and ktudshtampka it begins to rain. 
tchutchayega and tchutcha-itampka it begins to melt (as ice). 

After the consonants l, tch, dsh, and after all the vowels, -ega appears 
in the form -iega, -ia' ga, -yega, which is perhaps the original shape of this 
suffix. Like the Latin verbs in -are and the Greek verbs in -ar, -Eir, 
which once were inchoatives also, the verbs in -ega have dropped the func
tion of inehoati ves to express the act or state itself indicated by the base of 
the verb. The suffix forms verbs from other verbs only, not from nouns, 
and they are transitives as well as intransitives. 

(a) Verbs of inchoative import in -ega, -iega: 
i-unega to become dark at night. 
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tin ega, tinna' ga to set, said of celestial bodies. 
gutega to penetrate, lit. "to begin to enter"; cf. guta. 
guhiega to begin to swell up; cf. guhia. 
shakalia' ga to commence gambling; cf. shakla. 
shuteyega to make, create first; cf. shuta. 
liwayega to begin to lift; to lift at one end. 

luyega to ascend, said of fog, clouds, etc. 
shuyega to start a song; cf. shuina. 
tmuyega to begin at one end. 

(b) Verbs in -ega, -iega, no longer inchoative : 
huwaliega to run uphill; cf. huwala to run upward. 

shlatchiega to splash. 

tpualiega to drive up to the top. 

witchuyega to blow something up. 

kshawaliega to transport, carry 'Uphill. 

ndiunega to fall, roll into. 

tchiega to flood, overflow. 

spiega to assist in getting up, rising. 
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(c) A number of verbs belong to neither of the two categories above, 
but are a.pplicative verbs in -ga, -ka, with accentuated -e- before it, which 
points to an act or state of the subject's own body. 

kiuyega to hold over somebody obliquely; cf. uyega. 
ktchiega to help oneself up by using the arms. 
ktutega to sink down in water, sand, mud. 
tinega to snort. 

The verbs ktetega, powetega are derivatives of tega, and hence do not 
properly belong here. 

-e'-ixi, see -xiea. 

-eka, see -ka. 

-e' xi, see -ixi. 

-e'la, an unfrequent verbal suffix, pointing to superposition or to a 
raising up above other objects. 
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shikantela to lay one thing upon another; cf. shikantfla. 

tcheklela to sit down on the side, edge of 

vutukayela to throw up a long object. 

-~la, see -ala. 

-e'ltko, a Modoc form occurring in a few words and in every respect 

parallel to KI. -altko. 'rhe Modoc dialect shows a tendency to substitute 

sometimes e for a in radical as well as in derivational syllables, when they 

stand between consonants, as in shetma for shatma, neshki for nashki, n1etkla 

for matkla, uleplpa for ulaplpa. Cf. -altko. 

weweshe'ltko, Kl. weweshaltko having offspring. 

-e'na, -iena, two verbal suffixes closely connected in their origin and 

functions. The former, -ena, is also pronounced -a'na, -hena, and refers to 

an act performed or state undergone within, inside of something, while the 

latter, -iena, also pronounced -yena, -Hi'na, -ya'na, -hiena, -hia'na, refers to 

an act performed inside the lodge or house, indoors. The -i- composing this 

suffix is the particle i, hi, which means (1) on the ground and (2) in the 

lodge; for the suffix -ena, see -na, its cornponent. 

(a) Verbs in -ena: 

shleyena to line a garment enveloping the body; cf. shleya. 

neyena to place a lining into, as into a hat; cf. neya. 

shikpualhena to roll in the mouth an object not protruding from it; Kl. 

shikpualkana. 

·kuloyena to stir up a Uquid in a vase. 

(b) Verbs in -iena: 

goyena, pl ginhiena to go into, intrude into the lodge. 

huihiena to run around within a building. 

kiwalhiena to cohabit indoors. 

luya'na to go in a circle inside· a wigwan1. 

paya'na, d. papH.i'na to go around eating indoors. 

shnayena to fly, flutter around, as a captive bird. 

-e'nash, see -ni. 
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-esh, the result of a contraction fron1 -a-ish and -e-ish; forms con~ 

crete and abstract nouns from verbs, as follows: 

shutesh maker, creator; frorn shute-ish, shuta/ -ish. · 

nge' sh for nge-ish, nkewish arrow, missile, from nkewa to break. 
tikesh (Mod.) argillaceous soil. 
tchikesh land overflowed; cf tchixi to be overflowed. 
shlum=d{Imtesh grass filling gaps in the lodge- walls. 
16tesh, piece of matting; from I uta to hang down. 

-esh, see -ash, -ish. 

-e'ta, see -weta. 

-g, see -aga, -k. 

-ga, see -aga, -ka. 

-gakia'mna, see --kakiamna. 

-ga'nka, see -kanka. 

-gi, see -ki, -lki. 

-ggi' dsha, see -kidsha. 

-ggi'ma, see -ki'ma. 

-gi'anki, see -gien. 

-gien, -akia, -kia, a tern1inal appearing under many various forn1s and 

representing in fact not a suffix, but an agglutinated pronoun gianki for 
oneself, in one's own interest. This pronoun originated from the participle 

giank of gi to do, perform, act, and the particle i, having reflective significa

tion, appearing also in suffixes like -ia; thus it really n1eans "doing for one

self." The more frequent abbreviations of -gianki, -gianggin, are -gink, 

-kink, -ginggi, -kinki, -gin, -kin, and when fully reduced to the shape of a 

verbal suffix cornbined with the verbal ending -a: -akia, -agia, aki, -agi, etc. 

Appended to verbs in -ala, -la this suffix appears as -lki, -lgi, q. v. 
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(1) T·he suffix is appended to the emphatic form of personal pronouns 
in both dialects : 

nu I, nutak myself, nutagianggi for myself 
at ye, a' tak yourselves, a' takianki for yours€lves. 

And also appears in certain adjectives: 

tidshi good, tidshkianki careful, viz., ''acting well for oneself." 

(2) In verbs the suffix mostly appears in the forrn -agia, -akia, -agi, etc: 

shiulagia and shiulagien to collect for oneself; Mod. shi6lagianki, con-
tracted into shiu'lki, shio'lxi. 

shn6kakia to detest, hate. 
hashashuakia to converse with. · 
salakia to miss from one's company. 

(~) In a series of verbs in -kia, -gia the function of the suffix is simply 
that of a factitive -ka, -ga, with the particle -i- inserted. This particle gives 
it the locative meaning of in place or at that place, on the spot. 

lakia, shlakia to lay, spread against a wall etc .. 
nx1hagia to burn at the bottom of a cooking-vase. 
shnf1ikia to build a fire on the spot. 
shuixia to carry on one's shoulder. 

' tchakia to put into the mouth. 

-gin, see -gien. 

-gish, see -kish. 

-gsh, see -kish, -ksh. 

-guish, see -kuish. 

-h-, see Infixes. 

-ha, verbal suffix forming intransitive and transitive verbs from verbal 
roots or bases. In some instances the -h- may be an epenthetic sound, as 

in paha to exsiccate, for pa-a; but in the 1najority of verbs the suffix points 

to an act etc. being done upon, on the top of something, and -h- can be thro,vn 
out, especially when standing after a conRonant. This terminal is especially 
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frequent after 1- and t-, and seems to be a contraction of -hia, -a being the 
declarative, verbifying suffix, and hi the particle hi, i, "on the ground." 

telha, tela to look upon, to overlook. 
ilha, ila to lay down upon; cf. ilhi to carry inside. 
skulha to lie on the top of; cf. skulxa to be prostrate, to sleep. 
stilha to put a string, rope, belt, etc. on oneself 
tchiaha to heat over the fire (liquids only). 
shatnaJha to heat the cooking-stones for baking. 
klaJha, klala hail is falling. 
net'ha, neta to place, put sornething sheet-like upon. 
shlet'ha to cover with, said of n1antles etc. 

-hi, suffix forming transitive and intransitive verbs from verbal stems. 
It has the same origin as the suffix -i,. and ofte~ alternates with it by losing 
-h-, but is not quite identical with it. The function of -hi may be specified 
as pointing to an act or 1notion toward or into the lodge, dwelling, house of 

somebody or .of oneself, that of homeward; the location upon the ground 
indicated by the particle hi, i being also the floor of the Indian lodge. This 
suffix often becomes mnphasized, and is chiefly appended to verbal stems in 

-1, -t, like the suffix -ha. Of. -i. 

spulhi, spuli to lock up, said of one person; cf. ilhi. 
telhi to look or peep into a lodge, a house, etc. 
gulhi, guli, plur. ldlhi to enter, pass into, go into. 
ht1lhi, hulhe to run, rush into, inside of the lodge. 
stilhi to report, announce at one's house. 
puelhi to 'throw down into the lodge. 
· skilhi to crawl into a hole, den. 

-hia/na, -hiena, see -ena. 

-huya, see -uya. 

-i, -£,a suffix frequently found in verbs as well as in nouns and adverbs 
Its function is not well defined or circumscribed, but rnay be generally de

scribed as localizing or locative. When appended to nouus it is simply the 
particle i, hi; cf. hi in Dictionary; when suffixed to verbs it is derived from 
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it. . The original function of -i, however, is not always apparent In the 
derivatives given below, for many of them refer, for instance, to the human 

or animal body. Of. suffix -hi. 

1. Locative suffix -i occurs chiefly in topographic terms and local names, 
and forms the locative case of substantives designating settlem11nts, islands, 

rocks, rivers, brooks, islands; also cornposes locative case-postpositions, as 
-kshi, -ksaksi, and n1any particles. Appended to the non1inal forms of the 

verbs it assumes temporal function; cf. ~9, 19. 20. Examples: tchi'shi in the 

camp; stekishi where the door is; Mbakualshi, N ewapkshi, etc. 

2. Substantives in -i. Some are derived fron1 verbs or are verbs n1ade 

into nouns. They form the oblique cases in -am, ··at, or -tat, etc. Those 
in which -i alternates with -e were mentioned under suffix -e. Several of 
their number are terms for parts of the anin1al body; others are animal and 
plant names. 

(a) Parts of the animal body: lakiforehead, a'paklihip, tcha'-iposteriors, 

t6;ki, Mod. ts6nki, ts6nxi horn. 

(b) Names of animals: mu-i woodc,huck, shua-i white-tailed dr;er. 

(c) Names of plants: kla'pi, species of rush, pa'ni, species of tall grass, 

Iuisi, species of Sagittaria, widshipi Mod. for widshibam Kl., species of lacus

trine reed, rna-i bulrush. 

(d) Other nouns: kta-i rock, stone, vumi cache, kla'pki red paint, tchuyi 

bottom of vase, mallui rabbit-net, kukui brother of grandparent, met'hli key-hole. 

3. Ad}ectives in -i are: 

tchmuyuksi unkempt, pumuksi having frizzy, crisped hair. 

Pronouns in -i are: 

huni and huki he by himself, she by herself 

4. Adverbs in -i are not frequent, but show throughout a signification 
which was originally locative: 

ati, ati, a-nti distantly, far off; high up. 

ku-i away from, on the other side. 

ku-i, ;!6-i badly, mischievously. 
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pelui down, down in, further away; cf. tupelui. 
phi-i up, high up, above, on high. 
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5. The verbal suffix -i in some instances alternates with -e, q. v., forms 
transitive and intransitive verbs from other verbs, and also occurs in several 

compound suffixes, as -lgi, -oli ( -uli, -ole), -peli ( -p'li), -ui (-wi), etc. We 
have to distinguish between-

( a) The -i equivalent to -hi, as in guli etc.; cf. -hi. 
(b) The -i as an abbreviation of -ya, -iya, as in gelkai for gelkaya, ne-i 

for neya, shui for shtlya; cf. -aya, -ya. 

(c) The suffix -i used with reference to an act or status of the human 
or animal body. Examples: 

aishi to secrete; refl. sha-ishi to keep as a secret. 

a wisi to digest food. 

kaili to gird oneself. 

kuatchaki to bite in the hair. 

pui to cut in fringes, to ]ring e. 

tchuli and tchulia to put a shirt on. 

A few verbs are inflected sirnultaneously in -a and in -i, there being a 
shade of difference in the signification of the two: hinua to fall upon some

thing, hinui to fall on the ground, soil; gelxalka and gelxalgi, vulina and vulini, 
peksha and pekshi, q. v. 

Other verbs change their -a to -i in SOlne of the verbals, as nata to burn, 

nut!' sh the burning, nut!' sht having been burnt; _rna' sha to be sick, etc. 

-i'a, -iya, a verbal suffix not to be confounded with -ia, because ~I ways 
accentuated upon the -i-, ~hich is the particle i used in a personal sense: 
for somebody, or in the interest of somebody. It is confined to transitive verbs 
only, and alternates with -ea only when that suffix is appended exception

ally to transitive verbs. The '' son1ebody" or indirect object pointed at by 
-i- is not always made mention of in the sentence in which the verb is used. 

elktchnfa to lay down for somebody on one's way; cf. elktcha. 
kinshipkfa to beckon sornebody to c01ne; kinshfpka to point at. 

nutuyakia to throw for and toward somebody. 
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shapfa, shapfya to inform somebody of; shapa to tell, apprise. 
shlanfya to spread out for son1ebody. 
shnukfa to seize for somebody; shnuka to seize. 
shuinfa, dissirn. shuinea to sing for somebody; shufna to sing. 
shutfa, shutfya to make/or son1e one; shuta to make. 
vutikapkfa to stick out the tongue at somebody; cf. vutikapka. 

A special class of verbs in -fa are those pointing to doing something in 
sight of another to deceive or fool him, or to indicate an act by gesture. 

shakemia to play treachero,usly or deceptively; cf. shakema to play. 
shatashpapkia to make the gesture of washing one's face; cf tedsha to wash. 
shelaktchfa to ind,icate throat-cutting by gest,ure; cf.laktcha to cut the throat. 

-ia, -ya (No. 1 ), verbal suffix, unaccented, but of the same origin as the 

accented -fa, -fya. Among the great variety of verbs exhibiting this suffix . 
the only characteristic which they have in common is that they refer to the 
~ubject of the verb. These verbs are transitive as well as intransitive and 

are derived fron1 other verbs. One of them, tGhilxia, means to place upon the 
ground; the adverbial idea upon the ground being expressed by the i of the 

radix, and not by the -i- in the suffix -ia. 

(a) Intransitives in -ia, -ya: 
kimalia to feel pain, to smart. 
mahia and snuthia to cast a shadow. 
mekia to be or become a dotard. 
nfnia to flap the wings. 
shlamia to be a mourner. . 
snnikia to take a mouthful. 
shneya, tchneya to run straight out. 
tchuya to melt; cf. tch6kpa, tchutcheya. 

(b) Transitives in -ia, -ya: 

alahia, ala ya to point out, to show . . 
fhia to pick out, choose, select. 
lgu ya to pick berries, to shuck. 
ndsakia to close up, as an opening. 

shatchlxamia to paint one's face or body white. 
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tkuya -to rub slightly with fingers. 

tchileya to give, hand over something liquid or soft. 
utatchkia to place a cover upon. 
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-ia (No.2), a nominal, unaccented suffix which seen1s to form diminu
tives and to be an abbreviation of -iaga, -iag, -iak, though only a sn1all 
number of bird-natnes proves its existence. 

kuitchia, k{litsia, probably species of grebe. 
titakia swallow; Mod. for titak Kl. 
tuitia young duck. 

-ia'na, see -ena. 

- ie' ga, see -ega. 

-ie'na~ see ena. 

-i'ga, -ika. The verbs in -fga, -ika stand in the same relation to those 
in -1ga, -1ka as the verbs in -aga, -1iga to those in -aga, -uga; cf. suffix -aga. 

The suffixes -iga, -iga are con1binations of the factitive -ga, -ka with -i-, 
which is either (1) the locative or (2) the personal particle i, reflecting upon 

the subject of the verb. In sheshatuika the -i- belongs to a suffix now form
ing part of the word-sten1; -ka is the real derivational suffix. The verbs in 

-iga are formed from other verbs and are transitives as well as intransitives; 
cf. -liga. 

-i- personal: 

sha wfga to be irate, in a wrath. 

shiukiga to kill, as birds etc.; cf. shiukia to kill for so1nebody. 

-i- locative: 

lshiklakuiga to frame a shed, lodge by means of rods etc. 
shluyakiga to whistle, as a tune. 

spatchiga to twist; to ring a door-bell. 

-iga, -ika. For the origin of the unaccented suffix -iga, see -iga. It 
forms transitives and intransitives, often forms cornpounds with other suf-
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fixes, cf. shnakptiga; and -ga, -ka gives a factitive signification to the verbs 
composed with it. 

aniga, anika to advise one to help oneself to; cf. ana. 
kedshika to tire out, to become tired; cf. kedsha to be unable. 
shinshixa to crowd each other. 
ska'-ika to walk backward. 
shnakptiga to seize with tongs. 
utcha-ika to grasp by the handle or long end. 
widshika to be st,ingy, avaricious . 

. , ~ ' -1 ya, see -ea, -Ia. 

-ixi, -e' xi, a compound verbal suffix conveying the idea of local super-
position, location above, and answering to our over, above, on, or over the top 
of, resting or remaining above sotnebody or something·, or moving over the 
top of some object. The suffix has the penult long through accentuation 
and forms transitive and intransitive verbs from other verbs. 

etle' xi to lay across and on top of another long object. 
heshlixi to put or wear a garment over or on one's shoulders. 
huyiki to }ump out upon the shore fron1 the water. 
ipene' xi to lay on the top of a receptacle already filled. 
ktiwixi to lift or post up above, on the top of. 
'1nbutexe (for himbutexe) to }ump over a log (himboks). 
ngangatixi to play leap-frog. 
shiwixi to increase, become stronger, as winds. 
spixi to pull, draw out upon something . 

. telixi, lukantfxi to look over something. 
tinixi to rise (sun, moon); to go uphill. 
winixi, Mod. vuixin to surpass, excel. 

-ixie'a, see -xiea. 

- ixia, see -xi ea. 

-i'na, a suffix of transitive and intransitive verbs imply~ng departure, 
separation, or ren1oval of the verbal subject or object from the one speak
ing or frotn the indirect object. It is a compound of -na, q. v., and the par-
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ticle i, hi on the ground, and points therefore to a 1notion either along the 
ground or down~ward to the ground. The suffix is frequently used to form 
derivatives frorn verbs in -la (-ala) and in -li, -li, although to establish a 
suffix -lina would hardly be justifiable. Of. -wina. 

iwfna to place, put down into; cf. iwa. 
yiulina to send over the edge, push off from. 

kitufna to pour down on, into; cf. kitua to pour on. 

nde-ulina to fall down from; cf. nde-uli. 

nelina to scalp, flay; fron1 ni'l, ne'l fur, anintal skin. 

nge-ishlfna to make arrows from; nge-ishla to make arrows. 

tpulfna to drive off, oust from; tpulf to drive out. 

tulfna to leave behind many objects; cf. tulha. 

vutokelina to fall down from when hurt, shot, or drunk. 

-insha, a suffix verbifying the verbal indefinite in -sh of verbs in -ina, 
-ina exactly in the satne manner as -ansha does the verbal of verbs in -na, 
-ana, -ena. The £nnctions of both suffixes are the sarne, except that -insha 

gives the additional idea of starting away frotn the water, or prairies, open 
places. 

gufkinsha to start away fron1 water etc. 
huikfnsha to run away from the river etc. 

hushlinsha, tilindsha to leave at home, in the camp. 

-ip, see-p. 

-i'pa, suffix occurring mainly in transitive verbs. It is composed of the 
suffix -i as found in the verbs in -fa, ancl of the verbal suffix -pa intimating 
a n1otion toward the verbal subject. The function of -ipa is to show removal 

from somebody or some place toward the one speaking or acting, or sup
posed to do so. 

gahfpa, ga-ipa to catch breath with a grunt. 

pudshfpa to pull out. 

shulshfpa to take off, as a ring, from one's own finger. 
udshfpa, idshfpa, ludshfpa to strip, take off from; cf. idsha. 
22 
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-ipka, -ipka, a suffix chiefly found in intransitive verbs; it conveys 
the idea of approaching, coming toward, nearing the verbal object, often 
the one who speaks or is supposed to speak. It may refer to acts or proc

esses performed at a distance, in close contiguity or vicinity, or on some 
person's body. Son1etinwR, however, the ending -ipka is the result of a 
contraction, and then -pka is the suffix, not -ipka; cf. gaka-ipka from gak{t
yipka (Dictionary, p. 33), and shne-ipka to kinlle a camp-fire habit·ually, which 

presupposes a verb shneya. Of. -pka. 
The forms -ipkam, -ipxeni, etc. and -ipkash, -ipxash are sometin1es 

oblique cases of the participles or verbal adjectives of verbs in -i, some
times of verbs in -a. Of. -tko, which is the forn1 of their subjective case. 

hantchipka to suck out of a person's body. 
huntchipka to fly toward. 
kidshipka to have the waterbrash. 
layipka to take aim at somebody. 
pakluipka to bark, howl at from a distance. 
shikudshipka to lean on a support. 
tilo' dshipka to see son1ebody approaching. 
tinshipka to rise; said of sun, n1oon, because they seem to come nearer 

after rising; cf. tinshna. 

-ish, -is, -sh. The real function of the suffix -ish, abbreviated -sh, 
has been pointed out under the heading of -ash as that of forrning active or 
animate nouns fron1 verbs. This suffix is appended directly to the verbal 
basis of verbs in -a, and usually ren1ains . unaccented. When the suffix is 

accented, -ish has the vowel long, and in the two following instances at least 
is the result of a contraction from -iash; it therefore belongs to -ash and not 

to -ish: 

guki' sh act of climbing; fron1 guki to climb up. 
n~ltl' sh, nutish conflagration; cf. nuta to burn. 
A shortened pronunciation of -ish is that of -esh. 

rrhe suffix -ish produces notninal forlilS which n1ay, according to their 

signification, be classified as follows: 
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1. Verbals descriptive of quality, which are either verbal adjectives or 
adjectives, formed from attributive verbs: 

pakish eatable, serviceable as food"; from paka to feed on. 

shanxish raw, uncooked; from shanki to be raw. 

shk6ntchish pole-necked; from sk6ntchna to stick the head out. 

vushish coward; from vusha to be afraid. 

wa wishish productive of offspring; from waishi to generate. 

To these n1ay be added the adjectives sketish left, left-sided; stelapkish 
right, ri,qht-sided; vultchikish, contracted: v{lltchiksh dolichocephalic. 

2. Substantive no·uns, or names of inanimate objects, which are (1) either 
produced by the action of the verb from which they are derived (nomina 

acti), or (2) serve as instrument, tool, or means to the one performing the 
action of that verb. 

hukish breath, spirit; from huka to breathe. 

kailish belt, girdle; from kaili to gird oneself 

kilkish hump, gibbosity; fron1 kilka to become humpbacked. 

leme-ish thunder; from lemena it thunders. 

Jutish round fruit, berry; from I uta to hang down. 

shlewish wind, blast; from shlewi to blow, v. intr. 
spuklish sweat-lodge; from spukli to perspire. 

shul6tish garment; from shul6ta to dress oneself 

Since the n1ain function of -ish is an active and personal one, the above 
nouns can be regarded as things personified and acting. Indeed in English 
we can fitly render kailish by "girder," Jutish by "hanger-down," shlewish 
by "blower," and spt'1klish by "sweater." 

3. Substantives in -ish, called nomina actoris. These nouns design:;1te 
animate beings which perform the act described by the verb more than once, 

constantly, repeatedly, or habitually. When they are frequentative or usita
tive nouns they generally stand in the distributive or reduplicated form. 

bunuish drinker, bubanuish drunkard; frorn bunua to drink. 

ndendinish prattler; fron1 ndena to prattle, speak. 
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pepmidshnish spendthrift; fron1 puedsha to throw away. 

sheshatuish store-keeper; from sheshatui to sell. 

shesht6lkish prostitute; frorn shet6lxa to consort. 

shisht1kish fighter, bully; from shiuka to beat, whip. 

Besides these are several terms of zoology in ··ish, the roots of which 
have become obsolete, viz: ke-ish rattlesnake, hfshtish sucker fish, tchashish 
skunk, tchelish hed,gehog, and others. 

4. A few abstract nmtns end in -ish: lushlfLshlish warmth, from lushlushli 

warm. • 
-ita, see -ta. 

-i'ta, accented verbal suffix occurring chiefly in intransitive verbs, and 
indicating location away fron1 or a motion toward the outside. That func
tion of its component -ta which indicates distance is perceptible in it. 

gunita to go or be beyond, on the other side of 

kitita to burst, explode. 

kshita to escape by running etc. (Mod.). 

nitita to be open, sore, as from a wound. 

shnekshita to save, deliver out of 

tgatita, tgutita to stand outdoors. 

-ya, see -aya, -ia, -ia. 

-ye' ga, see -ega. 

- ye'na, see -en a. 

-yua. The verbs in -yua are derived from 1ransitive verbs in -ka, 

-ga ( ... uka), and are used when the action refer~ to a few objects only. In 
the Dictionary a reciprocal function was given to some of them, but this 

appears to be secondary to that of a few. 

iduyua to give kicks to a few; from iduka to kick. 

ko-uyua to bite a few, or each other. 

ktuyua to hit a few, to hit each other; frorn kt1'1ka to strike. 

stu yua to stab a few; fron1 stuka to stab. 

uduyua to whip a few or each other; from Yudtlka to beat 
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-k, -x, -g. Whenever gutturals appear as fin~l sounds of a word, this 
is very often due to the dropping of a vowel-sound at the end of the word 
or to the tr~nsposition of sound within the final syllable. The various in
stances where gutturals figure as final sounds may be classified as follows: 

1. Verbal forms sornetirnes drop the declarative -a, as in gankank, 
hushtso' x, shiug, especially in the l{lan1atl1 Lake dialect. 

2. The participle of the present has the tern1inal -ank, -ink, -unk in the 
Kla1nath Lake dialect. 

3. Transposition from -ka, -xa, as 1n tapax leaf, for tapka; verb tapka 
to stand out, pro}ect. 

4. The gutturals are final sounds of a thematic root, as in laklak, adverb 
of laklakli smooth, level. 

5. The diminutive non1inal suffix -aga, -ak, -ag in an abbreviated form. 

Instances of this will be seen .under -aga; but we can add ktchitchok little 
bat, for ktchitchoaga. 

6. Sometimes the demonstrative pronoun ke is abbreviated into -k, as 
in ik thou, or the verb gi to be, to do, to say into the same sound; cf. lapik 
there were two (of them), katak to tell the truth, etc. 

7. Substantives in which the final -k could possibly represent a real 
derivational or formative suffix are the following: 

ktchak mother-of-pearl shell ( ab bre- ne'k, neg, plur. ne' gsha absent; cf. 
via ted frorn ktchalka ). 

. ktchik oar, paddle. 

ka'k penis; from keka to pierce. 

lak hair on head; cf. lala. 

lxak canoe-pole. 

ll1k grizzly bear. 

mft'nk.fly. 

1nulk worm, maggot; cf. mulu rotten 

wood. 

ni wa, niukla. 
stamk wasp . 

tapsnek brain, Kl. 
t6k, species of plant. 

tsuak, species of plant. 

tsuk, species of grass. 

wa'k, wek arm, limb of tree; from wa 
to be productive ( cf. weka child, off
spring). 

-ka, -xa, verbal suffix occurring sometimes also in the shape of -eka, 
-ga. Like -aga and -aga it forms factitive verbs, this term to be taken In its 
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widest, most general sense, and not to be limited to transitive verbs. From 
the other verbal factitive suffixes -aga, -aga, the suffix -ka differs only by 

having no vowel or syllable between it and the radix; -ka mainly occurs 
in short verbs of two or three syllables and forms usually verbs fron1 other 
verbs, rarely from nouns or particles. The power of the suffix -ka can best 
be defined as directing the \ction expressed by its radix to a certain object, 
or as specializing the action or state. Verbs like these are called by Span
ish grammarians verbos aplicat.ivos. The origin of our suffix lies in the pro
nominal radix k-, which appears as ka, ke and ku, some of its derivatives 
having been enun1erated on page 251. 

geka to set out from one's lodge etc. · 
fshka to extract; cf. idsha to cause to go. 
kedshka to remove out of, v. trans.; fron1 kedsha. 
kilka to become humpbacked; from radix of kalkali round. 
kuixa to recognize; fron1 kui far off. 
lapka and tapka to project, as cheekbones. 
ni'lka the day dawns; cf. nili wa. 
niuxa to drive out of an inclosure; cf. niwa. 
nxamka nish it aches, hurts me. 

pa'ka to dry out,. to make dry, as the throat (Mod.). 
puka to roast; cf. paha to dry. 

shilaka, shilxa to fall sick; from shila to be sick. 
shhika to watch, keep guard; cf. shlea to see. 
shneka to burn through; cf. nuta to burn. 
spuka to put the feet out; cf. ika to put out. 
stapka to pound, mash up; from stap stone implement. 
stuka to shout through the hands; from stu passage. 
tilxa to drizzle down; from tila to overflow. 

-kakia'mna. Words showing this terrninal should be called com
pound words, for -kakian1na is not properly a suffix, but a verb, and the first 
con1ponent is a verbal base or a particle. Only when these compounds are 
not used as verbs, but as particles, may -kakiarnna be regarded as a suffix. 
As a verb, kakiamna, gakiamna means to go around, to encircle, surround (see 
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Dictionary, p. 33); hence in the words below it has the sense of moving, 
traveling, or going around an object or objects, and occurs in transitive and 
intransitive verbs. 

ginkakiamna (1) 'to encircle as a hollow bod.11; (2) postp. all around. 
i-ukakiamna, adv. and postp., around, about, in the vicinity. 
ipekakian1na to dig while going all around. 
kuakikakian1na to go around here and .. there while eating, munching. · 
ntultakakiamna to flow around. 
shalkakiamna to go or climb around an object. 
shatashkakiamna to pass around while touching, grasping. 

-ka'kua, verbal suffix appended to verbs of motion. It indicates a 
movement or swaying back and forth, to and fro, and is nothing else but 
the verb gakua, kakua to cross over, appended in suffix form to verbal bases. 

nut6kakua to swing to and fro, referring to the heavy disk on the pen
dulum. 

stilkakua to send sonwbody forth and back, e. g., as messenger; cf. stil
kakuish, Dictionary. 

vut6kakua to swing to and fro, referring to the long shape of a pendu

hun, stick etc. 

-kani, -gani is a terrninal appended to some adjectives, referring to 
an indefinite, uncounted number of objects; and differing fron1 -kni. -kani 

is not always a suffix, but sometirnes it is the adjectival suffix -ni appended 
to bases ending in -ka; therefore the adjectives in -kani are found variously 

accented. The adjective yanakani, e. g., some one below, forms a plural 
yanakanini. Others belonging here are kitchkani (from kitchka), ndshe

kani, txalampankani, tumikani, etc., and son1e of the numerals. Of. Dic
tionary, pp.ll6. 117. 

-ka'Jlka, or -ganka is a formative suffix found only in intransitive 
verbs or transitive objectless verbs. It points to an act or status undergone 
while walking or moving, and thus forms a class of a·mbulative verbs implying 

a single act, or the repetition, continuance, and steady succession of acts per-
formed while in rnotion. These verbs describe the various modes of walk-
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ing, running, traveling, rolling, etc.; -kanka is the verbified participle -kank 
of the verbs in -ka, -ga, q. v. 

gankanka to be on a hunt; cf. gena to go. 
killikanka to speed off; from nkila to be in a h-urry. 
lokanka to go ast~·ay; cf. lua to drift about. 
ndakalkanka to pick up while walking. 
sha-ulankanka to follow constantly. 
shniulatchganka to glance off while in motion. 
shipalkanka to go about stinking; from pilui to smell. 
tilankanka to move onward by rolling oneself 
vushokanka to go about while afraid of; cf. vushish terrified. 

-ki, -gi. This is the verb gi used in its various acceptations of to be, 
exist; to do, perform, and closely connected with an adverb or noun preced
ing it. In most of these words gi could be written as a separate word. 

( 1) gi to be, exist, occurs in: 

ka' gi, kafki to disappear, be absent; from ka- i not. 
laki it is stolen, gone, missing; from le, ha, gi. 
lushlushki to feel warm; frorn lushlush. 
p'lafki or p'laf gi to be at the culmination point. 
sha' tki to be tired, exhausted. 
stagi to jill, to make full; fron1 sta, adv. 

Perhaps ka'ltgi and ta' xtgi belong here also. 

(2) gi to do, perform, occurs in: 

nga' sgi to have the diarrhea; fron1 ngash belly. 
nkakgi to give birth to; from nkak top of head. 

It also fonns the substantive p'gishap mother, which I take to have the 
literal n1eaning of ''generator." 

- ke' dsha, see -kfdsha. 

-kia'mna, see -amna. 

-ki'dsha, -ke' dsha, or -ggidsha, suffix found only in intransitive verbs 
and the causati ves formed fron1 them. It indicates a special circular motion, 
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that of veering or revolving around a r-eal or assumed center, as we observe 
it in the motion of eddies, wheels, slings, or the circling of the birds of prey. 
The syllable ki- in -kidsha appears as a radical syllable in aggedsha and 
some other verbs, and in an iterated forn1 in kedshamkedshalkea. As for 

its etymology, it represents the verb kidsha to crawl, as snakes, lizards, to 
swim like fish. ,.fhis verb really n1eans to move sidewise; it is composed 
of the prefix ki- and the verb idsha. From a large number of verbs in 

-kidsha we select: 

kiuggidsha to describe circles', to cause to turn. 
kti wallddsha v. intr. to veer around; v. trans. to make revolve. 
rnuigidsha to form eddy. 
nakidsha, naggidsha to circle, float in the air. 
niulgidsha to whirl around. 
shtchukalkidsha to for-m a bend or bends turns. 
talkidsha to rotate, gyrate. 
tunkidsha to form a circle, as the rings in tree-trunks. 
tchishgidsha to form a whirlpool, vortex. 
wakidsha to make a complete revolution. 

-kie'a, see -xiea . . 
-kl'ma, or -ke' ma, -gg"i' ma forms intransitive verbs only, and points 

to son1ething going around or encircling some round object in a level plane, 
as a rim encircles a basket, vase, etc. The syllable ki-, which expresses the 
idea of the circle, is the same as in the suffix -kidsha. In some instances 
the verbal suffix -ki'tna also serves for the nominal form, or the word may 
be used as a postposition. Cf. the suffix -rna. 

aggi'rna to encircle, as inanimate things. 
gaki'ma, plur. ginki'ma to move around in a circle. 
taki' rna to form a ring, to stand in a circle. 
tunki'rna (1) to follow the efi.qe, as of a plate, book; (2) postposition, 

all around, e. g., along the line of the horizon. 

In compound suffixes -ki'ma also occurs in the words lxaki'mitko hav
ing wavy lines, ktakimula to cut off a round portion. A suffix -ke'n1i appears 
in gake'1ni to describe a turn or bend. 
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-kish, -gish, or, in contracted form, -ksh, -gsh, -ks, is a nominal suffix 
forming substantives and adjectives from nouns and fron1 verbs. It is con1-

posed of the radix ki, g£ of the verb gi to be, exist, and to 1nake, do, perform, 

and the nominal suffix -sh, -s, and has to be carefully distinguished from an

other suffix -ksh, -gsh which forms substantives also, but has a different 

origin. Of. -kish No.4 and -ksh. Our suffix -kish appears in the following 

functions: 

(1) -kish, -gish, in the sense of dwelling at, living in, existing in, is the 

verbal indefinite of gi to exist, live. It forms some adjectives and names of 

tribes or nomina gentilicia. In the latter the oblique cases are formed fron1 

-kish, but in the subjective case -kish is usually superseded by -kni. Chiefly 

refers to animate beings. 

amtchiksh old, ancient; inverted from rna' ntch=gish. 

p'lafkish living above; for the more frequent p'lafkni. 

shldshgish tumblebug; lit. "living in th~ dung." 

M6atokgish, contr. Mo' dokish inhabitant of Modoc Lake, and Modoc 

Indian. 

Nushaltkagakish dweller at the head-waters (of Lost River). 

(2) -kish, when derived from gi to exist and referring to inanimate 
things, is found in substantives descriptive of the place, _area, or locality 

where an act is perforn1ed or a state undergone. The case-postposition 

-kf,hi, Mod. -gishi, lit. "where it exists, lives", is one of the oblique cases of 

-kish. Of. -k uish. 

Afshishamksh, for Afshisham kish lodge of Aishish, 96, 23; cf. 122, 16 
hashuakish vegetable garden; lit. "sowing place", from hashua-a. 
luelkish slaughtering place; from luela to kill. 

otflks darn below water; from utila to lie below. 

palkish dry river bed; from pala to dry up. 

pankoksh for pankuakish ford; from pankua to wade through. 

st6kish gate; from stu passage. 

shudshgish fireplace; from shudsha to build a fire. 

shumalkish mouth of river; from shunrd1ka to empty itself 

• 
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(3) -kish when derived from gi, in the sense of to make, do, perform, 
forms nouns which indicate that the action of the verb is done by means of 
thein; that they serve to fulfill the purpose expressed by the verb, tholigh 
not being exactly tools or instruments in our sense of the terms. The suffix 
for these is -6' tkish, which is a compound of -kish. In some instances -kish 
can be rendered by ''maker." 

b_uno'kish beverage; lit. "drinking object." 
fmnaksh, for i-amnakish neckwear; lit. "thing for wear." 
hashpkish fodder; lit. ''feeding-thing-for." 
l6loksgish gun, rifle; lit. "fire-maker." 
ne-ulakgish council-meeting; lit. "decree-maker." 
shipkgish nose-ring; lit. " used for wearing." 
ska'kish heirloom; lit. "thing placed apart." 
sx6lakgish Kl., sxfllkish Mod., Indian bed; lit. "thing to lie down upon." 
tchunukish vomitive ; lit. " vomit-causer." 

( 4) There is a number of substantives in -ksh, the origin of which is 
not exactly known. In shayuaksh, waltkish, widshikish the ending is not 
-kish but -ish, and tupaks younger sister is abbreviated from tupakship. The 
following may possibly owe their ending to a transposition of sounds: 

himpoks fallen tree, log; cf. hinui. 
knuks thread, string. 
tchule'ks meat, flesh; c£ tchilala. 

-kla, -akla. This verbal suffix is a combination of -ka, -ga which forn1s 
factitive verbs, and -ala, the meaning of which is very indefinite now, though 
originally it must have pointed to a downward motion along the body or 
other object. l\Iost verbs in -kla are transitives and have the emphasis on 
the antepenultima. 

emtakla (for emtkala) to carry a baby on one's back. 
hash uakla to stay in company of 
nilakla (for nilka-ala) to appear, said of daylight. 
niulda to confer through another; from neya t~ give. 
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shituakla to wrestle with. 

shlukutakla, spukutakla, stintakala to carry a child on the back, not tied 

to the baby-board. 

-kni, nominal suffix forn1ing adjectives and tribal names from nouns 
indicative of places, regions, localitim;, rivers etc., and from adverbs of lo0-
ative signification. The suffix can be circumscribed by "living or staying 
there, inhabiting that locality, to be found in that locality", and from this 
is derived the secondary function of "proceeding, coming, arriving from 
there, being a native of that spot or country", which we also find in the 
Latin ending -anus, the Greek -zo~, the German -er. -kni is appended more 

frequently to the case-suffixes and case-postpositions of nouns than to their 
subjective case, and when the adjectives in -kni occur in their oblique cases 
-kni is superseded by the oblique cases of -kish. Tribal names, names in
dicating citizenship, nomina gentilicia, are adjectives in all languages, and so 
are they here. A subdivision of the nouns in -kni are those in -tkni, q. v. 

(1) Formed fron1 nouns and particles: 
atikni stranger, alien, foreigner. 

gitakni coming from, native of a place. 

yanakni inhabiting lowlands or the lower course of a river. 

kokagtalkni coming toward, from, or across the stream. 
nakushxenkni livi,ng near the da,m, nakush. 
tapitan.kni staying in the rear of 

tugshtakni (for tug~htalakni or tugshtatkni) coming from or native of the 

other side. 

Also in three numerals of the cardinal and adverbial series; cf. Nu

merals. 
(2) Formed from local names: 

E-ukshik.,ni Indian (or settler) living on Upper Klamath Lake. 

Kumbatkni person living in or near the rocky caves. 

L6kuashtkni Warm Spring Indian; lit. "Indian of the Hot Springs." 
M6atokni (for M6atok-kni) Indian living on Moatok Lake: Modoc Indian. 

Oreginkni inhabitant of Oregon State. 

Plaikni highlander; uplander on Sprague River. 
Tchaka'nkni Indian of the service-berry tract, for Tchakxe'nikni. 
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-ks, see -kish, ksh. 

-ksh, -ks, -gsh, with vowel preceding. A number of words, chiefly 
substantives, exhibit this terminal on account of a transposition of sounds, 

by which the vowel cotning after the guttural was placed before this sound. 
All of them are derivatives of factitive verbs in -ka, -ga, chiefly intransitives. 
Not to be confounded with - kish, -ksh. 

gutaksh (for gutkash) minnow; from guta to adhere. 

katagsh (for katkash) chill and adj. cold; katka to be cold. 
kelpoksh boiling heat, and adj. hot; kelpka to be hot. 

1nepoks (for mepk~sh) COmpany; mepka to live together. 
ehHi'yaks (for shHi-ikash) smoke; shHi'-ika it smokes. 

shakpaksh (for shakpkash) plait of males; shakpka to braid one's hair. 

-ksh, see -ash, -kish. 

-kshka, -ksga, verbal suffix composed of the verbal factitive suffix 
-ka, -ga appended to the verbal indefinite suffix -kish, -gish, -ksh. It can 

be rendered by to come near, to attempt, to do almost, forms transitive verbs 
only, and is of rather frequent occurrence. In its function it approximates 
-uya, -huya, q. v. 

elxakshka to attempt to ,qive a name; fronl elxa. 

hishlakshka to come near killing each other; fron1 hfshlan. 
kt6ktakska to crop the hair; cf: kt6ktcha. 

kuakakshka to tear off only a piece with the teeth. 
shlfkska to come near hitting, shooting; from shlfn to shoot. 

-kta, suffix forming chiefly transitive verbs, compounded of the facti
tive suffix -aga and -ta, which forms applicative verbs and usually refers to 
persons or long objects standing upright. All the verbs in -kta had better 

be considered under -ta; some of them are nshakta it is sticking, shitchakta 
to quarrel, shnuyakta to singe, etc. The v_erb shnahualpakta to ra.ise an echo 
is inverted from shnahualpka-ta. 

-kue'la, a suffix forming transitive and intransitive verbs of n1otion, 
with the idea of a downward motion in an oblique direction, in direct contrast 
with the verbs in -wala, q. v. The suffix contains the adverb kui or ku, which 
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implies distance, and the verbs in -kuela mainly refer to falling or moving 
down hill or down stairs. 

gekuela to go downhill, to descend. 

ktekuela to slide downhill. 

ktiukuela to kick downhill or downstairs. 

rnakuela to encamp on the hill-slope. 

nde-ukuela to fall or roll downhill. 

shektakuela to play at sliding downhill. 

wetkuela to flow, run, drip down. 

-ktlish, -guish, the preterital form of the nominal suffix -kish No. 2, 
describing place, locality. 

rnaklakuish formeT camping-place; from n1aklak-kuish. 

paJkuish ancient river-bed; from paJa to dTy up. 

pukuish, abbr. from pukguish former roasting-place; fron1 puka to roast. 

-xie'a, -kiea, is the verbal suffix -ixi, -e' xi preceded by one of the vowels 
-a- or -i- and amplified by the additional suffix -ea, -ia. This co1npound 
suffix therefore appears in the forms: -axiea, -akiea, -axfa, -axia, and -ixiea, 
-ixia, -e-ixi, -afxi and others; it forms transitive and intransitive verbs, and 

points to an act performed on, over, or on the top of, refers to a location above 

another, to a pre-eminence or surpassing in height, position, or other quality. 
It also forms the substantive shuntoyakea-o'tkish play-ball. 

ktiwiaxfa to post upon, lift upon something. 
ngankatixi (for ngankatixiea) to play leap-frog. 

shampatixiea to jump over logs. 

sheatatalafxi to tilt or ride at seesaw. 

sheklixiea to hop on one foot. 

shuklixiea to compete, rival in hopping. 

shutelixia to carry on one's shoulder:. 

shutuyakiea to throw at, upon, on the top of. 

winiaxia ~fod. for winfxi Kl. to surpass, excel. 

-1, suffix found in substantives, especially names of animals; it is prob
ably the remnant of a longer suffix (-ala, -ala), when it does not for1n part 
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of the root, as in spal ocher, from pala to become dry. We find it as 
follows: 

yauxal white-headed eagle; cf. yauyawa, ya'ka. 
katchkal tobacco, lit. "mixture", frorr1 katchaga to mix. 

kpel tail; cf. kpa poker. 

ske'l mink, Mod. tchkel; probably from skilhi to creep into. 

Other nouns are: Jf6-il mountain sheep, yamal or kuma I pelican, napal 
egg, ngu'l }ackass-rabbit, taplalloon, tn16kil green lizard, tchnipal shoulder. 

-la, see -ala. 

-la'la, suffix forming transitive as well as intransitive verbs, referring 
to an act performed at, in, or near the fire. The word lulukshtat in, at the 

fire, 1nay be added or 01nitted, but originally the verbs in -Iala referred 
to other things also besides fire, and seem to have implied nearness, close 
contact only. 

galala to reach the camp-fire, or place in which to pass the night. 

hulala to run into the fire. 

ilala to set to the fire, as meat. 
kshalala to lie near the fire, or to place near it. 
ktululala to push into the fire. 

nutolala to throw into the fire. 

tchilala to boil water, or in the water. 

wi ulala to strike a blow into the fire. 

-lali'na, compound verbal suffix implying contiguity or contact and, 
as the particle -i- indicates, referring also to a motion downward or on the 

ground (hi, i). 

galalina to walk on the water's edge. 

yulalina to fall over an edge, said of water; to form a beach; also post
position: along the brink of 

-lalo'na or -laluna, a suffix combined from -lala and -6na, -una which 
implies contact or close contiguity, and by the particle -u- refers either to 
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distance or elevation above the surface. This suffix, like -laJa, is generally 
preceded by a vowel, and forms transitive and intransitive verbs. 

ayulal6na to d1·y by the fire; cf. awa1a. 
ilal6na to have something around the fire; cf. ilaJa. 
yulal6na to move forth and back, to rub. 
kshelaluna to stand along the shore, said of plants. 

1-
ktchi'hlaluna to creep around, or toward. 
'mpetlal6na to float on the water's surface. 
shekelal6na to cover up, fill in, as a hole. 
shektlal6na to skate. 
tilalhaluna to roll something over and over. 
udumlal6na to swim away on the water's s1wjace. 

-lam, see -am. 

-lamna, -ldmna, -dlamna, a suffix composed of -ala and -amna, which 
forn1s aln1ost exclusively transitive verbs. It conveys the idea that the 
action of the verb is performed upon or more especially across, all over one's 
or another's back. A distinction is made between tulamna to carry about across 
one's back and tudshna to carry on one's back. 

aishilam'na to secrete about one's back or body. 
gala1n'na to follow behind another. 
hashupat'lamna to strap, tie to one's back. 
hishplamna to lead, drag, tow by means of a rope slung over the back. 
piligalamna to smear on somebody's back. 
shepolan1na to carry on one's back. 
shialamna to rub, smear on one's back. 
shna-ulamna to spa all over another's back. 
tchalamna to sit with the back against something; cf. tchfa to sit. 

-lga, see -lxa. 

-lgi, see -lki. 

-li. Together with -ni, -li is the most frequent suffix employed in 
forming adjectives. But while -ni is appended to the simple root or stem, 
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-li is affixed to adjectives forrned almost exclusively by iterative reduplica
tion of the root which invariably ends in a consonant (exception, see p. 
262). ~""fhis consonant has coalesced with -l- of the suffix in palpali white, 

which thus stands for palpal-li. The adjectives in -li describe color, sur
face-quality, temperature, or external shape, and the word, when the -li 
is retrenched from it, is an adverb. Many color adjectives exist showing 
other suffixes, but those in -li are the true and original color adjectives. 
The accent usually rests on the penult, though it often recedes to the ante
penult. To the numerous instances of adjectives in -li given on p. 262 
we add the following: 

litchlitchli strong, robust, powerful. 

lushlushli warm (of animal heat). 
maknla'kli gray. 

patpatli smooth, even, level: 

taktakli, takta'kli red, scarlet, crimson. 

taltali (for taltal-li) running straight. 

- -li'ga, -lika, verb.al suffix forming intransitive verbs, some of which 
have passed into the condition of transitives. This terminal is a compound 
of three suffixes: -ala, the locative -i-, and the factitive -ga, -ka , it forms 
verbs pointing to a remaining on, upon, or near, especially near the water, on 
the beach or shore ; or to an act or motion perforrned on, upon, or near some
thing, especially near, on the brink of the water. 

kiuliga, nxiuHga to drip or drizzle down, to fall upon. 

laliga to stick upon; to be, remain on; to be on the water's edge. 

pitliga to smear, daub on, as pitch. 
shatelika to stick up on one's forehead; cf. talka. 
taliga to be in contact with; to be near the water. 

tgaliga, liuliga to stand at the water's edge. 

tchaliga, wawaliga to sit near, at the water, river. 

-li'na, see -ina. 

-lka, see -lxa. 
23 
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-lki-, -lgi, verbal sutlix composed of -ala, -la, and the abbreviated . 
-gien, -gianggi, -kianki for oneself. Verbs showing a vowel before -gi0n 
were spoken of above, cf. -gien; some of the verbs belonging here are as 

follows: 

galtchuilki to go and meet somebody . 
. gelxalgi to reach the ground when descending, climbing. 
gilxi to pass through oneself 

hushto'lki to heap up, accumulate for oneself. 

klukalgi to haul, fetch, come for something. 
shio'lki, shiu'lki, shio'lxi to gather, contracted fron1 shiulagien. 

-lxa, -lka, -lga or -leka, -alxa is a frequent suffix of verbs, transitive as 
well as intransitive, the forrner being chiefly of the objectless class. Many 
of them have to be considered as verbs in -ka, -ga, which suffix is appended 
to verbs or sten1s in -ala, -al, -ala; others are in fact verbs in -ualxa, q. v. 

In gatamlxa to go around s01nething, -lxa stands for -nxa (gatan1na-ka). The 
forrn -lxa is more frequent than -lka. and the others above mentioned. The 

rather indefinite function of this suffix is to direct the action of the verba] 
basis upon a distinct ob}ect upon the same ground or level, a downward mo

tion being implied in many instances. 

elxa, nelxa etc. to lay down upon, to deposit. 

gilxa to pass over a spot while stepping on it. 

gutalxa to pass into, to enter; cf. guta. 
yulxa to strike, come down, said of missiles. 

kitleka to pour down, as rain; cf. kitita. 
kpulxa to drive off; cf. puelxa to throw down. 

maklexa to strike camp for the night. 

mbutlxa to }ump or leap down. 

ptchiklxa to caress by patting. 

shemtchalxa to find out, discover. 

shnalilga to blow noisily against, upon, above, said of the wind. 
stipalexa to turn upside down. 

udshiklxa to fall when stumbling. 
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-Ish, -ls forn1s nomina verbalia by means of the universal nominal suffix 

-sh, -s from verbs in -ala, -la, which have partially become obsolete. The 

words belonging here may be classed as well under -sh as under -lsh. 

kakno'lsh parjlesh, skin-armor. 

luatpishlalsh death-lament; from luatpishlala to mourn over. 

shawalsh arrow-head; from sha-ula to place at the end of. 

shellualsh warfare, war; from shellual to make war. 

shua'kalsh sleeve. 

tupalsh persimmon; cf. tupesh dough, soft substance. 

-m. Substantives in -m preceded by a vowel other than a, a (-:am, 
-lam, -am) are not frequent and seemingly all monosyllabic. This suffix 
seems to be the remnant of a longer one, and in the case of lgum is a pos

sessive case (for lguam). We a~d two terrns in -am with difficult etyn1ology. 

kia'n1 fish; cf lddsha to swim, ka'mat back. 

lgum coal, burnt wood; from lgu black paint. 

pum beaver 

spurn female of the skii' -bird. 

shum, sum mouth; cf. si mouth, tooth in Californian langua_ges. 
wita'In black bear. 

-rna, suffix occurring frequently in transitive and intransitive verbs, 
and pointing either (1) to an ~ct performed or state undergone up~n the 

ground or on a level plane, as lying about, spreading around; or (2) to a 
curvilinear motion made upon the ground, on the body or son1e other 
object, or in the air. This suffix forms many compound suffixes, as -ki:'ma, 
-maga, -ma'shka, -mawa, -meni, -mia, -mla, -m'na, etc. Ma also occurs in 
substantives, as in kashn1a (a plant-species); with -i- inserted in shatchlxamia 
to paint oneself white. 

(1) ema to hand over, as a babe tied to the board. 
ke'ltama to let fall, drop upon the ground. 
ktu yuma to cut into many pieces. 

kuyuma to be muddy. 

leshma not to discover on .the spot where sought for. 
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skupma to vanquish, conquer. 

tchuy6ma to be idle, to lounge about. 

udama, vudama to cover with something thin. 

(2) gama to grind, to crush, to mash fine. 

sha-u tam a to wrap around oneself. 

shuadshamtchma to wag the tail. 

shutel6ma to smear upon one's body. 

tchatc~akma it is hazy weather, Mod. 

tchema to fract-ure, break, as a limb. 

tchiptchima to drit zle down in atoms. 

wapil'tna to wrap, tie, wind around an object. 

-m'na, -mna or -mena, with another vowel than a- preceding, has 
been analyzed under -amna, q. v., and like _this, points to the act of coming 

or being around, upon, above, of surrounding etc. Of. also -lamna; their dis

tributive form, see p. 273. 

hishpla'mna to drag by n1eans of a string over the shoulder; refl. of 

shepolamna. 

kpuyuinna to revolve in the mouth, to masticate. 

-meni, -m'ni, suffix composed of -ma and -na, the locative suffix -i 

being substituted to the -a of -na; -meni expresses a winding around some

thing, and is also met with in the substantive· kern'ni vine, creeping plant. 

gameni to wind around, climb by going around, to dodge. 

hameni to attempt, to try; lit. "to try around." 

hunumeni to fly up by turns, ko'shtat upon a pine tree. 

The satne suffix also cotnposes the verb hushamnitarnna to shrug the 

_shoulders contin-ually. 

-mtch, -mtcha, -mtchi, see -ptchi. 

-n is a suffix occurring in a restricted number of verbs and nouns, all 

short and mostly monosyllabic. This suffix -n is preceded by a vowel, and 

JS probably in most instances the rest of an apor,opated -na, -ana, -ina etc. 
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N dan three is abbreviated fron1 ndani; te-in recently, from te-ini new, recent; 
tapitan, wigatan and other postpositions in -tan stand for tapitana, wigatana. 

1. Verbs in -·n are chiefly intransitives, and lose this s~ffix in several of 

their inflectional forms, like the verbs in -na; cf. pa-uk for eating (from pan), 

shla't! shoot ye! from shlin, a't. See Paradigm below. 

ktchan to masticate. 
kapen to cool down. 
lxan to form waves. 
pan to eat, feed upon. 
p'Iin to become fat. 
shnipelan to make fat. 

shlin to shoot, wound. 
t'shin to grow up. 
ukidshlin, v. intr. to blow, pass, or 

waft through. 
vulan to watch fish at ice-holes. 

we'n to freeze. 

2. Substantives in -n. A few of the nouns below appear to be parti

cipial forms, but of the majority the derivation is unknown. 

ka' n urine-bladder. 
ka'nkan, kenekan gray squirrel. 
kshun hay, frorn kshena. 

kakan a bird-species. 
pshin ni'ght-time. 

tintan bell, fron1 udintena. 

vii' n elk, fro In vu-ua to halloo; lit. 

"hallooing (deer)." 

wan yellow or red fox. 

-na, a suffix of a more abstract nature than most others in Klan1ath, 
forms nouns and verbs, and as a verbal suffix is very frequent. It is derived 

from the same radix as the prefix n-, the verbs neya, newa, naina.ya etc., all 

of which refer to something thin, sheet or string like, or to sonwthing ex
tending along the ground into distance as far as the horizon. 

1. -na as a case-suffix expresses direction, and is called by me the suffix 

of the transitional case: to, toward, in the direction of Of. Inflection of 

the Substantive. It also serves as a suffix to particles: ina, yana, muna, 
tuna, etc. 

2. -na as a nominalsuffix is related to the adjectival -ni, and occurs in 

the following substantives, some of which have probably been verbs at first: 

klana, species of a root or tuber. 
yaina ·mountain, yaina-a.ga hill; cf. yana. 

( 

/ 
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lemuna ground, bottom, depth. 
tchwikena cotton-tail rabbit. 
wakshna moccasin. 

, 

3. -na as a verbal suffix is appended only to transitive and intransi
~ive verbs describing or considered to describe n1otion, and there are many 
instances where the sin1ple form and the form in -na occur simultaneously. 
Verbs of motion in which -na is found are those of taking, throwing, giving, 

conferring, walking, flying, traveling by water or land, etc., and also those 
expressing n1otion of the air produced by sound, as calling, hearing, thun
dering. This suffix also con1poses a large number of other suffixes, as 
-kna, -tana (-tna), -tchna. 

In many instances the function of -na is to point to a distance, or to a 
short distance, away fron1 the subject of the sentence or from the one speak
ing. This will appear from the following examples: 

hemta to call somebody, herntana to call somebody to come. 
huta to r·ush at, hutna to rush some distance at somebody. 
kputcha to expel, oust, kputchna to spurt from mouth. 
lewa to play, le-una to play at some ·distance. 
kedsha . to grow, kedshna to grow on, to continue to flrow. 
k'leka to die, expire, k'lekna to be moribund. 
nde-uli to fall or roll on the ground, nde-ulina to fall, roll a short distance. 
welka to prod~tce a blaze, welkana to blaze up. 

There are many other parallel forms of this sort to be found in the 

Dictionary: 

hunta and huntna to fly. 
ika and ikna to extract. 
liwa and liuna to assemble. 

vut6dsha and vut6dshna to reject. 
wiudsha and wiudshna to beat. 

Other verbs in -na occur only in the suffixed form, because with then1 
the object of the verbal motion is always removed at some distance, large 

or srnall, from its subject, or the subje?t is supposed to be in progress from 
place to place, as in lemena it thunders. 

genana to travel uninterruptedly. 
huntchna to fly or soar in a straight line. 
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yushakna to use the index-finger (yushxish ). 
kuena to make or leave footprints. 

lxawana to move the fingers, toes. 

pana to plunge under the water. 

shewana to give, hand over .. 

sptHshna to put fingers forward; cf. speluish. 

stutxna to emit sound or voice, stf1txish. 
wakena to change the voice at maturity. 
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Many verbs in -na lose this suffix in the distributive form; cf. p. 273. 

-ni, nominal suffix related to -na, and especially frequent in adjectives 
and numerals. 

1. Among adjectives those in -ni are an1ong the n1ost frequent, and de
scribe qualities of an abstract or immaterial sort, while those in -li are of 
the concrete order. This suffix is almost invariably preceded by a vowel, 
and in the oblique cases changes to or adds -enash, -a/nash, -ya'nash etc., as 
will be seen in the chapter "Adjective." When the suffix -ni is 1~etrenched, 

the stmn or radix remaining is usually, not ·always, the adverb. Cf. Suffix 

-tani. 

ke-uni slow, easy; adv. ke-una and ke-uni. 
kinkani few, scarce; adv. kinka, ginka. 
komu'shni runaway, wild. 

letalani mischievous, vicious; cf. tala straight. 

lupini first in rank or age; adv. lupi. 
nn1ni great, large, bulky; adv. mu'. 

stani full, replete of; adv. sta. 
tapini com,ing next, subsequent; adv. tapi. 

2. Certain substantives can be transforrned into a sort of adjectives by 
the affixation of -ni, in the distributive ·form -nini, with the definition of: 

"all that sort of, all that refers to or is connected with him, her, it, them." Thus 
wewanuish women forn1s wewansni women and all, women and their families; 

maklaksni Indians and all connected with them. Tataksni children occurs in 
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that form only; obj. case tatakiash. The adjective yanakani lower forms a 
distributive yanakanini. Example: 

nepni nu shlin I was shot in the hand. 

nepnini nil shlin I was shot in my hand or hands at more than one spot. 

nepnini nu shlishlan I was shot in 1ny hand or hands at different places by 

several shots. 

3. In the numerals there is a series in -ni corresponding to our adverbial 
numerals, and another giving the series of cardinals in the non-apocopated 
fonn. Ex. vunepni five and five times. More about this see under "Nu

merals" and suffix -kni. 

- ni'ni, see -ni. 

-nsh, -ntch, see -tch. 

-o, see -u. 

-odshna, see -utchna. 

-oi'xi, -uixi, a con1pound suffix approaching nearest in signification 
and origin to -wixa, q. v.; but it differs frotn it by pointing to something 
being turned up or inside out. The particles cotnposing this suffix, even the 
final -i, are all of a locative character. Of. -ixi. 

ndshindshoixi to turn up, as a hat's brim. 
plet6-ixi to purse up the lips. 
tchlit6ixi to turn inside out, as sleeves, the eyelid etc. 

-ok, see -U.ga. 

-o'la, -ula, originally -uala, -waJa, a verbal suffix etnphasized upon 
the penult, which is long by contraction of the u-, hu-, pointing to distance, 
with a- of the suffix -ala. It can be appended to the majority of verbs in 
Klamath, and generally points to discontinuance. No verbs in -6la, except 
perhaps kap6la to doff one's coat, are verba denominativa. 

(1) -6la, -ula implies cessation or termination of the act, condition, or 
state expressed by the verbal basis. They are so easily formed that die· 
tionaries need not mention all of them. 
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bunua to drink, bunula to cease, stop drinking. 
hushakia to lock, hushaki6la to unlock. 
kto' dsha it rains, ktodshi6la the rain is over. 
witcha to blow, witch6la to cease blowing. 
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(2) -6la often imparts to the verb the idea of iaking off, depriving, de
parture or abandonment; and in consequence these derivatives often mean 
just the contrary of the simple verbs. Thus -6la often corresponds to our 
un- in unyoke, to dis- in dismount, or to the particle off. 

gel6la to dismount from horse, wagon etc. 
ill6la to take off a load, to unload." 
ktchikayula to come out of the woods. 
shataknula to remove from the mouth. 
tchel6la, Kl. ktehel6la to husk, to peel. 
witxn6la to blow out from mouth. 

(3) A third class of verbs in -6la embodies the notion: on the surface, 
on top of, and will be discussed under -waJa, q. v., of which -6la is the con
tracted form. 

-o'li, -6le, -uli, a verbal suffix formed like -6la, with the penult long and 
with substitution of the locative -i (-hi) to the ground for -a. It occurs only 
in verbs of 1notion and imparts to thmn the idea of downward, downhill. Thus 
kuk6le to undress possesses the literal meaning "to let the ku'ks=gown fall 
to the ground." 

histanuli to cause to go down. 
nde-uli, wet6li to fall, slide down on the ground. 
shanaho'li to wish, desire, want. 
shutuli (and shutula) to unloose, to unfetter. 
tel6li, teluli to look down upon. 
tin6li, tinule to run or go downward. 
tpekiile to stoop, to bend one's body. 

-opka, -upka, verbal suffix, in which the long vowel o, u is the result 
of a synizesis of ua-, wa-. rrhis long vowel is sometimes accented, son1etimes 
not; the verbs from which the derivatives in -opka are formed are of a dif-
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ferent qharacter, and so the suffix itself of the derivatives assumes different 
meanings. 

1. Desiderative verbs in -opka formed from the original for1n of the future 
tense, -uapka: 

pano' pka nush I want to eat; from pan to eat. 
shUi' popka to observe, lit. ''to want to see"; fron1 shlea to see. 

2. Derivatives in -opka p(}inting to distance or height above the ground; 
derived frorn verbs in -ua, -wa or from nouns in -o, -u : 

kapo'pka to put another's (absent) coat on; from kapo. 
liupka to sit in a circle or crowd; fron1 li wa . 

. ne-upka to discharge itself into a lake; from newa. 
shnekupka to be lit up above; from shneka. 

3. Usitative and iterative verbs in -opka, -upka have their -o-, -u- short; 
see -pka. 

-osh, -ush (vowel long), a nominal suffix formed by synizesis from 
-uash, -wash. It forms derivatives of verbs in -ua, -wa, which are either 
adjectives or substantives. In heshkush game-stake, u is short, because de
rived from heshku to bet. 

heshtchush decoy, snare. 
kilosh, nkflus angry, audacious; subst. fighter. 
lala-ush and lalawash slate -rock. 
lelosh for lelewash, d. of Iewash ba.ll, globe. 
lk6lkosh, Mod. hlekohlekosh flank of quadrupeds. 
nakosh, nakiish da'm; fronl nakua. 
nta-u'htiish pulsation of heart; from nta-u'htua. 
skaukush, ska-ukosh species of woodpecke-r. 
ukaukosh moon in all phases; for uka-ukawash, this fro1n ukewa to break 

into pieces. 

-o'ta, see -uta. 

-o'tkish, -utkish, nominal suffix extensively used in nouns, with penult 
long, and in the conversational style often contracted into -o'tch, -u'tch, 
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-atch. This suffix is a compound of the durati ve suffix -uta,, -6ta and of 
-kish, -gish, q. v. ( -otch occurs also as a contraction of -uish.) 

1. In personal nan1es, -6tkish forms nomina actoris, de~cribing the ha
bitual mnployment or every-day occupation of persons. The component 
-kish can be rendered here by maker, from gi to do, pe.rform. 

shak16tkish playf}r, gamester, gambler. 
shashx6tkish beggar. 
shute6tkish player in a throwing game. 

2. In names of inanimate things, -6tkish forms nomina instrumenti de
scriptive of tools, instruments, as things used repeatedly, habitually, cus
tomarily. The component -kish is here -kish No. 3, q. v. 

hushmokl6tkish razor _; beard-pincers. 
kshul6tkish, Kl. n1ulin6tkish scythe. 
pienutkish, contr. pienuatch scraping-paddle. 
shumal6tkish, contr. shumaluatch pen, pencil etc. 
shutoy6tkish, Kl. sputoy6tkish plow. 

-otch, see -6tkish, -uish. 

-p, a suffix n1arking inalienable property, which now occurs in sub-
stantives only, but at an early period of the language may have been a 
possessive pronoun, his, her, its, theirs, or somebody's, for it is evidently related 
to pi, p'na, p'naJam, pat, pish, pash, and to the prefix p-. 

1. Terms of relationship in -p, usually -ap, -ip. They mark relationship 
by kin and by tnarriage; and here we find also the prefix p- in extensive use 
in the ascending and in the descending line. In the oblique cases and in 
forrning compounds and derivatives the terms in -ap, -ip lose these terminals: 
ptfsh=hllsh deceased father, for ptfshap=lulish; shiptchxalaltko related to each 
other as brothers- or sisters-in-law, from ptchfkap sister-in-law. Distributive 
plurals are formed from -p by substituting -ishap to it, and a few of these 
terms possess another distributive forn1 created by reduplication: 

mak6kap, d. 1nak6kishap and man1k6kap sister's son or daughter, said 
by aunt. 

pgfshap, d. pgfshishap mother; pgish=ltilatko bereaved of the mother. 
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pta1ip, d. pta1ishap elder sister; said by younger sister. 
ptewip, d. ptewishap and pteptewip son's son or daughter, said by grand-

nlother; and grandmother, said by son's son or daughter. 
skuksap mother whose children are all alive. 
tupakship, abbr. tupaksh, d. tutpaksh younger sister. Of. p. 27 5. 

2. There are a few other generic terrns in -p in use to designate persons 
as "belonging to somebody": 

ptchf wip master, mistress of slave. 
shftchlip friend; from shftchla to associate with. 

3. Some parts or limbs of the body, hun1an or animal, show this propri
etary suffix -p; here it is not dropped from the words when oblique cases 
or conlpounds are formed: lulp eye; nep hand, cf. neya to give; pflhap sinew, 
ligament; shuakap omoplate; also kap in kapkapo wristbone; tx6p in tx6po 
thumb. 

4. Other terms in -p, sorne probably formed through apocope, are as 
follows: lep bran; pa'p marten; sxi'p a bird-species; stap stone implement; 
tk4_p plant with upright stalk; cf. tx6po thumb. 

-pa, verbal suffix pointing to an act directed toward the subject of the 
verb. It is related to the pronoun of the third person pi, pish, pat. Other 
suffixes are composed with it, as -ipa and -tpa, q. v.; in the latter the above 
function of -pa becomes still 1nor6 apparent. 

hl6pa to lap, draw into the mouth. 
ktetspa to tear or cut particles from the rim. 
ndupa to smell son1ething; to be rotten. 
shnukpa to take to oneself; cf. shnuka to seize. 
tch6kpa to drip down, said of water, snow, ice. 

The n1eaning toward oneself is not so plainly marked 1n verbs like 
kshapa, ntuptpa, ndshfptchpa, shapa, shninshaptchpa and udupkpa; cf. -tpa. 
In hashpa to feed, -pa, from pan to eat, represents the radix. 

- pali, see -peli. 

- pa'ta, verbal suffix marking contact and occurring in the verbs of 
touching, reaching up to, pushing etc. Being composed with the suffix -ta, 

, 
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q. v., it refers to long objects, as canoes, poles, persons, hands, et , these 
being either the objects touched or the objects through which other objects 

al'e touched, pushed etc. 

kapata to touch; skapata to touch oneself. 
kiupata, sxapata to land, disembark. 
kshapata to lean against. 
lkapata, ndakalpata to make surf 
stapata to stand against something. 
tapata· to kold something by means of an intervening substance. 

tchapata to reach the shore, Mod. 

-patch, see -ptchi. 
I 

-peli', -p'le, or -p'l, -bli, various forms of one and the same verbal suffix, 
whose original a re ·appears after p in several inflectional forms: suko'lkipa

luk in order to re-assemble. This suffix marks return, repetition, re-instatement 
in all kinds of verbs, and can often be rendered by the English preposition 
re-; its primary meaning was that of replacing into the former condition or 
location. When appended to verbs in -na, -peli becomes -n1peli by assitni

lation: wen1peli to recover one's health. 

1. Verbs in -peli denoting motion in zigzag lines or voltas, thus impress-

ing one's vision with the idea of return to an earlier position or place: 

gutilapkapeli to make turns while descending. 
hulipeli to run into or through a tort-uous road or valley, canon. 

huixipele to run, jump out of again. 
h6peli- in h6pelitchna to dodge. 
yutalpeli to twist, as paper, cloth etc. · 

2. Verbs in -peli denoting re-instatement often express the idea of taking 

or going home, doing a thing again etc. : 

empeli to take or bring home; from ena to bring. 
gempele to return home, to one's camp; from gena to go. 
gutgapeli to climb down; fro1n guka to climb up. 

• 
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h-.shpaxpeli to rub oneself dry; frorn spaha. 
kilibli to retire to the den; from kilhi to enter. 

kukpeli to put on the kuks-gown, as done every morning. 

na'hlipeli to string the bow, even when not strll:ng before. 
nepeli to turn over, upside down. 

waltakpeli to debate, to talk over and over. 

-pka. The verbs in -pka preceded by a consonant, a few verbs in 
-fpka, and those ending in -opka, -upka (a- and u short) when i, .o, u belong 
to the stem of the word, are : 

( 1) Iterative verbs, and have the penultin1ate accented. They are 

formed from transitive as well as fron1 intransitive verbs, and some of their 
nun1ber are usitatives, indicating habitual practice. A compound suffix 
-ampka is made from verbs in -ana, -ana; -ankpka is made fron1 verbs in 
-anka; another, -alpka, q. v., from verbs in -ala, and here the accent some-

times recedes further. The suffixes -alpka, -apka, -:ipka, -opka, -uapka 
were spoken of separate! y. 

ktupka to strike repeatedly with clasped hand. 

leklekpka to whisper. 

makpka to encamp many nights away from home. 

sha-atnokpka to call somebody of one's kin. 

shahualpka to send the echo back, to form echo. 

sha'tupka to consort with, cohabit. 

shuktupka to push repeatedly. 

vudupka, udupka to strike repeatedly with a stick etc. 
watchpka to win all the stakes. 

(2) Other verbs in -pka, with consonant preceding, point to distance, 

and belong to the class of -apka, -:ipka, q. v. For instance: skulpka, 
sh uilpka, telitankpka, telshakpka, tupka. 

-p'l, -p'li, see peli. 

-p'na, -pena, -pna, suffix appended to verbs of motion and marking 
contact, approach or going past, passing beyond some object; is con1posed 

• 

I 
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the two suffixes -pa and -na. Their distributive form is made after the rule 
pointed out p. 273. Cf. -na. 

gatpna to go, come near; gatpnunk passing by. 

hutapena to run near, to rush past. 

kinyatp'na to form an angle; also subst. angle. 
1 

ktutpna to bring near or to somebody. 

-ptchi, -tchi, -tch, -mtchi, -mtch is a n01uinal suffix forming adjectives 
from substantives, pronouns, and adjectives, with the signification of like, look

ing like, resembling. 'rhis suffix of con1parison forms adjectives of a concrete, 

palpable signification, while those formed with shitko, Mod. shutka, are of an 
abstract meaning. Through phonetic fusion of the word and the suffix the 
labial of the latter is often altered and the last vowel dropped, and in the 
oblique cases we have -ptcha, -tcha, -mtcha; in shipatch adapted to, inversion 
takes place for shi=ptchi. Ptchi seems to have been once a tenn for body or 
face; it shows the prefix p- and seems related to pshish nose, ptchaklxa to 

pat, caress. Some nouns in -sh lose, son1e preserve this suffix, when they 
~ssume the suffix -ptchi. 

1. Derived fi-o.m pronouns and adjectives: 

haktchamptchi one who looks or behaves that way. 

humtchi such-like, one of that kind; for hu'n=ptchi. 
k6-idshiptchi ungainly, hateful. 

shuhankptchi similar to, of same shape. 

tidshiptchi pretty good, laudable. 

wakaptchi how shaped, how formed. 

2. Derived from substantives: 

Aishishtchi Aishish-like, beautiful. 

yamnashptchi bead-like, of blue color. 

k6-eptchi toad-like, looking like a toad. 

tulaluptchi light green, lookin,q like a swamp-grass mantle. 

vunshakaptchi long and hollow-shaped, lit. "small-canoe-like." 

-sh, -s, is the regular and most common nominal suffix, the substantive
forming suffix par excellence. Through it a large number of roots and bases 
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assun1e nominal functions. It occurs in the great majority of substantives 
in their subjective case, forn1s the objective cases of the generic terms for 

persons and proper names of persons, of the nanws for the higher animals, 
of adjectives, numerals, and pronouns, and composes several of the verbals. 

In a11 these forms it is preceded by a vowel, generally a, though this is 
frequently elided. It cornposes the majority of the nominal suffixes, as 
-ash, -ish, -kish, -Ish, -6' sh, -6tkish, -uash, -uish, etc. The final -s is more 
archaic than -sh, and is chiefly used in the conversational form of language. 

1. The verbal indefinite and verbal conditional are formed by adding -sh, 
-sht to the full form of the verb, though phonetic laws sometinws effect 
changes and inversions of sounds. 

ka-ika to act extravagantly; ka-ikash "the extravagant acting"; also, 
''one who acts extravagantly." 

shellual to make war; ge-u shellualsh "the making war of mine", my 
warfare. 

Only the syntax can convey a full understanding of all the meanings 
of these and other verbals. Of. -ash (Note). 

. I 
2. Adjectives in -sh, -s are those in -ish, a few in -ash (p6pamkash hairy), 

the numeral na' dsh, then kelpoksh hot, katagsh cold. 

3. Substantives in -sh, -s. Terms where this suffix is joined to the radix 
without any intervening sound, or where the quantity of the radical syllable 
points to a contraction of some kind, are mostly monosyllables. 

(a.) Parts of the human and animal body: 

k6lansh knee, nfsh neck, nkash belly., nu'sh head, pfsh gall, pshfsh nose. 

(b.) Other objects of a concrete signification: 

e-ush lake (from ewa), heshkush game-stake, ko'sh pine tree, knish badger, 
la' sh wing, lo' s a goose-species, we'sh ice (from wen). 

In a few terms -sh ·alternates with -tch, as in kf-insh, kf-intch yellow 

jacket-wasp; but this change has to be ascribed to phonetic corruption; cf. 
suffix· -tch. 
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-sa, see -sha. 

-sha, -sa, a suffix forming almost exclusively transitive verbs fron1 
other ·verbs. They refer to acts performed with one's own · body or upon 
one's own body, or parts of it, some of them being iteratives, as kpudsho'
sha, uhigsa. Some analogy exists between the suffix -sha and the medial 
prefix sh-, and in a nutnber of terms both affixes are found simultaneously; 
-sha is sometimes heard as -tcha through faulty pronunciation. 

genasha to follow or to go pell-mell; cf. gena. 

ham6asha to shout at somebody. 
hushasha to threaten with a blow. 
kpapsa to taste, deg·ustate. 
kpudsho' sha to suck at. 
ndilsha to knock, produce a thud. 
shatxasha to put paint on body, fa.ce. 
shegsha to inform, report, apprise; cf. sheka. 
shlepesha (and tchlepeshi, tchlepshi) to cover with ashes. 
ulagsa to lick, lap, lap up. 

A few intransitive verbs in -sha are as follows: 

kmutcho'sha to bubble up in water. 
shuisha to become lean, meager. 

-shka, -ska, suffix forming transitive and a very limited number of 
intransitive verbs from other verbs by imparting to them the idea of de
parture, separation, divergence, or rernoval. When rernoval is expressed 
it is usually a sudden removal by the hand. 

guhuashka to depart, leave, quit; cf. gushka. 
hushka to run or swim away. 
inuhuashka to prevent, keep away from. 
ktushka to cut out from, to cut through. 
ntchama' shka to wipe off. 
skinuashka to creep. away from. 
sxowashka to keep away from the shore. 
shuilaJshka to shake off from one's body. 
24 
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-sxa. This verbal suffix, sometimes pronounced -shxa, is usually ap
pended to verbs ending in -na, -ta, -dsha or -tcha, and therefore has a con
sonant before it (excepted t6sxa, t.usxa to shove, introduce into) which is pre
ceded by a short vowel. This suffix conveys the idea either (1) of close 
proximity, and then answers to our near to, through, between; or (2) that of 
superposition, and then corresponds to over, upon, on the top of. Cf. -tchka. 

(1.) hutamsxa to run, r'ush, jump between; from hutna. 
i-utan1sxa to be among, between; postpos. between. 
ntultclixantcha to flow through or between. 
talsxa to see, look through a tube. 
tgitsxa to stand near or between. 

(2.) hinsxa to fall upon or near something. 
idsxa to deposit long objects on the top of; from ita. 
shledsxa to spread a sheet-like object over 1 from shleta. 
tilansxa to roll upon or to move the hand over son1ething. 

-shla. The verbs ending in -shla are, the majority of them at least, 
derived from nouns in -sh, and therefore belong to the verbs in -la, -ala, q. v. 

Of these verba denominativa we have given examples under -ala No.2, p. 315. 

-t frequently terminates words, especially when preceded by a vowel. 
Final -tis an inflectional ending or part of such, and often appears 1n an 
apocopated form in the following two kinds of suffixes: 

1. Verbal conditional 1node in -t: shnf1kat, from shnuka to grasp; pat, 
from pan (for pan at) to eat; idshant, from idshna to carry off etc. Cf. Verbal 

Inflection. 

2. Suffix -t, apocopated from -tat, -ta, -ti, -tu, is frequently met with, 
especially in the oblique cases of adjectives, nun1erals, and of pre and post 
positions; cf. N on1inal Inflection and suffix -ta. 

kailant, kailat for kailanti, kailatat on or in the ground. 
lapkshapt for lapkshapta( ni) seven. 
nagshtant, tugshtant for nagshtanta, tugshtanta. 
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3. -t appears as a derivational suffix in a few substantives, though in 
monosyllables we are uncertain whether it forms part of the radix or not 
(ku't, tnt): 

gilit, kilit hole, fissure, anus. 

ken:i wat horse-sorrel. 

kna't rocky, dry land. 

newisht remains. 

Sa't, Sha't Snake Indian. 

tnt, d. tntat tooth. 

ku' t, sort of flour. tchku' t, species of bitter cabbage. 

The points of the compass, as y;hnat north, lnpit, mnat, txalamt are 
abbreviated forms from y;itnatala etc. 

4. There are a few particles ending in -t, as-

at, at at the time, then; gent thereabout; hnmasht thus; nlbnshant to mor

row; pa' dshit to-day; pa'ktgisht after daylight; pshe'ksht, pshiksht 
(and pshe'ksh) at noon-time. 

The two last-n1entioned clearly bear the stamp of verbal inflectional 
forms. Cf. also the postpositions ending in -ant. 

-ta, a suffix chiefly occurring in transitive verbs, also in a few nouns 
which probably were verbs before. The function of -ta is that of forming 

applicative verbs analogous to -ka, but differing fron1 this by referring more 
exclusively, like the prefix ta-, to persons and to erect objects of an elon
gated form. Originally, ta is a radix of demonstrative signification, which 
still appears in tata at that time, tank then, and in pronouns -t refers to ani
mates and inanimates as being at a distance: hu' t, hu'kt, luikta, hu'nkt, etc. 
There are, however, some verbs in which a reference to tall, erect, or dis
tant things as direct or indirect objects are no longer to be detected. Com
poses several suffixes, as -alta, -ita, -tchta and -kta (from verbs in -aga), and 
others, all of which we treat here under the one heading of -ta. 

1. Verbs in -ta; a person is the direct or indirect object: 
hemta to speak, tell to; from ha' ma to emit sound. 

hishkita to give a false report to; fron1 kiya to lie. 

ynta to slioot at (plurality of objects). 
n1atchata to listen attentively to. 

shea' ta to pay off, distribute to; cf. shetu to count. 
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skukta to rewatd, repay to. 
shleta to show, exhibit to; from shlea to see. 
tchim ta to have eruptions on skin. 
we_tanta to laugh at, deride; from weta to laugh. 

·2. Verbs~ in -ta; the direct or indirect object is inanimate and standing 
upright. Some verbs refer equally to persons and things, as ganta, gf1ta, 
huta, nuta: 

huta to run, rush ~tp to. 
ka-ishta to shut the door-flap or door. 

mp~kta to break upon, on so1nething. 
nuta to burn, v. intr., originally referring to long 0 bjects, sticks, etc. 
pel ta to p~tt the tongue out. 
petchta to touch with the feet; petch foot. 
shlakta to saw a log crosswise. 
shlapshta to close, clinch the hand. 
shmukalta to wet, moisten (persons or things). 
shnikita to lose, let fall, as from one's pocket. 
wuketchta to strike the flint for sparks. 

3. Verbs in -ta, in which a reference to persons or long objects is no 
longer traceable with distinctness: 

shatakta to make a screen of sticks for can1p fire. 
shuta to make, produce, create. 
waita, waita to lie over one day and one night. 

4. Nouns in -ta of uncertain origin: 

kulta otter; cf. ku'lsh badger, guli to creep into. 
sakta peg, awl, nail. 

-ta'ki-, -tdkia, see -tki No. 2. 

-ta'kna, see -tka No. 5. 

-taknu'la, contr. -tknula, -txn6la, is a compound verbal suffix, the 
elernents of which are -tka No.5 ( q. v.), -n- (or suffix -na) and -lila, -6la. It 
expresses removal from the rno·uth. 
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lxet'knula to hang down from the mouth. 
shataknula to remove from one's mouth. 
shlewitaknula to blow breath from one's mouth. 
tilutaknula to see somebody spitting, removing from mouth. 
witxn6la (for wit'taknula) to blow out from mouth. 

-ta'ktana, see -tka No.5. 

-ta'kua, see -tka No.5. 
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-ta'mna, -tamna, suffix forming iterative verbs, transitive and intrans-
itive, which in1ply not repetition only, but also continuance, persistence, and 
steadiness of action. This suffix differs from -alsha, -ala (-la; cf. -shla), which 

form similar verbs, and from -kanka, which is appended exclusively to verbs 
of locomotion, as going, coming etc., by marking acts performed steadily, 
successively, or repeatedly, while locomotion of the subject is not necessa
rily implied. In verbal fonn -tamna reappears in the verb tamenu to travel, 
in which -u points to distance. 

haha'tamna to continue shouting hiihii. 
hushti'ktamna to dream every night; from hushtixa. 
shetaltfltamna to look down steadily; fron1 shetaltila. 

shlitamna to hit every time; from shlin. 
shuetchantamna to go gambling every time; from shuetchna. 
telshantanu1a to look at persistently; from telshna. 

-ta'mpka, verbal suffix involving the idea of beginning or com
nlencement, and forming inceptive or inchoative verbs. It differs from -ega, 

-iega, -a' ga by being more frequently appended to transitive than to intran
sitive verbs, and by being itsed oftener by Modocs than by Klamath Lakes, 
who prefer -ega. Some verbs show both endings, while others, like shuim
patampka to lean on the back of chair, are in fact not verbs in -tampka, but in 
-ampka, q. v.; compare shuimpata to recline. 

hemkanktampka to commence talking, discussing. 
yutetampka to be,qin shooting. 
patampka to commence eatin,q. 
shuktampka to begin the fi.qht. 
tchutche-itampka (and tchutcheyega) to begin to melt. 
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- tana, pronounced at times -tna, -tanna, is a compound suffix used 
for inflection in nouns and postpositions and for derivation in verbs. In 
both it signifies alongside of, on the side of, by, beside, along, and is a compound 

of -ta and -na, q. v. Generally the accent does not rest upon it. 

1. Verbal suffix -tana, forn1ing transitive and intransitive verbs from 
other verbs: 

hesxatana to become rusty the whole· length. 

hlil:fntana to roll toward, to the side of. 

pelxatana to lick from end to end. 

piupiutana to pick all along a tree etc. 

shikantana to show something on one's body, side. 

shok6tana to bite one's tongue, lip etc. 

ulokatana to r ,ub up and down. 

2. Nominal suffix -tana; forms a case-postposition, though not every 
noun can take it. Of. Inflection of Substantive, Adjective, Pronoun; also 

the chapter on Postpositions, where this suffix is in extensive use. 

-tani, a suffix of adjectives, which is formed fron1 -tana, a case-post
position, q. v. It occurs in a few adjectives only; in the numerals for six, 

seven, eight it is abbreviated from -tankni. 

kanitani being on the outside of; ad v. kanitana. 

lapkshaptani seven. 

nagshtani what is on one side only; one of two. 

p'laitani who, what is above, on high; ad v. p'laitana. 

- ta'nna, see -tan a. 

- tgi, see -tki. 

-ti, a verbal and nominal suffix with an originally locative significa-
tion, the ending -i pointing to something lying upon, on some object, or 
upon the ground. In nouns, -ti is either infl~ctional or derivational. 

1. N orninal inflectional suffix -ti serves as a case-suffix in generic terms 

for animate and inanimate objects (partitive cas~), and in the ·inflection of 
the verbal indefinite. Details will be found below. 

. . 
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2. N 01ninal derivational suffix -ti. When used as a derivational suffix -ti 

indicates substance, quality, material, or locality; this also belongs to its 
functions when a case-suffix, and n1ake of it a genetive (ycrva'r) suffix. In 

the oblique cases the case-terminals are then appended to the subjective 

case in -ti. 

kailanti ground-snake; from kaila ground. 
pokoti kettle-metal, sheet-iron; fron1 p6ko bucket. 
wati thorn, spine; straight knife; froln wa to grow upon. 

watiti metal; lit. ''knife-substance." 
wikam=wati, abbr. wikamua glass. 

3. Verbal derivational suffix -ti; it is apocopated sometimes from -tia; 

cf. kpatia to poke in the fire. 

yankapshti and yankapshtia to place into an opening. 
kmakapshti to put a stick into an orifice. 
nda-iti (and ndaitia) nush I feel cold. 

-ti'la, compound V(,jrbal suffix occurring chiefly in intransitive verbs, 
and involving the idea of under, beneath, below. The verbs in -tila express a 
Rtaying, remaining below or under, or a placing or an act performed below, 

underneath, while those in -kuela point to a downward motion. Several of 

the intransitive verbs in -tila are used also as postpositions. The verb 
petila to act as midwife contains the base pet'a to disrupt, with a suffix -ila. 

gutila to go underneath, to take shelter. 
i-utila, yutila to be or lie underneath; also postposition. 

kshutila to exist below, to lie in the shadow of. 
liutila to be crowded underneath: 
puetila to put, throw under something. 
shikantila to show something on one's feet, as n1occasins etc. 

wi til a to blow underneath. 

-ti'ta, verbal suffix referring to an act perforrned outside of a house, 
lodge, inclosure etc. This suffix seems to occur in intransitive verbs only. 

gatita to walk along the outside of the lodge. 
liutita to crow.d, to gather up outside of. 
sxultita to lie down, to sleep outside the lodge. 
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-ti'tana, verbal suffix differing from -tita only by the circumstance 
that the act is performed at a short distance ( -na) outside of the lodge, 
inclosure etc. It is sometimes contracted into -tftna. Here and in the 
foregoing suffixes the locative function of -ti is clearly shown. 

gatitana, kishtitana to walk around the lodge etc. 
liutitana, or liutitna to crowd outdoors at a short distance; plural form of 

tgatitana, or tgatitna to stand (as above). 

-tka, non1inal and verbal suffix having various functions. 

1. N orninal inflectional suffix -tka; forms the instrun1en tal case in sub

stantives and adjectives, sometimes assu1ning a ternporal 1neaning. Com
bined with -sh to -shtka it forn1s the verbal desiderative, q. v. 

2. Verbal inflectional suffix -tka sometimes stands for the -tki of the 
verbal intentional on account of neglectful pronunciation. Modoc often 
uses -tka and -tku for the participial ending -tko, q. v. 

3. Verbal derivational suffix -tka rnost frequently expresses a return from, 

or an act of locomotion repeated in a direction opposite to the act preceding 
it. When standing in the participial fonn of -tkank, Mod. -tkan, it therefore 

often corresponds to our pluperfect tense. 

gankanktka to return from hunting; gankanktkank after having hunted ; 

lit. ''after having returned from the hunt." 

itka, lutxa, utxa to take back, wrench off from. 

yun1altka to return from the berry-harvest. 

lulukshaltka to return from cremating. 

shitchatka to fly back. 

tamenutka to ret~urn from a place visited, from travel. 

4. Verbal derivational suffix -tka sometimes adds to the radical verb the 
idea of above, over somebody or something. 

itatka to hold long-shaped objects above. 

lutatka to hold round things ; netatka flat things ; shletatka sheet-like 

things above an object etc. 
stf1tka to be standing (animals). 
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5. Verbal derivational suffix -tka, -tk, often inverted as -tak, is found in 
verbs which express a passing into or from one's mouth. It chiefly appears 

iu compound suffixes, as -takna, -taktana, -takua, and in -taknula (separate 
item above); it excludes the acts of eating and sucking. 

ambutka to be thirsty. 
hantakua to stand open continually; Lat. hiare. 
pniutaktana to blow into a tube, hollow body. 
til6takna to see son1ebody putting (food) into his mouth. 

G. Some other verbs in -tka do not properly belong here, being deriva
tives of verbs in -ta through suffix -ka, -ga; matchatka, tgutka, waltka. In 
hashtka to pierce one's nose, -tka contains the radix. 

- .tki, a verbal suffix somewhat analogous to -tka, q. v., although the 
final -i gives to it a locative signification, which is recognizable in the 
n1ajority of the verbs. 

1. Verbal inflectional suffix -tki, usually followed by the causal verbal 
g.luga, g.lug in order to do, and called by me verbal intentional. Sentences 
dependent on certain verbs on Klamath are always expressed by this verbal: 
.ka-i we-ula gulitki hit giug I do not allow anybody to enter here. 

2. Verbal derivational suffix -tlci, also pronounced -tgi, -txi, -txe, -taki, 
-takia, refer to a motion onward, or a going to the place of the first start 

(like -tka); but the final -i points to the ground, earth, or soil as the place 
toward which the n1otion is made, which implies the idea of downward, down. 

ho'txe, hutxi to run downhill; to rush down. 
huntakia to rush, pounce, fly down upon. 
lutki to go downward, as fog, clouds. 
kmuko'ltgi to wither, fade, become decrepit. 
nd.l-utxe to fall down; also other verbs of falling, rolling. 
ndshatchtxi and ntultki to form a waterfall. 
tilantxe, v. intr., to roll down. 
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3. Verbal derivational suffix -tki, also pronounced variously like No. 2, 

forms verbs which mark an effect or return upon somebody or upon oneself, 

a reversal upon one's own body, this being here indicated by -i: 

ka'ltki to become round, hard, dry, strong; from kalkali round. 

le'ltki to look or to peep at. 

kuktakia, ku' xtgi to covet, to be enamored of 

Htchtakia to try hard, to endeavor; from litchlitchli powerful. 

ta' xtgi to become red, to blush; from taktakli red. 

tchamptki, Mod. tchamptakia to be frightened. 

-tkni is a suffix of adjectives, in which the ending -kni, q. v., is ap

pended to one of the locatiYe cases (-tat, -ti) of substantives, adjectives, or 

pronouns. Hence the nouns in -tkni form but a subdivision of the ones in 

-kni. Besides Kumbatkni (from kumme cave, locat. kun1metat or kumbat) 

and L6kuashtkni mentioned there, we have: 

ge' tkni coming from out there, from abroad. 

hataktkni coming from that place. 

nakantkni coming from the places all a~round. 

Skitchueshtkni name of a tribe in northwestern Oregon. 

Teaxtkni Indian from Tygh Creek. 

-tko, -tk, in Modoc -tko, -tku, -tka, -tk, in the oblique cases -pkash, 

-pkam etc. in both dialects, is a suffix forming the participles of verbs, 

mostly indicating the preterit tense. \T erbs in -ala forn1 their participles in 

-altko; those in -na, -antko ( q. v.) This suffix is susceptible of inflection just 

like nouns, and corresponds in many respects to the Old English prefix y- in 

yclad, yclept, which is the Gern1an ge- in gekleidet, gefangen, gescheidt. When 

derived of transitive verbs, the participles in -tko are either of active or of 

passive signification, sometimes both. Son1e are derived from i1npersonal 

verbs, and of others the parent verb has become obsolete or never had any 

existence. Many terms in -tko have become verbal adjectives, or substan

tives either of a concrete or abstract signification. In the conversational 

language -tko is often thrown off: pah{t for pahatko ~ried, 7 4, G. 
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1. Participles in -tko of active and preterital signification are not frequent. 
They are sometin1es connected with personal pronouns: 

hemkankatko one who has delivered a speech. 

nu ka'kotko after I had tried. · 

shana-ulitko having wished for 186; 56. 

2. Participles in -tko of a passive and preterital function. These are 
the real participles in -tko, and a reference to the present tense is rather 
exceptional. 

idukatko one who was or is kicked. 

kut6litko one whose pimples were squeezed out. 

patko eaten up, consumed. 

shnukatko seized, grasped, apprehended. 

3. Participles · in -tko formed from intransitive and attributive verbs; 
many of them are verbal adjectives, and in English have to be rendered 
by adjectives. Of. Texts, page 110, 1. 

gutxitko one who has climbed down from. 

hiuhiuwatko marshy; from hiuhiwa to be elastic. 

k'lekatko dead, deceased. 

nkillitko brave, robust, impetuous. 

p'litko fat, fattened, well-fed. 

shitko, Mod. shutka alike to; from shi-iha to agree. 

tchipkatko contained in a pail, ?Jase. 

We 1nay add he~e, as formed from an impersonal verb: 

gelxatko accustomed; from kelxa nish I am in the habit of 

4. Adjectives in -tko, deriv.ed from nouns and signifying "provided 
with, wearing, having on oneself, making use of," are the result of a con
traction with gitko having. Fron1 this we may except lulpatko provided 

with, using one's eyes, which seems contracted from lulpaltko. The accent 
rests either on the penult or on the antepenult. 

kapthko wearing a coat, for kapo gitko. 
k6katko clad in a gown, for ku'ks gitko. 
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shnawakitko wearing a necklace, shnawa'kish. 
taldshitko provided with reed-arrows, taldshi. 
tchuyetko wearing a hat or head-cover, tchuyesh. 
walxatchkatko poorly dressed; from walxatchaga, q. v. 

5. Substantives in -tko, which formerl·y were adjectives or participles, 
and have gradually developed into concrete or abstract substantives with~ 
out assuming the nominal suffix -sh, -s. Among their nun1ber we have: 

knaklitko shore-line. p'litko fat, grease. 

ktaklitko wound, gash. sheggatxatko interdigital membrane. 

mulnnllatko quagmire. 

nkillitko power, force, energy. 

piltpantko fat of deer . 

. -tknu'la, see -taknula. 

- tku, see -tko. 

- txi, see -tki. 

- txno'la, see -taknula. 

- tna, see -tana. 

sheno' tatko confluence. 

sheshalxakanatko woven tissue. 

- tpa, a combination of the two verba.] suffixes -ta and -pa, which im-
plies rnotion toward son1e object standing erect (-ta), men or people being 
generally understood. Forms transitive as well as intransitive verbs; cf. -pa. 

gatpa to come, march toward. 

hush6tpa (for hush'h6tpa) to ride up to. 

hutpa, h6tpa to run up to the one speaking. 
kshitpa to crawl toward. 

shlaltpa to surrender to somebody for use. 

spuntpa to bring, accompany homeward. 

til6tpa to see somebody coming. 

-tch, -dsh, nominal suffix rarely found in adjectives (tchmu'tch lean, 

meager), but oftener in substantives, and preceded by a vowel. When pre
ceded by n- it alternates with -sh (-ntch, -nsh), and is identical in function 
with -sh, -s. It has originated in several of the terms below frorn the verbal 
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suffix -tcha, -dsha. The suffix -o'tch, -u'tch, sometimes -atch, is a contrac
tion of -6' tkish, q. v. 

yantch, species of root or bulb. 
kiadsh yolk of egg. 

ld-intch, ki-insh yellow-}acket wasp; frorn kintchna. 
kima' dsh, kirnatch ant; lit. "sidewise-goer." 
lxawawintch finger, toe. 
mbuitch sinew, ligament, tendon. 
nshe' dsh shell, pod, outside bark. 
pawatch, pawash tongue; from pawa to eat(~) 
pulxuantch eatable chrysalid. 
sgutch father of a first child. 
shuentch baby-board KI.; baby Mod. 

Verbs in -tcha, -dsha sometimes lose their final -a by rapid or negligent 
pronunciation, like sotne other suffixes. 

-tch, see -ptchi. 

- tcha, -dsha, also pronounced -tsa, -dsa; two verbal suffixes identical 
in their functions, and differing only in this, th~t --dsha usually follows after 
syllables long by themselves or pronounced long by reason of the accent 
being laid on them, while ~tcha is suffixed to short syllables. We find thern 
forming transitive as well as intransitive verbs, and implying n1otion at a 
distance, or away from the real or supposed speaker. They enter into the 
composition of many other suffixes. According to their signification they 
may be subdivided into three groups: 

(a) With the n1eaning of "in the course of events, as a part of other 
acts." 

(b) With the meaning of "to go to, to be on the way to." 
(c) With the meaning of "to do, perform while traveling, moving, or 

going." 
Exan1ples: 

(a) ktandsha to fall asleep; from ktana to sleep. 
ka-uldsha to gnaw through; cf. k6ka to bite. 
vul6dsha to split, chop. 
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(b) haftchantcha to set out for a hunt; from haitchna to pursue. 
iwidsha to go and haul; from iwi, hiwi to haul home. 
ksiuhiktcha to go to dance; from kshiulexa to dance. 
shle' dsha to visit, to go to see; from shlea to see. 
shualko'ltcha to go and cool oneself off 

(c) elkt0ha, nelktcha etc. to leave behind when departing. 
ktchikayultcha to crawl, creep out of woods etc. 
ktchitiltcha to crawl to or in the distance. 
k'lewidsha to quit, leave; from k'lewi to stop, cease. 
sa-atcha to dance a scalp-dance. 
shuwalktcha to fly after something; from shuwalxa to fly. 

-tcha, see -ptchi, -sha. 

- tchi, see -ptchi. 

-tchka, verbal suffix cemposed of -tcha in its various acceptations 
and of the factitive -ka, -ga, -xa. 'rhe forms -tchka, -tchxa occur after con
sonants and short vowels. The suffix forms transitive and intransitive verbs 
from verbal bases. For -dsxa, see -sxa. 

1. Suffix -tchka referring to an act performed above, on the top of some-
thing, when this act is don~ in the sequel of other acts, or as a part of such: 

hashkatchka to stick upon oneself, as feathers. 
yashtchka to step on. 
yushtchka to put the foot on. 
ktchiutchatchka to trample on, upon, Mod. 

2. Suffix -tchka marking repetition of an act usually performed in the 

distance: 

mpatchitchka to crackle, said of burning wood. 
shnumatchka to annoy, tease; fro1n n1utchka. 
shuishtchaktchka to bend, turn the head for a bite. 
utchkatchka to weave a pole repeatedly in one direction. 

-tchna, -dshna are suffixes differing n1erely in phonetics, as -tcha does 
from -dsha, q. v., and not in their meanings. They form transitive and in
transitive verbs from verbs, not from nouns, and represent a combination 
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of the verbal suffixes -tcha and -na, q. v.; they are also pronounced, by 
Jternation of sounds, -tsna, -dsna, and son1e of these verbs simultaneously 
exhibit a form -ina, ;_ana: 

gasaktsina and gasha.ktchna to march. behind, to pursue. 

maktsina and maktchna to encamp while traveling. 

tchaluitchana and tchaluitchna to go to son1ebody's house; lodge. 

The function of the suffix -tchna may be stated as either referring: 

(a) To an act performed at a distance (which is expressed by -tch-, 

-dsh-), or while going, walking, traveling, 1noving; the suffix also implies a 

motion of the verbal subject away from .(not toward) the one speaking, or 
from the verbal object; or referring: 

(b) To an act performed· or a state undergone in continuity, whether 
moving, walking or not; whenever motion is implied, it is motion away from 
the one speaking or fron1 the object of the verb. 

Examples of (a): 

agga-idshna to hang up while going; from aggaya to suspend. 

gulatchna to recede into on being reached; cf. gull to enter. 

kititchna to spill while going, walking on. 

kputchna to spurt from mouth; cf. kpudsha to expel. 

shnigo' tchna to send by mail, as letters. 
shnind1idshna to lose, as frotn one's pocket. 

spidshudshna to uncoil a string fastened at one end; cf. spidsha to drag 
behind oneself. 

stilantchna to let go, run, drop along something. 
shuptchna to travel, said of a loaded wagon etc. 
vutudshna to throw away from oneself. 

Examples of (b): 

h6ntchna to fly in a continumts straight line. 

ktul6dshna to push away continually or repeatedly. 
niudshna to drive (cattle) into a prairie etc. 

ntultchna to run continuously, said of water. 
6-idshna to advance in front file or line. 
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shiktii' dshna to push oneself 

stintchna to go with an object from place to place. 

wiudshna to inflict blows in continuous succession. 

-tchta, see -ta. 

-u, -o, verbal and nominal suffix occurring n1ainly in dissyllabic and 
other short words, the pronominal radix -u (hu) in this suffix pointing either 
to distance or to elevation above the soil. 

1. Verbal derivational suffix -u. Some verbs have a form in -a and 
another in -u; the former expressing an act performed close by or upon the 
ground, the latter an act in the distance or above: 

tamenu to march, travel; suffix -tan1na, which forms continuative verbs. 
tchilamna to be crowded together. 

tchilamnu to be crowded high up, or far away. 

2. Verbal derivational suffix -u·, apocopated from -ua, -wa, q. v. 

kpeto to taste, to sip. 

ka'ko, keku to try, to endeavor. 

memu for memua, d. of mewa to camp away from home. 

nitu to guess, conjecture. 

she to and sha' tua to enumerate, count. 

shi6 to bet; heshku to make mutual bets. 

shipnu to blow something up; fron1 pni wa to blow. 

shp6tu to fortify oneself, for shpa-utua "to plunge into the water." 
tchitu ( 1) to be sterile; (2) childless woman. 

3. Substantives in -u, -o. These are generally names of objects of 
nature possessed of a tall, long form, as trees, plants, weeds, many of the 
sn1aller animals, also some inanimate things and parts of the human and 
animal body. 

(a) Plants, weeds etc.: 
anku tree, stick, piece of wood. 

kl u' species of root. 

kta'lu pine-nut. 

ktseamu, species of aquatic grass. 

tchakel u greasewood. 

wako white-pine tree. 
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(b) Animals, inanimate objects: 

yuh6 buffalo. 

kailiu skin-robe, fur-dress. 

kaJo sky. 

kuktu dragon-fly. 

ktchidshu bat. 

mamaktsu, species of duck. 

mhu', Kl. tmu' grouse. 

ndshilu and nkulu female animal. 

p6ko bucket, vase, cup. 

stii' yu wood-rat. 

tchpinu burial-ground. 

(c) Among the parts ofthe animal and human body we mention: 

ka yedshu, ka/ dsho chin. 

kapkapo wristbon.e. 

kiu anus. 

k6to loin. 

ngen u lower belly. 

pato, mpato cheek. 

· p'lu fat, grease. 

tl6xo brain, Mod. 
tx6po thumb. 

vushu chest. 

-ua, -wa, compound verbal suffix of frequent occurrence. As may be 
inferred from the first component, which is the particle hu, u, the verbs in 
-ua relate to acts done at a distance or at an elevation above the ground .. 
Many nouns in -u, -o express portions of the animal and human body, and 

in the same manner some verbs in -ua refer to acts or conditions of the 

whole body or parts of it, especially to motions performed in the water. 
The verbs formed by means of suffix -ui, -wi present many analogies. 

1. Suffix -ua, indicative of distance: 

16lua to sleep outdoors. 

n1ewa to camp away from home, to live in the prairie. 

niwa· to drive upon level ground. 

nuyua to shine from a distance. 

shnatkolua to b1tild a fire away from the camp. 

tpewa to give orders to. 

2. Suffix -ua, indicative of elevation above the ground: 

hinua to fall upon something, as trees, logs. 
mbawa to burst, explode. 

niliwa to blaze up, to burst into a light. 
25 
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3. Suffix -ua, referring to acts performed by means of or upon the human 
body or parts of it; includes transitive and intransitive verbs: 

an tchil ua to press forward, to crowd on. 

hlekua to drink out of the hand; to lap. 

kitewa to squeeze down, as with the finger. 
ldukua to hug, caress; cf. shuldakua. 
mulua to prepare oneself, make ready. 

ndewa to laugh demoniacally. 

nta-u'htua to pulsate, said of heart. 
punua to drink. 

shapkua to put red paint on one's face. 

skayadshua to yawn. 

shuatawa t:o stretch oneself. 

shutnalua to wear a necklace of bird-bills. 

takua to apply a ga.!J. 

4. Suffix -ua, referring to n1otions performed in the water by anin1ate 
· beings; here the particle -u- means up to, pointing to the water reaching up 

to a certain level on the body. 

huwa, ho-a to leap into water. 

yatchua to step into water, dip the feet/ from tchewa, q. v. 

kilh ua to reach up to on the body. 
ktulua to rush under water . 

. kelua to bathe in hot water. 

ni wa to drive into the water. 

pankua to wade thro,ugh; ef. hashpankua. 
shninduwa to dip, douse, let fall into the water. 

tchelewa to produce ripples, waves. 

udt1mkua to 'cross by swimming. 

-ual, -uala, see wala. 

-ualxa, verbal suffix indicative of a continuous upward motion, 
the "upward'' being expressed by the particle -u-; in some verbs, as in 
shlatchualxa, distance may be expressed by it. 1,his suffix is a compound 
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of -waJa, and the verbs in -ualxa are originally transitives and factitives of 
those in -wa1a, q. v. 

kinualxa to go ~tphill in a file or otherwise. 
mulkualxa to send up smoke. 

nikwilka to extend one arm, hanij. 

shlatchualxa to splash up, or out. 

talualxa and telikualxa to turn the face upward; cf. telish face. 

-uash, see -wash. 

-ug, -uk, see -uga. 
• 

· -u'ga, -uka, -6ga, -oka, a .suffix forming transitive and intransitive 
verbs, generally accented upon the penultima, and either derivational or 
inflectional When derivational, this suffix implies the idea of within, inside; 

or that of upon, on the surface of; or that of away from; when inflectional, 
it points to the cause or reason of an act or condition, and therefore i1nplies 
causality. There are, however, 1nany verbs in -uga which properly belong 
un~er -ka, -ga, the syllable -u belonging not to the suffix but to the basis of 
the word: shua-uka to squeal, sha'hrr16ka to call out, assemble, and others. 
On the difference between -uga and -uga, cf. suffix -aga. 

1. Suffix -uga, corresponding to our inside, within, indoors. 

/ ikuga to place inside of, to load, as a gun etc. 
kshikoga to put or place into. 

shluyuga to whistle; lit. '{to blow inside." 
skulx6ka to lie down, sleep indoors. 

tgixuga to stand indoors. 

tchix6ga to live or stay within, indoors. 

ulexuga to gather or place into a long vase. 

2. Suffix -uga; pointing to an act performed upon or on the surface of an 
object; or to the ren1oval of an object from the surface of. Cf. the suffix -iga. 

nutchuka to burn, singe off some body's hair. 
put6ga to tear out, pull out; cf. shupt6ga. 
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shipatxuga to shield, cover oneself. 
shiuluka to fan son1ebody. 
shn u y6ka to cause to burn off, to singe off. 
shnul6ka to snap at; to scold somebody. 
shudshoka to wash one's body or part of it. 
shuyuka to clip one's hair; cf. ktuyuga. 
shupel6ka to lay on, heap upon. 
teluga, teluka to assail, pounce upon. 
tuluga to smear on, to line upon. 

3. Suffix -uga, forming the verbal causative in the inflection of all verbs; 
cf. below. It is often pronounced -uk, -ok, -ug, -og, and then the accent 
recedes toward the initial syllable: 

kak txutxuk ha'tna the raven cries for the purpose of presaging. 
kelpkug ambu wakwaka water vaporizes by heat. 

-ui, -wi, suffix forming transitive and intransitive verbs fro1n verbal 
bases, and implying motion toward an object. Its con1ponent -u- points to 
distance in space, to altitude etc.; while -i, which represents the pronominal 

radix i, hi, refers to the soil or ground, to the house, home, or lodge, the 
floor of which is the ground itself, or to the person speaking. It is analo
gous in Inany points to -ua, q. v. 

1. Suffix -ui, implying motion toward the ground, or over, along the 
gro'Mlnd1 or toward the home or lodge. 

gaktchui to go into the rocks or woods. 
hin ui to fall to the gro,und. 
hi wi to haul or fetch home. 
skftyui to send out, dispatch; from kui far off. 
shlewi the wind blows. 
tewi to shoot at with arrow, gun etc. 

tilalhalui to roll son1ething long. 
ula yui to bend downward, as trees in the wind. 
wa wi wi to lean over head forward. 
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2. Suffix -ui, implying motion toward a person, generally toward the 

one speaking. 

gaJdshui to approach somebody or one:S ·lodge. 
pekalni to be an accomplice. 

shahamui to call somebody to come. 

sheshatui to sell; from shesha to value, prize. 

shtchikui to drag after oneself 

shuanui to be in love with, to covet. 

tashui to touch; to attack with weapons. 

ta wi to bewitch by magic spell. 

3. Suffix -ui, in the adverbs atui now, getui over yonder, is simply a 
combination of the two well-known particles u and i with the particles at, 

get, ge't, q. v. Cf. also tchui, tchuyunk. 

-u'ixi, see -oixi. 

- ui'na, see -win a. 

-uish, compound suffix simultaneously verbal and non1inal, and 
always pointing to something performed or achieved in the past. The first 
comdonent -u- is the particle u, hu, which refers here to distance also, but to 
distance in time; the second component -ish forms nomina acti, sometimes 
nomina instrumenti ( cf. -ish No. 2). Though often pronounced -wish, -uish 
is distinctly dissyllabic in its origin. 

1. Verbal inflectional suffix -uish forms the verbal preterit, which is not 
inflected for case : _ hemkankuish the act of having spoken; from hemkanka to 

speak. Of. Verbal Inflection. 

2. Nominal derivational suffix -uish, sometimes contracted to -otch, forn1s 
nomina acti, sorne of which possess parallel forms in -ish, as palkuish and 
paJkish, q. v. The nouns in -uish all designate inanimate things, inflect for 
case, and the -u- of some of their number can be rendered by previous, 

former, early. This does not always in1ply that the object mentioned does 
not exist any longer. 

gutekuish aperture, passage-way. 

hemkankuish speech delivered in the past. 
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mbakuish broken piece; fron1 mbaka to smash. 

mulinuish stub, stubble; fron1 mulina to mow. 

sha'hmalxuish, contr. sha'hmalxotch beginning of autumn. 

shaktakluish scar; fron1 shaktakla to wound by cutting. 

tchel6luish peeling; from tchel6la to peel. 

wetekuish earth caved in; cf. wet6la. 

3. There is a limited number of nouns in -uish in which the -u- has no 
temporal function, but signifies above, on upper part of the animal or human 
body. Son1e are derived frotn verbs in -ua or -ui: 

laktchuish, contr. laktchush adhering-place; from hiktchui. 
shakpaklaluish and shelaluish plait of males on temple bone, Mod. 
shukatuish nape-plait. 

wakaluish, apher. kaluish leg below knee; shin-bone. 

wamelhuish, ksheluish, elhuish and shuamshtchakluish mane of horse. 

To these we may add shlelaluish cream of milk. 

-uya, -huya, verbal suffix of a minuitive function, and not always 
accented. It is the particle huya near, close to, agglutinated to verbs, and 
etymologically connected with w:lka, wiga.ta low, near the ground, the origi
nal n1eaning of the particle being shown in tuya to stand below the level of 

Huya tnay stand also as a separate word in the sentence; as a suffix, it refers 
to space, time, and to degrees of intensity. In shahan1uya, -uya stands for 
-wi, -ui, and nanuya is derived from nanui, q. v. 

1. Suffix -uya, indicative of limited space: near, near by, close, closely. 

geluipkuya to approach close to. 

ksheluya to lie close to the camp-fire. 

teluak'huya to pursue closely. 

2. S"uffix -uya, referring to a limited lapse of time: for a while, for a 

time, not very long. 

keko-uya to attempt for a short while. 

shenotank'huya to skirmish for a while. 

shkuyushkuya to part one from the other temporarily. 

tchutanhuya to treat for some time. 
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3. Suffix -uya, indicative of a smaller degree of intensity or stress: 
somewhat, partially, not seriously. In a few verbs it may be replaced by 
-kshka ( q. v.). 

elkuya, elk'huya Mod., to attempt to give a name; for Kl. elxakshka. 
'mutchuya to try to imitate one's parents (kmutchish, "elders"). 
nge'she-uya to wound but not to kill. 

shiuk1iya to have a small fight, sc·~tjfle. 

shliuya to inflict a shot wound not fatal; from shlin. 
shluihuya to trot on horseback 

- u'la, see -ola. 

- u'li, see -oli. 

-upka, see -pka. 

-fipka, see -opka. 

-fish (vowel Ion g) ; see -osh. 

-u'ta, -6ta, verbal suffix of a durative meaning, and almost always 
emphasized on the penult. It is either inflectional or derivational. and 
co1nposes the suffix -otkish and others; it forms transitive and intransitive 
verbs from verbal, not from nominal, bases. The fonn -uta is more frequent 
than -ota. 

1. Inflectional suffix -uta corresponds to our during, pending, while, 

whilst, sometimes to after, and forms the verbal durative, which undergoes 
no inflection. 

gukenuta while climbing; sta-ota while fasting, starving. 

2. Durative verbs in -uta. They indicate that an act or condition lasts 
during a certain time, or that it lasts while something else is performed or 
occurnng. 

ilxota to bury along with. 

shnigota to send by mail. 

shkiuta to owe a debt. 

tchuta to treat for sickness; contr. from tchi-uta. 
win6ta to accompany in singing. 
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3. Usitative verbs in -uta, descriptive of personal habits, of customs, 
occupations, as-

ledshnuta to be in the habit of knitting. 

pashuta to be a cook j to cook for a time. 

shiyuta, sheniuta, hesheli6ta to follow the bartering trade. 

4. Instrumental verbs in -uta. They refer to the use of a certain article, 
tool, instrument for accon1plishing an act. The suffix -6tkish is a cornpound 
of the ending -uta when used as an instrumental suffix. 

yu wetuta to kick with both feet. 

kawuta to catch, get hold of what is thrown. 

spukliuta to use during or for the sweating process. 

stina-6ta to build lodges with. 

shul6ta to dress oneself with. 

vukuta to scrape by means of. 

-u'tkish, see -6tkish. 

- fi'tch, see -6tkish. 

-utchna, -6dshna, a combination of the verb3l suffix -tchna, q. v., 
with the particle and suffix -u, -o (in -ua, -wa etc.), which points to a rnotion 

away from, performed either in the distance or at an elevation above the 
ground. The verbs in -utchna have all been entered under -tchna. 

-wa, see -ua. 

- wal, see -wa1a. 

- wa'la, -udla, a con1pound verbal suffix which, after ·vowels, often 
contracts into -o'la or -u'la (with long o, u), and is usually accented on the 
penultirna. When the accent recedes, it often abbreviates into -wal, -ual. 
This suffix points to a position or n1otion at the head or end of, above, or upon 

an object, and is composed of the pronominal particle u, hu ttp there and the 
suffix -ala. It composes other suffixes, as -ualxa, -waliega etc., and appears 
as a radical syilable in waJish rock or cliff standing upright. It forms transi

tive as well as intransitive verbs. 

hashatuala, hashtual to place upright upon sonwbody's head. 

hashlwaJa to place a blanket or sheet over one's head. 

\ 
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huniila to fly on the top of 

huwa1a (in huwaliega) to run, rush uphill. 

kshawa1a to tie to the top of a pole standing upright. 
kta wal to fall and to strike on the top of the head. 

ktiwala, ktiwal (and ktiwalxa) to lift, post upon, above. 

makuala to encamp upon or in the mountains. 
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shampatua1a to nail or fasten one object to another to make it longer. 

shupatchuala to put one foot before the other. 

ste- ula to put one cover ~r sheet over another. 
tga-ula, tka-6la to stand upon the top of 

-walie'ga, see -wala and -ega. 

-wa'lxa, see -ualxa. 

-wash, uash, nominal suffix of various functions. 

1. Tribal names in -wash, calling the Indian tribes after their residence, 
country, or point of con1pass. Here -wash is derived from the verb wa to 

live, to exist, stay, remain, a plural verb always accompanied by the locality 
or medium where the subjects are staying: kii:i'm amputat wa fish live in the 

wat~r. The nouns in -wash are adjectives and synonyms of those in -kni, 
which are adjectives also; in some of these nan1es the Kla1nath Lake dialect 

prefers -kni. 

E-ukshiwash Indian living on Klamath Marsh. 

Kun1batnash Kumbatuash Indian on Modoc Lake; Kl. Kumbatkni. 

M6atuash Pit River Indian; lit. "southern dweller." 

Wala1nswash Rogue River Valley Indian; cf. walish. 

2. To these may be added the following generic nouns, in some of which 
the -wash is derived from wa to stay: 

katogiwash (1) hill-spur; (2) Sacram,r2nto Valley Indian. 

kill wash red-headed woodpecker. 

p'laiwash gray eagle; lit. "living on high." 

pshe-utiwash human beings (archaic tern1 ). 
teiniwash young woman; from teini young. 
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3. Nouns, adjectives as well as substantives, derived not from wash 
dweller, but from verbs in -wa, -ua. Some of these are being used as names 
for persons. 

gukiwash one who goes up hill. 

bushtewash portrait; in Kl. hw~htetish. 
skaka wash bony, raw-boned. 

shlelaluash upper eyelid; lit. "the coverer." 
vuipeliwash, species of forest bird; lit. "the flutterer." 

• 
4. To these add the contracted form of -wash (-iish, -osh), of which I 

gave numerous instances under -osh, q. v. 

- we'la, see -kuela. 

- we'ta, -ueta, verbal suffix occurring in intransitive verbs, and point
ing to motions observed upon straight, long, or elongated articles, as the 
arms, a swing etc.; the long shape of these is indicated by -ta. 

kueta (for kuweta) to make signs, to beckon. 

ki weweta to ·ride upon a swing, Mod. 
ndshakweta to drop down, be suspended, as wax, curtains. 
sxin ueta to ride on a swing. 

shulakueta, shulakuaweta to ride upon a swing. 

-wi, see -ui. 

-wi::.t, suffix of uncertain ong1n, occurring in a few verbs only and 
probably connected with -ui, -w1, q. v. It points to the idea of uniting, 
gathering. 

galdsha wia to come close to, approach. 

ski wia to let the hair hang down. 

skutawia to tie, fasten together; fronl sxuta. 

wi'xa, -wixa, suffix of intransitive and transitive verbs, composed of 
the locative u-, the locative -i-, and the verbal factitive suffix -ga, -ka. The 
import of this suffix is that of being within, inside of a receptacle or vase, 
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which, as the particle -u- indicates, is standing or erect. Of. -ixi, -oixi. This 

suffix appears als.o in the substantive stiwix6tkish baby-board. Kl. 

. • 

iwixa and iwixi to fill up, as sacks; cf. fwa. 
m'lul, wixa, n1a wixa to put a little of something into a vase. 

tkiwixa, luiluixa to stand within, as in a pit. 
tchiwixa to fill a vase about half up . 

tchlewixa to place something flexible or soft into a vase. 

-wi'na, -uina, a verbal suffix, con1posed of -wi, -ui and the suffix of 
motion -na. It points to a n1otion at short distance toward or along the 
ground, and occurs in transitive as well as in intransitive verbs. I wina to 

place inside and its derivatives (kshawfna etc.) have to be classed with verbs 
in -ina. 

ga win a to }oin, rejoin; to meet again. 

kinuina to go single file, or in zigzag line. 

shi wina to move or stir about. 

shuawina to look over, to exam,ine. 

tchawfna to live among, to mix with; fron1 tchfa. 

u'hlutuina to trail on the ground while walking. 

-wish, see -uish. 

RECAPITULATION OF THE SUFFIXES. 

The large number of simple and compound suffixes of the Klamath 

language requires a broad and co1nprehensive classification of them. It 
will be best to subdivide then1 into inflectional and derivational suffixes and 
to make two classes of each-verbal suffixes and nominal suffixes. 

A.-Inflectional suffixes. 
Verbal suffixes. 

Mode in verbs: -a, -t (-at). 
Tense in verbs: -6lank, -uapka. 

Suffixes forming verbals: -emi, -1, -ola, -sh, -sht, -ti, -tka, ..-tki, -uga 
(-uk, -ok). 

Suffixes forn1ing participles: -n (-an), -nk (-ank); and -tko (-tku, -tk). 

I 
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Nominal suffixes. 

Case-suffixes: -am (-lam), -ant, -ash, -emi, -xeni, -na, .sh, -tat, -ti, -tka. 
Case-postpositions: -i, -kshi ( -gishi), -ksaksi, -tala, -tana. 

Tense in noun: -u-. 

B.-Derivational suffixes. 
Verbal suffixes. 

GRAMMATIC CLASSIFICATION.-Considered from a purely gran1matic point 
of view, a part of the suffixes n1ay be subdivided as follows: 

Suffixes which are verbal and nominal simultaneously: -a, -aga, -i, -tana. 

Suffixes n1ade from verbs; they becon1e agglutinated to the other com-
- . 

ponent part of the compound verb, and some change their last 
sound: -kakiarnna, -kaku~, -ki ( -gi), -kfdsha, -tamna. 

Suffixes stating the number of the object: -ta, -yua. 
Suffixes forming denorninative verbs: -ala, -ala, -alsha, -shla. 

Suffixes used for verbifying various nominal forms of the verb: -alsha, 
-anka, -ansha, -insha, -kanka. 

Suffixes forming factitive verbs: -aga, -aga, -ala, -ala, -ega, -iga, -ka, 
-tka No. 6. 

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION.-For this n1ode of classifying the verbal 
suffixes of derivation, their material functions have to be considered mainly 
under the categories of mode of action, motion, or rest. 'fhese categories 
are visible, and therefore of n1ore importance to the Indian than tense and 

mode. They also forn1 a contrast to the form categories expressed by the 
prefixes of the language. We present the following list of t~em, while 
recalling the fact that many suffixes are used in rnore than one function, 
and therefore may occur in more than one place below: 

1. Suffixes describing motion. 

a. Motion in a direct line, or motion to a short distance: -n, -na, -tcha, 
-tchna, -wfna. 

b. ~fotion tow:trd the ground, soil: -hi (-i), -fpa, -ui. 

c. Motion toward some other object, or toward the subject of the verb: 
-hi (-i) -fa -fpa -fpka -pa -ta -tpa -ui -uya -wia ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . 
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d. Motion away from, or separation: -ansha, -fna, -fpa, -ita, -na, -6la, 

-shka, -tcha, -tchna, -utchna. 

e. Motion upward, or above something: -fxi, -lal6na, -ualxa, -wa1a. 

f Motion in a level plane: -ina, -lalina, -lxa, -rna, -na, -tchna, -ui, -wina. 

g. Circular n1otion: -eria (indoor), -kfdsha, -ki'ma, -titan a (outdoor). 

h. Motion of going around some object: -amna; -kakian1na, -meni. 

~. Serpentine or winding motion: -kfdsha, -rna, -meni. 

j. Swaying, vibratory n1otion: -kakua, -weta.. 

k. Motion downward: -ina, -kuela, -lalina, -lxa, -6li, -tki (cf. also b). 

l. Motion in the water: -ua. 

2. Suffixes descriptive of staying or resting. 
a. Staying indoors, within a lodge, or other limited space: -aya, -ela, -ena, 

-{lga, -wixa. 

b. Staying outdoors, outside of certain limits: -ita. 

c. Staying upon, on the top or surface of: -arnna, -ha, -i, -ixi, -xiea, -lal6na, 

-liga, -m'na, -sxa, -wala. 

d. Staying around, about something: -amna, -liga, -m'na, -ua. 

e. Staying below, underneath: -tila, -tka. 

f Staying between : -sxa. 

g. Staying away from, at a distance: -ita. 

h. Staying in the woods, cliffs, marshes: -aya, -ui. 

-z. Staying in the water: -ua. 

j. Staying around, near the water: -liga. 

3. Suffixes describing the mutual position of two objects to each other in 

space, when in 1notion or at rest. 

a. Close contact: -lal6na, -pata, -sxa, -tana. 

b. Nearness, proxin1ity~ -amna, -lala, -liga, -m'na, -p'na, -sxa. 

c. Distance, so as to be visible or not visible: -ampka, -apka, -fpka, -opka, 

-teha, -tchka, -tchna, -u, -ua, -wala. 

4. Suffixes describing acts performed by animate beings or by parts of 

their bodies. 

a. Frequentative suffixes: -anka, -peli, -tchna. 

b. Iterative suffixes: -kanka, -peli, -ta.mna, -tchka. 
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c. U sitative suffixes: -ala, -alsha, -opka, -peli, -pka, -tita. 
d. Act perforn1ed while n1oving, going: -kakiamna, -kanka, -kfdsha, 

-tamna. 
e. Act performed on the outside of: -tfta. 
f Act performed on the inside of: -ena ( -iena); -t1ga. 
g. Act performed on the top, surface of: -ha, -fxi, -xiea, -sxa, -tchka, -uga. 
h. Act performed below, underneath: -tila. 
~. Act performed with a tool, instrument: -uta. 
J. Act performed with or on one's body: -ea, -ua 
k. Act performed with the mouth: -takna, -taknula, -taktana, -takua. 
l. Act performed with the back: -lamna. 

' m. Act performed near or in the fire: -lala: 
n. Act of retnoval from: -ita, -6la, -shka, -tlga. 
o. Act indicated by gesture: -fa. 
p. Act performed in some body's interest: -ea, -gien, -fa. 
q. Act of calling by name: -alpka. 
r. ·Suffix of desiderative verbs: -opka. 
s. Acts considered in regard to degree of accomplishment: 

aa. Inchoative suffixes: -aga, -ala, -ega, -tampka. 
bb. Continuative suffixes: -kanka, -tan1na, -tchna, -uya. 
cc. Act accomplished only in part: -kshka, -uya. 
dd Completive suffix: -6la. 
ee. Durative suffixes: -anka, -uta. 

Nominal suffixes will be discussed in separate sections on derivation, 
under "Substantive", ''Adjective", and "Numeral", q. v. 

III.-INFLECTION. 

The process of thinking is the application of the rational principles of 
logic in considering concrete or abstract 1natters. Logic is a principle pre
siding also over the formation of language, but it is not the only principle. 
If language embodied nothing else but logic expressed by sound, then all 
languages would be embodiments of the same logical or n1etaphysical prin
ciples; or, in other words, all languages and dialects would agree in their 
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morphology, or, at least, in their syntax. Changes in language through his

toric development would then be excluded; there would be no distinction 
between languages poor and rich in affixes, or between the various kinds 

of verbs which now differ so rnuch morphologically. 

In language as a product of nature, we can distinguish the effects of 

physical (phonetic) laws and of psychological principles; what is created 

or formed by these is finally subjected to rational logic, or the principles 
of reasoning, by which gran1matic categories are established. 'The degree 

in which hurnan intellect succeeds in molding the sound-groups, words, 

or conventional signs of language to suit requirements, differs with every 

people inhabiting the globe, and also with every successive period of the 

development of its language. Thus we have, outside of the logical or rea-
• 

soning principle, other principles in language, all of which we may compre-

hend under the name conventional. 
The logical principles at work in forming languages are clearly put in 

evidence in the 1Jarious de/}rees in which we see tlie various parts of speech 

differentiated among themselves. The rnore precisely the subject is n1ade 

distinct from the predicate or fron1 the attribute n1orphologically, the better 

we can at once recognize each of then1, and also the object, by the grarn

matic form or position in the sentence. The most highly organized of all, 
the Aryan family of languages, clearly distinguishes not only the verb 
from the noun and the substantive from the adjective, but also the different 

uses of the noun by suffixes indicating number and case. In the inflection 

of its words, affixes of a relational import are prevailingly ernployed, while 

the agglutinative languages use both, relational and material, ahnost indis

criminately, and by rnany of then1 the inflections are overloaded with addi

tions of a concrete, material nature, which by other languages are relegated 
to separate parts of speech. Exactly the same may be said of the rnode of 
deriving words fron1 other words; in sorne languages this rnode is a sin1ple 

and sober one, in others it is cumulative, holophrastic, and so polysynthetic 

as to obscure the sense. 

In th0 following pages I intend to show the method which the Klamath 

language of Oregon has followed in its morphologic aspects As to grarn

nlatic terminology, many new terms had to be invented to do justice to the 
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peculiar laws governing this language and its idiomatic features. Connois
seurs will readily acknowledge that for certain forn1s in American languages, 
especially the verbals, lt is exceedingly difficult to invent new terms satis
factory in every respect. The best method would be to establish terms 
taken from the language itself. 

The noun-verb, which I call verb for the sake of brevity, has the 1nost 
varied inflection of all the parts of Klan1ath speech, combining nominal 

with verbal forms. A sketch of the verb will, therefore, most appropriately 
stand at the head of the inflectional section of Klamath morphology. 

THE VERB. 

Structure of the verb. 

'rhe verb is a word of the language which predicatively announces an 
act performed or a state or condition undergone by its subject. It is com
posed of a basis or sten1, and of one or several affixes. The naked basis by 
itself possesses no distinct nominal or verbal character; the affixes gener
ally detern1ine its quality as noun or verb in the sentence. Bases or stems 
are con1posed of a radical syllable and of affixes, 1nainly of a pronominal 
origin, which are intended to form derivatives fron1 the radix. The final 
syllable or syllables of the verb are rnade up of inflectional affixes. The 
radix and its qualities and changes are described at length on page 24 7 sq. 
Exan1ples of the mode of connecting affixes with the radix are given under 
each of the prefixes and suffixes, and also page ~80 sq. 

Some verbs, formed without any suffix of derivation, will be found 
under suffix -a; the larger part of them show thematic roots. 

In Klamath, no formal or phonetic distinction is made between the in
flection of transitive and of intransitive verbs. Not only is the passive voice 
like the active, but in the noun the direct object has the same suffix as the 
indirect object, viz., -ash. 

The root, connected with its affixes of derivation, constitutes the sin1ple 
forn1 of the verb; to this are appended the inflectional suffixes to forrn 

tenses, modes, verbals, etc. The simple form of the verb terminates more 
frequently in consonants than in vowels. The enormous majority of all 
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verbs end in the inflective ending -a, which I call the suffix of the declara

tive mode; it is the universal verbitier, and most verbs of the Dictionary 
• 

appear with it. This -a is dropped in a few verbs only, which terminate in 

-la (ala) and in -na, and even of these the large majority preserve the full 

endings -la and -na. A limited number of verbs end in -i (-e) and -u (-o), 

which are derivational affixes; some of these were shortened from -ia, -ua, 
and some are emphasized upon the last syllable.* 

Fro1n all these various phonetic processes result five varieties of inflec
tion in the K.lanutth verb, which differ little from each other. From the 
final sound of the verb, I have named them as follows: 

1. The A -inflection. 

2. The U -inflection. 

3. The l-in-flection. 

4\ The L-inflection. 

5. The N -inflection. 

By appending a nominal ending to the simple form of the verb nomina 
verbalia are fornu~d. Of. "Substantive." 

INFLECTION OF THE VERB. 

Compared with the lengthy paradigms of other North American lan
guages, especially of those spoken east of the Mississippi River, the inflec
tion of the Klamath verb is very simple and poor in forms. It has no 

special form for the passive and impersonal voice, does not possess the 
category of number except in intransitive verbs, and a few transitives, has 

no real personal inflection, possesses two tenses only, and a quite limited 

number of modes. It incorporates neither the pronotninal nor the nominal 
object iuto the verb. 

rrhe conjugation of the finite· verb, viz .. , the verb connected with a pro

nominal or nominal subject, is brought about by a personal pronoun stand

ing usually before the verb and separated from it. The two participles can 

also become connected with separate personal pronouns, but when the verb 
appears as a verbal it connects itself with possessive pronouns. Participles 

* InstanceR where even the suffix -a become!'! deciduous in a continuous narrative are frequent. 
Cf. Text:; 70, 6; 78, 7; 122, 3. It frequently falls off in the infl.. suffix -uga, -6ka: -ug, -uk, -ok, etc. 

26 
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and verbals, again, connect with the auxiliary verb gi to be, to exist, and thus 

form a quite extensive array of foJ·rns constituting a periphrastic conjuga
tion. Final.ly, the large majority of verbs possess a distributive forn1, the 
use and meaning of which differs essentially fron1 that of the absolute form. 

The same tenses, modes, and verbals exist here, being forn1ed by the same 

phonetic processes as in the absolute forrn. 

TENSE INFLECTION. 

Tense, as a distinct gramn1atic forn1, is very little developed in Klan1ath. 

Here, as well as in n1any other languages, there are only two tense-forms, 

one for the completed and the other for the incompleted act or state expressed 
by the verb; and in Klamath both fonns, whether appearing in the verb or 
in some snbstantives ( cf. -uish, suffix), originally had a locative character 

now pointing to distance in time only. 

The tense of the completed action usually terminates in -a, and stands 

for the present as well as for the past or pn~terit of other languages. I caU 

it the PRESENT TENSE in the following pages, and in the Sioux-Dakota, where 
it also occurs, the grarnmarian STEPHEN. R. RrGGS has named it aorist, which 

n1eans ~tnlimited, indefinite in regard to time. When the Klamath Lake or 

Modoc Indian places no temporal adverb before or after the vm~b to specify 

the tin1e of the act or state, it is supposed to occur at the present time, or 

at the time being; when he adds to it hu'nk, link, hun, in Modoc hu, the 
act:.is placed in the past tense, and the verb n1ay then be called a preterit. 

This particle may also be replaced by some other temporal adverb, or the 

context may unmistakably point to an act performed in the past, and then 

no tetnporal particle is needed. The language possesses a large number of 

these particles to express the distance in time, corresponding to our to-day, 

now, recently, a while ago, years ago, etc. To the verb in 'the present tense the 

Northern dialect sornetin1es prefixes the particle: a, now, which can be identi
fied with ha at hand, in hand; whereas hunk, though in translatable, corre

sponds best to yonder, then, and is often coalescing with tchui then: tchuyuk, 

tchuyunk for tchui huk, tehui hunk . . This particle hunk, link has to be 

kept clearly distinct from the pronoun demonRtrative hunk, hun, huk, and 
also from un, lllla (for un 1u1), also a tempor·tl · particle, ''sometime from 
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no.w", which we often meet after verbs in the present and the future tense
fornl. Hunk, hun has entirely lost its forrner nature of an objective pro
noun that, for it connects itself with intra~sitive as well as with transitive 
verbs: 

nu tHi'ma, nu a tHi'ma I am hungry. 

nu hunk tia/ma I was hungry. 

i a shuaktcha you are weeping. 

i unk shuaktcha you were weeping. 

nat shh~a, nad a shHi'a we see. 

nat hunk shlea HUNK, we saw HIM. 

The tense-form of the uncompleted act or state terminates in -uapka, 
in rare instances contracted into -opka, -upka (which is a homonymous 
suffix distinctly differing), and is called by me the FUTURE TENSE. Its func
tions are not always strictly temporal, for nu genwipka 1nay stand for I 

shall go, I will go, I have to go, I must go, I could go. If a verb in the future 
tense stands in a principal clause preceded by an incident clause, the future 
act is expressed, though more in Modoc than in Klamath Lake, by the pres
~nt tense followed by tak; taksh.* Hunk, huk may also accompany the 

future tense, as it does the conditional mode, but then it points to distance 
in future, and not in the past. Of. 1 Ofi, 8. Tchek, tche often precedes the 

future tense, frequently only for the purpose of emphasis; un, una does so 
too, but more in Modoc than in Klamath Lake. The future in -uapka is 
inflected through all verbals like the present form ; and, as far as forrn is 

concerned, can be considered as a derivative of it. .Its ending is composed 
of the verb wa to live, exist, grow, sit, and of the distancial suffix -pka. Cf. 
the suffixes -apka, -pka. 

The Klamath language has no means of distinguishing clearly between 
the tenses called in Greek Aorist and Perfect, or between the French Passe 

defini and Passe indefini, nor can it express the Second Future by a separate 
form The Latin and Greek Imperfect, when referring to length of time or 
to the continuance of an action or stat~ while another act is performed, can 
often be expressed with accuracy by the suffixes -kanka, -tamna, -uta. The 

* Ex~mllles wip be fou~u i-!1 the S~ntax. 
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participial ending -61ank, -ulank corresponds pretty closely to our pluperfec· 
teuse when introduced by the particle after: pa-6lank after having eaten; 

fronr pa-61a to quit eating, pan to eat. In the Yerbs of n'loving, going, tiav
eling, a circnn1scriptive forn1 for this s'ame tense exists in the suffix -tlo:l : 
gankanktkank after return·ing from the chase, after having hunted; fro1n gank
anktka to return from hunting, gankanka to· hunt. But the past-present tense 

is used just as often to express the pluperfect, e. g., spunin 1 had given, 20, 
18. For other rneans to express that tense, c.f. Syntax. 

A list of sentences embodying the circu1nscriptive temporal inflection 
of the verb runs as follows: 

nu pa.n, nu a pan I am eating. 

at a nu pan I am eating now, or was, had been eating at the time. 

nu a hu'nk pan I did eat, I ate, I have eaten. 

bia a nu pan I ate recently, a few days ago, this week (Mod.), sometime 

ago (Kl.). 
ft'na r~u pan I ate a while ago. 

ma'ntchaga nu pan I ate a good while a,qo. 

ma'ntch a nu p{tn I ate several months ago, or last year, long ago. 

tank, ma'ntchtoks, niatoks Ina'ntch nu pan I ate at a remote period. 

nu pa-uapka, nu a pa-uapka I shall or will eat or have to eat. 

nu a lin pa-uapka I shall eat by and by. 

tche'k nu a pa-uapka I shall eat after a while. 

nu a pan tak, pantak I shall .then eat (Mod.). 

MODAL INFLECTION. 

In contradistinction to the "N orninal forms of the verb", the infini
tive, verbetls, and participles, I call modes only the inflected forms of the 
finite verb. Modes are not inflected here in the sarne manner as in European 

languages for person and number; but, like the tenses and verbals, they 
assume the reduplicated or distributive form. Only one of the verbal forms, 

the verbal indefinite, can take one of the n1odal forrns (-t) observed in the 
finite verb. 

Three n1odes exist in this language: (1) the declarative mode; (2) the 

conditional n1ode; ( 3) the imperative In ode. 
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1. The declaTatit·e mode is the simple form of the verb; it usually termi

nates in the declarati,·e particle a, which now becomes an inflectional suffix. 

In the future tense, this n1ode tern1inates in -mi.pka. Its functions nearly 

correspond with those of our indicative mode. 

2. The conditional mode appends -t to the sin1ple forn1 of the verbs follow

ing the A- inflection, and -at to those following the U -, I-, L- and N- inftec 
tion. Some verbs in -na will syncopate the vowel between n- a·nd -t, as 

shuina to sing, pi shuint he may sing, for shuinat. Sometimes the ending -t 

hecomes nasalized, as in k6kant huk, for ·k6kat he may bite. One of the 
nominal forms of the verb, the verbal indefinite, forrns a conditional by 

suffixing -t (not -at) to suffix -sh: k'leka to die, k'leksh the act of dying, 

k'leksht for having died, after dying, when dying. 

This mode wholly differs from our subjunctives or optatives; it expresses 

b:l) on~ term a whole conditional sentence, which we would introduce by such 
conjunctions as when, if, after, on account of, for . The suffix -t is nothing 

but the abbreviated: at, now, then, at the time being; and if it had to be para

phrased, -t as a suffix would correspond to "under these circumstances." 
'T'he whole of its fnnctions will be developed in the Syntax. The same par

tide is son1etimes appended to other words than verbs, exactly in the same 

manner as \Ve see it done in the conditional mode: kak6 belat nothing but 

bones now: 101, 10, which stands for kak6 pil at. 
rrhe future in .. u{tpka has no conditional mode, for here the declarative 

mode itself is often employed in that sense. Readers should take care not 

to confound the conditional mode with the seco.;d person of the plural in 

the imperative: luelat may kill, and luelat! kill ye! 

3. The imperative mode, or mode of compulsion, appears in two forms- . 

the imperative proper and the exhortative n1ode. 

a. The imperative proper, jussive, or mode of behest, co1nmand, is formed 

of the simple fonn of the verb, or base, increased in the singular by i, i, ik! 

thou I and in the p1 ural by at! ye I These personal pronouns of the second 

person are loosely connected. with the verb, and n1ay stand before or after it; 

they never form a part of the verb itself, and are often pronounced separately. 
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The verb can even preserve its usual ending in -a, when the pronoun stands 

before it. Examples: 

shapa to say: 

shap'i! shapi ! shapa ik ! say thou I say! 

shap'at! shapat l say ye I 

shnuka to hold fast : 

i shnuki ! i-i shnuki! shnuki ! i shnt1ka! shnuka i! hold thou fast! 

at shnukat f shnukat! at shnuka! hold ye tight I 

shuina to sing: 

shuin i r shuini ! i shuin ! sin,q ! 

shuin' at! shuinat r at shuin ! sing ye! 

Sometimes, by addressing one representative person, as a chief, a whole 
n1ultitude is addressed sin1ultaneously; then i, ik, ike, iki thou may be used 

instead of at, aye: f shnin! sing ye! Of. 90, 12-14. 

b. The exhortative form in -tki, tgi is identical in_ form with the verbal 

intentional to be considered below; it puts the command in a mild, affable 
form, and sornetimes stands for the imperative proper, and so does the future 
in -uapka. The exhortative often nasalizes the final -t, and throws ofi the 
-ki, -gi for the sake of brevity, as huhatchantki they should run on, 54, 8, 

or huhatchant. Of. 40, 4. In this mode -tki is contracted from -tko gi and 
a finite verb of comrnand, desire etc. is ornitted : shana-uli nil huhatchantko 

gi I want (them) to be running on. ThP- exhortative goes through all three 
persons of the singular and plural, and in the first and third persons may 
be rendered by hudshantki nft let me run, hudshantki hftk let him, her run. 

The future in -uapka has no exhortative form, because that function is 
embodied in its declarative rnode. 

The three modes just discussed are also reproduced in what I call the 

periphrastic conjugation with the auxiliary gi to be. 

A potential mode is formed by adding the particle ak, ak a, ka to the 
finite verb-· a process which properly belongs to the Syntax. 
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NOMINAL FORMS OF THE VERB. 

What I call the nominal forms of the verb are all inflected for severalty, 

but not all for case. They are: (a) participle; (b) verbals. Two of the 
latter can form a periphrastic conjugation with the auxiliary verb gi, also 

both participles. 

a. Participles. 

The language forms two participles, which in their functions correspond 
somewhat to our participles in -ing and -ed, -t. They occur in every . verb, 

and end in-

( 1) -n (Mod.), -nk (Kl. ). 
(2) -tko, -tk (Kl.), -tko, -tku, -tka, -tk (Mod.). 

1. The participle in -r?, -nk I call, for short, the participle of the present, 

although it is indefinite in regard to tense and only applies to the tirne 

referred to by the finite verb of the sentence or clause to which it belongs. 
'I'hus it may be said to refer to the time being. When appended to verbs in 
-a, the suffix is -an, -ank; to verbs in -u, either -iin, -iink, or -uan, -uank. 

The other three inflections in -i~ -1, -n run as follows: 

gi to be, exist, Mod. gfan, Kl. gfank. 
itkal to pick up, ~Iod. itk( a )Ian, Kl itklank. 
shlin to shoot, J\;fod. shlian, Kl. shliank. 

The participial suffix -n, as it appears in ~Iodoc, is more archaic th!ln 

the -nk of Klarnath Lake, in which the -k is probably the agglutinated verb 
gi to be. But even in Klamath Lake the-n form occurs frequently enough: 

tchakayan staying in the bush, 24, 1. Cf. 23, 21. 

talualxan lying on his back, 24, 14. 
shulatchtilan tchelxa to be on one's knees. 

Palan E-ush Dry Lake, and other local names of both dialects. 

This participle is not susceptible of inflection, e.xcept through redupli
cation. The phonetic irregularities occurring in the participle of the verbs 
in -n, -na will be considered under the heading of the N -inflection. 
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When joined to the personal pronouns nu I, i thou etc., this participle 

also forms a sort of a finite verb, which occurs but seldom in our Texts, 

and has to be considered as a usitative form. Of. kiukayank is in the habit 

of sticking out obliquely, 71, 2; also 87, 2, :~. In some instances this forn1 in 

-ank may be an abbreviation of the verbal suffix ·-anka, q . v. 

2. The participle in -tko, abbr -tk, in Modoc -tko, -tku, -tka, -tk, is not 

so indifferent in regard to tense as that in -n, -nk, for it refers rnainly to 

the past. Through its inflection and position in the sentence it is invested 

with the qualities of an adjective noun, and as such it describes quality, 

ownership etc. acquired in the past. When formed from transitive verbs, 

it usually assumes passive functions, though there are tnany exceptions to 

this. The concrete and abstract nouns, verbal adjectives, and other words 

forn1ed by -tko have all been considered under Suffix -tko, q. v. 

There are many instances when participles in -tko refer not to the past, 

but to other tenses, especially the present. 

Instances where •intransitive verbs have forn1ed participles in -tko are: 
gitko been, or possessed of; ge'ntko having walked, 125, 1; tsuxatxant( -ko ), 

179, 6 and Note; swiwedsh wennitk a widow, 82, 5; shashan1oks=-lolatko 

who ha,ve lost relatives, 82, 5 and Note; guli'tko having crept into, etG. 

In the convei1 sational form of language, the ending -tko is sornetin1es 

cut off, and what remains is the verb with the last syllable emphasized: 

kewa for kewatko broken, paha for paluttko dried, k'leka for .k'lekatko 

deceased. 

The auxiliary gi to be connects itself in all its fornlS with the participle 

in -tko: nt116latko gi I am a believer, 44, 22; we'tko gfug for being frozen. 

rrhis participle is formed by appending -tko, -tk, in the oblique cases 

· -pkash, -pkan1 etc., to the full, suffixed form of the verb, as mbakatko, d. 

mbambakatko broken down, .from n1baka to break down. Verbs ending in 

-ala, -la, -ana, -na, however, elide a after -1 and -n into -altko, -antko; for 

which process cf. List of Suffixes. rrhe suffix -tko inflects for case and 

severalty just like any other adjective, and a full paradig1n will be given 

below. The various forms in that paradigm can be well understood only 

after a thorough study of the nominal inflection . 

• 
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b. Verbals. 

For want of a better term, the name verbal is used here to comprehend 
a second class of nominal forms of the Klan1ath verb, containing: (1) the 
infinitive, (2) the verbal indefinite with its case-inflection, (3) the verbal 
conditional, (4) the verbal preterit, (5) the verbal causative, (6) the verbal 
durative, (7) the verbal intentional. The verbal forms corresponding to 
these in English are the infinitive and the participles in -ing and -ed, -t 
when connected with various conjunctio,ns and prepositions .. In Latin they 
correRpond to the infinitive, the gerund, gerundivum, supinum, and to some 

of the participles. The English infinitive is expressed by the sirnple form 
of the verb in -a; son1etimes and n1ore frequently by the verbal indefi~ite 
and other verbals. No verbal, except tlie verbal in -sh, has any nominal 
inflection ; when verbs in -tki, -uta, -uga, -6ga are inflected, they are real 
verbs, and not verbals. 

1. The infinitive 

Is formed of the simple form of the verb, with the declarative -a 
usually suffixed. It resembles in its function the English infinitive, but 
differs from it by its rare occurrence in the spoken language. Still, in 

quoting a verb for itself or for insertion in a vocabulary, the Indian always 
uses this grammatic fonn. The Latin and German infinitive is originally 
a dative of an inflected verbal, but in l{lamath this form shows no inflection 

except for severalty. The following examples may give an idea of its 

functions: 

sha't'la kayaktcha he employed to pursue (them), 44, 2. 

sha gen' a n1at shlaa they then went to see, as reported. 
kak' lin itklan tpewa shewana patgiuga he told (her) to pick up bones and 

to give thern (to others) to eat. 
ku-ishewank shHi'pele rfjoicing to meet (hitn) again, 96, 5. 
ma'shishtat shi-usha sluttelakish salve to rub on sores. 
tidshi hak (for ha gi) tumenank if 1 hear (then1) to be good, 93, 9. 

shahamuyank shnuntatka sending for somebody to act as interpreter, 
66, 15. 

hu lalaki hemkank kshaggaya the judges ordered to hang them, 44, 6. 
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It has long been disputed whether Indian languages have a real infinitive, 
and therefore I have given a number of passages referring to the question. 

- Sorne of these infinitives could be explained by the principle of co-ordina

tion of sentences, others by apheresis of -tki, as in the first sentence: 

kayaktcha for kayaktchatki, because the verbs embodying an order, mes

sage, announcement usually have the verbal in -tki or-shafter them.* But, 
nevertheless, the form exists as a verbal distinct from all other verbals. 

2. The verbal indefinite. 

'rhis verbal ends in -sh, -s, and is the only verbal undergoing inflection 

for case in the absolute and distributive form Like the other verbals, it is 

dependent on some finite verb (predicathe personal verb), and the sentence 

in which it is en1bodied wouid be expressed in English by an incident 
clause. The verb on which verbals depend is either gi to be or sorne other 

tetnporally inflected verb; if it is gi, this gi is often suppressed for 

brevity. 

When the logical subject of the verbal indefinite of a transitive verb 

is a noun, it sometimes stands in the possessive case in -am; if a pronoun, 

it is expressed by the possessive and not by the personal pronoun. Thus. 

we have to ~ay: ma!flaksam shishukash the fight of the Indians, ge-u ge-ish 

my departure; lit. "the warring perforn1ed by the Indians", "the going 

away by me." These verbals indefinite have hence to be understood in a 

passive sense, and the same holds good of the preterit verbal in -uish, which 
does not inflect for case unless it turns into a substantive noun. 

But when the subject stands in the subjective case and the pronoun in 

the personal form, the transitive verb is in the active voice., and has to be 

translated as such. Examples of both constructions will be found below. 

There are two verbals indefinite: (1) one ·in -ash, referring to the act 

expressed by the verb, the action in· abstracto in present or past; (2) an

other in -ish, referring to a person as grammatic or logical subject of the 

act expressed by the verb in the present or past. On account of rapid pro
nunciation, slurring over, or syncope of the vowels -a~ or -i-, both verbals 

often become indistinguishable, and are easily confounded. Many verbs 

* Cf. what is said under" Verbal Intentional," p. 416. 

• 
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have only one of the two forms, especially those ending in -i. Thus we 

have: 

shlea to see, to be seen; shh~ash, contr. shle' sh, sle' s the act of seeing, hav
ing seen, being seen, vision, the "looks of something"; d shleshlash the act of 
seeing each object; shle-ish, contr. shle' sh one who sees or has seen, is seen; d. 
shleshla-ish each of those seeing or having seen, being seen. 

kedsha to sprout, kedshash the fact or act of sprouting,. present or past; 

d. kektchash (of each plant); kedshish the sprouting of it, the having sprouted, 

d. kektchish (of each plant). 
These two endings, -ash and -ish, occur again in the nominal derivatives 

from verbs or nomina verbalia, and are discussed at length in the list of suf
fixes. The verbs in -n usually drop the -n in forming then1: pan to eat, 
pash, pa'sh for pa-ash and for pa-ish. 

The mode of rendering these verbals in English is very different, and 
generally a dependent clause has to be formed. We thus obtain two par
allel inflections o( the two verbals indefinite: 

(1) shleash the act of seeing, having seen, being seen, having been seen. 
shleasham the seeing by others than the subject of the sentence. 

shleashti for seeing, on account of seeing, being seen. 
shleashe' mi, shleasha/ n1 at the time of seeing, being seen. 
shleashi while, when seeing, being seen at a certain spot . . 
shleashtka going to see, on the point of seeing, being seen. 

(2) shle-ish one who sees, saw, is seen, or has been seen. 
shle-isham others seeing, or being seen by others than the subject of the-

sentence. 
shle-ishti for, on account of one seeing, being seen. 
shle-ishe'mi at the time of seein_g, being seen. 
shle-ishi while, when one is seeing, being seen at a certain spot. 
shle-ishtka one going to see, or on the point of being seen. 

The above paradigm, compared with that of a substantive, shows that 
the objective and several of the locative c~ses are not represented, and that 
the idea of time is prevailing. 

• 
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It will be seen that these two parallel inflections of the verbal (-ash, -ish) 

coincide aln1ost entirely as to their function or signification in the oblique 

cases, and materially differ only in the subjective case.- At any rate, the 

difference in the oblique cases h; too slight to be kept up by the natives, 

and thus they use only one form for the oblique cases, which is formed 

either from -ash or from -ish, but more cornmonly from the latter. When 

the suffixes are appended to vowels contraction usually takes place, as shle'sh 

for shle-ash and for shle-ish. 

Subjoined are a few examples of verbs standi~g in the sub}ective case 

of the verbal indefinite: (a) intransitive verbs, then (b) transitive verbs, in 

the active and passive voice. 

(a) maklaks lewitchta ke-ish, or ge'sh, the Indians refused to go, 34, 9; 36, 

14. Cf. 165, 9. 

kinks ka-i shana-tdi gempelish the confurer did not want to return, 34, 8. 

tunepni nutish having kindled fire five times, 70, 3. 

ka' shgug gil' tgapelish for being unable to climb back, 95, 6. 

sha nanuk shilkil'lki-uapk kshi'ulxish they will all assemble to dance, 

140, 3. 

(b) nil k'lewi shisln1'kash, shu-utank(a)sh shana-uli I quit fighting (and) 

wish to parley, 14, 1. 2. 

na'paks nil shatashtatxi'sh the disease I am removing from my mouth, 

153; 4. 

Mo' dokni ktaktanapatko shitko shle-ish the Modocs look sleepy; lit. "the 

:.Modocs sleepy-alike to be seen", 91, 7. Cf. 73, 6. 

pil'ks 6nions=shitko shleash camass is like onions to look at, 148, 13. Cf. 

113, 17. 

snawedsh kiuksam siuks (for shi1ikish) the woman killed by the con}urer, 

69, 2. 

wiulagalam shapiyash upon the message sent by the antelopes, 122, 10. 

wiudsish k'laka the beaten oue died; lit. "he died after having been 

beaten", 134, 10. 

ku-i huki' tsutish gintak gi in spite of being doctored she gets worse, 68, 7. 

ndani B6shtin lakiarn ne~ulkiash three contracts having been made by the 

American Government, 36, 14. 
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E-ukshildsham ktchinksh temeshkash the rails having been abstracted by 

the Lake Indians, 35, 10. 

mi hu ge-u stintish you are dear to me; lit. '·'yours is the being loved 

by ~e." 

A combination of two of these verbals in one ·sentence is· found in: sha 

nen mashish gish shapa they say he has become or is diseased, 140, 5. 

The verbal indefinite in -sham represents the possessive case. But the 

-am is not simply appended to the -sh of the verbal; it is a combination 

of the pronoun sham, san1 of them and the verbal indefinite. This will be 
shown more at length in the Syntax, and I consider it sufficient to give 

here one example to show that the subject referred to by sham (-am) always 

stands in the plural number and differs from the subject of the n1ain sen
tence:. P'laiwash shlea spu'nsharn (for spunish shan1) tf1pakshash m'na the 

Eagle saw that they had kidnapped his younger sister; lit. "the Eagle saw the 
act of theirs to kidnap his younger sister." 

The verbal indefinite in -shti, -sti is not often used, but is originally of a 

locative import, and hence can be used in an additive function. Cf. Syntax. 
It is used in a causative sense in the following sentence taken fl'On1 a }fodoc 

text: vud6pka sha u'nk Ke'mushash nanuk link tchulish Aishisham t{ltashti 

they beat l{emush for having taken away all the shirts belonging to A ish ish. 

The verbal indefinite in -she' mi, -sham is purely temporal; will be dis
cussed in Syntax. 

The verbal indefinite in -shi, -si is temporal and local simultaneously; will 

be discussed in Syntax. 
The verbal desiderative in -shtka (or -shtkak) expresses a tendency to

ward, a wishing for, a "going to be", a "being on the point of" the act or 

state embodied in the verb, and occurs in intransitive as well as transitive 

verbs. Gramrnatically speaking, it is the instrun1ental case of the verbal 

indefinite. It is generally connected with the auxiliary gi to be, exist; gi 

either stands separately after it, or beco1nes affixed to it in the shape of -k, 
or is on1itted altogether. Thus we can say: nu a punuashtka gi I want to 

drink, or nu a punuashtkak, or nu a punuashtka, all of these forms Leing 

equivalent to: nu a punuash shanah6li. The verb gi is necessary to com-
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plete the sense of the verbal; and when gi or inflectional forms of it are 

omitted, this has .to be considered as an irregularity. 
To the exan1ples to be found in Syntax, I add here: 

'Vakai Ia1ap shapash a hun shnekupkashtkak i ~ why do you ~ant to have 
two moons going to shine up there (shr~ultaneously)~ 105, 10; from shneka 
to be lit JA;p, to shine; shnekupka to shine from a distance, or from abov~, up there. 

3. The verbal conditional. 

The verbal conditional in -sht is forn1ed from the verbal indefinite by 
appending the suffix -t, which is also the mark of the conditional mode in 
the finite verb. Its function is to indicate the condition or supposition under 
which the action or state expressed by the finite verb of the sentence may 
become a reality. In n1ost instances we have to express it by a clause de- · 
pendent on the principal clause, and its subject has to stand in the objective 
case, whether it be a noun or a pronoun. Though in its temporal function 
it is indefinite like the verbal in -sh, -s, it refers more frequently to the past 
than to any other tense. Unlike the two forms of the indefinite in -ash and 

in -ish, there seems to be one form only for each verb, either the one in -asht, 
or that in -isht. The subject of the verbal conditional is always another 
than that of the principal clause; and this verbal, if not always strictly 

conditional, son1eti1nes expresses possibility, supposition, conjecture. More 
concerning it wil~ be found in Syntax. 

This verbal is fonned: 

patadsha to strain, stretch out; patadshasht, d. paptadshasht for having 
stretched• out; when, afterz on account of having strained, stretch~d out. 

shapiya to tell somebody; n1ish shapiyasht beca,use, after you said or told; 
mish shashapiyasht on account of your saying ot telling at various 
times or sundry places. 

tchu!fa to perish; tch{lxasht, d. tchutch6xasht when, after perishing. 

4. The verbal preterit. 

This verbal is constructed fron1 the simple form of the verb by append
ing -uish. It is not susceptible of inflection like the verbal indefinite, or 
like the substantives in -uish, but always refers to acts performed or states 
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undergone in the past or preterit tense. According to the contents of the 
sentence, it may stand for our pluperfect, and in English rendering has, in 
rnost cases, to be expressed by a dependent clause. It forms no conditional 
verbal in -uisht, because the form in -sht is most frequently found to express 

a preterit tense; whi?h makes a form in -uisht unneces~ary. Examples: 

gena to go away; gen uish the having gone, retreated; after- going. 

hemkanka to speak; ge-u hemkankuish, d. hehan1kankuish, "my having 
spoken", the fact of my speech or speeches having been delivered. 

shnapka to flatten; shnapkuish the former flattening process, the past act 

of flattening; d. shnash'npkuish each of the above acts. 

5. The verbal causative. 

The primary function of the suffix -6ga, -uga, -ok, -uk 1s a causative 

one, being appended to the sitnple form of the verb to state the physical 
cause or the reason why the act or state expressed by the finite verb of the 
sentence is, has been, or will be performed. Modocs prefer the full forms 
-6ga, -l'tga; Klamath Lake Indians, -ok, -uk (with accent receding). Forms 

in 6ga etc. are not periphrastically conjugable with gi to be, nor do they 
show any inflectional change. In English, this verbal has to be often c.ir

cumscribed by a sentence; its subject is the same as that of the principal 
clause. 

shapa to declare, tell; shap6ga, shapuk for the purpose of telling; d. 
shashp6ga. 

shlewi to blow, as winds; shle-uyuk because the wind blows or blew; d. 
shleshluyuk because .every one of the winds blew, or because the wind 

ble,w at different times. 

wen6ya to be or become a widow .: wen6yuk on account of having become a 

widow. 

A secondary function of -6ga is that of forming a verbal with a temporal 

signific-ation, re~ulting fro.n1 the causative one and expressed by our con
junction when: 

nuka to be ripe; nukuk when ripe; lit. "because ripened." 
tan1enu to travel, march; tamenug i when you go or travel. 
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Readers should take care not to confound the verbal -6ga, -1iga with 

derivative verbs forn1ed by the homonyn1ons suffix -6ga, implying the idea 

of location inside, within, and other n1eanings; nor with the enclitic pronoun 

huk, uk thi~ one, he, she, or the adverb huk (for hunk) which points to the 

past tense, as in lewatkuk afte1~ playing, 109, 15, for Iewatko huk. In some 

instances huk, uk even stands for ak, hak only, but; cf. 83, 1, and Note. 

6. The verbal durative. 

It is forn1ed by appending -uta, -6ta to the simple form of the verb, a 

suffix which corresponds to our while, whilst; or, if the verbal is rendered 

by a noun or participle, to our during, pending. So this verbal intimates 

that the action or state ·which they express lasted during the time of the 

act expressed by the finite verb of the sentence. vVhen th~ act or state 

expressed by the verbal continues longer than that of the 1nain verb, the 

suffix -uta, -6ta corresponds to our after. This suffix is neither conjugal>1o 

with gi to be, nor suseeptible of inflection; it has therefore to be kept dis

tinct fi-om -{Lta forming derivative Yerbs as we find thmn in 35, 4. ~3, 2. 

185; 43. Cf. List of Suffixes, under -uta. 

gena to go, wal~; genuta while walking. 

gukna to climb; gukenuta while climbing ttp, 95, 3. 

gulf to creep into; kule-6ta while creeping into. 

hemkanka to speak; hemkank6ta during (his) speech. 

sta wa to starve, fast; sta-6ta while fasting. 

7. The verbal intentional. 

This verbal ends in -tki, -tgi, which is sometin1es mispronounced -tka, 

-tga, and gives the purpose, ain1, or intention by which the action of the 

finite verb, from which the verbal depends, is perfonned. Thus it answers 

to our in order to, for the purpose of, and in its forn1 does not differ from 

the exhortative fonn of the imperative n1ode. More frequently than Modoc 

does the Klamath Lake dialect connect it with forn1s of gi to be, especially 

with its causative form giuga, gfug. In this connection the infinitive is 

often substituted for the form in -tki. In a few instances -tki is found to 

I 
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stand for -tko gi; for instance: tche'ks nu gatpantki I shall come very soon; 

then, of course, it is not the verbal intentional. 

luela to kill; lueltki, lueltki giug, and luela giug in order to kill. 

tchutna to _r;o and treat; tchutantki giug for the purpose of treating, doc

toring, for medical treatment, 65, 18. 
ge-upka to ascend; ge-upkatki giug on account of (their) ascent, 105, 2. 

It is important to observe that the con1bination -tki ging is often con

tracted into -tkinga, -tgiug; lueltki giuga becomes lueltkiug; meyatki giug: 

meitgiug, patki gi11ga: patgiug. 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS CONNECTED Wl'fH THE VERB. 

The personal pronoun, whether used as subject or object of a verb, is 
not incorporated i,nto the body of the verb. At the choice of the one speaking 
these pronouns rna. y be placed before or after the finite verb, separated or 
not separated frorn it by particles or other words intervening. Most pro~ 
nouns, especially when monosyllabic, are accentless, and therefore either 
proclitic or enclitic; but, in spite of such deceptive appearances, the body of 

the verb does not incorporate these pronouns within itself, and a genuine 

verbal inflection for person does not exist. This analytic feature greatly 
facilitates the acquisition of the l{]anlath language, and distinguishes it 
clearly from many other languages of North America. 

The subject-pronoun. 

The subject-pronoun can either precede the absolute form of the verb, 
which generally terminates in -a, or follow it, and in both instances the 
declarative particle a, though it is in the verb already, may be inserted 

between pronoun and verb. When the pronoun follows the verb, and the 
verb stands in the present tensP-, the particle a is generally inserted between 
them; but when a preterit tense is intended, it is usually replaced by hun, 
hunk, htl'nk, unk. Thus we obtain four modes of conjugating the subject
pronoun with the absolute form of the verb. A fifth one is added to these, 
which is produced by on1ission of the particle a, retrograding of the accent, 

syncope, apocope, or other phonetic causes, and extends over the plural and 

first person of singular only. Except in the first person of the singular, 
27 
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this fifth mode occurs very rarely. In all these five series fdsha may be 
accentuated also on the ultin1a: idsha. The intercalation of the declarative 
particle a is n1ore frequent in the northern than in the Modoc diale·ct. 

The series of subject-pronouns will be fully discussed under "Pro

nouns." The first persons are nu, ni> and nat; the second, i, at; but for the 
third persons, various pronouns are in use which in reality are demonstrative 
pronouns (sha excepted), expressing the degrees of distance frorn the speaker 

at whieh the objects spoken of are supposed to ·stand. For the third person 

singular, I have s.elected for the para~igm pi, pi, which points to a he, she, 

or it at son1e distance. No inclusive and exc] usive forn1s for we are in exist

ence, nor is there a dual for any of the pronouns. 

The above will give us the following ·paradigm for the past-present 

declarative form of idsha to remove: 

AN A LYTIC FORMS. I SYNTHETIC FORM. 

I 1·emove nfL idsha nil a idsha idsha nfi idsha a n'O. idshan 

thou 1·emovest i, i idsha i a idsba idsba i idsba a i 

he, she, it removes pi idsha pi a idsha idsha pi idsha a pi 

we remove nad idsba nat a idsha fdsha nat idsha a nat idshna 

ye rernove at idsha at a idsha idsha at ffbha a at id,l>hat 

they remove sha idsba sha a fdsha iusba sha idsba a sha idshash,idshatch 

The distributive form f-idsha, i-idsha to remove man.Y objects individu

ally, severally, or at d'ifferent times follows the same paradigm: 

nu f-idsha nu a f-idsha f-idsha nu i-idsha a nil. f-idshan etc. 

rrhe same may be said of the conditional in -t, as far as the four ana

lytir. series are concerned. For phonrtic causes, the synthetic series is not 
in use in this Inode, and in the declarative mode it is used only in rapid 

conversational speech. 
In the second and fourth analytic form, the declarative particle a is 

often replaced by a more emphatic one, like a-i, ha-i, hai, haftch. Like a, 

these are also particles of actuality, and moreover show that the act is or 

was performed in the presence of the speaker, or of the one spoken to. 

The imperative observes another Inethod in forming its two persons, as 

shown above; the exhortative shows the uniform ending -tki. 
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The object-pronoun. 

rrhe same freedom used in placing the subject-pronoun before or after 

the verb exists concerning the object-pronoun, and in combining the object
pronoun with the subject-pronoun, or separating both by interposing the 
verb or other terms. Here a good deal dependR on the importance of both 

as parts of the sentence. 
The object-pronoun of the direct object is identical with that of the 

indirect object., and often becomes syncopated, or otherwise shortened, in 
rapid speech. If both pronouns are placed after the verb, they often com
bine into a synthetic phrase, and the object-pronoun of the second person 
then precedes, invariably1 the subject ... pronoun of the first. 

Paradigms of these pronon1inal combinations will be found under 
"Pronouns." 

In reflective and reciprocal verbs, the object-pronoun is expressed syn
thetically by the prefix b .. sh of the verb. See "Voices of the Verb." 

VERBAL INFLECTION TO MARK SEVERALTY. 

rro the . observing mind of the primeval Klamath Indian the fact that 
sundry things were done repeatedly, at different times, or that the sarne thing 

was done severally by distinct persons, appeared much n1ore important than 
the pure idea of plurality, as we have it in our language. This category 
of severalty impressed itself on his n1ind so forcibly that he rendered and 
symbolized it in a very appropriate ruanner by means of the distributive 

reduplication of the first syllable. As will be seen by referring to the 

chapter on Reduplication, this grannnatic feature is made thorough! y dis
tinct, as far as phonetics are concerned, from the iterative reduplication, 
which serves for word-formative or derivational purposes only. 

From what is said in the chapter referred to, the grammatic irnpor
tance of the distributive reduplication n1ay be studied in all its details. It 
extends over all parts of speech-not only over the finite verb, but also over 
all temporal, modal, participial forms of the verb-over all the verbals and 

voices of the verb and their derivatives. All its various functions are re
lated to each other, whatsoever may be the fonn we may select in translat
ing then1 into English or other languages. 
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Only a few verbs and nouns are exen1pted from reduplicating, and they 
are so fron1 purely phonetic causes. It is easy to understand that ·words 

like shniksh6kshuka to smell around can not reduplicate, on account of their 

unwieldiness appearing even in the absolute form; and the delicate sense for 

linguistic proprieties of the Klan1ath Indians refrains fron1 phonetic impos
sibilities, as well as that of other nations. Cf. also what is said on page 267. 

'V"ith such terms, severalty has to be indicated by a circumscriptive sentence, 

or by tumi many, turn much, nanuk all, nanukash everywhere, etc. 

THE VOICES OF THE VERB. 

While the modern languages of Europe choose the .analytic method 

for expressing such voices of the verb, or genera verbi, as the passive, causa

tive, reciprocal, and reflective forms, the classic languages of antiquity, the 
Sen1itic dialects, and a large nun1ber of the American languages prefer to 

express them in one word. The single and comprehensive terms which they 

use are derivatives of the active forrn of the transitive verb; some languages 
add to this a medial forn1, purporting that an act is done with reference to 

or in the interest of the verbal subject. All these comprehensive forms are 
true expressions of the incorporating principle inna_te to those languages. 

For deriving the voices, the l(laniath language uses prefixes, either 
sounds or whole syllables. They are placed before the active verb, or be

fore the intransitive verb, wherever it can form derivatives of this kind 
(causative and medial verbs). This change is attended with vocalic ana

thesis ( q. v.) in some of the voices. Every one of these derivatives is 
inflected like the primary verb from which it is derived, though there may 

occur a difference in the accentuation of the two. We have Reen that 

prefixes form derivatives only, not fonns of verbal inflection. 

Here the inflection of the transitive verb does not differ fron1 that of 

the intransitive, as it does in so many other languages, and it is only on 

account of the peculiar formation of duals and plurals that I made a sep
arate voice of the intransitive verb. The passive fonn is identical with the 

active form. In many instances the sanw verbal derivative serves as are

flective and reciprocal verb, and causative verbs show the same prefix, h sh-. 

These three usually differ fron1 the medial form, a voice which is character-
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istic for this upland language. The impersonal verb is usually without pre

fix, and inflects like the other voices; some of their nu1nber also occur in 

the active form. 
We reserve to the verb gi to be, exist, which answers to our verb to be 

when used in periphrastic conjugation, the last place in this chapter, and 

enun1erate the eight voices of verbs in the following order: 

1. Active voice. 6. Causative voice. 

2. Passive voice. 7. Intransitive voice. 

3. Reflective voice. 8. Impersonal voice. 

4. Medial voice. 

5. Reciprocal voice. 9. The verb gi. 

1. The active voice. 

Transitive verbs, in their active voice, have with them a direct object 

or con1plen1ent, either animate or inanimate, upon which the act performed 

by the subject of the verb is directed. There are, however, many object

less verbs, which do not require constant mention of their object in distinct 

words, e g., to ride, to }Jay; here the adding of to ride a horse, to pay money, 
is unnecessary in n1ost cases. But with others the sentence becomes defect

ive if the object is not name~, as with to smash, to throw, to press. The direct 
object stands in the objective case, whether non1inal or pronominal: nil a 

shul6tish shn1ukatana I am wetting a garment. A nun1ber of verbs can add 

an indirect object to the direct object, the objective case in -sh being the 

same for both: knuks ish hun ne-i! hand over that string to me! In this 

volume the objectless and the objective active verb are both classed as 

transitive verbs. The natural position of the object is after the subject 
and before the verb, which, in declarative and interrogative clauses, usually 

concludes the sentence. 

2. The passive voice. 

Active verbs turn into passives when the sentence is reversed so tha 

the direct object of the active verb becomes the subject, and the former 

subject, losing the quality of gramn1atic subject, becomes its logical subject, 

and is pointed out as such by son1e preposition. Thus the sentence: Titak 

I 
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hikash shlin Titak shot a grizzly bear, becomes, when turned into a passive 

sentence, ll1k shHn Titakam a grizzly bear was sho-t by Titak. 

The English language usually resorts to the auxiliary verb to be when 

expressing passivity, but in Klamath the active verb remains unchanged. 

The same grali1matic form exists for the active and for the pas~ive voice; 
when no logical subject is added, it is impossible but for the context to find 

out which voice was intended. Of. the following examples: 

rruiklaks E-ukak idsha the Indians brought or were brought to Fort 

Klamath. 

maklaks nge'shtka shiuka an Indian killed (somebody) or was killed by 

an arrow. 

The different modes of expressing the logical subject of the passive 
verb will be discussed in Syntax, and it may be added now that the transi
tive verb is not very often used in a passive sense. 

Another mode of expressing passivity is to connect the past participle 

in -tko with the auxiliary gi, and to inflect both through all tenses, n1odes, 

and verbals of the latter: 

ktt1ka to strike with jist: 

n u a ktukatko gi I am struck. 

nil a ktukatko gi-uapk I shall be struck. 

k6ka to bite: 

nil a k6katko gi I am bitten. 

i a k6katko gi't you may get bitten. 

k6katko giuga in order to be bitten. 

In forms where gi is found, and not an inflectional forn1 of it, as gi't, 

gitki, giug, gi'sh, gi'sht, this auxiliary is frequently dropped: nu k6katko I 
am bitten. 

There are son1e verbs in the larguage which can not be used in anoth~r 
but a passive signification, e. g. : shalxita to be bewitched, to lie sick under the 

tamdnuash-spell, fron1 shfla to be chronically sick; but it is more logical to 
consider verbs like these as intransitives. 
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3. The reflective voice. 

In reflective verbs, the direct object is also the subject of the verb. rro 

express this relation the English language has no rneans but that of adding 
myself, himself, oneself, etc. ; but in K:Iamath prefixation of sh- or of h-sh is 

resorted to, so that the reflective voiee is formed synthetically. If peculiar 
stress is laid upon the myself, himself, nutak, pitak etc. may be added. 

Some grammarians call these verbs pronominal verbs. The function of the . 

prefix sh- as a reflective pronoun is to form reflective verbs with a direct 

object (reflective verbs properly so:-called), and other reflective verbs with 

an indirect object (medial verbs). The latter are now formed exclusively 

by this prefix, while fi:1e former show sh- and its COf!!pound h-sh-. The 

pronoun sha they, now used in the plural only, gave origin to this prefix, 

for it must have once signified oneself and themselves. Examples : 

shahiktcha to cut one's throat; from laktcha to cut another's throat. 
shatalaka to rub oneself; from talaka to rub. 
shupt6ga (lak) to pull out one's hair; from put6ga to tear out. 

And several others 1nentioned on page 278. 
The compound prefix h-sh- also forms reflective verbs, and son1e of 

these are reciprocal at the sa~e time, like histanta. Besides the verb& 

given on page 279 we mention: 

histanta to love oneself; from stinta to love. 
hishlan to shoot oneself; from shlin to shoot. 
hashtxa to pe~forate one's nose-wall; fi·o1n shtl1ka to pierce. 

4. The medial voice. 

Transitive and intransitive verbs assume the form of what I call the 

medial voice by prefixing sh-, s- when the act mnbodied in the verb is done 

upon or for the subject by or in referrence to this san1e subject of the verb. 

It is in fact a reflective verb, but a special kind of it. To t~e reflective 

verb proper the verbal subject serves as a direct object, and therefore only 
transitive verbs can give origin to this verb; but to the medial verb the 

verbal subject serves as an indirect object, hence this verb may originate· 
from intransitive as well ·as from transitive verbs. The n1edial verbs of 
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Klamath may be most fitly compared in their functions, not in their exter
nal form, with the media of Greek; those which are forn1ed from intransitive 
verbs correspond exactly to the French s'en alle'r, se mourir, and to the Span
ish irse, morirse. 

a. Medial verbs derived from transitives: 
shakiha to miss the mark while shoot-ing; ~ from kai'hha to miss the aim. 

shaJamna to carry on the back; radix a- in ana to carry off. 

shaJgia to place, deposit against for oneself; from lakia to place against. 

shameni (for sh'hameni) to claim for oneself; fron1 hameni to desire. 

shan1patuala to nail, fasten onrJ object to another to make it longer; from 
rr1pata to pin fast to. 

shikita to make a false report; fron1 kiya to tell a lie. 

shlankua to spread out over the water; frotn nakua. to dam up. 

shuyega to lift up for oneself; from uyega to lift a long object. 

b. Medial verbs derived from intransitives: 

shaktila to take under the ann; from gutila to go below. 

shalaggaya to ascend, climb up (spiders); from laggaya to hang down from. 

shalala to scratch, rub one's sides; fron1 lala to slope downward. 

shalan1a to call saucy names; from lama to be wild, bewildered. 

shetalpeli to look back at~· from telha, tela to look upon, on. 

stunka to pass, run through, as ropes; from tunka. to come out. 

A special kind of verbs, which should be classed with the n1edial verbs, 
are those in which a consonantic or vocalic change indicates some relation 
to the subject itself. Not many instances of this are on hand, but we may 
mention: 

kilxantko humpback, when in1itflted by children etc.; from kilxa (not 
ki)xa) to become humpbacked. 

pa' dsha to simulate sickness; cf. pa' dsha to become dry (originally), to fall 

sick; to become blind. 

p~'lpela to work for one's own or somebody's benefit; from pelpela to work. 

txa'lxa to rise upon one's feet (emphatic; a is long); tgelxa to stand up. 
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5. The reciprocal voice. 

verbs expressing a mutual act, done by each to the other, are called 
reciprocal verbs, and presuppose a double subject, which is usually ex

pressed by pronouns. Either these pronouns are added to the verb as 
separate words,* or they are represented by son1e affix appended to or in
corporated into the verb. In the language of the Maklaks this latter syn
thetic mode is alone in use, and reciprocal verbs are able to form non1inal 
derivatives also. Like the reflective voice, the reciprocal voice is formed 

by the nwdial prefix sh- or its compound h-sh-, and attended by vocalic 
ana thesis: 

(a) Reciprocal verbs with prefix sh-. This form of the voice is not so 
frequent as the one to be given under (c). 

shakiha to miss each other; frotn kaihha to miss the aim. 
shatashta to touch each other; from tashta to touch by hand. 
shetui to fire at each other; from tewi to shoot. 
sheno'lxa to compact, agree; from ne-ulxa to arrange. 

(b) Reciprocal verbs with prefix sh-, forrned by the distributive forn1 of 

medial verbs. This mode of deriving reciprocal verbs is only accidental. 

shashaJgia to quarrel; from shaJgia to lay something against. 
shashtashta to touch each other; from tashta to touch by hand. 

(c) Reciprocal verbs with prefix h-sh-. Some verbs formed in this man
ner are simultaneously reflective and reciprocal, and the original active 
forn1 of others no longer exists in the language. 

heshamkanka to tell, order each other; fro1n hemkanka to speak. 
huslnitanka to meet each other secretly; from hutanka to run up. 
hushpantchna to walk arm in arm; from spunshna to take along. 
hushti wa to scratch, stab each other; fron1 tewi to pierce, stab. 
hnshtch6ka to kill each other; from tch6ka to perish. 

And many others on page 279. 

(d) Reciprocal verbs in -yua. Modoc verbs of this terminal have been 
discussed under Suffix -yua. 

*Sometimes accowpanied uy prepositions, as intm· in Latin, ent1·e iu French. 
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6. The causative voice. 

This is a fortn of verbal derivation which adds to the transitive or in ... 

transjtive verb the idea of prompting, causing, or compelling to perform 
the act or enter the state or condition expressed by the original verb. The 
Klamath language forms them by means of vocalic anathesis, and by prefix
ing sh- or compounds of it: shn-, sp-, st-, h-sh-. In the Germanic languages, 

causative verbs are frequently formed al~o by a vocalic change, here called 

''Umlaut"; so we have in English to drench, to fell, to raise derived from to 

drink, to fall, to rise. 

a. Causative verbs formed by the medial prefix sh-: 

shkalkela to hurt, inJure; from kalkela to fall sick. 

shnelxa to set on fire; froln 11 elka to be burnt up. 

shuenka to kill, slay, plur. of obj. (:l\fod.); fronl wenka to die. 

shuka to drive out from; from huka to run at. 

b. Causative verbs formed by compound prefixes of sh-: 

shnahualta to cause to sound, to ring; front walta to sound. 

· shnekshita to save, deliver; fron1 kshita to escape (Mod.). 

shnikanua to let ripen; from n6ka, nuka to ripen. 

spidsha to drag behind; fron1 idsha to carry along. 

spika to draw, pull out; from ika to remove from. 

st6pela to peel' the bark off, lit. "to ntake dry above"; from u- above, pala 

to dry up. 

hashtawa to starve out; fron1 stawa to be famished. 

heshla to exhibit, show; from shlea to see. 

hushn6xa to bake, cook; from shnuxa to parch. 

More examples will be found under "Anathesis", pages 278. 279, and 

List of Prefixes. 
7. The intransitive voice. 

Verbs which cannot take a direct object or complen1ent, and therefore are 

not susceptible of being used in a passive sense, are called intransitive. In 

this language they are inflected in the san1e manner as transitive and other 

verbs as to tense and mode, and some can assume a causative and a medial 
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vo1ce. There are a nun1ber of verbs which are transitives and intransitives 
at the san1e time, as k'lekala to lose children and to be at the point of death. 

The dis~ributive form of intransitive verbs may refer to s~veralty or 

repetition of the act, state, or quality expressed by the verb, but it does also, 

and much more frequently, refer to verbal acts performed or states under

gone by a plurality of subjects, and in this latter case it corresponds to the 
plural of the English verb. 

A special class arnong the intransitive verbs is the attributive verbs 

which indicate some quality or attribute of the subject, and in the languages 
of modern Europe are generally circumscribed by the substantive verb to 
be, accompanied by an adjective noun. In a large number of agglutinative 
languages attributive verbs are a prominent feature, since they n1ake a 
predicative verb of what we consider to be sin1ply an adjective or attribute 
joined to the verb to be, and express by a single term what we can render 
only by a co1nbination of two or three words. What we call an 'adjective 
is, in those languages, a verbal or participle of that attributive verb. So, in 

the Creek, the grass is green, pahit lanis, is, literally, "the grass greens", or 
"the grass is greening"; while gre~n grass is pahi lani, which comes nearest 
to a term like "grass greened," or "grass greening." Here the adjective, 

whether used predicatively or attributively, is always a form of a verb; but 

in Klan1ath there are true adjectives, recognizable by their endings ( -kni, -li, 
-ni, -ptchi, etc.), and liable to become connected with the verb gi; and, 
besides, there are attributive verbs of the sort just pointed out by an example 

frorn the Creek language. These att~ibutive verbs appear in a verbal finite 

form when used predicatively, and in the participial fonn in -tko when 
employed attributively. 

The two classes of the intransitive verb present thmnselves in the fol
lowing manner: 

A.-The non-attributive intransitive verb describes an act perforn1ed by 

an animate subject, or a state undergone by, a quality belonging to an ani
tnate or inanimate subject. If connected with an object, this object is al
ways an indirect one. 

kedsha, d. kek'tcha to grow (plants). 
k'leka to reach, to turn into; to die. 
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n6ka, d. n6nuka to ripen, mature. 

tHi' rna, d. tetHi' rna to feel hungry. 

B.-The attributive or qualitative intransitive verb of the Klamath lan
guage corresponds to the English adjective connected with the verb to be, 

though it can be rendered in other ways. Son1e of this class even combine 
a transitive with an intransitive signification, as ginka to be hollow and to 

perforate something. Examples: 

tchaki rna' sha the boy is sick. 

n1a'shitko tchaki the, a sick boy. 

tchaki man1a' sha the boys are sick; boys are sick. 

marna'shitko tchaki sick boys. 

kta-i yuta the, a stone is heavy. 

yutantko kta-i a heavy stone. 

kelpka ambu the water is hot, boiling. 

a-am bu kekaJpka waters are hot, boiling. 

Adjectives, a?companied by the verb gi, can drop this verb whenever 
no doubt can arise through its absence about their n1eaning; in that case 
the adjective is predicative, just like the attributive verb. 1{6-idshi wash 
the mischievous prairie-wolf; wash k6-idshi gi, or wash k6-idshi the prairie

wolf is mischievous. 

When indicative of location or position, attributive verbs can fulfill 
the office of postpositions: i-utila to be, to lie under; Mod. yutilan ; postp. 
below, underneath. 

The subjoined small list of attributive verbs goes to show that many of 
their nu1nber have other significations besides, which are sometimes transi

tive and more original. 

gimpka, ginua1a, ginsxa to be etnpty, vacant, hollow. 

guhua, guha to be swollen and to swell up. 

kuanka to be lame; kuankatko lame, halting. 

kila, nxilla to be angry, strong, and to make haste. 

ma' sha to be sick, smarting, and to taste like. 

ndsh6ka to be deaf and not to understand. 

n6ka to be ripe, to ripen, and to cook, boil, stew. 
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pala to be dry, and to dry up. 

shfpnu to be full of air, wind, and to be ha·ughty. 

skuya to be crooked, humpbacked, and to mash, bray. 

8. The impersonal voice. 

429 

Impersonal verbs have for a formal subject the indefinite, neuter pro
noun it, for which no equivalent exists in Klamath. Here the impersonal 
verb is, therefore, expressed by the sinlple fonn of the ver~, which inflects 
for ter:se, 1node, verbals, and severalty. There are two distinct series of 
hnpersonal verbs-such as take no direct object, and such as possess a 
direct or indirect personal object. 

A.-Objectless impersonal verbs chiefly refer to phenon1e~a of nature, to 
the changes in the atmosphere, of the seasons etc. 

yewa the north wind is blowing; lit. "it is howling." 
lemena it is t!~undering; lit. ''it is rolling." 
lua it is foggy, misty, hazy. 

mua the wind blows from the south (muat) 
pafsha, tgf wa it is sultry weather. 

pata it is summer, it is hot weather. 

sha'hlmalxa the fall of the year is at hand. 

shgu' rnla, Mod. tchgu' mna it is freezing, frost is forming. 

sk6a it is SP'ring-time; lit. "it is sprouting." 
shvu'ntka, Mod. tchvuntka hoar-frost is forming . 

we'n ice is forming, it is freezing or frozen. 

The following objectless verbs are cornpounds of gi to be, exist, and do 
not indicate natural phenomena. They may connect with an indirect per

sonal object : 

lfe' gi, Jsa' gi there is nothing, it disappears, it is scarce (Mod. ka' gi and 
ka'ka). 

lalfi (for le ha gi) it is gone, it is missing. 

B.-Impersonal verbs with personal object chiefly describe bodily sen
sations of t~mperature, hunger or thirst, health or infirmity, and a few also 
refer to n1ental or n1oral qualities. A few also sirnultaneously appear as 
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intransitives, with the personal pronoun in the subjective case, especially in 
l\fodoc, while the majority have the personal pronoun or noun preceding 
or following thern in the objective case. 

ambutka nil, i; ambutka n'sh, tn'sh I am, thou art thirsty. 

hushlta nil; hushlt~ n'sh I am in good health. 

ka' dshika nil ; ka' dshika nish I feel tiTed. 

ma'sha nil; ma'sha nilsh, n'sh I am sick. 

tia'n1a nil; tia'ma n'sh I am hungry. 

Other verbs seem entirely confined to the itnpersonal form: 

guhua nish, mish I am, thou art swollen. 

;kelxa a nfrsh, ;kelxa ansh I am in the habit of. 

katka nilsh, katgans I am cold. 

lushl{u:;hki nish I feel wann. 

nxamka nish it aches, hu'rtS me. 

nda-iti an's my hands or feet aTe cold. 

ndsh6ka mish thou art deaf 

pano'pka nilsh I am hungry; lit. "I want to eat." 

pa'ka nish,_ pa'kansh I am thirsty; lit. "it makes n1e dry." 
pupa nilsh, pupans I bleed from the nose. 

tapsxoya an's my fingers are 1iumb from cold. 

tchakelila an's I bleed (elsewhere than fron1 the nose). 

Con1pare also the following sentences: 

ku-i an'sh hushlta paishuk sultriness oppresses me. 

ka' gi a n'sh tcho'ksh I am lame in one le.Q; lit. "to me a leg is deficient." 

9. The verb g£ To BE. 

The Klamath verb gi corresponds in a certain measure to our substan

tive verb to be, but besides this it is use_d in a n1uch wider signification. It 
unites the functions of an intransitive to those of a transitive and substantive 

verb, forms with some verbs what I call ''periphrastic conjugation," and in 

its various forms also enters as a component into the formation of words. 

This verb gi is, in fact, the den1onstrative pronoun ge, ke this one, this here 
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in a verbified shape; and, having assumed the verbal fonn, it caine to signify 

to be here, to be at this or that place, to be at this time or at such a thne. 
Thus the original verbal signification of gi is that of accidental exist

ence-to exist; not by nature, but by chance: to happen to be. In this function 

it is comparable to the Spanish verb estar, to be accidentally; but it soon 

assumed also the function of designating real, essential existence, like the 

Spanish verb ser: to be by nature, to be essentially, in reality, and not by chance 

or accident. Outside of these, the verb gi has taken other significations

to become, to have, possess, to do and to say-all of which will be treated in 

their respective order Gi is often abbreviated into -g, -k, and its shorter 
forms are used enclitieally. 

I have elsewhere discussed this verb at length,* and have here extracted 

some of the exan1ples given there. More examples will be found in the 

Dictionary, pages 44. 45. 

Presented in their order of gramrnatic evolution, the six different func
tions of gi are as follows: 

(a) To be here, to be at this or that place, to be at such a time, then. In 

this function, gi points to casual or accidental e-xistence, occurrence by 

chance, and, like the pronoun ge, generally implies close proxi1nity to the 

grammatic or logical subject of the sentence. It comes nearest to our verb 
to exist. Exan1ples: 

kani gi he, she, it is outside, outdoors. 
lapi gi there are two (of them). 

tidsh gi to feel well; ku-i gi to feel unwell. 
k1immetat giank staying in the rocks. 

giti shuyeakeks gi-uapka here shall be a leaping-place, 142, 3. 

To this definition must be traced the gi composing some of the attrib

utive and impersonal verbs above mentioned, as ka' gi, laki, lushlushgi, 
p'laiki, sha'tki, etc. 

(b) To become, to begin to be. This definition appears, e. g., in the fol

lowing example: ka-i ni a kukamtchish gi-uapk I would never become old, 
64, 13. 

*"On the Substantive Verb iu some North American Languages;" Proceedings of the XVIthAnnual 
Session of the American Philological Association, July, 1884, pages 26-33. 
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(c) To be really, essentially, intrinsically; to exist by its own nature. In 

this definition gi represents the substantive verbs to be of English, etre of 

Freneh, sein of German, and, as an auxiliary verb, is employed in conjugat

ing verbs periphrastically through their verbals (in -tki, -shtka) and their 

participles. 

nutakam luk !faJkali gi the seed of the nutak-plant is round. 
i a tala gi you are right. 
i a ku-i gi you are wrong. 

It appears as an auxiliary verb: 

p'laikishtka gi sha ppash the sun was near the noon-point. 
ni nanukash shHi'sh ki I can see everywhere, 22, 17. 

(d) To be possessed by, to belong to, to be provided, endowed with. When 

used in this sense, gi takes the owner or proprietor in the possessive case 

(to be somebody's), and the object possessed in the subjective case. If the 

owner is expressed by a possessive pronoun, this pronoun stands in the 

subjective case. Gi appears very frequently in the participle of the past: 
gitko possessed of, with the object in the objective case. 

tanna i weweash gitk ~ how many children have yo·u 1 
kanam kek i-an1nash gi~ whose beads are these? 
kanam ge latchash gi ~ wlw owns this lodge? 
tunepni ge-u welwash gi I hlwe five water-springs, 157; 46. 

k6kuapkash lulp gitko having swollen eyes. 
kailalapsh gitko dressed in leggings. 
tuma tua gi'tkuapka i you will possess many things, 182; 7. 

(e) To do, to act, to perform. Here the verb gi becomes a transitive 

verb, though there are no exan1ples on hand of its being used in a passive 
sense also. Evolved from gi, signification (a) of casual existence: to be at 

something. 

tidsh gi to do right, to act well. 
!fu-i gi to act wickedly, to do evil, to be obnoxious. 
wak i gen gitk ~ what are you doing here? 
humasht giulank ajte1· havin,q acted thus. 

• 
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tua i wak gi-uapkug tebl shanaholi ~ what do you want to do with tht table? 
Gi to act also composes son1e verba denominativa, as nka'kgi, nkashgi, 

mentioned above. 

(/) To say, to speak. Gi is used in this sense (instead of hemkanka) 
only when the spoken words are quoted either verbatim or in part. This 

use of gi has evolved from gi to do, to act, viz., ''to do by words", and in 
French we often hear il fit instead of il dit. 

na-asht gi, na' shtk, na' shtg so I say, said; so he said etc. 
tsi sha hun gi so they said; hataktk there he said. 
nu gitki gi I say they must become. 

INFLECTION FOR NUMBER. 

There are some gra1nmatic categories which have remained in a stnte 
of rudimentary development in the n1ind of the Maklaks Indian, and seem 

to have been too abstract for him. An1ong these is the category of number, 
or what we call, gran1n1atically, the sinr;~tlar, dual, and pl1;tral; for these do 

not exist here in the sense expressed in European tongues. As to verbal 

inflection, this would necessitate the incorporation of the pronoun into the 

body of the verb, or of particles marking plurality. This we observe in 

1nany American languages, but not in Klamath, where only a faint conl
mencement was made toward incorporating peesonal pronouns into the 
verb. But this language uses several other n1eans to express ntnnber in a . 
n1ore indirect 1nanner. One of these is the use of a different radix when 

the subject or object changes fro1n the singular to the dual or plural; but 
this is not verbal inflection for number, for the term inflection implies rule 

and regularity extending over all verbs, whereas here the choice of the ra~ix 

is son1etimes arbitrary. Such a change in the radix ,always implies also a 
change in signification, however small; and if this change is no longer per

ceptible, it was so in the earlier history of the language. Moreover, the 

assumed term for dual does not mean here two subjects only, as with ns. 

At an early period the genius of this upland tongue seems to have left 
unnoticed the expression of numb!r in verbs, as well as in nouns, and found 

no tnore nece55ity to define it than to define sex. Only a little rr1ore atten

tion was paid to the categories of tnode and tense, for what was done in all 
28 
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these belongs to later periods of linguistic development. Concrete catego
ries alone were then accounted of importance, for all relations bearing upon 
locality, r1istance, and individuality or severalty are distinguished with su
perior accuracy, and even tense is Inarked by n1eans of particles which were 
originally locative. Nowhere il;! the female sex n1ade distinct from the tnale 

by linguistic fonns, although several Columbian and Oregonian languages 
exhibit this distinction, some in the pronoun only, as the AtfaJati, of the 
Kalapuya stock, some in the verb also, as the Chinook. 

In order to n1ake our subject-matter clear, I have divided this chapter 
Into two parts: 

I. Number in the transitive v8rb. 
II. N un1ber in the intransitive verb. 

I.-THE CATEGORY OF NUMBER IN THE TRANSITIVE VERB. 

In the languages of Aryan and Sen1itic stock, all verbs are governed 

exclusively by th~ir grammatic subject. But it is different in the agglu
tinative languages. Here the intransitive verb is governed by its subject, 

this being the grammatic and logical subject of the sentence; but the tran

sitive verb, or rather noun-verb, is governed for number by its direct object, 

and not by its subject. The subject remains in its quality as grannnatic 
subject, but the grammatic object becornes the logical subject of the sen
tence, and as such it rules the noun-verb.* . Example: 

Lelekash watch s~iuga Lelekash killed a horse. 

Lelekash tun1a watch luela Lelekash killed many horses. 

In a few transitive verbs a distinction is made in the number or quality 

of the verbal object, one form being employed when a few only are con
cerned, and another when many objects are acted upon. 

'Vhen the direct object of a transitive verb is plural, it will be expressed 
in the verb under certain circumstanc€s vVhen the subject of this verb is 

plural, the verb is usually not affected by it. If the plnrality of the object 

"Something that slightly reminds us of this structure is fount!. in the contpouncl transitive Vt>riJ 
(not the simple) of Romance langnages, which varies the participle when the object p1·ecedes it in tlw 
S<~ntence. Thus in French: "les hirondelles que j'ai vnes etaient perchtles." compared to ,, j'ai vn des 
hiroodelles perehees"; derived from Low Latin: habeo visa~, aud habeo visum. 
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is indicated through the verb, the object itself is not required in all instances 
to bear the mark of plurality. Iterative reduplication of the verb may also 
at times imply a plurality of the object, though it is only intended to mark 
frequency or repetition of an act. !-fore about all this-will be seen in the 

Syntax. 
Plurality of the direct object evidences itself in the transitive verb: (1) 

by distributive reduplication; (2) by change of prefix; (3) by change of the 
radical syllable; ( 4) by change of suffix. 

I. Distributive reduplication is the rneans rnost frequently resorted to 
for the purpose, but only when the action of the verb is repeated or per
formed specially for every one of tlie objects. There must be action in 
severalty by one and the same individual, or one act perforn1ed by each 
individual separately upon the objects or each object; whereas the absolute 

form will be used when the act is performed by one or more subjects, col
lectively or at once upon the object, or objects. 

i a elxa sheshash you give a name. 

i a ealxa sheshash you give different names to one or various objects. 
skutash sha waldsha they spread a blanket over. 

skutash sha wawaldsha they spread blankets over different objects. 

2. Change of prefix is observed in certain transitive verbs when there is 
· a change fron1 a single direct object of a certain ~xterior or shape, as round, 
long, flat, to a plurality of direct objects. Here the signification of the verb 
lies more in the radical and in the suffix than in the prefix, and each of these 
verbs has also its distributive forn1. 

As may be inferred from the List of Prefixes, a- refers to one long object; 
ksh-, ks- to one long object, to a bunch of long articles, or to one animate 
object that can be carried on the arm or arms; sp-, see "List of Prefixes"; 
t-, ta-, te- points to one long or animate object standing upright; u- to a 
long object direct or indirect. All these prefixes are generally changed to i-, 

iy-, y-, yi- when the object of the verb is placed in the plural number. rro 

the exan1ples mentioned in the "List of Prefixes" we add the following: 

atpf!, to carry, to bring; pl. of obj. ftpa. 
kshala1a to place near the fire; pl. ilaJa (also in trans.). 
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kshawala to fix or tie on the top of; pl. of obj. iwala, ihuala. 
kshempeli to carry back, bring home; pl. empeli. 
kshiwixa to put, place into; pl. iwixa. 
kshuyanlna and uyamna to take along; pl. i-amna. 
kshuyega and uyega to lift 1Jtp, raise; pl. iyega. 
spulhi to place inside, lock up; pl. ilhi. 
tmeshka, temeshga to abstract; pl. yin1eshka. 
uduka to beat with a stick; a few objects, iduyua; many, idf1ka. 
udshipa to take off from, strip; pl. idshipa. 
uyega to lift up a long object; a few, yaniega; tnany, iyega. 

The verbs with 1- or lu- prefixed, referring to one object of round, 
rounded, or bulky exterior, exchange this prefix for p-, pe-, or pe-u- when 
more than one object is spoken of, ~ometimes with alteration of the suffix 
also. In the examples below the prefix syllable also serves as radical syl
lable. 

Hkla to deposit; pl. pe-ula. 
luya, lui to give, hand over; pl. pewi, pa'wi. 
luyega to lift, gather up; pl. pe-uyega. 

The verbs kewa, ukewa to break to pieces also use the prefix pe- (pekewa) 
when a plurality of objects is spoken of. 

Verbs with prefix shu-, when referring to the driving of many objects, 
as horses, cows etc., assutne the prefix n-; when only a few objects are con
cerned, the prefix tp- is used, at least in the lVIouoc dialect. 

shu' dshna to drive o./J, chase; a few, tpftdshna; 1nan y, niudshna. 
shulddsha to drive in a c·ircle; tpukidsha; niukidsha. 

shuli to drive into; tpuli, Kl. kpuli ; ni-uli. 
shui-uxa to drive out of an inclosure; ni-uxa. 
shuwa (for shuiwa) to drive ·into water; tpewa, tp{ta; niwa. 

3. Change of the radical syllable is resorted to only in verbs of a certain 

class, like those of giving, breaking, cutting, killing, digging, etc. This 

grammatic process stands outside the limits of any law or rule, and a slig·ht 
difference of signification can usually be discovered through eareful analysis 
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of the tern1s used f~r one object and for n1an'y. This feature is con1mon to 
n1any North American languages of the West, especially for the intransitive 
verb. Cf the Latin verbs ferrre, tollere and the English to be in regard to 

their tenses. 

kewa to break, smash; pl. ngata, nguldsha. 
kshuya to transfer a long ur anirnate object; pl. shewana. 

neya, ne-i to give one thin object; pl. shewana. 
shexkanka to take along,· pl. itnnega or i-anu1a. 
shif1ga to kill; pl.luela, n-fod.ll1ela, shuenka (luela "to lay low a crowd"). 
shlin to shoot, wound; pl. yf1ta, i -6' ta. 
spuni to transfer one person ; pl. shewana. 
tewa to run one post into the gro·und; two posts, stalxa; many posts, 

tet:ilxa. 
ukata _to chop, split,· pl. ul6dsha, vul6dsha ; ugultcha. 

4. Change of suffix, to indicate the change from one to two or more 

objects, occurs chiefly in such verbs as adopt th8 ending -yua to point out 
that the action of the verb extends over a few objects only. 

ktuka to strike by hand; a few, ktuyua. 

stuka to stab, wound, cut; a few, stuyua. 
shuka to drive out; a few, shuyua. 
shukanka to run after; a few, tpuyamna. 

The verb 1neya to dig roots differs entirely from the above by forn1ing 

sta-ila "to fill up (the root-basket)" when n1any subjects, not objects, are 
referred to. It can be considered as an intransitive verb. 

II.-THE CA.TEGORY OF NUMBER IN THE INTRANSITIVE VERB. 

The four modes observed in forming this category in transitive verbs 
also occur in the intransitive verb when there is a change fron1 one to many 

subjects, though with some restrictions. A large number of verbs substitute 
one radical syllable for another, with or without change of the formative 
suffix. ~lost of these verbs possess three numbers, instead of two, like a 

majority of the others. Of these three numbers, 

The singular is used when the verb has one subject; 
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The dual is used when the· verb has two, three, son1etimes four subjects; 

The plural is in use when the verb has over three or four, or a multitude 

of subjects. 

Perhaps the term dual is not quite appropriately selected for a gram

matic number which points to very few; but in the majority of cases when 

this forn1 is employed two subjects only are meant. Those wishing to con
vey the idea that not more than two are meant, have to add to the subject 

the numeral hipi, lap two, or h1,piak two only, or lapuk both. 

1. Distributive reduplication is the means to show plurality in the nla

jority of intransitive verbs. It is used wherever more than one subject 

governs the verb, and thus exactly corresponds to the plural of verbs 1n 

European languages. 

tidsh n t1 tchia I live contented; tidsh nat tchitchia we live contented. 

shiwaga a ktana the girl is sleeping; shi waga or shishuaga a ktakta the 

girls are sleeping. 

2. Change of prefix only is chiefly resorted to in verbs which are trans-
hives and intransitives simultaneously: 

kshala.Ia to be o_r lie near the fire; pl. ilala. 

kshikla to be or lie within; pl. ikla. 

kshutila to be or lie underneath; pl. i~utila. 

3. Change of radical syllable without change of suffix occurs extensively 

in verbs ernbodying the ideas of standing, sitting, lying, running, and leap

ing, falling and rolling down, hiding, going, coming. A majority of these 

verbs have three numbers-singular, dual, and plural-each one marked by 

a special radix, mostly formed from pronominal roots, which are distinctly 

recognizable as such, and also enter into the formation of prefixes. In some 

of the verbs the two dialects differ considerably in the formation of their 

duals and plurals. The new terms introduced in the list below, which are 

not found in the Dictionary, are all taken from the Modoc dialect, and n.1ost 

of thmn are intelligible to the l{latnath Lake Indians as well, and used by 

them. It will be seen that the distributive form of some verb representing 

one of the three numbers is sometimes used as the dual or plural of that 

verb. The radix hu-, which forms the largest nun1ber of verbs in this list 

J 
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( cf. Dictionary), and tu- (in the dual form tnsh-), are pronominal roots point
ing to distance; the radix tin- occurs also in words referring to one subject 
only: tfnuash, tinkuela, tin6la etc The radix lu-, lui-, and lin- is derived 
fron1 li wa to form a cl~ crowd, and the prefix 1- _points to the circumfer
ence of a standing, sitting, or lying crowd or multitude, as it does also in 
klush-, found in son1e of the plural verbs. These latter refer to aggregation 
or gathering in a row, line, or file, which is indicated by prefix k- pointing 
to lateral action. In the verbs of standing, t- points to persons in an erect 
position; in those of sitting, tcha-, tch- embodies tchia to sit, wa- to sit or exist 

in a certain place or ~medium. The radical kish- differs frotn ksh-, which also 

appears In some dual verbs as kshu-, and are probably used as plural vP.rbs 
also. Verbs with the radix ga- are extensively used as duals for the verbs 
of the radix hu-, of which the regular dual form begins with tush-. But 
there is a difference in signification between the two, for the verbs in hu
and tush- refer to the quicker motion of runn,ing, while ga- points only to 
walking, going. Examples: 

Verbs of going, wa-lking, coming: 

gaki'ma to go around; du. gag'ki'ma, pl. ginldma, ginkema. 
gahUa to reach a place; du. gakalala, pl. kilala. 

galampaga to go behind; pl. kinlampaga (Mod.). 

gena to go away, depart; du. geka, pl. (Mod.) tchena (in Kl. gena for all). 
gepka to tome toward; du. gegapka, pl. (Mod.) tchepka. 
gewa to go into wate~; du. gekwa, geku, pl. tchewa. 

go yen a, (1\fod.) kishiena to walk around indoors; du. (Mod.) goyena, pl. 
lukanhiena. 

gulhi, gu'hli, guli to go into, enter; pl. kilhi. 

kishgiuladshna to disappear by going out; du gakiuladshna, pl. kingi
uladshna. 

kishtitana to walk along the lod._qe on its outside; du.gutitana, pl.lukantitana. 
telixi to go up, to ascend; pl. lukanixi. 

Verbs of running, leaping, flying: 

huikinsha to run away fr·om; du. tushikinsha, pl. tinikinsha. 
huya-edsha to run past; pl. gay{t-idsha. 
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huyiki to run out from water; du. tushi!fi, pl. tutashi!fi. 
hukampeli to run, leap out again; du. tu'shkampele, pl. tinkan1pele. 
hulaJa to rush, run into fire; du. tushlala, pl. tilala. 
hu'nua to fly into the water; du. tushua, pL tfnua. 
hutitgula to run aw~y frorn under; du. tushtitgula, pl tintitgula. 
huwa. to run, leap into water; du. tushua, pL dnwa. 

Verbs of falling, rolling down: 

nde-uHna to fall down, as fron1 a wagon; du weteHna, pl. helina. 
ndi-ule to fall or roll down; du. wet6le, pl. hat6le and he-ule. 
ndi- u1.xa to fall or roll down frorn; du. wetelxa, pl. helxa. 
ndf-utxe to fall or topple over; du. wetl1txe, wet'txe, pl hetxe. 
ndiwa to fall into the water; du. wetwa, pl. hewa. 
ndiwanka to fall or roll from a standing or sitting attit·ude; dlL w~twanka, 

pt hewanka, klt1shwanka, or hewankan klushtchna. 
tilanfxe to roll down; pl. hihaktxe. 

Verbs of lying, sleeping : 

kshikla to lie i~ bed, on the ground; du. kshuila, pl. lukla, fkla. 
kshitchxa to lie on, upon something; pl. liutchxa. 
p{lka to lie on the ground; du. yampka, pl. wetpka. 
sxolx6ka to lie, sleep indoors; du. klushx6ka, pl. lulx6ka. 
sxultita to lie, sleep outdoors; du. kshuitita, pl. lutita. 

Verbs of hiding: 

h{l yah a to go and hide; pt ga yah a. 
shuilpka to hide behind; pl. wiwarnpka. 

Verbs of standing: 

tgatita to stand o·utdoors J. du. luatita, pl. lualutita. 
tgelxa to stand, stop short; pl. lueluaJxa, (Mod.) lualo'lxa. 
tgix6ga to stand indoors; du. luix6ga, pl. luilux6ga. 
tg{ltga to stand; du. levuatka, pl. lukantatka. 
tkiwixa to stand inside of; du. liux6ga, pl. luilu-ixa. 

Verbs of staying, sitting: 

tchala'lsha to stay at horne; du. wawala'lsha, pl. 1iula'lsha. 
tch<'tlan1na to sit on or against; du. wa w:Hamna, pl. liulan1na. 
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tchaliga to sit on the ed[Je of; du. wawaHga, pl. liuliga. 
tchia to live, stay; du. and pl. wa to live in a certain nledium. 
tch!'pka to live with others; du. wawapka, pl. liupka. 

tchutfla to sit or be underneath; du. wawatila, pl. lintila. 
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4. Change of the radix and suffix occurs but in a few verbs, of which 
has already been mentioned tkiwixa (see its dual). 

k'Ieka to die (not in the other definitions of this verb); pl. kalina, luli ; 
(Mod.) kalina, wenka. 

sku'lpka to lie on son1ething, or in bed; pl. 16lua, l6lun1i. 
tcha win a to live, . dwelt among; pl. shtHda. 

VOCALIC AND OUNSONANTIO INFLECTION. PARADIGMS. 

The evidence contained in the previous pages suffices to show that 
there is no external distinction perceptible between the inflection of the 
active, passive, or intransitive and other voices of the verb, their rnodes 
and tenses Still we observe son1e few inflectional differences, all of which 
are of a phonetic origin, and are caused by such figures as ellipsis, syncope, 
or synizesis. These are always observed upon the point of contact of the 

basis with the inflectional suffixes, and depend on the question whether the 
verb ends in a consonant or in a vowel, and on the quality of that tenninal 
sound. This_gives us two different kinds of inflection-

1. Verbs ending in vowels: Vocalic inflection. 

2. Verbs ending in consonants: Consonantic iriflection. 

The vocalic inflection appends the bare inflection-endings to the verbal 
ending -a, -u (or -o ), -i (or -e). Thus the participle in -tko is formed for 
hemkanka, hemkankatko; for tamenu, tamenutko; fm.· guli, gulitko. Verbs 

in -a, in which this -a is preceded by a vowel, present some alterations, and 
synizesis often takes place. Some of the verbs in -na will lose the conso
nant -n. We thus obtain three vocalic infleetions: 

1. Inflection of the verbs in -a, or A-inflection. 

2. Inflection of the ver~s in -u (or -o): U-injlection. 

3. Inflection of the verbs in -i (or -e): !-inflection. 
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The consonantic inflection appends the bare inflectional suffix to the basis 
by placing -a~ between the two, though there are exceptions to this. Among 
the consonants there are two only that can terminate a verb~ -1 and -n. 
While the former often elide the vowel before the -1, those in -n (and -na) 

frequently transpose it by metathesis, so that -na becomes -an. Hence we 
have two consonantic inflections: 

4. Inflection of the verbs in -1, or L-injlection. 

5. Inflection of the verbs in -n, or N-injlection. 

More special points on the phonetic side of these five modes of inflec
tion will be given below. 

PARADIGMS Ol!"' VERBS. 

The substantive and auxiliary verb gi to be, to exist, which by itself 
belongs to the !-inflection, being of frequent occurrence and a factor in the 
periphrastic conjugation of every verb, I prefix a succinct paradigm of it 

to those of the other verbs. The form gi is more frequent than ki or xi. 
The abbreviations of gi will be found in the Dictionary. 

THE VERB ai .to exist, to become, to be, to have, to do, tocsay. 

Declarative mode. 

Present tense: nu a gi, ki I am, I exist. 

Preterit: nu hunk gi I was, I have been. 

Future: nu a gi-uapk I shall be, exist. 

Conditional mode. 

Present tense: nu a gi't, git I would be, may be. 

Imperative mode. 

i gi! be thou! gi at! be ye! 

Participles. 

Present tense: giank, gink, kink, Mod. gian, gin, kin being, existing; 

having been. 

Preterit: gitko been; done etc.; oblique cases: gipkash etc. 

Pluperfect: gfulank after having been, done etc. 

Verbals. 

Infinitive: gi to be, to exist etc. 
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Indefinite: gish, ki' sh the fact ofbeing1 existence; inflected: gisham, gishi, 

gishtka, etc., the latter being the desiderative verbal, on the point 
of becomin,q, being; also gishtka gi, gishtka giug. 

Conditional: gisht, kisht on account of being, for having been. 
Preterit: gi-uish, giwish "the having been." 

Causative: gitiga, giug for being, because (he, it) is, was. 
Durative: giuta while being (rare). 

Intentional: gitki in order to be, become, exist; periphrastically: gitki gi, 
gitki giug, gitkiug. 

The verbals of the future tense are as follows: 

Infinitive: gi-uapka. 
Indefinite: gi-uapkash, gi-uapksh the fact of "going to be"; inflected: 

gi-uapkshi, gi--uapkshtka (giug) etc. 
Conditional: gi-u{tpka8ht for becoming at a future time. 
Causative: gi uapkuga, gi-uapkug because (he, it) is going to be. 

The preterit, durative, and intentional verbals do not exist in this tense; 

instead of the latter, gitki, gitki gi is used. 

PARADIGM OF THE A-INFLECTION. 

This paradigm being typical for all the various inflectional forms of 
the Kla~nath verb, I present it in all its details, and shall often refer to it in 

treating of the other inflections, which are to a great extent reproductions 
of it Some verbs in -na follow the N -inflection. Many forn1s of the para

dignl, especially of the distributive, are not in use on account of their length 

and unwieldiness, but for the sake of co1npleteness all of them had to be 

presented. 
The transitive verb ktuka to strike or hit wit~ the hand, to strike with the 

fist or clenched hand, which was selected to serve as a paradigm, becomes in 
it~ distributive form kt{Iktka or kt{Iktga to strike, hit with the hand each object 

separately, the full form ktuktaka being syncopated into khiktka. For the 
sake of brevity, the addition "with the hand" is omitted. When pe'tchtka, 

the instrumental case of pe'tch foot ( distr. pepatch) is added to ktuka, it 

means to kick. The paradigm of ktuka combines throughout the above active 
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signification with the passive one of to be struck, hit with the hand, though 
for want of space the latter was inserted in a few places only. The forn1 
ktukan, ktuktkan shows the synthetic n1odus of connecting the subject
pronoun with the verb. 

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE OF KTUKA. 

Declarative mode. 

Present tense, absolute form: 
(Personal pronouns connected analytically and synthetically.) 

I am striking or struck nu ktuka, nu a ktuka, ktuka nu, ktuka a nft, ktukan. 
thou art striking i, ik ktuka, i a ktuka, ktuka i, ktf1ka a i. 
he, she, it is striking pi ktuka, pi a ktuka, ktf1ka pi, ktuka a pi. 
we are striking nat, nad ktuka, nat a kt{Lka, ktuka nat, ktuka a nat, ktukna. 
ye are striking at ktuka, at a ktuka, ktuka at, ktuka a at, ktukat. 
they are striking sha ktuka, sha a ktuka, ktuka sha, ktuka a sha, ktukash or 

ktukatch. 

Present tense, distributive form: 

I am striking or I struck severally or each nu ktuktka, nu a ktuktka, ktuktka 
nu, ktuktka a nu, ktuktkan. 

thou art striking severally i, ik ktuktka, i a ktuktka, ktuktka i, ktuktka a i. 
he, she, it is striking each pi ktuktka, pi a ktuktka, ktuktka pi, ktuktka a pi. 
we are striking each nat ktuktka., nat a ktuktka, ktuktka nad, ktuktka a nad, 

ktuktkna. 

ye are striking each at ktuktka., at a ktuktka, ktf1ktka. at, ktuktka a at, 
ktf1ktkat. 

they are striking each sha, pat ktuktka, sha a ktuktka, ktuktka sha, ktuktka a 
sha, ktuktkash or ktuktkatch. 

Present tense, usitative form: 
I strike habitually nu ktukank, nu a ktukank (as above); Mod. nu ktukan. 
I strike each habitually nu ktuktkank, nu a ktu'ktkank, etc. 

Present tense, simultaneous or in~mediate form: 
I am striking }ust now nu ktuka., nu a ktulo1, etc. (as above). 
lam striking each Just now nu ktuktka, nu a ktuktka, etc. 
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Preterit tense, abRolute form: 
(h., abbreviation of hu, hun, hunk.) 

I struck, have struck nu hunk ktuka, nu a hftn ktuka, ktukan hun. 

Preterit tense, distributive form: 

I struck, have struck severally or each nu hunk ktuktka, nu a h. ktuktka, 
ktuktkan hun. 

Other particles than hu, hun, hunk may be inserted to point with accu
racy to the time of the act 

Future tense, absolute form: 

I shall strike nu ktukuapka or nu ktukuapk ; nu a ktukuapka, ktukuapka 
nu, ktukuapka a nu, ktukuapkan. 

Future tense, distributive form : 

I shall strike severally or each of them nu ktuktkuapka or nu ktuktkuapk, nft 
a ktukikuapka, ktuktkuapka nu, ktuktkuapka a nu, ktuktkuapkan. 

Conditional mode. 

Present tense, absolute form: 

I may strike, I may have struck nu ktukat, nu a ktukat, ktukat nu, ktukat a 
nu, ktukatn'. 

Present tense, distributive forn1: 

I may strike, I may have struck sererally, or each of them nu ktuktkat, nu a 
ktu'ktkat, ktuktkat nu, ktuktkat a nu, ktuktkatn'. 

Imperative mode. 

(a) Imperative proper. 
Present tense, absolute form : 

strike thou! ktuk' i ! ktuki ! i ktuka ! i ktuki ! i-i ktuki ! 
strike ye! ktt1k' at ! ktukat! at ktuka ! at ktukat ! a-at ktukat! 

Present tense, distributive form: 

strike thou severally! ktuktk' i ! ktuktki ! i ktuktka ! i ktuktki ! i-i ktuktki ! 
strike ye s~verally! ktuktk' at ! ktuktkat ! at ktuktka ! at ktuktkat ! a-at 

ktf1ktkat! 
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(b) Exhortative. 
Present tense, absolute form: 

I ought to strike nu ktuktki or ktuktki nu, abbreviated also into: nu ktukat, 
nu ktukant, ktukant nu. 

thou oughtest to strike i ktuktki or ktuktki i, _etc. 
he, she ought to strike pi ktuktki or ktuktki pi, huk. 
we ought to strike nad ktuktki or ktuktgi nad. 
ye ought to strike at ktuktki or ktt1ktgi at. 
they ought to strike pat ktuktki or ktuktgi pat. 

Present tense, distributive forn1 : 
I ought to strike severally nu ktuktktgi or ktuktktki nu, abbreviated also into: 

nu ktuktkat, nu ktuktkant, ktuktkant a nu. 
thou uughtest to strike severally i ktt1ktktki etc. (as above). 
he, she ought to strike severally pi ktuktktki etc. 
w j ought to strike severally nad ktuktktgi etc. 
ye ought to strike severally at ktuktktgi etc. 
they ought to strike severally pat ktuktktki etc. -

(a) Imperative proper. 
Future tense, absolute form: 

thou shalt strike! ktukuapk' i! i ktuknapk! i-i ktukuapk! 
ye shall strike! ktukuapk' at! at ktukuapk! 

Future tense, distributive form: 
thou shalt strike severally! kt{lktkuapk' i ! t-i ktuktkuapk! 
ye shall strike severally! ktuktkuapk' at! at ktuktkuapk! 

(b) Exhortative. 

The future tense shows no exhortative form, but its declarative mode 
n1ay be used in that function. 

Participles. 

Present tense, absolute form: 
striking, having struck, being struck ktukank and ktukan, Mod. ktukan. 

·Present tense, distributive forn1: 
strikin_q, being struck severally ktuktkank, ktuktkan, Mod. ktuktkan. 
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Future tense, absolute form: 
going to strike ktukuapkank, ktukuapkan, Mod. ktukuapkan. 

Future tense, distributive forn1: 

going to strike severally ktuktkuapkank, ktuktkuapkan, Mod. ktuktkuapkan. 

Preterit tense, absolute form: 

havin,q struck; transitive verbs mostly used passively : struck, hit, having 
been struck. 

ktf1ka tko the one struck; pl. the ones struck. 
ktukapkash the one struck and to the one struck. 
ktukapkam of the one struck. 
ktukapkamti about or on the one struck. 

ktukapkatat, contr. ktukapkat in, on, upon the struck one (inanimate). 
ktukapkamkshixe'ni toward or at the lodge of the one struck. 
ktukapkamkshi where the one struck lives. 
ktukapkamksaksi right where the one struck is. 
ktukapkashtala toward the one struck. 

Preterit tense, distributive form: 

having struck severally; more frequently having been struck severally, or hit 
singly, buf at different times or by different individuals: 

ktnktkatko the one struck; pl. the ones struck severally. 
ktuktkapkash the one struck, or to the one struck s. 
ktuktkapkam of the one struck s. 

ktuktkapkan1ti about or on the one struck s. . 
kt.uktkapkatat, contr. ktuktkapkat in, on, upon the one struck s. (inanimate). 
ktuktkapkamkshixe'ni toward or at the lodge of the one str·uck s. 
ktuktkapkamkshi where the one s. struck lives. 
ktuktkapkamksaksi r~ght where the s. struck one is. 
ktuktkapkashtaJa toward the ones struck severally.* 

Pluperfect tense, absolute form: 
after having struck (and passive), ktukolank, ktukulank, ktukolan, ktukulan, 

~fod. ktuk61an, ktukulan. 

* ktukatko and its d. form are also inflected with the auxiliary verb gi; cf. below. 
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Pluperfect tense, distributive form: 
after having struck severally ktuktk6lank, ktuktk{dank, Mod. ktuktk6lan, 

ktuktkulan. 

The form -6lank, -ulank with its proper tneaning-"ceasing, or having 
ceased"-is of more frequent use than the form -tkank, Mod. -tkan; c£ 
Suffix -tka. 

Verbals. 

Infinitive, absolute form: 
to strike, to be struck or hit ktuka. 

Infinitive, distributive form: 
to strike, to be struck or hit severally ktuktka. 

Verbal indefinite (past-present) in -ash, absolute form: 
the act of striking ktukash, syncop. ktuksh, ktuks. 
the father's striking p'tishan1 ktukash. 
my striking ge-u ktukash, or ktuksh ke-u. 
thy striking mi ktukash, or ktuks mi. 
his, her, its striking ktukash m'na, p'na. 
our striki::g naJam ktukash, ktuksh. 
your striking malam ktukash. 
their striking m'nalam, p'naJam _ktukash. 
the striking by others than the grammatic subject of the sentence: ktukasham, 

syncop. ktuksham. 
for, on acco·unt of, about striking ktukashti, ktukshti. 
at the time of striking ktukshe' mi, ktuksham. 
while, when striking ktukashi, ktukshi. 
going to, on the point of striking ktukashtka, ktukashtka gt 

Verbal indefinite in -ash, distributive form: 
the act or acts of striking severally ktuktkash, syncop. ktuktksh. 
the father's striking sev. p'tisham ktuktkash. 
my striking s ge-u ktuktkash~ ktuktk'sh ke-u. 
thy striking s. n1i ktuktkash. 
his, her, its striking s. n1'na, p'na ktuktkash. 
our striking s. nalatn ktuktkash. 

• 
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your striking s. malan1 ktuktkash. 
their striking s. rn'naJam, p'nalam ktuktkash. 
the striking severally by others than the grammatic subject of the sentence: 

ktuktkasham. 
for, on account of, about striking s. ktuktkashti. 
at the time of striking s. ktuktkashe'mi, ktuktkasham. 
while, when striking s. ktuktkashi. 
going to, on the point of striking s. ktuktkashtka, ktuktkashtka gi. 

Verbal indefinite (past-present) in -ish, absolute form: 
('rhe syncopated forms are identical with those of the verbal in 

-ash.) 
one who strikes or is struck ktukish, syncop. ktuksh, ktuks. 
others striking than the subject of the sentence: ktukisham. 
for, on account of, about one striking ktukishti. 
at the time of one striking ktukishe' mi. 
while, when one is striking ktukishi. 
one goin,q to strike ktukishtka, ktukishtka gi. 

Verbal indefinite in -ish, distributive form: 
one who strikes severally ktuktkish, syncop. ktuktksh. 
others striking s. than the subject of the sentence : ktuktkisham. 
for, on account of striking s. ktuktkishti. 
at the time of one strikin,q s. ktt'tktkishe' mi. 
while, when one is striking s. ktuktkishi. 
one going to strikes. ktuktkishtka, ktuktkishtka gi. 

Verbal conditional in -sht, absolute form : 

when, after, on account of striking., having or being struck ktukasht, sync. ktuksht. 
when the chief has struck lakiash ktukasht. 
when, after I have struck nush ( nish) ktukasht, ktuksht.. 
when thou hast struck mish ktukasht. 
when he, she, it has str,uck pish ktukasht. 
when we have struck nalash ( na.'lsh, na' sh) ktukasht. 
when ye have struck n1alash ( ma'lsh) ktt1kasht. 
when they have struck shash ktukasht. 

29 
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Verbal conditional in -sht, distributive forrn: 
when, after, on account of striking, having or being struck severally ktuktkasht. 
when the chief has struck s. la!fiash ktuktkasht. 
when, after I have struck s. nush (nish) ktuktkasht. 
when thou hast struck s. 1nish ktuktkasht. 
when he, she, it has struck s. pish ktuktkasht. 
tchen we have struck s. na1ash ( na'lsh) ktuktkasht. 
when ye have struck s. n1alash (rna' Ish) kt{lktkasht. 
when they have struck s. shash kttlktkasht. 

Verbal preterit in -uish, absolute form: 
the fact of having struck, the past act of striking or being struck kt{Ikuish. 

Verbal preterit in -uish, distributive form: 
the fact of having struck severally; the past act or acts of striking severally 

ktuktkuish. 

· Verbal causative in -6ga, -uk, absolute form: 
for striking, in order to strike, because striking kttlkuga, ktukug, ktukok, 

ktukog, ktuk6ga, ktukuk. Future tense: ktukuapkuga, etc. 

Verbal causative in -6ga, -uk, distributive form: 

for striking, in order to strike, because 8triking severally ktuktkuga, ktuktkuk, 
ktuktkug, ktuktk6ga, ktuktkog, ktuktkok. Future: ktuktakuapkuga. 

For forms like gitkiug, meftgiug, see Verbal intentional. 

Verbal durative in -uta, absolute forn1: 
while striking ktukuta, ktuk6ta. 

Verbal durative in -uta, distributive form: 

while striking severally ktuktkuta, ktuktk6ta. 

Verbal intentional in -tki, absolute form: 

in order to strike, for the purpose of striking ktuktki, ktuktgi; when pro
nounced indifferently, ktuktka, ktuktk. 

Verbal intentional in -tki, distributive form: 

in order to strike severally ktuktaktki, ktuktaktgi. 
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The absolute as well as the distributive forn1 undergoes periphrastic 
conjugation through the addition of the auxiliary gi in all its inflectional 
forms : gi, giuga, gfank, giula, gish, gisht, etc. 

in order to strike ktuktki gi, d. ktuktaktki gi. 
in order to strike ktt1ktki gfug, d. ktuktaktki giug; in the contracted form, 

ktuktgiuga, ktuktgiug etc. 

THE PASSIVE VOICE. 

Although the passive voice is in form identical throughout with the 
active voice of the transitive verb, there is a periphrastic conjugation which 
has exclusively a passive signification. It is the participle in -tko connected 
with the auxiliary gi. Thus we have nil a ktukatko gi I am struck; literally, 
''I am the struck or hit one"; "I am the one who was struck." The 
striking subject, whenever 1nentioned, is added in the possessive case, as 
with all other passive forms: i a kilo' sham ktukatko gi thou art or hast 

been struck by an an,qry \person), or is expressed by a possessive pronoun. 
The paradigm for the past-present tense is as follows: 

nil a ktt1katko gi I am struck. 

i a ktukatko gi thou art struck. 

pi a ktt1katko gi he, she, it is struck. 

nad a kttlkatko gi we are struck. 

at a ktukatko gi ye are struck. 

sha, pat a ktukatko gi they are struck. 

Thus the periphrastic conjugation goes on through the distributive 
form, ktuktkatko, and through all the tenses, modes, participles, and verbals 
of gi (g'i' t, gfank, giug etc.) : 

nil a hunk ktuktkatko gi I was struck at different times. 

pi a ktuka.tko gi-ua pk hA will be struck. 

ktukatko gi' sht on account of being struck. 

The medial, reflective, reciprocal, causative voices are inflected just like 
the active voice. 
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THE INTHANSITIVE VOICE. 

Its inflection differs frorn that of the active voice only by the fact that 
the subject standing in the singular number governs the absolute form of 
the verb, the subject in the plural the distributive form, which performs the 
same function here as the plural of our verbs. Of course this applies only 
to verbs on which the dual and plural are not formed by a radical syllable 
differing fron1 that of the singular, as in huwa, tf1shua, tinua. It is sufficient 

to give the present tense of one intransitive verb as an example: 

I sit in a circle nu a Hupka Hupka nu Hupkan 
i a Iiupka Hupka i 

pi a Iiupka lfupka pi 
we sit in a circle nad a lilupka lilupka nad 

at a lilupka lilupka at 
sha a lilupka lilupka sha 

Iilupkna 
lilupkat 
lilupkash 

THE IMPERSONAL VOICE. 

The impersonal verbs, as seen above, are either verbs with personal 
object or objectless verbs. It will suffice to show the inflection of the 
former only, since it is identical with that of the latter with the object 

on1itted. The object, if a personal pronoun, is usually placed after the verb. 
I have selected the verb tia/ma nush I fP-el h·ungry, which shows only one 
irregnlarity, that of forming its distributive as tetia' ma instead of tita-a' rna. 

The plural is formed as in the intransitive ve~bs, and although the distribu
tive form is more expressive tia'n1a nalash, n1alash, shash may be used also. 

p A R A D I G M 0 F T I i' M A N U R H I feel hungry. 

Declarative mode. 
Present tense : 

I am hungry : tia' rna n ush, nish 
tia' n1a rnish 
tia' rna pish, hunkesh 

nush a tia' rna 
rnish a tHi' rna 

pish a tia'rna 

we are hungry: tetia' rna and tia' rna nalash, na'lsh a tetia' rna, 
na'lsh, na' sh tia' rna. 

tetia'n1a rna'lash, ma'lsh rna/Ish a tetia'n1a 
tetia'1na shash shash a tetia' rna 

tia'mansh 
tia'mamsh 
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Preterit tense: 

I was, have been hungry tia'ma nush hunk; tHi'mansh hun. 

we were, have been hungry tetia' rna, tia' ma na'lsh hunk. 

Future tense: 

I shall be hungry tiannuipka nush. 

·I shall be hungry tia'ma tak nush (Mod.). 

we shall be hungry tetiamuapka, t-iamuapka na1ash. 

we shall be hungry tetia' rna tak, tia'nut tak nalash (Mod.). 

Conditional mode. 

I may be hungry tia'mat nu'sh. 

we may be hungry tetia'mat, tia'tnat nalash. 

Imperative and exhortative mode (wanting). 

Participles and Verbals (used in the sense of an active verb). 

tia'mantko, tetia'mantko hungrry or hun,qering, 90, 12. 
tia' mash, tetia' n1ash the condition of being hungry. 

tia' masht, tetia' masht having been hungry etc. 

tia'muk, tetia'muk for being hungry, 9n, 13. 

453 

A few verbs in -a, like rna' sha to be sick, are using forms derived fron1 
verbs in -i. Of. the "!-inflection." 

THE U-INFLECTION. 

The vowel -u, which terminates these verbs, alternates in almost every 

instance with -o; and there are two classes of these verbs: ( l) such as 

show -u, -o as a constant terminal vowel; (2) verbs in -ua, -wa, which 

occasionally suppi:ess the final -a, though it re-appear~ in son1e fonns of con

jugation . . The first class shows but a small nmnber of verbs, but there are 

several verbs which are apt to substitute -u (and -i) for -a whenever the 

meaning of the verb is required to undergo alteration: ga.tpna to arrive j 

gatpnu to arrive at a distant place. Of. Suffix -u. 

Verbs following the U -inflection add the usual inflectional suffixes, as 

-uga, -6ta, -tki, -tko, -ash, -ank, -an, -uish to the verbal stem, which ends in 

-u, -o. When the suffix begins with a vowel, this vowel forms synizesis 
• 
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with the u foregoing in the No 1 class of verbs; but in the No. 2 class it is 

optional for the speaker to contract the two voweis or to pronounce thern 
separately. 

Class No. 1 : gatpnu to arrive out there: ga,tpnunk for gatpnuank. 
' tamenu to travel; tamen6tka to retuTn from travel; tamenug for tamenu-ug, 

verbal causative. 
Class N 0. 2: IlH~muatko or metniitko camped in the prairie; heshknank 

or heshkunk betting with each other; sha' tuank or sa' tunk counting. 

A full paradigm seerr1s unnecessary. 

THE I-INFLECTION. 

There are several classes of verbs following the inflection in -i or -e: 
(1) verbs having no other suffix but -i, -e, which is the suffixed pronominal 
particle hi, hi; (2) verbs ending in the compound suffix -ia. -ea (not the 

emphasized -ia, -iya, -ea), of which the final -a is sometime~ suppressed in 
the absolute form to re-appear in other fonns of inflection j cf. alahi and 
alahia, spukli and spuklia; ( 3) verbs in -i, which have a parallel form in 
-a, as k1iki and kuka; ( 4) verbs in -a, of which some inflectional forrr1s 

show -i, -e, where -a is expected. 

The verbs in -i subjoin to themselves the inflectional endings in the 
usual way; and when the suffixes begin with a vowel, synizesis takes place 
but exceptionally, as in gi'nk, gi'n for giank, gian existing. 'rhe -i is elided, 
however, in the verbs ending in -uli ( -6li) and in -peli ( -p;li, -pH), as follows: 

gatpampeli to retuTn home; gatpampalank, not gatpampeliank. 
wet6li to fall down; wet6lank, not wet6liank or wet6link. 

Of classes 3 and 4 the following instances n1ay suffice: 

rna' sha to be sick; nlashitko, mashetko sick, suffering. 

nuta, v. intr. to burn; nutish the fact of burning. 

shnuta to dry by the fire; shnutetko parched, dried. 

spekpela to squint; spekpelitko sq,uinting. 

shnawakitko wearing a necklace, from shnawaka, has to be explained as 
a cot;traction of its longer forrn, shnawakash gitko . 

• 
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THE L-INFLECTION. PAHADIGM. 

The verbs following this inflection terminate in -al or -la, and were 
originally verbs in -ala (not -ala). Their paradigm differs fron1 that of the 
verbs in -a only by the occa"Sional dropping of the short a before or after 
the 1, which dropping is caused by the shifting of the accent, and this by 
the length or bulk of the suffix appended. The ver~s in -al inflect as follows: 

Declarative mode. 

nu a patkal I rise from bed or sleep. 

nu a papatkal I rise at different times. 

nu patkaluapka, 1\-1od. nu patkal tak I shall rise. 

Conditional mode. 

nu patklat (for patkalat) I may rise. 

Imperative mode. 

patkal i ! aro,use I patldat ! arouse ye I get up I 

Participles. 

patklank rising; paklatko-risen. · 

Verbals. 

patkalsh ge-u my rising; nush patkalsht after I had risen; patkaluish 
ge-u rny previous rising; patkaltLga, pa.tkeluk, patkluk in order to 

rise; patkal6ta while rising; patkaltgi for the pltrpose of rising; 

patkalshtka on the point of rising. 

The distributive forn1 is inflected in the same manner. 

The verbs in -la, -shla re-instate the short a before -1 when suffixes 

beginning with a consonant are appended, vocalic suffixes producing no 
change from the paradigrn of the verbs in -a. Example: spuklishla to erect 

a sweat-lodge. 

Participles. 

spuklisha1tko a sweat-lodge having been erected. 

Verbals. 

spuklishalsh, spuldishalsht, spuklishaltki, spuklishaJshtka. 

THE N-INFLECTION. PARADIGM. 

This mode of inflection embodies the verbs in -n and those in -na (for

merly -ana); the same phonetic laws control it as the previous inflection. 
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The only difference fron1 this lies in the circumstance that in some verbs in 
-n, -na the n is deciduous, while in others it maintains itself through all the 
verbal forms. · To thesA latter belong those verbs which have a simple form 
besides the form in -na: hudsha to run, hudshna to run to some distance; guka 
to climb, gukna to climb some way up, etc.; also the verbs originally ending in 
-ina, as gasaktchna to follow. · 

1. The verbs in -n. They are very limited in number and terminate 
in -an or -in (utchfn to fish with net, and others on page 357); they preserve 
the-n in the declarative mode of the absolute and distributive form, present 
tense, but drop it in the future tense, the conditional mode, the participles 
and verbals of both forms. 

We subjoin the paradign1 of pan· to eat, d. papan to eat at different times 

or to eat various kinds of food, as characteristic of this class of the N -inflection: 

Declarative mode. · 

nil a pan I eat; nu a papan. 
nil a hunk pan I ate, have eaten; nil a hunk papan. 
nil a pa-uapka I shall eat; nil a papa-uapka. 

Conditional mode. 

nil a ·pa' t, pat ; nil a papat. 

Imperative mode. 

pan i! pan at! d. papan i! papan at! 

Participles. 

pa-ank, pa'nk Kl., pa-an, pa'n Mod.; d. papank, papan. 

patko eaten, consumed; d. papatko. 

Verbals. 

pa' sh, pash; d. papash. 
pa' sht; d. papasht. 
pa-uish; d. papa-uish. 
pa-uk, pa-uga ; d. p<:lp'uk, pap'uga, papuga. 
pa-6ta, pa-uta; d. pap'6ta, pap'uta, pap6ta. 
patki, patgi; d. papatki, papatgi. 
pa' shtka; d. papashtka, papashtga gi. 
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2 The verbs in -na with deciduous suffix retain the -n in the ~bsolute, 

but drop it in the distributive form. Except for this small difference, their 

inflection is regular, and follows the A-inflection. 

ktana to sleep; d. ktakta and kakta. 

kshena to carry on the arm; d. ksheksha. 

sxena to row, padd?e; d sxesxa. 
wina, .shuina to sing; d. wiwa, shuishua. 

Even in the derivatives of the verb shuina the dropping of the -n 

occurs: shuina1a to sing repeatedly; d. shuishuala. · 

The inflection of the verbs retaining the -na, -n throughout does not 

differ frorn that of the verbs in -la, but for the change of this consonant. 

A few verbs show both forms, e. g., klena to hop on one leg; d. klekla and 

kleklana. 
3. Derivatives of verbs in -na, which are formed by rneans of suffixes 

beginning with -p, as -pka, -peli, and also the oblique cases of the past 
participle of verbs, which retain their -na, change n into m before the -p 

following: 

gena to go: gempka, gempele, gempkash (for genapkash ). 

hutna to run some distance: hutampka, hutampele. 
stiltchna to report: stiltchampeli, stiltchampkam etc. 

This nasalization is also observed in the inchoative verbal suffix -tarnpka 

and in the oblique cases of many participles in -ntko, -antko, which cannot 
be derived frotn any existing verb ending in -na. 'rhus we have tinxantko 

obtaining by chance, obj. case tinxampkash; tilhuantko flooded, obj. case 

tilhuatnpkash (with others to be found under suffix -antko ), although there 

are no verbs tinxna, tilhuana, but only tinxa, tilhua. Facts like these have 

to be ascribed to a certain tendency prevailing in the language to nasalize 

explosive sounds, surd and sonant, especially when they stand at the end 
of words. 

PARTICLES USED AS VERBS. 

In the previous pages I had no opportunity of n1entioning an extraor .. 
dinary method of forming verbs observed in the KlHmath language-that of 

using particles as verbs. Particles used in this way are not susceptible of . 
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inflection, and participate of the nature of the verb 011... y through their con

nection with personal pronouns. We are almost cornpelled to assume ellip

sis of gi or some ot1ler verb; but if we do so, why are not many other par

ticles used in the same way~ These particles are as follows: 

get a k, ga'tak, at ka'tak so far, enough, in Modoc kanktak; used as a 

verb in the sense of to stop, cease, quit. Tsui nat at ga' tak after tkis we ceased 

(fighting), 24, 3; tchin at nat at ga'tak ndani tamenotk so 1, when we quit 

(fighting) I had returned (fron1 there) three times, 25, 2. kanktak shapele 

kteteg' i! stop cutting bread! Cf. ldtnktak gi'n wawal;kan sitting down quietly, 

34, 13; lit. "doing just so much as sitting.'~ 

h f-it o k down, on the ground (emphatic); verbified into:. to sit or lie down. 

In 34, 11, hi-it6k at corresponds to the English "down with ye and be still!" 

kat a k, d. kaktak truly; katak and katak gi to tell the truth. At kaktak 

pila ! tell ye nothing b'td the truth! The Modocs have kana, kat chan, and 

kana tchek for truly, certainly, surely. 

1 e w a k, le wak ka-a, lii' uk ga-a to be undecided, irre::;ol,ute about some

thing; tsui nat le wak ka-a, or tsui la a nat wak ka-a then we were quite 

undecided what to do, 21, 18; la nat wak galdsawia-a! we do not know whether 

we sho·uld approach or not! 2 ~' 2; le hai ne mish nen u'k! I do not know how 

to call you! (1\lod.) where nen stands for to call and u'k for wak. The 

Modocs also say: ka-i wak, ka-i uk ga-a, or simply uk ga-a, wak ka-a. 

These particles are placed in connection with a verb ( ne-ulxa) in 22, 

12; 6.1, 1, 2. 

n en , oral particle referring to what is or was said or heard, is sonle

times used instead of sheshatko th?Jts named, or shesha, elxa to ,qive name: 

nen Aishish tche ha ~ shall I call you Aishish? nent nent (for nen at)! 

call me thus! right so! (Mod.) 

IV.-DERIV ATIUN. 

Although the Klamath language can be considered to be built up rather 

upon analytic than upon synthetic principles, there are two departments in 

I 
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it in which it is not only synthetic, but polysynthetic-the inflection of the 
noun and the derivation of verbs by prefixes and suffixes. 

The great complexity perceptible in the derivation of verbs and verbal 
nouns is sufficiently apparent from the long lists which I have devoted to 

prefixa~on and suffixation, to both kinds of reduplication, to vocalic anath

esis, and other contrivances for verb-deriving. It would be useless to repeat 

this here; and all I can do is to give some general points of view upon the 

synthetic powers of the language, and to refer readers to the derivation of 

the substantiYe, adjective, and numeral noun, where cognate matters are 

spoken of. 
In our Klan1ath Lake and Modoc texts short words are the rule and 

polysynthetic words the exception. But the mere fact that these can occur 

forces us to consider them, and to account for the laws presiding over their 
formation. Prefixes aggregate only to the number of three, and suffixes to 
the nun1ber of five, though this nun1ber of derivational suffixes rnay be 

increased by inflectional suffixes. Prefixes either indicate the voice of the 

verb, or the number or external shape of the verbal object or subject. Suf

fixes are either of a material or a relational character, as pointed out on 
page 280. Those of a material function chiefly point to location or different 

n1odes of motion, and are much more numerous and polysynthetic than the 

relational ones; their great nun1ber being largely due to the circun1stance 

that what we express analytically by certain adverbs and prepositions these 
natives express synthetically by suffixation to the verbal base. In the in

flection of verbs suffixes only, no prefixes, are employed. 

Verbal derivatives are formed frorn all the four species of roots dis

cussed on page 250 sqq.-onornatopoetic, interjectional, pronominal, and 

predicative, although the two first-named occur in very few verbs only. 

In some verbs it is difficult to distinguish between the sounds forming the 

prefix and those constituting the radix, as may be gathered from the List 

of Prefixes, under e-, i-, yan-, yu-, rna-, and others. 

In intransitive verbs we meet initial syllables, like hu-, tush-, tin-, he-, 

we-, klush-, kish-, lu-, luk-, which cannot be considered as prefixes, but must 

be taken for roots employed to distinguish nnn1ber. The signification of the 

verbs formed by these often differs somewhat frorn that of parallel verbs 

I 
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formed with roots pointing to another number of the verb. Thus wenka, 

e. g., when applied to n1ore than one subject, means to die, like k'leka (used 
for one subject), but its real meaning is to stretch the legs. 

A few suffixes, like -6ga, -tka, -uta, are used for both derivational and 
inflectional purposes, but these n1ay be easily distinguished from each other, 
as the former necessarily precede the latter . .. Both kinds of affixes may be 

studied in their variety of cornbination frmn the Dictionary, and in their 

simpler fortns and true functions fron1 the "Recapitulations" contained on 

pages 302 and 303 (Prefixes), and pages 395-398 (Suffixes). 

Nothing can give a better idea of the Indians' vivid and natural manner 

of considering objects or phenomena of nature and acts of n1an than the 

study of these affixes and their cornbinations. A motion performed in a 

straight line is referred to different! y from another done in a zigzag, curvi

linear, or interrupted line, or from a motion performed sidewise or obliquely 

or at a distance fron1 the one speaking, circun1stances which it would sel

donl occur to us to express in European languages. A large nutnber of 

instances eould be adduced to show the pictorial tendency of the language 

in expressing form or appearance, the conditions under which an act is per
formed, etc The description of the exterior of the verbal subject or objeet 

is an especially graphic and interesting feature, and as this feature has been 

dwelt upon at length in the chapter on Prefixes, it will suffice to give so1ne 
examples taken from the northern dialect: 

na' sh nil mish ne-i tala I pay you one dollar (in the form of one note). 
nu mish pa.pkash uya I give you a club. 

lewash nil luya hu'nkiesh I give him a play-ball. 

tun1a nil mish anku yani I give you many sticks or clubs. 

la'p Iewash nil n1ish pewi I give you two play-balls. 

watsag nil kshuya ma'lsh I give a dog to you. 

lil' gs nil hunk spuni hu'nkiash I gave or transferred a slave to him. 

ampu i tchiya nish you give me water. 

tchule'ks nu tchileya hu'nksh I give him meat. 

iwan1 nu skaya mish I give you whortleberries in a basket. 

pala-ash nu shui n1alsh I give ymt bread on rt plate. 
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shewana nu nla/lsh tala, watsag, lu' gs, atnpu, tchule'k::;, iwam, paJa-ash 

. I give you money, dogs, slaves, several cups or pails of water, several 

pieces of meat, a quantity of berries, bread. 

Form or exterior is described not only in the verb, bnt in the noun 

also in the sentences following: 

lutish nu lutxa I pick a berry, round fruit. 

utish nu utxa I pick a long-shaped fruit. 

hiash luya' ga the fog lijls. 

luash ludshna the fog is moving. 

TilE SUBSTANTIVE. 

The substantive belongs to that division of speech which we call the 

noun, and is the n1ost important representative of it. Outside of the sub

stantive noun, the other non1inal forms are the adjective noun, which in the 

I\Jarnath language also en1bodies the indefinite verbal in -sh and the past 

participle in -tko, the numeral noun, and the pronoun. A few postpositions 

are also formed by n1eans of nominal cases. The I(lamath verb, which is 

a noun-verb, partakes more of the quality of a noun than the noun does of 

the nature of the verb. In fact, only a litnited number of I{lamath sub

stantives (no adjectives) can assn me a temporal character through the suffix 

-uish; .these are all derivatives of verbs, nomina 'Verbalia, and we are free to 

consider then1 as verbal forms or as nouns, though, in English, substantives 

will render their meaning more accurately than any verbal forn1. In the 

substantive of the Algonkin languages the verb-character is n1ore apparent. 

rrhe grammatic categories which we distinguish in the l(lamath noun 

are case, gender, and number (in the form of severalty). But gender be

comes apparent only in the substantive and a few pronouns; severalty is 

not distinguished in a portion of the pronouns and substantives. Case 

alone appears in all the four species of the noun. 

In regard to the classification of the various kinds of substantives, I 

intend to use the san1e terms as the English gramnutrians. Substantives 

are either concrete or abstract; the concr.ete are either generic or specific. 
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Proper names and names of species will be included in the specific class; 

collective nouns n1ainly belong to the class of generic tenns. 
As regards derivation, a majority of the substantives are derived fron1 

the same bases which form verbs, by n1eans of the universal noun-n1aking 

suffix -sh (-ash, -ish etc). The prefixes occurring in subst~ntives are iden

tical with those occurring in the verb. 
I shall consider the morphology of the substantive under the following 

headings: (1) Gender; (2) Absolute and distributive form; (3) Inflection 

for case; ( 4) Derivation. 

I. ANIMATE AND INANIMATE GENDER. 

The language makes a general distinction between what I call animate 

beings and inanimate objects of nature, but does not draw the limit between 

the two with accuracy. Both classes show the same affixes in the subjective 

and in ID;Ost of the other cases, and resemble each other largely, the main 
point of distinction being in the objective case. To fonn this case, the ani

mate gender appends -ash to the subjective case, while the inanimate forms it like 

the s~tbjective case. Other points of distinction ar'3 that the animate gender 
lacks the suffix -tat, -at as a locative suffix, and seldom uses the suffix -tka. 

The animate gender is made up, grammatically speaking, of the follow

ing classes of substantive nouns: Generic tenns for and proper names of rnen 

and women, quadrupeds, the genii and n1iraculous beings of Indian rnytbol

ogy, and rnany inanimate objects when mentioned in mythic tales. Terms 

of relationship ending in -p do not assume the mark of the objective case. 
The inanimate gender includes the generic and specific names for birds, 

fishes, and the lower animals; for all plants, as trees, weeds, bulbs, etc.; for 

the objects of inorganic nature; for the portions and lirnbs of the human 

and animal body; as well as all collective nouns, whether applied to inani

mate objects or not, and the abstract nouns. 

WheP adjectives, numerals, or participles are joined to substantives to 

qualify them, their ending -sh rernains the same in the objective case, whether 
the noun they qualify represents an animate or an inanimate object. 

Son1e exceptions to the above rules occur, to be nwntioned under the 

case-ending -ash, which are not easily accounted for. The more general 
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use of the suffix -ash in the mythic stories may be explained by a sort of 
personification, or, in poetry, by the requiren1ent of the rhythn1. Pili forn1s 

pltl in the objective case when it signifies fat, grease; but used as the proper 
name of a person, it forms Pluash; sh16a lynx, though a quadruped, has no 

form shl6ash, nei-ther has yuhtl buffhlo: hil t{lm yuhtl lnel6lish gi he killed 

many buffaloes, though both belong to the category of quadrupeds, which is 

inflected like that of persons. Here the reason may be that these nouns 
were made frorn finite verbs without change or suffixation, and finite verbs 

being unable to take non1inal endings, these substantives re1nained as they 

were. 
The inflection of the Klamath verb contains no forn1s relating either to 

anilnate or inanitnate objects or subjects by making distinctions between 

the two, as we see it done in Nahuatl by the objective incorporated parti

cles te-, tla-, tetla-. The prefixes re]ating to shape, as ksh-, i-, ta- (t-), n
and others, refer to one or several long objects or subjects without discrim

inating bet~een anirnate and inanirnate. 
I have called the two genders by the names anintate and inanimate, 

but leave it to others to invent 1nore appropriate designations, if any can 

be found, as ''noble and ignoble", "personal and i1npersonal ", etc. 

Neither the Klarnath pronoun nor the verb or substantive distinguishes 
between the male and female sex by grammatic forms. KJamath does not 

belong to the sex-denoting languages, and, indeed, the class is rather small 
upon the Vv estern Continent. Wherever a distinction of this sort is made 

in the substantive, it is made by agglutinating son1e ~exual disti''nction ( cf. 

95, 14) to the noun, as is done in some Tinne and ~faya languages and 

in the Tonica. The Carib alone seems to have a real suffix for the fem

inine. 

II. ABSOLUTE AND DISTRIBUTIVE FOHM. 

Like the substantive of 1nany other agglutinative languages, the Kla
nlath substantive possesses no special forms to indicate number, either for 

the singular or dual and plural, and the plural number requires to be pointed 

out by special words, as pronouns, adjectives, or numeral adjectives. When 

the substantive is the subject of an intransitive verb, its dual and plural 
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number can be declared by the distributive form of the verb. The san1e 

may be done when it is the object of a transitive verb, in case each one of 

the objects is acted upon separately. 

With a few exceptions, to be pointed out below, the distributive form 
of substantives marks severalty, not plurality, as shown by several instances 

un page 262 sq. It follows fron1 this that the absolute fonn of the sub
stantive points to the singular no n1ore than to the dual or plural, and that 

the distributive stands also either for the Ringular or for the dual or plural. 

Thus tut is one tooth or many teeth, d. tutat each of the single teeth or each col

lection of teeth; petch the foot, a foot, one foot, or the feet, feet, many feet, d. 

pepatch each foot, each pair of feet, each pair or lot of pairs, or lot of feet; 

tapax leaf or leaves, d. tatpax each lea/, every leaf for itself, each lot of leaves. 

Connected with this is another pee uliarity of the language-the lack of 
any term that could be construed as representing our definite and indefinite 
article. Only the run of the sentence ean teach us whether a tooth or the 

tooth, whether squirrel or the or a sq nirrel is n1eant, but usually. there is 110 

doubt about this n1atter. 'Thus the very use of the distributive form points 

to certain objects held in view or mentioned in the context, and suggests 

the use of our the; dernonstrati ve pronouns and particles also point to· defi

nite objects. The numeral na' dsh, na' sh n1eans one, d. nanash every single 
one, and sonwtinws corresponds to our indefinite article. If quantity or 

nun1ber has to be specified, a numeral or adjective will l::lerve the purpose. 

Thus duality is indicated by lapi, la' p two, bipnk both; plurality by any 
numeral ab.ove two, or by t{uni many, tumiaga a few only, na.nuk all, every 

one, nanka some, a few. 
Among the alrnost countless number of substantives in the language, 

there is a class which does not reduplicate at all, another that appears only 

in the distributive form, another embodying the names of relationship, etc. 

All these special classes will be discussed hereafter. 
We can distinguish the following different modes of reduplication in 

substantives: 

1. The regular form occurs in substantives of an abstract as well as of 

a concrete signification: anku tree, d. a-anku; bunuish drinker, d. bubanuish; 

kfsh untruth, lie, d. kfkish. 
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2. Substantives occurring in the distributive form alone are few in num

ber and unite both functions-that of a real plural and that of indicating 
severalty. 

lulp, contr. for lulap eyes; na'sh lulp one eye, though lulp is used for one 
eye also. 

rna' makli, generic term for wild ducks and geese. 

m1imuatch ears, both ears, the hearing apparatus; na-ighstani or na' sh 
mumuatch one ear (Mod.). · 

tataksni, obj. case tatakiash children; weash one child. 
wewanuish, contr. wewansh women·; snawedsh one woman. 

3. Substantives which occur in both forms and in the distributive may 
be used as well as real plurals for all forms marking severalty. This class 
is composed of such terms for persons as most frequently occur in conver
sational language. 

hihashuaks men, husbands, and each man or husband. 
lalaki chiefs of a tribe, and each chief 
shashamoks relatives and each relative. 
shishuaga girls and each girl. 

titsga-aga old parents and each old parent. 
wewanuish women and each woman. 

4. Substantives occurring in one form only, either the absolute, or t~e dis
tributive form. Some lack the latter form for several causes, chi~f of which 
is the difficulty or impossibility of pronouncing a reduplication of the initial 
syllable, or the iteration of which would be repugnant to the native ear. 

Many of these nouns are the products of iterative reduplication. Thus we 
have: aha-ash species of crows, lxelxatanash harness, nanashgish butcher, 
nkankatuish fetlocks, shtchishtchaggedshnish trotting-horse, shtosht6tish go
pher, vushtl chest, watch horse. With these and many other terms severalty 

has to be indicated by an adjective or nun1er~l serving as an attribute, or 
by the verb of the sentence, plurality by adjectives like tun1i many, etc. 

Collective nouns, generally speaking, do · not reduplicate distributfvely, 
but prefer syntactic m·eans to express severalty and large number. There 

are, however, some which do so reduplicate, and in fact there is . no strin-
30 
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gent reason why they should not. rrerms adopted from foreign languages 
make no exception. KHi' m fish rarely takes the d. form kekHim, and such 
terms as ko'l, a species of bulb, iwarn berry, shn1ayam bristle rarely use their 
distributive form as collectives. To this series belong terms like kshuksh
iexash grease of animals, luk seed and marrow, kela-ush sand, 16xash roe, 
mushmush cattle, pala-ash flour (pala-ash liklatko loaf of bread), shapele flour, 
shugga-i sugar, tchikemen metal, iron, copper etc., we'sh ice. 

Some nouns indicating a homogeneous solid or liquid mass, like ampu 
water, ke' sh snow, shtie pitch, resin forn1 a-ambu, kekesh, shtishtie. 

4. The terms of relationship in -p ( -ap, -ip) for the larger part redupli
cate only the suffix into -ishap to indicate severalty; only a few of them 
show both modes of reduplication. The whole process is spoken of at 
length on pp. 275. 276. 

5. Nouns adopted from foreign languages. No rule can be established 
determining which of these will reduplicate and which will not, although the 
l(lamath language has a considerable faculty of transforming foreign terms 
according to its own phonetic rules and forming derivatives frorn them. 
Terms exhibiting the distributive reduplication are the following: adak salt, 
d. a-adak; etchmuna purple sah£on, d. i-atchmuna; ipshuna swamp-dogberry, 

d. i-apsht1na (all from the Shasti language); B6stin American, d. Bob6stin; 
kapo coat, dress, d. kakpo; mitash leggings, d. rnimdash; stikshui shoe, boot, 
d. stfshakshui; tala dollar, money, d. tata1a. 

III. INFLECTION FOR CASE. 

Klamath may be counted among the languages of America which have 
reached the most extensive development in regard to case-inflection. 1\Iany 
relations of the noun, expressed in other languages through the verb, are 
rendered here by a supply of non1inal cases, and thereby a thorough-going 
differentiation is brought about between the noun and the verb. Like 
the Basque language, Klamath possesses the faculty of forming compound 
or polysynthetic suffixes in its inflection. This profusion of cases forn1s a 
striking contrast to the entire lack of case-inflection observed in n1any of 
the agglutinative families, especially when we consider the circumstance 
that every noun has a double inflection on account of being inflected also 

I 
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distributively. The inflection of the adjective and numeral adjective is not 

quite so rich in forms as that of the substantive. 

CASE-SUFFIXES AND CASE-POSTPOSITIONS. 

The numerous forms of nominal inflection, called cases by gramma
rians, may be divided into two categories: (a) the purely grammatic cases, 
expressing mere relation of one noun to another, and being only three in 
number, the subjective, direct-objective, and possessive case; (b) all the other 
cases, as instrumental, inessive, adessive. They are either locatives or take 
their origin in some locative relation of the noun to the verb. 

But this purely logical division of cases does not always work well 
when practically applied to existing languages. It cannot be rigidly ap
plied in a grammar of the Klamath language, for here the case of the 
direct object is also that of the indirect object, and the possessive case is 
also that which corresponds to the Latin ablative when connected with a, 

ab and a verb in the passive voice. 
It is best to divide the cases of Klamath inflection into cases formed 

by case-suffixes and cases formed by case-postpositions. The former I call, 
for convenience, suffix-cases, the latter postposition-cases. 

Suffix-cases are formed by nominal inflectional suffixes having no inde
pendent meaning for themselves as words. They are usually unaccented, 
and only two of them are dissyllabic in their unabridged form. Besides 

the subjective case, which is not always made distinct by a suffix, there are 
the cases in -ash, -am (-lam), -ti, -tka, -tat, -xeni, -na, -en1i._ 

Postposition-cases are formed by means of particles having an inde
pendent signification for themselves as words of the language, but when 
connected with a noun are never placed before it. They are all of a loca
tive import, and frequently take the accent. Their list is: -i, -kshi, -ksaksi, 
-tala, -tana. 

The function of some of the case-suffixes is of a very general nature, 
and should be illustrated by a large array of quotations to be made clear. 
No noun of both dialects will be found which is in possession of all the 

case-suffixes and case-postpositions, and of the fourteen found in the para
digms hardly ten can be said to be in constant use. rremporal suffixes, for 
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example, can be affixed to some of the abstract substantives only; i- and 

-na are of rare occurrence, -tka, -ksaksi etc. will be found chiefly in sub

stantives of the inanimate gender. 

· Klamath shows a large number of other postpositions than case-postpo

sitions, mainly of a locative signification, which are connected with substan

tives. They differ fron1 the case-postpositions, because (1) they keep their 

accentuation and thus appear as independent words, and (2) they can be 

placed, at the speaker's option, before or after the noun they govern. They 

never coalesce into one word with the noun. 

The only direct case, or casus rectus, is the subjective case, otherwise 

named ''nominative"; all others are oblique cases. A vocative case cannot 

be said to exist, and the subjective case intonated on the last syllable will 

answer for it, especially when followed by the interjection e: tidsi muka'k! 
or tidsi muka'k e! 0 that nice baby I 

Many words taken from English or other languages foreign to Klamath 

inflect like those of Kla1nath origin for case and for severalty: Bosh tin, 
ipshuna, lam, mitash, sho'p, ta-uni. 

Up to this point we have considered only the simple form of nominal 

inflection, by which a case is formed by one suffix or postposition only; 

but Klamath also possesses a composite inflection of the absolute and dis

tributive noun, since some of the cases can assume the functions of the 

subjective case and form -inflections for themselves by means of other case

suffixes and case-postpositions. These polysynthetic nominal forms do not 

exceed the number of three suffixes or postpositions, and thus the inflections 

may be classified as binary and ternary ones. The case-suffixes capable of 

forn1ing new substantives in this way are: -ash, -an1, -ti, -emi; and the 

case-postpositions, -i, -kshi, -ksaksi. The suffixes which each of these can 

append, and a further discussion of the composite case-inflection, will be 

found below. 
FORMATION OF THE CASES. 

According to the nature of the final sound of the substantive to which 

the case-endings are joined, all modes of inflection may be divided into 

two classes, which, however, do not largely differ among then1selves: (I) 

Consonantal inflection, and (2) Vocalic infleQtion. 
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A majority of all the Klarnath substantives preserve throughout their 
case-inflection the final sound which they possess in the. subjective case. 

Those which do not conform to this rule are some nouns in -sh ( -s) and -p 
( -ap, -ip); they drop this final consonant, or place ~ vowel between the 
ending and the case-suffix. Substantives ending in -u (-o) and in -i (-e) 
frequently insert the sen1ivocalic w or y between the two. Substantives 

whose subjective case ends in -am, -lam have this ending unchanged through 
all cases, except those mentioned on page 4 76. 

Instances of these changes are as follows: 

pe-ip daughter, obj. peya, poss. peyalam. 

p'tishap father, obj. p'tisha. 
edshash milk, breast, poss. edsham. 

latchash lodge, house, poss. la,tcham, cf. 77, 4; loc. latchashtat, 83, 3. 
paishash cloud, poss. paisham. 

tupakship younger sister, obj. tupakshash, poss. ttipaksham. 
tchashish skunk, poss. tchasham. 

kaJo, kalu clear sky, Ioc. kal6wat and kal6washtat. 
kta-i stone, rock, instr. ktayatka and kta-itka. 

kako bone, instr. kak6watka. 
lepuinsh (for lepuinash) frying-pan; instr. lepuinatka. 
nep hand, instr. nepatka (as if from nepa or nepash ). 
petch foot, instr. petchtka and petsatka. 
shu'p, sho'p soap, instr. shupatka. 

In the possessive case, the nouns tenninating in -a, -a, -e assume the 
·~nffix -lam instead of -am, while the others, following either the vocalic or 
consonantic inflection, take -am. Thus all the diminutives in -aga, -ak, -ka, 
-k show -lam in their possessive case, and this is even found exceptionally 
in kailiu feather-mantle, fur-dress, pqss. kailiulam. Thus we inflect: 

k6-e, k6-a toad, poss. k6alam. 
skule, skula lark, poss. skulelam. 

tala dollar, money, poss. talalam. 

watchaga, watchag dog, poss. watchagalam. 
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Nouns in -wash, -watch show in their oblique cases a synizesis of the 
-wa into -6, -il aside of the regular form: 

pawatch tongue, poss. pawatcham and pa-iltcham. 
1waiwash white goose, poss. waiwasharn and wayo'sham. 

Abbreviations of case-suffixes and of case-postpositions are Yery fre
quent, especially in rapid conversation. Thus we observe -tk, -t for -tka, 

-ta, -at, -t for -tat, -a for -am, -atn for -e'mi, -a'mi, -xan for -xeni, -tal, -ta for 

-tala, -tan, -ta for -tana. In the inflection of the adjective the deterioration 

of the endings has progressed still further, and in the composite nominal 
inflection as far as in the simple case-declension. 

Suffixes occurring only in the inflection of topographic terms and 
proper names of localities are -i, -na. 

LIST OF NOMINAL CASES. 

Before entering into details concerning each of the suffix- and postposi
tion-cases, I give a list of all the fourteen case-endings, reserving their 
abbreviations for their special headings. All the cases of a locative char

acter or origin follow each other in immediate succession. Some of these, 

even of the monosyllabic ones, are composite, the second pronominal ele
ment being formed by the demonstrative radicals -i, -la, -na. 

I.-Suffix-cases. 

s\ibjective: (-sh, -s ). 
objective: -ash. 

possessive: -am. 
partitive: -ti. 
instrumental: -tka. 

!I.-Postposition-cases. 

inessive: -i. 
adessive: -kshi, Mod -gishi. 
emphatic adessi ve: -ksaksi. · 

locative: ·-tat. 

illative: -xeni. 
transitional: -na. 
temporal / -e'mi. 

directive: -tala. 
juxtapositive: -tana. 

There is probably no substantive In the languag~ which forms more 

than ten or eleven cases. Thus nouns designating persons, animals, or 
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plants cannot form the transitional and the temporal cases, and the loca
tive, instrumental and adessive are wanting with many of them also. 

1. The sub}ective case. 

The subjective and only direct case most frequently terminates in -sh, 
-s, the universal noun-making suffix, which we have found to occur also in 
the nominal forms of _the verb. The vowel usually preceding it has fre
quently been elided, as in terminals like -ksh, -Ish, -ntch, and others. The 
identity of this most frequent of all nominal suffixes with that of the verbal 
indefinite conclusively proves that the majority of all substantives are but 
the nominal expression of the verbal idea that they are either nomina actoris 
and agentis1 or nomina actionis and acti. Of. Suffixes, pages 323, 339, 362, 368. 

But there ?-re many other suffixes than -sh capable of tenninating sub
stantives, for alrnost every sound which can close a word can also terminate 
a noun in its subjective case. We have seen that the nouns in -p and a few 
of those in -sh drop these endings when they become inflected; a, few nouns, 
as pata, mpatash milt, show twp forms, the one with and the other without 
the -sh. All this testifies to their imn1ediate derivation from verbs. These 
same suffixes are also dropped before certain affixes of an adnominal or 
participial nature agglutinated to thern, e. g.: 

shuks crane, Shuk=amtch Old Crane of mythic fame. 
p'tishap father, p'tish=lulsh deceased father. 

2. Objective case in -ash. 

The direct ob}ect or complement of the verb, as well as its indirect ob}ect, 
is expressed by the objective case in -ash, abbr. -ish, -esh, -'sh. This case 
therefore corresponds to the accusative and to the dative case of the classic 
languages, sometimes to others of their cases besides. In its origin it is 
nearly identical with the suffix of the subjective case -sh (-s), and in this 
regard we may recall the fact that son1e of the Rornanic languages have 
formed their subjective case frorn the Latin accusative: homem (Portu
guese) from horninem man, rien (French) fi·om retn thing; in German we 
have N amen, Sam en, together with N arne, Same, the former representing 
in fact an objective case. In the Klamath a remnant of this sort is found in 
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the circumstance that the southern dialect has hishuakshash man, husband, 

snawedshash wife in the subjective and objective cases, while the northern 

or Klamath Lake dialect oftener shows hishuaksh1 and snawedsh, append

ing the -ash in the objective case only. 'l'he same can be said of the two 
verbs to marry, which are derived from these terms. 

But -ash, as pointed out above, forms the objective case of such ~ub
stantives only as designate persons and quadrupeds, and in rapiJ con versa
tion or narrative is sornetimes dropped ev8n in these; cf. wateh for watchash 

horse, 127, 9; . hihassuaksh M6atuash, for hihassuakshash 1foatuashash Pit 

River men, 20, 2. The objective case is identical with the subjective case in 

collective and in abstract _tenns, and in the narnes for birds, amphibians, fish, 

and the animals inferior to these; in the names for plants and their organs, 

for inanimate things, for lin1bs of the body, human or animal. N ev~rtheless 

frequent exceptions to the rule here established n1ay be nt.et with in the more 

archaic form of speech noticed in mythic st~wies and in song-lines, in which 
the rhythm of the verse at ti1nes produces them. The form tchipshash in 

146, 3 (instead of tchipash) is exceptional. . 

Diminutive nouns of the anirnate class, except when designating per
sons, do not append -ash in the objective case, whether mentioned in archaic 

texts or not, 2 nor do the tern1s for relationship ending in -p ( -ap, -ip ). As 

instances we nlention only rnantcbakash old man, mukaksh (also mukak) 
babe, to which may be added: watcbagash dog. 

Tupakship younger sister forn1s tupakshash, because it is usually abbre

viated to tupaksh in the subjective case. 'I' he regular form for these nouns 

in-pis: p'gishap mother, p'gisha (obj) the mothe'r and to the mother. Wasbla 

chipmunk does not change in the objective case, though we would expect 
washlash, 110, 8. 9. 

ExA.MPLES OF DIRECT OBJECT expressed by -ash or its abbreviations: 

a. Persons and quadrupeds: 

'l'itak maklakshash ktupka Titak slapped an Indian. 

mu'tchga nu hun hishuaksha.sh I hate that 1nan. 

1 Cf. Note to Texts, p. 90, 7, and Texts 90, 7. 10. 
2 Hence the genius of the language considers them as of the inanimate order. 
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na'sh ni lugshla snawadsh I captured one female, 20, 1; cf. 95, 8. 
wewanuish kaixema K'mukamtchish the wives did not recogniEe Kmu

kamtch, 95, 10, and Note. 

tchewash idupka he kicked an antelope, 126, 7. 

Shu'kamtch Shashapamtchash shnindu'wa an1butat Old Crane doused 

Old Grizzly in the water, 123, 3. 4. 

ha' tchilloyaga lo'k /shiuka amka taslatch if a young man killed a grizzly 

bear or a cougar, 90, 19. 

b. Objects of the inanimate order: 

nep hushnxa to shake hands. 

kia'm ftkal, yuhu luela to scoop up fish, to kill buffaloes. 

wudu'pka Shu'ksham tchu'ksh she struck Crane's leg, 123, 2. 
pi unk shn6ka yukiak he caught a mocking-bird. 

shnepe'1npemuk vunaka m'na in order to beguile his son, 94, 1 0; cf. 95, 8. 
Aishishan1 shul6tish shnuka he took away .Aishish's garments, 95, 7. 
shu:lna sha tutiks m'nalam they sang their dream-songs, 65, 20. 
wewanuish nu'tak sta'-ila the women gather nutak-seed, 148, 6. 
tchikemen=mpamptish blacksmith, lit. "iron-beater." 

nu' sh=tilansneash, species of owl, lit. "twisting the head." 

c. Objects of the inanimate gender when occurring in songs and 
mythic stories: 

ne-ulxa paplishash gi'tki giug he caused a dam to come into existence, 94, 5. 
kailash shut6lan after creating the earth, 125, 1. 

k6shash ka-a nu piupiutanna I arn pecking hard along the pine-tree, 162; 2. 
shlewishash nu tilutaknula breath I am emitting, 157; 45. 

lu'luksash nu shkutiya I wrap flames around me, 154; 8. 

EXAMPLES OF INDIRECT OBJECT expressed by -ash or its abbreviations:

a. Persons and quadrupeds: 
shapi mi lakiash! tell your general I 40, 3. 

E-ukshiki'shash pelpeliash ka-i shawi-uli he did not want to work for the 

Klamath Lake Indians, 35, 18; cf. 35, 11. 

B6sh~inash shitko tchia to live after .American custon~s. 
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tcheleya nu hun mantchakash shapele I give bread to this old man. 

shapiya m'na p'gisha she said to her mother. 

nu a watchash ambu hushpanua I give water to the horse to drink. 

ka-i kaishnuli' at lu'lxagsh they would not uncover (the lodge) for the bear

cubs, 120, 17. 
Mo' dokishash ktchinksh papalla they stole the rails from the Modoc In

dians, 35, 21. 

b. Objects of the inanirnate order: 

pawash kedsha aitxamenash ko'l the pawash-root grows smaller than ls:o'l, 

148, 7. 

stiya nxi'-uliga h1,ki pitch trickled down on the forehead, 97, 1. 
na'poks ai nu tashulu'la I pass my hand over the disease, 155, 21. 
spulhi lapni ill6lash to imprison for two years. 

tunepni waitash w6ksalsha they gather lily-seed for five days, 7 4, 7. 
awalues sha skena they row over to the island, 7 4, 14. 
a n'sh p'laiwash shtilta he sent me after the eagles, 101, 15. 

c. Objects of the inanimate gender when occurring in songs and 
mythic stories: 

huk lali'ga Tuhu'shash it remained sticking upon Mudhen, 97, 1. 
pi taplalash tpa'wa he gave orders to the loon, 132, 2. 

yenash a-i ni shlewish wita I, the wind, am singing about the yen-fish, 

165; 6. 

mo-6we ktchidshuash hu'tnan the mole leaping upon the bat, 127, 5. 

Tchekaksh mbu'shaksh yiyuxoga lulpa:t to Blackbird they pushed arrow

heads into the eyes, 113, 16. Of. 114, 9. 122, 9. 

3. Possessive case in -am, -lam. 

This suffix is always pronounced short (-am, -lan1), and it takes the 
accent in cornposite cases only. In Modoc it is often pronounced -em, -lern, 
or still shorter, -'n1, -l'n1. · The longer form, -lam, is the original one, but 

occurs only in nouns terminating in -a, -a, -e, though there are a few in

stances of other vocalic suffixes taking -lam also: kailiu, poss. kailiulam 
feather mantle, as if derived from a term kaili wa. The suffix was originally 
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locative, as may be inferred from its being related to the suffixes -ala and _ 
-larnna, q. v., and from the syntactic use often made of it, which proves 
that abo·ut it, around it was its original meaning. When the Indians speak 
rapidly they often drop the -m of -am: washa weka the young of the coyote, 

ko'lta weas the otter's offspring, ni'l weksa the down of the mallard duck.1 

When words in -am become independent nouns, with -am in the subjective 
case, this -am also drops the -m in son1e instances: sxiba a bird-species, 

widshiba lacustrine reed, for sxipatn, widshipam (in ~fodoc also widshipi). 
A1nong the substantives whic~ show an elliptic fonn, besides the full 

one, we n1ention: 

klipa mink, poss. klipalam, more frequently klipam, 177, 13. 
ko'lta fish-otter, poss. ko'ltalam and ko'ltam. 

watchaga dog, poss. watchagalam and watchagam. 

Of. also wawa=tutuksh ear-wax, instead of wawakasham tutuksh. 

A curious fact worth noticing is that the M6lale language of northern 
Oregon rnarks the possessive case by the san1e suffix, -am, and so does also 
the Pit River language of northeastern California. The possessive suffix 
-nmi, -mi of several Sahaptin dialects of the n1iddle course of Columbia 

River seems related to it. The Maidu dialects of the Sacramento Valley 
n1ark thi~ case by the suffix -ki. 

1. The possessive case in -an1, -lam corresponds to several of our 
English case-prepositions Usually it has to be rendered by our of of the 
genitive (or, better, genetive) case [~ ;rrmoz~ ycrZJaj], and then fonns a pos

sessive case corresponding to the Saxon case, -'s, in the father's work, the 

mother's care, which is sometiines turned into an adjective. Examples: 

k6kelam palkuish fonner bed of the river. 

maklaksam wakshna Indian moccasins. 

talalam waxoksh money-purse. 

P~ilnpiam, Latsan1 pe-ip the daughter of Pampi, Latchash, 11, 1. 4. 
tchewam (or tche-uti) toke the antelope's horn. 

Fr01n these examples it will be gathered that when a substantive in 
the possessive case qualifies another S1lbstantive attributively, it is placed 

1 See Note to Texts, 168; 41. 
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before the noun qualified. But since the position of words is rather free in 

Klatnath, anteposition of the possessive is usually but not universally ob

served. Of. ni'l weksa (above), tchililiks skulelam the young of a lark, 100, 

8; cf. 1 00; 5. 9. 18. 

2. The case in -am, -lan1 corresponds to our for, to the benefit of, and is 

then intended as a dativus commodi, answering sometimes to a possessive, 

sometirnes to a dative case. 

Ska/lam i'-amnash wewilfna beads were left over to Marten, 111, 2, 3. · 

ka'kitak kshun wushmusham there. will be no grass for the cattle. 

3. When connected with a passive verb, frequently represented by the 

participle in -tko, it corresponds to our by, through. Several examples of 
-atn connected with passive verbs are given under Passive voice, pp. 421, 

422, 451; many others are found in the "Texts", e. g., 35, 10. l 7; 36, 12. 
15. An instance is also contained in the proper nan1e of Scarface Charley: 

Tchfktchikanl=Lupatkuelatko, lit. "scarred by wagon wheels." 

The possessive case of substantives Dften becomes a subjective case

that is, a noun independent of others and capable of forming an inflection 

of con1posite cases. These have been fully treated under the heading of 

Suffix -am. The case-endi~gs which they can take are -ti (-at), -tka, -tat, 
-xe'ni, -kshi. Among the nouns which assuine this suffix to fortn composite 

inflections are: tern1s (a) for fruit-bearing trees and shrubs, sometimes of 

other plants also and of their parts; cf. pu'shxarn. Here the possessive 

case must be considered as an elliptic form, caused by the otnission of 

anku, tchelash, tkap, or some other noun designating a plant. Plants bear

ing · no eatable fruit or bulb usually do not show this terminal. (b) for 

natural phenomena, the seasons ; (c) for a few articles of manufacture. 

4. Partitive case in -ti. 

This suffix bears many analogies to -am and -tat, and has several syn

tactic functions; from one of the more important of these I have called it 

the suffix of the partitive case. It is but another form of the prefix ta- (in 

-tat), and originally both referred to objects standing erect, as men, animals, 

trees, etc., the suffixed · i pointing to location on, upon something. Nouns 
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in the -ti case usually precede the substantive which they qualify. By 
rapid or neglectful pronuncia'tion, -ti often becomes -'t, -at: tatakiamti and 

tatakiatn't, tatakiamat about children, padshayamat made of the manzanita 

bush. 

The various uses of this suffix are: 

1. It refers to a locatio': on, upon, at; a sticking upon, resting on or 
against, a connection with, a belonging to. It is often used interchangeably 

' with the case in -an1, -latn; but the difference is this, that -ti points to some
thing sticking or sitting upon an object, but not necessarily connected w~th 
it, -an1 to an object essentially belonging to some other object, or con~idered 
as a product of it. 

ankuti or ankuam tchikass the bird of the forest. 

yainati or yainalan1 tiggaga mountain quf!-il. 

yakiti stilash basket-string. 

. yakiti w6kash stani (gi) lily-seed fill the basket. 

lxalxamnishti lulinash pond-lily seed put in long sacks. 

nanuktua shtinashti palla to steal everything in the house. 

shaigati, d. shashiagati shlapsh flower on- the prairie. 

2. It refers to the substance or material of which an object is made or 
n1anufactured, and thus represents a real genetive case, exactly correspond
ing to F'rench de bois, de fer, d'm-, etc. 

papkashti box shutank they make a coffin of lumber, 87, 2. 
t6kiti midsho horn-spoon, horn-ladle. 

On account of this "genetive '' function, the -ti case may also be used 
adjectively, as in: p6kshti, tupeshti, which correspond to onr turbid, muddy; 

ampu tupeshti muddy water. Either -ti or -tat figures also as -t in the 

adjectival suffix -tkni, q. v. 
When used. in this acceptation, .substantives in the -ti case can become 

subjective cases and form inflected nouns. Thus wati thorn, spine, from W<-l 

to grow upon, also llleans knife, and frotn this signification watiti, or ,, knife

material," has finally come to signify iron, steel, metallic substance, wire, mPtaU 

1 Cf. Jdika/kli watiti "yellow metal": gold, copper; paLpali watiti "white metal": silver, silver
plated wm·e. 
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P6ko bucket has likewise formed p6koti bucket-metal, tinned sheet-iron; anku 
tree, ankuti wood-substance. 

3. In the phrases and sentences following, a purely partitive function 
is found inherent to the case in -ti: 

ndshiklxa amputi a drop of water. 

ka-i gitanish amp uti bunui! do not drink of this water I 
na/lam at hun ldiilati ktchinksh papalla ye have abstracted rails upon our 

land, 35, 10. 
lu'k shewana shaplashti stayanti to give away seeds from a full seed-paddle. 

kudsha shliushliwa ka'lanti the mole throws up earth; lit. "some of the 
earth." 

4. This case-suffix has an additive function in the following instances : 

ke'ktoks topini kia'1n ge-u shnukshti gi this is the second fish I caught. 

snawedshga giulxa leluidshishti a girl bm·n after the father's death. 

Although these are instances of verbals, they may illustrate the use 
which is rnade of this suffix in substantives also. Of. the numeral tunepanti 
in 111, 1, and Note to it, p. 116. 

5. The suffix -ti may also correspond to our preposition about, cJncern

ing, on account of, and then assumes a causal function in verbals as well as 
in substantives. It is then often replaced by -tat, q. v. 

Shashtiamti hudsha shashalkia they quarreled about a Shasti In.dian. 

welekshti i hernkanka you speak about an old woman. 

6. We find it occurring in some· local names of the Klamath cot~ntry, as 
in Ki-uti, Kta-iti, Luyanshti, Shuawati, Surnde (Sumti), perhaps also in 
Kumbat, Tuilkat, and some others. A purely locative signification is prob
ably not the only one inherent in these nan1es. 

5. Instrumental case in -tka. 

'This case-suffix appears in several forms, as -tka (the most common), 

-tga, -tk, -atka, -atka, -at, and when nasalized, as -ntka: tumi many, tum
antka through or by the many. In the "List of Suffixes" -tka also appears 
as a tern1inal fonning verbs. 
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1. The primary function of -tka, which is also the most characteristic 

and most frequently occurring, is that of fonning an instrun1ental case, thus 

eorresponding to with, by means of, by the aid or help of, through. All the 

other functions of -tka are reducible to the idea of instrumentality. Its use 

is aln1ost entirely restricted to nouns of the inanimate order. 

pakshtga lakpeks shuyega he lifted ashes with (his) pipe, 14, 6. 

shikenikishtka yutetampka they began to fire with pistols, 14, 6. 

watchatka (and watchat) husho'tchna to ride on horseback. 

kak6atk saktatk ska'ntsna to sew with a bone-awl. 

Connected with a passive verb, it stands for -am in: 

tumantka shute-uapka laki the chief shall be elected by the many, by the 

may'ority, 90, 3. 

2. A locative meaning, resulting from the instrumental one, appears in 
sentences like the following: 

nushtga tupka to stand on, upon one's head. 

gatcheshtka gena to pass through the brushwood. 

shtutka watch niukna to drive horses on the road. 

nu gena amputka I go into or through the water. 

3. A temporal function corresponding to that of the case-suffix -e' rni, 

which is more of a verbal character and is chiefly appended to verbals, 
appears in the following nominal fonns: 

yamashtka while the north wind blows, 155; 16. 24. 

gel6la sha shewatxastka they dismounted at noon, 19, 10. 

gaptsatka, _tx6powatka in May, June (and in the other month-natnes ), 
7 4, 1. 6. ' 

6. Locative case in -tat. 

We begin the long series of locative case-endings with that which has 

the most comprehensive bearings, and is also the most frequent. The suffix 

-tat is an abbreviation of tata where, there, and this is a reduplication of the 

pronominal radix ta, as tu' t, tuta is of tu; cf. tata, tu in Dictionary. It also 

appears in the form of -ta, -t, -at, -ut, or is suppressed altogether, as in 
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kaila, for kailatat upon the ground, earth. When -tat appears as -ta, it is not 
always easily distinguished from the abbreviated -tala, -tana; when as -at, 
it will be remembered that -ti and -tka, -atka abbreviate in the sam~ rnanner. 
The form -ut may be a transposition of -tu, or an abbreviation of -utat; in 
each case the -u- marks either distance from the speaker or height above 
the ground. Some subjective cases are formed by -tat, -at, especially in 
local names and in such terms as ka'rnat back. The sound -t in the adjec
tival suffix -tkni is, as ren1arked previously, a remnant either of the case
suffix -ti or of -tat. As will be gathered from the List of Prefixes and 
Suffixes!. the t- in -tat originally referred to something standing erect, either 
animate or inanimate; but -tat is now referring aln1ost exclusively to things 
of the inanin1ate world, and rarely to persons. In the nasalized form of 

-ant, -nt it appears in adjectives, pronouns, postpositions, and adverbs. 
The functions to which this suffix may be applied are quite varied and 

numerous. 
1. It marks a stay within, a resting inside of, or on, upon, by something; 

it implies no motion, and corresponds exactly to the Latin in with the 

ablative case. 

pagashtat mft'lk wa worms live in wet ground. 

welwashtat nft tchalika I sit here by the water-spring, 173; 5. 
ktayat gitko staying in the rocks 

ka'sh meya shaigatat they dug ipo-bulbs on the prairie, 109, 1. 

kalwishtat nft tchutchua I am croaking up in the sky, 162; 4. 
kladshat tche-u gshikla an antelope lay in the clearing, 126, 6. 

sue-ushtat takeleas gi there is cork on the fish-line. 

pakshtat tulish stem of tobacco-pipe, lit. "handle in the pipe." 

We observe it also in postpositions, like ginatant on this side of, gunf
ksh tan t on the opposite side of 

In several proper names of localities -tat has assumed the function of 

a subjective case: 

E-ushtat Tule or Modoc Lake. 

K6ketat Lost River; any large water-course. 
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The form -ut we find in: 

lu'lput p'g.ishap kikannega the mother applies (the hands) to the eyes, 91, 6. 
panut a wakinsh kedsha red paint grows on the pan-tree, 150, 6. 

2. The suffix -tat marks a motion into, toward or upon, on some object, 
and then corresponds best to the Latin in with the accusative case. We see 

it frequently connected with all verbs referring to locon1otion: going, push

ing, driving, and also regularly with the Yerbs of paying, selling, trading. 

mo-6we wa'shtat hulhe the mole ran ·into (its) den, 127, 5. 
ktayatat (or ktayat) tpuH he drove (them)_ into the rocks. 
watch ktch.inkshtat niule he drove the horses into a corral, 127, 9. 
ga'mpele latsashtat he returns to his lodge, 83, 3. 
wet6li lali'shtat nad we slid down the slope, 21, 15 . 

• 
kafla (for kailatat) kiwalapata to push sidewise over the ground, 190, 11. 
tchpinu'tat itpa they bring (the corpse) to the burying-ground, 85, 4. 

skiulakshtat she wan' i ! pay what you owe I lit. "pay into, upon (your) 
debt!" 

tank i watch tat pa' wi ~ how much did you pay for the horses? 
sesatui tchu'k watchat they sold them out there for horses, 20, 19. 
nu watch spuni kitchakluk talatat I gave a horse to repay the money I 

owed. 

In the passage 60, 11 we find snawa' dshash where we would expect i 
sku'ktanuapk snawa' dshtat you can give in payment for a wife. Cf. page 482. 

3. Our suffix further stands to mark a motion out of or from an object, 

a driving or going, moving, throwing away from, a falling, rolling or drip
ping down from. 

tu'shkansha kumetat (two) ran out of the cave, 122, 4. 

kailatat gatpan1pele he returned down upon the ground, 101, 20. 
shuhu'lulea latchashtat to fump down from the lodge, 118, 10. 

shHtchgapele ko'shtat to unhitch from a pine-tree. 

puakampele ladsheshtat he threw (them) out of the lodge again, 109, 9. 
ampu a tilxa latchashtat water drips from the house. 
tchekeli ntu'lsna psi' shtat. blood flows from the nose. 
wu'txi hu'k ko' shtat he fell down from the pine-tree. 
31 
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Very frequent! y the direction of the act from, out of, away from is 
expressed by the verb itself and its suffix, and in that case other cases than 
the locative in -tat may be joined to the verb as well. Cf. huikinsha to run 
away from, ktul6dshna to push, force away. The san1e applies to the func
tion through, across. (No. 4.) 

4 The suffix -tat may be used also to express a passing throu:Jh, a going 
across or through the midst of. In this function it approaches nearest to the 
one mentioned as No. 2, of going or moving into. 

tinua weshtat to fall through the ice. 

weshtat yikash~a to sp-ear UtrO'ugh an ice-hole. 
k6ketat gakua to cross or ford a river. 
shapash nu luashtat shlea I see the moon through a fog . 

• 
5. There are a few instances where -tat is used in a temporal sense. 

In these we find -tat appended to derivative nouns, in which the former 
concrete signification is still apparent as well as the abstract one. The 
few exa1nples are as follows: 

guixaksha'migshta(t) at the home-leaving season, 148, 19. 
smany6leshtat when the rain is over. 
tinoluleshtat at sunset. 

6. The suffix -tat occurs also in the sense of our preposition about, 
concerning, on account of In this acceptation it is entirely like -ti, No. 5, 
and can alternate with it. 

genta kailatat shashapkelia to narrate myths about this world, cf. 9 4, 2. 
ka-i i gita spu'kle-uapk snawedshtat, hi8huakshtat, weashtat you shall 

not sweat there (in mourning) for a wife, husband, or child, 142, 16. 

7. Illative case in -xeni. 

The suffix of this case is -xeni, which frequently becon1es abbreviated 
into -xene, -xan, -xen, -kan, and usually has the accent upon the syllable 
·-xe. This composite suffix contains gen, gin, or ken, a demonstrative pro
noun and adverb, referring to objects in close proximity to tl1e speaker, the 
pronoun referring to inanimate things in preference to animate beings, and 
the particle i, hi here, right here, here on the ground, or in the lodge. The 
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initial g of the suffix was changed into x or k for the p.1rpose of referring 

the noun, to which -xeni is appended, to that suffix more closely than the 

mere g (in gen) could do it. The suffix also shows analogy with the verb 

gena to go away, start, because -xeni and gena are both forn1ed from the 
same basis, ge, ke. 

The suffix marks as well (1) a motion or direction toward an object or 

into a place or country, as (2) a stay or rest at or in a place, region, country. 

It is more frequently used in the forn1er sense, and hence I have called the 

case the illative case. It differs from -kshi, -ksi by being connected n1uch 

more frequently with inanimate objects, while -kshi, Mod. -gishi, is appended 

as a rule to nouns of the animate class: at the home of, or in the habitations 
of n1en. 

( 1) Suffix -xe' ni, -xan en1ployed in the sense of to, toward, into: 

nat Shastxeni gena we went to the Shasti country. 

shiashna tinolishxeni, tinexishxeni he removed them to the west, to the east 

side of, 39, 17. 

shiulkishxe' ni idshna to remove son1ebod y to the reservation. 

na ne-ulakgishxe'ni gatpa we went to the council-,qrouncl, 33, 5. 

sa saikan (for saigaxe'ni) gena they went to the field, 107, 2. 

(2) This suffix marks stay, rest, sojourning, or location at some place, 
in a tract or country: 

klewidshnank weweash tch1' shxeni leaving her children in the lodge, 118, 3. 
awaluashxe'ni on, upon, at the island. 

It also enters into the composition of the adjectives nakushxenkni living 
near a log-dam, 132, 6; Tchakxe'nkni, etc. 

The suffix forms a large number of local names, which assume the 

function of subjective cases, and thus forn1 con1posite inflections. Thus we 

have Kawamxe'ni Eel Spring, Lalawashxeni at the Slate Rock, Shastxeni the 

Shasti country, Tchakxe'ni at the Service-berry Grove, Saikan Thompson's 

Marsh, Waptashxe'ni Pond Outlet. 

(3) An instance of a temporal function of -xeni is found in the song
line: i-uneksxe'ni a yulina after sunset, 182, 2. 
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8. Transitional case in -na. 

This locative case-suffix occurs but in nouns of the inanirnate order, 

as in the parts of the human or anin1al body, in terms of topography, in 

loca! names, and in a number of particles. It corresponds to our to, toward, 

into, in, and is of the sa1ne origin as the verbal suffix -na, which is found in 
verbs of motion, and points to short distances reached in succession, or to 

spots reached on the passage to other places. It enters into the composi

tion of composite case-suffixes, as -tana, -ksaksina, and then is often short

ened to -n. It also stands in the subjective case of a few nouns, as lemuna 

bottom etc. Of. List of Suffixes, under -na. 

;kaitoks nish tu' -una Lemaikshina, ka-i Y ainakshina kayaktgi shapi! 
tell them not to pursue me around Shasta Butte (nor) toward Ydneks! 

40, 3. 4. 
kadsuksaksina la'kshktsa ga'-ish hu'k right upon his chin that ball took the 

skin off, 30, 5. 
nxak-ksaksina sli'ksga they came near wo.unding him on the skull, 21, 17. 

nxashksaksina shlin he was shot in the bowels. 

kfdsa ambutat lemunana to dive to the water's bottom. 

The suffix -na occurs, e. g., in the particles: hataktna by that spot, mf1na 
down below, p'laina upward, tuna, tf1-una around, tuana, tuan Mod., at all times, 

tina once, txalamna to the west. 

9. Temporal case in -emi. 

The suffix -emi, -ami, -hami, abbr. -em, -am, is usually etnphasized, 

when the final-i is not retrenched, upon the penult. Like the final-i which 

composes it, it has te~nporal functions only, and can best be rendered at the 

time of, during. We find it appended chiefly to nouns indicative of time 

and seasons of the year; also to indefinite verbals pointing to acts or per

formances belonging to certain periods of the year only. While the tem

poral suffix -i appended to verbals refers to incidents occupying a short 

lapse in tin1e only, -etni points to periods, epochs of some length, seasons, 
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etc. This suffix can also stand as a subjective case in the sentence and 
form a composite inflection, as appears from the following instances: 

atu lulalkshe' nli gi now it is time to go to bed. 

guixakshe'migshta at the home-leaving season, at exodus-time, 148, 19. 

This temporal suffix is observed in: 

i-uma'mi, i-umam in the whortleberry season; from iwam whortleberry. 
kishe' n1i, kissam at sunset. 

kshune'rni in the haying season. 

kolalshe'mi, vuksalshe'mi in the kol, in the pond-lily season. 

mehiashe' mi, contr. messarn in the trout-fishing season. 

shishukshe'mi during the fight, battle, war. 

sk6-emi and sk6'hshemi in spring-time. 

tankt gatpanuapkshe'mi at a future t'ime. 

temolola' mi after the wild-phtm season; from ten1ol6la to finish collecting 

wild plums. 

tsials-ha'mi at salmon-time, 16, 16; from tchialash salmon. 

10. Inessive case in -i. 

As the first of the five postposition-cases, I have placed the one formed 

of the pronominal element i, hi, which has been discussed several ti1nes 
before. It occurs in non1inal inflection as a case-tern1inal by itself, and 

also enters into the composition of several others, as --ti, -xeni, -emi, -kshi, 
-ksaksi; besides this it forn1s verbal suffixes mentioned in List of Suffixes. 

From its primary signification ·upon the ground have developed those of 
within, at home, in the lodge, for on.e's or another's benefit or disadvantage, and 
the temporal one when, at the time when. In rare instances -i alternates 
with -e. 

1. Used in a locative sense, -i means inside of, in, within, at, when ap
pended to substantives designating cavities or hollows (the floor of the 
Indian lodge often forms a cavity), inclosures, and also to nan1es of locali

ties. It is found suffixed to inanimate nouns only, and to the pronouns 
guni, huni, huki. 

stekishi at the door, entrance. 

tchi' shi inside the lodge, habitation. 
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washi in the hole, cavity, den, lodge. 

Yan1~i (for Yatnash-i) at the North Wind's lodge, home. 

Y aukelam=Lashi at the Eagle's Nest. 

Lgum=A-ushi at Coal Lake. 

W alatnsi at Rogue River Butte. 

Wita1nan1tchi where the old Black Bear was. 

A-ushmi, an island in Upper Klamath Lake, is also pronounced 

A-ushme; cf Sumde for Shun1ti, Sftmti, in Dictionary. 

2. Used in a temporal sense, -i occurs only when appended to the 

vel'bal indefinite, and will be discussed in the Ryntax under the heading of 

the Verbal indefinite in -shi. Shewatxu'lsi in the afternoon shows the -i 

appended to a nomen verbale also. The suffix -i in litxi, litxe in the evening 

has to be regarded as a lo~ative, not as a temporal suffix, since litxi is 

originally a verb to hang down to the ground, earth, or horizon, which refers 

to the sun. It is comparable in every way to hfnui, nde-uli etc. 

11. Adessive case in -kshi. 

The terminal -kshi, -ksi marks the residing, staying, or presence at 

some spot or locality, is appended to substantives of the animate and inan

imate gender, and occurs in the simple as well as in the composite case

inflection. In the latter we usually find it appended to nouns designating 

persons or personified beings. 

This case-postposition is a compound of kish, gish, ksh home, residence 

( cf. Afshishamksh Aishish's lodge, 96, 23) and the postposition -i. This 

word kish is also the verbal indefinite of gi to exist, to ue,t and we also find 

it, though in various functions, as a notninal derivational suffix. In Kla

math -kshi appears in various forms, n1ostly unaccented: -kshi, -gshi, -ksh, 

-gsh, -ksi, -ks, -gs; in Modoc as -kishi, -gishi, -ksi, -gshi, -gsi. 

This case-postposition frequently assun1es the function of the sub

, jective case, in local names especially, and with the adnominal suffix -kni 

appended forn1s tribal names or nomina gentilitia: E-ukshikni maklaks [([a

math Lake Indian, and others. It is found to fulfill two functions only-that 

1 Compare the Modoc phrase: hatokt nish a gfshi when 1 am there or while I was there, 22, 2. 3. 
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of tnarking (1) a rest or stay at some place, and (2) a motion toward an ob

ject. This latter function is not real, only apparent. Of. also -ksaksi. 
(1) -kshi marks rest, existence, sojourning, dwelling, living at a certain 

spot, locality, in sotne district or tract of land. When appended to a per
son's proper name, or to a generic term for person or n1an, it points to 

the lodge, house, or dwelling of; it is then appended to the possessive case 
in -am, -lam, and closely corresponds to the French preposition chez, which 
also represents a word for house, horne, residence ( casa ). 

Cambiamgshi in General Canby's tent, 39, 11; cf. 38, 6, 7; 41, 8. 

K'laushalpkash Yaina-aga=gishi shellual they fought upon the Sand-cov-

ered Hill, 43, 12 (Mod.). 
ko' shkshi by or close to the pine tree. 

ktaikshi, ktaiks by the rock, at the rock-ledge. 

lakiamkshi at, in the chief's lodge. 

ne-ulakshgishi hushtanka he met thern upon the council-ground, Mod. 

(contr. from ne-uh1kgish-gi't::~hi; cf. Dictionary, page 239); 33, 2. 
watsagaksi where the dog lives. 

welekamksh at the old woman's lodge. 

Names of localities forn1ed by -kshi : 

E-uksi the country east of Upper Klamath Lake; Yainakshi Ydneks; Melai

ksi Mount Pitt; ~Ioatuashamkshfni k6ke Pit River in California; Na'wapk~bi 
Goose Lake, W uksalksh Pond-lily place; also the two mythical places Afshish
amksh and Leme-ishamksh, in the form of a subjective case. 

(2) -kshi apparently n1arks in some passages a motion toward, in the 
direction of, a going or cotning to an object, as if standing for -tala. But 
in the mind of the Indian -kshi indicates not motion, but rest only, and a 
sentence like shuldshamkshi gatpa he came to the soldiers' camp, 40, 12 ( cf. 40, 

22) n1ust be interpreted as "he went to the place where the soldiers' camp 
or home is or was." Other instances are : 

shftshotankishamgshi gatpampelan having returned to the Peace Com

missioners' tent, 40, 6. 

n1a;klakshamkshi gatpantki to come to the Indian camp, 40, 23. 
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A parallel to this grammatic structure are the Latin Yerbs of placement 

(ponere, collocare etc.), which are construed with in and the ablative case, 
although they are verbs indicating n1otion. 

12. Emphatic adessive case in -ksaksi. 

This case-postposition is the ·result of a reduplication of the foregoing 
tenuinal-kshi, with a change of vowel. It corresponds to the English right 

there, }ust where, and usually refers to a spot more limited in extent than 
-kshi. It does not refer to the residence of persons, for lakiamkshi means 

in or at the chief's lodge, but lakiamksaksi }ust where the chief sits or stands, 

sat or stood. Used as a subjective case it rnay append postpositions, though 
we have only the instance of the case-suffix -na. The accent usually rests 
upon the syllable -ksa-. The tern1inal -ksaksi appears chiefly in connection 
with parts of the anin1al body, terms of topography, local na1nes, and other 
narrowly circumscribed areas. While -ksaksi, -kshakshi, -ksaks seems con

fined to the northern or Klamath Lake dialect, the ~orm -ksiksi, -kshiksh, 
occurring in local names, appears in the ~fodoe dialect as -kshi gishi in the 

sarne function. Another form with -u- in the first syllable en1bodies a tem
poral relation to the past; cf. Grammar, p. 255. 

Instances of the -a- for111 : 

ktaiksaksi, ko' shksaks right by the rock, pine. 

ni tchi'wishksaksi p'lentant gi I was above their former camping

place, 22, 1. 

kela-ush ish iktchi e-ushksakshi! get me some sand at the lake! 

sa shniksho'lxa maklaksksaksi they made them .dance in the presence of the 

Indians, 20, 10; cf. 20, 11. Cf. also 21, 17; 30, 5. 
A walokaksaksi at the Little Island. 

Kokaksakshi, Koka'ksaks at Little River, 19, 7; 20, 13. 
Tchpinf1ksakshi at the Burial Ground. 

W elekag=Knukleksaksi at the Stooping Old Woman. 

Instances of the -i- form: 

Y afnakshi=gishi' at Yaneks, Mod., 36, 9. 
Kawan1kshiksh at the Eel Fishery. 
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N ak6sksiks at the Dam or River. Barrage. 

V ulaJkshi=gishi' at Cottonwood Creek, Mod., 38, 6. 7. 

Instance of the -u- form: 

Slankoshksft'ksi at the Old-Bridge site. 

13. Directive case in -tala. 

This case-postposition, abbr. -tal, -ta, is a combination of the two pro
nominal elements ta and la, which we find to be the components of a large 

nun1ber of affixes. It is most generally connected with verbs of motion, 
and corresponds to our to, toward; the narne directive, which I have applied 
to it, referring only to direction in space. It is connected with the names 
of the cardinal points of the horizon, and also with names of tall or large
sized objects, and the original use made of this particle seerr~s to have been 
that of pointing to objects visible at long distances. Herein it differs fron1 

-xe'ni and -kshi, which refer rnore frequently to objects upon the ground. 
It also forn1s adverbs and postpositions. Nouns inflected with it rnay be 

used as subjective cases, especially when they become the names of dis
tricts or countries, and then they can form derivatives. rrala, in the d. form 

tataJa, also occurs as a word for itself: right ahead, straight out, and, correctly. 

A derivative of it, talaak, d. tatalak, has the same adverbial signification. The 

adjective p'laitalantni is formed from the locative case of p'laitala upward, sky

ward. The substantives 1n1iat south and yewat east are originally abbrevia
tions from muatala and yewatala. 

amputala kayahia to cut off from water; ellipsis for "to preclude /rom 

going to the water", 42, 20. 
E-ukshitala toward the Klamath Lake settlements. 

hataktala toward that spot; tush tala~ in what direction? 

yamatala northward; eontr. fron1 yan1at-tala. 

ktaitala wiga gena sha they went a short way into the rocks. 

lalalashtala on, through both flanks, 156, 32. 

lupitala eastward; cf. lupitalani eastern. 

txalamtala westward; the west portion of. Oregon. 
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14. Juxtapositive ca.se in -tana. 

This terminal is frequently abbreviated into -tan, -ta, and occurs n1ore 

In pronouns, postpositions etc. than in substantives, being also a verbal 
suffix. It is a combination of the pronorninal roots ta and na, both being 
short syllables; -tana generally remains unaccented, and has to be rendered 
by along, alongside, on the side or sides of, beside, by. Instead of classing 
-tana as a case-suffix, since it does not occur as a separate word, I have set 
it down as a case-postposition on aecount of its great analogy with -tala. 
As a subjective case it occurs in mu'ntana drawers. 

ge'kshtana, abbr. ge'kshta on this side or part. 

gt1nitana, abbr. gunitan, gunita on the opposite side. 

ktaftana on the side of the stone, rock. . 

m'ne:Uamtana latchash close to their lodges, 90, 9. 

Na' wapksh yamakstan along the north bank of Goose Lake, 31, 7 and Note. 
·pipelantana from opposite sides, · on two sides. 

washitana beside the den, by the excavation. 

COMPOSITE NOMINAL INFLECTION. 

Many of the agglutinative languages possess the faculty of forming 
composite cases by using oblique cases as subjective cases and appending 
to them the other ease-suffixes. Transformed in this Inanner, these new

formed substantives can be inflected like other nouns. The Klamath lan
guage is able to fonn composite inflections of this kind, in other nouns as 
well as in the substantive; but here and there this sort of inflection does not 

go through all cases, but is rather incon1plete. Some of these binary case
compounds can be used again as subjBc.tive cases, and in this quality they 
n1ay form ternary compounds, which of course do not occur very fre
quently, but follow entirely the laws of this language. This polysyn
thetistn in case-suffixes seerns quite extraordinary to those accust01ned to 

languages with simple ease-suffixes, but it is in no way stranger than the 
polysynthetism of the verbal derivational prefixes and suffixes. Instances 
of a quaternary case-con1pound I have not 1net with. 
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The case-endings traceable in the binary composite nominal inflection 

are as follows: 
The ·objective animate case in -ash (not to be confounded with ·the 

derivational suffix -ash) connects with -tala: tuhushashtala toward the coot; 

rarely, if ever, with :...tka. 

The possessive case in -am, -lam most frequently of all turns into a 
subjective case, and connects itself with rnore case-endings than others. 
The possessive ending is suppl~nted by -ti, for -an1 could not stand twice 
in the same noun. When used of persons and things, -an1 becomes con

nected with all the purely locative case-endings except -i. 
The partitive case in -ti connects itself with -am, -tka. 

The temporal case in -emi connects itself with -kshi. 
The inessive case in -i connects itself with -tala, -tana. 
r-rhe adessive case in -kshi is found connected with -tat, -xeni, -na, 

-tala, -tana. 
The emphatic adessive case in -ksaksi may append the suffix -na. 
The locative cases in -xeni, -tala, -tana do not append any nominal 

endings, except derivational suffixes, whenever they fonn adjectives: na
koshxe'nkni staying near a river-dam; tutashtalikshini one going everywhere. 

Specimens of the binary cmnposite declensions will be presented among 
the inflectional substantive paradign1s. 

A few instances of the ternary composite declension are as follows: 
k'mutchapkamkshixe'ni at, toward the old man's lodge. 

guixaksha'tnigshta (for -tat) at the time of ike annual exodus, 148, 19. 

Shastiamkshtala toward a Shasti Indian's lodge. 

p'lentant tchiwi' shksaksan1 above their former camping-place; perhaps 
for -ksaksi sham; cf., 22, 1. 

wewa.lekshamkshxe'ni where the old squaws live. 

PARADIGMS. 

CONSONANTAl~ 'INFLECTION 0}, SUBSTANTIVE. 

Subjective case: 

Absolute form. 

pshish, psi's nose. 

Distributive form. 

pshi pshash each nose. 
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Objective case: 
Possessive case: 
Partitive case: 
Instrumental case: 
Locative case: 
Illative case: 
Transitional case: 

Temporal case: 

psht' sh nose. 

pshfsham of the nose. 

pshfshti about the nose. 

pshfshtka by, through the nose. 

pshfshtat in, on, upon, from the nose. 

pshishxe' ni at, toward the nose. 

pshfpshash 
pshf pshashan1 

pshfpshashti 
pshf pshash tka 
pshfpshashtat 

pshipshashxe'ni 

Inessive case: pshfshi (~\ at the nose. pshfpshashi(~) 

Adessi ve case : 
Emphatic adessive 

case: pshishkshakshi }ust at the nose. pshi pshashksaksi 

pshi pshashtala 

pshipshashtana 

Directive case: pshishtala toward the nose. 

J uxtaposi ti ve case: pshishtana along the nose. 

Absolute form. 

welekash old squaw. tuh ush mud hen, coot. 

welekshash tU.hush ~ 
tuhushash 

weleksham tuhusham 

welekshamti ~ 
welt:~kshti 

tuhushti 

tuhushtat 

welekshtka tuhushtka 

weleksxe'ni tuhushxeni 
weleksan1kshi tuhushamksi 
weleksksaksi tuhushksaksi 

welekshashtala 

~ 
tuhushashtala ~ 

welekshtala tuhushtala 

welekshtana tuhushtana 

Distributive form. 

wewaleksh tut'hush 

wewalekshash (not in use.) 

wewaleksham 

shaplash seed-paddle. 

shaplash 

S shaplashti (used also for 

~ poss. and loc.) 

shaplashtka 

sha plashksaksi 

shaplashtala 

shaplashtana 

shashaplash, sassaplash 
shashaplash 

1 
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wewalekshti ~ 

wewalekshamti 5 

wewalekshtka 
wewalekshxe'nP ~ 

wewalekshamkshxe'ni2 5 
wewaleksamkshi 
wewaleksksaksi 
wewalekshtala 

wa' sh, wash excavation. 
wash 
was ham 
washti 

wash tat 

washtka 

washna (~) 
washxe'ni 

was hi 

washksaksi 

washitala 
washitana 

wawash 
wawash 
wawash-am 

wawashti 
wawashtat 

Absolute form. 

shellualsh war. 
shellualsh 
shellualsham 
shellualshti 

shellualshtat 

shell ualsh tka 

shellualshxe'ni 
shell ualshe' 1ni 

~ sassaplashti (used also for 
~ poss. and loc.) . 

sassaplashtka 

sass a plashksaksi 
sassaplashtala 

watch horse. 
watch 
watcham 
watchti 

~ watchtat 
~ watchat 
s watchatka 
~ watchetka 

. watc sa s1 shellualshgishi (Mod.)~ hk .t.k . 
shellualshksaks1 (Kl.) 

Distributive form. 

slieshal ualsh 
sheshalualsh 
sheshalualsham 
sheshalualshti 
sheshalualshat 

watch tala 
watchtana 

wawatch 
(inflected like the abso

lute form, but rarely 
used.) 

1 At the place where they became old squaws or women. 2At the place where the old squaws live. 
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wawashtka sheshalualshtka 
wawashna (~) 
wawashxe'ni sheshalualshxe'ni 
wawashi 

wa washksaksi 
sheshalualsbgishi (Mod.) { 
sheshalualshksaksi (Kl.) ~ 

wawashitala 

tnt tooth. 

t{tt 

ti1ta1n 

ttitatat ~ 
ti1tat 
tutatka 

tutksaksi 
tnt' tala 

tt1tat 
tutat 
t{1tatanl 

tutatat 
tutat'tka 

tutatksaksi 
tutat'tala 

lak hair. 

Iak 
(lakam) 
Iakti 

laktat 

lakitka 

lak'ksaksi 
laktala 

.Absolute form. 

nep hand. 

nep 
neparn 
nepti 

neptat 

nepatka 

nepksaksi 
neptala 
neptana 

Distrib,utive form. 

ptewishap 
ptewisha 
ptewisham 
ptewisha 

ptewip son's child. 

ptewa 
pte warn 
ptewa 

ptewa 
ptewamxe'ni 
ptewamkshi 
pte-uksaksi 
ptewamtala 

and pteptewip 
pteptewa 
pteptewam 
pteptewa 

lalak nenap 
(not in use.) nenap 

nenapam 
nenapti 
nenaptat 
nenapatka 

nenapksaksi 
nenaptala 
nenaptana 

ptewisha 
ptewishan1xe' ni 
ptewishamkshi 
pte wishksaksi 
ptewishamtala 

pteptewa 
pteptewamxe' ni 
pteptewamkshi 
pte pte-uksaJu;i 
pteptewa1ntala 
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VOCALIC INFLECTION OF SUBSTANTIVES. 

Absolute form. 

ambu, anlpu water. kako bone. kta-i, ktai rock, stone. Shasti Shastilndian. 

ambu kako kta-i S hastiash 

ampuam 
amp uti 

ainbutat 

arnbutka 

ampuxe'ni 

ampuksaksi 
ambutala 
ambutana 

a-ampu 
, 
a-ampu 
a-ampuam 
a-anlputi 
a-ambutat 
a-ambutka 
a-ampuxe'ni 
a-ampuksaksi 
a-arnbutala 
a-an1butana 

.ka.kowam 
kako-uti 

kakoksaksi 
kakotala . 

ktayam 
kta-iti, ktaiti 

ktayatat ~ 
kta-itat 
ktayat 
ktayatka l 
kta-itka 5 
kta-ixe'ni 

k ta-iksak si 
ktaitala 
ktaitana 

Distributive form. 

kakgo ktakti 

kakgo ktakti 
.kakgowam ktaktiam 
.kakgo-uti 
kakgowatat ktaktitat 
kakgowatka ktaktiatka . 

ktaktixe'ni 
kakgoksaksi ktaktiksaksi 
ka._kgotala ktaktitala 

Absolute form. 

skule, skula lark. kaila earth. ~ watchaga ~ 
, dog. 

watchaka 

Shastiatn 
Shashtiamti 

Shastitka 

Sha~htxe'nP 

Shashtiamksi 

Shastiashtala 

tumi Shasti 
(plural) etc. 

tia large seed-paddle. 

1 Signifies "toward the Shasti country", or, when used as a subjective case, it means ''the 
country of the Shasti." 
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skule 

skt1lelam 

skuletat 

skuletka 
skulexe'ni 

skuleksaksi 
skuletala 

kiifla ~ 
kailash 
kailalam 

kiiflanti ~ 
kailati 

kailatat ~ 
kailant 
kailat 

kailaxe'ni 
kailaksi 
kailaksaksi 
kailatala 
kailatana 

watchaga ~ 
watchagsh 
watchagalam 

watchag'ti 

watchagatat 

watchagxe' ni 

watclul,gksaksi 
watchagtala 

Distributive form. 

skusk'le, shkushkela kakaila wa-utchaga 
wa-utchaga ( 

wa-utchagsh 5 
wa-u tchagalam 
wa-utchag'ti 
wa-utclu1-gatat 

skusk'le 

skusk'lelam 

skt1sk'letat 
skf1sk'letka 
sku.~k'lexe' ni 
skusk'leksaksi 
skusk'letala 

(rarely used.) 

wa-utchagxe'ni 
wa-u tchagksaksi 
wa-u tchagtala 

IV. DERIVATION. 

tia 

tialam 

tiati 

tiatat 

tiatka 

tiaksaksi 
Hatala 
tiatana 

tit a 
(not used.) 

There is considerable analogy between the derivation of the substan
tive and that of the verb, although that of the latter is more complex. In
deed, the most frequent of the substantive-forming suffixes are also found 
in the nominal forms of the verb, like -ash, -ish, the preterital formative 
-uish, and various forms of the verb gi: -kish (-gish, -ksh etc.). Four 
principal modes of forming the substantive may be set down, as follows: 
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1. Derivation from a verb with all its prefixes and derivational suffixes, 
adding to it only a substantive-forming suffix. Ex.: latchash and latchaksh 

from latcha. 
· 2. Derivation from a noun through addition of a substantive-forn1ing 

suffix. Ex.: kailash from kaila. 

3. Derivation from a radical syllable, or a thematic radical, through addi
tion of a formative suffix which is not of an . exclusively non1inal nature. 
Ex.: vun from wua, vua. 

4. A verb becomes a substantive without any other change save that of 
assuming case-suffixes. Ex.: vum:L 

Of these different modes of derivation, the first is the one which forms 
nomina verbalia, the origin of which need not be discussed here at length, 
as it would be a mere repetition of the derivation of verbs. Some of the 
longest substantives belong to this class, as hishtilankanke-o'tkish hoop as a 

plaything; shuashulaliamp~ish watchman. The verbs to which these nouns 
belong are either traceable in the language as spoken at present, or, if they 

have disappeared frorn it, they can be reconstructed without difficulty ; but 
while doing so, students should always recall what is said on page 253 of 
this Gram1nar concerning the fonnation of verbs and nouns. 

The second mode is of less frequent occurrence in l(lalnath, or in any 
other language, than the first. We may classify under this heading the sub
stantives forrned by secondary inflection, as watiti metal, fronl wati knife

blade; all the names of plants and trees in -am, -lain , the diminutives in 
-aga, -ak; -ga etc; also a number of tribal and local names. 

The most primitive substantives, as far as their forrn is concerned, are 
those formed by mode No. 3, and, but for their case-suffixes} many of thetn 
could not be discerned from verbs or other words by their exterior shape. 
We find among thern many nouns that end in -k, -1, -t, or in vowels, -a, -a 
(-e), ·i, -u, for which instances can be seen in our List of Suffixes. They 
are all of a concrete signification, a circumstance which testifies to their 

/ 

antiquity. We may classify under this heading also the nouns formed by 

abbreviation of son1e verbal ,basis, unless we choose to make a special class 

of these. Ex. : ka'k male organ, from keka; ktchak nwther of pearl shell, from 
ktchalk, ktchalxa ; shke gray hawk, frorn skedshatko ; ske'l marten, from 

32 
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sk6lxa to become dusk!J; shle' dsh wild hemp, from shledsxa; stap flint-stone, 
fron1 stapka; tchak service tree, from tchaggaya. 

The substantives formed according to mode No. 4, which cannot prop

erly be called derivation, owe their existence to an apocope mainly due ·to 
careless pronunciation, and they have a parallel in the particles which are 
used as verbs, page 457. In many instances the form in -sh exists sin1ul
taneously with the abbreviated form. Examples are as follows: ginshka 

slope, il'hka scraper of stone, iwala top or end, isha funeral, kinyatp'na angle, 
corner, newi~ht remains, paJa and pa1ash liver, pata dry season (patash Is 
spleen, milt), sk6, sk6a and sko'sh spring season, vumi and vun1fsh cache. 

DISTINCTION BETWEEN ABSTRACT AND CONCRETE NOUNS. 

All substantives are either abstract or concrete in their signification, 
and abstract nouns are all derived from concrete tenns of verbal or nominal 
ong1n. No language is devoid of abstract nouns, but in the languages of 
prin1itive nations there is a perceptible scarcity of them when con1pared 
with their plenty in languages of mentally-developed populations. lVIany 
primitive peoples prefer to express abstractions by the verb and adjective 
rather than by the substantive; in the lexical and morphological portion of 

their grmnmar the tendency toward specializing prevails over that of using 
purely abstract forrns. Our intention is to speak with precision, that of the 
Indian to speak graphically; the Indian individualizes, while we classify; he 
often expresses by circumlocution an abstraction which we express by one 

single term. But the power of abstraction varies greatly in degree among· 
the different tribes or nations of uncivilized races in both hemispheres. 

1. .Abstract substantives. 

What is said above is well exemplified by some characteristics of the 
Klan1ath language of Oregon. The idea contained in n1any of our moro 
abstract substantives cannot be expressed substantively, but can be expressed 

by verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. That language possesses no terms for time, 
hope, health, haste, friendship, justice, thanks, thankfulness, greediness, vindic
tiveness, vision, feeling, intellect, ~ense, learning, manner. These are, however, 
rendered with accuracy by some finite verb, or an adjective or adverb, so 
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that no doubt can arise about their correct rendering. Thus time is expressed 
implicitly by klikuga nu I have no time, and a host of other expressions to 
be found in the English-K!an1ath part of the Dictionary; health is expressed 
by tidsh nu hushlta I am in good health; haste by hurried, hurriedly or 
to be in a hurry. The sensitive, moral faculties or feelings of man are all 
expressed by stein ash heart, hi8 perceptive and intellectual powers by hush
kanksh thought, mind, or by tidsh shepelpehitko, sluiyuaksh sagacious. For 
soul and life there is but one term here and in many other Indian tongues: 
breath (hukish) like Latin spiritus, from spirare "to ~reathe." Friendship 

would be expressed by to be friendly, to be or become friends. Absence and 
presence are rendered by the pronouns keliak or ne' g, Mod. na' g, absent, 

keku the one standing before me or you, laki to be gone, etc. Our idea of sub

stance can be expressed by tua something, by the verbs gi, wa to exist, or by 
special terms for each substance, as enumerated in Dictionary, page 671. 
Color has to be replaced by the adjectival name of the color referred to, as 
the language has no other substantive but shneluash, which 1neans dye

stuff, coloring matter. 

The abstractions which this language can readily express are mainly 
of that kind which we call sensations, and forrn the nearest approach to 
concrete terms. Thus we have: 

hashtaksh perforation. 

kpapshash taste (of tongue). 
ktchalshkash splendor. 

lushlushlish warmth. 

ndetchkish blushing, shame. 

netn6lxish government. 

ne-ulaksh law, rule, sway. 

shalatchgu{tlash junction. 

shen6lakuish promise. 

t{unenash noise. 

tia/ mish hunger. 

tchmu'ksh obscurity. 

tx{ltxash ill-omen. 

wetish laughter. 

l\fany English abstract terms have to be expressed in l{lamath by adjec-
tives or verbal adjectives, which then assume the function of substantives: 

afshishtchi beautiful and personal beauty. 

yamkan1ptch lazy and laziness. 

katagsh cold, chilly, and low temperature, frost. 

kelpoksh hot and heat, fever. 
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litchlitchli powerful and power, strength. 

nkfllitko powerful, strong and power, strength. 

It appears from what precedes that wherever abstract terms are ren
dered in substantive fonn, as nomina actionis, they are fo:t:med by the ending 
-sh, -s; when rendered in adjectival forn1, either by the terminals -li, -tko, 

or by -ptchi and its abbreviations. 

2. Concrete substantives. 

GENERIC NOUNS, or nomina appellativa, is the name given to substantives 
cornprehending all the species or kinds of one class or family of animate 
or inanimate objects. In regard to their origin, we can establish two sorts 
of generic nouns: One class, generally traceable to a verbal origin, became 
restricted from a more coniprehensive to a more specific meaning, like 
English bird, which originally meant brood, the young of any animal; the 
second class includes terms which forn1erly stood for certain definite objects 
or natural species, but afterward advanced to a wider signification, like 
English butterfly. In Klamath, nouns of this second class are more frequent. 

hfshuaksh, in Mod. hishuatchxash kusband, then male, man; originally 
"one who associates, consorts with." 

fwam berry, }uice-berry; originally "whortleberry." 

ktchak marine and fresh-water shell; originally "mother-of-pearl shell.:' 
stina'sh lodge, house; originally lodge made of bent w·illow-rods, which 

signification it retains in the northern dialect. 

wamenaksh snake in Kl., really applies only to the black spotted snake, 

the most frequent snake-species in certain localities. .r 

welekash female, woman in Mod.; originally ''old woman." 

wfshink, often used in Kl. fo:r snake; real signification "garter-snake.'' 

It is a C?nsequence of the specifying tendency of the Klamath language 

that n:tany generic terms occurring in European languages find no equiva
lents in it. 'rhere is, e. g., no generic term for fox, squirrel, butterfly, and 
frog, but each species has its own name. For bird a distinction is n1ade 

between forest-birds, tchfkass, and aquatic birds, ma'makli, which are called 
after their color mixed from blue and gray; but kia'm is a truly generic 
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term for fish. No real tern1 exists for animal, quadruped, and plant. Trees 

are called anku by ~Iodocs and Klamath Lakes, ko' sh by Klamath Lakes 

(really "pitch pine"); shrubs are anku also; weeds, and other plants growing 
near the soil, tchelash, "stalk"; all the grasses tchelash, and kshil'n "what 
is carried on the arms." Various terms are used to describe fruits by their 
form: fwam, lbuka, lutish, utish, etc. Generic terms exist for mountain, 

river, and plain, but none for our term valley. Of. also the Table on page 

145 (Texts). 
The collective nouns of this language present nothing of special interest, 

neither are they formed by any special mode of derivation, except those 
exhibiting the adjectival suffix -ni: ''referring to'', or ''all that kind of", 

mentioned elsewhere. This suffix reduplicates as -nini, and is a specimen 
of the brevity of expression so often 1net with in this language. 

Diminutive nouns are derived fro1n other nouns by the special suffix 
-aga, which appears under varying forms, and in a restricted number of 
substantives is found duplicated: vunakaga little son/ -ia is possibly an
other diminutive suffix. No special suffix forms exist for the formation of 

augmentative, intensive, or enhancive substantives. 

3. The names of persons and personified beings. 

These are not sex-denoting, and if sex must be pointed out, it is done 

by adding the terms for man, boy, woman, girl, etc. Neither is the gender 

n1arked in the pronoun by special pronouns, and Klamath has this feature 
in common with many other North American languages. In regard to deri
vation several classes 1nay be distinguished,- some of which possess special 

suffixes. 
a. Substantives naming a person as engaged in son1e act at the time 

being: nomina agentis. Derived fron1 verbs by means of -sh, sometimes by 
-ank, -an, and standing in the absolute, unreduplicated form. 

b. Substantives nan1ing a person represented as the performer of an 
action, generally of a repeated or habitual action: nomina actoris. Derived 
fron1 verbs by -ash, -ish, -6tkish. Nomina agentis, when changing fron1 the 

absolute to the distributive or reduplicated form, become nomina actoris. 

1 Other instances of substantives with duplicate diminutive endings are paishkaga little cloud, 
an nkashkil1ga belly, if this stands for nkashka-aga, transformed by vocalic dissimilation. 
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c. Substantives indicative of provenience, nativity, tribal descent, or 

origin of persons or · personified beings: nomina gentilitia. They are origi

nally an~ simultaneously adjeeti ves, with the endings -kish, -kni, and 

-wash. 
d. Substantives expressing the degrees of relationship by blood or 

n1arriage, in the descending and in the ascending line: ~om ina af/initatis 

Formed by the prefix p- and by the suffix -p ( -ap, -ip ), a few by -sh; they 
exhibit two modes of fonning the distributive or plural number. They are 
in fact verbs, and this explains it why in some of the oblique cases they are 
not inflected; only the subjective, the possessive and the postpositional cases 

have the case-suffixes of substantives. 
e. Proper names of persons, n1ale and female: nomina propria. No 

special mode of derivation exists for deriving these nan1es frorn their pa
rents' or some other appellation, though the nan1e of the father is placed 
after that of the child (e. g., W awaJiks=Skaititko) in exceptional cases. 

Mixed-blood descent is indicated by txalamni half, or by the suffix -aga. 
Steamboat Frank was called so after his mother, and the children usually 

get no names before they are able to speak. Many rnale Indians have 
more than one nan1e-one given in early years, the others referring to their 

pccupation or to sorne other circumstance. The personal names of the two 
tribes often depict the bodily qualities of their owners very drastically, and 
would make an interesting subject for a separate treatise. Some of them 
are diminutives, others binary and ternary compounds or embodying whole 
phrases, and a few are borrowed frorn languages foreign to Klamath. 

4. The names of animals. 

Though often difficult to trace to their true origin, these are frequently 
nomina agentis, as ndf1kish, a species of hawk, fron1 nduka to hit; or they 
are nomina actoris, and then are often formed by distributive reduplication, as 
munana=tatamnuish a mole-species, frorn tamenu. The numerous onomato

poetic forn1s which occur in so many bird-nan1es, as tuktukuasb, waiwash, 
may be classed as nomina actoris also. Butterflies are mostly called by 

reduplicative nan1es, as kepkap, walwilekash, wekwak, from the motion or 
position of their wings, and it will be observed that in the majority of Ian-
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guages the nan1es for these insects are formed by reduplication. Names of 

s01ne burrowing animals are forn1ed with initial mu- ( cf. m{lna deep down): 

mui woodchuck, mukuaga field-mouse, mu-ue mole, rnu'nk generic term for 

mice and the other smallest quadrupeds. The suffix -aga, -ak designates 

the young of animals, but often applies to specific animals on account of 

their diminutive size: washla-aga, walxatchaga, watchaga, etc. 

Male animals are distinguished from female animals by a separate term 

indicating their sex, which is placed before or after ~he anin1al's nan1e, and 

hence must be regarded as an attribute, not as an adjective. Male is laki; 

rnale dog, laki watsaga; male dog pup, la;kiag watsaga; male horse, laki wats; 

male deer, lakf wi'hle; young male deer, laJfiaga wi'hle or wi'hlag la.Jfiag; rnale 

eagle, lak;f yauxal. For the female two tenns are in use, one of which, ndsflo, 

is applied to the don1esticated quadrupeds only: female horse, or mare, ndsilo 

wats; female dog, ndsilo watsag; female p?itppy? ndsiluag watsag. The fol
lowing are either names of birds or of wild quadrupeds: female cat, ngulo, 

k;"tHo pushish; female ~eer, ngulo wi'hle; female eagle, Jf{llo ya{lxal; female black 

bear, wita'rr1 k;ulo; her young, wita'rn kuluak; shaixfsh g{1lu (cf. 163; 16); 

female lizard, kfa Jfulu; the female ~dis-bird, k;alsarn kulo; female wolf, kii ' ~ 

utchish gt1lu. We· also find, in 163, 9: ku-e welekash the old f emale frog or 

toad, and tikaga for the n1ale of the mountain quail, q. v. 
There are very few animals whose males have a name differing frorn 

the females. The female of the shke-hawk is called spii'm, and the term 
Shashapsh, Shashapamtch applies chie:fl y to the female Giizzty Bear with 

her two young in mythologic stories, and not to the male. Compare, also, 

the terms for ox, steer, cow. 

The terms young, cub, pup, brood are rendered either by !Veash offspring, 

weka (for we-aga) little offspring, or by appending the diminutive suffix -aga 

(-ak, -ka etc.) to the name of the animal. In a few instances the young 
has another name than the parent animal: colt is txa-ush, not watchaga, for 

this means dog; wi'hlaga stands for young antelope, instead of tchewaga, and 

in fact means young deer, young fawn; cf. wi'hla 1n Dictionary, page 485. 

Tawalsh young quadruped refers to certain anirnals only: vunan1 tawalsh elk 

one year old. When the offspring of animals is referred to whose names end 

in -aga ( cf. above, this page), an adjective for little (ndshekani, kitchkani) is 
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placed before the name. Leh~dshi and its diminutive leledshiaga refer to 
the young of mammals only. Of. lilhanksh, in Dictionary. 

To the names of personified animals, occurring in the mythic stories of 
the two tribes, is appended the adjective amtchiksh, abbr. -amtch, -amts, old, 

ancient, bygone. In the conjurer's song-lines, in which the same animals are 
frequently mentioned, I have not n1et with this adjective. 

Certain animals are known to these Indians under two or several 
names; one of thetn is the usual one, the others are 1nere predicates or 
epithets referring to individual peculiarities of the species. This sort of 
polyonymy recalls the fifteen names for the elephant and the twenty appel

lations for the sun formerly in use in Sanskrit literature; also familiar ter1ns 
of European languages, like Master Bruin for bear, Reginhart, renard for 
fox, Isengrim ·for wolf, Raminagrobis (French) for cat, etc. Terms of this 
de::;cription, which I have found to exist in Klamath, are all more or less 

mythological, as follows: 

luk grizzly bear: Shashaph, Shashapan1tch, Lukamtch; lukaga grizzly 

bear cub: shashapka. 
wanaka l-ittle silver fox: mbaubawash (the "howler"), kenkatilatuash, 

kenkapshHi'li, ndu~d6tatuash. 
tiggaga quail: takaga. 
yauxal white-headed eagle: shku' shki. 

With these we may fitly compare pshe-utiwash, the archaic term for 
n1aklaks people, human beings, which occurs in mythic stories only. 

5. The names of plants. 

Trees, shrubs, grasses, and all vegetal growths bearing edible fruit or 
berries, are very generally named after their products, and the names are 

derived from them through the suffix of the possessive case: -am, -lam. 

The noun to be supplied after this suffix, to make the phrase complete, 
anku, tkap, tchelash, is, except in a few cases, elliptically omitted, so: 

kp6kanl gooseberry bush, for kp6kam anku, kp6k being the gooseberry 

Even the white oak, hudshnam, is called after its acorn, hf1dsha. 
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Terms deviating frorn this rule are, e. g., ko' sh pitch-pine tree, which is 
not narned after its fruit, kta'lo pine-nut, though this is eaten by the Indians. 
W 6kash, nu't, nu'tak, designate the plants as well as their seed. Wele'li 
barberry bush does not show the ending -am. Edible bulbs, roots, etc., gen
erally exhibit some other ending than -an1, -lam, and even -ash, -ish is not 
very common among them. Of Texts, pp. 146-149. 

Among the terrns in -am, iwam designates the whortleberry as well as 
the bush upon which it grows, and le-usham, distr. lele-usham, does not 
designate a plant, but a flower, blossom. 

Vegetal growths not producing edible fruits, berries, or seeds have 
names forrned by a great variety of suffixes from nouns or verbs; cf. gulk
maks, kenawat, newal, skawanksh, shle' dsh, vulalksh, etc. 

6. The names of inanimate oby'ects. 

These are difficult to classify as to their derivation, on account of the 
large number of affixes occurring in their formation. Therefore the· list 
below attempts to give only indications for the classification of some of 
their n urn ber. 

a. Nouns expressing the nan1e of the material or substance fron1 which 
an object is manufactured, or of which it consists, are often fonned by the 

partitive suffix -ti, q. v. 
b. Nouns indicating the tool or instrun1ent by which something is man

ufactured or performed are forrned by appending -o'tkish (-utkish, -ii'tch) 
or -kisb, q. v. 

c. Parts of the hun1an and animal body ate formed chiefly by means 
of the suffixes -ash (-atch ), -p, -u ( -o ). 

d. Topographic nouns-viz., terms for rivers, hills, prairies, woods, dis
tricts, sites, lakes, settlements, towns, etc.-are formed by -sh (-ash, -ish) 
and -kish, -lxish; proper names of places, sites, hills, etc., by -kshi, -xe'ni, 
-na, -i and other suffixes. Yaina mountain is an instance of a noun origin
ally formed by the suffix -na, and inflected through all cases. 

THE ADJECTIVE. 

The attributive relation in the sentence is indicated by the adjective 
more than by any other part of tnan's speech. Adjectives tnay be divided 
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into numeral, indefinite or pronominal, verbal adjectives, and into adjec

tives designating quality. OnJy the two latter classes will be considered 
under this head; the indefinite will be treated under " Pronoun", and the 

numeral adjective under a separate heading, since numerals are used not 

only as adjectives, but also as adverbs. 

Adjectives qualify substantives in a similar manner as adverbs qualify 

verbs. In the language of which we treat the adjectival inflection is not 

so multiforn1 and elaborate as that of the substantive noun, though this does 

not in1pair the clearness of sentences. 'rhe suffixes -na, -i, -e'mi do not 

appear in the inflection of the adjective, and it also lacks special gran1matic 

forrns to indicate gradation. 

I. GENDER. 

Gender, animate and inanimate, is not distinguished in the adjective, 

for its principal distinctive 1nark, the objective case, does not differ in its 

suffix -sh, as the following sentences will show: 

nninish w1ishtnush shiuga sha they kill a large ox; cf. 42, 2; 112, 21. 
atinsh ko' sh guka huk he climbed a tall pine t,ree. 

watsag mu'nlenish wawakash gitkfox-hound, lit. "dog having long ears.'' 

yananish pil _ma-i pan they eat only the lower (part of the) tule reed. 

pal palish (or palpalsh) shlapsh gitko having a white flower. 

litchlitchlish steinash gitko strong-hearted. 

If a distinction was n1ade between the two gend8rs, the above adjec

tives would, except in the first exa1nple, appear with the suffix -ni, -li. But 

another suffix, appearing in this and in other cases, is -a: tuma tua gitko 

possessing many things. It will be considered further on. 

II. ABSOLUTE AND DISTRIBUTIVE FORM. 

The distributive form derives itself in the san1e manner fro1n the abso

lute as in the substantive and the verb. It is applied in the same 1nanner 

and inflected by the same case-suffixes and case-postpositions as the ab~o

lute is, under stated restrictions. Whenever reduplication occurs, it may 

occur in the noun and in the adjective, or only in one of the two; in the 

latter case, it is usually the adjective which assumes the distributive fonn. 
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Even an1ong the enclitic, unaccented adjectives there are some that will 

assume the distributive form; they resume their accentuation whenever 

they beco1ne joined to a noun showing this grammatic form. 

lil'k pilpashpush=tkani (g·i) the seeds are blackish, 146, 3. 

keladsh mamatchma'tchli lalkaya the kelddsh-berries grow blue, 146, 9. 

III. INFLECTION FOR CASE. 

The adjective inflectfi for case in a shape not very different from that 

of the substantive, and in both we find fonns of the sin1ple and of the com

posite declension. Some of the cases do not occur in every substantive, 

and still less so in every adjective; the paradigms will clearly show this. 

The linguistic principle effectine- alterations like these is that of agglutination. 

Klamath has a double inflection of the adjectives in -ni, which ITlay be 

con1pared in some respects to the one observed in Gennan. Of this double 

inflection the shorter one is an abbreviation of the longer, showing the syl
lable -an- or -en- before the case-suffix, and both are used aln1ost indiscrim

inately, although the longer one is n1ore expressive. The adjective, when 

used predicatively, does not differ from the one used attributively, except 

sometirnes by the position in the sentence, and in our texts the use of tl1e 

adjective in either quality is rather frequent. The following exatnples ·will 
show the position of adjectives used predicatively: 

p'gishap t'shishap ketchkanienash 6' gisht wengga (Mod.) mother (and9 
father died when he was young, 55, 20. 

na'sh shui'sh sayuaks hil'rntcha k~Uak a song having pointed him out as 

relapsed; lit. "one song having discovered that he is of the kind 

called relapsed", 72, 3~ 

yamnashptchi lil'loks Aishisham, Yvanakalam kaka'kli 1u'loks the fire of 

Aishish was purple-blue, that of Silver Fox was yellow, 99, 3. 

lap shulshesh mu'n1eni, SXlltash tchish lapi ndshekane of gaming sticks 

there are two thick ones, of skin-covered sticks two slender ones, 79, 2. 

Not in every instance does the principle of agglutination unite the 

adjective closer to the substantive than the English 1ang-nage does; but 
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when this occurs one or the other loses its case-sign, and in a few instances 

both will lose theirs. 

A.-Both nouns retain their suffixes in the following instances: 

K'la-usluilpkash Yaina-aga=-gishi at the Sand-covered Hill, 43, 12; cf. 56, 4. 

kedsha ntchekayant kshu'nat it grows on small grasses, 148, 5. 

luk shewana shaplashti stayanti to give away seeds from a full seed
paddle. 

nulidsha ko-idshantala kailatala ka-ilpakshtala I am descending to the 
wretched, the burning land, 17 3 ; 2. 

ndanne' ntch wewanshish yamnash shew ana to three (of his) wives he 
gave necklaces, 96, 9. 

!a-i gitanish amputi bunui! do not drink of this water! 
pu'ka a sha ktayatat kelpokshtat they roast them with heated stones, 

148, 16. 17. Cf. 80, 18. 

B.-The preceding term, which is usually the adjective, retains the 

suffix) while the term standing last loses or abbreviates it: 

tidshantala kaila into a good country, 39, 2. 40, 15. 

sketigshta vush6 shlin he shot (hin1) in the left breast, 42, 10. 

ka-i pupashpu' shlish gushu luela they do not kill black hogs, 128, 2. 

C.-The term standing second retains its case-mark, while the one 

standing first loses or abbreviates it through attraction: 

ge-upgan mu'ni e-ushtat running into the great lake, viz., "the sea", 

127, 14. 

kinkan' smo'k gi'tk they have a spare beard, 90, 5; cf. 90. 17. 

unipni waitash during four days, 7 5, 14; cf. 88, 4. 

genta kailatat about this world, 94, 2. 

palpal=tchu'leksh gitko person having a white skin. 55, 4. 

palpali watsatka upon a white horse, 183; 22. 

n1uni htkiash neasht gi to agree with the great ruler, 40, 9. 

rrruncated case-endings occur tnore frequently in the adjective than in 

the substantive. This abbreviated form is a consequence of agglutination 

to other terms to which they become intimately joined, and adjectives show

ing this forn1 may be joined to substantives with an apocopated forn1 or with 

a full forn1. Substantives joined to adjectives or numerals do not always 
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show the same case-suffixes as these, so that, e. g., -tala in the noun need not 

correspond to -tala in the adjective, but just as well to -sh, -nt, -a. The most 
frequent of these adnon1inal suffix-abbreviations are -a (-a) and -nt (-nta, -ta). 

-a (pronounced short) occurs in some oblique cases of the adjectives in 
-ptchi, -mtchi, -tchi, in some adjectives like tidshi good, k/1-idshi bad, and in 
the numerals. We have also found this terminal in the substantives ending 

in -p ( -ap, -ip ). 
-nt, case-suffix abbreviated from -tat, -ta, the locative-case terminal, 

and subsequently nasalized. The same nasalizing process is observed in 
-ntka for -tka, and in -nti for -ti. It is frequently used as an adjectival suffix 

whenever the substantive belonging to it stands in one of the locative cases. 
It also appears as -anta, -ant, -ta, the latter occurring oftener in the south
ern than in the northern dialect. 

The inflection of the adjective is effected by case-suffi.xes only. When 
in the composite inflection a substantive assurnes a case-suffix to which a 
case-postposition is added, its adjective-attribute shows the san1e case-·suffix 
without any case-postposition, son1etin1es another; cf. Numeral. 

atiya'nan1 weleksham.kshi at the tall old squaw's lodge. 
atiya!n'sh welekshashtala toward the tall old squaw. 

To render the study of these correspondencies between the inflected 
adjective, numeral and substantive easier, I have laid then1 down in tabular 

form as follows, in the order of their frequency: 

Terminals of substantive : Terminals of adJective : 
correspond to : 

-ash and obj. case without suffix -sh (-ash, -ish), -a, -anta, -ant, ta. 
-am (-lam) -am (-lam), -nti. 
-ti, -at -nta ( -nt ), -ntka, -nti, -sh (-ash, -ish). 
-tat, -at -nta (-ant, -nt), -ntka, -tat, -sh. 
-tka, -tk -ntka, -ntk, -tk. 

-xeni, -amxeni -sh, -nt, -a-, am ( -lan1 ). 
-e'mi -ntka," -ntk, -tk. 
-amkshi -an1 (-lam), -a. 
-ksaksi -sh, -nt, -a. 
-tala -sh, -nt, -a. 
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Some rules bearing upon the mechanical part of the adjectival declen
sion are as follows: 

1. Ad}ectives, n~tmerals, and indefinite- pronouns in -ni show a double 
inflection; one of these inserts the syllable -an-, -en- between the stem and 
the case-suffixes, while the other inflects the word without this insertion. 
Examples of this are: 

ketchkani small, young; obj. ketchkanienash and ketchkan'sh. 
lapnkni (abbr. lapuk) both; obj. lapukenash and lapuksh. 
muni large, great j obj. muya'nash (for n1unienash), munish, muatch. 
ndani, ndanni three; obj. ndannenash and ndanasb. 
nanuk (for nanukni) all, whole; obj. nanukenash and nanuk. 

tunepni jive; obj. tun epa' nash and tunipa. 

The longer form may stand without any substantive accompanying it; 
cf. hunkiash tunepa'nash jive of them, 44, 2. The short forn1 exists beside 
the longer one, and has apparently been fonned from the latter by con
traction. The word atini long, tall forms atienash and atiyenash, the -y- / 
being inserted only for euphony, and so with others ending in -ini. 

2. A~jectives in -kni usually drop the -n- in the oblique cases. These 
are formed as if the adjective ended in -gish, -kish, and this suffix also 
appears in t.he subjective case of n1any of their number. 

I 

E-ukshikni, obj. case E-ukshikishash. 
Mo' dokni and l\fo' dokish, poss. case Modokisham. 
Wala1nskni and Walan1skish, obj. case Walamskishash. 

3. Verbal adjectives (and participles) in -tko, -ntko. For the formation 
of their oblique cases, cf. -tko in "List of Suffixes" and "Verbal Inflection." 

Before we pass over to the paradigms, it will be of use to observe a few 
other examples, largely taken fron1 dur Texts, to illustrate further the work
ing of the rules established upon the preceding pages, under A, B, C. They 
are arranged after the cases observed in the substantive, commencing with 
the objective case, and include adjectives and pronouns. 

ka'liant washash in the absence of the prairie-wolf, 105, 3. 
mil nk;i'Ilirsh (for n}sfllipkash) ti'wish the quickly-rushing waters, 94, 5. 
gemptcha 1nak;lakshash persons of that description; cf. 186; 54. 

/ 
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k6-idsha sku'ksh a wicked spirit, 127, 13. 
palpalish shil k'hi'ulexan hoisting a white flag, 14, 2. 
turrut winuktuan gishaJtko rich in all kinds of property. 
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liwatkal shnulashtat hunkant they raised him up in that nest, 101, 13. 

;kelianta ke-ishtat when no snow was lying on the ground, 37, 21; cf. 41, 10. 

wf-ukayant kefadshamat on the low keladsh-bushes, 146, 8. 
taktaklanta kailatat upon level ground, 43, 29. 

wiyant waitashtat on one and the sarn.e day; cf. 56, 7. 
gentka hildam this winter; gentka pata this summer. 

gaptchetka txalampani about the middle of May, 36, 7. 

gentka skoshe' mi during this spring. 

na' dshash shellualsbgishi on one of the battle-fields, 56, 6. 

CONJUGATIONAL PARADIGMS. 

As I have remarked previously, both nouns, the adjective and the sub

stantive, may be inflected, or only one of the two. In the latter case, the 
endings -li, -ni may remain throughout unchanged: -ptchi, -dshi usually 

change into -ptcha, -tcha, -dsha in the oblique cases, and when used dis

tributively both 1nay be reduplicated or one may remain in the absolute 
state. Paradigms of both kinds of inflection are presented below. 

Objective r,ases of adjectives in -li, -ni may be syncopated into -l'sh, 

-Ish, -n'sh, -ns, just as it is done in the substantive. 
Following are completely-inflected paradigms of adjectives: 

ADJECTIVE IN - LI . 

.Absolute fonn. Distributive form. 

taktakli shlapsh Fed flower or flowers. tataktakli shlashlapsh each red flower. 

taktaklish shlapsh tataktaklish shlashlapsh 
taktakliam shlapsha1n tataktaklia1n shlashlapsharn 
taktaklanti shlapshti tataktaklanti shlashlapshti 
taktaklantk shlapshtka tataktakla.ntk shlashlapshtka 
taktaklant sblapshtat tataktaklant shlasblapshtat 
taktaklisb shlapshxe'ni tataktaklish shlashlapshxe'ni 
taktaklant shlapshksaksi tataktaklant shlashapshksaksi 
taktttklish shlapshtala tataktaklish shlashlapshtala 

(or tataktaklant shlashlapshtala) 
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ADJECTIVES IN -NI. 

Absolute form. 

atini ko' sh tall pine tree. 

ati-an'sh, atinish, at!'nsh ko'sh 
atiya'nam, atienam ko'sharn 
atiyanti ko'shti 
atiyantka ko'shtka 
atiyant ko'shtat 
at!'nsh koshxe'ni 
at!'nsh koshksaksi 
ati' nsh ko' shtala 

Distributive form. 

a-atini ko' sh each tall pine tree. 

a-atinish, a-atinsh ko' sh 
a-atiya/nam ko' sham 
a-atiyanti ko' shti 
a-atiyantka ko' shtka 
a-atiyant ko' shtat 
a-atinsh koshxe'ni 
a-atinsh koshksaksi 
a-atlnsh ko' shtala 

The distributive form of the adjective is here conjugated with the absolut~ 
of the substantive. 

The cases on1itted in the following paradigm are the locative in -tat, -at, 
which does not occur in names of persons except when use<.l instead of -ti; 

and -ksaksi, which in personal names lllUSt be affixed to other case-endings. 

Absolute form. 

mtlni laki great chief, head chief. 

muya'nash, munish lakiash 
muya'nan1 lakiam 
muya'nan1 lakiamti 
muya'ntka lakitka 

ntuya'nam lakiamxe'ni 
n1 uya' nam lakiamkshi 

muya'n'sh, munish lalfiashtala 

Dist,ributive form. 

mumeni lalaki each great chief. 

mumian'sh, lllllmenish lalakiash 
n1umia'narn lalakiarn 
n1umia'nan1 lalakiamti 
mumia' ntka lalakitka 

· mumia'nam lalakiamxe'ni 
mun1ia'nam lalakiamkshi 

rnutnian'sh lalakiashtala 

INFLECTION OF tidshi GOOD, AND OF !s_u-idshi BAD. 

Absolute form. 

tidshi pgishap good mother. 

Distributive form. 

tidshi or titadshi pgishishap each good 

mother. 
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Absolute form. 

tfdsha pgisha 
tidsha pgishan1 
tidsha pgisha 
tidsha pgfsha 
·tidsha pgishamxe' ni 
tidsha pgishamkshi 
tidsha pgishamksaksi 
tidsha( nt) pgishatala 

Distributive form. 

tidsha pgfshisha 
tfdsha pgfshisham 
tfdsha pgishisha 
tidsha pgishisha 
tidsha pgishishamxe' ni 
tfdsha pgishishamkshi 
tidsha pgishishamksaksi 
tidsha(nt) pgishishatala 

The absolute 0r distributive form in the adjective and the distributive form 
in the substantive; cf. 107, 8. 10. 11 with 107, 7: 

Absolute form. 

ku-idshi watsaga vicious dog. 

ku-idsha watsagash and watsaga 
ku-idsha'nam and ku-idsham watsa-

galatn 
;ku-idsha watsagti 
ku-idshantka watsa.gatka 
ku-idshtat (and ku-idsha) watsaga-

tat, watsagat 
ku-idsha watsagxe'ni 
ku-idsha watsagaksi 
ku-idsha watsagksaksi 
ku-idshant watsagtala 

Distributive form. 

ku-idshi wa-utsag each vicious do..rJ (or 
knkidshi wa-utsaga ). 

kl'1-idsha wa-utsagash and wa-utchaga 
;ku-idsha'nan1 wa-utcluigalatn 

ku-idsha wa-utsagti 
ku-idshantka wa-utsagatka 
ku-idshtat, ku-idsha wa-utsagatat, wa-

utsagat 
ku-idsha wa-utsagxe'ni 
ku-idsha wa-utchagaksi 
ku-idsha wa-utchagksaksi 
ku-idshant wa-utchagtala 

The second column contains the absolute form in the ·ad}ective and the 
distributive form in the substantive. 

Although the suffix · dshi in these two adjectives is not ide·ntical with 
the suffix -ptchi, -mtchi, -tchi, the adjectives and pronouns with this ending 
are inflected exactly in the same manner, and thus no new paradigm is 
required. 

33 
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ADJECTIVE IN -SH. 

Absolute form. 

kelpaksh ambu hot, boiling water. kelpakshxe'ni ambu, or kelpaksh 
kelpakshash, kelpokshash ambu ambuxe'ni 
kelpkapkam ambuam kelpaks an1buksaksi, or atnbu kelp-
kelpakshti ambuti or ambu kaksaksi 
kelpakshtka ambutka or ambu kelpakshtal(a) arnbutal 
kelpakstat or kelpoksh ambutat 

It will be seen that some of the above forms are derived frorn kelpkatko, 
and not from kelpaksh, kelpuks. 

Distributive form. 

Keka1paksh, kekalpoks is not in frequent use, the language preferring 
to substitute for it kekalpkatko, the participle of kelpka. For its inflection 
see Participles, and -tko in List of Suffixes. 

ADJECTIVE IN -A. 

Absolute form. Distributive form. 

kuata kta-i, ktai hard rock, hard stones. kakuata ktai each hard rock. 

kuata ktai kakuata ktai 
kuatanti ktayam 
kuatanti ktaiti 
kuatantk ktayatka 
kuatant ktaitat, ktayat 
kuatant ktaixe' ni 
kuatant ktaikshakshi 
kuatant ktaitala 

kakuatanti ktayam 
kakuatanti ktaiti 
kakuatantka ktayatka 
kakuatant ktaitat 
kakuatant ktaixe'ni 
kakuatant ktaiksaksi 
kakuatant ktaitala 

The conclusions to be drawn from these various conjugational speci
mens are that some case-suffixes of the substantive (-na, -e'mi) and all the 

case-postpositions, -tala excepted, are not employed in the inflection of the 
adjective, but that others are substituted for thmn; that the language rather 
seeks differentiation than sin1ilarity in the endings of both, and that the 
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inflection of the adjective is rather a matter of convenience than a process 
following strict rules or observing regularity. It adapts itself much more 
to the sense of the sentence or phrase than to the exigencies of grammatic 
rule, and diligently evades combinations obstructing rapid enunciation or 
injurious to euphony. 

IV. RADICAL STRUCTURE. DERIVATION. 

In regard to the structure of their radices, the adjectives subdivide 
themselves into two classes easily distinguishable from each other. Class 

A en1bodies all adjectives with a sirnple, mostly monosyllabic radix, while 
Class B comprehends all the adjectives formed by iterative reduplication 
and the suffix -li. Both classes possess a distributiv~ form derived frorn the 
absolute by what I call distributive reduplication. 

The adjectives of Class A with a simple radix, as tidshi good, sbini full, 
!felpoksh boiling, hot, take every ending occurring in adjectiv~s save -li. 
The sound preceding the derivational suffix is usually a vowel, which sonle
times is elided; diminutives take the ending -aga (-ak, -ka, -ga). Their 
function is to express qualities inferred from observation and of an abstract 
and immaterial order. 

The adjectives of Class B with a radix formed by iteration of the whole 
radical syllable are very numerous, and end in -li without exception. The 
sound preceding the suffix -li is usually consonantic, and then the radix 
belongs to the class which I call thematic roots. In palpali white this sound 
has coalesced with the suffix, the original form being pa1pal-li. 'l1he func
tion of this class is to express qualities perceived on objects of nature by 
the sense of vision (colored, striped, angular, in motion, etc.), by that of 
touch (smooth, rough, furry, level, etc.), of smell and taste; thus their signi
fication is always of a material, concrete nature. The diminutives of this 
class append -aga and -tkani to the radical instead of -li: 

lushlushaga a little warm. 

ketchaga rather small; from ketchkani small. 

luk pupashpushtkani each seed is a little black, blackish, 146, 3. 
kaka'ktkani tchikass a yellowish bird, 180; 8. 
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Some of the adjectives in· -li can drop this suffix. The rema1n1ng 
radix then serves for forming compound words, or it represents the adverb 

corresponding to the adjective: 

metsmets=sawals (for n1etsmetsli shawalsh) obsidian arrow-head; lit. 
"dark-blue arrow-tip." 

pushpush=uk shle' sh ( uk for huk) it is black to look at, 7 3, 6. 

The radix of the adjectives of Class B is, in son1e instances, found to 
occur in its simple, unreduplicated form, especially in compound substan
tives and in verbs. Analogous to this is the fact that the adjectives of color 
in the Sahaptin dialects occur regularly in both forms, the simple and the 
duplex, as in the Warm Spring dialect Hi'mt and la'n1tHimt for yellow. In 
Klamath we have: 

kal=kma half-spherical skull-ca1J, for k~Ukali kma. 
Htchtakia to try hard, contains litchlftchli strong. 

pa'xtgi to dawn, lit. "to turn gray", contains pakpa'kli gray. 

Push=kfu ''Black-Posteriors", no1n. pr. masc., for Pushpushli kfu. 
ta' xtki to become red, to blush, contains taktakli red. 

This is observed in son1e other verbs in -tki, -txi, and is true even of 

son1e adjectives of Class B, which revert to their adverbial form without 
losing their adnominal signification: mu=laki headchie/, ketcha=laki subchief 

The following table will show the grammatic relation in which almost 
all the adjectives in -li, and a large number of those in -ni, -kni, -kani etc., 
stand to their corresponding adverbs. Verbal adjectives in -tko, -ntko of 

course do not form adverbs. Examples: 

lftchlitch strongly, forcibly; litchlftchli valorous, powerful. 

ketchketch roughly; ketchketchli rough to the touch. 

mil strongly, 1nuch, a great deal; n1uni large, great. 

atf far, high up; atfni tall, distant; atikni stranger. 

llla'ntch long ago; ma'ntchni belon,qing to the past. 

tank then, at that time; tankni belonging to that period. 

tu over there; tukni coming from there. 

gita here; gitakni comin.o from here, there. 
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!6-i badly, wrongly; k6-idshi bad, wretched, wicked. 

ketcha a little, somewhat; ketchkani small, little, young. 

DERIVATION OF ADJECTIVES. 
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'rhe more important points on this subject having been previously 
stated, short references to these are all that are now needed for our purpose. 

Adjectives are derived from radicals and bases by suffixation exclusively. 
There exists no prefix especially devoted to the formation of these nouns. 

As to their derivation from the different parts of speech, the adjectives 
may be classed as taking the following suffixes: 

Adjectives of an adverbial, etc. origin: -ni, -kni (sometimes, as in 
numerals, abbreviated into -ni). 

Adjectives of a verbal origin and nature, verbal adjectives, etc: -tko, -a. 
Adjectives of a substantive origin: -sh (-ish, -ksh, -gs), -ni, -kni, -aga, 

-ptchi (-n1tchi, -tchi). 
Adjectives of pronominal origin: -kani, -kni, -kianki, -ptchi. 
Adjectives derived from other adjectives: -ptchi. 
Adjectives proper: -li, -i. 

With respect to their signification, the formative endings of adjectives 
n1ay be subdivided in suffixes conveying a concrete, material meaning ( -li); 
an abstract meaning (-ni, -kianki, -kani); while all the others, even -ni 
son1etimes, form adjectives belonging to both classes. 

In the en,umeration of ad}ectival suffixes here following, it will be appro
priate to distinguish between those ending in -i and those showing other 
terminal sounds. While the former are of the n1ore genuine adjectival 
type, the latter are in fact substantives. Compound suffixes are not infre
quent, and are often formed from oblique cases of a noun. 

-a, an exceptional suffix, occurring in wika (for wikani) low, in ;kuata 
hard, which are in fact an adverb and verb. 

-a g a, -ak forms ditninutives like tumiaga a few, and is mentioned in 
List of Suffixes. Some of the adjectives in -ak are formed by ak only, 

but, and are not really diminutive adjectives: !feliak deprived of, peniak 
unclothed, tankak a few only. 
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- ~ appears separately as a suffix only in a few adjectives, as ku-idshi 
bad, tidshi good, tf1mi many. .Ati is abbreviated from atfni, like wenni from 

, . 
wenn1n1. 

- k ani appears in a few adjectives only, as yanakani, ketchkani, ntche
kani, txalampankani; in the following it points to an uncounted, undeter
mined number or quality, and is equivalent to our some: tumikani ma!flaks 
a number of persons, some people; kfnkankani a few. It also forms the suffix 
-tkani, q. v. Cf. page 343. 

- k ian k i, -gianggin ; "for oneself", in List of Suffixes. 

- k n i forms adjectives n1arking provenience or origin from, and hence 
frequently occurs in tribal names. In oblique cases the -n- is usually 
dropped after the k-: yamakni northern, obj. case: yamakfshash, for the 
oblique cases are forn1ed from a suffix -kish. The suffix is a contraction of 
-kani, although it differs now greatly from it in its function. Adjectives in 
-kni have often to be rendered in English by the corresponding adverb: 

tu'kni p'Hi'ntankni sa shlin they shot from above in the distance, 23, 21. 

hunkehtmskni lflgs guikaga the slave ran away frorn this man's house. 

Several adjectives in -kni are derived from the oblique, especially loc-
ative cases of substantives and pronouns, and from adverbs or postpositions: 
k6kagtalkni, L6kuashtkni, Shikueshtkni, nakushxe'nkni, p'laitalantni (for 
p'laitalantkni ~), 173; 1. 

-l i forms concrete adjectives descriptive of surface-quality, or of inten
sity of motion. Their radical structure and the affinity of -li with -ala (-la) 
and the prefix 1- have been hinted at elsewhere. This suffix forms no conl
pound suffixes. 

- n i forms adjectives, most of which are of an abstract or imn1aterial 
import; it also forms compound adjectival suffixes, often having an adverbial 
signification when translated into English. The ending may be preceded 
by a vowel, as in atini tall, ke-uni slow, txe-uni first, or by a consonant, as 
in tunepni jive and the other numerals, txalamni middle, kon1l1'shni wild, etc. 
The insertion of -an-, -en- in the oblique cases, and the forming of collect
ive nouns by appending -ni, distr. -n1n1, was mentioned above. Suffixes 
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composed with -ni are found in shuidshashksaksini, tutashtaliksini, vusho
ksaksini, yantani, tatxelampankani. 

The suffix -ni, used in an adverbial s;nse, occurs in the adverbial 

numerals: lapni twice; in tchushni always, tumeni often, and is not inflected 
then, as n1ay be seen 112, 7. 10, where we find katni to those inside the 
kayata; if it was inflected as an adjective, we would expect katniash, or 

kayatniash. 

-p t chi, abbr. -tchi, -tch, -1ntchi, -mtch, m~rks likeness to, similarity 
in appearance, and is comparable to our suffix -like, -ly. It forrns adjectives 

from substantives, adjectives, pronouns and ad verbs. 

- s h, - s composes adjectives having the nature of substantives, some of 
them referring to temperature: Jfelpaksh hot and heat, katags cold, etc. They 
appear either with the suffix -ish, -esh, or with -kish, -gish, -ksh, -gs; cf. List 

of Suffixes. 

- t k ani. Mentioned under -kani and elsewhere. 

- t k o ( -tk, -ltko, -ntko) forms verbal adjectives, as spugatko gray-co(;ored, 

nJsillitko strong, forcible, etc. 

'I.,o the above list we add a few adjectives of a rather general significa

tion. Many of them beco1ne so closely agglutinated to the substantive to 
which they belong as to lose their accent, and the shorter ones of them are 
postpositive, whereas the common adjective has its regular position in the 
sentence before the noun qualified. The distributive form, which a few of 

them have, is scarcely ever used . 

.1m t chi k s h abbr. -an1tch, old, is transposed from ma'ntch gi'sh, 
ma'ntch; the definitions m·ay be gathered from the Dictionary, page 21. 

When -amtch refers to ancestral belief~ it is appended to all n1ythic beings 
of the Indian religion, as in Shukamtch Old Heron. It may refer also to 

old people, and then shows a derisive admixture incident to old age, like 

the Italian suffixes -accio, -uccio ~ W akenan1tch, nom. pr., Old Fellow 

changing his voice. In the sense of used ~tp, or good for nothing] it is said 

of articles of household or daily use, as in sho'pamtch bad, miserable soap. 

Nouns ending in -sh, -s lose this suffix before -amtch. 
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g it k o, abbr. gitk, being, existing, doing, but much n1ore frequently pos

sessed of, having, and then construed with the objective case of the object 
possessed. This tern1 is treated n1ore in full elsewhere, but it may be 
remarked that through attraction it often changes into the participle in -tko 
of another verb; cf kiana pal palish shlapshaltko the klana has a white flower, 

146, 14, when the correct expression would be: kiana palpalish shlapsh 
gftko. 

y alan k alike to, similar to; partie. of ya1ha to lay upon, viz., ''to make 
congruent": B6shtin ya1ank after the fashion of the Americans, 59, 20. 

-pan i is an enclitic adverb, up to, reaching as far as (pani in Diction
ary), which occurs in some adjectives, as txalampani half, middle, lit. "up 
to the n1iddle", and with -kani forms -pankani, -pankni: txalampankani 
forming one-half. 

shit k o, Mod. shutka, distr. shishatko, shushatka; eaclitic: shitk, sitk 
comparable with, looking like; cf. List of Suffixes. Differs from -ptchi by 
giving comparisons of a more reflected, abstract nature. Modocs usually 
construe it wi.th the objective, Klamath Lake Indians with the possessive 
case. 

- t u a, enclit. -tua, refers chiefly to inanirnate objects: a thing, something, 

some kind of; obj. case tualash; poss. tuaJam. Lakf tuma tua gitk a rich 

man, lit. "a chief many things possessed of"; nanuktua everything. 

V. GRADATION. 

The Klamath of Oregon belongs to those languages which resort to 
circumscriptive methods for expressing gradation; for it does not" possess 
any suffixes to express with exactness our particles more, the most, less, or 
our suffixes -er, -est. Hence this subject belongs n1ore to syntax than to · 
morphology; but we shall see that the 1neans of expressing gradation by 
particles are not entirely wanting. 

Comparatives are expressed as follows: "This boy surpasses his brother 
in strength", or "this boy is strong; his brother is not"; "this boy is strong; 
his brother is weak." 
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Superlatives. For the sentence, "my child is the oldest of these chil
dren", they will say "my child is old; the others are not"; or "tny child 
surpasses the others in age." 

Minuitives are rendered : " The elk exceeds the deer in size"; or "the 
elk is large, the deer is small." All this instead of our "the deer is less in 
size than the elk." 

The ideas of excelling over, surpassing, exceeding can be renderea . by 
several verbs differing from each other in their radicals and prefixes accord
ing to the form and nurnber of the subjects and objects compared. For 
the selection of these, the Dictionary may be consulted. l{shtlixi, partie. 
kshuixitko to surpass (one animate subject), ll1ixitko (round subject), uye
xitko (tall subjects), winixi, Mod. vuixi, partie. winixitko, Mod. vuixitko, are 
the most common terms entployed to indicate gradation. When speaking 
of bodily size or strength, terms designating these qualities are generally 
omitted, but when objects are cornpared for other qualities, this quality h; 
added to the verb, generally in the forrn of an adjective. The objects 
cmnpared to the subject of the sentence generally appear in the objective 
case. 

ko'sh muni uyexitk kapka the pitch-pine is taller than the kapka-pine 

(uyexitko literally means ''lifted up", "raised"). 
geku a ku'sh ka-i winixitk hil'nu this pine tree is smaller than that one; 

lit. "this pine tree not surpassing-is that." 
ge-u a kitchkani a/puis, mitoks muni my apple is smaller than yours; 

lit. "mine is sn1all apple, yours-but large." 
pawash a kedsha aitxamenash ko'l the pawash-root grows t? less height 

than kr/l, 148, 7. 
luixitko kapiunksam luk tchipshash the seed of the kapiunks-plant is 

larger than that of the tchipash (1-, prefix of luixitko, points to the 
round shape of the seed), 146, 3. 

i a n'sh winixi you are taller than I; lit. "you surpass me." 
watch kshuixitk txa-nshash the horse is larger than the colt; lit. "horse 

is conquering colt." 
nil a tuma gitk winixi n1ish I have more than you; lit. "l much-having 

exceed you." 
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nanka pupashptlshli Inaklaks, nankatoks ka-i some Indians look darker 
than others; lit. "some dusky Indians, son1e not." 

hut a hishuaksh atini, nanuken'sh hak nalsh winixi this man is the tallest 

of us; lit. "this man is tall, all of us just he surpasses." 

When an adjective is enhanced by our very, quite, strongly, exceedingly, 
this gradation is rendered in Klamath by n1u, 1nu prefixed, or by toks, ka, 
ka-a, ga-a, ka-a prefixed or suffixed, sometimes proclitic and enclitic; taks, 
toks refers to something mentioned previously. 

mu nkillitko very rash, strong. 
ka-a k6-idshi very bad or mischievous, loathsome. 
ga atini very tall. 
tidshi toksh, tidshi ka-a very good, quite good. 
ka-a kitchkani, mil ketchkani very small or young. 

Outside of these syntactic means of gradation the language knows of 
some particles producing the sarne effect; but their use is rather limited, 
and this seems to show that their function is not exactly the san1e. 

For the minuitive no particle exists, but comparatives may be expressed 
by suffixing the enclitic ak only, but to the adjective. It becomes so closely 

fused to it that even case-suffixes are placed after it. The signification only, 
jMst, nothing but enables this particle to express also the enhancive particles 
very, quite, greatly: 

kitchkani small, kitchkaniak very small, ka-i kitchkani not so very small, 
not so small. 

shkaini strong, shkainiak stronger, very stron,g; obj. case shkainiaksh. 

To express a s,uperlative, one of the vowels of the adjective is protr,acted 

to a length which is thought to n1eet the case in question. Mu'ni is large, 
mu-uni pretty large, mli-u!li very large, and mu-u-u-uni colossal; tun1i many, 
tumi-i-i a large number of This very effective grannnatic feature is ob
served in the majority of An1erican languages. 

In the Modoc dialect, -ptchi, -tchi when appended to some adjectives 
effects gradation : tidshi good, dear; tidshitchi pretty good, or the dearest; atini 
tall; atinitchi (or -tcha) u tcluiki that boy is very tall. 
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The particle -la, -la expresses our superlative, but only in adjectives 
referring to certain objects extending in length, as plants, trees etc. : 

kitchganla the smallest (of them). 

rrHE NUMERAL. 

The numeral is either a numeral adjective or a numeral adverb. 
While in the Klamath language the latter is of two kinds, one in -ni and 
the other in -ash, the nun1eral adjective, when in its complete form, shows 
but the ending -ni, though an apocopated forn1 exists for all the numerals. 
A distributive form exists for all the four forms just described. The nu
meral adjective answers to our cardinal numeral; an ordinal numeral cor

responding to our numeral in -th, as fifth, ninth, does not exist in Klamath, 
but has to be rendered in a circumlocutory manner by some term of the 
four numeral series existing. An ordinal series is represented in the }fas
koki, Algonkin,* Iroquois, and Dakota dialects, but in the Pacific coast 
languages it is not universally met with. A distributive series, as we find 
it in Latin, is rarely tnet with in the languages of the Eastern hemisphere, 
but in America is not infrequent; and we find it also an1ong the languages 
which make an extensive use of syllabic reduplication. As an appendix to 

the numerals we may consider the classifiers, which consist of verbal fonns 
or particles, and are appended to the nun1eral to indicate the shape or exte
rior of the objects counted. rrhey seem to belong ahnost exclusi.vely to 

. illiterate languages, and according to what G. Gibbs and H. de Charencey 
have written upon the subject, occur in the Polynesian languages, in the 
Selish and N ahua dialects, and attain their n1ost extensive development in 
the Maya dialects. Multiplicative nun1erals generally coincide with the 
adverbial nutneral expressing times, and so do they in the Klamath lan
guage; other modes of expressing them to be described below. 

I. THE NUMERAIJ SERIES. 

The first table contains the series of the first ten numerals in their 

complete form ending in -ni, which expresses the cardinals when inflected 

"The Shawano language, Algonkin family, forms its ordinals by prefixing rnnwi- and suffixing 
-sene, -tbene to the cardinal numeral. Thus nisathui seven forms mawiuisuatbeoe seventh. The suffix 
can also be dropped, and then we have mawinisuatlwi seventh. 
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like an adjective, and the adverbial series when not inflected. It can also 
be used to express our ordinals, and instances of this use are mentioned 
below, the numeral then being inflected like an adjective, and consequently 
placed before the noun which it qualifies. 

The short or apocopated fortn of the numeral without the -ni represents 
the cardinal only. It mostly serves for counting, for rapid figuring, and 
for fonning compound nu1nerals above ten, and is represented in the second 
table. The distributive form in both tables corresponds to our seven to each, 

or seven times for each, and embodies the idea of severalty or apportionment. 

EXPLICIT FORMS OF THB NUMERALS UP TO TEN. 

Absolute form. 

na-igshtani, :&-fod. na' gshtani 
na' dsh, na' sh, na' s 
la'peni, la'p'ni, la'pi 
ndanni, ndani 

I • I • • vunepn1, wun1pn1 
tunepni 
nadshksha ptankni 
lapkshaptankni 
ndankshaptankni 
nadshske'kni (Klamath Lake) 
shkekishkni (Modoc) 
ta-unepni, te-unepni 

one-half 

one (once, tina). 
two, twice. 

three, thrice. 

four, four times. 

five, five times. 

six, six times. 

seven, seven times. 

eight, eight times. 

nine, nine times. 

nine, nine times. 

ten, ten times. 

Distributive form. 

nanigshtani 
nanash 
la'lap'ni, lalapi 
ndandani 
vu-unepni 
tutenepni 
nanashkshaptankni 
lalapkshaptankni 
ndandankshaptankni 
nanadshske'kni 

sxesxekishkni 
tetunepni 

APOCOPATED FORMS OF THE NUMERALS UP TO TEN. 

na-igshta, Modoc na' gshta 
na'sh, nas 
la'p 
ndan 

' -1 • vunep, u nip 
tunep, tunip 
nadshkshapta, na' sksapt 
lapkshapta, lapksapt 
ndankshapta, ndanksapt 

one-half. 

one. 

two. 

three. 

four. 

five. 

six. 

seven. 

eight. 

nan'gshta 
nan ash 
lalap 
ndandan 

' ' . vu-unep, u-un1p 
tutenep 
nanashksapt 
lalapksapt 
ndandanksapt 
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na' dshskeksh, na' sxeks (Klamath Lake) nine. 

shke'kish, ske'ks (Modoc) nine. 

ta-unep, te-unip ten. 

nanadsxeksh 
sxesxekish 
tetunep, tetunip 

THE NUMERAL SERIES FROM ELEVEN UPWARD. 
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Indians speaking the language correctly never ornit adding a classifier 
to the units of the compound numeral. I have therefore added to each 
decad a different classifier, thus giving successively the whole series of 
classifiers in use, with their distributive forms. The classifiers and the 
special uses made of them will be explained below. To show the different 
ways of pronouncing each numeral I have varied their mode of spelling: 

11 ta-unepanta na' dsh likla; d. lilakla 
12 ta-unepanta lap pe-ula; d. pepula 
13 ta-un epanta ndan pe-ula 
14 ta-unepanta vunep pe-ula 
15 ta-unepanta tunep pe-ula 
16 ta-unepanta nadshkshapt pe-ula 
17 ta-unepanta htpkshapt pe-ula 
18 ta-unepanta ndankshapt pe-ula 
19 ta-unepanta na' dshsxeks pe-ula 
20 la'peni ta-unep; d. lalap ta-unep 
21 lap'ni ta-unepanta na' d8h liklatko; d. lilaklatko 
22 la'p'ni ta-unepanta la'p pe-ulatko; d. pepulatko 
23 la'pni ta-unepanta ndan pe-ulatko 
24 la'pni ta-unepanta vunep pe-ulatko 
25 la'pni ta-unepanta tunep pe-ulatko 
26 la'pni ta-unepanta na'shkshapt pe-ulatko 
27 la'pni ta-unepanta la'pksapt pe-ulatko 
28 la'pni ta-unepanta ndanksapt pe-ulatko 
29 la'pni ta-unepanta na' dsxeks pe-ulatko 
30 ndani ta-unep; d. ndandan ta-unep 
31 ndani ta-unepanta na'sh kshikla; d. ksiksakla 
32 ndani ta unepanta lap ikla; d. i-akla 
33 hdani ta-unepanta ndan ikla 
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39 ndani ta-unepanta na' dsxeks ikla 
40 vunepni ta.-unep; d. vu-unepni ta-unep 
41 vunepni ta-unepanta na' dsh kshiklatko; d. ksiksaklatko 
42 vunepni ta-nnepanta lap iklatko; d. i-aklatk~ 
4 7 vunepni ta-unepanta htpgsapt iklatko 
50 tunepni ta-unep; d. tutenepni ta-unep 
51 tunepni ta-unepanta nadsh nekla; d. nenakla 
52 tunepni ta-unepanta lap nikla 
6U nadshkshaptankni ta-unep; d. nanadshaptankni ta-unep 
61 nadshksaptankni ta-unepanta na' dsh neklatko; d. nenaklatko 
62 nadshksaptankni ta-unepanta lap niklatko 
70 lapkshaptankni ta-unep; d. lalapksaptankni ta-unep 
71 lapksaptankni ta-unepanta na' dsh shlekla; d. shleshlakla 
72 lapksaptankni ta-unepanta la'p shlekla 
80 ndanksaptankni ta-unep; d. ndandanksaptankni ta-unep 
81 ndanksaptankni ta-unepanta na' sh shleklatko; d. shleshlaklatko 
82 ndanksaptankni ta -unepanta lap shleklatko 
90 nadshske'ksni ta-unep; d. nanadsxe'ksni ta-unep 
91 nadsxe'ksni ta-unepanta na' sh yala or yalatko, i-aJ_atko 
92 nadsxe'ksni ta-unepanta lap yala 

l 00 ta-unepni ta-unep; hilndred; tina hundred 
101 ta-unepni ta-unep (pen) na'sh kshikla 
200 lapeni ta-unepni ta-unep; lap'ni hundred 
300 ndani ta-unepni ta-unep 
400 vunepni ta-unepnita-unep 

434 vunfpni ta-unepni ta-unep (pen) ndani ta-unep (pa/n) vunep pe-u]a 
1000 ta-unepni ta-unepni ta.-unep; tina to{tsan 
1889 tina to{lsan pen ndankshaptankni ht'lndred pen ndankshaptankni ta

unep pa/n na' dsxeks pe-ulatko 

Concerning the mechanical side of the three series just enumerated, a 
few remarks are necessary. 

In the first series, the -nkni of six , seven, eight is often abbreviated into 
-n1: lapkshaptankni into lapkshaptani; cf. 44, 6. La'pi is the original form 
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• 1f the numeral for two, and lapeni means twice; cf. the Dictionary, page 181. 

In the list of the numerals above ten, the ending -anta, -ant in ta-unepanta 

is a locative case, nasalized from what would appear in a substantive as 
-atat, or -ata, -at; and ta-unepanta has to be interpreted as upon the ten' 

vnnepni ta-unepanta upon the forty. Every nun1eral has its distributive 

form, corresponding exactly to to the septeni, deni of Latin; it is inflected 
and abbreviated exactly like the absolute form, and shows the same func
tions, though in a distributive sense. When two or more numerals form a 

con1pound numeral, and no classifier is added, as is done in the nu1nbers 

divisible by ten, the first one, not the following, is reduplicated whenever the 
whole number is spoken of distributively. Thus when I say, Give me thirty 

eggs every day, this will be rendered by ndandan'sh te-unip n{tpal nanuk wai

tash nish lui; not by ndandan'sh tetunip, ·nor by ndanish tet1u1ip n{tpal. 

The same principle of incorporation of several terms, which are inti

mately connected together into one phrase, we observe when a classifying 
tern1 is added distributively to the nurneral. It then suffices to reduplicate 
the classifier, though it would not be incorrect to do the same also with the 

first nun1eral of the number in question. The additive particle pen, p~in 

again, and, should be used after ta-unepni with its multiples only (or after 

ta-unep, if this is abbreviated from ta-unepni); but some Indians insert it 

ungran1matically after ta-unepanta and its decadic n1ultiples as well. In the 

numerals above one hundred, only the units are inflected by case, not the 
hundreds nor the decades or tens; cf the ta--unep standing for ta unepanta, 

in the numeral series, under 101, 434, and 1889. When nnits are added to 

ten and its multiples, the smaller number can also stand first, followed Ly 
pan, pen or not. Forty-three may thus be expressed in different ways: 

vunepni ta-unepanta ndan pe-ula 

vunepni ta-unepni pen ndan pe-ula 

ndan pen vunepni ta-unep pe-ula 

ndan v:unepni ta-unep pe-ula 

The fraction one-half, na-igshtani, na' gshta, is usually placed after the 

classifier: ta-unepanta lap pe-ula nagshta tala nft pewi I paid twelve dollars 

and a half. 
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II. INFLECTION FOR CASE. 

Like the adjective in -ni, the numeral adjective possesses a long form 
in -ii'n-, -en- and a shorter one. The longer form appears only in a few 
cases, however, and instances will be given below. 

The nun1eral may be used attributively, and then usually precedes the 
noun which it qualifies; or it n1ay be used predicatively, and then its posi
tion in the sentence is more free. In both instances the n urneral is inflected 
by case, like the adj~ctive, but may at any time exchange its suffix with 
the uniform ending -a, which occurs in so lllany adjectives and pronouns 
in their oblique cases, and in rapid speech is dropped altogether. Only 
case-suffixes-and of case-postpositions only -tala and the inessive -i (in na-i 
on one side )-are employed in its ]nflection. 

The noun tataksni in the paradigm following means children, and occurs 
in the distributive form only, though in the sense of a true plural: 

ndani. ndanni tataksni three children (subj.). 
ndannenash, ndanna tatakiash three children ( o bj. ). 
ndannenan1 tatakiam of three children. 

ndannantka tatakiamti or tatakiamat about three children. 

ndannantka tatakiashtka by tneans of three children. 

ndanna tatakiamxe'ni, tatakiamkshxe'ni where three children are. 

ndanna tatakian1kshi. where three children l-ive. 

ndanna tatakiam·kshtala, abbr. tatakiamshtala toward the place where 

three children live. 

Another paradigm contains a combination with a substantive, in which 
the possessive case is impossible or unusual, and is therefore replaced by 
the partitive case: 

te-unipni shishilaga ten shreds. 

te-unipenash, te-unip shishilag( a) 
te-unipanti shishilagti 
te-unipantk( a) shishilagatka 

te-unipantk shishilagtat 
te-unipant( a) shishilagksaksi 
te-unipant shishilagtala 

The case-ending -tka, -ntka, -ntk frequently becomes connected with 
substantives standing in the locative case. 
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Other examples of inflection: 

tu'nipnish wewan's gitk Aishish Aishish had jive wives, 99, 9. 

ndanne'ntch wewanshish to three (of his) wives, 96, 9. 

nu te-unip willi'shik iwi'xa I havejilled ten sacks, 74, 12. 
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lapni ta-unepanta pa'n tunep pe-ula ni sa'tu I have counted twenty
jive, 70, 8. 

wft'la Sa hft'nkiast tft'nipans they asked those jive (1nen), 17, 6; cf. 17, 

13; 44, 2. 

tu'nipni hak makleka Nilakskni jive (men) only from Nilakshi were 
encamped, 17, 2. 

The numeral one, na'dsh (radix na-), shows a large number of different 

forms, which necessitate a special paradigm. Besides the tneaning one it 
also signifies other, another, somebody, and then usually has the longer form, 

nayentch: 

subj. na'dsh, na'sh, nas one; nayents another. 
obj. na'dsh, na'sh, 72, 3; naya'nash, nayen'sh, na-ants, nayans, 72, 1. 

poss. na'dsham; nayenam, na-a'nam. 

partit. na-iti. 

instrum. nayantka, na-ant, nayant, 66, 10; na-ent, 66, 2. 

locat. nayantat(~), nayant, na-ant. 

illat. na-itxe' ni on one end; on the other side (for na-iti-xe'ni). 
iness. na-i on one side (in na-igshta half, na-iti etc.). 

direct. na'dshtala, na-itala (cf. na-ital=telshna). 

From la'pi two, many cases of which were given in the Dictionary, is 

formed lapukni, abbr. lapuk both, which is inflected like other numerals. 

For the nun1erals from eleven to nineteen a shorter form exists besides 

the four formA mentioned above; it consist~ in omitting the number ten, 

and the classifier appears to be sufficient proof that the number spoken of 

is above ten, for numerals below ten never assume classifiers. Thus we 

have: 

12 lap pe-ula, instead of: ta-unepanta lap pe-ula; cf. 40, 1. 

18 ndankshapt yala, instead of: ta-unep pen ndanksapt yala. 
34 
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What we call an ordinal numeral is rendered in Klamath by the adjec
tival, inflected form of the numeral in -ni. The chief use made of this 
numeral in -ni is that of a cardinal, and though .it is exceptionally used as 

an ordinal, it is not probable that the Indian considers it in these instances 
· as an ordinal in our sense of the term. If his mind was susceptible for ~uch 

a category of the numeral, he would probably have established a special 
grarnn1atic ending for it. Examples: 

ishnula a sha hunk ndanant (or ndani) waftashtat they buried him on the 

third day. 

lapkshaptankiant waitashtat guikaka he started on the seventh day. 

The only ordinals existing in the language are fulfilling other functions 

besides. They are~ lupini for first, tapini ( topini) for second (in rank, order, 
time, etc.); txalamni: the second of three, or the middle one; txe-u: the 

first in age, the oldest; dinlin. txewaga; txe-u a huk pe'p ttima weweash 
gitko her first daughter has many children. 

lupini kHi'm ge-u shnuksh the first fish that I caught. 

tapini kia'm ge-u shnukshti gi it is the st3cond fish that I caught. 

THE ADVERBIAL NUMERAL. 

'Vhen nun1erals are serving to q nalify an act or state expressed by a 
verb, not being joined to a substantive or other noun, they assume the 
adverbial endings of -ni, -tka, -ash, or the ubiquitous adjectival ending -a. 

The most frequently used of these suffixes is the terminal -ni, when 
indeclinable. We have seen it used in the general list of numerals as 
con1posing the tens (decades), hundreds, etc, in the form of multiplicative 
ntunerals: vunepni ta-unep forty, lit. "four times ten." It closely corre

sponds to our times, and to the Latin -ies in decies, etc. It is especially fre
quent when used with verbs referring to sections of time, as waita to pass a 

night and a day, etc. 

tunepni sa-atsa sa nishta they danced the scalp-dance during jive whole 

nights; lit. ''five times they scalp-danced all night long", 16, 11. 
bilk nda'ni !feko-uya three times he attempted, 55, 10. 
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nashkshaptanknitoks nu tameno'tka I have been there as often as (-toks) 
six times. 

ndani a nu shue-utka ewakatat gen waitash three times I went fishing to 
the pond to-day. 

lapeni, ndani wait6lank after three days, viz, ''laying over three times." 
tutenepni wait6lan (Mod.) after five days in every instance, 85, 1. 

'rhe only nun1eral differing in its root from the corresponding cardinal 
(na'dsh) is tina once, tinak (for tina ak) only once; d. titna and titatna on 
various occasions, repeatedly, more than once; cf. the Spanish plural unos. 

Tina'k shniwatchna to swallow at one gulp; tina sun de kiulan a little over one 
week. 

Adverbial nun1erals expressing instrumentality show the instrumental 
case -tka, -ntka, -ntk, which in the numeral ad}ective is often found to occur 
in a tetnporal and locative function. 

lapantka hu' shlin he was shot twice, lit. ''by two (shots)." 

hu'k ni'sb la.pukantka shlatampk they drew their bows at me both simul 
taneously, 23, 17. 

The suffix -ash of the objective case is used in adverbial numerals to 

express the locative idea: at so many spots, places; nadshash or nadshashak 
at, to another place; lapash, ndanash at, to a second, third place .: cf. nanukash 
at any place, everywhere. The same form is also en1ployed in a special kind 

of multiplicatives, to which is added some term pointing to repetition, aR 
folding, being together, etc. 

la'psh, lapash pakalaksh twofold. 
ndanash, nda' nsh pakalaksh threefold. 
vuni psh pakalaksh fourfold. 

A parallel to this is formed by the following phrase, in which the abbre
viated numeral is used: 

lap shantchaktantko twofold, lit. "two growing together." 

ndan shantchaktantko threefold, lit. l'three growing together." 

The term pair is rendered by lalapi each two; bunch by n{tnash sxo'
sxatch "united, bound into one." Lapiak means two only; tunepantak or 

• 
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tunepantok five only; lapok, lapuk both has, in the objective case, lapuka

ya'nash; lapa'yala, lapeala to bear twins, lapa'yalsh twins. 

When cases of the numeral inflection appear abbreviated, in the fonn 

of the short -a in adverbial phras~s, this mainly occurs when arithmetic 

fractions have to be expressed, and a term indicating separation, division, 
etc., is subjoined to the numeral, as follows: 

ndana shektatxatko one-third part. 

vunipa shektatxatk one-fourth part. 

lapi tunipa shektatxatko two-fifths. 

ta-unepa shektatxatk one-tenth. 

nadsxeks ta-unepa shektatxatk nine-tenths. 

But there are also other ways to express fractions: 

na-igshtani kttlshkuish one-half, lit "one-half slice." 
lapeni ta-unepanta ndan tala pe-ula pen nagshta twenty three dollars and 

a half. 

vunipashat shaktpaktxatko cut in four quarters (as an apple), ~Iod. 

The fraction eleven-fourteenths was rendered in the southern dialect in 
the following clurnsy 1nanner: VlUlip pe-ulatko nanuk nu shnokatko, ndan 

ka-i shn6ka; lit. "having taken all fourteen, I do not take three." 
Of. also vunip kikanyatpatko four-cornered, ~Iod. 

III. NUMERAL CLASSIFIERS. 

The custom of appending classifying terms of various descriptions to 
simple and compound numerals is often met with in foreign languages. 
The six classifiers of the A~tec language describe the exterior of the objects 
mentioned or counted, as -tetl is appended to round, -pantli to long articles, 
etc. In other languages, as in the Penobscot of Maine, the various termina
tions of the numeral adjective act as a sort of classifiers. Among the Maya 
languages, the Kiche seems to be the most productive in attributes of this 
kind, and they are not at all lirnited to nun1erals.* Other languages ex-

" GEORGE GIBBS, Instructions for research relat,i ve to the ethnology and philology of America, 
pages 40 sqq. (Smithsonian Miscell. Coll., Yol. 7, 1863). H. I)E CHARENCEY, Des expletives numerales 
dans le'3 dia.lectes do la famille Maya-Qnich6, in "Revue de Lingnistique," 1880, pages 339-386. THE 
SAME, Du systeme de numeration chez les peuples de la famille Maya-Quiche, in Le Museon, Lonvain, 
1882, vol. 1, No.2. so. 
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elude then1 altogether fron1 the numeral, but add them to certain substan

tives. But ail of this largely differs from the rnode in which classifiers are 
applied in the Klamath of Oregon, which is probably unique. 

In this language the classifiers are applied to numerals only. They are 

not suffixed adjectives or particles, as elsewhere, but verb~ or their past parti

ciples, descriptive of form, shape, or exterior of the objects mentioned, and in

variably standing after the numeral, usually also after the name of the object. 

They are appended only to the numerals above ten, and not to the DECADIC nwn

bers, or numbers divisible by ten This gives the clue to their origin and use. 

These suffixations are ·intended to classify only the unit or units after the 

decade, and not the decade itself. Indeed, the unit following immediately 
the decade in counting, as 11, 31, 71, 151, is in son1e instances qualified by 

other classifiers than the units between 2 and 9, as 32 to 39, 72 to 79, etc, 

because the former can be applied to single objects only, whereas the latter 
refer to a plurality of objects. When I say: lap'ni ta-unepanta na'sh Jutish 
likla twenty-one berries, this literally means, ''upon the twenty berries one 

I lay (or you lay) on the top"; and when saying: lapeni ta-unepanta 
na' dshkshapta Jutish pe-ula twenty-six berries, I suggest by it "upon twice 

ten berries six I put (or he, she puts) on the top or lay down"; or ''after 

twice ten berries six I lay down." Likla and pe-:ula both refer to round

shaped articles only; but ~he twenty berries previously counted are not 
referred to by the classifier, only the units mentioned with the nun1ber. 

rrhe classifying verb may be rendered by the indefinite tenn counted, num

bered j before it, some subject-pronoun, as I, you, he, she, is elliptically omit
ted, but not before Hs participles lildatko, pe-ulatko. 

The verbs serving as classifiers differ according to tlw shape of the 
counted objects, but all agree as to their common signification of deposit

ing, placing on the top of. The sin1ple verbal form, absolute or disti·ibu

tive, is employed when the · speaker or other person is just engaged in 

counting the articles; the past participle laid down in its direct or oblique 

cases, absolute or distributive forrns, is used when the articles were 

counted previously and a statement of their nurnber is made. A majority 
of the classifiers are formed from the verb ikla by n1eans of various con
sonantal prefixes. 
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The fact that the units fron1 one to nine are not accompanied by these 

terms must be explained by son1e peculiarity of the aboriginal mode of 

counting. We may assume, from the original meaning of these verbs, that 

the first ten objects counted, as fish, baskets, bulbs, arrows, etc., were de

posited on the ground in a file or row, or aside of each other, and that with 

the eleventh a new file was commenced, or when the articles were of the 
proper shape they were piled on the top of the first ten articles. 

These classifiers, which to us appear to be an unnecessary and bur

densome addition to human speech, are not always applied correctly by the 

Indians, and are fi~equently omitted by them. Thus pe-ulapkash is omitted 

in 54, 13; kshiklapkash incorrectly put in 5~, 11, instead of pe-ulapkash. 
Pe-ulatko is unnecessary in 90, 21 but should stand instead of pe-ula in 90, 3. 

L i k l a, part. Hklatko, with their distributive forms, as seen in our 

numeral series, are appended to numerals above ten etnbodying the single 
unit after the decade, as 21, 91, 241, etc., and mentioning articles of a cir

cular, globular, annular shape, or objects of a bulky, heavy-looking form. 

The prefix 1- referring to rounded things only, the n1eaning of likla is "to 
lay down one rounded thing." W~e find it used of beans, seeds, fruits, ber

ries, balls, eggs, coins, thimbles, bottles, knives, watches, roeks, stones, 

boxes, wigwams, and similar objects 
p e- u l a, part. pe-ulatko, with their distrib'?tive forms, are appended to 

uumerals over ten made up of more than one unit after the deead, as 22-29, 

92-99, ete., and mentioning artieles of the same description as given under 

likla, and in addition to these, persons, animals, and divisions of time. 

Pe-ula is derived from pewi "to give or bestow many rounded objects" by 

means of the eompletive formative suffix -ola, -lila. 

K s hi k l a or ksikla, part. kshiklatko, with their distributive forms, are 

appended to numerals over ten ernbodying a single unit only after the 
decade, as 31, 81, 441, ete., and n1entioning a person, an anirnal or a long 

objeet. Kshikla is another derivative of the verb ikla, "to lay down one 

single animate being or a long object." 

I k l a, part. iklatko, with their distributive forms, are placed after 

nurnerals made up of two or more units after the decade, as 32-39, 42-49, 

and mentioning a plurality of inanin1ate objects of a tall, lengthy, or elon-
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gated shape, as sticks, logs, trees, poles, boards, fence-rails, rifles and pistols, 

boots, lead-pencils, etc. The verb properly Ineans, "to lay down or deposit 

many tall, inanimate objects." 

N e k l a or nikla, part. neklatko, with their distributive forms, are ap

pended to numerals made up of units from one to nine after the decade, and 

introducing objects of a thin, filiform, smooth, and level surface or texture, as 

sheets of cloth or paper, kerchiefs, shirts, n1ats, and other tissues, excluding 

hlankets, also ropes and ·strings. The verb shukla, which we would expect 

to introduce single units after the decade, is not in use for this purpose. 

s h l e k l a, part. shleklatko, with their distributive forms, is found ap

pended to numerals made up of units fron1 one to nine after the decade, and 

referring to blankets, bedcloth, skins, and other large articles of dress serving 

to envelope the whole body or parts of it. 

' y ala, yalha, yila, part. yalatko, yelatko, with their distributive forms, 

are appended to nun1erals made up of units from one to nine, descriptive of 

long, tall, inanirnate objects, and therefore analogous to ikla in their use. 

For single units, neither ila, which is the absolute forn1 of the distributive 

i-a1a, yala, yela, nor another form kshela, is actually used. Examples: 

wewanuish tatoksni na' sh taunep kshikla shuenka they killed eleven 

women and children, 3 7, 15 

tunepni ta-unepanta na'sh n1ak;lakshash kshiklapkash i'-amnatko com

manding fifty-one Indians. 

ta-unepanta tunep pe-ulapkash Modoki.~hash hu shlea he found (there) 

fifteen Modoc Indians. 

Tchima'ntko hipeni ta-unepanta lap pe-ula illo'latko gi Steamboat Frank 

(then) was twenty-two years old, 55, 8; cf. 19 and the passages in 

Dictionary, pages 264, 265. 

tina hundred pen lap pe-ula hHchash (there are) one hundred and two 

lodges, 90, 3. 

ORIGIN OF THE NUMERALS. 

The quinary system is the n1ost frequent of all the systems occurring 

in the numerals of An1erican languages; its origin lies in counting objects 

by means of the fingers of both hands. When counting on their fingers, 
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Indians always begin with the smallest finger of the right or left hand, 
counting the fingers with the hand left free; after counting the thumb, they 

continue with the thumb of the other hand, and proceeding further, bend 
over the fingers of this. other hand as soon as counted. That l{.lamath 

numerals have the quinary counting system for their basis is apparent from 
the repetition of the three first numerals in the terms for six, seven, and 
eight, while nine is formed differently. 

One and two are etytnologically related to the corresponding numerals 
in Sahaptin and Cayuse dialects, and all must have a common origin. 
La'pi, hip two is but another fonn of nep hand, which appears also in the 
numerals vunep fo ·ur and tf1nep jive, which are compounds of nep and the 
prefixed particles u- and tu-. Thus four n1eans "hand up", and jive "hand 
away", indicating the completion of the count on the four long fingers. 
Kshapta is abbreviated from kshapata to bend backward, to lean, recline upon; 

as the component of numerals, it indicates the bending over of the digits 

• named, as ndan=kshapta for ndan nu kshapata, ''three I have bent over", 
on the second hand. N adsh=sxekish nine is in Modoc abbreviated into 
s;kekish, which signifies "left over", one digit only being left over to com

plete the ten; cf. s;ka'kish, in the Dictionary. Te-unep ten, the original form 

of which appears to be ta-unep, is probably a dissimilated repetition of 

tunep jive. 

If ' the origin of the Klamath nun1erals is thus correctly traced, their 

inventors n1ust have counted only the four long fingers without the thun1b, 

and jive was counted while saying hand away I hand off! The ''four", or 

hand high! hand up I intimates that the hand was held up high after count
ing its four digits; and some term expressing this gesture was in the case of 

nine substituted by "one left over", skekish, which tneans to say, "only one 
is left until all fingers are counted." 

THE PRONOUN. 

The pronominal roots, which, as we have seen in the preceding chap
ters, form a large number of verbal and nominal affixes, become of still 
greater importance in the subsequent chapters of the Grarnmar. The task 

which these roots have to fulfill in the organism of language is to provide it 
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with relational affixesl and with ·words expressing relation, as conjunctions, 

postpositions, and adverbs. As to the pronouns, they are all derived from 

this kind of roots, if we except a few so-called "indefinite pronouns", as 
tun1i many, ruinuk all. Originally, all true pronorninal roots were ·of a 

demonstrative or deictic signification, whatever their signification rnay be 

at the present tirne. I shall therefore treat of them before I treat of the 
other pronouns. 

The class of pronouns in which the pronominal radix has not altered, 

or has but slightly altered, its detnonstrative power is the demonstrative 
pronoun. Interrogative pronouns, formed fro1n the deictic roots ka and ta, 

differ from the relative pronoun in their suffixes only, and form the inter
mediate link between the dernonstrative and the relative pronoun, which, 

as it appears in this ianguage, is simultaneously a demonstrative-relative. 
The demonstrative, interrogative, and relative pronouns referring to animate 

beings often differ from those referring to inanimate things. 'rhe indefinite 
pronoun is half pronoun, half adjective, and most pronouns of this class are 

derived fron1 pronon1inal roots. The personal pronoun contains a demon

strative radix applied to persons specially, and the possessive, reflective, and 
reciprocal pronouns are derivatives of the personal pronoun. This and some 

of the demonstrative pronouns do not reduplicate distributively, as the 

other pronouns do, but for~1 real plurals like these. 

I. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN. 

Indians and other illiterate peoples point out with graphic accuracy · 

the degree of proxin1ity or distance in space separating the speaker frorn 

the one spoken of or spoken to by means of their demonstrative pronouns or 

particles, by the third person of the personal pronoun, and by some verbal 
forms. This well-known fact is stated here once for all; it is one of the 
n1ore pron1inent peculiarities of our upland language also. 

The roots which form demonstrative pronouns in Klamath are pi, hu, ku 
(gu), ka (ga), and ke (ge). Ke marks close proxirnity, and re.appears in 
ke-n, ge-u mine, my; hu 1narks distance within sight and beyond sight; ku 
distance beyond sight or far off; while ka forms a transition from the demon
strative to the indefinite pronoun, and also gives origin to interrogative 
pronouns. Pi, pl. pat, sha will be spoken of under Personal Pronoun. 
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The demonstrative pronouns formed fron1 the roots ne and tat may as well 
be considered a~ indefinite pronouns. 

The suffixes appended to the above radices mark the degree of distance, 
and in many instances distinguish the anin1ate from the inanimate gender, 
which in the following list are presented in separate columns. Two other 

pronouns pi and sha were added for comparison, pi being used (in the 
northern dialect chiefly) for persons and anirnals standing in the singular, 
pat for the same in the plural number, sha for persons only. 

List of demonstrative pronouns in the subjective case. 

this (so near as to be touched) 
this (close by, ''right here") 

this (standing, being before you) 
this (present, visible, within sight) 
tltat (visible, though distant) 
that (absent) 
that (absent, departed) 
that (beyond sight) 

Animate. 
ke'ku 
kek; ge'k hftnk; ge, ke, pl. ke'ksha. 

hil't, pl. hft'dsha 
hft'nk, pl hudsha, sha 
hfl't, pl. hft'dsha; guni; sha 
hukt, pl. huktsha; pi, pl. pat, sha 
ne'g, pl. ne'gsha; Mod. nag, pl. na'gsha 
hft'k, u'k, hu'kta, pl. huksha; hft'nkt, pl. 

hu'nktsha; guni; pi, pl. pat, sha 

Inanimate. 
ke'ku 
gen; ge, ke ; gen hunk 

getnu, genu 
hft'nu 
hun,hunu, hunk 
hlln, hut, bunu, geu 
hu'nkt 

hftk, u'k, hu'kta 

Where the Klamath Lake dialect has hu'k, hunk, hu't in the singular, 

the Modoc dialect ordinarily uses hu instead. The suffix -ta, abbr. -t, refers 
not only to persons, but also to inanimate things standing upright, while 

inanimate objects seen upon the ground are indicated by the transitional 
particle -n ( -na, -nu ), forn1ing no plural. 

Some of these pronouns are easily confounded with demonstrative 
adverbs of local or ten1poral import, as both are pronounced alike (hil, 

huk, hunk, etc.). 
Demonstrative pronouns do not fonn all the cases of the nominal par

adigm. I therefore present here all the forms heard from the natives 
speaking both dialects, and beg to observe that all these forms also con·e
spond to our personal pronouns he, she, and, when irnpersonal, to it. 

k e, ge this here; Latin : hicce, hocce; poss. kelan1, kelen1 ; dir. getala. 

k e' k," ge' g, ge'k, ga' g this, is the above ke in the reduplicated form, 
the second vowel being apocopated; Lat. hie, hoc; Gr. ovrovi· 

Obj. case ke'kish, gekish, ge'ksh; poss. kekela1n, kekelern. Pl. 

ke'ksha, ge'ksha; poss. kekelamsham, abbr. into sham. 
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g en, genu this thing j loc. genta (for gentat); instr. gentka. 
h u' n k, hu, Mod. hu, hu-u, ii, 5 this one j obj. case h{Inkesh, hunkish, 

hu'nksh, hu'nk 24, 5; poss. hunkelam, hf1nkiam; partit. hunkanti; 
·loc. hunta, hu'nkant; instr. hu'nkantka. Hunk may become ab
breviated into link, hak: t{da hak with him, with her. Pl. of per
sons: hudsha (preferable to hu'nksha), sha; obj. hunkiash, abbr. 
hu'nksh, hu'nk; poss. hu'nkelamshan1, hu'nkiamsham; abbr. into 
shan1, 108, 4. 122, 17. 132, 5. Hunk occurs but seldom in the 
subjective case; hu'nkt forms obj. hu'nktiash in a Modoc text. 

h u' t that, Mod. hu, anim. and inan.; Lat. iste j pl. of persons: h{Itsha, 

hudsha. 
h u' k, Mod. hu' that j Iness.: hukf by or within him j pl. hu'ksha. Of. 

Dictionary, page 7 4. 
h u' k s h t, o'ksht that absent, far off, or deceased one, 192; 7. obj. hu'nksht. 
h u' k t that absent one, anim. and inan.; obj. of sg. and pl. hu'nkt; pl. of 

persons hu'ktsha. 
h u' n this thing (visible), also referring to persons; hunf, hunftak in his 

or her own mind; instr. huntka for this; loc. hf1nta thus ( conj.). 
g u n f, guni, kone the one over there (visible); also adverb. Forms par~ 

ticles like gunfgshtant, gunitana etc., and is derived from radix 
ku- in kui, guhuashka etc. Of. List of Prefixes, page 289. 

rrhe following demonstrative pronouns show no inflection for case: 

g e' t, ka't, Mod. kank, abbr. ka, so great, so large, and so much, so many. 

The cases formed from it lose their pronominal signification and 
beconw adverbs: getant to the opposite side_; getxeni at this end, etc. 

k ann i, ganni, abbr. kan, so many, so much; used when pointing at 
objects or counting them on the fingers. Fron1 this is formed the 
above kank so much; contr. from kanni ke (as kant is fron1 kanni 
at) and correlative to tank. 

tan n i, abbr. tan, d. tatanni, so many, so much; ka tanni so long. Cor
relative to kanni, and more frequently used interrogatively. 

tan k, d. tatank, so many, so much; contr. fron1 tanni ke. More fre
quently used as interrogative pronoun and as adverb: tank and 
ta'nk. 
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Diminutives are fonned from the above demonstrative pronouns as fol

lows: h-L1ktaga this little one; pl. hukshataga; double diminutive, h-Ltktakag; 
pl. hukshatakaga ; ne' g that one absent, nekaga, na'kag, and others under 
Suffix -aga No. 2. 

II. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN. 

Interrogative pronouns are derived from the demonstrative roots ka 

and ta, tu, which also form the interrogative particles or adverbs. There is 
a distributive forn1 for all the interrogative pronouns, except for tua. 

K ani or kani ~ who ? which person? is more properly applied to per
sons (and animals) than to inanimate things, though it can be used for these 
also: which thing? Kaka ~ is the distributive form; and kani also figures as 
pronoun indefinite. 

kani hut gi ~ who is he? who is she? 

kani laki! what (sort of a) husband I 186; 55. 
kani anku shla' a i ~ which tree do you see ? 

Not to be confounded with the adjective kani, kani being outside, one 

who is outdoors. The pronoun kani is inflected as follows: 

Absolute. 

kani ~ kani ~ who? which? 

kanash, kan'sh, kansh, kants~ whom? to whom? inan. kanH kanH what? 

which? to which? 

kalan1 ~ Mod. kanam ~ whose? of which? 

kaJamkshi ~ at or to whose house? 

kalamkshxe'ni ~ kalarnkshtala ~ etc. 

Distributive. 

kAka ~ who? which persons or things? 

kakiash ~ whom? which persons or things? 

kakiam ~ whose? of which things? 

kakian1kshi ~ at whose houses ? 

kakiamkshxe'ni ~ kakiamkshtala ~ etc. 

t u a~ which? what thing? is an indefinite pronoun as well as an inter
ergative, and has to be considered as a derivative of tu out there, pointing 
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to a distance. Its real meaning is: what kind or sort of? and so it has 
passed into the function of a substantive: thing, article, ob}ect, as in ·t{lmi tua 
many things. Of. Dictionary, page 415. It is inflected, like the pronoun 
tua, as follows : 

tua ~ encl. tua ~ which thing? what sort of? 

tualash ~ which ? 

tualan1 ~ of which? and forms the particles: 
tuankshi ~ at which place? tuatala ~ why? 

This pronoun often appears in an enclitic and proclitic form. Tua ki, 
contr. tuak ~ what is it? occurs in: tua ki nu k6ga ~ what is it I S'uck out? 

155; 17; cf. 153; 4. 159; 58. Compare also the Klamath Lake and Modoc 
songs 154; 13. 156 ; 35. 158; 56. 173 ; 3. 17 4; 8., and the instances given in 
the Dictionary. -Sometimes it is used of animate beings. 

tan n i, abbr. tan, tan, d. tatanni, how much? how many? to what amount? 

in Lat. quot. This pronoun is not inflected, and, when in the full fon11, is 
always pronounced with two n. Tanni mi watch gi ~ how many horses have 

you? lit. "how rnany horses are yours"~ tan a i weweash gitk ~ how many 

children have you? Of. Dictionary, page 389. 

. tank, abbr. tan, abbr. from tanni ke; d. tatank, is used interrogatively 
in the same function as tanni, q. v. 

w a k, wak, d. wawak, is in fact a particle: how? but in many instances 
has to be rendered in English by an interrogative pronoun: what? E. g. 
in: wak rna~ what do you say? the literal rendering of which is: "how do 
I hear"~ 

III. RRL.ATIVE PRONOUN. 

The relative pronoun kat, proclit. kat, is of the same origin as the inter
rogative pronoun kani ~ who? Kat is not only a relative pronoun, but 
simultaneously a demonstrative-relative pronoun, corresponding to il quale, 

lequel in Italian and French, the real meaning of which is that who, that which, 

the one which. rrhe demonstrative prououn hu'k, hu'nk, hun, etc' which 
should always accompany kat to make . the phrase or sentence complete, is 
not found with it every time, though we meet with it in 97, 1: kat huk 
hu't tch{li lali:'ga Tuhu'shash which thing then remained sticking upon Mudhen; 
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lit. "that thing which then retnained ", etc. The Lord's Prayer, in 139, 1, 
has kat ·only: N ~Uam p'tishap, kat p'lai tchia Our Father who lives on high. 

Of. also 61, 12. 17. 

The relative pronoun is sometitnes abbreviated into ka, ga. 
The distributive form, k{tkat, inflects almost like that of kani ~ who? 

Absolute. 

kat, kat who, what, which; that who, the one which. 

kantana, kandan, kanda (kant, 65, 18) whom, to whom; which, to which. 

kaJam whose, of which, 68, 9. 
kalamkshi at whose house; kalaml{shtala etc. 

Distributive. 

kakat, abbr. kak, those who; each of whom or which. 

kakiash (objective case). 
kakiam (possessive case). 
kakian1kshi etc. 

Where it is feasib_e to avoid incident clauses, the language likes to 
replace them by verbals or participial constructions, and this accounts for 
the scarcity of the relative pronoun. A student of the language may stay 
many weeks among the natives before he becon1es aware of its existence. 

hu'ksa, kak (for kakat) at tini'xi tsa those who had just gone 'UP the hill, 

23, 13. 

ne~uleka nu ht1nkiasC.t kakat huk siss6ka I punish those who have engaged 

in a fight, 61, 18. 

watsag huk k'leka kandan kpe'l ktaki6la nu the dog is dead whose tail I 

cut off; lit. "to whom I cut the tail off." 
huk ll1at mbushela, kaJamkshi tak nu tank mak'lexa the man at whose 

house I stopped is married, they say. 

kandan hu'nk shlin the one whom I had shot, 23, 20. 
kanda nat hu'nk a'na the one whom we brought, 24, 9. 

IV. INDEFINITE PRONOUN. 

Adjectives, the signification of which is so generic and indistinct that 
they can replace substantives, are called by the above term. Most of them 
undergo inflection. 
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g e' t, gat, kat so much, that much, Mod. kank; may be classed as well 
among the dmnonstrative pronouns, with tank, tanni etc. ; gat 1 n's sku'k
tannapk so much you will have to pay me, 60, 10. 

h tl k a k, hunkak, hutak, pl. hukshak, the same, the identical one. In
flected like the simple pronouns; hukak hfshuaksh the same man. Same is, 
however, expressed in many other ways, for which cf. Dictionary, page 646. 

k ani somebody, some one. Is used in counting, and often accompa
nied by gestures. Abbreviated in ka, ga, and figuring also as an interrog
ative pronoun (kani). 

nu lin !fa-i kanash shapitak I shall not divulge it to anybody, 40, 8; cf. 
40, 11. 

ntchalkni kani a young man; lit. "somebody young." 

k an k, abbr. ka, ga, so many, so much, that much; a contraction of kanni 
ke, and serving as correlative to tank, q. v. For examples, see Dictionary, 
page 117. Kank is also used as adverb. Ka tani so far, that much; ka bini 
ak, Mod., only so far; that is the end. Not inflected. 

k a n k t a k, the emphatic form of kank, adj. and ad v. It also stands 
for enough, and serves !tS an exclan1ation; cf. Dictionary, page 117. More 
frequent in Modoc than in the northern dialect. 

k ann i, ganni, abbr. kan, so many, such a number of; used, e. g., when 
pointing at objects or counting them; the correlative to tanni. 

k a-it u a (l) nothing, (2) nobody; see under tua. 
n a y e n t c h other, the other, another one, next. C£ na' dsh, in N unwrals. 
nan u k (1) all, every one of, Lat. omnis; (2) total, entire, whole, the whole 

of, Lat. totus. Abbreviated frotn nanukni, and inflected regularly like the 
numerals in -ni, though without distributive form. Some of the cases have 
adjectival, some adverbial signification, while others combine both. 

nanuk all, whole. 

nanukenash, nanukan'sh; inan. nanuk ( obj. case) ; nanukash, adv., 
everywhere. 

nanukenam of all, of the whole. 

nanukanti, adj.; and when adv.: eve1·ywhere. 

nanukant (for nanukatat), adj.; abbr. nakanta, nakant. 
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nanukantka., adj. and adv.; abbr. nakantka. 

nanukenarnkshi at everybody's house. 

nan u k t u a every kind of thing; obj. nanuktualash etc.; see under tua. 

p a n a n i, d. papanani, as long as, to the length of 
pi 1 a, d pi'pil, alone, none but; see tala. 

t a 1 a, d. tata1a, in the sense of alone, none but, may be appended to 
any pronoun and also to substantives. Being in reality an adverb, it under

goes no inflection, but the noun or pronoun connected with it is inflected. 
Cf. Dictionary, page 385, under No. 3. The Klatnath Lake Indians use 

1nore frequently pila, pil, d. pipil, in this function, and with them it also 

means bare. Cf. Dictionary, page 266. Getak is used in the sense of alone 
in 97, 1. 2. 

t a n i a n i, d. tataniani, as large in size, so large. 
tank, d. t~Hank, so many, so much; not inflected for case, because it is 

in fact a particle. Cf. kank. Tankni in an adverbial signification, cf. 43, 4 

t a n k a k a few, sorne, not many; en1phatically tankakak. 

tan n i, d~ tatanni, abbr. tan, tatan, so many, so much; correlative to 

kanni. 
t u a, enclit. tua something, some article or ob}ect, is inflected in the same 

rnanner as when used as an interrogative pronoun. As an indefinite pro

noun, it is used also in a personal sense: somebody, some people; e. g., ka-i 

tualam shlekish I am controlled by nobody; cf. Note to 192 ; 8, and the pas

sages in the Dictionary, page 415, and Texts, 112, 1. 2. 5. 7. 8. 12. 16. 

Compounds of tua are: 

ka-itua (1) nothing, (2) nobody; poss. ka-ituaJam etc ; here the two com-· 

ponents may also be found separated by other words: ka-i nalsh 
i tua shutetki ku-idsha let 'US do nothing wicked, 139, 6; ka-i shash 

tua none of them, 20, 7. 
nanuktua (1) every kind of thing, (2) everything Inflected like tua. 

tum i many, much, has no distributive form, but a ditninntive: turniaga 

few, a little of The locative case is tumianta, the instrumental turniantka, 

tunu1ntka, the other oblique cases tuma. Before m and some other conso

nants the final -i of tumi is dropped: t-L1m M6dokni gatpa many Modoc/1 
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arrived~ 13, 14. Tumi also means sufficient, enough of, and too many, too 
much; it forms the adverbs tum and tumeni, q. v. 

t u m i a g a a few; see tumi. 

V. PERSONAL PRONOUN. 

We now pass over to another series of pronouns, called personal, and 
representing other pronominal roots than the ones heretofore considered. 
The three persons are, in the subjective case, all represented by monosyllabic 

terms~ and in the plural the terminal -t may represent the affix -ta, often 
used for persons. No distributive form exists here; the case-endings are 
the same as those in the a.djective. The personal pronouns exist in a full, 

in an abbreviated, and in an emphatic form, to be discussed separately. 
The pronouns of the third person are used as demonstrative and as personal 

pronouns. The synopsis of the personal pronouns in their subjective cases 
is as follows: 

First person, singular, 

Second person, singular, 
'rhird person, singular, 

nil, ni I; 
i, ik thou; 

pi he, she; 

plural, 
plural, 

plural, 

na't, nad we. 

at, aye. 

pat, sha they. 

In regard to inflectional forn1s, the J\;Iodoc dialect son1etimes differs 
from the other, as will be seen by this table: 

INFLECTION OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

1. nu, nil, ni1-il; ni, ni I. 
Singular. 

nilsh, nish, n'~, ish me, to me. 

nushtala, nushtala toward me. 

nushamkshi at my home or lodge. 
nilshxe'ni toward me. 

2. i, i, i-i, ik, ike thou. 

mish, mish, m'sh thee, to thee. 

mfshtala, n1ishtala toward thee. 

mfshamkshi at thy home. 
35 
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3. pi, pi he, she, it (absent or invisible, unseen). 
pish, push ; pash him, her, it; to him, to her, to U; for him, etc. 
p'na Mod., m'na Kl., of him, of her, of it; his, hers, its. 

p'natant, p'nata, p'nat Mod.; m'natant Kl., on, upon him, her, it. 
panf, Inani, n1'nf on him, on her, on it; by himself, etc. 
p'nalan1kshi Mod.; m'nalan1kshi Kl., at his, her house. 

(For hu, huk, hu'nk, see Demonstrative Pronoun.) 

Plural. 
1. na' t, nad, nat, na we. 

na'lash, na'lsh, na' sh, in ~fod. also na'l, nal us, to us. 
nalanl of us; nalamtant on, upon us. 

nalamkshi at our house, lodge, home. 

nalshtala toward us. 

2. at, at, a ye. 

malash, ma'lsh, in Mod. also ma'l you, to you. 

malam of you. 

malamkshi at your lodge, horne. 

malshtala toward you. 

3a. pat, pat, pat they. 

p'nalash, p'nalsh, p'na' sh, pa'ntch, pash, posh, Mod.; m'nalash, m'nalsh, 
pa'ntch, pash, Kl., them, to them. 

p'nalam Mod., m'nalam Kl., of them, theirs; rarely abbreviated into 
p'na, Kl. n1'na. 

p'natant, Kl. m'natant, ·on, upon them. 

p'n~Uamkshi, Kl. m'nalan1ksi, at their houses, homes. 

p'nalshtala, Kl. m'nalshtala, toward them. 

3b. sha, sa they (animate, present or absent). 
shash, sas them, to .them. 

sham, sam of them, about them, by them. 

Sha forms compounds with many demonstrative pronouns, by which 
they are turned into plurals, as hunktsha, ke'ksha etc. 

In perusing this list of inflections, we find that a considerable number 
of case-suffixes and case-postpositions met with in the substantive and adjec-
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tive are not represented here, but that the existing ones coincide with those 
inflecting other nouns. 

The pronouns of the singular all end in -i, and ni has a parallel form 
nil; in the plural all end in -at, with long a; the plural objective case ends 
in -lash, the possessive in -lam, though sha they, which is not represented 
in the singular, and probably was once a reflective pronoun, forms an 
exception. 

A majority of the monosyllabic pronouns is unaccented, and therefore 
. used proclitically and enclitically. Subject-pronouns are often placed twice 

in the san1e sentence, another term intervening. 
Nu, ni of the first person is etymologically related to nat we, and pi he, 

she to pat they; the oblique cases in the second person make it probable that 
the original forms of i and at were n1i and mat, and that they took their 
present forms to distinguish them from mi thine and the particle mat, rna. 
Apparently, no difference exists between nu and ni ·I; but the objective 
case nush, nish abbreviates in ish only, not in ush, and the emphatic forms 
nutoks, nutak, nu tala are much more frequent than nftoks, nitak, ni tala. 
In a few instances we find nft used for the plural we, for we includes also 
the first person of the singular : 

lapi ai nu wita'mak here we are two young black bears, 177; 2. 

lapi ai ni g1'wash here we are two squirrels, 177; 14. 

I thou appears sometimes in a con1pound emphatic form: ik, ike, Mod. 
iki, e'ki, the second part being the demonstrative pronoun ke, ke, ge, gi this 

one, or the den1onstrative adverb ke, ki right here. This compound forrn is 
chiefly used in imperative and interrogative sentences. I and ik, ike are 
often used for the plural at ye, because when in a meeting one is addressed, 
the others are addressed also. Examples: 

i lapuk both of you, 60, 6. 
gepke i tul' ish husho'kank fk a watchatka! come and ride wdh me on 

horseback! 

na's pen lu'ktch' ik shankish=pakfsh! bring me one more watermelon! 

wak lish i'k l6li a nen Tetematchishash ~ why, then, do ye believe what 

Tetemdtchish says? 64, 10. Cf. ibid., 11. 15. 59, 7. 
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INFLECTION OF THE ABBREVIATED PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

The position of the full-toned, vocalic personal pronouns in the sen
tence is before. as well as after the verb, but the position of the abbreviated 
personal pronouns is usually, though not necessarily, after it. These becon1e 

enclitic or proclitic syllables, and are pronounced so rapidly that, after losing 
the word-accent, many of them also lose the vowel through syncope or apo
cope. Subject-pronouns suffer abbreviation as well as object-pronouns and 
dissyllabic forms. A single instance of aphooresis is observed in ish for nish 
me, to me. Pronouns of the second person stand before those of the first 
when one of them or poth are abbreviated. 

a- before a pronoun is the declarative particle a. Initial i-, as in insh for 
nish, results from vocalic Inetathesis. The abbreviated subject-pronoun -n 
can disappear altogether. 

Compare with all this our conjugational specin1ens given above (pages 

240-243, 418), in which the abbreviated pronouns are seen united ahnost 
into one word with the verb. No real incorporation of the pronouns into the 
verb takes place, however, for the same pronouns can in every instance be 

pronounced separately and with their full accentuation. 

nu, ni: n, -n, an. 

nish: ish, ansh, insh, n's, ns, -sh. 

nftsh: n'sh, ansh, n's, ns, -sh. 
mish : m'sh, m's, msh, ms. 

p'na: p'na, m'na. 
p'natant : p'nata, p'nat ; tn'natant : m'nat. 
nat: na, -nt, nut. 
na'lash: na'lsh, nash, natch, na'ts, nads, nas; Mod. na'l, nal. 

at: at, a. 
malash : ma'lsh ; Mod. ma'l, n1al. 

p'nalash : p'na' sh, pa' ntch ; m'wUash : m'nalsh. 

sha, sa: -sh, -s, -tch. 

Instances of the above abbreviations appear in the following sen

tences: 

}ap sft'ndin lapukayans ilhi I lock both up for two weeks, 1)1, 19. 
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kaA tchin wak 6' skank I do not think much abo·ut it, 65, 1. 

shnakelui wipkan I will remove (him) from office, 59, 18. 
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tchfn na' sh shappash spulhi I lock him up for one· month ( tchfn, for 
tchui ni) 61, 10. 

ni na' -ulxan I command, I order. 

hunkantf ms ni shetchaktanuapk I shall get angry with you ( n1s) on that 

account, 58, 15. 
tsushni' m'sh ni skuyu'shkuapk I shall separate you forever (from her), 

60, 20. 

na-ulakuapka m's ni I shall punish you, 59, 3. 4. 

tu'nep i' n's tala sku'ktanuapk you must pay me jive dollars, 60, 8. 
i insh ixak! you win me I sa shewana'sh they gave 1ne. 

anlbush tchiktchi! go and fetch water for mel (for anlbu ish.) 

tala ish vulxi ! lend me money I 
i' sh shla' t f shoot at me I 41, 5. 

ka-i huk watch spunf-uapka m'sh she need not give a horse to you, 60, 15. 

illf-uapka m's I will have you imprisoned, 59, 7. 

shfuktak mish na un ! then we shall kill you I 41, 3. 

shudshank a nut shne'pka we have a fire near the lodge. 

nat ka-i kaktant we did not sleep, 31, 8. 9. 

na'sh na'ds B6shtin tu'la an American was with us, 19, 7. 

na' sh se' gsa sa they commanded us, 20, 9. 

t'shishap nal shguynen (Mod.) the father has sent us, 40, 15; c£ 41, 3. 
mal shutanktgi in order to treat with you, 40, 15 ; cf. 41, 5. 

gepgapelfssa and gepgaplish, fo1~ gepgapeli sha, they returned home. 

tsui gena, til' pe' n maklexash then they proceeded, and encamped again 

(for: maklexa sha), 19, 10. 

VI. POSSESSIVE PRONOUN. 

This pronoun has not assumed the form or suffix of an adjective, but 

it is simply the possessive case of the personal pronoun corresponding, with 

the exception of the two first persons of the singular. It inflects through a 

few cases only, the locative among them. When used attributively, like 

our my, thy, its natural position in the sentence is before the noun qualified, 
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like that of the possessive case and the adjective. When used predicatively, 
like our mine, thine, its position is more free, and it may occupy the place 

in the sentence which emphasis may assign to it. 

The list of these pronouns is as follows: 

ge-u, ke-u my, mine; loc. ge-utant; instr. ge-utantka. 
mi, mi thy, thine; loc. mitant; instr. mitantka; me for mi, cf. 142, 7. 

hunkelam, abbr. hunkian1, his, her (hers), its, when present or visible. 

m'na, tn'na, Mod. p'na, his, her (hers), its, when absent; loc. m'natant, 

119, 11; pe'na, Mod., his, its own. 

na1am our, ours. 

malam your, yours. 

hunkelamsharn, abbr. hunkiamsham, hunkimsham, their, theirs, when 
present, visible. 

m'nalan1, l\.fod. p'nalam, their, theirs, when absent; m'na stands for . 

m'nalam in 29, 16. 101, 8. 

sham, satn their, theirs, absent or present; to be regarded here as an 
abbreviation of hunkelamsham: p'tfssap sam their father, 101, 11. 
It sometimes stands for m'nalam, p'nalan1; cf. 107, 13. 108, 4. 

Sotne instances are found in the Texts, where the possessive pronoun, 

though used attributively, occupies the place after its noun, instead of pre
ceding it: i' xaks mi thy gain, 59, 22; sheshatuish m'na his marriage fee, 58, 

16. Of. also 54, 4. 59, 12. 94, 8. 10. 109, 3. 

VII. REFLECTIVE PRONOUN. 

When the act of the transitive verb has for its object the subject of the 
verb, this is expressed by a reflective verb. The object of the reflective 
verb is either a pronoun standing separately for itself, called reflective pro

noun, or it i~ expressed synthetically in the verb itself by rneans of a prefix 
or suffix. This synthetic mode of forn1i!lg reflective verbs has been discussed 

previously ( cf Prefixes h-sh-, sh-); but in Klamath another mode is in use, 

which applies only when the pronotninal object is the indirect object of any 

active verb. Gfank, gink takes the locative case-suffix -i, which also occurs 
in tbe pronouns hunf, hukf, panf, and forms the following series of pronouns, 
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when appended to the emphatic pronoun in -tak in the sense of for oneself, 

in the interest of me, him, etc. Of. Emphatic Pronoun, pages 552, 553. 

First person, singular, 
Second person, singular, 
Third person, singular, 
First person, plural, 
Second person, plural, 
Third person, plural, 

nutagianki, nutagink (for nutak gianki) 
. ftagianki, ftakink, itaginggi 
pitagiank, pitagingg 
natakiank, nataginggi 
atakiank, atakinggat 
patakink; hukshagianggi 

This ending is also found appended to the oblique cases of the same 
pronouns; its origin is explained under Suffix -gien, q. v. 

In the third persons of the singular and plural, the change of k and k 
in hunkelatn his, her, hunkish him, her, hunkiash them, renders these pro
nouns reflective. The different cases of pi, pat, sha they can serve as 
reflective pronouns without undergoing any change or suffixation; this is the 
case with pish, pash, push, po' sh, p'na, p'nalam; m'na, m'nalam; shash, shan1. 
Thus we have: Aishish tun1ena shtu'txishalsht pish hliluka Aishish heard 

• that his wives had wept for him in mourning. Of. also, in Modoc war, pi 38, 
10; pu'sh 36, 15. 16; pish 36, 16; p'nalan1 38, 17, etc.; in the northern dia
lect, pi'sh 71, 2. The change from k to k, as observed in verbs, has been 
referred to previously (pages 292. 424), but even in substantives it is some
times observed. When these natives speak of other Indians than then1selves, 
they pronounce: maklaks Indian; but when of thernselves, maklaks. 

The most frequent way of .expressing the reflective pronoun is that of 
appending -tal, -tok to the personal pronoun: 

kitita pitak nkash her (the female wolf's) belly burst, 105, 16. 
shHib6pk hu'nitak he himself perceived; lit. "he observed in his own 

n1ind", 108, 5. 

anku pitak (for pishtak) vul6dshan gi he is splitting wood for himself 

tchashesh nanuk watch tchla/lxa, pitakmani the skunk drowned all the 
horses, itself also, 127, 12. 

mulinank itagianggi! cut some hay for yourself! 

natak shiulagien, shiulagin or shit1la gianggin we collect for ourselves. 
natak hi'shlan we shot people of our own party, 24, 4. 
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VIII. RECIPROCAL PRONOUN. 

This class of pronouns is not represented by special forms, and the 

relation of reciprocity can be expressed only by means of the medial pre
fix sh- or its cotnpound, h-sh-, although shash, sham is son1etimes used as a 

reciprocal pronoun; cf. 58, tO. 13. 61, 14, and Note. There exists an adverb, 

or adverbial phrase, referring to reciprocity: shipapelankshtant a9ainst each 

other, among each other. Personal and emphatic pronouns are often added 

to reciprocal verbs to complete the s~nse by showing in which of the three 
persons the object stands, as we saw it done also in the case of the reflect

ive pronouns. 

shishuka posh ka-a they fight hard among themselves, Mod. 

patak huhashtapkuak stabbing each other themselves, 114, 3. 
pa' t hash taltal they disputed among themselves; 104, 3. 

ge'k shash shiushuak pepewa these girls washed each other. 

IX. EMPHATIC PRONOUN. 

When the run of the sentence causes the speaker to lay emphasis upon • 

pronouns, this is usually done by subjoining t a k, tok to it; or when a 

close connection exists with preceding words or staternents, t a k s, taksh, 

or toks. This chiefly applies to pronouns contained in adversative sen

tences: hutak, hutoks but he; he however, and other terms expressing con-

trast. Cf. kanktak, tanktak. 
Placed after the possessive pronoun, tak, tok means one's own: ge-utak 

tchuyesh hun gi this is my own hat; p'natak kailatat tchia to live in one's own 

country, 39, 7; pitak (for pishtak) shi-ita to daub one's own body over. For 

the third person Modocs possess a special fonn of p'na: htl pe'na she'shash 

shuma1uash that he had written his own name, 34, 6 ; cf. peniak, in Dictionary. 

Another Modoc form is pitakmani, of a reflective signification. 

Personal pronouns having this particle suffixed may be rendered in 

English in different ways, according to the sense. Thus nutak,- nft'toks is 

myself, none but me; I, however, I at least, etc. Ex.: ;ka-i hunk, nutoks wash 

shlin not he, but I, shot the prairie-wolf. In n10St instances, however, nutoks 

stands for myself, ftak, i-itok for thyself, and so the others: pita.k, natak 
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(for nat=tak), a'tak (for a't=tak), patak (for pat=tak). This particle is also 
appended emphatically to some other pronouns, as kanitak? kanitoks? who 

then? ke'tok, ke lish tok she certainly, 189; 7. An etnphatic form is also 
ike, eki for thou j lit. ,, thou here." 

Another series of emphatic pronouns is formed by the suffixed particle 
t a 1 a, abbr. tal, tal, which expresses amazement, surprise, and is not always 
translatable in English. Thus we find: tuatala? what then? what after all? 

158; 56. 173; 3; which kind then? 112, 2. 5. 12; ka tal '(for kan{ tala)? who 

then? 1 ~9; 7. Appended to an adverb, it occurs in 110, 10; hu'-utak tala! 
none but he, or it was himself I 17 3 ; 3. When tala follows personal and 
possessive pronouns, it means alone: nu tala I alone; ge-u tala p'ti' shap your 

father alone; mitala steinash only your heart. This definition "alone" is only 

a specific application of the 1nore general function of this particle: but, only, 

solely. 
THE POSTPOSITION. 

The postpositions correspond, in regard to their signification, to the 
prepositions of Germanic languages, the separable as well as the insepa
rable, but differ from these as to their position in the sentence. They are 
usually placed after, and not before, the noun they govern; hence their 

name. Their natural position is after their complement, although it is 
neither incorrect nor unfrequent to place them before it, here as well as in 
other languages of America. The cause of this is that many of then1 are in 
reality verbs, or derived from verbs, the usual position of which is at the end 

of the sentence, unless for reasons of rhetoric another position be assigned to 
them. Through the law of analogy, the other postpositions which are not of 
verbal descent have assumed the same subsequent position, a circumstance 
justifying the appellation of postposition given to these parts of Indian speech 
in preference to that of preposition. 

Although the derivation of sorr1e postpositions is uncertain, many are 
undoubtedly derived from pronominal roots and forn1ed through nominal 
case-endings. Their number is considerable, and this has pron1pted me to 
place the chapter on "Postpositions" just after that on "Pronouns." It is 
chiefly this class of postpositions which is as frequently found standing 

before its con1plement as after it, especially when their length does not 
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exceed the measure of two syllables. Many of the verbs which figure as 
postpositions -are built up of pronominal roots, as ginhiena, i-ukakiamna. 

Those of our prepositions which are of an abstract nature, as about, in 

behalf of, for, concerning, etc., are expressed in Klamath by inflectional suf
fixes appended to the verb or noun, and all the postpositions we meet are 
of a concrete, locative signification. Even the few temporal postpositions 
are locative at the san1e tin1e. In their purely locative aspect, postposi
tions bear the strongest analogy with the case-postpositions -i, -kshi, 
-ksaksi, -tala, -tana; -tana, abbr. -tan, -ta, is their most comn1on affix; -ksh
is another, and in fact the use of postpositions is nothing else but a further 
extension of the nominal inflection. In gunigshtant beyond, e. g., the pro
noun guni is inflected just like a noun by the postpositions -kshi, -tana, 
-tat or -ti. Muatita southward of is composed of muat south, -ti suffix of 
partitive case, ~tala, -ta toward, and these inflectional terrns of the secondary 
or ternary stage mostly occur in an apocopated form. 

The nominal complements connected with the postpositions derived 
from verbs stand in the san1e case which they would occupy if these post
positions were verbs governing nouns-either in the objective case, which 
in inanimate nouns cannot be distinguished from the subjective, or in the 
locative case (-tat, -at) if rest, and not motion, has to be expressed. Modocs 
frequently use the terminal-an of the present participle where Klamath Lake 
has -a. The majority of the postpositions assumes distributive reduplication. 

Adverb postpositions are those postpositions which are sometimes used 
adverbially without a complement, as ginhiena, kuita, pelui, etc. 

In the following list of postpositions I have marked those terms which 
appear as verbs and postpositions at the same time. For a better study of 

each of the postpositions, readers will do well to consult the Dictionary. 

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL POSTPOSITIONS. 

ginagshtant, ginakshta and ginatant, ginata this side of, on this side, in 

front of: ginatan ko'sh in front of the pine tree; correlative to guni
gshtant. 

ginhiena, d. gigganhiena inside of, within j said of a plurality of subjects; 
also verb and adverb. 
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ginkakiamn~ll around, when the surrounding body is hollow, spher
ical ; also verb. 

giulank, Mod. giulan, past, after; a temporal postposition, derived fr01n 
giula to be over, past. Of. the names of the week-days. 

gunfgshtant, gunikshta; also gunitana, gunitan, kunftan, guni'ta on the 

other side of, opposite to; guni' ta mish beyond you, your house, 183 ; 
17 ; correlative to ginagshtant. 

hintfla, d. hihantila, underneath, under, below; said of one subject that 
has fallen under something; also verb. 

inotila underneath, under; lit. "placed underneath"; also verb. 
i-ukakiamna around, in the neighborhood of. 

i-ukuk and i-ukuk~g inside of, within; said of lodges, etc . 
. i-utamsxa and met'tarnsxa among, amid, between; the latter referring to 

something excavated; also used as verbs. 
fwahak, fwa-ak in the midst of water, Mod. 
fwutit farther off than, beyond. 

yamatitana northward of. 

yuhiena inside of, within; also verb. 
yulalina alongside of, along the brink of, as of rivers; also verb. 
yutila, i-utilan under, underneath; lit. "placed underneath"; used when 

speaking of long objects; also verb. 
kanitant, kanfta, kantan outside of. 

kui and kuitit on this side of, as of a river, hill, ridge. 
kuitana, kuita in the rear of, back of 

lupia and lupitana, lupftan (1) in front of, before, this side of; (2) earlier; 

sooner than. 

lupian on the east side of, eastward of 

lutila inside of, within, speaking of round objects; also verb. 
muatftala, muatita southward, to the south of.· 

pani, panf, d. papani, as far as, reaching up to. 

pat to or of the size of: tx6po pat as thick as th6 thumb. 

pelui down below; farther off than. 

pipelangshta and pipelantana on both or two sides of, from opposite sides. 

p'laftana, p'laita above, higher than. 

• 
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p'le'ntant, pHi/ntan on the upper side or top of some object. 
• bilaak directly toward; taJaak nats toward us, 29, t~; also adverb and 

adjective 
tapi, tapiak later than, posterior to. 

tapitana, tapita, topita after, behind, in the rear of. 

txalam, Kl. tatxelam in thf, midst o}';· between, among, whoo all are on the 
same level. 

txalamtana thro,ugh the midst of; to the west of. The latter may be ex

pressed also by txalmakstant and txalamtitala. 
tu' gshtanta, tugshta on the opposite side of, across, beyond; chiefly refers 

to rivers, waters. 
tUla, tula, tola with, in company of, along with; tula'k (emphatic); ka-i 

tula ~witho ,ut; t(ll' ish with me. The verb is tulha or tula to form a 

party or swarm. 

tuna, tu-una, d. tutana, around; the d. form also means beyond, on the 

other side of, and is chiefly used of mountains. 
tunki'ma all around, when following the line of the horizon; also 

verb. 
tche'k, tsik until, 'till; pitchash tche'k until the fire went out. 

tchutila, tsutila under, below; refers to one subject sitting or lying below, 

utila referring to one long subject; both are used as verbs also. 
welitana, welitan at a distance from, away from. 

wigatana, wikata close to, aside of; wiggata kumetat near the cave. 

THE CONJUNCTION. 

Conjunctions, or conjunctive particles, are .links necessary to bring 
about certain sequential or logical relations in human speech by establish
ing a connection between single terms, phrases, or whole sentences. The 

true function of these particles can in every language be understood only 
after a thorough study of its syntax. 'rhey are the most fanciful and arbi
trary, often intranslatable, parts of human speech, and the literary culture 
of a tongue largely depends on their development and judicious use. The 
classic languages of antiquity and the modern languages of Europe would 
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never have attained their ascendency in the oratorical, historical, and di

dactic prose style without their abundant and most expressive assortment 
of conjunctions. 

We distinguish two principal relations in connecting together words or 
sentences-the co-ordinative and the adversative. Languages of primitive 
culture possess· as 1nany of the latter as of the fonner, because they feel the 

same need for them. Kla1nath can entunerate but very few conjunctions con
necting co-ordinate parts of speech, either nouns or verbs, to each other: 
amka, pen, tchi'sh, tchkash; but the number of conjunctions co-ordinating 
co-ordinate and adversative sentences is much larger. Being a synthetic lan
guage, Klamath expresses many causal, temporal, and modal relations by 
participles and verbals which we would express analytically by distinct 
sentences introduced by a conjunction. This is not a deficiency in the 
language, and moreover it is largely counterbalanced by a wealth of con
junctions introducing subordinate clauses to the principal sentence. 

All niQdes are expressed by conjunctions, as ak, am, ya, and even the 

-at, -t of the conditional mode is the conjunction at, at the time being, agglu

tinated to the verbal stem. Our and has no exact equivalent, but is ren

dered by also or again; our then (ternporal) by afterward, subsequently, the 

particle tchui corresponding accurate! y to the French puis, fro1n Latin postea. 

No Klamath term corresponds exactly to our that, though, although, but the 
language has two distinct ''oral particles" to render our as reported, as I 

hear or heard, as they say or allege. 

All true conjunctions are formed from pronominal roots, and though 

they do not reduplicate distributively, the majority of then1 appears under 
two forms-the sirnple conjunction and the conjunction with suffix -sh ( -s, 

-ds, -dsh, -tch, -ts). This suffixed sound is nothing else but a ren1nant of 
the conjunction tchi'sh, tsis also, too. .So we have Lilnts for Lilu tchish, 
Lilu also; nuds or nu tchish I also; nats for nat tchish we also 29, 18; ha i 
ki-uapkats also if you should tell lies; tche'ks for tche'k tchish and then. In 
n1ost instances the additional idea of also, too, and disappears, and what 
rernains of it is that this enlarged particle poi:.1ts to a closer connection with 

the foregoing than does the conjunction without the suffix. This suffix also 

appears with other particles. 

, 
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Many of the conjunctions are unaccented, and these may be used pro
clitically as well as enclitically. Some conjunctions also have adverbial 
functions. 

Details of the functional peculiarities of the conjunctions are reserved 
for the Syntax. The alphabetic list now following only quotes the principal 
conjunctions and their suffixed forms, without mentioning all of the com
pound ones, as atenen just now, as alleged, and readers · ~re referred to the 
exan1ples given in the Dictionary. 

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL CONJUNCTIONS. 

a, the declarative particle. 
a, -a; see ha. 
a, abbr from at, q. v. 
ak, ak a, aka, ka, kam, ak ya, suppositive a,nd potential, optative par

ticles: "perhaps, possibly, likely." 
ak appended to verbals in -sht and other verbal forms; e. g., pa'ksht 

ak as soon as or after it is dried. 

anl; see kam, utch. 
a1npka, amka (1) or; the Latin vel; (2) lest, unless, or else. 

at, abbr a, a, at the time; now, just now, then, at that time. Coalesces 
with some words and gra1nmatic forms, as in belat for pila at, 
ill6lat for ill6la at, gu'txitkt for gi1txitko at, 112, 9 Co1nposes: 
at a, atenen, atch, atui. 

atui, Kl. at yu, atiu, adverb, inte1jection, and conjunction, just now, 

just then. Of. getui as to the ending. 
gfntak, generally postpositive, thereupon, hereafter; though, in spite of. 

ha, ha, a, -a, interrogative particle, mostly postpositive; la'k, ~fod. for 
le ha ak ~ is it perhaps so? 

hai, a-i, a-f; in Mod. also kai, xaf, with suffix: haitch apparently, 6Vi

dently, as you see, as I see or hear, of course. Of. Dictionary. 
ha, ha', he i/, when, supposing that; enlarged : ha' tch, ha' ts. Its correla

tive is tcha', tche: ha _ _ _ _ _ tcha, if. __ -__ . then. 

humasht, d. humamasht, adverb and conjunction, so, thus; hun1asht 
giug hence, on that account, therefore; humasht shahunk giug for 

the same reason, and other combinations. Of. Dictionary 
.. 
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hunkanti, hunkantcha', hf1ntala therefore, for that reason. 

ya, ya, i-a indeed, surely, really. 

559 

kam (from ak, an1) adverb and conjunction, expressive of desire, hope, 
probability; ct: our adverb fain. 

kayutch, kayudsh, Mod. ka-iu, adverb and conjunction: before, prior to. 

ka-i not, the usual negative particle, is sometitnes used as a conjunction, 
and may even stand at the end of a sentence. 

k'Iewiank, partie. of k'lewi, is used in the sense of subseq~tently 
lish is used as a particle of asseveration and interrogation, answering 

to our "is it not so~" It is derived from le, le, the putative adverb 
not, being its enlarged form·. 

lupiak before, prior to, earlier than. 

mat, apoc. rna, it is said, as they say or allege, as reported; refers to facts 
or deeds spoken of T'ua rna~ what is it? Mat mostly stands 
after the first word of the sentence. 

na-asht, na' sht, nash, nas, Mod. ne-asht, thus, so, as follows; when sonle
body's words are mentioned verbally; often used as adverb. 

nen, abbr. ne, ne, -n, oral particle: as you say, as they say, report, allege, 

_as I hear; used when people make mention of something said, 
spoken, or heard. Tua nen ~ what did you say? nent thus now; 

it is right so, Mod. 
pa, pa, suffixed: pash, intranslatable particle, referring to the subject of 

the sentence. Pa ak, abbr. pa, I do not know. 

pan, pen, pe'n again, hereupon, subsequently; at pan after this, -now, and; 

ka-I pen no longer, no more; tchui pen hereupon; and in numerals. 
Pan is also adverb. 

shuhank=shitko at the tirne when; cf. 109, 12. 
bidsh, ta' dsh, tads, the enlarged form of the adverb tat, is marking an 

unexpected contrast: but, however, though, Not used at the head 
of a sentence. 

tak, tak, tok, tuk, suffixed taks, toksh, tu'ksh, a frequent emphatic7 

adversative, and disjunctive particle, appended to all parts of 
speech; answers best to however, but, though, and in Modoc forms 
a future tense Of. Emphatic Pronouns. 
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tam, tam, interrogative particle, answering to Latin num, an and to the 
French est-ce que ? 

tamu, suffixed tamudsh, (1) interrogative particle; (2) disjunctive con
junction, whether, whether or not. 

tankt after this, afterward. 

tche'k, apoc. tche, tcha; enlarged fonns tchatch, tcheks, tchkash then, 

after, at last, since then. Tcha serves as a correlative particle to 
ha i/, q. v. Of. li'ntchek, under lin. 

tchi, tsi so, thus, in this manner; sometimes used as conjunction, like 
ga-asht, hurnasht, na-asht. A compound is tchi hunk, tchiyunk. 

tchish, apoc. -tch, ··ts, -sh, . postpositive conjunction and the suffixed 
form of tchi, also, too, and. 

tchkash, suffixed form of tche'k and syncopated from tchekash, tche"k a 
tchish, also, finally, tooJ besides. Postpositive like tch~'ksh, tche'ks, 
which is the Modoc form. 

tch1ii, tsui after that, then, su?sequently. Very frequent in historic and 
other narratives, and forrning n1any compounds: tchuyuk, tchu
yunk, tchui pan, at tchui. 

utch, lids, suffixed forn1 of u, hli, if or if not, whether. Appears in corn

pounds only, as kayutch, tamudsh, or when found standing by 
itself it is interjectional. 

lin, ten1poral partic1e, usually added in Modoc to ha i/, lish, and other 
conjunctions for enhancive purposes, and not easily translatable. 
Its con1pound untchek, after a while, sometin1es :figures as a con
junction. 

wak, wak, lik how, how then, why, is also used as interrogative particle 
and conjunction. W akai ~ why not? 

THE ADVERB. 

This part of speech stands in the same relation to the verb as the adjec
tive or "adnominal" stands to the noun; it qualifies and specializes the act 
expressed by the verb in regard to various categories, as degree, quantity, 
space, time, or quality (rnodality). Its natural position in the sentence is 
before the verb, just as that of the adjective, when used attributively, is 
before the noun. 

• 
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Adverbs show no inflection, if we except the distributive form, which 

occurs in some of their number. The gradation of ad verbs is more imper
fect than that of adjectives. 

As to derivation, one portion of ad verbs is forrned of pronon1inal roots1 

which affix different forrnative suffixes to themselves, cases of the nominal 
inflection used in a ten1poral sense, adje<~tival suffixes like -ni, etc., or appear 

in the apocopated forrn of certain adjectives· ati high,/ar' wenni stran.r;e and 
strangely; wika low. Another portion of adverbs is derived from predicative 
raclices. Many of these are forming adjeeti ves also; the ad verb then repre
SJnts the radix without the adjectival ending. Others are verbs, with the 
suffix -·a, appearing as adverbs. 

Some adv(1rbs are at the san1e tin~e postpositions and conjunctions, and 
in a few cases it is even difficult to decide to which one of these three forrns 

of speech a certain particle belongs. 
A gradation is effected for the comparative and 1ninuitive by syntactic 

1neans, ,-iz., by placing two sentences in opposition to each other, just as it 
is done with the adjective. Disjunctive conjunctions are not always used 
for this purpose, and such terms as "In ore" or "less" do not exist. Another 
ffi()(le to effect gradation is to affix -ak to the adverb, a particle which serves 

for rnan y other uses beside : 

M6atuash lt1piak Modokishash Jsedshika the Pit River Indians became 

exhausted sooner than the Modocs: 

m'na ii' nakag rnu' ak t'shr' sht for the time when his little son would grow 

taller, 109, 13. 

The object compared stands in the objective case in the first example. 
and in the gradation of the adjective we observe the same thing. 

Enhancive particles, like ka-a very, 1nu and t{un much, largely, joined 

tu an adverb will place it into what we call superlative. 
The distributive form, which some of the ad verbs posses8, and which is 

rather infrequent with some others. is fonned in the s:.tn13 n1anner as in the 
verb and. noun, as will appear fron1 f1e following instances: 

Modokni lakf Htchlitch shellual the Mod:;;c chief fought bravely 

M6dokni Hlatchlitch shellual nanuk o/ the Modocs every man fought 

bravely 
36 
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tala hemkank' i ! tell the truth I 

tatala hemkank' i! tell the truth in every instance I 

ka-i pelak hemex' i! do not speak fast! (when you ·meet me once). 
ka-i pap'lak hetnex' i! do not speak fast! (evel'"y titue you meet me, or 

each time you converse). 
ma'ntchak gitk after a while. 

mamantchak gitk after a while (severally speaking). 

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL ADVERBS. 

The following list of the more frequently occurring adverbs will ex
hibit to the best advantage the modes of adverbial derivation. Some of 
them are used in very different acceptations. The numerals have branched 
out into two adverbial series, one in -ash, the other in -ni: ndanash to or at 

a third place, and ndani three times; cf. pages 530 to 532. 
Temporal adverbs have all evolved from locative adverbs, and hence 

often retain both significations; all the so-called "seasons" of the Indian year 
ending in -e'tni, -a'tni, as rnehiash~i'n1i in the trout season, may be joined to 
the list below. ~Iany of the ad verbs of rnodality arc formed by iterative 
reduplication, of which only a few e~an1ples are give~ below; other ad verbs 
possess a correlative belonging to the same subdivision. Of. page 262, and 
suffix -li, pages 35~, 515-517. 

Adverbs of quantity and degree. 

ga/tak, ketak, Mod. kanktak so much, enough. 

ka, d. kak, so, thus; derived from the relative pronominal radix, ana 
forming ga-asht, ka-a, kanktak, ka tar~iani, etc 

ka-a, ka-a, ka, ga much, largely, very. 

ketcha, ga' dsa, kedsa a little, a trifle, not much; ketsagak very little 

only. 

mil, d. mu' m, much, largely; the ad verb of n1uni great. 

tu' m much, a great deal; the ad verb of tumi, many. 

tchatchui a great deal; tum tchatchui too much. 

wiga, wika not much, a little. 
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Adverbs of space. 

This class of ad verbs is very nun1erous and multiform, almost all the 
pronon1inal radices having contributed to the list. Sorne of those which 
frequently occur are as follows: 

atl, d. a-ati, far, far off, afar, distantly; high up. 

gen, gin here, right here; gena, gina there now, right here. 

getui at a short distance out. 

gi'nt, gent, genta thereabout, around there, over there. 

gita near by, close to this place. 

gitak right there, close by. 

gitala, getal in that direction, further off. Its correlative is tush tala. 
gitata just here, at this very spot. 

gunigshtant (also postp.) on the opposite side. 

ha, a on the person, on oneself, in one's hand, by hand, at hand; forms 
con1pounds, as gena, tula etc. 

hatak, hatok here, on this spot, over yonder. 

hatakt, hatokt over there (when out of sight). 
hataktana by that spot, through that locality. 

hataktok right there, at the same spot. 

hatkak, hatkok on this very spot or place. 

hi, i on the ground, toward home, at home, at one's camp, close by. 

hita, abbr. hi' d right here, close by. 

hitkshi at this place; from this point. 

hu, hu (Mod. hu, tl) there, here; referring to places visible. and distant or 
above ground, but chiefly appearing as an affix. 

huya near by, in close vicinity. 

I'wa outside of camp, in the mountains or hills; '(wak, fwag a short dis-

tance from home or camp. 

yamatala northward. 

yarra, yena down hill, downward, down stairs. 

yanta (for .yantala) downward. 

ya-uka within that place, ho·use, lodge (Mod.). 
kanf outside, outdoors, without 
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ke, ki, kie right here, here; rnore in use among Modocs. 
kone, kunf, gunf over yonder. 

kui away from, at a distance; kf1ita in the rear. 

kuinag away from town, village, or houses. 

lupf, d. lulpi, firstly (of local precedence). 
lf1pitala eastward. 

n1uatala southward. 

lllllna down below, on the bottom; muna tu, or tu muna, deep down. 

nanukash' everywhere. 

na' shash to another place; cf. Numerals. 
shetatxak half-way up. 

-tak, -tok, particle, suffixed to 1nany local adverbs for emphasis. 
talaak in a straight direction. 

tapf, d. bitpi, lastly, coming last (in space). 
tata, abbr. t:::1t, tat, where, at which place; also interrogative: where? 

whereto? tata-i ~ ·tO here? ka-i tat nowhere. 

ta'tak right there; correlative to gftak, getak. 
ta'taktak right at the spot where. 

txalampani halfways; is adjective as well as adverb. 
txalamtala westward; talaat txalan1tital due west. 

tu, tf1, d. tuta, tut, far off, up there; refers to a great distance, to 
objects within or out of sight on the ground or high above 
ground. 

tuankshi at which spot, where; somewhere; also interrogative. 
tf1ksh from that locality. 

ti1la, tula'k together; is used adverbially and as a conjunction. 
tush, d. tutash, somewhere in the distanc-;, far out; interrog. at which 

(distant) place? enlarged from tu. 
tushak at some other place. 

tushtala toward or at that (distant) place, spot. Of. gitala. 

wiga, wika, d. wi-uka, near the ground, close to, near by,. nigh; not exten

sively. 

wiga-ak not far from. 

wigatak at the same place; together, unitedly. 
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Temporal adverbs. 

at, a, a (also conj.) at the time; now, then; at a}ust now; atutu already. 

getak, ka' tak, Mod. kanktak, finally, at last. 

huya, f1ya for a while, during a short time. 

hunk, hunk, link, a particle expressing distance, and when temporal 
the past tense, though this is not unexceptional. The ~fodocs 
often replace it by hu; no word of English corresponds exactly 
to it. Of. Verbal Inflection, pages 402-404. 

ye, ye now, presently; firstly; Mod. 
yuneksxe'ni between sunset and d~tsk. 

ka-ag, ga-ag, gahak long ago, 1nany years ago. 

kayutch, Mod. kayn, ka-iu (also conj.), not yet, not now; never, at no 

time, not at all; kayak not yet; never. 

kishe' mi, k:lssam, d. kikshe' mi, at sundown. 

luldan1 in the cold season, in winter tirne. 

litxi, litxe in the evening. 

lupf, d. lulpi, at first, firstly. 

lupitana, d. lulpitana, for the first time. 

ma'ntch, d ma'mantch, during a long time; refers to past and future. 

Dirn.rna'ntchak, d. n1ama'ntchak,for a short while, Kl.; quite a while 

ago, Mod. 
n1btlshant, d. rnbutnbushant, on the next morning; next day, to-morrow, Kl. 
men:lk, d. nlnimnak, for a short time. 

nayantka shappesh next month; na-antka shko'shtka next spring. 

nia, d. nfnia, lately, recently; a short or long time ago; n:la sun de last week. 

nink next day, ~fod. 

nishta all night through; at night-time; nfshtak in the same night. 

pa' dshit, padshit or pads hit waita to-day; at the time. 

pata in the warm season, in summer time. 

pen, pen, pan, pen a (also conj.) again, once more, a second time, repeatedly. 

pshe, d. pshepsha, in the day-time. 

pshfkst, d. ps1'psaksht, at noon. 

pshfn at night; psh:lnak d~tring the same night; pshin=tatxelam at midnight; 

nanuk pshin every night. 
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tank, d. tatank, at that time, then; long ago; tank na' sh shappesh last 

month; tankak a short while ago; tankt at that time; tankt at on a 

sudden, at once; tanktak pretty soon, shortly afterward; formerly. 

tapi, d. tatpi (also conj. ), for the last time; at last; subsequently, afterward; 

tapi tita, tapi titna a short time afterward; tina tapi for the last time. 

tata, d. tatata ~ (1) interrogative, when? at which time or period? tata 
mantch ~ how long ago? (2) when, that tinw when; ka-i tata never; 

tatatak at the time when, }ust when. 

tina, d. titna and titatna, once, one time, a single time; at a time; titna 
sometime; titatna a few times, not often; tinatoks some other time; 

tina'k at once; simultaneously. 

tuana, tuan, Mod., always, at all times. 

tft' m frequently; for a long time; a long wh-ile. 

tumeni often, frequently; the adverb of tumi many. 

tush gish that time, then; when? what time? 

tcha, tsa instantly, just now; tclui-u at the present moment. 

tche, d. tchetche, then, at that time; points to the future; .tche-etak at 

length, finally; in time. 

tchek, abbr. tche, finally, at last, in future; is adverb, postposition, and 
conjunction; tcheksh, tch!' g, same meaning; tche'ksla after a while. 

tchushak, tsussak always, constantly, ever; tchushniak forever, unceas

ingly. 

un, ft'n then, sometime; una, una in the past, some time ago; yesterday; 

Una pRhin last night j una gin long ago; unak early in the morning; 

untchek, und~~'k, abbr. undsa', some time from now; unash to

morrow (Mod.). 
waitash, waitan, waita all day long, the whole day; wait6lank, Mod. 

wait6lan, yesterday; lit. "having passed one day"; ht1nkantka 
waitashtka on the same day. 

we, u-e, wa' for some time, for a while; still, even now. 

wigapani for a short while. 

Adverbs of quality or modality. 

ak, hak, or when suffixed -ak, -ag, only, just only, merely, solely. 
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ga-asht, ka-asht, ka-ash thus, so, in this manner. 

hun1asht, d. hun1amasht, thus, so, in this way; humasht gink, humasht 
gisht in that manner; acting this way i hu1nashtak equally, in the 
same 1nanner. 

hun1tsantka in the same way, equally; cf. Dictionary, page 554. 
hunashak groundlessly, in vain; falsely; gratuitously; accidentally~ for~u

itously; ~tnawares; na'nsak (for nayentch ak) has the same 
n1ean1ng. 

i, i-i, e yes, yea, certainly. 

katak, Mod. katchan, truly, surely, certainly. 

ke-una and ke-uni, d. kekuni slowly, gently, loosely. 

ki, ke, Mod. Ide, so, thus; when words are quoted ·verbatim. 
ka-i not; no. 

!6.-i, !6-i badly, wickedly, mischievously. 

-Ia, enhancive particle, · suffixed: ?Yery, greatly. 

le, le not, in a putative sense. 

litchlitch strongly, forcibly, powerfully; adverb of litchlitchli. 
na-asht, na'sht, nas thus, so; refers only to sounds and spoken words. 
nadsha'shak at once, in one batch; also locative and temporal adverb. 

nkillank, kfllan, nkfla, ki'l, d. nkfnkal, kfkal, rashly, quickly, strongly; 
forcibly; aloud. 

pala.k, Mod. pelak, d. pap'lak, pep'lak, fast, quickly, hurriedly; palakak, 
Mod. pelakag, fast. 

patpat, d. papa'tpat, smoothly, Mod.; adverb of .patpatli. 
pfla, pfl, d. pfpil, only, merely, solely; pila'k solely. 

ska, d. skaska, strongly, coldly; also verb. Of. the adjective shkafni. 
t:ila, d. tatala., correctly,· none but, only; talaak rightly, truly. 

tidsh, d. titadsh, well, nicely, adequately; tfdsh gi to be friendly; adverb 
of tidshi. 

tchf so, thus, in this way; 'tchfk (from tchf gi), same signification. 
wak ~ 1\fod. wak, ilk, u'k ~ why? wherefore? somehow; wak gi ~ how? 

wakaf ~ why? wak a giuga ! of course, certainly I wakaktoksh in the 

same manner as; wak gisht ~ in which manner? ilk wep ~ how then? 
Mod. 
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THE INTERJECTION. 

This class of words is composed of exclan1ations resulting from wilful 
or unwilful outbursts of feeling, and may serve to express assent, welcome, 
wonderment, surprise and joy, or terror, trouble, pain, distress and disap
proval. The two kinds of intmjections can be easily distinguished from 
each other: One of them consists of organic words of the language, either of 

. single terms, inflected or not, or of phrases and even sentences; the other 

is formed by inarticulate, natural sounds, representing the crude utterances 
of certain physical or mental feelings. Exclamations of this sort do not 
form organic parts of the language and are not inflected, hence are no 
words in the strict sense of the term. 

A.-INTERJECTIONAL WORDS AND PHRASES. 

As to their origin, the interjections of this class are of the n1ost various 
description. Adverbs and verbs are mainly used for the purpose, often 
with an altered signification. 

atui! now! at once! found in Modoc imperative sentences. 
getak! ga/tak! Mod. kanktak! stop! quit! that's enough! that will do! 

gin ! pl. gin kat! do it! go on! hurry up! 

hagg'i ! haka ! pl. haggat ! Mod. h{tggai e! lo! look here! behold! haka 
ye pa'k ! let me eat first! Mod. 

hatata! implies menace, threats, like the V ergilian quos ego! 

hi! hi-i! hi-itok! . down on the ground! sit down! 

·huya! hu-iya! don't go! stay where you are! 

humasht! that's right! 

hunam~sht~ is that so? indeed? Mod. 
kal'ash! abbr. ka'sh! exclamation heard from old l\'lodoc men. 
kailash shini! the n1ost opprobrious epithet in the northern dialect. 

kapkablantaks! Mod. kapkapagink i ! pl. kakapkagfnk at ! hush up! 

silence ! stop talking about this! 

kuitak ! get away! go back! away from here! 

ke-ash, ka' -ash! bad thing! a term used in speaking to children, derived 
from ku-i badly, and forming the verb k~i-ashtan1na, q. v. 
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leki ! le gi ! pl. Iekat ! quit I stop I cease I don't I 

nent (for nen at)! so it is I that is right! nent nent! right! right! Mod. 
oka-ilagen, d. ok{t-ilagen! Kl. wak hai la gen! certainly I of course! 
pa-ak, abbr pa! I do not know I 

sk6! d skusku! carne up! used when thinking over son1ething not 
ren1embered immediately. 

utch, lids! never mind! don't care if! used when worrying oneself about 
something; ft' tch git gi ! let lJO I quit I stop I 

tcha wai ! well then! for tch{t-u hai now then; tcha wai na ! let us do it 
now! Mod. 

waktchi huk! how curious I (waktchi for wakaptchi, q. v.), 24, 18. 
wakeanhua! wak yanhua! I will be sick if I don't! 

B.-INTERJECTIONS 01!, AN INORGANIC NATURE. 

Ejaculations of this sort do not fonn organic parts of the sentence, and, 
being no words, are excl nded from the rnorphologic part of the grammar. 
They are the true, genuine intetjections, and are nearest related to what we 
call a root, in its abstract, naked form. Indeed, some of these intmjections 
are forn1ing words or derivatives in every language; for KJamath, some are 

n1entioned below and on page 250. In their origin, these derivatives come 
nearest to the derivatives of onon1apoetic roots, as name8 of anhnals, espe

cially birds, as quoted pages 250, 323. Some intmjections are formed by 
iterative reduplication, which appears here as an onomatopoetic element. 
War and dance songs are largely made up of tinmeaning syllables and terms 
which resmnble intmjections of this sort. Repetitions of this smne character 
also occur in such forms as tumi-i-i tut many, many teeth, which stands for a 
superlative of tutni many*, and strongly reminds us of the Semitic t6btob 
very good, from t6b good. 

anana! an ana! expression of bodily pain or distress; from this the 
verb anawt-a to cry anana. 

a'-oho, i-uhu, i-uhuh{t, war cry or yeii comparable to the Greek aAaAd, 

eAcAcv, and forming a verb like this: a-oho=hutchna to advance 
while crying ii' -oho. 

* Cf. Gradation of the Adject i vt>, page 522. 
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e! e-e! 1! an exclan1ation, forming a sort of vocative: tchekan' e a kehi
ush! the sand here is so fine I cf. haggai e, Mod., and page 468. 

ha! haha! The syllable ha imitates sounds uttered by men and ani-
mals. Derivatives: ha/ma, hatn6asha, haha'tamna, etc. 

he-i! he-e! look here I 
kemketn! xemxem! ketnkemtak! silence! hush up! 
o! 6! n1arks surprise, and is often pronounced with inspiration of 

breath. 
tututu! utututu! implies fright, disn1ay, pain. 
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SYNTAX. 

'rhe syntax* of a language deals with that part of its grammar which 

gives a systematic account of the structure of the sentence and its portions, 

selects the ~xisting grammatic fonns? and assigns to them their proper places 
in the composition of the sentence. 

Thus the gramrnatic forms presented by morphology, and the lexical 

treasure of a language furnished by the dictionary are but the raw material 
with which sentences are corn posed conformably to the laws of syntax. The 

words found there become true words only when they become constituents 
of the sentence; and, to reach their full effect, words and sentences have to 
be placed in such adequate logical relation to each other as expresses best 
the meaning of the speaker or writer. 

No sentence can be considered complete in which three elements of 
speech-subject, predicate, and copula (or substantive verb )-are not 

expressed or implied. This is true of all languages, although the rneans 
for expressing the three elements n1ay widely differ, since the predicate and 
the copula are frequently embodied in one and the same word. 

The simple sentence, composed by the above-mentioned three parts 
only, becornes enlarged-the transitive verb by the direct and indirect; the 
intransitive verb by the indirect object or cornplen1ent; and both n1ay 
become qualified by adverbs (or adverbial attributes). Then the subject 
and the objects are qualified by attributes of various kinds, which rnay 

even appear under the form of a whole sentence. Based upon these funda

mental categories of speech, the whole syntactic material divides itself into 
the following chapters: 

The predicative relation. 

The objective relation. 
The attributive relation. 

*The proper signification of the Greek term syntaxis is that of "arrangement", "putting in 
order." 
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Besides this, syntax deals (1) with the various forms under which sen
tences may be addressed to others in the sin1ple sentence-the declarative 
form, the negative form, the interrogative form; (2) with the con1pound 
sentence, and its subdivision into a co-ordinate and a subordinate sentence. 

THE VERB A NOUN-VERB. 

Comparative researches mnbracing languages outside the pale of the 
Aryan and Sen1itic families have disclosed the fact that they do not possess 
a true verb, as we ha,Te, but use terms of a nominal function in its stead, 

which may be best compared to our abstract nouns, to nouns formed of 
verbs, and to participles. This morphologic quality of the verb influences 
not only the inflectional fonns of this part of speech, but also the laws of 
syntax; and investigators of a hitherto unknown language have to consider 
as one of their most in1portant gra1n1natic tasks to ascertain the origin and 
true character of its verb. 

What makes of the Aryan and Semitic verb a true verb is the thorough 
and intimate connection of a radix, assumed to be predicative, with certain 

affixes representing number, tense, mode, voice, and especially with affixes 
representing person. rrhis is so because, in the inflective languages, the 

finite verb is controlled and detern1ined in every instance by the subject of 
the sentence (pronominal. subjects appearing as personal affixes); whereas, 
in the so-called agglutinative languages, the finite verb is partly controlled 

by another agent than the subject. The powerful agency which has fused 
all the above category-signs into words, and has even influenced the vocalic 
part of the radix, is met with only in the two . linguistic families above Inen

tioned; for agglutinative languages, which constitute the great majority of 
all tongues, do not sho·w in their verb the san1e assertive and predicative 

power. 
That the Klmnath verb is a verb of the agglutinative class will suffi

ciently appear fron1 the data contained in this Grammar. But the question 
how far this verb has developed in the way of approaching the standard of 
a truly assertive verb may be considered under two aspects: (1) What are 

the properties which assimilate it to that standard~ And (2) by what pecu
liarities are we compelled to class it atnong the verbs con~tituting a nominal 

.. 
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expression~ It should be remembered here that, at the earliest period of 
its existence, language possessed neither nouns nor verbs, but that these 
distinctions arose only gradually. Whenever the aboriginal n1ind wanted 
to give a nominal character to a radix, it affixed certain pronominal roots 

to it, considered to signify number, location, sex, etc.; when a radix had to 
receive a verbal or assertive meaning, pronominal affixes, pointing to tense, 

mode, person, form, location, and other categories, were placed before or 
after it* But in thus. establishing relation, every nation or tribe followed 
different methods; and thus originated, not the genealogical differences of 
languages, but the difference of their gramn1atic structure. Different nleth
ods were followed because .each nation was in the habit of viewing things 

from different logical or conventional aspects. 

The Klarnath verb approaches the predicative Aryan and Semitic verb 

in the following features: 

a. In what we call the finite forms, the verb is connected with a per
sonal pronoun, figuring as the grammatic subject of the sentence, and not 
with a possessive pronoun, as found in the Algonkin dialects and many 

other American and foreign languages, in the place of a subject, which is 
there only the logical, not the gran1n1atic, subject of the sentence. This 
latter stage is represented in Klamath by some of the verbals, but these are 
pure nominal forms, and do .not exhibit such forn1s as correspond to our 

finite verb. 

b. The majority of the verbal inflectional affixes differ from those used 
in inflecting the noun. The process of incorporating pronominal objects 
into the verb is here in the same stage as in son1e modern languages of 

Europe, viz., only in its beginning. 

c. Klamath clearly distin~uishes between the subjective and the objec
tive case in the adjective, the past participle, the pronoun, and the substan

tive of the animate order, the objective case standing for the direct as well 
as the indirect object. The objective case is formed by the suffix -sh, -s 
with a vowel preceding, but the usual suffix of the subjective case in sub
stantives is -sh, -s also. 

If For further discussion of th1s topic, cf. page 253 of this· Grammar. 
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On the other side, the Klamath verb differs from the true predicative 
verb, and rangesdtself among the noun-verbs of agglutinative languages by 

the following characteristic features: 
a. 'rhe transitive verb is controlled and modified by its object ( espe

cially its direct object), and not by its subject. This becon1e~ chiefly appar
ent by the way in which the distributive fonn of the verb is applied. In 
many intransitive verbs, this form connects itself with subjects standing in 
the plural number; but, fron1 the study of Morphology, it becomes evident 
that the true cause of the reduplicative process in this instance lies i1_1 the 

repetition or severalty of an act or state, and not in the grammatic nun1ber 
of the subject. 

b. The verb possesses no personal inflection, if we except the rudiment

ary agglutination to it of some personal pronouns. It has no real personal 
pronoun of the third person. It has a gramn1atic forn1 for two tenses only, 
and the modal inflection is rudin1entary also. As to number, a sort of 
prefix-inflection is perceptible in a long series of verbs, which tends to 
prove their non1ihal nature. That part of the verbal inflection, which is 

developed more extensively than all the others, is made up by the verbals, 
which, by themselves, are nominal forms. 

c. Several suffixes, inflectional and derivational, serve for the inflection 

and derivation of the noun, as well as for that of the verb. The fact that 
certain nouns can become preterital by inserting -n-, shows better than 
anything else can, the imperfect differentiation between the noun and 

the verb. 
d. For the passive voice, the satne form is used as for the active voice; 

shlea is to see and to be seen. 
~. Some verbs are used as nouns without change-that is, without as

suming the derivational suffix -sh, -s of substantives. But the existence of 

the binary and ternary case-inflection shows·that the inflectional, polysyn
thetic power of the noun, theoretically, almost equals the power of affixation 
in the verb. The mere possibility of a binary and ternary case-inflection 
proves that son1e of the Klamath case-signs are of the material kind of 
affixes, and not of the relational kind, which are not susceptible of any fur

ther affixation to then1selves. The inflective languages have relational case-
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signs only, , and therefore binary and t~rnary noun-inflection 1s unknown 

among them. 
Fron1 all that has been stated heretofore, the conclusion is fully justi

fiable that the Klan1ath verb is not a true verb, but a noun-verb, on account 
of its imperfect differentiation between noun and verb. The lack of inti
mate connection between the subject-pronoun and the identity of the active 
and passive form .also show its true nature. It expresses the verbal act or 
state in its abstract, impersonal, and indefinite form, and, with the particle of 
actuality -a appended, con1es nearest to our infinitive. Thus i yekua anku 
thou breakest a stick could be transcribed in the most literal manner by 
"thou-to break-stick", or in German, "du-brechen-Stock." Whether transi
tive verbs ~tre used actively or passively n1ust be ascertained frotn the con
text,* for the verbal term in this instance contains nothing but the abstract 

idea of ''break." 

THE SUBSTANTIVE VERB Gt. 

The inquiry whether a language possesses a substantive verb to be or 
not, is closely related to the one treated in the previous chapter. Languages 
lacking the verb to be en1ploy, instead of it, other verbs of a more n1aterial 
Rignification, use more auxiliary verbs or even particles, overloading the 
gramn1ar with forri1s; or use attributive verbs-a clun1sy expedient, which is 
attained only by verbifying the substantive, adjective, pronoun, and even 
particles. By all this, nothing more is attained than what we reach by using 
our short verb to be. The existence of this verb testifies, not only to a con
siderable power of abstraction and reflection on matters of language, but is 
generally associated with a tendency of the language to becon1e analytic, 
and to divest itself of the embarrassing wealth of synthetic forms. 

'*The neareRt approach to a verb in this condition, which I was able to find, is contained in FR. 
MOLJ,ER, Novara-Reise, linguistischer Theil, 1867, page 247 sqq., where the author speaks of languages of 
Southern Australia. I subjoin an extract in the words as used by Professor MuLLER: "In anstralischen 
Sprachen wird diesel be Form activ nnd passiv gebraucht, die letztere jedoch mit Objectivpronomen: 
pun tan pan, ich schlage, <loch nicht 'scblagend ich '; pun tan tia, ich werde geschlagen, wortlich,: schlagen 
micb.' Das dortige Verb ist demnach ein abstractes Nomen, nnperl"onlich zu fassen und erst dann aus~ 
serlich auf das Nomen bezogen. Die Handlung tritt abstract, unpersonlich ein und wird erst da mit 
einem Subject oder Object in Verbindung gesetzt: 'das Sch1agen trat ein nnd icb vollfiihrte es.' Sub~ 

ject und Pradicat sind nur ausserlich auf einander bezogen; das Pronomen, das das Verbum begleitet, 
ist indess etets ein rein eubjectives." 
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I{lamath is a1nong the languages possessed of a true substantive-verb, 
the inflection of which is well-nigh as complete as that of any other noun

verb pertaining to this language. Its presence accounts for the relative 

scarcity of attributive verbs, like kt:Hpka to be hot, n1a'sha and shila to be sick, 
shu{tlka to be wann, tchkawa to be cold. It is the only auxiliary verb of the 

language 1n forn1ing periphrastic and other conjugational forrns ( cf. -uapka 
of the future tense). But besides the abstract signification of to be, the verb 
gi has other tneanings of a n1ore conct~ete nature- to becmne; to belong to; to 
do, perform; to say-all of which, together with the origin of gi, have been 
discussed at length in a chapter of Morphology. Here we are concerned 
only in the signification to be, though the earlier meaning of a casual, acci
dental existence is still as frequently implied by it as that of real, essentia 
existence. The various definitions are exemplified at length in the Dic

tionary and Morphology. In periphrastic conjugation, gi is the real sub

stantive verb; in other connections, it is sometimes replaced by tchia to sit, 
stay, live, dwell, in sentences like the following: 

pi a tchia tchfshxeni he is at home. 
na1am p'tisha:p, kat p'lai tchia our Father, who i.s above, 139, 1. 

In short sentences, rapidly spoken, it is often omitted by ellipse: 

ka1am hut unak ~ whose boy is this? 
kalam i-utila ~ whose is that thing below? 
kalam getant~ whose is the thing on this side? 
kalam ge p'lentan ~ whose is the thing here on the top? 
kaknegatko tni shul6tish your dress is dirty. 

Further instances of the various uses of the verb gi, not previously 
mentioned, are as follows: 

( 1) gi .to be, of casual existence ; the Spanish estar: 
hut snawedsh kui gi k'lekenapkuk that woman is so sick that she will die. 
f>ukskni toks lapl'k (for la,'pi gi) but of the Lake men, there were two. 
hitak a keknish gi ati here heavy snows have fallen. 
ha k6-idshi wawakish gi when the ears are ~isshaped, 91, 8. 

tu katan hi ki! over there at the lodge she is, I suppose, Mod. 
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(2) gi to become, to begin to be, to turn into: 

ati hu'k luldam gi't! that winter would become too long, 105, 9. 
nu gemptcha pshe-utiwashash gftki gi I declare (nu gi) the human beings 

must become so, 103, 11. 12. 
Modokfshash "B6shtin giuapk" kshapa they declared the Modocs wanted 

to become Americans. 

(3) gi 'to be, of real existence; the Spanish ser: 

tatkni i gi~ where are you from? 

kani gi~ who is it? who is he? 

muni nulaki gi I am a powerful ruler, 192; 8. 
tupaksh taksh i lin ge-u gi! you certainly are my sister! 

The three syntactic relations of human speech n1anifest themselves, in 
analogous shape, in the simple and in the compound sentence. These rela
tions are the predicative, the objective, and the attributive relation. They will 
be treated in the same order as now mentioned. 

THE PREDICATIVE RELATION. 

It is the relation existing between subject and verb, or, to use a tern1 
more adapted to the Klamath language, the relation between subject and 
noun-verb. It includes the whole syntax of the verb, excepting only the 
relation of the verb to its object and (adverbial) attribute. When the pred
icate is not a noun-verb, but a noun (substantive, adjective, pronoun), this 
noun connects itself with the subject either by the verb gi to be or some 
other term replacing it, as shesha to name, call, k'Ieka to become, turn into, 

73, 6, etc. Concerning appositions, cf. "Attributive Relation." 
The adjectives in -ni, -kni often express relations which, in English, 

are rendered by a prepositional or adverbial phrase, and have to be consid
ered as adv~rbs; e. g.: Kaimom yamakni gi Kaimom is from the north; p'lai
ta1kni tchushnini tchfa God lives forever. 

A nominal predicate always agrees with its subject in case, but not 
always in number. 
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THE SUBJECT OF THE VERB. 

The subject of the noun-verb, or, as I will henceforth call it for con

venience, of the verb, stands in the subjective case, whether it appears as 

substantive, adjective, participle, or pronoun. This, of course, applies only 

to the su~ject of the finite verb; the subject of verbals, as the verbal defi
nite and indefinite, follows other rules to be mentioned below. When the 

subject is a personal pronoun, it is often repeated and, curiously enough, 
without any special emphasis being attached to it: 

tfds taks mi' sh ni kuixa n1's ni I know you 'Pretty well, 65, 10. 
tankt ni sna'kelui-uapka ni then I shall remove (him), 59, 17. 

Especially in songs subject-pronouns are scattered in profusion; cf. 

pages 176-178 and first Note. Just as frequently, a personal pronoun is 

omitted altogether whenever it can be readily supplied from the context. 
So, in 30, 7, nat we is omitted before ga-ft'lxa, because it stands in the sen

tence preceding it; cf. also at ye before pa-uapk, in 70, 4. 

When a transitive verb is used passively, the grammatic subject stands 

in the subjective, and the person or thing by which the act is performed in 

the possessive case, which often figures as the logical subject;* or it h~ 

expressed by a possessive pronoun. 
That an oblique case can figure as the subject of the sentence, as in 

Sahaptin dialects, of this we have an instance for an intransitive verb in 

the incantation 158 ; 48: kailanti nft shilshila, which is interpreted by the 

Indians themselves as: "I, the earth, am resounding like thunder within 

(-nti) myself." An oblique case thus figures as the verbal subject. This 
recalls the circumstance that, from certain case-forms, as yamat north, 
ka'mat back, Ie-usham flower, new substantives originate with the above as 
their subjective cases. 

The plural number of the subject of the sentence may be indicated in 
the following different ways: 

a. Plurality is indicated analytically by adding to the noun a numeral 
or an indefinite pronoun, like kinka, tumiaga a few, nanka some, nanuk all, 
tumi many. 

*From HoR. HALE'S Notes on the Nez-Perce Language and PA~DOSY's Yakarna Grammar, we 
gather that in some Sahaptin dialects the subjective case is supplanted by the possessive, even when 
the verb is used in the active sense. 
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b. Plurality is shown by th8 noun being a collective, or one of the sub
stantives designating persons, which possess a form for the real plural. 

c. The large majority of substantives having no real plural, their plu
rality is i~dicated in the intransitive verbs connected with them by the 
distributive form of the verb, and in a few transitive verbs, like sta-ila; 
luela, by a special form which has also a distributive function. 

d. When there are but two, three, or, at the utmost, four subjects to 
certain intransitive verbs, the dual fonn of the latter will be used. Of. 
Verbal Inflection, pages 43 7-441. 

PERSONAL INFLECTION. 

In his choice between the analytic and one of the synthetic forms 
combining the subject and object pronoun into one word with the verb~ the 
speaker is guided entirely by the impulse of the moment. If he intends to 
lay any stress on the personal pronoun, he will place it at the head of the 
sentence, or at least before the verb, which usually stands at the end, or he 
repeats the pronoun. The synthetic form of the subject-pronoun is less 
frequent than the other, and not every person has a form for it. In the 
second person of the plural it might be confounded with the imperative, 
and hence it is more frequently used only in the first singular and plural 
and in the third plural. Object-pronouns, like mish thee, to thee, are placed 
between the verb and the subject-pronoun: · 

shli-uapkamsha they will shoot you (for mish sha). 
ne-ulakuapkamshni I shall punish you. 

A list of all the possible syntheses of personal pronouns is presented 
above (pages 548. 549). 

TENSE-FORMS OF· THE VERB. 

There are only two tense-forn1s of the verb-the simple verb-form, 
generally ending in -a, and the form of the incompleted act, with suffix 
-uapka. Nevertheless all tenses of the English verb can be expressed with 
accuracy by these two forms, when supplernented or not by ten1poral par
ticles, and by the substantive verb gi in its various inflectional forms. rro 
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what extent the category of tense permeates other modes than the declara
tive, to which the present chapter chiefly refers, will be seen in the chapter 

of ''The Modes of the Verb." 

THE FORMS OF THE PRESENT TENSE. 

Klamath distinguishes three varieties of the present tense by separate 
1i 

forms in the declarative n1ode. The other rnodes are represented by a con-
ditional, two imperatives, a participle, and some verbals. 

A.-The pure present tense, as contained in sentences like we are walking, 
it is raining, is expressed by the nude form of the verb. This form is, in the 
northern dialect, usually preceded or followed by the declarative particle a, 
which here serves also to indicate the tense. Modocs generally omit this 
particle, but in both dialects other particles can supplant it to point to the 

present tense. Connected with ha i/, when, this tense also forms conditional 
sentences, and often stands where European languages use their conjunctive 

mode. Examples: 

ke a shudsha anku he is burning wood. 
kelpka a :ilnbu the water is hot. 
tam nush i 16la ~ do you believe me 1 
at wawapka we they are still sitting (there). 

at a pan pala-ash ye are eating bread. 

B.-The usitative form of the present tense, describing habit, custom, or 

practice, constantly observed, expresses it in a presential form by appending 
to the verb -nk (-ank, -ink etc.) in Kl., -n (-an, -in etc.) in Modoc. In form 
it coincides with the participle of the present, but being connected with the 
personal pronouns, it serves the purpose and has the function of a finite 
verb. It occurs when habits and custon1s of individuals and tribes are 

sketched, though the naked verb appears in this function just as frequently: 
ilx6ta, ilktcha, 87, 4, 6; shudsha; 90, 9. On the origin of the suffix -nk, -n, 
see Participles. 

maklaks kiuka yunk flags the people stick out flags obliquely, 134, 3. 4. 
papkashti shu'tank box they make a coffin of lumber, 87, 2. 

sha shi patxukank they were repeatedly eclipsing ea.ch other, 105, 2. 
lushnank sha shne'lakshtat they roast it in the fire-place, 150, 7. 
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vunip sbulsheshlank they play the stick-game with four sticks, 79, 2. 
tamadsank tewas they fasten _the net on the bow, 149, 22. 

na' sh kaHatoks tchpi' nualank they bury at one place only, 88, 1. 
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tsui mantsak mbusa'lank or mbusa'lan gi and he lived for a while with 
(her), 77, 2. 

rrhis same tense-form in -nk, · -n occurs sometimes in sentences which 

contain no usitative verb; still, a finite verb is expressed by it, and the sen

tence is often of an imperative or jussive character: 

tchuleksh ish tchileyank ! give me a piece of meat I 
nush tua tchileyank i! give me something (soft or flexible)! 
knu'ksh ish neyank! ,qive me some thread! 

Other instances will be found under Participles; see below. 

C.-The simultaneous tense-form is employed to show that an act was 

performed or a state existed }ust then, right then and there, at the time referred 

to, either sin1ultaneously with another act or state mentioned, or following 

this act in irnmediate succession. It is n1arked by placing the en1phasis 

upon the last syllable of the verb; the verb is then frequently accompanied 

by particles specifying the tirne. Whether, in oxytonizing these verbs, the 

declarative particle ha, a has coalesced with the terminal -a or not depends 

_9n the contents of the phrase or sentence; cf. Note to 54, 9. This accent

uation is not peculiar to any tense, and may be also due to other causes to 

be specified below. 

a. Foll9wing are ·some instances which refer to a present tense: 

tsui huk k'leka tawi'sh then the bewitched one dies, 62, 3; cf. 66, 1. 

ki-i-a a nen she lies when saying this, 64, 4. 
pitchka a loloks the fire is out, or has gone out. 
saka a po'ks then they eat camass raw, 7 4, 5. 

!fa-i spuni vushuk they do not give (her), bein,q afraid (of him), 9 3, 1. . 
The class of verbs mentioned on page 239 often or usually bears the 

accent on the last syllable, because they suggest an inunediate or sirnulta
neous act. 
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b. In the following instances oxytonized verbs refer to acts performed 

simultaneously with others in the historic past, or at another time bygone: 

ki'lilks shlaa they th~n perceived the dust, 29, 7; cf. 65, 9. 
tsui. nat wawapk k'makka nat then we sat down and were on the lookout, 

29, 13. 
tsf ha'mkank shapuk so she said when speaking about it, 65, 13. 
wudoka hushts6xa sha they struck and killed him right then and there, 

69, 1. 

lupi' hunk shpunkanka, tchu'i la_kiala first she kept, then married him, 

55, 18. 
tchulhiula tch'u'nk, guka at he took off his shirt, then clirnbed up,. Mod. 

a'tunk atf kedsha 'apata kalo when it had grown high, it touched the sky, 

Mod. 

In several instances the possibility exists, however, that this oxyton

ized verb is but an apocopated participle in -tko ( cf. paha dried, 7 4, 6; 

nxitsa atrophied etc.), or that an enclitic term following has attracted the 

accent to the last syllable. Of. what is said on Enclisis, pages 240-243, 
and guhua nish I am swollen, 13H, 3; k'leka taks nu but I am dy.ing, 138, 6; 
_k'lakuish gint nush after I have died, 64, 15; ana nat we took with us, 31, 6; 

taw£ shash he bewitches them, 62, 3. 

THE PRETERIT TENSES. 

All our preterits, as the past, perfect, and pluperfect tense, are ren

dered. by the simple noun-verb, and can be distinguished from the present 

only through the syntactic connection or by the addition of ten1poral ad

verbs. These latter being frequently omitted, the run of the sentence is 

often the only point by which tense can be discerned. In the other modes 

the preterit is represented by the verbals and a participle. 

A.-Past and perfect. These two tenses of the English gramn1ar are 

not distinguished fron1 each other in Klamath. Transitive and intransitive 

verbs may or may not assume, either before or after the verb, the adverbs 
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huk, hunk, hun, and hu, designating the past tense. These adverbs are 
locative and tmnporal simultaneously*, their use implying the idea that 
what is performed in places locally distant is ten1porally distant also when
ever it con1es to be spoken of. Therefore their use is not strictly limited 
to the past, but applies also to other relations distant in time; cf. 105, 8. 

hu'k refers to acts performed in presence or absence of the one speak

ing or supposed to speak. 
hunk refers to acts performed or states undergone near to or far away 

from the one speaking. 
hun refers to acts performed on inanimate things, present or visible. 

It also refers to thoughts and abstract ideas. 
hu in Modoc stands for all the three above-na1ned particles of the Kla

math Lake dialect, which appear in Modoc also, and in the san1e func
tions. 

The above-named particles are often connected with or replaced by 
other adverbs, as tchui, nfa, una, tak, toksh. With tchui, they form com
pounds, like tchuyuk (tchui huk), tchu'yunk (Kl.), tch'hu'nk, tchu'nk 
(~Iod.), and others. Of. pages 402-404. 

tam haitch insh hunk lola tchui ~ did you believe me then? 

ndani waitulan nfa mi suentch !fayeke your baby died three days ago, 

Mod. 
nushtoks ma;klaks shlea people have seen me, Mod. 
pa-ula toks nu pa' dshit I ate just now, Mod. 
una nu pa-ula I ate some time ago. 

i nush tula hunk wuduka hunksh you and I struck him. 

i unk (for hunk) ha'ma you were shouting. 

B.-.Pluperfect tense. This tense points to the priority of one act to 
another connected with it syntactically in the same sentence. Although 
the Klamath has no special form to express this tense, it is clearly pointed 

out by the logical connection, or by particles, grammatic and derivational 
forms of the language, in n1any different ways. 

* Local ad verbs and ot.her par'(jiCle~:~ often assume temporal sjgnifications. Cf. the adverb always; 
the German hiiuftg. 
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(1) Two or more co-ordinate sentences contain each a verb in the past 
tense, one of which the English language would render by the pluperfect 
tense: 

samtsalxa hu'k a gen tawi; tu' tawipk.----- tankt tawi'pk she discov

ered that he had bewitched that man; that he had bewitched him out 

there; that he had bewitched him at that time, 64, 2. 3. 
tsui hu'k na's huk{tyapk ma'ns i-u'ta than the one who had retired to the 

woods shot for a long time, 23, 21. 

na-ans shlin wa'k he had shot another man in the arm, 24, 1. Cf. stiltchna, 
43. 22; spuni, 20, 18. 

(2) The verb expressing the act previously accomplished stands In tne 
presential tense-form, and is connected with the other past tense by rneans 

of the particle at, then to be rendered by after, though its original rneaning 

is now. now that. 

lalaxi shuggulaggi at, Tchmu'tch hamexe after the "chiefs" had assem

bled, Riddle said, 41, 20. 
hu'yuka sha hu'nk kta-i at, tchui sha mak;laks puelhi' after they had 

heated the stones, they threw the people into (the bucket), 112, 21. 

kayuds huk k'la'kat (for k'leka at) he had not died yet, 24, 6. 

The conjunction at may be accompanied or even supplanted by other 
temporal particles, as tchf1i, tch'hu'nk, atch'unk (for at tchui hu'nk, Mod.), 

tchu yunk, hu tankt, (Mod.) etc. 

(3) The verb containing the act performed previously to another act 
may be expre~sed by one of the verbals. In this case, there is only one 

finite verb in the sentence, for all the verbals represent non1inal forms. 
The verbals are those in -sh, with their case-forms (-sham etc.), in -uish and 

in -sht. 

efxishtok Mu'shash k'leka Tchashgayak but after (or while) Southwind 

had put his head out, Little Weasel died, 111, 9. 

tu gena M6atnash k'lawisham at away went the Pit River Indians, now 

that (firing) had ceased, 20, 5. • 
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Kernu' sh i-a' sh tudshampeli shu' dshan gankanktchuish ICemukdmtch 
carried willows on his back to build a fire after ( Aishish) had gone 
huntin,q, Mod. 

n6ksht-ak sha ktai i' xakpele after stewing, they took out the stones again, 
113, 2; cf. 113, 9. 

Aishish shataldi'ldamna ati at ;kedshisht Aishish looked down constantly 
till after it (the little pine tree) had grown tall, 95, 3. 4. 

Kemft'sh kshelui u'nk me-itkasht hft'nk we-uHi'kash K'm~tlcamtch lay 
down close to the fire after the wives (of Aishish) had gone to dig roots, 
Mod. 

( 4) Pluperfects may also be rendered by participial forn1s, the present 
participle being more frequently used for this purpose than the past participle. 

(a) Present participle in -nk, Mod. -n: 
kayak wempelank k'leka having never fully recovered he died, 65, 20. 

Skelarntch shanatchvu'lank nelxa m'na tchuyesh Old Marten, after tak

ing off his hat, laid it down, 112, 18; cf. 112, 13. 

gatpamnan ldiilatat wawalxa having arrived on the ground, they sit down, 
85, 2. Mod. 

tchi' sh shnelxan shemashla having burnt down the lodge, they remove else
where, 85, 13. Mod. 

This construction is quite analogous to the use made in English of the 
participle in -ing; in French of the participle in -ant. 

(b) Past participle in -tko: 
hekshatlekitko k'lexapkash watch gena the horse. walks carrying the 

body; lit. ''having been made to carry the body transversely", 
85, 4. 

gelxalgitk hu'kanshampele having climbed down he hurried out again, 
112, 11. 

(fi) The most expressive way of rendering the English pluperfect is 
the use of the cornpletive form in -6la, -1Ha, which the rnajority of verbs 
can assume. Generally the participle in -6lank or one of the verbals serves 
the purpose, and at times the participle present of those verbs of motion 
which can assume the suffix -tka ( -tkank, Mod. --tkan) is used instead. Of. 
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List of Suffixes, -6la, -tka. A temporal conjunction, like at, tchui etc., often 
accompanies these forms 

lapeni wait6lank, illol6lank after two days, years had elapsed, Kl. 

at nat neli'nulank at gempele after having scalped kin,~ (lit. "having fin

ished scalping"), we returned home, 30, 20. 

tchui s?a lu'lalxa pa-ulank and having done eating they went to bed, 113, 11. 

kshatgatnu'lank shiuga swiwedsh having drawn out the woman he killed 

her, 111, 17. 

shu-fttanku'lash tche'k after having concluded peace, 39, 13. 

THE FUTURE TENSES. 

The future 1narks an act or state not yet begun, or only intended, or 

an act or state -begun but not yet cornpleted. It i~ expressed by the suffix 
-uapka, a con1pound of the verb wa to stay within, to exist, live, and the dis

tancial suffix -pk;, ( cf. Buffixes, -apka, -pka ), which has assumed here a tenl

poral function.* In the northern dialect, -uapka is the most frequent mode 

of expressing the future tenses in principal and in incident clauses, whereas 

the southern or Modoc dialect is apt to substitute for it the nude verbal 

stem with -tak, -tok (not -taksh, -toks) appended. This is done, e. g., when 

one sentence is subordinated to another, the particle then appearing in one 

of the two or in both, often accompanied by un, U.n. Instances of -tak to 

indicatE? the future tense are not frequent in the northern dialect; k'laluitak 

ni I might die, 129, 4, is the conditional mode, and could be spelled k'lakat ak. 

Verbs with the suffix -uapka assutne various rnodal functions, to be 

sketched below. This tense forn1s no conditional in -t, but otherwise pos

sesses all the grannnatic forms of the simple verb in -a, -i etc., and can 

almost be regarded as forming an independent verb for itself. 

Verbs in the -uapka form are put to many different uses, all of which 

have this in con1mon, that they point to an act or state not yet begun or 

completed. The scarcity of temporal forms in Klatnath has accumulated s > 

many functions upon this suffix, that adverbs and conjunctions lllUSt SOllie · 

tirnes be employed as helps to distinguish one from another. 

lf The same suffix, -uapka, appears also in a contracted form as opka, -iipka, forming desiderative 
verbs. Mentioned under Suffix -opka, q. v. 
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The various future tem;es designated by -uapka and -tak are as follows: 

A.-The future simple, pointing to the occurrence of an act at a future 

epoch more or less rernote. Temporal particles serve often to specify the 
time, tchek being one of the most frequent among them; cf. 59, 17. 

medshampeli-uapk nu I shall remove to the former place again. 

nad ke'ksh vutukwipka we will club him. 

undsa/ ni ne-ulakuapk some time hence I shall arraign (her), 65, 1. 

tankt ni sha' gsuapk this time I will speak out my mind, 65, 3; cf. 59, 17. 
kawalia'kuapk sa'-ug believing they would ascend, 29, 15. 

mish nu shpuhikta.k I shall lock you up, 36, 3. Mod. 
tidsh hunk gi'uapk he will act rightly, 59, 21; cf. 22. 

wakak hunk tchiuapk~ how will they live? 105, 8. 

The particle hunk, usually 1net with son1e preterit tense, accompanies 

the future in the two last examples. 

B.-The anterior future, Lat futurum exactum, indicates the completion 

of an action or state before another ·will take place at a tirne to corne. 

tua ni ·shuta'-uapk shiugok~ what would I have profited if I had killed 

him? 64, 12; cf. 13. 
ha i mbusea1p'luapk, spulhi-uapka m'sh ni if you live with her again, I 

shall imprison you, 60, 21. 
ha i paltak (for palla tak), spulhitak sha nush un if you steal, they will 

lock you up, Th-l<?d.; cf. 39, 21. 

0.-'rhe form -uapka also serves to designate acts or. states which had 

to be performed or undergone at a tin1e known to be past when n1ade men

tion of. _ \Ve circumscribe this by had to be done, had to occur, was or were 

to do, etc. 

tsui tchi'k sa waltakuapk and afterward they were to deliberate (again), 

65, 15. 

hi'·-itak tchui tchi' -uapk here he was going to stay, 95, 6. 

huk ku' meti kektchannapka they were to be withdrawn from the cave, 

42 1 21. Mod. 
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hushtankuapka mbil'shan they were to meet the next day, 41, 12. Mod. 

gatpampeli-uapka sha at they had almost reached their home, ~fod. 

D.-This suffix has also a sort of usitative function in describing acts 

habitually done, under certain conditions or at certain seasons of the year, 

and therefore prospectively to be performed also in future times under like 
conditions. In this sense, the future is used in many other languages also . 

nad gita pienuapk p6lokuantch, ktalowalshuapka we shall there scrape 

up chrysalids, gather pine-nuts, 75, 3; cf. 12. 
nash sapash gepgapeliuapk, tsialsh kawi tchish epkuapk in one month 

they will or would return; salmon and lamprey-eels they will bring, 

93, 4; cf. 3. 

E.-The future in -uapka is used to express the idea of compulsion 
by force, by nature, or by imperative con1mand of others. Of. "Methods 

to express compulsion" (below). 

F.-The future in -uapka is used in its verbals, or connected with vari

ous particles, to express the ideas of possibility and volition. Of. "Modes 

of the Verb." When connected with ha if, or other conditional particles, 
it fonns conditional sentences. 

MODES OF THE VERB. 

Of the three modes of the finite noun-verb-the declarative, the con
ditional, and the imperative-only the first and last show the beginnings 

of an incorporation of the personal pronoun. The conjunctive, optative, 

and potential of other languages are here expressed analytically by par

ticles added to the two first-mentioned modes, and these are spoken of 

under separate headings. 

THE DECLARATIVE MODE. 

It corresponds very closely to the indicative of European language~, 
and has been treated of at length under "Tense Forms", pages 579 sqq. It 

is used in the style of historic narrative, in queries and replies, in affirma

tive, negative, and interrogative sentences, in conditional sentences when 

formed, e. g., with ha if, and often serves where we would use the con
junctive or another mode. 
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THE CONDITIONAL MODE. 

Verbs in the conditional mode introduce an act performed or a status 
undergone under a certain cond,ition, which is either enunciated by a sep
arate, often incident or participial clause, or silently understood and ad
mitted. The origin of the suffix -t, from: at now, then, at the time, readily 
suggests all the uses to which this n1ode can be put. The hearer is notified 

by it that such an act took place ''under such tmnporal conditions", or 
"under these circumstances." 

The various uses to which the conditional n1ode is put will appear 

n1ore clearly by distinguishing those instances which connect a conditional 
sentence 'Nith _it· from those which present that mode standing alone for 
itself. The verbal conditional will be considered separately. 

A.-The conditional tnode, when accompanied by a verbal or a condi
tional sentence, is often connected with the potential particle ak or its com
binations. The idea of possibility thus becomes more apparent. By a sort 
of syntactic attraction, both correlative sentences sometin1es place their verb 
in the conditional mode. 

k'lakat n' u'nk shHi-6k 1 may die for having seen (the spirit), 129, 5; cf. 

130, 3. 
hissunuk tchatch ni' sh ka-i sift' gat when songs are applied as medicine, 

then it may possibly not kill me, 1 ~9, 5 . 
. ha nen wa' g'n ka' git, enank i'lktcha when no wagon is at hand they carry 

him out for burial, 87, 5. 
shle-uta nu mish she want a when I find it I will give it to you. 

lia nu nen h6tchant, shlit nish a .nen if I had run away they would have 

shot-" me, they said. 

ni ka-i spulhit sxokti' sht nish I do not imprison him provided he has 

paid me, 62, 5. 

sta-6tank kaitua pat while fasting he would eat nothing, 83, 2. 

Also the passages 105, 8. 9; 14 7, 13. 

B.-The conditional mode, when standing alone for itself-, generally 

corresponds to the English verb accompanied by the auxiliaries would, may, 
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might. The other sentence needed for completing the sense is here sup

pressed, and its contents have to be supplied by the hearer. The particles 
ak, kam, etc., added to the form in -t, give it the character of a special rela
tion, as that of volition, possibility, etc. 

pi ak shuint (for shuinat) he can sing; supply "if he wants to sing." 
hu'nk ak taksh lin nil shleat I can see him; supply "if I choose." 
nu' kam hi' tksh telulit I wish to look down from there, 192; 4. 

ka-itat sa nelli'nat, hu'shtchok'huya hak sa they would never scalp (ene
mies), they only killed a few (of them), 19, 4. 

gita tchipash ka-i tu'm kedshant not much tchipash-grass will grow here

about, 149, 10. 
w6kslat, w6kash shuUi'shlat, awo'lat, peksat shiulina they may collect, 

grind, and cook the pond-lily seed, and rub it fine upon the metate; 

supply "whenever they camp out there", 74, 7-9; cf. 15. 

tua kam a nu kit shashapkeat I do not know what story I am going to tell 

you, Mod. 
ka-i hunk shHi-at hu'nkesh kHi'mat sk6kshash I may possibly not see 

the dead man's spirit in the fish, 129, 7; cf. 1. Of. also 120, 17. 

hu'nk ka-i mat pi'sh siukat I did not kill him, as alleged, 64, 5; ka-i nu 
hu' nk siugat I have not killed him, 64, 11. 

It has been stated above that conditional sentences, when introduced 
by partides, like ha, tcha, at, taksh, are just as often expressed by nwans 
of the declarative n1ode of the present and of the future. The "LBgal 
Oustotns", pages 58-62, ·afford many instances; cf. also 38, 20; 65, 6. 7; 

113, 17. 
THE IMPERATIVE MODE. 

This mode fulfills the same office in Klamath as in English, though it 
differs from it by being generally accompanied by a personal pronoun, 
except in the third persons. In such sentences as vf1lx' ish tala! lend me 

money! the pronoun i thou has coalesced with the i- of nish, apheretically 

ish me, to me. This sentence tuay be expressed also by: tala ish vulxi! 
In the chapter on "l\fodal Inflection", morphological part, the uses of 

the two forms of the imperative-the imperative proper and the exhortative 
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form-have been discu~sed, though it will be appropriate to add a few more 
syntactic examples here for illustration. The future in -uapka, which has 
no exhortative form, is sometimes supplanting the imperative under certain 
conditions. 'Ve also find the participle in -nk, -n replacing the imperative, 
but rather unfrequently; cf. "Usitative tense-form," page 581, and below. 

gen' i ! go thou I sx6tk' ish! cross me over! 
spixi a na! now let us pull! gena-atak na! let us go there! 
nanuk tids wawalxat! all of you stand up straight! 90, 14. 
kti walxat na-entch tchkash! post ye up another man besides! 22, 15. 
ka'hlantak na un ! let us enter now I ~fod. 
i shutetki! let thou perform! 139, 6. 
u'ts gint, shlitki nush! never mind, let them fire at mel 22, 10. 
ka-i i teltkitak! yo·u must not look downward! Mod. 
tchelxan! sit down I nush tchileyan i gi ! give it to me I Mod. 
tch{Ileks ish tchileyank i ! give me some meat I Kl. 

. lumko'ktki kadshikulaktki! take a steam-bath and take a rest! Mod. 
pa,'h gepkan tchimi ! come and eat right here I 
kayak kilhuan! do not get angry I Mod. 

Many imperative locutions suppress their verb, which, of course, can 
be replaeed without difficulty by the hearers; cf. page 568, and: 

hi-itok at! sit down I down! 

pelak tchimi! here I quick I pelak kuni ! over there, quick I huya ! don't go I 
ka-i ta! do not I hold on! ka-i tche'k i! do not (shoot)! Mod. 

THE P ARTIOIPI.AL FORMS. 

The two forms of Kla1nath now to be spoken of correspond in aln1ost 
every particular to the participles of the European languages, and I have 
therefore not hesitated to call them by this name. Participles and verbals 
afford excellent means to build up periods, in the most breviloquent and 
expressive 1nanner, by subordinating certain acts or facts to the main verb 
and incorporating all into one sentence. What the Klamath and the classic 
languages of antiquity express by a participle or verbal, modern languages 
will often resolve into an incident clause, or into a principal clause, con·el-
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ative to the main verb; but to turn the sentence into a nominal form of the 
verb often has the great advantage of brevity and vigor over the analytic 
wording of it. 

1. The participle in -nk, -n temporally expresses the past and present, 
sometimes the pluperfect, though I call it the present participle for the sake 
of brevity. Its subject is mostly identical with that of the main verb, and 
whenever it fulfills the function of an adjective its natural position is before 
that verb. Like the English participle in -ing, it frequently stands where 
the Latin would use its gerund-form in -ndo; cf. shulatchtilan tchelxa to be 

on one's knees, in Morphology, page 407 ; and this also has to be placed 
before the verb of the sentence,. 

• The structure of this participle as a part of the sentence presents no 
difficulties, and we therefore give only a few instances of its use: 

ku' shga tcha, p'lu' i' tchuank _ . __ .. le' vuta they combed, oiled, and dressed 

him, 95, 17. 
Tchika shlaa Aishishash huyegank, hu'tan ku-ishewank shHi'pele Tchika 

saw Aishish sitting far off, jumped up, being glad to ;find him again, 

96, 5. Here huyegapkash seems preferable to huyegank. 
itpampelank yamnash shash shewana bringing the beads home he gave 

them to them, 96, 8. 
hu'ktag hullatchuyank pakak6lank paksh nutolala llllukshtat the little 

one ran back and forth, and, jerking off the pipe, swung it into the fire, 

96, 16. 
geknan shhi-uki ! go out and close the door I Mod. 

Instances of its use may be found on almost every page of the Texts. 
Compare, e. g., the passages 22, 16; 34, 13; 42, 7; 71, 7 ;-- 109, 4. 

The use of this participle as a usitative and imperative form has been 
alluded to severally; cf. pages 580, 581. A similar forn1 is produced when 
the finite verb of a sentence is supplanted by the present participle, as in: 

tchi sha hatokt gelo'lank shewatxastka thus they dismounted there at 

noon-time, 19, 10. 
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na'dshak huk hishuakshlank K'mukamtchash only one consorted (at that 
time) with Kmukamtch, 95, 11. 

mo-6we hunk hutapenan a mole ran past him, 127, 1. 

2. The participle in -tko and the morphology of its suffix has been pre
viously described (pages 378 sqq., 408, 447, 451), and it remains now to 
exemplify its syntactic uses more extensively. I call it past participle, from 
its prevailing application to past facts or conditions, but it may designate 
the present tense also whenever it forms verbal adjectives or is used in a 

possessive sense. In its origin, it is neither active nor passive exclusively, 
and when forming derivatives from intransitive verbs it is neither the one 
nor the other. In its nominal inflection, we find not only the simple case
fornls, but those of the secondary nominal inflection as well, and it is 
attributively and predicatively conjugated with the noun it qualifies. 

With the auxiliary verb gi, in all its various verbal forms, the participle 
in -tko forms a periphrastic conjugation, and this is especially the case 
whenever the participle is used passively or is formed from an intransitive 
verb. The gi then assun1es, so to say, a detnonstrative function. Thus 
e-ush wetko gi means the lake is frozen, as you and everybody can see, the 

result being visible to all; but e-ush wetko would sitnply mention the fact 
that the lake is frozen. Even when gi is suppressed, the form in -tko is to 
be regarded as a finite verb, like tlte usitative form of -nk. Exan1ples: 

ke-isham i k6gatko you have been bitten by a rattlesnake. 

tchi'sh ka-i wetk the place in the lodge did not freeze, 111, 21. 

Whenever -tko is construed with gi in the sense of the passive voice, 
and the logical subject of the periphrastic form is mentioned, this subject 
is placed in the possessive case in -am (-lam), or, if pronominal, it is intro

duced as a possessive pronoun. Possessive participles ending in -altko, 
-tko must be considered as circumscribing the participle gitko possessed of, 

and are construed like this, the object possessed or worn being then con

tained in the word itself. Steinshaltko, "having a heart", is equivalent to 
steinash gitko; and mu' steinshaltko equivalent to ~nu'nish steinash gitko 
magnanimous; lit. "having a great heart." In wewekalam sha taJdshitko 

38 
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they, armed with the little arrows of the children, 123, 6, ta1dshitko stands for 
taldshi gitko, '<arrows having." 

a. Instances of the actwe signification of -tko. 

ktchi' dsho skalaps shftltilatko a bat holding a decoy-mask under its wing j 

lit. "having placed a decoy-n1ask etc." 127, 1. 

hashtchaktchuitk carrying (an object) in his dress, 111, 13. 

ha ni shuishaltk (gi) if I recu,r to magic songs, 130, 3. 

tft'ma wash shlea kshiftlxapkash he saw many coyotes dancing, 128, 8. 

lap'ni ta-unepanta ill6latko twenty years old j lit. "having con1pleted 

twenty years", 55, 20. 
keshga ka-i nft ka'kotko I did not succeed when I tried. 

tatxelampani gaggutk having crossed (the river) half way, 123, 2. 

b. Instances of the active possessive signification of -tko. 

While referring to the syntactic exan1ples to be given under "l\Iethods 

to express possession," q. v., I anticipate here a few sentences relating to 

possession, in which the object possessed is n1ore distinctly determined: 

txe-u pe-ip kinkanish wewesheltko the elder daughter has (but) a few 

children j cf. 85, 1 o. 
nutoks shlea ge-u lulpatko (for lulpaltko) or nutak shlepapka ge-utan

tkak lulpaltko I saw it with my own eyes (stands for ge-utantka 

gi lulpaltko ). 
tchnyetk Yan1sha1n n1ish dressed with the head of South Wind serving as 

a hat, 111, 19. 

kiana palpalish shlapshaltko the klana-plant has a white flower (for pal

palish shlaps gitko ), 146, 14. 

1nbushakshaltko possessed of obsidian tools. 

tft'ma watchaltko owning many horses, 127, 9. 

c. Instances of passive function of -tko. 

kedsha hemkankatko when speeches had been made for a short while 34, 

16; cf: 44, 5 and Note. 

mish ge-u skutash skutapkash you, wrapped·up in my own garment, 126, 

12; cf. 125, 2. 
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kima' dsham patko tooth-achin_q; lit. "eaten by the ant." 

wakash aggaipksh the bone-awl which was stuck into (the ceiling), 120, 22. 
tchiktchikam lupatkuelatko scarred by a wagon. 

sawalktko having been given presents, 136, 7. 

d. Instances of participles in -tko derived from intransitive verbs. 

Many of them can be distinguished only with difficulty from the verbal 
adjectives of the same terminal. Some have even turned into substantives, 

abstract as well as concrete: ;k'lekatko corpse, i-utantko heavy load; strength, 

k'mutchatko old man. Of. Suffix -tko, No. 5. 

shl6a wawakayapkash lynxes sitting upon (trees), 125, 2. 
kikaskankatk having walked about, 24, 20. 

( nu) hatokt gatpantk I was going there, 140, 6. 

p'gi' sh=lulatko, shashamoks=l6latko bereaved of mother, relatives; lit. "the 
mother, the relatives having died." 

giulxa, for giulxatko, born; cf. leluidshish, in Dictionary. 

e. Instances of verbal adJectives formed by -tko, -tk. 

These words are often the participles of attributive verbs, q. v. Add 

to these all the comprehensive terms of relationship in -altko, as shapta

laltko etc. 

sa-ulankankatk (his) followers, 100, 17. 

ku'nnne lalaushaltko the hard-rock cave, 42, 19. 
tsmo'k pi'luitk smelling after rotten fish, 146, 7. 

hemkanks tumenatk they were acquainted with the language, 23, 3. 

wika=telantko short-faced7 190; 14. 

Others are: kshuixitko, l{lixitko, winixitko superior to, surpassing; n1a'

shetko, n1ashitk tasting like; shawigatko irritable; tishilatko crooked; tish

xalkuleatko plicated; ulexatko flexible. 

THE NOMINAL FORMS CALLED VERBALS. 

The various nominal forrns of the verb, called verbals, are a peculiar 

feature of Indian languages, and since some of then1 differ in their uses 

fron1 all we know in European languages, their correct use is not an easy 
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matter to acquire. Their function is to express 1nore concisely. what we 
convey by our participle in -ing, preeeded by son1e particle (for, while, etc.), 
or by incident clauses of an adverbial, conditional, or other nature. In his 
use of the verbals, the Indian is guided not only by the matter he intends 
to express, but he will choose one verbal when the suhject of the noun
verb is identical ·with that of the verbals, and another when it differs fron1 
this. 'rhe corresponding chapters in Morphology will explain n1any facts 
concerning the syntax of the verbals, but the examples to be now given 
are intended as additional contributions to teach their correct use. The 

infinitive mode is here regarded as one of the verbals, and all the verbals 
inflected by case are here treated in one single chapter, with subdivisions, 
just as they were in Morphology. 

1. The infinitive. 

Concerning this form, I have nothing to add to the statements maae in 
~forphology. It occurs but rarely, and shows no inflection save that for 
severalty. Of. pages 409, 410. 

2. The verbal indefinite. 

A.-The SUBJECTIVE CASE of the verbal indefinite ends in -sh, -s (-ash, 
-ish), and possesses no exact equivalent in the English language, though 
we n1ay define it as occupying a middle position between the verb and the 
noun. Sometimes its function is that of an abstract substantive; sometimes 
it is predicati ve, though in most instances the English participle in -ing 

corresponds best to it. THi'mish ge-u, "my being hungry", expresses the 
same idea as my hunger; hemexish m'na, "his speaking or saying", is nearly 
identical with his speech. 

The rules of its structure, whether used actively or passively, having 
been illustrated previously (pages 323, 338, 368, 410-413), we proceed to 
state under which circu1nstances this verbal is used. 

a. The verbal indefinite n1ay stand in its subjective, uninflected, case 
as the subject of a sentence, governing a verb, but not being governed by 
any verb whatever-or, as forming a phrase, which has to be rendered by a 
subordinate clause in English. 
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tua lish mi pelpelsh gi gitaki ~ what is your business here? lit. "what 

your working is here "~ 

ge-u gt1ikak hu'k lu' gs spuni' sh the slave transferred ( spuni' sh) by me 

(ge-u) ran away, 20, 17. 

kani gen ge-u kapa k6-i shutepka shlelxtchan6lish ge-u ~ who spoiled 

my coat which I left behind? lit. "the one dropped behind by me"~ 

kedsha kapka koki'sh ge-u the pine tree grew while I climbed it, 101, 16; 
kukuish ge-u would signify after I had climbed it; lit. "the one 
climbed by me before.'' 

nat ka-i kakno'lsh sle-ipele ne-uxalp'lish gintak lakiam we did not return 

the parfleshes, though the chief ordered us repeatedly (to do so), 21, 6; 

lit. "though we were the repeatedly ordered ones by the chief." 

b. When the verbs of telling, lhinking, wishing, conceding, and refusing 

require in English a sentence to express their object or complement-. which 
is usually introduced by the particle that-this objective sentence, when not 

containing the idea of a command, purpose, or plan, and having the same 
subject as the main verb, is expressed by the verbal indefinite. Verbs which 

are construed in this manner are shapa, shapiya, hmnexe, hetnta to say, to 

tell, and other derivatives of ha.'ma; hewa, shewa, hu'shka, hu'shkanka 

(Mod. k6pa ), to suppose, reflect, think; hameni, sharr1eni, shanaholi to wish, 

desire, want; shayuakta to know, t{unena to hear, heshegsha to complain, villa 
to inquire. Of: Verbal conditional, No. c. 

kani' shapiya, ma.'lash na'lam shuenktuipkash ~ who says that we intend 
to kill you? 40, 18. Of. 35, 10. 

ka-i nu un kanash shapitak tua mi shapfyash I shall di·vulge to nobody 

what you tell me; lit. "what was told by you", 40, 1 I. 

gita nu gatpa kaila sheshatuish hameniuga wanting to sell lands, I came 
to this place. 

tatank itak shewanash ham'nian ish, shpunkanktak nu wushmush I will 

sell you the cow for what you like to give me, Mod. 

ndi-ulexapkash maklaks shana-uli nelinash after he fell, the Indians at

tempted to scalp him, 42, 15. Of. 35, 11. 18; 36, 19; 42, 19. 
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Tchmu' tcham ta1aak shlepakua.pkash sha yuakta he knew that by Frank 

Riddle he would be protected with firrnness, 36, 12. 15. 
la;kf lieshegsha E-ukshikfshan1 ktchinksh pen pallash the chief com

plained that the Klamath Lake Indians had again stolen their rails, 

35, 17. 
lewitchta Canby watch shewanapelish Canby refused to return the horses, 

39, 12. Cf. 24, 16; 36, 13. 14 . 
. • . _ sha'walsh tumena (nu) I heard that he has slandered, 185; 38. 

c. Another series of verbs requiring the verbal indefinite to express 
their syntactic object or complement are those expressing inability, stoppage, 

termination, exhaustion, dread, and also those indicating habit or custom. We 
find, e. g., the following verbs construed with this verbal: keshka and 
tchana to be unable; kelewi to cease, stop; vuna, vunha to finish, terminate; 

kedshika to be tired, exhausted; yayaki to be afraid of; netu to have the prac

tice of; kelxa nush I am accustomed to. 

keshka nu ko' sh hishaktgish I am unable to shake the pine tree j cf. 42, 6. 
k6shguga ids hi' sh being unable to remove them, 38, 1. 

k'lewi-uapka nat shellualsh we will quit fighting. 

vun'a an ge-u steginsh h~dsbish I have finished knitting my stocking. 

nu kedshika hemkanksh I am tired of talking, 42, 3. 
nu ya'ya'ki gukish I dread to climb up. 

netu an Iedshish steginsh I am practiced in knitting stockings. 

kelxa a n'sh unak ge-u patkalsh I am wont to rise early; lit. ''rising 
early by me is habitual with ·me." 

B.-The VERBAL INDEFINITE in -SHAM contains the possessive pronoun 
sham, which is here so closely agglutinated to the · verbal indefinite that 
the -sh, -s of one of the two has disappeared. Sham may be either the 
possessive case of sha they, or an abbreviation of hu'nkelamsham, hu'ksham, 
hu'nktsham, ke'ksham, or of any of the pronouns forming their plural by 
means of final sha they. That sham is really a word separate from the ver
bal indefinite preceding it is proved by the passage 23, 9: ka-i sam wa'walsh 
shlfn I shot (her) because they wo·uld not allow (her to me), which is equiva
lent to ka-i wa'walsham (for wewa-ulash sham, d. fornl of we-ulash, from 
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we-ula to allow) shlin. The logical subject contained in sham of them, their, 

theirs differs from the subject of the verbal indefinite, and also from the 
grammatic subject of the finite verb, on which the latter depends; and when 
the verbal indefinite is made fron1 a transitive verb it has often to be taken 
in the passive sense, for the possessive case is the case expressing the logi
cal subject of a passive verb. 

But intransitive verbs are also construed in this manner, and transitive 
verbs 1nay retain their active function, as appears from the passage quoted 
on page 413. That the form in -sha1n always indicates a plural subject is 
made apparent by the signification of the pronoun itself. This difficult 
matter will appear more lucid through the following exa1nples: 

tu' gena Moatuash k'lewisham at the Pit River Indians went away when 

(the Lake men) had ceased (fighting), 20, 5. Here the intransitive 
k'lewish (the stoppage, the "act of ceasing") has for its subject 
the Lake men, not the Pit River Indians, and this subject is re-

.ferred to by -sha1n their, of them: ''after the ceasing by thmn." 

The following exan1ples all contain transitive verbs: 

kahaha shlisham he ached because they had wounded (him), 22, 11; lit. 
"he ached, being wounded by them." 

luks t~shfn spu'ntpisham a slave grew up after they had brought (him 
there), 16, 14; lit. "grew up, carried off (or brought) by them"
spu'ntpish shan1. 

nanka gaggiaha peno' dsasam some hid before their pursuers, 1 7' 14: lit. 
"hid, being followed by therr1"-by others than the subject of the 
sentence. 

wetta kabatxo'lsham he laughed when they uncovered (him), 24, 14; lit. 
''he laughed, being uncovered by them." 

0.-The VERBAL INDEFINITE in -SHTI, -STI is of rare occurrence, and the 
syntactic instance given, page 413, of its causative function shows that the 
-ti found there really means about, concerning, a function which it shows 
sometimes when appended to nouns. In the verbal, the additive signification 
is n1ore frequent, and exa1nples n1ay be found on page 478. In the example 
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quoted, page 413, the verbal in -ti does not refer to the subject of the main 
sentence, but to its object. 

D.-The VERBAL INDEFINITE in -SHE
1
MI7 -SHAM is used just like an ad

verb, and since no subject is mentioned with it, it refers to the subject of the 
sentence. It points to things done during periods of thue having a certain 
length, and the san1e suffix, -emi, is frequently found appended to substan
tives. It occurs in passages like 55, 8. 19; 56, 1. and, fron1 148, 19 we 
gather the information that it is capable of ~ombining with other case-end
ings into a ternary case-inflection. 

E.-The VERBAL INDEFINITE in -SRI, -SI is remarkable for combining a 
temporal with a locative function, and for placing its nominal or pronominal 
subject, which differs from that of the main sentence, into the ob}ective case. 
It refers to a distinct place or spot where, and to a certain moment when 
something occurred, and not to a longer lapse of time, like -she' mi. 

ni hft'tpa hihassuaksas hatokt liuka-isi (for liukayash=i) by running I 

reached the men while they were gathered there, 22, 4. 
tsui hutapeno'lshi n's nayens shlin pa/n nu'sh then, after I had arrived 

there ru,nning, another (man) was shot in the head, 22, 11; n's (for 
nish me) being the subject of hutapeno'lshi. 

nats a gepksi (for nalash a gepkash=i) at shHi'pka Sa'tas when we arrived, 

they (the soldiers) saw the Snake Indians, 29, 19; cf. Note. 
san6tanksi nat sash gatpa while they fought, we reached (them), 29, 20. 
Sa't huk tewi gatpankshkshi (for gatpankshkash=i) hu'nk wats the 

Snakes fired at him when he had almost reached the horse, 30, 4. 5, 
and Note. 

nat guhashktcha shewatxu'lsi we started in the afternoon, 24, 6, and 
Note. 

F.-The VERBAL INDEFINITE in -SHTKA, -BTKA, Which I call verbal desid

erative fron1 one of the uses to which it is applied, connects itself with all 
the inflectional forms of gi to be, but is found ahnost as often without these, 
and then has to be considered as incomplete, as stated pages 413 sq. But 

when the form -shtkak occurs, the form is complete, for the final-k represents 
the abbreviated -gi. 'Vhenever this instrumental case -tka is app(jnded to 
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the verbal indefinite of transitive verbs, it expresses a desire, a wishing or 

craving for, a tendency toward, an attempt; but when appended to the verbal 

of intransitives, it has to be rendered by being on the point of, going to be. 
Concerning their syntactic use, we have to distinguish whether verbals 

in -shtka are used like finite verbs, independent of any other verb, or are 

governed by another verb. 

1. When used independently of any other verb, this verbal is not in

flected, except through the auxiliary gi to be, and is hence to be cornpared 

to the usitative form in -nk, -n (-ank, -an) referred to pages 408. 580 sq. 

rrhe subject noun or pronoun joined to it and the substantive verb gi, 

whether added or left out elliptically, gives it the predicative power of a 
finite verb. 

nanka A' -ukskni lugsalshtkak, nanxa siukshtkak some J(lamath Lake men 
wanted to make a slave of him, others to kill (him), 24, 16; cf. 17. 

shnu'kshtkan na'sh siwak hu'nk I want to seize this one girl, 23, 8. 

na'sh shnuktsastkak hu'nk watch one (man) attempted to seize that horse, 
30, 2. 

tsui sa sakatpan1peleastka gi then they desired to have a horse-race, 20, 14. 

ha hu't mish pan shli'shtka gi'uapk if he should attempt to shoot at yo,u 
again, 110, 4. 

2. When governed by another verb standing in the same sentence, the 
subject of the verbal desiderative is also that of the finite verb governing it, 
as appears from the following: 

kek6-uya shiulkishxe'ni geshtga gift' ga he attempted repeatedly to go to 
the reservation, 55, 11. 

nanka ka-i shewanat pash shi'ukshtka giug others gave (him) no victuals, 
desirous of starving (hin1) to death, 66, 10. 11. 

hulladshui weka K'mukamtchash pa'ksh pakak6leshtka the little boy ran 
toward J('mukamtch, desirous of Jerking off (from his neck) the tobacco
pipe, 96, 14. 

There are a few forms of the verbal indefinite in our Texts which in

dicate the existence of other case forms of this verbal than are mentioned 
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above. Thus 1 may refer to the objective case of the distributive verbal 

of shen1tchalxa to ~iscover, find out, in 65, 3: Hi ni wak na'-ulaktanuapk 

sheshamtsalxishash hu' nk I do not know how to proceed against (her), who has 

(or for having) discovered every part of it. Another passage contains the 

emphatic adessive case-suffix appended to the verbal of spuka to b.e prostrate: 

spu'ksksaksi where the (man) lay extended, 24, 19. An uncom1non peri

phrastic form is also kedshnutash kin it was growing all the while, taken fron1 

a Modoc text. As soon as more parallel forms are gathered, it will be 

possible to investigate all the uses to which these nevy- forms are put. 

3. The verbal conditional in -sht. 

This verbal ending in -sht, -st undergoes no inflectional change, and in 

the majority of instances has to be rendered in English by a clause depend- · 

ent of the main sentence. It enunciates the cause, condition, ciretnnstance, 

or tilne of the act or state which is rnentioned in the principal clause; its 

sub}ect necessarily differs fr.om that of the finite verb of the principal sentence. 

Whenever the noun or pronoun of the verbal conditional is n1entioned, 

which is done in the rnajority of instances, it is preceding or following the 

verbal in the ob}ective case, as it does with the verbal indefinite in -shi, q. v. 

Since cause or condition for an act or state necessarily precedes in time the 

act or state itself, our verbal differs in its temporal relation fron1 the sub

jective case of the verbal indefinite by refen·ing more frequently to the past. 

There are sentences in which we have to render it by the English past, 

the perfect, the pluperfect, and others where the English present and even 

the future is in place. 

a. Verbal in -sht in a causative function. One of the n1ore frequent uses 

made of this verbal is to express causality or cond_ition for the performance 

of an act, and, as the ending -t shows, the conditional function gave to this 

form its origin. The difference between it and the suffix -oga, -ok, -uk, 

when indicative of cause, lies in the subject of the two-when the finite 

verb and the verbal have the same subject, -oga is the forn1 to be used; 

when both differ in their subjects, the verbal in -sht has to step in. 
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From the large number of instances which could be extracted from our 

Texts, I select what follows: 

ts'u'ks I{e-usht tchekeie Iduks itkal when a leg is fractured, the conjurer 

draws the (infected) blood out, 71, 8. 
nde-ulxan shHi-ank hu'nkt layipakst (for layipkast) I let myself down, 

perceiving that he had (his gun) pointed at me, 30, 13. 
sawfka watch nl'na mba-utisht he became angry because his horse had 

been shot, 19, 9. 

ka-i ge-isht, tpudshantald if they do not go, expel (them)! 37, 2. 
hushts6xa sha kiuksas k'leksht hu' nk sna wedshash they killed the con

jurer, since this woman had died (bewitched by him), 69, 1. 

shawigank k'lepgi' kekewelaksht shash hemexe angered at their having 

wasted red paint she said, 121, 2. 
shapiya ka-i tchu'leksh patki, shpa1itish itampkash gi'sht he told (then1) 

not to eat of the meat, poison having been put on it, 13, 17. 

The following .examples refer to causalities and conditions of the main 

act, which can be fulfilled in the future only: 

8kelamtch nteyakaliya, m'na unakag mil' ak t'shi' sht Old Weasel made 

little bows for the time when his boy would have grown taller, 109, 13. 
M6atuash n1'hu' ka-i lltela sk6 tchialash tchuka k'le-ugtki-uapkasht the 

Pit River Indians do not kill the grouse in spring, unless the salmon 

would cease to come up streanz, 135, 3. 
____ pu'tank nalsh k'lekuapksht (our mother forbid us to dive in the 

water) lest we might smother and die, 120, 6; c£ 120, 2. 4r 

More instances n1ay be found in Texts 13, 4. 7; 55, 17. 120, 17. 

b. Verbal in -sht in a circumstantial .function. This verbal is often em

ployed in sentences not purely causative or conditional, nor strictly teru
poral, the act expressed by the n1ain verb showing a connection with that 
of the verbal, which recalls a very distant causal nexus, and as to time 
generally precedes the latter. 'rhe term ''circumstantial function" will 

hence be found acceptable. 
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p'laitalkni nu' sh shHi' popk ha' inkankst God observes me as I speak, 64, 12. 

Agency tchui gepksht tapi' ti'ta shash, ktiugiulank ka-ishtish they hav

ing a while after gone to the Agency he kicked the door open, 66, 12. 

ndiulaksht ni'sh ftn tft'mi ginti'ltak after I have fallen, many will lie under 

( n1e ), 40, 5. 
Aishish shataldi'ldamna gftkenft'ta, ati at kedshisht Aishish, while climb

ing up (the kapka-tree ), steadily looked down ~tntil it had grown high, 

95, 3. 4. 
sha ka-i shi'ktgisht tft' shkansha kft' me tat as she did not stir, they two ran 

out of the cave, 122, 4. 

lft'lftksh shpitcht (Mod. for spitchasht) when the fire has gone out, 85, 10. 
Aishish pa'ksh ke-ulalapka nadshpaksht Aishish pushed the tobacco-pipe 

into the fire until it was burnt, 9 6, 1 7. 

tu' salxi'ta snawedsh ge-u shillalsht over there my wife lies bewitched, 

having fallen sick, 6 8, 1. 2 ; cf. 9. 
___ -kelekapkash itpano'pkasht (for itpanuapkasht) until the corpse is 

brought; lit. "will be brought", 85, 3. 
nad pa'ktgist gakiamna when it dawned, we surrmtnded (them), 21, 14. 

We may classify under this heading sueh adverbial locutions as humasht 
thus; humasht gisht in this manner, hence, therefore; lit. "having done ~o "; 

wak gisht~ why? lit. "how acting"~ ''how having been"~ psheksht (for pshe 
gisht) at noon-time, etc. 

c. Verbal in -sht in a temporal function. A purely temporal use of this 
verbal is n~t observed so frequently in our Texts as other uses, but the fol"" 
lowing examples suffice to prove it: 

ketchkanienash 6' gisht wengga they (his p!lrents) died when he was an 

infant, 55, 21. Of. 55, 7. fi6, 2. 
E-ukshikni tutenepni wait6lan keleksht vumi' the J(lamath Lake Indians 

bury on the fifth day after death, 85, 1. 
____ kayutch tua ka' sh me-isht, (she filled her basket) before (She

Grizzly) had dug any ipo-bulbs, 118, 4. 5. 
tut nanuk ni'kualksht the teeth having all fallen, 80, 2. 
kayu kt6tchasht nft shtilta hu'nksh before it rained I sent him away. 

-

. 

' 
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d. Verbal in -sht after certain verbs. Sentences expressing the direct 
object of the verbs of knowing, believing, hearing, speaking, inquiring, and 

others mentioned on page 597, are rendered by the verbal indefinite in -sh; 

bnt when they refer to causes, conditions, or circumstances of the act, and 

especially when the~i' subject differs frorn that of the main verb, the verbal 

in -sht is ernployed, and the verbal in -tki, -tgi, if a purpose or order, com

mand is mentioned. 

lu'la washam palduipkash k'lekuapksht tchek they believe that when the 

coyote howls they (other Indians than then1selves) will die, 133, 2. 

tsi n sa.yuakta ti' na M 6a tuashash sell ualst ( shash) thus I know that they 

(the Lake people) have once fought the Pit River Indians, 20, 21. 

tumi hu'nk sh<:1yuakta hu'masht=gisht tchuti'sht many know it, that (the 

conjurer) has cured (patients) in this manner, 73, 8. 

shemtchalxa hu'nk, tawi'sht Dr. Johnash k'lekapkash she discovered that 

Dr. John had bewitched the deceased (man), 66, 1. 

Aishish tumena shtutxishalsht pish hlihika Aishish heard that his wives 

had wept for him in mou.rning, ~Iod.; cf. 39, 20. 
vu'la: "tam tatakiash shle'sht"~ she asked whether he had seen the chil

dren, 122, 18 (indirect question). 

ni'sh sa Hiwa/ -lila hu'kuapksht they did not allow me to run across, 22, 5. 

4. The verbal preterit in -uish. 

This verbal shows, in its function, considerable analogy with abstract 

substantives and the nouns in -uish in general, but differs fron1 them by its 

lack of case-inflection. It refers tc <t.cts or states belonging to the past, and 

the subordinate clauses by which we express its bearings have to be worded 

in our past or pluperfect tense; discontinuation of the verbal act is not 

always implied by its use. When the gram1natic subject of the verbal is 
expressed by a substantive or personal pronoun, it stands in the objective 

or possessive case: if by a possessive pronoun, in the objective case. It 
sometimes differs fron1 the subject of the finite verb in the sentence. 

1. When the object or completnent of the verbs of telling, announcing, 

thinking, replying, hearing, and others enun1erated on page 597, consists in a 
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clause belonging to the past tense, this clause is expressed by the verbal in 
-uish, then often equivalent to one of our substantives. 

maklaksh ;ka-i k6pa tu' sh p'nalarn ku-i giwish the Indians did not think 

that they did wrong then, 38, 17, Mod. 
at gatpampelan shapiya ( sha) m{tklaksaln hemkankuish after they had 

returned, they reported what had been said by the Indians, 40, 6. 

Dr. Tho1nas shapiya p'na shen6lakuish Dr. Thomas informed (him) what 

he had agreed upon, or of his compact, 41, 13. 

2. When the verbal_ in -uish does not form the object or complement 
of the finite verb in the sentence, it may stand as introducing a causal, 
temporal, or other circumstance belonging to the statement, and has usually 
to be rendered in Eng:lish by an incident clause, not by a substantive. In 
many instances, this incident clause contains a pluperfect, and the verbal is 

accon1panied by: at or some other temporal particle. 

tapitan gakiuluish at, ham6asha hu'nk after they had gone (underground), 
she called (the children), Mod. 

humasht-ak i ts6kuapk kHikui'sh gint nu'sh you shall perish in the same 

manner as I have perished, 64, 15. 

shuina sha k'lekuish tutiks n1'nalam when he had expired, they sang what 

each had dreamed, 65, 20. 
klekuish at, snawedsh gi when he had died, the woman said. 

tankt shu'ldsham genuish mkklaks shuenka hu'nk finally, after the sol

diers had retreated, the Indians killed the (wounded) ones, 38, 2. 
killilga k6ltarn genu ish after the otter has left, dust is rising, 166; 24 . . 

wi' wal'hag ktanhuish shutuyakiea ankutka the young antelopes bombarded· 

(her) with sticks, after she had fallen asleep, 122, 3. 
u'nagin shash genuish hu'ksha gatpa long after their departure (from the 

cave), they reached (Old Crane's home), 122, 16. 

5. The verbal causative in -uga. 

The suffix --L1ga, -6ga is one of factitive verbs, and implies localization 
(1) within, or (2) on the surface of some object. But when -uga is used for 
inflectional purposes, its function becomes an abstract on~-. It assumes the 
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power of designating either the cause of an act or state-a function probably 

ot·iginating from the one given above, "on the surface of"; or it may des

ignate a ten1poral relation to the verb of the sentence-a function proceeding 
fron1 the original locative signification within, inside.* The causative func
tion of -uga largely prevails in frequency over the temporal one, which we 

have to indicate by when in rendering the verbal by a subordinate clause. 
The grammatic subject of the verbal is the same as that of the governing 
Yerb; if the subjects of both were not identical, the verbal conditional would 
stand instead. Of. page 415. 

1. The verbal in -uga designates the natural or logical cause of the act 

or state pointed out by the finite verb of the sentence. In English it has 
to be rendered by for, to, in order to, because of, on account of, or other par

ticles of the sarne import. 

shapfya tua gatpamn6ka he told what he had come ·for, 34, 1. 

gena sha mbushant me-idshuk ka'sh next day they went to dig ipo-bulbs, 

118, 6. 

nad gelo'la pa-uk we dismounted for repast, 19, 7. 

tchiUi'lxa sha tchuleks mbushant tche'k pa-uapknk they saved the meat 

in order to eat it next morning, 119, 16. 

nu genuapk ne' gsh ma'lam p'gfsha haftchnuk I shall start to search for 

ryo,ur absent mother, 119, 19; cf. 122, 17. 

weka ku-ishe-uk hulladshuitanlna p'luksha nl'na the little boy, being full 

of }oy, ran up to his grandfather and back again, 96, 13. 

tatktish fshkuk kfuks hanshna n1a' shish in order to extract the disease, the 

conjurer sucks at the patient, 71, 5. 6. 

t{lnip hushts6x sheno' tankok they killed five men when fighting. 

nishta ha'rna n1u'kash txu'txuk when the owl predicts (n1isfortune), it hoots 

all night long, 881 6. 

Compare also the passages 77, 3; 122, 5. 10; 123, 3; 136, 1. The 
connection of this verbal with se' gsa, in 20, 9, is rather uncon1mon 

2. rrhe verbal in -uga points to the time or 8poch of the act or state 

mentioned by the finite verb of the sentence. In some instances, the causal 

~We have a parallel to this in the Creek language, where -6fa, -6fan means ~oithin, inside of, 
when appended to nonns; while, during, when snffixed to verbs. 
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relation is still apparent, together with the temporal one, while in others the 

relation is a purely temporal one. Of. the verbal in -she' mi. 

tu'n1 watch itpa sa hu'nk lu'gs sesatui'tkuk they brought home many horses 

when returning from the sale of slaves, 20, 19. 

sha-an1oksh hadaktna geno' ga kta-i nutola'ktcha when a relative passes 

that spot, he throws a stone upon it, 85, 15. 
hernkankatchna genuk she said repeatedly while walking, 121, 19. 

mbawa steinash nu' dshnuk (one) heart exploded while flying off, 114, 4. 

wewanuish tchi'mma-uk tinkanka women, when playing the tchirnma-ash 

game, run back and forth, 80, 7. Of. also 105, 1 6. 

6. The verbal durative in -uta. 

This terminal is forn1ing, when derivational, durative, usitative, and 

instrumental verbs, but when inflectional it fulfills one function only, and 

remains unchanged. This function is to express an act or condition which 

lasted or occurred while the act of the finite verb by which the verbal is 

governed took place. Thus the ending -uta corresponds to our while, or, 

when nouns are used to render it, to our during, pending. The subject of 
the main verb has to be identical with that of the verbal. 

tchaki hunk shuaktch6ta pan the boy cried and ate at the same time. 

shle-uta nu n1ish shewant a when I find it I will give it to you. 

ku'tagsh stu'kapksh galalin6ta (him) who wa,s giggin_q minnows while 

skirting the water, 122, 6. 

shHi-6tak (for shHi-6ta ak) A-ukskisas tinsna at the mere sight of the 

Klamath Lake Indians they fled, 19, 3. 

yamatala genuta shushtedshna during his journey to the north he created 

them~, 103, 3. 

genuta shuaktcha Shashapan1tch Old Grizzly wept while walking, 121, 18. 

Different forms of the durative verbs express exactly the san1e thing as 
the verbal durative does, but have to be kept asunder grammatically, be

cause the former inflect, while the latter do not. Even the present partici

ples in -nk, -n have to be distinguished from the verbal, though the Modocs 

use -utan and Klamath Lakes --utank as frequently as -uta, and in the same 
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sense.* Inflected forms of -uta mostly belong to instrumental, not to dura
tive verbs. 

Titak kishkank6tank shluyakfga Titak whistles while walking about. 

ku'lsh kule6tank ki' nak en gi' the . badger, while entering (his den), makes 

nak, nak, 185; 43. Of. 83, 2. 

7. The ve1~bal intentional in -tki. 

Identical in form, and almost alike in its purport with the exhortative 
form of the imperative mode, is the verbal in -tki, -tgi. Unlike other ver
bals, its subject is either that of the finite verb of the sentence, or differs from 

it, and in the latter case the subject of the verbal, whether norninal or pro
nominal, stands in the objective case. The function of the verbal in -tki is 

to indicate purpose, intention, order, or command. Whenever the verbs, which 
usually connect themselves with the verbal indefinite to express their gram
matic or syntactic direct object (page 597) introduce a statement expressing 
the intention or command of somebody, they are followed by this verbal. 
Therefore it is but natural that verbs suggesting a command or injunction, 

as shatela, ne-ulxa, tpewa, are accompanied by this verbal in the majority 
of instances. The verbal is in many instances fol~owed by some inflec
tional forn1 of the auxiliary verb gi, especially by giuga, abbr. giug. Of. 

also what is said in ~Iorphology, pages 416, 417. 

a. Examples in which the subject of the finite verb is the same as that 

of the verbal: 

i warn luitki n's Iewitchta a they refused to give me whortleberries, 7 5, 1 0. 
gatpa na tchekeli vudshoxalkftki we came here to wipe off the blood, 40, 16. 
nal shg{Iyuen mal shutanktgi he sent us to conclude peace with you, 40, 15. 

Jsa-i nil shanahule nush sha-akaktantgi I do not wish to be blamed. 

b. Examples in which the subject of the finite verb differs from that of 
the verbal. The subject of the verbal is sometimes mentioned; at other 
tin1es, not: 

ka-i tchil'leksh patki shapfya he told (thern) not to eat any meat, 13, 17. 
alahia K'mukamts kokantki giug Kmukamtch showed (him) the pine tree 

(he had) to climb, 100, 6. 

* Mention was made of them in this connection on page 416. 
39 
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;kari we-ula gulitki hit giug I do not allow (anybody) to enter. 

p'gishap na1am ka-i shanahule nalsh shuhululeatki gfug our mother does 

not want ·us to }ump down (from the lodge), 120, L 

la;ki ka-i shana-uli ki-ukshash snawedshash shiukatgi the chief did not 

desire that the con}urer should kill (this) woman, 41, 6. 

la;ki ka-i E-ukshikishash tpewa tala shewanatki the agent did not order 

the Klamath Lake men to pay money, 35, 13. 

shatela snawedshash lutatkatki pfsh he hired a woman to interpret for 

him, 13, 11. 

Kmukamtch ne-ulxa paplishash gitki giug Kmukamtch resolved that a 

dam should come into existence, 94, 5. 

Ska'lamtch shtuli ta'pia m'na iktchatki giug kn1a' Old Weasel told his 

younger brother to obtain skull-caps, 109,.2. 3. 

p'na ma;klakshash hi'ushga ka-i nanuk shuldshash shuenktgi he enjoined 

his men not to kill all the soldiers, 56, 6. 7. 
hiln nil shute-uapk sna,vedshash ka'sh meitgiug I shall create woman to 

dig the ipo-bulb. 

RECAPITULATION OF THE VERBALS. 

Of all the morphologic forms of the Klan1ath verb, and the verb of 

many other Indian languages, the verbals show the greatest difference when 
compared with the parallel forms in the modern literary tongues of Europe. 

Only by grasping the real meaning of the verbals can we expect to come to 

a full comprehension of the Klamath noun-verb. There are several other 

categories which the genius of that upland language has incorporated into 

the verb almost as constantly and regularly as the categories expressed by 
the verbals-e. g., that of completion ( -6la ), repetition ( -peli), motion toward 

( -ipka ), motion away from ( -apka). But since these suffixes are forn1ing 

verbs with an inflection separate from that of the simple verb, these verbs 

have to be considered as derivational, not as inflectional forn1s, and find 

their proper place in the List of Suffixes. The verbals of Klamath are few 
in number and remarkably well-defined in their functions, easy to handle 

on account of their lack of inflection and their laconic brevity. If we count . 

the six case-inflections of the verbal in -sh as separate verbals, the whole 
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number of verbals amounts to twelve. The verbals of.the majority of such 
transitive verbs as can assume a direct object may be used in a passive sense 
also. 

The ·verbal in -sh, -s is the only Klamath verbal susceptible of inflec
tion. Whenever the fonns in -uish show marks of inflection, they are sub
stantives, and not verbals; when the forms in -uga, -uta are inflected, they 
are verbs, and not verbals. The case-fonns of the verbals in -share not 
inflexible; -she'mi, when it turns into a subjective case, cannot any longer 
be considered as a verbal. 

The verbals which are periphrastically conjugable by means of the 
substantive verb gi to be and its various inflectional forms, are those in -sh, 
-shtka, -tki. 

The subject of the verbal has to be identical with the subject of the 
finite verb of the sentence in the case of -sh, -she'mi, -shtka, -6ga, -uta. It 
has to differ from it in the case of -shanl, -shi, -sht. rrhe subjects of both 
may differ or not differ in the case of -shti, -tki. Whenever the subjects of 
both differ, the subject of the verbal stands in the objective case, whether 
nominal or represented by a personal pronoun. When the verbal -sh is 
used in a passive sense, jts non1inal subject stands in the possessive case, 
its pronominal subject in the possessive form of the pronoun. 

Causality is expressed by the verbal in -uga; occasionally by those in 
-sht, -shti, -tki. 

Duration is expressed by the verbals in -uta and -she'mi; sometimes 
by those in -sh and -uga. 

Tense is expressed by various verbals-the present by -sh, -she'mi, 
··shtka; the past by -uish, -sht; the pluperfect by -sh, -sht; the future in 
some instances by -tki. But this does not exclude that these verbals may 
be used to mark other tenses besides the ones specialized here. 

THE DISTRIBUTIVE FORM. 

In the earlier periods of the Klan1ath language the category of nun1ber 
in the noun and noun-verb did not appear to the natives as being of n1uch 
importance. This is proved by the fact that there are different ways to 
express nurnber, and in the noun-verb all seem to be of recent origin, with 
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the exception of that by which a change of radix is brought about in the 
intransitive verb. Had number been of great value to the native mind, it 
would have been expressed by the same grammatic forn1 throughout. This 
was done, however, concerning the category of severalty, for which only 
one forrn exists, though this one form is applied in many different ways. 
This feature is the distributive syllabic reduplication; it pervades the whole 
language, down to the postposition and sorrw adverbial particles. The same 
gra1nmatic forn1 which in Pima, 6pata, and other N ahua languages expresses 
a plural, reappears here, in the Selish and Malaya-Polynesian dialects, as 
pointing to severalty or distribution, sometimes involving the idea of cus
ton1, frequency, repetition, or that of a gradual process. In the verbs of 
the Aryan fan1ily, it once fulfilled the function of marking a preterit tense. 

Whenever we see intransitive and objective-transitive verbs used in the 
distributive form, we naturally expect that the subjects of the former and 
the direct objects of the latter should assume the same form. But the Indian 
does not always apply our Aryan ideas of syntactic congruence to his own 
speech; his syntactic views are rather of the incorporative order, and what 
is expressed by one part of a sentence applies to the whole sentence, for it 
is needless to repeat a gram1natic fact previously stated. Thus the idea of 
severalty, and also . that of plurality, when pointed out by the verb, will 
hold good for the governing or governed noun also, and needs no repetition. 
When adjectives are joined attributively to substantives or pronouns, the 
same incorporative principle applies to the case-forms and the distributive 
forms, a·s shown in Morphology. But there are some other reasons of a · 
rnore stringent nature which, at tirnes, prevent the use of the distributive 
forms in one of the syntactic components. They are as follows: 

When the verb of the sentence is an intransitive verb, showing the dis
tributive form, its subject will usually show the same form when animate, 
and the absolute form when inanimate; but when the verb is transitive and 
shows the distributive form, the object will stand in the absolute form if 
only one object has been acted upon, or if the object is a collective noun, 
and in the distributive if each object has been acted upon separately. 
But when there are many subjects acting all at once, we have to expect the 
subject either in the plural or in the distributive forn1 and the verb in the 
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absolute form, and this would agree with the real function of the di~tribu
tive forn1, as developed on previous pages of this Grammar. 

Sometirnes the distributive form, in the noun or in the verb, is a pho
netic impossibility, and then some analytic means have to be employed. 
Personal and some other pronouns do not possess the distributive form. 

Thus we obtain three possibilities for the use of the distributive form 
in the sentence-: 

1. The verb alone assumes it. 
2. The subject or object alone assumes it. 
3. Both verb and noun assume it. 

While the two first modes of construction are frequently met with, the 
third one is decidedly the most unfrequent of all. Syntactic instances for 
all three are as follows: 

1. Distrib·utive reduplication applied to the ob}ect or sub}ect alone: 

wiwalag vu'la shashashapkash the young antelopes asked the bear cubs, 

119, 23. 
!fa-i hunk vusa tuma ma;klaks kakakn6latk giug each being armed with 

parjleshes, they were not afraid of many 'men (attacking them), 17, 4. 
tatala hen1kank i! tell the truth in every instance I 
tanna i weweash gitk~ how many children have you? 

nga'-isa sha wewaHiks pHa they shot the old women only, 28, 3. 
lelah6witko watch wux6yi he traded slow horses, 189; 8. 

2. Distributive reduplication applied only to the verb: 

tumi shtina' sh nenalxa many houses were burnt, Mod. 
ka;ka/ gi a n'sh tcho'ks I am lame in both legs. 

tsui ni shHn hu'nk, kat huk yu'ta then I wounded the one who was shoot

ing continually, 23, 1. 
suashuala Sa't hunk kta-i the Snake Indians piled up stones, 30, 9. 
wakaitch giug na' g tu' 111 haktch shapesh shushata ~ why did the absent 

( n1other) make so many moons? 105, 7. 
Ka'kakilsh yamatala genuta shushtedshna he created the bearded men at 

different times (or places) when he had gone north, 103, 2. 
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nakushxenkni shti' ya shishi' dsha each of the men living at the dam put 

pitch on his head, 132, 6. 
M6atuash a6ho=natchna (for =huhatchna) the Pit River Indians raised 

their war-cry while running, 23, 15. 

3. Distributive reduplication observed in the noun and verb: 

kek wa-utchaga titadshi gi these dogs are faithful. 

gek shash shiushuak a pepewa these girls wash each other. 

sa htl'nk lu'luags wa'k shnushnexank shnikshulxa seizing the captives by 

the arms, they made them dance, 16, 12. 
wiwalag tu'shkampele the young deer were r~tnning out again, 120, 12. 15. 
tchitcha1uish kin tala young fellows are walking about, 186; 52. 
at gakiamna shlishlol6lan then they surrounded (her), each cocking his gun 

41, 3, Mod. 

METHODS OF EXPRESSING POSSESSION. 

There is no exact equivalent in this language for our verbs to possess, 

to own, to have; and with the verb gi, which is chiefly used to express pos
session, the logical subject is not identical with the grammatic subject. The 
different methods in use to express this idea are the following: 

1. The substantive verb gi to be, when not occurring in its participial 
fonn, gitko, requires the possessor to stand in the possessive case of a noun, 
or, if expressed by a pronoun, a possessive pronoun fulfills this function. 
The object possessed then figures as the grammatic subject of the finite 
verb gi, and the sentence becomes equivalent to our to be somebody's. The 
verb gi, or inflectional forms of it, are often dropped altogether: 

kalam ge httchash ~ or kalam ge latchash gi ~ who owns this lodge? Kl. 
kakiam gek shul6tish ~ whose (pl.) are these garments? 

t{lmi malam maklaksam luldamahiksh gi your tribe has many winter-lodges. 

ude-udalkatko ke-u wakish gi I have a streaked roof-ladder; lit. "my 
inside roof-ladder is speckled", 175; 14. 

And other examples on page 432. 

2. But whenever the participle gitko, abbr. gitk, having, possessed of, is 
employed instead of one of the finite forms of gi, the grammatical subject 
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becomes also the logical subject, and the object possessed stands in the ob
jective case. The sentence is corr1plete only when gi is or are is added to 
gitko; gi is not possessive in that case, but it represents t?e substantive 
verb, and is frequently dropped or coalesces with the gitko preceding into 
one word. 

kek watsag mumenish wawakash gitko this _dog has long ears. 
tuma n1'1 gitk nalarn sh1'p m~;r sheep carry much wool. 
wakwakli nu'sh gitko conical-headed. 
ka-i nu shanahuli snawedshash k6kuapkash lu'lp gipkash I do not want 

a wife having swollen eyes, 186; 54. 
(i) tuma tua gitkuapka ·(for gitko.gi-uapka) you will be posse8Sed of much 

property, 182; 7. 
( sha) kinkan' sn1o'k gi' tk, atinsh lak gi' tko they have a spare beard j they 

wear the hair long, 90, 5. 6. 

3. The .idea of possession is intimately connected with that of wearing, 
using, being provided with, or carrying an object, when the participial suffix 
-tko, abbr. -tk, is appended to the object worn, used, or carried. This ap
plies to parts of the human or animal body, to the organs of trees or other 
plants, to manufactured articles, tools, and garments, as hats or coats, or 
to domestic animals. More stress is laid on the use of these articles than 
on their possession. Some of these forms in -tko are derived from a corre
sponding verb, as kukatko, from kuka to wear a gown, but the n1ajority are 
the product of the suffixation of gitko to the noun of which they appear to 
be the derivatives, and of a subsequent contraction. But as to taldshitko 
provided with small arrows, for instance, it would be out of place to suppose 
that there ever was a verb taldsha to provide with arrows j the word is a 
contraction of taldshi gitko "arrows having." More will be found in List 
of Suffixes, under -tko, No. 4. 

kili'wash shkutatk dressed in a woodpecker mantle, 189; 6. 
pi a wawakshnatk he has moccasin.s on. 
tse-usam tsuyatk (hut gi) he wears a hat adorned with the feathers of the 

yellow-hammer, 181; 1. 
. tidsha k6katk i shewa you believe that you are dressed nicely, 189; 5. 

wika=telantko having a short face, 190; 14. 
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4. Possession is also expressed by the suffix -altko, in the oblique cases 
-alpkash, -alpkam, under sirnilar conditions as in case No. 3. Being deriv
atives of real or supposed inchoati ve verbs in -ala, the forms in -altko do 

not exactly r~fer to dress or wear, but to possession aequired by purchase 
or otherwise, or increasing steadily, or property beco1ning accessible grad

ually. The possession of 1nental and n1oral qualities is also expressed by 
this verbal form. The verb gi, in its various inflectional forms, may be 
added to it, but is generally omitted. Of. -altko, page 317; also page 594. 

nil a tchuyeshaltko (gi) I own a hat. 

nil a loloksgishaltk I possess, carry a gun. 

i a watchakaltko you have a dog. 

pat a wa-utchaltko (gi) they own horses. 

hillish snawedshash vunipa wewesheltko (Kl. weweshaltko) this woman 

has four children, l\f od. 
ha talaltko, tchek ak nu ta-uni gent if I had money, I would go to the city. 

hishuaksh hun mil talaltko this man is wealthy, Kl. 
E-ukshikni litchlitchlish steinshaltko the Klamath Lake _people are brave; 

equivalent to: E-ukshikni litchlitchlish steinash gitko, "strong 
hearts are having." 

5. Among other terms sometimes resorted to to express ownership,* we 
quote the following, and add their real signification: keliak not having, not 

possessed of, with the object in the objective case; shunuisha1tko, shetalu

atko having property; hashtaltampka to manage one's property, to lord it over. 

METHODS OF EXPRESSING COMPULSION. 

According to the degree of con1pulsion which is brought to bear upon 
somebody, different modes of expression will be used. If the impulse 1s 

a n1ere inducen1ent, advice, or suggestion, the exhortative mode in -tki is 
employed: 

tche'ksle nil g;1tpantki let me go there after a while. 

*Other ways of expressing ownership or possession in various North American languages are 
referred to in "American Anthropologist" of 1888, page 340. 
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kaftoks ni'sh t{t-una Lemaikshfna kayaktgi (hu) he ought not to pursue 

me around Shasta Butte, 40, 4; cf. 54, 8. 

ka-i nalsh i tua shutetki ku-idsha let thou do us nothing wicked, 139, 6. 

A more forcible mode of compulsion is expressed by the imperative 

proper, or jussive mode. A form for it exists in both tens·es-in the past
present and in the future-and the former is of a n1ore commanding and 

purely n1andatory character than the second, because it insists upon the 
command being carried out at once. · Often it becomes difficult to distin

guish the declarative mode from the in1perati ve of both tenses. 
luelat hu'nksh hi't! kill ye this fellow on the spot! 190; 15. 
ka-i n~Uash k6-i shuta do not make us wicked, 139, 11. 

tchelx' at am i ka' dshikuk ye ought to sit down, because ye are tired. 

tuni'pni i spukle-uapka five days you shall sweat, 142, 13. 
tchussak at katak gi-uapk ye shall always speak the truth. 

kilank at shuinuapk! ye must sing lo~td! 

rrhe declarative mode of the future tense is used extensively, instead of 

the imperative, to express regulations of law, practice, commands of chiefs 
or other people in authority, strong suggestive hints to compel people to 
act in a certain sense, and the necessities of natural laws. The "Legal 

Customs", pages 58-62 and Notes, furnish a large number of instances to 
show how the future tense is employed in law regulations. This form thus 
corresponds to our terms I must, I ought to, I have to, I am obliged. 

ka-i i watsam tchi'kluapk ~anniki' sham do not ride the horse of another 

man, 58, 11. 

ka-i i lap snawa' dsaluapk you shall not marry two wives, 60, 17. 
ka-i i shli-uapk shash don't shoot each other, 58, 10. 
tumantka shute-uapka laki the chief must be elected by the majority, 90, 3. 
i n's shatuayuapka you must help me, 75, 14. 

n~1nuk maklaks k'Iekuapka every person must die. 

POTENTIALITY, POSSIBILITY, VOLITION. 

The first of these abstract terms describes the power or ability to 
perform an act, or to bring on certain events or conditions; whereas the 

second points to chance, casual occurrence, or to actions that might be per-
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formed, or not performed, according to somebody's arbitrary choice. All 
this we express by the so-called auxiliary verbs I can, I could, I may, I 
might, I hope, I expect, may be, and by the particles perhaps, possibly, proba-. 

bly, likely. The Klan1ath language possesses none of these verbs, nor any 
particles corresponding exactly to the English particles mentioned. N ev
ertheless all the above ideas can be expressed with accuracy in Klamath, 
either by verbs differing somewhat in their function, or by the particle ak, 
which, combined with other particles, appears as ak a, aka, aka, ka, kam 
(for ak am), wak ak; their connection with the conditional mode in -t, 
whenever it occurs, also expresses possibility. Ak is nothing else but the 
enclitic particle ak, which means only, but, just, and also appears as dimin
utive suffix; but here it appears in a so1n~what different function. The 
conditional mode is sufficient to express possibility and potentiality by itself 
alone, without any particle. 

A.-Potentiality. Whenever I can is used in the potential sense of I 

am able in body or mind-I have the faculty to perform a thing-it is ex
pressed by the conditional mode, by ak, ka, or by the verbal indefinite. 
In the latter case, "l can ride", "l can make arrows", becomes wholly 
equivalent to "l am a rider", "l a1n an arrow-Inaker"; and when the sen
tence is negatived ka-i is added to it. The ak n1ay be dropped if the verb 
stands in the conditional n1ode. 

pf ak shuint he, she can sing; he, she is able to sing. 

pi ak ka-i shuint he, she cannot, is unable to sing. 

ak a nu ;ka-i pewat I cannot swim. 

ka-i aka nu k6kant ko' shtat I cannot climb the pine tree. 

ka-i nft'sh shiugat tata he can never kill me (under these conditions), 
96, 22. Of. 129, 7. 

pil maklaks huk shla't sku'ks only dead Indians can see spirits, 129, 2. 
tam i shxesxenish xi o? can you row? lit. "are you a rower"~ 
ni nanukash shHi'sh ki I can see everywhere, 22, 17. 

Whenever the ability of performing an act is negatived, there are two 
verbs in Klamath expressing what we render by I · cannot: keshga (or 
ke'shka, a derivative of k{t-i not) and tch{tna. Both of these take their 
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verbal object in the form of the verbal indefinite in -sh (-ash, -ish), as seen 
previously; cf. page 598. 

keshga nil shle-ish ht1nkelam I can or could not see him; lit. "I cannot 
be a seer of him." 

pi a keshka nkil hemexish he is unable to speak loud. 

Jfeshga a nil punuash I cannot drink. 

keshka xai nil ka'kotko I did not succeed when trying. 

tchanish nu sxe' sh gi I cannot row. 

tchanish tchuluish giuga for being unable to swim, Mod. 

B.-Possibility. The idea of possibility, referring to acts or occurrences 
physically possible, or dependent upon the arbitrary decision of men, ex
pressed in English by I may or might, I expect, probably, possibly, and other 
particles of this kind, is rendered in Klamath by ak, ka and their cqmbina
tions with other particles, generally accompanied by the conditional mode. 

hu'kt kam gatpant he .may come; I hope he will come. 

i kam gatpant you expect to come. 

ya-a ak at a nen I believe ye are crying. 

shlit ak nl'l Hlhanksh ha ni shleat na' sh I would shoot a deer if I saw one. 

nil aka hun shlea, or hunk ak taksh lin nil shleat I van see him (if I wish 
to do so). 

Ampxankni ak sas hushts6xuapk the Wasco Indians might kill them, 93, 7. 
ha tidshi gitk maklaks, tankt ni ge'nt if the people were good-he~rted 

then I might go there, 93, 9. 
k'lakat n' u'nk shla-6k I may possibly die for having .c.:een him, 129, 5. 
tchatch ni'sh ka-i siugat then he may possibly not kill me, 129, 6. 

Some instances of possibility are found in Texts, page 118, 10-12; the 
verb stands in the declarative n1ode of the future tense, for the future tense 
of the finite verb has no conditional form in -t. 

Two instances where the verbal conditional of the future tense is used 
instead of a finite verb to express possibility are as follows: 

sht1luashka tch'u'nk gitki gi: "i-i f-amnash kewe-uapkasht" he told him 

to take off his dress: ''you ~might break your beads," Mod. 
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shushateloma telish, p'na' sh ktcha1xishtka shkukluapkasht they smear it 

on their faces to preserve themselves from possible chapping on account 

of sunburns, 150, 8. Of. 135, 3. 

C.-Volition is expressed in a similar manner as possibility, and the lan
guage has no word equivalent to our I will. It may be rendered by shana
ho'li to wish, desire, to want, as in 105, 11, a verb for which the Modocs 
often use hameni; or we find it expressed by the future tense, when it is 
equivalent to I am resolved, I am willful, or one of the above suppositive 
particles may be used. All these different means are resorted to to express 
volition, because the language lacks a real optative mode. 

medshampeli-uapka nu I will remove to the former place again. 

pi a nfsh tula genuapk he will go with me. 

ka-a mfsh nu ka-a ni n1bushealuapka very much I want you for a husband, 

182; 7; cf. 182; 6. 
nil katn hi'tksh tehUit I wish to look clown on it from there, 192; 4. 
nu ka1n tchi'k mish shleat I wish I could see you again, Mod. 

rrHE OBJECTIVE RELATION. 

Whenever the sentence, con1posed of subject, predicate, and copula, 
becomes enlarged beyond this narrowly circumscribed limit, it will soon 
extend in the direction of its objective relation. The intransitive verb 
will complernent itself by n1eans of some indirect object. Transitive verbs 
are either objectless or objective; that is, son1e of then1 require no direct 

object, some do; and the same n1ay be Raid of the impersonal verbs. But 
these three sorts of verbs may all be qualified by indirect objects, which 
often correspond to the dative and ablative case, or contain locative or tem
poral indications, or have to be expressed by a whole sentence. This gives 
origin to a compound sentence, of which another chapter will treat. But 
when the object is expressed by a noun or pronoun, no distinction is made 
in KJan1ath between the direct and the indirect object, except under the 
restriction n1entioned below. Several verbs which in English require a 
preposition before the object are in Klan1ath connected with the objective 
case without postposition: k~iila gutila to enter into the ground; Afshishash 
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'ld'tn gaJdshui unite yourself to Aishish, 193; 11; spautish shniaktcha to send 

for poison, 13, 14. 
The linguistic matter con1ing within the scope of the objective relation 

will be treated under the following headings: Object expressed (a) by a 
noun; (b) by a pronoun; (c) by a verbal forrn. In the case of the indirect 
object the noun is often accompanied by a postposition. The distinction 
drawn between the direct and the indirect object is made from the stand
point of English, not of Klamath gran1n1ar. 

THE DIRECT OBJECT. 

Only transitive and some irnpersonal verbs can take a direct object. 
The direct object, if nominal or pronominal, must be in the objective case. 

A. N ou~s AS OBJECTs.-The substantives of the animate class, which 
includes persons, personified beings, quadrupeds, etc.; all the adjectives and 
the numeral adjectives assume the terminal -ash, -sh in the objective case, 
whereas the substantives of the inanin1ate order, which con1prehend all the 
lower animals, plants, lifeless objects, and abstract nouns, forrn their object
ive case like the subjective. The possessive pronouns have to be classed 
with the inanimate order of substantives in regard to their objective case. 

But this rule often becon1es infringed by phonetic influences, by the 
use of adjectives as attributes of nouns, and by other circumstances. Of 
this a separate chapter gives the particulars. There are a few instances 
where the object is expressed by other oblique cases: 

li'lhankshti i'tpa he brought venison, 112, 15. 
nanuktuanta pepuadshnish ·one who spends everything. 

We would expect here : li'lhankshti tchule'ks i' tpa and nanuktualash 
pepuadshnish (fron1 puedsha to spend, throw away). 

'rhere are also instances of one verb having two or more direct objec.ts, 
commonly one to designate a person and the other or others an inanimate 
thing: 

skft'tash sha pa1lapka hu'nksh they robbed him of a blanket. 

na-ans shlin wa'k E-ukshki'shas he had shot another (man), a J(larnath 

Lake, in the arm, 24, 2. 
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ilkshxe'ni a sha shnuka ne'p k'lakapkash at the grave they seize the de
ceased by the hand, 8 7, 10. 

Afshisbash shtilta shnu'lash he sent Aishish after a nest, 94, 9. 

One object is pronominal and the other non1inal in: 

gft'tash n-Lt'sb kii'pga ni1sh a louse bites me on the head, 119, 3. 
tu'm shash nga'-isha Moatoki'shash many of these Modoc men they 

wounded; lit. "many them they wounded Modocs," 21, 16. 
vusso'k sas tilli'ndsa wewanuish frightened, they abandoned their females; 

lit "them they left the women," 19, 16. 

In the last two exan1ples sbash, as hu'nk does in others, appears super
fluous to us, but it does not appear so to those who speak the Klamath 
language correctly. 

The regular and natural position of the nominal object in the sentence 
is after the subject and before the verb. 

B. PRONOUNS AS OBJECTs.-When the direct object is expressed by a 
personal or den1onstrative, interrogative or relative pronoun, these are given 
in the full or syncopated, absolute or distributive form of the objective case. 
When expressed in their full form, their position in the sentence is usually 

before the verb, but when the syncopated form is employed they 1nay be 
placed before or after it. Reflective and emphatic pronouns are dealt with 
in the same manner as personal pronouns. When the direct personal or 
impersonal object is expressed by a demonstrative pronoun, its distance 
from the speaker, and the circu1nstance whether it is within his sight or 

not, is indicated by the selection of the pronoun. Even the deceased are 
referred to by special pronouns, as hu' t, hii'ksht, etc. ; for it would be a sin 
against the sacred custon1s of this people to pronounce the name by which 
a deceased person was known during life. The above has been referred to 

in numerous exan1ples given on previous pages of the Grammar. 
Impersonal verbs have their pronominal or personal object in the 

objective case; but whether this is a direct or an indirect object in the 
sense employed in the grammars of European languages is not always easy 
to determine. Cf. the list of objective impersonal verbs on page 430, and 

Note to 72, 1. 
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Pronouns serving to express a direct object are son1etimes suppressed 

in the conversational form of language, whenever they can be easily sup
plied by the hearer frorn what precedes. 

tsui sa h1'1uagsla then they made captives; supply: shash them, 19, 16. 
sha shiuga they killed; supply hu'nksh her, 123, 7. 

In 40, 5 it is uncertain whether the object nis~1 belongs to ndiuhtksht as 
direct object, or to ginti'ltak they will lie under me, as indirect object. 

Reciprocal and reflective verbs bear their pronominal direct object 
within thernselves, since it is embodied in the prefixes sh- and h- sh-. Long 
lists of these verbs are given in this Grammar, pages 278, 279, 285, 296, 

423-425. The majority of the prefixes give a hint at the form, quality, or 
11umber of their direct objects, but these have to be expressed by separate 
words to rnake the reference intelligible. Thus luyega nu means I pick 
up one round object, and pe-uyega many of them, but Iewash ball or tala 
dollar-coin have to be added to determine the kind of the object or objects 
which were picked up by me. 

C. VERBS AS ORJECTs.-When the direct object is expressed by a verb, 

this verb will either be the verb of a separate sentence, and then the sen

tence itself is in fact the object, not the verb alone; or the verb will assume 
the form of a Yerbal indefinite in -sh or that of a verbal intentional. This 
ean be done only when the finite verb of the sentence belongs tu certain 
classes, the particulars to be found under "Verbal Indefinite," pages 410-

413, 596-598, and "Verbal Intentional," pages 416-417, 609-610. 
These matters have been anticipated and described under "Predicative 

Helation." 

THE INDIRECT OBJECT. 

Every verb n1ay take to itself an indirect object or complement, and, 
when the sentence requires it, two or more of these may be governed by 
one and the same verb. The fact that the objective case is one of the forms 

to express the indirect object and also the direct object proves that this 
case is not really a grammatic or relational case, but has an adrnixture of a 
material, or, we might say, locative function. The indirect object is in its 
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nature much more varied than the direct object, and thus it requires differ

ent modes of expression. 

A. NouNs As OBJECTs.-All the seven oblique cases and the five post

position-cases of the noun may serve to express indirect objects, though 

some are n1ore frequently employed than others. 

1. The objective case in -ash, -sh is employed whenever the indirect 

object corresponds to what we are wont to cail the dative case, which is 

introduced by the particles to, for, at, in behalf of, against, or the locutions 

for the benefit of, to the damage of, etc. This case also stands when an object 

or th~ng is mentioned upon which the verbal act extends; the parts of the 

human or animal body or parts of the dress are frequently construed after 

this rule, which answers exactly to that of the accusative of relation in Greek 

grammar, and is, in fact,. when combined with the accusative of the person, 

nothing else but an inanimate direct object expressed by the accusative 

case. Whether we have to regard these objects, when mentioned in that 

connection, as direct or indirect complmnents of the verb it is difficult to 

state ; but by all means this construction corresponds to what is called the 

accusative of relation, as previously n1entioned. 

(a). Instances of a personal or animate indirect object: 

hillladshui l{'milkamtchash he ran up to Kmukarntch, 96, 14. 

at unak na' -ulakta Aisisas then after daybreak he plotted against Aishish, 

100, 1. 

B6shtin pfpa mil'ni lakiash shnig6ta Americans sent by mail a petition to 

the President, 3 6, 21. 

n1aklakshash w{lshruilsh shiukieshtka he would kill an ox for the Indians, 

13, 13. 

mo-6we ktchfdshuash hf1tnan the mole running against the bat, 127, 5. 

hemta n1'na tapia he said to his younger brother. 

k'nukaga mi tupakshash ne-i hand the thread to your sister. 

ha a .tfdsh shutankuapka na'lash if ye will negotiate with us, 38, 19. 

ha ni skuyil'shkuapka m'sh if I should separate (her) frorn you, 61, 1. 

(b). Instances of an inanimate indirect object; parts of the body, etc.: 

shtfe shupel6ka nil' ss she laid resin on her head, 89, 6. 
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na-ends nu'sh shlfn another man was .shot in the head, 21, 18. Of. 24, 7. 
wa'k shnushnexank lu'luags seizing each captive by the arm, 16, 12. 

Of. 24, 2. 
tsni'pal sa shlfn they wounded him in the shoulder, 24, 1. 

hushnata a n'sh speluish I burnt myself on the index finger. 

na' d naukash ma1na' sha we have sore throats. 

watcham tchu'leks k'lekapkash i' dshxa they place the horse's flesh upon the 

corpse, 85, 8. 
tsuya' sh ni shlin I was shot through the hat or cap, 138, 2. 
hunk E-ukshikishash tchak rr1aklaks shuta he created the J{lamath Lake 

people from a service-berry bush, 103, 1. 2. 

Whenever the indirect object is of a temporal import, referring to time 
or sections of time, it is frequently expressed by a noun standing in the 

objective case, as in the following i~stances: 

knewa pshin, or knewa nanuk psin to put out the fishing-line for the night. 

Of. 54, 6, and Note to 83, 3. 
gen waitash kt6tchuapka it will rain to-day. 

la'p shappash (nu) spu'lhi I imprison (him) for two months, 61, 11. 

te-unapni ill6lash (sha) tula tchia they lived together for ten years, 54, 3. 
t{uneni ill6lash through many years. 

2. The locative case in -tat, abbr. -ta·, -at, 1nay express the indirect 
object whenever this contains a locative complement to the verb of the sen
tence and is expressed in English by prepositions like in, into, at, on, upon, 

through, towards, from, out from, out of The ending is often dropped, 

especially when the noun is attributively connected with an adjective, but 
smnetimes, also, when the object noun stands for itself, as in kaila, tchpinu 
below, and then may be easily confounded with the objective case. 

ke'kga mbii'shan ku'n1etat _they went out of the cave next morning, 43, 3. 
la'p ishka ati kaila two they took to a distant place or land, 44, 7. 
vud'hitakuela ktayat he rolled (hin1) over the rocks, 131, 11. • 

na's wipka hu ambotat one escaped into the water, 88, 7. 

shnelxa toks hunk tchpinu (instead of tchpinutat) they cJ~emated on the 

burying-ground. 
40 
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shakalshtat laki tnuHhak the tmelhak-sq~tirrel is most powerful in games 
(as a charm), 134, 6. 

Many other instances will be found on pages 4 79 sqq. 
3. Besides the objective and the locative there are other cases employed, 

to express the indirect object of verbs: the partitive case in-ti, syntactic 
instances of which were given on pages 4 77, 4 78; the instrumental case in 
-tka, page 4 79 ; the illative and the transitional case in -xeni and -na, and 
the tmnporal case in -emi, pages 482-485. The five case-postpositions are 
all subservient to the same purpose, and when -ksaksi changes into -ksuksi 
it becomes te.mporal; like -emi, but refers to the past tense only. 

The indirect complement of the verb is expressed just as frequently by 
nouns connected with postpositions, which may be of a locative or temporal 
character. When motion is implied, these nouns usually stand in the ob
jective, when rest, in the locative, but frequently in the objective case as 
well. Of page 554. 

In addition to the frequent examples of indirect objects presented in 
the previous portions of the Gran1mar, I add the following syntactic 
instances, which could be multiplied ad infinitum from our Texts: 

(a). Object expressed by cases and case-postpositions: 

ko'l shtapka ktayatka they pound the ko'l-root with stones, 147, 11. 
tsui sa saikan gena then they went to the prairie, 107, 2. 
shne-ilakshtala gutektcha they went in to the fire-place, 120, 20. 
wayalpa nanuk wa'shin everything froze in the lodge, 111, 20, and Note. 
sta-ila sha kshune'n1i they gather (it) at haying-time, 148, 3. 
gena hunk, haitkal maklakuish=gishi he then started and followed them 

to their camping~place, Mod. 

(b). Object expressed by a noun and postposition: 

at Aisis tu' kalo wika't now Aishish (was) far away, almost up to the sky, 
101, 6 . 

• 
e-ush guni'gshta kailaHa he made a world for them beyond the ocean, 

103, 5. 
Kayutch1sh hu'k gatpa Ki'uti kuitit Gray Wolf arrived at a place above 

Kiuti, 131, 5. 
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kii:i'm nutuyakia nakosh ga/tant (they) threw fish to the other side of the 

dam, 132, 3. 4. 

at lula1xat pipelantan ish now lie ye down on each side of me, Mod. 

rnish guni'ta huwaliega he ran up the hill beyond your lodge, 183; 17. 

4. Forn1s of the composite nominal inflection n1ay be used for express

ing indirect objects just as well as the ease-forms of the simple declension. 

This composite inflection is either binary or ternary; instances of it may be 

found in the paradigms of substantival inflection, pages 493, 494, 495, and 

syntactic exan1ples on page 491. 

B PRONOUNS AS oBJECTs.-When a personal or reflective pronoun is 

the indirect object of a transitive or intransitive verb, it is usually expressed 

by the objeetive ease in -sh, -s, unless some locative or other reference re

quires another case or the combination of the pronoun with some postposition. 

The objective ease of the personal pronoun may be used to indicate 
somebody's home, house, or dwelling, just as in French chez moi, chez soi. 

Special fonns of the reflective pronoun are those in -i, as hunitak within or 
by oneself, in one's mind; and the suffix -gien, -giank, -gianggi, formed of the 

partieiple of gi to act, perform (giank) and the above particle i; cf. page 32~. 

hiya mish nu Iewash I give you a playing-ball. 

shewana 'sh nadshashak give all at once to me, Mod. 
ani'k tchakela n's skai tak I send a basket to get me something in, 7 5, 9. 
lutatkatki pish shatela he hired (her) to interpret for him, 13, 11. 

tankt n1ish ni skuyu'shkuapk finally I shall separate (her) from you, 
60, 22. 

sHi'bopk hu'nitak tu' sas hisho'kst he knew by himself that out there they 

had killed each other, 108, 5. 
kanita pi' sh outside of his lodge, lit. "outside of.himself/1 71, 2. 
n1ish guni'ta beyond your home, 183; 17. 

The indirect object of a medial verb is pronominal, and is indicated by 

the medial prefix sh-, s-; the object of son1e of the reciprocal verbs is an 

indirect object in English, and in Klan1ath is referred to. by the same prefix 

sh- or by the compound prefix h-sh-. Of. page 425. 

C. OBJECT EXPRESSED BY VERBs.-The indirect object in a sentence 

may find expression in a verb, and in that case an incident clause is usually 

... 
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formed dependent on the verb of the main sentence. This clause may 
appear under the forn1 of an adverbial, conditional, or other clause, and as 
such will be spoken of under the heading " Compound Sentence''; or the 
verbal object appears under the form of a causative, intentional, durative, 
or other verbal, examples of which have been presented under their respect
ive headings in previous parts of the Syntax. 

Many verbs which are accompanied by a nominal or pronominal indi
rect object figuring as a separate term have a way of pointing to that object 
by means of so1ne sound or syllable forming an integral part of these verbs. 
Among these affixes we remark -ia, -iya, a verbal suffix pointing to ~n ani
mate being for which, or in whose interest, an act is performed, and -pa, a 

suffix referrjng to an act directed toward the subject of the verb. Of. -ea, 
-gien, ancl the above two, jn: List of Suffixes. 

The external fonn of an indirect object, like that of a direct one, is 
outlined by a nun1ber of prefixes, as a-, i-, 1-, n-, nu-, pe-, shl-, u-, and 
others, some of these being also indicators of nun1ber. To make the refer
ence intelligible, the indirect object has to be added, and this is usually 
done by 1neans of a noun. Lena to travel describes travel by n1eans of a 
round object, and the phrase is complete only when we say: tchiktchikatka 
lena i you travel on a wagon, cart, or carriage; tkeka to perforate with some
thing long, as a knife, or the hand: w:Hitka, nepatka; upata, upatia to inflict 
a wound with a long article, as with a knife; watitka, uHi'txa to knock down 
with a stick or club. The following distinctions ren1ind us of the six instru

mental prefixes occurring in the Dakota language: latchaya to split with a 
knife, ntehaya to split with edge and maul, patchaya to split with some tool 

in hand, utchaya to split with the long way ax or hatchet; add to this: kta

tchaya to cut into strips.*. 

THE ATTRIBUTIVE RELATION. 

After the simple sentence has become enlarged by the addition of a 
direct and indirect complement to the finite verb, it can expand still further 

*In the Sioux- Dakotan dialect, pa- indicates an act performed by pushing or rubbing with the 
hand; 11a- an act performed with the feet; ya- with the month; ba-by cutting or sawing; ba-by pierc
ing; ka- by striking with a stick or ax. 
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in the direction of the attribute. The attributive relation is a relation quali· 

fying either the verb or the noun. The verb may become qualified or 
detern1ined by an adverb, an adverbial phrase or locution, or an adverbial 
clause containing a finite verb. The noun, generally the substantive only, 
n1ay be determined by some attributive, so-called adnominal term; thi~ 

may be either an appositive noun or a qualifying noun (added to it in the 

possessiYe or partitive case), an adjective (qualitative or numeral), or a 
pronoun. 

The compounding of words and the extent to which it is carried on forms 

an in1portant chapter in every language. I have omitted it in the Mor
phology in order to treat n1ore fully of it in Syntax, and in fact this lin

guistic feature belongs rather to the syntactic than to the morphologic part 
of gra1nn1ar, for it finds its true position in the chapter on the attributive 
relation. Under the tern1 of word-composition I con1prehend the compound 
verbs and compound nouns only, excluding all the other ways of word· 

compounding, as the polysynthesis of formative affixes, otlierwise called 
derivation; the incorporative process, etc. 

Word-composition is a process of synthesis which is of greater granl
matic i1nportance than it would seem at first to be. We have first to 
observe carefully which one of the terms, the qualifying or the qualified 
one, stands before the other, for this gives us an insight into the logical facul
ties of the peop~e speaking the language. Usually the qualifying term has 
the precedence, because it is considered more in1portant for the understand
ing of the whole sentence. The location of the rhetoric accent upon the 
first or the second part of the con1pound is not without signification, and 
the con1bination of the two elements into a new word with a curious or 

unexpected definition is at times of great ethnographic and psychologic 
importance. The compounding may be effected in two ways, whether 
there are two, three, or more elements to be co1nbine~ into one: (a) by 
agglutination, viz., by connecting the elements wiihout any or without itn
portant phonetic alteration, the parts retaining their usual accentuation ; 
(b) · by fusion, viz., by an intimate, thorough connection of the elements 
to forn1 a new term, attended by the loss of accentuation on one side and 

an occasional entire change of signification, as well as a loss of phonetic 
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elements by contraction. This second stage forms the transition to what is 
generally called incorporation, and many of the forms produced by fusion 
are decidedly incorporative, like metsmetsawals obsidian arrowhead, nlu=laki 
head-chief 

The attributive relation thus presents itself under the following as
pects: 

A. The verb, attributively qualified: 

(a). By an adverb standing separate. 
(b). By an adverb agglutinated to it as a prefix, and thus forming a 

cotnpound verb. 
(c). By the agglutination of two verbs into a compound verb. 

B. The noun, attributively qualified: 

(a). By another noun placed before it in the possessive or partitive case. 
(b). By another noun forn1ing apposition. 
(c). By another noun, both forming a compound noun. 
(d). By an adjective or numeral. 

A.-THE VERB WITH ITS ATTRIBUTIVE QUALIFICATION. 

When verbs become qualified by other terms, these tern1s are most 
generally of an adverbial description. They may be either adverbs, or 
phrases used in an adverbial sense, or separate clauses determining the verb 
adverbially, that is, in regard to quantity and degree, to space, to time, to 
quality. These adverbial clauses will be spoken of in a separate chapter 
as a part of the division "Compound Sentence." Adverbial phrases are 
co1nposed of two or n1ore words forming but one idea, such as tapf titna a 
short time afterward, pa' dshit pshin to-night, wakaktoksh in the same manner 

as, tu muna deep down; while others form the rudiments of separate clauses, 
though they have to be considered as locutions or phrases only: hun1asht 

gink in that manner, wak a git1ga of course, nanuk pshi'n gisht every night. 

(a). Adverb standing separately. 

Of the adverb the usual position in the sentence is before the verb it 
qualifies, and, therefore, whenever it coalesces with the verb into one word, 
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it becomes its prefix or first part. When standing separate, some of them 
assu1ne the reduplicated for~ when used in a distributive sense, though the 
n1ajority of adverbs lack this gran1matic form; the qualified verb sometin1es 
assumes the distributive form also. A few adverbs are exactly like the 
adjectives forrned of the same basis, and concerning these it may be difficult 

to decide whether the Indian uses them as adverbs or as adjectives; cf. 
wennitoks kek shuta he acts differently from others. 

The nun1eral adverb corresponding to our four times, five times, etc., 
and some of the locative adverbs pointing to direction, or to the points of 
the con1pass, show the ending -ni, which remains uninflected. Another 
series of numeral and other adverbs ends in -ash, a terminal which repre

sents the objective case of the nurneral adjective. Both endings have been 
discussed in Morphology, pages 530, 531. 

tidsh nu htishlta I feel well, healthy. 

tina'k shni watchna to swallow at one gulp. 

pa,' dshit pshin ka-a tchemuka it is very dark to-night. 

ati ewa the water is deep; lit.. "it stands, fills up deeply." 
a-ati e-ewa the waters are deep. 

wf-uka (or uyuga) e-ewa the waters are shallow. 

wewani a sha hunk pen shul6ta they dress differently. 

ndauni shuta hu he did so three times. 

tunepni ge-u lalualatko I own five pins. 

sa shlfn tu'kni they shot him from the other side, 23, 21. 

kokagtalkni gepgap'l' they returned over a brook, 29, 14. 
Mo' dokni nda'nash pelpeltampka the Modocs began to work at a third 

place, 35, 20. 

A special use is made of the numeral adverb when days and years are 
mentioned, which differs from English considerably. For our terms day and 
year are not always expressed by the substantives ill6lash, illu'lsh year and 
waftash, waftash day of twelve or day of twenty-four hours, but at ti1nes by 
the verbs ilhula, ill6la (in Klamath illol6la) to complete a year, to pass a full 

year, wafta, waita, wait6la to wait or pass one day, to lay over for a whole day, 

or day and night. Then this verb is qualified by the adverbial in -ni7 not 
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by the cardinal numeral, and tina once is substituted to na'sh or na'dsh one. 

In mentioning certain numbers of days, waita or wait6la is often dropped 

from the sentence, the numeral alone remaining. 

hip'ni ill6lan after two years, Mod., cf. lap'ni ill6lash during two years . 

. ti'na ill6lolatk Sha' t guikak after one year the Snake Indians left, 2 8, 

14. Kl. 

ill6luapka the year will be at an end, Mod. 

tina tchiank illol6la he lived one year; lit. "he completed one year while 

living," Kl. 

te-unapni illol6latko ten years old, Kl. 

mak'lek tina nat waita we encamped and lay over one day, 29, 9. 

nat waituapk (without tina) we will wait one day, 7 5, 2. 

nda'ni tchek wait6lank finally after the lapse of three days, 66, 6 ; cf. 66, 

8. 85, 1, and many other passages mentioned in the Dictionary. 

(b). Adverb prefixed. 

Many adverbial particles, especially · when consisting of one syllable 

only, lose their accentuation when standing immediately before a verb, and 

coalesce so closely with it as to appear as prefixes. A considerable number 

of these are mentioned, with grammatic examples, in the List of Prefixes, 

and are referred to on page 303 as "prefixes embodying relations expressed 

by ad verbs," having either a locative or a modal function. They are as 

follows: 

i-, y- No. 2 (page 286), locative prefix referring to the soil, ground. 

ino-, inn- (page 286) away from. 

yan-, ya- (page 286) downward, down below. 

yu- (page 287) downward. 

k-, gi- (page 287) thus, so, in this manner. 

kui-, ku-, gu- (page 289) away, from, into distance. 

1- No. c (page 2 91) along a side, slope, declivity. 

le- (page 292) not, when used in a putative sense. 

tu- No. 1 (page 300) out there, out at a distance. 

u-, vu- No. a (page 301) away from (horizontally and vertically). 
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Some other prefixes of this sort could be placed here almost as well, 
e. g. m-, pointing to a curvilinear motion along the ground, and its compound 

km-, cf. page 288. Like many other prefixes, the above often figure as 
radical syllables or as parts of such; cf." page 282 

There exist a number of adverbial terms in the language which at 
times occur as independent words and at other ti1nes as prefixes to verbs or 
nouns, in which case they lose their accentuation. The majority of them 
are real adverbs, susceptible of reduplication within the compound word 
formed by them and undergoing apocope or contraction like the English 
agoing for "on going," or doff for ''do off." 

ka-a, ka- strongly, vehemently: kaya-a to cry aloud, for ka-a ya:.a, Mod.; 
ka y~ga to begin to grow tall, for ka-a u yega. Cf. also kahaha. 

ka-i not, no: kayai, d. kayaiyai not to cry; kaixema not to know, ·not to 
recognize; keliak not possessed of, or absent. 

kui badly: kuyega to become or fall sick; kuyewa to be disgusted at, to 
dislike. 

rna-, m'ha-, prefix referring to the incomplete filling of a vase, recep
tacle; m'hawixa to jill partially; cf. iwixa to put into, to jill into. 

IDU-7 lllU- largely, greatly, much, the adverb of lTillni great: nrulb1ika to 
grow as a large round fruit upon the ground (also subst.); mu'lxa 
to be dense, thick, from nTu' lxan; 1nulkualxa to el}'tit smoke. From 
the distributive form mutchutchuyapka to laugh, smile, it appears 

that Inn- is the above adverb, and the second part is probably 
tchutchua to croak. 

na-i on one side, the inessive case ·of the numeral nadsb one: na-ital= 
telshna to ride women-fashion, lit. "to look to one side only;" na-i= 
shlakgish horned beetle, lit. "pincher on one side;" na-igshtani half. 

takanilxa to fall right side up, from talaak straight; nelxa to lay down. 
tidshewa to rejoice at, to like, from tidsh well, hewa to think, consider; 

c£ ko-ishewa, kuyewa. 

(c). Two verbs forming a compound verb. 

The modus of compounding a verb from two verbs 1s unusual in 
Aryan, but not unfrequent in An1erican languages, and is extensively em-
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ployed in Iroquois, Kayowe, and Atakapa. In Klan1ath it is frequent 
enough to require a separate chapter of the Gran1mar. When the verbs 
combine in one, the first one in some instances loses its conjugational suf
fixes, and appears only in the shape of its radix or base, while the second 
verb retains its inflectional elen1ents. Compounds of exactly the san1e de
scription are the verbs formed by 1neans of the suffixes -kakiamna, -kakua, 
-ki (-gi), -lddsha, -tan1na, all of which are originally verbs. To the follow
ing list I add after the two-verb compounds those nominal compounds, the 
first of which is a verb, the second a substantive formed from a verb. 

lepleputa'na to play the" srrwthering" game, altered from Iewalewa=puta'na; 
this from lewa to play, ptlta to smother. 

shalatchguala to be }oined to, connected with; from hitcha to intertwine, 

ga wal to go or place on the top of 

shepkedsha to thank, from shapa to tell, kedsha to reply (differs here 
from the suffix -kidsha). 

shneke' gi to spill, waste, lose; a compound of kegi, ka' gi o~a-i gi) it is 

no longer, it is absent, and the radix ni-, ne- occurring in ni wa to 

drive mtt. · 

shnukalena to carry a round or bulky object by the handle; lit. "to hold 
and carry;" from shnuka to seize, hold, lena to carry something 
round. c±: shnukalen6tkish handle. 

shnutch6ka to burn or singe to death; a compound of tch6ka, tchuka to 
die a violent death and the radix nu- in nuta to burn . . 

tilampudshea to roll oneself about, from tila to roll, pf1edsha to cast away, 

scatter, throw. 

tchawaya to wait for, expect, from tchia to sit, stay, waiha to wait. 

tchiluyexa to brawl, halloo, make noise, from yeka to shout, the first term 
being either tchiluish boy or tchilla to stay together, to side with. 

Compound words, of which one part is a verb and the other a noun, 
are as follows : 

gama=pala-ash flour- or grist-mill. 

ganta=papalish sneak-thief 

shalatchgapshtish room in a house, lit. ''structure adjacent," from latcha 
to build a lodge, lit. ''to intertwine;" kaptcha to be in contact with. 
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spaka=wesh tool for breaking ice. 

te-iniwa-ash young woman, lit. "young growing" or "newly existing;" 
also other terms fornled of the verb wa. 

tchliuyagotkish slit in pocket-knife blad~ to facilitate its opening, fron1 
tchlika to grasp, u yega to lift up. 

Remark.-To incorporate nouns or pronouns into the verb is a method 

. of word composition frequent in many languages of Europe and America. 
Greek is characteristic for its facility for incorporating nouns and verbs into 
one term, the noun being usually the direct object of the verb. In Nahuatl 

the transitive verb incorporates either its nominal object or a pronominal 
particle instead of it. But in Klatnath I know of no instance of this sort, 
for ish lulpalpaliat make ye eyes for me agai,n, 154; 11, is not. derived from 

lt1lp eyes and pelpela to work, but from lulpala to make eyes, -pali- for -peli 

again, at ye. 

An instance of a pronoun incorporated into a verb seems to be: humasht, 
d. human1asht so, in this manner. 

B.-THE NOUN WITH ITS ATTRIBUTIVE QUALIFICATION. 

rrhe natural position of the attribute is before the qualified noun, and 

not after it. The parts of grammar which serve to qualify the noun are 
chiefly adjectives and substantives, and when two substantives unite into a 
compound, this is frequently done by syncopation. 

(a). Nominal compounds expressing possessive relation. 

vVhenever a noun standing in the possessive (-am, -lam) or in the par
titive case ( -ti) is placed before another noun, the antecedent qualifies the 

following noun as to ownership, appurtenance, origin, substance, or n1aterial. 
rrhe ending of the possessive case is sometin1es shortened to -a, or drops off 

altogether in rapid conversation, and this forms the transition to the prop

erly so-called compound nouns. 
Instances of possessive case: 

ko'lta-m wash otter den. 

kt1ls tge-ush (for kf1lsam tgewash) place where the badger stands in water. 

• 
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lk6m a' -ush black lake, lit. ,, lake of coal." 

16loks=wa' genam stu .railroad, lit. "fire-wagon's road." 
Mo' dokishatn kaila the country of the Modocs. 

p'gisham weash the mother's child. 

shl6a skutash lynx-skin mantle. 

stl'l kailish otter-skin belt. 

tchiken1en p6ko iron kettle. 

Instances of partitive case: 

kaila latchash earth lodge (for kailati latchash). 
n1un1eanti tapaxti lutish thimbleberry, lit. "berry on large leaves." 

nushti kako skull, lit. "on head the bone." 
yainati tikaga mountain q1;fail. 

More examples will be found on page 4 77. 

(b). Noun with its apposi."on. 

Nouns with their appositions form a peculiar and rather frequent class 
of nominal compounds. In the n1utual position of both there is a certain 

freedon1, as the apposition precedes the noun just as often as it follows it. 

The apposition occupies the first place in: 

Aishish kai nu sha ulo'la I Aishish I am swinging my sword, 193; 10. 

hishuakga=k6hiegsh boy-orphan. 

n1bushaksh tuek6tkish borer rnade of obsidian. 

pilpil shuish virginity song. 

sessal6lish laki leader of war expeditions. 

shuitchash lawalsh urine-bladder. 

shu-utank6tkish=paksh courtcil-pipe, lit. "peace-n1aking pipe," 14, 6. 
skenshnutldsh m btl-itch sinew-thread. 

skuks=kUi' m spirit-fish, viz., "fish containing a dead person's soul." 
sk{llhash pe' t ambulance-bed. 

tchatcha=p'lu sweet sap of the sugar pine. 

The apposition stands after the noun in : 

i snawa' dsh you as a woman, 58, 15; cf. 59, 2. 6. 
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k6-e welekash the old female frog. 

spu'klish la wish promontorial sweat-lodge. 

st6palsh tam a' dsh solitary peeled pine, 7 4, 16. 

tchashkai lakf male of weasel. 

tcha'lish pawa hu he eats as or like a porc·upine, 190; 14. 
tsashash=kif1ks the skunk as a con}urer, 134, 8. 
f1naka m'na Afshishash his son Aishish, 94, 8. 
wekwak wewanuish the female butterflies, 95, 14. 

(c). Compounds formed of two or more substantives. 
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Under this heading are gathered compound terms which are dependent 
on and governed by each other. Both portions are substantives, but one of 

the two is sometimes a compound by itself, thus forming no longer a binary 
but a ternary combination. The combination may consist of a substantive 
of verbal origin with its direct object, or with its indirect object, or with an 

object accompanied by a postposition or with adverbs; therefore, compounds 

of this sort often contain nouns standing in the objective, locative, and other 

cases. Here, as well as in the n1ajority of other languages, the qualifying 
noun precedes the noun qualified. 

Instances of the objective case: 

kaila=shushatish 'ininer and mole, lit. "earth-worker." 
kia'm=luel6tkish fish-trap, lit. "fish-killing instrument." 

k'lekapkash iwixotkish coffin, lit. "corpse-receiving tool." 
lgft'm==ldaklish and 1gu'n1=loliegish moth, lit. "coal-lifter." 
l{tluks=skutchaltko one wrapped up in fire. 

maklaksh=papish (for maklakshash=papish) man-eater, lion. 

nu' sh=tilansneash turn-head. 

pe'nsh lu!fash=luel6tkish pitfall to kill grizzly bears, 1\fod. 
p'tish=, p'gish=lulatko one who has lost his father, mother. 

tchikass=kshi'kshnish sparrow-hawk, lit. "ravisher of little birds." 

tchikenlen=mpamptish blacksmith, lit. "iron-beater." 
tch6ke ne-utko field with pumice-stone. 

wa tchash=netxish bridle of Indian manufacture. 
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Instances of other inflectional cases : 

ati=kaila=gi' sh foreigner, lit. "living in a distant land." 
pakshtat tulish pipe-stem, lit. "handle in the pipe." 
sunde=ka'klkish preacher, lit. ''Sunday gesticulator." 
wawa=tutu'ksh ear-wax, for wawakshtat tutu'ksh, lit. "what is taken 

from the ears." 

(d). Compounds formed of ad}ectives and substantives. 

When adjectives becon1e connected with substantives so closely as to 
form compound nouns they often appear in the apocopated form, especially 
the adjectives ending in -li, -ni. Numeral adjectives also appear in a shorter 
form. Having previously mentioned a few adjectives which appear chiefly 
in the form of suffixes, as -amtch, -kani, -shitko, -tkani (pages 518-520), and 
also adjectival abbreviations like kal=kma skull-cap, and three others on page 
516, I add the following examples: 

Kal=Lulp "Round-Eye," nom. pr. masc. 
kal=n16moksh glow-worm, firefly, Mod. 
kal=tchitchiks spider, fron1 kalkali round, tchi' dsha to remain. 

litch=katchiash strong person of short stature, from litchlitchli strong, pow-

erful, and ketcha in ketchkani small, short. 

metsmets=sawals obsidian arrow-head. 

• 
When adjectives and numerals are used in a sentence or phrase imply 

ing possession, they may becon1e connected with a participle or" the past, 
and then stand in their objective case. To the examples previously enu
merated (page 616) I add the following, all from the Modoc dialect: 

hu snawedshash vunipa wewesheltko this woman has four children (vu-
nipa abbr. for vunipenash). 

kudslut anku shtinasha.ltko a woodrat having a wooden house. 

kudsha shnawedshaltko p'gisha pena a woodrat had his mother for a wife. 

vt'mam n1ba-ush tchutchieshaltko dressed in elk-skin caps, 90, 17. · 
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(e). Other nominal compounds. 

Substantives can form other compounds-with adverbs, for instance. 
They take the second or last place in the compound, and their verbal nature 

becomes more apparent than in other compounds : 

hatak=tchitko settler, inhabitant. 
hunashak sheshash nickname. 
ketcha bubanuish tippler. 
ketcha muatftala shlewish west-south-west wind. 
;kfllan shishukish brave warrior. 
k6-i tl1n1enash noise, lit. "dis::lgreeable hearing." 
le'p=kleks (supply p'gfshap) mother who lost her children. 
muna tatftmnuish 1nole, lit. "walker in the deep." 
nan ukash=kailakni people from every land, strangers. 

POSITION OF WOR.DS IN THE SENTENCE. 

Languages endowed with a copious array of inflectional affixes ex-· 

press the n1utual relation of words by means of these, and need, there
fore, no strict rules for position of each word in the sentenc~. ~fono

~y llabic languages cannot inflect their words; therefore they indicate the 
subject, object, etc., exclusively by their position among the other words, 
'"hile English, which preserves a rernnant of its forn1er wealth of inflec
tion, is more free in this respect, and Klamath is freer still. N evert he
less, this language follows certain principles in arranging the ele1nentary 
parts of the sentence, which are disregarded only when rhetoric effects 
m·e attempted. 

The chief rule for the simple, declarative sentence is: "The subject 
~tands before its verb, and its usual position is at the head of the sentence. 

1 f the verb or predicate does not include the copula (viz., the verb to lJe.), 
then the copula comes after the predicate. · Direct and, less frequently, in
direct objects precede the verb, standing between it. and its subject. The 
attribute precedes the noun, the adverb the verb which it qualifies." Sen-
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tence~ exhibiting the parts of the sentence in their natural order run as 

follows: 

nad hip mehiash na'dsxeks ngak tchish hunk shn6kua we caught two 

trouts and nine turtles. 

palpali walwiHi' gash kii'shtat hunf1meni a white butterfly flew up on the 

pine-tree. 

Incident clauses are not incapsulated within the parts of the main sen

tence, as is done sometimes in English, but precede or more frequently follow 
it, no matter whether they contain a verbal or a real, finite verb. r:l'his holds 

good when the object or the attribute is expressed by several words, by a 

phrase, c>r by a sentence: 

hu nush k;a-i matchatka tpewash he does not listen to my orders, lit. "he 

to me not listens when ordering." 
k;a-iu B6shtinash gatpish, .Mo'dokni mba-ush shulo'tantko (gi) before the 

Americans arrived the Modocs were dressed in buckskin, 90, 16. 

nu mish hunk sheshatui watchaga mumenish wawakash gipkash I sold 

you a dog having long ears. 

samtsalxa Doctor John a gen tawi she discovered that Doctor John had 

bewitched him, 64, 2; cf. 13, 16. 17. 
tidshewa nu mish gatpisht I am glad that you came. 

There are many agencies which tend to modify the natural sequence of 

the syntactic elements in a sentence, as outlined above. All of them are re

ducible to rhetoric causes, viz, to greater emphasis laid upon certain words 
or a whole phrase or sentence. The more important a term or phrase appears 

to the speaker the more he will seek to bring it out by emphasis or transpo

sition. In the following examples the narrator desired to lay particular 

stress upon the word which he has placed first: 

kaknegatko gi mi shul6tish ! dirty is your dress I 

lap'ni' sha shellual W alamski' sas E-ushkni twice the Lake people fought 

the Rogue River Indians, 16, 1. 
16la a-i mish nu I believe you, lit. ''believe I do you." 
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ni'shta ha'ma mu'kash txu'txuk all night long does the owl screech for 

presaging, 88, 6. Of. all the terms heading paragraphs on page 7 5. 
nushtoks n1aklaks shlea the people have seen me. 

nush tula gena i ! you come with me I 

shikutchipk tchika kemutsatk on a stick walks the decrepit old man, 136, 

5; cf. ki'shtchipk in 136, 6. 

shmauyoleshtat ktcbalhui sappash after rain comes sunshine. 

The following are instances of terms placed at the end of sentences for 
emphasis: 

gena mi at huki'sh! now is gone your spirit! 87, 15. 
pupakuak a sha nanuktua ilxota, . . . . . t:Uatoks ;ka-i they b~try with 

him various cups ..... but no money, 87, 4. 5. 

Transposition of words from thB natural order, as the placing of the 
attribute in the possessive case after the noun on which it depends, and of 
the adjectival attribute after its substantive is often resorted to to produce 
variety and to relieve the monotony of the regular order of words: 

mahiash Afshisham the shadow of .Aishish, 96, 2. 
pe'tch ktakta :ska'tish tapi' dshnish he cuts .off the left hind leg, 134, 15. 
p'tfsa·m'nalam their father, 101, 10: cf. 61, 19. 21. 
shnu'lashtat shku'lelam in the n~_st of the lark, 95, 5. 
snawedsas Aisisam a wife of .Aishish, 100, 5; cf. 13. 

Probably for the same cause transposition has been made in : 

nat ga' -una. gena hunk nga'-isapksh a'nok ndanna we went on slowly, car

rying the three wounded men, 24, 7, instead of ndanna nga-isapkash 
a'nok. 

nat wal'hha kawa]ia'kuapk sa'-ug we watched them, believing they would 

ascend, 29, 15, instead of sa'-ug kawalHi'kuapk. 

In various examples to be found on page 123 the indirect object follows 
the verb, as it does also in 24, 6 : nat guhaRhktcha shewatxu'1si at noon we 

started, and in numerous other passages. 
41 
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The syntactic feature called incorporation often causes inversion and 
other changes in the natural position of the words, examples of which will 

be quoted under the caption of "Incorporation." 
In the negative, interrogative, and interrogative-negative sentence the 

position of the words is in the main identical with the one observed in the 
declarative or affinnative sentence; in the oratio obliqua or indirect mode of 
speaking and in indirect questions it does not differ fron1 the sequence of 
words in the direct n1ode of speaking ( oratio recta) and the direct questions. 

The syntactic arrangement of the sentence exercises so1ne influence 
upon the word-accent. Some remarks on this have been inserted in Pho
nology, pages 236-243. 

There is, perhaps, no part of the Klamath Granunar less subject to rules 
than the position of words in the sentence. This is so because this language 
differentiates the parts of speech better than many other Indian languages, 
and in regard to the placing of the attribute is even freer than French, En

glish, and Gerrnan. In some points all languages of the world agree, as in 

the placing of the conjunctions at the head of the sentence; the subject also 
leads the sentence in the large majority of languages when it is expressed 

by a noun. 
Many other indications concerning thJ position of words are dissemi

nated throughout the Grammar, as in the chapter on adjectives, pronouns, 
and particles. The negative particle ka-i usually leads the sentence, but 
the putative negative le not in n1ost instances stands immediately before the 
verb qualified by it: 

pi hunk nen ak le kepka he does not want to come, he says. 
watchag le genug wawa a dog howls for not (being per{nitted) to go. 

THE SENTENCE. 

STRUCTURE OF THE SENTENCE. 

The simple sentence is the most frequent and also the most ancient form 
of the sentence. This form need not contain anything else but the subject 
and its predicate, or, when the latter is a transitive verb requiring an object, 
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the subject, object, and predicate. The next step to a higher complexity is 
the coordination of two or more sentences, which may stand in a continu

ative or in an adversative relation to each other. Next in order is the com

pound sentence, in which one or more clauses are placed in a relation of 
dependency to another clause which figures as the principal clause. Many 
staten1ents which, in English, would figure as dependent or incident clauses, 

are, in the more synthetic languages, as Klamath, expressed by participles, 
and more especially by verbals, which of course do not forn1 sentences by 
themselves, but express verbal ideas subordinate to the main verb. Lan
guages showing a complex structure in their sentences presuppose a con
siderable mental development in their originators. The latest form of lin

guistic evolution in the sentence is the incapsulation of many sentences into 
one, irnplying interdependence of many sentences frorn a single one. Lan
guages in the primitive stage do not show this, and even in the best devel
oped languages it is a difficult rnatter to combine incapsulation with cor

rectness of expression. Our Klamath language has remained free frorn this 
stage. 

The above considerations prompt n1e to divide this syntactic section 
into two portions: the shnple sentence and the con1pound sentence. Many 
points discussed in the first portion apply as well to the principal clause of 
the compound sentence, and partially also to the incident clause; e. g. what 
is said concerning certain particles and the negative form of speech. 

I. THE SIMPLE SENTENCE. 

According to the intention or spirit in which a speaker n1ay address 
his hearers, and the various rhetoric modes consequent upon it, the simple 
sentence is subdivided in the declarative, the negative, the interrogative, 

the i1nperative, the exhortative, the exclamatory sentence. Coordinate sen
tences, when they are in the shape of principal and not of incident clauses, 

I also consider as simple sentences. 

A.-The declarative sentence. 

This form of speech, also called affirmative, is used In communicating 

thoughts or news, In stating facts, in narrating stories, fables, rnyths, his-
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toric events, and also figures pron1inently in the oratory and poetic style. 
The declarative n1ode is the proper form for this sentence, the use of the 
conditional mode being rather scarce. Potentiality and possibility may be 

expressed by the declarative sentence also: 

B.-The negative sentence. 

Whenever a sentence has to be negatived, negation is expressed by 
two particles: Jsa-i, so1netin1es pronounced Jsai, and le, le, Hi ·not. They are 
words standing separate in 1nost instances; but there is a number of verbs 
and other terms to which they become prefixed, to be enumerated below. 
Of. pages 292. 632. Ka-i forn1s several compound particles. 

· The difference between the two particles consists in this: ka-i opposes 
a flat denial to the statement contained in the verb or sentence, and is, 
therefore, used in negative replies: no I whereas le in1plies a putative denial 
existing in the minds of those acting or supposed to act or speak. Ka-i 
.3tands at the head of the sentence, before the verb, and this n1ay have pre
vented the formation of a special negative inflection of the KJatnath verb, 
which exists in so many foreign and American languages, e. g. of the !fas
koki and Algonkin fan1ily; there the negative particle figures as a suffix to 
the verbal stem. Its position before the verb it has in cornmon with all 
other particles; it also accompanies imperatives and exhortatives as a pro
hibitory adverb when, at the head of a sentence, it is pronounced with em
phasis and a raising of the voice. 

ka-i an tt1sh shlea push I have not seen him anywhere. 

ka-i nad ukauxosh luashtat shlea we do not see the moon through the fog. 

ka-i kilank gakuat shlankoshtat, ke-uni at gakuant r do (ye) not r~un 

fast over the bridge, but go (ye) slow I 

ka-i nu sheshatuish a-i gi ! I am not a trader I 

Particles and other terms derived from ka-i not are: kayak not yet, 

kayu, ka-iu before, kaitua nothing, no one, kayutch and kayu never, Jsa-itata 
nowhere, no more, never, Jseliak or Jsaileak being without or deprived of, absent, 

ki ya to tell lies, keshka to be unable, kedshika to be tired, exhausted, ka' gi or 
k{tyeke to be gone, not to exist, to be weak, with its derivative heshxe'gi to kill, 
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·ka -ikema not to know, etc. Of. also page 633. The use of these terms nega
tives the whole phrase or sentence, and examples for their use may be found 
in the Dictionary. Another negative verb to be unable, and parallel to ke
shga, is tchana: nu pelpelash tchana or tchanish I cannot work, lit. "I do not 
know how to work.'' On the construction of these two verbs, c£ page 598. 

A passage in which ka-i stands at the end of a sentence is 8 7, 5 : kma' 
yamnash tchish, talatoks ka-i skull-caps and beads, money none. But here 
ka-i negatives not a whole sentence, only a noun, that is a portion of a sen
tence. Our no I when it forms a reply to queries, is usually expressed in 
I\Jama.th as a whole sentence; cf. Dictionary, page 162. 

The other negative particle, le, is of a putative character, and is used 
only when the denial is a conditional one, or when it is not outspoken and 
existing only in somebody's mind, or when it is only in the stage of uncer
tainty or doubt, and is not uttered as a flat denial. Le cornposes the inter
rogative particle lish, the verb laki it is gone, lewe-ula, and several other 
terrns to be found in the List of Prefixes and in the Dictionary. Of. also 
le wak, ka-i wak, on page 458 and in the Dictionary. 

le nu ak gena I do not expect to go. 

le nu wak I am uncertain; I do not know. 

le we-ula a n'sh sha they do not allow it to me j cf. 23, 9. 
pi hunk nen ak le kepka he says he don't want to come. 

In the negative sentence the position of the words is the same as in the 
declarative sentence, le and ka-i preceding the verb. In the negative ques
tions the interrogative particle leads the sentence: wak gi hil ka-i gepk ~ 
why does he not come? -

C.-The interrogative sentence. 

In the interrogative sentence the query is put either directly or indi
rectly. In the language of which we treat the position of words in the 
direct -question does not differ from their position in the indirect question. 
Indirect questions form here as elsewhere incident clauses dependent upon 

the finite verb of a principal sentence, and hence follow the structure of the 
incident clause; of this a later chapter will treat. Thus we will have to 
deal here with the form of the direct question only. 
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The direct question begins either with an interrogative particle of pro
nonlinal origin or with the interrogative a, ha placed after another term or 
at the end of the sen~ence, or with some interrogative pronoun standing at 
the head of the sentence in one of its inflectional cases, usually the subject
Ive. One of the particles, tam, occurs in interrogative sentences only, but 
there is no distinction made between particles introducing questions which 
require affirmative replies and those which elicit negative replies. The verb 
usually closes the sentence. 

Questions introduced by an interrogative particle: 

tata i gepkuapka ~ when will you come? 

tat i gena~ tat at gena~ where do you go? where do ye go? 

tata mantch i tchf-uapk lakiam latchashtat ~ vunipni hak waftash how 

long will you stay in the chief's house? four days only. 

tat gisht shnawedshash u'nk ~ where is that woman? (Mod.) 
tuatala tak i lefelina ~ why did you not let it alone? 

wak i pa'dshit hushlta ~ (Mod.) wak i gi gen waftash ~ (Kl.) how do 

you do to-day? wak gi ~ why? 

wak lish i giuga ka-i nish walxa ~ why don't you reply to me? 

wakaitch nu un ne-ulaktak ~ how shall I decide now? 

wak rna~ or wak nen ~ what did you say? or what did he say? 

Questions introduced by an interrogative pronoun: 

kanam kek i-amnash ~ whose are these beads? 

kanf haitch hut gi ~ who is he? who is she? 

kani gen pak6lesh shlin ~ who shot this mule-deer? 

tank i mehiash shn6kua ~ how many trout did you catch? 

tua i hushkanka ~ what do you think about? 

tua i yewantku ki ~ what are you filled with? 

waktchi n' un gitak ~ what shall I do now? 

Tam, a purely interrogative particle untranslatable in English, like 
num or an, or the postpositive -ne of Latin, introduces questions when there 
is no other particle to introduce them. It frequently connects itself with 
other particles for reinforcement, so to say, and precedes them: tamu (for 
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tam hu), tan1 hai, tama (tam ha), tamudsh, and (Mod.) tam lish, tamu lish, 

tamu' ha. 

tam lish a-ati e-ewa ~ are the waters deep? Of. page 631. 
tam lish i-i tchui tumena ~ i-i, nu tumena! do you hear me? yes, I hear 

you! (Mod.) 
tamudsh kek hishuakga hemkanka ~ can this boy speak? 

tamu a pa-ula ma'l ~ did ye finish eating? (Mod.) 
tamu' lish a mulo'la ~ are ye ready? (Mod.) 

Ha, ha, -a, -a, a, always occupies some place after the first word of the 
sentence · and refers to actual time or the time being. It expresses nearly 
wh'at we express by a raising of the voice toward the end of a question. 
When it stands alone for itself, it signifies that a question has not been well 
understood. 

ampu a ~ i, ampu ! do you want water? yes, I want water I 
at ha pitcha l6loks ~ i, pitcho'la at l6loks ! is the fire gone out? yes, the 

fire is out I (Mod.) 
hun a nanuk ko'sham wakwakshtka hu'ntka ha i tamenu ~did you travel 

on the top of every pine-tree there? (Mod. myth.) 
ka-itak ha i nish·l6la ~ did you not believe me? 

shana-ul' i ampu ~ do you want water? 

talaak ha ~ is that correct? is he right? 

tua ha aka uk ~ what could this be ? 

tua ha i shHi'popk ~ what are you looking at? 

Direct questions may be pu~ also by merely using the special intona
tion of a questioner without any particle or pronoun heading the sentence. 

newatala i hut (or ut) ~ did yo~t dip this (cloth) in water? 

shuhululena nat~ shall we skip down? 119, 23. 

D.-The imperative sentence. 

Sentences of a n1andatory character may be expressed in a harsh man
ner as a con1mand, behest, or in a more kindly, patronizing mode as advice 
or counsel. The jussive mode, or imperative proper, serves best for the 
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command, while the exhortative form in -tki expresses the second or advice

form. It is the verbal intentional, either in its full or abbreviated shape. 

The structure of both kinds of the in1perative sentence differs in nothing 
from that of the declarative sentence, if we except the point that the pro

noun of the person addressed is with greater freedom placed either before 

or after the verb, and is sometimes repeated. The exhortative fonn is 

found connected with all the personal prono~ns. Interjecti~ns used in 
mandatory sentences are mentioned (page~ 568, 569); the negative particle 

introducing prohibitory sentences is ka-i. Son1etimes the form in -tki is 
replaced by the future tense in -uapka. 

Exa1nples of the Jussive sentence: 

gen' at kuni, lueltak rna nu lin! ye go away (or) I shall kill you! (Mod.) 
gun' i ganktak ! make him stop I (Mod.) 

ka-i ge-u kshinksh guixidshi! don't cross my fence! 

nush pcHak kitchx6li! get away from me quick! 

tchim' i shn6ki ! here! take this I 

Examples of the exllortative sentence: 

ka-i a hun gune tashtant a! nobody dare to touch that! 

kaitoks ni' sh tu' -una Lemaikshina kayaktgi he should not pursue me 

around Shasta Butte, 40, 3. 

nush i-akashetki! press your foot upon mel 

u'tch hu'nksh ga'mpelitki! let him go home! 

ii'ts gint (for gintak), shli'tki nush! never mind, they may shoot mel 22, 

10 ; cf. 1 7, 9. 

E.-The exclamatory sentence. 

It differs from other sentences, not in the n1utual arrangen1ent of the 

words composing it, but by a frequent use of interjections and a raising of 

the voice to a higher pitch. The dropping of the verb is very com1non in 

sentences of this sort, especially when they contain a wish or command. 

A list of the interjections usually occurring is presented in :Morphology; a 

particle often employed in them is utch, u' ds! never mind I rnostly con-

/ I 
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nected with gintak, gi' nt. U tch gi'ntak ! let it go! is said when something 

is held tightly. 

gakan a na't! u'tch na'lsh hushtcho'ktgi! let us go out, whether they kill 

us or not! 17, 9. 
genu i git', o-6lka, kinhHi'na! come right inside, o little pigeon! 182; 4. 

ya! ati' a na'lsh winni' xitk tna' ki ! to be sure! he is someuody much 

stronger than we are! 112, 11. 12. 

ka-i xai hu'kt gi ! it is not he! (Mod.) 
tu'sh ak nen hu'k wak ka'la ~ what can they be doing somewhm·e? 110, 19. 

tututu! wennini tua gatpa! by heavens! some strange man has come in! 

112, 7. 

uk hai ! uk ta we'k hu, tuan a ! why! perhaps he did some e'vil to him! 

(Mod.) 
u'tch gintak am nu ge'nt! I ha,ve a good notion to go! 

u'tch gintak arn nil ka-i git! I have changed my mind and will not do it! 

F.-List of particles frequently used in the simple sentence. 

Under this heading I have gathered a number _of particles, partly un
translatable, or to be rendered in English by a separate phrase or sentence 

only, which are peculiar to Indian speech and of rather frequent occurrence. 
An1ong them are two oral particles, which in recounting stories are repeated 
to satiety by the Maklaks; similar particles are introduced into almost every 
sentence of a narrative by Iroquois, Omaha, Ponka, T6nkawe, and other 
North American Indians. Some of these particles 1nust be considered as 

adverbs, while others participate rnore of the nature of conjunctions. 
a. The declarative particle a represents the idea of actuality, action 

at the present time; it stands either separately or forms the declarative 
rnode of the verb, or words of verbal origin, or composes suffixes, as -6ga, 
-tka, -uapka, etc. Standing separately it points to the present tense, and 
is rnore frequently used in this function in the northern than in the south
ern dialect. In sound it is like the interrogative a, and should not be con
founded with it. 

at a na'lsh pinu' dsha now she has caught up with us, 121, 22. 
i a shuaktcha you are just weeping. 
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kank a ni sa'tu I am counting so many, 70, 9. 

nu a gatpa pa'p 1, the marten, am coming, 177; 10. 
shuedshna tchu'nk at pe'n a then again they went to gamble (Mod.). 

Instances where a coalesces with other particles or words may be 

found in Dictionary, page 15. 
at now, presently; at that time; then, hereupon, finally. This particle 

may be abbreviated into a, and is pronounced 1nostly with the vowel long; 

(at); it either points to the present tense or to an act preceding ( cf. page 
584) or following another act. It can serve as a conjunction or as an 
adverb, and its position in the sentence is very free; when it becomes the 
final word of a sentence it is generally pronounced with en1phasis. 

When closely connected with other particles, at often fulfils the office 
of a mere expletive: tcha at now, presently, 87, 14; tchui at hereupon, 23, 4; 
and in the following particles taken frorn Modoc: tchikunk at and then, for 
tchik hu'nk at; atchkunk then, for at tchek hunk; atunk, atchunk then, here

upon, for at hunk, at tchish hunk. Other particles are subordinate to at 
in locutions like the following: atu, atui now, at present; atutu }ust now, 

already; atch, ats then, for at tchish. 

1. At used as a conjunction: 

at gatpa at shlo'kla when they. had arrived they shot at the mark, 100, 20. 
it'ha link nanuk tchulishtat, tchulian u'nk at kin all beads he placed on 

his buckskin shirt and thereupon he dressed in it (Mod.). 
Wanaga hunk at gempele, i-an1nash n{tnuk i'tcha i'kgan after Young 

Silver Fox had returned home he won all the beads (from them; Mod.)· 
. 2. At serving as an ad verb: 

at nu k'lewi now 1 quit; now I have enough of it. 

at nen gepka pe'n a now they come again, said they (Mod.). 

ats (for at tchish) nal ne tuana shuedshipka now they approach us again 

for gambling (1\Iod.). 

ka-i ktchalhui ukauxosh pa' dshit at the moon does not shine to-night. 

tua nad shute-uapka at~ what shall we do now? 

hai, ai, ai, a-i (Mod. hai, kai, xai, ai)-enlarged hai'tch, aitch. r:rhis 
particle, whenever translatable, corresponlls best to onr evidently, clearly, 
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of cmtrse, as you see; it conveys the idea that an act or state is visible or 

perceptible to somebody or to all in its process or through its effects, or can 
be observed at the time being. It always refers to the verb, not to the 

object or any other word of the se_ntence, conveys en1phasis, and brings on 

a higher pitch to the whole sentence. Hence it often stands in interroga
tive sentences when the interrogative pronoun or particle heads the sen
tence; also in exclatnatory phrases. As a rule it holds the second place in 
a proposition, and the enlarged form haitch, though more impressive and 
emphatic, does not differ frorn hai as to its position. It may be stated that 
hai, haitch refer to the sense of vision in the same n1anner as mat and nen 

refer to the sense of hearing. Examples: 

at kai kapata wa'hlaks b1;tt evidently they landed while being watched (~Iod.). 

gena ai sha they have gone, as I have seen. 

hu kai at gena! there he goes now I 
leshma ai i' nalsh certainly ymt will not discover us, 121, 10. 

l\rieachan1 kai hu pipa itpa Meacham openly laid down the document, 34, 6. 

'mil.' tch xai nish shisht1lxa the old man wrestled with me (Mod.). 
shHi'wish a-i nish wilhua the wind blows at me (you and I feel it), 155; 

25. Cf. 165; 6. 171; 71. 

tidsh kai nu hushlta I am in good health, as you see. 

tu'sh hai at tataksni wawatawa where the children sat outside the lodge, 

as seen previously, 121, 7. 
uk hai la gen, nittl xai ntlk tch{li tchek u hu'kt gi ! certainly1 this time 1 

reasonably suppose that it is himself I (Mod.) 

welwash kai nish pala1la my spring has run dry, I perceive, 17R; 4. 

Connected with other particles, hai, ai appears in tchawai now then, 

from tcha-u hai; wakai ~ why? fro1n wak hai, Mod. {lk'hai. 
The enlarged form, haitch or aitch, occurs in: 

kani haitch hut gi ~ who is he or she? 

tata mantch haitch huk hishuaksh ma'sha o~ how long was this man sick? 

(viz., how long did you see him to be sick~) 
tua haitch hut gi ~ what is that? 

tush tal haitch sha gena~ which way did you see them, go? 
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·uk haitch mish nu u'n sha-amakpakta ~ how can I call you one of my 

relatives? (Mod.) 
wakaitch ~ waka' tch ~ why then? tu' sh haitch ~ where then? 

. Jnat, abbrf ma, -m. This particle serves to partly supply the want 
of special gramn1atic fonns for the indirect mode of speech, or oratio obliqua, 
by which sentences or s~eeches pronounc~d by others are referred to or 
reproduced by the relator. The adverbial particle n1at refers only to facts, 
acts, events, occurrences to be spoken of, or to the condition or state 
observed upon somebody or something. It n1akes no difference whether 

the events occurred long ago or recently, or whether they took place at 

home or in foi·eign parts, provided the one speaking relates them from 

hearsay. Mythic stories usually begin with mat, rna, which occupies the 
second place in the sentence, and refers to the whole story. It corresponds 

nearest to our alleged by, as they say, as reported, etc., and to the Latin aiunt, 
ferunt, clicunt, ~tt fertur, etc. Verbs of saying, telling, etc., are us.ua11y 
omitted, for mat supplies their function, or directly supplants them, as in 

the sentence below: tche mat hu'k. The {orm rnftt, 190; 19, is th~ oral 

particle mat with u, hu infixed, which points to elevation or distance. 

hen1tchnan1: "sx6tk' ish f" they shouted: "cross me over!" (-m abbre
viated from mat), Mod. 

hu'nk k{t-i mat pi'sh siukat I did not kill hirn, as alleged, 64, 5. 

kapaltch' a, rna, ka-i tu'sh kelnipktak s1ltina'shtat kanam "gather 
stalks!" the story says, ''and do not go to anybody's lodge any
where." (.Mod.) 

Kmukamtch n1at kaila shuta Kmukamtch created the world, we are told. 
shue'tchna n1at sha, shnena n1at sha hHoks they are said to have gone 

from place to place gambling and 1naking camp-fires; l\Iod.; cf. 99, 2. 

Ska'lamtch 1nat tchia shetxe-unaltx Tclwshg<tyaks Old Marten, they say, 
was the elder brother of Little Weasel, 109, 2. 

tua rna~ what is it? 
tun1~na nu mashish pil n1at pa-ula I hear that the patient has at last been 

eating, 140, 7. 

tche mat hu'k thus he said, as reported (l\Iod.). 
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nen, abbr. nen, ne, ne, -n, the other of the two oral particles in the 

language, may, whenever translatable, be rendered by alleged by, as they 

say, as reported, like the preceding one, but it also supplants the verbs I say 

or said; he, she says, said; they say or said so, so I am told. Not only words 

spoken by oneself or others are referred to by this ubiquitous particle, but 

also musical sounds, sounds of nature, noises, cries of n1en or anin1als. It, 

however, does not refer to acts, events, situations, like mat. This n1ay be 

better understood when considering its prefix n-, which .refers to Inotions 

extending along the ground Or the earth's surface; cf. nena, nenn (na'nfL), 

nepka, IH~paksh, in Dictionary. Thi~ particle, which saves Inany circum

locntory sentences to the uati ves, differs also from mat in its capacity of 

heading a sentence, and serves, like rnat, to introduce verbatirn quotations 

or indirect speech. N en also stands for to name, to call; cf. page 458. 

(a). N en referring to sounds, noises, etc.: 

kanitani nen kani gi ~ who is outside? ( nen referring to th~ noise heard 

outdoor). 

na'n u wika=shitko mukash ha'ma an owl is hooting apparently close by, 

as I hear, 192; 2. 

nu ai nen nutu'yamna I arn buzzing around, you hear, 165; 16, and Note; 

said by the wasp. 

(b). N en referring to spoken words, often as a n1ere expletive: 

atenen (for at a nen) gakayoluapka, na-asht nen waJtka now they will 

leave the woods, so I hear them say, :? 3, 5. 6 

a't ne tclnii tchek Aishish gepka this time Aishish has come, so ye say 

yourselves (Mod.). 

hun1asht tchi nen hen1kanka i'! that's the way you talk! (we heard you). 

k::1-i nu nen ld I shall not do 'What yon say. 

ke'ksha ak. nen wenkat these 'men would have died, I am told. 

klik{t nu nen I say I have no time. 

lakiam ne 1inaka n1padsa ne at now they have made blind the chief's son, 

as reported (~Iod. ). 

nen ka hinni ak that's all, lit. "just so far they report." 
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ne'nt ne'nt! that's the way I (the way to say, to call; for nen at). 

shlea tch'hunk til' gshtakni, at nen "gepka pen a" and when those on the 
other side perceived (the smoke), they said ( nen) "now they come 
again" (Mod.). 

shli't nish a nen! shoot ye at me, I say! 
tat ne gernpka ~ where did she say she would go? 
tua i nen hemkank ~ what do you talk about? 
tua nen ~ what is it you say or said? cf. 41, 14. 

ta'dsh, ta' ds is another conjunction used in connecting sentences of 
an adversatiYe· import. It introduces a more unexpected contrast than tak, 

taksh, and answers to our in spite of, although; it does not occupy the first, 
but usually the second plaG~ in the sentence. A considerable number of 

instances were given in the Dictionary, page 382. 

tak, tok, tuk, enlarged taksh, -taks, toksh, -toks, tuksh, is a connect

ive particle, the fuil significance of which can be studied only from its 

use in the compound sentence. Nevertheless, son1e points may be brought 

out Lere concerning its use in the sin1ple sentence. It belongs to the 

enclitic particles and does not reduplicate; sometimes it can be translated 
in English, sometimes not. Its purport is either of an en1phatic or of an 

adversative, disjunctive nature, and when used in the latter sense it cor

responds in many cases to the German doch. It is appended to all parts 

of speech, though after substantives it occurs but rarely; cf. lOO, 20. 

Vowels before tak, toks often becon1e elided through syncope; e. g. telin

tok for telfnatok. The enlarged forn1s of the particle virtually possess 

the same signification as the simple ones, but words and sentences are 

connected by them more closely to what precedes, and they are not enl
ployed to form a future tense; I have therefore treated both in separate 
articles in the Dictionary. 

A.-The emphatic use of tak, toksh appears: 

(a). In the emphatic pronoun: nu~ak myself; hutak himself; kahaktok 

whatsoever, 71, 7, etc.; cf. Emphatic Pronoun, pages 552, 553. 
(b). In verbs like the following: nu kmakatoks I look all around; cf. nu 

kmaka I looit around. 
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(c). After adjectives: ke-unitoks quite slow; k6-idshitoks rather bad; wen
nitoks quite strange, abbr. from wennini different, curious, s~range; 

ndannantak but for three, 142, 15. After substantives it is found 

in 71, 7. 8. 

(d). After adverbs like the following: kanktak enough, so far, cf. kank 

so much, so many; tapitak right after, cf. tapi lastly, at last; tanktaks 

long ago, cf. t{tnk some time ago; ka-itoks not at all, ka-itoks nu 
hushkanka ka-i gatpisht I despair entirely of his coming. 

Of. also page 531 (first example); it appears twice in hataktok right 

there, at the same place; cf. hatak here. It connects itself also with rnany 

eonjunctions: at toks, ha'toksh, etc. 

B.-The particle tak serves in forming a future tense, though n1ore 

regularly in the Modoc than in the Klamath Lake dialect; cf. Future Tense. 

This use is but a special application of the use indicated under D, q. v. 

C.-Tak is used in an adversative sense, to mark contrast, difference 
in quality, time, etc., in such connections as the following: 

ka-itak ha i nish lola~ did you not believe rne? 

k6-idshitoks washam tchuleks coyote-meat is unpalatable (when conlpared 
to the meat of other quadrupeds). 

shnelxatoks hunk tchpinutat they formerly (hunk) cremated in the bury

ing ground (but they do it no longer). 

D.-Tak, toksh serves to connect two co-ordinate sentences, when one 
of these stands in an adversative relation to the other; though not syntac

tically depending on it. It then corresponds to our but, however. 

na' dshak huk hishuakshlank K'mftkamtchash, nanka toks ka-i shana
ho'li one only consorted with K'mukamtch, but the others did not want 

him, 95, 11 . 
. . na'sh wi-uka kshe'sh; kshawinasht tuksh kaitua wi-uxant .... 

they gain one check; but if they (the teeth) fall unequally, they win 

nothing, 80, 4. 5; cf. 71, 2. 

Other par~les connecting simple sentences are p c n, t chis h, abbr . . 

tch, ts; t c he k or tchik; t.c h u i, tsf1i and its compounds tcht'lyuk (tchf1i 

huk), tchuyunk (tchui hunk), atchui (at tchfti), all these of a temporal im-
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. 
port. They present no syntactic difficulties; the list of conjunctions, pages 
556-560, and the Dictionary fully suffice to teach the uses made of them, 
which n1ainly consist in connecting co-ordinate sentences. 

II. THE COMPOUND SENTENCE. 

Compound sentences consist of two or more clauses with finite verbs 
showing some temporal, causal, or other logical connection, and forn1ing 
but one period. When the compound sentence is cun1posed of two clauses, 
one of the two is subordinate to the other; when composed of three or 
rnore clauses, one of them figures as the principal clause, the other8 being 
dependent of it. The sign of connection between the principal clause and 
the incident clause or clauses is a conjunction. Clauses rnay be embodied 
also in sentences in which the finite verb is replaced by a participle or 
Yerbal; but then they are not clauses in the grammatic sense of tl1e term, 

although they may fulfill the sarne syntactic office as these. Compound 
sentences may also be fonned by a multiple system of clauses, one of these 
clauses being dependent fro1n a principal one, the other clauses being inci

dent to the one depending directly from the principal clause. 
What we express by incident clauses is often rendered in l{lamath by 

copulative sentences co-ordinate to each other; and it rnay be stated as a 
general principle that in the languages of primitive populations the co-ordi
nate sentence is a 1nore natural and frequent syntactic forn1 of expression 

than the compound sentence. 

ka' gi a n'sh tcho'ksh, hi ni genuapk though one of 1ny legs is lame, I shall 
walk to the lodge. 

Nothing is more common in our literary languages than subjective, 

objective, and attributive clauses, tern1s which express the fact that sub
jects and objects of sentences and attributes of nouns are not rendered by 
single words but by sentences. This practice is greatly favored by the 

extensive use of the relative pronoun and the numerous particles derived 
from it, as well as by the analytic character of these languages. But in 
Klan1ath and many other Indian tongues the relative pronoun is seldon1 
employed, certain particles possess a more limited function than ours, and 
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the synthetic character of these languages militates against an unlimited 
use of incident clauses, the structure of which is not so developed nor so 
intricate as in our tongues. Hence our subject-, object-, and attribute

clause is in Klamath mostly rendered by a participle or by a verbal, and 
this gives to the sentence an eminently synthetic (either adjectival or ad
verbial) turn. Incorporative locutions also replace some of our incident 
clauses, whereas the comparative, superlative, and minuitive of our adjec
tive, sometimes of our adverb also, usually have to be expressed by two sen
tences, which are usually co-ordinate and not subordinate to each other. 

As will b.e seen by the introductory words and the list in the article 
"8onjunction," pages 556 sqq., the language has a considerable number of 

conjunctions introducing incident clauses, some of which are found in prin

cipal clauses as well. But our while, when, after, because, for can be ren
dered by l{lanlath conjunctions in rare instances only; there are verbals 
in the language which are intended especially for the expression of these. 
No particle in Klamath corresponds exactly to our and, but, ho~uever, thou[Jh, 
then; but there are expedients to express the ideas contained in these par

ticles as clearly as we can express them. Some of the conjunctions do not 

stand at the head of the sentence. 

'Vhen verbals are found in texts where we have to ernploy incident 
clauses with a finite verb, their subject usually stands in the objective case, 
a n1ode of synthesis which strikingly resembles the acmtsativus curn injinitivo 
construction of Latin. The use of the verbal indefinite in -sht corresponds 
in many instances to the ablativus absolutus of Latin and the genetivus abso
lutus of Greek, since in both the subject has to differ from the subject of the 
principal clause and the verb is not a finite verb. As far as syntax is con
cerned, probably no parts of IClan1ath speech offer more analogies to Latin 
and Greek grammar than the verbals and participles. 

CoRRELATIVE SE~TENCES consist of antecedent and consequent clauses 

introduced by pronouns or particles correspon~ing to each other in their 
signification, and therefore called correlatives. Disjunctive words used for 

this purpose are: the one, the other; on one side, on the other side; either, or; 
where, there; when, then; etc. One of the two sentences, generally the ante
cedent or the one first in order, is subordinate to the other, but in Klamath 

42 
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this is evidenced only by the pronoun or particle introducing it, not by the 
position of the words. In the n1ain sentence or apodosis the correlative tenn 
is not unfrequently omitted for brevity, especially in conditional sentences. 

ha sliuapkst, tcha rna/Ish ngatnapk na'hlis if ye will be shot, then to you~ 

will snap the bowstring, 21, 10. 
tankte nat hil'nk tatate nat suko'lkip'l, tankt sa hil'nk gawal kikaskan

katk when we gathered in a crowd at that time, then they found him 

as they walked about, 24, 19. 20. 
tataktak bilk kalak n1a'sha, ga'tak uba-ush ktil'shka as far as the re

lapsed (patient) is infected, }ust so large a (piece ot) uuckskin he ct~ts 

out, 73, 2. 

'rhe POSITION OF THE woRDS in the incident clause, which forms such a 
perplexing feature in the grannnars of Germanic languages, is identical 
in Klamath with the posidon of words in the principal clause. The only 
addition is fonned by the conjunction introducing the clause, and if the 
words are arrayed in another than the usual order, this is done for purely 
rhetoric reasons. 

rrhe incident clause is not incapsulated within the main or principal 
sentence, but precedes or n1ore frequently follows it, as pointed out on a 
previous page, where examples are given. 

Suvdivision.-"rhe various kinds of incident clauses necessitate a sub
division of them into classes, and I have classified them under the following 
headings: 

Conditional clauses. 
Adverbial (temporal, etc.) clauses. 
Relative clauses. 
Indirect questions. 

A. 'fHE CONDITIONAL CLAUSE. 

This clause is forn1ed by· a sentence stating the condition or conditions 
under which the fact or circumstance expressed by the principal clause 
takes place, and is subordinate to this principal clause, whether it stands 
before or is placed after it. It is commonly introduced by a conditional 
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conjunction, as ha if, and to this corresponds, at the head of the apodosis 
or main sentence, another conjunction correlative to the above, like tcha 
then, though this is frequently omitted. There are instances, also, when 

the conjunction of the conditional clause is dropped and that of the apodosis 

alone is inserted. 
Ha, he if, supposing that, is proclitic, and mostly used in a purely con- · 

ditional, not often in a temporal sense, like our when. ·It often con1bines 
with a, -tak, -toks, tchish, tchui into a compound particle, and then becornes 
accented, as in ha'tak, ha'toks, ha' a toks but if; ha tchui, abbr. ha'tchi, 
ha'tsi if then; ha' tchish, abbr. ha'tch and if. The terms for if are usually 
inflected or case-forms of pronominal roots, and so ha seems formed either 

from ha on hand, by hand or from hu this one* by the addition of the tem
poral and local particle i. Ha usually connects itself with the declarative 
n1ode, but the conditional1node is not unheard of; cf. 87, 5. 

In the apodosis, tchii then corresponds correlatively to the ha, he of the 
subordinate, conditional clause, but is very frequently omitted or replaced 

by some other particle. Its vocalic ending is analogous to that of ha if, 
and tcha, iche is etymologically connected with tcha-u now, at the present 

time, and with tchek finally, at last. Tche'k is nothing but the particle tcha 

enlarged by the den1onstrative adverb ke, ke, abbr. -k, is usually postposi

ti~e and often ends· the principal clause, especially·when connected with 

the future tense. But it also stands for our until, and in that case intro

duces statements of a purely ten1poral import. 

If the act or state described by the incident conditional clause is laid 

in the future tense, the Modoc dialect prefers the use of the particle -tak 

(not -toks, -taks) appended to the base of the verb, while the northern 

dialect clings to the suffix -uapka. For the sake of parallelisn1, Modoc 

repeats the same form in the apodosis and often adds the particle un, un a, . 

u'na in one of the clauses or in both. This particle is temporal, and corre

sponds nearest to our someti1ne, but is not often translatable in the English 

rendering of Modoc sentences. 

*In the same manner our when is derived from hva, the radix of the relative and interrogative 
pronoun; if, in Gothic ibn, is the instrumental case of the pronominal radix i; the Latin si if is a con
traction of Mvai, sei, and with the Oscan svae is the feminine locative case of the reflective pronominal 
radix sva-. 
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ha nanuktua ;kll-i gi'-uapka, tankt ni shnakelui-uapkan i'-alhishash if he 

does wrong in everything, then I shall remove the guardsman, 59, 18. 
ha.'toks i lap snawa' dsaluapk, na'-ulakuapka nl'sh .... but if you should 

marry two wives, I shall punish you, 60, 18. 

ha' tchi m's snawadsh guskuapk .... 'ka-i spunf-uapk a m'sh watdl 
then if (your) wife runs away from you, she need not transfer a horse 

to you, 60, 14. 15. 
ha' tchilloyaga lo'k shfnka, at bilk sheshal6lesh k'h~xa when a young man 

killed a grizzly, then he was made a warrior, 90, 19. 20. 
kukalw1k taksh takani'lkuk gelxa, tst1i sha na' sh kshe' sh wi-uxa if tlw 

lower (teeth) only come down in falling right side up, then they win 

one check, 80, 3 (taksh stands here instead of ha). Cf. 80, 4. 

wakianua hissunuk, tchatch ni' sh ka-i siugat should I recur to magic 

songs, then (the spirit) might not kill me, 129, 5. (Here the condi
tional clause is expressed by the verbal causative.) 

watchag wawa-a i-unegshtka, ;ktl-i tcha nl'l uk if a dog whines Just after 

sunset, it is a bad omen for you, 133, 6. 

Sentences in the Modoc dialect : 

ha ;ka-i haf nish l6la i, vulanw1pka nil nanukenash if you do not believe 

me, as I see, I will ask anybody. 

ha i paltak, spulhitak sha mish lin if you (shall) steal, they will lock 

you up. 

ha i lin shleatok tua, mish nil lin sbewant a if I find something I may 

give it to you. 

THE CONCESSIVE CLAUSE. 

Concessive clauses have to be regarded as a special sort of conditional 
clauses. They are introduced by a concessive particle like though, although, 

but, nevertheless, and Klamath expresses them more frequently by the use 

of verbals and participles than by the finite verb, joined to the particle gint 

or gfntak, which in most cases occupies the second place in the sentence or 
phrase. This postpositive location of the particle is due to its verbal nature, 
since it has originated from giant, giant ak, and was contracted to gfnt 1iko 
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the suffix -gink from giank. Its original meaning is, therefore: "may be, 
could be so, perhaps, for instance," and from this the concessive though has 

gradually evolved. The Modoc dialect seldo1n uses it, and the instances 
below will show how frequently it is connected with verbals and participles. 
In 112, 3 we find it connected with an adjective; cf. u' tch in Dictionary. 

kHi' xatk gintak i hu'tkalpalank shli-uapk hu'nksh though dead, you shall 

skip up again and shoot him, 110, 6. 

k'mu'tchatk gi'ntak tchiltgipeletan1'nuk in order to be restored again to 

life repeatedly, though in old age, 103, 10. 

nu' ak ya hun shkayent gi'ntak (for: shkaini at gi'ntak) gu'hli'plit I 
can certainly get into, although he is strong, 112, 2. 3. 

tsutfsh gi'ntak ku-i gi she gets worse, though treated (by a conjurer), 68, 8. 
' 

B. THE ADVERBIAL CLAUSE. 

This gramrnatic term co1nprehends all the incident clauses by which a 
finite verb or the principal clause containing this finite verb is determined 
in an adverbial rnanner. Following the classification adopted in _1\,forphol

ogy, pages 562 sqq., we thus have adverbial clauses of (a) quantity and 
degree; (b) of space; (c) of tense; (d) quality or modality and cause. 
Many of these clauses appear as rudimentary sentences, viz., as phrases 
containing a verbal or participle or embodying no part of a verb at all, 
like pa' dshit pshfn to-night. Adverbial clauses are rnainly of a temporal, 
sometimes of a causative irnport, aud the conjunctions introducing them 
either stand at the head of the sentence or occupy the second place in it. 
'T'he conjunctions occ.urring in this kind of clauses have all been mentioned 

in the list, pages 562 sqq. The "Legal Oustorns" Text, pages 58-63, is full 
of instances where sentences which we would render in the form of adverbial 
clauses are resolved into simple sentences and made co-ordinate to the prin
cipal clause; cf. page 61. The same n1ay be said of many of the sentences 
introduced by tchf1i in the ''Snake Fights," pages 28-33. 

at gatpa at shlo'kla when they had arrived, they shot at the mark, 100, 20. 

at ga'tak ni sayuakta, hu'masht sa'llual A'-ukskni Walamsld'shash this 

is all I know how the Klamath Lakes fought the Rogue River Indians, 

17, 18. 19. 
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at nu'ka "r6kash, w6ksalsha at when the pond-lily seed is ripe, then they 
gather it, 7 4, 7. 

at tankt ka-i tidsh hemkanka, Mo' dokni at ga'mpele as no treaty was 

rnade at that time, the Modocs returned homeward, 13, 17; cf. 38, 1. 2. 

at wait6lan when a day is over, 91, 3. 
hil'masht=gisht shnil'kp'lisht la'p shappash spil'lhi because he took (his 

wife) back I imprison him for two months, 61, 10. 

ka-iu B6shtinash gatpish .... before the Americans arrived, etc., 90, 16; 

cf. 184; 37. 
ma'ntch gisht or ma'ntch gitko sometime ajlerward. 
nanuk pshi:'n gisht every night. 
na'ts gaya-itsampk shii'ldshash huk, lupiak nats ga1xalgi'pka the mili

tary had advanced in front of us, before we had descended from the 
hill, 29, 17. 18. 

nu' sh ak gintak witchnoka lulula i you are rattling around (the lodge) 
perhaps because you love me, 183; 16. 

pil'ks pahatko ma'ntch gi'ntak i'pakt camass, after it is dried, may lie a 
long time, 148, 14. 

tsui nat lapi guli'ndsa, skuyil'i natch hil'k lah1ki then two of us went 
down into (that place), as the commanders had detailed us, 29, 11. 

wak gisht how j wak giug, wak gitko why, for what cause, 
waita shellual, tinolo'lish tchek kelewi they fought all day, until they 

ceased at sundown, 3 7, 21. 

C. THE RELATIVE CLAUSE. 

The relative clause i~ introduced either by the relative pronoun kat, 
abbr. ka, and its inflectional cases or by a particle formed from the pro
nominal roots ka- (kank) and ta- (tank) for the purpose of qualifying the 
subject or object (direct and indirect) of the main sentence. As the lan
guage possesses n1any other means to qualify these, relative clauses are 
comparatively scarce, and usually stand after the principal clause, or may 
be incapsulated into it. Sometimes a demonstrative pronoun precedes it 
as correlative. 
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Besides the examples given on page 542 and In the Dictionary, the 

following may be quoted here: 

ha?tchipka tchi'k, kahaktok nanuktua nRhendshkane then he sucks out, 
whatsoever is of small size, 71, 6. 7. 

hu'nkst ni nash Sltnde spu'lhi, kat sas hu'k wudshaya I imprison the 
one for one week, who has whipped them, 61, 17; cf. 61, 12, and 

129, 7. 

hu'nk shillalpksh, kant sha shi'uks gishapa that sick man, whom t:.i·y re
ported killed, 6 5, 18. 

tchakiak, kat gen gent, xege the boy, who went there, is dead. 
wu'la sa tu'nipans, kat huk tankt ma.k'lexa they asked those five, who at 

that time had encamped there, 1 7, 7. 

D. THE INDIRECT QUESTION. 

The direct question n1entions the words of the inquirer verbally, whereas 

the indirect question gives only the sense of them, and clothes its contents 

in the gar.b of a subordinate clause. Utterances of doubt, suspicion, incer

titude, when enunciated in a clause depending of a principal clause, also 

cmne under the caption of queries indirectly put. Only their contents, not 

the position of the words, stan1p them as indirect questions; they are not 

always introduced by conjunctions, and verbals or participles sometimes 

serve to express them. A comparison of the examples added below, with 

those mentioned under '' ri'he Interrogative Sentence" will be the best n1eans 

to show the syntactic difference between the two modes of interrogation. 

Like the direct question, the indirect question may be affirmative or nega

tive, and if introduced by any conjunctions at all, these conjunctions are 

about the same as used in making direct questions. 

,ka-i nu shayuakta tan1 nu lin shle-etak I do not know whether I shall 
find (hirn, it) . 

.ka-itoks nu hushkanka ,ka-i gatpisht I despair of his coming; lit. "not 

indeed I think (he) n9t to be coniing." 

ki'uks suawinuk sas lutnts sliuapkst when a· con}urer examined then~ (to 

find out) who might be wounded, 21, 9. 10. 
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LerrH~-ish gakua shle' dshuk, Skelamtchash tamu' dsh ktanshisht one of 
the Thw~ders crossed over to observe whether Old Marten was asleep 
(or not), 113, 15; cf. 122, 3. 4. 

vu'la Shu'kamtchash, tam tatakiash shle' sht ~ she asked Old Crane 
whether he had seen the children, 122, 18. 

wak gi hu k;a-i gepk ~ what is it, that he does not come? 

What is called in Latin syntax· oratio obliq_ua, viz., the paraphrasing of 
the verbatim quotation of what has been said or written into the form of a 
dependent clause, also exists to a certain extent in Klamath syntax, and in 
its structure comes as near as possible to the "indirect question." Perhaps 
more frequently than this, it is expressed by verbals, and in our printed 
texts the informants avoided this form as much as possible, preferring the 
oratio recta, or verbatim quotation of spoken words. All sentences intro
duced by gishapa, kshapa to declare, to say so, are also worded in the oratio 
obliq_ua; cf. Dictionary. 

hemkanka nanuk mak;laks: at nanuk tchekeli vumi' p'nalam ~hellua
luish all the tribes declared, that now all blood is buried of their former 
fights, 54, 18 ; p'nalam instead of naJanl in oratio recta. 

sha'tela hunk snawedshash: mak;laks gatpantki, shu-utanktgi pi'sh 
gi1iga IIlak;laks; shapfya, mak;lakshash WUShlnush shiukiestka he 
instructed this woman (to say) that the Indians should come, that he 1 

wanted to meet the Indians in council; he announced that he would 
kill an ox for the Indians, 13, 12. 13. Cf. 43, 22. 

Toby hemkanka: "ka-i huhatchantgi," Toby shouted tha.t they should not 
run, 54, 8. 

By the oral particle nen, ne words are introduced which were spoken 
by others, and theref0re sentences with nen for1n a substitute for the oratio 
obliq_ua of European languages. This may be said also of many sentences 
en1bodying the particle mat. C£ n1at and nen, pages 652-654. 

INCORPORATION. 

I have relegated this important topic to the close of the syntactic por
tion because incorporation is a general feature, and pervades to some extent 
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all portions of this language, although the instances where we can trace it 

are not very frequent. 
There has been 1nuch wrangling and contention among linguists con

cerning "incorporation in American languages." Although many of then1 
were agreed as to the facts, and acknowledged also the existence of incor

poration in Basque and other languages of the Eastern hemisphere, the 
main cause of the strife was this, that every one of the contestants had a 
definition of the tenn "incorporation" for himself. Lucien Adam regards 

it as a special sort of polysynthesis,* while others use both tern1s for the 
same sort of linguistic structure. D. G. Brinton gives a circumstantial 

definition of the two, t and considers incorporation as a structural process 
confined to the verb only. Several recent authors refer to ''the incorpo
rating languages of America" in a manner likely to induce readers into the 
belief that all Indian languages of America possess this 1node of structure. 
But of the whole number of frorn three to five hundred dialects spoken in 
North, Central, and South America we are acquainted with perhaps one

tenth only; thus nobody is entitled to include the other nine-tenths, of 
which we know nothing, into a classification of this sort. At all events, the 
American languages which have been studied differ enorn1ously among each 

other as to the quality, degree, and extent of their incorporative faculties. 
In the· present report I an1 using the two terrns above n1enti.oned in 

the following sense, to avoid all further misconception: 

Polysynthesis I regard as an exclusively rnorphologic term, and n1ean 

by it the combination of a radix with one, two, or more ele~ents of a rela
tional or material signification, joined to it to build up words either by 
inflection or by derivation. 

By incorporation I rnean the con1bination of two or n1ore words exist
ing in the language into one whole, be it a phrase or a sentence, non-predi
cative or predicative, nominal or verbal, by aphaeresis or apocope of the 
inflectional or derivational affixes; the operation bearing the in1press of a 
syntactic, not of a rnorphologic process, and producing in the hearer's 

mind the effect of an inseparable whole or entirety. 

*Preface to his "Etudes sur six langues americaines," Paris, 1878, page vii. 
tOn polysynthesis and incorporation as characteristics of American languages; Philadelphia, 1885, 

pages 14, 15 (forms part of Transact. Am. Philosoph. Soc., Phila., voL xxiii, 48-86). 
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From the above it follows that polysynthesis as well as incorporation 
can occur in agglutinative and inflective languages only, and that the modes 
and degrees of both species of synthesis must be almost infinite in number. 
The Greek language exhibits more polysynthetism than Latin, German, 
English, the Semitic, and many American languages, but 1nany of the latter 
incorporate in a larger degree than most European tongues. Going into 
further details, the two n1odes of synthesis which occupy our attention 
extend over the following gramn1atic points: 

PoLYSYNTHESIS en1braces the phenomena as below: 

(a). Prejixation and suffixation for inflexional and derivational purposes; 
also infixation of elements into the radix, wherever this uncommon mode of 
synthesis can be traced with certainty. The order in which the affixes 
follow each other is too important to be neglected by the students of lan
guage. 

(b). Phonetic change of the radix or of affixes, when traceable not to 
the ablaut, but to elements reaching the radix through extraneous addition. 

(c). Reduplication of the radix or of its parts, or of other portions of the 
word, for the purpose of inflection or of derivation. 

(d). Gemination or phonetic repetition or lengthening of certain ele

ments in the word. 

INCORPORATION as a syntactic feature may manifest itself in the follow
ing processes : 

(a). In the formation of compound terms by binary, ternary, or other 
multiple combination. Only then are the parts combined by real incorpora
tion into one term, when one or some are losing sounds or syllables by the 
process, either by aphaeresis, ellipse, or apocope. For Klamath we have 
instances of this in kal=ktna, L6k=Pshi' sh, tcha wa ya ; nouns and verbs are 
equally liable to undergo this mode of synthesis. l\1ore instances will be 
mentioned under the heading: "Conversational forn1 of language." 

(b). Direct and indirect nominal and pronominal ob}ects are incorpo
rated into the verb whenever they become altered from their usual form 
and placed between the pronominal subject and the verb. Incorporation 
also takes place when the pronominal object is so closely affixed, either 
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prefixed or postfixed, to the verb as to lose its accent and form one word 
with it, and then it usually occurs in the altered form, as in French: donne
le-lui, or in the Italian: a riveder vi to see you again. l(Jamath does not 
alter the nominal object, but concerning the personal pronominal object a 
beginning of incorporation is perceptible. In some instances the pronon1i
nal subject is also changed and incorporated into the verb by postfixation, 
by what I call the synthetic form of inflection. 

(c). The effect of incorporation is shown in n1any striking instances in 
the case-inflection of the Hubstantive, when inflected simultaneously with an 
adjective or pronoun used attributively. The use of the apocopated fonn 
in numerals, as hip, ndan, e~c., implies incorporation also. In these adnom
inal parts of speech case-forms are not so extensively developed nor so poly
synthetic as in the substantive, and placed by the side of it have some of 

their endings truncated, altered, or lost, because the words are no longer 
felt to be separate words. They are regarded now as a unity or combina
tion, and hence one case-terminal, either in the noun or in its attribute, is 
thought to suffice for both. The principal relation in which Klamath is 
incorporative is the attributive relation, and the exan1ples below will show 
what kinds of combination the noun is able to undergo, especially if the 
verbal signification is still apparent. Klamath i3 undoubtedly an incorpo

rating language, but in a limited degree, and polysynthetic more in the 
derivation of verbs than in their inflection. 

Instances of incorporation like the ones to be considered occur in all 
European languages, when phrase-like compounds or parts of sentences, 
even whole sentences, are used as single words, often in a rather burlesque 
manner. Thus we have in Spanish: tan1afio size, fron1 Latin tantun1 so 
mttch, magnus large; in German: Gottseibeiuns, for the devil; in French: 
affaire (a, faire: business, lit. "son1ething to do"), un tete-a-tete, un en-tout
cas; in English, popular wit and ingenuity are inexhaustible in forming 
such combinations as go-ahead people; get-up bell; penny-a-liner; stick-in
the-mud concern; a go-as -you-please match; a catch-as-catch-can wrestler; 
a how-come-you-so condition. A two-eggs' omelet is an instance of com
pounding by juxtaposition; a two-egg-omelet one of con1pounding by incor
poration. 
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The Klamath exan1ples do not differ much from the above except that 
they are susceptible of inflection by case-endings. If I an1 justified in re
garding word-composition as a syntactic process, nominal compounds tnight 
all be considered as instances of incorporation. But it is safer to regard 
them so only when such con1pounds show loss or alteration by aphaeresis 
or apocope, because this goes to prove that the combining of the elements 
has been of a close and forcible nature. 

ati=kaila=gish foreigner, for atinish kailatat gish. 
ga-ulipkan e-ushtat gunigshta arriving at the opposite shore of the lake, 

Mod.; stands for ga-ulipkan gunigshtant e-ush. 
hatak=tchi'tko settler, lit. "a liver there." 
yaukela- stupuyuk stina'sh menstrual lodge, lit. ''cry and dance- for first 

menses-lodge." 
kaila=tabimnuish mole, for kailatat tatamnuish. 
kapkagatat=stina' sh lutila to stay in a brush-lodge. This inversion from 

kapkaga=shtina' shtat can take place only, because both terms are 
practically considered as being one word. 

ketcha::bubanuish tippler, lit. "a pettily drinker." 
luluks=skutchaltko wrapped in fire, for lulukshtat skt1tchaltko. 
mashishtat shi'-usha sha:telaks salve, lit. "on sores-to line-oneself rub-

bing-substance." 
p11ksh ge-u ipakshkshakshi gena nu I go to my camass-storing place. 

fpaksh storing-place stands for fpkash through tnetathesis, and is the 
verbal indefinite of fpka to be kept or stored; puksh camass is object
ive case depending of fpaksh, the verbal function being retained. 

shiulkishx8ni '' Mo' dok Point" sheshash gishi gatpa they went to the reser
vation called Modoc Point, lit. "to the reservation Modoc Point (its) 
name-at they went," 34, 19. Of. also shet;ha in 189; 3, and Note. 

spaka=we'sh ice-punch, ice-breaker, for we'sh spako'tkish. 
vu'lxashti kili' wash=shktltatk u'hlutufna dressed in a borrowed woodpecker 

skin mantle he trails it along the ground, 189; 6. Here vu'lxashti 
and kili'wash are both equally dependent of shkutatk ("dressed in 
mantle"), and vu'lxashti again depends of kili'wash. The full case
form would here be vu'lxashti kili' washti or kili' wash tat, but the 
suffix -ti occurring in one part of the combine will do for both. 
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(d). Only a limited number of adverbs, n1ostly n1onosyllables, can 

become incorporated into the verbs which they define and then they 
figure as their prefixes, as the natural position assigned to attributes is 

before, not after the word qualified. Adverbial prefixes of this description 

sometim~s partake of the functions of our separable and inseparable prep

ositions, and a list of thetn is found in "Syntax,'' under "Adverb Pre

fixed," page 632. A list of adverbs which can appear also as independent 
words with an accent of their own, like ka-a, ku-i, nTfi, tidsh, is added to 

the above list. But wherever any adverb incl~ded in the above lists be

comes a real prefix, there, of course, we have to do with polysynthesis and 

no longer with incorporation. 

RHETORICAL FIGURES. 

To conclude the syntactic section of this grammar, a chapter .on figures 

is subjoined, to some of which allusion has been made previously. Rhetorical 
figures occur in all languages of the world, though one and the same figure 

may largely differ as to frequency in the one or the other tongue; anaphora, 

ellipsis, metaphor, and tautology are perhaps the most frequent, no language 
being deficient in them. 

Alliteration should be given a separate place an1ong the rhetoric figures, 

because it is a phonologic rather that a syntactic feature of language. We 

know it best through its frequent use in the poe1ns of the Germans and 

Anglo-Saxons dating before A. D. 1100, in a literary period when rhyming 

was yet unknown as a factor in rhythmic poetry. We find alliteration in 

1nany of our Klamath song-lines, but whether the song-1nakers used it there 

on purpose and designedly like the Anglo-Saxon poets or not I a1n unable 

to say. Syllabic reduplication n1ust have prompted its use. The allitera
tion is consonantic only, whereas the Gerrnanic nations made use also of 

vowels for this rhythmic purpose. A few exan1ples of alliteration are as 

follows: 

g: gutitgulash ge-u nepka, 166; 27. 

k: ktsaJui ki' alam ge-u ke-ish, 165; 14. 

l: luash ai nu'sh a lu'lamnapka, 158; 57. 
Of. 13. 

Of. 157; 40. 
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l and p: palak! ish hillillpalpalfat! 154; 11. 
n: nanuktua nil papi'sh gi, 158; 53. Of. 165; 10, 16. 
n and w: wanaln weash nu wilamnapka, 156 ; 30. 
w: wiwiwa! nish shawalsh witnank! 153; 2. 

In our prose texts nothing occurs worth noticing that could be called 

alliteration. A sort of rhyme is sometimes produced in the song-lines by 
repeating the same word at the end of two or three lines following each 
other. Of assonance used as a metrical help but few instances can be 
found. 

Anakoluthon consists in a change of syntactic construction within the 
range of the same period. rrhus we son1etimes notice a change of subjects 
in sentences following each other, where no intimation of such a change 
going to occur is given by pronouns or other words. 

Pill snawa' dshla Pampiam pa'ia lupi' ; tsui wa'kala, tsui tata mantsak 
mbusa/lan gi; tsui ka'tsa . . . . at first Pf!tul married Pampi's 

daughter, then (she) bore a child (and he) lived with her quite a 

while, then (he) left her . . . . 77, 1. 2. Of. 78, 1. 

Anaphora, or repetition of a term or phrase, even of a sentence, gen
erally with interposition of some words, is more frequently met with in 
Klamath than any other rhetoric figure. Emphasis is the main cause for 
anaphora, and short, monosyllabic pronouns are chiefly figuring in these 
constructions. The repetition of personal pronouns has been previously 
alluded to. 

a ni na-asht gi: "hagga shHi'k!" tchi ni gi then I said: ''let me shoot 

now!" so I said, 22, 19 . 
i pi' I, i hissuaksh pil sha/ wanuapk watch you only, you the husband must 

transfer horses, 60, 15. 16. 

kaila nu gutila nu I am crawling into the ground, 154; 5. Of. 167; 36. 
tch1ii ni nu hu'lipeli I then ran down again, 23, 15. 
tsui ni shli' n, pat6 n shli' n then I shot him, I wounded him on the cheek, 

30, 16. 

tunep tala i skuktanuapk hunk pil, n1il' yans pi'la la;kiash five dollars you 

have to pay to him, to the head-chief only, 60, 8. 
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Asyndeton, or lack of connective particle between two nouns, phrases, 
or sentences (co-ordinate or subordinate). Since the language posse~ses 
no particle corresponding to our and, this rhetorical figure is rather natural, 
unless it occurs where a subordinate sentence has to be connected with the 
principal one. And is often replaced by tchfsh also and by tchui hereupon 

·and its compounds. 

ka's we-uxalks tselash gi'tk, shlapsh gi'tk the ipo-plant has a furcated 

sten~ (and) has flowers, 14 7, 8. 

lap Modokfshash shuenka, ndan shliuiya, etc., they killed two Modocs, 

they wounded three, .... 54, 13. 
t'shi'shap p'ki'shap k'leka (her) father (and) mother died, 54, 2. 

Ellipsis, or the dropping of words and short phrases fron1 a sentence, 
is frequently met with in the conversational style, when the sentence can 

be easily understood or its meaning guessed at ~ithout their presence. 
Thus, the ellipsis of the verb gi to be, to say, is of a very frequent occur
rence, as in: ki'llitk na'-ulaks lalakiam the laws of the chie-fs are rigorous, 

60, 4; talaak ha ~ is that correct? tsui nish sa (gi) then they (said) to me. 

Metaphors and metonymies are of rare occurrence in this language. A 

metaphor irnplies a resemblance between two objects by assigning to one 
the name, attribute, or action of the other, while through metonymy we 
call one object by the nan1e of another th::tt possesses an acknowledged 
relation to it. The oratory of these Indians is not by far so much given to 
flowery, symbolic, figurative language as that of the Eastern Indians, among 
whom this style forms such a paramount feature. There are, however, 
some instances in our Texts, and we must take eare not to confound them 

with idiomatic forms of speech. 

at lalaki hu'ntsak i nen lola, kelamtsank si'tk lu' dshna now ye chiefs, ye 

are believing without any ground, ye walk along as with closed eyes, 

64, 10. Of also 54, 18. 
p'laiki'sham palp:Uish shi'l k'hi'ulexan raising the white flag of the one in 

heaven, 14, 2. 

Syllepsis is called the construing of words according to the meaning 
they convey and not by the strict requirements of gramn1atic rules. It is 
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a constructio ad sensum, of which a phonetic parallel exists exmnplified by 
1ne under ''Assimilation," page 233. It might also be called syntactic 
attraction wherever no omission of terms has taken place as in the seventh 

example below. 

ga-ulipkan e-ushtat gunigshtat landing on the opposite shore of the lake, 

Mod., where e-ushtat stands for e-ush. 
gempeli uk Katnush Aishisham shu'luatnan K'mukamtch went home 

dressed in Aishish's garments, Mod. n1yth. Here shul6tish garments 

has to be supplied between Aishishan1 and shu'luatnan. 
ka-i i watsarn tchi'kluapk wanniki'shanl you shall not ride a stranger's 

horse, 58, 11; where wats would be the correct form. 
katok ni ge-u sagsa'wa I think I told my truth, 65, 7; stands for: "I 

told the truth as I think it to be." 
Modoki' shash shishukshe' mi at the time of the Modoc war, 55, 19 ; lit. 

"at the tin1e of the Modocs being fought by the Americans,'' the 
latter, B6shtinam, being omitted fron1 the sentence. 

nutak hunk shlepapka ge-utantkak lulpatko I observed witb my own 

eyes. Here lulpatko ("having eyes") is made to agree with nutak 
myself, whereas the correct form would be lulpatka with eyes, by 

eyes, forming agreement with ge-utantka ak. 
telak ge-u my arrow. instead of telak shhikish ge-u the arrow that killed 

• 
me, 138, 1. 

Tautology repeats a word, phrase, or idea by using not the same words, 
as is done by anaphora, but synonymous or equivalent terms: 

Hi' a nat wak ka-a, la' nat wak galdsawia-a! we do not know how to act, 

not how to approach! 22, 2. 
tua ni wak giug shiukuapk ~ why should I have killed him? 64, 9 ; why 

is here repeated twice. 
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APPENDICES. 

'rhe chapters following do not form a structural part of the gran1mar 
proper, and therefore they were relegated to the end of this section as 
appendices. They include many points needed for acquiring a thorough 
knowledge of Kla1nath, but could not be conveniently inserted in either 
the lexical oe grammatic section because they partake equally of the char
acter of both. Several of thes,e chapters could have been made consider
ably n1ore volu1ninous, but, as there must be a limit to everything, what 
is given below was thought to suffice as specimens of the subject-matter 

· treated. The subjects are treated in the following order: 

Appendix I: Idioms. 
Apepndix II: Conversational form of language. 
Appendix III : Dialectic differences. 
Appendix IV: Syntactic examples. 
Appendix V: Complex synonymous terms. 
Appendix VI: Roots with their derivatives. 

I. IDIOMS. 

Idioms are certain modes of expression having something striking, 
quaint, pointed, or unusuaf kbout them, although they are founded in the 
structure of the language to which they belong, and they do not unfre
quently appear as rhetorical figures. Idiomatic expressions may be con
tained in phrases or sentences or in single words; occasionally the idion1atic 
use n1ade of certain terms implies another meaning than the common one, 
and their peculiar wording often renders their translation into other lan
guages difficult. Agencies n1ost active in producing idiomatic forms of 
language are the psychic qualities of the people, social customs, historic 
occurrences, climatic associations, witty sayings, and similar causes. They 
impart life and color to language, and no investigator of popular thought 
can dispense entirely with the study of then1. Books composed in our lit
erary languages do not often exhibit them conspicuously, but a freer display 
of thmn is made in the conversational style, in curses, oaths and other assev-

43 
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erations, in fc1k1ore, in the comic drama, the newspaper, and the dialects, in 
proverbs and proverbial locutions. Among the exclan1ations and interjec
tions n1any are idiomatic, and several archaic terms have to be considered 
a·s such also. 

Among idiomatic expressions there are some special classes, and one of 
the more remarkable is that of the cant terms, though I have not found it to 
be much developed in this language. In the southern dialect we may class 
here the use of wewalaksh when it is denoting generically the females, and 
not the ''old won1en" only. In I{lamath Lake we can regard as cant tern1s 
yaka (for ya'ka, yeka ), shniksh6kshuka, tchi{lnlexa. and Ka'katilsh, a tenu 
invented for deriding white men who are wearing beards. 

The classifiers used with the numerals above the nun1ber ten have also 
to be considered idion1atie, although such are occurring in several other 
languages on the Pacific slope. V erbification of certain particles, as at 

g~i'tak, hitak, lewak, le wak ka-a, nen, etc., as enurneratect in Morphology, 
page 457 sq., also belongs to the idiorns. Women use the san1e terms and 
phonetic forn1s as n1en, and there are no reverential or ceremonial forrns 
found here as we find them frequently occurring further south and among 
the tribes of the Mississippi plains. The use of certain pronouns in order to 
avoid giving the proper names of deceased individuals is found to be the 
custorn all along the Pacific Coast, probably elsewhere too, and in this sense 
may be considered idiomatic. Klamaths use for this purpose hu'k, hu'nkt, 
hu'ksht that one, those ones, etc. 

The 1nanner by which the verb to be has to be expressed in Klamath, 
when connected with a locative adjunct, appears to us idiomatic, though it 
is found in rnany other Indian languages, and is rnuch less artificial than 
our use of the verb to be in this connection . . Whenever an animate or inan
imate subject or object is referred to as being somewhere, either indoor or 
outdoor, around, below, between, or above son1ebody or something, in the 

water or on the ground, the verb gi to be is not employed, but the adverbial 
idea becornes verbified in the form of some intransitive verb, so that below, 
e. g., becomes i-utila to be or lie below, underneath. The mode of existence 
has also to be distinctly qualified in that verbified terrn; it has to be stated 

whether the subject or object was standing, sitting or lying, staying, living, 
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sleeping. Usually the idea of staying and living coincides with that of 

sitting, and sleeping with that of lying on a certain spot. Moreover, 

number has to be expressed by the use either of the verbal singular or of 

the dual or plural, and exterior or form is indicated by the fonn-prefixes 

so frequently discussed in the Grarnmar. What term has to be used in 

every instance can be found out best by consulting the second part of the 

Dictionary. 
The Texts and the Dictionary are full of instances showing the partic

ular use of the verbs alluded to, and the following examples will perhaps 

prove sufficient for a preliminary guidance of the reader : 

ka1o hatakt tuya aJuniper-tree was there below (me), 30, 12. 

w3tch tkaJamna a horse was or stood above, on a hill, 30, 2. 
1atchash tupka a house stands on the sarne level (with 1ne ). 

watch saigatat tchia, tg{ltga thehorse is on the prairie. 

watch tchiktchikat levuluta horses are (harnessed) before the carriage. 

lt6ks shnl6tishtat laliga a stain is on the dress. 

naJan1 pil'ks kailatat ipka mtr camass is, lies on the floor. 

watksam mu'na u'sha ka'latat the watksa1n-plant is or grows deep in the 

ground, 149, 19. 
tsuni'ka kailatat lusha the tsunika-bulb is (found) above the ground, 

149, 18. 

watchag tebullat i-utila dogs are or lie under the table. 

kia' m am butat wa fish are or live in the water. 

nanuk lal~i latch ash tat liuxuga all the chiefs are (sit or lie) within the 

lodge. 

wewanuish win6ta liukiamnank the women accompany (the conjurer's) 

song while being around him, 71, 5. 

The following words and sentences may be regarded as specirnens of 
idion1s, representing both dialects; for a thorough understanding of them the 

Dictionary should be consulted. 

ambu wigata "near water," when used for island (Kl.). 
at kapakt gi tcha! all be quiet now I nil kapakt gi I am quiet. 
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elxa, d. e-aJxa, elliptic for sheshash elxa to give name, to name; the d. 

form e-alxa also to read; elxa also elliptic for sheshatuish or she

shash elxa to set a price or value upon; ketcha, ttlma elxa to sell 

cheap, clear. 

gti'tak! (Kl) kanktak! (J}fod.) stop! .cease! enough of this! When a 

story is 'finished, the l{lanlath Lakes say: at ga/tak; the Modocs: 

nen ka tanni ak }ust so fa1· I 

gitkulsh! I cannot think of it now! (Mod.); sk6 "come up!" (Kl.). 

hai1n ! wait I 

hi or hienash, when used for brother, sister, and connected only with 

possessive pronouns in the locative case. Fron1 hi in the lodge, at 

home; cf. -yena, -hiena, a verbal suffix referring to an act per

fornied indoors, within, in the lodge. ~1i hienash, mienash your 

brother or sister; ka'gi ge-utant hi (or hienash) I lost my brother, 

sister; ge-utant, In'ntHant hienash shlea nu I see my or his brother, 

sister; viz., "I see (those) within my, his lodge;" p'natant hienash 

from her brother. The locative case here indicates a dwelling or 

stay within the lodge. 

hishu{tkshash, snawedshash palla to seduce a married man, woman. 

hitak i tchem! (for tchimi) hold on now I (Mod.). 

i, tche tchunk ! yes, so it is I or yes, so he, she said. 

ya-uka talaak right in the next house; fMst in the neighborhood. 

ka-a n1ish nu ko-ishewatko shlea I am quite glad to find you. 

kailash stani! you dirty fellow I 

ke-ash, ka' -ash bad thing; term used tv prevent children from doing 
certain things ; cf. ka-ashtamna. 

k'lekapkashtala telshampka (abbr. k'le'kshtala, k'le'ksh telshan1pka) to 

be moribund; lit. "to look toward a deceased one." 

k6-idshi, tidshi steinash of wicked, of good disposition, mind. 

k6-i gi-uapka it would not be a good way. 

k6-i t{unenash" noise, clatter; lit. "disagreeable hearing." 

na-itala telshnank husho'tchna to ride sideways on horseback. 

na'tu in fact, really, it is so (Mod.). 
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ndsh6ka nish nagshtant rna' shok being deaf in one ear I cannot hear ~vith 

it; ear is omitted. 
pa' dshit nu m'nik ktana I Plept very little last night. 

pukewish nu'sh, p. shu'nl blockhead, lit. "leather head," "leather nwuth." 
tidsh hemkanka, lit. "to speak favorably": to conclude peace; to make a 

satisfactory arrangem,ent; to speak in favor of order, justice; . to give laws. 

tfdsh, k6-i ln1shkanka to be or f eel happy; to be sorrowful. 

tuinika (for tuinixatko) tak i lin you will be a rnan in woman's r;lothes; 

said to little boys, when disobedient. 
tcha' nl'l uk it is a bad omen for you. 

tchf1i kelewi then I, he, she, they quit; often added unnecessarily, as a 
standing formula, at the end of narratives. 

utawa! dead broken I exclamation of despair. 
wak yanhua ! wakfanua! I will be dead if I do I 

watchag shh1'ki na' sh liklash pala-ash the dog ate up the whole loaf.: lit. 
"the flour lying there in one heap." 

II. CONVERSATIONAL FORM OF LANGUAGE. 

In every language two n1odes of speaking are easily distinguished from 
each other. One of these is the style of conversation used in everyday in

tercourse which, by its free unconventionality, differs from the n1ore elabo
rate forms heard in oratory and poetry and in historic or other narratives. 

While the latter employs rounded up, unabbreviated, and carefully worded 
grammatic forms and sentences, and has a more extended vocabulary at its 
disposal, the popular or con versatio~1al mode of expression shows a tendency 
toward brevity, truncation of words, contractions and ellipses of sounds and 
words, indistinct utterance of sounds and incomplete phraseology. When 
opportunity is offered for literary development, it i~ the former that will 

develop into a literary language, whereas the latter nuty degenerate into a 
jargon full of sl~ng and cant terms, or, when used as n1eans of interna
tional intercourse, lose its grammatic affixes, as we see it done in the trade 

jargons spoken in several parts of the world. 
Of the differences existing between the two styles in the Klarnath lan

guage only a few examples can be given within the narrow litnits allotted, 
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and these I have classified under the headings of Phonology, Morphology, 
and Syntax. 

PHONOLOGY. 

Of unusual sounds occurring only in the conversational style of lan
guage I have nwt three: ( 1) a thick l pronounced with the tongue-tip 
applied to the middle palate, and resembling-exactly the Polish l in dlony; 
I heard it in such terms as taplal loon. (2) a real /-sound was heard in 

k6fka to bite for k6pka, pti'f daughter for pa'-ip; however, I consider it safer 
to spell these tern1s : k6v'hka, pa' v'h, for v is known to be a sound of the 
language, while f is not. (3) the palatalized 1 (or 1) I have met in one 
Modoc word only: ka(la to enter a lodge, which is related to gu'hli, guli to 
enter, go into. Here the unusual 1 sound, so com1non in the languages of 
the WilUtrrlet ·valley and on Columbia River (where f occurs also) prob
ably originated fron1 hl. 

Some vowels show frequent interchangeability among themselves; e 
and e are rather frequently replacing i and 1: e, e fori, 1 thou, e'ki for ike 
thou here; xellitk forcible for Jfillitk; ne'l far for ni'l; N elaks, nom. pr. for 
N ilakshi; me thine for rni. In popular talk we also meet ehua to be full for 
ewa; awalues island, 7 4, 14, for awaluash; Jfailu y"uniper for ka'lu, ka'lo; 
kaiki, Jfayeke it is not for ka' gi, Jfe' gi; hiapatxoksh stocking for yapatxoksh; 
Mod. hip{ttxoksh. Preference is frequently given to the deep vowels o and 
li over a, whether the vowel be long or short, as in makloks people for mak
laks, yepontk dug for yepantko, 87, 8, ishk6peli to take out again for ishka
peli, kt6pka to slap for ktupka, n6todsha to hurl for nuto' dsha, ndsaskop'l to 
wipe off again for ndshashkapeli, st6ka to stab, gig for stuka, suetchuopk for 
shuedshuapka, fut. of shuedsha to gamble, ta/pia younger for tapia, 114, 2. 
In distributive reduplication, short o and u occasionally appear instead of 
short a in the secon4 or reduplicated syllable. In many of these instances 
the removal of the accent had something to do with the vocalic interchange. 
To use pa'p, pe'p instead of pe-ip daughter is considered a vulgarism, and 
might cause confusion with pe'p pine-marten, sable. 

Among the consonants, s, ts, are n1ore frequently heard in conversation 
than sh and ts, whether initial, medial, or final, and Dave Hill's text-pieces 

• 
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will give full evidence of this. The simple sounds are also more original 

than the assibilated sh, tch, and belong to an earlier status of the language. 

Both sometimes appear in the same word, as in seshash name, su'ldshas and 

shuldshas soldier. The use of ts, tch instead of s, sh is not unfreqnent, 

especially in !tiodoc, but is considered faulty; cf. tsuina for shuina to sing, 
90, 12; but pawatch tongue, in Molale apa-us, is regarded as more correct 
than pa;wash. 

Conversational speech likes gemination of such consonants as can be 

doubled: genalla (k'nalla), ndanni, sass{tga, tchimma-ash, etc., and also 

shows tendency toward nasalizing such terminals in substantives as -t, -tka, 
-tki into -nt, -ntka, -ntki, -ntk. Instead of -tka, the suffix of the instru

mental case, we often hear -tko, -tku, -tki, -tic Tslipa shoulder is a vulgar

ism for tsnipal, tchnipal. 

MORPHOLOGY. 

In the second or morphologic part of grammar the difference between 

conversational and oratorical style is chiefly br~nght about by the tendency 

of saving exertion in speaking. Owing to hurried speaking and the retro

ceding of the accent consequent upon it, numerous contractions and apo

copes occur, not of one sound or syllable only, but even of .two syllables, 
sq that certain words become unrecognizable. .Aphaeresis is of rare occur
rence, except in words like 'mutcha old 'man for ketnt'ltcha, this from kemu-· 

tchatko, "grown old." 

Contractions by ellipsis, ekthlipsis, synizesis, and other losses fron1 the 
n1iddle of the word are not n1ore frequent than in the oratorical style, and 

are observed in sulpsoks for shulapshkish forearm, elbow j ltllpatko for lulp

altko provided with eyes; tatan1nish for tatamnuish traveler. 
Apocope is observed in the ending -a replacing the longer -atko: paha 

dried for pahatko; shesha named for sheshatko, 189; 3; cf. page 408; in the 

loss of -tki of the verbal intentional as in luela giug for luel:1tki or lueltki 

giuga, etc.; cf. page 41 7, 450; in the loss of the verbal endings -a and -na, 

as in atsik for atchiga to twist, sahamui for shahamuya, nik'kang_ nep to 
beckon for ni~'kanka nep, yeldi-u for yekewa to break, smash, txalarn between 
for txalarnna, klan1tchtam for kelamtchtamna to nictate. ·under the influence 
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of words following in i1nmediate succession other terminals are lost in laJsi 

for h1Jsiash the chief, 44, 2 ; lal:iki for laUt]siash chiefs, 90, 1 ; shitk, sit for 

shitko alike, tia' mant hungry for tia' mantko, pan up to for pani, tugshtakni 

coming from the opposite side for tugshtalakni, rnuatch, obj. case of n1i1ni 

large, for munish, kitchk little for kitchkani; the endings -atch and -otch 

for -6tkish, as in shutnalnatch, cf. pages 325. 363. In its abbreviated form 

tupaksh, the word t{Ipakship younger sister is n1ore frequent than in the full 

form. 
The pronouns kat who, kani ~ who? what kind of? are frequently abbre

viated into ka, ga; so are also the ad verbs ka-a greatly, kltnk so much, and 

the abbreviation ta may represent either tala merely, but, or tala then in wAk 

ta giug hDw then? why then? or t{tta, tat where, whereto: ta lish giempka 1 ~ 

where dicl you go to?' 

SYNTAX. 

In rapid conversation two or three words often coalesce so closely to

gether as to be pronounced as one only; this chiefly occurs with enclitic 

and other short words when united to words which preRerve the accent. 

Thus nen ak beco1nes nak, ktupka n1at: ktupkam, lui nen: hann, ge-ishtka 

gi nat let us depart: ldshtkak, inuhuashkapk' i, 13U, 6: inuhuashkpak. The 

enclitic pronout;s appearing in pallansh for palla ni8h, ne-ulapkarn'shni for 

ne-ulapka mish ni, tchiyash arnbu for tchiya i ish {unbu, tchamluk for tcha 

n1alash uk, and other sentences like these implying the use of object pro

nouns have been mentioned repeatedly; cf. pages 232. 240-242. 419. 430. 

and "Pronouns." The verb gi in its different functions loses its v0wel and 

beconleS agglutinated to the preceding word: na-ashtg, Mod. ne-ashtg; 

' la'pik for lapi gi; Jsa-i n' gi'tkik m's pila not to you alone I tell to do it, 61, 4, 

and Note; katak to tell the tntth for katak gi; cf. page 242. The frequent 

and unnecessary repetition of the personal pronouns ni or nu, i, nat or na, 

etc., is also characteristic for the conversational form of lan~uage, and is 

found in the coni urers' songs as well. 

Apo.cope is of frequent occurrence in compound words, and since I 

have treated of these in tl1e syntactic part, and also under th~ heading of 

incorporation, a short n1ention of then1 will suffice here~ It is the qualify-
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ing word that loses some of its phonetic elements, not the qualified one, 
and. at times the loss is so great that the word is with difficulty recogniz

able. Lxalxamnfshti lnb'nash grmmd-up lily-seed packed away, i 4, 10, be
conles lx:Uxam=lulinash, and wawakshtat tutu'ksh ear-wax turns into wawa= 
tutu'ksh. Proper natnes, especially of persons, are usually pronounced 
fast, and thus their first or qualifying elen1ent suffers loss by attrition: 

Gushu=Lulp "Hog's Eye," for Gu'shuam Lulp. 
Lu'k=Pehi'sh ''Grizzly's Nose," for Lukan1 Pshi'sh. 
Mak=N ush "L'ight-brown Ffeacl," for Mak1nakli N u' sh. 

Tataktak=~f patu Gi'tk ''Red Pimpled Cheeks," for Tataktaldish ~fpatu 
Gftko. 

Tch{tk=Pshi'sh "Sharp Nose," for Tchaktchakli Pshi'sh. 

Tchul=Pshi'sh "Pierced Nose,'' for Bhulitko Pshi'sh. 

Otnission of the verb from a sentence occurs very frequently in ICla
rnath conversation, especially in su?h connections where it can be readily 
supplied by the hearer. Several instances of this have been exemplified 
under ''Idioms,'' and under "Particles used as Verbs." This feature is often 
nlet with in sentences beginning with wak, tlk, ilk how, and u'tch, an exclam
atory particle, and nothing is n1ore frequent than the omission of tho verb 

gi to exist, to be, to become, to do from sentences where it is easily supplied by 
hearer. Of. pages 477.592. 614-616. 

katgash at ak i nish ye will believe that I tolcl the truth (~f od.); the verb 
161a is omitted before i. 

pakish w{tk kil'tsag! how good is the gudgeon to eat! 178; 1 (ICI.). 
il'k gish a lish ! do as yoM like I (Mod.). 
fi'k hai, u'k hak ta how then, in which manner (shall I call it; Mod.). 
uk i ma'ntch tchk{tsh! how long have you been away! (Mod.). 
u' ts katn i nish! please do not trouble me I (l\1od. ). 

III. DIALECTIC DIFFERENCES. 

Upon the pages preceding frequent occasions were offered to refer to 
the discrepancies existing between the IClamath Lake and the }1odoc dia

lect, bnt this topic can only be discussed Rystetnatically and in a bulk after 
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a full elucidation of the grammatic laws upon which the structure of the 
language is resting. Only then a full comprehension of these differences 
is In!lde possible, and since they extend over the lexicon as well as over the 
three parts of gram1nar the best place to consider then1 is the appendix part 
of the volume. 

On the whole the two dialects differ but slightly, and this made it pos
sible to treat them both in the same work. 'rhe existing differences are 
mnch more of a lexical than of a gramn1atic nature, and in grammar the 
morphologic part shows n1ore differences than the phonologic portion. The 
Indians, having the auditory sense keenly developed, are well aware of 
these differences; they are very apt to find fault with unusual tern1s or 
accentuation, and hence visitors are told by the people on Upper Klamath 
Lake that the Modocs ''do not speak correctly" (Mo' dokni ka-i ta1aak 
hemkanka), or that ''their talk is strange" (wenni hemkanka). All over 
the world we find people that think their own dialect to be the only good one. 

Other petty linguistic differen~es exist between each portion or settle
ment of both divisions, as, for instance, between the Klan1aths on the Lake 

and the Klamaths on Sprague River; they chiefly refer to the mode of pro
nunciation. The Tchaka'nkni or "Inhabitants of the Service Berry Tract," 

near Flounce Rock, north of Fort Klamath, intruders from the Molale tribe 

of Oregon, were reputed to speak the Klamath very incorrectly. 
The Texts obtained frotn individuals of both sections clearly show 

some disparity in the languages of the two, but afford no distinct clue upon 
the length of time during which they have lived separately. Before the 
1\.fodoc war of 187~-1873 they lived at a distance of sixty to seventy miles 

fron1 each other; they n1et every year at the Klamath Marsh, when hunt
ing and collecting pond-lily seed, and besides this often joined their forces 
to undertake raids in comtnon upon surrounding tribes; in spite of the 
rivalry existing between both sections, intermarriages often took place. 

The more ancient customs and myths are con1mon to both, nevertheless the 
name M6atokni or "southerners," which implies segmentation of the tribe, must 

date from an early epoch. The northern dialect is more archaic or original 
in so1ne terms, as nadsxeksh nine, ne' g absent, whereas the southern shows 
earlier forn1s in knanllash bat-species, shianhish rafter. 
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PHONOLOGIC DIFFERENCES. 

In regard to the vocalism of the two dialects, the Modoc sometimes 
uses the diphthong ai where Klarnath Lake has e, e: kokai (and koke) 
river, creek, Klamath L. koke, koka; kailpoks heat, hot, Klamath L. ke'lpoks, 
kelpoksh; shnailigsh eyebrow, Klamath L. shnekelish. 

Klamath wa-, wo-, is in a few ternlS replaced in Modoc by u-: uk for 
wak how; -.ikash for wokash pond-lily seed. 

Of more importance is the substitution of short and long a of Klamath 
Lake by short an'd long e, also by a, in Modoc. This is observed aln1ost 
exclusively in accented syllables, and even then in a few instances only; 
these vowels always stand between two consonants. This singular fact 
cannot be explained by a supposed insertion of i after the a of Klan1ath 
Lake because the e resulting frorn a contraction of ai would in rnost in-
·stances rmnain long, which is not the case. Exarnples: 

ga-ash, lVlod. geash thus, so. 

yana, Mod. yana and yena downward, downhill. 

na-asht, na-ash, Mod. neasht thus, so, in this manner. 

nashki, Mod. neshki to butcher, flay; nashkotkish, etc. 
padshit, Mod. pa' dshit in the morning. 

palak, Mod pelak fast, quickly. 

shalakla, Mod. shelakla to cut, slash oneself. . 

shatma, Mod. shetma to call to oneself 

shnapempema, Mod. shnepempen1a to fool somebody. 
ulaplpa, lVlod. uleplpa to flicker about. 

weweshaltko, Mod. wewesheltko having offspring. 

But there are also instances on hand where the reverse takes place, 
Modoc showing a whe-re l{lamath Lake has e: 

n1etkla, rna' tkla, Mod. matlda to carry on back, shoulder. 

ne' g, dim in. nekag, Mod. na' g, nakag that absent one. 

wektash, ~fod. waktash plait of females; the verb being wekta in both 
dialects. 

The term for brown varies in both dialects: ka-uk{t-uli, kti-uka' -uli, ke
uk.C-uli, kevkevli. 
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· Dissimilation in the iteratively reduplicated adjectives, all ending in li, 

as described on page 234, is observed much less in the southern than in the 

northern dialect. 

In the consonantic sounds of the Klamath language s-, sh-, sl-, shl-, 

when initial, are oftener replaced by ts-, tch-, tsl-, tchl- in the Modoc than 

in the Klamath Lake dialect, where this is considered as· a corruption; 

tchka for shka it blows hard or cold, tchkel for shkel marten, tsxule for shkule 

lark, tchleyamna for shleyan1na to hold son1ething soft in hand, tchpal for 

spltl ocher. Cf. pages 296. 297. 

l\1odoc redoubles lin a few words like ,kellak being without, ka1liu fur

mantle, where Klamath Lake has .keliak, kailiu. 

In a very limited nun1ber of tern1s Modoc has l where Klamath Lake 

shows n; cf. hesheli6ta to barler, ll-Iod. shenif1ta; kintchna to go single file, 

Mod. ldldshna. Cf. shnf1ntatka (below). 

Another change, already referred to on page 230, is the substitution 

of the arrested soun.d ! for the lingual k in Modoc only, which disappears 

in the following terms, e. g.: '6ga for k6ga to bite; 'u'hpa, '6pa for ,k6pa to 

think; '{1xpash for koxpash thought; 'u'hli for .ku'hli to enter, creep into; '6.ke 

for .k6ke river, creek; '6l,koli for k6l,koli, kftl,kuli round, globiform; 'o' sh for 

ko' sl1, ku' sh pitch-pine. When k is a final sound, or stands within the word, 

it is not dropped; and even when k and g are pronounced, the arrested 

sound is always heard after thern; cf. pages 216. 226 

MORPHOLOGIC DIFFERENCE& 

A few slight differences between the two dialects occur in the forma

tion of the distributive reduplication, which have been alluded to under 

that heading. 

A difference in the prefix is noticed in the verbs kpnli to drive into, 

kpil.'lxa to expel, kputcha to oust, drive out,. etc., where ~Iodoc has tpuli, 

tp{tlxa, tputcha, or tpudsha. All these forms are used when the act of driv

ing refers to a few (not many) objects; cf. page 436. In both dialects the 

prefix 'U- may also be pronounced vu-, wu-, q. v. 

More difference is observable in derivational suffixatiort. The Modoc 

verbal suffix -i is in some instances replaced by -a in the northern dialect! 
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shftchpalni to tattoo j Kl. shitchpalna; shuaUtwi to stretch oneselfj Kl. shu
atawa. Other Modoc verbs have -a as well as -i: tchlala1a and tchlalali to 

roast upon the eoals. To designate an act almost completed, -hf1ya, -f1ya is 
more frequent in Modoc than -kshska, -kska, which is preferred by the 
l{lamath Lake dialect. For inchoative or inceptive verbs -ega, -iega is 

preferred by Klan1ath Lake, -tampka by Modocs, though both suffixes oc
cur extensively in either dialect. Cf. List of Suffixes. For hfshuaks hus

band, man, Modoc has in the subjective case: hishuakshash; for snawedsh 
wife, woman: snawedshash, and fro1n these terms the verbs for to marry are 

also shaped differently. Transposition of sounds takes place in son1e sub

stantives ending in -ksh; thus Klarnath w~:iltoks, waltaksh discmtrse, talk, 

speech, appears in Modoc as waltkash; others are enumerated page 349. 
As to inflectional suffixation, the most important discrepancy exists in 

the formation of the present participle, where Modoc has -n (-an) and Kla
math Lake the compound ending -nk ( -ank); a fact discussed repeatedly in 
the previous pages. The inflection of the noun is effected by the same 
case-suffixes and case-postpositions in both dialects, except that in the enl
phatic adessive case the compound -kshi gi' shi of Modoc is condensed into 
-ksaksi, -kshakshi, -ksfksi and -ksu'ksi in Klan1ath Lake. 

Of the impersonal objective verbs many differ in regard to their struct

ure in both dialects, as shown pages 429. 430. From this it would appear 
that Modoc usually prefers to place the person in the subjective case when 
expressed either by a pronoun or a noun. 

The following peculiarities are of a n1orphologic as well as of a syn

tactic character, and therefore may be appended here: 
The future tense, composed with the particle tak, is preferred by Modoc 

in the incident and in many principal clauses to the future in -uapka. In 
the l{lamath Lake Texts the future in tak occurs nowhere except in 70, 2. 
The particles pen, pan, and un are much n1ore frequent in the southern than 
in the northern dialect; this n1ay be said of pen especially in its function 
of connecting the small numerals with the decades. 

In interrogative and other sentenees the particle lish is largely used in 
:1\fodoc, and placed after the interrogative or initial particle. The northern 
dialect employs that particle rather sparingly. 
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LEXICAL DH"'FERENCES. 

The number of Modoc words differing in radicals, in derivation, or iu 
sound from their equivalents in the northern dialect is considerable, as may 
be gathered frorn a short inspection of the Dictionary. I have therefore 
compiled a specimen list of lexical differences, including only representative 
vocables from the Dictionary and frorn information obtained lately, and 
placing the Modoc term with letter M. after the Klamath Lake term. With 

the exception of a few:, the Modoc tenns are readily understood by their 
congeners on Upper Klamath Lake, but some are not in actual use an1ong 
them, _or, if they are, they have adopted a signification differing 1naterially 
or slightly from theirs. The Modocs have adopted more terms from the 
Shasti language than the Klan1ath Lake Indians, and these more tern1s 
frorn Chinook jargon than the 1\tfodocs. A1nong the terrns of relationship 
some differ in the formation of the distributive form and also in their mean
ings. Some of the Modoc terms were entirely unknown to n1y l(lamath 
Lake informants, as kalm6moks glowworm, kshita to escape, and its causa
tive shnekshita; lun1k6ka to take a steam bath, tikesh clay, loam, tchatchakma 
haze is forming, tchiptchima to drizzle down in atoms. 

epka to bring, haul, carry to; M. itpa. 
hesha to send away; M. shni' dsha. 
hushka, ht1shkanka to think, reflect; M. k6pa; hf1shkanksh thought; M. 

k6xpash, 'u'hpash. 
hushtanka to go and meet somebody; M. shu-utanka. 
isha, ilktcha, p'nana to bury, to dispose of the dead by intern1ent or cre

mation ; M. ilktcha, vun1f ; Kl. use vumf only for caching provi

sions, etc. 
ka-ishna to close an opening, doorjlap, door; M. shla-uki. 
kapka little pitch-pine tree; M. ;kt1ga, dim. of ko' sh pine. 
katak truly and to tell the truth; M. kana, katak, katchan truly, surely; 

kana tche'k certainly. 
ke, ki thus, so, in this strain; M. kie, ke. 
kla' dsh dry, rocky land, table Zemel; M. kna' t. 

k'leka to reach, to die; M. often pronounces : kalaka, kalaka. 
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latchash, generic term for lodge, building, house; M. stina' sh. 
liuna to produce a roaring, rushing sound, as a landslide; unused in Kl. 
luela, hushtch6xa to kill more than one object; M. luela, heshxa' gi, 

· shtH~nka. 
lukslaksh ashes, Kl. and M.; the M. lapkeksh n1eans finest, atomic ashes. 

nadsxekish, nadsxeksh nine; ~1. skekish. 
nanilash, smallest species of bat; M. knanilash. 
pa'hpash earwax; M. wawa=tutu'ksh, from tuta to take from. 

paJa-ash flour, bread; M. shapele. 
papkash in the sense of poker; M. kpa-u, kpa. 
p'tishap father; M. t'shishap, fron1 t'shin to grow. 

ptchiklxa to pat, caress; M. ptchaklxa. 
shanhish rafter; M. shianhish. 
shawalina' -ash companion, fellow, friend; M. shitchlip. 
shewatxa it is noon-time; M. ga-ulapka. 
skintchna to crawl, creep, as reptiles; M. sxidsha. 
shlelaluash eyelid; M. shlelaluish, which means cream in Kl. 
shlu'ktchna to spit, spit out; M. distinguishes between kpitchtchna to 

spit close by, and shhl'ktchna to spit into distance. 

shnikiwa to throw, hurl, cast; M. shnik6a. 
shnuntatka to interpret; M. shntlltatka. 
speletakluteh rake; M. wakatch6tkish. 
shukfkash parents, progeni.tors; M. shokeka-ash. 
shuentch baby-board; M. stiwix6tkish. 
te'hfte'hli flat, depressed, low; deep; M. teltelhi. 
tt1pakship, abbr. tupaksh younger sister; M. sister. 
tchatehgalam bur, pine-bur; ·.M. tchatchgalinks. 
vtl y ukiaks armpit; M. yuka'kish. 
vulan to watch fish over ice-holes; M. ulawa. 
waklgish and paklgish table; M. paklgish only. 
W alamskni Rogue River Indian; M. W alan1swash. 
waJish, wall' sh rock-cliff; M. wali' dsh ; also generic for rim. 

wa1toks, waltaksh talk, speech ; M. waJtkash. 
witchiak rainbow; M. shtchalapshtish. 
witchkinsh dew; M. tchitaksh. 
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IV. SYNTACTIC EXAMPLES. 

What follows is a selection of sentences which were omitted while com
posing the previous pages of the Grarnn1ar to exemplify gramn1atic facts. 
What is dialectic in them is not so much the syntactic structure of the sen
tences as the 1norphologic and lexical character of the terms occurring in 
them. Sentences worded in the Klamath Lake dialect are not 1narked as 
such, but those obtained fron1 Modocs are designated by the letter M. 
When two sentences are combined in the same item, and have the English 
rendering between then1, the former is of the Klamath Lake, the latter of 

the l\1odoc dialect. This does not signify that any of the Kla1nath Lake 
sentences is unintelligible to the Modocs, or conversely, but that it is their 
more natural mode of utterance. In some of these items the decisive words 
are arranged alphabetically. 

Distributive reduplication. 

tumi maklaks a-atfni many I nclians are· tall. ( :1\f.) 
gegamtchi shutka shle'sh gi it looks like these things. (M.) 
wa-utchaga i-eipa kailanti the dogs scratch in the ground; cf. yepa. 
t::ltaksni, ish luloktchi pe'lakak shanksh=paki' sh children, bring me each 

one watermelon, quickly. 
edshash nat pupanua nanuk we all drink milk. 
tarn i katkoga nep shashtashx6kan tkutka ~ do you stand with your 

hands in pocket because you feel cold? (M.) 

The future tense. 

In the third, fourth, and fifth sentence the future form is used impera
tively. 

tam i nalash tula genuapka ~ will you go with us? 
tam intch (fori nish) gen sheniutupk' i-amnash ~ will yott barter beads 

with me? tam lish i shiyutuapka nilsh yarnnash ~ 
ka-i kani hi gatpanuapka nobody is allowed to go there. (M.) 
shumalu'lasht tchek i nilsh hemexi~uapk speak only after I have written. 
hil'nk=shitk hak a-i i hmnexi-uapk, mainantchak gitk, ge-uni hak repeat 

it exactly the same way (lit "you shall speak just only alike to") 
stopping at intervals, and but slowly. 

• 
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tua na shute-uapka at~ nad lin nadshashak t:i-uni gentak what shall 

we do now? we will go to town together. (M.) 
Utm i nish watch vulxuapka ~ will you lend me your horse? 

tidshewan mish nu lin vu'lktak I shall lend it to you willingly. (M.) 
h~i un lltldam a-ati kentak at keno'lasht tchgu'1nnuapka, Ytishmush Ull 

kshtln keshktak pash(t), shtawan lin wenktak if deep snow falls in 

winter, and after the snowfall frost should come, the cattle will be 

~tnable to eat the grass, and· will starve to death. (M.) 
hi:i ka-i kt6dshtak shk6, ka' gitok lin kshun vf1shmusham if it does not 

rain in spring, there will be no grass for the cattle. (~f.) 

Ie-utak na lin na1am pshakaln hashuashtat p~i.' dshit; telintok nat lin to

day we will play in our uncle's garden; he will allow it to us. (M.) 
tcheks i shewantok hunkesh tala you have to pay money to him. (M.) 

pelak n1ish na't lin shle-elkitak we will soon come to visit you. (M.) 

The imperative mode. 

emf ish shuentch, or: etnf ish hand that baby (on the cradle-board) over 

to me. (M.) 
gen a tchelxank gepk' i; or: gin a tchelxe gepke! come (close tb me) 

and sit clown right here. 

pa'n ham ex' i; ke-uni hak hernex' i say this once more; say it slowly. 

nanka ish shiu'ngs=bakish i'ktchi bring me some watermelons. 

ka-i mi peteke skutash do not tear your blanket; ka-i mi spakag' i 

shkf1tash. 
shatua hel gi i' sh do the thing with me). tchfme ish tf1la shiloatcha i. 
nush wika sha-ulantchi go a short distance with me. (M.) 

k'nt1ks ish hun sken' i (or: ska-an i' tak) buy a rope for me; tf1ntish 
ish ska' -an i'. 

kitchkani ! i shlauldpele boy I shut that door. (l\L) 

shlepkipaF i'sh ge-u tenish kapo bring rne my new coat. 

tidsh shualaliampk' i take good care of it. 

gin a tchalx' (or tchelx' i) sit right here. 

tcheleyan hun 'i mantcha,kash shapele give some bread to this old man. (M.) 
44 
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The present participle. 

i kili wash itnan puke wish tat you are sewing the woodpecker-scalp upon 

the buckskin dress. (M.) 
Utiltalsh ya-uks shewanan heshuampeli Utiltalsh effects cures by giving 

medicine. (M.) 
yena nu gen gena; guli' sht nush 'mutchaga sxu'lpkan ktanan hl61fa I 

went clown stai1~s; when I came in, the old man was sleeping in bed 

and snoring. (M.) 
tna'ntch nu tchutenan kekish heshuampeli I treated him a long time and 

cured him. (M.) 

. The past participle. 

(a). Used in an active signification. 

Js[tyudsh hishuakga hut heinkankatk gi this little boy cannot speak yet. 

tunepnish l~Jualsh iyann1a nu I had five pins; tunepni ge-u lalwilatko 
(abbr. from lalualaltko ). 

kayak toks nu hunk shleatko gi I could not see him. 

nalan1 laki tidsh shish{lkatki (for shishukatko gi), tidsh shayuaksh our 

chief is a good fighter and intelligent. 

(b). With a passive or intransitive signification. 

nish ge-u n{tnuk gukuatko my neck . is all swollen. CM.) 
Ifdp habantakuatko gi his eyes were wide open. (M.) 
ipkapkash anku shu' dsha at ye are b·urning piled-up wood. 

in1naks n1u kikanuala(-tko) beads with a wide perforation. 

tchokeyaltko sha-ika (gi) the field is covered with gravel. 

kek a kshu'n ipka ati uyegatk this haystack is very high. 

(M) 
(~f.) 

tam lish mbf1shan katags gi-uapka ~ will it be cold to-11wrrow? 

I 

A/ una 
pshin ka-a katags ge-uga e:1mpu tchipkatko wen last night it was vet·y 

cold, so that the water froze in the pail; lit. "the pailed water." (M.) 

The verbals. 
(a). The infinitive: 

ne-ulakta sha, kokHi'kish u'nk ne-ulxa muash shlewitki they decided 

that the conjurers should order the wind to blow from the south. (l\1.) 
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kuyun1ashtat hu tidsh get utchin in muddy water net-fishing is profit

able. (M.) 
kia'm tchuka shatma they call the fish to swim up-stream, 135, 4. Of. 

also 107, 2. 113, 1. 

(b). The verbal indefinite: 

uk htt pena gishalsh in this manner he treated (me); lit. ''that is how his 
handling was." (M.) 

Yan1akni tu'm yuhu luel61ish ki the northern Indians (habitually) killed 

many b~t.ffaloes. (M.) 
tankak na-entk sunditka pa-ulash ge-u I ate (of it) last week. 

wak lish hi1 shle' sh ki ~ how does this look? ( M.) 
ke'shga nu shle-ish hunkelan1 I could not see him or her. (M.) · 
shuhank=shitko shle'sh kish shana-uli he wants to look alike. (LVI.) 
tua i shanahuli shiyutas_h ~ for what will you barter this? (l\f.) 

(c). The verbal causative: 

ko-ishewa mish nu shlc-uga I am glad to see you. 

tata gen shle-uga kuxpaktak i nush when you see this, remember nw. (M.) 

(d). The verbal conditional: 

titatnak hamex' i; ka-itoks ni hft'shkanka pap'lak mish henH~xisht tell 

me only one word at a time; I do not remember ( then1) when you 

speak fast. 

ka-iu kt6tchasht ktchalhui sappash before the rain the sun shines. (M.) 

(e). The verbal intentional: 

nu h-Ltn tpewa pelpeltki, lewitchta ta' dsh pelpelsh I ordered him to wortc, 

but he refuses to work. (M.) 
gentki IT1a'lsh nn gi' I order J/OU to go. (l\f.) 
hunktiash we-ula'kash nutetki giuga i-a'sh mpampatkanka the willows 

were sputtering in the fire to burn up these women. (M. myth.) 

The intransitive verb. 

ewa vu'nsh e-ushtat the canoe floats upon the lake. (M.) 
wash a natch geluipk' h{lya the coyotes are coming near us; wash nalsh 

wigatan holuipka. 
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udshaksh huhixi the sucker fish skips out of the water. (M.) 
ha ya.ki anko i-utila, sblemp'le! if the seed-basket is under the tree, take 

it home! (M.) 
lapi anku yampka two sticks lie on the ground (M.) 
liupka sha waitash (9r waitash nanuk) they sit around the whole day. 
ka-i hut pitchka l6loks the fire is not out. 
tam lish tchiwa shtina' shtat (or stina' sh)' hu tchi wa; was he in the 

house? Yes, he was. (M.) 
nanuktua ldiila yutila wa all that grows under ground (bulbs, etc.). 

The interrogative sentence. 

(a). Introduced by the particle tam. 

tan1 kani gita gatpa' has anybody been here? (M.) 
tam i shlea ge-u p'tisba·' 1' ! have you seen my father? yes I tam i ge-u 

t'shisha shlea ' i' ! 
tam i shlea p'gi' sha m'na' Js{t-i ! have yo~t seen his mother? no! tarn i 

shlea hu'nkelam p'gi'sha' ka-i! 
tam lish hu shila ~ is he, she sick? (M.) 
tam lish i-i tchui tumena ~ i-i, nu tumena! do you hear rne? yes, I hear 

you! (M.) 

(b). Introduced by the pronoun tua. 

tua haitch hu' t gi ~ what is that? tua hu ~ 
tua haitch wak gi ~ wak lish i gi ~ what is the nwtter? what does it 

mean? 
tua lish i hu'shkank ~ what are you studying about? or: what do you 

think of this ? 
tua i pelpela ~ sheshatuish xai nu ki; ~chat is your business? I am a 

trader. (~L) 

(c). Introduced by the particles wak, wak lish, wak giuga. 

wak lish i gitlga ka-i ge-u l6loksgish epka ~ ka-i lish shle-uka why did 
you not bring my rifle? because I did not find it. (~f.) 

wak lish i giuga ka-i nish wa1xa ~ why don't you answer me? 
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wak e n'sh gi'ug ka-i waJxa ~ why don't you reply to me? wak llsh i nen 
ka-i walxa ~ 

(d). Introduced by various pronouns and partic;les. 

watch ha hil gi ~ is that a horse? (M.) 

tank i mehiash shn6kua k6ketat ~ how m,any trout did you catch in the 

river? lap n1ehiash ! two trout I (l\1.) 

tanni latchash maJam kailatat! how many lodges are on your land? 

tanni mi t'shisham watch gi ~ how many horses has your father? (M.) 
tata i patkel6la ~ what time iid you rise from sleep? t{tsh kish i patkal ~ 
taUt n1a'ntch haitch bilk hishuaksh nu1sha ~ how long was this man sick? 

The cases of the substantive. 

(a). The objective case. 

i hushnakpapka nep you are holding your hands together upon some
thing. (M.) 

ll1epalsh shtina' sh poweteka the lightning-stroke .shattered the house. (M.) 
shmukatan' nil get nil shul6tish I am wetting that garment; nu'toks hiln 

shpaga shul6tish. 

gek mushmush hip'11i ta-unep shesha this cow is worth twenty dollars. 

pet'atko pshi'sh one whose nose-perforation is disrupted. (M.) 
hashuash nil hashua I am planting maize. (M.) 

hil stani yaina-aga kima'tch the ant-hill teems with ants. (M.) 
watchkina nilsh k6ka speluish a raccoon bit rne in the index-finger. 

kUtsh hiln n1i txe-una shewan' i give this hide to your elder brother. (M.) 

(b). The possessive and partitive case. 

maklaksam slnntttka na (for nalam) shtina'sh the house is full of our 
people. (_1\,f.) 

letumn6ti tumi pan thet· have a carousal, or feast; lit. "many of them 
eat in a noise." 

(c). The locative case. 

kilfwash ankntat ska-ukua the red-headed woodpecker picks holes in the 
tree. (M.) 
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pa'lpeli htl tchtl'sl1ak yaJkamat he works in bad u·eather all the time; htl 
ko-itchanta nkillan ninaklkish. 

ge-u t'shishap amp-Q. kailatat kititchna my father ha~ spilt the water on 

the ground. (M.) 
shewani ish tala ge-u kia'mat! pay me for my fish! (M.) 
nanuk mi vushrntlsh saigatat paw a all your cattle graze on the prairie. (M.) 
htl Titxash sha'hn16ka shtina' shtat he called Tita1 · out of the house. (~I.) 

teluks i-ukukag shtinashtat the basket is inside the lodge. (M.) 
pa' dshit klalha tinoluleshtat there was a hailstorm at sundown to-day. 

ntl neyena tchuyeshtat I am lining a hat. (M.) 

(d). The instrun1ental case. 

tumi a gek ta'htash gen il'h6lesh, ka-itoks na-entka illolashtka t{lmi wa' 
tank there were many grasshoppers this year, but not many last year. 

puishtka hushutantko (gi) he wears a fringed belt. (M.) 

The adjective. 

tat pelaiwasham shnulash wikayanta ka=tanian tcha' dshui pinakpka
gishtat kugatat (gi) there the nest of the golden eagle (lay) upon a 

low pine-tree, only that high, and dwarfed. (M.) 

vunipa i sh'ip ati=kaila=gi-ishash nadshenash nlaklakshash shew an i yo~t 
sold four sheep to a foreigner,· lit. "to one in distant-land living." 

kayanl IDUlllUatch nakshtanish shepatxa hft he tore to pieces one of a 

jackass-rabbit's ears. (~1. myth.) 
wewanuish maklaksamkshkni kikashkanka wakalak i-uk6ga women of 

the tribe are walking inside of the inclosure. 

ntl link shutka gitak htl'nksh I would act as he did. (~I.) 

The adverb. 

pi tlnk shn6ka i yukiak he caught a mocking-bird on the ground; hu kai 
hi y{lkiak shn uka. 

wak ka=tan nish ke k'leka something is probably the matter with me. ( M.) 
le ntl pan, btl'nua I do not eat, drink. 

snawedshash lupitkni gatpa, nutoks yamatkni the woman comes from the 

east, I come from the north. (M.) 
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genu hunashak nil shHi'papka I am looking at it unintentionally. (M.) 

tfdsh sha hishuatchxash shualalian1pka they watch the man closely. (M.) 
tum tchatchui ampil i bunua you drank too much water. (M.) 

tank nil na'sh ill6lash vunshtat sxusxiyamnish gi, tanktchikni ge-u 
kewa wa'k last year I was able to row the canoe, (but) since then I 
broke my arm. (M.) 

Temporal locutions, mainly of an adverbial nature. 

tina ilMlash tank nil hun shlea I saw him a year ago. 

tina ok ilh6la pa-ulash ge-u I ~te (of it) last year. 

nalam a shi' p t{tm ni'] a gen illu'lsh our sheep have much wool this year. 

hipni tchek illo'lan shekelui shellualsh after two years the war came to 
an end. (M.) 

ta'htash gentka pata tt1n1i wa, tanktoks !faitua there were many grass

hoppers this summer, but not any last year. 

pata ma'ntch waita, luldan1 toks pepelak ~aita in summer the days are 

long, in winter they are short; lit. "the days pass rapidly." 
gentka luldan1 ka-i gi-uapka wesh this winter there will be no ice. (M.) 

tank na'sh shappesh k6ke wetko gi' last month the river was frozen. (M.) 
n1a'ntchtoks at padshit waitash the days are long now. (M.) 
una ha shtipa waita it was clo~tdy all day yesterday. (M.) 

nishta wash yea the prairie wolves have howled all night; pa' dshit pshi'n 
ye-a wash. 

The con}unction. 

(a). The particle ak, aka, ka expresses probability and potentiality. 

;ktl-i ak mish ne'pkia you may feel uncomfortable. (M.) 
hunk ak taksh iin (for hu' n) nil shleat I can see him; nil aka hun shlea. 
nil kai ak hil'nkish hil'nkptchi a ( gi) I would act, do, or be like him. (M.) 
shleat ak taksh iln nil (fin for: hil'n) I can see that. 

tam i k6kant ko'shtat ~ ;ka.-i aka nil k6kant can you climb the pine-tree? 
I cannot. 
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ka-i ak nush ge-u t'shishap wewaltant probably rny father will not allou 

it to me. (M.) 
ka-i aka keleka, or: ka-i nu 16la hu'nkesh k'Ieksht I do not believe he is 

dead. (M.) 
ka-i aka hu' ukauxo' sh ktchalhui p{tdshit at I do not think that the moon 

shines now, 12, 132; lit. "to-day." (M.) 
tum hak tcha i hushxakta! you ask probably too much for it! tun1 hai i 

nen elxa! 

(b). The particle ha, a. 

nanuk an' link ho'shkanka I recollect all (these) things; hu'nktaks nu 
hushkanka n{tnuk. 

kek nisxaga ka-i a mish tidshewa this little girl does not like you. 

k6-e a udud6mtchna arnbutat frogs live in the water; k6-e kaf ::1n1putat wa. 
ka-i i pen ha humasht gi-uapka you will never do it again. (M.) 

(c). The particle hai (haitch, xai). 

ke hai litchlitchli n1aklaks that man is certainly robust (M.) 

t::l.nn' a haitch weweash gitk laki ~ how many children has the chief? 

Utnni lish lakiam weweash ~ 
kani haitch hut gi ~ who is he, she? kani hu ~ 
geash xai mish nu k6pa tchu'shak thus I always think of ymt. (M.) 
tua haitch i shanahuli huntka ~ what do you want for it? 

(d). The particle nen. 

tua i nen hernkank ~ what do you talk about? w{tk lish i hemkank ~ 
ka-i nu nen ki I refuse to do so. (J)I.) 
w{tk lish na (for: nen a) gi ~ what is the ~matter? w{tk lish ~ 

(e). The particle toks (taksh, tak). 

laki toksh tu sxu'lpka shiloka the chief lies sick in bed. (M.) 
hunkelam unak k6-idshi, pe-ip toks tidshi his son is ugly, but his daugh

ter is pretty. (M.) 
k6-idHhitoks kek yaina this mountain is quite Tough or steep. (M.) 
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V. COMPLEX SYNONYMOUS TERMS. 

The great facility possessed by certain ianguages of forming complex 

or polysynthetic words by an exuberant power of derivational affixation is 

also productive of certain co1nplex synonymous terrns, which the analytic 

languages of modern Europe habitually express by separate words, mainly 

of an attributive character, or transcribe by separate sentences. Sorne lan
guages of the An1erican aborigines are rich in terms of this sort, and we 

are often wondering w by the punctilious and seemingly unimportant dis

tinctions embodied in them are expressed by a single word fonned with this 

purpose. It is curious to observe how much stress is laid upon using spe

cific terms for certain things and acts which white people do not even notice 

as being distinct fron1 other things or acts of a similar nature; and, on the 

other side, objects which are totally different among themselves are called 
by the same tern1 in certain languages on account of some resmnblance 

observed upon them. Thus, green and yellow, green aud blue, are expressed 

by the sa1ne tenn in many languages. 'rbe Cherokee expresses butterfly 

and elephant by the same term, kamama, both being provided with a pro
boscis shaped alike. In Creek rabbit and sheep are both called . tch{lfi, in 

Chicasa tchukfi, on account of their woolly covering, and the horse is to 

the Creeks the great deer: itchu='Utko, abbr. tchu 'lako. 
Sometimes the reason for expressing the same act or condition by dif

ferent verbs does not lie in the act itself, but in the difference of the verbal 

subject or object, its shape, quality, or number; of this we have conspicu
ous examples in this language in the chapter on verbal "Inflection for 

nun1ber," pages 433-441, to which may be added the instances, pages 460. 

461, referring to the verb to give, and what is said about prefixes in general. 

The English-Klamath part of the Dictionary n1entions six terms fot gray, 

eight for to seize, twelve for to sever, fourteen for to wash, about as n1any for 

to walk, wear, weep, while the terms expressing the different rnodes of going, 

running, standing, lying, sitting, looking, rolling, placing, and lifting consider

ably exceed the above in number. The list of the adjectives expressing color 

does not reach that of a Herero tribe in Southern Africa, which possesses 

twenty-six terms for such cattle alone as is spotted in different ways,* 

... Cf. H. Magnus, d. Farbe11sinn bei d. Nat.urvOlkern, pages 9. 10. 19-21 (.Jena, 1880). 
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but is extensive enough to equal that of English, if we deduct fron1 this the 
large number of artificial terms derived fron1 1nanufactured objects. Wounds 

are called differently according to the weapon or instrument which inflicts 
then1; scars, when flesh is removed, are shuktashkuish; without removal of 

flesh, shaktkaluish. * When a strong wind shakes a tree, the bending down
ward of the tree is wawiwi, but its moving up to the former position is wa
wilakpeli, the continual rocking wawikanka. To roll an object in the mouth 

is kpiamna when it protrudes from it, but when wholly inclosed in the 
·n1outh, shikpualkana. 

Many n1ore exatnples of this sort n1ight be mentioned to show tbe keen 
sense of perception and graphic expressiveness traceable in the language. 
Utilitarians will regard this n1ental tendency as productive of cun1bersome, 

unnecessary toil, while the philosophical linguist sees in it a sign of fresh 
and poetical ingenuity, ·vvhich is manifesting itself everywhere in genuine 
conceptions of the untutored children of nature . . 

Below I present some instances of verbs and nouns, the definitions of 
which are ideas not simple, but of considerable complexity, and in which 
the great power of forn1ing synonyms is traceable into the nwre n1inute 
details. Several of these terms were taken frorn the collection of Modoc 

vocables recently acquired by n1e. 
The act of carrying a babe is expressed in many different ways, which 

chiefly differ among then1selves by the circun1stance whether the carrying 
is done upon the shuentch or cradle-board or without it. The verb ema ''to 
hand over to son1ebody a baby tied upon the cradle-board" forms several 
derivatives: emtchna "to go and earry, to bring it somewhere upon the 
board" (also upon the arm), for which kshena n1ay be used as well; enl
tchipka "to carry it toward somebody," emtakla (or emtkal) and emkiana 
"to carry ou the back a babe tied to the board." "To carry on the back" 
any other object except a babe is tf1tkal, "to carry home on one's back" 
tutchampeli. Shmamka "to nurse or take care of a baby" is probably 
derived from en1a also. "To carry a babe, when just born, on the back" 

and not tied to the board, is spukutakla and shlukutakla; stintakla (or 
stintxal) when not on the board and not necessarily upon the back. Ha-

"Cf. also u'hlopatana antl upatia iu the Dictionary. 
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shupat'lamna is "to tie it around the back in a piece of cloth," hashpu{llda 

''to carry it while placing the arn1s or one arm under its legs," hashkaga 

"to carry it on the breast." 
Folding is expressed generically by spagalxa, "to fold, double up;" 

the nouns pakalaksh and spagalaksh signify "fold, crease," and the forn1er 
term figures in numeral a<ljectives like fourfold, sixfold.* These words 
are all derivatives fron1 p{tka, n1baka "to break." "To fold" in such a 

manner as blankets or other sheets are folded in a warehouse is skf1palxa; 
"to fold" as folds appear in the dress as worn, shkashkapshtch{tlxa; skfttash 

shkashkapshtchalxatko "the blanket shows folds when enveloping the body." 
~ 

To grasp, when used in the general sense of "taking, seizing," is shnftka, 
shnukua, "taking to oneself" shnf1kpa; "to grasp a small object," so that 
the fingers of the seizing hand touch the thumb on the other side, shatash

ta:nka; when the object is larger, so that the "fingers do not meet on the 
side opposite," shatashtxapka ( -apka expressing distance); when the object 
is "grasped so that the fingers of one or both hands keep moving along its 
circun1feren ce," sha tashkakian1na. 

To stick up on one's head is an act expressed by a large variety of terms. 

Sha-ula is ''to stick up something upon the top of the head" that will ex

tend upon it fron1 the forehead to the occiput, henee shawalsh crest of birds 
and other related significations, q. v. "To take off that objeet from the 
head-top" is sha-ulola; "to place ereet upon, to make stand one object on 
one's head," is sha.tuala, upon "another person's head" hashatnala; henee 
shatualtko lash "one feather standing up -veitically on one's head," hasha
tualtko lash "on another person's head." vVhen many objeets are "made 
to stand up straight on one's head in a buneh," this is shildshuala; "feathers 
set up" in that manner: shiltchawaltko or sfldshualtko Utsh. Shakwal is 
"to place a bunch of feathers on the top of one's head," shakwaltko lash "a 

bunch of feathers stuck up tht>re;" shakixi is "to have it" or "wear it upon 
the back of the head or the shoulders;" shakixitko lash ''one who wears it" 
there. "A crest of hair going over the top of the head" is hishkwaltko lak. 

Tf1ta, d. tutata, tut'ta, signifies "to stick obliquely one long object upon 
somebody," either on his head or body; l1ence the reflective form slniteta 

"Cf. sllantcbaktaut.ko in Dictionary ant1 on page 531 of Grammar. 
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"to stick up on one side of one's head or body;" p'la:lwasham (lash) slnH'
tantko "wearing an eagle's feather stuck up obliquely." But when many 

·feathers or long objects "are stuck up obliquely on oneself," this is ex
pressed by hashkatchka: lash hashkatchhintko nu'sh "many feathers fast

ened on one's head." Shutewaltko "fixed or fastened upon the head" may 
refer to objects of various form, not to long articles only. But when 
"l fasten a feather upon my forehead," this is nil shateh'ka lash; upon 
"another's forehead," hashtelfka; hashtelikatko lash may refer to more 
than one feather also, and describe it as ''standing erect" or as "leaning 
back across the top of the head." 

Noise and to make noise is a fruitful field for word-formation in all lan

guages, and onomatoEceia often plays a large part in it. The large nunl
ber of expressions co1npels us to separate the noises made by n1an and 
animals from those made by the elementary forces of nature. Among ~he 
forn1er, ha/ma is generic for all the roaring, crying, whooping, and chirping 
produced by animals; also for the shouts and cries uttered by n1an to call 
other people's attention. To shout at festiYals, dances, is yeka, "to howl, 

cry, or sing in choru~ ;" hence probably yaukela ''to perform a puberty

dance." Ya-uya or yauyawa refers more particularly to a noise made 
with a rattle,* and noise in general iR k6-i tumenash "disagreeable to hear." 
"To behave in a boisterous, loud manner," is hilula, waltka, and tchilu
yexa. "To crack with the teeth" is pftkpuka. Other noises ascribed to 
human beings are expressed by the verbs uka and tch1'lga; the noisy re
joicings heard of children when they see their parents con1ing is shftiaika. 
Y{t-a, yea is "to scream" or "howl aloud," and wawa-a "to whine." The 
noises made by the elemental powers are just as multiform in their lexical 
rendering as they are with us. '\To explode" is mbawa; ''to cause an 

explosion by a stroke of the hand," shnambua. The noise made by the 
surf or by waterfalls is t:lwish, fron1 tlwi "to rush with force;" the roaring 
of a lanaslide or falling rocks liuna, of other elementary noises shtchaya
shla, of the wind yewa, the cracking of plants, rotten wood, etc., walta, the 
rustling, crackling of hay, straw, dry bulrushes, etc, kushkusha. ''To 

beat a drum" is udintena; "to ring," when said of a little bell, lif1ixa, v. 

*To mille '''ben said of the rattlesnake is Rbuatcluiltchna, its rai tle: shhl:-imugsh. 
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intr., hence the clapper of the bell is nan1ed liu-ixatko "making noise;" tin tan 
lill1ixa ''little bells are tinkling." "1"'he sizzling of hot water" is tchiya-a, 
tcbia-a, a derivative of ya-a, and the sputtering out of steam inclosed in 
burning wood is mpampat'ta, the cracking of the wood n1patchitchka. La

nla wa is said of the clattering noise made by dry substances, as bones, 
striking against each other. 

VI. ROOTS WITH THEIR DERIVATIVES. 

There is no better means of showing the 1node of word-derivation in a 
language than to unite and class all the derivatives of one root systernatic

ally under the heading of that root. The functions and frequency of each 
derivational n1eans en1ployed, as affixation, reduplication, vocalic ehange, 
or the compounding of words then appear at once and illustrate each other 
n1utually. Some roots of the Klan1ath language have given origin to fam
ilies of derivatives of wonderful extent, and the sterns or bases formed by 

thern have branched off into different directions again, so that the progeny 

or offspring has expanded into a startling n1ultiplicity. The association of 
ideas and the branching out of one idea from another often bear a peculiar 
stamp which will surprise those not accustomed to Indian thought. Many 

of the verbal radices quoted below gave origin to transitive as well as In
transitive verbs; some show a predilection for pre:B,x·ation, others for suffix

ation. Vocalic changes are not infrequent in the radix, and n1any of them 
can be explained by a weakening of the vowel through a lengthening of the 
word and the shifting of the accent consequent upon it. 

The iten1s given below do not aim at any degree of con1pleteness, but 
are intended only to serve as specimens of derivation. They will give a 
general idea of the n1ethod which has to be followed whenever a complete 
"root-dictionary" of this upland tongue should be attempted, a task whieh 
can be undertaken only at a future time, when a n1uch larger stock of 

vocables and texts has been gathered among the individuals speaking both 
dialects. 

ENA to bring, to carry, origiqally referred to a plurality of objects only, 
but its use has extended over a wider range, so that the verb n1ay pass for 
being the generic term for to carry. The number of prefixes which con-
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nect themselves with ena is remarkably large, as will be seen from the list 
following: ana to take away from, abstract, with ania and other ~~rivatives; 
kena it is snowing, lit. "it is carrying (snow) obliquely, or from the sides"; 
kshena to carry something long in the arm or arms, as a baby, a load of 
wood, straw, grass, etc., whence kshun hay; lena to carry a round object, or 
to travel upon something round, as the wheels of a wagon, car, etc.; hence 
glena, klena ~1) to carry fire by means of a stick burning at the end and 
swung in a circle; (2) to hop, viz., "to swing one's body in a circular way" (a 
derivative of this being klukaJgi); shlena to move something in a circle, or in 
a round orbit, as is done with the small rubbing stone or Hpaklish (Mod.), 
shilaklkish or pe'ksh (Kl.), upon the n1ealing stone or lematch; cf. le'ntko. 
The verb shlin to shoot appears to be originally the same word as shlena, 
though now differentiated from it in signification; it may have referred at 
first to the curved or round path in the air described by the arrow when 
in1pelled by the relaxation of the bowstring. N en a to carry something thin 
and to move something flat, as the wings; pana to clive, plunge; piena to scrape 
sideways really means "to carry or bring upon the ground toward oneself.'' 
There is another verb shh~na differing from the one above as to the origin 
of its prefix, and signifying to take along garn1ents, mantles, etc., or some
thing soft or pliant. Stena is to carry in a bucket, pail, or other portable 
vase of this sort. Shuentch baby-board, in Modoc baby, is lit. "what is car
ried on oneself," and presupposes a verb shuena, which is not recorded. 
But there is a verb wena to wear out, to use up, as garments, the original 
function of it being apparently "to wear, to carry upon oneself." A verb 
tchena to go, walk, serves in Modoc to express a plurality of subjects walk
ing or going; cf. Gran1mar, page 439. 

Ena also forms derivatives with some suffixes; enia to carry to some
body, e'mpeli, for enapeli, to 'convey back ·or home, and e'ni spirit-land, place 
where spirits are being carried or wafted; cf: the Latin: manes, from n1anare 
to be moved. Ema to bring, hand over, said of infants, contains the same 
radix e- with the suffix -Ina of 1notion upon the ground, and forms a large 
number of derivatives by means of compound suffixes. 

EwA to be full of, to be filled up by, refers especially to water, liquids, 
and such substances as sand, seeds, food, etc., and forms a family of words 
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very instructive in regard to its prefix-elements. In its signification and 
derivatives it closely approaches l'wa, but must be distinguished from it, as 
i'wa refers more specially to something being inside. Ewa forn1s e-ush, 
a'-ush lake, sheet of water, with its din1inutive ewaga little lake, and a large 
nun1ber of verbs, some of which assume transitive functions, as ewa does 
itself when it signifies to empty ~tpon. As an impersonal verb it means to be 

satiated with; hence e-una to fill oneself with food, ewisi to digest, e-unola to 

defecate. From ewa descends quite a family of terrns distinct by their pre

fixes, as the verbs yewa, kshewa, lewa, newa, pewa, stewa, shuewa, tchewa. 
Yewa to burrow really 1neans the filling of the den with winter provisions 
by the rodents which excavate the dens, ye-ush, the prefix i-, y- pointing 
to a multitude of long objects. Kslufwa to put ~tpon or place inside refers to 

one long or animate object only; cf. Dictionary, page 147. Of lewa, which 
differs somewhat frorn liwa, q. v., the original signification is to he in the 

midst of a circle, or to be within something round; then to form a cluster, to 
be or exist together in the shape of bunches, clusters, grapes, the prefix 1-
being indicative of round shape. Thus le-usham, d. lele-usham flower de

scribes "what is in a cluster;" pushpushli liwayaks is the p~tpil of the eye. 

N ewa to form a sheet is said of large water-sheets, prairies, and level lands; 

hence ne-ush tilled ground, ne-utko field, ne-upka to run into rt lake, said of 
rivers; knewa to let the fish-line float on the water over day or night, the 
oblique direction of the pole or line being indicated by the prefix k-. l{ne
udshi is the object causing the line to float; this being made of light bark, 
the term finally came to mean bark. Pewa to be in the water refers to ani
mate beings, and passes into the signification of bathing or swinuning and 
washing oneself in cold water, pew ash bathing place; stewa is to mix a sub
stance with a liquid, and may ·be used in reference to kneading dough. 
Shuewa is a medial verb coming nearest in signification to knewa to fish 

with the line, to angle; its derivatives being shue-ush, shue-udsha, shue-utka. 
Tchewa means to float; as aquatic birds; when said of n1en it refers to a 
plurality of them, and belongs to gewa to go into the water; cf. page 43!). 
Tchiwa to form a body of water is identical in rneaning with ewa ( 1) and (2) 
in Dictionary, and forms tchi' wish standing water, pool, or spring, tehi wixi 
to put a liquid into a vase so as not to fill it, and tchi'pka to be full of or to 

contain water or son1e other liquid, it being a contraction of tchi wipka. 
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1DSHA, itsa to carry, transport, to nwke go, to Temove, appears as a verb 

assuming various prefixes, but also figures as a suffix or rather as a part of 
suffix in others. Originally it referred, and still does so in many instances, 

to a plurality of long-shaped objects, especially people, and ktchi' dsha to 

crawl, creep along the ground, stands for kshidsha, and in fact represents the 

singular form of the verb. Edsha means to s.nck, extract by suckin,r;, but 
refers to blood, water, and milk ( edshash) only, while hantchna has reference 

to other objects. Thus idsha forn1s transitive as well as intransitive verbs, 

one verb being often used in both senses. Thus pitcha is to become extinct 

(fire), but its n1edial form spitcha is used for to extinguish, put out, to drag 

behind or to pull after oneself, besides the intransitive to go out. Kidsha is 

to crawl, creep, and to swim w~cler the water's swiace, to dive, originally ''to 

make go sideways;" hence lddshash fin and k{ldsha dorsal back fin and gud

geon. More distantly derived fron1 kidsha are kintchna to walk, march, move 

in ct file, skintchna to crawl, creep, for which ~fodoc has sxiclsha, and ki-insh, 
ki' nsh wasp. ~ledsha to migrate, to travel refers especially to the prairie, lit. 

"to ren1ove in a curvilinear direction," hence the rnedial form shemashla to 

migrate with one's family, and the derivative kirna' dsh ant, lit. ''the one rnov
ing obliquely." Another derivative, shni' dsha, aiso pronounced tchni' dsha, 

means "to go forward in a straightout direction." The original function of 

idsha to carry, transport has become reflective in the verb medsha, but re

appears in midsho spoon, "what serves for carrying (to the mouth)." 

1KA to take out, remove from, is another prolific derivative of the radix 

i-, and like idsha, ila, ita has formed a good number of derivatives by pre
fixation. Thus we have e-ika, eixa to put the head O~tt, ktchika to crau)l off, 

viz. "to take oneself out obliquely," nik'ka, nika to put the arm or arms out, 

spa'ka to lie spread out on the ground, spika to draw, pull out, spikanash 
needle, spuka to put the feet out and to lie down, shuka to drive out of, if this 
is not the medial fonn of h{Ika to run at; finally tchika to leak. The verbs 

and nouns forn1ed by suffixation from ika are all ai·ranged in alphabetic 

order in the Dictionary; they are ikaga, ika y1ila, ikaks, ikampeli and ikna, 

yikashla, ikla and iklash, ikta, iktcha, ikuga and ikuakpeli with kshekuga 

KA.~0, ~A.KU bone is a terrn which reappears with a nasalized initial in 

ngak, nkak top of the head, skull top, which joined to gi to produce, to make, 
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to do forrns the verb nka'kgi, nxakgi to give birth. In searching after the 

origin of this term, the fact suggests itself that in delivery the top of the 

infant's head usually appears first; but we rnay attach to it perhaps a 
widely different interpretation: to produce bones, Jsak' gi, in view of the be

lief current an1ong several tribes that life really resides in the bones, ancl 

not in the flesh, nerves, or blood; or that n1an has two souls, one of which 
remains after death in his body. In the Tonka we language of r:rexas to 
be born is nikaman yekewa ''to becorne bones."* In fact, after decease the 

skeleton frame of a person outlasts all other parts of the body, and should 
the soul remain in it this is reason enough to explain the universal dread 

a bout the revenge of the one buried. This is one of the great causes ac

counting for the reluctance of many Indians to refer to anything recalling 

the men1ory of the deceased. Kako is formed by reduplication of the radix 

ka, ko, ku which we find in many verbs of biting: 1f61fa to bite, Jso-1iyua 

(plur. of obj.), ko-itchatchta, k6kanka, sh1f6ks, shu1f6ka, kuatchala (Diction

ary, pages 514. 515), and a few others not in the Dictionary, as kowaka'
kala to eat holes into, to gnaw to pieces, to spoil by gnawing; kuakikakiamna 
to go around an object while eating of it. The radix is not reduplicated in · 

Jf_{tta to gnaw, Jsa' dsho chin, kuatcha to bite off small pieces, kuatchaka to bite 
into, kua'ka to bite or tear off from, kwu'ldsha to erode, kwu' shka to bite off, 
ki1pka to b·ite or eat repeatedly, Ife-ish rattlesnake . The }aw is our organ for 

biting, and is called Jsako just like the bone. 
LAMA to be dizzy, giddy, drunk, bewildered, and to curse contains a radix 

hun-, the prin1itive signification of which is that of turning in a circle, re

volving, reeling. This will appear from the following derivatives: lem{ttch 

(for lan16'tkish) the Indian mealing stone or Mexican metate (Aztec: Inetlat1), 
upon which the shilaklgish or rubbing-stone, flat below, is 1noved in circular 

lines for grinding seeds and grains. The term for thunder, leme-ish, shows 

that this phenomenon of nature was likened to the circular n1otion of roll
ing rocks or something heavy, for l'mena, lemena it thunders is from lanH~na. 

Lemewflxa means to be moved off by circular motion, as logs in a river. Lmn

lCma, the iterative reduplication of lama, is to be dizzy, to reel, lan1lemsh, 

with vocalic dissimilation, dizziness, giddiness, but h1.nl spirituous liquor is 

* Cf. Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. I, 237 sq. and II, 68 (Cambridge, Mass., 1888. 1889). 
45 
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derived fron1 rum through the Chinook jargon. Shlamia is to feel bewildered, 

deeply aggrieved by the loss of a relative or friend; hence ::tlso to mourn some
body's death. Of. leme'shan1 and lemewalieksh in the Dictionary. 

NuTA to burn, to blaze up, v. intr. and impers., can turn into a transitive 

verb to destroy by fire. Its numerous derivatives are remarkable by the 
vocalic changes which the radix nu- is undergoing in them. The vowel u
is preserved in the noun nut and its diminutive nutak, the small seed of the 
glycerium-grass, which explodes when heated; also in nuyua and nutkolua 
to shine from a distance. The causative forn1 of the latter verb is shnatkolua. 
N 1tka or noka to roast, cook, and to become ripe, forn1s nukola to shrink by 

heat, shnu' xa to parch, nokla to roast or boil on the hot coals; nx11ta and 
nxt1tagia (for nokf1ta etc.), to bttrn at the bottom of a cooking vessel; by a 
vocalic change we get shnikanua to allow tirne for ripening and its iterative 
shnikanuanka, which is also applied to fishing, not to fruits or seeds only. 
Other derivatives of shnu' xa are shnitchixa to fry and shnitchkna, v. trans., 
to broil, to fry, to dry such substances as n1e2.t, etc. The n1edial form of 
n1'Ita: shnuta, is transitive only: to burn, to build a fire, and to parch, and 
fro1n it are derived shnuya, abbr. shnui, v. intr., to burn, to shine; also when 

noun: polar light; shnuitampka to keep burning, shnuish a peculia~ smoke or 
fog appearing at tin1es in the northwest and ascribed by the natives to deities; 
shnutchoka to burn or singe to death, a verb compounded of the two stems 
nu- and tchok- in tch6ka to die; shnuikia to build a fire next to son1ething, as 

a wall, hole, tree. The vowel a appears in other derivatives of the same 
radix, as in natchaka v. intr. to 1nelt by heat and its causative shnatch{tka, v. 
trans., to melt, dissolve by fire-heat, as wax; natspka to be consumed by fire; 

natkalga to blaze up and its causative shnatkalga to kindle up, set on fire. 

Na''hlua, nelua to be burnt on the skin or surface as by the sun, fire, begins 
a series of derivatives showing the vowel e. Fron1 it we have the causative 
o::;hnelua to stain, color, dye and the noun shneluash dye-stuff, coloring matter. 

Shneka is intransitive and means (1) to be lit up, to shine, (2) to burn one

self, and (3) to burn through; hence shnekupka to shine from above or front a 

distance. N elka, nelxa to be burnt up is probably identical with ni'lka it is 

dawning, but both are now pronounced with different vowels; nelka gave 
origin to shnelxa (for shne-ilxa) to set on fire, to burn down, whence shne-
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ilaksh fire-place, hearth, and lodge. Shnena is to build a fire when out travel
ing; shne-ish camp-fire made on a Journey, shne'nkish the spot where sneh a 

fire is or was 1nade. Shne'pka (for shne-ipka) to b'lltild a camp-fire habitually 
is a usitative verb formed by the suffix -pka; Hs noun shne-ipaksh usual 
fire-place, also stands for the lodge or habitation itself, and differs from shne

ilaksh only by the circumstance that people stay longer in the latter than 
in the former. Ni'lka it is dawning is closely connected with niliwa to burst 
into a light, and refers to the rays of sunlight shooting up fro1n the horizon 
and apparently coming from a burning fire; it forms derivatives like nilalda, 

metathetically for nilkala, to appear first, as daylight, the local name Nilak
shi, q. v., nilakl6la, nilakloltamna; cf. Dictionary, under nilakla. 

This radix nu-, one of the most fecund in forming derivatives in this 
upland language, mw;;t be carefully distinguished from another elen1ent 
nu-, which signifies to throw and to fly, when round or bulky objects are 
spoken of. It is a contraction frorn niwa to drive, and is found in nl'1dsha, 
n{llidsha, nutola1a, nut6dsha, shnuntowa-udsha, and other terms. 

PiuA to be or become dry is transitive also: to render dry, to exsiccate, 

and does not apply to the fading processes of the vegetable world only, bnt 
as well to sickness of men and animals. A relation between disease and 

dryness is traceable in many languages, as disease induces fever, and fever 
is productive of thirst, which is the result of loss of water fron:1 the blood; 
our term sick, the German siech are in fact identical with the Latin siccus 

dry. With the use of three different verbal suffixes the root pa- in paha 
forn1s paka (through pa'hka), pala (fro1n pahala, pa'h1a), pata (from pa'hta). 
The verb paka, among other significations, means to wither, fade, and to break, 
crack fron1 being dry, and then is usually pronounced n1baka; mbakla to be 
parched up, to crack, is transitive also, with change of vowel mbuka, p{lka; 
when used as a noun, this means dust. Mpakuala is to dry up on the top, and 
is said of trees. Pa'ka to render dry, to dry out, has special reference to 
thirst, and appears also as an impersonal verb: pa/ka nish I am thirsty, lit. 
"it makes n1e dry"; pa'kam is the dry moss growing below trees. Pala to 
be dry and to render clry also forms many derivatives, and in son1e of their 
number the 'h after the radix pa- is still pronounced, as in the noun pa/hla, 
pa1a tray, originally "implen1ent for drying seeds," etc., now used for a 
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matted dish, and a sort of scoop or paddle, larger than the shaplash (for sha
pa'hlash) matted plate, dish, or paddle. Pala also designates the liver_ .an 
organ of the body which the popular 1nind puts in close connection with 
the feelings of thirst. Pala-ash is dried food, either flour or bread, palaJa, 

an inchoative verb: to become dry, palkish dry river bed, paJpali (for palpal-li) 
white, lit. ''bleached," or the color of dry vegetation; spaJ, in Modoc tchpal 

ocher, yellow paint, lit. "becoming dry npon somebody," wapaJash dead tree, 
for upaJash; stopela and st6palsha to scrape off the fibrous bark of pine-trees, 
lit. ''to render dry (pine-trees) on the top;" stopalsh jiber.:bark of coniferre. 
The verb pata it is dry season or swnmer also became a noun : summer, 
summer-heat, and in the form of pata, mpata, mpatash also means milt, 
spleen. Paha forn1s pahalka to dry, v. trans., to becmne dry, v. intr. and to 
suffer of a lingering disease, whence pa'hlaksh emaciated; pahalka to be per-
1nanently sick, papahtuitko having dried-up eyes, pa/htchna to be thirsty, pa'h- · 

pa'hsh, pa'hpash earwax, lit. "what turns dry." 
P:ET'A to disrupt contains a radix pet- resembling in its function that of 

pu- in pui. rrhe derivatives of it are petila to be a 1!tidwife and midwife, cf. 
page 3 7 5 ; ktepeta or ktepta to notch, indent and lepeta to tear off particles 
from the rim of a round object and to mark the ears of cattle; Ielpetatko 

indented. This radix also appears with change of vowel in kmapat'hiena

tko wrinkled, furrowed; but petega, pitexa to break, tear has to be derived 
fro1n tega, ndega, not from pet'a. 

P'LAi, plai up, above, on high, and upward has formed many derivatives 

without and with vocalic alteration of the radix. Directly derived from it 
are p'laikni the one being above or coming from the upper parts of, p'laitankni 

(same), p'le' ntana upon the top, p'lafwash golden eagle, lit. "the one staying 
high up," p'letoixi to lift or purse up, especially said of the lips, etc. With 
the vowel e p'lai appears in pelpela to work, which seems to refer to repeated 
lifting of the arms or hands for n1anual labor; in pelta to put out the tongue, 
pelhipeli to draw the tongue in; the vowel e becomes displaced by ana thesis 
in shepalta to touch part of one's body with the tongue, shepalua to put the 
tongue in and out as a gesture of n1ockery, shepolamna to carry about on one's 
shoulders, an act which implies a lifting up like its causative hishphl'mna to 
tow by n1eans of a rope or string slung over the shoulder. With the vowel a 
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the radix appears in palla to steal, purloin, in 1\Iodoc also palna, to which we 
may compare English terms like "to lift cattle," "shoplifter;" p:Hak, Modoc 
pelak quickly, rapidly, implying a rapid lifting of the feet, palakmalank at a 

rapid gait. The suffix -peli, -pli, -bli is a form not derived from p'lai, but 
sprung from the pronon1inal pi directly, as a form parallel to p'lai, and from 
this came pipelangshta on both sides. Pil, pila on him, on her has to be dis
tinguished fron1 pil, pila only, but, merely, and from the former p'lu fat, 

grease, seems derived, together with pilui to smell, v. intr., piluye-ash ernitting 

smell or stink, ship'lkanka (and shipalkanka) to go about stinking, p'lin to 

become fat, p'litko fat, adj., shnipelan to fatten. 

Pur to cut into strips or fringes forms a basis which has been quite fer
tile in all sorts of derivatives. The !adix pu- points to a separation or cut
ting asnnder so as to cause divergence below. We meet it in the noun: 
pu' sh whorl, as seen on the cat-tail, etc., and in its derivatives pu' shak bunch 

of pine-needles, pu' shxam twi,g of coniferre. Pu'ish is a fringe, leather fringe 

when loose; after being fastened to the garment it is called puitlantchish; 
puash a flour-sack made of cloth. Pukewish set of fringes, fringe of a skin 
garment, strap and leather belongs to the same radix pu -, which refers as 
well to the diverging of the legs in the human and animal body, as may 
be gathered from terms like pu' shaklish part of leg between hip and knee, 
spuya, Mod., to stretch the legs, putchka to part the legs or feet and pu'tchta, 
hushpu'txa _to.touch with the feet, sputchta and hushpatchta to fi·ighten, scare, 

lit. "to make the legs part;" putchkanka to move the legs quickly and to hold 

them apart. ·very probably pe'tch foot (and leg with smaller animals) is 
of the same radix, though the change of the vowel is not quite plain ; cf. 
shepatchtila to place the legs under oneself, and spiega to help up another on 

his legs. Another prefix occurs in l'bu'ka (for lpu'ka) to lie on the ground, 

said of round subjects, as roots, bulbs, etc. 

TKAP stalk, stem of plant, maize-stalk appears as -kap in its compounds 
and d'erivatives, t- being the prefix indicating upright position of one sub
ject. Tka-, tga- also forms the radix in the verbs of standing when the 
subject is in the singular number. Kap as a base or sten1 in the sense of 
stick or pole is found in yankapshtia and kn1akapshti to place into an opening 

and to bar an entrance with some long object, as a stick. For stalk and 
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rnaize-stalk the 1\Iodoc dialect has kap, not tkap; cf. kapala, kapaltcha to be 
abo~ut gathering stalks, reeds, etc. In Klamath Lake kapka, a species of low 
pine, Pinus contorta, stands for tkapaga, tkapka, and has a diminutive kap
ldtga young kdpka-pine; for ka,pka Modoc prefers ku' ga, diminutive of ko' sh, 
ku' sh pine. The radix found in kapata to reach up to, gaptcha to hide or go 
behind is ka-, related to gena to go and not to kap. 

T'sHi'N or teshi'n, d. t'shi't'shan and ti't'shan to grow applies to men and 
animals only, kedsha to plants. Though intransitive, this verb is a parallel 
to tchfya to give to son1ebody a liquid, as water, milk; t'shfn therefore means 
to be brought up with n1ilk, water, etc., in the earliest stage of life. ·Cf. 
rpicpszr to feed on milk, to feed, to curdle. From that verb comes t':;h:ishap 
I(l father, like rpocpo~ nurse from rphpszr; the Modoc form p't:ishap recalls 
the distributive forn1 t:it'shan of t'shfn. The circurnstance that the father or 

progenitor is only called the "feeder," "nourisher," throws an interesting 
light upon the prhnitive conditions once existing among these western In
dians; besides this, p'gfshap mother really means "the n1aker." From t'shi'n 
are further derived: (1) t'shfka to grow old, to be old, and as a noun: old nttan. 
Its dirninutive t'shika-aga is short old man and parent. (2): ndshilo, dirn. 
ndshiluaga female animal, lit. ''the suckler, feeder." (3): hishtatcha, the 

causative form of t'shi'n, to bring up, raise, said of children and the young 
brood of animals. 

W:EKTA to plait. A series of words beginning with w- possesses in com~ 
mon the signification of twisting, plaiting, but varies considerably in regard 

to the vowel following the initial sound, thus forming thematic roots like 
wa-, we-, wi-; the real radix is apparently u-, which as a component of 
diphthongs turns into w-. We also find that, e. g., wapalash dead tTee is a 

transformation of upalash, washolalxa for huhasholalxa, watakia for ntakia. 
From the fonn wa- the radix u- forms tern1s like wapil'ma to tie, twist, or 

wind around, waptash water running through ponds and small lakes with 
visible motion resembling a twisting, waptasha-iga rope twisted out or grass, 

stalks, etc., wakogsh bucket, called so because of the hoops winding around 
it, wakshna moccasin, viz., garment tied around the feet. The diphthong 
we- stands as initial in wekta to plait, whence wektash (Kl.) plait of females, 
for which Modoc has waktash, a form less original than wektash; wepla to 
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wind sornething around, to wrap up, envelop; weplakiamna to bend or coil up, 
to form rings; wepiaks middle part of bow, because strengthened by leather 
tied around it; wipka overshoe or cover of shoe consisting of twisted n1aterial. 
Frorn witchxa, v. tr., to wind around as a rope, are derived witchkatko 
mountain ridge ttnd witchiak, the Modoc term for rainbow, both nanwd after 

their winding shape. 
vVfTA to blo·w at contains a radix wi- meaning to blow, but greatly vary

ing in its significations according to the suffixes that n1ay becon1e connected 
with it. · Wita and witna forn1 witka to blow out of, witxnola to cease blowing 
out of; the basis wika to blow out, to emit air, gave rise to the derivatives 
wikansha to blow across, to sweep over, and to wiklawi to blow in a side direc

.tion, to drift along the ground, and to wiknish telltale, tattler, one "who 
blows at somebody." Wili is to blow or waft through, wihila to blow into the 
fire. Witcha refers to continual blowing, and forms witch6la to cease to blow, 
witchuHna to blow underneath, witchuyekt<imna to blow something up contin
ual~y (implying an inchoative verb witchuyega), and witchtka to continue 
blowing in ret·urn, forms witchtaks tempest, storm. Finally we have wina, 
which, with the suffix -na indicating gradual process and short distance, 
means to sing, lit. "to blow at intervals;" win6ta to sing in a chorus, espe
cially when the song is started by the conjurer. The medial forn1 shuina 
to sing referred originally to a solo chant, but now applies to choruses as 
well; its noun shui'sh is not song only, but also magic song effecting cures 
of disease and obtained by inspiration through drea1ns. For the other 
derivatives of wina and shuina see Dictionary. 
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